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The Concordance Base material for Paul’s 1st Letter to The Corinthians
(Issue: 16 July 2009)     1st Rev. 12th Jun. 2013   2nd  Rev.  09 May 2015     3rd  Rev.  29 Aug 2020 

The Aim of this document is to:- 
1. Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds.
2. Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today.
3. Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us.
4. Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates.
5. Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study.
6. Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere.
7. To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus repudiates  “Religion”.
8. To  entirely remove all  ‘mystique and mystery’  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”.
9. To  cause vociferous debate  and thus bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject!

The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this translation. 

The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  ‘wise’  and 
‘sophisticated’  supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance,  even more so today! 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  ‘master’  
religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 
Chambers Dictionary definition of these words/sayings/topics/reasonings:- 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Paul makes in his letter/epistle. 
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 
Warning = injurious to the  health/well-being  of a human. 

Note:  A couple of examples termed  “prophecies”  are more like  “words of advice to yield a result”  but given to keep the 
headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter. 
The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 110 “allegories” to the 111 stated or that a  “reasoning”  should 
be classified as an  “instruction”  (and likewise with the other headings)  –  but they have been given to expose the many 
examples buried within the text,  enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth 
of material given for our consideration! 
Furthermore,  I include  “one liners”  as  “parables”  under the strict definition of parable  (as “a comparison”) because 
these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by  worldly Christian leaders, 

The Thrust of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is twofold,  firstly it is directed to  elect/select  144000 
(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,  
requiring  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Future World Leaders.  This is a special grouping of people  (1Pet.2v9, 
Isa.66v8)  proven  to have  precisely imitated Jesus Christ  (to the very best of their ability)  during the following Gospel 
Age,   that only  God/Yahweh  knows how long it shall be,  Matt.24v36  because of Matt.20v23.   Secondly,  “The Real 
Gospel”  teaches The World in fine detail of the future  “New World Order”  of The Millennium and how  all  resurrected 
people of the last some 6000 years  can  be personally successful as  “The Late Adopters” within its  “new operating 
procedures”.  This  “New System”  cannot  occur now  but will  only  occur  when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected 
individuals from out of The Gospel Age.   Presently,  religious leaders who  were/are  false to this duty  were/are  those 
who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees  prior to JC’s ministry and the  worldly Christian Leaders  after JC’s 
ministry.  The Religious Leaders are instructed to set  “The Correct Example”  (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow,  except the religious leaders 
imitate them,  by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires!   People spiritually inhabiting The World 
of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards  are completely ignored  by Yahweh,  they form  no active part in  
bringing forth  The Millennium that finishes  “The 2nd Part”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  (to 
complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  Luke.4v19 – see glossary).  Thus,  the vast majority of allegories and 
prophecies in The Bible have  no relevance to worldly people of today  –  being true on both sides of the equation! 
The allegories and prophecies of today are  only  specifically related to  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh  by 
having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word.  Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do  “their own  (worldly) 
thing”,  and thus personally make themselves  “unelectable”  for a place in the 144000 grouping,  and thus renege on their 
personal  “Contract”  with Yahweh,  which is  “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained”  by means of Anointing! 
People outside the 144000  “Early Adopters”  will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become 
progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age,  of which very many are being fulfilled  now  at The Gospel Age close,  
because  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is almost complete,  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 
It is  crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  and gives future options for everyone else. 
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Some very important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,      JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)        TC = True Christian.                                          CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{...} = one Greek word                                    .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”    =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative, -  meaning it is  so precisely accurate  to enable a near perfect translation back to 
the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern-day translations;  many are 
human interpretations at crucial locations   and thus loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more 
accessible high level  (of which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).   
By consequence,  I was forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  
together with exegesis in the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!    
To combat the mass corruption by  charlatan Christian Leaders,  I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within “God’s 
(named “Yahweh”)  Word”  to expose what  was  truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.   
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 

Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 
Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

Paul’s  epistle/letter  corroborated by The Old Testament citations  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  

Thus, I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”. 
It will cause much  “heart searching”  and  “consternation”  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us  –  there is no escape  –  are we prepared to imbue this “new wine – or do we prefer the old?”  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?”  Matt.12v30. 
 
Important Note   Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are  
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally  audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours,  gives freely to  
The Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus  The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  is  
(1) a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology  –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required  “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules  
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus more applicable today,  (2) and the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this,  I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
 
 
 
Paul’s 1st letter to the Corinthians:       Issued date: 01 Aug 2007 
    (Revised: 29 June 2009)    2nd Rev. 12th Jun.  2013    3rd Rev. 09 May 2015     4th  Rev. 28 Aug 2020 
 
1st Instruction – TCs are slaves having been separated from The World to teach the Good News of The Millennium. 
1st Comment – Many People are  “invited to become Christians”,  but how many  “Christians”  realise it is an invitation 
to become more than just  “a worldly Christian”,  inasmuch there is  “an election process”  for “Sonship”  of which only 
144000 Christians are successful to become  “The Firstfruits”  and  “Early Adopters”  (Matt.20v16 22v14, Rev.14v1-4). 
2nd Comment – Paul is declaring himself to be an apostle  (demonstrated by his fidelity to The Assayed Knowledge). 
2nd Instruction – Only Yahweh appoints apostles  (“appointed to tell”  thus holy = TCs) -  no  human is able! 
3rd Comment – Yahweh ensures  “The Word of God”  reaches those people who will prove themselves to be TCs,  though 
perhaps 30,000 times more people will call themselves  “Christians”  and yet Yahweh shall presently ignore them. 
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1st Allegory – Firstfruit = “Early Harvest” occurs  before  “The Main Harvest”    (much used – so I introduce it early). 
JC was The First one (Barley) of The Firstfruits of 144000 TCs following (Wheat) as instituted by Yahweh at Lev.23v5-25 
some 3500 years ago to be a specific prophecy of what was to occur during The Gospel Age as we are equally told by 
prophecy at Rev.14v1-4 (almost 2000 years ago).   Yahweh underwrote this by His direct intervention in Acts.2v1+ at  
“The Feast of The Ingathering”,  being  “The Ingathering”  over the next some 2000 years for  “The Early Adopters”  (= 
144000 TCs)  during The Gospel Age.   They are needed to become The Rulers of The Millennium,  at the end of which 
“The Main Harvest”  shall take place after all “The Resurrected World”  has learnt “Righteousness” over the 1000 years 
while covered by JC over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (John.19v31, 20v1).   See my important commentary at Rev.20v5. 
1Cor.   1v1 og (the) Paul  (the) invited/called/appointed  (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell}   
1Cor.   1v1 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  through (reason of)   
1Cor.   1v1 og (the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  (of the) God [Yahweh]  
1Cor.   1v1 og also  (the) Sosthenes  the  brother/{The Brethren}. 
1Cor.   1v1 = Paul  the  invited/called   apostle/{appointed [by Yahweh and not the World] to tell}  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed    

through reason of  the  desire/determination/purpose  of the  God  (Yahweh),   also  the  brother  Sosthenes. 
 

Paul,  the invited apostle of the Anointed Jesus through reason of the  determination/purpose  of God  (Yahweh) 
also the  (invited  [for anointing]  by “The Word of God”)   brother Sosthenes. 
 

Paul is  stating/affirming  his credentials before The Corinthian Brethren  –  he has been nominated by Yahweh through JCg  (as “The Word of God”  
[JCg,  Rev.19v13]  calling him by  “personal invitation”  Acts.9v1-12, 22v1-12)  to be  “appointed by Yahweh  (and  not  by The World)  to tell”   The 
Gospel message to The World –  Paul is an apostle (TC).  Sadly when we trawl through the  worldly Christian websites we read the most wonderful 
quotes from The Bible but after a few minutes of careful examination it becomes readily obvious to those very few people who  thoroughly  know  “The 
(Real)  New Testament”  (as originally given by The Greek Word)  then the understanding attributed to these verses is so very shallow. 
Why?   Because  nothing is explained,  and  everything is presented in a frothy, self-indulgent manner,  furthermore,  many of the verses are corruptions 
of The Original Greek word!   So these  “supposed foremost representatives”  of   “Christianity”  are  not  apostles –  because of the  “deviant material”  
presented disclaims them as such -  inasmuch Yahweh would most certainly  not  appoint them to represent Him –  they merely claim to represent Him! 

There is a  big  difference between the two statements! 
Sosthenes may have been Paul’s scribe,  because it has been traditionally accepted that Paul had poor eyesight  (perhaps as a result of his encounter 
with JCg while journeying to Damascus  (Acts.9v3-12,  22v1-12)  –   even though at the end of this piece Paul writes a salutation in his own hand  –   to 
add authenticity to The Epistle in the reader’s mind. 
 
4th Comment – The Brethren are released from the results of their lifestyle during the 1st part of their physical life by JC. 
(Thus, complete improvement is required to be imitating JC’s lifestyle during the 2nd part of our spiritual life). 
5th Comment – There are two groupings = (1) The Brethren and  (2) The TCs  striving  for The Goal of Sonship. 
3rd Instruction – “Coming in the Name”  also means  “Behaving in the Character”  and  “Having the Authority”  of the 
person in whom we come.  This  only  occurs by gaining  “Real Faith”  through the  required three stage process  of  (1) 
gaining accurate knowledge  (2) rigorously assaying it and then  (3) operate with fidelity with what has been tested! 
4th Instruction – lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
1Cor.   1v2 og To the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  of the  God [Yahweh]  to the [ecclesia]   
1Cor.   1v2 og am/being/have  in  (to the [= within]) Corinth  (the having been) purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified   
1Cor.   1v2 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus 
1Cor.   1v2 og (to the) invited/called/appointed  (to the) blameless/{holy persons} [= Brethren actively aiming to be TCs], 
1Cor.   1v2 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   (to the) all  to the (persons [TCs and Brethren])   
1Cor.   1v2 og entitling/{invoking decision/resolution}/appealing/{calling upon} [middle voice] 
1Cor.   1v2 og the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}   
1Cor.   1v2 og (of the) Jesus   (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  in  (to the [= within]) every   
1Cor.   1v2 og (to the) { spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room/area,  
1Cor.   1v2 og {of them}  both  also  {of/from us}. 
1Cor.   1v2 = To the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  God  (Yahweh),   to the  people  (Brethren)  being within  Corinth,   

the having been  purified/{made separate from this world of sin}/blameless/innocent  within the  Christ/Anointed  Jesus, 
to the  invited/called  {holy people}/TCs  {united as companions}/{in union together}  to all  the people   
personally  {invoking decision}/{calling upon}  the  name/character/authority  of our  lord/master  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed   
within every  location/{place of occupancy}, both  {of them}  also  {of/from us}. 

 

To the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of God (Yahweh),  to the people (Brethren)  being within Corinth  
having been  {made  blameless/innocent}   (away from the 1st part of their spiritual life  [as demonstrated by their new deportment]) 
within the Anointed  (by Yahweh)  Jesus   (as The Exemplar for us to imitate  –  to remain  blameless/innocent  in the 2nd part of our spiritual life) 
the invited holy people   (TCs and the Brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   
united as companions   (to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [and not behave as the ascendant  wayward worldly  Christian leaders’  schisms]) 
to all the people personally invoking decision   (to guide our mind correctly with  “The Word of God”  to precisely imitate JC  [Rev.19v13]) 
the  name/character/authority  of our  lord/master  (controlling out mind)  Jesus the Anointed   (for Sonship by Yahweh) 
within every location   (ideally all over The World,  hence the responsibility of ourselves as part of The Ecclesia  [= the calling out of God’s Word])   
both of them  also of us   (to attain the required goal of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  [ideally to become a future  “Son of God”,  by imitating JC]). 
 

Depending how the text is written   “both of them,  also of the us”  could be traditionally understood as Paul and  (his trainee)  Sosthenes,  are writing 
this letter to The Corinthians  (from the construction  “also of them,  both of us”). 
However,  I read a bit more into this due to its original construction within context.  I consider that when Paul was starting to write this letter,  he had 
within his mind the  two specific groups within the ideal New Christian Nation,  those people who are  (1) front line workers (TCs)  and  (2) the dedicated 
support staff  (The Brethren)  actively working as hard as they are able to support the TCs.   

Thus,  we have  two  groups   1. TCs [as defined by Yahweh].   2. Brethren.     See my commentary to  Rom.8v33 for the full explanation. 
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Paul was considering how he was going to construct his letter and how he was going to  identify/{then rectify}  the various problems occurring within 
The Brethren  (who as he states are  “still children”  –  some of whom,  are very wayward  [having many of the characteristics we see in Christians 
today])! 
 
1st Reasoning – The Gifts, favour and benefits are for two parts of our life.  During the 1st part of our physical life God’s 
Word fully imbued transforms our mind to be Christ-like and in this manner it protects us from worldly lures,  for example 
(1) immorality, (2) debt, (3) secular enemies  (4) fraudulent activity and the fallout that occurs from these four examples. 
The greatest gift/favour/benefit is in the 2nd part of our physical life,  gaining something that is so immeasurably greater 
than the greatest person could have today,  and that is of  “Sonship”  occurring at “The 1st Resurrection”. 
1st Good News – Once having the  accurate  Knowledge and we have by rigorous assay the Assurance to behave with 
Fidelity  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  then and only then,  Yahweh is prepared to work with us – to aid us 
in bringing forth the next generation of TCs while we practise  “The Wisdom of God”  in our life. 
6th Comment – The Almighty God is  “The (Adopting) Father”  of  “us”  spoken by Paul as a  “TC”  (an “apostle”). 
7th Comment – The Almighty God is The Father of JC  (in JC’s fleshly form)  and Yahweh being a separate Entity,  is also 
The Father of JCg,  where JCg was resurrected as  The  First/Chief/Only  Begotten Son of God  (from out of a DNA body). 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
1Cor.   1v3 og (the) Grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  {to yourselves}  also  (the) peace/prosperity/rest 
1Cor.   1v3 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) God [Yahweh]   (the) father/forebear  {of/from us}    
1Cor.   1v3 og also  (of the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor.   1v3 = The  gift/favour/gratitude/benefit  {to yourselves},   

also  the  peace/prosperity/rest  from  of the  God  (Yahweh)   our Father,   also  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

The  gift/favour  to yourselves   (being what  “The Word of God”  can give to us as individuals  hearkening  unto  “The Word of God”) 
also the  peace/rest   (to individuals  obedient  to what  “The Word of God”  instructs/commands  how we are to behave in our life) 
from of God,  our Father   (Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father”  provided we imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle), 
also of the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  [sourced by Yahweh]  controlling our mind to imitate JC) 
of the Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh to become the  [premier]  Son of God –  showing us  “The Way”  to behave,  thereby fulfilling God’s Desire). 
 

As we read in the other epistles,  we know  “The Peace”  is an affirmation for  
     (1) it is to occur within The Brethren and    
     (2) protection from worldly affliction originated by the  worldly religious leaders stirring-up The Populace,  as we have witnessed throughout  
          all of The Gospel Age. 
This occurs because  worldly religious leaders are shown up to be  “hypocrites”  to  “The Word of God”  within their  “Professionalism”  (for services 
rendered,  by sourcing worldly muses for payment from the World by giving the World what it wants to hear)!   This occurs when the World clearly has  
“a contrasting stance”  taken by the TCs who themselves  do  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able for no worldly return,  
except persecution organised by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (as taught in The Bible, John.11v47-53, 16v1-4, etc.).   
“Prosperity”  is  not  worldly material things – but rather we grow within our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become more Christ-like so our future 
with Yahweh becomes more prosperous.  The  “rest”  means by inculcating God’s Word gives us protection from the battering we would receive  (being 
violence, pain, suffering, affliction)  as the  fall-out,  had we followed worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)  that leads to  
(justified)  retaliation from the World. 

Clearly,  we read of two separate Entities  “Yahweh the Father”  and  “Jesus the Anointed”  –   else  why  the distinction clearly made?   
Furthermore,  one cannot anoint oneself,  but rather,  another Entity with greater authority anoints the lesser entity into that new position. 

Almighty God our  Forebear/Father  [provided we imitate JC]  as one Entity (Yahweh),  and JCg as  “the specific god”  of Mankind in The Heavens  
[plural]  as  another  entity alongside his Father Yahweh.  I draw the reader’s attention to the point of there being no reference to the HS here,  of which 
surely there should be,  -  if  the HS is to be deemed as a supposed personage alongside the other  two  Personages  (if it was a personage)!   Please see 
“Holy”, “Spirit”, and “Holy Spirit” in glossary.  There will be much more reference to this topic later in this epistle within all the supporting context  
(equally as the very many examples I give in John’s Gospel)  and throughout my commentaries of The New Testament comprising of 4,000,000+ words. 
Interestingly,  in the next verse we have Paul stating of the  “gift and favour (from) of The God” (Yahweh)  which means    

“Yahweh is fulfilling His Pure Desire in The Environment as He deems fit”  to ultimately produce a righteously operating society. 
This is of the equivalent purpose as being - 

The HS  is a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  made manifest in The Environment  (to 
achieve the required objective,  in unison with Yahweh’s mission for our society). 

This is precisely what this websites states  -  see glossary and in so many places within my commentaries)  and thus we reason the HS is  not  a 
personage in itself  (when supported by perhaps what seems like 100’s of verses in context  –  all as I so very carefully document throughout my 
commentaries within The New Testament)!    

However the HS can and does become  “personalised”  within a  receptive individual imbuing  “The Word of God”  to precisely imitate JC,  
having grown our inner personality  (away  from the old worldly methodology)  upon  “The Word of God”  as a new  Creature/Creation  
(2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, etc.). 

I will link all these references together within my future electronic  “Concordance of Topics” –  of which this topic will be supported. 
I invite the  very best  Christian  theologians/scholars  of which  this World  can offer to defend their most  “errant understanding”  of The Trinity on the 
email route provided on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  so I might gladly use The Bible  in context  to publicly expose and shame the deviant nature of 
their  “presumed exegesis”,  once and  for all time! 
 
8th Comment – The Brethren here are receiving benefits from Yahweh  in/with/through  JC as  “The Intermediary”. 
Reasoning – repeat - The Gifts, favour, benefits are for two parts of our life.  During the 1st part of our physical life God’s 
Word fully imbued transforms our mind to be Christ-like and in this manner it protects us from worldly lures,  for example 
(1) immorality, (2) debt, (3) secular enemies  (4) fraudulent activity and the fallout that occurs from these four examples. 
The greatest gift/favour/benefit is in the 2nd part of our physical life,  gaining something that is so immeasurably greater 
than the greatest person could have today,  and that is of  “Sonship”  occurring at “The 1st Resurrection”. 
5th Instruction – Gain more  accurate  Knowledge  (where only a  little  knowledge is dangerous)  from a reliable source   
(The Bible,  and  not  a  worldly Christian Leader)  and then useful riches  (in The Lord’s Service)  shall follow. 
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2nd Allegory – Wealthy = spiritually wealthy,  inasmuch what we finally achieve  (ideally  “Sonship”  because of our 
perfected mind),  would be the most desirable thing for people to have.  Sadly all people  (except “The Early Adopters”)  
do not recognise this  “perfected mind to be wealthy”  during the 1st part of their physical life – and thus reject what  “The 
Word of God”  should mean within their life  (being the 1st part,  and in the 2nd part of their life it is too late for Sonship), 
1st Warning – Beware of some  charlatan Christian leaders speaking of  “wealth”  to be monetary!   Their mind is not 
pure,  it is worldly seeking,  showing where their focus is on life  (being after your money, Acts.20v29, Matt.24v23-26, etc.) 
6th Instruction – Having  accurate  Knowledge ensures that we can imitate JC’s Lifestyle.  The evidence of JC’s martyr-
like lifestyle becomes evident within The Brethren’s lifestyle  (to separate Brethren from  worldly  Christians). 
7th Instruction – “The Anointed”  by itself (v6) often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
9th Comment – The Goal for Sonship is being substantiated within (some)  of these Brethren,  can the same be said of us? 
2nd Reasoning – “The evidence substantiated in you” means they  truly understood what Paul taught them  and were thus 
motivated to self-reform  from inside  – being a genuine internal change away from The World  (being of its methodology) 
unto Yahweh’s Methodology  (edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
1Cor.   1v4 og (I) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness  to the  God [Yahweh]  {of me}/myself 
1Cor.   1v4 og {every when}/{at all times}/always  concerning/about  {of yourselves}  over/upon   
1Cor.   1v4 og to the [= in/with/by/on]   grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  God [Yahweh]    
1Cor.   1v4 og to the  (thing [=benefit])   (the having been) given/bestowed/granted  {to yourselves}   
1Cor.   1v4 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
1Cor.   1v4 = I  (Paul)   {give thanks}  to my  God  (Yahweh),   

always  concerning  yourselves  with  the  gift/favour  of the  God  (Yahweh)  
of the  thing  (gift/benefit)   the having been  given/bestowed  to yourselves  within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus. 

 

I (Paul)  give thanks to my God  (Yahweh), 
always concerning yourselves with the  gift/favour  of God   (Yahweh sourcing  “The Word of God”  has  made an impression upon them) 
of the benefit given to yourselves within the Anointed  (being the access to become a future Son of God)   Jesus   (as he showed to us). 
 

Clearly the gift and benefit would be from  “The Knowledge”  gained by employing JC’s two laws  (Mark.12v30-31)  within the individual’s lifestyle,  
further supported by Yahweh’s HS which comes  through JC as  “The Word of God”  being  fully imbued and operated upon with fidelity  within the 
individual according to the specific ability of the individual  (Matt.25v15).   We,  who are assiduously aiming to become TCs,  are to  
promote/canvas/teach  of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19,  please see glossary and my later commentaries in this epistle)  as 
commanded by JC in his ministry  (Matt.24v14).   Furthermore,  we are to avoid deliberate involvement in worldly issues (politics)  like the plague  –  
this is all  specifically as The Bible  teaches us,  but is in  direct contrast  to that given by  worldly Christian Leaders who preach on worldly matters!    
I encourage errant  worldly Christian leaders to contact me espousing their deviant understanding of The Bible,  so that I might use The Bible  in context  
to publicly straighten their distorted understanding of God’s Word on this website   “FutureLife.Org “.  This will be one of my subject matters within my 
electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  enabling The World to  directly bypass  “the deviant teaching”  sourced by our  worldly Christian  
leaders/theologians  in their supposed millions  (I justify this number elsewhere by simple calculation)! 
1Cor.   1v5 og Because  in  (to the [= within]) every (thing)   (you were) {made wealthy}/enriched  in  (to the [= within]) him,   
1Cor.   1v5 og in  (to the [= within])  every  (to the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Cor.   1v5 og also  (to the) all   (to the) knowledge/science/enlightenment, 
1Cor.   1v5 = Because  within  everything  you were  {made wealthy}/enriched   (spiritually)   within  the  him  (JC sourced by Yahweh),   

within  every  word/saying/reasoning  also  in  all   (spiritual)   knowledge/enlightenment, 
 

Because within everything you were  (spiritually)  made wealthy   (meaning, gaining a wonderful future into The Eternity  [everyone will want it]) 
within him   (JC as  “The Word of God”  sourced by Yahweh,  inasmuch your mind has been transformed  away from worldly  thinking/methodology) 
within every word  (of JC)   also in every  knowledge/enlightenment   (in how we are to fulfil Yahweh's Desire of us,  as individuals), 
 

Thus,  all the information was given to those Brethren in Corinth by the TCs  accurately  teaching God’s Word to them  -  without distorting “The Word 
of God”.   Any misapplication of  “The Word of God”  given to support any particular worldly opinion  (as we are taught to avoid in Rom.13v1-8,  and 
obviously include politics of any description)  would make God’s Word become  spotted/tainted/dirtied  by worldly contamination. 
“The Word of God”  is to operate at a personal level and not forced through at a high level in society.  Get the low level correct at a personal level and 
then the high level within society will become corrected afterwards,  that is The Crux of the matter!   However,  in The Millennium when The Old-World 
Order will be removed  (2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.19v16-21, etc.)  being headed by the returning JCg  (2nd 2nd C)  and his TCs  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, 
Rev.1v6,20v6,  etc.,).  All these future Leaders of  “The New Epoch Israel”  (“Resurrected World”  of The Millennium)  were originally  “The 
Last/Least”  within society over the last some 2000 years,  having been enriched with  “The Knowledge”  shall then become  “The First/Most”  
(Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.,)  within the future.    They shall be  “awakened/roused”  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55,  
Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13)  as  The  Kings/Priests  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  (as  The Heirs  [kings/priests]  to  The Inheritance  [= 
The Resurrected World]). 
Important Note - 
I use the word  “spiritual”.  This is not some mystic word  (as preached by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  but rather it means we have become 
educated upon  “The Word of God”  (being the knowledge of JC)  and then quite simply   “we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”. 
It is as simple as that!    

It is not the mystic nonsense taught by  “Leaders of Religion”  to gain some hold over The Populace for  self-indulgent  worldly gain! 
The other reason why “spiritual”  is not preached correctly is this    The  “Leaders of Religion”  would by necessity,  then be placed in the position of 
having to precisely imitate JC  themselves  (else be exposed as charlatans  –  and thus lose their livelihood)!   That is something they most certainly do 
not wish to do  (John.11v47-53)   –  because they prefer worldly methodology and are not prepared to make the change  –  precisely as Paul told us  
(2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, etc.). 
1Cor.   1v6 og just/as/that/how/when  the  {what is evidential}/{the evidence}/{to be testified}   
1Cor.   1v6 og of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (it was) substantiated/confirmed/established 
1Cor.   1v6 og in  {to [= within] yourselves}. 
1Cor.   1v6 = just/as  {what is evidential}/{the evidence}   (of the  ministry/lifestyle)   of the  Christ/Anointed 

it was  substantiated/confirmed   (demonstrated by works)   within yourselves   (the brethren starting to imitate JC). 
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Just as the evidence  (being of JC’s ministry/lifestyle)   of the Anointed   (by Yahweh for potential future Sonship)    
was substantiated  (by the occupational efforts of imitating JC)   within yourselves   (actively aiming to become TCs). 
 

Paul is stating,  these  specific Brethren  (though  other  brethren  in the grouping were more deviant,  Chapter 5)  were sincerely trying to imitate JC to 
the best of their ability and later,  Paul as a TC,  exhorts The Brethren to imitate JC even further by also  imitating his ministry  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  to 
become classed by Yahweh as TCs.   This occurs through  election/selection/choosing  at the end of the 1st part of  their/our  physical life as having 
fulfilled the required  lifestyle/ministry  worthy of what is to occur in The Millennium upon our  “awakening/rousing/resuscitation”  into the 2nd part of 
our physical life in The Millennium.   Thus,  a  single  life comprising of two parts  with a metaphoric “asleep” in between  (John.11v11-15). 
Where our single  (2 part)  life  (punctuated by [The 1st] “Death” [asleep])  can continue for an eternity provided we ultimately imitate our redeemer JC. 
The question that we must ask of ourselves is - 

1. Are we personally fulfilling this role? 
2. Are the  self-claimed  Christian Leaders all around The World also fulfilling this role? 

The answer to (2) is a resounding NO!   When their personal ministries  (both word and deeds)  are compared with that given by JC and Paul! 
Worldly Christian leaders could have their ministries given by a Hindu, Muslim, Sikh,  etc.  with the key character’s name changed in the text,  because 
there is  no  understanding given within their ministries to make  “Christianity”  specific  –  but just given out as worldly  “nice sounding”  platitudes,  
being of those we receive from “Religion”  generally!     There is nothing about  “God’s Word part 1” (the Tanakh [Old Testament])  being  righteously 
answered  by  “God’s Word part 2”  (JC [New Testament])  that together yields  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC and then 
resurrected by  “FutureLife.Org”  almost 2000 years later! 
Clearly there are  “the odd”  few Christian leaders who are  not  worldly,  who do  not  personally  take  the best positions to become  “The  First/Most”  
within society,  but rather,  these very few individuals  take  “The  Last/Least” ( 1Cor.4v9-13)  so they might be  given  “The Most”  by Yahweh in The 
Millennium.  This is all as JC specifically taught us during his precise ministry given in fidelity to Yahweh’s Word to be practised as  “The Wisdom of 
God”  within his life  (rather than  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  practising  “the wisdom of The World”  (being that of worldly methodology). 
Where,  “worldly methodology”  means  “Self-indulge to your neighbour’s hurt”  and by contrast,  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  as practiced by JC and  
“The 1st Century Christians”  was  “Edify your neighbour to your own hurt”. 
 
8th Instruction – Having gained the  accurate Knowledge from TCs so that there are  no  incoherent mysteries then we are 
in the position to  accurately  imitate JC’s ministry and thus be eagerly awaiting The Expectation of JCg’s 1st 2nd C. 
3rd Reasoning – Having gained the  accurate Knowledge from TCs – that means  “Understanding God’s Word” (else the 
teacher is a poor teacher [worldly Christian leader in their millions])  then the recipients are not spiritually lacking to 
achieve Yahweh’s  “Primary Goal of Sonship”.  Once He gains 144000 TCs having proved themselves  (to “The World”)  
they are worthy to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium then He brings forth “The 1st Resurrection”. 
4th Reasoning – When wholly  “understanding God’s Word” and then faithfully replicate it in our life to become  “The 
wisdom of God” by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then we have  personally solved  “The Mystery of God”  and in this 
manner we truly have the revelation of what JC means within our life.  That is part 1 – being “The Spiritual Revelation”.   
Part 2 is  “The Physical Revelation”  when the 144000 TCs are  resurrected/transfigured  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to 
become  “The Bride of Christ”  (Rev.21v2, 9). 
2nd Good News – Once having  accurate  Knowledge and by rigorous assay we have Assurance,  behaving with Fidelity to 
gain confidence and reinforces The Gospel (Good News)  in our actions as we eagerly await JCg at the 1st Resurrection. 
(Note:  A worldly Christian Leader’s comprehension is  so shaky  that it is  impossible  for them to be in this position!) 
3rd Good News – JCg as  “The Word of God”  operating as a  presence/parousia  within a compliant individual will yield 
the  HS within those persons who are imitating JC to the very best of their ability and thus firmly establish them as being 
one of the stones to make up The New Temple comprising of 144000 TCs elected out of The Gospel Age. 
9th Instruction – The Brethren are to aim to become like TCs and thus  innocent/blameless  – by precisely imitating JC. 
1st Prophecy – The Day of The Lard = The Millennium = The Sabbath 7th Day  (of completeness/perfection)  will occur. 
2nd Prophecy – TC’s being  innocent/blameless  (against any charge)  to  “The Golden/Kingly Standard of JC”  for  “The 
Anointing unto Sonship”  will become like him,  participating in  “The 1st Resurrection”   in  heavenly/celestial  bodies. 
4th Good News – Yahweh is faithful in His Covenant of Sonship to people who have been called by JCg to become 
Christians and most importantly,  then truly hearken to JC by imitating his ministry/lifestyle  for  “Election unto Sonship”.  
1Cor.   1v7 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  {specifically yourselves}  not  
1Cor.   1v7 og (to be) {be later}/inferior/{fall short}/destitute/lack/suffer/need/want   
1Cor.   1v7 og in  (to the [= within]) {not even one}/{no one}/none   
1Cor.   1v7 og (to the) {divine gratuity/endowment}/{religious qualification}   
1Cor.   1v7 og (the having been) {expecting fully}/{eagerly awaiting} [middle voice]   
1Cor.   1v7 og the  disclosure/appearing/manifestation/revelation   
1Cor.   1v7 og of the  lord/master  {of/from us}   (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed; 
1Cor.   1v7 = Thus  {specifically yourselves}  (Brethren actively aiming to become TCs are)   not  to be  {falling short}/lacking   

within  {not even one}  {religious qualification}   (having  “The Knowledge”  as given by JC as  “The Word of God”  through the apostles),   
the having been  personally {expecting fully}/{eagerly awaiting}   (by your reformed status -  to gain  “parousia”  [presence/coming]) 
the  unveiling/revelation  of our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  Christ/Anointed; 

 

Thus,  specifically yourselves   (brethren actively aiming to be TCs are)    
not to be lacking   (Paul has given  accurate  information, translated into  informed  knowledge  which has been hearkened by these recipients) 
             (this cannot be said of  “Religion”  that is  only  based upon  “hearsay” and “custom”,  being  unrighteous  to Mankind’s Salvation) 
within not even one religious qualification   (thus Paul  has  taught them  correctly  about  [1] The Tanakh and  [2] how JC righteously fulfilled it), 
having personally eagerly awaiting the revelation   (being “The Word of God”  [1] operating in our life to imitate JC,  [2] “The 1st Resurrection”) 
of our   lord/master  (“The Word of God”  truly controlling our mind)   of the Anointed Jesus   (for  “Sonship” by Yahweh). 
 

Thus  everything  was  set up correctly for them to become TCs  (through the  accurate  teaching work of the TCs)  but as we read later in Chapter 2, 3 
and 5,  some of The Brethren slipped back towards into The World,  and significant guidance was required to be given in later chapters.  This is all very 
applicable today in Christendom  (having had 1700+ years to slide down the cliff)! 
Paul is both commending and exhorting The Brethren    

Become enriched in  “The Word of God”  so you might operate within Yahweh’s HS from v3, 4  (see also John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.,)  and 
you were teaching accurately v5  (because you  were  imitating JC to the best of your ability,  by following my example as first taught by me).  
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Thus,  we can take this as an exhortation for us likewise - 
Then they  (and we who likewise are trying to imitate JC)  do this continuously v6, 7 with JC  (as “The Word of God”)  operating as a  
presence/parousia  persistently working within  them/us  -  that further yields Yahweh’s HS in  them/us  and Yahweh operating within The 
Environment around  them/us  until the day  they/we  die in  their/our  fleshly body.  Then,  and only then,  they/we  will become confirmed v8 
for The Expectation at our  awakening/rousing  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (at JCg’s 1st 2nd C)  because  they/we  are  
blameless/innocent/righteous  in Yahweh’s sight by continuously fulfilling He Desire as laid down by JC’s example. 

Finally,  because all the above has correctly followed through,  then - 
At  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6,  being the 1st 2nd C of JCg see glossary)  then  they/we  will ideally become  transformed/transfigured  
into  “Sons of God”  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v35-55, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.11v11-13, etc.). 

However we read that all these people started off well,  but progressively slipped back by varying degrees  (and some, 5v1, became “worse than”)  to 
become part of the worldly human standard  (being that of Satan’s system – see Matt.13v20-22).  This is what usually happens to people,  and they 
require severe  prodding/reprimands  to bring them back into God’s system of operation.  It happened then and  it  is  happening now.   
Except sadly today,  there are  very few  Christian leaders  accurately  preaching/teaching  “The Word of God”  to bring people back to God’s system of 
operation;  but to the contrary,  we see that in 5v2  also in Rom.1v32  operating through virtually all societies today  all being condoned  (Rom.1v32). 
Thus we witness -  Worldly Christian leaders  change  Yahweh’s Standards as contained within The Bible to produce a confused  “Lawless”  message 
(Matt.7v20-22)  that becomes  “all things to all men”  (like The Hindu Religion)  so the recipient can read whatever they like provided   “You love 
people”,  without actually understanding what Yahweh means by the word  “Love”  in the context of  “agapao”  (see glossary and later in this epistle). 
1Cor.   1v8 og who/what/which/that  also  (he/she/it  will) substantiate/confirm/establish  {specifically yourselves}  
1Cor.   1v8 og until/{up to}/while  (the) goal/resultant/conclusion/end  (the) unaccused/irreproachable/blameless   
1Cor.   1v8 og in  to the [= within]  Day [Millennium]  of the  lord/master [JCg]   {of/from us} 
1Cor.   1v8 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor.   1v8  = Also  who  he/it  (JC as “The Word of God”)   will  confirm/establish  {specifically yourselves}   (The Brethren)   

until/{up to}  the  resultant/end  unaccused/blameless   within  The Day  (The Millennium)   of our  Lord,  Jesus  Christ/Anointed. 
 

Also who,   
he/it  (“JC” as “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13])  will substantiate specifically yourselves   (who are actively imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
until the  goal/conclusion  (The 1st Resurrection),   innocent/blameless   (provided we continuously imitate JC now) 
within The Day  ([1] “The 1st Resurrection”  for  “The Early Adopters”  and  [2] “The Millennium”  to ideally gain  “The Late Adopters”)    
of our  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind now)  
of the Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh to become  “The First” [Barley]  of  “The Following Firstfruits” [Wheat]  by allegory of Lev.23v5-25). 
 

The Brethren working hard to become TCs  will be considered as being  innocent/blameless  (righteous because they are fulfilling Yahweh’ Desire  –  see 
Rom.4v1-25 that explains all this),  when JCg comes at the 1st 2nd C to collect his bride  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9)  in the beginning  (as I 
would term the  “early morning”)  of The Millennium (“Day”).  They are collected  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 
20v6, etc.,)  at the  beginning  of  “The [Sabbath] Day of the Lord”  (2Pet.3v8)  so they become ready to start their teaching regime of  “Righteousness”  
to the  soon-to-be-resurrected  “perfected DNA”  fleshly humans  (yet not having personally perfected minds).  As I copiously explain on this website The 
Millennium is  “The 7th Day of  Completeness/Perfection  by Oath”   (Hebrew  “shaba/sheba” StrongsTM = 7650/1)  where JC becomes  “The Lord of 
The Sabbath”  where The Sabbath has been made for Man(kind),  so that Man(kind) might be purified  (Mark.2v27-28).    

This process becomes  “The 7th Day of Rest”  from  working  under Satan’s 6 millennial  “Days”  of  (hurtful)  machinations by people taking 
upon themselves positions of leadership while operating under Satan’s worldly methodology  (= self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)! 
Please see Paul’s explanation of this in Hebrews chapter 4. 

1Cor.   1v9 og (the) Trustful/Believe/Faithful/Sure/True  the  {specific god}  through (reason of)  whom/what/which/that   
1Cor.   1v9 og (you were) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned  into/unto   
1Cor.   1v9 og (the) partnership/association/participation/communicate/intercourse  of the  son [JC]   (of the) Him [Yahweh]  
1Cor.   1v9 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}. 
1Cor.   1v9 = Faithful/Trustworthy  (is)  “the specific god”  through reason of  whom  you were  called/assigned  (by The Word of God) 

into  the  partnership/association/fellowship  of His  (Yahweh)   son (JC),  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed  our  lord/master. 
 

Faithful/Trustworthy  is the specific god   (of the context  [1] JC inviting us worldly people   [2] Yahweh as “The Adopting Father” of the TCs) 
through reason of whom you were  invited/called   (to [1] become Christians and ideally  [2] make The Grade to become TCs) 
into the partnership   (thus we  must be  the same  as JC = imitate his ministry/lifestyle  unfeigned  [thus  not  a “Professional Leader of Religion”]) 
of His  (Yahweh’s)   son  (JC),   (clearly  two separate  Entities working together to achieve the  same goal  being,  “The Salvation of Mankind”) 
of our  lord/master   (JCg is “The Lord of lords”  in The Millennium,  he rules over his 144000  TCs as the  kings/priests  over the World,  Rev.19v16) 
the  Anointed Jesus   (the same conditioners as given earlier against these words). 
 

Notice very carefully the wording.  
We are  called through JCg  into the knowledge of himself while he was JC on Earth as  “The Word of God (part 2)”  (Rev.19v13).   

Yahweh is  “The Specific God“  of JC and the future 144000 TCs in the heavens .  We are told He is the  “heart-knower”  (1Sam.16v7)  and able to 
ensure those people capable of exhibiting true unfeigned humility and demonstrating the required works in their life to become His future Sons of God 
will have access  to  “The Word of God”,   because they  are  able to grasp  “The Word of God”.  “This Grasping and personally running with God’s 
Word”  means  “precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  no worldly return except abuse”  from “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  John.11v47-
53, 16v1-4, Acts.20v29, etc.,)  .  
Thus at the correct time  “JC will come to them and have supper with them”  (Rev.3v20)  during which time,  The  TCs/Brethren  will  accurately  
dispense JCg as  “The Word of God”  to be  thoroughly/vigorously   questioned/assayed  within us as individuals  to gain Yahweh's HS within us.  It is 
not The Almighty God Yahweh who is making us become TCs  (note my commentary at 1Cor.3v6)  –  that is for us to  personally chose to do within the 1st 
part of our physical life.  But it is JC as  “The Word of God”  has been given,  and more importantly,  he has  assumed/taken  responsibility of his 
creation,  when he made his undeserved offering in  both  ministry and ransom sacrifice.   As we are told elsewhere,  JC is our intercessor  (Gal.3v20, 
1Tim.2v5, etc.,)  thus it seems only logical it is he who has supper with us to become  “The Word of God”  within us!   He  (as  “The Word of God” [part 
2])  operates as a  presence/parousia  that will ultimately yield Yahweh’s HS.   This can only occur if we personally go through the 3 steps  (see later)  to 
gain  “Real Faith”  (requiring the correct heart condition to facilitate this). 
We must understand the floating nature of  “ho theos” (nominal case)   JCg is  “the specific god”  of us when members of The World come into The 
Fellowship of JC  (receiving  “The Word of God”),  then later as the future TCs  (having usefully grown upon “The Word of God”)  then  “The Specific 
God”  now points to Yahweh being  “The Adopting Father”  of His  “Sons-to-be”  upon their  “awakening/rousing/resuscitation”  at JCg’s 1st 2nd C to 
become  kings/priests  [1Pet.5v4, 2Tim.4v6-8,, Rev.1v6, Rom.8v17, 22-29, etc.]  over the future resurrected world in The Millennium). 
That is precisely why  the dual nature  of  “ho theos”  is  used in this text  –  and the  many, many  other places within The New Testament,  being  a 
relative pointer  (as commonly used in software writing)  –  to my knowledge this has  never  been correctly understood during the last 1700+  (or so)  
years by our  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians.   I profusely explain this understanding to greater depth,  with copious citations elsewhere in my 
commentaries. 
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3rd Allegory – Baptise = Physically  a  public declaration  of becoming “Christian”,   but  spiritually  it means committed 
to be dying away from our old life,  by entering into a bilateral agreement of receiving  “The Word of God” (Knowledge)  
throughout,  to cleanse us from Satan’s Methodology (John.13v9-10, etc.,).  The extremes of baptism are  (1) ideally yield 
Sonship at the end of our present existence,  or the worst,  (2) annihilation for charlatan Christian Leaders. 
10th Instruction – It is essential to not only come in JC’s Name –  but also to come in his Character –  then  we  will  have 
The Authority of the HS operating within us because we wholly understand our  “Subject Matter”  being “The Word of 
God”  and most importantly faithfully fulfil it in our lives by  “Not being a hypocrite”.  In this manner we  will become a 
TC teaching the  one/same  accurate  doctrine in a manner to gain the next generation of TCs  (Matt.7v16-19). 
11th Instruction – Having  gained  accurate  Knowledge and  then  operating in JC’s Character means that we  will  have 
{knowledge/assurance/fidelity} = faith.  Thus, we will be within  The  One  flock of JC being of  same  mind/judgement. 
It is  all conditional  through a serial process  –  sadly this is just not recognised nor understood by virtually all people.  
Because of their  worldly Christian leaders then they cannot get off the first square  (being that of  accurate  knowledge)! 
2nd Warning – It did not take long before errant leaders distorted knowledge by placing falsehoods within the minds of 
people around them (2Pet.2v1, 2Cor.11v4),  that occurred within a few years and now they having had 1700+ years to  
“perfect deviancy” (Acts.20v29)  it is wholly  rampant/pandemic  around the whole world as  “worldly Christianity”. 
That is the definition of a leader – someone who leads – generally with ideas over people without the  ideas/’knowledge’,  
done only for a  worldly  return/gain  (being driven by worldly methodology,  Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 
10th Comment – It was relatively small things then!   Now we have The Trinity myth,  no Millennium,  humans are 
resurrected immediately after they die,  humans go to heaven,  humans speaking gibberish,  “slain in the spirit”,  demons 
in everything,  the kingdom of God is only ever in the mind  (never explained what it really means),  “see God in others”,  
“God loves you”  (implied irrespective of what you do),  hell and purgatory plus all the mystic waffle ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  
and the unrighteous nonsense just goes on,  and on,  and on,  limited only by the muses of  worldly Christian leaders! 
1Cor.   1v10 og (I) {call near}/{invoke by implore}/beseech/exhort/entreat  and  {specifically yourselves} 
1Cor.   1v10 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  through (reason of)  of the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master 
1Cor.   1v10 og {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh Saves}  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
1Cor.   1v10 og that  the  it/same  [= The Word of God]   (you) state/exclaim  (the) all (persons),   also 
1Cor.   1v10 og not  (it) might/may/can/should/be  in  {to [= within] yourselves}  (the) splits/gaps/schisms/divisions/rents,   
1Cor.   1v10 og (you) might/may/can/should/be  and  
1Cor.   1v10 og (the having been) {completed thoroughly}/{been fitted}/repaired/restored  
1Cor.   1v10 og in  to the [= within]   it/same  (to the) intellect/mind/understanding,   
1Cor.   1v10 og also  in  to the [= within]   it/same  (the) cognition/opinion/resolve/agree/judgement/mind/purpose. 
1Cor.   1v10 = And  I (Paul)  {call near}/exhort  {specifically yourselves},  Brethren,  

through reason  of the  name/character/authority  of our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,  
that  you people all state the same thing   (“The Word of God”  to yield  “The Real Faith”  [= accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity]),   
also  not  it  should/be  within yourselves  the  divisions/sects/schisms,   
and  {you  should/be}  {thoroughly complete}/{been fitted}/restored  within  the same  intellect/mind/understanding, 
also  within  the  same  cognation/opinion/resolve/purpose. 

 

And I (Paul)  exhort specifically yourselves   (Brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   
through reason of the  name/character/authority   (thereby  truly imitating  whom we claim to represent)   
of our Anointed  lord/master  Jesus   (all the words here are as explained earlier), 
            (Any person can fraudulently claim to come name of anything, but do they take upon themselves the character and authority - I explain elsewhere) 
that you all state the same thing   (“The Word of God”  to yield  “Real Faith”  [wholly unlike what is preached today,  yielding schisms]), 
also  not  it  should/be  schisms/sects  within yourselves   (being the some 42,000 schisms of  “Christianity”  today at 2015 CE),  
and you be thoroughly complete within the  one/same  understanding   (by using  “The Word of God”  and  not  worldly invented doctrine), 
also within the  one/same  cognition   (to be  operating in unison upon  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC and The Apostles). 
 

This is an interesting verse and specifically why I have written this website together with this translation to set  The Universal Standard of Knowledge of 
which The Bible carefully gives to us.  I felt personally motivated to do this because  “The Knowledge of Yahweh”  has been virtually destroyed by many  
charlatan  (to Yahweh’s Desire)  worldly Christian Leaders passing  “The Knowledge”  through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19 during The Gospel Age to 
fulfil their  own worldly  desires/passions/ambitions  of self-indulgence. 
We had a count of some 20,000 very worldly Christian sects in about 1990 CE, and now (2009 CE) there are about 37,000 worldly Christian sects in the 
mid 'noughties'  (about 2005 CE),  42,000  schisms by 2013 CE and growing in number “by the day”  –  only because The Leaders want their  own  
bibles (having been passed through Rev.22v18-19),  wholly divorced  (to varying degrees)  from The Authentic Bible given to us so many years ago. 

They follow the adage   “Divide and rule”! 
That is why I present  The Standard  of understanding  and implore those  worldly  theologians who disagree to then contact me with their errant 
exegesis so that I might use The Bible  in context  to publicly unscramble their misconceptions through  righteous/inductive  logic to concisely explain 
“Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”.  Yahweh’s Plan is utterly  fair/equitable  for  every human  (of whatever present physical or 
mental state)  who has existed  (either only as a babe or to 100 years old)  during the last 6000 years. 

Please see terms and conditions of acceptance  (off the home page)  before your submission. 
After that little rant,  only to  prise-out  a response from that  “quarter of deviant activity”,  then please let me explain what this verse precisely means  
Notice Paul’s phraseology  “Specifically Yourselves”,  thus he is  only  speaking of  “The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs”  of this particular 
grouping  (and not of the  “Christian Deviants”  of whom the apostles speak in many places elsewhere  [as does Paul later]  and as we equally witness 
everywhere today Rom.16v17-18). 
Paul is  exhorting/motivating  these Brethren  “to become like him” (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12) – where Paul and TCs like him are people who not only 
have a lifestyle like JC,  but  also  who minister like JC,  equally for  no  worldly reward –  because The Reward,  as a heavenly future reward,  will come 
in The Millennium.  That is precisely why The Apostles do not operate according to worldly methodology for  “The Immediacy”  of an animalistic mind. 
Paul’s knowledge gives him an acute 6th sense and he can recognise deviant activity raising its ugly head as we read of Paul’s warning here and in many 
of his other epistles (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, Acts.20v29, etc.,  John likewise at 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.),  thus,  a constant problem then,  and now,  having 
some 1700+  years to express every deviant concept supposedly endorsed by The [worldly version] Bible  as dispensed by  worldly Christian leaders! 
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Thus Paul is exhorting The Brethren to hold close to  “The Real Faith”  as given by TCs  (being “1st Century Christianity” before it morphed into what 
we have today as  “worldly Christianity”  of which Paul recognised at 2Cor.11v4 given by 2Cor.11v13-15 [Religious Leaders]),  and The Brethren are 
not to deviate away from practising  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  within their lives.  If  they persist in this  (being entirely 
conditional),  then  they will receive the same judgement at the end of the 1st part of their physical life as did JC at his  awakening/rousing/resuscitation. 
This becomes  Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  to Sonship  only made upon “Christians”.  The failures of this judgment will 
drop through into The Millennium having 1000 years within which to reform to become party to  “The Standard Judgement”  carried out by JCg and the 
144000 TCs  (John.22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.,)  in The Millennial Day  (of 1000 years).  This shall occur during the 2nd part of their physical 
life  and thus becoming “metaphoric sons/daughters” of JCg and the union of his Bride  (144000 TCs, Eph.530-32, Rev.21v2, 9, etc.,)  termed “The Late 
Adopters”.   Note,  Charlatan Christian leaders shall never be resurrected and not partake in The Millennium  (being like Judas Iscariot).   
This is specifically what The Bible teaches us through and through  –  but  never  taught by  worldly  Christian leaders for obvious reasons – because 
likewise to  “The Leaders of Religion”  in JC’s 1st Advent,  “1st Century Christianity”  entirely nullifies  what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
do and represent -  they effectively become redundant!   I logically and thoroughly explain why elsewhere within my commentaries. 
1Cor.   1v11 og (it was) {made plain}/declared/shown/signified  for  {to me}/mine  concerning/about  {of yourselves} 
1Cor.   1v11 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  {of me}/mine,   
1Cor.   1v11 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the (persons)   (of the) Chloe,    
1Cor.   1v11 og because  (the) quarrellings/wrangling/contentions/debates/strife/variance   
1Cor.   1v11 og in  {to [= within] yourselves}  {they are/be}. 
1Cor.   1v11 = For  it was  {made plain}/declared  {to me}  concerning  {of yourselves},   

my brothers,   through  of the  (people)   Chloe’s  (household)   because  {they be}  quarellings/contentions/variance  within  yourselves, 
 

For it was made plain to me (Paul)  concerning of yourselves,  my brothers   (inasmuch they were trying to become TCs like Paul) 
through the people of Chloe’s  (household)   because they be contentions within yourselves   (must become  “The  One/Same Brotherhood”). 
 

Thus,  Paul’s writing clearly shows us the  two  groupings of  active  Christians being  
(1)  The Brethren behaving like children who are not quite on track,  but are actively learning to become TCs;  and then   
(2)  the TCs themselves (Paul/etc.) – because quite clearly  TCs would  not  behave like this  (being of the  one/same  mind as produced by  
“1st Century Christianity”  and not  “the farce of multiple opinions”  we witness today within Christendom). 

Naturally there would be the  worldly Christians  outside these two  groupings who are either utterly passive  (being  “the beguiled innocents”  within 
the congregations),  or those actively hostile people,  being the leaders shown to be hypocrites  (by The Brethren and TCs’  active work). 
As we read in context,  with the schisms formed by wayward Christian leaders  (hence a  new  schism, Rom.11v15-25)  thus  cannot  be TCs,  and as 
such,  the beguiled congregations should not be following after those people of the same lawless mind today (Matt.7v21-23).   Congregational members 
should personally return to read  and carefully understand  The Bible themselves  –  with the tools given on this website to get  under/behind  the 
deception presently taught by  worldly Christian leaders for their own self-indulgent gain  (noting Luke.16v3,  please see my local commentary). 
Yet this is the last thing our professional leaders would desire to occur!   They choose not to have  “educated cattle”  else they become too dangerous! 
1Cor.   1v12 og (I) state/exclaim  and  that/this/there/here,    
1Cor.   1v12 og because  each/any/every (person)  {of yourselves}  (he/she) states/exclaims:  
1Cor.   1v12 og [emphatic] I/me  truly/indeed  am/exist  (of the) Paul,  [emphatic] I/me  and  (of the) Apollos,  
1Cor.   1v12 og [emphatic] I/me  and  (of the) Cephas,  [emphatic] I/me  and  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor.   1v12 = And  I (Paul)  state  this,   because each person  {of yourselves}  states:   

“Emphatic I/me  truly  am  of the  Paul”,   and  “emphatic I/me  (am)  of the  Apollos”,   
and  “emphatic I/me  (am)  of the  Cephas”,   and “emphatic I/me  (am)  of the  Christ”. 

 

And I (Paul)  state this,  because each person of yourselves states:- 
“Emphatic I  truly am of Paul”,  (and another person states)   
“Emphatic I  (am)  of Apollos”  (and another person states) 
“Emphatic I  (am)  of Cephas”  (Peter,  one of the original Disciples)   (and another person states) 
“Emphatic I  (am)  of the Anointed”  (being of  what JC represented  [for all of us aiming to entirely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  ideally  “Sonship”]). 
                   (What do we have today in our some 43000  “Christian”  schisms of  worldly  Christendom?) 
 

“Cephas” = “Peter” (Petrous)  = “The Rock” = JC’s founding disciple called  “Peter”  who was also known as  “Simon Peter”  (Matt.4v18, 16v18). 
The point Paul is making is that embryonic schisms are being formed by certain individuals - 

Leaders are interjecting themselves into proceedings to make themselves appear to  “the early masses”  as having something special to offer 
to the devotees - “divide and rule”  -  but this is a human  spirit/personality/desires/trait  operating upon worldly methodology.   

Where The Bible instructs us  not  to be taking the high  (The  First/Most)  position over people  –  but be subjecting ourselves  (as  The  Last/Least)  to 
The Will/Desire  of Yahweh that comes through JC as  “The Word of God”  operating as a  presence/parousia  within us  (to become compliant TCs 
always placing ourselves as  The Last/Least  within society  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.).  By behaving as  “The  Last/least”  now  
then we show ourselves to be  true  slaves of The Lord  [beneath The Master – taking  nothing from The World  “on the back”  of  “The Word of God”])  
by having truly  contrite/humble  minds ready for  “The Greater Responsibility”  of The Millennium  (Luke.19v16-19).  We aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire must be sequestrating  nothing  (fame/money/glory/etc.)  that is due to The Father,  we must  not  be defrauding the people under us;  but we must 
be exhorting them to  replace us  who are trying to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Heb.5v12-14).  This is precisely what The Bible teaches us  –  absolutely  not  
what  worldly Christian leaders preach by both word and deed  (hence JC’s accurate description of  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  at Matt.6v2-5, 
Luke.11v44, 12v1)!   
1Cor.   1v13 og (He/It  has been) {to part}/apportioned/divided/distributed  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed? 
1Cor.   1v13 og Not  (the) Paul  (he was) {impaled upon a stake/post/pole}/{publicly executed} 
1Cor.   1v13 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves},   
1Cor.   1v13 og or/than/either/rather  into/unto  the  name/character/authority  (of the) Paul   
1Cor.   1v13 og (you were) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised? 
1Cor.   1v13 = Has  it/he  the  Christ/Anointed  been  parted/divided/apportioned?    

Not was Paul  {impaled on a pole}/{publicly executed}  {for the sake/behalf}  {of yourselves},   
either/or  you were  baptised  into  the  name/character/authority  of the  Paul? 

 

Has the Anointed   (by Yahweh)    (being what JC represented as  “The Ideal Goal”  of  “Sonship”  for all people aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
been divided   (by practised worldly methodology to be destroying The Unity of  “1st Century Christianity”  required to yield Mankind’s Salvation)? 
Paul was not publicly executed for the sake of yourselves   (Paul was not  “The Specific Ransom Sacrifice”  [but he imitates as best he can])  
neither were you baptised into the name of Paul   (You were not baptised to  “Be Specifically the Word of Paul”  [but he teaches God’s Word]) 
 

Paul continues   
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Stop causing divisions amongst yourselves,  you were baptised in the  name/character/authority  of JC and you are under the  single  umbrella 
of  The  Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity  of The Gospel given to us by JC  (as  “The Word of God” – Rev.19v13).  

However,  we see now (2009 CE) some 37,000 divisions in Christianity,  and they  all  have an incredibly  faulty  understanding of  “The Disclosing 
Truth”,  because their myths do  not  align with  every  word in The Bible.   

And yet how do the devotees know – they never wholly read The Bible –  they have so little knowledge of it,  let alone understand any of it!   
These schisms of  “Christianity”  operate upon mysteries,  hearsay, inconsistencies,  errors in their worldly reasonings put there by their deviant leaders 
– hence Paul’s warnings  (and The Goal of this website  “FutureLife.Org”  is to unmask deception to The World by teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  
as specifically taught by JC and The Apostles.  I welcome public  intelligent  debate about the new exegesis that I present to The World!   I have no fear 
in what I present because it is wholly endorsed by precisely what The Bible teaches  -  and the best way to publicise this is by  intelligent  debate  -  
feared by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  hiding behind  “heresy”  to supposedly justify John.16v1-4.   But what would Yahweh Desire? 
When analysing the output of  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  we can rationalise a typical flow process - 

They have an irrational idea,  but then do  not  research in The Bible to substantiate their worldly reasoning with references in at  least  two  
other places,  all placed within context  (the obvious example is the first sentence of Rev.20v5, and obvious  “copyist addition”  as my local 
17000 word commentary explains),  Thus they deliver a  selective/edited  vision  (Rev.22v18-19)  –  only choosing to read what they desire to 
read and utterly ignore complete swathes of The Bible  –  just because they choose not to understand it  (StrongsTM = 50),  or it does not agree 
with what they  want to believe  (being what The Leaders desire by return out of their devotees – Matt.23v23)!   

With a dominant over rider -  “We must not rock the boat – because The Institution pays my wages”! 
Thus  “I must conform to The World  -  else I am fleshly redundant”! 

(Not caring to realise they become spiritually redundant to Yahweh’s Requirement  [hence Luke.20v16]  -  but  “The World comes first”!) 
This  “The Resultant”  (from their demonstrable self-indulgent attitude)  yields something that is completely irrational,  illogical and unrighteous!    
That is precisely  why  “worldly Christianity”  becomes a  “laughing stock”  of the  sane/rational  minded  atheist scientific community  (Titus.2v2,4,6,8) 
-  and thus becomes an embarrassment to political leaders when the educated public realise what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are really doing  
(hence Rev. Chapters 17+18).   In the forthcoming  Millennium  “worldly Christianity”  shall become a  “byword”  -  precisely as  “Judaism”  of the 1st 
Epoch Israel has become a  byword  in the 2nd Epoch Israel of “Christendom”  (but actually it should not  –  God’s Word is built upon The Tanakh)  -  all 
as prophesied  (Deut.28v37, 1King.9v7. 2Chron.7v20,  Psm.44v14, etc.)!   “God’s Word part 1”  and  “God’s Word part 2”  combine to form “1st 
Century Christianity”  that shall continue forth through The Millennium and on into “The Eternity”.  Thus the World as a whole presently despises what 
Yahweh truly represents because of the shenanigans of the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in  both  epochs of  “Israel”  (Jews/Christians)  -  hence 
Yahweh’s entirely justified rejection of them for The Millennium teaching (Luke.20v16)!   Noting it is  “The Remnant”  (Prophets/TCs)  out of The 2 
Epochs of Israel  (Isa.10v20-22)  who shall teach  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium unto  “The Resurrected World”! 

A justified comment for  all  “Religion”,  hence Rev.18v4 at the present close of The Gospel Age during the middle of the 21st Century. 
The Bible instructs us to learn  “The Word of God”  ourselves  by the commended examples  (Acts.17v11-12, , 2Tim.3v15-17). 
We are taught to   “Go and learn the scriptures upon our heart”  –  this is equivalent to  carrying out research to substantiate our reasoning!   
Then we are to rigorously  assay/test/prove  what is known  (to verify it is wholesome material sourced by Yahweh through His True representatives)! 

But who really does this – if  (1) the religious leaders come up with weird myths and  (2) the devotees merely accept this nonsense? 
This website is written to provoke and cause people to carefully consider what they accept as being correct  (but sadly what they know is  very wrong). 
Test/Prove/Assay  everything we know!   The Almighty God of The Universe would desire  all  humans to do this for numerous reasons - 

1. To ensure that we have  “The Disclosing Truth”  (sourced by Yahweh through JC  –  John.8v32, 36)  operating within our minds. 
2. So that we are not beguiled by spiritual paedophiles  (Luke.17v2, etc.)  being the  charlatan Christian leaders  (Matt.24v23, etc.). 
3. So that we have the competence to teach other people  “The Disclosing Truth” (Heb.5v12-14,  to combat spiritual myth,  Eph.6v13-19). 
4. It directly shows to Yahweh,  we have sufficient interest in Him to investigate and understand His qualities and operations, He reciprocates! 

Thus,  we ask - 
How could Yahweh dislike what I have stated above? 

Therefore,  I exhort the reader to seriously reflect upon what  he/she  presently understands–  just carefully analyse the inconsistencies within the present  
“universal reasoning of Religion”  and realise that  The “agapao” God  would logically  not  allow unrighteous inconsistencies to occur in His Word! 

There  are  errors within  “universal Religious doctrine”  –  please let this website straighten out illogical worldly reasoning. 
Interestingly elsewhere,  Paul makes a point,  people to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire are to  “publicly execute”  themselves away from this world’s self-
indulgences to become TCs by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  However,  Paul is making the specific point,  The  Head/Chief/Only  Begotten Son of God 
led the way with his public execution to give all humans a 2nd opportunity to learn  “Righteousness”  under his New Regime of The Millennium,  by first 
atoning and then secondly,  covering their death  (that would have been  “ righteous annihilation”  according to Yahweh’s edict on sin Gen.2v17)  to 
make  “the forthcoming death”  merely  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15,  and thus it becomes labelled as  “The 1st Death” – to counter  “The 2nd Death”  
[Rev.2v11, 20v6]  that becomes “The Death of Annihilation”). 

Can the reader understand this righteous exegesis?   
If not please read further,  and  The Visa  of God’s Word shall become clear within our mind’s eye ready for The Millennium. 

1Cor.   1v14 og (I) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness  to the  God [Yahweh]  because   
1Cor.   1v14 og {not even one}/{no one}/none  {of yourselves}  (I) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised, 
1Cor.   1v14 og if not [= except]   (the) Crispus  also  (the) Gaius, 
1Cor.   1v14 = I (Paul)  {give thanks}  to the  God  (Yahweh)   because  {not even one}  person  {of yourselves}  I  baptised,   

except  the  Crispus  also  the  Gaius. 
 

I (Paul)  give thanks to God  (Yahweh)   because   
not even one of yourselves I have baptised   (see commentary),    except Crispus  also Gaius, 
 

It could be read one of two ways - 
1. At least because I did not baptise you,  so you cannot attribute me as being your leader  (Paul taking the humble position)  v15. 
2. If I were placed in the position of baptising,  you –  then I would have waited until you had become more rooted in  “The Real Faith”! 

The context  (v15)  suggests (1)  as being the most likely within Paul’s mind. 
Thus,  Paul is displeased with them  (I dread to think what he would say if he was able to see what is occurring today in supposed JC’s name)!  
It seems almost that these present  worldly Christian leaders are utterly unaware they will be required to account for their delinquent behaviour not only 
to JCg in The Millennium,  but also to 144000 other Sons of God (Rev.14v1-4),  of which Paul will be a foremost  “begotten  son of God”  (see 2Tim.4v6-
8, and glossary)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, etc.). 
Here Paul is making the point there were other people  alongside  him who were also teaching  “The Word of God”  –  and thus all these TCs were 
working  together  to promote Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  to become  “1st Century Christianity”  –  and  not  themselves  (see later at 
1Cor.4v8)! 
1Cor.   1v15 og that  not  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she  may/should) state/exclaim  because  into/unto  the 
1Cor.   1v15 og my/{of me}/mine  (the) name/character/authority  (I) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised. 
1Cor.   1v15 = That  not  {some/any/certain person}  may/should  state:   Because  into  my  name/character/authority  I  baptised! 
 

That not some person might state:    
  Because I (Paul)  baptised  (recipient people)   unto my  (Paul’s)  name! 
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Paul is showing his displeasure with their worldly understanding  –  through polite sarcasm! 
But notice Paul is also showing his humility  –  unlike  “The Performances”  witnessed today occurring between the professional religious leaders and of 
their adoring flock lapping up  “The Choregraphed Spectacle”! 
1Cor.   1v16 og (I) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  and  also  the  Stephanus   
1Cor.   1v16 og (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (the) {remaining ones}/residues/rest,   
1Cor.   1v16 og not  (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  if  {some/any/certain person}   
1Cor.   1v16 og else/different/more/other  (I) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised. 
1Cor.   1v16 = And  I (Paul)  baptised  also  the household of Stephanus  the  {remaining ones}  (of the brethren),   

not  I know  if  I baptised  some/any  other/different  person. 
 

And I (Paul)  baptised  also the remaining people of Stephanus’ household, 
(but)  not I know if I baptised some other person. 
 

The household of Stephanus are a good example of individuals who come to Paul’s mind  (16v15)  being Firstfruits and of his household,  but for other 
people,  Paul is saddened over their lack of  “applied knowledge”  (“wisdom”)  –  of which we are to read later! 
 
12th Instruction – Paul’s role is to carefully explain The Gospel,  not in words of  (worldly)  wisdom that would ultimately 
nullify JC’s action to redeem his creation,  but rather in words of Yahweh’s wisdom to edify interested people. 
4th 'Allegory’ – Gospel = (Though not quite an allegory,  but because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  know what it 
means)  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  meaning our 2 part life to learn how to imitate JCg our creator and saviour,  
that for most people  (99.9+% of The World)  requires The Millennium within which to be successful. 
1Cor.   1v17 og not  for  (he) {set apart}/sent/{send out/forth}/dispatched  I/me/my  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed 
1Cor.   1v17 og (to) {make overwhelmed}/{fully wet}/baptise, 
1Cor.   1v17 og but   (to) {announce The Good News}/{preach The Gospel} [middle voice], 
1Cor.   1v17 og not  in  (to the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  (of the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning, 
1Cor.   1v17 og that  not  (it) {make empty}/abase/neutralise/void/vain/falsify   
1Cor.   1v17 og the  {impaled upon fixed stakes}/{nailed on stakes/posts/poles}/{publicly executed (physical or spiritual)}   
1Cor.   1v17 og of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor.   1v17 = For not  the  Christ/Anointed  he/it  sent/dispatched/commissioned  me  to baptise,    

but   (he  [JC as “God’s Word”]  /  it  [as The Goal of being “Anointed”]  sent me)   to  personally  {preach the gospel},  
not  within   (presumed worldly)   wisdom  of  words/sayings/reasoning   (as  would  be given by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
that  would  {make empty/void}/neutralise  the  {nailed on stakes/posts}/{self-denial}   (public sacrifice)   of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

For not The Anointed   (JC establishing  “The Required Standard”)   dispatched me to baptise, 
but  (for me)  to preach The Gospel   (which is precisely what JC did  –  Mark.1v38, Luke.4v16-19, etc.  of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
not within   (presumptuous worldly)   wisdom of  words/sayings   (as that given by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  for a worldly return) 
that would invalidate the  {nailed on posts}  (spiritually, a public sacrifice)   of the Anointed   (of what Yahweh makes possible in The Future). 
 

Thus Paul’s role was to use his knowledge of the Tanakh to teach about  “The Relevance”  of  “The Word of God”  as it materialises through The 
Epochs of Time  during the 6000 years of Mankind  (which itself is presently subject to Satan’s miserable and diabolical system). 
As such,  Paul carefully explains how JC fulfilled the ancient prophecies in everything he did during his ministry and then goes on to explain how JC 
becomes JCg of The Millennium (Mark.2v27-28, Rev.19v16).   This enables the possibility to complete  “The Salvation”  of those specific people within 
Mankind who desire eternal life by imitating JC’s  lifestyle  under  “The Guidance/Tutoring”  of those TCs ministering  (to become the 144000 elected 
from out of The Gospel Age  (Rev.14v1-4, Matt.20v16, 22v14)  who demonstrably,  precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of their 
physical life). 
 
3rd Warning – People who refuse to put their neighbour’s interests before their own interests over their 2 part life  (that 
shall obviously be mutually applied),  shall be ultimately annihilated, 
5th Good News – Those people who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to edify their neighbour to understand  why/how  to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire themselves,  they shall be ultimately  saved/healed. 
11th Comment – Leaders climb to edify themselves  (by increased worldly return),  thus  “The Word of God”  to put their 
neighbour before their own interests seems mad to their methodology  (their  spirit/personality/desires  is of The World). 
5th Reasoning – To a worldly reasoning person  (self-indulging to his/her neighbour’s hurt)  then Yahweh’s Methodology 
as practised by JC  (to edify his neighbour to his own hurt)  seems  absurd/foolish.  The point is that JC could see  “The 
Greater Goal”  (1) Sonship for himself,  (2) enabling a further 144000 TCs to copy him and become  new  future  “Sons of 
God”  and  (3) making possible all of Mankind  (originally destined to annihilation)  over the last some 6000 years to be 
resurrected into The Millennium to ideally personally reform themselves to become  “The Late Adopters”  of God’s Word, 
4th Warning – Worldly focussed leaders in the 1st part of their physical life shall be  “made The Least”  in The Millennium 
to learn humility during the 2nd part of their physical life  (put their neighbour’s welfare before their own self-indulgence). 
6th Reasoning – JC demonstrated the correct methodology to become  “The Least”  every minute of his fleshly existence 
and thus  becomes worthy  to be  assigned  rulership  by Yahweh, –  he did not assume it for himself  (as do leaders in the 
1st part of their life demonstrating their  righteous incompetence  by operating in the only medium they know). 
12th Comment – Yahweh allows humans to make their own choice – He will stand back allowing Satan to expose the freely 
expressed innermost desires of all people over the 1st part of their physical life within Satan’s 6000 year worldly system. 
13th Comment – Yahweh was pleased to witness His son JC setting  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  upon which He shall 
assay the 144000 TCs to follow in The Gospel Age having been assayed righteous in  The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement. 
7th Reasoning – JC’s  ministry/lifestyle/sacrifice  enabled Yahweh to righteously RESET each person’s existence to give 
each person a fresh start in a 2 part life  –  the vast majority of humans require the 2nd part to learn  “Righteousness”. 
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6th Good News – Fortunately,  there are 144000 Individual people who recognise what JC did for Mankind,  and thus truly 
copy him to become  “The Early Adopters”  thereby personally making possible The Millennium when Yahweh has His 
full  “Prophesied Quota”  (Rev.14v1-4)  of 144000 future  “Sons of God”  to teach  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium. 
14th Comment – The Mighty Work of God is three-fold.  (1) makes physical possible JC’s transition from JCg to JC and 
then back again to JCg,  (2) the clarity and rigorous interlocking of Yahweh’s Plan through millennia can reform an 
originally  callous/hardened  mind to imitate JC,  and finally  (3) making possible our resurrection into The Millennium. 
15th Comment – Yahweh’s Methodology is incomprehensible to people endowed with much mental capability  (e.g. 
academics)  because a powerful mind generally  “puffs-up”  over less fortunate people having a lesser mind.  
Consequently,  people with mighty minds lord it over people to then self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt  (thereby 
operating according to worldly methodology)  and thus these people fail Yahweh’s Desire  (a useful ref. Eze.28v12-19). 
5th Warning – I have witnessed in the last 40 or so years,  a remarkable change in Christian sermon content.  Just a shell 
of Bible reading is given,  and Christian preachers swiftly move on to use worldly sourced material from poets, sages, 
gurus, songsters, writers of the present age to supposedly endorse what the preacher is about to explain.  According to my 
audits,  their output is inevitably diametrically opposed to what JC taught as “1st Century Christianity”!    Shame on them! 
They shall be “brought to heel” in The Millennium and asked to defend what they preached to the kept-starving recipients! 
1Cor.   1v18 og the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  for  the (word)   
1Cor.   1v18 og of the  {fixed stakes/posts/poles}/{self-denial}/{public execution (away from this world’s methodology)}     
1Cor.   1v18 og to the ([worldly] persons)  truly/indeed  (to the [persons] being) destroyed/lost/perishing [middle voice] 
1Cor.   1v18 og (the) silliness/absurdity/foolishness   {it is}, 
1Cor.   1v18 og to the (persons [imitating JC])  and   
1Cor.   1v18 og (to the [persons] being) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved [middle voice]  
1Cor.   1v18 og {to us} [Brethren/TCs]    
1Cor.   1v18 og (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   (of the) God  {it is}. 
1Cor.   1v18 = For   

the  Word/Sayings/Reasoning  of the  {fixed stakes/poles}/{self-denial}   (against worldly methodology)   is  absurdity/foolishness 
to the   (worldly reasoning)   people  being  personally  annihilated   (unless personal reform occurs  [over our 2 part life]) 
           (if they do not reform in The Millennium – during their whole life comprising of 2 parts – punctuated by “Asleep”).   
And  to us,   the people   (The TCs,  and The Brethren)  being  personally  delivered/saved/healed   (from  {worldly methodology}/death) 
it  (“The Word of God”  of self-denial)   is  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of the  God  (Yahweh)   
           (sourcing “The Word of God” giving us “The Knowledge” to bring forth personal reform within our life –  thereby yielding salvation). 

 

For the  words/sayings  of the  {fixed stakes}   (being a spiritual sacrifice  away from  worldly methodology  [to pamper self-indulgence]) 
is  silliness/foolishness  to the  (worldly reasoning)  people being personally  destroyed/annihilated   (over a 2 part life) 
And to us,  the people  (TCs and the brethren)  being personally  delivered/saved   (from worldly methodology and subsequent annihilation), 
it  (“The Word of God”  guiding our mind away from worldly methodology)  is the mighty work of God  (Yahweh). 
 

There is a much contained within this  “supposedly simple”  verse to be explained,  when applied to Yahweh’s whole plan for Human Salvation. 
The Words of  “fixed stakes”  means  public  “self-denial”  to the  “self-indulgent”  activity of a  “million”  things that can occur today 
capable of consuming a person’s time.  

This is  time that should be used to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  being only to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  enabling Yahweh to achieve His 144000 future  
“Sons of God”  from out of The Gospel Age;  examples being people like John Wycliffe,  William Tyndale,  who faced adversity and martyrdom for only 
trying to get  “The Word of God”  into the minds of The People,  rather than the  “minced word of God”  (being  “Satan’s Word”  designed to 
oppose/adversarial  to  “Yahweh's Pure Desire being made manifest within The Environment”  [= the HS]). 

Does the Reader know what  is  “Yahweh's Pure Desire to be made manifest within The Environment”? 
If not  –  then what have our  worldly Christian leaders been teaching us for the last some 1700+ years? 
Please see  “Yahweh's Desire”  in my glossary  and  The Counter =   “Satan's Desire”  -  being what is occurring today within The World. 

These specific humans  (TCs and The Brethren aiming to become TCs)  were attacked by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  (also  “worldly  
Christian Leaders”)  at the time of writing this epistle,  and similar people equally today are vilified for singularly  accurately  teaching/preaching  “The 
Word of God”  to people,  so these  “heathen people”  might also imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle. 
It is through this exponential growth that  

“The seed dies  (away from Satan’s present methodology)  in the ground  (us,  as compliant recipients)  and yields 30, 60, and 100 fold fruit”  
(Matt.13v23). 

This fruitage becomes the next generation of TC’s to fulfil this  “Trigger Threshold”  of 144000  of prophecy given in three places for our benefit  
(Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4,  where I explain with examples  “numbers”  given in The Bible are  never  allegoric,  only  nouns are allegoric,  I give all supportive 
evidence later in this  letter/epistle). 
Yahweh Desires a society that  “edifies our neighbour”  and this is to occur throughout on a mutual basis  –  this  will  ultimately occur,  but  not  under 
Satan’s present stewardship  –  contrary to what our  worldly Christian leaders mince up in their errant and illogical preaching.  But it  will  occur in 
The Millennium when Satan is restrained  (Rev.20v1-3)  at the beginning of the 1000 years so that JCg might become  “The Lord of The Sabbath Day”  
to  perfect/complete  “The Resurrected World”  (Mark.2v27-28,  of 1000 years, 2Pet.3v8)  in The 7th Day  (StrongsTM = 7650/1 Shaba/Sheba). 
Thus ultimately,  those humans taking upon  themselves  “The Methodology”  of  “self-denial”  (to edify their neighbour)  over their life comprising of 2 
parts shall ultimately be saved from personal annihilation,  and this shall occur through the instruction of the TCs either  (1) during the 1st part of a 
person's physical life so that the recipient might themselves become a TC  (an “Early Adopter”)  or  (2) during the 2nd part of a person's physical life in 
The Millennium (to become a “Late Adopter”),  again by a TC  accurately  teaching “The Word of God” but then  as a  king/priest  (a Son of God,  
2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.). 
Clearly those people who ignore both opportunities (to become either an Early or Late Adopter of God’s Word)  –  being over the course of their  single  
life  (comprising of  two  parts punctuated by  “asleep”  = our  “1st Death”)  then they shall become annihilated in  “The 2nd Death”  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)   
–  of which JC did  not  cover by his “self-denial” to life  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet,2v18-22, etc.). 

Let me explain this from another angle trying to separate worldly understanding from that of Yahweh’s most Righteous Plan. 
Worldly Christianity and all other members of similar  worldly religions  (Judaism, Islam, etc.)  who believe this life is just the  “one shot”  at eternity 
have  completely  failed  in  “righteous logic”.  They ignore those people who never had an opportunity,  also those people who had a  “rough deal of the 
cards”  in this present world,  who had to  “fight to survive”.   That is why I  absolutely know  these worldly religions  (including  worldly Christianity)  
are  falsehoods,  supported by a god,  but being the present  custodian god of this world,  namely Satan desiring  to confuse Mankind,  because it impedes 
Yahweh from achieving His Goal for Mankind through His faithful servants   (prophets and TCs)  of the 1st and 2nd Epochs of  “Israel”. 
Further,  let us spin the concept around   
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How is it righteous for those people who live a very good lifestyle  only  because they had no necessity to fight for survival in this world? 
        Fortunately,  however,  True  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC  (Mark.1v38, Luke.4v16-19,  etc.,)  does not suffer these inconsistencies 
        of utter  unrighteousness. 
As I maintain  “The Disclosing Truth” from the scriptures tells us of The Millennium period of 1000 years where  all  people having existed in The World 
during the last 6000 years or so,  are  awakened/roused/resuscitated/{collected the senses}  (resurrected within perfected DNA fleshly bodies)  to learn  
“Righteousness”  (and be personally subject to  “The Final Assay”  at  The End  of  The Millennium –  Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15, 22v15, etc.).  
During that period  of  “The Millennium”  (in the 2nd part of their physical life),  those people shall then know  (after being taught “Righteousness”)  of 
what JC did for them  (of his personal sacrifice  to  get them into  The Millennium  for their 2nd and then last opportunity for salvation),  and yet,  if then 
turning their back upon this knowledge,  lusting for selfish  desires/pleasures  (to the hurt of their neighbour),  they will as this verse has said - 

Having learnt of  “The Word of God”  through JC and then for those people foolish enough to ignore it,  they shall then face  “their/The  2nd 
Death of personal finality”. 

Thus reiterating,  we know in The Millennium everyone will be brought back  “to live the 2nd part of their physical life”,  and being their  last  
opportunity on a  “level  playing field”  to learn from the mistakes they made during the mutual interaction of other people in the 1st part of their physical 
life.  This will be 1000 years  recovering/learning   from the 70 years  (typical)  of their former 1st part of their physical life. 
Note   Please read my 17000 word commentary to Rev.20v5 that explains why the first sentence is an unrighteous “Copyist Addition”  that has  no  
support anywhere else in The Bible,  and yet Christendom builds its whole creed upon it  (ignoring the teaching at  Deut.17v6, Matt.18v16, 2Cor.13v1). 
1Cor.   1v19 og (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  for: 
1Cor.   1v19 og [Prophecy, Isa.29v14 ]  (I will)  destroy/loose/perish [= annihilate] 
1Cor.   1v19 og the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  of the  wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious, 
1Cor.   1v19 og also  the  {assembling mentally}/intelligence/knowledge/understanding   
1Cor.   1v19 og of the (persons)  {assembling mentally}/sagacious/prudent   
1Cor.   1v19 og (I  [Yahweh]  will) {set aside}/disesteem/neutralise/violate/{cast off}/reject/frustrate/disannul/despise  . 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.29v14  
1Cor.   1v19 = For  it has been  written: 

I  (Yahweh)   will  destroy/perish/annihilate  the  wisdom  of the   (worldly)  wise   (Professional Leaders of Religion),  
also  the  {mental reasoning}/understanding  of the  (worldly)  people  {mentally reasoning}/sagacious  I will  {set aside}/neutralise. 

 

For it has been written: 
  I (Yahweh)  will destroy the wisdom of the wise   (“Leaders of Religion”  pretending  to represent  “God”  through worldly eloquence), 
  also the mental reasoning   (unrighteous exegesis)   of the sagacious   (worldly)   people   (being,  Christian  theologians/academics).  
 

Unfortunately,  to become an academic within  “Religion”  then that specific individual generally learns from their mentors,  and these mentors have 
learnt from the mentors before them,  it is  self-perpetuating  worldly  knowledge,   else become ejected as  “a heretic”.   Thus to remain faithful to one's 
peers  (for worldly returns)  then each succeeding generations have their individuals remaining faithful to what has been taught  –  and become of the  
one/same  worldly spirit/personality/desires/traits  as the generation before  (Matt.23v15). 
In physical science,  theories are testable and thus the credibility of a hypothesis is readily discernible,  however in  “theology”  this is  not  true,  but 
rather the next generation of leaders are taught  not  to question else become a heretic,  and suffer severe punishment ranging from either death at the 
extreme,  to the losing of livelihood  (excommunication/{character assignation}/etc.).  Thus those individuals within  “theology”  are trained to become  
unreasoning/unquestioning  clones  of the previous generation  where  the mind is  taught to  “turn-off”  from searching to find  (the treasure in the 
field,  the exquisite pearl [Matt.13v44-46],  contrary to Matt.7v7-8)  but they much rather lap-up the  “old wine”  because it  “tastes better”  (Luke.5v39)  
being  “the worldly deliverables”  to please The Self! 
It is specifically this warning of which Yahweh has giving us,  however I have opened my mind,  imbued The Knowledge from a  reliable  source  (The 
Original Greek and  not  via our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/translators)  -  thereby enabling me to readjusted all the  false chaotic  links 
within  worldly Christian doctrine and opened a completely  new vista  that is  utterly righteous  –  and  is  thus sourced from  The Righteous Yahweh. 
It now becomes  my responsibility  to give this knowledge to The World  (by telling my neighbours –  as instructed by JC),  as Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous 
Plan for Human Salvation”  draws to a close of its  “middle chapter”,  else I become accountable for withholding  “The Information”  (Eze.33v1-20). 
After that - I would like to draw the reader’s attention to Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v3, etc.,  where a fully explained example of this is given  (being the TCs 
judging  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium,  alongside JCg  [John.5v22-30]). 
1Cor.   1v20 og {What place}/Where  (the) wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious?    
1Cor.   1v20 og {What place}/Where  (the) writer/scribe/secretary/{town clerk}?    
1Cor.   1v20 og {What place}/Where  (the) sophist/disputer/philosopher  of the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}   
1Cor.   1v20 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout?    
1Cor.   1v20 og {Not indeed}/{Did not}  (he made) insipid/{act as a simpleton}/{become a fool}  the  {specific god}  the  
1Cor.   1v20 og wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  of the  World/Adornment/Decoration [= life on this planet]   
1Cor.   1v20 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout? 
1Cor.   1v20 Where  (is)  the wise  (person)?   Where  (is)  the  writer/scribe?   Where  (is)  the  sophist/philosopher  {from this}  age?    

{Did not}  “the specific god”  (JC, as “The Word of God”)   make  absurd/foolish  the  wisdom  {concerning this}  of the  world/life? 
 

Where is the wise  (person)?   (People self-claiming to represent God's Interests on this planet  [but they are entirely rejected by Yahweh]). 
Where is the writer?   (Authors supposedly claiming to tell us about  “God”  -  naturally,  for a worldly return) 
Where is the philosopher   (People claiming to tell us what is best for  people/Mankind  -  naturally,  for a worldly return) 
            (The common denominator is,  “these people supply to The World  [for money]  what Yahweh does  not  want taught to The World”!) 
Did not  “the specific god”   (JC as  “The Word of God”  representing Yahweh's Interests on this planet) 
make  absurd/foolish  the wisdom concerning this  world/life   (Leaders and their followers  presently operating under worldly methodology)? 
 

JC  accurately  taught  “The Word of God”  by explaining  “God’s Word part 1”  of The Tanakh to yield  “God’s Word part 2”  through himself. 
He  precisely explained and demonstrated  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16)  where we are to learn over a 2 part life to put our 
neighbour’s interests before our own needs for  “The Perfect Society”  that shall occur in The Millennium  under  “New Management”!.  
JC commanded his TCs to teach of this information during The Gospel Age  (but it is  never  done today by  worldly Christian leaders,  because they 
have  not  the faintest idea what this term means  –  else surely they would[?])  but I feel commissioned to do so on this website   “FutureLife.Org”. 
Please see  “Acceptable Year”  in glossary,  but quite simply it represents the growing period of a human,  being -  

Firstly,  the Winter having no seed (“The Word of God”) within us.  Then in Spring, the planting and germination under the ground 
represents the1st part of our physical life in the darkness of Satan’s worldly system,  but for most of us  (99.99+% of The World),  we are to be 
sprouting into the sunlight of Summer above ground during the 2nd part of our physical life in The Millennium living in Yahweh’s Word to 
edify us.  The Autumn represents  “The Main Harvest”  being  “The Selection”  (see Matt.13v24-30 and Rev.20v7-10)  made during the 3.5 
year assay period of humans to directly replicate on a precise  “like for like”  assay of JC’s ministry period  –  for  true righteousness  to 
occur  (for our salvation to continue into The Eternity). 
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Please note for The 1st and 2nd Remnant  (the [1] prophets and [2] 144000 TCs)  that returns to The Lord  (Isa.10v20-22)  they imbue  “The 
Light of God's Word”  in the 1st part of their physical life and profusely  grew/grow  upon it to perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life before 
they die/”asleep”.  These people are  “The Early Adopters of God’s Word”  and become “The Wisdom of God” being Yahweh’s Methodology 
controlling their mind and outputted in likewise works.   Consequently,  upon their  awakening/rousing  they shall be resurrected at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  to be suitably rewarded by Yahweh in the 2nd Part of their physical life to become The New World  Leaders/Rulers  to bring 
about Yahweh’s Salvation for Mankind generally in The Millennium. 

I could greatly expand the exegesis on this subject  (which I do elsewhere)  to show the full righteous nature of this understanding and give a  “bucket 
load”  of scriptures in context  (like a  self-supporting  lattice)  to fully substantiate the statement,  -  “this predicted scenario  will occur”. 
1Cor.   1v21 og {since now}/when/whereas  for  in  to the [= within]  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
1Cor.   1v21 og of the  God [Yahweh]   not  (it [world]) {with certainty}/{absolutely knew/understood} 
1Cor.   1v21 og the  World/Adornment/Decoration [= all life on this planet]   
1Cor.   1v21 og through (reason of)  of the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  the  God (Yahweh), 
1Cor.   1v21 og (he) {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}  the  {specific god}  through (reason of)   
1Cor.   1v21 og of the  silliness/absurdity/foolishness  of the  proclaiming/preaching/publicising 
1Cor.   1v21 og (to) deliver/save/protect/heal/{make whole}/preserve   
1Cor.   1v21 og the (persons)  committing/entrusting/believing. 
1Cor.   1v21 = For  {since now}  within  God's  (Yahweh’s)   wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  (that)   

The  World/Life  through reason  of the  (worldly)  wisdom  not  it  (world)  {absolutely knew}  of the  God  (Yahweh).   
“The specific god”  {thought well of}/approved  through reason  of the   proclamation/publicising  of  absurdity/foolishness   
to  deliver/save/persevere  the  committing/entrusting  people   (to the Real Gospel/{Good News}). 

 

For since now within God's accurate application of knowledge   (being the best way we,  as humans,  are to learn over our 2 part life) 
The World  (Mankind)   through reason of the  (worldly)  wisdom   (application of  faulty  knowledge in the 1st part of our life)   
not it (The World)  absolutely knew of God   (Yahweh,  being Yahweh's Methodology given to us via JC as  “The Word of God”). 
The Specific God   (JC as  “The Word of God”  speaking on behalf  of Yahweh  –  to get us from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology) 
approved through reason of publicising foolishness   (being a useful filter to extract sincerely reformed peoples [away from worldly methodology]) 
to  deliver/save  the  committing/entrusting  people   (to  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”). 

            (The Real Gospel  is  “How JC righteously answered The Tanakh to make possible The Millennium and of its required operations”.) 
            (Namely,  [1] The Means,  [2] The Goal of Sonship,  [3] Requiring complete reform of The Mind to be successful,  [4] A paradise for all people) 
 

Let us untangle the  worldly Christian doctrine of this verse that leads to erroneous understanding. 
Sadly through the Trinity myth,  the  “worldly wise”  (spoken of here)  completely muddle the text between Yahweh and JCg leading to a 
confused message,  of which the protagonists are only too pleased to call  “a mystery”  –   how weird  (Matt.13v11-13)!  

However my mind is conditioned to  “problem solve”  (from my secular work)  and thus I apply this gift to  “The Word of God”,  by consequence I  
search  The Bible to  discover  the complete righteous explanation to Bible  “so called mysteries”!    
Moreover,  I  freely  give  all “The Solutions”  to The World  -  thereby opening The Door unto The Kingdom of God within our minds  (Luke.17v21). 
Let me continue - 

This is an interesting verse when based upon  worldly Christian doctrine of the last some 1700+ years  –  it seems entirely illogical! 
However,  this verse makes absolute sense when we understand what JC was teaching us within  “1st Century Christianity”  –  and as I have 
precisely explained on this website   “FutureLife.Org” in some 4,000,000+ words created over 50,000 man hours of personal study solely on 
God’s Word,  and minimal hours on Man’s pathetic and senseless waffle  (of “Religion”)! 

That is my Authority to teach on this subject! 
“For in Yahweh’s wisdom” = All intrinsically good/ideal  wisdom comes from  “The Almighty God”  Yahweh,  and He specifically considered it correct 
to extract  His  “Sons of God”  through the following procedure  (to gain a class of  actively  seeking/compliant  future Sons of God   –   rather than self-
indulgent,  self-seeking individuals lusting for  “The Immediacy”  of worldly return  [Professional Leaders of Religion]). 
“The World should choose not to absolutely know the wisdom of God (taught)” = Most of The World ignored  “The Word of God”  through JC’s 
teaching and thus ignored Yahweh  –  preferring worldly  self-indulgent  activities  (rather than be edifying our neighbour to our own hurt). 
“the specific god  thought well of the foolishness … committed person” = This can be read in several ways  (none of which are intrinsically wrong).  

(1) JCg as  “the specific god  (of us)”  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body,  being the forebear of JC while in a fleshly body would naturally be 
very pleased with the teaching work during his personal ministry during his 3.5 years on Earth,  and that of the TC’s ministry to follow during 
The Gospel Age.  Importantly,  JCg becomes The Intercessor  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  between Yahweh and worldly humans who presently 
choose to operate in foolishness. 

(2) But equally with the relative pointer specifically upon JC and the TCs’ ministry during the fleshly part of their lives,  then Yahweh as  “The 
Specific God  (of the Sons of God)”  would be most pleased with the stupendous efforts of His son and future  (144000)  sons’ work. 

Thus,  notice how  “ho theos”  operates within context –  fully supported  throughout  The New Testament where this nominative case is used  (and also 
of its complement  “el”  in The Old Testament,  as my in depth thesis of The Book of Isaiah clearly shows). 
The Teaching of his Father’s Wisdom being  “The Word of God”  accurately applied within our life.  Not  for worldly  “religious worship”  –  or 
whatever,  but only to  sincerely  place  “the edification of our neighbour”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  It is as simple as that! 
Yet to most humans within The World under its present custodian,  Satan  (presently assigning his methodology as practised throughout The World, 
Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4, etc.,  hence John.15v18-25)  then this  (and content of this)  teaching work  was/is  mere  (supposed)  foolishness. 
Within this present world it is considered better to  “look after No. 1”;  “take what you can for yourself”;  “you only have one life so make the most of 
it” (not realising it comprises of 2 parts)  are common phrases promoting  self-indulgence.  All these phrases are utterly alien to Yahweh’s Desire = 
“edify our neighbour to our hurt”  through  “agapao” love  driving our mind,  yielding physical charity “agape”,  so that we and our neighbour  both  
ultimately fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Therefore,  Yahweh’s practised Methodology appears foolish to The Present short-sighted World looking at their 
present life  (ignoring what JC made possible for all of us – a 2 part life)! 
The Crux of this verse  (never  taught by worldly Christian leaders for numerous obvious reasons)  is this,  Yahweh is drawing out  “The Few”  who  can 
be trusted  out of  “The Many”  people  invited/called  (Matt.20v16, 22v14)  for  “The Greater Responsibility”  (Luke.19v16-19)  to become The Leaders  
(kings/priests)  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1-6)  ruling over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.  That is why this  is  a  selection process out 
of The Christian Nation during the 1st part of our physical life.  This verse is absolutely  not  speaking about Christians and non-Christians  -  as sadly 
our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  might errantly tell us! 
The Crux of this verse is actually teaching us about  “The Selection/Filtering Process”  between  (1) TCs and  (2) worldly Christian leaders  –  being the 
two groupings who claim to  teach/preach  about  “The Word of God”  (being specifically why Paul speaks of both Jacob and Esau,  please read my 
important commentary at Rom.9v13).  That is precisely why Paul uses the expression in v19 citation of Isaiah  “sagacious”  and  v20  “philosopher”  
because these terms do  not  apply to passive Christians  –  but  only  to those people who  “claim to be leaders”  within  “Christianity”!   

Just an additional note  
We are fully aware,  all humans desire to survive for an eternity in the most wonderful surroundings,  where all remaining humans will have no pain, nor 
suffering,  nor diseases,  perfect bodies,  no fears,  nor hardships,  no spam/keys/locks,  nor murders,  nor stealing,  plenty  of food and  clean  water, 
where the charity form of  “love”  (agape)  abounds between all those peoples alive.  Clearly JC was most pleased to teach of this in his ministry and 
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showed The Vista of this  future  reality by practically healing people of their ailments.  JC was presenting  “The Acceptable Year  (where The 
Millennium for most people = “The  Summer/Autumn”  part of the year)  of The Lord”  then during his ministry being  “the nearness  in physical 
application”  within the locality of which JC operated and absolutely  not  “in time”  (as errantly proposed by  worldly Christian theologians). 
After explaining what this verse means  –  I will quickly show the  unrighteous nonsense  of what  worldly Christian leaders preach to us  
They teach us that we are resurrected immediately to a judgement of - 

“Everlasting life or a journey into the suffering Hell!” 
As I explain elsewhere there are about as many errors in that statement as there are words!   
But I explain all that elsewhere on this website. 

The point I wish to make here is this - 
Why is it  “righteous”  for Yahweh to have pleasure in this situation where humans might  not  understand The Wisdom of God? 
Especially if our  worldly Christian leaders state   “God loves us”.  
      (Yet  not  explain the  critical differences  in the Greek word for “Love”  to make that a  “Fraudulent/Unrighteous  Statement”  of theirs!) 
Because logically (based upon  [errant]  worldly Christian doctrine) Yahweh has pleasure in “humans failing and being condemned to Hell”! 
Contrary to what The Bible tells us at Exe.33v11, 1Pet.3v9.  

Obviously,  this assaying of  worldly Christian doctrine shows that what has been preached for the last 1700+ years is  unrighteous rubbish! 
However if we understand as  “FutureLife.Org”  carefully explains that we have a 2 part physical life and a 2 part spiritual life made possible by JC's  
(1) ministry/lifestyle  and  (2) ransom sacrifice becoming  “The Enabler” for The Millennium  –  then everything becomes  “Righteous”  –  because 
Yahweh is pleased to be selecting out His proven 144000 future Sons of God  (from out of The Christian Nation)  during The Gospel Age  (for the  next  
stage of His Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation)! 

All makes for  perfect and righteous  sense  (that reflects  “The Perfect/Righteous Nature”  of Yahweh  -  with  “no mysteries”)! 
But more importantly – it is  precisely what The Bible tells us! 
And worryingly,  what our worldly Christian leaders  never  tell us,  thereby reneging on  “The Most Important Part”  of The Gospel! 

How bad is that! 
Making them criminals to what Yahweh desires to be taught! 

 
16th Comment – The Jewish leaders could not accept The Sign given  (JC’s ministry/resurrection)  for the  ‘Israelites’. 
17th Comment – The heathen could not accept the humility of sacrifice needed before a human can imbue The Knowledge 
Comment – repeat - Many People are “invited to become Christians”;  how many “Christians”  realise it is an invitation 
to become more than just  “a worldly Christian”,  inasmuch there is  “an election process”  for “Sonship”  of which only 
144000 Christians are successful to become  “The Firstfruits”  and  “Early Adopters”  (Matt.20v16 22v14, Rev.14v1-4). 
13th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs publicise JC's public execution away from worldly methodology – 
not by cheap words –  but by precisely imitating JC's example of sacrificing ourselves from what The World can give to us. 
8th Reasoning – Yahweh is searching from out of The World  (Jews and Heathen)  those people with the correct propensity 
to imbue The Knowledge within themselves rather than just declaring a supposed  “Christian” name  for themselves! 
14th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs imbue  “The Word of God”  (JC)  that becomes The Power to 
reform an originally  callous/hard  heart/mind  away from  Worldly methodology to become subject to Yahweh's 
Methodology and thus we are able to become  “The Wisdom of God”  by applying  “The Word of God”  with fidelity. 
15th Instruction – The Knowledge that  “The Word of God”  brings within a  sane/reasoning  mind will cause an internal, 
personal change within  “The Compliant Mind”  that will root-out all  “worldly methodology”. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
5th Allegory – Jews (always) = “Pious Religious People”,  by extension,  always means “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
(This is definition is underwritten by this terminology being used throughout John’s and Luke’s output) 
6th Allegory – Greeks = Non-Jewish people,  but by extension in this instance,  atheist academics. 
9th Reasoning – Yahweh’s wisdom is stronger than man’s;  and the humble vessel becomes a trusted environment within 
which Yahweh can place His full capability of the HS during the 2nd part of a TC’s life  (in sonship). 
10th Reasoning – Brethren membership has few worldly leaders within it because the methodology is illogical for a 
worldly person climbing “The Ladder” within The World for the  self-indulgent  return that “Controlling People” brings. 
11th Reasoning – TCs being “The Least” in the 1st part of their physical life,  shall become “The Most” in The Millennium 
because they have the  correct mindset  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  to edify their neighbour in the 2nd part of their 
physical life.  The leaders of the 1st part of their physical life shall become shamed in their lowly position  beneath  the 
TCs,  who become the future Sons of God  in The Millennium  –  when physically  “Born Again”  at the 1st Resurrection! 
3rd Prophecy – Ultimately over our 2 part physical life the majority of humans will realise worldly methodology was the 
wrong way to go  (Matt.24v22)  and that  only  Yahweh’s Methodology would yield a perfected society into the eternity. 
1Cor.   1v22 og thereupon/since/else/otherwise  also  (the) Jews  (the) indication/sign/miracle/token/wonder   
1Cor.   1v22 og (they) ask/beg/crave/desired/require,  also  (the) Greeks  (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
1Cor.   1v22 og (they) seek/search/endeavour/inquire. 
1Cor.   1v22 = Also  since  the  Jews   (the professional religious leaders)   they  ask/crave  the  indication/sign,   

also  the  Greeks  (Gentiles)   they  seek/search  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}; 
 

Also since the Jews   (This terminology does  not  mean “The Nation”,  but rather  “The Pious Religious People”  leading  the nation) 
require a sign   (being simply an excuse  not  to  commit/entrust  in God's Word)   
          (The Old Testament shows that people  must prove themselves first  to  commit/entrust  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  before  Yahweh responded) 
also the Greeks (Gentiles)  seek wisdom   (in relation to what seems to accord to worldly methodology rather than Yahweh's Methodology); 
 

The religious leaders  (of the Jews)  kept asking JC for a sign before they would accept JC  (Matt.12v39, 16v4, Mark.8v11-12, Luke.11v29, etc.),  but that 
was merely an excuse  not to believe  and JC knew this  (John.2v23-25),  so he would not perform as a showman might to an expectant audience  (as 
sadly we witness “performed”  by Charismatic leaders operating as  charlatans  today for expressed self-indulgence  –  explained in detail elsewhere on 
this website).  Other Christian leaders not condemning this practice are  equally condemned  by Yahweh for condoning it  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)! 
Moreover,  the Greeks seeking  “Knowledge that they might accurately apply within their lifestyle”  (“wisdom”),  yet because their knowledge was 
incorrect,  this resulted in  “practised worldly wisdom”!    
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That is why  all  people  must  go to a reliable source - 
The Bible correctly translated,  and  not  to the  “The Spiritually Blind”  charlatan  worldly Christian leaders  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  
mincing God’s Word  (Rev.22v18-19)  for their own worldly gain  (“to the hurt of their neighbour”,  inasmuch taking their  {conscious 
existence}/soul  away from Yahweh's ideal goal for us). 

But the Gentiles  (generally)  followed the wisdom of self-indulgence,  thus God’s Wisdom  (for the ultimate perfect society of  “self-denial”)  was 
considered as being foolish!   That is  why  we righteously  need  The Millennium  (Mark.2v27-28)  for the 2nd part of our life  (both physical and 
spiritual)  so that resurrected people might experience it and thus be righteously in the position to make an  educated  choice  (of the  two  operating 
systems.  Satan’s system first  (in the 1st part of our physical life)  and then Yahweh’s system second  (in the 2nd part of our physical life)!  
The TCs made the correct decision in the 1st part of their physical life  –  based upon The Expectation of The Vista within their mind’s eye,  that is why 
they have the correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits  for Yahweh to work with by making them  “Sons of God”  in the 2nd part of their physical life  
(having purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life while they were within the 1st part of their physical life)!   This is what makes them suitable candidates 
to become co-heirs (Rom.8v17, 23-29)  and rulers (2Tim.4v6-8)  over “The Resurrected World”  (2Cor.12v1-3)  please read all my cited commentaries. 
1Cor.   1v23 og {we ourselves}  and  (we) herald/proclaim/publicise  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
1Cor.   1v23 og (the having been) {impaled upon fixed stakes}/{nailed on stakes/posts/poles}/ 

/{publicly executed (physical or spiritual)}   [= dying away from this Worldly system]   
1Cor.   1v23 og (to the) Jews  truly/indeed  (the) scandal/snare/offence/{stumbling block}/{occasion to fall},   
1Cor.   1v23 og (to the) Greeks  and  (the) silliness/absurdity/foolishness. 
1Cor.   1v23 = And  {we ourselves}  (TCs)   proclaim/publicise  the  Christ/Anointed   (as  “The Goal”  unto  “Sonship”) 

the having been  {impaled upon fixed stakes}/{publicly executed},   
truly/indeed   (this activity was)   a  scandal/offence  to the  Jews   (Professional Leaders of Religion),   
and  to the  Greeks  (as the heathen world)   (then this activity was)   the  absurdity/foolishness. 

 

And we (TCs)  ourselves publicise The Anointed   (being The Goal of what is available by Yahweh made possible by imitating JC) 
the having been publicly executed   ([1] spiritually by rejecting “worldly methodology”  [2] physically  “The Ransom Sacrifice”), 
truly  (this activity of JC)  a  scandal/offence  to the Jews   (The Leaders of Religion  [John.11v47-53],  noting The Public revered JC) 
and to the Greeks  (the Gentiles = heathen world)   (this activity was)   absurdity/foolishness   (to be sacrificing one’s self to edify other people). 
 

The  Christ/Anointed  (by Yahweh to rule)  was slaughtered because JC offended the Jews  (being  “The professional Religious Leaders”  entrusted with 
Yahweh’s Word)  because JCg exposed their hypocrisy to  “Israel”  (through their  ministry/lifestyle),  and the Greeks thought JC’s  self-denial  of the 
things that this world could offer upon which we might indulge  –  was  absurdity/foolishness! 

“The Professional Leaders of Religion”  detested JC's exposure of their hypocrisy (John.11v47-53),  and  “The Heathen”  (non-Jews)  could 
not understand why  “a (supposed) man”  should voluntarily sacrificial himself to edify the people entrusting upon him. 

This  precise same scenario is mirrored today  (and has been during The Gospel Age)  
Throughout the Christian Nation and The Heathen Nation (non-Christian)  as I  carefully explain  elsewhere in many places. 

1Cor.   1v24 og {to them}  And  to the (persons [TCs/Brethren])  invited/called/appointed,   
1Cor.   1v24 og (to the) Jews  both  also  (to the) Greeks,   
1Cor.   1v24 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) God  (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   
1Cor.   1v24 og also  (of the) God  (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}. 
1Cor.   1v24 = And  {to them},  to the  people  (TCs)   invited/called/appointed   (by “The Word of God”  [JC]  sourced by Yahweh),   

(from out of)   both  to the  Jews  also  to the  Greeks; 
the  Christ/Anointed  (JC),   the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of the  God   (Yahweh), 
also  the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  of the  God   (Yahweh). 

 

And to them,  the people   (TCs and the brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   
invited/called   (by Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  -  for  “The Goal of The Anointing unto Sonship”  [for Yahweh’s next stage]) 
(from out of)  both the Jews  also the Greeks   (“The Invitation”  is given out to  “The Whole World”  for individuals to attain  “The Goal”); 
The Anointed   (JC as  “The Word of God”  setting out  “The Goal”  for  “The  Election/Selection”  as future  “Sons of God”) 
the mighty work of God   (The Resultant of  “The Word of God”  exercised within our mind to transform our mind  away from  worldly methodology) 
also the accurate application of knowledge   (“The Word of God”  operating as real charity in our life)   
of God   (Yahweh,  sourcing His Methodology that spiritually yields  “agapao”  within The Mind physically expressed as  “agape”  to our neighbour). 
 

The TCs have been appointed by Yahweh,  just as was JC appointed by Yahweh as  “The Word of God”  to become  “The Wisdom of God”. 
JC came in  The Name and Character  of Yahweh and thus he had  The Authority  of Yahweh because JC fulfilled Yahweh's Desire  (Mark.1v22)  having 
thoroughly studied The Tanakh since the age of 12 year  (Luke.2v46-50)  and having brought it  (Tanakh/{God’s Word})  to life within himself. 

Consequently,  because JC was  “The Word of God”,  and  “applied this Knowledge of God  accurately within his lifestyle”  then JC became  
“The Wisdom of God”. 

Paul is stating here    
Because JC had done this,  then likewise TCs  (as “christs” = “anointed”)  shall have the support of Yahweh through JCg as  “The Word of 
God”  operating within their minds as  The Presence/Parousia  of JC to yield the HS of Yahweh operating within them  (noting the composite 
definition of HS that I give elsewhere).   

The TCs are most certainly  not  worldly Christian leaders – because while the TCs operate with a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that  is the  one/same  
as Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26),  worldly Christian leaders  (by definition)  operate with a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  Worldly methodology  
(which is ultimately sourced by Satan).  This is precisely as we witness when getting behind their public façade  (actually for some it is most blatant,  
inasmuch they do  not  behave as did JC and the apostles)  but like The Pharisees taking the best in society!    

All exactly as JC’s illustrations, comments and parables so very clearly tell us! 
Important note  
This verse specifically tells us   “The  Christ/Anointed  is The Mighty Work of God”.    

So,  what does this mean? 
We are told,  JC is  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and thus we understand  “The Word of God”  is The Power (Capability)  of the God  (Yahweh). 
It is  not  “The Power of God”  being twisted by  charlatan Christian leaders in public displays of  “feigned  miracles”  (for self-indulgent gain). 
Rather,  it is JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  The Power/Capability  to  reform  callus/hardened  minds entrenched within worldly methodology. 
Inasmuch It is  “The Power of God’s Word”  to reform a former evil mind to become anointed as a future Son of God  (being the 144000 TCs). 
Therefore,  JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  The Power/Capability  to deliver Yahweh's Methodology within a  penitent/repentant  mind. 

Sadly,  for obvious reasons  (Luke.3v9),  “Leaders of Religion”  demonstrably do  not  recognise/acknowledge  this  “power” (2Tim.3v5)! 
1Cor.   1v25 og Because  the (thing)  {being insipid}/{act as a simpleton}/{become a fool}  of the  God [Yahweh] 
1Cor.   1v25 og (the [comparative of]) wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious  [than]  of the  men/Mankind  {it is},   
1Cor.   1v25 og also  the (thing)  feeble/impotent/sick/weak  of the  God [Yahweh] 
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1Cor.   1v25 og (the [comparative of]) forcible/boisterous/mighty/powerful/valiant  [than]  of the  men/Mankind  {it is}. 
1Cor.   1v25 = Because  the  insipid/simple/foolish  thing  of the  God  (Yahweh)   it is  wiser  (than)  of the  men/Mankind,   

also  the  feeble/weak  thing  of the  God  (Yahweh)   it is   (more)   forcible/stronger/powerful  (than)  of the  men/mankind. 
 

Because the insipid thing of God  (Yahweh)   it is wiser  (than)  of  men/(women), 
also the thing feeble of God (Yahweh)  it is more forcible  (than)  of  men/(women). 
 

All obvious,  because God’s Name  -  “Yahweh” means   “I make become  who/what  I choose to become.”   (Matt.19v26). 
What human could ever state that! 
The most powerful statement in The Universe  –  with perhaps the fewest said words! 

1Cor.   1v26 og (you) behold/see/look/beware{take heed}  for  the  invitation/calling/appointment  {of yourselves}  
1Cor.   1v26 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Cor.   1v26 og because  not  (the) many/much/plenteous [persons]  wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious    
1Cor.   1v26 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal minded}/animalistic,   
1Cor.   1v26 og not  (the) many/much/plenteous [persons]  powerful/capable/{make possible}/mighty,   
1Cor.   1v26 og not  (the) many/much/plenteous [persons]  {well born}/nobleman/{high in rank}. 
1Cor.   1v26 = For you  behold/{take heed}  the  invitation/calling/appointment  {of yourselves},  {the brethren},   

because  not  the  many people  (of the brethren aiming to become TCs)  wise  according/intensely  to the  {carnal/animalistic  mind},  
not  the  many persons  (of the brethren aiming to become TCs are)  powerful/mighty  (within society),   
not  the  many persons  (of the brethren aiming to become TCs are)  {well born}/noblemen  (within society),  

 

For you brethren,  take heed  (of)  the invitation   (given by  “The Word of God”  for  “The Anointing Goal”) 
because not many people  (of  [1] The Christian Nation and then  [2] of The Brethren)   (are)   wise according to the animalistic mind  
          (Because  not  many people having a  worldly/animalistic  mind will heed this invitation to become a future Son of God  [requiring “humility”]) 
not many people  (of  [1] The Christian Nation and then  [2] of The Brethren)   (are)   powerful/mighty   (in society) 
not many people  (of  [1] The Christian Nation and then  [2] of The Brethren)   (are)   well born    (in society), 
          (Because these types of people nurture the  wrong  mindset to be  [1] humble,  [2] repentant,  ready to  [3]  inculcate “The Word of God”) 
 

It is difficult to choose how to write this verse. 
Either it can be written as - 

Not many people having an animalistic mind,  or are powerful,  or come from privileged backgrounds will take heed of The Invitation. 
Or - 

Not many of The Brethren heeding The Invitation shall have an animalistic mind,  or are powerful,  or come from privileged background. 
Technically the first offering is more correct,  by virtue The Brethren shall not operate according to an animalistic mind. 
However,  Paul is warning The Brethren to refrain from sliding back into  “The Things”  of which The World considers to be  “worthwhile goals”! 
These worldly goals will take our mind’s eye away from taking part of The Invitation – please see my comprehensive commentaries to Matt.22v1-9. 
Paul is telling us,  very few of The Brethren  (aiming to become TCs)  are considered wise by those people who  “Think like The World” 
(carnal/animalistic  minded humans),  and further,  not many brethren are powerful  (in positions of worldly authority)  and neither are The Brethren 
likely to born into money or prestigious families. 
This is often true,  because the synapse construction needs to be configured to reject worldly things and cleave to Godly things which do not usually 
occur within people who are in positions of worldly authority,  or are wealthy,  or from  “aristocratic families”.  For these people have many worldly 
things  “coming in”  upon their  “radar screen”,  and thus need to respond in a worldly fashion to worldly intrusion of whatever. 
Authority,  wealth and noble background give  much  possible  opportunity  to imitate JC,  but the counter opportunities presented from The World foster 
a greater incentive to become worldly.  Though not absolutely  –  there will be certain individuals who can push through this barrier. 
Thus having worldly authority,  wealth or heraldry stifles personal  “self-denial”  (being the opposite to self-indulgence),  and therefore worldly 
opportunities germinate a worldly culture to use the myriad of opportunities presented to  “pamper the self”,  rather than to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – as 
history shows. 
However Paul states that  “few are”,  implying there are some who  are  able to make the transition  –  and again this is witnessed throughout The 
Gospel Age – normally they need to renounce their worldly ties  (remembering what JC asked of “The Rich Man” [Luke.12v20-23]  who then became a 
“torn man”  between two worlds). 
1Cor.   1v27 og But  the (things)  dull/stupid/heedless/blockhead/absurd  of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  
1Cor.   1v27 og (he) selected/{made choice}/chose [middle voice]   the  {specific god}, 
1Cor.   1v27 og that  the (persons)  wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious    
1Cor.   1v27 og (he may/should) {shame down}/disgrace/{make blush}/confound/shame, 
1Cor.   1v27 og also  the (things)  feeble/impotent/sick/weak  of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  
1Cor.   1v27 og (he) selected/{made choice}/chose [middle voice]  the  {specific god}, 
1Cor.   1v27 og that  (he may/should) {shame down}/disgrace/{make blush}/confound/shame   
1Cor.   1v27 og the (things)  forcible/boisterous/mighty/powerful/valiant. 
1Cor.   1v27 = But  “the specific god”   he  personally  selected/chose  the  dull/stupid/absurd  things  of The  World/Life,   

that  he   (JC as “The Word  of God”)   may  {shame down}/disgrace  the wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious  people,    
also  “the specific god”  selected/chose  the  impotent/weak  things  of The  World/Life,   
that  he  may/should  {shame down}/disgrace  the  forcible/strong/powerful  things. 

 

But  “the specific god”   (JC during his ministry as  “The Word of God”,  by means of the context  [with the world in its sinful state]) 
personally  selects/chooses  the dull things of  The World/Life   (as an exhibit for us to imitate), 
           (People rejecting  “The Showy/Indulgent Lifestyle”  have  “The Correct Mind”  to rule in The Millennium as  kings/priests.) 
that he  (JC as “The Word of God”  publicly expressed as  “The Wisdom of God”)   might shame down the   (worldly)   wise people, 
           (People assuming themselves to be  “mentally able”  as giants  “at the top of society”  have  “The Wrong Mind”  to succeed in The Millennium.) 
also  “the specific god”  (JC in his deportment)   selected the impotent things of  The World/life   (as an exhibit for us to imitate). 

           (People who take The Least within The World  -  have  “The Correct Mind”  to rule in The Millennium as selected by Yahweh) 
that he  (JC as “The Word of God”  publicly expressed as  “The Wisdom of God”)   might shame down the   (worldly)   forcible things, 
           (People seeking leadership  [Politics, Religion and Commerce]  in this world have  “The Wrong Mind”  and given The Least in The Millennium.) 
 

Again,  look how Paul switches to use  “The Specific God”  (ho theos)  as the floating pointer depending upon whom it is referenced. 
As this website   “FutureLife.Org”  clearly states    

Yahweh ensures that JC as  “The Word of God”  is brought to those individuals who  could become TCs.   
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JC as  “The World of God”  invites those people from out of The World who show an interest and allow JC to sup with them (Rev.3v20) and 
thus it is JC as  “The Word of God”  that is able to yield  Yahweh’s HS within hearkening people to magnify the use of their DNA dependant 
capabilities according to their ability  (Matt.25v15). 

However it is Yahweh Who then makes The Assessment  (“The 1st Judgement”  only  upon Christians, Matt.20v23, James.3v1)  on the worthiness of The 
Brethren to become TCs as future  “Sons  (His Sons)  of God”,  by analysing their  “Investment of  Responsibility”  (talents/minus, Matt.25v15-25, 
Luke.19v15-21)  in the ministry/deportment  work.  Yahweh’s Judgment is based upon how closely did the recipients of  “The Word of God”  align 
themselves with that of JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  being  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for future  “Sonship”. 
Important note   Yahweh is  not  looking as men would at the painted  façade/veneer  presented by the person claiming to come in The Name of JC,  but 
rather,  Yahweh is judging The Character inside  (1Sam.16v7-13 [for future kingship]),  behind  “the painted façade”  being the synapse construction 
mapping.  This is quite logical,  because to  awaken/rouse/resuscitate  us again within a new body  (either [ 1] perfected DNA fleshly  OR  [2] 
heavenly/spiritual/celestial,  as with JCg)  then Yahweh must be in the position to program the new body with our retained  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  (intrinsically  “us”  personally)  which  is  the synapse mapping  (described as  “heavenly treasure”).   

Clearly Yahweh can  “read”  what He can  “program”  (precisely as I am able with silicon memories in my discipline of electronics)! 
JC also spoke about  “The Heavenly Treasure”  (being the synapse construction mapping)  being safely stored in his very safe  library/depository  
(Matt.6v19-20,  Luke.12v33,  please see my local commentaries that explain everything about this understanding). 
 
18th Comment – Those specific people not seeking to take from this present worldly system become prime candidates to 
search for the methodology of  The New System.  These specific people become suitable vessels in whom Yahweh works. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
19th Comment – The Resultant from the methodology of worldly leaders,  Yahweh will  show to be worthless in the 2nd part 
of their life during The Millennium when all resurrected people assay what was done by leaders of two different societies. 
12th Reasoning – JCg’s Millennial rule will show how humans “should rule” each other (being the  correct methodology), 
therefore showing the errant nature of the leaders boasting of their capabilities during the previous 6000 years. 
13th Reasoning – JC  was/is  “The Wisdom of God”  because he  accurately  applied  “The Word of God”  in his lifestyle. 
20th Comment – Having  “The Accurate Knowledge of Yahweh”  as “The Word of God” operating within us becomes the  
one/same  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  of Yahweh operating to yield results that fulfil Yahweh’s Desire = the HS. 
14th Reasoning – Having the HS  (from above comment)  will  sanctify humans and release them from Satan’s curse. 
16th Instruction – However, TCs sincerely boast of Yahweh’s Capabilities,  Methodology to yield a righteous plan,  thus 
are fulfilling His Desire – therefore they indirectly boast of themselves inasmuch they demonstrate themselves worthy! 
15th Reasoning – It must be clearly understood,  the TC does  not  verbally boast of having the HS  –  as do  worldly 
Christians,  but they show Yahweh's Character  in their own deportment –  thereby never needing to say they have the HS! 
6th Warning – Beware of people who keep stating they have the HS  –  highly likely they do  not!   Only Rogue Traders 
keep stating how good they are  –  because they have no demonstrable competent works!   Likewise with  charlatan 
Christian leaders,  they need to keep saying this,  because what they do,  does  not  demonstrate they have Yahweh's 
Character  (“spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}”  = the “HS”)!    
JC and The Apostles did not publicise their qualities in the manner as do  “the beloved”  charlatan  Christian leaders! 
1Cor.   1v28 og Also  the (things)  {without kin}/{unknown descent}/{low born}/ignoble   
1Cor.   1v28 og of the  World/Adornment/Decoration   [= all life on this planet]   
1Cor.   1v28 og also  the (things)  contemptible/despised/{least esteemed}   
1Cor.   1v28 og (he) selected/{made choice}/chose  [middle voice]  the  {specific god}   
1Cor.   1v28 og also  the (things)  not  am/being/having,   
1Cor.   1v28 og that  the (things)  am/being/having  (he may/should) {render useless}/abolish/{make void}/nullify. 
1Cor.   1v28 = Also  “the specific god”  he  personally  chose/selected  the  people  {low-born}/ignoble  of The  World/Life 

also  the  people   (considered)  contemptible/despised   (by people of The World),   
also  the  people  not  being/having   (anything,  “the specific god”  chose),   
that  he   (the specific god)  might  {render useless}/abolish/nullify  the people  being/having   (the things of The World). 

 

Also  “the specific god”  personally  chose/elected  the ignoble people of  The World/Life 
also the people despised  (by The World)   
            (These people are TCs,  clean and respectable,  but they take the lowliest position in The World – that would be normally rejected by The World.) 
also the people not having  (anything worldly), 
            (These people are TCs who choose not to take from The World  -  because they spiritually give more than they physically receive.) 
that he  (the specific god)  might render useless   (the mentality of)   the people having   (the things of The World). 

            (When TCs are made  kings/priests  of The Millennium,  then the people with the most now shall realise how useless was the 1st part of their life.) 
 

I suggest the reader to look around The World and then apply this reasoning upon those people within The World and draw their own conclusions! 
Yahweh as the  heart-knower  ensures that JC as  “The Word of God”  sups with those people  (Rev.3v20)  who could be suitable candidates by 
metaphorically knocking at the door  of their senses  by using a TC to speak  “The Word of God”  to them. 
The TC has listened previously to JCg and is fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by  accurately  communicating God’s Word to all other people in this world.  
Those new strangers  of the correct  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}  “welcome JCg in and he has supper with them”,  and after gaining  “Real 
Faith”  (by the required 3 stages  –  see later commentaries)  shall yield Yahweh’s HS within them.  But those people who consider themselves  “worldly 
wise’” ignore JCg’s call for personal reform,  and thus are  shamed/disgraced  by their stupidity upon their resurrection.  Those people who are weak  
within The Present World welcome JCg to their supper,  but those people who consider themselves as  “worldly strong”  reject the apparent weakness of 
JCg’s message.  Furthermore,  those leaders  (including of “Religion”)  believing themselves to be something within The World,  then they shall be 
brought to nothing in The Millennium during the 2nd part of their physical life.  Precisely as JC teaches us about  The  First/Most  in society now shall 
become  The  Last/Least   in The Millennium  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc.). 

As the reader can see – The Crux of this verse is  all about The Mind  –  and of its ability to disconnect itself  away  from worldly methodology 
and imbue Yahweh's Methodology in its place.  People positioned to gain much from The World have no driver to leave what gives them a 
self-indulgent  “supposed quality of life”   (for “The Immediacy”,  to our neighbour’s ultimate hurt  [if not simply being just by exclusion])! 

In all instances The Worldly wise,  the strong,  and those people believing themselves  “to be something”  in this  {fleshly/animalistic  minded}  world are 
shown in The Millennium after their resurrection to have their worldly operating methodology nullified that must first occur to ultimately yield a 
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perfected environment.  The resurrected people must learn to realise  “worldly methodology”  is completely the wrong mind condition,  and by 
consequence gain the very necessary education of  “Righteousness”  from specifically those  “Early Adopters”  who  were  demonstrably humble to 
Yahweh’s Desire during the 1st part of their physical life.  It is only these demonstrably proven  “Early Adopters”  who Yahweh can trust to correctly 
express His HS  (noting its correct composite definition as given by  “FutureLife.Org”).   

Logically,  Yahweh does not want another  “Satan”  on-the-loose  in the future of some aeons time! 
That is specifically  why  leaders of this  present  worldly system  cannot  become Sons of God in their present condition  without  the self-denial  away 
from what this present world delivers.   They cannot do this while they have their roots buried so very firmly within the protocols of this world! 
Quite simply,  leaders of this worldly system  (politics/commerce/religion)  enjoy what this worldly system delivers and operate within an environment 
that causes the synapse construction to become alienated from the methodology required  to be successful  in JCg’s system that is in The Millennium. 
This is what JC taught at Luke.9v48  and much elsewhere. 
1Cor.   1v29 og {Whatever how}/{In the manner that}/{So that}  not  (it may/should) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice 
1Cor.   1v29 og (the) all  (the) flesh/{carnal minded}/animalistic 
1Cor.   1v29 og {in the face of}/before/midst/{in the sight of}  (of the) him. 
1Cor.   1v29 = {So that}  all  the  {carnal/animalistic minded}  people  should  not  boast/vaunt  in  {the face/midst of}  the Him  (Yahweh) 
 

So that all animalistic minded people should not boast in the midst of Him   (Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”). 

            (They will boast now,  but not boast in The Millennium when brought exceptionally low within society  -  shown to be stupid,  unless they reform!) 
 

Quite simply all humans are born with a  {carnal/animalistic mind}  which naturally takes upon itself  “worldly methodology”  (to “apparently prosper” 
within this present world)  and thus we  all  need to  personally reform our mind  (methodology of existence)  away from that of The World  (of self-
indulgence)  to a mindset given as  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  by JC,  being a mindset of humility where we are   “to edify our neighbour to our 
own hurt”. 
In this manner all humans who survive shall become humble to Yahweh and our neighbour,  being mutual throughout all society  –  operating within 
what shall be our  brothers/sisters  of  one  family under the parenthood of JCg and his bride  (the 144000 Sons of God,  being the former TCs  [Early 
Adopters]  elected/selected  during the 1st part of their physical life)  throughout an everlasting society. 
For those people who find this prospect of a perfected society with all people edifying their neighbour  unappealing  shall personally experience  “The 
2nd Death of Annihilation”  (during)  or/and  at the end of The Millennium,  after experiencing  both  bad and good societies in their 2 part physical life.  
This  is  complete  “Righteousness”  –  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders (up to 2007 CE)  because they have not the faintest idea of how  
Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  operates  –  even though The Bible  is so crystal clear about it! 

How can I state this with absolute unequivocal certainty?    
Because the reader has  never  heard them teach what JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  specifically instructed them to teach! 

However,  our  worldly Christian leaders are so competently able to teach “Religion”  -  to the utter disgust of Yahweh!  
1Cor.   1v30 og {from/out of}  (of the) Him [Yahweh]  and  {specifically yourselves}  {you are/belong/be}   
1Cor.   1v30 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus  who/which/that  (he) {became to be}  
1Cor.   1v30 og {to us}  (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
1Cor.   1v30 og off/away/separated/from  (of the) God [Yahweh],   
1Cor.   1v30 og (the) righteousness/equality/justification  both  also  (the) purification/{making holy}/sanctification,   
1Cor.   1v30 og also  (the) salvation/{ransom in full}/deliverance/redemption; 
1Cor.   1v30 = And  {specifically yourselves}  {from out of}  the  Him  (Yahweh), 

{you are/being}  within the  Christ/Anointed   (operating according to JC’s spirit/personality/desires/traits  built upon God's Word)   
who  (JC)  {became to be}  {to us}   (as TCs and The Brethren aiming to become TCs) 
the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  off/from  of the  God  (Yahweh),   
both  (1) the  righteousness/equality  (to Yahweh’s Desire)   also   (2) the  sanctification/holiness/separation   (away from this world),   
also  (from both above)  the  salvation/deliverance/ redemption   (away from The Curse of Satan [being that of  “annihilation”]). 

 

And specifically yourselves   (brethren actively aiming to become TCs,  are)    
from out of Him   (to mean  “Yahweh's Methodology to be operating within you”  [= precisely imitate JC]) 
you are within  The Anointed   (having the  one/same  mind as that which operates within JCg  –  thereby possibly able to achieve  “The Goal”), 
who  (JC)  became to be to us   (as TCs  and the brethren aiming to be TCs  -  first physically,  and now spiritually as “The Word of God”) 
the accurate application of knowledge from of God   (Yahweh supplies The Methodology  [= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt]), 
          (JC showed by  ministry/lifestyle  how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire which is to firstly yield  “The Early Adopters”,  thereby starting The Millennium.) 
both  (1) the righteousness  (to Yahweh's  Methodology/Requirement)   also  (2) the purification   (away from worldly methodology), 
also  (from these both requirements)   the  salvation/deliverance   (away from The Curse of Satan [annihilation],   provided we ultimately imitate JC). 
 

This verse is very  self-explanatory  with the supplementary information within  parenthesis/brackets.  
However,  it is important to note  

This verse teaches us JC  was/is  “The Wisdom of God”  inasmuch he had  (1) “The Knowledge”  (being  “The Word of God”)  and  (2) 
“perfectly applied this knowledge within his lifestyle” = the definition of  “wisdom”.  And as such he would also have  The  
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  of Yahweh based upon this  “Knowledge”  that was  not  sourced by this world,  and thus he had Yahweh’s 
“HS” (see glossary on what this term “HS” really means). 

Clearly,  those people who operate in precisely the same manner as did JC  –  having his  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (which was 
precisely the  one/same  as that within Yahweh)  means that we too shall have the HS  (John.14v21, 17v21-26).    
Naturally,  the converse is equally true! 

The  worldly  one/same  spirit/personality/desire/traits  that operates within  “Leaders of Religion”  on this planet,  not  aligned to Yahweh. 
1Cor.   1v31 og that  just/as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
1Cor.   1v31 og [Prophecy, Jer.9v24 ]   The (person  [TC/{The Brethren}])  boasting/vaunting/glorying/joyous/rejoicing  
1Cor.   1v31 og  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master  (let  him/her) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice. 

Old Testament reference located at  Jer.9v24  
1Cor.   1v31 = that  just/as  it has been written: 

The person  (TC, brethren)   boasting/vaunting/glorying  within the lord   (JC,  as “The Word of God”),   
(then)  let  him/her  boast/vaunt/glory. 

 

That just as it has been written: 
  The person   (TCs and the brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   
  boasting within the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  accurately controlling their mind) 
  (then)  let  him/her  boast   (inasmuch  not  by words –  but  only by works  [imitating JC]  –  hence  “wisdom”  as mentioned earlier). 
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This verse requires some explanation because it is distorted by many  iniquitous charlatan  Christian leaders! 
Quite simply this means  not  to  boast/glory  in ourselves,  but  only  of the wonderful things of The Lord,  and what is on offer to those people who 
desire Him by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in humility  (see the next few verses in context). 

It is very important  not to  “live on the back”  of  “The Glory of God”  in the pretence that it is supposedly glorifying God.   
The slave must  never  take the  position/glory  that is due to his master  (Matt.10v25, John.13v16). 
We must  not  sequestrate nor defraud what rightfully belongs to Yahweh  –  being His Word  (given to us via JC as  “The Word of God”). 

Sadly,  those many religious leaders who sequestrate from God's Word demonstrate  no  humility,  but rather a  self-indulgent  attitude that will be made 
very low in The Millennium,  where the specific Christian leaders being  “The First/Most”  now within society,  shall become  “The Last/Least”  in The 
Millennium  to  learn  righteous humility.  They are instructed to learn  “Righteousness”  from those TCs who  were  humble during the 1st part of their 
physical life and been resurrected as Sons of God upon their “awakening/rousing/resuscitation”  (1st Resurrection)  into the 2nd part of their physical life. 
It is always  “the synapse construction”  being closely monitored by Yahweh  (1Sam.16v7)  –  there is no escape,  and no  “pulling the wool over the eyes 
of Yahweh”  as is so easily done upon  beguiled/bewitched  people within their worldly  (“innocent”,  Rom.16v18)  congregations. 
 
 
21st Comment – Paul came in humility and taught “The Word of God” with  clear exegesis -  without the word “mystery”. 
7th Warning – Thus  carefully assay  human Religious  (Christian) leaders coming in fanfare,  having eloquent speech. 
Confidence tricksters are skilled to construct articulate flowing sentences to win the mind over to their way of thinking 
(that usually results with cash moving from the victim)!   This scenario is no different in  “The Arena of Religion”,  the 
conman/woman  only need to know just a bit more than their target to extract a worldly living! 
22nd Comment – Paul did not research his audience first - reckoning what he might get out of them!   
But Paul taught “The Absolute Truth” in word  and lifestyle  to those people with a genuine interest to imbue knowledge! 
23rd Comment – In utter humility Paul  accurately  taught  “The Word of God” -  not with  worldly  lures and inducements 
to titivate worldly senses of self-indulgence  (that  worldly Christian leaders have used ever since)  for the listener. 
Instruction – repeat - The Brethren aiming to become TCs imbue  “The Word of God”  (JC)  that becomes The Power to 
reform an originally  callous/hard  heart/mind  away from  Worldly methodology to become subject to Yahweh's 
Methodology and thus we are able to become  “The Wisdom of God”  by applying  “The Word of God”  with fidelity. 
24th Comment – Paul’s ministry was supported by the righteous nature of his exegesis and lifestyle  (led by the HS). 
16th Reasoning – Paul truly cared for the future existence of his recipients and thus took the lowly position in humility to 
win them over by logical reasoning  -  ensuring he had to tread carefully because he did not want to lose even one of them,  
hence of his feeble, alarm and trembling of mind to ensure he said the correct thing to guide them. 
By contrast,  a  conman/woman  takes the high verbose position to  “control The Mind/People”,  rather than let the 
intended victim control  his/her  own mind.   This is what occurs in  “Religion”  taught  “not to think for yourself”! 
Instruction – repeat - The Brethren aiming to be TCs publicise JC's public execution away from worldly methodology – 
not by cheap words –  but by precisely imitating JC's example of sacrificing ourselves from what The World can give to us. 
25th Comment – The Brethren chose their future path based upon the righteous nature of The Knowledge given within 
Paul’s ministry being “The Word of God” working in receptive individuals thereby exercising their capabilities to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire,  and  not the self-indulgent nature of worldly thinking people  (whose methodology is sourced by Satan)! 
17th Reasoning – Therefore the Brethren as The Resultant of Paul’s accurately ministry aimed to become TCs whereby 
they too might use the same mighty Power of Yahweh working within Paul in their ministry work to edify their neighbour. 
1Cor.   2v1 og {I also}/{Even I}/{And me}  (the having) accompanied/appeared/come 
1Cor.   2v1 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}  (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Cor.   2v1 og (I) accompanied/appeared/came  not  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
1Cor.   2v1 og (the) prominence/fancy/superiority/authority/excellence  (of the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Cor.   2v1 og or/than/either/rather  (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
1Cor.   2v1 og (the) proclaiming/promulgating/declaring/preaching  {to yourselves}   
1Cor.   2v1 og [the testimony = CA thus ignore]  of the  God  [Yahweh].   
1Cor.   2v1 = {I also}  the having  accompanied/come  toward  {specifically yourselves}  {the brethren}, 

I  accompanied/came  not  according to  prominent/fancy/superior  (worldly)  word/saying/reasoning 
or  the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  the  proclaiming/declaring  {to yourselves}  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Also  I (Paul)  having come toward specifically yourselves brethren   (so that you should know how to personally behave). 
I (Paul)  came  not  accordingly to the  prominence/fancy  (worldly)  word/saying   
or proclaiming the  (worldly) wisdom to yourselves of the God  [Yahweh].  
         (Paul did not teach  “Religion”  being  “what pleases the ears and mind”  of the recipients,  by teaching a  “Gospel of Excuses to remain Human”) 
 

Likewise,  Paul makes similar comments at Gal.1v10-12 and at 1Thes.2v3-6.  He is telling us  (and reminding the Corinthians)  he did not come with a 
fanfare,  wonderful soundbites to be pushing all the correct buttons within the apparatus of a publicity machine -  as would a worldly human after 
personal gratification from an increase in adoring devotees to  “pump”  in adrenalin.  The motive being,  the more devotes under the leader’s wing,  then 
the greater quantity of worldly return in the form of  money/glory/honour  for the leader’s use,  to further  ramp-up  the self-ego! 
This is as we witness today by the majority of  worldly Christian leaders  (noting the definition of a  “leader” rather than “a follower”  operating within  
“a worldly organisation”  who might preside immediately over a group of people)  for that is  why  they become a leader of a  worldly organisation! 
Where Paul took not  “the high moral ground”  over the Corinthians with  “The Word of God”,  –  but rather,  as we discover here and later,  Paul took 
the  low   position to teach  “The Word of God”  by  deportment/example.    

Is this what we witness today within Religion by its leaders in all the countries of The World? 
We determine what The Tree is like by examining The Fruitage  (Matt.7v16-20)  –  are they precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle? 

So many of these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  take  “the high position”  and excite the congregations for mutual animalistic returns,  which 
takes many forms,  being as an example the modern  evangelistic/charismatic  approach on the one hand,  to the other extreme,  being the very 
conservative approach within countries having the very old schisms of Christianity. 
All  these individuals are operating upon  worldly methodology behind the  façade/veneer  of  “The Word of God”  –  this is an abomination to Yahweh! 

But contrary to how  worldly Christian leaders behave  –  we read how Paul behaves very differently - 
1Cor.   2v2 og not for  (I) {judiciously/mentally decided}/{to try}/concluded/judged  of the (anything)   
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1Cor.   2v2 og (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  {some/any/certain  thing}  in  {to [= within]  yourselves}   
1Cor.   2v2 og if  not [= except]   (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  also  (of the) this (specific)   (One [JC])   
1Cor.   2v2 og (the having been) {impaled upon a stake/post/pole}/{publicly executed}  [= dying away from this Worldly system]. 
1Cor.   2v2 = For  not  I  {mentally decided}/judged  to  know/understand  of the  {some/any thing}  within  yourselves,   

except  the Jesus  Christ/Anointed  (as “The Word of God”),    
also  of this  specific  one  (JC)  the having been  {impaled upon fixed stakes}/{publicly executed}. 

 

For  I (Paul)  judged not to know of anything within yourselves  (Paul made no assessment of what  “he could  financially gain out of them”),  
except The Anointed Jesus   (being that JC led The Way for Sonship to Yahweh – as  elected/selected/anointed  by Yahweh that drove Paul to teach), 
also of this specific one (JC)  having been publicly executed   (to become “The Ransom Sacrifice”). 
 

Paul did not assess the locality first of its potential clientèle  (being what worldly returns might flow from  it/them),  but rather Paul stood in the market 
place and taught those people who were interested in the Gospel of JC’s public  “self-denial”  of the things from The World yielding  carnal/animalistic  
self-indulgence  (to satisfy The Immediacy).  Then Paul moved on to explain JC’s “self-denial” of his life away from what worldly methodology yields,  
so that operating under Yahweh's Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  then JC was able to  reset/atone/{buy back}  the sins in our 
present life.  Furthermore,  by personally covering  “The Great Sabbath” (John.19v31, 20v1)  of the future Millennium enables people to righteously 
learn how to personally reform within a perfect society operating under JCg’s righteous rule  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15 ensuring sin shall not prevail 
within an environment while all people can learn how to precisely imitate JC's lifestyle). 
1Cor.   2v3 og Also  [emphatic] I/me  in  (to the) feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness   
1Cor.   2v3 og also  in  (to the) alarm/fright/fear/terror/awe/reverence/dread  
1Cor.   2v3 og also  in  (to the) trembling/{quaking with fear}  (to the) many/much/plenteous  (I) {became to be}   
1Cor.   2v3 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}. 
1Cor.   2v3 = Also  emphatic I (Paul)  within  the  feebleness/weakness  also  within  the  alarm/fear,   

also  within  much trembling,  I  {became to be}  towards  {specifically yourselves}. 
 

Also  emphatic I (Paul)  within feebleness   (Paul took the  lowly/humble  position when he taught God's Word) 
also  within alarm  also within the much trembling   (to ensure  that he did  nothing to offend  the recipient when teaching God's Word)  
I (Paul)  became to be towards specifically yourselves   (on my missionary journey). 
 

Where  “specifically you”  means these specific people  (The Brethren)  were receptive to The Message that Paul delivered to The World. 
But notice Paul a  (perhaps “the”)  foremost authority with much  genuine  HS operating within him  (and Yahweh operating within The Environment 
around him)  came humbly by taking a low position amongst them.  This is  not  as we witness with the shenanigans of  worldly Christian leaders having 
no humility as they take  “pride of place”  in what they do  over  the congregations  (James.2v1-10)  within  “the (very) worldly religious organisations”,  
–  for as The Bible teaches us,  – “they have their reward now  (but will have none for The Millennium)”  (Matt.6v1-8)! 
I will mention no names,  for I need not  –  but merely allow the reader to carefully look around  him/herself  and  analyse/audit/examine  what they see 
against what The Bible  specifically  teaches  us! 

But to do that,  then we must know what The Bible specifically teaches us  –  else we  will  be  captured/ensnared  by sweet,  seductive talking! 
This is what The Bible teaches us  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, Gal.3v1, 1Thes.2v3-6, 2Tim.4v3-4,  as a few out of many possible citations). 
1Cor.   2v4 og Also  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  {of me}/mine   
1Cor.   2v4 og also  the  proclamation/preaching/publicising  {of me}/mine  
1Cor.   2v4 og not  in  (to the) persuasive/enticing/{displayed confidence}/agreeable  [words] 
1Cor.   2v4 og (of the) human/{common to man}/{like mankind}  (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  
1Cor.   2v4 og (to the) words/sayings/topics/reasoning ,   
1Cor.   2v4 og but  in  (to the) manifestation/demonstration/proof/{what is shown}   
1Cor.   2v4 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
1Cor.   2v4 og also  (of the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}. 
1Cor.   2v4 = Also  my  word/sayings/reasonings  also  my  publicising   (copying JC's  ministry/lifestyle) 

(was)  not  within  the  persuasive/enticing/agreeable  words/sayings  of the  {common to man}/{like mankind}   (to delude the devotees)  
but   (my words are given)   within the  manifestation/demonstration/{what is shown}  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
also  of the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}. 

 

Also  my  words/sayings  also  my publicising   (in  accurately  teaching  'The Word of God'  to The Nations  freely/simply  for  no  worldly return) 
(was)  not  (given)  within the enticing  words/sayings  of the common to man   (given to  delude/seduce  devotees  for a worldly return) 
but  (my words are given)  within the demonstration of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (imitating what was driving JC's mind) 
               (The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  driving Paul’s mind was proven by his unfeigned output,  being of genuine charity to edify his neighbour)  
also of the mighty work   (of which “The Word of God”  can  do to reform a  callous/recalcitrant  mind originally built upon worldly methodology). 
 

Paul tells us,  what he gave was  not  agreeable  to most people,  nor  was it enticing  to most people,  furthermore,  this knowledge was  not  wrapped up 
in wonderfully long monologues of sound-bites  designed to  “win by  delusion/seduction”  the reasoning cortex within the minds of people  at a worldly  
carnal/animalistic  minded level  for  “The Immediacy”  (as witnessed in many public sermons and given on so many  worldly Christian websites).  
By contrast,  Paul gave a  “reasoned argument”  in the marketplace based upon The Facts from The Tanakh carefully explained to deliver our Bible of 
today.  This reasoning based upon The Tanakh  (hence 2Tim.3v15-17)  genuinely  demonstrated  “The Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits”  of Yahweh 
(HS)  throughout the prophets to deliver JC's 1st Advent.  Moreover,  it was this Yahweh's Righteous  spirit/personality/desires/traits  made manifest 
within The Environment  (by Yahweh's Capability)  that  awakened/roused  JC as JCg and thus was demonstrating  “The Mighty Work”  of Yahweh. 
Paul recognised  “The Power of God’s Word”  in himself,  because it was  “The Word of God”  logically reasoned,  based upon The Tanakh,  that 
reformed his  callous/recalcitrant  mind of a worldly criminal  (1Tim.1v12-14, Gal.1v13-15).  Once invited at Acts.9v3-6,  Paul continued his positive 
progress of showing how  “The Word of God”  (JC)  operated through him  (Paul)  that physically demonstrated  “The Miraculous Power of The Word 
of God”  to reform his criminal mind  (as a murderer)  and then became a martyr for The Cause  –  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

This is as The Bible states and explains precisely what Paul was delivering. 
It was  not  as we witness today  (being  “lawlessness”,  against Yahweh’s Desire and is thus  “blaspheming against the HS”, Mark.3v28-29) - 
Where  –  we should ask ourselves in all these following examples    

How is Yahweh's Desire being fulfilled to bring about The Salvation of Mankind? 
The Ideal - 

Mankind’s Salvation is only made possible by  contrite/humble  leaders  (as “The Early Adopters”)  whose minds truly have been reformed  
away from  all the things that occur today by worldly people of global “Religion”  (and not to exclude the atheists). 
In fact,  they have perhaps CDS  (compulsive disorder syndrome)  inasmuch they are constantly thinking how they can move forward 
Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation.  Considering what questions they might be asked and how they can answer them by quoting the Bible by 
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return  -  to have instant recall – very much as did JC and The Apostles quoting The Tanakh in their teaching and writings.   Perhaps how 
they can mend a difficult situation that may have occurred while teaching earlier  -  and how not to repeat the same thing. 
These are a couple of examples to show how Yahweh is a permanent focus within a TC’s mind  -  to magnify as much as possible Yahweh’s 
grandeur and majesty within a recipient’s mind as explained by a true slave for The Master. 

But what do we have today? 
A  pretence  of modern-day  “(feigned) miracles”  from  charlatan  Christian leaders  claiming to have the  (supposed)  power of the HS by  pretend  
miraculous events for their  (and the audience’s)  self-indulgence  –  be it from  “cures”  to  “speaking in tongues”  that I explain in  great detail  later 
within this epistle!   As I stated earlier,  these  charlatans  are  “having their day”  now  -  high on their  “ego trips”,  but they will be brought low in The 
Millennium   (if  they are ever resurrected  –  but that is Yahweh’s Decision). 
With further examples,  in other  worldly Christian congregations we witness sermons  “agreeable to humans”  (being of the animalistic mind)  given 
rather than  “subjection”  to what is clearly stated within The Bible being  “The Word of God”.  So likewise,  these  worldly Christian leaders are 
equally delinquent to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  by  “promoting The Human Condition as being acceptable to God”!    
Absolutely not!   Yahweh detests “humans”  as they presently exist and thus,  only people who ultimately imitate JC shall live beyond The Millennium. 
Moreover,  I hear sermons with phrases of,  “Humans must have self-denial to the world”  and  “offer themselves to God”  –  and it stops there  -  with  
no  instruction to what these quoted phrases mean  –  because the  worldly Christian leaders choose  not  to explain  the low level  –  but people live and 
fawn themselves on the froth given at the high level  (giving themselves mitigating excuses to the low level)! 
And the worst,  on rare occasions when a  worldly Christian leader has attempted to go further to explain these phrases,  they state we must involve 
ourselves in  “Politics”  to make the world a better place!   Absolutely not!   That is the  last place  Yahweh wants us to be  (as equally in “Religion”)! 

Do these Christian leaders actually read The Bible? 
Obviously not when we audit their output against what The Bible teaches us! 

Then I heard a sermon today on The Radio 4 while writing the 2nd revision  (07Apr.2013)  where a  worldly Christian leader was  “extolling the virtues”  
of  “doubt”!   The transcript has been duly taken and I shall logically reason through it line by line to show how it panders to  “the doubt”  within the 
congregations –  because quite simply the members of the congregation have  no  scriptural bed-rock  (as output  by their  delinquent  Christian leaders)!  
I could go  on and on  with transcript examples of  worldly  sermons where under careful scrutiny against The Bible,  show them to be in utter variance to 
Yahweh’s  “Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits”  which is  “separated from this world of sin” (“HS”)  as given within The Bible  -  but is formatted by 
worldly Christian scribes to pander to the self-indulgences of The World.   Another example is particularly how the word  “Love”  is completely abused 
by  “being packaged”  in a marketing campaign to promote self-indulgence  –  what a  “spin on The Truth”  –  Satan must be smiling with amusement! 
Furthermore,  within this particular sermon  (of 07Apr.2013)  “love” was prefaced by  “genuine”  to give  “love”  more strength  -  but what does that 
mean to the congregations  –  if they do  not  first understand how Yahweh recognises  “love” as “agapao”!   

Just for  The Record  “Agapao”  means - “To edify our neighbour to our own hurt”! 
The best way to  “edify our neighbour”  (as viewed by Yahweh)  is to sympathetically explain  why/how  they too can fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 

All amazingly simple  -  really! 
Yet all  incomprehensible  to our  worldly Christian leaders in their millions  (I justify the numbers elsewhere,  by using God’s Word). 
1Cor.   2v5 og That  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {of yourselves}  not  (it) might/may/can/should/be   
1Cor.   2v5 og in  (to the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  (of the)  countenances/{human-beings}/men,   
1Cor.   2v5 og but  in  (to the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  (of the) God. 
1Cor.   2v5 = That  your  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  not  it  should/be  within  the  wisdom  of the  men/Mankind,   

but  within  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

That your  (real) faith  (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
may not be within the  (worldly)  wisdom of man   (to patronise  “worldly animalistic minds”  –  both of the leaders and devotees), 
but within the mighty work of God   ( “Yahweh”   “makes become  who/what  He chooses to become”  for Human Salvation) 
 

Let me translate this verse,  because these words are  glibly used  by  worldly Christian leaders without due explanation to what these words  really  
mean to their congregations  (perhaps worldly Christian leaders choose not know what they mean – “agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50)! 
First let us tackle  “Faith”.  

“Faith”  demonstrated  (and that can only be what faith affects,  being of its application – see “wisdom”),  means that  “Knowledge”  must 
be imbued,  then  “Assurance”  (with competence to teach)   comes from understanding  “The Knowledge”  and learning to rely upon it  
(because it has been thoroughly assayed/tested),  and then choosing to precisely practise this knowledge accurately,  demonstrates “Fidelity”.   
This is  true  faith  demonstrated/{worked out}  –   where  “The Knowledge”  has been rigorously  tested  for  “Righteousness”  to ensure that 
it is accurate sourced by Yahweh and  not  by Man (religious leaders).  (see glossary). 

Notice in my explanation of  “faith”  where we work through the progressive nature of  “then”  and  “then”  being how these  successive  attributes must 
follow through  after  initially gaining  “The  Accurate Knowledge”  (that  has been verified  as  “verity”  by  extensive  assay/testing/proving). 
Now let us tackle  “Wisdom”. 

“Wisdom”  is  “the accurate implementation  (Fidelity towards)  of what is known  (Knowledge)  in our lifestyle”. 
That is why Paul has tied the two words together in this one verse. 
But he goes one stage further. 

“Not  in the wisdom of men”  
To mean that  “men operate within the knowledge gained from The World”  (ultimately sourced by Satan  through his representatives [worldly leaders]).  
Thus there is  “The Wisdom of God”  and  “the wisdom of Satan”,  where in both instances  “the knowledge”  is accurately applied,  but The Knowledge 
from God ultimately leads to “Life”  and the knowledge from Satan ultimately leads to “Death”  (of annihilation). 
Thus it is  utterly essential  for the reader to get behind what these words mean  –  this is  never  done by  worldly Christian leaders to their 
congregations in their sermons and it is absolutely incumbent upon them to specifically teach their congregations what is expected of them! 
Now the last part.  

“but in the  {miraculous power}/{might works}  of the God  (Yahweh).” 
This becomes the HS operating within The World  through the TCs  who faithfully  (please check out definition)  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   
Knowing what the words  “HS”  mean  (and it is  not  a personage of the Trinity  myth/hearsay  leading to all forms of contradictions within The Bible)  
together with “faith” and “wisdom”,  we can see  why  the TCs can then become One with JCg and through JCg then they become One with Yahweh  (all 
as The Bible tells us  -  John,14v20, 17v21-26). 
Noting for  The Record  the correct composite definition of HS - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (The Universe). 

Where  “Yahweh”  uses His  infinite  capability/knowledge/wisdom  to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become” (Luke.1v37, Matt.19v26). 
Continuing  

We are to personally  get The Knowledge correct  within our minds,  and certainly do not go to metaphorically  “The (spiritually) Blind”  
people  (worldly Christian leaders)  “for you both shall fall into the ditch” (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39).   

So then as Paul exhorts of us    
We must imbue this knowledge of  “The Word of God”  within ourselves,  gain assurance because it provides  “The  Good/Solid  Foundation”  
(without “mysteries”)  upon which fidelity might be practised,  thereby freely allowing Yahweh’s Desire (HS)  to work through us with 
miraculous power and mighty works to  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of bringing in  more  TCs from out of The Gospel Age.  
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        Yahweh requires His 144000 proven  “Early Adopters”  as His Tools  (future leaders)  to bring about  “Reform”  in  “The Resurrected World”. 
It is as simple as that  without the delinquent  “mystery”  desired by those people who choose to remain lost within  “their mystery”! 
Note   The four stages to yield wisdom,  (1) data is at the bottom,  then  (2) information,  next  (3) knowledge  and finally at the top is  (4) wisdom. 
 
7th Allegory – The Mystery = The Mystery of God,  is quite simply the route  (by imitating JC)  to become future Sons of 
God  –  as is JCg now elected by Yahweh - Matt.20v23  (and as explained in my commentary given at John.3v13). 
26th Comment – The TCs speak in perfect knowledge accurately applied within their life to become  The Wisdom of God. 
27th Comment – The TCs speak a perfect knowledge that is foreign to people of the Gospel Age,  and thus foreign to the  
leaders of  politics/commerce/religion  of the Gospel Age driving this present worldly system  (into its eventual ruin). 
8th Warning – The leaders of  politics/commerce/religion  during the Gospel Age driving this present worldly system being 
“The Most” shall become “The Least” (to quote JC)  in The Millennium when  “awakened”  into the 2nd part of their life. 
4th Prophecy – The TCs speak of knowledge  accurately  applied will answer  “The Secret kept by The Specific God”  (of 
The Sons of God) = Yahweh.  This secret known by Yahweh for aeons of time,  when disclosed shall glorify TCs. 
(Just explaining - upon resurrection TCs shall become sons of God rather than perfected fleshly bodied humans.) 
28th Comment – If the  “Professional Religious Leaders”  had known this  –  then they would not have slaughtered JC. 
(Note: Today this is done in the message they preach  – utterly alien to what JC and Paul taught, 2Cor.11v4!) 
8th Allegory – Public execution = Just as JC sacrificed himself away from The World – both by  spiritual  ministry and 
physical  Ransom Sacrifice -  then likewise the Brethren aiming to become TCs follow likewise  (often suffering similar 
physical abuse as did JC [being their assassination/murder]  initiated by  “Leaders of Religion”  around The World). 
1st Fulfilled Prophecy – The religious leaders indulgently shut their eyes and closed their ears,  consequently Mankind 
generally  (leaderless)  reached not the required standard that Yahweh desired for attainment to Sonship.   
5th Prophecy – However TCs imitating JC to the absolute best they are able,  fulfil Yahweh Desire to reach The Golden 
Kingly Standard and thus attain sonship,  hence disclosing  The Secret/Mystery  to The World at The Millennium start. 
9th ‘Allegory’ – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
1Cor.   2v6 og (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  and  (we [TCs]) speak/utter/say   
1Cor.   2v6 og in  to the ([= within] persons)   complete/perfect/mature/{fully grown};    
1Cor.   2v6 og (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  and  not  of the  age/perpetuity 
1Cor.   2v6 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabouts,   
1Cor.   2v6 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  of the  {first in rank}/magistrates/princes/rulers/leaders   
1Cor.   2v6 og of the  age/perpetuity  (of the) {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabouts,   
1Cor.   2v6 og of the (persons [leaders])   (the being) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified. 
1Cor.   2v6 = And  the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  we  (TCs)   speak  within  the people  complete/perfect;   

and the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  not  {concerning this}  age,   
neither  (the worldly wisdom)  of the  princes/rulers/leaders  {concerning this}  age,   
to the persons  (as operating above having their wisdom)  being  {rendered useless}/{made void}/nullified. 

 

And the accurate application of knowledge we  (TCs)  speak  (operates)  within  complete/mature  people   (having perfected their mind) 
        OR: 
And we speak within the perfect accurate application of knowledge   (how we are to reform our mind to fulfil Yahweh's Desire by our charity) 
        (continuing with the rest of the verse … ) 
and the accurate application of knowledge is not from of this age   (being of this world,  operating under  “worldly methodology”) 
neither  (the worldly wisdom)  of the leaders from of this age   (who operate according to  “worldly methodology”,  by  “taking their position”) 
to the people   (operating to worldly wisdom,  are showing their reasoning)   being rendered useless   (for Mankind's Salvation). 
 

1Cor.   2v5-6  = The  Complete/Perfect  Wisdom of which we TCs speak,  is contained within  “The Knowledge”  operating through  “The 
Fidelity”  of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for which Yahweh returns  “The Authority”  to the TC in works expressing the HS as the power of Yahweh in 
operation.  “This Perfect Wisdom”  (on how to live a godly lifestyle)  is  not  known within the rulers of this Gospel Age  (leaders/rulers  do  not  follow 
its instruction  –  but instead,  ignore  “The Word of God”  for their own worldly self-gratification)  and so they within their status of worldly power  
“brought to nothing”  when resurrected again within The Millennium.   For some leaders,  this accountability is earlier during the 1st part of their 
physical life  -  if exposed by other humans feeling aggrieved  –  likewise  themselves operating upon  “worldly methodology”. 
1Cor.   2v7 og But  (we [TCs]) speak/utter/say  (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  (of the) God  
1Cor.   2v7 og in  (to the [= within]) secret/mystery,   
1Cor.   2v7 og the (one [secret/mystery])   (the having been) {concealed away}/{fully hidden}/{kept secret},   
1Cor.   2v7 og who/what/which/that  (he) {limited in advance}/predetermined/ordained/foreknew  
1Cor.   2v7 og the  {specific god}  fore/{in front of}/prior/before  of the  ages/perpetuities   
1Cor.   2v7 og into/unto  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  {of/from us}  [TCs], 
1Cor.   2v7 = But  we  (as TCs)   speak  the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  of the  God  (Yahweh)   

within  the  secret/mystery   (to worldly humans),  
the  (one = Secret/Mystery)   having been  hidden/concealed  which  ‘The Specific God’  predetermined/ordained/foreknew  
before/prior  of the ages  into/unto  our (TCs)  glory/honour. 

 

But we  (TCs)  speak the accurate application of knowledge of the God   (Yahweh's Methodology  correctly  guides our brain ) 
within mystery   (quite simply stated   “How to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”  is explained by  “1st Century Christianity”), 
               (TCs appear to operate in  “Mystery”  because outsiders wonder why TCs precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for no return except abuse!)   
the one  (mystery)   having been hidden which  “The Specific God”   (Yahweh knew how to righteously make  “Sonship”  possible) 
foreknew before the ages unto our (TC's)  glory/honour   (by becoming the 144000 future  “Sons of God”  in The Millennium). 
 

I need to untangle this because erroneous  worldly Christian doctrine has made this verse  “grubby/spotted/blemished”  by confusing everything! 
Let me start untangling this by getting some sense into the verse. 
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There are two subjects plus a possible third in this verse.  Who are  “They”? 
1. The first subject is  “we”  at the beginning of the verse;  Paul is  either  speaking of  {just Apostles}  or  {Apostles and The Brethren  actively 

aiming to become TCs}.   
He is absolutely  not  speaking of  worldly Christians,  who as we are told elsewhere,  do  not  come into this grouping  –  because we are told 
they have backslid into The World. 
Also in verse 6  (in context)  Paul as  (we)  is speaking of the  Complete/Perfect Wisdom,  and that cannot be expressed by a person who has 
varying amounts of worldly methodology operating within their mind  (James.1v6-8),  and is thus still learning  (The Brethren),  having been 
called  “children”  in The Knowledge  (where Paul has said  you are still only on milk [1Cor.3v2]).   
   Thus  “we”  here  only  means Apostles = TCs. 

2. Now the second subject is  “God”  in  “the absolute sense”  and consequently points directly to Yahweh. 
3. Finally,  we have the third subject being  “the specific god”  which as I very carefully explain elsewhere is a  relative pointer  depending upon 

the context.  Thus,  it either points to Yahweh  and/or  to JCg  depending upon its frame of reference. –  Else  why  switch identifiers in mid 
verse unless something  different  is being portrayed? 

Now we also have  “the wisdom of something that is secret”  which has been concealed from the beginning of the Ages  (before Mankind’s existence) – 
and  “from The Prophets who searched and could not  see/understand  The Mystery  (personified by JC)”  –  Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet1v10, etc. 
Let me firstly state  what  “the secret”  is not    

It is absolutely  not  the Trinity myth because it makes no sense in the context of these verses,  where Paul is speaking about something  (being 
“the wisdom”)  relative to humans and  not  to God nor JCg. 

Therefore,  it is a secret on  “wisdom”,  which we know is about  (in the context of verse 5) - 
“Perfect/Complete  Knowledge being applied in a  Perfect/Complete  manner within the lifestyle of a human.” 

However,  JCg made this knowledge available  after  the prophets had lived the 1st part of their physical life and thus,  they did not have this perfect 
knowledge and perfect wisdom,  but JC did have this during his ministry.  Because he  was  “The Word of God”  and  accurately applied to become  
“The Wisdom of God”  (where he perfectly applied his perfect knowledge in his perfect lifestyle).  Thus,  JC became  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for 
humans to  precisely imitate  which  became  The Secret/Mystery  exposed and thus made known. 
Now JC was  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  upon which Yahweh  could/would  judge humans in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  
to become  “Sons of God”  thus the secret was  no  more/longer   “a secret”,  and  that  is what Paul is explaining to us.   

Precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and then we too will become  awakened/roused  as a future Son of God,  not  in a perfected DNA 
fleshly body  (as will about 99.99+% humans),  but rather a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body just as into which JC was resurrected. 
Where JC become JCg in the heavens  patiently awaiting the time for Yahweh to decide when He has sufficient TCs elected out of The Gospel 
Age to complete the 144000 trigger threshold that shall close The Gospel Age and bring in The Millennium  (Matt.20v23 hence Matt.24v36). 

Thus,  as this website clearly states  
“The Mystery”  is  nothing  to do with the Trinity myth,  but rather it is  

“How fleshly humans can  righteously  become future Sons of God within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body”. 
Thus JCg as our creator knew that  it would be possible for only  some  of his creation who desired to  imitate  him,  would be given the ability by  (his 
Father = The Almighty God)  Yahweh’s expressed HS to be transformed,  and so physically become like him  (only because firstly,  they indeed  perfected 
their mind  to be like JC).  

Why?   
Because these  very special  individuals (TCs)  passionately desire to imitate their  master/creator’s  actions of  “selfless love”  to  freely  edify people,  
bestowed upon all the individuals of JCg’s creation and thus whose  spirit/personality/desires/traits  moulded their synapse construction to become 
worthy  “Heaven Treasure”  (see glossary on these terms).   Where JC as  “The Word of God”  truly became  “The Lord/Master”  of the TC's brain,  
and thus the TCs have JC's parousia/presence  operating within them now,  ready for JCg's  parousia/coming  at The 1st Resurrection  (1Thes.4v13-18). 
Notice the floating pointer  “ho theos”  initially is JC as  “The Word of God”  freely given to The World,  and it moves to  “Ho Theos”  based upon The 
TCs then points to Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of His adopted future “Sons of God”  and thus we understand this is one of several verses in The 
New Testament that teaches us   Yahweh foreknew who would become His future Sons of God  (Rom.8v29, etc.).   While this eventuality is preordained 
with Yahweh  -  it becomes  our responsibility  to prove to  “The Resurrected World”  our suitability to rule over them in The Millennium when all is 
explained and publicised (Luke.12v2-3).  It must be realised that we ourselves do not know if we are worthy for Sonship to Yahweh  –  because it is  only  
Yahweh making  “The Assessment”  (Matt.20v23)  of us,  as to our worthiness to rule alongside JCg  (Rom.8v17, 23),  to be a fellow  brother/sister  
(Matt.12v48-50)  and son of Yahweh.   Elsewhere the Bible uses  “The Wife”  metaphor for the 144000 TCs to be a bride unto JCg  (Matt.25v1-12, 
John.3v28-30, 1Cor.6v16, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, as a few of so many),  and it is from this union of JCg married to his wife  (144000 TCs 
[Early Adopters])  that shall yield their children during The Millennium (as The Late Adopters of Yahweh’s Methodology)  out of The Resurrected World. 
Finally the  glory/honour/dignity  will be given to the TCs by the resurrected fleshly humans because the 144000 TCs are then  “Sons of God”  having  
infinite  authority/capability  (assigned to them by Yahweh)  will also have the same  glory/honour/dignity  to JCg in the next verse. 
    It really is all  very simple  to understand – and precisely what The Bible tells us  -  but  never  taught by  “you know who”  for numerous reasons of 
which I could list here  (and do elsewhere),  but by now the reader could think of several for themselves! 
1Cor.   2v8 og who/what/which/that  {not even one}/{no one}/none  of the  {first in rank}/magistrates/princes/rulers 
1Cor.   2v8 og of the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}  (of the) {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabouts 
1Cor.   2v8 og (he/she/it  has) {with certainty}/{absolutely known/understood}; 
1Cor.   2v8 og if  for  (they) {with certainty}/{absolutely knew/understood}, 
1Cor.   2v8 og not  wish/suppose  the  lord/master  of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence 
1Cor.   2v8 og (they would have) {impaled upon a stake/post/pole}/{publicly executed}. 
1Cor.   2v8 = Which  {not even one}  of the  princes/rulers/leaders  {concerning this}  age  he/she  has  {absolutely known},   

for  if  they  {absolutely knew}  (then) 
not  wish/suppose   they would have  {publicly executed}  the  lord/master  of  glory/honour/dignity. 

 

Which not even one of the leaders concerning this  (Gospel)  age  he/she  has absolutely known   (this Godly Wisdom to yield  “The Mystery”) 
for if they  (worldly leaders of specifically politics and religion)   absolutely knew   (of this Godly wisdom to be  “The Solution to The Mystery”) 
(then)  suppose they would not have publicly executed the Lord of Glory   (thereby not to criminalise “The Word of God” in The Public's Mind). 
 

The leaders  (political and religious)  had no understanding to the significance of their actions,  else they would not have  {publicly execute}  JC out of 
deference to his  position/standing  before Yahweh. 
Essentially  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  entrusted with  “The Word of God”  chose to exclude this possibility out of their mind because he 
was an irritant to their social life,  being what they gained from The World  (John.11v47-53 and the warning of 16v1-4)! 

JC thus became a stumbling stone and they fell over him for what he represented in terms of  “The Requirements to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  
(Matt.21v42-44, etc.)! 

Nothing has changed during the last 2000 years of The Gospel Age to conclude the 6000 years of  “superhuman”  existence under Satan's methodology,  
before Yahweh steps on to the next stage by  bringing-in  The Millennium when 144000 TCs have imitated JC to the very best they are able during the 1st 
part of their physical life,  thereby purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 
The generational Pharisees of JC’s 1st Advent were outside The Christian Nation and thus stumbled over JC in their midst,  and likewise the beguiled 
children  (being their congregational members  without  Real  knowledge)  within Israel  (noting its two epochs,  Jews/Christians).  Subsequently 
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however,  the very worst,  are the  charlatan Christian leaders claiming to represent Yahweh in the pretence of imitating JC  (supposedly themselves with 
The Knowledge)  shall not merely fall over JC,  but rather,  the stumbling stone shall  crush/pulverise  them  (= annihilate them)  because they shall be  
judged upon The Standards of The Stumbling Stone!   (Matt.21v42-45, Luke.20v17-19, etc.).   

All as The Bible distinctly,  and  precisely teaches us in context! 
But our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are hardly likely to preach this to us  –  are they!    
They do not wish to expose their criminal self to us regarding God's Word judging them to be reneges! 
Consequently,  worldly Christian leaders of The Gospel Age have  {publicly executed}  JC in their hypocritical actions  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, etc.)! 

I invite a response from those people who  “feel crushed/broken”  –  to defend their errant nature on this website  “FutureLife.Org”. 
1Cor.   2v9 og But  just//as/that/how/when  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
1Cor.   2v9 og [Prophecy, Isa.64v4 ]  Who/What/Which/That (things)   (the) eye/vision/sight 
1Cor.   2v9 og not  (he/she/it  has) known/understood/{been aware}/seen/perceived,   
1Cor.   2v9 og also  (the) ear  not  (he/she/it has) heard/listened/understood/responded, 
1Cor.   2v9 og also  over/upon/concerning  (the) heart/{seat of motivation}  (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men   
1Cor.   2v9 og not  (he/she/it) {went up}/arose/ascended/climbed  who/what/which/that (things)   
1Cor.   2v9 og (he has) prepared/provided/adjusted/{made ready}  the  {specific god}   
1Cor.   2v9 og the (persons [TCs/Brethren now])  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  (the) him [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.6v4  
1Cor.   2v9 = But  just/as  it has been written: 

What things the eye  (seen),  not  he/she/it  has  known/understood,  also  the  ear,  not  he/she/it  has  heard/listen/respond,   
also  concerning  the  heart/{seat of motivation}  of the  men/Mankind  not  it  {went/came up}  (to)  that  (the required standard) 
“the specific god”  has  prepared/adjusted/{made ready}  the people (TCs)  agapao/{edifying love}  him (Yahweh). 

 

But just as it has been written: 
  What things the eye  (has seen),  not  he/she/it  has  known/understood, 
  also   (what things)   the ear  (has heard),  not  he/she/it  hearkens, 
  also  concerning  the  heart/{seat of motivation}  of the  Mankind  not it went up  (to)  that  (required standard) 
  “the specific god”  has  prepared/{made ready}/adjusted  the people (TCs)  agapao/edifying  Him [Yahweh]. 
               (Edifying JC as  “The Word of God”  to  The  Sane/Reasoning  Minds  of The Receptive World,  ultimately edifies Yahweh to The World) 

               (Yahweh is greatly edified by gaining His 144000 TCs [by virtue they adore Him]  and they are “The Tools” to edify “The Resurrected World”) 
 

The people who operate within The World for  self-gratification  are not prepared to forsake the things of The World,  and are thus not able to attain the  
ministry/lifestyle  standard set by JC specifically for those 144000 TCs who  {edifying love}/agapao  Yahweh and JCg. 
Again,  note specifically  why  Paul used  “ho theos”  meaning  “the specific god”  was used in context as I have expounded elsewhere. 

Thus,  we understand  
A few people  are  prepared to forsake things of The World and understand they are to hearken to JC as  “The Word of God”.  These  few  people being 
TCs have an ear to  hearken  (= listen and then do)  to JCg,  they are also driven internally by the  passion/zeal  within their heart to then precisely  do 
what JC commanded of us all  (John.14v15-19)  which is to precisely imitate his  ministry/lifestyle  to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”. 
For these very special individuals JCg has,  through his personal action,  prepared  “the path”  and  “the means”  so that his  Father (Yahweh)  may 
righteously express His HS unto these faithful people to become like JCg as Sons of God,  in The Culmination at their  
“awakening/rousing/resuscitation/{collecting of the senses}”  during   “The 1st Resurrection”  being JCg's 1st 2nd C  (see glossary).   

All in context with the local verses as we now read - 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
29th Comment – Yahweh reveals His  spirit/personality/desires/traits  through “The Word of God” (knowledge given by 
JCg – during and after his time as JC). 
30th Comment – Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  formed by His  knowledge/capability/enlightenment  (His 
omnipotence)  extends beyond anything that Man is capable of understanding  (knowledge/science/enlightenment, etc.). 
17th Instruction – Yahweh’s Mind extends beyond what Man’s mind can comprehend,  most importantly,  Yahweh has 
“The Interests of The Universe” at the focus of His Mind,  by contrast Man  (represented by leaders of religion, politics, 
and commerce)  only have their personal interests at the focus of their mind,  funded by those people below them! 
In this manner worldly Leaders cannot understand The Mind of Yahweh,  and do  not  have His HS operating in them. 
18th Instruction – The HS can  only  be present within and around an individual  if and only if  the person  wholly imbues  
“The Word of God”,  thoroughly  assays/tests  this “Knowledge”,  to ensure this  “knowledge”  is  sourced from Yahweh  
(and not from the world – being  “Leaders of Religion”),   and then  he/she  operates with fidelity to this  “knowledge”. 
10th ‘Allegory’ – “HS” = while this is not an allegory – our worldly Christian leaders (by definition)  have not the faintest 
idea what this means  (obviously because they are  not  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which 
operates within Yahweh)  –  and so they assign a  “personage”  to it!  –  Thus,  for the edification of our  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”,  this  is  the composite definition of the “HS”:- 

1. A  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment  (effective throughout The Universe). 

Noting: The HS becomes personalised  within the reasoning entity  that builds their mind solely upon “The Word of God”. 
18th Reasoning – Only the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of a specific individual,  defines a specific individual. 
Likewise,  with The Omnipotent Entity – Yahweh,  of Whom we must  correctly learn and fulfil  if we are to survive! 
31st Comment – TCs have rejected the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World being of its methodology based upon 
its working knowledge,  but rather through the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh  truly  govern the methodology 
of a TC (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  –  being of Yahweh’s knowledge and principles outputted to guide our life. 
19th Reasoning – Because TCs have received the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh through “The Word of God” 
wholly imbued (see above)  then they  only  think/reason  like Yahweh based upon this knowledge given  (that is ignored by 
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The World).  (Can the reader see how Paul has gone full circle to close the reasoning loop within this piece –  without  the 
mystery that worldly Christian leaders like to wallow within!   Note how Paul now logically moves onto the next section). 
1Cor.   2v10 og {to us} [TCs]  and  the  {specific god}  (he has) {taken off the cover}/revealed/disclosed   
1Cor.   2v10 og through (reason of)  of the [both masculine/neuter]  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  Him [Yahweh],   
1Cor.   2v10 og the  for  spirit/personality/desires/traits  all  (things)   (he/she/it) enquires/seeks/searches/investigates,   
1Cor.   2v10 og also  the (things)  profundity/extensive/deep  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor.   2v10 = And  {to us} (TCs)  “The Specific God”   (Yahweh,  but initially it is JC as “The Word of God”,  to be “the specific god” to us)   

he has  revealed/disclosed  through His  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits   (expressed via JC as “The Word of God” to yield the HS in us), 
for the  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  (Yahweh’s Omniscience in operation)   it  enquires/searches/investigates  all  things,   
also  the  profundity/extensive/deep  things  of the  God   (Yahweh’s  methodology/science/knowledge/enlightenment  that  Mankind 
cannot presently understand  [while operating according to “worldly methodology”]). 

 

And to us (TCs)  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh adopting the TCs,  JC as  “The Word of God”  initially inviting us  [heathen]  to be “Brethren”) 
H/he  (noting “ho theos” of its two levels)  has revealed through  H/his  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (sourced by Yahweh, given by JC) 
               (We as TCs,  learn The Nature  [= The Mind of Yahweh]  through JC as  “The Word of God”  to personally gain the HS) 
for the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (being  “The Mind of Yahweh”  that is ultimately expressed throughout The World) 
it  (the  spirit/ethos  of Yahweh’s Mind)  enquires/searches/investigates  all things   (within  The/His Universe) 
also the  extensive/deep  things of God   (inasmuch,  The Mind of Yahweh is presently beyond the thoughts/imaginations of Mankind). 
               (Why?   Because the members  [especially leaders]  of Mankind operate according to worldly methodology,  being  “the Mind of Satan”) 
 

There are two especially important things which must be stated to counter the  unrighteous teaching of  worldly Christian leaders - 
1,  About whom is Paul speaking? 
Actually,  Paul is speaking at two levels  –  hence the use of  “ho theos” 

Paul specifically uses  “ho theos”  because he is speaking to  two  groups of people within The Corinthian Congregation. 
He is firstly speaking to the immature spiritual children because he has stated earlier  (and later in this epistle)  they are  not  operating as JC 
would,  also see Rom.3v1-3.  Thus,  JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “the specific god”  of them to be  “The Intermediary”  (1Tim.2v5)  
to become  “The Means”  to get them to the level where Yahweh can adopt them as future   “Sons of God”. 
Moreover,  Paul is speaking to a few mature Brethren  (and includes himself)  who are to be adopted by Yahweh and thus Yahweh becomes  
“The Specific God”  of the TCs.  So we accurately reason  only  the 144000 TCs and  very mature  Brethren have perfectly all things revealed 
to them by Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  operating within their own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  “becoming as  one/same”  
(John.14v20, 17v21-26)  during the generation process of the new embryo maturing  (John.3v1-12, Gal.6v15, 2Cor.5v17, etc.).  This new 
creature/creation  (2Cor.5v17, 6v15)  “captured”  within their synapse construction,  where we are growing ourselves upon the spiritual RNA 
of JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13).   
This is effected by gaining  accurate  knowledge  (of  “The Word of God”  first)  and then secondly,  responding with fidelity to this accurate 
knowledge so that our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  moulds a synapse construction worthy for Yahweh to capture and place within a future  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).   I explain this at a detailed high level elsewhere. 

2,  The HS is  not  a mystical personage as utterly  errantly  taught by  worldly Christian leaders  (as I profusely show throughout The New Testament). 
The HS is Yahweh’s Methodology that drives His works within The Environment to make His Desire manifest within The Environment. 
It is Yahweh’s aim that we too operate according to His Methodology  (see above citations)  by imitating JC and the apostles  (1Cor.4v16, 
11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.,)  precisely as Paul is teaching us here within this verse.  Furthermore,  in this manner we then also have the HS 
operating within us  –  because we first have JC’s  presence/parousia  as  “The Word of God”  operating within us.  Obviously if we do  not 
first  have  “The Unadulterated  Word of God”  operating within us  (being 99.99+% of humans)  –  then we  cannot  have the HS within us!   
Therefore,  obviously  worldly Christian leaders do  not  have the HS  -  in what they demonstrably teach by both word and deed! 

Again,  for The Record  the correct composite definition of HS - 
1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (The Universe). 

Of which I am forced to keep repeating because of the utter nonsense taught by  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders!   They have so much 
for which to answer if ever resurrected into The Millennium  (hence JC's many parables,  of which these leaders are  “The Prime Subject”  within them)! 
Thus continuing - 
As I stated earlier,  Yahweh and JCg are  “heart knowers”,  determining our true motivation driving us towards any particular action  (is  it  [1] to edify 
our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire, or  [2] to edify ourselves in an animalistic, worldly sense  - thus being the two masters  [Matt.6v24]) – by 
reading our synapse construction mapping  (“Heavenly Treasure”). 
As I have mentioned elsewhere while this might seem impossible today,  then the use of MRI scanners in the day of Darwin seemed impossible  –  but I 
suppose that is  “evolution of capability”!   But if we had perhaps,  a head-start of 10,000 years or perhaps a million years  –  or infinite years then 
direct mapping of the synapse construction would be possible!   Based upon  “natural progression”  why should Yahweh not be  “capable”? 

Where  “Yahweh”  means  “I make become  who/what  I choose to become”  (Matt.19v26)! 
Can any person argue against this righteous logic? 

It is rather self-centred and egotistic to think we are the highest level of intelligence within The Universe!    Is it not? 
1Cor.   2v11 og who/what/which/that/wherefore  For  (he/she/it) knows/understands/{is aware}/seen/perceived   
1Cor.   2v11 og (of the) man/{human being}/countenance  the (things)  of the  countenance/{human-being}/man,   
1Cor.   2v11 og if  not [= except]  the [neuter]  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  countenance/{human-being}/man   
1Cor.   2v11 og the [neuter, spirit]  in  (to the [= within]) him?    {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  Also   
1Cor.   2v11 og the (things)  of the  God  {not even one}/{no one}/none [person] 
1Cor.   2v11 og (he/she/it  has) known/understood/{been aware}/seen/perceived,  
1Cor.   2v11 og if  not [= except]  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor.   2v11 = For who  he/she  knows/understands  of the  man,  the things  of a  man,   

except the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the man within him?  
Also  {in this manner}/so  the things  of the  God  (Yahweh)   {no one}  he/she  has  known/understood, 
except the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the God  (Yahweh). 

   

For who  (outside observer)   he/she  knows/understands  man   (how does an outside observer comprehend how  “Man” operates),   
the things of the  man   (being  how/why  “man”  behaves in a specific manner within  his/her  present life) 
except the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the man within him   (it requires the same Mind in the outside observer to know how Man operates) 
Also in this manner  (by simile)  the things of The God   (Yahweh,  being how do we know  how/why  Yahweh operates as He does) 
no one  (worldly)  person  (as an outside observer)  he/she  has  known/understood   (how/why  Yahweh operates) 
except  (if that outside observer gains)  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the God   (Yahweh,  = we must gain God's Word to then gain the HS). 
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               (Once having  inculcated  “The Word of God”  then we  gain the spirit  [= gain The Mind]  of Yahweh,  to  “think like Yahweh”!) 
 

By extension  
A human knows  how/why  a human will behave,  because we are able to examine the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the individual  
(especially ourselves). 
Likewise,  with Yahweh,  no one knows  how/why  Yahweh behaves without first examining His  spirit/personality/desires/traits  through  “The 
Word of God”  (JC,  John.14v5-15). 

We are  only  able to do this by gaining  accurate knowledge of  “The Word of God”  through  personal  carefully reading The Bible and understanding  
why  Yahweh behaved and operated as He did through the time of human existence.  Moreover,  by  what  He and His son  have done  to enable a  
righteous  scenario to occur for humans  very much on an individual level  rather than allowing a universal judgement to be made upon all humans  
(caused by Adam’s decision)  irrespective of their own  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

And therefore,  the next verse - 
1Cor.   2v12 og {we ourselves}  and  not  the [neuter]  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
1Cor.   2v12 og of the  World/Adornment/Decoration [= all life on this planet]   
1Cor.   2v12 og (we) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received,  
1Cor.   2v12 og but  the [neuter]  spirit/personality/desires/traits  the (specific)  {from/out of}  of the  God [Yahweh], 
1Cor.   2v12 og that  (we may/should) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  the (things)   
1Cor.   2v12 og under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  God [Yahweh] 
1Cor.   2v12 og (the) {grant as a favour}/{gratuitously in kindness/forgiveness/pardoning/rescuing} [middle voice]  {to us} 
1Cor.   2v12 = And  {we ourselves}  have not  {got hold of}/grasped  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  World,   

(where the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World = worldly methodology sourced by Satan to “self-indulge [to our neighbour’s hurt]”) 
but  the  specific  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {from out of}  the  God  (Yahweh),   
that  we  may/should  know/understand  the things  under/by  of the  God  (Yahweh)   
the  personally  {granting as a favour}/{gratuitously pardoning}  {to us}  (through JCg). 

 

And we ourselves   (Paul speaking on behalf of TCs,  and as an exhortation to the brethren to become likewise)   
have not grasped of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the World   (TCs  rejected  worldly methodology driving the 1st part of their life) 
but  (we have grasped)  the specific  spirit/personality/desires/traits  from out of God   (TCs embrace Yahweh's Methodology) 
granting as a favour to us that we (ideally as TCs)  might  know/understand  the things  under/by  of God  (Yahweh) 

               (Once having  inculcated  “The Word of God”  then we  gain the spirit  [= gain The Mind]  of Yahweh,  to  “think like Yahweh”!) 
 

A bit of a rallying call here,  though Paul can only be speaking of the TCs  (having been accepted by Yahweh for Sonship  –  hence  can  look to Yahweh 
to forgive their  {side-slips}/{unintentional errors}),  he is nonetheless trying to  engage/exhort  The Brethren to become like him,  and the rest is self-
explanatory. 
Paul is stating he is  not  operating upon the knowledge of The World  (which yields  “worldly methodology”  as the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of 
the air  –  Eph.2v2),  but rather he has imbued himself with  “The Knowledge”  given by Yahweh through His prophets  (Old Testament)  and also 
through His Son JC  (righteously answering The Prophets)  so that he has been able to gain  “Yahweh’s Methodology”.   Through this means,  Paul has 
divorced himself entirely away from the 1st part of his spiritual life  (and not engage within the  politics/methodology/etc.  of the present World). 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” = while this is not an allegory – our worldly Christian leaders (by definition)  have not the 
faintest idea what this means  (obviously because they are  not  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that 
which operates within Yahweh)  –  and so they assign a  “personage”  to it!  –  Thus,  for the edification of our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  this  is  the composite definition of the “HS”:- 

1. A  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment  (effective throughout The Universe). 

Noting: The HS becomes personalised  within the reasoning entity  that builds their mind solely upon “The Word of God” 
32nd Comment – TCs  thinking/reasoning  like Yahweh based upon the  knowledge/understanding  that JC gave  (now as 
JCg)  enables them to teach this  knowledge/reasoning  to The World  –  which is  different  to the wisdom  (knowledge 
accurately applied)  of this world  (The World’s knowledge of placing “The Self” first,  is flawed for eternal life). 
33rd Comment – TCs  carefully explain The Knowledge through the  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is  separate  
19th Instruction – “God’s Word part 2” (JC) righteously answers “God’s Word part 1” and it is  “The Knowledge”  of 
both,  wholly understood and practised with fidelity yields the HS within us, being how Yahweh’s Mind operates  (with 
regard to this planet).  Once in this position then we are instructed by Yahweh’s  pure/innocent/blameless/holy  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Now ask your religious leader what this verse means! 
20th Reasoning – Naturally thinking  “worldly Man”  cannot understand this methodology from Yahweh because it seems 
foolish to put your neighbour’s edification before your own!   Thus, for the fleshly body’s ultimate survival,  then divinely 
sourced methodology is required  to replace  these former natural worldly responses. 
21st Reasoning – Therefore a TC operating according to divine sourced methodology is able to  discern/contemplate  all 
things  both  sourced by Yahweh  (via JC)  and those sourced by Satan  (via The World).  The TC can see both sides,  but 
no human can  discern/contemplate  a TC because they can only view a TC through the eyes of a worldly methodology. 
22nd Reasoning – Likewise how can we  discern/contemplate  Yahweh,  when He is many stages further on in 
knowledge/capability/enlightenment (omnipotence)  than any human  (worldly or TC)! 
34th Comment – However  we (TCs)  have the mind of  “The Anointed”  –  inasmuch we have been given the knowledge 
under which JC operated,  and he was resurrected as a Son of God  (anointed to take that position  –  likewise TCs),  and 
because of this Yahweh scrutinises the TCs favourably for Sonship alongside JCg ready for The Millennium (Matt.20v23). 
1Cor.   2v13 og who/what/which/that (things)  also  (we) speak/utter/say  not  
1Cor.   2v13 og in  (to the [= within]) instruction/{communicated knowledge}/teaching  (of the) human/{common to man}   
1Cor.   2v13 og (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) word/sayings/topics/reasoning,   
1Cor.   2v13 og but  in  (to the [= within])  instruction/{communicated knowledge}/taught   
1Cor.   2v13 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin} [=HS]   
1Cor.   2v13 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind} (things)   
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1Cor.   2v13 og (the) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind} (things)   
1Cor.   2v13 og (the) {judging between/with}/comparing/contrasting. 
1Cor.   2v13 = Also  what  things  we  (TCs)   speak,   

not  within  the  words/sayings  of  (which)  the human  wisdom  instructs/teaches,   
but  within  the  instruction/teaching  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}, 
comparing/contrasting  the  spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  things  (of man)  the  spiritual  things  (of Yahweh). 

 

Also what things  we speak,   (our ministry imitates that given by JC, by explaining how JC righteously fulfilled The Tanakh to yield The Millennium) 
not in  words/sayings  within the  instruction/teaching  of the human wisdom   (we do  not  imitate  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
but within the  instruction/teaching  of the  pure/innocent/blameless  personality/desires/traits   (we teach as driven by the HS), 
comparing/contrasting  the spiritual things  (of Man)   (with)  the spiritual things   (of Yahweh). 

               (Once having  inculcated  “The Word of God”  then we  gain the spirit  [= gain The Mind]  of Yahweh,  to  “think like Yahweh”!) 
 

When I contemplate on this I realise it is  not  comparing things of God with other things of God as this verse could be  misconstrued  (as I have seen in 
some  worldly  sourced commentaries),  but rather the learning of Godly things through  “The Word of God”  (JC)  that ultimately yields the HS. 
By this means,  we are  then  in the  “competent position”  to be able to  accurately compare  this knowledge of Yahweh's Standard against what we must 
face within this present worldly system operating according to Satan's Standard  (see “spiritual” in glossary)  covering the planet today  (Eph.2v2, 
2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, etc.). 
It is the methodology of  comparing  (being positioned as a  “competent auditor”  to do precisely this)  that enables the TC  (and The Brethren actively 
aiming to become TCs)  to avoid the pit-falls that a worldly spiritual  (carnal/animalistic)  mind would naturally take us! 
We must change what was formally natural to us,  so that Yahweh’s Methodology become “Natural” –  “instinctive Godly reaction”  to a worldly issue. 

With this understanding,  then in context we move to the next verse - 
1Cor.   2v14 og (the) animated/sensual/natural  and  (of the) countenance/{human-being}/man   
1Cor.   2v14 og not  (he/she) receives/accepts/takes/welcomes [middle voice]   
1Cor.   2v14 og the (things)  of the [both masculine/neuter]   spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  God [Yahweh],   
1Cor.   2v14 og (the) silliness/absurdity/foolishness  for  (to the) him  (he/she/it) is [singular], 
1Cor.   2v14 og also  not  (he/she is) able/possible/capable  (to) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}, 
1Cor.   2v14 og because  (the) divinely/figuratively/spiritually 
1Cor.   2v14 og (he/she/it  is being) scrutinised/investigated/interrogated/determined/ 

/questioned/examined/discerned [singular]. 
1Cor.   2v14 = And  not  the  animated/natural/animalistic (worldly/fleshly)  man/(woman) 

he/she  personally receives/takes/welcomes  the things  (plural)   of the  God’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (Yahweh’s Methodology),   
for  it is  absurdity/foolishness  to the  him/(her)   (being a person operating according to worldly methodology) 
also  he/she  is  not  able/capable  to  {absolutely knowing/understanding}, 
because  it  (the absolute knowledge)   is  divinely/figuratively/spiritually  scrutinised/determined/examined/discerned. 

 

And not the animalistic (minded)  man/(woman)   (personally operating according to worldly methodology) 
he/(she)  personally welcomes the things of God's  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (agapao of the mind delivering agape to our neighbour) 
for it (Yahweh's Methodology)  is  absurdity/foolishness  to him/(her)   (when preferring to operate the mind according to worldly methodology) 
also  he/she  (of the animalistic mind)  is not  able/capable  to be absolutely  knowing/understanding   (how Yahweh's Methodology works), 
because it (Yahweh's Methodology  [way of thinking])   is divinely  scrutinised/discerned   (only recognised when we  think/reason  like Yahweh). 

               (Once having  inculcated  “The Word of God”  then we  gain the spirit  [= gain The Mind]  of Yahweh,  to  “think like Yahweh”!) 
  

Beware!    Check your Bible translations against this Master Reference. 
I repeat – “Beware”  -  of modern interpretations  spinning-in  mystique of the word  “gifts”  to give some invalid justification  to  charlatan Christian 
leaders'  antics!    The Verse absolutely does not mean this!    But do our translators care  -  being paid to deliver what their paymasters want to see! 
Furthermore,  they change singular to plural and completely spin around about what is being taught! 
The context of the verse is about  

Understanding how Yahweh behaves  –  and how we are to be like Him! 
We can only be like Him by accurately imbuing  “The Word of God”  –  so that we absolutely know how to correctly behave! 

Paul knows how to imitate JC  (being “The Image of Yahweh” – John.14v5-15)  and exhorts The Brethren to imitate him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12). 
Thus it is  not  “gifts”  being somewhat nebulous term,  but rather we are to use our own specific skills to fulfil Yahweh's Desire –  which is to bring forth 
The Salvation of Mankind over 3 Epochs of “Israel” -  and absolutely  not  to  “Please animalistic minds lusting for  The Immediacy of emotional hype”.  
When we understand this  –  then we can understand this verse. 
My insertions within parenthesis should help understand what is going through Paul's mind  –  and certainly not as given in some modern translations.  

A worldly man  basing his rational upon worldly methodology  cannot  discern divinely spiritual  things and thus  cannot  receive the HS from 
Yahweh that comes via JCg as  “The Word of God”  correctly imbued,  tested and operated upon with fidelity.    Why? 
Because this worldly person  chooses  not to  consider/rationalise  upon the things that Yahweh's Methodology yields through  real charity 
freely given to our neighbour.   

This worldly person's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (not being in tune with Yahweh’s HS  –  see “faith” in glossary)  is not interested in humbling 
him/herself  to imitate JC’s ministry lifestyle,  but rather,  in an animalistic sense,  self-indulges upon  “The Immediacy”  of what The World can deliver. 
1Cor.   2v15 og the (person [TC])  and  (of the) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind} 
1Cor.   2v15 og (he/she/it) scrutinises/investigates/interrogates/determines/questions/examines/discerns  truly/indeed 
1Cor.   2v15 og all (things),  and  he [TC]  under/through/inferior/below/by  {not even one}/{no one}/none (person) 
1Cor.   2v15 og (he/she/it is being) scrutinised/investigated/interrogated/determined/questioned/examined/discerned. 
1Cor.   2v15 = And  the person  (TC)   of the   (= by operating according to)   {non-carnal/animalistic}/{pertaining to the mind}, 

he/she  truly/indeed  scrutinises/determines/examines/discerns  all  things,   
and  under/below/by  {no one}  (person)  he (TC)  is  scrutinised/determined/examined/discerned. 

 

And the  non-animalistic  minded person   (thinks and reasons  only  upon  “The Word of God”  as specifically given in The Original Word Bible)   
               (Once having  inculcated  “The Word of God”  then we  gain the spirit  [= gain The Mind]  of Yahweh,  to  “think like Yahweh”!) 
he/she  truly  scrutinises/discerns  all things   (this person's mind  can  understand  “The Subject Matter”  [it is  not  a new language]) 
and  he/(she)   (TC)  is  scrutinised/discerned  under/by  no person   (no charge can be levelled against a TC  –  TCs are as if  “Teflon”  coated) 

               (Because a TC truly does  nothing wrong,  [hence “holy/innocent/pure”],  then religious opposition must  invent  things to discredit a TC.) 
 

In context,  Paul is speaking of TCs and explaining to The Brethren how they too can become a TC like himself. 
(Note,  the last line is not a reference to Yahweh being supposedly judged by a human – as suggested in some  worldly commentaries.) 
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Thus Paul is teaching them how to think and to consider all things  (as if known in “The Universe”)  from a Godly view point  through the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh which has  only come to us through JC  as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13),  and absolutely  not  through 
worldly Christian leaders having passed  “God's Word”  through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19  to give us “Religion”. 

If the Brethren are able to examine all things from a Godly viewpoint based upon  “The Word of God” (JC)  and  if  The Knowledge gained is 
accurately practised with fidelity  during their life to exactly imitate JC  ministry/lifestyle  then  likewise,  they become “The Wisdom of God”. 

While operating like this then they can be  examined/investigated/discerned  and  found perfect  (hence  “holy/pure”,  thus by inference  “he/she  is  
examined/investigated/discerned  by no one  [to be failing Yahweh’s Desire]”). 
However again in context with the next verse it is further inductively reasoned that    

“The TC  will  be  examined/investigated/discerned  by Yahweh”  during  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James/3v1)  to be 
positioned alongside our  Lord/Master  (JCg)  in The Millennium. 

Some translators assume the start of verse 16 infers Yahweh was spoken of in the 2nd part of verse 15 as  “not being judged by any person”,  but it is  
only  through the link of   “Judgement”. 
1Cor.   2v16 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  for  (he/she) {with certainty}/{absolutely knows/understands} 
1Cor.   2v16 og (the) intellect/mind/understanding  (of the) lord/master, 
1Cor.   2v16 og who/what/which/that  (he/she will) {drive together}/unite/infer/show/teach/compact/entrust/gather   
1Cor.   2v16 og the  Him [Yahweh]? 
1Cor.   2v16 og {we ourselves} [TCs and Brethren]   And  (the) intellect/mind/understanding 
1Cor.   2v16 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (we [TCs]) hold/take/possess/obtain/have. 
1Cor.   2v16 = For  who  he/she  {absolutely knows/understands}  the   intellect/mind/understanding  of the  Lord  (Yahweh),    

that  he/she  will  show/teach  the  Him  (Yahweh)?   
And  {we ourselves} (TCs)  have/possess   the  intellect/mind/understanding  of  The Anointed. 

 

For who absolutely  knows/understands  the  intellect/mind  of the  Lord/Master   (ultimately Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”),   
               (A worldly reasoning person  [99.99+% of The World]  cannot  “think like Yahweh”!) 
that  he/she  will  show/teach  Him?   (Moreover,  who can teach Yahweh anything  –  no entity in The Universe is able.) 
And  (yet)  we ourselves (TCs)  have the  intellect/mind  of The Anointed   (taught by JC as The Word of God for the position of being Anointed) 

               (Once having  inculcated  “The Word of God”  then we  gain the spirit  [= gain The Mind]  of Yahweh,  to  “think like Yahweh”!) 
 

We clearly have not the ability to absolutely know all that Yahweh knows,  and who is thus able to teach The Entity Who already knows  all  things? 
Now I have deliberately  not  used  “Christ”  as do all Bible translations,  but rather used  “Anointed”  being the alternative recognised definition. 

Why? 
Because I understand Paul is teaching The Brethren to become like him hence the inclusive word  “{we ourselves}”  to  invite/exhort  them into the same 
election/selection  as will befall him  (2Tim.4v6-8  [and Peter, 1Pet.5v4]),  being  “anointed”  as a future Son of God in The Millennium. 

Furthermore,  because we have the  one/same  intellect/mind/understanding  (the  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  of JC  (having  “Real 
Faith”  by   (1) thoroughly imbuing  “The Word of God”,   (2) vigorously assaying it and then   (3) operating with fidelity upon our proven 
knowledge,   then  we likewise become  elected/selected  by Yahweh as TCs during the 1st part of our physical life  for Sonship during The 
Millennium and thereafter. 

JC,  now as JCg,  who  was/is  the  “mirror”  being the  reflection/image  of Yahweh  (John.14v5-11,  hence the allegory “moon” used in Revelations),  
thus knows how Yahweh desires us to operate within this world. 
The Bible tells us what Yahweh’s Desire is of us at a personal level through JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and through the apostles who themselves imitated JC. 
It is to display  (by lifestyle)  and yield the fruits  (next generation of TCs)  of The HS by spreading  “The Word of God”  to  all  strangers in The World. 
TCs demonstrating charity love  (freely/simply  giving of their time for absolutely  no  worldly return)  to  accurately  teach of Yahweh’s Desire to edify 
their neighbour is  (driven by)  agapao/{edifying love}  (Rom.13v10). 
Now for an interesting consideration - 

We can have the mind of JCg as  “The Anointed”  –  but in context we are told we cannot know  (thus  not  “have the mind”)  of Yahweh. 
Clearly there are  two  separate reasoning Entities  (and this logic consequently destroys The Trinity myth)! 
Do our  worldly theologians actually read The Bible?   Except only  'their bible'  having passed through the filters of Rev.22v18-19? 

It is these many,  many  verses of The New Testament that our Trinitarians  “choose to ignore” / “rather be ignorant” (“Agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50). 
 
 
11th Allegory – Drink = Take in knowledge  (most often to mean “The Word of God”)  and display it in our lifestyle. 
Clean water from  JC/TCs  gives  “Life”,  by contrast,  dirty water from  “Leaders of Religion”  brings  “Annihilation”. 
23rd Reasoning – Brethren are spiritually young Christians not able to grasp the deeper understanding of Yahweh’s Plan  
(including   worldly Christian leaders –  hence this website to “give knowledge”),  thus TCs like Paul must first give easily 
digestible (as milk)  and not the deeper wholesome exegesis.  Slowly feed The Brethren more in-depth Knowledge. 
9th Warning – Though the Brethren were all as children,  there were those who thought they knew all,  and beginning to 
form schisms in a childlike manner.  Likewise, today (2009 CE)  with some 37,000 worldly Christian schisms led by 
childlike leaders thinking they  “have knowledge”  but it is  worldly,  having fault lines throughout their understanding. 
I advise the reader to get out of them  (Rev.18v4 and all context)  so they are not drawn down within a sinking ship! 
24th Reasoning – The Brethren are still behaving in a fleshly manner where each thinks they are correct,  based upon their 
worldly methodology – hence the strife!   Worldly methodology is based upon worldly standards which are all variant,  
thus  reasoning/conclusions  are deviant –  but Yahweh’s standards are tightly knitted together and point in the  one/same 
direction,  thus  reasoning/conclusions  are in alignment. 
10th Warning – Humans taking upon themselves worldly standards cannot have the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of 
Yahweh,  being the correct knowledge to reconnect the  “synapse construction”  away from The World,  but to Yahweh.  
1Cor.   3v1 og Also  [emphatic] I/me  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}   
1Cor.   3v1 og not  (I was) able/possible/capable  (to) speak/utter/say  {to yourselves} 
1Cor.   3v1 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (to the) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind} (persons), 
1Cor.   3v1 og but  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (to the) {being fleshly}/animal/temporal/carnal (persons) 
1Cor.   3v1 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (to the) infant/{simple minded}/{immature Christian}/childish 
1Cor.   3v1 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor.   3v1 = Also  brethren,  emphatic I (Paul)  was  not  able  to speak  {to yourselves}   

{in that manner}/as  to the  {non carnal/animalistic}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  people, 
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but  {in that manner}/as  to the  fleshly/animalistic/carnal  people,   
{in that manner}/as  the  infant/{simple minded}/childish  within  the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Also brethren,  I (Paul)  was not able to speak to yourselves  
in that manner as to the  non-animalistic  people   (I cannot speak to you as TCs operating in  “The Real Faith”) 
but in that manner as to the  animalistic minded  people   (I can only speak to you as people with  “blind faith”  –  as  “worldly Christians”), 
in that manner as the simple minded with the Anointed   (You know  “The Goal”,  but presently your mind is  not  able to take you there!) 
 

Thus,  as I state elsewhere,  these brethren are very  young/naive  in  “The Real Truth”  (of  “1st Century Christianity”  that is  never  taught today).   
Interestingly,  these brethren  “know of the goal and what is required to get there”,   because of Paul’s  “1st Century Christian”  teaching. 

Their problem is just personally of the mind still finding it difficult to leave  “the worldly way of doing things”! 
Today,  Christians do not even  “know of the goal let alone how to get there”,  because of  “the efforts”  of our Christian leaders’ preaching “Religion”! 

The Christian problem is  “continue to live in a worldly manner”  because of knowing nothing else,  having only been given “Religion”! 
Paul uses the terminology  “we”  to have different meanings in the text. 

Paul uses  “we”  to inclusively encourage them  to imitate him. 
Paul uses  “we”  as being just  “The Apostles”  when  giving the instruction. 

In all instances  worldly Christians  who have backslid into The World are ignored in Paul’s writings except to state  do not backslide  into  The World, 
for that is surely  “The Definition”  of a  “Christian  who operates in a worldly fashion”  =  a  “worldly Christian”   (Matt.13v20-22). 
This  is  the definition of virtually all people within The Christian Nation who ignore Yahweh’s Word in their daily life in perhaps the same ratio as did 
the Israelites prior to JC’s ministry,  because  etiologically/statistically,  humans  on-mass  throughout time will behave  in exactly the same manner  with  
the same information  (“The Word of God” in this instance).  Quite simply,  different  named/faced  individuals participate in the proceedings,  hence 
JC's comments at Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13 and of his actions at John.2v23-25  (please see my local commentaries).  
That is precisely  why  Yahweh is using these 6000 years to pull out by election those specific people  (“The Early Adopters”  [1Pet.2v9])  to become His  
demonstrably proven  servants [= they faithfully fulfil what The Master Desires]  for the next  period/level  of human sifting for salvation during The 
Millennium  (the 7th  millennial 'Day'  of  completeness/perfection  under The Lord of The Sabbath = JCg  [2Pet.3v8, Mark.2v27-28, Rev.19v16, etc.]). 
Where,  JC’s  “Other Flock”  (John .10v16)  was  “The Ancient Worthies and Prophets”  prior  to his Ransom Sacrifice and JC’s “Own”/”Small” 
(John.10v3, Luke.12v32)  are the 144000 TCs taken  after  his Ransom Sacrifice to be  “joined together”  and to be at “his Father’s Table”,  meaning 
“imbuing more knowledge from Yahweh”  for  “The Next Job in Hand”. 
This  “Next Job”  is of  “The execution of Responsibility”  (Luke.19v16-19)  to  teach/administer  “Righteousness”  unto  “The Resurrected World”  
(please see all my local commentaries to fully substantiate what I state here). 
1Cor.   3v2 og (the) Milk  {specifically yourselves}  (I) {furnished drink}/irrigated/{gave water},   
1Cor.   3v2 og also  not  (the) food/victuals;    
1Cor.   3v2 og {not/as yet}/{hitherto not}  for  (you were) able/possible/capable [middle voice],   
1Cor.   3v2 og but  {not too}/neither/none/nor  yet/still/more  now/present/immediate   
1Cor.   3v2 og (you are) able/possible/capable [middle voice]. 
1Cor.   3v2 = I (Paul)  {furnished/gave liquid}  milk  to  {specifically yourselves},   also  not  solids/food/victuals;   

for  {not yet}  you were  personally able/capable   (to  take/absorb  it),   
but neither  now/presently  yet/still  personally  you are  able/capable   (to take solid food). 

 

I (Paul)  gave liquid milk   (by  accurately  teaching  “The Fundamentals”  of  “The Word of God”) 
also not  (solid)  food   (the finer and more difficult to  [1] understand  and  [2] accept  [being how we are to  spiritually sacrifice  ourselves]); 
for not yet you were personally able   (to  “digest”  [= “live out in our deportment”]  the more difficult aspects of  “The Word of God”), 
but   (based upon what I  see/hear  reported  [see later])   
neither are you now yet personally able   (when you are presently behaving precisely like  “worldly Christians”  [do today]) 
 

Thus,  these brethren are still  not  TCs  but are ideally aiming to become TCs.  See Rom.8v33. 
Paul is saying  

You Brethren are still so very naïve,  like a child with so little basic understanding of  “The Knowledge”  thus having not enough Assurance 
to act with Fidelity.   And as such,  I must still keep giving you milk,  because you would not understand anything more substantial - being the 
solid food of the deeper meanings of The Gospel News and how it is to personally operate within your lives.  

Sadly this is so very true today of the vast majority of the human species,  and what is worse,  self-claiming representatives of  “god”  make the situation 
far worse by giving  “poisoned milk”  of “Religion”,  rather than be improving  “The Knowledge Base”!   These  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
have so much to answer –  if ever resurrected into The Millennium! 
But that is Yahweh’s judgement based upon the leader’s personal motivation –  is it like the  “matured Judas”?   Or are they just a  “babe”  themselves? 
Hopefully if the latter,  then there  is  a resurrection for them from being “The First/Most” now to then become “The Last/Least” within The Millennium. 
1Cor.   3v3 og yet/still/more  for  (the) {being fleshly}/animal/temporal/carnal [plural]  {you are/belong/be}, 
1Cor.   3v3 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  for  in  {to [= within] yourselves} 
1Cor.   3v3 og (the) zeal/passion/ardour/drive/motivated   
1Cor.   3v3 og also  (the) quarrelling/wrangling/contention/debate/strife/variance 
1Cor.   3v3 og also  (the) disunions/fractious/dissentions/divisions/seditions,  
1Cor.   3v3 og not  (the) {being fleshly}/animal/temporal/carnal [plural]  {you are/belong/be},   
1Cor.   3v3 og also  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) countenances/{human-beings}/men   
1Cor.   3v3 og (you) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}? 
1Cor.   3v3 = For  {you are}  yet/still  the  fleshly/animalistic/carnal! 

For  {as long as}  the  zeal/passion/jealous  within yourselves,  also  wrangling/quarrelling/{in strife},  also  fractious/division/sedition!   
{You are}  not  to be  fleshly/animalistic/carnal  also  deporting/{occupying yourselves}  according to  (worldly) Mankind? 

 

For you are still animalistic   (You still operate according to worldly methodology,  you have  not  made the full change unto Yahweh’s Methodology) 
for as long as the  zeal/passion   (for worldly  self-indulgence)   (remains)   within yourselves  
also the  wrangling/contention  also the  disunions/divisions   (all of which operates within and between  worldly Christian groupings)! 
Are you  (then)  not the  animal/carnal   (lusting for the  “The Immediacy”  upon which to self-indulge?) 
also you deport yourself according to Mankind   (men/women  of the world methodology ultimately sourced by Satan [Gen.3v1-5] to self-indulge)? 
 

Paul clearly tells us - 
We must  not  have a worldly lifestyle fulfilling self-indulgence,  why live like men of the world? 

Clearly many of the Brethren were not aiming to become like TCs,  but rather like the millions upon millions of  worldly Christians today! 
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We only need to look at the some 43,000+ schisms of Christianity around The World today all united  (not under JC)  but under  “the spirit of the air”  
today  (Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4) –  being worldly methodology –  merely schisms of universal  (world) “Religion”.   Where they all read the bits 
of The Bible that suits their whims  –  and  entirely ignore  The Commandments that JC has given us by instruction  (Matt.23v23, Mark.12v30-31, 
John.14v15-21  as a few of many around this subject). 
 
25th Reasoning – Christians content on  what they have been told,  being merely small aspects  of The Faith  (accurate 
Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity)  and amplify these in their mind only do so because they choose  not  to imbue the larger 
picture within their mind –  often promoted by their leaders knowing no better  (being equally blind –  with closed mind)!  
20th Instruction – Paul is stating:  “Get the bigger picture”  by imbuing all knowledge of JC then it becomes obvious 
where the flawed reasoning exists – so  then  in humility,  a transformation in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  shall occur. 
26th Reasoning – Paul  (and others)  sow the seed of The Good News,  Apollos  (and others)  waters by nurturing the seed 
ensuring that the support structure (see gifts of the HS section)  are in place,  but Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of 
God”  ensures through The Environment  (as required)  that the reasoning centres within the  “synapse construction”   
register  how The Knowledge is imbued within the individual. 
Allegory – Repeat - Drink = Take in knowledge  (most often to mean “The Word of God”)  and display it in your lifestyle. 
Clean water from  JC/TCs  gives  “Life”,  by contrast,  dirty water from  “Leaders of Religion”  brings  “Annihilation”. 
27th Reasoning – Paul states that he,  Apollos and other TCs are as nothing and thus should  not  be venerated –  but all 
humans should  only  look to Yahweh  through JCg.  (The leaders of the oldest Christian sect  would do well to read this!) 
11th Warning – It becomes obvious that misapplying The Knowledge  (includes accepting only “bits-of”)  will defocus the 
individual from being centrally focussed upon Yahweh –  thus the individual is pulled into worldly reasoning that fulfils 
Satan’s Desire,  and thus makes them a  worldly Christian following what could be termed  “unreasoned doctrine”. 
12th Warning – If we follow  “unreasoned doctrine”  sourced by  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders 
(fulfilling their own  base/worldly  desires)  then we become indoctrinated by worldly propaganda,  having not Yahweh's 
Methodology and obviously cannot have the HS,  by definition.  Carefully reason upon what all these words truly mean. 
7th Good News – For those people  toiling/working  for no worldly reward to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire shall be rewarded  
(Matt.20v1-12)  by becoming  “The New Temple”  (1Pet.2v5-9)  in the new Jerusalem in The Millennium (Rev.21v1-4)! 
13th Warning – For those people  who are  not  toiling/working  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire shall be rewarded  –  but it will 
not  be the same reward as for those individuals who are working ceaselessly to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
(Clearly the 5,2 and 1 talent parable of JC comes to mind here). 
35th Comment – All TCs are simply co-workers trying to build a structure for Yahweh’s pleasure.  It is Yahweh making the 
final judgement on the work  put-in  and of The Resultant being The Body of Christ through the generations. 
28th Reasoning – It is the member parts of The Body demonstrating themselves to be TCs in the succeeding generations 
that demonstrate they are worthy of  The Reward = The Prize = Sonship  (as The New Temple)  for  The Inheritance. 
1Cor.   3v4 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  for  (he/she may/should) state/exclaim  {some/any/certain person}:   
1Cor.   3v4 og [emphatic] I/me  truly/indeed  am/exist  (of the) Paul,   
1Cor.   3v4 og other/different/altered (person)  and:  [emphatic] I/me  (of the) Apollos.   
1Cor.   3v4 og Not   (the) {being fleshly}/animal/temporal/carnal [plural]   {you are/belong/be}? 
1Cor.   3v4 = For whenever  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  may/should  say:   

“Emphatic I/me  truly am  of the Paul”;   and another person  “emphatic I/me  of Apollos”. 
Not  {being fleshly}/animalistic/temporal  are you?  

 

For whenever some person  he/she  might exclaim:    
   Emphatic I truly am of the Paul.      (By equivalent example  -  I am a  “Roman Catholic”  [only because it is the most established as was Paul])  
And another  (person might state):  
   Emphatic I  (am)  of the Apollos.         (By equivalent example  -  I am a  “Born Again Christian”  [or any other Christian grouping])  
Are you not being animalistic?   (Inasmuch you are  not  thinking like Yahweh  [by understanding His Word]  but are thinking in a worldly manner!) 
 

Paul is telling us about these  worldly Christians amongst the Corinthian brothers  
You are directing your attention to worldly things by making that worldly distinction based upon  personalities/lifestyle,  rather than focusing 
your attention onto precisely imitating  “The One/Single JC”  and his  ministry/lifestyle  at a personal level. 

I now ask the reader to look around The World to see all the myriad of religious groupings around The World  with their  “worldly religious”  customs!  
I need say no more  –  except they are  all  worldly and  none  originate from Yahweh,  but merely fulfil  “the desire of Satan”  “to oppose”  -  being  “to  
oppose The Anointing Process”  for Yahweh to gain 144000 TCs.  Because of this,  then logically,  the leaders are  adversarial/satanic  to this process,  
they are  “Anti-Christ” – a term specifically aimed at Christendom  (having  “The Responsibility”  of handling  “God’s Word of Parts 1 and 2”)! 
I welcome comment from the advocates of these  worldly organisations  –  so that I might publicly analyse how they fall short of Yahweh’s Desire! 
Please see terms and conditions located off the home page. 
Interestingly it is  not  Paul or Apollos making these differentiations  –  but the spiritually weak congregational members. 
However,  it is the reverse today!   It is the  worldly Christian leaders making the differentiation for their  self-indulgent  gain  (“Divide and Rule”)  -  
but the congregational members are trying to come to Yahweh through JC.  How perverse  –  and so we must understand that it is the  worldly Christian 
leaders who are so very spiritually weak  (with regard to personally fulfilling Yahweh's Desire)! 
1Cor.   3v5 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether  therefore/then  (he) is  (the) Paul,   
1Cor.   3v5 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  and  (is)   (the) Apollos?    
1Cor.   3v5 og But  or/than/either/rather  (the) {runners for errands}/attendants/{waiters on duty}/ministers/servants   
1Cor.   3v5 og through (reason of)  {of whom/what} [plural, Paul/Apollos]   (you) committed/entrusted/believed,   
1Cor.   3v5 og also  (to the) each/any/every (person)  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
1Cor.   3v5 og the  lord/master  (he) gave/bestowed/granted? 
1Cor.   3v5 = Therefore/Then  who is the Paul,  and who is the Apollos?    

But rather the  {runners for errands}/servants/{waiters on duty}   
through reason of whom you  committed/entrusted   (in the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  of JCg),   
also to  every/each  person  {in that manner}/as  the  lord/master  gave/bestowed. 
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Therefore:  Who is the Paul,  and who is the Apollos? 
But rather  (we are)  the waiters on duty   (truly being a service attendant only prepared to give  [and never to take, 2Thes.3v6-12]) 
through reason of whom you  committed/entrusted   (in  “The Real  Faith”  only based upon  “The Word of God parts 1 and 2”) 
also to every  person  (TCs imitating Paul/Apollos)  in that manner as the  lord/master  gave   (as  “The Word of God”  thoroughly inculcated). 
               (JC thoroughly inculcated  “God’s Word part1” [Tanakh],  understood it and  righteously answered  it to become  “God’s Word part 2”) 
 

Thus Paul and Apollos are simply  “servants on constant duty”,  being the  “physical bodied”  conduits from Yahweh through which JC as  “The Word 
of God” (metaphorically “The Head of his body”)   is  accurately/{with fidelity}  passing  “The Knowledge”  to The Brethren,  so The Brethren might 
also become  committed/entrusting  upon Yahweh through JCg. 
Paul is trying to bring The (worldly) Brethren  from a  “child-like mind”  to become mature adults in  “The Real Faith”  (defined as  “accurate 
knowledge,  rigorously assayed to yield assurance,  and then practised with fidelity”)  like themselves (TCs)  thereby becoming the  next  generations of 
TCs to follow after Paul and Apollos.  In this manner they are becoming “Responsible”  for  “The Word of God”  by taking “Ownership”  of  “God’s 
Word”  from which they shall be held directly  “Accountable”  by Yahweh in how they behaved during the 1st part of their physical life. 

It is precisely that activity which makes Paul and Apollos, TCs;   and specifically,  why  worldly  Christian Leaders of today are  not  TCs! 
Where for The Record - 
Accountability means   a Person wholly responsible for what they do or represent,  and must give a satisfactory reason as to why any departure away 
from  “The Ideal Solution”  has occurred. 
Ownership means   the right or state of a person possessing something and then ideally doing the very best with what they have to maximise its potential. 
Responsibility means   a position of having a job or duty to deal with something or having control over someone to make  “The Ideal Solution”  occur. 
1Cor.   3v6 og [emphatic] I/me  {set out}/planted/instil  [doctrine as “The Word of God of parts 1 and 2”],   
1Cor.   3v6 og (the) Apollos   (he) {furnished drink}/irrigated/{gave water},   
1Cor.   3v6 og but  the  {specific god}  (he) {made to grow}/enlarged/{gave increase}. 
1Cor.   3v6 = Emphatic I (Paul)   {set out}/plant/instil   (“The Word of God” within new minds),   

The Apollos  he  irrigated/{gave water}   (further explains  “The Word of God”  as the future needs arises,  so that  no  mysteries remain)    
but  “the specific god”  {made the growth}/enlarges   (within the individual's mind). 

 

Emphatic I (Paul)  plant   (“The Word of God”  [of both parts]  as  “1st Century Christianity”  in new minds  [in his missionary Journeys])   
Apollos gave drink   (meaning, he gives further understanding behind  “The Word of God”  so the recipients have  no  mysteries) 
but  “the specific god”   (at both layers,  [1] JC as “The Word of God”  and  [2] Yahweh working with TCs)  enlarged  [the spiritual mind]). 
 

Paul plants  “The Word of God”  within new individuals,  Apollos came to add more information  (metaphorically, “water” always means “knowledge”) 
to solidify this  “Word of God”  within the individual.  But it is JCg’s  (“parousia”/presence/coming  and)  dining  (Rev.3v20)  within the receptive 
individual who gains  “Real Faith”  (by the 3 stages)  to yield Yahweh’s HS within the individual that makes the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  grow 
the new embryo ready for The Millennial Rule.   Finally it is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  to His future  “Sons of God”  operating within The 
Environment gives the ultimate growth to  “the specific god”   JCg as  “The Word of God”  growing within them as  “The New Creature/Creation”  (the 
spiritual DNA of a new individual built upon the RNA of  “The Word of God”  implanted within the individual – 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, Rom.6v6).   As the 
reader can see  –  there is  no  mystic mumbo-jumbo as given by our  worldly Christian leaders  (without  JC’s presence/parousia  operating within them  
–  examine their fruitage  Matt.7v16-20)! 
1Cor.   3v7 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  {not too}/neither/none/nor  the  (person [TC])   
1Cor.   3v7 og (the) {setting out}/planting/instilling [doctrine of God’s Word])   (he) is  {some/any/certain thing},   
1Cor.   3v7 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  the (person [TC])  {furnishing drink}/irrigating/{giving water},   
1Cor.   3v7 og but  the (one [specific god])  {making to grow}/enlarging/{giving increase}  (the) {specific god}. 
1Cor.   3v7 = Inasmuch that  neither  the person (TC)  {setting out}/planting  is anything;  nor  the person  (TC)  irrigating/watering,   

but  ‘the specific god’  {making growth}/enlarging   (The Word of God operating within a compliant recipient).  
 

Inasmuch that neither the person planting is anything   (special over any other TC,  or the brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
neither the person giving water   (is special over any other TC,  or the brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
but  “the specific god”  (of both  [1] JC for the invitation to become “Christian”  and  [2] Yahweh for the election to “Sonship”). 
 

Paul again deliberately uses  “the specific god”  as a floating pointer to point either to Yahweh or JCg  depending upon the context. 
Initially it is JCg as “the specific god” of The World  dispensing  “The Word of God”  for  “The Invitation  unto The Goal”,  but when the individual 
becomes a TC then  “The Specific God” becomes Yahweh as  “The Adopting Father”  to uphold His part of The Agreement as contained within  The 
Invitation  initially given.  Where  “The Goal”  is to become a future  “Son of God”  to administer  “The Resurrected World in The Millennium”  unto 
its Salvation.    See next verse in context. 
1Cor.   3v8 og the (person [TC])  {setting out}/planting/instilling  [doctrine as God’s Word]   and  
1Cor.   3v8 og also  the (person [TC])  {furnishing drink}/irrigating/{giving water}  in/by [numeral one]  {they are/be},   
1Cor.   3v8 og each/any/every  (person [TC/Brethren])   and  the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}   
1Cor.   3v8 og (the) {pay for services}/hire/reward/wages  
1Cor.   3v8 og (he/she will) {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive/attain   
1Cor.   3v8 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  
1Cor.   3v8 og (the) {sapping toil}/pained/{strength waning in labour}/weariness. 
1Cor.   3v8 = And  the person (TC)   {setting out}/planting/instilling   (by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle);   

also  the person (TC)  irrigating/watering   (by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
{they are/be}  in one   ( by  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire),   
and  each/any  person  (TC/Brethren/{worldly Christian})   he/she  will  {get hold of}/{take up/away}   
{their own}  {pay for services}/hire/wages  according to  {their own}  {sapping toil}/pains/{strength waning in labour}.  

 

And the person (TC)  planting   (giving  “The Knowledge”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to new people),   
also the person (TC)  giving water   (explaining  “The Knowledge”)    
they  (TCs above)   be one   (numerically,  planters and irrigators all  working together  for  “The One/Same Goal”)), 
               (The Ultimate Goal is Mankind’s Salvation by The Most Righteous Means,  but The Immediate Goal is to first achieve  “The Early Adopters”) 
and each person   ([1] TCs receive Sonship, [2] Brethren are given administration, [3] worldly Christians become part of  “The Resurrected World”) 
his/her  own pay will receive   (the appropriate level of responsibility over  [the part of]  “The Resurrected World”  [Luke.19v16-23]) 
according to their own sapping toil   (being how much work they put in  ”to precisely imitate”  JC's ministry/lifestyle  [noting 2Tim.2v5]). 
 

Just a simple question  (with an obvious  “follow-on”) - 
How often is this verse taught today by our  worldly Christian leaders to their congregations in the context of how Paul teaches us? 
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If not,  then are  worldly Christian leaders fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire for themselves to be assessed as TCs? 
In which case,  if we are not,  then the next verse  (in context)  is  not  applicable to us,  and as such we  neither  have  verse 10 onwards -  either! 

It is very clear that  “The Christian”  is expected to do something  (imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle – which was painful sacrifice). 
JC had set  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  –  upon which,  we calling ourselves a  “Christian”  are to be judged by Yahweh  (“The 1st Judgement”)  –  
where  “The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement” (James.3v1)  upon a person declaring themselves a  “Christian”  can go one of  THREE  ways  (as  only  
determined by Yahweh). 

(1)  A Son of God to teach Righteousness.   (2) Be part of The Resurrected World.   (3) Annihilation (charlatan Christian leaders).  
The  “pay for services”  in  “sapping toil”  (or the lack-of)  puts us,  as individual Christians,  into any  one of the three  groupings given above! 

Noting that absolutely  all  “Non-Christians”  by default drop into option (2) as given above  (as do most “Christians”)! 
Now that is certainly something our unrighteous worldly Christian leaders will not tell us  (ignoring Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9, and Ecc.12v13-14)! 
1Cor.   3v9 og (of the) God  for  {we are/being}  (the) {companions in labour}/{fellow workers/helpers}  (of the) God  
1Cor.   3v9 og (the) cultivate/farm/husbandry;   
1Cor.   3v9 og (of the) God  (the) structuring/building/confirmation/edify/embolden  {you are/belong/be}. 
1Cor.   3v9 = For  of the  God (Yahweh)  we (TCs)  are/being  {companions in labour}/{fellow workers}  of the  God’s  farm/field;   

{you  are/belong}  the  structure/building  of the  God   (Yahweh,  with the caveat,  provided we personally fulfil His Desire). 
 

For we (TCs)  are of the God (Yahweh),    (truly  “appointed by Yahweh  [and not by The World]  to tell”  about  “1st Century Christianity”)  
being the companions in labour  (in teaching God's Word)   of the God's farm   (The World  of  both   “worldly Christians and  non-Christians”); 
you are the  structuring/building  of the God   (ideally becoming the 144000 white stones  [everlasting TCs]  of Yahweh's new Spiritual Temple). 
 

Notice how Paul speaks - 
1. We are companions of labour  (being the collective exhortation)   and then - 
2. You are  (ideally)  God’s building  (being the specific statement of where  we,  as recipients,  should be heading towards)! 

But now,  what type of building are we?    
Is it still filthy and in need of cleaning with The Word of God correctly imbued,  assayed and practised with fidelity (to yield real Faith)? 
Or is it pristine – having already been thoroughly cleaned and gained “Real faith” – to become a future TC?    (Noting  1Cor.3v13) 

Paul starts by saying    
We  (as TCs actively aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  are fellow workers of The Father (Yahweh)  working in  “His field”  (within The 
Universe),  being this Earth full of humans  (who themselves are either ignoring,  or just not knowing of  True   [1st Century]  Christianity).   

TCs are adopted into The Family of Yahweh   (as “The [proven] Early Adopters”)  and clearly this adoption is a  2-way  process - 
We obviously  cannot  adopt ourselves into a family  that does not want us!   

Thus Yahweh must desire us to become His  “Sons of God”,  while there are many people whom He detests  (and thus does  not  love [phileo] all of us)  –  
this is just telling us what The Bible tells us  -  else why did JC have to come – if Yahweh presently  phileo/{attractively loves} us? 
Noting Gen.6v6-7, Ex.33v20 and yet in Gen.2v16 – there was active communication before Adam sinned – so things have changed for Yahweh to kill 
certain people in The Old Testament whom He disliked.  Just because Yahweh does not directly kill us now,  does not mean he phileo us!   It is just that 
we are on the edge of personal destruction while He achieves His 144000 TCs to bring in The Millennium,  for  “Mankind’s Great Reform”  to begin. 
Contrary to what The Bible teaches us,  our  worldly Christian leaders teach us the opposite,  being  adversarial  [= satanic]  to what The Bible teaches 
as  “The Righteous Means”  to achieve The Goal  -   for their personal gain,   where they have  absolutely no  interest in  “refined quality”,   but only  
“worldly quantity”  out of which to sequestrate what belongs to Yahweh! 
However,  a TC becomes a clean building in which  “The Word of God”  operates thereby yielding Yahweh’s HS growing within them.  This is like an 
embryo of a new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  built upon firm  accurate  knowledge base  (Matt.7v24-25)  which is precisely why JC as  “The Word of 
God”  becomes  “The Solid Foundation”  of  “The New (Spiritual) Temple”  built over The Gospel Age from 144000  white (purified)  stones 
(solid/everlasting)  of TCs  (1Pet.2v5-9). 
Furthermore,  as a building,  a TC metaphorically becomes a  “Temple of God”  inasmuch people can come to the TC to worship God  (see later). 
This means the TC is not personally praised  (else,  metaphorically Luke.21v5-6),  but rather Yahweh is worshipped by the TC’s teaching to  bring-in  a 
new person into  “The Real  Faith”  (= accurate knowledge/assurance/fidelity)  who might become a future TC  (and hence  “Son of God”).  This is the 
absolute best thing the TC can do in their worship to Yahweh  –  to bring to Him  a new son  in our own  sacrificial  ministry work! 

This  is  “The Interest”  on the  talents/minas  (= The Weight of Responsibility)  (Matt.25v13-23, Luke.19v13-20,  this  is  the 30, 60, 100 fold 
yield  (Matt.13v23),  and  nothing  else is possible that completely fulfils Yahweh’s Desire,  for it enables Him to  bring-on   the  next  stage  
of His  “Most Righteous Plan”  (for ultimate universal salvation)  –  being The Millennium.  -  This all occurs when He achieves  “The 
Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4,  because of Matt.20v23 and then hence Matt.24v36 is able to occur because of 
Rev.19v4-21  yielding Rev.20v1+, 21v1-4,  etc.).   It is just so obvious! 

Clearly if a person does not fulfil Yahweh’s Desire then they do not become His building,  but rather a building of Satan’s  (see later in epistle,  
furthermore at Rev.2v9, 3v9)! 
Clearly Yahweh will  not  operate within a building that performs the works  counter  to fulfilling His Desire  (by turning people away from becoming 
TCs – through  any  worldly activity),  please see James.1v6-8! 
This is what The Bible  teaches us,  it is also very logical –  but it is absolutely  not  what worldly Christian leaders delinquently preach in their sermons! 
I merely assume  worldly Christian leaders desire  “illogical mystery” –  and that is why they preach  unrighteous nonsense,  in their teaching of worldly 
Christianity  (being a sub-set of “Religion” - hence Rev.18v4)  that is so far removed from  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles! 
 
36th Comment – Yahweh aids  apostles (TCs)  to further his Desire with The Good News  accurately  given to recipients. 
37th Comment – Apostles are wise  (knowledge applied accurately in lifestyle)  builders of JCg’s body  (“wise” shall be 
judged by Yahweh and resultant shown within The Millennium –  worldly Christian leaders are to be rudely awoken)! 
21st Instruction – Aim to become TCs and lay a solid base of  accurate  knowledge in the recipients so that Yahweh 
through JCg might actively express His HS to further His Desire within The Environment to gain more TCs. 
14th Warning – All Brethren aiming to become TCs should take care and ensure their knowledge is accurate.  Else 
Yahweh will be judging unfavourably  –  especially now this website is giving the  precise  knowledge/understanding. 
22nd Instruction – We must build “The Doctrine” upon  “The Word of God”, “JC” as “{The Corner-Stone}/Foundation”. 
We must not build it upon the  “muses of Man”  -  being  “worldly Christianity”  merely a sub-set of “Religion”,  detested 
by Yahweh – because through its  “hypocrisy”,  “worldly Christianity”  undermines  what JC  really did  for Mankind! 
15th Warning – If knowledge given is for a worldly return to the  leader/recipient  then the knowledge is  faulty/distorted! 
12th Allegory – Gold ... Stones = Precious/worthy  Knowledge that will assist recipients to become part of The Temple. 
13th Allegory – Wood ... Straw = Transient/worthless  knowledge to puff up the  leader/recipient  destined for The World. 
23rd Instruction – TCs are to build with  gold/silver/{precious stones}  being their fruitage of the next generation of TCs. 
16th Warning – Do  not  become a  worldly Christian leader whose fruitage is worthless,  being people who are self-
indulgent and have no knowledge of what Yahweh’s  real  Desire is of them  (and consequently fail Yahweh’s Judgement). 
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14th Allegory – Trusted steward of Yahweh’s  gifts/knowledge  is someone who imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  where they 
have died to the various inducements that consume  time/attention  from  accurately  teaching people The Gospel. 
15th Allegory – Fire = the means “to assay something” = to burn away worthlessness,  thus  all  “Christians”  are being 
assayed during the 1st part of their physical life – people who are persecuted by Satan’s system for precisely imitating JC’s 
ministry while  being a model citizen, utterly neutral in all worldly matters  shall be assayed righteous to Yahweh’s Desire. 
16th Allegory – Day/{period of time} = The Day of The Lord  (comprising of different parts) =  The Millennium (2Pet.3v8). 
8th Good News – TCs as trusted stewards shall have their fruitage carefully examined by Yahweh and the results declared 
in The Lord’s Day = 1000 year Millennium (2Pet.3v8)  where they shall be sons of God to teach The World. 
17th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders having their fruitage examine  in The  Greater/Special (1st) Judgement  will be 
found wanting –  and thus they will be brought low as JC teaches us  (as The Last/Least in society within The Millennium). 
17th Allegory – Work = spending your  time/effort  in the  accurate  teaching of God’s Word to The World for no return to 
those people interested – do  not  force God’s Word onto any person –  Yahweh is presently  only  desirous for His TCs. 
18th Allegory – Fruitage of the work = succeeding generations of TCs following behind the work of former TCs. 
9th Good News – TC fruitage of the 1st part of their physical life,  purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life examined by 
Yahweh will be judged righteous = new TCs who shall remain for an eternity in their own right based upon their work. 
18th Warning – Worldly Christian leaders’ fruitage are people who are  not  TC’s and thus will  not  have guaranteed 
everlasting life and thus become subject to  “The Standard Judgement”  during The Millennium.  Thus, being subject to 
further judgement then they cannot be defined as being of substance  (some may face  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation). 
10th Good News – Though the previous warning is given as exhortation to become a TC,  in Yahweh’s righteousness  He 
has given The Millennium as a safety net for those billions of people deceived  (devotees upwards through the hierarchy). 
1Cor.   3v10 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  God,  
1Cor.   3v10 og the [grace]   (having been) given/bestowed/granted  {to me}  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
1Cor.   3v10 og (the)wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious  {chief constructor}/architect/{master builder}  
1Cor.   3v10 og (the) {something put down}/substruction/foundation  (I) {to place}/ordain/settle/{sink down}/purpose,   
1Cor.   3v10 og else/different/more/other (person)  and   (he) {constructs over}/{builds upon},   
1Cor.   3v10 og each/any/every (person)  and  (let him/her) behold/see/look/beware{take heed}  {in what manner}/how   
1Cor.   3v10 og (he/she) {constructs over}/{builds upon}. 
1Cor.   3v10 = According to  the  gift/favour  of the  God  (Yahweh)   has been given  {to me}  (Paul),   

{in that manner}/as  the  wise  {chief constructor}/{master builder}  the  substruction/foundation  I (Paul)  place/ordain/purpose, 
and  a  different/other  person (TC/Brethren)  he/she  {constructs over}/{builds upon}.    
And let  each/every  person  him/her  behold/{take heed}  how  he/she  {constructs over}/{builds upon}  (the foundation given by JC). 

 

According to the  gift/favour  of the God   (Yahweh giving us  “The Word of God”  and we take upon us  “The Responsibility”  to fulfil His Desire) 
The one  (gift/favour)  has been given to me   (Paul is able to speak several languages and effectively communicate God’s Word unto The Nations) 
in that manner as a wise master builder   (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  operating within Paul’s  reformed  mind) 
the foundation  I (Paul)  place   (Paul uses his DNA gifts in the service of Yahweh to bring new people unto God’s Word – perhaps yielding new TCs), 
and  (then)  a different person   (more TCs and Brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   
he/she  builds upon   (what The Mature TC laid down,  thereby strengthening the initially given  “Word of God”). 
And let every person take heed how  he/she  builds upon   (what earlier TCs have done,  a salutary  warning  to our  worldly  Christian leaders). 
 

The Bible has many references to the TCs being  “the body of JC”  forming the  spiritual  New Temple of Jerusalem given in Revelations and elsewhere.  
“The New Temple”  figuratively represents the TCs,  becoming the centre of  “JCg’s organisation”  (which is figuratively the  “City of Jerusalem”).  
We are told JC is peace (ultimately),  also  “Jerusalem”  translated means  “City/Organisation  of Peace”.  Thus, the reader can now see how prophecy 
of the city’s position is being  “one of peace”  representing JCg’s organisation bringing just that situation in The Culmination,  to The Whole World. 
We are told here v9-10  that each TC is a single block of stone in the final temple of the future  (1Pet.2v5),  but at present in the 1st part of our physical 
life we are  “mini-temples”  learning,  becoming strong in  “The Real Faith”  (accurate Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity)  as selfless stewards ready for 
the larger task of The Future,  given to us by  “The Original Master Builder”  (JC during his ministry).  As “mini-temples”,  we are now being  
tested/afflicted,  refined, strengthened in this presently worldly system (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4),  people are to come to us to discover and  learn more  (in 
both word and deed)  about JC and Yahweh in understanding how Yahweh thinks and operates.  We learn of His past exploits required to yield His  
“Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  and absolutely  not  the self-indulgent  “soundbites”  given by  worldly Christian leaders to their  
bewitched/deluded  (paying)  audience.    

We might ask    
How is an  “audience” (“watching + singing” inside a building)  to be described as an  “ecclesia”  (“The Calling out”  to people  outside)? 

Thus by teaching about Yahweh’s True Character and Authority then in this manner those specific people who come and stay with us,  learn to 
understand how  “Real Faith”  (being  “The Word of God” of a personal 3 stage process)  might be applied within their deportment,  to perhaps one day 
become  “mini-temples”  in their own right as TCs for the future  “Expectation of The Inheritance”  (to teach Righteousness to The Resurrected World). 

This  is  all part of The Gospel of JC  (as “The Word of God”)  taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  -  but  never  taught today  (2015 CE)! 
1Cor.   3v11 og (the) {something put down}/substruction/foundation  for  (the) else/different/more/other   
1Cor.   3v11 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)   (he/she is) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  
1Cor.   3v11 og (to) place/ordain/settle/{sink down}/purpose  near/beside/with/against/alongside  
1Cor.   3v11 og the  (foundation [JC])   (being) {out-stretched}/{be (appointed)}/{laid up/down}   
1Cor.   3v11 og who/what/which/that  (he) is  (the)  Jesus/{Yahweh Saves}  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor.   3v11 = For  {no one}  (person)   

he/she  is  personally  able/capable  to  place/ordain/purpose  a  different/other  substruction/foundation  
alongside/beside  the  foundation  {out stretched}/appointed/{laid down}  which  he is  the  Christ/Anointed  Jesus.  

 

For no one person  he/she  is able to  (legitimately)  purpose another foundation   (but sadly we witness the rampant  “worldly Christianity”) 
alongside the foundation laid down   (as given by JC’s ministry and lifestyle  [of which we  must thoroughly understand  before we can copy him]),   
which is the Anointed Jesus   (for the position of Sonship by Yahweh as The First of a following 144000 TCs  [elected during The Gospel Age]) 
 

JC’s ministry on Earth began The Foundation of the final  (spiritual)  Temple of Revelations as  “The Physical 144000 future Sons of God”  (that comes 
down from  “heaven”  [= “authority over the Earth”]).   
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It was given a solid base  (or “corner stone”)  then by JC,  and is secure today because many blocks have been placed upon that foundation during the 
last 2000 years progressively building up of TCs who have through personal affliction and dedication  (been of their personal sacrifice of  “The 
[personal] Great Tribulation”, Rev.7v9, 13-14).  They did this for absolutely  no personal worldly reward for their service to Yahweh,  but only have 
been motivated to  actively/accurately  promote God’s Word to their neighbours in The World.  
Their reward for their troubles is in the heavens,  being named in one of the 144000 entries on the Scroll of Everlasting Life  (Rev.5v1-4, that is steadily 
unfurled during 2000 years  [Revelations chapters 6 to 19]  to disclose these 144000 TC names)  who are then to become part of The Temple.  
The Temple itself at 2020 CE,  is  very nearly  finished  –  it will be finished at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6) sometime in the middle of the 21st 
Century  –  being JCg’s 1st 2nd C  when he comes  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13)  to collect  “the completed temple 
build project”  just prior  (by 3.5 years)  to the start of The Millennium. 
Sadly throughout The Gospel Age,  people have tried to bring new foundations out into  “the market place”  (see Rom.11v18)  upon which to use  –  all 
being the worldly religions that we could name,  together with the so utterly fractured  worldly Christian Nation whose members are placing themselves 
as  “pebbles”  rolling about upon sand  (Matt.7v26-27).  These worldly Christians are not building upon the secure rock-mass,  being that given to us by 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (because they have  no  substantial knowledge base given to them by those delinquent leaders who  claim  to know,  but are utterly 
spiritually blind Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39).  These  worldly Christian Leaders are to personally face a rough time in The Millennium  (Luke.12v46-48)  as 
they are forced to reform their mind and become accountable for their  “rogue trading”  and  “spiritual paedophile”  activities!   

We witness the results of their weak foundation by what they espouse within their present lifestyle  (having no correct internal governor)! 
A 4th revision addition. 
I would like to quote The Late Joshua Daniel when he repeated what an actor said to him  

It is interesting,  Actors make what is unreal appear real,  and Christian Leaders make what is real appear unreal! 
Furthermore,  in the same sermon he said  

The fault of an unlearnt congregation is 99% the fault of the Christian Leader! 
And likewise,  he said  (the parenthesis is my addition)  

What you do not do,  you do not know (inasmuch you “agnoeo”)  – because you do not obey!  
Now that is food for thought – all of which I concur! 
1Cor.   3v12 og if  and  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) {constructs over}/{builds upon}  over/upon/concerning   
1Cor.   3v12 og the  {something put down}/substruction/foundation  (of the) this (specific)  (the) gold,  (the) silver,   
1Cor.   3v12 og (the) stones  {more/most  valuable/precious/honoured/beloved},  (the) woods,  (the) grass,  (the) straw, 
1Cor.   3v12 = And if  {some/any/certain person}   

he/she  {constructs over}/{builds upon}  of this  substruction/foundation   (of  JC’s ministry/lifestyle)   
gold,  silver,  {most precious}  stones,   (to become a person imitating JC’s lifestyle);  
the woods,  the grass,  the straw   (to become a person  not  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 

 

And if some person  he/she  builds upon concerning this foundation   (hence having a  “valuable long lasting”  lifestyle/deportment)   
of the gold,  the silver,  the most precious stones   (being a virtuous deportment that imitates Paul,  that copies JC,  1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.); 
(or)  the wood,  the grass,  the straw   (a person who does  not  “precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  [Professional Leaders of Religion]). 
 

This refers to the type of  ministry/lifestyle  that  each  of The Brethren and the TCs have done in the 1st part of their physical life,  through the last 2000 
years of The Gospel Age. 
This is  The Question  Yahweh will be effectively asking of  each one of us  in  “The 1st Judgement”  (James.3v1, Matt.25v32-46)  only to be made upon 
people claiming to be “Christians”  [especially The Leaders taking upon themselves  “The Responsibility”  to Lead]) - 

How good are  the results  of our  ministry/lifestyle? 
What is  “The Yield”  from us as  the seed  dying  away from the World  (a TC forsaking worldly self-gratification)? 
Is  “The Yield” of new  Brethren/TCs  coming into  “The Real Faith” (of its three requisites) to be a yield of 30, 60, or 100 fold increase as 
the result of each TC’s  “seed”  (God’s Word driving our mind)   dying in  (away from)  the world  (methodology)? 

Where,  it is - 
The Quality  of  “The Yield”  is proportionate to the character of the TC  (being “The Weight of Responsibility” of 10/5 or 5/2 minas/talent  
Luke.19v16-19, Matt.25v15-20)  based upon  “The Disclosing Truth”  of JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   

OR   
“The Yield”  is miserable and withered  (Mark.11v12-21)  from a  worldly Christian leader  (1 talent)  having based their knowledge upon 
some worldly ministry of a  worldly  created  myth/hearsay. 

Thus  “The Yield”  becomes the next generation of TCs  for Yahweh’s use  –  that comes from both the  foundation  used and  character  of the person  
working to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  as we read in the next verse. 
1Cor.   3v13 og (Of the) each/any/every (person [stewards of 5, 2, 1 talents])  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour/deed   
1Cor.   3v13 og (the) {shiningly  apparent/manifest/obvious/known}  (it will) {become to be} [middle voice],   
1Cor.   3v13 og the  for  Day{period of time}  (it will) {to make plain}/declare/show/signify,   
1Cor.   3v13 og because  in  (to the [= within]) lightening/power/energy/fire  (it is) {taken off the cover}/revealed/disclosed;   
1Cor.   3v13 og also  each/any/every (person)  the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed   
1Cor.   3v13 og {of what kind}/{how great/excellent}/{what manner}  (it) is  the  lightening/power/energy/fire   
1Cor.   3v13 og (it will) assay/prove/test/discern/audit/examine. 
1Cor.   3v13 = Of  each/every  person  (steward of our talents magnified upon The Word of God)   

the  {occupational effort}/work/labour  will  personally  {become to be}  the  {shiningly manifest/evident/obvious};   
for  The  Day/{period of time}  (of  The Millennium)   it will be  {made  plain/shown}, 
because within  power/fire/energy  it is  revealed/disclosed;   
also  the  power/fire/energy  it will  assay/test/prove  the  (quality of)  each/every  person   (as the self-claimed  “steward of God’s Word”)   
{of what kind of}  the  {occupational effort}/works/labour   (the person did during the 1st part of their physical life). 

 

Of each person   (having their individual personal abilities,  ideally to be used in maximising the  accurate  transmission of  “The Word of God”) 
the occupational effort   (being how we  “use our time”  [other than the supposed necessities “of existence”];  or are we just  “wasting our time”)   
will become shiningly obvious   (for The World to easily see if we are  “genuine”  [TCs]  –  or  “hypocrites”  [worldly Christian leaders]); 
for the Day   ([1] of “The 1st Resurrection” [who were TCs]  and  [2] within the Judgement during  “The Millennium Day”  covered by JC’s Death)   
it will be made plain   (to The Resurrected World who were  [1] TCs,  and by contrast,  who were  [2] worldly  and  [3] charlatan Christian leaders) 
because it is the  energy/fire   (Yahweh’s  Judgement process  during a  “Christian's stress”  in supposedly imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle)   
it will reveal   (to  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  what The Judgement upon a “Christian”  yielded out of the  3  possible outcomes)  
because within  energy/fire   (Yahweh’s Righteous Judgement of the  3  types of “Christian”  made evident to  “The Resurrected World”)  
will  assay/test/prove  the  (quality of the)  occupational effort  of every (Christian)  person   (“how faithful was The Steward to The Master JC”) 
 

When  all  humans are resurrected  (in The Day = The Millennium),  it will become plain then to all people,  the answer to the simple question - 
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Who has put in the  “occupational effort/work”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire during the 1st part of their physical life,  -  and who has not? 
Yahweh  will  make that decision very evident at the 1st 2nd C of JCg when  all  the 144000 TCs shall be resurrected into  heavenly/celestial/spiritual  
bodies  (being of different operating physical medium than we can presently comprehend  [1Cor.15v33-50],  but absolutely  not  being based upon fleshly 
DNA building blocks  –  created by JCg  as  “the specific god “ of us = World//Decoration/Adornment/Life [“kosmos” StrongsTM = 2889]). 
But the Sons of God (Yahweh)  have been  created by Yahweh  and thus like JCg,  then Yahweh becomes  “The Specific God”  of His  adopted  children. 

Can the reader see the righteous logic here and how it all is mutually  self-supporting  through  “ho theos”! 
We are also told that  “all things”  shall be exposed in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3, etc.),  thus other types of works of which present  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  would wish to hide  (to be  “operating in  darkness”)  from their  congregations/supporters/devotees  will become exposed in  “The 
Light of The Millennium”  -  being that of  “exposure”!   
We will also understand  why  these  apparently  (on the surface)  “supposed eminently good”  people from a  worldly  stand-point were actually  not  
that wonderful in Yahweh’s Eyes’  (inasmuch   What they did,  was  not  done  simply/freely),  when they only returned in fleshly DNA bodies  (if at all – 
please see  “2 part life”  in my glossary)! 
The  “energy/fire/power”  is a common expression to tell us of Yahweh’s refining work,  testing,  assay marking,  auditing.  The  “energy/fire/power” 
clears away all the dross  (being worldly façades of  “good looking”  works)  down to what remains after assay  –  being  the  motivation  of the heart.  
It  is  the  passion/zeal/drive  of the  heart/{seat of motivation}  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (in the midst of all forms of worldly obstacles)  that becomes the  
refined lump of gold  at the end of Yahweh’s Audit upon the 1st part of our physical Life  (of those people calling themselves “Christians”).   
Those lumps of gold remaining will be of varying sizes  (2 and 5 talent sizes of “Responsibility”,  Matt.25v14-22),  and those people who make  “The 
Grade”  to become a  “Son of God”  will have a lump of gold near to the size of JC’s at his death upon the  “fixed stakes/poles”  some 2000 years ago! 
1Cor.   3v14 og If  (of the) {some/any/certain person}  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour/deed   
1Cor.   3v14 og (it) stays/remains/abides/dwells/endures/stands  who/what/which/that   
1Cor.   3v14 og (he/she) {constructed over}/{built upon},   
1Cor.   3v14 og (the) {pay for services}/hire/reward/wages   
1Cor.   3v14 og (he/she will) {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive/attain. 
1Cor.   3v14 = If  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour  of  {some/any/certain person}  it  stays/remains/endures  

which  he/she  {constructed over}/{built upon}   (during the 1st part of his/her physical life),   
the  {pay for services}/hire/reward/wages  he/she  will  {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}   (in the 2nd part of their physical life). 

 

If the occupational effort of some person  remains/endures   (by gaining the next generation of  “everlasting TCs”  [being today’s Goal]) 
which  he/she  constructed over   (being what JC  laid down by example,  in the 1st part of  their/[ideally our]  physical life), 
The pay for services  he/she  will get hold of   (in the 2nd part of their physical life,  as Sons of God  [as was JC]  –  anointed by Yahweh). 
 

The work remaining is explained in v10-v13 above.  
We are told in JC’s parables;  people were paid for their labour in the vineyard  (Matt.20v1-16)  –  the pay being  “The Same Amount”  (“Sonship”).   

The labour is their works in this “life”  (being the 1st part of our physical life).  If this individual fulfils Yahweh’s Desire,  then commensurate 
repayment  (Luke.19v16-19)  for the work is forthcoming from Yahweh  –  provided He considers the resultant work was good enough!   
Inasmuch it was genuine  self-motivated  self-sacrifice  to edify our neighbour to our own hurt,  while  accurately  teaching The Word of God. 
“The Repayment”  is to become a “Son of God”  (as The Heir, Rom.8v17, 23-29, 2Tim.4v6-8, etc.,)  of differing levels of responsibility over 
The Inheritance  (“many mansions” – John.14v2  –  see my local commentary)  of 10 and 5 cities of The Resurrected World,  Luke.19v16-19. 

So I ask the reader how does this link to  worldly Christian leaders preaching - 
“Just believe in JC and you are saved.  Moreover,  by being saved you will go to heaven!” 

So where are  “the works”  in this  “set piece”  (of a frivolous “soundbite”)  when we read of v10-13 and of many other places in The Bible? 
It leads to total contradiction with the various strands of  worldly  Christian message  –  and this fraudulence make a mockery of Yahweh! 
I explain the  reality  -  elsewhere to show there is  no  contradiction in The Bible,  by introducing The Millennium under  “The Lord of The Sabbath”. 

By consequence,  I bring real  honour/glory/dignity/majesty  to Yahweh within cognitive, sane reasoning minds! 
Yet the Millennium is  never  mentioned within  worldly Christian Congregations because the leaders just do  (choose to)  not  understand it!  -  

Else they would teach it  -  assuming they wanted to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by imitating JC  because that is what JC taught all the time!    
        (See Mark.8v3, for three days he spoke to the  one/same  crowd expounding how The Tanakh was to be fulfilled by The Millennium.) 
If they knew of what was required,  and then refused to teach of it  -  they stand doubly accused! 

The specific reason why they do not teach of  “The Millennium”,  is threefold - 
1. They do not believe it. 
2. It brings no worldly return by the teaching of it  (inasmuch it is of the future,  but they want worldly return  now). 
3. It nullifies the position of  worldly Christian leaders  (they effectively become redundant) 

3.1  Because JC saves  all of us  -  to get us  all  into The Millennium  (“Leaders of Religion”  cannot do that for us). 
3.2  We all know of their hypocrisy;  that means they are evidently rejected by Yahweh to teach  within  The Millennium! 

It is because of this reasoning – they  “choose not”  to teach it  -  thereby keeping their devotees spiritually culled,  because like farmed cattle they are 
easier to manage when  “ignorant”  –  because  “spiritually culled people”  do not ask those  “awkward probing questions”! 
1Cor.   3v15 og If  (of the) {some/any/certain person}  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour/deed   
1Cor.   3v15 og (it shall be) {burned down (to the ground)}/{consumed entirely}   
1Cor.   3v15 og (he/she will) {be injured}/{experience detriment}/{receive damage}{suffer loss},   
1Cor.   3v15 og he  and  (will be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved,   
1Cor.   3v15 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  and  {in that manner}/likewise/as  through (reason of)  
1Cor.   3v15 og (the) lightening/power/energy/fire. 
1Cor.   3v15 = If  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour  of  {some/any/certain person}   

it shall be  {entirely burned down}/{consumed entirely}  (then)  he/she  will  {be injured}/{experience detriment}/{suffer loss}, 
and  he/(she)  will be  delivered/saved/healed/rescued   (from possible annihilation,  only because of  “The Millennium”  safety net),    
and  {in this manner}/thus  {in that manner}/as  through reason of power/fire/energy   (as Yahweh’s  “Process of Separation/Filtering”) 

 

If the occupational effort of some person shall be entirely consumed   (by Yahweh’s Special/Greater [1st] Judgment  [having failed  “Sonship”])  
he/she  will suffer loss   (by  not  becoming a future Son of God   [by  not  being a participant in  “The 1st Resurrection”]) 
and  he/(she)  will be  delivered/saved   (from everlasting annihilation  –  provided they were  not  a  charlatan Christian leader), 
               (Inasmuch  “The Millennium”  becomes a last chance  “Safety Net”  to make possible personal salvation under a  “New Heaven” [singular]) 
and in this manner as through reason of  energy/fire.   (This is  “The Process”  to  righteously  “filter humans”.) 
              (After this process,  Yahweh will give a fleshly DNA body in trust  for  “worldly reasoning people”  to spiritually reform  in The Millennium). 
 

The advocates of  “worldly  Christianity” have no idea how to even begin answering this verse, because it is so contradictory to them, and thus ignore it! 
Consequently,  they practice precisely what we are told  not  to do at Rev.22v18-19  –  being so very typical of their methodology. 
But this verse is  not  contradictory  –  but readily supports  “The Millennium”  teaching as given in The Bible. 

How? 
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We are told that as The Brethren,  we are to go out and  accurately  teach  “The Word of God of parts 1 and 2”  unto humans. 
In this manner we are being  “The Ecclesia”  (as “The Calling Out”)  imitating JC.   

Clearly some humans make  The Grade  to become TCs,  others stay as they are,  while the remainder slide back into The World as  worldly Christians,  
this is precisely what the parable of the sower teaches us  (Matt.13v18-23).  
I understand this verse refers to those Christians who do not make  “The Grade to become TCs”  in Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (that 
is  only  made by Yahweh upon  “Christians”  during the 1st part of their physical life).  
Thus the work of these specific individuals was not that good,  it was made out of straw being that no  new  TCs came into  “The Real Faith”,  because 
this particular  “brother/sister”  chose not perform the required work  (the son who said   “Yes” - but did not  –  Matt.21v28-32).  Thus their “work”  
(enjoying life – Matt.13v19-22)  was consumed,  the results of their  “supposed work”  showed no  new  TCs in  “The Real Faith”  (no TC fruitage)  
during the 1st part of their physical life  –  but they were still very  good/nice  people during the 1st part of their physical life!   They were good  “secular 
social workers”  as being certain  “Leaders of Religion”  today but not much else with regard to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  -  please see my 
commentaries at Rom.4v1-6 regarding what  made Abraham righteous  in Yahweh’s Judgement. 

What does this person loose? 
They have lost  “The Prize”,  being The Priesthood to be a Son of God for  “The Inheritance of The World”.  This is the 1st part of the verse. 
See what Paul taught us at 1Cor.9v23-26,  noting the caveat at 2Tim.2v5. 

Now for the 2nd part of the verse. 
These  nice/good  people are saved through The Millennium  (as well as the  “initially nasty”  people having  not  known God),  but these nice people 
partook in Paul’s race and yet failed!   Yes,  they  “failed”  only  because they did  not  win  “The Prize”  (or perhaps ran  not  according to The Rules – 
[2Tim.2v5])  –  “they did not lean forward  to grasp for the prize”  as Paul succinctly tells us. 
Thus they are caught in the safety net,  because they went for   “The Millennium Call to rule”  but failed  “The  Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  of 
Yahweh (James.3v1)  made ready at the 1st 2nd C to become a future  “Son of God”.  But these  “failures”  and are now caught by JCg’s  (and of the 
144000)  Judgement during The Millennium  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)   over  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  to yield  “The 3rd Epoch”  
“Remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord” (Isa.10v20-22). 
Thus they failed  “and so as through fire”  of Yahweh’s Judgement upon their works during the 1st part of their physical life in trying to operate as 
though they were in The Millennium,  but were  saved/delivered/healed/rescued  by being  rescued/healed (resurrected)  into a perfected DNA fleshly 
body in The Millennium  -  given  in trust  that within a perfected environment they will then personally purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon JCg 
as  “The Word of God”  Mark.2v27-28,  Rev.19v13, 16). 
Important Note  Because they took on  “The Law of JC”  in the 1st part of their physical life,  they did not become subject to  “The Law of Moses”  of 
eternal death,  because they did try to do the right thing,  but it was not quite good enough  –  hence they continue through in the 2nd part of their spiritual 
life within the 2nd part of their physical life  (in The Millennium),  but in a new perfected DNA body and if still having a good  (or of reformed)  character  
will  survive into eternity  (but operating within a perfected fleshly DNA based body). 
Now for the worst option. 
This is where we are back to the  iniquitous,  and  very  worldly Christian leaders  (being  “the false prophets”  spoken of  “beguiling the church”)  who 
also have taken on the 2nd part of their spiritual life through baptism.  They deliberately  distort/twist  God’s Word to suit their worldly lifestyle of self-
gratification – they are  not  motivated for God,  but only  for themselves  and  take from  their congregation by fraud  (sequestrating what rightfully 
belongs to Yahweh),  and thus pull their congregation down with them  (by not fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire).  These leaders are the people who have used 
up all,  wasted all,  and The Bible tells us,  they will  not  be resurrected again after their present physical existence  (Heb.6v4-6.10v26-28, 2Pet,2v18-22, 
etc.).  Hence JC's exhortations of Luke chapter 15  (given for  charlatan Christian leaders  to repent)  before he then launches into his warnings in the 
following chapter 16  aimed directly at the  two  categories of  rogue  Christian leaders  (please see all my many local commentaries). 
Because the  charlatan Christian  spirit/personality/desires/traits  was supposedly operating in the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  but they turned their 
back upon JC’s atonement  (it having been  taken-on  by  a declared  Christian)  and thus they have  nothing  else perfect to hand back to Yahweh  (only  
JC  could firstly  [1] atone/reset  and then  [2] to cover us  [by handing his perfect self to Yahweh on our behalf]).   Therefore,  these people have entirely 
personally rejected him as  “The Word of God”  - and thus it now becomes  “Personal”  and thus receive  “The Vengeance”  of Yahweh  because they 
attacked His  “personal Word”  (being what JC was,  to yield  “The Wisdom of God”  in works).    
Please see  “blasphemy”  in glossary in relation to  “blaspheming against the HS”  because it is not quite as our  “Leaders of Religion”  teach us! 
Also my commentaries at Mark.3v38-39, Matt.12v31-32. 

Can the reader see how  “The Righteous Logic”  operates here?   Being precisely what The Bible  tells us! 
Note   “and so as through  power/energy”  means Yahweh used His  Power/Capability  expressed within The Environment to fulfil His Desire (HS)  to 
make it possible for us to be  “awoken/roused/resuscitated”  into The Millennium,  thus being in that very conscious state to recognise Yahweh  had  used 
His  Power/Capability  to put us into that future conscious  reasoning  position! 
 
Instruction – repeat - The HS can  only  be present  within/around  an individual  if and only if  the person  wholly imbues  
“The Word of God”,  thoroughly  assays/tests  this “Knowledge”,  to ensure this  “knowledge”  is  sourced from Yahweh  
(and not from the world – being leaders of “Religion”),   and then  he/she  operates with fidelity to this  “knowledge”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” = while this is not an allegory – our worldly Christian leaders (by definition)  have not the 
faintest idea what this means  (obviously because they are  not  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that 
which operates within Yahweh)  –  and so they assign a  “personage”  to it!  –  Thus,  for the edification of our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  this  is  the composite definition of the “HS”:- 

1. A  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment  (effective throughout The Universe). 

Noting: The HS becomes personalised  within the reasoning entity  that builds their mind solely upon “The Word of God” 
19th Allegory – Temple = “The means”  to absorb knowledge from Yahweh =  TCs  accurately  teaching God’s Word. 
20th Allegory – Worship = fulfil Yahweh’s Desire = bring more TCs to Yahweh  (being  the reason  for “Temple”) 
(I had to give this definition because it is  not  what  worldly Christian leaders teach us in their utter error). 
19th Warning – Do not distort God’s Word for self-indulgent reasons to mislead potential TCs within The Brethren  (so 
they become indulgent)  because JCg will  “pine/waste/shrivel/wither/spoil/ruin/deprave/corrupt/defile”  worldly 
Christian leaders in The Millennium by debasing their position within society  –  so they might learn  “humility”. 
38th Comment – The temple is holy  (separate from the methodology of sin presently practised within this world). 
1Cor.   3v16 og no/not/none  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  (of the) dwelling/shrine/temple   
1Cor.   3v16 og (of the) God  {you are/belong/be},  also  the [neuter]  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  God   
1Cor.   3v16 og {house occupation}/reside/inhabit/dwell  in  {to [= within] yourselves}! 
1Cor.   3v16 = Because  not you  know/understand  {you are/belong/be}  of the  dwelling/temple  of the  God (Yahweh),    

also  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  God  (Yahweh)   resides/inhabits/dwells  within  yourselves! 
 

Because not you  know/understand  you are of God’s temple,   (being trained to become ideally The Spiritual New Temple of The Millennium) 
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              (Inasmuch a “Trainee Priest” for “The Priesthood” that means you  must  know/understand  your subject matter and practice it with fidelity!) 
Also God’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (built upon The Word of God)  resides within yourselves!   (Ideally the HS should operate in you) 

              (Furthermore,  a  “Trainee Priest”  not  practising with fidelity God’s Word is  “a hypocrite”  and God’s spirit is  not  within you!) 
 

It is important to understand this is absolutely  not  a  “Done Deal”  but rather it is  “The Goal”  to which we should be driving ourselves towards! 
Paul is stating by exhortation  

The Brethren have their individual duty to remain entirely faithful to be  “having a Christ-like  lifestyle”  (noting the warning at 1Cor.6v16, 
and the instruction at 2Cor.6v16),  furthermore,  they are to be  actively aiming  to become apostles (TCs)  where they are then also to imitate 
JC’s ministry. 

Should they do this,  and  only after  doing this  (as The Israelite Patriarchs showed us  [see of Joseph’s life,  Gen. chapters 37 to 42]) ,   THEN  they  
will  have Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within them.  By contrast,  as James.1v6-8 tell us,  Yahweh cannot work within us and 
thus we shall  not  have HS within us  (noting the correct composite definition of HS  –  hence John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.).  See also the examples of both 
Balaam and Judas – both of whom originally represented Yahweh  -  but turned away  -  preferring what The World could personally yield. 

But this is all counter to what we are  errantly  and illogically taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 
      “Leading us by their hand into the  “fairyland”  creation of indifference within their mind so they might milk us as  duped/deluded  individuals!” 

What an abomination to Yahweh when He is striving  (through JC)  to create perfect minded individuals for The Eternity! 
Do these  worldly Christian leaders really care they are demonstrably making a mockery of Yahweh and of His Ideals  (when we audit their output)? 
1Cor.   3v17 og If  {some/any/certain person}  the  dwelling/shrine/temple  of the  God   
1Cor.   3v17 og (he/she) pine/wastes/shrivels/withers/spoil/ruins/deprave/corrupts/defiles,   
1Cor.   3v17 og (he [specific god] will) pine/wastes/shrivels/wither/spoil/ruin/deprave/corrupt/defile   
1Cor.   3v17 og (of the) this (specific) [person]   the  {specific god};   the  for  dwelling/shrine/temple  of the  God [Yahweh]  
1Cor.   3v17 og (the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (it) is,    
1Cor.   3v17 og whosoever/whatsoever  {you are/belong/be}  {specifically yourselves}.  
1Cor.   3v17  = If  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  wastes/withers/corrupts  the  dwelling/temple  of the  God  (Yahweh),   

(then)  “the specific god”  will  waste/wither/corrupt  this specific  person,   
for  the  dwelling/temple  of the  God  (Yahweh)   it is  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin},   
whatsoever  (temple of God)  {specifically yourselves}  {you are/belong/be}   (thus you become TCs like me, Paul)! 

 

If some person,  he/she  wastes/corrupts  God’s  dwelling place   (nullifies what The Temple  [1] represents or  [2] it does  in The Gospel Age) 
              (Yahweh  [via JC as God’s Word]  dwells within a hearkening TC to yield  “The Anointing”  [religious leaders opposing this are “antichrist”]) 
(then)  “the specific god”  ([1] JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Judgement Standard”,  [2] Yahweh by ignoring this person at resurrection)   
will  waste/corrupt  this specific person   (who has blasphemed against the HS,  Mark.3v28-29, etc.,  it is to yield [1] Sonship, [2] The Millennium]) 
For God’s  (Yahweh’s)  dwelling place is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  (holy), 
of which  (temple of God)  specifically yourselves are  (a TC is to ideally become one of the 144000 white stones of The New Spiritual Temple) 
 

This is a typical verse of which our  “Leaders of Religion”  have a problem with  “Selective Reading”  - behaving as people of Rev.22v18-19. 
We are to take the whole verse  in its entirety  –  not  bits of it! 

Just to be controversial let us select this aspect - 
“ … “the specific god”  will  waste/corrupt  the specific person  (wasting/corrupting  the temple)” 

How does this statement concord with a  “God who loves us”? 
Obviously the  “pitiful logic”  of  worldly Christian leaders  “flies out of the window”  –  and they replace it with  unrighteous  “nice soundbites”! 
They lose it all  (both understanding,  and public credibility)  when they do not explain the difference between agapao, agape, phileo and eros  -  and 
ignore  “1st Century Christianity”  that is to yield a final perfected society in conjunction with Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15.  I just assume they do  not  really  
want a perfected society because of the personal impact this might have upon themselves  -  and that is why they preach  “unrighteous nonsense”  about 
Human Salvation! 

After a much needed  mini-rant  –  only given to stir-up some cognition within the reader to think deeply about what The Bible really teaches 
us and by contrast what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  teach us in their almost  “Infinite error”! 

Paul is deliberately speaking about  “The Goal”  of Yahweh – to achieve His 144000 future Sons of God.  These people  only  become future Sons of God  
-  because they  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the concluding 1st part of their physical life  –  having  personally purified  the 2nd part of 
their spiritual life on  “The Word of God”  (to have JC’s presence/parousia  operating within them).  This is all precisely as The Bible tells us. 
It must be understood,  Paul is speaking at two levels - 

Inside and outside! 
Inside  

These are  charlatan Christian leaders  pretending  to be  “The Temple of God”  and attracting millions upon millions of  deceived/seduced  
Christian devotees  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)  but actually these leaders are  “the temple of Satan”  (Rev.2v9, 3v9)  -  being  “the 
centre of Opposition/Adversary”  to what Yahweh  really desires  -  being ideally to gain His 144000 TCs from out of The Gospel Age. 
By preaching,  “we are supposedly all good”,  “God loves us”  “We can see God in people”  -  does  not  equate to  the required continual  
“self-improvement to be imitating JC”  –  because  no  person imitates JC until they have passed through  all the 3 stages to gain  “Real 
Faith”  (accurate knowledge,  assurance and fidelity in works). 
Therefore any person giving a pretence this route is not required  is  adversarial to what Yahweh desires  -  to achieve His 144000 TCs for the 
next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  over  “The 3 Epochs of Israel”  -  that is to be  finalised in The Millennium). 

Outside: 
These are  “Leaders of Religion”  generally attacking from outside what are the  “occupational efforts”  of the TCs throughout The Gospel 
Age,  these leaders being specifically the source of  “the fire of  assay/proving”  (1Cor.3v13)  that Yahweh allows to occur against TCs 
(Heb.12v5-7).  This process becomes  “The Evidence”  to show The World these TCs remained faithful to the fulfilling His Desire of precisely 
imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  through adversity.   This proves the 144000 TCs as being wholly trustworthy  to teach  “The Resurrected 
World”  “Righteousness”  unlike the rejected  “Professional Religious Leaders” – Luke.20v16, etc. 

Now we recognise what Paul is teaching us,  then this verse becomes  “The Obvious Counter”  to what we are taught in the previous verse  –  given 
against  charlatan Christian Leaders  (Matt.18v6, Luke.17v2, etc.)! 
The previous verse tells us,  there are some Brethren who are young in  “The Real Faith”,  but they are maturing to become miniature temple stones. 

So why the warning? 
Paul is acknowledging that it  is  possible for some of The Brethren to slide back into The World and thus loose Yahweh’s HS because as The Bible tells 
us   “Yahweh cannot work within a two minded person”  (James.1v6-8 and elsewhere).  Obviously being perfect,  Yahweh does not desire to become 
tainted  (within an outside observer's mind)  by being supposedly  associated/ represented  with a human who has now fornicated with Satan in this world  
(1Cor.5v10, 1Cor.6v16)  as sadly we witness occurring with  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (Matt.15v6-11).  This understanding is further 
reinforced by Paul saying   Do not associate (lifestyle)  with worldly operating people  (later in this epistle – 15v33).  If Paul tells us this,  as Yahweh’s  
True  Representative here on Earth,  then it seems logical to assume,  Yahweh will obviously set the same standard with all His associations,  else instant 
inconsistency!    

We are told Yahweh is unchanging in this epistle and elsewhere  (Mal.3v6, James.1v17). 
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However this obvious understanding does  not  preclude false Christian leaders  pretending  to be God’s representatives  (but Yahweh detests them, 
Rom.9v13)  they obviously have  no  HS  (noting its  correct composite definition –  and  not  the nonsense presently taught by  “Leaders of Religion”  
though  fraudulently  claiming they and their devotees to be full of the HS). 

These people have been  trained in public speaking  (as  conmen/women  to say,  “What the World wants to hear for a fleshly living”!    
They pretend to represent God through  eloquent/fine  speaking  (1Thes.2v3-6)  to maintain their corruption over their gullible listeners (Rom.16v17-18),  
then at the two levels  “the specific god”  will  corrupt/wither/spoil  (remove)  these faulty individuals at the appointed time. 

1. Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of His supposed representatives will ignore  charlatan Christian leaders at  “The 1st Resurrection”  of the 
Firstfruits,  and  equally  at  “The 2nd Resurrection”  (perhaps  staggered/staged  as can be inferred from Isa.65v20)  for  “The Resurrected 
World”,  and because there are  no  more resurrections  –  then  charlatan Christian leaders would have been effectively annihilated!   
Hence JC’s call throughout Luke chapter 15 and the follow-up warning given through Luke chapter 16  (directed at  all  Christian leaders of 
the forthcoming Gospel Age  –  please see my local commentaries that precisely explain what is being specifically taught by  analogy  within 
these chapters). 

2. JCg as “the specific god” of his creation being  “The  World/Decoration/Adornment/Life”  (the DNA products upon what would have been a 
barren planet called “Earth”).  Consequently,  those people refusing to personally reform in the 2nd part of their physical life,  when society in 
The Millennium is working  perfectly together to mutually help each other  (encouraged by JCg and the 144000 TCs,   Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  
– then because they are  outside  “Jerusalem”  (outside Yahweh’s “Organisation of Peace”)  –   they become as “outlaws” (Rev.22v15)  and 
shall be annihilated  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v10-15)  having been judged by JCg and the 144000 fellow sons of God  (John.5v22-30, 
Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 

 
20th Warning – Christians have a propensity to be  seduced/deceived  at all levels  –  hence Paul’s warning. 
21st Warning – Christians have a propensity to become  ‘wise in their own eyes’  over Yahweh’s Word (we see the fallout: 
condemning humans to damnation,  twisting God’s Word to excuse their habits,  feeding the devotees’  indulgence,  etc.) 
21st Allegory – This Age = Specifically means The Gospel Age,  = the completion of Satan’s 6000 year indulgent misrule. 
22nd Allegory – Wise in this age = actually a play on words,  really means a person foolishly adopts the methodology of 
Satan’s present worldly system –  i.e. “foolish”  inasmuch they are looking to the short term of the 1st part of their physical 
life and ignoring The Glory of Yahweh’s possible gift of sonship in the 2nd part of their physical life. 
22nd Warning – Worldly Christian leaders have this knowledge –  and yet cast it aside as a trifle,  preferring the present 
world,  and what it can deliver –  how so very strange !   Hence Matt.8v12, etc. expressing their intense frustration,  upon 
realising they could blame no one -  but themselves.  Because they freely ignored what they had  in the palm of their hand! 
23rd Allegory – Foolish in this age = actually a play on words,  really means a person wisely adopts the methodology of 
JCg’s future system – i.e. wisely inasmuch when imbuing themselves with Yahweh’s Knowledge then they are looking to 
the long term of the 2nd part of their physical life aspiring to become a son of God =  preferring Yahweh’s methodology. 
29th Reasoning – As Paul states in several places Yahweh is  righteously  allowing humans to expose their natural 
inclination to The World in the 1st part of their physical life –  so that He might draw out JCg’s two flocks  (John.10v3,16) 
from 6 ‘days’ of Satan’s rule delivering  entrusted  leaders for the 7th Day of  perfection/completeness = JCg Lord of The 
Sabbath that is to be made for countenances/{human-beings}/men  (to purify them)  precisely as JC taught us at 
Mark.2v27-28. 
30th Reasoning – As Paul states,  Yahweh will allow mankind to implode operating under its own methodology to show 
ultimately mankind needs Yahweh’s methodology to deliver a righteous society,  heralding in The Millennium (7th Day). 
23rd Warning – Brethren and TCs are instructed  not  to revere any human  (including man-made ‘saints’)  who claim to 
have leadership qualities  (but to merely we are to respect any secular authority Yahweh has  allowed  into that position). 
24th Warning – All wisdom that fulfils worldly aims  (promotes worldly reasoning)  must  (be assayed and)  avoided. 
1Cor.   3v18 og {Not even one}/{No one}/None (person)   (the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself/herself]   
1Cor.   3v18 og (let him/her) {seduce wholly}/beguile/deceive, 
1Cor.   3v18 og if  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) thinks/{be accounted}/deems/supposes/presumes  
1Cor.   3v18 og (the) wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious   
1Cor.   3v18 og {to be/exist}  in  {to [= within] yourselves}  in  to the [= within]  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}   
1Cor.   3v18 og {in/with/by  this}/{the same}, 
1Cor.   3v18 og (the) dull/stupid/heedless/blockhead/absurd  (let him/her) {become to be} [middle voice],   
1Cor.   3v18 og that  (he/she may/should) {become to be} [middle voice]   (the) wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious. 
1Cor.   3v18 = Let  {no one}  person  {seduce wholly}/beguile/deceive  himself/(herself);   

if  {some/any/certain person}  within  yourselves  he/she  thinks/deems/presumes  being/existing  wise  within  this  age,   
let  him/her  personally  {become to be}  stupid/foolish/absurd,  that  he/she  may/should  personally  {become to be}  wise. 

 

Let no one person  beguile/deceive  himself/(herself); 
if some person within yourselves  he/she   thinks/deems  being wise within this  (Gospel)  age  (of some 2000 years), 
              (This is aimed directly to  “Religious Academics”  presumptuously claiming to represent God  [or just “any god”]!) 
(then)  let  him/her  personally become to be foolish   (by firstly  “becoming humble within the mind”  hence reject  “worldly aspirations”) 
              (It is by  rejecting  what initially seems good  [by worldly people]  that makes us actively aiming to become TCs appear to be foolish.) 
that  he/she  might personally become wise   (by inculcating  Yahweh's Methodology to imitate JC,  and thus fulfil Yahweh's Desire for an eternity). 

             (This wisdom is “The accurate Application of God’s Word within our life”.  By not  applying God’s Word makes us “Worldly Wise” [Foolish]!) 
 

I need to explain this at several levels. 
Firstly at the obvious physical,  where we operate according to worldly methodology to consume our time directly self-indulging ourselves upon what the 
world can give to us  (where we have no desire to edify our neighbour to our own hurt).  Examples would be any form of entertainment or amusement 
(being the whole gamut,  of social drinking, internet games, cinema, holidays, reading fiction, listening to music, mobile phone apps,  etc., etc., etc.,)  
where we  could  be using this time to help our neighbour edify themselves.  As the reader might realise – this seems foolish to a worldly thinking person;  
our psychologists would strongly argue that all humans need these  “creature comforts”  to become supposedly a  “full person”  -  well they would,  
would they not  –  because they are  “worldly wise”  (“foolish for The Eternity End Goal”)  being specifically what this verse is teaching us!   What the 
psychologists  cannot  presently comprehend is that TCs make themselves  “whole people”  by using all their time  “to be edifying their neighbour”  out 
of which the TCs gain great fulfilment of purpose  –  and it is specifically these type of people that Yahweh Desires!    

Can the reader understand this subtlety? 
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That is why when this type of person is combined with a person who  also  imbues God's Word and becomes a TC,  then there is  only  144000 TCs out of 
a some 2000 year period to form the small grouping of people  (Luke.12v32, etc.)  to become  The Holy/Peculiar Nation  (1Pet.2v9)  that  “shall be born 
in one day”  (Isa.66v8)  in “The 1st Resurrection”. 
Let us now move to The Spiritual. 
Paul is stating,  do not be deceived by thinking that any person knows better than  “The Word of God”,  by twisting what it means to become compliant to 
worldly standards  (to become more palatable unto wayward Christians).  Because if they do practise this,  then they shall reap the consequences of their 
faulty doctrine by learning  “the hard way”.  Sadly,  these  “spiritually blind”  Christian leaders will pull many converts into  “The Ditch”  after them  
(Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  –  but this is an individual matter as we see in the next few chapters of 1Corinthians.  A TC can only warn of the consequences 
of ignoring Yahweh’s Desire,  he/she  cannot force anyone,  and a TC is instructed  never  to force any person.   Because Yahweh during The Gospel Age 
is  only  pulling out by  election/selection  those  very few  specific,  freely compliant  humans  (out of the large pool of many “Christians”)  who are to 
be used in the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Redemption Plan”  for all humans  (precisely as Matt.20v16, 22v14 tell us in KJV). 
The only reason why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  coerce devotees in remaining faithful to what the leaders preach –  is  -  (for the same reason 
“Professional Politicians”  do the identical thing,  when offering inducements)  -  they do not want to lose their power-base!   Neither grouping of 
leaders has any real intrinsic personal interest in their duped, deluded, deceived devotees’  real edification.   Thus,  we realise  both  these groupings of 
worldly leaders are  not  driven by Yahweh's Methodology  –  but rather Satan's methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour's [ultimate] hurt)! 
As we are told,  Yahweh is allowing all people to fully  but  freely  express themselves  (Rom.1v16-32),  so that  all  humans freely  expose  “their real 
character”  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  for  righteous  (to their character)  judgement  -  but Yahweh is electing out those very specific individuals 
who He Desires to become  “The New Leaders”  of the 2nd,  and last stage of His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  (through The Millennium  –  as  never  
mentioned by  worldly Christian leaders). 
After explaining what occurs in the 1st part of our life,  now let us move to the 2nd part of our physical life. 
That is  why  a  “worldly-wise”  person becomes  doubly foolish  not to learn from their mistakes in the 1st part of their physical life  (by returning to 
worldly methodology in The Millennium).   Ideally all people in the 2nd part of our physical life  (The Millennium),  might then come to their senses and  
voluntarily  acknowledge Yahweh to be  “All Wise”  and so they too,  might then become truly wise themselves for the remaining part of their 2 part life 
which ideally should last for an eternity. 
1Cor.   3v19 og the  for  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life 
1Cor.   3v19 og {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout  (the) silliness/absurdity/foolishness   
1Cor.   3v19 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  to the  God  (it) is.   
1Cor.   3v19 og (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  for: 
1Cor.   3v19 og [Prophecy, Job.5v13 ]  The (One [Yahweh])   (he is) capturing/grasping/entrapping/taking   
1Cor.   3v19 og the (persons  [worldly educated/academics])  wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious    
1Cor.   3v19 og in  to the [= within]  adroitness/trickery/sophistry/cunning/craftiness/subtlety  {of them}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Job.5v13 
1Cor.   3v19 = For  the  wisdom  concerning this  world/life,  it is  absurdity/foolishness  near/beside  to the  God  (Yahweh).  

For it has been written:- 
The One  (Yahweh)  is  capturing/entrapping  the people  (worldly)  wise  within  their  (own)  adroitness/trickery/craftiness. 

 

For the wisdom concerning this  (present)  world/Life   (being how we indulge ourselves for  “The Immediacy”  pleasure of an animalistic mind) 
it is  absurdity/foolishness  near/alongside  God (Yahweh)   (it does not lead to a perfected society,  but gives a society of the last 6000 years!) 
For it is written:- 
  The One (Yahweh)  is entrapping people  (worldly) wise   (Yahweh is allowing worldly wise people to receive the results of their foolishness) 
  within their own  adroitness/trickery   (leaders  express their  “presumptuous capability”  over society  –  but we see the results of their “efforts”)! 
 

We see this borne out by many leaders of  politics,  commerce,  and religion  in  all  the countries throughout the world. 
Minimal examples would be expense claims of English politicians in 2009 CE, bankers in 2008 CE, and religious leaders’ antics  every year!    
However,  Yahweh allows this to occur so their activities might expose  the uselessness  of their  “worldly wise”  reasoning to The World  (Rom.1v16-
32),  and even more so during The Millennium when JC taught us that  all things  done in secret  will  be  “shouted out across the roof tops”  in The 
Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3). 
Thus it  is  to show their  delinquent  character  (spirit/personality/desirers/traits  being that of worldly methodology)  and the inadequacies of that type 
of character to rule in The Millennium,  where those leaders now  taking  The First/Most  in society shall become  The Last/Least  within The Millennium  
–  all precisely as The Bible tells us  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30). 
However with the above being true,  no  Christian is instructed to rebel against our leaders (Luke.13v1-4, Rom.13v1-5)  -  we are to respect their 
position as  “them having been allowed”  in that position by Yahweh,  TCs and Brethren  demonstrate their loyalty to Yahweh  by  respecting His 
commands on this matter  (ignoring worldly politics like the plague that it is)  and thus we are to only  patiently  wait  (imitating JCg who is equally 
patiently waiting, Ps.110v1, Matt.22v44, etc.),  thereby allowing Yahweh to make the decisions on this matter  (Matt.20v23, 24v36  –  when He has fully  
selected/gathered  the truly faithful 144000 TCs)  ready for The Millennium. 

In this manner we assign  (as demonstrated by our actions)  all authority  to Yahweh and  His statutes. 
That is why being a TC seems  weird/foolish/absurd  to a  worldly person  –  because a worldly person wants to become involved within The World as it 
operates today  (for example “voting” or worse)   –  in all its positive and negative interactions,  noting a TC’s candidate in not standing in worldly 
paper ballots but in The Kingdom ruling a TC’s mind  (JC, Luke.17v21).  Therefore,  a TC remains  utterly neutral  and thus becomes as though covered 
in  Teflon/PTFE  because nothing worldly can stick to them,  by consequence,  there is no secular interference with the TC’s  active and accurate  
imitating of JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to canvass of The New World of The Millennium under JCg’s immediate rule  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  to ensure 
peace and security.  The  only  interference/persecution  upon a TC comes from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  as mentioned in perhaps at least 
several  hundred  places in the New Testament  -  now that is  “food for thought”! 
1Cor.   3v20 og Also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again: 
1Cor.   3v20 og [Prophecy, Psa.94v11 ]   (the) lord/master  (he) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}  
1Cor.   3v20 og the  discussions/considerations/debates/reasonings/thoughts   
1Cor.   3v20 og of the (persons)  wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious,   
1Cor.   3v20 og because  {they are/be}  (the) empty/profitless/vanity/worthless. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psm.94v11  
1Cor.   3v20 og = Also  furthermore/again: 

The  Lord  (Yahweh)   {absolutely knows/understands}  the  discussions/debates/reasonings/thoughts  of the  people  (worldly)  wise,   
because  {they are/be}  empty/vanity/worthless. 

 

Also furthermore: 
  The Lord (Yahweh)  absolutely  knows/understands   (we cannot escape 1Sam.16v7,  because of Rev.4v6 occurring during The Gospel Age) 
  the  discussions/reasonings  of the people  (worldly)  wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious   (seeking personal advantage for themselves), 
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  Because they are  empty/worthless   (and thus cannot yield a perfected Society for The Future – that accords to Yahweh’s Desire). 

              (Their reasoning is self-indulgent  –  to gain from the environment of their neighbour -  rather than to edify the environment by freely giving) 
 

Simply a repeat of what I stated in the previous verse.   
The  discussions/debates/reasonings/thoughts  of our leaders will be shown to be of no worth when all is exposed within The Millennium.   

Yet it must be like this for all human leaders  “to have their day”  –  to publicly exhibit their  (1) utter incompetence to fulfil Yahweh's Desire and  (2) 
their wantonness of personal hidden indulgences,  thereby exposing the credentials of their characters as being of worldly attributes  not  worthy to lead 
“The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.  Leadership will be  only  given  (by Yahweh)  to those specific people who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire during 
the 1st part of their physical life  –  these individuals will  only  be those people who  humbly/contritely  imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   Present day  
worldly  leaders  (of the two  [political/religious]  and some of the third  [commerce]  bastions of society)  are  utterly unable  to do this  –  as their 
lifestyle so very clearly shows,  being to  “control”  people!   This is exactly  not  the type of mindset that Yahweh desires to rule  “The Resurrected 
World”  of The Millennium, 
That is precisely  why  the worldly leaders  must  be allowed to  express/expose  themselves,  and TCs must  not  intervene in this process  –  else they 
attack Yahweh’s Desire  –  and are thus  not  subordinate to His Desire  (and these rebellious people shall be  equally rejected  from future Sonship)! 

Can the reader understand this Biblical reasoning  -  and why it must operate in this manner for true righteousness to occur into the eternity? 
1Cor.   3v21 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  {not even one}/{no one}/none (person) 
1Cor.   3v21 og (he/she let) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice [middle voice]   
1Cor.   3v21 og in  (to the [= within]) countenances/{human-beings}/men,   
1Cor.   3v21 og (the) all (things)  for  {of yourselves}   (it/they) is/are. 
1Cor.   3v21 = Thus  {no one}  person  let  he/she  personally  boast/vaunt/glory  within  men/Mankind,   

for all  (future)  things  they are  {of yourselves}   (if  you become TCs). 
 

Thus, let no person personally  boast/glory  within Mankind   (being how it reasons and what it  does/represents,  to personally gain now) 
For all  (future)  things they are of yourselves   (You TCs will gain all these future things  –  when you are  “The Heirs”  of  “The Inheritance”). 
 

As covered earlier,  people who look towards the worldly wisdom given by worldly leaders have no place as  “The Heirs”  (Sons of God)  over “The 
Inheritance”  (The Resurrected World),  because they are  not  interested in  “The Absolute Truth”  given by Yahweh that builds an acceptable character 
for The Millennium yielding a perfect society.  These people have climbed to  boast/vaunt/glory  within Mankind  for the worldly returns this brings to 
them. 
But here Paul is exhorting them,   leave this  all-pervasive  worldly methodology,  and look forward to  “The Greater Things”  that will be given to a 
future Son of God by Yahweh  –  but  only  if they  reform/transfigure/readjust/transform  their mind to be Christ-like  –  which means  “edify our 
neighbour to our own hurt”  -  then  we have  “The Correct Mind”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  (as a future “Son of God”). 
The TCs freely choose  not  to  “control people”  for a personal gain  –  but only to edify humans so the recipients might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  being 
that the recipients equally  know/understand  how/why  they too can become the next generation of TCs.   This is to be repeated generation after 
generation for about 2000 years until  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs occur,  so  “The 1st Resurrection”  occurs and then  “The 
Millennium”  about 3.5 years later.   I explain all this in my many other commentaries at suitable Bible locations. 
These future rulers will simply be Yahweh’s Compliant Tools  (not for their personal gain)  –  but for Yahweh’s ultimate gain. 

Can the reader understand the type of  “Heart/{Seat of Motivation}”  required for  “The Future Position of Rulership”?  
Moreover,  understand  precisely why  leaders of today  (operating according to Satan’s worldly methodology)  will be  rejected wholesale! 

 
24th Instruction – Carefully assay all things within this world by comparing them with an  accurate  copy of The Bible – 
reading the NIV is  not  a precise translation of The Original Scriptures  – this website demonstrably shows it to be merely 
a  worldly  interpretation  (and in places,  a very  bad  interpretation). 
24th 'Allegory' – Christ = Anointed.  This is lost in our translations,  when Paul speaks of  “Christ/Anointed”  often 
without “Jesus” mentioned –  then Paul is by extension speaking of The Goal available =  solving “The Mystery of God”. 
25th Instruction – Importantly,  we must personally  test/assay/prove  all things  worldly Christian leaders state,  because 
very much of what is stated is erroneous  to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire,  and thus  seriously flawed. 
11th Good News – Sincere people aiming to become TCs have the inclination to gain  accurate  knowledge that conditions 
the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to reconnect the “synapse construction mapping”  to gain methodology similar to that 
of JC,  thereby yielding the  one/same  results of  ministry/lifestyle  that is the  one/same  to fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire. 
1Cor.   3v22 og {If too}/Whether  (the) Paul,  {if too}/whether  (the) Apollos,  {if too}/whether  (the) Cephas,   
1Cor.   3v22 og {if too}/whether  (of the) World/Adornment/Decoration [all life on this planet],   
1Cor.   3v22 og {if too}/whether  ([to] the [or  in/with/by/on]) life/existence,  {if too}/whether  (the) death/{deadly result},   
1Cor.   3v22 og {if too}/whether  (the) {place on hand}/impending/present (things),   
1Cor.   3v22 og {if too}/whether  (the) expecting/intend/necessity/going/coming (things),   
1Cor.   3v22 og (the) all (things)  {of yourselves}  (it/they) is/are. 
1Cor.   3v22 = Whether  the Paul,  whether  the Apollos,  whether  the Cephas,    

whether  of the world,  whether  in  life/existence,  whether  the death,  whether  the  things present,  whether  the things  coming;   
the  all  things  they are  {of yourselves}: 

 

Whether Paul,  whether Apollos,  whether Cephas (Peter),   (it does not matter who we are), 
whether of The World   (it does not matter whereabouts within  “The World of humans”  we might be located within our ministry work),  
whether in life,  whether the death   (whether alive  [we will always imitate JC]  or in death  [it does not matter,  we are “unconscious”]), 
whether things coming   (it does not matter what unforeseen events occur in the future,  they will not deflect us from imitating JC), 
the all things   (it does not matter whatever is upon us now,  will not deflect us from imitating JC),    
they are of yourselves   (yourselves can master all these things to  make possible  “The Future Millennium”). 
 

Thus irrespective of who we are,  where we are located,  then all these worldly things that  “impose”  upon us imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle, - then - 
you are to remain as The Brethren assiduously aiming to become a TC,  for your future to be assured being that - 
1Cor.   3v23 og {specifically yourselves}  and  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
1Cor.   3v23 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  and  (of the) God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor.   3v23 = And  {specifically yourselves}  of the  Christ/Anointed,   and  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

And specifically yourselves   (brethren  actively aiming  to be TCs by  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)   
(are therefore)  of the  Anointed   (thereby being able to achieve  “The Ideal Goal”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”) 
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and  (therefore)  the Anointed of the God   (to be  elected/selected/chosen  by Yahweh to become one of the 144000 TCs / {Sons of God}). 
 

If the reader looks in  his/her  worldly translated bible,  it will be seen how translators not understanding God’s Word have lost  “The Goal”  being “The 
Point”  of what Paul has been teaching us within this chapter,  and throughout all of his epistles! 

My parenthesis explains  “The Mind of Paul”  as he wrote this epistle. 
We see the natural hierarchy.  TC’s of JC,  and JC of Yahweh.  Where  “The Brethren”  are striving to become TCs,  to then ideally become TCs and thus 
become future  “Sons of God”  as only elected by Yahweh.   

This is  “The Invitation”  for  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointing”  to achieve what JC achieved. 
The TCs are part of JCg’s body  (1Cor.12v12-22)  having received  “The Word of God”  and thoroughly imbued it,  thus being mentally steered by  “The 
Word of God”  usefully amplifying their natural DNA given abilities  (Matt.25v15),  slaving incessantly for The Lord in the 1st part of their physical life  
(thereby gaining the HS – as defined by  “FutureLife.Org”  [and  not  by our  spiritually blind  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  as is evident when 
auditing  their output]). 
We see JCg as  “the specific god”,  to be  “ho theos”  of us,  we have  no  other intercessor to Yahweh  (1Tim.2v5, irrespective of what our  worldly 
Christian leaders might state  –  being of their  “supposed saints”  or  “supposed gurus/sages of old”  and  “supposed religious relics”  –  absolutely 
counter to everything we are taught in The Bible  –  but these are practices found  throughout  “Religion”  of  “Satan to oppose”).   

Yahweh is  “The Supreme Almighty God”  of The Universe;  all entities are subject to His Authority  (Heb.6v13).   
Clearly,  we see the distinction between these  two  completely  separate  Entities  to demonstrate the human created myth of  “The Trinity”  
also  “Oneness”  as being  anti-scriptural  and “anti-Christ” (1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.)  being to  “oppose The Anointing”  -  being  “The 
Anointing”  that Yahweh desires to give to 144000 TCs.   It is essential to untangle the twaddle as taught by our  “Leaders of Religion”! 

Knowing The Bible as well as I do,  then I can see  so very many  references that indicate the  separate reasoning nature  of these two Entities,  though 
They are of  one/same  mind/drive/compunction  in desiring  The Result  in The Culmination  (just as the TCs are at One with JC for The Inheritance  –  
as is Yahweh of His future sons of God)  and detailed at the specific areas within The Bible  (John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.). 
1Cor.3v18-23  -  Paul is telling us here that no human can trust in  worldly  leaders  (especially religious)  presuming themselves have The Wisdom,  but 
we are to allow them to expose their foolishness,  within their worldly wisdom  –  while they ignore practising Yahweh’s Word in their lifestyle!   
However this does not matter,  because whatever occurs within our life,  provided we become The Brethren and then  personally  push forward to become 
a TC to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  then  we shall become a part of  “The Body of The Anointed”.  Moreover,  “The Anointed”  (only by Yahweh)  shall 
ideally become future  “Sons of God”  in the 2nd part of our physical life for an eternity.  Then these  “Sons of God”  (“The Early Adopters”)  shall have 
the responsibility to educate  “The Resurrected World”  to gain  “The Late Adopters”  to likewise imitate JC’s deportment by learning from their proven 
mentors -  who had proved themselves to have imitated  both  JC’s ministry and lifestyle  during the 1st part of their physical life as the 144000 TCs. 
 
 
26th Instruction – TCs urge The Brethren to become standard bearers for The Faith (knowledge/assurance/fidelity)  and 
recognised as such –  by TCs being different to The World,  and by TCs  not  being involved within its methodology. 
12th Good News – Recognised as standard bearers for  “The Real Faith”  demonstrates the TCs as being The Body of JC. 
31st Reasoning – TCs,  as standard bearers of  “The Real Faith”,  are afforded access to The Secrets through receiving 
Yahweh’s HS by building their mind solely upon  “The Word of God”.  The counterpart,  “The Knowledge”  remain as  
secrets/mysteries  to those  worldly Christian leaders  not  as standard bearers for The Faith  (Matt.11v11-13, etc.)! 
39th Comment – Sincere people searching for  “The Knowledge”  will go to those people who are Marked  (likened as 
being marked on the forehead)  as being standard bearers of  “The Real Faith”  within this present age of  “corruption”. 
25th Warning – Instructors of “Religion”  will be judged by what they teach –  so they teach what will  pass the judgement 
of their devotees!  By contrast,  TCs teach The High Standard of God's Word –  and likewise The Brethren judge TCs. 
1Cor.   4v1 og {In this manner}/Likewise/So/Thus  us/our/we [TC/Brethren]   (let he/she)  reckon/calculate/reason/think  
1Cor.   4v1 og (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
1Cor.   4v1 og (the) {under  workers/servants}/subordinates  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   also   
1Cor.   4v1 og (the) managers/overseers/treasurers/governors/stewards  (of the) secrets/mysteries  (of the) God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor.   4v1 = {In this manner}/So  the  man   (the outside observer) 

let  he/she  reckon/account/think  we/us  (TCs, the Brethren)   {in that manner}/as  deputies/{under-servants}  of the  Christ/Anointed,   
also  the  managers/stewards/administrators  of the  secrets/mysteries  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

In this manner the man   (as  the outside observer  evaluating/assaying  what TCs  [and The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs]  are doing) 
let  he/she  reckon/account  we/us   (TCs and the brethren aiming to be TCs)   
in that manner as  deputies/subordinates  of the Anointed   (we behave exactly like JC  for the  one/same  goal of being anointed  “Son of God”) 
also the  managers/stewards  of the  secrets/mysteries  of the God  (Yahweh). 
                    (What does this last line really mean?  - 
              [1] To hide  “The Mystery”  as do  “Leaders of Religion”  [2] make  “The Mystery”  publicly clear so there is  no  mystery to The World? 
              What would Yahweh Desire?   What was JC doing during his ministry?    By contrast,  what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  doing?) 
 

Paul is exhorting The Brethren to become TCs,  so Paul uses “we” (TCs)  who personally must be seen by worldly people as being so very different from 
The World,  where we are  “to be dead”  to the self-indulgences of The World,  by  “Not  thinking/reasoning  as do worldly people”. 
Being  “different from The World”  means we can become  “The Temples of Yahweh”  being driven by God’s Word,  so that all people might come to us 
to learn about Yahweh  (without any form of distinction,  e.g. by us voicing [worthless] worldly opinions as explained in Rom. Chapter 14 and 1Cor. 
Chapter 8).  Then once learning about Yahweh,  we can become in the position to  correctly  worship Yahweh  (“worship” = by us imitating JC) –  only  
because these people completely understand how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in their lifestyle.  It is  not  through worldly religious  “worship”  that is an 
utter anathema to Yahweh  (Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-23,  as a few examples within the previous Epoch of Israel supposedly representing Yahweh's 
Interests). 

Let me also raise another interesting part of this verse - 
If we are to  “administer a secret”,  then we must know it  –  for it cannot be a mystery to us,  -  else it is impossible to be a steward for it! 
My point is this,  if as a TC,  then we  are  given  to understand  what the mysteries and secrets are of God for us  “humans”,  specifically as JC told us    
       “I make all things known to you”.   
Thus,  I make the point –  

If many representatives claim   “It is a mystery of God”  then I suggest the reader should  not  go to them for answers,  because they  cannot  
be the administrators of the secrets of God!   Thus they  cannot  be TCs (the apostles),  but they are merely  false  teachers because  God has  
not  made it clear to them  (Matt.13v11-13)  what they are supposed to be doing  (only  because they  choose not to know)! 

But the true administrators of  “The Mystery”  will value what they prize,  they will give it to people who will also value  “The Mystery”  (noting what JC 
said about  “The Mystery”  at Matt.7v6.    
Where,  as I so very carefully explain elsewhere,   “The Mystery (of God)”  is quite simply - 

“How is it possible for a member of The Creation become like The Creator?” 
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And the answer is equally as simple - 
For a member  (TC)  of The Creation  (Mankind)  to precisely imitate its Creator  (JCg). 

And  “The Third-Party Assessor” ( = “Yahweh”,  The Almighty God), 
“Who makes become  who/what  He chooses to become”  makes the above possible. 

Where the TC has purified the 2nd part of  his/her  spiritual life upon JC as  “The Word of God”  and physically delivered agape driven by spiritual 
agapao,  and The Father, Yahweh,  makes physically possible precisely what He gave to His beloved son JC  (Matt.3v17, 17v5),  the position of Sonship 
as  The First/Only/Chief  Begotten son of God from a fleshly body to a  heavenly/celestial  body.   

This terminology absolutely does  not  mean what our  “spiritually blind”  worldly Christian leaders errantly preach to us! 
I thoroughly explain what this terminology really means in multiple elsewhere  –  but perhaps quickest is to go to my glossary and look at  “Begotten”. 

Furthermore,  it is not just The Worldly People  who judge TCs but also - 
1Cor.   4v2 og the  and  remaining/besides/finally/moreover/residue   
1Cor.   4v2 og (he/she/it is) seeking/searching/endeavouring/inquiring 
1Cor.   4v2 og in  to the [= within]  managers/overseers/treasurers/governors/stewards, 
1Cor.   4v2 og that  trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true  {some/any/certain person}  
1Cor.   4v2 og (he/she be) found/obtained/seen/perceived. 
1Cor.   4v2 = And the  remaining/finally, 

he/she/it  (?)   is  seeking/searching/enquiring/sought  within  the  managers/overseers/stewards  
that  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  be  found/seen  trustful/faithful/sure. 

 

          Traditional Translation  (use in all English Bibles)  
And the remaining  (important information,  I,  Paul,  give to you regarding this appointment for the administration of Yahweh’s Affairs) 
Any person seeking to be  managers/stewards   (thus The Brethren aiming to be TCs are being assayed as being worthy TCs for Sonship) 
is that  he/she  be  found/seen  trustful/sure   (to God’s Word = precisely imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return). 

          My preferred translation  (closer to the original Greek)  
And the remaining  (important information,  I,  Paul,  give to you regarding this appointment for the administration of Yahweh’s Affairs) 
He  (Yahweh making The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement for Sonship  – as  “closing the loop”  of  “The Mystery”)    
is  seeking/searching  within the  managers/stewards   (thus The Brethren aiming to be TCs are being assayed as being worthy TCs for Sonship) 
that any person  he/she  be  found/seen  trustful/sure   (to God’s Word = precisely imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  no  worldly return). 
 

The Traditional translation is bland, hiding  “The Goal”  and requires some translation gymnastics to achieve! 
However,  my translation has some punch behind it,  moreover,  it sits within the context of Paul’s teaching of  “The Goal”  and Who is the final arbiter,  
so that we must  “Continuously strive for The Goal”  in Yahweh’s Judgment  and  “our qualities”  are not based upon our somewhat selective judgment 
that could cause us to stop short!    Precisely the  stagnation/deterioration  of which I witness throughout all of Christendom! 
Furthermore,  Paul is not simply speaking about being  trustful/faithful  in  “The Word of God”,  inasmuch any person can erroneously claim through 
wishful thinking they are faithful to God’s Word  (as told to them by their  most errant  Christian leaders),  and yet it goes much deeper than this. 
Based upon  all  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Real Word of God”  then we are to be  trustful/faithful  in absolutely  ALL  matters of life,  being our 
interaction with both  brother/sister  and neighbour  (= all  people, authorities, governments, companies, institutions)  because this is  “The Type of 
Mind”  Yahweh requires of TCs who are to become future World Leaders!   This truism is derived from thoroughly knowing God’s Word rather than the 
edited snippets as taught by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders teaching a  “Gospel of Excuses on how to remain Human”  
(2Cor.11v4, Jude.v4)  showing them  not  to be trustworthy stewards of Yahweh’s Affairs,  and thus unable to personally solve  “The Mystery of God”!   
Hence the next verse in context  (being that of  “External Judgment”)! 

This is extremely critical understanding derived from the original Greek  without translation gymnastics! 
We read it is Yahweh  using  “The Word of God”  to seek out what is driving our mind to become the entrusted managers  –  practising within small 
matters before  they/{ideally we}  are to be elected to manage greater responsibility  (in The Millennium – Luke.19v16-19)  over many  “cities”.   
So again,  we need to view this now for our protection based upon  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued. 
Paul is teaching The Brethren,  firstly do  not  look to the Leaders of the present World for wisdom,  because it is foolishness  (3v18-23)  and Yahweh will 
allow them to have  “their (worthless) day”  within Satan’s world operating within Satan’s system according to worldly methodology.  
Then ideally those people within The Remnant  (being of The Brethren)  will look away from The World,  to their  representatives/stewards  for guidance 
–  where they expect to find virtuous characters upon which to ideally follow.  However now  “being educated”  upon  “The Word of God”  means they 
can be much more critical of anything they might see – especially of  “fraudulent Christ-like”  humans giving the sales-patter to  “please the ear”  
(2Tim.4v3-4)  but having  not  personally reformed their mind (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 
Thus the Brethren look to its stewards  (being the TCs as JC’s Stewards with the 5 and 2 talents  [weight of “Responsibility”] –  and the advice Paul 
gives to Timothy and Titus in those three  letters/epistles)  to guide them around the pitfalls within this world under Satan’s jurisdiction,  but the stewards 
will be judged in an exacting manner  (James.3v1)   “Are they Christ-like -  or not?” 
The difference between  worldly Christian leaders and their flock,  to that of The TCs and their Brethren  is one of  “sincerity”  to The Absolute Truth! 

The TCs are  sincere  to Yahweh’s Desire and  accurately  teach to the limits of their ability the  full  Desire of Yahweh to The Brethren on 
how they too  should fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Thus,  the Brethren have the  accurate  knowledge upon which now to turn around and be 
judging their leaders most harshly! 

But - 
The worldly Christian leaders have  no  intention of teaching The Absolute Truth of Yahweh’s Desire,  firstly because they have no idea what 
it is,  and secondly if they did,  they would not fulfil it because it would give their congregation  “The Knowledge”  upon which to judge the 
utterly delinquent nature of their leaders' activities!   
Just keep “their flock”  in  “The Darkness”  like The Rich Man and Lazarus in JC’s parable  (Luke.16v19-22+)! 

Essentially the  (innocent – Rom.16v17-18)  worldly congregations  (not being taught anything else upon which to base their expectations)  expect their  
worldly Christian leaders to be worldly  -  and the leaders do not disappoint their  “paying enthralled audience”! 
This is the underlying point Paul is making within his epistle here,  as we discover further,  when we read on. 
 
26th Warning – TCs will be judged by all countenances/{human-beings}/men  (including The Brethren)  often to find fault,  
sadly merely for the weaker or worldly humans to excuse their own worldly deficiencies  within their own reckoning. 
13th Good News – TC’s know they are presently  carefully auditing  their  work/practices  against  “The Golden 
Standard”  laid down by JC and are thus  not  ‘judging/examining’  themselves according to  worldly standards. 
32nd Reasoning – TCs are doing nothing wrong  (that is  why  they  are  TCs,  and virtually all humans are  not),  and it is 
Yahweh Who makes that assessment in  The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement  –  if valid TCs,  then  “sonship”  shall result. 
33rd Reasoning – Humans are  not  capable to judge their fellow humans  (hence ‘beatification’  is  a farce)  and  all  
people are to wait until Yahweh displays His judgement when JCg comes at the 1st 2nd C to collect the 144000 TCs. 
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14th Good News – Yahweh will display His pleasure upon persons whom He considers as having lived-up to  “The Golden 
Standard”  as per  “The Foundation”  laid down by His premier son JCg when handing out The Prize of sonship. 
1Cor.   4v3 og {to me}  and  into/unto  (the) least/littlest/smallest/tiny (thing)  (it) is  that  under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Cor.   4v3 og {of yourselves}  (I am) scrutinised/investigated/interrogated/determined/questioned/examined,   
1Cor.   4v3 og or/than/either/rather  under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) human/{common to man}/{like mankind}   
1Cor.   4v3 og (of the) day/{period of time},   but  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  {my own}/myself   
1Cor.   4v3 og (I) scrutinise/investigate/interrogate/determine/question/examine. 
1Cor.   4v3 = And  into/unto  {to me}  it is  the  least/tiny  thing  that  under/by  {of yourselves}  I am  scrutinised/judged/examined 

or  through/under/by  a man’s  day/{period of time}  -  
but  myself  {not even}  I  judge/examine. 

 

And unto me it is the tiniest thing that I am examined by yourselves   (therefore by inference,  everything I do is carefully examined by you) 
          (= I have no fear that you examine what I do,  because I ensure my deportment should fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
or by a man's day   (or that you judge me according to what a  [standard worldly]  man might do during the day), 
but not however,  I scrutinise myself. 
 

Check your bible translation -  it is unlikely to be what has been given here  (being certain interjected assumptions made by  worldly translators)! 
Paul is stating  

You Brethren having  “The Knowledge”  given to you by me,  now it is you who examine me daily as a fleshly man  for everything I do against 
that knowledge I gave to you on how I am to behave and what I teach to other people.  However,  I have no need to examine myself against 
worldly standards because in my  utter sincerity  I endeavour to fully fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to the absolute best I am able  (see later and Rom. 
Chapter 7). 

Thus Paul’s commitment to  “The Real Faith”  (accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity)  and commensurate works clearly show his merit before 
Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  at Paul’s death  (“asleep”)  will guarantee him a place alongside JCg as a foremost  “Son of God”  in 
The Millennium! 

This  is precisely why  “1st Century Christianity”  had to change into the  “worldly Christianity”  of which we have today! 
Inasmuch  worldly Christian leaders had to quickly change  “1st Century Christianity”  into a sub-set of  “Religion”  within perhaps 30 years 
of JC’s resurrection  (2Cor.11v4, 2Cor.11v13-15, 1John.2v18-19, etc.),  “firmed up”  at 325 CE  into what we have today  –  something that 
can be  “industrialised”  for greater worldly return unto its  “Professional Religious Leaders”!  

Worldly Christian leaders could not be teaching what JC taught,  being what The Apostles then taught  –  else they would be judged likewise by their 
congregations!   Thus,  worldly Christian leaders fraudulently  “kept the name”  (Jesus Christ)  and yet  “substituted JC’s character and authority”  
with their own!   They started preaching precisely what  “Religion”  gives throughout The World  -  being based upon  “worldly methodology”  (“to self-
indulge to our neighbour's hurt'”  contrary to what  “agapao”  teaches us to physically yield unfeigned  “agape”). 
By consequence of keeping  “The Disclosing Truth”  (of  “1st Century Christianity”)  away from  “The(ir) Minions”  then enabled  worldly Christian 
leaders to climb to  “the top of the pyramidic pile”  on the backs of  “their minions” (Luke.16v3)   –  and this situation has stayed like this ever since  –  
because they operate upon worldly methodology  –  else they would not place themselves in that position!    

Can the reader understand that logic  –  being precisely what we witness throughout the ages! 
1Cor.   4v4 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  for  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {my own}/myself [reflexive pn.]  
1Cor.   4v4 og (I) {see completely}/understand/{become aware}/{informed of},   
1Cor.   4v4 og but  not  in  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  (I have been) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified};   
1Cor.   4v4 og the (One [Yahweh])   and  (the) scrutinising/investigating/interrogating/determining/questioning/examining 
1Cor.   4v4 og I/me/my  (the) lord/master  (he) is. 
1Cor.   4v4 = For  nothing  in myself   I  {see completely}/{informed of}   (I ensure that I precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire = imitate JC),   

but  I have not been  {rendered righteous/justified}  {in this}/{the same}   (however I accept that I am not perfect,  because: …), 
and  The  (One = Yahweh)   scrutinising/interrogating/judging/examining  me  is  the  Lord  (Yahweh). 

 

For I see completely nothing  (for scrutiny and judgement as a man)   in myself   (because I imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to my very able best) 
but I have not been rendered righteous in this   (personal assessment of doing the  very best  I am able to imitate JC) 
and The One (Yahweh)  scrutinising me is  The Master/Lord   (Yahweh assessing Paul upon  “The Word of God”  =  JC’s Standard) 

          (It is crucial to understand that a  higher  Entity is judging Paul against  “the  same level  as JCg”  (for Sonship,  because JCg is  not  Yahweh]) 
          (Yahweh is not judging Paul’s output,  but rather  “The Mind”  motivated to ensure the output is delivered.) 
 

Thus Paul knows he is acting with fidelity to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and thus he does not continually assess himself  (as perhaps he did when immature in 
“The Application of The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”).  Paul himself sincerely knows that in precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus 
he becomes a  mature/steadfast/stoic  TC  (through the worldly persecution  –  which has completely bonded him to Yahweh).   Therefore,  it now remains 
for Yahweh as The Master of Paul  (having been adopted in  –  and thus like JC)  for Paul to be  continually assessed  (in  “The Special/Greater [1st] 
Judgement”, James.3v1)  during  Paul’s daily life.   Where it is JCg truly operating as a  presence/parousia  within Paul as  “The Word of God”.  This 
process yields the HS within Paul for  the sole use  to be furthering Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation  (and not to be indulging the animalistic self of 
“The Immediacy”  of emotional hype,  in a  “feel good factor”  for no effort in the edification our neighbour,  being of their long term salvation).   

Can the reader understand this critical subtlety? 
1Cor.   4v5 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  not  fore/{in front of}/prior  (the) time/season/occasion  {some/any/certain thing}   
1Cor.   4v5 og (you) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge,   
1Cor.   4v5 og until/{up to}/while  wish/suppose  (he may/should) accompany/appear/come  the  lord/master,   
1Cor.   4v5 og who/what/which/that  also  (he will) {cast rays}/{shed light}/brighten/enlighten/illuminate  the (things)   
1Cor.   4v5 og concealed/covered/hidden/{kept  private/secret}  of the  shadiness/obscurity/darkness,   
1Cor.   4v5 og also  (he will) {rendered apparent}/{make visible/manifest}/declare   
1Cor.   4v5 og the  volitions/advice/purposes/counsels  of the  heart/{seat of motivation};   
1Cor.   4v5 og also  then/{at the time}  the  laudation/{something commendable}/praise  (it will) {become to be}   
1Cor.   4v5 og (to the) each/any/every (person)  off/away/separated/from  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor.   4v5 = Thus not you  {mentally decide}/conclude/judge  {some/any thing}  before/prior  the  (a person’s)  time/season/occasion, 

until  wish/suppose  the  lord/master  may/should  accompany/come   (JCg’s  1st 2nd C  at The 1st Resurrection for 144000 TCs) 
who  also  he  will {cast rays}/illuminate/enlighten  the  concealed/hidden  things  of the  obscurity/darkness   (our worldly works), 
also  he  (JCg)  will  {render apparent}/{make visible}  the  volitions/advice/purposes  of the  heart/{seat of motivation}; 
also  then/{at the time}  the  praise/applauded/commendation  will  {become to be}  to each person  (TC)   
from  of the  God   (recognised by all people,  these TCs have been accepted by Yahweh to be the future Sons of God). 
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Thus, not you judge something before the person’s time   (=allow people to express their desires in the 1st part of their life  [subject to The Law]) 
until suppose the  lord/master  might come   ([1] JC as The Word of God in a person,  [2] JCg as The Husband to collect his bride of 144000 TCs), 
who  also will illuminate the hidden things of the darkness   (JC/JCg  of the two operations will expose our failings away from Yahweh’s Desire) 
also he   ([1] JC as “The Word of God” ideally reforming a worldly person,  [2] JCg collecting his 144000 TCs proved their worth to The World)   
will render apparent the purposes of the  heart/{seat of motivation}   (of people having access to The Word of God,  -  what did they do with it?); 
also then the  praise/commendation  will become to be to each person   (according to how they used their abilities in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) 
from of the  God   (“The Resurrected World”  will recognise  “The Correct Judgement”  has been made by Yahweh to further His Plan). 
 

The Lord JCg at his Master’s  (Yahweh)  direction will collect his Bride at the 1st 2nd C just some 3.5 years before the end of The Gospel Age.   
This action will show us who truly was worthy of Sonship  -  being those very specific people who humbly faced persecution from The Worldly Religious 
Authorities during the 1st part of their physical life within The Gospel Age.  Thus those TCs who are resurrected at the 1st 2nd C will be  
“praised/applauded/commended”  by Yahweh because these TCs will be the very individuals who  have  won  “The Unique Prize”  spoken of within the 
explanation of  Rom. 9v27, 1Cor.9v24-25  –  because they ran according to The Rules  (of precisely imitating JC,  2Tim.2v5). 
However further illumination will occur,  when every individual is  awoken/roused  (resurrected)  into The Millennium,  where during the 2nd part of their 
physical life,  they will need to review their 1st part of their physical life’s actions on the new journey to be learning  “Righteousness”  when resurrected 
at  “The General (2nd) Resurrection”  into The Millennium.   Differing amounts of personal reform will be required proportional to the degree of their 
wayward nature during the 1st part of their physical life.  This required reform seems very lacking within the members of modern western society  –  
shrugging off  personal  accountability  that shall be forced upon  all  people during The Millennium.  For example,  A Lawsuit in 2015 is being made 
against certain USA fast-food outlets for  “making”  its patrons overweight!    

Whose responsibility is it for The Patrons of these fast food outlets for being overweight? 
Quite simply   Who put the food into their mouths?   Likewise,  another person suing a ladder manufacturer for breaking his own window – because the 
person rested the ladder on the windowpane of glass and proceeded to climb the ladder!   This type of thing  (being the abdication of personal 
responsibility)  will  not  be allowed to occur in The Millennium,  we shall become  “personally accountable”  for our  own  actions! 
 
40th Comment – TCs in the early days will drip-feed,  to be giving easily digestible food so that the recipient shall not be 
overloaded with too much information coming at once.  Take note of the disciples in the early days under JC’s tutorship. 
34th Reasoning – Also Yahweh desires His Plan to unfold through the epoch so as to draw-out people in His Name during 
those time periods who are persistently searching  (1Pet.2v9)  – seeking  The  Pearl/{treasure in the field}/{lost coin},  and 
thus as we are told  ‘the HS shall make known in due season’.  We are now at  The End  of The Gospel Age when  all  is 
being made known ready for the relatively  immanent  Millennium. 
27th Warning – Leaders of  “Religion”  will create  division/sects  so they might  “divide and rule” –  precisely as we 
witness –  calling themselves after a  'saint',  or an allegiance to  “Mary”,  or some other supposed teaching!   Sadly the 
devotees  never  interrogate/assay/test/prove/examine  what is taught,  and thus  become utterly  deceived/seduced! 
28th Warning – Sadly as we witness,  some Christian sects have members who are  “puffed-up”  by what is so  very little 
knowledge,  yielding  very little real understanding of Yahweh’s Desire  –  we see later in this epistle who they might be! 
1Cor.   4v6 og these (things)  and  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}   
1Cor.   4v6 og (I) transfigured/disguised/transformed/transferred/{made figurative/illustrative}  into/unto   
1Cor.   4v6 og (the) {my own}/myself  also  (the) Apollos  through (reason of)  {specifically yourselves},   
1Cor.   4v6 og that  in  {to [= within] us}  (you may/should) learn/{mentally absorb}/understand  the (thing)  not   
1Cor.   4v6 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  who/what/which/that   
1Cor.   4v6 og (it has been) written/scribed/engraved  (to) {exercise the mind}/{interest oneself}/regard,   
1Cor.   4v6 og that  no/not/none (person)  (the) one/singularly  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
1Cor.   4v6 og of the (person)  one/singularly  (you be) {blowing up}/inflated/{made proud}/{puffed up}  
1Cor.   4v6 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  of the  other/different/altered (person). 
1Cor.   4v6 = And these things Brethren,  I made  figurative/illustrative  unto  myself  also Apollos for  {specifically yourselves},   

so that within us   (TCs of Paul and Apollos),   
you (Brethren)   may not  learn/{come to understand}  over/above  what has been  written  to  {exercise the mind}/regard/think,   
that no one  person  you be  inflating/{puffed up}/proud  over/above  accordingly to  one  other/different  person. 

 

And these things Brethren   (actively aiming to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle),   
I made  figurative/illustrative  unto myself  also Apollos  (= use us, TCs, as examples)   for specifically yourselves   (to imitate), 
So that within us   (The TCs of Paul, Apollos  [and also the following TCs of the last some 2000 years]), 
You (brethren aiming to become TCs)  may not learn above what has been written to think   (do not “invent scripture” as “worldly Christianity”) 
that no one person  (amongst yourselves)  accordingly you be puffed up over to one another person   (as witness in  worldly Christianity today). 

          (Christian leaders must  not  “Invent Scripture”  [of whom most do]  to supposedly elevate their position over their devotees  [for worldly return]) 
 

This verse is so important!   
This can be interpreted at two levels  (and both are correct). 

1. Paul (and Apollos) set themselves as  “Examples”  of having a  humble/lowly  lifestyle that should be copied to achieve Sonship. 
2. Paul (and Apollos) had an enormous wealth of knowledge,  which could not be disseminated – the recipients were still novices. 

Let us discuss these in the order given (and yet both are intricately related). 
The essential difference between a worldly leader and a TC  (as Yahweh’s true representative)  is how  “Knowledge is  used/expressed”  within our life. 

Worldly leaders give knowledge on  “a need to know basis”  to maintain personal control over the local environment, to maximise the return. 
TCs will keep giving knowledge until the recipient can absorb no more,  to ideally bring a new TC unto Yahweh, to maximise Yahweh’s Glory. 

The two entirely different approaches to life identify the motive,  being the type of driver operating within the leader as compared with a TC. 
Worldly leaders  (of Religion, Politics, and Commerce)  operate according to worldly methodology,  (self-indulge to the neighbour’s hurt). 
TCs  (of whatever background)  operate according to Yahweh’s Methodology,  (edify the neighbour to the TC’s hurt). 

Because worldly leaders have this worldly methodology,  then they try to maximise themselves over their neighbour  (as a definition of a leader – The 
Bible calls them by analogy “horns”  inasmuch they are  (1) hard and  (2) lead from the front)  and by consequence the neighbour supports the leader. 

“The support”  can be one or more of many things, but  money  and/or  deference are the two most likely given through the form of labour. 
By contrast,  the TC wants none of this  (Matt.6v1-8, 10v8, Acts.10v25-26, etc.,)  -  their only goal is to magnify Yahweh in the mind of another recipient. 

“The Magnification of Yahweh within another recipient”  is bringing the recipient to understand  why/how  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
To do this requires the accurate teaching of  “The Real Gospel”  and not  a  “Gospel of Excuses” being  of “a New Jesus, to remain human”! 

Meditate most deeply on this introduction. 
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Paul is establishing “The groundwork”  before he launches into explaining where the Corinthians have effectively crashed their prospects of Sonship. 
He is saying – look at us  (Paul and Apollos)  to see where you should be taking your lives when inculcating  “The Knowledge” of  “The Word of God”. 
Do not “Lord-it”  over other people by assuming,  just because you  “Have The Knowledge”  means,  you are someone special in society,  because it 
should not be like that,  you should be raising everyone in society up to your educated level  -  so that all people have the  one/same  knowledge on  
why/how  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   Then you have done the very best you have with  “The Responsibility”  that has now jumped off yourselves 
and onto the recipient to then decide how  he/she  wishes to take this  “Knowledge”,  ideally to become practised as “The Wisdom of God”. 

It is really,  all amazingly simple! 
The problem is,  worldly leaders do  not  “want to make it simple”  because they cannot then  “justify their positions over society”,  being principally 
what they  “personally gain”  from being a  “leader over other people”.  This mindset is  alien  to that of a TC. 
That is why a TC makes for a suitable ruler in The New World,  and by contrast,  leaders of today in  this world  cannot  be leaders of The New World. 

This is what Paul is  moving-on  to explain to The Corinthian Brethren in this chapter. 
Because these brethren  (some at least)  had the wrong idea,  and wanted to  “Lord-it over people without The Knowledge”  then Paul and other TCs  
(for example,  Apollos, Barnabas, and Mark)  could not give them more knowledge at this particular time,  because they had already  “misappropriated”  
what  “The Knowledge”  should have done  within their minds; – they were becoming  “Worldly Religious Leaders”. 
Paul and Apollos being staunch pillars of  “The Knowledge”  held back some information and also coded it so that The Brethren would not have a  
“holier than thou”  attitude  –  thereby enabling The Brethren to grow in mental maturity while they grew in knowledge  –  pro-rata. 
It is very easy for a human  “to tip”  when they have “knowledge”  –  “and knowledge is power”  to quote a well-used phrase;  –  power disrupts the 
sensibilities of a human leader as we see in many of The World’s leaders past and present,  –  they either  cling-on  to power by their fingertips  (perhaps 
likened in that popular book with Golem to his  “precious”  ring)  –  or occasionally become tired and burnt out. 
Note   JC had the greatest power on this planet,  and yet it did not corrupt him  -  because he had  “The Correct Mindset”  (Yahweh’s Methodology”). 
That is why he was successful,  and worldly leaders fail this test -  even when having limited power -  because they have a  corrupted mind,  built upon 
worldly methodology  (sourced by Satan). 
Hence,  we can read this verse at two levels. 

3. Paul is instructing The Brethren to imitate a TC’s behaviour  (but absolutely not a  worldly Christian leader’s behaviour). 
4. Paul has knowledge that he cannot presently give to them (1Cor.3v2)  because they will become too bloated  (1Cor.4v8 in context). 

So,  this hidden  “Knowledge”  as encoded  (figuratively/illustrated/transformed)  by Yahweh through His representatives JC,  Paul,  Apollos, etc.,  until 
the time is for The Gospel Age to be closed,  so that all might be made known in due time,  of which I now freely give on  “FutureLife.Org”. 
It is for this reason the  worldly Christian Nation is in such a mess with  “supposed understanding”  from The Bible’s solid,  but encoded knowledge 
base,  because  charlatan Christian leaders for  self-indulgent  reasons over The Gospel Age have  spun  “The Truth”  to personally gain from out of it  
(hence fulfilling their motivation –  previous verse in context).  However,  this fulfils Yahweh’s Desire because it  sifts-out  “The Undesirables”  (by 
Public Examination over the course of some 2000 years)  for Yahweh’s future Regime of The Millennium  -  where  “The Resurrected World”  is to be 
taught by  “Yahweh’s Desirables”  (“The Early Adopters”)! 
Paul’s writings are slightly encoded  (2Pet.3v16)  to hide  “The Absolute Truth”  under the top layer for this very reason.  Furthermore,   (for the same 
reason)  Paul has deliberately encoded the message so that only genuine individuals who are  passionate/zealous  in seeking  “The Disclosing Truth”  
then find it  (Matt.7v7-8),  hence JC’s parables on the subject. 

Why is this done? 
1. To separate the genuine nature of  “The Seeker”.  A persistent person having to work hard to at something will treat the attainment with 

value and is unlikely to become big-headed,  that could be the case if all the knowledge was quickly given in  “The One Instant”  without 
effort.  This persistency  over years  yields patience and maturity. 

2. But more importantly – it keeps people searching – thereby over the 2000 year Gospel Age,  Yahweh is able to  constantly draw out 
people with  the correct heart condition  for their future role.  Now at The Present Close of The Gospel Age  –  ALL  can be disclosed to 
Mankind as being brought together on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  because the Register of 144000 Names  is almost full  (hence 
Rev.12v12  -  that we see today;  in addition from Revelation chapters 6 to 19  explaining what is to occur during 2000 years)! 

(Please read my output on Revelations consisting of perhaps 750000 words that clearly explain every nuance within that book of The Bible.) 
It is these  specific  individuals,  among other people of  “The Body of JC”,  of whom Yahweh is gathering  (by election)  from out  The Christian Nation 
for those further duties within The Millennium.  These people,  of whom Yahweh is  “searching out”  (Yahweh foreknows)  through time,  demonstrate 
their commitment to find Yahweh and fulfil His Desire  (at the time required of them within  “The Specific Epoch”)  that demonstrably shows their heart 
commitment  (is it bound [1] to Yahweh,  or  [2] to The World).  The Gospel Age  is soon  to close on this present worldly system (within a few decades 
or so on from 2020 CE),  with man-made problems accruing to a point where Mankind will not know from where to turn for help.  The Bible tells us  
figuratively  they will turn to worldly authorities to help them  (calling the “mountains’ to fall upon them” – Rev.6v15-16),  when their hearts faint with 
fear  (fearful of what the future holds for them, because they can see no solution to the man-made problems – Luke.21v26),  and extreme bloodshed will 
occur  (The Lord needs to step in else no flesh be saved – Matt.24v22)  rather than turn to Yahweh - through the stubbornness of their own hearts!    
None of this is given within their sermons  –  because our  worldly Christian leaders do not think these warnings exist in The Bible  (only reading to the 
filters as warned against doing in Rev.22v18-19)! 
I am explaining  “The Absolute Truth”  on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  because the time is just so short now,  this time is just so near upon us  
(about 1% remaining of 2000 years [at 2020])  and it  is  my duty to now do this  (else I too,  become accountable,  and likewise judged as being 
delinquent – Eze.33v1-20, Luke.12v46-48, etc.)! 
 
35th Reasoning – How is it that you think you are in the position to discriminate  (especially upon a TC)?   Surely this 
information you have,  came from a TC!  (‘Curiously’ those persons more ardent discriminators are sourced by non-TCs!) 
29th Warning – Whatever you have been given,  then recognise The Source via the representatives  –  it might be from 
Yahweh (good/trustworthy)  or  from Satan (bad/untrustworthy).  Always understand the reason  why! 
30th Warning – Acknowledge what you have been given,  then after assay if worthy  –  do not boast as if it were yours! 
41st Comment – Oh!   How some members of  worldly Christian sects feel able to be  ‘holier than thou’  in their 
pronouncements over specific individuals  –  being of their future expectation! 
36th Reasoning – How wonderful it would be for TCs to be equally enlightened!   Clearly TCs do  not  pronounce 
judgement but leave that entirely to Yahweh  –  their sole mission is to  ‘merely’  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
31st Warning – “Knowledge  (of whatever)  is power”,  –  but the difference between  “The Word of God”  and any other 
source of knowledge,  is that a recipient of  “The Word of God”,  correctly imbued,  shall become The Least within society 
That is why  worldly Christian leaders either have  not  “The Word of God”,  or  it is  not  correctly  imbued/installed! 
6th Prophecy – The persons who truly imbue  “The Word of God”  and become Christ-like in the 1st part of their physical 
life shall co-reign as future sons of God alongside JCg to teach The Resurrected World righteousness! 
1Cor.   4v7 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  for  thee/thy/thou   
1Cor.   4v7 og (he/she) {separate thoroughly}/{withdraw from}/hesitate/doubt/waver/discriminate?    
1Cor.   4v7 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  and  (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have    
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1Cor.   4v7 og who/what/which/that  not  (you) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/have/received?    
1Cor.   4v7 og if  and  also  (you) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/have/received,   
1Cor.   4v7 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (you) boast/vaunt/glory/joy/rejoice [middle voice] 
1Cor.   4v7 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  not  (the) {getting hold of}/grasping/{taking up/away}/having/receiving. 
1Cor.   4v7 = For  what/who  you  differ/discriminate?   And what you have,   (is it)  not what you received?   

And also,  if you have received,  wherefore  you  personally boast/rejoice,  {in that manner}/as  you not receiving (from someone else)? 
 

For  what/who  you discriminate?   (What authority do you have to be in the position of discriminating between  [1] things and  [2] people?) 
And what you have  (been given The Word of God),   is it not what you received  (inasmuch higher authority had to give you this knowledge first)? 
And if you  also have received  (The Word of God from the TCs),   wherefore you personally  boast/rejoice   (of your “newfound capabilities”), 
in that manner as you not receiving   (Why behave as if you are a uniquely blessed source,  being more favoured by  “God”  than all other people)? 
                 (These people are behaving precisely as does official  “Christendom”  today;  and has done so for the last some 1700 years!) 
 

It might be difficult to understand what Paul is saying here in his admonishing of these Corinthian Christians. 
The immature Brethren think they are very knowledgeable and are in the position to judge Paul’s actions against what they see occurring with other 
(religious)  leaders  (they are of The World).  Consequently,  Paul is simply stating - 

What makes you Brethren think that you can correctly discriminate between humans and what they should be doing to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 
Paul then goes on to state  

Is not The Knowledge you have  –  what you have received? 
Inasmuch   You only know what you have been taught!   Do you claim to know more than your teacher  (Matt.10v24, Luke.6v40)? 
Then Paul states  

Thus if you have received it,  then why do you  boast/rejoice  as though this knowledge as having come from yourselves? 
Inasmuch   Thinking you have a direct line to “God”  and presently  (in your  naïve/childish  state)  you have no need for your TC instructors! 

Everything you have and know,  you Brethren were given,  so do not become plagiarists,  but in doing so,  create distortions  upon this knowledge! 
Effectively Paul was worried about new schisms forming that would fracture the cohesive nature of the  new  Christian Nation,  where human leaders 
would become  self-indulgent  and create their own groups and followers based upon some distortion of  “The Absolute Truth”,  to identify them as being 
supposedly  “the only true representatives of God”,  being the classic  “Divide and Rule”  syndrome  (because the  motivation is wrong  [worldly and 
not heavenly]). 

Oh dear!   
That is precisely what we witness in The World today (2009 CE)  –  all some 37,000  Christian denominations of  perverted  understanding! 
Where some aspect of doctrine is  “blown-up”  and distorted to become  “a supposed must”  to  “be saved”  –  and it is  all bunkum! 

It  was  JC’s Ransom Sacrifice  (The Undeserved Gift)  that put us  all  (irrespective  who we are,  or what we presently believe)  in the position to be 
saved from  “(The 1st)  Death”  (1John.2v2, 4v14,  that would have been a  “death of annihilation”).  This  one  action of JC gets us  all  into The 
Millennium so that we  all  might learn  how  to become part of a  “righteous  (equitable)  society”  –  where  all  “ultimately successful”  people  “pull 
our weight to help our neighbour”  rather than today where many people of the community  (at both ends of society and much between)  are living off the 
backs of other people!    
Furthermore,  in edifying our neighbour to understand  why/how  they are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then  we worship Yahweh,  by us,  as individuals,  
fulfilling His Desire for a righteous community in His Universe  operating under His commands  and thereby worshipping,  by respecting His 
Omnipotence in  His Universe.   
True  “Worship”  is  not  employed by  “easy to speak”  words  -  or by such ingratiating songs!    

We are to personally   “Walk the walk and not talk the talk”! 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  present this worldly form of  “worship”  of  “talk the talk”  as being necessary to a deity  –  because they only  
reason/think  in a worldly manner  (inasmuch this is how a human leader adores this fawning)  and  yet they think  not  with the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh who desires  not  this charade  -  but only  “humans edifying one another”  as being   “The True Worship to 
Yahweh”! 

That is  all  it is!   Nothing Else!   That is  precisely why   “worldly  Christianity”  is merely a subset of  “Religion”! 
Because  “Professional Leaders of  Religion”  merely preach  “worship”  in worldly  words/actions  given to the supposed deity  –  however 
it is absolutely  not  this  –  but rather a perfected society and environment by truly imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  truly  worships  Yahweh. 

Moreover,  before  that can occur  we need  144000 TCs who  precisely imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best of their ability  –  to teach of 
Yahweh’s “ Acceptable Year”  being The Planting  (of The Word of God),  The Sprouting  (during the 1st part of our physical life)  and The Growth  (2nd 
part of our spiritual life),  and The Harvest .  This can either during the 1st part of our physical life as  “The Early Adopters”  (Firstfruits of Yahweh’s 
Methodology during Satan’s tenure [of the last six millennia]),  or during the 2nd part of our physical life to then become part of  “The Late Adopters”   
(The Main Harvest of Yahweh’s Methodology during JCg’s tenure  [The Millennium]).  . 

This 144000 being  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold” (Rev.14v1-4)  enabling Yahweh to move to the next righteous stage of  “His Most 
Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  (The Millennium).   

Yahweh  foreknew    
(1)  this would be  the correct number  that is able to occur during The Gospel Age  (Rom.8v22-29, etc.)  –   
(2)  that would coincide with  “The Earth being Filled”  (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  for the next stage of His Plan to occur –   
(3)  before  Mankind almost annihilated itself  (Matt.24v22, etc., so that the “die-hard” humans realise that we  [as a species]  are unable to 
survive  [operating according to worldly methodology]  without extra-terrestrial intervention  [operating according to Yahweh's 
Methodology])! 

It is as simple as that! 
We  must  “throw away”  from our minds  all  the utterly ridiculous  worldly  religious doctrine,  and  “the pilgrimages”,  and  “the religious works”,  
and  “the icons”,  and  “the customs”,  and  “the rites”,  and  “the religious relics”,  etc.  –  All  this  is  an  anathema to Yahweh  –  it is just clutter  –  
because it gets in the way of us  individually  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (see glossary and Matt.23v23)! 

I wish not to be rude,  but I need to state it like this because  worldly  religious leaders are  destroying  “The Truth”  for their own ends - 
I really cannot make this last section any clearer than what I have stated as being  The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire! 

Please see glossary to explain many of these terms. 
1Cor.   4v8 og {Even now}/Already/{By this time}  (the having been)  crammed/glutted/sated/filled  {you are/belong/be}   
1Cor.   4v8 og {even now}/already/{by this time}  (you) {became wealthy/rich}/{be filled with abundance}   
1Cor.   4v8 og separately/apart/without  {of/from us}  (you) {to rule}/kingship/reign;  
1Cor.   4v8 og also  {Oh I  ought/wish}/{Oh that!}  (emphasis/qualification)/besides/doubtless/{at least}/yet   
1Cor.   4v8 og (you did) rule/{be king}/reign;   
1Cor.   4v8 og that  also  {we ourselves}  {to yourselves}  (we may/should) {be co-regent}/{reign together}. 
1Cor.   4v8 = Already you are having been  glutted/full/sated,  you  {became rich}/{filled in abundance}   (in knowledge of God's Word)! 

Separately/Without  {from us} (TCs – [your teachers])   you  rule/reigned   (in your supposed knowledge)! 
Also:  {Oh I wish}/{Oh that}   really/{at least}/yet   you did  rule/reign   (I really do wish you reigned  correctly)   
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that also  {with you},  {we ourselves}  might  {co-regent}/{reign together}!’   (So that we might reign correctly together) 
 

Already you are having been glutted,   (You are spiritually full  [to what you are able]  –  and yet spiritually starving  [= not applying it correctly]) 
               (These Christians are full  [to their limit]  but their limit is vastly less than that of Paul,  he knows how to correctly apply his vast knowledge) 
you  (brethren)  became rich   (by having The Most Precious Word of God given to you -  enabling you to possibly become Sons [Children] of God)! 
(And now)  You rule  (as supposed  “Children of God”  [where have I heard that said before])   without   (the apparent need)   of us  (TCs)! 
Also:   Oh I really wish you  (brethren)   did reign   (I really wish you  [Christians]  did correctly reign as  [the future]  Sons/Children  of God)! 
That also with you  (brethren),   we ourselves  (TCs as  The Real  Sons/Children  of God)  might reign together!   (Give  correct  instruction). 
 

Paul is being sarcastic  to punch through  their  self-indulgent  attitude of a  “holier than thou”  attitude.   
The crux of what Paul is teaching,  is all about   “The Mind”  and how it operates! 

Sadly,  what Paul is emphasising here,  is precisely what we see today in so very many, many  (perhaps all)  worldly Christian Congregations over those 
people  “outside their grouping”  (inasmuch  “Be a Christian of our grouping to be saved”,  else  “Go to hell”!    And it is only like that because the 
members of these  worldly Christian communities have  “put up the barriers”  and repulsed  “the heathen”  to remain outside  (essentially because of 
such  poor interpretation and subsequent demonstration  of  “The Word of God”  within  “Christians”  as a whole)! 
Consequently,  from  Yahweh’s  point of view   -  

Who is  more  wrong?    
The Heathen?   Or the  worldly Christian members having gone  much further away from Yahweh than these brethren! 

But Paul is going further than just that statement  –  look behind to reveal the coded version. 
Paul is pointing to the future requirement in The Millennium for the TCs  (as  elected/selected  by Yahweh  [Matt.20v23 hence Matt.24v36]).  
They  are  to reign  in The Millennium,  to which,  Paul  will  be one of them  (2Tim.4v6-8, 2Cor.12v1-3),  having won  “The Prize”  (by  
“coming first” (1Cor.9v24)  through the  “dedication to hard work”  in following his desire to  further/do/fulfil  The Will of Yahweh)  that 
Paul so often speaks.  Repeating – to produce the next generation of TCs,  so that Yahweh can bring in The Millennium under these required 
new rulers  (that  must occur first  to fulfil prophecy). 

But we read here,  these  worldly Christian leaders have become rich in  worldly  self-gratification  of  power/prestige/financial/influence/control/etc.  all 
at the expense  (literally)  of the congregation  (and the  “heathen”  outside)  of whom they are supposed to serve  (see chapter 5).  
Therefore,  Paul goes on to say   

“You are reigning”  =  enjoying the results from your headship being wrung out from your position over the congregation now in this world, 
but this taken position is  not  for Yahweh’s benefit,  but for yourself  (being a  self-indulgent  worldly return  on the back  of  “The Word of 
God”)  manipulated for your gain!  

This occurs because your  heart/motivation/driver  is wrong! 
Therefore,  while you reign now,  it is only in a worldly manner  (being  without  the same motivation of a TC = apostles),  and consequently,  you will  
not  “reign in The Millennium”  in a Godly Manner  (being over “The Inheritance” – see glossary)  with us  (TC’s)  unless  you  change/reform  your  
{heart condition}/{seat of motivation}.   
The construction of the verse tells us that Paul desires them  to  change  their lifestyle,  because it  is  possible for people to see the error of their ways  –  
but it is incumbent upon us individually,  to  personally  take upon ourselves the entire personality of JC  (imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  for this to occur  
(1Pet.2v18-24). 
As I state elsewhere    

If Yahweh can reproduce a clone of ourselves  (and He  is  capable)  then logically He  must  be able to read our synapse construction in 
order to do this!   And as such,  He is thus quite able to know  “us”  as individuals,  better than ourselves  (as The Bible tells us 1Sam.16v7, 
etc.),  by consequence,  He is quite able to read our  true motivation  – so  if  we  are  to be successful,  then we must grow  a new  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  (that forms our synapse construction)  and this is again what The Bible tells us  (1Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)!    

I have  not  invented any of this  –  but sadly it is  never  explained correctly by utterly delinquent  worldly Christian leaders to their congregations  –  
and it is precisely what they  should  be teaching.  But they just hypocritically preach  “be good and love each other”,  being precisely what all the other 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  preach   [and  precisely what atheists teach]  – hence there is  no  distinction from those religions  (sourced by 
Satan to confuse,  1Cor.14v8)  and then promptly these leaders go and do the things that are  “not good”  and do  not  show  “agapao/{edifying love}”  
“love to each other”,  being precisely what  all  the other worldly religious leaders do!    

The whole thing is an utter farce!   (All precisely as The Prophets told against  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  –  throughout their writings.) 
That is precisely  why  “worldly Christianity”  is  equally sourced by Satan  –  a  charade/cloaking/fog  to merely confuse! 
Whose leaders  (2Cor.11v13-15)  preach of a  “New Jesus” (2Cor.11v4),  being a “Gospel of Excuses to remain human”  (Jude.v4)! 

I let the reader into a secret  (being  “a secret”  because our  worldly Christian leaders have  never  taught it,  nor will they ever teach it)  
Yahweh does  not  want  “humans to exist into the eternity”!     And the shall not! 
Yahweh  only  wants  (reformed over their 2 part life)  “people who imitate JC to exist into the eternity”!   And they shall! 

It is incumbent for the reader  to use their mind  to  get behind  what is presented,  to understand  precisely  what is occurring around them! 
Remember,  conmen/women  are  “skilled”  to deceive the victim and only need to know a little more than the recipient to succeed! 

Except  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  cannot deceive me – because in the vast majority of cases I know more about The Bible than do they! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
32nd Warning – In the 1st part of a TC’s physical life persecution will occur for merely imitating JC’s ministry,  because 
The World’s representatives  (religious lifestyles)  feel threatened by the  sincerity/righteousness  of the TC’s lifestyle. 
37th Reasoning – The TC  is  to become a spectacle  (as standard bearers)  for The Absolute Truth  (to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire)  is possible to be displayed within an individual’s life.  Thus, generating  fortitude/resilience  to cling ever closer 
to Yahweh,  as a son clings to a loving adopting Father,  for the greater responsibility that The Son shall receive. 
Allegory repeat – Foolish in this age = actually a play on words,  really means a person  wisely  adopts the methodology 
of JCg’s future system – i.e. wisely inasmuch when imbuing themselves with Yahweh’s Knowledge,  then they are looking 
to the long term of the 2nd part of their physical life aspiring to become a son of God. 
Allegory repeat – Wise in this age = actually a play on words, really means a person  foolishly  adopts the methodology of 
Satan’s present worldly system – i.e. foolish inasmuch they are looking to the short term of the 1st part of their physical life 
and ignoring The Glory of Yahweh’s possible gift of sonship in the 2nd part of their physical life. 
25th Allegory – weak = actually a play on words,  really this means a person becomes  strong  within the mind =  inner 
strength/fortitude  to bond closely to Yahweh,  and will become physically strong in the 2nd part of their physical life where 
being one with Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  shall enable the full use of Yahweh’s power through them. 
Note:  If this is our only reason,  then we will not achieve sonship,  but  only  if we are at one mind with Yahweh via JCg! 
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26th Allegory– Strong = actually a play on words,  really means a person  weakly  adopts the apparent physical strength 
that The World can presently offer while Yahweh stands back to allow humans to fully express themselves. 
Note:  Clearly Yahweh will tweak the  situation/environment  at the edges to ensure His Desire is ultimately fulfilled. 
27th Allegory – splendid = actually a play on words,  really means a person becomes  despised  by Yahweh only because 
they are taking on the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World to feed the self-indulgence of the mind.  This type of 
person  cannot  Inherit The Kingdom of Heaven unless reform occurs!  But they can be part of The Inheritance, to reform 
Thus,  these people are honoured by The World because they  operate with similar ideals  as those persons of The World. 
28th Allegory– Despised = actually a play on words,  really means a becomes  loved  by Yahweh only because they are 
taking on the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh to edify their neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire themselves – 
and thus creating the type of platform upon which Yahweh is able to work. 
Thus, these people are despised by The World because their lifestyle  exposes the hypocrisy  of  (the leaders of)  The World 
33rd Warning - TCs take nothing from The World except they become  “the scum of The World”  in the 1st part of their life. 
38th Reasoning – Clearly the counterpart being  -  if we are  not  considered as  ‘the scum of the world’  –  then the 
inference is that we  cannot  be a TC,  only because we are not causing  consternation/reflection/reform  within those 
leaders who feel content within this worldly system!  Being the very necessary reform that  all  humans must occur  as we 
are told!   It is just that the TCs pass through it first,  and always  –  it is The Vanguard that faces the toughest opposition! 
34th Warning – TCs will face some,  if not all of the following  (I quote):-   
“we hungered, thirst, naked, buffeted, wander homeless,  fatigued daily labouring with our own hands,  reviled/cursed, …  
being persecuted, … being  defamed …,  as the filth of the world,  all as scum/{dirt wiped off} …” 
If we have not –  then why not?   Because we are  still  in Satan’s worldly system  –  nothing  has changed  -  yet! 
As Paul states:  Not to shame you – but as a warning – thus it  will  occur to  TCs  -  but  not  to persons who acquiesce! 
27th Instruction - TCs are prepared to gently admonish over The Brethren's impropriety only because TCs care.   Worldly 
Christian leaders by contrast,  are only too prepared to allow impropriety amongst 'their worshippers'  -  and  even,  the 
leaders are endorsing,  and worse,  leading the activity against The Word of God  (Rom.1v32, 2Tim.3v5, 3v11-13). 
1Cor.   4v9 og (I) think/{be accounted}/deem/suppose  for  because  the  {specific god}  us/our/we   
1Cor.   4v9 og the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  (the) farthest/final/{ends of}/lowest/uttermost   
1Cor.   4v9 og (he) {showed off}/exhibited/demonstrated/accredited/proved/{set out/forth}   
1Cor.   4v9 og {in that manner}/likewise/as   (the) {doomed/appointed/sentenced  to death} [plural]  
1Cor.   4v9 og because  (the) {place for public show}/spectacle/theatre   (we are) {become to be}   
1Cor.   4v9 og to the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,   
1Cor.   4v9 og also  (to the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  also  (to the) countenances/{human-beings}/men. 
1Cor.   4v9  = For  I  think/deem/suppose  because  “the specific god”   

he  {showed off}/exhibited/demonstrated  us  (TCs)  the  apostles/{appointed to tell}  farthest/least/uttermost   (within the world),   
{in that manner}/as  the  {doomed/appointed/sentenced  to  death}   (because we  [TCs]  gain absolutely nothing out of The World), 
because  we (TCs)  have  {become to be}  the  {place for public show}/spectacle/theatre  to the  World/Life   (to all life forms),   
also  to the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels  also  to the  men/Mankind   (thus all reasoning entities witness TCs' lifestyle). 

 

For I suppose because  “the specific god”   ([1] JC as The Word of God drives us  [2] Yahweh judges our works to be concordant to His Word) 
He exhibited us (TCs)   (to the world as)   the  farthest/uttermost  apostles   (apostles with no apparent value  = rejected out of worldly society) 
in that manner as  doomed/{appointed to death}   (because we,  TCs,   supposedly have no reason to exist –  when we are judged by The World) 
because we (TCs)  have become to be the place for public show to the  World/Life, 
               (TCs exhibit a lifestyle that  normal people would reject.  TCs work for no return,  to edify peoples’ minds to know  why/how  to imitate JC.) 
also to the messengers  (entities/TCs  representing Yahweh)  also to Mankind   (= worldly people  not  representing/recognising  Yahweh). 
 

This is quite an important verse when considering the context,  where  Paul is writing to The Brethren  –  who are supposed to be aiming to become TCs. 
The text here really means  “God’s appointed spokespersons”  being The TCs  (of whom The Brethren should be aiming to imitate within their lifestyle).  
When the Bible speaks of  “men”  (having no distinction)  it means the generality of  “men operating to the lusts of the world”,  being that of Mankind. 
Thus,  Paul is saying   

You as The Brethren  (supposedly aiming to become TCs)  can see that  we (TCs)  as one group of people  separated  (by  acting holy through 
our works)  from the other group of Mankind  loving the world  of  Mammon/etc.  (to include worldly Christians),  where we  (TCs)  are 
exhibiting ourselves as being  “appointed to death”  from this present worldly system,  witnessed by all entities within The Universe. 

Thus Paul is stating,  TCs precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by cutting themselves away from The World  (meaning away from personal self-
indulgence),  but we are told elsewhere  “to live within The World”  only  so that  we might teach people on a daily basis  how they too might also fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire  (from what they learn from us on a one-to-one basis).  Importantly,  the recipients of our  “occupational effort”  learn not only from 
our words,  but most critically,  from our daily deportment  (that should be representative of what we do in The Millennium,  controlled by The Kingdom 
of God”  operating within our minds,  Luke.17v21).    

From this understanding, we can conclude,  inmates to monasteries and nunneries are  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire! 
Because we only need ask - 

Where would  “1st Century Christianity”  be if JC and The Apostles behaved like them! 
Furthermore,  -  this righteous  (to Yahweh's Desire)  activity of the TC becomes  “a witness” (martyr for a cause)  by the works displayed  (rather than 
just what is said),  to  all  entities  of The Universe  (and not just this planet)  thus vindicating Yahweh’s position and authority over us!   Thus there can 
be no dispute when Yahweh resurrects these TC people unto Sonship as The Firstfruits – where each is to become one of the 144000 Sons of God in The 
Millennium to then teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  as  “faithful stewards given more responsibility”. 
Note  “The Specific God”  still carries the same dual contextual understanding here  –  but I will not belabour the explanation again. 
1Cor.   4v10 og {We ourselves}  (the) dull/stupid/heedless/blockhead/absurd (persons)   through (reason of)  
1Cor.   4v10 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
1Cor.   4v10 og {specifically yourselves}  and  (the) thoughtful/sagacious/{intellectual skill} [plural]  
1Cor.   4v10 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed; 
1Cor.   4v10 og {we ourselves}  (are) feeble/impotent/sick/weak (persons),  
1Cor.   4v10 og {specifically yourselves}  and  (the) forcible/boisterous/mighty/powerful/valiant (persons), 
1Cor.   4v10 og {specifically yourselves}  (the) splendid/noble/glorious/gorgeous/honourable (persons)   
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1Cor.   4v10 og {we ourselves}  and  (the) {without honour}/dishonoured/despised/scorned (persons). 
1Cor.   4v10 =  (It appears to worldly people)   {We  [TCs] ourselves}  are  absurd/fools/stupid 

through reason of  the  Christ/Anointed   (witnessing the TC’s affliction sourced by  “Leaders of Religion”  [“pulling the strings”]),   
and  {specifically yourselves}  (brethren lured by the world)   are  thoughtful/wise/{intellectually capable}  within the  Christ/Anointed,   
{we [TCs] ourselves}  are   feeble/weak  (people),   
and  {specifically yourselves}  (Brethren of The World)  are the  strong/mighty  people,   
{specifically yourselves}  the   (outwardly appearing)   splendid/honoured   (within The World),   
and  {we [TCs] ourselves}  the  {without honour}/scorned  (people,  taking the  last/least  position within society). 

 

(It appears to worldly thinking people)  We (TCs) ourselves,  are  absurd/fools   (to be taking upon ourselves Yahweh’s Methodology) 
through reason of the Anointed   (being that we TCs aim for  “The Goal of Sonship”  by imitating JC’s ministry/deportment  [1Pet.2v18-24]), 
and specifically yourselves   ([errant] brethren as “Christians”)   
are intellectually capable within the Anointed   (inasmuch you already  think/claim  you are  “Children of God”  and have reached “Sonship”)  
(and)  we (TCs)  ourselves are the  feeble/weak  (people)   (by taking  The Last/Least  position within society through humility) 
And specifically yourselves   ([errant] brethren/“Christians”  of the World)   
are the  mighty/strong   (supposedly in God’s Word to  “Lord-it”  over other people  [in your judgment regarding their future for The Millennium]) 
(that)  specifically yourselves   ([errant] brethren/“Christians”  of the World)   
the  splendid/honoured   (people within The World,  by taking of its better positions to gain from your neighbour)  
and we (TCs)  ourselves the  {without honour}/scorned   (people within The World  –  because we are taking the  lowly/contrite  positions). 
 

Paul’s gentle sarcasm to their self-righteousness and self-assumed superiority over other people outside  “their clan”! 
We witness  precisely the same  today where  worldly Christian leaders promote a deportment that,  they  “are wise”,  “mighty (in capability)”,  
“splendid in front”  of  “their flock” –  but nowhere in their teaching  (both by words and works)  do these distinctly  worldly  teachers  “lead from the 
front”  (in the manner Yahweh Desires),  to educate their congregational members to become like Paul here,  a TC who is  “supposedly stupid”  (in the 
mind),  “supposedly weak”  (in capability),  despised in front of  “The Judging World”! 
Regrettably,  I have need to belabour the point  (not for the congregational reader,  but for the  worldly Christian leaders –  who might read this far),  
that  

1. A TC is  “supposedly stupid”  (in their mind)  because they do  not  perform the things that worldly people associate as being  “normal”  
(expressed self-indulgences)  but TCs use all their available time in  unpaid  teaching to The World  (i.e.  no  worldly return except abuse 
from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  and thus have entirely sacrificed the present 1st part of their physical  life away from the personal  
excesses  of this present world  (being the  normalities  of this world by people in the position to exercise worldly methodology). 

2. A TC is  “supposedly weak”  in capability  (in their worldly position)  because they do  not  assume leadership positions in a  
worldly/material  manner,  for they have  no  interest in what this world can return  (of whatever)  that will ultimately  {be dissolved}/{pass 
away}  (2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.19v16-21)  –  only because the TC is focussed upon becoming  “The Heirs”  of  “The Inheritance”  of The 
Millennium and what that new system  will bring  to society.  Not because they want that position for themselves  (as might a worldly leader,  
being what they can personally get out of it)  but,  only  because as loyal slaves they know it fulfils Yahweh’s Desire to behave like this and to 
yield  “The Late Adopters”! 

3. A TC is  “despised”  because they do  not  take positions of honour in this present sickening worldly system,  their Expectation is  not  of this 
worldly system,  for they yearn of a  “System of Righteousness”  under their anointed  master/king  Christ Jesus (Rev.19v16).  They know this 
worldly system and all the edifices  (bastions of power)  of politics, commerce and religion  shall be removed  (be dissolved)  as The Bible 
repeatedly tells us  because these bastions  are  of The World  (being of its methodology)  and  not  of the future system under Christ Jesus.  

4. A TC is therefore a  sojourner/alien/foreigner  in The World and of its  systems/protocols/methodology  as practised by leaders taking The 
First/Most  within society.  The TC is  not  party to any of this and thus remain  unspotted/clean  within their mind.  This occurs, because their  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  is the  one/same  as that which operates within JC,  as that which equally operates within Yahweh  - precisely 
as JC told us at John.14v20, 17v21-26,  where it is Yahweh’s HS operating  like/as  one mind within all three aforementioned groupings. 

Can the reader now understand why TCs are  “stupid, weak and despised”  -  because the people who feel this towards a TC prefer what this world gives 
and have  no  understanding of what a  REAL World  should be like  -  that  is  able to last an eternity  –  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire! 

That is why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”   never  teach of The Millennium  -  else surely,  they would  if  they were teaching  “1st Century 
Christianity”  by both word and practised deed! 

That is  why  it becomes incumbent for  worldly Christian leaders  to  change  their personality  to become Christ-like,  because  “much  (knowledge) is 
given  (in The Bible)  and much  (in works imitating JC)  is expected”  (to paraphrase JC –  Luke.12v46-48, etc.,  else they will be rejected,  Luke.20v16. 
1Cor.   4v11 og {Up to}/{As far as}/Until  of the  now/present/immediate/henceforth/hitherto/now/present 
1Cor.   4v11 og (the) {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}  also  (we) famish/crave/hunger;   
1Cor.   4v11 og also  (we) thirst,  also  (we are) stripped/{go poorly clad}/naked;  
1Cor.   4v11 og also  (we are) {rapped with fist}/buffeted,  also  (we are) {non-stationary}/{wander homeless}/nomads. 
1Cor.   4v11 = {As far as}/Until  the  hitherto/present  {portion of time  (a TCs 1st part of their life,  of an eternity 2 part life)} 

also  we  famish/hungered,  also  we thirst,  also  we are  stripped/naked,    
 also  we are  buffeted,   also  we are  {wandering homeless}/sojourners. 
 

As far as the present  {portion of time (a TC's 1st part of their physical life as compared with Eternity of the 2nd part of their life)} 
also we (TCs)  famish  (physically go without food  -  not  self-inflicted for self-indulgence  –  but forced upon them)  
also we (TCs)  thirst   (physically go without drink  -  not  self-inflicted for self-indulgence  –  but forced upon them)  
also we (TCs)  are stripped   (clothes stolen by thieves and other undesirable people)  
also we (TCs)  are buffeted  (physically hurt by The Environment  -  often people  physically  imposing their opinions upon TCs)  
also we (TCs)  are of no fixed abode   (having no home – perhaps carrying their belongings on their back). 
 

As Paul tells us in v10  a TC is  (supposedly)  stupid,  weak and without honour  because of what is contained within this verse  “is the lot/resultant”  as 
being  “the future”  for a TC living  today  in the 1st part of  his/her  physical life.   In the grand scheme of things,  this painful experience is merely a  
(infinitesimal)  “portion of time”  (being only the 1st part of their 2 part physical life  –  where the 2nd part of a TC's life is to be a future Son of God that 
will last for an eternity). 
However,  as JC tells us,  these very specific people who live like this,  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  being  “The Last/Least”  shall 
become  “The First/Most”  as the future  “Heirs” (Sons of God)  of/over  “The Inheritance”  (The Resurrected World)  in The Millennium. 
1Cor.   4v12 og Also  (we) {feel fatigue}/{work hard}/toil/labour   
1Cor.   4v12 og (the) {toiling as occupation}/effecting/{being engaged with}/{labouring for} [middle voice]   
1Cor.   4v12 og to the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hands;   
1Cor.   4v12 og (the being) reproached/vilified/reviled/cursed [plural, middle voice]   (we) {speak well of}/bless/praise   
1Cor.   4v12 og (the being) {followed after}/pursued/persecuted/suffering [plural, middle voice] 
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1Cor.   4v12 og (we) {hold oneself up against}/{bear with}/endure/forbear/suffer. 
1Cor.   4v12 = Also  we  {feel fatigued}/{work hard},   

the  personal  {toiling as occupation}/{daily labouring}  with  {our own}  hands  
the  personal  reproaches/cursings,  we (TCs)  {speak well of}/praise  (these people);   
the  personal  persecutions,  we  {bear with}/endure/suffer  (all this). 

 

Also we feel fatigue   (by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle), 
the personal daily labouring with our own hands   (to support our fleshly body in work,  ministry is  “overtime”  being of  our excess to Yahweh) 
               (Being easier,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  use their mouth and other people pay to have their ears flattered  [2Tim.4v3-4]) 
the personal reproaches  (by “Leaders of Religion”),  we speak well of   (those people  personally  – so they have no excuse to hurt us), 
the personal persecutions  (by “Leaders of Religion”),  we bear with   (what these people do to us – so they have no reason to hurt us). 
 

As Paul tells us in v10  a TC is  (supposedly)  stupid,  weak and without honour  by The World  (not understanding The Driver within a TC)  because this  
“is the lot/resultant”  as being  “the future”  for a TC living  today  in the 1st part of  his/her  physical life. 
For it must be like this,  else resurrected people not worthy to be future  “Sons of God”  would otherwise state  

That person could only become a “Son of God” now,  because they had an easy life while a TC  (as Satan said of Job,  Job.1v8-12, 2v1-3). 
Therefore,  this affliction  will  occur to a TC  from the  worldly  religious authorities  (because these leaders’ fraudulent teaching is publicly exposed by 
the TC's occupational effort,  no one else has an internal driver to attack TCs).   This is what a TC  must  expect  in Satan’s worldly system  when they 
expose  “Religious Hypocrisy”  (2Cor.4v4, 1Joun.5v19, please see John.16v1-4, 2Cor.11v13-16, Acts.20v29  and in the context of the surrounding 
chapters); 

And yet there is more - 
1Cor.   4v13 og (The being) vilified/{impious speakings}/defamed/reviled [middle voice],   
1Cor.   4v13 og (we) {call near}/{invoke by implore}/beseech/exhort/entreat;   
1Cor.   4v13 og {in that manner}/likewise/as   (the) {something cleaned off the ground}/sweepings/refuse/filth   
1Cor.   4v13 og of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,   (we are) {become to be}  (of the) all   
1Cor.   4v13 og (the) {all around rubbing}/{brushed around}/{off scrapings/scourings}/scum  until/{up to}/while   
1Cor.   4v13 og now/present/immediate/henceforth/hitherto/now/present. 
1Cor.   4v13 = The being  personally  vilified/defamed/{spoken evil of}   (then)   we  (TCs)   entreat/implore/invite/{give comfort},   

{in that manner}/as  the  sweepings/filth/refuse  of the  World/Life   (thus rejected by people operating according to World methodology),    
we  (TCs)  have  {become to be}  the  scum/{dirt wiped off}  until/{up to}  now/henceforth   (and the remaining 1st part of our physical life) 

 

Being personally vilified   (by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  as was JC,  but  beloved/respected  by the general Public)   
(then)   we (TCs)  entreat/invite   (these  “Religious Leaders”  to imbue “1st Century Christianity”  and become like us,  imitating JC, 1Cor.11v1), 
(we presently existing)   in that manner as the  filth/refuse  of The World   (worldly people reject what God's Word means in a reformed person) 
we (TCs)  have become to be  scum/dirt  until now   (during the remaining 1st part of our life while purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life). 
 

As Paul tells us in v10  a TC is  (supposedly)  stupid, weak and without honour   because this  “is the lot/resultant”  as being  “the future”  for a TC 
living  today  in the 1st part of  his/her  physical life. 
We appear by The World as being  “Born Losers”  as “The Last/Least  (within this World)”  and yet internally it is not like this – because we are driven 
by  “The Word of God”  and as such we shall truly succeed by become future Sons of God”  given by Yahweh  “The First/Most (in The Millennium)”! 
Quite simply  if  this subjection is  not  occurring,  then from what The Bible teaches us – we  cannot  be a TC, it  is  a simple as that very bold statement! 

But under the  extremely strict and cautionary note - 
In every other respect the TC is a model secular citizen always prepared to freely help people should the need arise.    
Furthermore,  he/she  must be  absolutely neutral  in  all forms  of politics and worldly issues so  he/she  cannot be stained or blemished by The World  –  
in the view of  “The Beholder”  (whoever they might be,  nationality/creed/politics/commerce/dogma)  –  who,  as an individual,  might always be a 
potential convert,  to make possible that required number of 144000.   Where the TC is to be  “no respecter of persons”  (imitating JC –  Matt.22v16,  as 
taught by James.2v1-8, etc.).   This is a requirement when it comes to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of the 30, 60 and 100 fold yield  (Matt.13v23)  of future 
TCs  (where Paul might be accredited with perhaps a yield of 70,000 fold through the generations in The Gospel Age)! 
This attitude of absolute neutrality must be held firmly,  so that no person in  “The Resurrected” World failing to be a future  “Son of God”  can state  
         I was not a TC because of the stance,  or worldly view held,  presented a barrier to me from becoming a  “Son of God” –  like  “he/she”  is now! 

Does the reader understand this? 
It is a position of mind of which our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are presently unable to grasp -  because then have a present mind  not to do so! 
1Cor.   4v14 og Not  (to be) respecting/confounding/regarding/revering/shaming  {specifically yourselves} 
1Cor.   4v14 og (I) write/scribed/engraved  these (things),  but  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
1Cor.   4v14 og (the) children/sons/daughters/offspring  {of me}/mine/my   (the) {dearly/well loved}/beloved  [plural]   
1Cor.   4v14 og (I) {to put in mind}/caution/warn/admonish/{reprove gently}. 
1Cor.   4v14 = I  write  these things  not  to be  confounding/shaming  {specifically yourselves}   (The Brethren),   

but  {in that manner}/as  my  beloved  children,  I  caution/{gently reprove}. 
 

I write these things not to be  confounding/shaming  specifically you   (The Brethren,  ideally to be actively aiming to imitate JC) 
but in that manner as my beloved children,  I  caution/{gently reprove}   (yourselves to hearken unto this advice). 
 

Likewise to the  worldly Christians at all the various degrees of being  “luke-warm”  (Rev.3v16),  sadly many people are misguided by their spiritually 
blind  religious leaders all trying to  “row the boat”  in the most haphazard and chaotic manner,  guided by blind navigators!   
Worryingly,  within this boat,  there are also the  charlatan Christian leaders trying to scuttle it! 

As was Paul,  I too gentle warn  all  people  without favour  -  including these  worldly Christian leaders to open  “The Spiritual Mind”   unto  
“1st Century Christianity”. 

I precisely explain what was  “1st Century Christianity”  and likewise unravel  “The Knowledge”  from the enforced  “Mystery”  that Satan desires  
(through humans operating according to worldly methodology)  -  where I present a clear vista for all humans upon which to focus  –  so that all people 
will know where  [1] they are supposed to be going and  [2] how to get there! 
In this manner I am ideally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to obtain His 144000 TCs so that this most evil system might come ever sooner to a conclusion to 
herald in The Millennium under JCg’s most glorious and well deserved rule  (Rev.19v16)  as rapidly as possible.   

What is wrong in seeking that same primary objective  (of likewise, JC’s and Paul’s)?  –  Being only to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
 
42nd Comment – There are many  “{Child leaders}/tutors”  in The Christian Nation  –  but very few TCs to father  (look 
after and nurture)  because the originators have passed the knowledge as they best knew it.  But subsequently  the  deviant 
activity of the  ‘child (like) tutors’  having grown up within The Nation happily creating an  utter  vacuum of accurate 
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Knowledge  within the Christian Nation  only  because they have  no  zeal/passion  for  “The Absolute Truth”  –  being 
content to perpetuate  ‘mysteries and superstitions’  for the leaders’  own ego of  one-upmanship over their congregation! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Gospel = (Though not quite an allegory,  but because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  know 
what it means)  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  meaning our 2 part life to learn how to imitate JCg our creator and 
saviour,  that for most people  (99.9+% of The World)  requires The Millennium within which to be successful. 
1Cor.   4v15 og if/whenever  for  (the) {very many}/10,000/innumerably/myriads   
1Cor.   4v15 og (of the) {child leaders}/tutors/instructors/schoolmasters/trainers  (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
1Cor.   4v15 og in  (to the [=within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  but  not  many/much/plenteous   
1Cor.   4v15 og (the) fathers/forebears/parents,  in  for  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   (of the) Jesus   
1Cor.   4v15 og through (reason of)  of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}   
1Cor.   4v15 og [emphatic] I/me  {specifically yourselves}   (I) {process of procreation/generation/begotten}/fathered. 
1Cor.   4v15 = For  if  you have  {very many}  of the  {child leaders}/tutors/instructors  within the  Christ/Anointed,   

but  (certainly)  not many fathers! 
For through reason of  {the  Gospel}  emphatic I (Paul)  fathered  {specifically yourselves}  within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus. 

 

For if you have very many of the child leaders   (you seem to have competent leaders only  over children)    
within the Anointed   (being “ The Goal”  of invitation on offer by Yahweh to us of The Gospel Age), 
but not many fathers!   (You have no mature leaders  [accurately applying what is known]  able to truly yield future  “Sons of God”!)   
For through reason of the Gospel   (of  “1st Century Christianity” as taught by JC,  of whom we should imitate to achieve  “The Goal”) 
emphatic I (Paul)  fathered   (as a mature TC,  leading by example in works [agape in sacrifice]  –  internally driven by the HS  [agapao in The Mind])   
specifically yourselves within the Anointed  (as The Goal)  Jesus   (being The Exemplar for us to imitate). 
 

Thus,  for all those  “child leaders”  you might have amongst yourselves,  you have very few fathers  (few  originators/forebears  able to give you The 
Accurate Knowledge in the first instance),  therefore,  remember that it was I,  Paul,  who gave you The Gospel of JC  (being that it was I,  your spiritual 
father having originally given you “The Knowledge”).  Consequently,  do not become too boastful,  and carefully listen to what I must say to you  –  so 
that you might become straightened out within your reasoning to become like me  (1Cor.11v1, and next verse in context)! 
As I state elsewhere,  I see Paul swaps between  “Jesus Christ”  and  “Christ”  within the same verse. 

Is this significant? 
I consider it is incredibly significant.   

It must be clearly understood,  Paul and JC where teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  –  as  never  taught today. 
“Christ” means “Anointed” -  that can only mean  “Anointed by Yahweh”  -   “anointed”  means  “to Rule in a position over other people”. 

Thus,  we should understand,  The Gospel only becomes possible through  “Jesus Christ”. 
Consequently,  Yahweh is  firstly  calling  out  through  “The Word of God”  (JC,  Rev.19v13, 3v20)  for people from The World to form The Christian 
Nation,  so that He might  then  personally  elect/chose  His future 144000 TCs  (“Early Adopters”)  to ultimately bring in The Millennium so He might 
finalise Human Salvation through the 1000 year teaching program  (for  “The Late Adopters”).   This is “True Righteousness”  thereby showing 
Yahweh’s  “Holy/Innocent/Blameless  Character”  having fully met the criteria of  Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9. 
Thus  “The Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  comprises of  “The Means to perfect Humans”  to become  “Christ-like”  within their  
spirit/personality/desires/traits over their 2 part physical life.   It is  of this  that is  never  taught  –  but only of  “love”  (in a worldly sense)   as  equally 
taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion” and  likewise atheists,  within which the recipients of this teaching can read whatever they like into the 
word  “love”,  just as they might within any schism of “Religion”  throughout The World  (operating according to worldly methodology  [of expressed  
“hypocrisy”])! 
That is one reason out of many,  why  worldly Christian leaders shall be rejected from their position of teaching  (Luke.20v16, and many other places) –  
being like these Corinthians  –  unless they  (as The Corinthians)  are to personally reform,  starting with  “repentance”  as  “The Prerequisite”  before  
“The Word of God (parts 1 and 2)”  can be successfully  imbued/inculcated! 

And that is where we come full circle again! 
 
28th Instruction – Utterly key instruction:  Imitate Paul as he imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
    Who does this?    Only the 144000 TCs, who will be assayed righteous in Yahweh’s “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”. 
1Cor.   4v16 og (I) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge   
1Cor.   4v16 og therefore/then  {specifically yourselves}, 
1Cor.   4v16 og (the) imitators/followers/mimics  {of me}/mine  (you) {become to be} [middle voice]. 
1Cor.   4v16 = Therefore/Then  I  beseech/urge/exhort  {specifically yourselves}  (brethren),  

you (all “Christians”)   personally  {become to be}  the  imitators/followers/mimics  {of me}.  
 

Therefore,  I  exhort/beseech  specifically yourselves   (brethren actively aiming to be TCs) 
you personally become to be imitators of me   (where Paul imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle  as the absolute best he is able  [noting 2Cor.11v24-28]). 
 

This is such an important verse –  it is one that changes a  worldly  Christian into a TC  –  to become one of future 144000 Sons of God. 
Yet sadly,  this so very important verse is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders within their perhaps  billions  of  “sermon hours”! 

So how is Yahweh to achieve His 144000 TCs? 
It is to those people who work  in parallel  –  having personally drawn themselves  outside  of “Religion”  (Rev.18v4, etc.). 

Thus,  you Brethren must humble yourself and become like me (Paul)  –  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  with the prospect of previously v10-13  
however with the greater vista of  “The Inheritance”  being educated following through afterwards,  thus keeping us fully motivated. 
This is  the prime requirement  of a TC to  accurately  spread  “The Word of Yahweh”  (Mark.1v38, Acts.6v1-3, Matt.24v14, etc.,)   with a penitent heart 
(= humble seat of motivation)  to any stranger  he/she  might meet during  his/her  daily intercourse with all humans.  But sadly,  most of The World finds 
the  real implications of the deeper message  of  “The Real Faith”  (knowledge/assurance/fidelity)  objectionable  (hence John.14v19)  and thus readily  
accepts the general blandness presently taught  (Luke.12v46-48). 
We should understand -  

The TC  will  stand out  (Matt.5v15, Mark.4v21, Luke.11v33)  as being wholly different to The World’s  normal  standards  (as The Bible tells 
us with a metaphoric  “mark on the forehead” meaning a  changed personality  that stands out from The Crowd),  through their lowly lifestyle 
taking little from The World.  By consequence,  they shall suffer affliction from those people who feel their own lifestyle is specifically under 
threat  (as we witnessed within The Gospels, Acts and epistles)  by having a very visible  “Competitive Standard”  that publicly exposes   
“The Hypocrisy”  as rampantly practised within  “Religion”. 
The deportment of a TC becomes an effective public  “Whistle-blower”  -  and we all know what happens to whistle-blowers whose 
conscience causes them to expose malpractice within secular society  - so obviously the same occurs in “Religion”  (John.11v47-53, hence 
John.15v18-19, 17v14-16)! 
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For example, of  “The Ideal”  –  was that given in the television program  (BBC 2, 06 June 2013)  entitled  “The Most Dangerous Man in Tudor 
England”  speaking of  “William Tyndale”.  He imitated Paul as Paul imitated JC – and that is why The Program's Title is so appropriate,  and precisely 
why the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in the day of  William Tyndale  acted in precisely the same manner as they did to JC (John.11v47-53, 16v1-
4).  Incidentally please read my last note at the end of The Gospel of Mark –  regarding how  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  twisted the demise of 
William Tyndale through a later BBC public broadcast. 
And continuing - 

What do we see today? –  Who are those people  utterly  neutral  in worldly affairs  and are the  perfect model secular  citizens? 
Moreover,  what do we  really  see behind the painted  façade/veneer/charade  within The World of  “self-claimed godly”  representatives? 

 
43rd Comment – Paul is keen to nurture those persons who show a keen interest in becoming TCs in their own right.  Thus 
he sends a trusty assistant,  Timothy,  to help guide their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with  accurate  knowledge. 
29th Allegory– Child = Young in  “The Real Faith”.  This is only relative to the spiritual father,  Paul,  who took him 
under his wing – however The Corinthians must be relative spiritual “babies” (while personally thinking they were kings)! 
1Cor.   4v17 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  (I) dispatched/sent/bestowed  {to yourselves}  (the) Timothy,   
1Cor.   4v17 og who/what/which/that  (he) is  (the) child/son  {of me}/mine   (the) {dearly/well loved}/beloved   
1Cor.   4v17 og also  (the) trustful/believing/faithful/sure/true  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master,   
1Cor.   4v17 og who/what/which/that  {specifically yourselves}  (he [Timothy] will) remind/recollect/remember  
1Cor.   4v17 og the  ways/journeys/progress/modes/means  {of me}/mine/my  the (ways)   
1Cor.   4v17 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  just/as/that/how/when  universally/{all places}/everywhere   
1Cor.   4v17 og in  (to the [= within]) every  (to the) {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  
1Cor.   4v17 og (I) {cause to learn}/teach/train. 
1Cor.   4v17 = Through reason of this   (cause,  to assist in their transition to become TCs)   I  dispatched/sent  {to yourselves}  Timothy,   

who  he is  my beloved  (spiritual)  child/son,   also  trustful/sure  within  the  Master/Lord   (Yahweh through JC  [as The Word of God]).   
That  he will  remind/recollect  {specifically yourselves}  of my  ways/manner  within the  Christ/Anointed, 
just/as  I  {caused to learn}/teach  everywhere  within  every  {the calling out}/Ecclesia. 

 

Through reason of this   (The Cause to bring their waywardness back to  “1st Century Christianity”  [being what it is supposed to mean in our life]) 
I (Paul)  dispatched Timothy to yourselves,  who is my beloved  (spiritual, 3rd generation TC)  child, 
also  (he is)  trustworthy/sure  within  The  Master/Lord   (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  ideally controlling our mind). 
That he will remind specifically yourselves of my ways within the Anointed   (how we are supposed to behave to achieve The Goal of Sonship), 
just as I teach  (by both word and deed)   everywhere within every  ecclesia/{calling out}. 
 

Paul knows of their weakness in  “The Real Faith”  and he sent his assistant Timothy being so firm in  “The  Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity”  to offer 
continual support and guidance for those people assiduously aiming to be  “anointed”  by Yahweh at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to lead  “The Resurrected 
World” 3.5 years later.  The TCs must be resurrected before “The Main Resurrection of The Millennium,  so they have this period of 3.5 years off this 
planet to be trained by Yahweh for their new role in The Millennium as future Kings/Priests  (1Pet.5v4, 2Tim.4v6-8). 
 
44th Comment – It does not take long for some deviants to spring up with  worldly  wisdom endeavouring to grasp out for 
‘the reins of power’  within a “Christian” grouping  –  that is  why  there  are  worldly  leaders  over  what becomes  their 
flock –  that is what they desire –  they do not like the hard graft of  accurately  teaching The Word of God at street level! 
35th Warning – In this instance Paul,  the founder,  will set things straight,  but when he is gone,  “The Deviants”  will 
pounce back!   And this has occurred throughout The Gospel Age,  TCs try in opposition to nudge  “The Standard” back 
to what The Scriptures teach us –  then  “The Deviants”  come back  in force!   When 144000 TCs exhibit themselves 
through the generations – then it will be JCg who returns with Yahweh’s  full power  in The Millennium and will never 
again allow these deviants to assert power over the  “innocent congregations”  (Luke.16v1-8, 20v16, Rom.16v17-18, etc.). 
36th Warning – Beware of  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  puffing-up themselves,  using all forms of copious worldly 
waffle to entice support from their followers  (just within their own minds and that of deluded devotees)! 
39th Reasoning – Paul will carry out precisely the same auditing process that Yahweh is carrying out at the present time 
throughout The Gospel Age: “but see the power”.  This does  not  mean trumped-up healing,  speaking in gibberish,  etc., 
but analysing how many  new  TC’s are being brought into  “The Real Faith”  (accurate  knowledge/assurance/fidelity) 
based upon knowledge driving the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  ‘that is separate from 
this sinful world’  =  the HS.  Please see glossary to understand what characteristics a TC possesses. 
30th Allegory – The Kingdom of God = a society that operates under  (thus fulfils)  Yahweh’s Desire.  
This  (1) starts within The Mind of a TC  (to form The New Nation, 1Pet.2v10, Isa.66v8)  based upon  “The Word of God” 
within The Gospel Age  and  (2) becomes a physical reality in The Millennium  led/ruled  by those of (1). 
40th Reasoning – Thus  “The Kingdom of God”  is  not  brought about by eloquent words and saying nice things  –  but 
rather  is an  “imbued methodology”  (given via JC as “The Word of God”,  hence 1Tim.2v5)  practised by all people to 
their neighbour without favour.  Thus  “The Kingdom of God”  is made possible by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
that is the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  being  “The Power to bring about change within a 
person’s mind”,  which then delivers righteous works that will ideally edify our neighbour  (ideally to become a TC). 
(Note this is  not  the mystic waffle that all manner of  worldly Christian leaders seem to enjoy wallowing within!) 
31st Allegory – Miraculous power =  “The Word of God transfiguring a formally  callus/hardened  heart/mind”.  
It is  not  the twisted actions of  charlatan  Christian leaders using  “feigned miracles”  to bewitch their devotees! 
1Cor.   4v18 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  not  (of the) accompany/appear/bring/coming [middle voice]   
1Cor.   4v18 og and  {of me}/mine  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor.   4v18 og (they were) {blown up}/inflated/{made proud}/{puffed up}  (the) {some/any/certain persons}. 
1Cor.   4v18 = And  {in that manner}/as  {of me}  not  of the  personally  accompanying/coming  towards  {specifically yourselves},   

{some/any people}  they were  inflated/{puffed up}   (when assuming that I was not coming to you)! 
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And in that manner of me not personally coming towards specifically yourselves   (thinking I was not coming to  “correct/align yourselves”), 
some people were puffed up   (thinking they had a free charter to become leaders for the  self-indulgent  returns this would personally bring)! 
 

Thus there were some members of the congregation who felt they could rapidly climb through the ranks based upon their eloquence,  spouting  worldly 
wisdom  (for their worldly clientèle enjoying these  “supposedly wonderful”  soundbites, 2Tim.4v3-4),  and not the humility demonstrated by accurately  
applying  “The Word of God”  within one’s life to become “The Wisdom of God”  that can only occur when  carefully  aligned  to  “The Word of God”. 
This we see today  –  fine,  silver-tongued  speakers to draw a crowd on the free flow of  “worldly wonderful”  soundbites built upon froth that titivates 
the  self-indulgent  nature of humans  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.),  rather than to the genuine fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire to be giving  “The 
Bed-Rock”  (Matt.7v24-25)  that yields  “Real Faith”.   
A worldly practice that allows the congregations to drift within a  “delusional soup”  –  but on a string to keep returning  “for the top-up”  -  and in the 
meantime to be giving a worldly return for the leader!   Precisely how a  “drug-pusher”  behaves to the deluded addict  (both  situations  [religion/drug] 
having the respective character positions are of  one/same  mental attitude)! 

Beware of these  worldly religious leaders of today,  having no auditor like Paul to assay them! 
However,  I am  “The New Kid on the block”  and able to competently audit their output in a most intelligent and educated manner! 

Note also,  John had precisely the same problem occurring during his time,  as we are told at 1John.2v18-19, 3John.v9-10. 
These  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  seem to disregard the fact that Yahweh is carefully recording precisely what they say and do  -  for  “it shall 
be certainly shouted across the roof-tops”   (Luke.12v2-3)  in The Millennium,  in the 2nd part of their physical life,  but it might even come earlier  (in the 
1st part of their physical life)  as we now read - 
1Cor.   4v19 og (I will) accompany/appear/bring/coming [middle voice]  and  
1Cor.   4v19 og briefly/speedily/shortly/rapidly/soon/suddenly  
1Cor.   4v19 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves} 
1Cor.   4v19 og if/whenever  the  lord/master   (he may/should) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/will; 
1Cor.   4v19 og also  (I will) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding} 
1Cor.   4v19 og not  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the (persons) 
1Cor.   4v19 og (of the having been) {blown up}/inflated/{made proud}/{puffed up}, 
1Cor.   4v19 og but  the  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}. 
1Cor.   4v19 = And  I  (Paul, the auditor)  will  personally  accompany/come  swiftly/shortly  towards  {specifically yourselves},   

whenever  the  lord/master  he  may/should  determine/desire/{be pleased},   
also  I will  not  {absolutely know/understand}  (will not accept)  the word  of the persons  having been  inflated/{puffed up},   
but the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  (being what  “hold”  they command over the fledgling congregation). 

 

And I (Paul – the auditor)  will personally come shortly towards specifically yourselves, 
whenever the  Master/Lord  (Yahweh through JC)   He might determine   (this to occur), 
also I will not absolutely  know/understand  (I will not accept)  the word of the people having been puffed up   (in their intellectual ego), 
but the mighty work   (being of JC’s True Ministry,  and  not  the type given by “Professional Leaders of Religion”  as yourselves are now becoming!) 
            (Inasmuch it is “The Mighty Work”  to change a calcitrant worldly mind unto JC’s Mind by logical reasoned argument in both words and deeds.) 
 

Thus Paul is stating that by one means or another  (either personally or through representatives)  I shall come to specifically yourselves Brethren and 
straighten out the wayward tendencies  (as he had to do with The Galatians,  Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, etc.).  He will not be moved by  “The Words”  of fine 
oratory  (being  “the excuses”  and  “covering of tracks”)  but rather,  determine how influential they might be in fracturing  “1st Century Christianity”  
into  “The Worldly Christianity”  that we have operating today  throughout all The World.     
Paul as an auditor shall assay them on  “The Power of The Word of God”  which precisely means  (for us likewise)  

God's Word  [1] correctly imbued and  [2] rigorously  assayed,   then  [3] operated upon with fidelity ultimately yields Yahweh’s HS 
operating in our lifestyle  (producing the fruit of the HS,  being the lifestyle and the teaching effort of  The Brethren’).  This becomes our 
personal sacrifice (on Yahweh’s altar, of our local environment)  to be yielding  new TCs  -  so they might also come into  “The Real Faith”  
comprising of  accurate  Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity which is to ideally be operating within all people! 

Which is precisely  why  worldly Christian leaders are  so useless  in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  –  because they do none of these things as this website 
clearly shows throughout its exegesis based solely upon The Bible,  which rips apart their  “worldly  wisdom”  given in their sermons  (the transcripts 
are placed on this website, “FutureLife.Org”   for The World to examine.   I have many 100’s more on my hard-drives to dissect line by line! 
I do this  not  to defame them,  but only so they might see the errors of their present understanding and  use  the knowledge they  do have,  but in a future  
correctly  configured within their mind  so they too might then start constructively fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and become TCs themselves. 
I am  not  after worldly point scoring –  but only as an auditor  (likewise coming early),  else I too become subject to Yahweh’s wrath if I remain quiet! 
1Cor.   4v20 og not for  in  (to the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  the  kingdom/reign/realm/domain  of the  God [Yahweh], 
1Cor.   4v20 og but  in  (to the [= within]) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work} (singular). 
1Cor.   4v20 = For  not  the kingdom  of the  God   (given/expressed)   within   (fancy/seductive)   word/sayings/reasoning,    

but   (given/expressed)   within the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}   (that reforms The Mind to become Christ-like). 
 

For not The Kingdom of God   (that operates  [1] spiritually in the mind of a TC now imitating JC,  but  [2] as a physical reality in The Millennium) 
(is given/expressed)   within   (fine/seductive)   word/sayings   (of frothy soundbites,  containing zero substance,  as given by  worldly  Christians) 
but  (the kingdom of God is  given/expressed)  within the  mighty work   (of “The Word of God” transforming  The Receptive Mind to be Christ-like) 
 

As I state elsewhere  “The Kingdom of God”  means   “a society operating to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  (hence JC's comment at Luke.17v21). 
Thus it is  not  “a society operating to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  given/expressed  in  fancy/seductive  words,  but rather  “a society  operating  to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire”  that is  given/expressed  in  “the actions of something occurring” - being that a few good works are better than a million good words!  
Thus it is the  “power/capability”  of  “The Word of God”  correctly  taught and then  personally reasoned  by the required three stages to gain  “Real 
Faith”  that is able to turn our  callous/hardened  mind  (operating according to  “worldly methodology”)  into a mind that is truly Christ-like  
(operating according to  “Yahweh's Methodology”).   When  this truly occurs,   then  we  have  gained the HS  –  being its correct composite definition - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (The Universe). 

The reader can now see how this whole verse logically  “gels together”. 
So,  to belabour the point from another angle  

Paul is saying   
Do  not  be like the  worldly Christian leaders and just speak these easy words  (to The World) - 

“Believe in JC to be saved,  and then you will go to heaven when you die”!   
But rather get out into The World of strangers and show your DNA given capabilities enhanced by  “The Word of God”  driving your mind that yields the 
HS  (see the composite definition above)  by being self-motivated  (for no worldly return  –  except abuse, v9-13)  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of 
God”.  This should not be done with benign words having no motivation except for worldly return (v18),  but rather with the passion of the  heart/{seat of 
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motivation}  to aim for  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  by expressing the HS  (noting its  accurate  composite definition)  operating within and 
around us,  as a TC.   
Then  we are truly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by operating as though we are presently  (in the 1st part of our physical life)  in  “The Kingdom of God”  
operating within our mind  (Luke.17v21)  -  with a  new  spirit/personality/desire/trait  that has been transformed by  “The Word of God”  correctly 
imbued to become Christ-like based upon  accurate knowledge.  This becomes the new embryonic being/entity within us   (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  that 
Yahweh will use in our resurrection  (of its two parts  [Eze.37v7-8, 10]  of perfected physical body and then spiritual cloning of the heaven treasure  
[Matt.6v19-20, 19v21, Mark.10v21, Luke.12v33-34, 18v22]  that precisely defines us as an  “individual”)!   
Please see  “Born Again”  in glossary  –  because as usual,  it is absolutely  not  as what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us it supposedly means! 
A note on the use of  “miraculous power”. 

This terminology means  “The Word of God”  is used to  reform/transfigure  the  callus/hard  heart/mind  away from worldly methodology.   
That is why Paul states here that it is not simply worldly words  –  but rather  “The Word of God”  fully exemplified within JC's 
deportment/lifestyle  that causes the recipient's repentant mind to turn away from The World to become a TC.   
This occurred to Paul  (formally Saul)  and that is why this terminology weighs so much upon Paul's mind  –  Acts.9v1-12,  1Tim.1v12-16. 

What  “miraculous power”  does  not  mean  
It does not mean what our  charlatan Christian leaders twist this terminology to mean!   They twist  “The Word of God”  so they might gain a 
worldly return from the illusions of  feigned  “supposed physical miracles”  given to bewitch their  seduced/deluded  congregational members  
instead of using God’s Word to  “miraculously spiritually reform The Mind”  to imitate JC. 
Therefore the  charlatan Christian leaders use their  “feigned physical miracles”  together with their beguiling rhetoric,  throwing in 
soundbites  pulled out of context  (just as this example)  –  supported by manipulative background music to drive the emotions of the 
congregation unto the way the leader wants to spiritually push them  (as a continuance of self-indulgent worldly methodology)! 

In context we realise that  “The Kingdom of God”  comes about within our minds built upon  “The Word of God”  which has been rigorously  
assayed/tested  and acted upon with fidelity so that we might become suitable candidates for “Sonship”. 
Firstly,  it is the 144000 TCs who make this transition as  “The Early Adopters”  within their minds. 
Secondly,  it is the members within  “The Resurrected World”  who  reform/readjust/transfigure  their mind upon  “The Teaching of The Word of God”  
accurately  given by JCg and the 144000 TCs in The Millennium within a perfected environment  –  where  “The Kingdom of God”  becomes  “The 
Physical Reality”.   These truly reformed people in The Millennium become  “The Late Adopters”  of  “The Word of God”  (JC)  operating within them. 
Hopefully the reader is able to see through the shenanigans given by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders with the tools I give,  and 
any person with  “The Knowledge”  who remains quiet on such delinquent activity supposedly given in The Name of JC (or Yahweh)  is as equally 
condemned by Yahweh by condoning this deviate activity,  precisely as Paul told us at Rom.1v32! 
 
45th Comment – Paul is just asking the logical question:  Do you wish me to beat  “it”  into you  (as some worldly 
religions do so today)  as an  “despotic over-lord”,  or do you wish me to express it in  agapao/{edifying love},   inasmuch 
I carefully explain  “The Disclosing Truth”  to you in words that you understand as someone on your own level? 
32nd Allegory – Rod/Staff = Authority  –  meaning  “listen to the person holding The Staff”.  A tool to exact  
discipline/retribution  is the secondary meaning and will only be used when all other forms of inducement fails. 
1Cor.   4v21 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether  (you) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/will?    
1Cor.   4v21 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {a stick/wand/cudgel}/{a rod/sceptre/staff}  (I) accompany/appear/bring/come   
1Cor.   4v21 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves},   
1Cor.   4v21 og or/than/either/rather  in  (to the [= within]) benevolence/charity/dear/agape  
1Cor.   4v21 og (to the) spirit/personality/desire/trait  both  (of the) gentleness/humility/meekness. 
1Cor.   4v21 = What  (would)  you  determine/desire/{be pleased}?   

(That)  (to the =)  with  {a  stick/rod/cudgel}  I  accompany/come  towards  {specifically yourselves};   
or/rather  both  in  (1) the  {charity love}/agape  (and)  (2)  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  gentleness /meekness ? 

 

What  (would)  you personally desire? 
(That)  With the  staff/rod   (symbol of Authority/Mastery)   I come towards specifically yourselves; 
or/rather  both in  (1)  the  agape/charity  [as the physical output]   (and)   (2) the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of gentleness? 

            (Note how Paul uses reasoned argument to win over his recipients -  let the recipients make the personal reform as given by Paul’s words/deeds) 
 

Paul does not want to force anything upon them  –  counter to what we witness occurring within  “Religion”  throughout The World by its leaders 
throughout what  “appears to be millions”  of schisms  (individually  “dividing and ruling”),  but rather,  we are to use  “The Power of Reasoned 
Argument”  within the recipient’s mind  –  so that its synapse construction might become personally  transformed/transfigured  from within  (called  
“learning and then doing”).   
This process of  “learning”  occurs through  “The Reasoning”  that is operating within Paul’s  spirit/personality/desire/traits  (that is  “in tune”  [= the 
one/same]  with Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  by being  “the  one/same”  with Yahweh’s HS)    so that the recipient becomes  self motivated  
to freely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  themselves  –  because  they  understand  why/how  they should behave like JC! 

This “route to success”  is just so important to understand! 
It is by understanding  why/how  we  must  become transformed  –  and  not  being  “pressganged”  into something that we do not internally believe  
(analogy of food given at Rom.14v23)  we would then become condemned and thus not desired by Yahweh as a TC.  This is a strong trait of  worldly 
religions  –  pressgang the individual into a worldly form of worship  (either physical or mental abuse  -  subtle or overt)  but the  inner-self  is rebelling 
against  “what we perceive to know of Yahweh”.   However,  the responsibility for this terrible state of affairs is solely levelled at  “The Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  because they are the people forcing those people below  (them)  into observance.   An observance into something that perhaps the 
leaders themselves are very likely  not  “to believe”  –  but  “The Religion”  becomes “The Vehicle”  that provides a worldly income of  
power/prestige/leverage/money/glory/sex/pension/etc.  for the leaders to indulge themselves upon the worldly return. 

It is the pyramidic structure that condemns “Religion”! 
As compared with pyramidic structure  “1st Century Christianity”  being,  Brethren,  TCs,  JC, Yahweh. 

This is a simple two-layer fleshly level before we are into the extra-terrestrial level. 
The further we leave this two layer and start to enter 4, 6, 8 10 fleshly layers and beyond,  then the further the religious institution is from Yahweh! 

It is all so extremely easy to understand,  when gaining a mind to comprehend  “1st Century Christianity”  built upon  “The Word of God”! 
 
 
46th Comment – Paul asks:  Are you aware some of your companions are doing worse things than The Heathen? 
37th Warning – Things bad then?   How much worse are they now within the very  worldly ‘Christian’ community! 
And worst,  it is excused under:  “We can do what we like because God loves us”’  –  An utterly  iniquitous  distortion! 
Sodomy is now blessed by Christian leaders in certain sections of Christendom  -  can it get any worse? 
38th Warning – The Brethren excused bad things then  – worryingly,  worldly Christian leaders excuse worse today!   
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As Paul  asks:  Are you too blown up with pride to be considering yourself above Yahweh’s instruction? 
(Yahweh will be most vengeful against those people claiming to come in His Name,  but  twist/distort  His Word!) 
29th Instruction – Remove people out of The Brethren  (Christian groups)  who despise God’s Instruction.  
Noting: “Despise”  means  “knows what to do – but  “inwardly rejects”  “The Required Workings of The Knowledge”  
(Today they are blessed by their peers,  clearly, they all  have  no  working  knowledge of Yahweh,  and also  not  His HS!) 
1Cor.   5v1 og Completely/Altogether/Everywhere/Commonly/Utterly  (it is) heard/listened/understood   
1Cor.   5v1 og in  {to [= within] yourselves}  (the) harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication,   
1Cor.   5v1 og also  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}  (the) harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication   
1Cor.   5v1 og who/which  [it is]  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  in  to the  [= within] 
1Cor.   5v1 og Gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples  (it is) {assigned an appellation}/uttered/professed/called/named,   
1Cor.   5v1 og thus/{insomuch that}  (the) woman/wife  {some/any/certain person}  of the  father/forebear/parent 
1Cor.   5v1 og (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have. 
1Cor.   5v1  Everywhere  it is  heard/understood   (that)   within yourselves  (is)  the  harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication/prostitution,  

also  {truly this}/{of this sort}  the  adultery/incest/fornication  which  (is)  {not even}  named/called  within  the nations;   
{inasmuch that}  {some/any/certain person}  to  possess/ have  (his)  father's  woman/wife. 

 

Everywhere it is heard   (that)   within yourselves   (is)   the  harlotry/adultery, 
also truly this the adultery which   (is)   not even named within the nations: 
inasmuch some person to have   (his)   father's wife   (assuming,  either his father is still  alive/incapacitated,  or the perpetrator is still married)! 
 

Paul thought this example was bad in his day! 
But  now  we have rampant  homosexuality,  lesbianism,  paedophilia,  buggery,  sodomy,  religious adultery,  etc.  even practised among 
leaders of the  worldly Christian nation  (and condoned by other leaders Rom.1v32)  –  let alone  “the heathen” (“non-Christians”)!   

In direct competition to the open practices of Sodom and Gomorrah given to us in The Bible for our warning.   
That is precisely  why  JC said   

“It will be better for those people in Sodom and Gomorrah”  (upon resurrection into The Millennium)  than those people of Chorazin  
(representing by analogy   “Christians”  having JC as  “The Word of God”  amongst them during The Gospel Age  -  Matt.11v21, 
Luke.10v13). 

Why did JC state this,  and why was it so important that it was recorded not just the once,  but several times in The Bible? 
Because the people of  Sodom/Gomorrah   did not know  “God’s Word”,  so they just sinned  –  however we  “Christians”  do  know,  thus making  us  
iniquitous  in the midst of Yahweh  -  if we do not repent –  see Luke Chapter 15  –  where  “lost/perish”  means  “annihilation”  (see  “2 part life”  in 
glossary)!  
1Cor.   5v2 og Also  {specifically yourselves}  (the having been) {blown up}/inflated/{made proud}/{puffed up}   
1Cor.   5v2 og {you are/belong/be},   
1Cor.   5v2 og also  {not indeed}/{did not}  {greater degree}/{more than}/better    (you) grieved/mourned/wailed,  
1Cor.   5v2 og that   (he/she may/should be) removed/{put/take away}  {from/out of}   
1Cor.   5v2 og middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  {of yourselves}   
1Cor.   5v2 og the ( person)  the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed   
1Cor.   5v2 og that/this/there/here  (the having) done/made/produced/yielded/performed/provided/practised. 
1Cor.   5v2 = Also  {specifically yourselves}  belong   (within their worldly mentality – as  “The Heathen”)  

the having been  inflated/{puffed up}/proud  (in knowledge,  giving a   “superiority complex”  within a “Gospel of Excuses”),   
also  {not indeed}  better/rather  you  grieved/wailed   (at what has occurred in your presence), 
that  he/she   (the perpetrator)   might be  removed/{put away}  {from out of}  {of yourselves}   
the person  having  done/performed/practised  this  deed/work   (of taking his father’s wife at 5v1 –  hence the next chapters) 

 

Also specifically yourselves belong   (to this type of worldly methodology of  “excusing oneself within which to self-indulge”)   
the having been  puffed-up   (apparently thinking themselves  “supposedly wise”  in The Knowledge previously given by Paul) 
            (Inasmuch  “Head Knowledge”  should not stay there,  but be practised with fidelity to become  “The Wisdom of God”,  thus imitating JC) 
also not indeed rather  (that)  you grieved   (at what has occurred within you congregation  [and  not  to be  “excusing it”]), 
that he (the perpetrator of the previous verse)  might be removed from out of yourselves 
(being)  the person having performed this deed   (of taking his father's wife). 

            (It is not just simply  “The One Act”,  but rather  “The Rebellious Mind”  will lead to all manner of  other failures,  to fracture the grouping.) 
 

Explained as   You consider yourselves so righteous that even when such an evil like this is done in your midst,  you have no remorse over it to even 
desire the perpetrator should be removed from you.  Sadly things like this and even worse occur today,  but the religious leaders in the same position as 
these brethren commit these evil acts  (thus termed  “iniquitous”),  but instead of being removed from out of their position in utter disgrace,  they  
were/are  moved to another parish to  repeat  their activities!   
Or these religious perpetrators are even promoted higher up in the religious worldly edifice! 

Therefore,  what is different today from what Paul condemned unreservedly then? 
The worldly Christian community of the last 1700+ years  (including  today)  has so much for which to answer  –  of which its members on an individual 
basis  will  be made to answer during their education program -  upon their resurrection into The Millennium  on this Earth  (but certainly  not  within 
the heavens  [reserved for only 144000 TCs,  for 3.5 years before they return to rule, Rev.19v16-21]). 
 
39th Warning – Just as Paul was not bodily with them, but he knew what was going on – even more so does Yahweh today! 
40th Warning – Yahweh will judge those iniquitous leaders most unfavourably in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”. 
30th Instruction – The Brethren are to unite in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with the TCs when there are deviant self-
indulgent  forces at work,  causing instability in The Christian Nation.  Remove the deviants from your midst and allow 
them to fully express themselves,  so The Lord might deal with them in His own time  –  being perhaps likewise  “totally 
ignored”  after they have died  (no resurrection – but an eternal death = annihilation),  better is repentance  now! 
Instruction – repeat - The HS can  only  be present  within/around  an individual  if and only if  the person  wholly imbues  
“The Word of God”,  thoroughly  assays/tests  this “Knowledge”,  to ensure this  “knowledge”  is  sourced from Yahweh  
(and not from the world – being leaders of “Religion”),   and then  he/she  operates with fidelity to this  “knowledge”. 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” = while this is not an allegory – our worldly Christian leaders (by definition)  have not the 
faintest idea what this means  (obviously because they are  not  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that 
which operates within Yahweh)  –  and so they assign a  “personage”  to it!  –  Thus,  for the edification of our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  this  is  the composite definition of the “HS”:- 

1. A  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment  (effective throughout The Universe). 

Noting: The HS becomes personalised  within the reasoning entity  that builds their mind solely upon “The Word of God” 
Instruction – repeat - “Coming in the Name”  also means  “Behaving in the Character”  and  “Having the Authority”  of 
the person in whom we come.  This  only  occurs by gaining  “Real Faith”  through the  required three stage process  of  
(1) gaining accurate knowledge  (2) rigorously assaying it and then  (3) operate with fidelity with what has been tested! 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
1Cor.   5v3 og [emphatic] I/me  truly/indeed  for  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {being away}/absent   
1Cor.   5v3 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {whole/sound body}/bodily,   (being) {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present   
1Cor.   5v3 og and  to the [= in/with/by/on]  spirit/personality/desire/trait,   
1Cor.   5v3 og {even now}/already/{by this time}  (I have) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge   
1Cor.   5v3 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {being near}/{at hand}/{time being}/present   
1Cor.   5v3 og the (person, [man, adulterer])  {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  that/this/there/here   
1Cor.   5v3 og (the having) accomplished/performed/finished/fashioned/{worked out} [middle voice]. 
1Cor.   5v3 = For  emphatic I (Paul)  {in that manner}/as  {being away}/absent  within the  {whole/sound body},   

and  (yet)  {being near}/present  with  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (inasmuch I am conscious of what is going on amongst you), 
{even now}/already  I have  {mentally decided}/judged  {in that manner}/as  {at hand}/present  (with yourselves) 
the person  (man [the adulterer])  having  personally  performed/{worked out}  {in this manner}/likewise  there  (as detailed to me). 

 

For  emphatic I (Paul)  in that manner as being away within the  (physical)  body, 
and  (yet)  being near with  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (inasmuch Paul is very conscious of human nature – and knows how people think) 
            (Paul truly cares for their future wellbeing even when he is physically away from them  -  always mindful of what they should or could be doing!)  
even now I have judged in that manner as  (if I was)  present  (with yourselves)    
the person  (the man [the adulterer])  having personally performed in this manner there. 

            (I have judged you on the evidence while I was away,  but you  should be doing it yourselves,  and not be reliant upon me to do it for you!) 
 

Paul is not physically with them,  yet he is present in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and thus knows of this  perpetrator(s)  within their congregation.   
As such,  Paul has already made a judgement upon what he knows of the situation. 
Sadly,  I need to correct some rampant corruption spread by certain  “Charismatic Christian leaders”  to insinuate some mystic  “spirit”  of Paul’s  was 
wandering through the  “ether”  in this congregation.  

This is utter rubbish  –   trying to force some mysticism into the proceedings for them to then further bend,  for their own manipulative ends. 
Paul is simply stating  

“I am  consciously  aware of what is happening in your congregation”  (through reports of what I hear occurring within the ecclesia). 
This can be confidently stated within the commentary,  because based upon my  accurate  descriptions on this website for what  “Spirit”,  “Spiritual”,  
“Soul”,  and  “Heavenly Treasure”  terms really mean  (see glossary). 
Thus Paul has been made aware  (having been given  accurate  knowledge from dependable sources)  by some of the members of the congregation who 
truly have Paul’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (hence Paul's presence/parousia)  operating within them  and thus these members have communicated 
to Paul telling him of their concerns over what is occurring within The Brethren at Corinth.   Noting these members have the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh’s HS operating within them  (as does Paul – being  the common link)  to form the new entity  –  see  “Holy 
Spirit”  and  “Born Again” in glossary.   

Thus armed with this knowledge  (coming from the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  like-minded  people)  Paul has then been able to make 
a decision remotely  (because of his  presence/parousia  operating within them via  “The Word of God”  –  thereby they having JC's 
presence/parousia   within them  –  hence the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  [again around the loop we go  in a virtuous circle]). 

Hopefully this has removed the mystic hype out of the  “sermons”  given by today’s  iniquitous Christian leaders,  who only spin  “The Word of God”  
because either,  they do not understand it,  but more likely,  iniquitously twist Yahweh’s Perfect Word to promote their own ego and worldly return from 
out of their  deluded/seduced  devotees!   Furthermore,  because other  worldly Christian leaders do not condemn this activity,  they therefore condone 
this teaching and make themselves just as culpable in Yahweh's Judgement as the original perpetrators  (Matt.8v38, Luke.9v26)! 
       I agree with the Late Joshua Daniel in one of his sermons when he called these other leaders  “pigmy preachers”  and  “spiritual lightweights”! 
      However,  I would go further and call them   “rogue traders” and “spiritual paedophiles”! 
1Cor.   5v4 og In  to the [= within]  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  
1Cor.   5v4 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
1Cor.   5v4 og (the being) {led together}/collected/convened/{taken in}/gathered   {of yourselves}   
1Cor.   5v4 og also  of the  {of me}/mine  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
1Cor.   5v4 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
1Cor.   5v4 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  of the  lord/master 
1Cor.   5v4 og {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor.   5v4 = Within the  name/character/authority  of our  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   

of yourselves   being  {led together}/convened/gathered  also  of my  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
{united as companions}/{in union}  in the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of our  lord/master  of  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

                 (I have judged yourselves in the  one/same  manner as would JC have judged yourselves  [see Rev.2v1-3v22]) 
Within the  name/character/authority  of our  lord/master   (controlling our mind  [being specifically how we  think/reason]) 
of the Jesus  (as  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13])   of the Anointed   (by Yahweh for the position of “Sonship”) 
of yourselves being led together   (with  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  holy/pure/innocent/blameless  yielded by God's Word) 
                 (Therefore,  if you claim this then behave like it within your life,  in the same manner as … … ) 
also of my (Paul's)  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (built upon God's Word as wholly given by The Bible  [and  not  only  little bits  of it]),    
united as companions in the mighty work of our  lord/master   (changing our callous mind from worldly methodology to Yahweh's Methodology) 
of the Jesus  (as  “The Word of God”)   of the Anointed   (by Yahweh for  “Sonship”  – that is to be our goal for The Gospel Age). 
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Is there anything mystical here – that might be inferred by what our worldly Christian leaders preach to us about  “spirit” (personality/desires/traits)? 
Obviously not! 

Paul is simply uniting The Brethren into imitating his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  being the same as that which carried JC through his ministry work 
and deportment against the opposition of those people  (with religious knowledge)  trying to attack the foundation of the  spirit/personality/desire/traits  
dispensed by JCg through  “The Word of God”  that he gave to us  (by both word and deed).    

Where the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  mentioned above is only based upon an  accurate rendering and hearkening  of The Word of God! 
This is  not  the nonsense presently taught by  “professional Leaders of Religion”  with regard to Mankind's salvation! 

 
31st Instruction – “The Deviant”  must be removed from the Christian grouping so  he/she  might not mislead the spiritual 
children  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v4, Luke.17v2)  by climbing high within the grouping (1John.2v18-19, 2Pet.2v1, Acts.20v29).  
Thus,  it is obviously a profoundly serious  sin/offence  to be mentioned in three separate Gospels! 
41st Reasoning – As the references give,  it is better if the leader was allowed to die as a heathen in the 1st part of their life 
so they might not amass so much iniquity within their synapse construction by distorting God’s Word (1Tim.1v20, etc.).  At 
least by living in the world away from any pretence to Yahweh enables a resurrection into The Millennium and be taught! 
41st Warning – If leaders remain and mislead the children in the faith,  then the inference is annihilation at their death 
and no resurrection into The Millennium  (perhaps it is what they believe – inasmuch they do  not  believe in  their  faith!) 
(However,  “the pretence”  is there so they might  “milk the congregations”  of what they might have  –  of anything). 
1Cor.   5v5 og (To) {yield up}/surrender/deliver/betray/{cast over}  the (person [wayward, adulterer])   
1Cor.   5v5 og {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such one}  to the  Satan/Resister/Opposer/Adversary   
1Cor.   5v5 og into/unto  (the) ruin/punishment/destruction/death  of the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded},   
1Cor.   5v5 og that  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
1Cor.   5v5 og (it may/should be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved  
1Cor.   5v5 og in  to the [= within]  Day/{period of time} [= The Millennium]  of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus. 
1Cor.   5v5  = To  {yield up}/deliver/{cast over}  {truly this}/{such one}  person  to the  Satan/Adversary,   

into/unto  the  destruction/death  of the  {carnal/animalistic mind},   
that  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of this deviant person in the 1st part of their physical life)   
it may be  delivered/saved/preserved   within  The  Day/{period of time}  (The Millennium)   of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  (JCg). 

 

To cast over truly this person   (adulterer  [with the underlying driver of having a  “Rebellious and self-indulgent Nature”],  hence next verse v6)   
to the  Satan/Adversary  unto the destruction of the animalistic mind   (he must learn from the consequences of his actions in this present life), 
that the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of this deviant minded person in the 1st part of their physical life) 
it may be delivered within The Day  (The Millennium)   of the  lord/master  of the Jesus   (where JCg is  “The King of kings”  Rev.19v16). 
 

Worldly Christian doctrine just flounders over this verse,  thus for simplistic expediency  –  our leaders of  “worldly Christianity”  –  just ignore it! 
Thus,  they practice Rev.22v18-19 , –  being precisely against what John warned!    Do they  really  read The Bible?   Or only the little bits they like! 
Quite simply,  they have  no  desire for  “Righteousness”  -  but only what they can get out of their  prey/victims  (Matt.7v15, 10v16, Acts.20v29)! 

Let me elucidate what this verse really means,  and thus  why  Paul put it into his epistle  (for it  not  to be ignored)! 
As I copiously explain elsewhere on this website  “FutureLife.Org”,  the  “spirit”  word is a bit of a misnomer to the general Public because of the 
nonsense taught about it by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to give some supposed credence to their  “party tricks”  as a  conjurer/illusionist  
might to the deluded guests! 

The  “spirit”  is our reasoning capability that only becomes realisable  (self-conscious)  when it can operate within a physical body.  
This  physical  body can be either based upon fleshly DNA  (created by JCg when he created life  on this planet),  or a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  
(created by Yahweh  prior  to the formation of this planet)  based upon some medium that we humans cannot yet recognise nor even comprehend – but 
Paul speaks of this later in this epistle at 15v35-55.   

Thus,  the best way to explain  “the spirit”  (personality/desires/traits [“character”])  is to liken it to the software on a  disk/{memory stick}.  
On a disk,  the software has no consciousness,  but within a body  (the computer hardware)  then it can seemingly  “think”  and operate  (according to 
“the commands”).  This is the closest analogy to  “spirit”  and  “fleshly body”.  The software can be placed into  other  manufacturers’ computers  
(which can be likened to differing  “fleshly bodies” in my analogy)  and still operate  (likewise the  “software”  “spirit”).  This is called a computer  
“Ghost”  back-up,  quite appropriate description here!  

So,  with this background understanding  –  then what is being said here? 
The explanation requires  “The Real Gospel”,  being of The Millennium to explain it  (the completion of  “Yahweh’s Acceptable Year”  for The World). 
Paul is saying here and in several other places in The New Testament  (for example 1Tim.1v20),  being that  

It is better if some of these people having irrevocable worldly tendencies to be completely out of  “The Real Faith”  during the 1st part of their 
physical life so they may learn from the errors of their ways  outside  “The Real Faith”  (accurate  Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity). 

So,  this immediately prompts another question  
Why should this be so important  –  because it would be better if they were in  “the faith” (according to the false  “worldly Christianity”)? 
     (As we see in one very  worldly Christian schism,  of its leaders rushing  [for show] to give  “The Last Rites” just before someone dies!) 

The correct  righteous  answer to the above,  is that  it would  not  be better for them!  
Because as we are told in places within The Bible  (ignored by our  “Professional Leaders of Christendom/Religion”),  that JC only died the  once  for 
each and every one of us  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22).  

If  we take upon ourselves  “The Real Faith”  (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  through baptism,   
Then  we are now living on in the 2nd part of our spiritual life  representative  of The Millennium period upon which we now face  our/The 2nd 
Death of annihilation at the end of our present  “2 part”  life.  

Most important note   
We have  “personally”  entered the 2nd part of our spiritual life in  spirit/personalities/desires/traits  while in the 1st part of our physical life,  
when we become a  “declared Christian”  taking upon ourselves  “The Word of God”  (in the culmination JC's  name/character/authority). 

Now continuing  
Thus we now are in our last opportunity to live righteously  (in the 2nd part of our spiritual life ),  where “The Word of God”  has taken us out of the 1st 
part of our spiritual life and we have freely chosen to  take early  (by contract  of baptism)  –  for  “The Expectation of Sonship” (being The Heirs of The 
Inheritance).   After this  “bilateral contract”  if  we  actively work  against  God  in our iniquitous ways by preaching  distortion/corruption  of God’s 
Word,  to make God seem just like  “a worldly joke”  within  sane/reasoning  minds  (see Rom.1v23)  then  we have tossed away what JC means to us 
within our mind  -  thereby doing what Judas Iscariot had done!   Yahweh’s wrath  will  be against them,  His  vengeance  will be against those very 
specific people  (with much Knowledge hence,  leaders)  attacking His  personal  Word and He will  never  resurrect them from their forthcoming death 
because  it will become  their/The 2nd Death. 

Why? 
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Because it is  “The  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits”  that becomes assessed,  and  not  “The Fleshly Body”  (which JC has righteously  atoned/{bought 
back}  in his Ransom Sacrifice,  and this  “Spirit”  of the individual is being assessed as though in the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  because JC  
atoned/{bought back}  by  Ministry  the  “spirit”  of the 1st part of their physical life. 
JC  “{bought back}/redeemed”  our fleshly body  in  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  of his murder but  if we have  no  spirit/personality/desires/traits  worthy 
having been rejected by Yahweh  (because we would have personally rejected  what JC really means the 1st time around when fully knowledgeable – 
hence we become “iniquitous”).   Therefore,  Yahweh chooses not to retain the spirit  (being the synapse construction mapping of our brain)   as  “The 
Heavenly Treasure”  for us as individuals.   Logically,  Yahweh cannot put into a fleshly body  (by His programming,  Eze.37v1-10)  a conscious  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  that has personally actively rejected what JC means to them  (by living an entirely  hypocritical  lifestyle  [given by a  
two faced  charlatan Christian leader in perhaps their million today])! 

Can the reader understand this righteous exegesis?   Based entirely upon what  “The Word of God”  teaches us! 
However,   

If  this person does  not  actively work against God’s Word  (heathen or passive Christian),  by  not  corrupting  “The Word of God”  through 
a  perverted  mind  (operating according to worldly methodology)  during their present physically part of the 1st part of their physical life;  
Then  they can legitimately  (before Yahweh,  but more importantly before other Universal Entities  –  e.g. Satan’s snide accusations)  become 
resurrected again in The Millennium.  They  are  given an opportunity to learn the errors of their ways from the 1st part of their physical life,  
by taking on  “Righteousness”  within a perfected environment and thus survive,  by not facing  “The 2nd Death”  at the end of The 
Millennium  Trial/Assay/Proving  (Rev.20v7-15). 

Thus we can see logically how it  is  better for them to die in the present fleshly body of the 1st part of their physical life,  so their  “metaphoric software”  
“spirit”  can be legitimately downloaded into another  (but perfected DNA)  fleshly body in The Millennium for their 2nd and last opportunity  (because it 
has not been thrown away earlier).   Again the important illustration of this given at Eze.37v1-10,  given to represent  “The Early Adopters”  from  
“Israel Epochs”  1 (Jews)  and 2 (Christians),  and for “The Resurrected World”  to represent  “Israel Epoch 3”  in The Millennium to ideally yield  
“The Late Adopters”. 
This explanation is totally consistent with this v5,  and  every other verse of The Bible on this subject  –  I strongly welcome  (in fact,  actively encourage)  
the  “most knowledgeable”  worldly Christian scholars/theologians  input if they disagree  –  but it is incumbent upon them to use The Bible to support 
their obviously worldly and thus errant ideas! 

My  counter-exegesis  will be placed on this website alongside their dissected musings to publicly educate The World in these matters. 
 
47th Comment – The Brethren  (worldly Christians today)  believing themselves to be wonderful in Yahweh’s Sight – are 
sadly very  deluded  when assayed against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  of JC’s ministry/lifestyle! 
42nd Warning – Acquiescing to worldly standards is very dangerous  (for they are always sliding)  –  humans always need 
to be pulled up and guided to the higher standard merely for standards to be maintained!   Several experiments have 
shown that standards fall in  ‘Group-think’  situations where the lowest common denominator pulls down  ‘the average’! 
Instruction – Repeat -  “The Deviant”  must be removed from the Christian grouping so  he/she  might not mislead the 
spiritual children  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v4, Luke.17v2)  by climbing high within the grouping  (1John.2v18-19, 2Pet.2v1, 
Acts.20v29).  Thus,  it is obviously a profoundly serious  sin/offence  to be mentioned in three separate Gospels! 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
42nd Reasoning – JC’s perfect lifestyle and sacrifice was given on our behalf,  thus likewise in recognition of this  (to 
really believe)  through our reverential respect,  we should try to imitate what JC did for us to the very best of our ability. 
33rd Allegory – Passover = “Redemption process”.  The Perfect Lamb  (prepared Exod.12v3,6)  as was JC held back for 
4000 years before his 1st Advent.  The 1st Lamb saved  “The 1st Born”  enabling the 1st Epoch Israel from Egypt.  The 2nd 
Lamb (JC) saved  “The 1st Born”, “The Early Adopters”, “The Firstfruits”  144000 TCs within 2nd Epoch Israel enabling 
the 3rd Epoch Israel to leave worldly methodology in The Millennium.  That simply explains  “The Real Gospel”. 
1Cor.   5v6 og Not  (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  [is]  the  boasting/joyousness/rejoicing/glorying   
1Cor.   5v6 og {of yourselves}.  No/Not/None  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because   
1Cor.   5v6 og (the) small/least/less/little  (the) ferment/leaven  (the) whole/all/completely/throughout     
1Cor.   5v6 og the  {water mixed with solids}/swelling/{mass of dough}/lump  (it [leaven]) {causes to ferment/leaven}? 
1Cor.   5v6 = Your  boasting/rejoicing/glorying  is not  beautiful/virtuous/valuable! 

Because  not  you  know/understand  the  small/little  leaven/yeast  {causes to  ferment/raise}  all/whole  the  lump/dough? 
 

Your  boasting/glorying  (supposedly in JC's name – but  not  his character and authority)  is  not  beautiful/virtuous! 
                 (Self-indulgent words are so much easier than  not  doing self-indulgent works  - hence  “hypocrisy”  as seen throughout  “Christendom”!)  
Not you  know/understand  the little leaven causes all the  lump/{mass of dough}  to ferment? 

                 (Excusing  “Bad Practice”  in  “The Community” will destroy us,   hence  “Zero Tolerance”   shall be practiced in The Millennium.) 
 

Thus a tiny amount of  sin/offence  within the congregations will be like  “a bad apple in a barrel”,  the sin will spread like rot and increase throughout 
the congregation as the members become more wayward  (away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)  –  please see 1Cor.15v33, 

Now for the 1st section of this verse. 
The members feel so righteous with the  (obviously) “little amount”  of knowledge they have,  thinking they are so wonderful having this  (apparently 
little)  knowledge  (misapplied),  where the truism  “a little knowledge is a dangerous thing”,  because it can so be easily misapplied  –  especially if the 
recipients of this knowledge are taught to think like this by their  worldly  focussed leaders fulfilling their  own  personal self-indulgent activities!  
Being an agenda  alien  to fulfilling Yahweh’s Real Desire of those people who claim to come in His Name  (and Character and Authority). 

That best describes what occurs today in  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  (“Christendom”). 
Having described the congregations of the most orthodox,  steeped in religious observances at one end of the scale and to those assemblies of the most 
Charismatic fringe at the other end of the scale  –  all fulfilling the indulgences of their  own  agenda  –  without realising they have  utterly misapplied  
Yahweh’s Knowledge through their  “own boasting”  “holier than thou”  attitude within each of their own very worldly schisms  (determined by audit)! 
1Cor.   5v7 og (you) {purge out}/{cleanse thoroughly}  therefore/then  the  antique/{warn out}/{not recent}/old 
1Cor.   5v7 og (the) ferment/leaven,  that  (you) might/may/can/should/be  (the) new/fresh/regenerated/young 
1Cor.   5v7 og (the) {water mixed with solids}/swelling/{mass of dough}/lump,  
1Cor.   5v7 og just/as/that/how/when  {you are/belong/be}  (the) unleavened/uncorrupted [plural]; 
1Cor.   5v7 og also  for  the  Passover  {of/from us}  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
1Cor.   5v7 og {of/from us}  (he was) {to rush/breathe/blow smoke}/sacrifice/immolate/slay  
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1Cor.   5v7 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor.   5v7 = Therefore/Then  you  {purge out}/{cleanse thoroughly}  the  {warn out}/old  leaven/yeast   (sinful concepts),   

(so)   that  {you  [brethren]  are/belong/be}  the  unleavened/uncorrupted   (new lumps of TCs, with Yahweh’s Methodology);  
For  also  the  sacrificed/immolated   (Passover Lamb)   
the  Christ/Anointed  was  our Passover  (in midst of Yahweh's Decree on sin)  {for the sake/behalf of}  {of us}   (who ultimately reform). 

 

Therefore,  you thoroughly cleanse the warn out leaven   (sinful mind first built upon worldly methodology = the 1st part of our spiritual life)  
that you (brethren)  are uncorrupted   (to gain a  new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  having been  entirely  built upon  “The Word of God”); 
for  also the sacrificed  (Passover Lamb [JC])  the Anointed   (for Sonship by Yahweh to lead the way for his 144000 TCs)   
was our (TCs)  Passover   (JC has  fully covered unto perfection  the harkening TCs having  fully inculcated The Word of God to precisely imitate JC) 
for the behalf of us   (who ultimately reform to precisely imitate JC's lifestyle  [1] ideally now as TCs,  [2] but acceptable in The Millennium). 

                 (Where,  [1] become “The Early Adopters”  and  [2] become  “The Late Adopters”) 
 

Thus as usual,  Paul is urging The Brethren to throw away the  worldly Christian doctrine being muddled with worldly concepts  (it may have included 
aspects of Judaism  customs/myths)  -  and personally imbue  “The New Knowledge”  of   “1st Century Christianity”   without the contamination of 
worldly concepts,  so they too, might become TCs.  It is the very insidious nature of worldly doctrine   (2Pet.2v1)  that constantly slides its way into the  
methodology/reasoning  of worldly people  -  and this is perfectly natural,  which is specifically  why  The Bible keeps drawing people back away from 
being part of The World  (as by warning Matt.7v26-27, 13v19-22).  The Bible of God's Word  (parts 1 and 2)  is the  only  religious master document to 
do this  -  because while others  (sourced by Satan)  are trying to be  “all things to all men”,  but The Bible is drawing  men/women  from out of this 
world  to become Christ-like  -  being  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  -  being  “The Pinnacle of Perfection”,  where it is all too easy to slide away from 
this  one specific (Absolute) standard. 
Thus,  JC becomes  “The Passover Lamb”  as a mirror of Exodus. chapters 11-13  (having  many parallels  with today,  of which I discuss elsewhere)  to 
cover the 1st part of our physical life where we sinned in ignorance to Yahweh’s Desire.  However,  we now having adopted JC as our  “Passover Lamb”  
before Yahweh’s Decree on sin then  we are to give respect to this  and try to imitate the  ministry/lifestyle  that JC showed us some 2000 years ago.   
This demonstrates  true  “belief in JC”  rather than  “feigned belief in JC”   (built upon sand   [and not The Rock-mass of  “The Word of God”  fully 
inculcated]).  By allegory,  the Jews put  “The Passover Sacrifice”  into action by thoroughly leaving Egypt  (always represents Worldly Methodology 
during The Gospel Age),  likewise The Christians must put  “JC’s Passover Sacrifice”  into action by thoroughly leaving Worldly Methodology. 
If they do not,  and have regrets and want to return – as did Korah  (Num.16v1-49),  then death is forthcoming  -  but for  “Christians”  it shall be  “The 
2nd Death of Annihilation”  when leading rebellion  (representative of  charlatan Christian leaders, as did Judas)  against  The Prophet/Leader/{Law 
Bringer}  Moses as a  like-for-like  for JC. 
          Thus,  it was through The Ministry of which JC gave,  that reforms our mind and thus enables us to enter the 2nd part of our spiritual life. 
Likewise as this website clearly explains,  this becomes another verse that supports the understanding The Christian Nation becomes the  new fleshly  
Israel  (as The 2nd Epoch of Israel)  now personally carrying  The Responsibility  of  “The Word of God (parts 1 and 2)”  to be transmitted  (publicised)  
to the nations  (heathen/Gentiles  = “non-Christians”). 
It is this new  fleshly  Nation that is able to deliver during The Gospel Age what is to be  “The New Spiritual Nation of  (2nd Epoch)  Israel”  of TCs to 
become the  “Sons of God”  in The Millennium  (being representative of Esau and Jacob  –  hence Rom.9v13,  please see my local commentary). 
The Passover becomes “Redemption process”.  The Perfect Lamb  (prepared Exod.12v3,6)  as was JC held back for 4000 years before his 1st Advent.  
The 1st Lamb saved  “The 1st Born”  enabling the 1st Epoch Israel from Egypt.  The 2nd Lamb (JC) saved  “The 1st Born”,  “The Early Adopters”  [Priests 
of The Levites],  “The Firstfruits”  144000 TCs within 2nd Epoch Israel enabling the 3rd Epoch Israel to leave worldly methodology in The Millennium.  
That simply explains  “The Real Gospel”. 

Can the reader see these many righteous  (equitable)  allegories to deliver Yahweh’s  “Most Perfect Plan for Human Salvation”? 
How can any worldly religious documents come anywhere near to what The Bible gives  –  and yet sadly our  worldly Christian leaders just ignore it and 
preach their  “worldly sourced nonsense”  –  where I have just publicly heard on television they are being praised by The World because in their  
“places of assembly”  they teach the youngsters by colouring and playing with  “Plasticine”!    
I just despair at our religious leaders'  utter incompetence and complete delinquency! 

They have completely  “lost their sense of direction”,  become totally rudderless  and have entirely  “taken their eye off the real ball”! 
Obviously today  (under worldly methodology Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)  then The World will praise these activities,  of which Yahweh considers  
“most inappropriate”  in the fulfilment of His Desire  –  to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  that first requires the 144000 TCs  “Early 
Adopters”  from out of The Gospel Age  -  to prove themselves  righteous/worthy  in the midst of  “The Judging World”! 

This must righteously occur so the members of  “The Judging World”  have  no excuse  “not to submit themselves”  to the 144000 TC ruling 
as  kings/priests  in The Millennium. 

 
32nd Instruction – When JC instituted The Remembrance Meal he was still perfect and his 11 disciples were also proving 
themselves uncorrupted as best they were able  –  therefore likewise,  all humans aiming to become part of  “The Body”  
should also aim to be also uncorrupted like the former disciples –  just as The Head controlling The Body was undefiled. 
43rd Reasoning – JC was The Head with his disciples as The Body undefiled –  people subsequently are to be aiming to 
become part of this perfected body.  Note:  It is  only  Yahweh who determines who is ultimately worthy to be part of this 
body  –  but those individuals who fervently try to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire are highly likely to have their desires fulfilled! 
1Cor.   5v8 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  (let us) {observe a festival}/{keep the feast},   
1Cor.   5v8 og not  in  (the) ferment/leaven  (the) antique/{warn out}/{not recent}/old,   
1Cor.   5v8 og {and/but not}/neither/nor  in  (the) ferment/leaven  (of the) badness/evil/trouble/naughtiness,  
1Cor.   5v8 og also  (of the) depravity/malice/plots/sins/iniquity/wickedness,   
1Cor.   5v8 og but  in  (to the [= within]) unleavened/uncorrupted  (of the) clearness/sincerity/purity  also  (of the) truth/verity. 
1Cor.   5v8 og Thus let us  {keep the feast}   (The Passover changed to Last Supper Meal  as an annual remembrance of JC's sacrifice),   

not in the  {warn out}/old  leaven/yeast  (worldly concepts/methodology),   
{and not}  in the  leaven/yeast  of  badness/trouble/naughtiness,   also of  sins/villainies/hurtfulness,   
but within the  unleavened/uncorrupted  (Yahweh's Methodology)  of the  cleanliness/purity  also  of the  truth/verity. 

 

Thus,  let us keep the feast   (of what  “The Passover”  personally  means  –  to take upon ourselves  “a personal sacrifice”  by imitating JC) 
not in the old leaven   (being worldly methodology  [represented by “Egypt”]  of the 1st part of our spiritual life still operating in our minds), 
and not in the leaven of badness  also of hurtfulness   (the results of being a slave to worldly methodology,  yielding sinful works to our neighbour), 
but within the unleavened   (Yahweh's Methodology yielded by JC as  “The Word of God”,  Rev.19v13  to rescue us) 
of  cleanliness/purity   (we are not embarrassed by our works when audited against what JC did) 
also of the truth   (operating within a  sane/reasoning  mind that only desires to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
 

We as TCs must not  “spiritually dirty”  ourselves by indulging our  thoughts/minds  upon worldly  (e.g. political)  issues being the machinations humans 
(as “leaders”  by definition)  scheme to enable themselves to climb on top of a situation  (whatever it might be),  but rather let us precisely imitate JC’s 
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ministry/lifestyle  to actively bring in new people into  “The Real Faith”  (accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity).  This is how we make The 
Passover of JC’s own fleshly existence become real within us,  by imitating his ministry/lifestyle  to our fellow neighbour  (being  a stranger  to us),  then 
Yahweh will  elect/select  us on an individual basis to become future  “Sons of God”,  exactly as JCg is now. 
Thus by doing this,  we too likewise have sacrificed the 1st part of our physical life as a form of  “Passover”  (for “The 1st Born” [then as Levite Priests])  
for our fellow humans  (away from what The World can give to us)  as we bring them into  “The Absolute Truth”  through our  dedicated and accurate  
ministry work  –  by confronting  “Religion”  - precisely as did JC and his apostles!   This becomes the results of our spiritual sacrifice away from 
worldly methodology as we offer to Yahweh our physical sacrifice  (of  rejecting  “worldly inducements to consume our time in  frivolous/worthless  
activity”),  where Yahweh's Altar is simply  “our local environment”  upon which we sacrifice the 1st part  of our life.  Then in the 2nd part of our physical 
life,  The Responsibility greatly increases,  for Yahweh's Altar becomes  “The Whole Earth”  as we  (being The Heirs and future Sons of God)   teach  
“The Word of God”  to  “The Resurrected World”,   alongside JCg our metaphoric husband  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9),  brother (Matt.12v48-
50)  and King  (Rev.19v16). 
 
33rd Instruction – The Brethren are not to  intimately  associate with fornicators  (but are able to associate by giving 
instruction to the  “heathen”  and thus carefully guide them into  “The Real Faith”  – as did JC during his ministry by 
means of invitation only – but he did not  intimately  associate with the  same  individuals,  time after time). 
34th Instruction – The Brethren are neither to  intimately  associate with covetous,  nor plunderers,  {image worshippers},  
drunkards,  greedy, revilers - because we are indebted for what JC did for us and thus we should endeavour to please him 
by imitating his lifestyle.  In this manner we show,  we personally care for the wonderful gift that he has given to us. 
(Paul means not to have intimate association  –  but we are instructed to mingle so that we might teach interested people). 
35th Instruction – We should have no intercourse with those people practising worldly methodology as described below,  
there is the natural extension at the spiritual level as explained below by allegory. 
43rd Warning – There will be  brethren/sisters  behaving in the manner as described below and we should not be regularly 
associating with them – else we shall copy their bad habits  (as did The 1st Epoch Israelites to the surrounding nations). 
34th Allegory– Fornicator = Uncommitted Christians who self-indulge in worldly gratification  (at the expense of others). 
35th Allegory– Avaricious = “Leaders of Religion”  using their position to gain a worldly return from their devotees. 
36th Allegory– Image worshippers = People giving life to inanimate objects within their mind – because these individuals 
use their time as willing slaves to service these intrinsically worthless objects  (most obvious example, “mobile phone”). 
37th Allegory– Drunkards = “Leaders of Religion”  intoxicated by exercising  “People Control”  for worldly gain. 
38th Allegory– Plunderers = “Leaders of Religion” operating as “Rogue Traders” giving a poor service to their devotees. 
44th Warning – People can readily recognise the physical level of the above – and many people sadly still succumb,  but 
virtually no person recognises the spiritual level – and all people succumb (especially in their worship of mobile phone). 
48th Comment – Why should a person outside judge the badness?   Surely you should be standard bearers to The World! 
49th Comment – Those  physically  bad people outside The Brethren shall be judged by “the specific god” (JCg in The 
Millennium)  but “The Specific God” Yahweh shall first be judging the  spiritually  bad  “Christians”  of The Gospel Age. 
44th Reasoning – It is  specifically why  the bad people should be put outside so they might be judged by JCg  (and  not  
Yahweh potentially more harshly as He will the  charlatan Christian Leaders pretending to represent  “The Word of God”  
now).  It is JCg who judges in The Millennium when people had an opportunity to experience a righteous society  
(“Park/Paradise”)  and hopefully that should be of sufficient inducement to promote full repentance,  to attain eternal life! 
1Cor.   5v9 og (I) wrote/scribed/engraved  {to yourselves}  in  to the [= within]  epistle/letter   
1Cor.   5v9 og not  (to) {mix up together}/{associate closely}/{have company with} [middle voice] 
1Cor.   5v9 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) prostitutes/debauchees/libertines/whoremongers/fornicators. 
1Cor.   5v9 = I wrote  {to yourselves}  within the letter:   

Not to  personally  {mix up together}/{associate intimately}  with  prostitutes/libertines/fornicators. 
 

I wrote to yourselves within the letter: 
  Not to personally mix up together with prostitutes   (The physical is obvious,  but most important is the spiritual application –  with  “Religion”). 
 

Though this can obviously by understood as physically the sexual act,  but this expression has many more  “far reaching implementations”.  
This terminology is extended to mean    

New Christians must not mix their lifestyle in with that practised by virtually all people who live by The World’s standards to deliver the 
personal worldly practices.  When the Bible speaks of  “Adultery”  this has precisely the same meaning but is rather directed to a TC  (or 
mature Brethren)  and is a much more serious offence  –  it is the beginnings of iniquity!   

Where “iniquity” actually means  “The enjoyment of  practising  what is  known to be sinful”,  but made worse by twisting God’s Word to sanction this 
disgusting worldly behaviour,  then becomes  “Blaspheming against The HS”  and is unforgivable  (Matt.12v31-32, Mark.3v28-29, Luke.12v10,  see 
“Blasphemy”  in glossary). 
This is now profusely practised today by many  (including leaders)  of  The  (worldly)  Christian Nation  who could face  “The 2nd Death of Annihilation”  
upon their forthcoming death at the end of their present physical life  (all as I very carefully explain the exegesis elsewhere  –  see also 1Cor.5v5). 
That is why I have been moved to write this website   “FutureLife.Org”  to righteously combat the  pandemic errant teaching  by  worldly (and worse, 
charlatan)  Christian leaders so beloved by their millions upon millions of devotees at The Close of The Gospel Age  –  all precisely as The Bible 
forewarns in numerous places. 
1Cor.   5v10 og Also  no/not/none  entirely/{at all events/occasions}/{by all means}/surely   
1Cor.   5v10 og to the (persons)  prostitutes/debauchees/libertines/whoremongers/fornicators  
1Cor.   5v10 og of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout,   
1Cor.   5v10 og or/than/either/rather  to the (persons)  {desiring/eager to hold/gain  more}/avaricious/covetous,   
1Cor.   5v10 og or/than/either/rather  (to the) rapacious/extortioners/raveningers/plunderers,   
1Cor.   5v10 og or/than/either/rather  (to the) {image servants/worshippers}/idolaters;   thereupon/since/else/otherwise   
1Cor.   5v10 og (you) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated   
1Cor.   5v10 og therefore/thus  {from/out of}  of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  
1Cor.   5v10 og (to) issue/{come forth/out}/depart/{spread abroad}/proceed. 
1Cor.   5v10 = Also  not  entirely  to the  prostitutes/libertines/fornicators  of this  world   (this worldly  system/methodology),   
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or  to the  people  {desiring to gain more}/covetous,  or to the  extortioners/plunderers,  or to the  {image worshippers}/idolaters;  
thereupon  you  {become indebted}  (to JC)  thus  to  issue/{come out}  {from out of}  the  World/Life    (leave worldly practices). 

 

Also not entirely to the prostitutes   (spiritual schisms offering to an animalistic mind,  “The Immediacy”  of gratification for a worldly return) 
of this world   (being worldly methodology  [as practised throughout the echelons of  “Religion”]  ultimately sourced by Satan). 
or to the people desiring to gain more   (from out of what this world can deliver  [by seducing people's sensibilities]) 
or to the plunderers   (being the leaders throughout the various levels of society  [taking from The World by  “controlling its people”]) 
or to the image worshippers   (all people using their  time/effort  upon what The World offers  [Internet, entertainment, leaders, mobile phone, etc.]) 
thereupon you become indebted   (to what JC did for us  [1] Ministry to purify our mind  [2] Ransom Sacrifice to be given a new physical body) 
thus,  to issue forth from out of the world   (being what it can do to our sensibilities – that ultimately hurts our neighbour and fractures society). 

                 (We [Christians] of  “2nd Epoch Israel”  must leave The World,  just as did The Jews of  “1st Epoch Israel”  leave Egypt) 
 

Paul is effectively stating    
Do not make Satan your bridegroom through your fornicating with him by taking on  “The Worldly practices”  (worldly methodology)  that 
will alienate you from Yahweh  (and of His Methodology).  The people practising these worldly habits will destroy your standing before 
Yahweh and your reputation as a TC representing the principles that will be assayed by The World  (see 1Cor.4v1-5). 

Thus we are to  “spiritually get out of this world”  by becoming  “holy”  (blameless/innocent/pure/{separate from this world of sin})  to mean that we are  
not  to become part of this world’s daily practices,  being a tiny few mentioned in first part of the verse. 
Firstly  “worshippers”  means  “people who consume much of their personal time and efforts within a particular activity”. 

Combine this with the word  “image”  to obtain   “Image worshippers”  being the true understanding of  “idolaters”.   
An image is something that is within our mind construed as a physical object.  Immediately we have many human entertainers  (singers, footballers, film 
stars, via internet connectors,  computer, mobile phone, etc.)  of whom many members of the public have been encouraged by the  money-making  spree 
of  “the publicity machine”  to have all those little trinkets to hang up in their room or to use in apps on the phone.   Where all this is created so the 
originators might divert our attention  (away from fulfilling Yahweh/s Desire)  and consume their time for self-indulgent activities!   The software writers 
of the platforms used on the mobile phones deliberately design the operations to become addictive with use thereby enslaving the phone user,  moreover 
latest upgrades check for the phone age and deliberately wind-down battery life to force the purchase of a new phone!    
Furthermore,  if that is not bad enough at a secular level,  then many Christian denominations are producing tacky trinkets of a religious nature to bring 
in a worldly return.  
All  this  is  idolatry,  and however it is   “wrapped up”  in those many  “weasel words”  given by the  worldly  profit motivated clergy spinning  “The 
Word of God”  to excuse themselves and their practices  (and I have heard of many)  this practice is  an utter anathema to Yahweh! 

I could go on,  and on  (and on, almost for infinitum)  with examples  –  but await any public response before I launch a further tirade in this 
area using The Bible as The Basis of any exegesis! 

1Cor.   5v11 og now/present/immediate/presently  and  (I) write/scribe/engrave  {to yourselves}   
1Cor.   5v11 og not  (to) {mix up together}/{associate closely}/{have company with} [middle voice];  
1Cor.   5v11 og  if/whenever  {some/any/certain person}  (the) brother/{The Brethren}  
1Cor.   5v11 og (the being) {assigned an appellation}/uttered/professed/called/named   
1Cor.   5v11 og or/than/either/rather  (the) prostitute/debauchee/libertine/whoremonger/fornicator   
1Cor.   5v11 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {desiring/eager to hold/gain  more}/avaricious/covetous,   
1Cor.   5v11 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {image servant/worshipper}/idolater,   
1Cor.   5v11 og or/than/either/rather  (the) abusive/blackguard/railer/reviler,   
1Cor.   5v11 og or/than/either/rather  (the) tipsy/sot/drunkard,   
1Cor.   5v11 og or/than/either/rather  (the) rapacious/extortioner/ravening/plunderer,   
1Cor.   5v11 og to the ([worldly] person)  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}  {and/but not}/neither/nor   
1Cor.   5v11 og (to) {take food in company with}/{eat  with/alongside}. 
1Cor.   5v11 = And  now/present/immediate  I write  {to yourselves}  not  to  personally  {mix up together}/{associate intimately},   

if/whenever  {some/any/certain person}  being  called/named  brother/{The Brethren}   (and is): 
either the  debauchee/libertine/fornicator,   or  {desiring to gain more}/covetous/greedy,  
either the  {image worshipper}/idolater,  or the  abusive/reviler,   
either the  sot/drunkard,  or the  rapacious/extortioner/plunderer,   
{and not}  to  {take food in company with}/{eat with/alongside}  to/with  {truly these}/{such ones}  people. 

 

And just now I write to yourselves not to personally mix up together   (with  hurtful/rebellious  people  [often they are pious religious people])) 
if some person being called the brother   (claiming to be  “a Christian”  and yet is … … ) 
either the debauchee   (someone who cannot control themselves  [sex/alcohol/drugs/etc.],  being generally of uncontrolled mind) 
or to the people desiring to gain more   (from out of what this world can deliver  [by seducing people's sensibilities]  as  fraudsters/conmen/etc.) 
either the image worshippers   (all people using their  time/effort  upon what The World offers  [Internet, entertainment, leaders, mobile phones, etc.]) 
or the abusive   (having a mind that has no respect for their  “neighbour's space”   and sensibilities) 
either the drunkard   (using worldly sources to “drown out” clear reasoning in our mind  [thus countering what we should be doing with God's Word]) 
or the plunderers   (being the leaders throughout the various levels of society  [taking from The World by  “controlling its people”,  to their hurt]) 
and not to take food in company with truly these people   (not to live alongside these people as “one of our own” – else they may contaminate us). 
 

Paul is concerned these type of people have no interest in imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  but have a much greater fondness for the ways of The World  
(in all its  forms/guises),  thus he instructs those  brethren/sisters  actively aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to remove themselves from these people who 
are keen  to remain  operating according to worldly methodology.   
Paul's goal is to keep the purity of The Brethren so they might  produce the next generation of TCs  from out of their fold to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of 
achieving the 144000 TCs for Sonship during The Gospel Age.  It would make sense for Satan to work overtime  (because  “he knows his time is short”  
Rev.12v12)  and most certainly he does not desire this trigger threshold to occur,  else it brings forth his demise  (Rev.20v1-3,10,  see “Satan’s Desire” 
in glossary).  
He clearly wants JCg’s creation to fold  (into self-annihilation = an implosion,  hence Matt.24v22, etc.,)  before that number of 144000 occurs so he 
might  never  be restrained  at Rev.20v1-3  (see also  “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary)!   Essentially the  only  hold Satan has over Yahweh,  is to use 
Yahweh’s Prophetic Word  against Yahweh’s Righteousness  -  by stopping  “Yahweh’s Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  from occurring,  of which the 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  duly comply with Satan’s wishes  (2Cor.11v13-15)! 
Fortunately,  Yahweh choose 144000  (which shall be achieved [when the Earth shall be full,  and at the same time Mankind begins to implode])  and not 
150,000 TCs  (that could not be achieved over the last 2000 years  -  before Mankind imploded and destroyed all  “Life” on this planet)! 
1Cor.   5v12 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  for  {to me}/mine  also  the (persons)   
1Cor.   5v12 og outside/{away from}/without/outward  (to) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge?    
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1Cor.   5v12 og {Not indeed}/{Did not}  the (persons [wayward Brethren])  {from inside}/inner  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor.   5v12 og (yourselves) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge?    
1Cor.   5v12 = Wherefore  for  {to me}  also  to  {mentally decide}/judge  these   (sinful)   people  outside? 

{Did not}  {specifically yourselves}  {mentally decide}/judge  these  people  {from inside}   (your congregation)?  
 

Wherefore for me also  (to have need)  to judge these  (sinful)  people  (while I am physically)  outside   (your congregation)? 
Did not specifically yourselves judge these people from inside   (your congregation)? 
             (Why do you need an outside auditor?   You  must have  internal auditors!   [Especially applicable to Christendom,  yet “The Rot” is too deep]) 
 

Just interpreting it a little further  
Who am I,  that I must judge your members from outside your church? 
Surely you brethren inside the church can judge the works of these sinful people amongst you! 

Then considering our world today. 
Need I say any more when I look around all the various  “Christian churches”  who seem to endorse the terrible habitual behaviours under 
the universal mitigating banner - 

“They are only human”,  and perhaps  “God still loves you”. 
Which might be better represented as - 

“They are only worldly”  and perhaps - 
“God does  not  love  (phileo)  those people who practice these things,  especially if they are claiming to be Christians!” 

Furthermore,  as the last part of Romans Chapter 1 tells us  –  even the leaders of The Christian Nation are active within these deviances,  sanctioned by 
their peers just as that which was occurring here and  why  Paul speaks harshly about it!    

Does it require a TC to point it out?   
Sadly Yes!  –  Only because those persons inside are prepared to turn a blind-eye or even participate within this deviant activity  -  just as they did then! 
But it is far worse today  –  because there are  zero  competent auditors  within  “Christianity”  being well versed in  “1st Century Christianity”. 
No one seems to care about  “The Disclosing Truth”  but only what they can self-indulgently gain out of  “Christianity”  to support their worldly desires!    

However,  this is soon to change in The Fast Approaching Millennium! 
1Cor.   5v13 og the ([worldly] persons)  and  outside/{away from}/without/outward  the  {specific god}  
1Cor.   5v13 og (he will) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge!  Also  (you shall) remove/{put/take away}  
1Cor.   5v13 og the (person)  hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd   
1Cor.   5v13 og {from/out of}  {of yourselves}  {of them}. 
1Cor.   5v13 = And   (likewise)   “the specific god”  outside,   he will  {mentally decide}/judge  the  people   (The Brethren)! 

Also  {of them}   (any deviants)   you shall  remove/{put away}  the  hurtful/wicked/harmful  person  {from out of}  yourselves. 
 

And  (likewise, as does Paul judge, so shall )  “The Specific God”  outside  (with Him being supposedly away from yourselves,  just like me),   
             (Just because Yahweh like me is away from your grouping,  do not think We are blind to what is occurring in your grouping … … ) 
He will judge the people  (The Brethren/Christians)!         
            (Therefore … … ) 
Also of them  (any deviants)  you shall remove the hurtful person from out of yourselves   (else Yahweh will judge you as being complicit). 
 

Paul is telling them to put the  hurtful/wicked/harmful  people outside The Brethren,  thus they are to expel these  “judged to be”  worldly people from 
out of their “church”.  Clearly the same should occur today,  but does it? 
Where surely    

The Most  hurtful/wicked/harmful  thing any person can do is to deceive the congregation into believing they are all fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire  (through the use of most  alluring/beguiling/seductive  words)  when quite clearly,  they are not!    (As defined in The Bible.) 
Thereby removing the possibility of the greatest thing Yahweh can bestow upon us of being a future Son of God fulfilling The Gospel Goal! 

This is a pandemic practice through much of  worldly  Christianity.  It seems  worldly Christian leaders are more interested in  “The World”  (being 
what it can personally deliver to them)  and  not  for  “The Inheritance”  of  “The New System”  to come – even Paul told us of this fear in Rom.16v17-18 
where he could see it starting to occur then,  only some 30 years after JC’s ministry!    Today,  we have had some 1700+ years for the leaders  “to 
perfect their spiritual and physical deviancy”  within  their  ministry  (alien in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to that given by JC and the true apostles). 

Thus,  we can reason that  any  person who preaches distortions to God’s perfect Word must be put out from the church community.   
But  “Strangely enough”  people are more readily excommunicated  now in this  world when they  “spill the beans”  (become “whistle blowers”)  by 
raising concerns over the worldly matters of their fellow  worldly Christians  -  rather than over the purity of God’s Word preached! 
It seems  “Mammon/{worldly returns}”  is more important than is  “Yahweh”  to these  worldly centred Christian leaders! 

Now  why  is the term  “the specific god”  used here in the verse and not  The God’? 
Just as this website distinguishes with the use of The Millennium,  those people of The Christian Nation who fail  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement” 
made solely by Yahweh (Matt.20v23)   shall be resurrected as the same character of person but with perfected DNA fleshly bodies  given  in trust  to 
perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life by learning  “Righteousness”  under  JCg and his Bride of the 144000 TCs who passed Yahweh’s 
“Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”.  Where,  these people shall be judged by JCg as  “the specific god”  of us,  and by the 144000 TCs  (John.5v22-30, 
Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
Thus these failed Christians,  along with the heathen  (being  all  “non-Christians”  in the 1st part of their life),  shall be ultimately judged by JCg and his 
Bride of 144000  (former TCs),  then to be the new  “Sons of God”  in The Millennium being  Judgement/Crisis/”Krisis”  Day  (StrongsTM = 2920)  
during which time,  if the required righteous lifestyle is then rejected,  it becomes  “The Personal Crisis/Judgment of Annihilation”  (The 2nd Death). 

Everything stated here  is fully substantiated in The Bible  as my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will clearly show. 
Thus we understand  “ho theos”  becomes a floating pointer depending upon whom it is referenced  (either the TCs or The World) – precisely as it is 
used  throughout all  The New Testament – but  never  recognised for the last 1700+ years by our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars. 
That is one reason of very many reasons  (as given on “FutureLife.Org”),  why they need to be bypassed for us to approach Yahweh (Matt.23v13, 15, 
Rev.18v4, etc.)  –  where their worldly wisdom shall become to be merely a  “byword”  in The Culmination  (Deut.28v7, 1Kings.9v7, 2Chron.7v20, etc.)! 
 
 
50th Comment – By whom would you Brethren rather be judged  -  by The World that does not care for you,  or by The 
Holy People  (TCs)  who  sincerely  care for your future welfare and wellbeing? 
51st Comment – Most people are unfit to judge their  brothers/sisters  (and naturally expands up into all The World). 
1st Prophesy – TCs are to judge The World  (resurrected fleshly humans)  alongside JCg  (as his Bride)  in The Millennium  
(Matt.19v28, etc.)  after people of  “The Resurrected World”  have been taught  “Righteousness”  in the 2nd part of their 
physical life within a perfected society for a 1000 years.  This becomes  “The Main Harvest”  over a 2 part life as The 
Darnel Parable  clearly explains  (Matt.13v24-30),  but for The TCs the early harvest occurs at  “The 1st Resurrection”. 
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Note:  Just ignore everything  worldly Christian leaders teach about our future life  –  it is  unrighteous  hocus-pocus 
rubbish and will only confuse us.  Please carefully read this website where it  clearly explains  our future prospects. 
1st Prophesy – TCs are also to judge those resurrected humans who claimed to be  “messengers”  of  “The Word of God”  
(worldly Christian leaders)  being what they did over their 2 part physical life. 
45th Reasoning – Therefore  start practising  by decreeing on the smaller and thus easier matters within the congregation! 
36th  Instruction – However it is much better to sit down and discuss things calmly and straighten out the person’s mind. 
Note:  This is precisely what will occur in the resurrected world when people shall be taught  “Righteousness”. 
1Cor.   6v1 og (He/she) Dare/Confidently/Boldly/Courageously  {some/any/certain person}  {of yourselves}   
1Cor.   6v1 og (the) affair/deed/business/matter/thing  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having    
1Cor.   6v1 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  other/different/altered  (person),   
1Cor.   6v1 og (to be) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried}/concluded/judged  over/upon/concerning   
1Cor.   6v1 og of the  ([worldly] persons)  unjust/unrighteous/wicked/heathen/{not equitable},   
1Cor.   6v1 og also  {not indeed}/{did not}  over/upon/concerning  of the  blameless/{holy persons} [TCs]. 
1Cor.   6v1 = He/she  Dare/Boldly  {some/any  person}  {of yourselves}  having  an  affair/matter toward  the  other/different  person, 

to be  {mentally decided}/judged  over/upon   (by)   of the  unjust/heathen   (worldly courts/authorities  and society as a whole),   
and  {not indeed}  over/upon  (by)  of the  {holy persons}/TCs? 

 

(Does)  some person of yourselves having a matter  (of disagreement)  towards the other person  (within The Brethren) 
confidently/dare/boldly  to be judged upon  (by)  the heathen   (non-Brethren/Christians  within The World) 
             (This need not be just through civil courts,  but simply by one’s worldly neighbour looking upon the unseemly affairs between two brethren!) 
and not indeed  (judged)  upon  (by)  the holy people  (TCs as  'The Elders'). 

             (Why does any  dispute/wrongdoing  require the judicial intervention of TCs?   You must learn not to be discordant nor rebellious to God) 
 

Paul is making the interesting point before a more detailed explanation in the next few verses  
If any of you Brethren have a dispute with each other,  you rather  daringly/boldly  be judged by the unjust  (worldly humans – who do not 
have your best interests at heart)  and not by the  {holy people}/TCs  (who  only  have your best interests at  heart/{seat of motivation})! 

Thus,  Paul is stating that surely - 
You would rather be judged by the TCs who have your best interests at  heart/{seat of motivating}  to bring you back into line with what 
Yahweh Desires from each one of us at a personal level. 

Paul is perhaps insinuating,  you brethren,  prefer the justice metered out by The World  –  rather than that given by the TCs,  because the TCs will be 
harsher upon your misdemeanours – than would be The World  (inasmuch  “The Goal of Sonship”  requires a more stringent judgement than what The 
World will give)! 
Upon which he now expands to make a particularly important point  –  being a citation I use throughout my commentaries  (along with Matt.19v28, etc.). 
1Cor.   6v2 og No/Not/None  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because 
1Cor.   6v2 og the  blameless/{holy persons} [TCs]   the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  
1Cor.   6v2 og (they will) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge?  
1Cor.   6v2 = Because  not you  know/understand  that the  {holy persons}/TCs  they will  {mentally decide}/judge  the  World/Life?  
 

Because not you  know/understand  the holy people   (144000 TCs  [Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4])   
they will judge The  (Resurrected)  World   (during,  and at the end of The Millennium of 1000 years  [Matt.19v27, Rev.20v1-15]). 

             (If you are aiming to be a TC,  then set  “The Faultless [= holy]  Example”  yourselves –  else be a hypocrite and hence rejected by Yahweh!) 
 

This information is so important that I have split the verse so that I can discuss each half separately. 
This prophetic reference is to The Millennium period when the  144000 TCs  shall have been resurrected as the future Sons of God to become The Bride 
of Christ  (Rev.19v6-9, Rev.21v2,9, etc.).   It is from this  “Special Marriage”  (Eph.5v30-32)  that shall yield their  “spiritual children”  being “The Late 
Adopters”  as “The Remnant of (3rd Epoch)  Israel that returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22)  from out of  “The Resurrected World” having successfully  
turned their mind around to imitate JC in the 2nd part of their physical life  (hence truly “believe in JC”).  Thus these “spiritual children”  require the 
144000 TCs to rule as  kings/priests  and be making judgements against the works of the resurrected fleshly humans as they learn  “Righteousness”  
during the 1000 year period of  “The Millennium”.  Clearly some humans  (The Bible suggests perhaps about 1/3 of  “The Resurrected World”)  will 
rebel during this period and cause strife,  thereby becoming  “outlaws”  to  “The New Society” (Rev.22v15, 20v12-15).  Such a perverse attitude,  when 
there is so much good in  works/attitude of  agape/agapao  being done within the human community led by JCg and his Bride comprising of the 144000 
TCs  (enforcing  “Righteousness”  in the new society  Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).  
These  “outlaws”  will be predominantly those people who had an easy time  “taking from The World”  during the 1st part of their physical life having no 
desire to reform their mind away from worldly methodology to Yahweh’s Methodology that is to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”. 
This verse tells us the TCs shall be judging The World  (notice  not  all  The World,  see explanation of Rom.3v19  –  because they,  the TCs are excluded,  
also  “The Gospel Age  charlatan Christian leaders”  shall  never  have been resurrected into The Millennium  –  hence annihilated after their present 
existence  (having metaphorically “married Satan”).  
Thus during this period of bliss in The Millennium for the vast majority of people,  those wilful evil doers,  iniquitous,  rebellious humans after numerous 
warnings will be annihilated early,  to be  their/The  2nd Death,  from which there is no return.  This means  “absolute annihilation” = “no existence” = 
“having  no  body within which a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  can operate”  =  “{no consciousness}”  and thus  “not even conscious to realise they 
are non-existent”! 
I belabour this point because of the utter nonsense taught by our supposedly learned  (but demonstrably lacking understanding)  worldly Christian 
leaders about  “soul”  wandering about in the  ether/{supposed after-life}  and/or  “purgatory”  and/or  the “lake of fire”  and/or  “Gehenna”  (all these 
terms I explain in my local commentaries). 
Just about everything that comes out of their mouth is wrong when it comes to “1st Century Christianity”,  but they are so good at preaching  “Religion”! 
Now returning to the verse. 

This is precisely  why  is Paul making a specific point  “about the holy people (TCs)  judging you”!    
Because it operates at two level - 

1. Our Goal is to be a TC and for us to be competent rulers over  “The Resurrected World”,  then we must  “start learning now”  -  early! 
Gain the correctly  thinking/reasoning  spirit/personality/desires/traits  ready for this future role  –  if  we are selected by Yahweh. 
Hence the rejection of worldly things of the last chapter that will make us  not  suitable candidates for this future responsibility  –  it is 
impossible to give  “The Responsibility of The Resurrected World”  into the hands of people who  cannot  correctly rule their own life! 

2. It also becomes the specific warning to those people of  “The Resurrected World”  operating under the  {holy people}/TCs  that are 
given by Yahweh the position of judging us  (who did not make the position of Sonship).  This period in The Millennium will be over the 
final outcome of the 2nd part of our life!   This is a  Crisis/Judgement  (StrongsTM = 2920 = “Krisis”)  period during  “The Day of The 
Millennium”  where  “The Day of The Lord”  is as a 1000 years (2Pet.3v8)  =  complete Bible consistency all through this explanation! 
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Thus Paul is giving an outline in this verse of what is to come in the future during the 2nd part of our physical life -  only made possible by JC’s 1st Advent 
where he so kindly gave to us  (1) The Ministry to  spiritually reform our mind  and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice to yield  the 2nd part of our physical life! 
Where  both  parts are required for us to  personally  achieve  “Real Salvation”  (of which only JC made both  “spiritual and physical parts”  possible 
for our  “soul/{conscious existence}”  into the eternity)  of which our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  demonstrably  do not understand! 
1Cor.   6v2 og Also  if  in  {to [= within] yourselves}  (it shall be) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried/concluded/judged 
1Cor.   6v2 og the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  (the) unfit/unworthy  {you are/belong/be} 
1Cor.   6v2 og {a rule of judging}/{criterion of judgement}/tribunal  (of the) least/littlest/smallest (thing). 
1Cor.   6v2 = Also,   if  within yourselves   the  World/Life  shall be  {mentally decided}/judged, 

(and yet)  {you are/belong/be}  the  unfit/unworthy  {rule of judging}/{criterion of judgement}  of the  smallest/least  thing! 
 

Also if within yourselves   (inasmuch it is our personal responsibility to set  “The Example”  upon which)   The World  shall be judged, 
(and yet)   you are the unfit  “rule of judging”   (being “The Measure of judging”)   of the smallest thing! 
                (Inasmuch,  upon what is  “obviously faulty”  within yourselves,  you are unable to make the correct decision of matters right and wrong!) 

 

Paul is saying - 
Also if  (now)  in The World you  (are)  incapable of making worthy judgements when the matters are small,  then how are you able to make 
life and death judgements within The Millennium when as a  King/Priest?   
Clearly the point Paul is making,  is The Brethren are  not  yet there,  they are  still  “children”  and  must  become mature,  to then be TCs. 

Now let us to look at this verse from another angle and draw out another nuance. 
Judgements made against our works are now small in the 1st part of our physical life  (sinful works are less important than what they will be in the 2nd 
part of our physical life,  being our  last  opportunity during The Millennium to  personally  purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life).  
Thus basic  squabbling/rivalry  as present within  “spiritual children”  being among people trying to become brethren can be  “supposedly excused”  
because the present system of things ruled by Satan can  “supposedly excuse”  the actions of  “worldly/fleshly traits”  in people generally  (unless a  
charlatan Christian leader  [Mark.3v28-29, etc.]  judged “iniquitous”).   This is true,  because of Yahweh’s and JCg’s “Righteousness”  of providing the  
lifeline/{safety net}  of  “The Millennium”  for normal worldly people. 
However,  this sort of behaviour will be totally unacceptable,  when the  “metaphoric climate” (heaven/authority)  of operations is under the rulership of 
JCg with his assistants of TCs ruling as kings/priests.  Now if some people are involved in basic  squabbling/rivalry  with each other in this new society,  
then this  attitude/works  become inexcusable when the vast majority of people are operating in a state of the  “charity form of love”  to one another  
(with all the hangovers of this present old worldly system removed). 
However,  a TC now within our present world during the 1st part of their physical life  must imitate JC  (hence setting The Standard for people living The 
Millennium to follow)  because the TCs have now  accepted through baptism to operate under  the rules  of The Millennium.  Hence these special people 
who operate according to  “The Millennium Rules”  (Luke.17v21)  have purified the 2nd  part of their spiritual life).  Thus the basic  squabbling/rivalry  
of today is totally unacceptable now in the 1st part of our physical life  –  because we  (TCs)  are effectively  (and judged as such by Yahweh)  to be living 
in the 2nd part of our spiritual life as though we are “The Standard”  for people in The Millennium  (and thus proved ourselves to be worthy Leaders)! 
Sadly,  none  of this understanding derived from the text of v2  (being consistent with True Christianity as given by “1st Century Christianity”),  is ever 
taught by  worldly Christian leaders having the direct responsibility to teach it,  and  not  to be shirking this responsibility -  which is to be accurately 
teaching it!   So how can they be imitating Paul?   Obviously,  they are not copying Paul,  and are thus comprehensibly rejected by Yahweh (Luke.20v16)  
to be in this position of future rulership. 
1Cor.   6v3 og No/Not/None  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because   
1Cor.   6v3 og (the) {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels/{those sent to tell/announce}   
1Cor.   6v3 og (we will) {judiciously/mentally decide}/decree/conclude/{call to account}/ 

/{bring to trial}/{make distinction}?    
1Cor.   6v3 og {Not too/even}/Neither  (emphasis/qualification)/besides/doubtless/{at least}/yet   
1Cor.   6v3 og (the) {present existence}/{pertaining to this life} [plural]. 
1Cor.   6v3 = Because  not  you  know/understand:   

we  (as kings/priests)  will  {mentally decide}/judge/{call to account}/{make distinction}  the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels}? 
{Not even}  {at least}  {pertaining to  (the  things/affairs  of this 2 part)  life}. 

 

Because not you  (brethren/Christians)   know/understand: 
  We (TCs as  kings/priests)  will judge the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels? 
  {Not even}/{at least}  pertaining to   (the  things/affairs  of)   this  (2 part)  life   (we all shall have  [except charlatan Christian leaders]). 
 

I have gone beyond normal to expand what the Greek words mean,  because I need to explain where members of  worldly Christianity are in serious 
error  in their  wanting/lacking  of understanding regarding this verse.  We also have the exact original Greek translation word for word in exactly the 
same position for the reader to compare this original Greek text with their Bible translations.  Furthermore,  the reader is then placed in the position to 
understand why I have come to the correct interpretation as given below,  and also to be in the position to judge how far adrift from future reality are the 
other worldly sourced myths on this subject  (as given by Christendom) 
1.  Worldly Christian  erroneous  proposal  (as given in a  worldly  sourced “commentary”): 
I Quote  

“Believers will judge on the day of the Lord at the end of the age.  We can only guess what it means to judge angels. Jewish thinking ranked 
angels into hierarchies. Perhaps we will judge them into similar levels, deciding where they are to be placed. Others point out that there are 
also fallen angels awaiting judgement”. 

Let us consider this postulation. 
I ask the reader to understand that everything must be taken in context.  So, let us ask the question  (regarding this quotation)  

Why on Earth has Paul suddenly brought  “celestial angels”  into the conversation? 
The  context  has nothing to do with  “celestial angels”,  nor with their ranking!  

Why would  “believers”  (and  precisely what does this mean?)  be given authority over the placing angels on different levels? 
What experiences have they to do such a thing? 
Where is their training period to gain  authority/competence  to do this? 

The Bible makes no mention of this activity anywhere else within its pages.   
Oh! - The usual  “get-out clause2  –  “we can only guess – because it is a mystery”. 

Continuing the line of our reasoning  
Why would the  “believers”  be bringing these  “celestial angels”  to trial? 
Again,  what authority do they have to do this? 
How are they to exercise correct judgement upon them? 
Finally,  what on Earth have  “celestial angels”  to do with our present lifestyle? 

This sadly is where  worldly Christian  “supposed reasoning”  takes us  –  to  “a great farcical mystery”!    
So do  not  go to them for answers and of  “The Explanation of The Bible”  -  being “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the early apostles! 
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Let us now examine my proposal which  is  “The Disclosing Truth”  correctly  explained  (as taught  throughout  all  The New Testament as 
my  precisely accurate  “logically righteous”  commentaries divulge). 

2. The correct scenario awaiting all of us. 
First place the verse into context   “Of  what/whom  is Paul speaking?” 
Paul is speaking of people within The Brethren,  who are misbehaving and they will be receiving some harsh judgement from the TCs if they do not carry 
out some radical reform of their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (being the manner in which they deport themselves in the 1st part of their physical life). 

Actually that  “one line”  has just answered verse 3! 
How?  - 

Because it is nothing to do with  “celestial angels”  (that  “The World”  presumes [in error] to have  “wings”)! 
Correct,  neither does verse 3 ! 

I therefore ask the reader to reason upon the Greek word for  “angel” = “aggelos” (StrongsTM = 32)  which has other meanings of which I have put 
alongside  “angel”  above.  What the word  really  means is   “a messenger” “a pastor”  being  “someone who brings a message to a listener”. 
Therefore,  Paul is speaking within this verse about  “someone bringing a message to the people”   (a  “bringer of tidings”). 

So  who  is the person bringing  “The Message to the people”? 
The only people who are positioned to supposedly do this are  “The Brethren”  (read “Christian”, thus Christian leaders)  learning  how to become 
mature TCs and thus competent apostles,  thereby being God’s true  representative here on Earth. 
Thus  “The Brethren”  (called  “bringer of tidings” = “angel”)  are to  “bring The Message of God”  to The People. 

This  “Message of God”  is   
“The  Accurate  Gospel of JC  (lifestyle/ministry/death/resurrection/Millennium)”  demonstrated in  works/deeds  and the 
publicising of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  through  accurate/logical  exegesis  given by a  sane/reasoning  mind. 

But Paul has given a blistering attack in the whole of the previous chapter into some of their errant ways,  either by doing evil  and/or  condoning  it! 
Many of these supposed brethren are  not  brethren,  but are very worldly,  these brethren are  not  going to make the grade of TCs acting like this! 
They will  not  achieve the grade of TCs because as the last part of v3 says   “Indeed on their ways of life”  are worldly and  not  for Yahweh. 

Therefore,  what/whom  is being judged earlier in v3 ? 
“The messengers will be judged on the 1st part of their physical lifestyle”  being how competently they have perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 

Who will be carrying out the judgement on the messengers? 
As Paul says - 

“We as TCs”  will be carrying out the judgement! 
Now slide it into context with v2 – the previous verse. 
We are told - 

“Do not become worldly and squabble driven by evil desires”  -  Because these worldly representatives behaving like this will be judged 
severely in The Millennium by the TCs! 

Now the whole text is coming together as solid  foundation/fabric  of understanding. 
We see  The Brethren (Christians)  have  The Duty  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  both verbally and by works during the present part of their 
2 part whole life,  else they will face severe judgement from the TCs who are to be the Kings and Priests of The Millennium,  upon their resurrection into 
the 2nd part of their whole life  (that might be cut short in  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation;  –  or ideally,  live for an eternity). 
Therefore,  I ask the reader what seems more logical? 

1. A nonsensical  guess/mystery  proposed by  worldly wise Christian  theologians/leaders/scholars  not  understanding Yahweh's Plan?   OR 
2. The Absolute Truth given on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  that is wholly supported by  every scripture on this subject in The Bible? 

So where should the reader turn when they want  “The Correct Answers”  to their genuine questions?   
 Is it to The World  (supported by our millions of worldly Christian leaders)    -   or    to The Bible  accurately  explained? 

It makes me weep when we are  supposed to have  “learned”  representatives with  (worldly)  doctorates  “supposedly teaching truth”,  but they appear 
only capable of spreading this type of  insanity  within their words and writings! 
As the Bible tells us    

JCg in The Millennium will bring to shame those leaders who believe themselves to be  wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious  (with worldly  
“doctorates of divinity”)  having merely perpetuated  “worldly understanding”  to confuse a following generation  (on their  worthless  paper 
doctorates – John.7v15+, etc.)! 

Again,  in context after that severe warning of v2 and v3 to the dissident brethren,  Paul now expands in v4 onwards this theme to cover every aspect. 
1Cor.   6v4 og (the) {present existence}/{pertaining to this life}  truly/indeed  therefore/then   
1Cor.   6v4 og (the) {a rule of judging}/{criterion of judgement}/tribunal  
1Cor.   6v4 og if/whenever  (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,   
1Cor.   6v4 og the (persons [Brethren])   (being) contemptible/despise/{least esteemed}/scorned   
1Cor.   6v4 og in  to the [= within] {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,  
1Cor.   6v4 og {such these} (persons)   (yourselves) {seat down}/settle/tarry/contemplate. 
1Cor.   6v4 = Therefore/Then  if  you  truly/indeed  have  {a rule of judging}/{criterion of judgement}  {pertaining to this life}, 

(then)  yourselves  {sit down}/contemplate  {such these}  people   
being  despised/{least esteemed}/scorned  within the  {calling out}/ecclesia! 

 

Therefore,  if you truly have the criterion of judgement  (being  “The Word of God”)  pertaining to this life   (being  how  we  should live). 
(then)  you contemplate  (upon these rules of God's Word and use these rules upon)   such these contemptable people within the ecclesia! 

                (It is your personal responsibility to deal with such contemptable  [to Yahweh]  people - reform them,  or reject such people out of the Ecclesia) 
 

Paul is teaching us  
Get the practice in now!   So that you become competent,  ready for The Millennium  –  else Yahweh shall reject you for that future position! 

Paul is distraught that he needs to come down upon these Brethren harshly when dealing with certain individuals who deliberately sin against Yahweh's 
instruction.  Thus,  he is instructing them to become mature and start enforcing  “The Word of God”  amongst those specific individuals who personally 
claim to be representing Yahweh before The World.   
The point being that    

If  we  truly  have  “The Word of God”   correctly  imbued  (and not twisted so that we spin whatever we like into it to  “errantly legitimise”  
deviant behaviour  -  a pandemic practice performed by  “Leaders of Religion”  claiming to have  “Big Daddy”  on their side)  -   
Then  we will steer by the   “carrot and stick”  approach  (combination of reward and punishment)  those specific people to fulfil Yahweh's 
Desire if they claim to represent Him!    

And by Contrast  
If  they rebel against this instruction of  kindness/wellbeing  –   
Then  we are to eject them from The Brethren  (unlike religious cults who try to keep people in  –  to maximise the personal worldly return to 
the leaders)!    

TCs set  The High Standard for The New World Order,  while  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (under the principle of  “controlling people”)  are 
lusting after the  “here and now”  being the immediate worldly returns  (because how else are they to feed themselves except off the backs of their 
devotees  -  contrary to what Paul taught us  [2Thes.3v6-12]  and by deed at Acts.18v1-3, etc.)! 
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The Brethren  “aiming to become TCs”  must visibly set  “The Correct Standard”  as that which is to operate within The Millennium. 
Obviously we must not be judging  “non-Christians”  over spiritual matters in what they do in their life  –  because presently they are rudderless  –  but 
it is essential we present  “The Word of God”  accurately  (1) through carefully argued exegesis and  (2) by perfect deportment  (thereby replacing the 
nonsense taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  so that  “Non-Christians are  not  rudderless”! 
Consequently,  we must  never  mix  “Religion” with “Politics” -  else we are imposing worldly views upon other people  –  this is absolutely wrong! 
Yahweh does not desire His future Sons of God to be  “press-ganged into service”  –  because obviously they are of the wrong mental material! 
The final correction comes in The Millennium  –  within a perfected environment;  –  but now,  today,  we humans,  are positioned to learn from our 
mistakes by operating according to our “free choice”  based upon worldly methodology  (until we are freed by  “The Word of God”  –  John.8v32, 36)! 
This understanding is absolutely  incomprehensible  to our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who irrationally impose their views upon other people,  
without  any sensible argument and exegesis that should be based upon righteous logic  (and thus clearly sourced by  “The Word of God”)! 
I could expand this section by many pages of logically argued reasoning  –  but hopefully I have given enough  to initiate  careful consideration. 
 
52nd Comment – A matter of internal shame!   No spiritually wise person within the Christian grouping is prepared to 
repeatedly  “discern over matters”  within The Brethren?   
So,  what is different now?  –  Except far worse in spiritual matters now  (both in doctrine and deeds)! 
46th Reasoning – Why are you not able to settle secular things between yourselves?   Why call upon  “The World”  to 
settle matters within people  purporting  to have  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within their synapse construction?   
Where JC taught that we are to forgive our  brethren  (inferring  not  everyone) 7 x 7 meaning an infinite number of times! 
37th Instruction – If you had  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within your  “synapse construction”  then  between your 
brothers  you would  be allowing yourselves to be  cheated/robbed  (this does  not mean to people  outside the brethren  as 
we are errantly taught by  worldly Christian leaders,  else we become a  “punch-bag”  for  evil/malicious/hurtful  people). 
47th Reasoning – But further than that instruction,  again  if  you had  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within your 
synapse construction,  then  you “supposed brethren”  would  not  be intentionally  cheating/robbing  in the first instance! 
1Cor.   6v5 og Toward/Nearness/{Accession to}  (the) confusion/shame  {to yourselves}  (I) state/exclaim.   
1Cor.   6v5 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  no/not/none  (he/she) is  in  {to [= within] yourselves} 
1Cor.   6v5 og (the) wise/sophisticated/shrewd/sagacious  (person)   
1Cor.   6v5 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  one/singularly,   
1Cor.   6v5 og who/what/which/that  (he/she will be) able/possible/capable   
1Cor.   6v5 og (to) {separate thoroughly}/discern/discriminate/contend/judge  severally/repetitively/intensity/apiece   
1Cor.   6v5 og (the) middle/{before them}/among/between/midst  of the  brother/{The Brethren}  (of the) him. 
1Cor.   6v5 = Near to  confusion/shame  {to yourselves}! 

I exclaim:- 
{In this manner}/So  {not even}  one/singularly  (spiritually)  wise person  he/she  is  within  yourselves,  
who  will  be  able/capable  to  repeatedly  {separate thoroughly}/discern/adjudicate  {before them}/midst  of  his  brothers? 

 

(You)  Bring  confusion/shame  to yourselves! 
I exclaim:- 
  So not even one  (spiritually)  wise/sagacious   (upon God's Word)   person is   (to be found)   within yourselves, 
  who will be able to repeatedly  {separate thoroughly}/adjudicate  before/middle/midst  of  his/(her)  brothers/(sisters)? 
 

Is there not even one spiritually wise  (with Yahweh’s Methodology)  person able to become a mediator between you  “squabbling brethren”?  
Paul is in despair!  
Their worldly attitude was abysmal to Yahweh's Standards!      
Furthermore,  these individuals were  supposed  to be setting  “The New World Standard”  (for The Millennium  –  Luke.17v21)! 

And this sorry state of affairs has continued ever since! 
We have many examples of this in the very  worldly Christian denominations all around The World where  “Christian leaders”  go outside to use the 
secular courts to settle internal matters  –  clearly showing  “birds of a feather flocking together”  are unfit to become TCs for  “The Next Age”  of The 
Millennium!   Then on the other hand,  we have  worldly Christian leaders extolling deviant behaviour within their midst!   And a third grouping who say 
one thing and personally do another  –  to be the hypocrites of Whom they purport to represent  –  and bring shame to Yahweh within watching cognitive,  
sane reasoning minds! 

So how can any of these millions of individuals become world leaders of The Millennium?    
Obviously,  they cannot  (Luke.12v46-48,Chapter 16, 20v16, etc.)! 

The reader must understand Yahweh is  not  interested in these very  worldly Christian edifices  (and the leaders operating within them)  –  for He is 
searching out those  very specific individuals  who  are  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able  (and most likely to be  
outside  the worldly imposed constraints of  “official Christian establishments”)!    Hence the instruction at  Rev.18v4. 
Unless the reader  absolutely knows and  thoroughly understands  The Bible  (without “mysteries”)  –  then we shall be unable to accurately audit our 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  as  “they duck and dive”  intelligent questioning of their output  –  please use the material on this website  –  being 
the very necessary tools to  open up a successful audit!   
1Cor.   6v6 og But  (the) brother/{The Brethren}  amid/together/with  (of the) brother/{The Brethren}   
1Cor.   6v6 og (he/[she]  is) {judiciously/mentally decided}/{to tried}/concluded/judged  also  that/this/there/here  
1Cor.   6v6 og over/upon/concerning  (the) disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen! 
1Cor.   6v6 = But  the  brother  is  {mentally decided}/judged  together/with  the  brother,   

also  this  over/concerning  unbelievers/heathen! 
 

But the  brother/(sister)  is judged  together/with  of the  brother/(sister),   (both people within The Ecclesia go to law against each other) 
also this  (action to go to Law is )  upon the heathen  (non-Christians)   (lawsuits brought upon each other through  the public [heathen] courts) 
 

We read there is brother suing his brother in  “The supposed Faith”  at secular courts in precisely the same manner as that which occurs to the heathen,  
moreover,  the unbelievers  (outside Christianity)  are witnessing this occurring both to the Christians and to the heathen likewise! 

Therefore,  what do  “the outsiders”  deduce when analysing this farcical state of affairs within  “The Brethren”? 
Obviously   Both groupings  (brethren and heathen)  are driven by  the same  (worldly) methodology! 
Precisely the same occurs today!   That is why Yahweh's  Name/Character/Authority  is brought into such  disrepute! 

Thus,  as we can read for ourselves  
Paul is extremely  disturbed/upset,  The Brethren cannot use Godly principles to settle internal matters.   
An aggravating consequence of this,  The Brethren require worldly  (heathen)  Courts to settle what should be Godly matters!    
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Finally,  the worst result being   This becomes a farcical spectacle for the unbelievers to witness! 
Consequently  “the outsider witnesses”  would be thinking - 

“Those Brethren  “supposedly have something”  that is  no  better than what we have already –  and need us to sort out their disagreements!” 
Naturally,  the heathen  (non-Christian)  reason  

There is no point in becoming converted to their form of worship  –  because it has not reformed their personality  –  it is still worldly! 
Therefore,  The Millennium of which they are  supposedly espousing  will be precisely like this worldly system because they  are basing their 
life on this worldly system to resolve their internal issues! 

Is it any wonder why Paul is distraught over the dishonour they are bringing into   “The (supposed) Fellowship”?   
         Needless to say  (but I shall for clarity),   “There is  no  difference now”  in Christendom  -  a den of  “iniquity”  (choosing my words carefully)! 
That is  why  they are called  “hypocrites”  and  why  they are  not  TCs  –  because a personality change,  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire has  not  occurred! 

Hence the  lead-in  to the next verse  –  to show the correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of a TC - 
1Cor.   6v7 og {Even now}/Already/{By this time}  truly/indeed  therefore/then   
1Cor.   6v7 og completely/altogether/everywhere/commonly/utterly   
1Cor.   6v7 og (the) deterioration/failure/diminishing/fault/loss  in  {to [= within] yourselves}  (it) is,   
1Cor.   6v7 og because  (the) decisions/judgements/conclusions/sentences/lawsuits  (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have    
1Cor.   6v7 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves].   
1Cor.   6v7 og {Through what cause}/Wherefore/Why  {not indeed}/{did not}  {greater degree}/{more than}/better     
1Cor.   6v7 og (you be) {without justice}/wronged/offended/hurt/suffered?     
1Cor.   6v7 og {Through what cause}/Wherefore/Why  {not indeed}/{did not}  {greater degree}/{more than}/better     
1Cor.   6v7 og (you be) deprived/despoiled/defrauded/destitute/cheated/robbed. 
1Cor.   6v7 = Therefore/Then  truly/indeed,  already  the complete  deterioration/failure/fault  it is  within  yourselves,   

because   you  possess/have  judgements/lawsuits  together/with  yourselves.    
Why  {not indeed}  (allow)  yourselves   to be  wronged/injured   (amongst yourselves)?    
Why  {not indeed}  (allow)  yourselves   to be  despoiled/cheated/robbed   (amongst yourselves)? 

 

Therefore indeed  (by involving heathen to judge over yourselves),   already the complete fault   (of the mind)   is within yourselves 
because you have lawsuits  together/with  yourselves   (it should not even get to this state of affairs between yourselves)! 
  Why not indeed  (allow)  yourselves to be  wronged   (amongst yourselves)?    (= Allow  yourselves to be wronged amongst yourselves.) 
  Why not indeed  (allow)  yourselves to be  despoiled   (amongst yourselves)?    (Assume all things to be  mutual mistakes  amongst brethren.) 

                (Paul’s advice is supposed to be operative  only  within  “the Ecclesia”  amongst people of supposedly  “The One/Same Mind.) 
 

As I stated earlier,  Paul is utterly distraught with their  self-indulgent  nature expressed throughout  The Ecclesia!   
This is  not  how it shall be in The Millennium  (Matt.18v22),  where Paul is now stating the worldly action and suggesting Yahweh’s view - 

Truly you have  wholly failed;  with  (worldly)  lawsuits amongst yourselves!    
Why not accept being injured or being cheated? 

The reader must absolutely understand,  Paul is  only  speaking  within  The Brethren  –  not  between The Brethren and The World. 
Thus,  within  The Brethren then  a TC would  never  intentionally hurt nor harm a fellow brother  –  a side-slip would be truly unintentional. 
Consequently,  armed with this background knowledge,  then we realise that should a TC become hurt from a fellow brethren  –  then forgiveness would 
be  absolutely and utterly automatic  (with no questions asked) –  knowing that it was truly a  side-slip  which  demands  “automatic forgiveness”. 
Thus,  following the principle given by answer,  where JC said to his disciple’s question   

How many times am I to forgive someone?   
The answer is an infinite amount of times  (Matt.18v22)!    
And thus,  explaining again  –  because this is so important  

Only  within  The Brethren,  the  hurt/mishaps  between members are supposed to be  unintentional  (they are real accidents, 2Cor.5v19),  
there is to be no self-indulgence within The Brethren,  for they are to be copying a TC who  he/she  is imitating JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 
Gal.4v12).   
The Brethren are to copy JC by edifying their neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire firstly,  before the giver's own needs. 

Thus,  we realise - 
This requires a  complete,  spirit/personality/desires/traits  change from that of - 

The World  (of worldly methodology)   to become Christ-Like  (of Yahweh's Methodology). 
This is the teaching Paul is trying to impress within their minds  (and likewise,  within our minds). 

1Cor.   6v8 og But  {specifically yourselves}  (you  [act/do]) unjustly/wrong/offend/hurt/suffer/injure   
1Cor.   6v8 og also  (you [presently]) deprive/despoil/defraud/destitute/cheat/rob   
1Cor.   6v8 og also  these (things)   [to]   (the) brothers/{The Brethren}! 
1Cor.   6v8 = But  {specifically yourselves}  act/do  offend/hurt   (other people  [and thus behave like the heathen]),   

also  you presently  deprive/despoil/defraud/cheat,  also  (you do)  these things  to the  brethren! 
 

But specifically yourselves   (brethren/sisters)   act  unjustly/offend  also you presently  deprive/defraud/rob 
also  (yourselves do)  these things to the  brothers/(sisters)! 

                (You  [Christians]  all behave just as do  “the heathen”  [non-Christians],  how can you claim to be working with Yahweh’s Mind?) 
 

It really is getting too much for Paul,  The Apostle  (TC)!  -  And as I state constantly,  this also occurs today  throughout  The Christian Nation equally! 
Clearly,  if  these people were TCs,  then  most certainly problems would not intentionally occur  –  mutual deference would rule! 

Yahweh requires  “The Correct Mindset”    -   being that of JC's  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
Yahweh rejects  all  people for future Sonship who retain any vestiges of worldly methodology when ending the 1st part of their physical life. 
That is why Yahweh can  only  obtain 144000 TCs out of some 3 billion  “Christians”  over some 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 

Paul is trying to instruct us,  as individuals,  to become one of these 144000 TCs to fulfil  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4). 
 
7th Prophecy – The  unjust/unrighteous  person will not inherit  “The Kingdom of God”.  Thus,  only  TCs will  “inherit”  
(see glossary)  The World during The Millennium  on The Earth.  This does  not  mean the  unjust/unrighteous  (most of 
humanity)  will not  become part of  The Kingdom of God  (they  will  become part of  “The Inheritance”)  to learn. 
Allegory – repeat - The Kingdom of God = a society that operates under  (thus fulfils)  Yahweh’s Desire.  
8th Prophecy – Do  not  be misled by  worldly Christian Leaders;  no fornicators,  no image worshippers,  no adulterers, 
no abusers,  no homosexuals,  no thieves,  no greedy,  no drunkards,  no revilers,  no extortionists shall inherit  “The 
Kingdom of God” –  (but all non-Christians shall be resurrected to  become part of it  to then learn from their mistakes). 
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As for Christians – namely  iniquitous Christian leaders –  then that is Yahweh’s Decision –  but prospects are  not  good! 
15th Good News – Some of those persons who  practised  these things reformed early during the 1st part of their physical 
life,  and  if  they progress to become a TC  then  they have a possibility of becoming a son of God  –  for The Inheritance! 
(Note:  They do  not  continue to practise these things - as errantly excused by  worldly Christian leaders [for themselves]) 
38th Instruction – If our goal is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire then aim for Sonship and fully wash ourselves clean from the 
dross of The World  -  reform our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become Christ-like and thus as one with Yahweh, 
being  one/same  in  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  perfectly separate from the  sin/dross/offence  of this world = HS. 
16th Good News – In fulfilling this instruction then we become righteous to Yahweh’s Desire. 
1Cor.   6v9og Or/Than/Either/Rather  no/not/none  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because   
1Cor.   6v9og (the) unjust/unrighteous/wicked/heathen/{not equitable}  (the) kingdom/reign/realm/domain  (of the) God   
1Cor.   6v9og no/not/none  (they will) {acquire by lot}/heir/inherit/{gain possession of}/{family allotment}?    
1Cor.   6v9 Because  rather  you not  know/understand  the  unjust/unrighteous/heathen  will not inherit the  kingdom/realm  of God? 
 

Because rather you not  know/understand  the heathen will not inherit  (as Sons of God)   the kingdom of the God   (of its two parts)? 

                (If you remain with a worldly mind,  then you cannot become a future “Son of God”.  This position requires a mind as proven by JC!) 
                (Firstly  “spiritual”  for  “The Early Adopter”,  however “physical”  [Millennium]  for “The Late Adopter”  [to ideally become spiritual].) 
 

Again,  the understanding contained within this verse is just so especially important that I must split the verse into two sections to correctly explain it. 
Those people being unjust  (not righteous)  during the 1st part of their physical life will  not  inherit the kingdom of God.  

It must be clearly understood - 
Paul is not specifically speaking only of  “non-Christians”  but rather,  he is specifically speaking about people who have a mind that 
operates upon worldly methodology -  having  not  entirely reformed to become  entirely Christ-like. 
It does not mean become a “Christian”  by gaining  “The Word of God”  and because of this we have immediately left  “The Heathen State”! 
No!   We are  still  “Heathen”   with worldly methodology in our mind  -  but we  now  have  The Means to leave  this  “Heathen state”! 
Thus,  we are now only on the 1st square  of a much longer process  –  being that of entirely reforming  “The Way we personally Think”! 
We have now embarked upon a  long process  to become entirely Christ-like,  by  more  learning, testing/proving,  and working with fidelity to 
what we are constantly learning about “The Word of God”.   This is  not  “a quick fix”,  but takes  years upon years  to reform our mind! 
    It is  not  what our evangelicals errantly state – “come into God’s Word and then you have the HS”  – this  is  “unrighteous nonsense”! 
The length of this learning process depends entirely how quickly we internally realise that we are to become  The Last/Least  within society. 
This is  “The Process”  of becoming  “Born Again”,  being the metaphoric nine-month gestation period!   Where,  if  we have successfully 
gestated the personal purification of the 2nd part of our spiritual life during the remaining part of the 1st part of our physical life  then  
Yahweh shall resurrect us in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6, 1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, etc.)  as a future Son of God. 

We know that  “inheriting the kingdom of God”  is  “The Expectation”  of TCs,  to become the future Sons of God,  part of  “Yahweh’s intimate Family”,  
where they  inherit  “The World”  (that becomes  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  [= The Inheritance]  in The Millennium  –  see definition of  “Israel”  and my 
commentaries located at 2Cor.12v1-3).  
Where   
       “The World”  =  The perfected DNA fleshly bodied humans resurrected to then learn righteousness for that equitable society. 
       “Israel”  (as I carefully explain elsewhere)  =  people  “Persevering with Subjector” –  either positively or negatively,  when having The Knowledge 
Consequently we now understand those people  (some 99.9+% of all humans of the last 6000 years)  who  were/are  unjust will be in the position  only  to 
live in JCg’s kingdom  (being  part of  “The Inheritance”  but  not having  “The Inheritance” – see glossary),  to ultimately be  tried/judged  upon their 
works during this period  (because they have missed  “The Inheritance of God’s Kingdom” given to adopted  Sons of Yahweh)  called  “The Millennium”  
while they learn  “Righteousness”  during the period Satan is restrained  (Rev.20v1-7).  
As I state this is  not  what  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  preach in their  “utterly illogical and unrighteous”  worldly doctrine  –  I just implore 
those people to imbue themselves with the New Wine  (Luke.5v37-39)  that I give on this website “FutureLife.Org”,  and to throw away the old wine of 
their 1700+ year old  “vintage”  full of  unrighteous  disappointment.   What they have is just like drinking vinegar  (the stale wine of the vine)! 
A very important aside  

JC taught us to  find/attain  “The Kingdom of God/Heaven”  (Luke.12v31, 18v24-25, etc.,)  that is to operate within us  (Luke.17v21). 
What does this statement  really mean? 

Quite simply it means that we are to gain  “The Word of God”  and accurately imbue it within our brain  –  to bring about personal reform within our 
mind to become truly and wholly  “Christ-like”.   

And the reason for this? 
Because as the Bible teaches us.    

For those people who are successfully able to  transfigure/transform  their mind to become  truly  Christ-like  –  then they become suitably 
mentally qualified to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in the 2nd part of their physical life in The Millennium. 
They, once having proved their mind to become Christ-like,  are  then able to make it a physical reality within The Millennium  as The Rulers. 

Quite simple really,  –  but  never  taught correctly  (if at all)  because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  subscribe to this  forthcoming reality! 
1Cor.   6v9og No/Not  (you be) {cause to roam from safety/truth}/deceived/seduced/wandering/misled/{go astray}/err    
1Cor.   6v9og neither/nor  (the) prostitutes/debauchees/libertines/whoremongers/fornicators   
1Cor.   6v9og neither/nor  (the) {image servants/worshippers}/idolaters   
1Cor.   6v9og neither/nor  (the)  (male) paramours/apostates/adulterers   
1Cor.   6v9og neither/nor  (the) soft/catamite/effeminate   
1Cor.   6v9og neither/nor  (the) sodomites/{self-defilers with Mankind}/homosexuals. 
1Cor.   6v9 = Not  yourselves be  deceived/misled/seduced,   

neither  the  (persons)   prostitutes/debauchees/libertines/fornicators,   
neither  the  (persons)   {image worshippers}/idolaters,   
neither  the  (persons)   paramours/{illicit lovers}/apostates/adulterers,   
neither  the  (persons)   catamites/effeminates, 
neither  the  (persons)   sodomites/homosexuals/abusers. 

(none of these type of people will inherit  [as Sons of God]  “The Resurrected World”  of The Millennium). 
 

Not yourselves be  deceived/seduced   (by  worldly Christian leaders  [being most of them]  preach by both word and deed), 
neither the prostitutes   (choosing to offer a service that pleases the sensibilities of another person  –  for a worldly return) 
neither the image worshippers   (choosing to offer  time/attention/effort  to a worthless recipient  -  often inanimate  [e.g. mobile phone]). 
neither the illicit lovers   (choosing to operate in a deceptive manner  -  against that which would be publicly expected) 
neither the effeminates   (choosing to operate against what was instituted for society) 
neither the homosexuals   (choosing to reject  “The Ordained Mate”  that is to yield  “The Best for Society”  [noting Eph.5v30-32, Rev.21v2, 9]). 
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Almost a repeat of what Paul told us at 1Cor.5v10-11.   
It was  “The Warning”  then  for us not to associate with people who think according to worldly methodology.  Paul  now  gives The Reason 
why we must not have the same mind as these type of people  (at a spiritual level),  because this type of person has  not  the correct mind to 
become  “The Heirs” and rule over  “The Inheritance”  (to become  “Sons of God”  and rule over  “The Resurrected World”).    

We are  not  to be  misled by  worldly Christian leaders  (irrespective at what  “worldly religious rank”  they might be and whatever they might preach)  
fornicators,  image worshippers,  adulterers,  abusers,  homosexuals  will  not  inherit  “The Kingdom of God”. 
Interestingly there are many of these types of people claiming to represent Yahweh’s Word as  “Christian leaders”  and many other  worldly Christian 
leaders support these iniquitous people just as Rom.1v26-32 foretold us  (to be rejected by JCg, Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)! 
I even heard one today  (23/May/2009)  on the radio (BBC Radio 4)  twisting God’s Word to support an active homosexual priest’s activities! 
As the reader knows,  the practice to  twist  God’s Word to support an abhorrent activity is  “Blaspheming against The HS of which there is no 
forgiveness!”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32.)    Please see  “Blaspheming”  in glossary  –  for it is  not  quite as we are taught  (by  “You know who”)! 

Furthermore,  there are more people to be added into this grouping  –  of whom we are now to read - 
1Cor.   6v10 og Neither/Nor  (the [persons])  stealers/thieves   
1Cor.   6v10 og neither/nor  (the [persons])  {desiring/eager to hold/gain  more}/avaricious/covetous,   
1Cor.   6v10 og neither/nor  (the [persons])  tipsy/sots/drunkards,   
1Cor.   6v10 og no/not/none  (the [persons])   abusive/blackguards/railers/revilers,   
1Cor.   6v10 og no/not/none  (the [persons]) rapacious/extortionists/ravening/plunderers   
1Cor.   6v10 og (the)  kingdom/reign/realm/domain  (of the) God  
1Cor.   6v10 og no/not/none  (they shall) {acquire by lot}/heir/inherit/{gain possession of}/{family allotment}! 
1Cor.   6v10 = Neither  the (persons)  stealers/thieves,   

neither  the (persons)  {desirers to gain more}/covetous/greedy,   
neither  the (persons)  sots/drunkards,   
not  the (persons)  abusers/blackguards/revilers,   
not  the (persons)  rapacious/extortionists/plunderers;    
none   (of these people)   they shall  {be heirs}/inherit/{family allotment}  the  kingdom/realm  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

  

Neither the thieves   (operating  “in a cloaked manner”  while taking from other people what does not belong to the perpetrator [as does “Religion”]) 
neither the covetous   (lusting in an unhealthy manner for something that does not belong to the malefactor  [as does “Religion”])  
neither the drunkards   (choosing to befuddle the mind away from reality  [as does “Religion”]) 
not the abusers   (attacking the character of their victim – to belittle the recipient  [as does “Religion”])  
not the plunderers  (openly grasping in a shameless manner at what belongs to another person  [as does “Religion”]) 
none  (of the  [pious Religious]  people of above)  they shall be heirs  (Sons of God)  of the kingdom of the God  (Yahweh). 
 

Please read these two verses again  –  but instead at the physical level – but most importantly,  at  the spiritual level  given in parenthesis alongside,  and 
apply this understanding to our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  then we realise how much more applicable is the spiritual level than the physical! 
It is the methodology operating within the individuals that becomes exposed at the physical level to become the  one/same  as that operating within our 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  and specifically why they  are  comprehensibly rejected by Yahweh to rule in The Millennium  –  precisely as most 
of JC's parables and illustrations teach us in The Four Gospels. 
Let us continue. 
Worryingly,  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  muddle all this up and then get themselves in an utter mental knot –  enabling them to then promptly 
ignore these verses and errantly assume    “God loves us”  and thus  “we all are forgiven” –  Absolutely   “NOT true!” 
That is  all wrong  in Bible context  (see next few verses)  and is utterly  “twisted reasoning”  (because it must be understood that type of twisted  worldly 
understanding is most  unrighteous  from  “The Righteous Almighty God”,  Yahweh)! 

So how do we sort through  “this delivered mess”  within our brains  -  created by  worldly  focussed academic theologians? 
We must return to The Bible  (and wholly ignore what our religious academics preach to us)! 
As I explained earlier   “The Inheritance being of The Kingdom of God”  means  two  things - 

1. Getting our mind to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (by becoming entirely Christ-like).   This is spiritual  (within the TC Early Adopters) 
2. The implementation of Yahweh’s Desire within society (in The Millennium).  This is physical to yield the spiritual (within The Late Adopters) 

Where God’s Word is  “practically implemented”  at two levels.  
A. Occurs first in the TCs’ mind  (during the 1st part of their physical life)  and prove themselves by physically imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle 

where,  by reply,  Yahweh  awakens/rouses/resuscitates  (resurrected)  them as  Sons of God  (in the 2nd part of their physical life). 
B. Because everyone  (all non TCs)  ignored (1)  when they had the opportunity,  then they have  one last  opportunity to achieve this within a 

society – where they have the physical operation of this society fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to imbue it within their consciousness  (as did the 
TCs,  but not requiring the physical aspect because they had the righteous vista within their mind –  earlier -  and acted with fidelity upon it). 

Thus,  the people of (A) shall  inherit  “The Kingdom of God”,  and people of  (B) become  part of  “The Kingdom of God” (to be  of the  “inheritance”)! 
Hopefully,  this makes logical sense  (see “Inheritance” and “Heir” glossary)! 

Thus Paul is stating to The Brethren who themselves are supposed to be aiming for  (1 and A)   must get it correct within their minds what they are 
supposed to be doing to attain  “The Inheritance”  –  being  “The Ideal Goal”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  that Paul is exhorting them to achieve. 
However those people of The World who are all these things stated at the assumed physical level in this and the preceding verses  will  still be 
resurrected  into  “The Inheritance”   to be part  of  “The Inheritance”  so they  might be taught  “Righteousness”  by those specific individuals of  (1 
and A)  who were ultimately  not  the type of people failing Yahweh's Desire.  The people failing Yahweh’s Desire would be seeking their own animalistic 
desires of the carnal mind  -  see next verse in context. 
Clearly it becomes obvious that - 

Any person operating like this will  not  become a Son of God,  thus they  cannot  be TCs now,  and as such no one should be listening to what 
the people exhibiting these  “examples of mentality”  say regarding The Gospel irrespective of what position they might take as an office 
within the  worldly  edifices of Christianity.  Because quite simply,  they are  “Spiritually Blind  Men/Women”  leaders and they shall fall into 
the ditch  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  because they are beholden to the wrong master  (Matt.6v24). 

It must be clearly understood,  the very worst thing a  worldly Christian leader can do is  steal, plunder  what JC made possible for us  -  being the 
pulling down of  “The Veil between The Holy and Most Holy Place”  -  being The Path for us to become future Sons of God.  That is assuming we wish to 
be accepted by Yahweh as working in  “The Holy Place”  as official priests  (ordained by Yahweh  and  not  by our  worldly Christian leaders)!   
The point being,  is that we cannot become  “The Official Priests”  ordained by Yahweh by remaining part of  “The Methodology of Christendom”! 
Furthermore,  Yahweh will allow the secular world to destroy  Christendom/Religion  at the close of The Gospel Age  (please see my commentaries at 
Rev. chapters 17 and 18)  -  all of which we are starting to see occur at the time of my commentaries (2007+ CE)  -  where  “Worldly Christianity”  of 
the last some 1700 years has become an embarrassment to the sane, reasoning mind   (very much the length of time it took for “the 1st Epoch Israel”  to 
enter this state before JC came at his 1st Advent).   That is why he shall come very soon at his 2nd Advent to collect his 144000 TCs in  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  to then be followed by The Millennium some 3.5 years later. 
Therefore,  we must return to  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the early apostles ready for the same thing to be taught in The Millennium! 
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1Cor.   6v11 og Also these (things)  {some/any/certain persons}  (you) were;   
1Cor.   6v11 og but  (you were) {washed fully}/{have remitted}/{washed (away)},   
1Cor.   6v11 og but  (you were) purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified,   
1Cor.   6v11 og but  (you were) {rendered righteous/innocent/justified}  in  to the [= within]  name/character/authority   
1Cor.   6v11 og of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus/{Yahweh Saves},   
1Cor.   6v11 og also  in  to the [= within, both mescaline/neuter]  spirit/personality/desire/trait  of the  God  {of/from us}. 
1Cor.   6v11 = Also  {some/any persons}  you were these things   (before  being part of The Brethren  [and  not  during]),   

but  you  (brethren/sisters)   were  {washed fully}/{bathed off},   
but  you  (brethren/sisters)   were  purified/sanctified/{made holy}/{separated from this world of sin},   
but you  (brethren/sisters)  were  {rendered justified/innocent}  within  the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus,   
also  within  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of our  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Also some people  (of)  yourselves were these things   (before being part of The Brethren  [and some of you must have stopped being like this]) 
but you  (brethren/sisters)  were washed fully   (by JC’s Ransom Sacrifice –  freely given  –  and thus available for  all  people) 
but you  (brethren/sisters)  were purified   (away from the 1st part of our spiritual life by being given a  “Reset”  condition in JC’s “buy-back”) 
but you  (brethren/sisters)  were rendered innocent   (inasmuch Yahweh can righteously overlook our former blemished state while ignorant) 
within the  name/character/authority   (inasmuch to  legitimately  have “The Name”,  means we must also have  “The Character and Authority”) 
of the  lord/master  (as  “The Word of God”  controlling our minds)   of the Jesus  (Yahweh Is Savour) 
also within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of our God   (we are to be as  “one mind/purpose”  to yield Mankind’s Salvation) 
                (We operate with  one resolve  to edify our neighbour in the manner that Yahweh Desires  [and  not  to titivate  self-indulgent  desires]) 

These members of The Brethren  were  like the worldly examples given  -  but they  changed  their lifestyle.  
They did  not  continue in their worldly ways when they knew of The Real Faith  (accurate  Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity)!   

They became The Brethren aiming to become like “angels”,  to be  “God’s messengers”,  and  if  they did this according to Yahweh’s Desire,  then  they 
would be considered by Yahweh as TCs.  It is  only  Yahweh who can do this  (Matt.20v23).  The Bible consistently tells us that we must  not  judge our 
fellow brethren whether they are a TC,  or not,  –  we are instructed to only audit  our own  lifestyle/deportment  (2Cor.13v5)  to that commanded of us 
within The Bible standards (John.14v15-19, Mark.12v30-31)  and make  educated/intelligent  judgements  upon ourselves.  It is The Responsibility of the 
TCs to actively guide the people within their realm of responsibility to become like themselves,  future TCs by both  (not by hypocritical  [see next few 
verses])  word and deed  (noting JC’s warning given at Matt.23v1-3,  and much of Paul’s instruction through his letters to Timothy and Titus). 
Note here   These Brethren changed away  from  their worldly  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (having these undesirable qualities)  to  become what? 

To become like Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits,  for them to ultimately become TCs to then be  “agapao/phileo/storge”  
edifying/attractively/family loved)  by Yahweh! 
By having a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh,  then they were  justified/innocent  in  The  Name/Character/Authority  of JC. 

This is almost a  “million miles”  away from what we are taught by  worldly Christian Leaders  –  in their utter error! 
    What I state here is utterly logical and totally consistent with what The Bible teaches us for us to correctly understand! 
 
53rd Comment – There are many  secular/publicly  lawful things that I can do  –  but not all things are good for me 
inasmuch I am deflected from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (and set a bad public image as The Front person for Yahweh)! 
48th Reasoning – Being that by extension if we are seen to be interacting in worldly  things/affairs  –  then we impair the 
future prospects of those people outside coming  on-board  to our methodology sourced by Yahweh. 
39th Instruction – We must not be ruled by anything that is publicly (worldly)  acceptable,  basically anything that controls 
over   ‘what we are able to profitably deliver to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire’   is bad for us. 
Essentially  anything  that steals our time away from the ministry work that imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  which will 
negatively impinge upon what Yahweh Desires in our output during the 1st part of our life  (if aiming for sonship). 
9th Prophecy – The things that The World considers ‘The Norm’  (being the self-indulgences)  to feed the fleshly body 
(driven by the  animalistic/carnal mind)  will be removed in The Millennium by JCg. 
10th Prophecy – JCg will make our bodies  (to include our mind driving the body)  wholesome and perfectly fit for a 
marvellous and productive society where all humans will be taught to edify each other. 
Allegory– repeat- Fornicator = Uncommitted Christians self-indulging in worldly gratification  (at the expense of others). 
45th Warning – We must not be mixing ourselves with worldly methodology,  because our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
will be contaminated with worldly methodology  –  and thus be drawing us away from exercising Yahweh's Methodology. 
40th Instruction – JC as  'the specific god'  of us (The World)  bringing  “The Word of God”  (from Yahweh)  will bring 
about personal reform within The Mind,  thereby allowing Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of the spiritually perfected 
mind to give by return,  a commensurate incorruptible body. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
1Cor.   6v12 og All (things)  {to me}  (the) {it being publicly correct}/lawful,    
1Cor.   6v12 og but  no/not/none  all (things)  (to the) {bear together}/contribute/profit/{be better/good}/expedient,   
1Cor.   6v12 og all (things)  {to me}  (the) {it being publicly correct}/lawful,   
1Cor.   6v12 og but  no/not/none  [emphatic] I/me  (will be) controlled/{exercised authority}/{brought under the power of}   
1Cor.   6v12 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) {some/any/certain  thing/person [both]}. 
1Cor.   6v12 = All  things  {to me}  are  {publicly acceptable}/lawful,   but  not  all  things  {be good}/profit/expedient  {to me}.   

All  things  {to me}  are  {publicly acceptable}/lawful,   
but  not  emphatic I (Paul)  will be  controlled/ruled  under/by  {some/any thing/ person}   (bad habits,  or any person sourcing bad habits) 

 

All things are publicly lawful to me   (inasmuch I can choose what I do,  provided that it does  not  contravene God’s Law), 
but not all things are good to me   (inasmuch my effectiveness as a TC  [to teach God’s Word]  can be impaired by doing certain [worldly] things) 
                (Associating with a worldly  person/thing/concept  could alienate me to another grouping of people – thus nullify my ministry unto them) 
All things are publicly lawful to me   (by operating according to society’s norms), 
But emphatic I (Paul)  will not be controlled by any thing/person   (what society considers acceptable will not control Paul's deportment). 
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Paul states there are various things we can do,  which are not categorically stated within  “The Word of God”. 
But - 

These various things that are not directly written down  (and of which could be considered by some people as being acceptable to The World for us to do)  
but are most certainly  not  acceptable to Yahweh! 
Many of these things have been hijacked by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  and twisted around  to oppose  the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire. 
Let me give a few examples - 

1. It is good to be silent (and supposedly contemplative of God)!   Yes and No!  We are to imitate JC which means we are to carefully  
prepare/motivate  ourselves before we go out publicly  “calling out”  “The Word of God”,  but  -  not locking ourselves away in cloisters! 

2. We are to imitate Paul and pummel our body to show how committed we are to God!   Yes and No!  We are to drive ourselves until we almost 
drop exhausted to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to new recipients,  but  -  not to privately operate in masochistic manner! 

3. We witness The Capability of the HS operating within people to see God amongst us!   Yes and No!   We are to keep accurately spreading 
“The Word of God”  to see  The Capability/Power of The Word of God  change a  hardened/callused  mind away from operating according 
to Worldly methodology and to be operating according to Yahweh's Methodology,  but  -   not to be seduced into deviant self-indulgent 
animalistic practices that titivate the mind for The Immediacy  (laying/rolling  in the dirt supposedly “slain in the spirit”,  speaking 
gibberish supposedly in tongues,  feigned miracles apparently caught up in  “the moment”,  etc.,  [in a manner that could almost entrap The 
Elected – Matt.24v24]), 

4. etc. 
The examples given above absolutely do  not  fulfil Yahweh's Desire  -  which  “for the record”  is to    

“Bring about The Universal Salvation of Mankind in The Most Righteous Manner.”   
Requiring  “The Early Adopters” (during Satan’s heaven [singular])  to teach “The Late Adopters”  (during Yahweh’s heaven [singular]) 

This ultimately occurs  (over our 2 part life)  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  (and yet,  JC did none of the above  –  as  portrayed/practised 
by  deviant  Christian Leaders)  and thus these examples  (of many I could give)  fulfil Satan's Desire,  and ultimately brings Yahweh's  
Name/Character/Authority  into disrepute within  sane/reasoning  minds of potentially new people who could become TCs for the future role of  
Priesthood and Kingship. 
Where a possible valid excuse could be made    

'I was not a TC because I saw the ridiculous  nonsense/shenanigans  given by people  [fraudulently]  claiming to represent You  -  and it was 
this activity that put me off from becoming a TC. 

Therefore - 
How does the above activity ultimately bring glory to Yahweh within sane minded individuals of  “The Resurrected World”  if the leaders 
behaved in the  deviant  manner described above? 
The answer to the above question enables us to easily distinguish between those people who fulfil Yahweh's Desire and people who do not! 

Also,  we might further then ask of ourselves    
How have we personally furthered Yahweh’s Desire to bring about humans who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the course of 
our lifetime while being a declared  “Christian”? 
Again,  the answer to the above question enables us to reason that perhaps we have  not  been attending the correct congregation! 

Thus we are to keep a  clear  head  focused  upon Yahweh,  and we must not become a slave to bad habits,  we are to keep a  sane/sober  minded head  
(Titus.2v2,4,6,8 etc.)  based upon  accurate  knowledge,  and a body defiled by nothing  (so that in all things we become a perfect representative of 
Yahweh to all  men/women  –  where we too can become almost as  “The Word of God”  –  by our precise imitation of JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
Consequently,  I must repeat  –  because it is just so important to understand  
We must certainly  not  become (I quote)   “slain in the spirit”  being  a worldly activity  for the  self-indulgence  of The Leader and for the  worldly 
admiring audience titivating their  animalistic/carnal  mind for  “The Immediacy”  (being a practice  repeated elsewhere  in “Religion”  [outside 
Christianity]  and- thus clearly deviant to Yahweh!   Moreover,  we can logically reason,  if  the same activity  (under a different name)  is practised 
outside  “Christianity”  then  it must be sourced by The World  (and ultimately from Satan)! 

Why? 
Because as it states here  –  how can it profit the recipient themselves or The World at large  –  inasmuch   

How does this  “event/activity”  actually further Yahweh’s Desire to fulfil Yahweh's Plan  to bring forth  “Salvation to Mankind”? 
Moreover,   why  does the reader think the religious leader performs this type of  “staged theatrical”  act? 
Does the reader really know what  “Yahweh’s Desire”  is of us  -  humans?    
Why not?   Then,  What has their  “Professional Leader of Religion”  been teaching them for  “x”  many years? 
Moreover,  what is  “Satan’s Desire”  of humans generally?   
Why should this be hidden in such a clandestine manner? 
Then please read glossary on the quoted subject items to discover why! 

I will not expand these topics here  –  but will do so if some person feels inclined to write an email to me  –  then I will go  much deeper  into this subject 
matter to bring out scriptural text within my exegesis!   But hopefully I have given enough to stimulate The Mind to carefully meditate upon what Yahweh 
is truly teaching us  –  and of our future  requirement/role/society. 
Note   The same phraseology is repeated at 1Cor.10v23 with its warning. 
One final consideration for a person of  (any) “Religion”  

We know  “The Almighty God”  (by definition)  is  all  Omnipotent. 
So,  what might be His Methodology regarding  “The Form of Worship”  of which He expects from mere cretins like us? 

Would it be - 
1. The type of worship given by 1Kings.18v26-29 and a similar paraphernalia witnessed within  “Religion”  up to today within The World. 

Inasmuch it is very showy and so very glossy  –  with plenty of apparent  “commitment and ardour”  –  but all given in a worldly manner 
– inasmuch,  we do this so that we might receive a favourable return! 

2. The type of worship given 1Kings.18v31-38  –  where the True Representative puts in The Work first  (of many years of hard work)  and 
humbly asks The Lord to accept his given sacrifice!   Where  “The Show”  comes directly from Yahweh and the humble servant takes  no  
credit in the final delivery,  because the servant quite rightly takes  no  glory or credit for what Yahweh makes possible.  The true 
servant does not sequestrate nor defraud The Master  (however by contrast,  let us witness what occurs within  worldly Christianity). 

Within what camp did JC and his apostles place themselves? 
Let us ask ourselves - 

With Yahweh  (The Almighty God of The Universe)  looking down at our activities  –  what type of  “worship”  will He accept? 
Where the Crux is this - 

Being what type of mindset delivers the respective type of worship,  and reason that ultimately in The Culmination,  Yahweh’s Desire is that 
Mankind becomes like JC,  His beloved son  (Matt.3v15, 17v5)  so that all of society operates according to agapao delivering agape! 
Therefore  (1) how does “Religion”  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and  (2) what is then,  “The True Worship”  favoured by Yahweh? 

It is imperative for The Reader to get behind the painted façade erected by  “Professional  (working to be paid)  Leaders of Religion”.   This  “Painted 
Façade”  of which  “Religious Leaders “  choose to put out to The World –  so they might personally gain  (by whatever might be their own driver),  by 
pulling all the strings behind  “The Image”  they present  (and we are back to “image worshippers”).  They can only be driven by worldly methodology 
to personally gain out of The World,  else they would not preach in the manner they do and behave!   

“The Resultant”  is an outrage against  “The Word of God”  that JC taught to The World as  “1st Century Christianity”! 
1Cor.   6v13 og The  foods/victuals  to the  {(Chest) cavity}/{(figurative) organs}/{heart/kidneys/womb/belly}, 
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1Cor.   6v13 og also  the  {(Chest) cavity}/{(figurative) organs}/{heart/kidneys/womb/belly}  to the  foods/victuals, 
1Cor.   6v13 og the  and  {specific god}  also  this/that [specifically]  also  these (things) 
1Cor.   6v13 og (he/it will) {render useless}/abolish/{make void}/nullify.     the  And   
1Cor.   6v13 og {whole/sound body}/bodily  no/not/none  to the (in/with/by/on)  harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication, 
1Cor.   6v13 og but  to the  lord/master,  also  the  lord/master  to the  {whole/sound body}/bodily. 
1Cor.   6v13 = The  foods  to the  belly  (organs),   also  the belly  (organs)   to the  foods,   

and  “the specific god”  also  he  will  {render useless}/{make void}/nullify  specifically this   (the present  body/organs)  
also  these things   (supporting the present  body/organs).    
And  the  {whole/sound body}  (is)  not with  harlotry/adultery/fornication   (to the things of world,  being under Satan’s jurisdiction),   
but  (our new body is)  with the  lord/master,  also the  lord/master  to the  (our)  {whole/sound body}   (perfecting ourselves for life). 

 

The foods for the belly,  also  the belly for the foods   (being what is applicable for the recipient,  is suitably taken) 
             (Importantly,  Paul is starting with the physical example,  as a stepping-stone for “The Spiritually”,  because this is what he wants to explain)]) 
And  (likewise above)  also  “the specific god”   ([1] JC as God’s Word feeding the mind,  and [2] Yahweh giving a commensurate celestial body) 
he will render useless specific this   ([1] being our present worldly practice – feeding an animalistic mind  [built upon worldly methodology]) 
also  (render useless)  these things   ([2] being our present worldly practice  -  within a fleshly body  [if as TCs we gain a celestial physical body]). 
And the whole body   (of the new TC becomes part of JC’s physical body of 144000 parts)    
is not with adultery   (of spiritual worldly schisms  [collectively called  “Religion”  of which includes  “worldly Christianity”  covering this planet]) 
but   (our new body driven by “The Word of God” operating in our mind is)   with the  lord/master   (JC as “The Word of God”  steering our mind), 
also the  lord/master  (JC as “The Word of God” driving our mind)   in our body  (where our body becomes  the extension of “The Word of God”). 
 

Again notice the use of the relative pointer   “the specific god”,  being relative to the double layer content of the two messages contained within the 
verse,  all as I profusely show elsewhere  –  where it is JC as  “the specific god”  of us  while in a worldly condition  -  gets us into a redeemable state,  
and  if  we personally choose to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  within the 1st part of our physical life  then  Yahweh becomes  “The Specific 
God”  of us as TCs and future Sons of God  –  just as is JCg now. 

As I state   This simple logical exegesis has been  absolutely unknown  to our  worldly Christian leaders for the last some 1700+ years! 
Furthermore, this is The Crux to be solving “The Mystery of God”,  which also explains why “The Mystery of God”  is still a mystery to them! 

Just expanding because this is so important to grasp within our minds - 
1.  JCg as  “the specific god”  of fleshly humans will spiritually remove the worldly  (worldly sourced spiritual)  food that feeds the carnal 
nature,  firstly in  “The Early Adopters” (TCs)  and then likewise in The Millennium,  by replace it with the wholesome food of The 
Knowledge  (as “The Word of God”,  Rev.19v13)  being how to live a righteous life  (sourced by Yahweh).  Furthermore,  when Yahweh has 
His 144000 TCs,  then anything that is physically worldly  (systems/procedures/protocols/mechanisms [allegoric “Earth”]),  JCg will 
physically  abolish/nullify  when he physically brings in The Millennium. 
2.  Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of TCs adopted to become the future  “Sons of God”  will be resurrected into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  
bodies that require  no  fleshly food for the body because it will  not  be based upon fleshly DNA structure  (created by JCg),  but rather a 
“physical body”  created by Yahweh upon ideally our  awakening/resuscitation  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  to become like His 
son JCg.  JCg the metaphoric bridegroom awaiting his bride of 144000 TCs elected during The Gospel Age,  and collected at The End of The 
Gospel Age,  exactly as The Bible  tells us  at  Matt.25v1-12, 24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 19v6-9, 16-21, 20v6). 

Paul starts by an allegoric illustration - 
For the fleshly person now during the 1st part of their physical life -  the belly is fleshly,  food is for the flesh and thus the worldly carnal 
minded human feeds on the  self-indulgences  this worldly system offers for self-gratification,  and thus Paul is speaking of The World 
satisfying the body  (in the same manner as did Esau at Gen.25v30-34). 

From this example we are to understand - 
However,  at the 2nd level,  TCs only feed on physical food  for the physical body,  but their mind being dead to this world,  therefore it feasts 
upon Yahweh’s Word at Yahweh’s table  (likewise for  “The Early Adopters”  at Matt.8v11, Luke13v28  –  please see my local commentaries). 

Hence the following clarifying sentence enforcing Paul’s teaching,  we must remove ourselves away from the fornication with the world delivering  
“Satan’s spiritual food”  and thus all in context,  Paul speaks of The Body being used for the work of the Lord which is being fed by  “the spiritual food”  
sourced by Yahweh  (thorough The Head = JCg)  –  being The Goal towards which we  (as the body limbs  –  1Cor.12v12-22)  are all to aim!   
Thus  subject our body not to The World,  but to Yahweh’s Desire which is principally  only  –  first to become a future Son of God  –  to thus fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire  –  enabling Him to righteously  (according to His Word in The Bible as prophesied in Revelations)  to move onto the next stage of His 
“Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  (by means of The Millennium). 
Just a note on the Greek extension from  “fleshly belly”  to be  “the organs within the body”.   Certain organs heart,  kidneys are used to signify certain 
attributes pertaining to a human.  The “heart” is the “seat of motivation”,  the “kidneys”  for  “purifying the blood” –  please see glossary on all these 
terms,  and by extension can mean  “deep sympathy”/”inner feeling”  thus  “having a sincere empathy with another entity”. 
Paul is symbolically stating these are allegoric organs at the spiritual level are fully motivated by Yahweh’s Word;  or  by what The World can deliver. 
I could expand so much more,  but hopefully I have given enough here to start the mind thinking  –  else these commentaries can become so long tackling  
every-which-way  a perverted minded  worldly Christian leader can contort God’s Word for self-indulgent gain! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Note in this instance – JC as The Head of his body,  beloved by his Father,  made Yahweh  “The Specific God”  of JCg 
11th Prophecy – Just as JC was resurrected as JCg,  then likewise TCs will be resurrected like JCg by Yahweh’s capability 
12th Prophecy – TCs shall become married to their bridegroom JCg in the 2nd part of their life to  “become as one flesh”. 
39th Allegory– Harlot = Christian who has many spiritual bedfellows = Christian imbuing worldly methodologies. 
Allegory– repeat- Fornicator = Uncommitted Christians self-indulging in worldly gratification  (at the expense of others). 
41st Instruction – Therefore TCs as part of JC’s  (fleshly)  body now in the 1st part of our physical life,  should keep their 
body and  “synapse construction mapping”  pure,  ready for the union when  “we meet him (JCg) in the air”  
(1Thes.4v17)  to start the 2nd part of our physical life. 
40th Allegory– body parts = 144000 TCs who are being entirely controlled by  “The Word of God”  (JC). 
49th Reasoning – TCs aiming to  “become as one flesh”  with their bridegroom must not  taint/blemish/spot  the 2nd part of 
their spiritual life with worldly activity (lifestyle/politics/etc.)  else the “synapse construction”  becomes united with The 
World and thus thinks and reasons as The World to gain the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World.  Thus uniting 
with The World means we are uniting as a harlot with the present governor of The World  (soon to be removed)  Satan. 
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42nd Instruction – Therefore never unite ourselves with the metaphoric harlot,  being this present worldly methodology. 
43rd Instruction – Unite ourselves with The Lord for ultimate security over our 2 part life. 
44th Instruction – Therefore flee from being united with this present worldly system.  This does not  mean become a hermit 
–  else we cannot fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  but rather do not indulge ourselves within it! 
The Resurrected World would consider that we had capitulated our responsibility and not imitated JC’s  public  ministry. 
45th Instruction – We are to become united in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is separate from this 
world of sin (the HS) – as sourced by  “The Word of God”  -  by not involving ourselves with worldly methodology. 
50th Reasoning – A non-Christian merely hurts their fleshly body  (inasmuch they have The Millennium in a new body) 
but a “Christian” acting as a harlot is damaging their mind  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  by fornicating after worldly 
methodology and thus shall not become a future son of God alongside JCg in The Millennium  (and thus shall not have a 
future  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  commensurate with what would have been a perfected mind as that of JCg). 
1Cor.   6v14 og the  and  {specific god} [Yahweh, based upon context]  
1Cor.   6v14 og also  the  lord/master [JC/g]   (he) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated   
1Cor.   6v14 og also  us/our/we  (He will) {rouse fully}/{from out of  resuscitate/release}/{raise up}  through (reason of)   
1Cor.   6v14 og of the  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  (of the) Him [Yahweh]. 
1Cor.   6v14 = And  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh  [context is JC and the 144000 TCs]),   

also  the  lord/master  (JC)   He  (Yahweh)  awakened/roused/resuscitated   (from his [JC’s] death = “Asleep”),   
also  we  (144000 TCs),    
He  (Yahweh)   will  {rouse fully}/resuscitate  through reason  of the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of the  Him  (Yahweh). 

 

And  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh because it is relative to JC and later the 144000 TCs),   
also  He (Yahweh)  awakened/resuscitated  the  lord/master  (JC)   (to become JCg    First “begotten” from fleshly body unto a celestial body) 
also  He (Yahweh)  will fully rouse us  (The 144000 TCs)  through reason of His (Yahweh)  mighty work  (Capability/Authority). 
                  (Inasmuch Yahweh will  “fully  rouse”  us TCs begotten into the same final state as that given to JC to become JCg as  “The Son of God”) 
 

The reader can now compare  (given my transparent translation of The Original Greek),  a different understanding  (to that given in  some  worldly 
translated bibles)  which itself,  is more logical and appropriate to The Evidence as given holistically throughout within  The Original Text  of The Bible. 
Paul is telling us  from the original Greek  that  

“JC our lord was awakened by the mighty  power/capability  from Him”  (Yahweh)  and  not  from JC  (because  JC  was  dead/corpse  as 
The Bible tells us  in numerous places)  and likewise  we (TCs)  will be equally  {fully roused}/resuscitated  by Him (Yahweh),  like JC was  
(with  the strong inference  of being  “in the same state”,  to be a  “Son of God”)  by the mighty  power/capability  from Him (Yahweh).  

Thus the term  “resurrection”  should be understood as being  “an awakening”  (being  “a resuscitation”)  thus  “The 1st Death”  is simply a transition 
from the 1st part of our physical life into the 2nd part of our physical life  –  punctuated by “Asleep”  (John.11v11-15). 
From this reasoning,  our judgement now becomes made upon our  single whole  life  comprising of  two parts  (thereby giving the opportunity for 
worldly people to  readjust their life  in  the 2nd part of their life  within The Millennium.  These  “Late Adopters”  require the physical evidence of a 
perfected society under JCg’s rule to make the required transition to be perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life  –  based upon JC’s ministry as  “The 
Word of God”). 
Clearly TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  made the adjustment in  the 1st part of their physical life  by living on  “The Expectation”,  and consequently shall 
be “awakened”  into  guaranteed  eternal life as future Sons of God.  However,  for all other humans  it becomes conditional  upon the required reform 
during the 2nd part of their physical life within a perfected DNA body  given in trust  for this reform to occur. 
The  “Mighty Power/Capability”  is  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment (of The Universe)”  (the HS),  where all  
power/capability  and everything that is intrinsically  ideal/good  ultimately comes from Yahweh. 

Can the reader see and understand the righteous nature of what we are being taught here? 
Sadly,  all this is a  “million miles”  away from the  “unrighteous nonsense”  that  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  presently preach to us regarding 
Mankind’s salvation!   They just  cannot  get anything correct when it comes to  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles! 
As an example,  a transcript of  “Sunday Worship”  12 Apr.2015 on BBC Radio 4,  will clearly show that the lady Reverend presiding at the time 
distinctly made the point   “this is not a resuscitation”,  but the Greek word often used at these spiritual occasions is  “egeiro”  StrongsTM= 1453 to 
mean   “the mental  faculties/comprehension  returns” -   and thus she was  entirely wrong  to state what she did!   Who audits what she preaches? 

So,  who is  really  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire? 
Is it    “FutureLife.Org”   or   our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  demonstrably  not  understanding their subject matter? 

1Cor.   6v15 og No/Not/None  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  the  {whole/sound bodies} 
1Cor.   6v15 og {of yourselves}  (the) members/{body parts}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (you) are? 
1Cor.   6v15 og (the having) {to  lift/take  up/away}/carry/taken  therefore/then  the  members/{body parts}   
1Cor.   6v15 og of the  Christ/Anointed  (shall I) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice   
1Cor.   6v15 og (of the) strumpet/idolater/harlot/whore  (the) members/{body parts}?   Not  (let it) {become to be}! 
1Cor.   6v15 = Because not you  know/understand  your  {whole/sound bodies}  are  the  members/{body parts}  of the  Christ/Anointed?   

Therefore/Then  shall I  having  {lifted/taken  up/away}  the  members/{body parts}  of the  Christ/Anointed  
(then)   make/produce/yield  members/{body parts}  of the  strumpet/idolater/harlot?    
Not let it  {become to be}! 

 

Because not you  know/understand  your whole bodies are the body parts of the Anointed   (Yahweh makes Sonship available through JC)? 
Therefore,  shall I having lifted up the body parts of the Anointed   (being  “The Goal”  of what JC made possible for us imitating him) 
(then)  make body parts of the harlot   (Paul is  not  prepared to allow his teaching  result in loss  –   being delinquents to JC  [= God's Word])? 
Not let it become to be   (Do not let this thought even enter our mind)! 
 

As we are told elsewhere,  TCs  (being  active  [and thus “True”]  Christians fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire)  are part of  “The Body of JC”  (as  “The Word  
of God”  wholly controlling their mind).  Clearly all members of The Body form a useful function  (else that specific member would not be there),  and 
likewise with those members of  “The Body of JC”  (1Cor.12v12-22)   –  they must be members  serving a  useful  function  and  driven solely by The HS  
(electrical stimuli)  dispensed by The Brain within The Head  (JCg).   Where actuality,  it is  “The Word of God”  (JC operating within our mind as a  
presence/parousia)   that produces the electrical stimuli within our body to produce useful charity in our works to our neighbour  (that precisely imitates 
JC),  that yields the HS within us  (that becomes personalised within us as individuals).  The Reader must realise through this inductive logic,  then it is 
impossible to have any HS unless we first  (1) fully know and  (2) thoroughly understand  “The Word of God”  and finally  (3) act with fidelity to what is 
known that completes the virtuous loop to yield  “Real Faith”.   Else we do  not  have the “full mind of Yahweh”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  but a split 
mind and Yahweh cannot work with us  (James.1v6-8)  to yield and then express the HS within The Environment. 

Does the reader understand this  –  being precisely what The Bible teaches us  -  without any mystery! 
Where to demystify the HS,  then the HS means - 
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1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (The Universe). 

Where  “Yahweh”  uses His  infinite  capability/knowledge/wisdom  to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become”  (Luke.1v37, Matt.19v26). 
We further reason - 
Clearly if any parts are not functioning,  then they are lifeless and withered  –  thus passive Christians  cannot  be part of The Body  (John.15v1-6, 
Rom.11v16-24, etc.),  neither can  worldly Christian Leaders who are  not  driven by the HS  (but merely pretend they are  -  for the self-indulgent 
worldly return to support their lifestyle,  being truly driven by  “The  Word/Spirit  of The World”).   Please see the inductive reasoning given earlier. 

Thus,  a TC being a member of JC’s body does  not fornicate  to The World of Satan.  JC is the TC’s bridegroom,  not  Satan.   
Because a TC is not looking to anything in this world,  being simply a  sojourner/nomad  in this world  (like Abraham)  looking forward to The 
Expectation of The Inheritance of  (the land within which the nation  “[3rd Epoch] Israel”  would reside)  The Millennium. 
Sadly,  through analysis  (by the auditing process using The Bible as The Quality Manual)  upon the body parts of  worldly Christian leaders,  then we 
can see they certainly do  not  form parts of JC’s body!   Using God’s Word as a convenient tool,  many  Christian Leaders  are  charlatans seeking  “the 
praise and glory from men”  and  thus have become body parts of a harlot  through serving Satan by following his  “worldly methodology”  to  “self-
indulge to our neighbour's hurt”  It becomes the prime responsibility of the reader to carry out a critical audit  –  but we  must be proficient in The Bible  
to become personally  competent  to  recognise deception  from these  very  capable/beguiling  leaders  (that is  why  they  are  leaders  –  leading us   
Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)!  
With my knowledge it becomes like a 6th sense to me,  and my metaphoric antenna can spot scriptural deception before most other people  (where God’s 
Word is very cleverly  manipulated by charlatans,  given  “to please”  their audiences, 2Tim.4v3-4,   for personal return).  I am in this privileged position  
only  because I thoroughly  know  The Bible and  precisely understand it.  
Moreover,    you,  the reader can become in exactly the same position as myself  by  daily studying  and carefully thinking about how the contents link 
together within a  good  (translated)  Bible  (of at least  pre1950 CE  –  because most modern translations  cannot  be trusted throughout  –  especially at 
key doctrinal points). 
1Cor.   6v16 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  no/not/none  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
1Cor.   6v16 og because  the ([worldly] person)  sticking/gluing/cleaving/adhering/bonding/joining   
1Cor.   6v16 og to the  strumpet/idolater/harlot/whore  in/by [numeric one]   (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  (he/she) is?   
1Cor.   6v16 og {shall be}/{come to pass}  for, 
1Cor.   6v16 og (he [Yahweh] will) show/{make known one’s thoughts}/affirm: 
1Cor.   6v16 og [Prophesy, Gen.2v24 ]   The  two  into/unto  (the) flesh/{carnal minded}  first/certain/one. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.2v24  
1Cor.   6v16 = Because rather  not  you  know/understand   

the person  sticking/cleaving/adhering  to the  strumpet/idolater/harlot  is  one  {whole/sound  body}? 
He  (Yahweh)   will   {make known His thoughts}/affirm:       
For  {shall be}/{come to pass}  the two  (body/parts)  into/unto  certain/one  flesh/{carnal/animalistic mind}.” 

 

Because rather you not  know/understand  the person sticking to the harlot is one whole body?  (They both  think/reason  the same!) 
He (Yahweh)  will affirm: 
  For shall be the two  (body parts)  unto one  flesh/{animalistic mind}   (where the action is mutual –  hence  both people are culpable -  as one) 
 

Thus,  the body  (member)  uniting with the harlot becomes like one flesh,  where they have  “their thoughts united in the one action”. 
Paul tells us elsewhere,  TCs become united in  “The Special Marriage”  to JCg  (Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2,9)  and we are also told,  because the 
TC’s minds  are  in union to that of JCg  –  then the TCs  “all think the same”,  have the same ideals to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (see glossary and  
John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Likewise on the other hand,  those worldly focussed people  (including our  worldly Christian leaders)  fornicating to the worldly passions for the desires 
to yield  self-gratification  for  “The Immediacy”  (this is exactly what being  “united in prostitution”  means)  become focussed upon worldly activities 
and  not  TC activities  (see 1Cor.11v1).   The result of this worldly activity where the mind of the worldly person is motivated towards The World and of 
its standards,  becomes  “the falling away”  from those standards set by JC.  This is as we witness throughout the present World with more crime 
occurring and yet covered with the  “sticking plaster”  of  “laws”  –  but the  “entrenched worldly methodology”  has not been cured,  because that can 
only occur with Yahweh’s Methodology that shall be enforced in The Millennium  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15).   Noting it has first  freely  occurred without 
exterior coercion within TCs during the 1st part of their physical life  (Luke.17v21). 

In the Culmination,  it is  “The Methodology of The Mind”  that requires change  (within the inhabitants)  for a successful society! 
1Cor.   6v17 og the ([TC], person)  and  sticking/gluing/cleaving/adhering/bonding/joining  to the  lord/master   
1Cor.   6v17 og in/by [numeric one]   (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (he/she) is. 
1Cor.   6v17 = And  the person  sticking/cleaving/adhering  to the  lord/master  he/she  is  one  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
 

And the person  sticking/adhering  to the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  entirely ruling our mind) 
he/she  is the one  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (as JC and Yahweh,  thus the TC is driven by agapao to yield agape to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
 

Firstly,  please read my two previous commentaries again  –  this verse clearly underwrites what I wrote within them. 
Paul deliberately used the physical simile of being  “united in flesh”  as declared by “God” between Adam and Eve,  to be the extension to become 
united  “spiritually”  (how the mind  thinks/operates,  see glossary)  -  where this spiritual union can either be  (1) in The Lord,  or  (2) with The World. 
The mind can only operate upon what feeds it  -   is it  “worldly methodology”  or  “Yahweh's Methodology”  that is only available through God's Word. 
Depending upon who  “The  Lord/Master”  might be sourcing our methodology (Matt.6v24)  –  Is it Yahweh’s Methodology – or The World’s? 
The point through the simile Paul uses is spiritually we should not be motivated to  “desire things of the world”,  we should choose the correct Master! 
We are not to prostitute ourselves to Satan’s  “mode of operations”  in a spiritual sense being demonstrated when we perform the works of The World.  
Thus we must be like TCs who have a mindset that is delivering spiritual food  (righteous thoughts)  to all  “the body”  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to 
teach The World,  thus motivating the heart  (equally of this one body)  to perform the fruit of the HS  (Gal.5v22-23)  to now all the  (presently spiritually 
dead)  members of JCg’s whole creation.  This is the whole difference between  “The Law of Moses”  and  “The Law of JC”,  but as JC stated,  he has 
not come to remove  “The Law of Moses”,  but to fulfil it  (Matt.5v17-18)  and thus complement it  (by adding his 2 Laws, Mark.12v30-31 to yield 
success)  because ultimately  both  sets of Laws are required for everlasting salvation.  “The Law of JC”  drives the inward  mind/heart  (spiritually),  
while  “The Law of Moses”  judges the outward works  (fleshly). 
Sadly,  by listening to our  worldly Christian leaders' sermons  (of which I have 100's of transcripts),  we realise this exegesis  unintelligible  to them. 
1Cor.   6v18 og (You) {Run away}/Shun/Vanish/Escape/Flee  the  harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication.   
1Cor.   6v18 og Every  sin/fault/offence  who/what/which/that  if/whenever   
1Cor.   6v18 og (he/[she]  may) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practise  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man   
1Cor.   6v18 og (the) exterior/{aside from}/besides/outside/{out of}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  (it) is;   
1Cor.   6v18 og the ([worldly] person)   and  (the) {acting the harlot}/{practising idolatry}/{committing fornication}   
1Cor.   6v18 og into/unto  the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  {whole/sound body}/bodily  
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1Cor.   6v18 og (he/she) sins/faults/offends. 
1Cor.   6v18  =  You  {run away}/flee  (from)  the  harlotry/adultery/fornication.   

Every  fault/offence  if/whenever  what  the man  (as the heathen)  he/(she)  may  do/perform/practise,   
it is  exterior/outside  of the  {whole/sound body},  
and  the person  {acting the harlot}/{practising idolatry}  (worldly Christian)   he/she  faults/offends  {one’s own}  {whole/sound body}, 

 

You run away  (from)  the harlotry!   (Both  -  physically,  but much more importantly -  spiritually) 
Every  fault/offence  that the man  (operating as a heathen)   may do is outside the body   (being outside The Brethren); 
and the person  he/she  acting the harlot  (worldly Christian)   he/she  faults/offends  one's own whole body   (while being inside The Brethren) 

Paul is extending his allegory between the two groupings of individuals  –  being The Driver within each grouping of which I explain at the end of this 
commentary  –  but before I get there then I need to explain  why  Paul is using this analogy. 
“Fornication/Prostitution”  means  “sinning through  self-indulgent  practices  (of whatever)  by adopting a lifestyle complicit with the normal lifestyle 
that operates within Satan’s present worldly system,  where people  “take more”  than  “what they give”  to their  neighbour/stranger  (in/of society)”. 
Thus Paul is telling us that  all people claiming to be betrothed to JC,  but indulge  (by/through  whatever)  in this present worldly system become  as 
prostitutes themselves  by taking themselves away from their betrothed JC  (being JC’s  “principles and standards of operation”  set by his 
ministry/lifestyle).   It is this standard upon which Yahweh shall be judging  all  “Christians”  during  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  for 
Sonship into the 2nd part of a Christian’s physical life  –  where  virtually all  “Christians”  will fail  this assessment and be resurrected to a position 
similar to that of Adam and Eve in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  given in trust.   These perfected new physical bodies have been  “given in trust”  
because the individuals must learn  “Righteousness”  to perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (The Mind  [commensurate to the given perfected 
body])  during what will become the 2nd part of their physical life in The Millennium.  Effectively the  “Christian”  in the 1st part of their physical life has 
simply entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life  –  but they had not purified it sufficiently to be equivalent to JC.   Only  the 144000 TCs as  “The Early 
Adopters”  were able to do that  (and thus become as  “The First-Fruits” (Rev.14v1-4)  truly  “Born-Again”,  as accepted by Yahweh and performed at  
“The 1st Resurrection”  –  1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.11v11-13, 20v5-6, etc.). 
As clarification on this verse,  Paul is telling us   

Adultery to worldly self-gratification  being  driven by the mind  fails  “The Law of JC”  (Mark.12v30-31),  with the mind knowingly desiring 
after things of Satan,  then we are destroying our body,  by making it subject to death  (because we have then failed  “The Law of Moses”  on 
works)   This is precisely why charlatan Christian leaders  cannot be covered  over The Millennium,  and thus become annihilated at the end 
of their present existence,  following their mentor  “Judas Iscariot”  as  “The  Lost/Perished  (13th) Tribe of Israel”  because there was no 13th 
Tribe of Old Israel.  For those passive Christians of The Gospel Age,  they have  (“only” [bad as it is])  thrown away the option of having a 
perfected  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body commensurate to that of a perfected  spirit/personalisation/desires/traits  which was demonstrably 
proven to be  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
But by contrast,  for a heathen person  (a non-Christian)  having no access to becoming a future Son of God,  then any sin by this heathen 
person not betrothed to JC as  “The Word of God”  is therefore not sinning directly within,  but only outside.  This person shall have The 
Millennium within which to ideally become Christ-like  by entering the 2nd part of their spiritual life  –  to ideally purify it.  Hence Paul’s 
suggested ejection of certain people,  stating it would be better for them in the 2nd part of their life  –  thereby allowing access to the 2nd part of 
their physical life,  rather than being a  charlatan Christian Leader facing  guaranteed  annihilation at the end of their present existence. 

Paul tells us that he speaks in  “hidden”,  parallel similes  (1Cor.3v1-3, 1Cor.4v6 for example and elsewhere)  of which I thoroughly explain. 
 
Allegory – Repeat - Temple = “The means”  to absorb knowledge from Yahweh =  TCs  accurately  teaching God’s Word. 
46th Warning – Many people claim to represent Yahweh  (hence be a supposed  “Temple of God”)  and yet when audited 
by TCs,  then demonstrably,  these  billions  of Christians are  not  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle! 
46th Instruction – We Christians should not be owned by our former state  (of worldly methodology)  but by claiming to be 
Christians,  then because of what JC has done for us,  we are indebted to be owned by Yahweh’s Methodology! 
Allegory – Repeat - Worship = fulfil Yahweh’s Desire = bring more TCs to Yahweh  (being the reason for “Temple”) 
(I had to give this definition because it is  not  what  worldly Christian leaders teach us in utter error). 
51st Reasoning – The TCs become the mini mobile temples within The Environment to whom neighbours come towards to 
learn  how they might fulfil Yahweh's Desire that becomes the true worship given by the TC in their sacrifice to Yahweh! 
Instruction – repeat - The HS can  only  be present  within/around  an individual  if and only if  the person  wholly imbues  
“The Word of God”,  thoroughly  assays/tests  this “Knowledge”,  to ensure this  “knowledge”  is  sourced from Yahweh  
(and not from the world – being  “Leaders of Religion”),   and then  he/she  operates with fidelity to this  “knowledge”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” = while this is not an allegory – our worldly Christian leaders (by definition)  have not the 
faintest idea what this means  (obviously because they are  not  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that 
which operates within Yahweh)  –  and so they assign a  “personage”  to it!  –  Thus,  for the edification of our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  this  is  the composite definition of the “HS”:- 

1. A  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment  (effective throughout The Universe). 

Noting: The HS becomes personalised  within the reasoning entity  that builds their mind solely upon “The Word of God” 
13th Prophecy – The TC is to become a  “Temple of God”  where people might come in worship Yahweh  (1Cor.3v16). 
14th Prophecy – The HS will be operating within a TC so that other people might come to know  (learn from  accurate  
teaching)  how  they  personally  might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and  why  they should personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
47th Instruction – JC paid the most precious price for us  (Mankind as a whole).  You claiming to be  “Christians”  should 
acknowledge this to The World  (as Bright Luminaries)  in your ministry/lifestyle  by being separated from worldly 
methodology  and having your mind controlled by Yahweh’s Methodology that also controlled JC’s mind. 
52nd Reasoning – Understand precisely what JC has done for us,  then we will drive ourselves like Paul to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire  –  because what JC did was so precious to Mankind  –  righteously enabling  a most wonderful future to occur. 
This is best demonstrated within our deportment that speaks more than a million words  (as may be given in a sermon)! 
1Cor.   6v19 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  no/not/none  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  the   
1Cor.   6v19 og {whole/sound body}/bodily  {of yourselves}  (the) dwelling/shrine/temple  of the (temple) 
1Cor.   6v19 og in  {to [= within] yourselves}   (of the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
1Cor.   6v19 og (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits (HS)   (it) is,  
1Cor.   6v19 og who/what/which/that  (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  {from/out of}  (of the) God?   
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1Cor.   6v19 og Also  no/not/none  (you) are/belong/be  (of) {my/our/your/it them self}  [= yourselves]. 
1Cor.   6v19 = Because  rather  not  you  know/understand  your  {whole/sound body}  it is   

the  dwelling/temple  of the  holy/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within yourselves 
that  you have  {from out of}  of the  God  (Yahweh)?      Also  you are not  yourselves! 

 

Because  (as a question,)  you rather not  know/understand  your whole body is  
the temple of the  pure/innocent/blameless  personality/desires/traits  (HS)  within yourselves   (provided we aim to imitate JC), 
              (Only when we have “Real Faith” of its  required three parts,  else it is “WS”  Worldly Spirit”  and a “temple opposing Yahweh” [= Satan]) 
that you have from out of the God  (Yahweh)?   (Yes,  God's Word to us through JC is sourced by Yahweh,  but we  must  inculcate it) 
Also you are not of yourselves!   (Brethren actively aiming to be TCs are  not  to be their  old  former self,  but a  new person built on God's Word). 
              (Because we are indebted to Yahweh through JC,  then we do not belong to former ourselves,  but should be owned by Yahweh’s Methodology) 
 

A most interesting verse,  and yet sadly,  worldly Christian leaders choose to place a  self-indulgent  spin on it to mislead their congregations into  not  
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (as usual of themselves).   Furthermore,  these  worldly Christian leaders equally ignore many other passages in The Bible  
(James.1v6-8 as one of many);   and thus they become  polluted/spotted  by The World;  or to be serving two masters  (please see my commentaries at 
Matt.6v24, 22v21)  and they thus rejected by Yahweh  (Luke.20v16)! 

What do I mean about this specific verse? 
Worldly Christian leaders use this verse to  “promote the idea”  all Christians have Yahweh’s HS within them  (because they supposedly “believe in JC)  
and thus they are now  “holier humans”   better than all the other people of the world without it   (because they supposedly go to heaven and all other 
people go to hell  [which as implied,  is  “unrighteous hogwash”)! 

A resounding,  NO!   
It does not mean this  (certainly not for the  self-indulgent  reasons as to why it is given by these  “Leaders of Religion”  to their devotees). 

Look  very carefully  at the structure,  also put it into context of the whole epistle,  where Paul speaks that some people of The Brethren are wayward,  
and some other brethren should be ejected and left to The World  –  for it will be better for them.  

The question must be    Would these  “such-like”  exampled people have Yahweh’s HS? 
Clearly not!  –   But they were,  and perhaps they,  themselves,  still personally considering themselves to be  “Christians”! 
So clearly Paul is  not  stating they do have the HS  –  but rather,  they should be aiming to have Yahweh’s HS operating within them by being a 
“respectable temple”  (see glossary)  and not  a “harlot temple” – because Yahweh would  not  recognise His HS to be operating within a harlot temple! 

Now continue to look at the structure of the sentence. 
From the way they are behaving,  Paul is making the stark point that perhaps they are  refusing  to imbue Yahweh’s HS within them  –  being that  “new 
personality/creature/creation”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  to become fused upon  “The Word of God”  that will ultimately yield Yahweh’s  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  that ideally shall finally produce a suitable candidate to become a future Son of God. 
Then Paul proposes the interesting point   “also are not yourself”  which could be part of  “a question”  or  “a (warning) statement”  of present reality 
requiring  “adjustment of present personality”  being a mannerism of Paul where he spins the subject matter around upon the reader to cause self-
reflection/consideration. 
Then we have JC’s parable of the 5, 2 and 1 talent  (Matt.25v13-24)  where the 1 talent person with  “The Word of God”  (supposedly publicly claiming 
to have the HS)  but refused to take  “The Weight of Responsibility”  (by covering/burying it)  with  his/her  personal DNA sourced capabilities to build 
upon  “The Word of God”  to gain profit for The Lord  (on  “The Word of God2)  and thus their capabilities in the service of JCg  were  taken away!   

So obviously this person did  not  have the HS! 
My conclusion is,  worldly Christian leaders distort God’s Word to give a false sense of security (a self-indulgent “righteousness”)  in their congregation 
that is  not  justified,  and as such these leaders become delinquent to Yahweh’s Desire of bringing  “genuinely educated people”  to understand  what  
they should be doing to please Yahweh  (Rom.16v17-18)  inasmuch  how  they too must precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   

Consequently,  how can Yahweh gain the necessary trigger threshold of 144000 TCs prophesied as being required to The Close of The Gospel 
Age based upon what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders give,  by both word and deed to their devotees? 

Please can they write to me and explain how  “what they are doing”  can make this Prophesied Trigger Threshold occur? 
This becomes a warning of which  worldly Christian Leaders would do well to  “choose to know”  else they become culpable to JCg in The Millennium 
when they are resurrected as being  The Last/Least  when  being/having  The First/Most  now in the 1st  (and for a few people, the only)  part of their life! 
Furthermore,  it will be specifically these people in The Millennium  “gnashing their teeth”  (Matt.8v12, etc.)  with frustration when realising they throw 
away the most precious thing in their life  (possible Sonship)  without a care when they had it in  “the palm of their hand”  during the 1st part of their 
physical life. 
1Cor.   6v20 og (you were) {go to the market}/purchased/bought/redeemed  for 
1Cor.   6v20 og (of the) esteemed/valuable/precious/honoured,  (you) {render glorious/honour}/{highly esteem}/magnify   
1Cor.   6v20 og now/then/doubtless/therefore  the  God  in  to the [= within]  {whole/sound body}/bodily  {of yourselves}. 
1Cor.   6v20 [also in to the spirit of you, which are of the God  =  CA and thus ignore].  
1Cor.   6v20 = For you were  bought/redeemed  of the  esteemed/valuable/precious/honoured   (price  [of JC’s ransom sacrifice]).   

Therefore/Doubtless  you  {render glorious/honour}/{highly esteem}/magnify  the  God (Yahweh)  within  your  {whole/sound body}. 
 

For you were valuably bought   (something of Great Worth [= JC's ransom sacrifice]  was given on our behalf,  for the redemption of our sin) 
Therefore,  you  {render glorious/honour}/magnify  the God (Yahweh)  within your whole body  (keep it separate from this world of sin). 
 

I need to untangle the web of twisted reasoning given at various levels by  worldly Christian leaders to  their many different  flocks. 
This verse is entirely  “conditional”  –  especially when read holistically with the rest of The Bible.  

It is absolutely  not  “become a Christian”  and  “now you are (supposedly) saved”! 
Being a  deliberate thoughtless  statement supposedly based upon JC stating,  “believe in me to be saved” (John.3v15-16, etc.). 
But countered by many other citations, John.6v64, 4v48, 5v38, Matt.27v42, etc. that support precisely what  real  “belief”  means! 

Paul has told them to become mature  (not just feeding on milk, 1Cor.3v2),  he further exhorts the Brethren to imitate him as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 
11v1)  and thus this verse must be read in  the context of that understanding. 

Paul is exhorting these Brethren to  “become like him”,  a TC,  an Apostle. 
Thus,  he is saying -   

Yes,  you have been saved – just as  everyone  else on this planet  has been saved  (from what is now  “The 1st Death”) – but now recognise 
how wonderful that gift was from JC,  and  start changing your lifestyle to become like mine  (Paul’s)  and  aim to become a Son of God  –  
now that you  have  “The Knowledge”.   

Else it becomes  “hypocrisy”  and a  “kick in the teeth”  to what JC has done for us  -  if we do not do this! 
Now it is your responsibility to work at the other two requirements to achieve “Real Faith”,  namely  gain  Assurance and then  act  with 
Fidelity to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  just as  I (Paul)  imitate JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  and ultimately to suffer the consequences  
(1Cor.4v8-13, 2Cor.11v24-28, John.16v1-4). 

Therefore because  this  is  conditional  then what about those  worldly Christians who  are  aware of what JC did for them,  but offer  no appreciation in 
works  by return  to the works that JC did for each of us during his  ministry/lifestyle  (where we are told  “faith without works is dead”  James.2v14-26). 
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Does that not sound like  “hypocrisy”  being specifically of what JC warned his disciples  “the leaven of the Pharisees (and Herod)”  
(Mark.8v15)  during his ministry,  inasmuch  “you know”,  “you declare” but “you do  not  deliver on what you declare!”  (Matt.23v1-3, etc.) 

Clearly directed  to the leaders  –  both religious and secular. 
Surely that puts the  “Christian”  in the same position!  –  Does it not? 

The Christian knows something of which other people do not  –  thus they are placed in the position to  “deliver on what we declare!” 
This must be done not only with words  (which is easy)  -  but more importantly by our  lifestyle/deportment  that must reflect the qualities of JC. 
As Paul teaches us   We are  not  to stay on milk (Heb.5v12-14)  –  but to audit ourselves  (2Cor.13v5)  and consume solid food to become mature and 
ideally become an apostle  –  that is directed to  all  those people who call themselves “Christians”.   

The leaders have  “The Responsibility”  to behave like an apostle  (of 1st Century Christianity)  else they become like  “The Rich Man”  (and 
the people, Lazarus)  in JC’s parable  (Luke.16v19-22+),  and it is upon this of which they become “accountable”  and yet,  sadly fail! 

If a Christian renounces on this requirement  (to strive for Sonship to Yahweh)  then they are rejecting  “The  Precious/Honoured  Purchase Price”  and 
thus they become worldly.  However,  they are still atoned by it  (for “awakening” into The Millennium)   to  then  learn how to imitate JC while covered 
in JC’s death over “The Great Sabbath Day”,  but they have sadly turned their back on  The Prize  that comes with  recognising and acting  now  (during 
the 1st part of our physical life)  being that of Sonship to Yahweh in The Millennium. 

Can the reader now understand  how  so very delinquent are our  worldly  Christian leaders  -  and specifically  why  they  cannot  be 
accepted by Yahweh as having met the same standard set by JC for Sonship  (as perhaps most of JC’s  parables/illustrations  tell us)? 

It is this detailed reasoning that is obviously  never  explained –  because instead of giving milk to their congregations,  worldly Christian leaders “milk”  
their congregations as corralled cattle!   That is  not  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  but rather,  rebelling against it! 

Furthermore,  charlatan Christian leaders give “poisoned milk”,  while they milk their congregations of millions upon millions of Christians! 
Thus,  Paul is stating    

You worship God  not  specifically with your mouth,  but  better/rather  with  your/our  works to  your/our  fellow  neighbour/stranger  
accurately  teaching them to also become TCs to give a 30, 60 100 fold yield for Sonship (Matt.13v23)  –  hence  “glorifying God with our 
body”  to quote this verse. 

This can only occur when driven by  “The Word of God”  correctly operating within our minds to become  “Real Belief”  yielding  “True Worship”  and  
not  feigned worship of mere words of  singing/{self-indulgent pep talks}/{supposed sermons}/etc.  that have  no  substance to create  “The Foundation”  
of  “Real Faith”  as  desired/required  by Yahweh. 
 
 
48th Instruction – It is  virtuous/good  that a man does not intimately touch a woman  (being unmarried).   Else:- 
Obviously it  (1) creates an indulgent synapse construction to spawn other indulgences,  (2) two people are involved and 
the other can be hurt,  (3) many physical problems will result,  (4) the wider community becomes hurt in  many ways. 
53rd Reasoning – Clearly people occupy fleshly bodies that operate on the same hormones that drive animals to 
reproduce,  all having the same internal desires to be satisfied  –  thus to  “fill the Earth”  as commanded, then we must 
respond to these cravings  in a lawful manner of faithful marriage  that will unit society,  rather than pull it apart as we 
are now witnessing over the  last  two generations  –  where all manner of activity is accepted  (see earlier comments)! 
54th Reasoning – It also sets The Model,  The Pattern for things to come,  where the TCs remain faithful to their partner 
being JCg and thus accepting the lawful standard as required by Yahweh.  It sets the correct methodology  –  faithful in 
the least  (being that of one partner)  so that we are to be faithful in the most  (being that of JCg,  as  “The Word of God”). 
By  not  following this standard then we are rebelling to what Yahweh has laid down as a  righteous/equitable  statute. 
49th Instruction – The husband and wife  must mutually respect one another’s positions  as  a complement  to one another. 
They both have strengths and weakness in different areas, being complementary, but ideally united together in Yahweh’s 
guidance (The Knowledge),  then as a  “threesome”,  they shall be resilient to the storms that The World may give. 
50th Instruction – Thus both partners are to look to each other as being part of one flesh  (Gen.2v24) – thus not to hurt or 
abuse our partner,  as likewise,  we would not personally  hurt or abuse our own body,  either mentally or physically. 
54th Comment – Paul’s advice  (thus comment and  not  instruction)  being it is preferable to remain single,  then 100% of 
our time might be dedicated to The Lord’s Work,  else distractions  “to please the worldly needs”  of our partner will 
occur – and further,  –  contention may arise trying to serve two masters  ([1] The Lord and  [2] our partner).  
51st Instruction – Once united in marriage then the husband or wife are  not  to look waywardly for partners  “on the 
side”  else this yields a deviant methodology against that of being faithful to JCg,  being a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
inconsistent to that required to become a TC  –  being of deviancy,  unfaithfulness,  rebellion,  corruption,  etc. 
52nd Instruction – If a separation must occur to disperse tension within the partnership,  then both partners should still 
honour the marriage agreement and not look for other partners  (for all the reasons given earlier). 
55th Comment – If one partner falls “asleep” (dies),  then it is better to remain as a widow or widower to supremely fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire for the remaining part of the 1st part of your physical life  –  though to remarry is  not  a sin. 
56th Comment – If one partner is  not  in  “The Real Faith”,  then remain with them,  so ideally they might understand the 
righteousness of both words and work displayed,  from which they too might come into  “The Real Faith”. 
53rd Instruction – If there are people who wish to contend with this advice that  is  God’s Arrangement,  then best they 
leave “The Christian Grouping”  and become part of The World so they might experiment  outside  God’s Arrangement  to 
learn the hard-way based upon The Wisdom of The World and not spoil the habits of people desiring God's Instruction. 
1Cor.   7v1 og concerning/about  And  who/what/which/that  (you) wrote/scribed/engraved  {to me},  
1Cor.   7v1 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  (to the) countenance/{human-being}/man   
1Cor.   7v1 og (the) woman  no/not/none   (to) {attach oneself}/{to touch [= intimately in relationships]}. 
1Cor.   7v1 = And  concerning/about  what  you  wrote  {to me}:  

(It is)  the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  to the  countenance/man  not  to  {attach himself}/{intimately touch}  the  woman. 
 

And concerning what you wrote to me: 
(It is)  the  virtuous/worthy  to the man not to intimately touch the woman   (outside the union of marriage) 
 

It is  not  as misconstrued in our errant translations to  “touch”  in the normal sense  –  but rather means  “closely connected”,  and thus  “intimately 
touch”  to set off emotional arousals within the animalistic mind that would lead to inevitable fornication.  This is to provide protection from STD  
(sexual transmitted diseases),  unwanted pregnancies,  and many broken promises hurting the  “spiritual mind”  –  being all the things that we have 
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witnessed throughout human history  (being even more so in the last generation  -  just see what goes through the small claims courts of today,  many of 
the plaintiffs and defendants have ignored this instruction  –  being subject to multiple relationships). 
Thus,  our Creator through Paul  (an angel in the strict sense of what  “angel”  truly means)  is teaching us through instruction    

Do not follow the ways of The World leading to pain and suffering for  short-term  self-indulgence. 
1Cor.   7v2 og through (reason of)  And  the  harlotries/adulteries/incest/fornications  each/any/every (person [man])   
1Cor.   7v2 og the [wife]   (of the) himself  (the) woman/wife  (he) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has;   
1Cor.   7v2 og also  each/any/every (person [woman])  the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) man/husband/fellow   
1Cor.   7v2 og (she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has. 
1Cor.   7v2 = And  through reason of  the  prostitution/fornications   (that may occur from the  carnal/animalistic  mind),   

(then)  each/any  man has a wife,  also  each/any  wife has  {their own}  husband. 
 

And through reason of the fornications   (that starts within the animalistic mind lusting to satisfy  “The Immediacy”) 
(then)  each man has a wife,  also each wife has her own  husband. 
 

Most humans are driven by sexual urges and so to fulfil God’s Desire  “to fill the Earth”  (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  through  the most desirable manner  of a 
faithful family that is to imitate Yahweh’s Family then the two  opposite  sexes  “complement one another”  and unite in marriage  “to become one flesh” 
(Gen.2v24).  Thus both are to be faithful to each other and commit no adultery  –  both to be committed to the hierarchy  (woman, man, JC, Yahweh)  as 
given earlier,  but also conditional to the next verse  –  just as Yahweh  “agapao/{edifying loves}  those people actively endeavouring to imitate JC. 
1Cor.   7v3 og To the  woman/wife  the  man/husband/fellow  
1Cor.   7v3 og the  {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated   
1Cor.   7v3 og (the) kindness/{conjugal duty}/benevolence/{good will}   
1Cor.   7v3 og (he let) {give away}/recompense/render/requite/return/reward;   
1Cor.   7v3 og similarly/likewise  and  also  the  woman/wife  to the  man/husband/fellow. 
1Cor.   7v3 = The husband  {becomes indebted}/must  {give away}/recompense/return  the  kindness/benevolence  to the  wife,   

and  similarly/likewise,  also  the  wife  to the  husband. 
 

The husband must give away  kindness/benevolence  to the wife. 
And likewise,  also the wife to the husband   (precise equality  between the two halves of  “The One Flesh”). 
 

Thus,  it  must  be mutual  and no vendettas over any matters for personal advantage  –  else the marriage will collapse.   
Both parties must be prepared  “to give”  on matters  –  and again,  it must  not  be one-sided.  This is all part of  “growing up”  in God’s system  –  to 
learn  “humility/compassion/empathy/{to give rather than to take}”.   Learn to put ourselves within the other person’s  position and see how The World 
looks from that new vantage point  –  or as a line in a song goes   “Walk a mile in my shoes”.   Wholly mutual and symbiotic relationship. 
1Cor.   7v4 og The  woman/wife  of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily   
1Cor.   7v4 og no/not/none  (he/she has) {to control}/{exercise authority}/{bring under the power of}, 
1Cor.   7v4 og but  the  man/husband;   similarly/likewise  and  also  the  man/husband  of the   
1Cor.   7v4 og {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  no/not/none   
1Cor.   7v4 og (he/she has) {to control}/{exercise authority}/{bring under the power of},  but  the  woman/wife. 
1Cor.   7v4 = The wife,  has no  control/authority  of  {her own}  {whole/sound body},  but the husband;  

and  similarly/likewise  also the husband has no  control/authority  of  {his own}  {whole/sound body},  but the wife. 
 

The wife has no authority of her own whole body,  but the husband; 
and similarly,  also the husband has no authority of his own whole body,  but the wife   (total symmetry between both parties). 
 

Paul is just stating  in another way  precisely what I stated in my commentary of the previous verse  –  put yourself in the other person’s position to see 
what The World is like from their vantage point and then edify them knowing how they truly feel. 
Thus,  neither partner has authority over their own body,  but only  his/her  other partner.   

This means that  each  person of the union must be very considerate to  his/her  partner’s needs.   
No one person must dominate or demand off the other,  neither must one be selfish to the other  –  everything must be mutually balanced to 
each other for the perfect union. 

1Cor.   7v5 og Not  (you) deprive/despoil/defraud/destitute/cheat/rob  {one another}/mutual/together,   
1Cor.   7v5 og if  not [= except]  {some/any/certain thing}  wish/suppose  {from/out of}  
1Cor.   7v5 og (of the) {sounding together}/accordant/consent/{mutual agreement}  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
1Cor.   7v5 og (the) time/season/occasion,  that  (you may/should) {take a holiday}/{be free/{at leisure}  
1Cor.   7v5 og [to the fasting also = CA thus ignore]  to the  {towards supplication}/{praying with a vow} [for mutual result]. 
1Cor.   7v5 og Also  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  over/upon/concerning  the  it/same   
1Cor.   7v5 og (you may/should) {convene/depart in company}/{associate with}/cohabit/ 

/{assemble/come together} [middle voice], 
1Cor.   7v5 og that  not  (he [Satan] may/should) {to test}/endeavour/scrutinise/assay/examine/prove/tempt  
1Cor.   7v5 og {specifically yourselves}  the  Satan  through (reason of)   
1Cor.   7v5 og the  {want of self-restraint}/excess/incontinence/{unable to control}  {of yourselves}. 
1Cor.   7v5 = Not  you  deprive/cheat/rob  {one another},   

except  wish/suppose  {some/any thing}  (of any interaction)   {from out of}  consent/{mutual agreement}  towards/for  a  time/season,   
that  you may  {take a holiday}/abstain   (for a period dedicating much time to God)  in  supplication/{praying with a vow}.   
Also  furthermore/again  over/concerning  it  (most intimate)  you may  personally  {associate with}/cohabit/{come together} 
that  the  Satan/Adversary  may not  test/assay/tempt  {specifically yourselves}  
through reason of  your  incontinence/{lack of self-control}. 

 

Not you  deprive/cheat  one another   (in anything –  especially in the area of  “trust”  with our partner  [being of  the spiritual connection]), 
except wish some thing  (in any interaction)  from out of mutual agreement for a season   (can take  “time out”  to personally refresh ourselves) 
that you may take a holiday  (to take some time in  dedicating ourselves to Yahweh)  in  supplication/{prayer with a vow} 
Also furthermore concerning it   (sexual intercourse)   you may personally cohabit   (in marriage) 
that the Adversary   (to what we should wish to be doing)    
might not  assay/tempt  specifically yourselves through reason of your lack of  self-control. 
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Paul is saying    
Do not use the power of deprivation over the other partner;  else the other person may go to someone outside the marriage for satisfaction.  

All actions by both parties however,  must be constrained by Biblical standards  and if it is mutually agreed that one partner should go forth for a period 
of time to give ministry to The World supported by supplication  (prayer with a vow)  then that should occur! 
A 4th revision addition. 
The crux of what Paul is teaching us through this chapter,  returns us to  “The Mind”  being of our thought processes. 

1. Are these thought processes worthy for the individual to rule over other people  (in The Millennium)? 
2. Are our thought processes sufficiently worthy to become The Mate to JCg as a future “Son of God”? 

This is unto what Paul is leading us  -  for us to understand  “The Goal”  and thus to personally solve  “The Mystery of God”! 
1Cor.   7v6 og that/this/there/here  and  (I) state/exclaim  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   
1Cor.   7v6 og (the) {fellow knowledge}/{agree in judgement with}/concession/permission/{have leave}, 
1Cor.   7v6 og not  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) injunction/decree/authority/commandment. 
1Cor.   7v6 = And this I state according to  concession/permission,   not according to  injunction/command. 
 

And I state this according to fellow knowledge   (to accept this as a wise suggestion) 
not according to the command   (it is not given as a command that must be followed). 
 

Paul is stating to us    
I  suggest  you follow my wise instruction of v1 to v5,  and then of v7 to v9,  but I do  not force  you by command to follow it. 

Paul then continues to recommend  –  as a suggestion - 
1Cor.   7v7 og (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  for  all  countenances/{human-beings}/men  {to be/exist}   
1Cor.   7v7 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  {my own}/myself,  but  each/any/every (person)   
1Cor.   7v7 og {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) {divine gratuity/endowment}/{religious qualification}   
1Cor.   7v7 og (he/she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has  {from/out of}  (of the) God [Yahweh],   
1Cor.   7v7 og who/what/which/that  truly/indeed  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so,   
1Cor.   7v7 og who/what/which/that  and  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so. 
1Cor.   7v7 og = For  I  determine/want  all  men  to be  also  {in that manner}/as  myself (single),   

but  each/every  person  has  {his/her own}  {divine gratuity}/gift  {from out of}  the  God  (Yahweh),   
truly/indeed  this  (one [gift])  {in this manner}  and  that  (one [gift])  {in that manner}. 

 

For I determine all men to be  also in that manner as myself   (singular,  without the commitments of which a wife seeks, – see later), 
But each person has  his/her  own  divine gratuity   (being what our DNA physically yields  “as gifts/capabilities”  within us)   
from out of  the God  (Yahweh)   (being what we can put into service for His edification,  in the mind of a recipient to our teaching), 
truly this in this manner  (one certain specific gift)  and that in that manner   (another different gift that can be used in The Service of Yahweh). 
 

Thus all people becoming TC’s have their different  abilities/capabilities  to form  (as we read later)  all the different and  required  functions of  “The 
Body of JC”  throughout The Gospel Age  –  to form that 144000  white (clean/purified)  stoned (solidity/steadfastness/eternity)  temple of  “The New 
Jerusalem”  (please see the latter half of Revelations and 1Pet.2v5-9). 
Thus as  “body parts”,  we TC’s,  having these different DNA given gifts and abilities will be  used  together  to maximise the spread  of The Gospel 
News of  “1st Century Christianity”  through  “Real Faith” (accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity)  to form  “The Wisdom of God”  within a TC’s 
lifestyle.  This deportment shall be  readily visible by humans  within The World as that metaphoric   “mark upon the forehead”  and/or  spoken about as 
being   “new clothing”. 
Note   (Simon) Peter was married  (Mark.1v29-30)  and thus being  (1) married and a  (2) great apostle are  not  mutually exclusive  (contrary to what 
we are taught by certain worldly religious schisms).   Paul is simply stating,  it is easier to dedicate our life fulfilling Yahweh's Desire if we have fewer 
worldly responsibilities that would otherwise consume our resources  (1) providing fleshly support for a wife and children  and  (2) less freedom to move 
about the country teaching  “The Word of God”  to new recipients. 

This Paul now explains in the following verses. 
1Cor.   7v8 og (I) state/exclaim  and  to the (persons)  unmarried  [men and women],  
1Cor.   7v8 og also  to the  deficiencies/{lacking husband}/widows [plural]:   
1Cor.   7v8 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  {to them}  (it) is  if/whenever   
1Cor.   7v8 og (they) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand  {in that manner}/likewise/as  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}. 
1Cor.   7v8 og = And  I  state  to the  people   (men/women)   unmarried,   also  to the  widows:   

It is  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  {to them}  if  they  stay/remain/endure  (single)  {in that manner}/as  {I also}. 
 

And I state to the people  (men and women)  unmarried,  also to the widows: 
It is  beautiful/virtuous  to them if they remain  (single)  in that manner as I (Paul)  also. 
 

Paul then explains why in the next few verses. 
1Cor.   7v9 og if  and  no/not/none  (they have) {exercise self-restraint}/{can contain}/{be temperate} [middle voice]   
1Cor.   7v9 og (let them) wed/marry;  (the) better/{greater advantage}  for   (it) is  (to) wed/marry  or/than/either/rather   
1Cor.   7v9 og (to be) {be ignited}/aglow/inflamed/burn/{be on fire}. 
1Cor.   7v9 = And  let them  wed/marry  if  not  they have  {self-control}/{personal restraint}   (over their carnal desires),   

for  it is  better/{greater advantage}  to  wed/marry  than  to be  inflamed/aglow/{be on fire}   (with passion). 
 

And let them marry if they have no self-control   (over their animalistic desires  [eros in all of its senses]), 
for it is better to marry than to be inflamed   (with passion  –  spurred-on  by the natural instincts of a fleshly body).  
 

An interesting comment that might be levelled towards certain Christian denominations who insist their leaders should be unmarried and then we have 
“the fallout”  witnessed in our communities  –  in some instances even worse than what is stated here  –  being paedophilia and sodomy!   
The rational reader might question that specific level of distortion placed upon The Scriptures by human leaders  “supposedly representing”  Yahweh,  
noting specifically what James teaches us at James.3v11-12 about such people throughout these religious edifices! 
It should be noted in the RCC,  this decree on the Priests not to marry occurred around 1000 CE because it was realised the RCC would go bankrupt due 
to all the  “hangers-on”  of the extended family leaching off the married Priest within the RCC.  So, to break this link,  the decree was made of supposed 
celibacy to occur  (hence not married)  to break any family ties of a “meal-ticket”  paid by the RCC.  Unfortunately,  this led to all forms of clandestine 
sexual activity throughout the clergy hypocritically failing afoul of this decree  -  making the situation far worse than had not the decree been enacted! 
That is the reality of the situation kept under wraps,  else it would be unseemly for mammon to have been the reason for the decree,  rather than the 
showy pretence of being supposedly  “Married to God”  (of which it is nothing of the sort as made visible by a close audit of the practiser’s output)! 
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1Cor.   7v10 og to the (persons)  and  (having) wed/married   
1Cor.   7v10 og (I) {transmit a message}/enjoin/{(give in) charge}/declare,  no/not/none  [emphatic] I/me,    
1Cor.   7v10 og but  the  lord/master,  (the) woman/wife  away/separated/from  (the) man/husband/fellow  not 
1Cor.   7v10 og (to be) {place space between}/departed/separated. 
1Cor.   7v10 = And  to the  people  having married,  I  {give this message}/declare,   not  emphatic I  (Paul, source this knowledge),   

but  (speaking for)   the  Lord:  
The  wife  not  to be  departed/separated  {from out of}  her  husband. 

 

And to the people having married,   (then)  I give this message,   not  emphatic I (Paul,  source this knowledge  -  it is sourced by The Torah) 
but  (speaking for)  the  lord/master   (being “The Word of God” is to be controlling our mind): 
  The wife  (is)  not to be departed from out of her husband. 
 

Paul is obviously continuing the theme of The Bible  –  where man and woman should  (as husband and wife)  cleave together  “as one flesh”  through 
all difficulties  (but clearly  not  if  life/limb  is threatened,  then separation must occur [not divorce]).  Furthermore,  as The Bible teaches when the 
other partner commits  “adultery”  in many of its forms  [= leaves Bible precepts for a stable union]),  separation occurs,  with the following condition 
of the next verse. 
It should be noted the Bible gives this advice because  “marriage”  is  “the best we have”  to … …  

Yield the best environment to nurture children,  when both parties  work together  (and not self-indulgently against each other)! 
This to be mirrored in The Millennium when the 144000 TCs are married to JCg and from this perfect union  to yield  “The Late Adopters”.   

1Cor.   7v11 og if/whenever  and  also  (she is) {placed space between}/departed/separated 
1Cor.   7v11 og (she) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand  (the) unmarried/unwedded,   
1Cor.   7v11 og or/than/either/rather  to the  man/husband/fellow   
1Cor.   7v11 og (to be) {changed mutually}/{compound a difference}/reconciled,  
1Cor.   7v11 og also  (the) man/husband/fellow  (the) woman/wife   
1Cor.   7v11 og not  (to) {to send}/{go forth}/{lay aside}/leave/{yield up}. 
1Cor.   7v11 = And  if  also  she is  departed/separated   

(then)  she  stay/remain/endure  unmarried  rather  be  {changed mutually}/reconciled  to the husband, 
also  the husband  not  {lay aside}/leave/abandon  the  wife. 

 

And if,  also she is separated   (because of   “for whatever reason”  from her husband  -  perhaps because of  “abuse”) 
(then)  she is to remain unmarried rather than be reconciled to her husband   (for her own safety), 
Also the husband  (is)  not to leave the wife   (an important instruction  –  the onus is on  the husband to reconcile  and make the union complete). 
 

So clearly there are times when a partner needs  “space from the other member”  of this preferred union  (by Yahweh)  –  to revitalise themselves from a 
stressful partnership  –  hence this necessary provision. 
Notice how this is  not  a one-sided contract  –  the husband must  not  abandon his wife.  But it goes much beyond this statement,  because it is implicit 
within this verse for the husband to  engage his wife  peaceably  so  she desires to come back to him  (as part of  “the one flesh”).  Thus the onus is upon 
him to  “woo her back”  so  she desires to be reunited  and then for him to look after her  needs/wants,  logically to  “care for her as being part of him”   
(as one flesh).   
Else he  is  failing Yahweh’s Desire.  But also,  the wife should  not  demand off her husband what he cannot give  –  it is  mutual  give/take  throughout! 
1Cor.   7v12 og to the (ones [written questions])  and  {remaining ones}/residue/rest  [emphatic] I/me  state/exclaim:   
1Cor.   7v12 og No/Not  the  lord/master:  if  {some/any/certain person}  brother/{The Brethren}  (the) woman/wife   
1Cor.   7v12 og (he/she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has   (the) disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen,   
1Cor.   7v12 og also  she  (he/she) {thinks well of in common}/assents/allows/{be pleased}/consents   
1Cor.   7v12 og (to) {house occupation}/reside/inhabit/dwell   
1Cor.   7v12 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  (of the) him, 
1Cor.   7v12 og not  (he/she let) {to send}/{go forth}/forgive/{lay aside}/leave/{yield up}  her. 
1Cor.   7v12 = And  to the  rest/remaining   (written questions from yourselves )   emphatic I (Paul)   state  (my answers) 

(and is)  not  (sourced directly from)   the  Lord/Master:  
If  {some/any person}  of  The Brethren  has  an  unbelieving wife,   and  she agrees  also  to dwell with him,  
(then)  he is  not  to leave  her. 

 

And to the remaining   (written questions from yourselves)   emphatic I (Paul)  state  (my answers) 
(and what I state is)  not  (sourced directly from)  the Lord   (Yahweh’s Word,  as given in The Torah): 
If some person of the Brethren has an unbelieving wife   (“Christianity”  was new – and thus singular converts could be previously married),   
and,  she agrees  also to dwell with him,  then he is not to leave her   (the Christian convert has  “bought into”  The New Laws). 
 

This begins what JC said during his ministry    
There will be animosity between and within families “because of his (JC’s)  name/character/authority”,  where a Brethren might become a 
TC and the amount of work required will cause stress to a close relative not understanding why so little time is spent  “serving worldly 
aspirations”   (to feed the unbelieving partner’s needs  [of worldly methodology]). 

Yet the instruction from Paul is for The Brethren,  at an individual level not to leave his wife  –  but remain supportive to her needs  –  and this shows two 
things - 

1. Even under stress  –  the brother remains  faithful/responsible  to his commitments  –  even if the wife remains a heathen. 
2. Perhaps she might in time see the reason why and then how she might fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (see later teaching from Paul). 

This teaching instructs the brethren member of the required suitable worthy qualities to become a future TC. 
Naturally,  this scenario should be equally applied to the other gender case,  as we read in the next verse. 
1Cor.   7v13 og Also  (the) woman/wife  who/which  (he/she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has  (the) man/husband/fellow   
1Cor.   7v13 og (the) disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen, 
1Cor.   7v13 og also  he  (he/she) {thinks well of in common}/assents/allows/{be pleased}consents 
1Cor.   7v13 og (to) {house occupation}/reside/inhabit/dwell   
1Cor.   7v13 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  (of the) her, 
1Cor.   7v13 og not  (he/she let) {to send}/{go forth}/forgive/{lay aside}/leave/{yield up}  (the) him. 
1Cor.   7v13 = Also  the wife  who  has  an unbelieving husband,  and  he agrees  also  to live  with her,  (then)  she  is  not  to leave  him. 
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Also the wife who has an unbelieving husband,  and he agrees  also to live with her, 
(then)  she is not to leave him.  (This can be a more difficult scenario for the wife, inasmuch a worldly husband could be less sympathetic than above.) 
 

We can see The Principle is no different either way  –  thereby showing true  righteousness/equality  for  both  sexes  being even handed in all aspects  –  
unlike that which is witnessed throughout  “Religion”  on these family issues. 
Furthermore,  it is counter to what The World errantly teaches   “Christianity yields an unfair yoke between husband and wife!” 

This worldly comment -  is just absolutely  not  true  –  being an utter lie tarnishing  “1st Century Christianity”  righteous teaching! 
1Cor.   7v14 og (he/she  has been) {purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified  for  the  man/husband/fellow 
1Cor.   7v14 og the (person [husband])  disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen  in  to the [= within]  woman/wife, 
1Cor.   7v14 og also  (he/she  has been) {purified/consecrated/{made holy}/sanctified  the  woman/wife 
1Cor.   7v14 og the (person [wife])  disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen  in  to the [= within]  man/husband/fellow; 
1Cor.   7v14 og thereupon/since/else/otherwise  therefore/thus  the  children/daughters/sons  {of yourselves} 
1Cor.   7v14 og (the) impure/unclean/foul  {it is}/[they are],   now/present/immediate  and   
1Cor.   7v14 og (the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  {it is}/[they are]. 
1Cor.   7v14 = For  the unbelieving  husband  has been  sanctified/hallowed  within  the wife   (by what she does),   

Also  the unbelieving  wife  has been  sanctified/hallowed  within  the husband   (by what he does);   
Else therefore,  it is  (singular,  hence  “the situation”)   impure/unclean  (for)  your children are  (under the parent’s divorce),   and now,  
(if the parents keep together then)  it is  (singular,  hence  “the situation”)   holy/blameless/pure/{separated from this world of sin}. 

 

For the unbelieving husband has been sanctified within the  (believing)  wife   (by what she does as  “The One Flesh”  working within him),  
                  (Inasmuch, her deportment  may/should  cause reflection in his mind that he too should think like her,  to imbue Yahweh’s Methodology) 
also the unbelieving wife has been sanctified within the  (believing)  husband   (by what he does as  “The One Flesh”  working within her); 
                  (Inasmuch, his deportment  may/should  cause reflection in her mind that she too should think like him,  to imbue Yahweh’s Methodology) 
else therefore,  (for)  your children it   (the situation)   is  impure/unclean   (under a parent’s divorce  [now being recognised  as true 2015 CE]), 
                  (Inasmuch,  if  the parents can reconcile with each other  [to be mentally joined as ideally suggested]  then the children can grow upon this) 
and now  (under my  [Paul’s]  suggestion),   it is  (the situation)   pure/innocent/blameless   (for the children’s future under both parents  together). 
 

Beware of our worldly Bible translations  –  where the  “the translation”  is spun  by our translators  not  understanding what they are doing! 
This is one of my common accusations of them,  - being over   “the simple words”! 

It is over the simple word   “esti” StrongsTM=2076  where it can be 3rd person singular or 3rd person plural when modified. 
Repeating,  and it is over these  “simple words”  of which our translators spin,  that results in a  twisted translation  –  particularly so with  “autos”  
StrongsTM= 846,  where this word is mashed  “big time”  to errantly squeeze the Trinity myth out of  “The Original Word”  -  where actually the  
“personality”  of the HS as a  “unique personal entity”  does not exist within the text!   But that is another huge subject of which I cover at the 
appropriate areas of deliberate  mistranslation  –  particularly within my very exhaustive commentaries of  “The Gospel of John”  comprising in total of 
some 665,000+ words. 

It should be noted when I originally wrote my commentary and knowing no better,  I then accepted  “the traditional translation”  as given by 
our  “supposed learned scholars”  to this verse as being truthful,  but that was  a big mistake! 

However on my 3rd revision I have made this comprehensive departure away from  “accepted understanding”  of this verse,  now that I thoroughly 
understand  “The Word of God”  (through all the rolling iterative revisions of these commentaries continuously over some 15+ years)  and it is my 
responsibility to ensure that I give to The World  precisely what Yahweh intended within His Word. 
After that bold introduction then we should ask - 

What does this verse really mean? 
“Sanctified”  means = “the process of becoming  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separated/kept away from the world of sin}”.   
Thus,  Paul is stating,  that to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by people forsaking this worldly system,  then they must be taught by someone who has  “The 
Knowledge”  delivered by the Tanakh righteously answered by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (hence Matt.5v17-18).  Thus it is better for those people with  “The 
Knowledge”  to stay in the fleshly union of marriage recognised by The World as such  (sanctioned by Yahweh),  so The Partner with  “The Knowledge”  
(expressed by deportment)  will guide the non-believer in spiritual matters thorough their daily ministry  (of words  and deeds  [in righteous deportment])  
to ultimately fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  The partner’s deportment  (being different to The World)  should cause contemplation regarding an improved 
future,   then change  his/her  mind and perhaps become an ardent supporter of  “The New Methodology to Life”  given by their believing partner  (see 
v16),  assuming they are not entirely a  “die-hard supporter of worldly methodology”  (being what they can self-indulge out of it)! 

Now for the children.  
Clearly the believer’s Knowledge and lifestyle will be infused within the child through the teaching of Bible principles and morals.  This bedrock of 
practised knowledge will protect their reasoning from that of a worldly lifestyle. 
Secondly,  a united parenthood will protect the children from being rejected by society and the other problems associated by the break-up of the family 
through the  self-centred  worldly aspirations of  (either just the one or both)  parents.  This is precisely as we are now witnessing in countries with high 
divorce rates and  intermarriage/mobile  relationships  (the lack of cohesiveness within the family  infiltrates into society generally)  –  precisely leading 
to the social breakdown we now witness within cities  –  and shall sadly further witness  (to be  worse today,  than in the time of Sodom and Gomorrah).  
A minor 2020 CE addition -  the problems of split families is exasperated during a  “lock-down” of a global virus pandemic – such as practised 
containment while having the Covid-19 outbreak. 

Finally,  this ideal family concept  (father and mother raising their own children)  all feeds back into Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation. 
Yahweh is seeking  “The Early Adopters”  who  demonstrate  loyalty and commitment to what is espoused,  to become  “The Future World Leaders”  –  
where they are  mentally driven  to be  fully trustworthy  to  “run with”  Yahweh’s Decrees  –  being  “responsible in small things”  –  and thus shall 
become responsible in larger things  (hence 1Tim.3v1-5, leading to Luke.19v16-19 and thus 2Tim.2v11-12)  where those three citations out of so many of 
which I could use,  clearly show how Yahweh is mapping out The Future.  Clearly in The Millennium we shall be resurrected as neuters  (Matt.22v30, 
Mark.12v25, Luke.v20v36)  without sexual,  lustful drive  physically  from within  because  “The Initial Job”  in the 1st part of our physical life has been 
done to  “fill the earth” ( Gen.1v28, 9v1)  and thus we have no future requirement for genitalia.  Thus,  there is not the  physical  requirement for  
“families”,  as such  –  but one big family of  spiritual  brothers and sisters of all the nations of The Earth.   But sadly again,  all this righteous future 
scenario as specifically taught by The Bible is utterly  incomprehensible  to our  worldly Christian leaders because they  never  teach of it!   

I have 100s of their sermon transcripts as my evidence! 
But all this is part of  “The Real Gospel”  to build  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  as taught by JC in his ministry  (Luke.4v16-19, Mark.1v38). 
I ask The Reader   Have I invented any of this?   Look at the citations!   Why do our  worldly Christian leaders  not  teach of these citations? 

Because quite simply    
They do  not  believe it!    

And yet,  they fraudulently and hypocritically claim to represent Yahweh!    
What an appalling Joke!    

Consequently,  we realise they  only  “represent themselves”  using God’s Word as a tool to feed their fleshly lifestyle  (Luke.16v3)! 
As do  all  “Professional Leaders of Religion” (by definition of  “Professional”,  being paid by The World to deliver what The World wants to hear)   –  
and  hence  they personally operate under The Methodology sourced by  “Satan”  because they  are  “opposing/adversarial”  to what Yahweh desires to 
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be taught!   A statement supported by Matt.23v13, 15,  John.8v38-50, 11v47-53, 16v1-4, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19, Eph.2v2, 2Cor.11v13-15, Acts.20v29, 
1Thes.2v3-6, etc., plus most of JC’s parables,  how many citations does the reader require;  do I really need to fill this page?      

It is quite simple to understand  -  when  “switched-on”  to recognise it! 
Most people will not recognise this,  and that is why we require The Millennium,  when all things shall be explained to us  (Luke.12v2-3). 
1Cor.   7v15 og if  and  the  disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen   
1Cor.   7v15 og (he/she) {places space between}/departs/separates,   
1Cor.   7v15 og (let he/she be) {placed/ space between}/departed/separated,   
1Cor.   7v15 og not  (he/she be/is) {become enslaved}/{entered bondage}  the  brother  or/than/either/rather  the  sister  
1Cor.   7v15 og in  to the (persons [= within])  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}, 
1Cor.   7v15 og in  and  (the) peace/prosperity/rest  (he [specific god] has) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned   
1Cor.   7v15 og us/our/we  the  {specific god}. 
1Cor.   7v15 = And  if  the unbelieving  (partner)   he/she  departs/separates  from  the believer,   let  he/she  be  departed/separated, 

(so that)   the brother  (in The Faith),   or  the sister  (in The Faith)   
not  he/she  be/is  enslaved/bondage  to  {such like}  people   (unbelievers). 
(Because in all things)  “the specific god”  (Yahweh through JC)   has  called/assigned  us  in the  peace/prosperity/rest   (within our life). 

 

And if the unbelieving  (partner)  he/she  separates from the believer,  let  he/she  be separated, 
(so that)  the brother  (in The Real Faith),  or  the sister  (in The Real Faith)  not  he/she  is enslaved  to such like  people  (the unbelievers). 
(Because in all things)   “the specific god”  (Yahweh through JC as The Word of God)  has called us in  peace/rest   (within our life). 
 

Interestingly,  the lawyers today say the worse cases they have need to administer are  “matrimonial break-ups”  because each party is so vengeful of the 
other!   Furthermore,  in the extremely sad cases of murder,  the police have an expression of  “over-kill”,  inasmuch the murder is committed by a 
spouse venting  his/her  fury into the victim.   Therefore,  Paul recommends  “separation”  before things get this bad in a relationship. 
Again,  notice the use of  “The Specific God” -  being how it was JC as  “the specific god”  of us,  calls us away from The World as  “The Word of God”.  
Then as the person progresses,  it is Yahweh as  “The Specific God”  of His future  “Sons of God”  Who calls us to do His bidding  (which is ultimately 
to bring personal salvation unto  “The Resurrected World”)  by teaching through example how to be Christ-like.    
But again,  this  “Knowledge of God’s Word”  is all  unintelligible  to our entirely delinquent  worldly Christian leaders  (by audit of their output)! 
1Cor.   7v16 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  for  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
1Cor.   7v16 og (the) woman/wife,    
1Cor.   7v16 og if  the  man/husband/fellow  (you will) deliver/{to save}/protect/heal/{make whole}/preserve? 
1Cor.   7v16 og Or/than/either/rather  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
1Cor.   7v16 og (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  (the) man/husband/fellow,  
1Cor.   7v16 og if  the  woman/wife  (you will) deliver/{to save}/protect/heal/{make whole}/preserve?   
1Cor.   7v16 = For  what  you  know/understand  the wife? 

If  you  (wife)   will   deliver/save/preserve  the  husband? 
Or what  you  know/understand  husband? 
If  you  (husband)   will  deliver/save/preserved  the  wife? 

 

For what you  (as)  the wife  know/understand?    (Perhaps good news may occur!) 
If you  (as the believing wife)  will deliver the husband?    (Perhaps by imitating JC may cause a stirring in the husband's mind to reform) 
For what you  (as)  the husband  know/understand?    (Perhaps good news may occur!) 
If you  (as the believing husband)  will deliver the wife?    (Perhaps by imitating JC may cause a stirring in the wife's mind to reform). 
 

Paul is teaching us,  because  “The (real) Believer”  (a TC)  stays with  “the unbeliever”  (this can be a worldly Christian)  then  he/she  might bring the 
unbeliever around to become a TC.  -  Being part of a person’s yield of 30, 60 or 100 TCs  (Matt.13v23)  to present as a sacrifice  (of the  TC’s 1st part of 
their physical life)  in the service to Yahweh.   
This is true worship,  and is most certainly not a million  “dressed-up”  words in songs and  “worldly praise”  said every week by those sadly  
“spiritually blind”  congregational members  kept in that narcotic state  by those spiritually blind leaders to whom,  as we are told,  shall fall into the 
ditch  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39),   
Regrettably,  we all know   “words are cheap”  but actions are much more costly to the giver!   Yahweh recognises this and thus closes His ears to them! 
A useful analogy would be given at Mark.12v42-43, Luke.21v2-3,  given twice in The New Testament,  because it is a powerful illustration at several 
levels as I carefully explain in my local commentaries. 
1Cor.   7v17 og If  not [= except]   (to the) each/any/every (person)  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
1Cor.   7v17 og (he has) {to part}/apportion/divide/distribute  the  {specific god} [JCg],   
1Cor.   7v17 og (the) each/any/every (person)  {in that manner}/likewise/as     
1Cor.   7v17 og (he has) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned  the  lord/master,   
1Cor.   7v17 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  
1Cor.   7v17 og (let him/her) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}.   
1Cor.   7v17 og Also  {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus   
1Cor.   7v17 og in  to the [= within]  {a calling out}/congregations/ecclesia/assemblies/churches  (to the) all   
1Cor.   7v17 og (I) {arrange thoroughly}/institute/ordain/prescribe/command. 
1Cor.   7v17 = Except,  {in that manner}/as  “the specific god”  has  apportioned/distributed  to  each/every  person   (of The Faith)  

{in that manner}/as  the  lord/master  has  called/appointed/assigned   (given responsibility of certain work)   to  each/every  person, 
{in this manner}/so  let  him/her  (as The Brethren)   {deport oneself}/{occupy his/her life}   (as is required of them as individuals).  
Also  {in this manner}/thus  I  institute/prescribe/command   (this to occur)   within  all  the  churches/ecclesia/{calling out}. 

 

Except,  in that manner as  “the specific god”  has appointed to each person   (of  “The Real Faith”  expressed within their DNA capabilities) 
in that manner as the  lord/master  has appointed  (“The Responsibility”  upon which we take unto ourselves, to imitate JC)   to every person, 
in this manner let  him/her  (as The Brethren)  deport oneself   (as personally taken upon us to imitate JC with whatever DNA given gifts we have).  
Also in this manner I (Paul)  command  (this to occur)  within all the  ecclesia/{calling out}. 
 

Clearly Yahweh is presently seeking compliant Christians (TCs)  who yearn for His future Millennium  (The Physical Kingdom of God)  who have this 
methodology operating within their synapse construction  (that become  “The Spiritual Kingdom of God”,  Luke.17v21),  being  “The Methodology”  of 
lifestyle/deportment  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire of all entities within His Universe. 
These extremely specific humans are to  “work this out”  (at several levels)  during the 1st part of their physical life - 
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1. To create the required synapse construction for future Sonship. 
2. To provide “The Record”  for inspection  (Luke.12v2-3)  by all those people choosing  not  to make The Grade  so they might understand  why  

they  (themselves)  achieved not The Grade of Sonship when they had equal  (righteous)  opportunity during the 1st part of their physical life! 
3. So that Satan cannot shout out   Foul’  to whoever Yahweh decided upon as future Sons,  Rev.5v2 being a reference to The Premier Son JCg. 

Equally it can be said of the 144000 TCs who follow their betrothed bridegroom in a  “like-for-like”  lifestyle of  true  ministerial sacrifice  
(and not taking the easy option by hiding away in monasteries and nunneries),  being a sacrifice that results in John.16v1-4. 

 
54th Instruction – Irrespective of our background,  Jew or Gentile – we are to imbue The New Knowledge of  True 
Christianity within us –  for it is the fulfilment of  “Yahweh’s Desire”  (see glossary)  within us that becomes important. 
55th Reasoning – It is the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  being trained by  “The Accurate Knowledge”  in knowing 
precisely how humans are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that becomes important.  Clearly people can have The Knowledge and 
then sit upon it to become like the 1 talent man  (Luke.19v20-22)  – but in doing so,  become condemned for their actions! 
1Cor.   7v18 og (The having been) circumcised  (the) {some/any/certain person}  
1Cor.   7v18 og (he/she was) called/summoned/announced/named/assigned? 
1Cor.   7v18 og Not  (he/she let be) uncircumcised [middle voice].   
1Cor.   7v18 og In  (to the [= within]) uncircumcision  (the) {some/any/certain person}   
1Cor.   7v18 og (he/she was) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned?    
1Cor.   7v18 og Not  (he/she let be) circumcised [middle voice].  
1Cor.   7v18 = the  {some/any/certain person}  he was  called/assigned   (to become a brother)   the having been  circumcised?    

(Then)  not  let he be  personally uncircumcised!   
the  {some/any/certain person}  within  the  uncircumcised   (state)   he  was  called/assigned   (to become a brother)?       
(Then)  not  let he be  personally  circumcised!    

 

Any person he was called  (to become a brother while)  having been circumcised?   (If a Jew has become a Brother?) 
(Then)  Not let he be personally uncircumcised!   (Clearly this cannot physically occur  –  but Paul is speaking spiritually  -  being our  mind/heart.) 
Any person he was called   (to become a brother while)   within the uncircumcised?   (If a heathen has become a Brother?) 
(Then)  Not let he be personally circumcised!   (No requirement for this to physically occur,  because The Change is all in  The  Mind/Heart). 
 

Please also see Rom.2v25 onwards on this subject. 
Paul is telling us that essentially there is no  preference/advantage  in the previous condition of the individual,  thus - 

If you were a Jew by circumstance,  then do not abandon what you know and upon what you have built your life  (provided it edifies humans – 
see v19,20).  And  “The Word of God (part 2) ”  as given by JC simply becomes an extension of what you already know. 
Similarly,  with the Gentiles coming into The Brethren   Do not abandon your past to take on the religious rituals of the Jews,  believing that 
in some manner this may bring you closer to Yahweh.   But imbue  “The Word of God”  as given by JC in his teaching of  “1st Century 
Christianity”  and practise it within your life. 

Thus by extension  any  person in  any  condition prior  to becoming a member of The Brethren  (irrespective of  who/what  they are or did)  counts for 
nothing,  and thus can be ignored either in the positive or negative sense  –  but rather it becomes based upon what we personally do  “from now”  that 
we become members of The Brethren.  Inasmuch once having this knowledge of  “1st Century Christianity”  then we are to personally best use it to 
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  possible  Sonship to Yahweh,  provided the motivation is sincere,  based upon  accurate  knowledge,  thoroughly 
assayed to yield assurance and then acted upon with fidelity  –  because the innermost synapse mapping can be read by Yahweh  (1Sam.16v7,  just as 
easily as I can read electronic silicon based memories). 
But there is a very important extension here! 
It adds support to what I state elsewhere   that to Yahweh,  the nationality of any individual means nothing (Gal.3v28, Acts.10v34-35, etc.,)  now,  and on 
into The Future – which then adds support to my conjecture  (when fully complete in The Millennium)  to what  “Israel”  really  means over the 3 Epochs 
and moreover how Yahweh views  “Israel”  in Rev.7v4-8 and 14v1-4 as I very carefully explain within my local commentaries and elsewhere. 

All given to counter the unrighteous twaddle which is presently taught by our  “Leaders of Religion”  ignoring what The Bible clearly states! 
1Cor.   7v19 og The  circumcision  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (it) is, 
1Cor.   7v19 og also  the  uncircumcision  {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (it) is, 
1Cor.   7v19 og but  (to the) keeping/watching/observance/prison/{held by}/guard/fulfil  
1Cor.   7v19 og (of the) commandments/injunctions/precepts  (of the) God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor.   7v19 = The  (physical)  circumcision   (on a Jew)   it is  nothing   (to Yahweh),   

also  the  (physical)  uncircumcision   (of a Gentile)   it is nothing   (to Yahweh).   
But  (it is)  the  keeping/fulfilling  of God’s  commandments/precepts   (that means everything to Yahweh,  = the circumcision of the heart) 

 

The  (physical)  circumcision  (on a Jew)   it is nothing   (to Yahweh), 
also the  (physical)  uncircumcision  (of a Gentile)   it is nothing   (to Yahweh). 
But  (it is)  the  keeping/fulfilling  of God's  (Yahweh's)  commandments   (that means everything to Yahweh,  = the circumcision of the heart) 

                  (Does any Christian know what JC’s commandments are that must be kept?   See John.14v15-21  [it is not just what our Leaders tell us]) 
 

Thus whether we hold to these worldly symbols of a past regime or not,  they now have no significance in the midst of Yahweh,  because  “The New 
Order”  has come into existence through the actions of JC and of the two commandments he gave to us relayed from Yahweh.  These two commandments  
(The Law of JC –  located at Mark.12v30-31)  controls our thought processes  (that form the synapse construction  –  being the synapse mapping Yahweh 
retains  –  see  “Heavenly Treasure”  in glossary),  rather than the visible physical  “by-product”,  being  “our works”  (to The Law of Moses).   
Where importantly,  these works could mask a mind that has ulterior motives of  self-gratification  behind the feigned charity acts  (as we have seen with 
certain people,  an infamous example of very many would be Jimmy Savile).  It is  “The Mind”  of which Yahweh judges  (1Sam.16v7-13 for future 
Kingship/Sonship)  –  the works simply express what is in the mind! 
As usual,  we see total consistency in The Bible,  because Paul now says   

Irrespective of your past,  whatever you  do now  in your  deportment/lifestyle  must be to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Thereby keeping the commandments either - 

1. Now  (to imitate JC’s Ministry/Lifestyle)  during the 1st part of our physical life to  guaranteed  everlasting life having attained Sonship  (as 
we are told at Rev.2v11, 20v6)  -  having demonstrably proved our credentials to be  “worthy”  to be an  “Early Adopter”,   
         OR  

2. Or in the  future  (to imitate JC’s Lifestyle)  during the 2nd part of our physical life to thereby gain everlasting life while we still imitate JC’s 
lifestyle during The Millennium and beyond to become a “Late Adopter” -  else we shall face The 2nd Death of Annihilation.  This will occur 
to any individual person if  he/she  (actually then a neuter)  refuses to  “believe  in JC”  (this means  “imitate JC’s lifestyle”)  and thus they 
become as  “outlaws/outside  {Yahweh’s Authority}/Jerusalem”  (Rev.22v15, 20v10-15)  see my local commentaries). 
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Thus  “to be saved”  has  absolutely nothing  to do with the person  “claiming to be a Christian”  now  –  especially if they do  not  keep/fulfil  Yahweh’s 
commandments as defined above.  We must realise it will be easier for those people of  Sodom/Gomorrah  in The Millennium  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire 
because they will appreciate something so much better in the 2nd part of their life  –  as JC precisely told us at  Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13  -  please see my 
local commentaries! 
By contrast to what we are  “not  taught”  by  worldly Christian leaders;  – it is  absolutely nothing  to be a “Christian”  as a  “worldly Christian” –  
because of  “The Safety Net”  of The Millennium  –  but that we ultimately over our 2 part life  “keep fulfilling God’s Commandments”  (Ecc.12v13-14)!   
JCg’s wonderful ransom sacrifice only gets us into the 2nd part of our physical life  –  it absolutely does  not  guarantee  personal  salvation  –  that only 
comes from us – if  and only if,  we  precisely imitate  JC’s lifestyle,  which requires  “a complete mind change”  that can only occur by building our 
personality directly upon  “The Word of God (parts 1 and 2)”  -  so that ultimately we may gain the HS by the end of The Millennium. 
Yet again,  our  worldly Christian leaders personally choose to be ignorant in this matter with regards to their preaching by both word and deed – giving 
“the easy option”  because it is easier for them and their milked congregational members – going for “quantity” –  but Yahweh requires “quality”! 
I really have a “heavy time”  trying to explain this to  “worldly Christians”  in my ministry to them  -  they appear to have a  “Mind Blockage”! 
Their simplistic methodology seems to operate like this - 

“My payback for believing in JC is that I have eternal life!” 
Moreover,  it continues - 

“Because non-Christians do not believe in JC then they cannot have eternal life!” 
There are so many unrighteous errors in those two statements of which  “Leaders of Christendom”  nurture  - because these leaders have the  one/same  
mind as their peers throughout all of “Religion”  -  being to extract what they can out of their deluded devotees through a fraudulent service! 
I will not use another two to three pages to unscramble those two unrighteous statements  -  because I already give the answer in my thousands of 
commentaries to The New Testament that explain  “The Mind of Yahweh”  regarding humans on this planet,  without any mystery! 
 
55th Instruction – All people have  “capability”  and this is personally known before people become part of The Brethren.  
Maximise these DNA given gifts when driven by  “The Word of God”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and He will reciprocate 
with more assistance by further expressing His HS in The Environment around,  and in ourselves to make us more capable 
to fulfil His Desire  (but it is  never  to be used our own  indulgence/glory  [to become like a  charlatan Christian leader]). 
1Cor.   7v20 og Each/Any/Every (person)  in  to the [= within]  invitation/calling/appointment  who/what/which/that 
1Cor.   7v20 og (he/she was) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned  in  this/that (specific [gift of The Invitation])   
1Cor.   7v20 og (let he/she) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand. 
1Cor.   7v20 = Each/Every  person  within  the  invitation/calling/appointment   (by JC as  “The Word of God”) 

let  him/her  stay/remain/endure  in  that  (specific capability)  of which  he/she  was  summoned/named/assigned. 
 

Each person within the invitation   (by JC as  “The Word of God”  for possible  “Sonship”  if we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/deportment)  
let  him/her  remain in that  (specific DNA given  gift/capability)   of which  he/she  was summoned. 
 

This means    
Stay with our original capabilities and  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}  as we had,  being what originally motivated us to come into 
“The Real Faith”  (accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity).  These are what we are naturally  gifted/good  to do within the environment 
and thus we naturally migrate by turning away from fulfilling our desires  (under worldly methodology)  and use these capabilities to be 
accurately promoting  “The Word of God”  to our neighbours  –  (in whatever role).  Hence we take upon ourselves  The Talents/Minas  
“Weight of Responsibility”  (Matt.25v16-20, Luke.19v16-19)  upon which  “The Word of God”  is able to maximise when having  personally  
become  “The New Spiritual Creature/Creation”  within our mind  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15). 

However,  this is far away from the preaching given by our  charlatan Christian leaders to their deluded devotees running upon hype and adrenalin when 
being scammed by  “fake miracles”  and  “worldly illusions”!   It is utterly disgusting these leaders behave in such an  “Antichrist” manner  (to be  anti  
“the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire”  –  which is to gain His 144000  “Anointed”  TCs throughout The Gospel Age who are driven by  “agapao”  to yield 
“agape”  in the same manner as did JC)! 
 
57th Comment – The term “slave” means precisely as we understand it.  We fulfil precisely what  “The Word of God”  
tells us –  which means we must  first know and then understand  “The Word of God”  before we become a slave to it! 
Seems obvious –  but is utterly ignored by  worldly “Christians” -  and  endorsed/encouraged  by the leaders over them! 
56th Instruction – If we become free from  “The Machinations/Methodology  of The World”  by  “The Word of God”,  then 
give JC due respect by using this freedom to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and achieve His Ideal Goal for us,  Sonship. 
56th Reasoning – Clearly,  we can become a slave  (as The Brethren)  to Yahweh through JCg,  and as such we could 
begrudgingly fulfil The Desire of The Master.  But knowing that we are free from Satan’s curse  -  and Sonship is on offer 
now in the 1st part of our physical life  (to be realised in the 2nd part of our life),  then aim to become an adopted Son  (as a 
TC)  where we  are  interested in  “The Inheritance”  (as was Jacob,  Gen.25v31-34)  that The Father  freely offers  and 
thus push forward for The Prize by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  methodology to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
The only thing  “we pay”  is  “to imitate JC”  –  and we must do that anyway to get beyond The Millennium,  so start now! 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
58th Comment – The term “invitation” means precisely as we understand it.  It is an  invitation  to become a “Christian”,  
thereby placing ourselves into a position where we  might  become a future Son of God by  election/selection  
(Matt.20v16, 22v14)  only  if  and only if:  We precisely imitate JC to the very best we are able  –  driven by agapao. 
59th Comment – Absolutely  all  humans have been bought by a great price  (JC's Ransom Sacrifice)  but it is presently 
only “Christians”  who are given to know of this –  however in publicly declaring this –  then they should precisely imitate 
JC,  thereby showing true worship to Yahweh by  teaching our neighbour through our personal deportment  and words. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
57th Reasoning – If we are  invited/called (=The Brethren,  this is  not  elected/chosen = TCs),  then we are a slave to The 
Lord and be freed from the ties of The World  (because we understand how its machinations pull upon us and we suitably 
protect ourselves),  thereby we are  not  obligated to  think/work  in the mucky  politics/operations  of The World. 
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58th Reasoning – However  if  we are now  not  obligated to The World,  then  we become obligated to JCg our mentor 
who paid the most precious price for our freedom from The World.  In this manner we must  not  then take glory upon 
ourselves when it was JCg who put us in this position in the first instance!   (Worldly Christian leaders please take note!) 
Instruction – repeat - All people have  “capability”;  this is personally known before people become part of The Brethren.  
Maximise these DNA given gifts when driven by  “The Word of God”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and He will reciprocate 
with more assistance by further expressing His HS in The Environment around,  and in ourselves to make us more capable 
to fulfil His Desire  (but it is  never  to be used our own  indulgence/glory  [to become like a  charlatan Christian leader]).. 
1Cor.   7v21 og (the) slave/{bonds servant}  (you were) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned? 
1Cor.   7v21 og Not  {to you}  {to be of interest}/concern/{it matters}/{(take) care}, 
1Cor.   7v21 og but  if  also  (you are) able/possible/capable [middle voice] 
1Cor.   7v21 og (the) unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free  (to) {become to be} [middle voice] 
1Cor.   7v21 og {greater degree}/{more than}/better   
1Cor.   7v21 og (you) {furnish a need}/employ/{used it}/{act towards someone} [middle voice]. 
1Cor.   7v21 = The  slave/{bonds servant}  you were  summoned/named/assigned?    

Not  you  to be  interested/concerned/{take care}   (do not strive to leave that position [through risky ventures] making your life worse); 
but  if  also  you are  personally  able/possible/capable  to  {become to be}  free/{not a slave}/{exempt from [worldly] obligation},  
better/rather  you  personally  {use it}/employ/{furnish a need}   (to edify someone with your newfound freedom). 

 

Were you (brethren/”Christians”)  summoned   (as)   a slave? 
Not you to be interested  (in release)    (do not strive to leave your former position  [through risky ventures]  that may make your situation worse) 
but if also you are personally able to become free   (by becoming released in the physical sense)    
             (then in a spiritual sense,   the having been released from worldly methodology by inculcating  “The Word of God”  while a physical slave),  
better you personally use it   (the opportunity to become free from worldly methodology and  use  God's Word to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 

             (Therefore, use your newfound freedom from a worldly master to teach  “The Word of God”  to more people as a slave to The Master, Yahweh) 
 

My parenthesis given alongside is perhaps not quite as that given in standard bible translations or commentaries  (thinking only at  “the obvious”  level). 
However we see Paul writing in analogies throughout his epistles and I simply follow his principle here  –  because what I explain throughout is  “The 
Principal Driver”  behind his writings and of his deportment  (2Cor.11v24-28)  following what JC laid down by example  -  “For the Goal”! 
Hence the very next verse in context  –  that seems rather incongruous without my  interjection/explanation  here. 

At critical places of instruction,  there are always the two levels,  both physical and spiritual,  where  “The Physical Level”  is given so we 
might build upon it  “The Spiritual Level”,  very much as did JC through his parables to us in The Gospels. 

Paul here,  is speaking to the people  {obligated to their masters}  who themselves have become members of The Brethren. 
Paul is telling them and us   Do not strive to become free  (from servitude to a worldly master)  thinking you may gain more time to serve The Lord,  
which might be reckless and cause misadventure  –  but remain as you are,  and do what you can.  As long as what you can do is the most that you can do 
with your resources  –  then that is good enough  –  provided you are correctly motivated from within to do the best that you are able! 
The point being,  Yahweh  will then  assess us during the 1st part of our physical life on whether we did fully use our  gifts/capabilities  under  “The 
Weight of Responsibility”  to ideally become the 5 talent steward or renege by refusing to carry our  “Responsibility”  as did the 1 talent man!    
See Matt.25v15-25. 
Paul is presenting a consistent Biblical message here.   
He is saying we are not to chase after the things of The World  –  just accept our present status  (do not stress ourselves by doing something rash to exit 
our present situation).  But always be edifying ourselves to become presentable in The World, both  mentally and physically as a fit  “temple”  (see 
glossary)  for Yahweh to use  (a most appropriate Old Testament example to lend support to this verse would be Joseph Gen.39v2-6 and 39v21-23, but 
ignore the worthless account given in the Quran).   

In this manner,  opportunities will present themselves from within The World to edify us in a controlled steady growth while we are edifying 
those people presently weak in  “The Real Faith”  round-about.  

We must never place ourselves over other people,  else to paraphrase Shakespeare’s Macbeth   “Vaulting ambition that over-leaps itself and falls the 
other side”  –  being when Yahweh will reject those people  “taking the best now”  from a future position of authority in The Millennium  –  when  The 
First/Most  shall then be made  The Last/Least –  precisely as JC taught us. 
Thus remain a slave and faithfully serve Yahweh through our immediate master JCg by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  by having a synapse 
construction that sincerely does not take from The World but rather desires to edify one’s neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
In this manner we have fulfilled  “The 2nd Level”,  where  “The Physical”  level of being a forced slave to a worldly master  (representing “worldly 
methodology”)  has moved up to  “The Spiritual”  level for us to  freely  become the slave of Yahweh  (representing Yahweh’s Methodology). 
Where,  “worldly methodology”  yields a society of today being that of pain and misery for the majority of people,  and yet Yahweh’s Methodology will 
yield a wonderful society in The Millennium beloved by most of society  (except those worldly leaders throughout all of humanity,  who took pleasure in 
controlling people to their hurt in the 1st part of our life)! 
1Cor.   7v22 og the (person)  for  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master  
1Cor.   7v22 og (the having been) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned   
1Cor.   7v22 og (the) slave/{bond servant}  (the) {person freed away}/freedman/freeman  (of the) Lord  (he) is. 
1Cor.   7v22 og similarity/likeness/likewise  Also  the (person)   
1Cor.   7v22 og (the) unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free   
1Cor.   7v22 og (the having been) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned  (the) slave/{bond servant}   
1Cor.   7v22 og (he) is  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor.   7v22 = For  the person  within  the  lord/master  having been  assigned/named  the slave,  he is  the freedman  of the  lord/master  

also  likewise  the man  having been  assigned/named  free/{not a slave}   he is  the  slave/{bonds-person}  of the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

For the person within the  lord/master  having been called the slave  (see commentary) 
he is the freedman of the  lord/master  (see commentary) 
also likewise the man having been assigned free,  he is the slave of the Anointed.   (See commentary) 
             (I repeat,  it is all about  “The Mind”  moving away from worldly methodology [leads to Death]  unto Yahweh’s Methodology [leads to Life]) 
 

Paul stating the various options when becoming  called/invited  to become part of The Brethren. 
At first glance it might seem contradictory,  but Paul,  like JC starts with  “the physical”  (of which humans can readily understand)  to then he moves up 
to  “the spiritual”  (of which humans need to learn  “how to understand”). 
Paul states - 

1. If a person is a physical secular slave  –  then consider  him/herself  spiritually free when becoming a Brethren. 
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2. If a person is physically free from worldly obligations  -  then consider  him/herself  a slave to the requirements sourced by God's Word. 
By stating these things Paul has pierced deeply within the mind of people within these juxtapositions. 
The person of (1) will be mentally stressed by their situation  –  having to be constantly careful in their position else become victimised,  and thus Paul is 
saying to these people   I realise your mental state,  but be of good cheer looking forward into The Future  –  The Millennium will bring great release,  
where you might also become a future Son of God! 
The person of (2) having little mental stress  –  having an easy existence within the present world,  and thus Paul is saying to these people   I know your 
comfortable existence  –  but take note,  you must ultimately bring your mind around to become Christ-like by imbuing  “The Word of God”  and acting 
with fidelity upon it. 

Thus,  expanding the above  –  being how we should be aiming towards  “The Ideal Goal”  of  “The Anointing”. 
A person who dedicates  his/her  life to serve The Lord is motivated by the heart to leave the worldly desires of prestigious  position/wealth  etc.  (see v21 
in context)  being general  “self-indulgence”,  thus enabling a person to  personally  concentrate on  accurately  promoting God’s Word  (being what it 
really means)  to all  neighbours/strangers  he/she  meets.  When doing this,  then  that person becomes a slave to the Lord during the 1st part of their 
physical life. 
People making this mental change enables them to escape from the trials and tribulations  (being the basic fallout)  from The World that occurs when the 
person chases after these worldly things.  For instance,  from immorality   diseases,  heartache,  etc.;  -  from drugs   loss of mind,  crime,  etc.;  -  from 
wealth to fund desires   bankruptcy, debt, etc.;  -  from worldly prestige   suppressing others,  retaliation,  etc.   The list is endless. 
All these worldly desires feed selfishness  “to take from The World”  cultivating the  incorrect  synapse construction  (spirit/personality/desires/traits),  
rather than the required humility and acceptance of the status quo  –  where the mind should be focussed on fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire of us. 
So by being  invited/called  and then positively responding by allowing JCg to have supper with us (Rev.3v20),  then we become a slave 
assigned/dedicated  to  “The Real Faith”  (accurate Knowledge  + Assurance + Fidelity)  initially taught by JC during his ministry. 
1Cor.   7v23 og (Of the) esteemed/valuable/precious/honoured/price   
1Cor.   7v23 og (you were) {go to the market}/purchased/bought/redeemed,   not  (you) {become to be} [middle voice]    
1Cor.   7v23 og (the) slaves/{bond servants}  (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men. 
1Cor.   7v23 = Of the  {precious/valuable price}  you were  bought/redeemed   (by JC’s ransom sacrifice),   

not   (then)   you  (Christians)   {become  to be}  slaves /{bond servants}  of the  men   (under worldly methodology). 
 

Of the  precious/valuable  (price)  you were  bought/redeemed   (away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology over a 2 part life), 
Not  (then)  you  (Brethren/Christians)   become to be slaves of men   (by returning to worldly methodology and imitating their works). 
             (I repeat,  it is all about  “The Mind”  moving away from one methodology [leading to death]  unto Yahweh’s Methodology [leading to Life]) 
 

Paul is saying to us who claim to be “Christians” - 
Once we have this knowledge -  then act with fidelity upon this knowledge –  do not become sleepers  (as he tells us elsewhere),  but rather get 
out and imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  like Paul imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  for no worldly return of any self-indulgence fed by The World   

Regrettably,  we witness all through the Christian denominations  “the hierarchy”  (like a pyramid)  living off the backs of  their  flock  “at the bottom”  
(hood-winked and deceived)  for a worldly fleshly return  (Rom.16v17-18),  essentially these congregations are having their soul (conscious existence)  
stolen by  “men/women (devotees/leaders both) slaving to”  The World  –  only  for worldly returns  being “some 1001” indulgences that are witnessed 
within those very worldly denominations.  In most instances these leaders give precisely  “what their congregations desire”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  –  only 
because these congregations do  not  understand what  “they are supposed to be doing”  (in order to give  real  worship to The Almighty God  [that is  
not  by the  words/songs/pilgrimages/customs/etc.])!   
That responsibility is back upon the shoulders of  “The professional Religious Leaders”  –  for which they are most accountable  (Luke.12v46-48, etc.)! 

I ask the reader what does Yahweh think  –  when He audits the synapse construction of these leaders in The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement? 
Are they really slaves to JC,  or rather slaves of Mammon  (following worldly methodology sourced by Satan  to self-indulge, Gen.3v1-5)? 

Were they merely using Yahweh’s Word as a tool to  receive The World as it is now  (under Satan’s methodology)  and not  The Inheritance of The 
World  (under JCg’s methodology  [sourced by Yahweh]  that JC practised during his ministry)!   

It is JC who has set  “The Golden/Kingly Standard” upon which Yahweh will judge  The Christian’  in  The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement! 
Yahweh will  not  be judging The Heathen  (non-Christian)  in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  over the 1st part of their physical life because they 
have  no  knowledge of JC’s  “Golden/Kingly Standard”  for Sonship  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, etc.). 
But when “The Heathen” have knowledge of JCg  in  The Millennium after their resurrection,  then it shall be JCg  (and the 144000 TCs)  who will 
judge those people on what they  know/deliver by return,  –  do they then  (really/truly)  “believe in JC”  (by imitating him)?   This imitating of JC’s 
deportment (1Pet.1v18-22)  must occur over the course of their whole life,  being the remainder (2nd half  of it),  that could last for an eternity if we make 
the correct decision. 
Consequently,  this shall become a personal  Krisis/Crisis (“Judgement”  StrongsTM = 2920)  -  else they shall become annihilated if they refuse to 
imitate JC by truly “believing in him”  which occurs during The Millennium  –  where The Day of The Lord is as a 1000 years  (2Pet.3v8)  that becomes  
“Judgement Day”  (of 1000 years)  - all precisely as The Bible tells us!   Furthermore we are told,  JC is  “The Lord  of The Sabbath Day”  that has 
been made to purify Mankind  (Mark.2v27-28)  during its  “Judgement  Period/Day”  while being covered over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (of The 
Millennium),  John.19v31, 20v1. 
1Cor.   7v24 og  Each/Any/Every (person)  in  {to [= within] whom/which}   
1Cor.   7v24 og (he/she was) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned,  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}, 
1Cor.   7v24 og in  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}  (he/she) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand 
1Cor.   7v24 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  (to the) God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor.   7v24 = Each/Every  person  of the Brethren,   in what  he/she  was  called/assigned/named,   

(then)  {within this}  (gift of  calling/invitation)  he/she  stay/remain/endure  with/alongside  to the  God (Yahweh). 
 

Each person of The Brethren,  within what  he/she  was called   (being their position, skills, capability, etc.,  when becoming a  “Christian”) 
(then)   within this   (position, skill, capability)   he/she  remain alongside to the God  (Yahweh)   (do not start “lording-it”  over other people). 
 

Why? 
Answered at two levels. 

1. Remain with the  conviction/resolve/commitment  that we originally had yielding the required endurance for  “the long haul  (of purifying our 
mind – that delivers commensurate works – for the judging World to witness)”  to the termination of the 1st part of our physical life.   
We must press forward to The Goal  (1Cor.9v23-26)  through the trials and tribulations in Satan’s World.  Because being his present worldly 
system  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19),  if we  “rock his boat”  (being of his methodology  –  see  “Satan's Desire”  in glossary)  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion” operating to his methodology  (2Cor.11v13-15)  for personal gain from the present worldly system  will retaliate  as JC 
knew he would receive  (John.11v47-53)   
Quite simply if we are  not  facing trials and tribulations  (principally from The Religious Authorities,  John.16v1-4)  for  only  imitating JC’s 
perfect  ministry/deportment  (and thus beloved by The Public),  then quite simply we are acquiescing in Satan’s system and allowing 
ourselves to be carried by  “The Stream of The World”.   
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It is  only  when fighting  against  the current of The Stream,  do we then become buffeted by The Current  (Satan’s methodology)  being  “The 
Objects”  flowing within  The Current!   The larger,  the objects,  being  “the larger the edifices”  created by humans working under Satan’s 
methodology are those that shall strike us with greater force! 

2. Clearly humans have certain DNA sourced  capabilities/gifts,  and Paul is saying   These are what we are personally “good at”  –  thus stay 
with them and use them in The Ministry work.  If we are a good speaker – then use this capability/gift.  If we are a good researcher then stay 
with this – use it for the ministry work!   Thus it is  “The Word of God”  imbued within the TC that  maximises the DNA supplied gifts  to be 
positively used within the TC  (that would have otherwise been wasted)  to bring a 100% increase of new TCs to be given unto Yahweh  
(Luke.19v14-19). 

Summarising these verses in context.  Do not climb up in The World for worldly self-gratification  –  away  from The Bible what teaches us!    
However,  is this what we see? 

 
Comment – repeat - Paul’s advice  (thus comment and  not  instruction)  being it is preferable to remain single,  then 
100% of our time might be dedicated to The Lord’s Work,  else distractions  “to please the worldly needs”  of our partner 
will occur – and further,  – contention may arise trying to serve two masters  ([1] The Lord and  [2] our partner).  
Instruction – repeat - Once united in marriage then the husband or wife are  not  to look waywardly for partners  “on the 
side”  else this yields a deviant methodology against that of being faithful to JCg,  being a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
inconsistent to that required to become a TC  –  being of deviancy,  unfaithfulness,  rebellion,  corruption,  etc. 
Comment – repeat - If one partner falls “asleep” (dies),  then it is better to remain as a widow or widower to supremely 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for the remaining part of the 1st part of your physical life  –  though to remarry is  not  a sin. 
1Cor.   7v25 og concerning/about  And  of the  maidens/virgins  (the) injunction/decree/authority/commandment   
1Cor.   7v25 og (of the) lord/master  no/not/none  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have;   
1Cor.   7v25 og (the) cognition/opinion/resolve/agree/judgement/mind/purpose  and  (I) give/bestowed/granted   
1Cor.   7v25 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the having had) compassion/pity/mercy  under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Cor.   7v25 og (of the) lord/master  (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  {to be/exist}. 
1Cor.   7v25 = And  concerning/about  of the  virgins   (the unmarried people  [male and female]).   

I have  no  command  from  of the  lord/master   (thus this is only my opinion)   
and  I  give/bestow  (my)  opinion/judgement  {in that manner}/as   
the having had  compassion/mercy  the  lord/master  to be  trustful/sure. 

 

And concerning of the virgins   (both unmarried male and female people  [not as it is today,  being worse than it was in Sodom and Gomorrah]). 
I have no command from of the  lord/master   (and thus it is Paul’s opinion … … ) 
And I give (my)  opinion  in that manner as having had compassion  (from)  the master  (shown)  to be trustworthy  (to us who hearken). 
 

We are to be as faithful under The Lord as we would be to a fleshly partner,  united as one  flesh/mind  (Gen.2v24, John.17v21-26,  noting 1Cor.6v16). 
Paul is thus speaking to  the unmarried people,  and it shows to us how the world’s standards have changed for me to write this  –  to become worse than 
that occurring in Sodom and Gomorrah,  written for our  instruction/warning. 
Therefore,  if the people claiming to be  “Christians”  are behaving worse than the  people in  Sodom/Gomorrah,  then think how much easier it will be 
for those people of  Sodom/Gomorrah  when resurrected into The Millennium to positively welcome this new society. 
Furthermore,  a  worldly Christian  having all this knowledge beforehand  and having rejected precisely imitating JC’s deportment  (being the 
requirement to be truly saved),  is therefore very likely to reject it again in the future during this last occasion  (2nd part of our life)  because the mind has  
excused away  the present practice  –  JC only covered us  the once  – not twice  (for a 3rd part of our  only  2 part life).  
Paul leading by example was celibate and thus  dedicated/faithful  in his whole life to The Lord having received mercy upon his sins for doing so,  and 
thus in a prime position to offer good advice. 
1Cor.   7v26 og (I) accustom/deem/regard/suppose/consider/think  therefore/then  that/this/there/here   
1Cor.   7v26 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy   
1Cor.   7v26 og (to) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave/be,    
1Cor.   7v26 og through (reason of)  the  {place on hand}/impending/present   
1Cor.   7v26 og (the) constraint/distress/{must needs}/necessity/compulsion/{obligation of duty},   
1Cor.   7v26 og because  (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  (to the) countenance/{human-being}/man  
1Cor.   7v26 og the  {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  {to be/exist}. 
1Cor.   7v26 = Therefore/Then   

I  deem/consider/think  this  to  {begin under}/be/exist  the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  {begin under}/living/arrangement,   
through reason of  the  impending/present  constraint/necessity,   
because  (it is)   the  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  for  the man  to exist  {in this manner}/thus   (imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 

 

Therefore,  I deem this  (proposed suggestion)   to  begin under  the  beautiful/worthy  living arrangement   (to yield a harmonious society), 
through reason of the impending constraint   (being of  [1] filling The Earth in the most ordered manner,  [2] teaching “The Word of God”), 
because  (it is)  the  beautiful/worthy  for the man to exist in this manner   (by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire). 
 

Paul considers this to be his aim  
“The Present Necessity”  for the  1st part of our physical life under Satan’s system v29,  -  being the 100% active lifestyle of the teaching work 
to aim for Sonship to Yahweh  (by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 

What Paul is about to teach us is contrary to that given by our  “worldly experts”  on the subject  but  naturally  it would be -  they just   “Do not get it”!   
Likewise,  all the worldly  “die-hards”  I speak of elsewhere,  it must be  proved  to them  “they  are wrong”  over several generations in the accruing 
“fallout”  for everyone to realise  “what they teach  was/is  wrong”  -  however in their wake they generate pain and suffering to the people who follow 
their  “supposedly expert”  advice! 
Fortunately for  all  of us,  Yahweh in His Omnipotence can work through all this  in parallel  (through “The Early Adopters”)  by giving us all a 2 part 
life,  to show The World in The Culmination,  the error our  “supposed experts”  advocate on  “this,  that,  and the other”!     

Where,  the very worst in this grouping  -  being those people who make claim to represent Him! 
How utterly bizarre! 

1Cor.   7v27 og (Have you been) bound/{be in bonds}/knitted/tied  (to the) woman/wife? 
1Cor.   7v27 og Not  (you) seek/search/endeavour/inquire  loosening/divorce/release. 
1Cor.   7v27 og (Have you been) loosened/{break-up}/dissolved/{put-off}  off/away/separated/from  (the) woman/wife? 
1Cor.   7v27 og Not  (you) seek/search/endeavour/inquire  (the) woman/wife. 
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1Cor.   7v27 Have you been  bound/tied  to the  wife?  –  (Then)  not you seek release.   (Thus, if married, then do not leave her).  
Have you been  released  from  the wife? –  (Then)  not  you seek  the wife.   (Thus,  if the wife leaves you, then best remain single). 

 

Have you been bound to a wife?   (Then)  not you seek release.   (Therefore,  if married,  then do not leave her). 
Have you been released from the wife?   (Then)  not you seek the wife.   (Therefore,  if the wife leaves you,  then best to remain single). 
 

Therefore - 
1.   If we are married,  then we are to remain loyal to our commitments and responsibilities. 
2.  If we have no marriage commitments,  then if we are so disposed,  it is best to remain single so that we have more time to commit ourselves 
in the  accurate  ministry work.   This is the  intrinsically  ideal/good  situation – but is  only spoken from Paul's perspective - v25. 

All this shows a maturity that Yahweh Desires to see within His future Sons of God to demonstrate their capability for  The Position of Responsibility. 
This was Paul's personal recommendation based upon his own experience,  hence we read within the next verse. 
It is worth reading the book of The Prophet Hosea in The Old Testament,  telling us of his wife disserting him and yet he remained faithful to her 
afterwards  -  by not going with another woman.  After some years,  while he passed a slave market,  he saw his wife being sold as a slave. 
Feeling a great pity for her situation,  and filled with mercy,  he bought her back to be with him – equal as a wife,  rather than she dying as a slave. 
This is analogous to JC buying back “Israel”  noting it is for all 3 Epochs of Israel  (because JC  atoned/{bought back}  all  people without distinction  
(Matt.22v16)  for saving  (over their given 2 part life)  and Yahweh equally has no distinction for whom He shall elect to become future  “Sons of God”  
(Acts.10v34-35).  Can the reader understand how  “ho theos”  operates? 
1Cor.   7v28 og if  and  also  (you may/should) wed/marry,  no/not/none  (you) {miss the mark}/err/sin/offend/trespass. 
1Cor.   7v28 og Also  if  (she/he may/should) weds/marries  the  maiden/virgin   
1Cor.   7v28 og no/not/none  (he/she) {missed the mark}/erred/offended/trespassed. 
1Cor.   7v28 og (the) affliction/pressurised/burdened/persecution/trouble  and  to the  flesh/{carnal minded}   
1Cor.   7v28 og (they will) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   the (persons)  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}; 
1Cor.   7v28 og [emphatic] I/me  and  {of yourselves}  (I am) abstaining/{treating leniently}/forbearing/sparing [mid. voice]. 
1Cor.   7v28  = And  if  you  may/should  also  wed/marry,  not  you  {miss the mark}/err   (to the requirement of being an apostle) 

Also  if  the  maiden/virgin  (female/male)  weds/marries,  not  he/she  {misses the mark}/errs   (to the requirement of being an apostle) 
And  the people  {truly these}/{such ones}  they will  obtain/have  the  affliction/burdens/trouble  in the  {flesh/animalistic mind}; 
and  emphatic I (Paul)  am  personally  {treating leniently}/sparing  you   (of this possible outcome of fleshly burdens). 

 

And if you also might marry,  not you err   (in becoming an apostle for Yahweh,  noting Peter and Philip were both married) 
Also if the virgin  (male/female)  marries,  not  he/she  erred   (absolutely nothing wrong with marrying,   BUT -) 
And truly these people will have affliction in the animalistic mind   (inasmuch there will be worldly contention between these married people); 
And  emphatic I (Paul)  am personally sparing you   (this possible marital strife that comes from fleshly burdens,  with my personal advice). 
 

All standard Bible translations and explanations given to us by  “supposed experts”  muddle the interpretation of this verse! 
1. They force “she” into the text where  “virgin”  is located  (while not being in the Original Greek)! 
2. They infer the trouble is with The World when we become married! 

That is wrong in both instances – Paul is absolutely  not  saying this. 
Let me explain what Paul is really saying  

You have no need to follow my example and remain as a celibate  bachelor/widower! 
You can marry  –  or marry again  (noting Biblical constraints)  –  it is  not  a sin to marry! 
Also,  if a virgin  (either male or female)  marries then neither do they sin. 

But  if anyone does marry,  then  he/she  will need to focus upon  “looking after”  the marriage mate.  And our mate,  being human,  will have their 
dislikes,  mood swings;  disagree with our views on things in life.   All this causes  friction/aggravation  to both members of the union.  This is what Paul 
is sparing us,  if we follow his advice and remain  single/celibate. 
In summary,  by not marrying we are spared the trouble of the flesh  (worldly problems = family issues see 7v34 in context)  but more importantly we can 
focus 100%  of our energies to promoting God’s Word unto Mankind,  rather than to a single human  individual/partner. 
 
15th Prophecy – This present age of Satan’s world is to be brought to a close and The Millennium instituted by JCg where 
people will not be married  (to reproduce)  –  because The Earth will be filled.  The time will then be to teach all those 
people who had an existence how to fully flourish within Yahweh’s sunlight (knowledge)  to live a righteous lifestyle before 
The Final Assay where those persons having been educated in both systems can make a personal decision to their future 
one of everlasting life –  or annihilation  (if they choose to lustfully revert back to the 1st part of their spiritual life)! 
Edify our neighbour  for life,  or self-indulgently take from our neighbour  for death =  The 2nd Death of annihilation! 
41st Allegory – Sobbing = Over the pain and suffering experienced in the 1st part of our physical life.  However,  we will 
“not be sobbing”  in the 2nd part of our physical life when we have been resurrected into a perfect environment. 
42nd Allegory – Rejoicing = Over the  ‘one-upmanship’  the  ‘leaders’  have over their subjects  (at whatever level)  during 
the 1st part of their physical life.  But yet they will  “not be rejoicing”  when they are to repay their dues to society in the 
2nd part of their physical life  (in The Millennium),  thereby hopefully to be purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life! 
43rd Allegory – Buying = leading a self-indulgent lifestyle to pander to all the whims privileged humans might have during 
the 1st part of their physical life. They will lead a comparatively “austere lifestyle” during the 2nd part of their physical life 
44th Allegory – Using this world = People who presently take more from The World than what they put into The World, 
this can be all manner of things -  abusing the physical environment  and/or  all forms of life.  In The Millennium these 
types of people will be taught  “not to abuse”  The Environment nor any form of life,  purifying the 2nd part of their 
spiritual life. 
16th Prophecy – Why will all these things occur?   Because Satan’s present worldly system thrives upon self-indulgence 
that is to be removed,  and JCg will implement a new system during The Millennium to restore  “righteousness”. 
1Cor.   7v29 og that/this/there/here  and  (I) show/{make known one’s thoughts}/affirm/say;   
1Cor.   7v29 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  because  the  time/season/occasion 
1Cor.   7v29 og (has been) {sent/drawn together}/enwrapped/{contractual interval}/foreshortened/{wound up}/closed. 
1Cor.   7v29 og The  remaining/besides/finally/moreover/rest  (it) is  that  also  the (persons) 
1Cor.   7v29 og holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]   (the) women/wives  {in that manner}/likewise/as 
1Cor.   7v29 og not  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having [plural]  might/may/can/should/be. 
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1Cor.   7v29 = And  this  I  show/say  Brethren,   because  the  time/season/age  has been  {drawn together}/foreshortened/{winding up}.   
The  remaining/rest   (of what I need to say)   is that  also  the people  having  wives  not  {in that manner}/as  be having  the  wives. 

 

And this I make known,  Brethren,  because the time has been foreshortened   (= there is so much work to be done and so little time to do it in). 
The remaining   (of what I need say)   is that the people also having wives   (at a worldly level,  being the marital commitment),   
(then live)  in that manner as not be having wives   (because the time  is  so short – then try not to make the Lord come second in your life). 
             (Note the contextual Heavenly extension where JCg is  “married  to his  metaphoric  wife[s]”  [of the 144000 TCs], Eph.5v30-32, etc.) 

             (The Gospel Age shall close around our life,  therefore start living for The Millennium when we shall not be married, Matt.22v30, etc.) 
 

Our worldly  scholars/theologians  may state    “Paul wants to wrap this subject up quickly”.  And to be fair this may be what Paul is saying at one level,  
but I do like to tease out the deeper understanding that Yahweh may have buried within The Text working through Paul’s mind,  being  The Context  of 
the local verses,  especially the next verse  (rather than take a verse out of context, as favoured by our  “Leaders of Religion”  in their sermons) 
Paul is telling us,  this Gospel Age will be  closed/foreshortened  at the coming of The Millennium to become The 7th Day = The Sabbath Day where JC 
will become  “The Lord of The Sabbath” (Mark.2v27-28).  

Paul  in  the context  of what he has been speaking earlier  (of  “The Ideal Goal”)  then he goes on to speak about the future. 
Thus Paul moves on to speak about the 2nd part of our physical life where after our resurrection  “we shall be like angels given not to marry”  as JC tells 
us  (Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.20v36)  in answer to the Sadducees. 
Paul is continuing the prophecy that JC gave to us,  there would be no marrying in the future world of The Millennium,  because the purpose of Yahweh 
through  “marriage”  was to hold together the unity of the family to procreate and thus fill the Earth  (as instructed Gen.1v28, 9v1),  and thus,  JC was 
telling us,  we will all be resurrected as neuters  (because  The Planet is then full).  Babies/children  having died as  babies/children  will be resurrected 
as  babies/children  to grow up into mature adults,  and those unfortunate couples who cannot have children now,  in the 1st part of their physical life,  
may perhaps be given the opportunity to raise these children in The Millennium.  With that background, we can now understand what  Paul is telling us. 
Brethren I say that by extension   

Do not worry too much about being married now,  because it has no significance to what will occur in the future when you are resurrected.  
If you are married now,  you will not be married when you are resurrected. 

Then by extension  (because Paul's thoughts are all for The Millennium Vista),  Paul speaks of the other aspects of life that will occur in the 2nd part of 
our life while JCg and the 144000 TCs are ruling with a rod (authority) of iron (strength) (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  to ensure that  “Righteousness”  
occurs throughout society,  having  infinite  authority/capability  to stop  machinations/schemes/plots  before  they occur.  We must note how JC and the 
144000 could appear as individuals  (John.20v19, 26,  and depart again Luke. 24v31  –  perhaps moving through parallel universes)  to impose order 
and discipline as required  –  knowing they have the power to call upon 12 legions of angels (Matt.26v53)  to support what they might need to correct the 
situation. 
The Roman legion comprises of 5000 to 6000 men,  consequently,  JC could call upon more than 60,000 to 70,000  angels/messengers  each one assigned 
by Yahweh to wield His capability to express the HS to destroy 185,000 men  (see 2kings.19v35)  if  “The Need”  arose  –  always remembering this 
occurring in The Millennium would be  “The 2nd Death”  from which there would be no return,  to mean  “personal annihilation”!   

With this knowledge  –  then we can move to the next verse   
1Cor.   7v30 og Also  the (persons)  sobbing/{wailing aloud}/weeping  {in that manner}/likewise/as  
1Cor.   7v30 og no/not/none   (the) sobbing/{wailing aloud}/weeping,   
1Cor.   7v30 og also  the (persons)  cheerful/{calmly happy}/rejoicing/greeting  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
1Cor.   7v30 og no/not/none  (the) cheerful/{calmly happy}/rejoicing/greeting,   
1Cor.   7v30 og also  the (persons)  {going to the market}/purchasing/buying/redeeming   
1Cor.   7v30 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  no/not/none  (the) {holding down}/clinging/retaining/possessing. 
1Cor.   7v30 = Also  the people  sobbing/weeping,  {in that manner}/likewise   not  the  sobbing/weeping,   

also  the people  cheerful/rejoicing,  {in that manner}/likewise  not  the  cheerful/rejoicing,   
also  the people  purchasing/buying,  {in that manner}/likewise  not  the  retaining/possessing. 

 

Also the people weeping  (now,  expressing personal stress),   in that manner not weeping   (in The Millennium under JCg’s righteous rule), 
also the people rejoicing  (now,  gaining their favoured status),   in that manner not rejoicing   (in The Millennium under JCg’s righteous rule), 
also the people buying  (now, fulfilling personal desires),   in that manner not possessing   (in The Millennium under JCg’s righteous rule). 
 

A 4th revision addition. 
The explanation I give is not quite that given by our worldly bible translations,  inasmuch their implication is for both halves of these statements to be 
operating within this present world during the 1st part of our life,  in supposed answer to the “the short period of time”  of the previous verse. 
By doing so,  they ignore the significance of what Paul is really teaching us -  being that of what shall occur in The Millennium under Yahweh’s 
Methodology,  being a complete reversal of what occurs today under Satan’s worldly methodology. 
Thereby these translators  hide  “the Real Gospel”  in their reckless translations,  made by people not understanding Yahweh’s  “Most Wonderful Plan 
for Human Salvation”.    Furthermore,  I ask the reader,  and moreover the translators,  what does the  worldly bible translation  intrinsically mean? 

What value does their worldly translation have upon our understanding of what Yahweh is yet to fulfil? 
However,  put together my understanding of what this suite of verses means then they harmoniously teach us concerning what we should do and what to 
expect in The Millennium  (never taught today,  by chapter 7 we should know why)! 
I ask the reader to read my collection of some seven expositions that carefully lead the reader through  “Yahweh’s Most Marvellous Plane for Human 
Salvation”  and in particular the fourth entitled  “What did Jesus and The Apostles really teach?”  
This exposition of some 13,000 words explains  “The First Thing Taught”  to new people  (in the market place)  would be  “The Most Important Thing”  
to grab the listener’s attention to make  “1st Century Christianity”  stand out as being alone,  far removed away from “Religion”.   Furthermore,  what 
would have been taught was to  “The Jew first and then to The Gentile”  (Rom.1v16, etc.),  so it would be based upon The Tanakh. 
The two most important things would be  (1) of The Millennium and  (2) how to be successful within it.    

Where,  “ideal success”  would be to imitate JC to become a future Son of God to rule over The Millennium and that JC was  “The Means”  
to make all this possible. 

That is  “The Thrust”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  and the  sub-structure  is then taught to underwrite this overview. 
What is exceedingly worrying is that all this is  never  taught today by  worldly Christendom. 
The point behind this couple of hundred word introduction,  is The Corinthian recipients of this letter would know all about  “1st Century Christianity”  
because Paul had  already taught them  by  “Word of Mouth”,  and all Paul was doing in his  letters/epistles  is explaining  “The Practicalities”  of 
making this possible in their life now,  so ideally,  they could achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”.    

This obvious logic just completely escapes our  worldly Christian Scholars and Theologians  -  they just do  not  understand it! 
Therefore to justify my attack on worldly translators not understanding this righteous logic and producing an inferior translation,  my point is this,  the 
Corinthian recipients would have  already known  about  “The Millennium”  and thus,  they would have mentally slipped my additional explanatory 
parenthesis into Paul’s given text. 
Let me give an example of what I mean. 
Take Acts.20v7-11,  in particular,  verse 11.  Paul stayed up into early morning  (and this was immediately before a long journey on the next day  [no rest 
was taken])  -  he was explaining the scriptures.  Take all the other examples in Acts when Paul taught in The Synagogues and I quote  “as he habitually 
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did”  -  plus all the other examples as my commentaries of some 600,000 words to Acts clearly show,  Paul was verbally communicating to his recipients 
the detailed structure of what was to occur in The Millennium based upon The Tanakh.  This detail of The Tanakh,  he knew  “like the back of his hand”  
because of his education since a child  (Acts.22v3, 26v3-6)  being taught in the  “Art of Debate”  under Gamaliel. 
I could add many pages to explain this reasoning in greater detail –  but for those people interested in God’s Word then this introduction will suffice to 
open the mind to hearken people to carefully reason upon what was occurring in those early years of  “1st Century Christianity”  rigorously taught. 
However,  none  of this is known nor realised today,  because  no one  teaches  “1st Century Christianity”  either by words or deeds! 
Only  “worldly Christianity”  in the form of “Religion”  is preached today and it is wholly worthless for Human Salvation,  because it is a  “Gospel of 
Excuses to remain Human”  as is equally preached in “Religion”! 
The above validates my attestation concerning our translators and of their  very limited  understanding of  “The Plan”,  a failing that is exhibited in their 
translational efforts,  though I do accept they know the basic Greek much better than do I. 
Returning to my earlier revisions. 
Interestingly I  never  hear this verse taught by our  worldly Christian leaders! 

I wonder why? 
Perhaps a bit too close to home,  –  and what line in the verse  -  might that be? 

Paul is telling us about this present age under Satan’s System will come to an end,  being what we presently see in the 1st part of our physical life - 
(1)  people weeping   (at their personal pain and suffering), 
(2)  people  cheerful/rejoicing   (being their successes over their neighbour  –  by  “taking from society”),   
(3)  people  purchasing/buying   (taking from The World to fulfil their self-indulgences). 

All this will come to an end  at the beginning of the 2nd part of our physical life,  where upon our resurrection the situation  will completely change  
(almost upon its head). 
Just as we are told  The First/Most  within society will become  The Last/Least  in society within The Millennium so these people might learn how to 
personally reform The Mind,  that often requires a reversal of situation so a person can make a personal internally  “driven change”  in their  
spirit/personality/desires/traits.   It must come from within  -  ideally built upon  “The Word of God”  –  based upon experience  (having perhaps refused 
external advice given in good faith). 

Likewise,  here we are told of a  complete change  that is to occur within society. 
Paul tells us  (in like manner as did JC) - 

(1)  people weeping  now,  will be  rejoicing  in The Millennium,   
(2)  people rejoicing  now,  will be  subdued  in The Millennium. 
(3)  people now buying  to fulfil their self-indulgences,  shall be  made to reflect  in The Millennium on their previous self-indulgent lifestyle.  

The whole ethos of the new society will be for  all  people to edify their neighbour under the strict and close instruction of JCg and his 144000 assistants,  
who likewise being the future  Sons of God,  all  144000 TCs shall have the  full/unlimited  access of Yahweh’s  Authority/Capability  to personally 
express the HS – which means  (lest we forget) - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (The Universe). 

Where  “Yahweh”  uses His  infinite  capability/knowledge/wisdom  to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become” (Luke.1v37, Matt.19v26, etc.).  
Yahweh having gained His “Early Adopters”  when the World was under Satan’s jurisdiction for 6000 years  (proving he has  no  “Right to rule our 
mind”)  to now  “The Next Goal”  within The Millennium under Yahweh’s Jurisdiction  (via JCg)  proving Yahweh has every “Right to rule our mind”!  
Let us remind ourselves of  “The Goal”  now within The Millennium.   It is to gain as many  “Late Adopters”  as possible  (for the future perfected 
society)  when given a perfected environment within which to make the necessary internal reforms to imitate JC for our ultimate salvation – thereby 
proving we  “truly believe in JC”  being what he represents is so important that we fervently desire to copy him!” 
 
1Cor.   7v31 og Also  the (persons)  {furnishing a need}/employing/{using it}/{acting towards someone} [middle voice] 
1Cor.   7v31 og to the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}   
1Cor.   7v31 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  no/not/none  (the) overusing/abusing/misusing (middle voice, plural),   
1Cor.   7v31 og {to lead near/far}/{going along/away}/departing/{passing  away/by/forth}  for   
1Cor.   7v31 og the  {a figure (as a mode or circumstance)}/{external condition}/fashion (system/operation/methodology)   
1Cor.   7v31 og of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout. 
1Cor.   7v31 = Also the people  employing/using   (other people disgracefully)   {in this}  World/Adornment/Life,   

{in that manner}/likewise  not  the  overusing/abusing/misusing   (in the future world after our resurrection);   
for  {concerning this}  (present)  World/Adornment/Life   (operating under worldly methodology sourced by Satan), 
the  {external condition}/system/operation  it is  {to lead far}/{going away}/{passing away}   (when The Millennium is instituted). 

 

Also the people  (present leaders  throughout  our society,  within its various layers)    
using  (other people disgracefully)   in this world, 
in that manner   (the  new  leaders of the  New  World Order in The Millennium)    
not  personally abusing   (other people in  “The New Resurrected World”  of The Millennium);  
for concerning this  (present)  world   (operating under worldly methodology originally sourced by Satan to oppose Yahweh’s Methodology), 
the external condition   (how this world presently operates under Satan’s methodology as practiced by our  worldly leaders throughout all of society)   
is passing away   (when The Millennium is instituted  [in a few or so decades, ref 2020 CE]). 
 

Precisely as I explained in v29 and 30,  this present worldly system  (that follows the methodology of Satan’s principles,  being selfishness fulfilling self-
indulgence expressed by those people with the power over other people  [being The Population at large])  of some 6000 years shall be removed. 
Can the reader now understand why my given  translation/interpretation  has so much authority over The Mind to understand what Paul is teaching us? 
Yet by contrast,  our  worldly bible translations  are meaningless  -  as being just  “a collection of words without significance”! 
Continuing after that necessary interjection. 

Society within the 2nd part of our physical life shall be    Oh! -  So  incredibly different!  
Those people who abuse this world for  self-indulgence  (being the  worldly driven  leaders  [wherever located throughout the hierarchy of society]  
throughout The Populace of this age operating according to its methodology)  shall be removed  (“The Most becoming The Least” as JC told us many 
times).  Thus,  these former worldly driven leaders shall  not  be abusing The World  (as leaders, because they will be made The Least in society)  in The 
Millennium,  for they shall be made to clearly understand they  are to become  humble/contrite  and start imitating JC’s lifestyle  –  else  they  will  face  
“The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation  if  they refuse to reform during the 1000 years of The Millennium. 
 
Comment – repeat - Paul’s advice  (thus comment and not instruction)  being it is preferable to remain single,  then 100% 
of our time might be dedicated to The Lord’s Work,  else distractions  “to please the worldly needs”  of our partner will 
occur –  and further,  –  contention may arise trying to serve two masters.  
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Instruction – repeat - Once united in marriage then the husband or wife are  not  to look waywardly for partners  “on the 
side”  else this yields a deviant methodology against that of being faithful to JCg,  being a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
inconsistent to that required to become a TC  –  being of deviancy,  unfaithfulness,  rebellion,  corruption,  etc. 
Comment – repeat - If one partner falls “asleep” (dies),  then it is better to remain as a widow or widower to supremely 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for the remaining part of the 1st part of your physical life  –  though to remarry is  not  a sin. 
57th Instruction – If a man or woman have sexual urges then it is best,  they marry to remain within God’s Law regarding 
being faithful to a partner commitment (reflecting how it shall be between the TCs and JC).  If a man or woman have no 
sexual urges, then it is better for each to remain single and virgins  and become spiritually married to JC by imitating him. 
58th Instruction – If an opposite sex partner to the man or woman dies then it is best to remain single so that more time is 
used to edify Yahweh by bringing more TCs to Him,  but it is not wrong to remarry. 
1Cor.   7v32 og (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  and  {specifically yourselves} 
1Cor.   7v32 og (the) {not anxious/worried}/{without a care}/secure  {to be/exist}.   
1Cor.   7v32 og The (person [Brethren/Sister])  unwed/unmarried   
1Cor.   7v32 og (he/she will) {be anxious about}/{have care}/concerned/{take thought}  the (things)  of the  lord/master,   
1Cor.   7v32 og {in what manner}/how  (he/she will) {excite emotion}/agree/please  to the  lord/master. 
1Cor.   7v32 = And  I  determine/{be pleased}/desire  {specifically yourselves}  to  be/exist  {not worried}/{without a care}   (of the future). 

The person  unmarried,   he/she  will be  {anxious about}/diligent/care/{fully interested}   (with)   the things  of the  lord/master,   
(and  he/she  knows)   how  heshe  will  {be agreeable}/please  the  lord/master. 

 

And I determine specifically yourselves not to be worried   (of the immediate future,  when we know of the future vista of The Millennium). 
             (This is  why  Paul spoke earlier in the manner he did,  as explained within my commentaries!   Hidden in  worldly bible translations!) 
The unmarried person,  he/she  will care  (for)  the things of the  lord/master   (a TC is focused to imitate JC to ideally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire), 
(and  he/she  knows)   how  he/she  will please the  lord/master   (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  inculcated within our  mind/heart). 

            (The fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire is to bring forth the next generation of TCs,  so that 144000 TCs occurs and Yahweh starts The Millennium.) 
 

Paul is stating    I want your life to have minimal problems  –  because it will be bad enough from outside when the hypocritical leaders feel personally 
threatened at their exposure by your teaching  (of both word and deed),  and thus they will retaliate by attacking you  (2Tim.3v11-13)  –  so additionally,  
do not load yourself up with worldly family issues! 
Because the unmarried person  (Brother/Sister  in  “The Real Faith”)  is  betrothed/married  to JCg,  and thus has the full interests of the  “other-half”  
being JCg .   Furthermore,  because the unmarried focussed on fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  he/she  concentrates on  learning/understanding  how to 
continually woo JCg  during the 1st part of their physical life to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in whom Yahweh was most pleased  (Luke.9v35) 

Can the reader understand precisely  what and why  this is required? 
Please see  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and  “Satan s Desire”  in the glossary to understand precisely what is occurring within The World today. 
Paul then explains this verse by giving the reasons  why  in the next two verses  
1Cor.   7v33 og the (person)  and  (the having) wedded/married   
1Cor.   7v33 og (he/she) {is anxious about}/cares/concerned/{takes thought}/{fully interested}   
1Cor.   7v33 og the (things)  of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,   
1Cor.   7v33 og {in what manner}/how  (he/she will) {excite emotion}/agree/please  to the  woman/wife. 
1Cor.   7v33 = And  the  wedded/married  person,  he/she  {is anxious about}/cares/{fully interested}  (in)  the things  of the  World/Life,   

(being)  how he  will be  agreeable/pleasing  to the  wife   (at a  fleshly/worldly  level). 
 

And the married person,  he/(she)  cares   (for)   the things of the World, 
(being)  how  he/(she)  will be agreeable to the  wife/(husband)    (at a  fleshly/worldly  level). 
 

Clearly the ideal situation would be if a TC is also able to please at  a spiritual level,  so the  “other-half”  of the marital relationship might  equally  
know/understand  why  they too should fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  but often this will not occur,  and sadly the TC’s ministry could cause divisions within 
the house-hold  –  exactly as JC teaches us  (Matt.10v34-39, etc.). 
Thus,  Paul is teaching us,  a TC  will  have split loyalties by having two “masters” Matt.6v24).  The Prime Master being Yahweh desiring a person who 
imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  and the second master being the worldly-half  (married partner)  is very likely to be  “part of the world”  (1 100000) 
desiring the attention and things of The World to be done for them. 
1Cor.   7v34 og (he/she is) {To part}/Apportion/Divide/Distribute/Different  the  woman/wife  also  the  maiden/virgin.   
1Cor.   7v34 og The  unwedded/unmarried  (he/she) {is anxious about}/cares/concerns/{takes thought}/{fully interested}   
1Cor.   7v34 og the (things)  of the  lord/master,   
1Cor.   7v34 og that  (he/she) might/may/can/should/be  (the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   
1Cor.   7v34 og also  (to the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  also  (to the) spirit/personality/desires/traits;   
1Cor.   7v34 og the (person)  and  wedded/married  (he/she) {is anxious about}/cares/concerned/{takes thought}   
1Cor.   7v34 og the (things)  of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,  
1Cor.   7v34 og {in what manner}/how  (he/she will) {excite emotion}/agree/please  to the  man/husband/fellow. 
1Cor.   7v34 = Divided/Different  (are the interests between)   the wife,   also  the virgin.   

The person  unmarried (virgin)  she  {is anxious about}/cares/{fully interest}  to the  things  of the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh),   
that  she  may/should/be  holy/pure/{separate from the world of sin}    
also  in  {whole/sound body}  and  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits; 
and  the person  wedded/married  she  {is anxious about}/cares/{fully interest}  (to)  the  things  of the  World/Life,   
how  she will  agreeable/pleasing  to the  husband. 

 

Different interests  (when having “The Word of God”)   between the wife and the virgin   (unmarried maiden). 
The unmarried person  (virgin)  she cares to the things of the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”), 
That she may be  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}   (and thus ideally positioned to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
also in the whole body and in  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (both physically,  and spiritually driven by  “The Word of God” [JC]); 
and the married person,  she cares to the things of The World   (thus not ideally positioned  -  having too many distractions), 
how she will be agreeable to the husband   (“the worldly husband”,  consequently she may not please the future mate [JCg]). 
 

I have explained this in the earlier contextual verses. 
1Cor.   7v35 og that/this/there/here  and  toward/nearness/{accession to}    the  (profit/advantage)  {of yourselves}   
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1Cor.   7v35 og {of them}  (the) {bear together}/contribute/{be better/good}/profit /expedient/advantage   
1Cor.   7v35 og (I) state/exclaim;   no/not/none  that  (the) noose/snare  {to yourselves}   
1Cor.   7v35 og (I) {to throw upon}/{cast on}/fall/{lay/think on}/{stretch forth}   
1Cor.   7v35 og but  toward/nearness/{accession to}  the (thing)  {well-formed}/decorous/noble/comely/honourable   
1Cor.   7v35 og also  (the) {sitting well toward}/assiduous/{attend upon}  to the  lord/master   
1Cor.   7v35 og {without distraction}/{free from}/solicitude. 
1Cor.   7v35 = And  I state  this  towards  yourselves  for  their/own  profit/expediency/advantage;   

not  that  {I throw upon}/{cast on}  the  snare/noose   {to yourselves},   
but  toward  the thing  (lifestyle/deportment)  {well-formed}/decorous/comely/honourable/noble 
also  the  {sitting well toward}/assiduously/{respectable/diligent service}   
to the  lord/master  {without distraction}/{free from (worldly things)}. 

 

And I state this towards yourselves,  for their  (being the hearkening recipients’)   advantage; 
Not that I throw the noose upon to yourselves,   (I do not wish to make your life difficult by setting specific rules on  “to marry,  or,  not to marry”) 
But towards the honourable thing   (being a deportment that best  exhibits  Yahweh’s representatives unto The World) 
also sitting well towards the  Lord/Master  (Yahweh making “The 1st Judgement”)  without  (worldly)  distraction. 
 

Paul is trying to explain to his readers,   “I am not trying to make your life difficult  –  but the very opposite”. 
I only give this advice so that you  might  become fully occupied with the things that fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (see glossary)  to  bring-on  the 144000 TCs 
as the 30, 60 100 fold yield by the TC of earlier generations dying away from the  self-indulgences  of The World to  accurately  teach  “The Word of 
God”  to The Nations.  This means precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  this is best route to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
I wonder if some leaders of certain religious institutions have ever read this verse,  because they have certainly  “made a noose”  for their own neck! 
Finally,  it should be noticed,  Yahweh is collecting His 144000 future “Sons of God”  from all  “walks of life”  and having passed through every 
possible human experience  -  and yet remained perfect to Yahweh’s Desire of them.  The  sole reason  is that as future  priests/kings  in The Millennium,  
there shall be an  example/exhibit  to any person in  “The Resurrected World”  -  showing   “That is how it is done”   and  (1) being why they are worthy 
to rule over you,  and  (2) to have specific empathy with individuals in  “The Resurrected World”  who need  “one to one”  help in their personal reform. 
Sadly,  again I need to state    This obvious understanding eludes some of our  worldly Christian leaders,  it does not even register in their cortex! 
But hopefully this website   “FutureLife.Org”  shall become The Catalyst  (of the chemical definition)  to give  “understanding”  within their minds! 
1Cor.   7v36 og if  and  {some/any/certain  person}  (to) {be unbecoming/indecent}/{behave self unseemly}   
1Cor.   7v36 og over/upon/concerning  the  maiden/virgin  (of the) him   
1Cor.   7v36 og (he/she) accustoms/deems/regards/supposes/considers/thinks,    if/whenever   
1Cor.   7v36 og (he/she) might/may/can/should/be  (the) {beyond the “acme”}/{past the prime/best (usually of youth)} 
1Cor.   7v36 og also  {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  
1Cor.   7v36 og (it) {sum accrued}/owed/{failed a duty}/{became indebted}/ought/obligated   
1Cor.   7v36 og (to) {become to be} [mid. voice],    
1Cor.   7v36 og who/what/which/that  (he/she) determines/{delights in}/desires/{be pleased} 
1Cor.   7v36 og (let him/she) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  no/not/none 
1Cor.   7v36 og (he/she) {misses the mark}/errs/offends/trespasses,  (let them) wed/marry. 
1Cor.   7v36 And  if  {some/any/certain person}  deems/regards/thinks  {to be indecent}/{behave unseemly}  (to have sexual relationships)  

upon/concerning  his  maiden/virgin;   
(even)  if may be  (the woman)  is  {beyond her prime}  (past her ‘flower of youth’),   
also  {in this manner}/thus  it  {becomes to be}  {sum accruing}/owing/{become indebted}   (if they are to have mutual intercourse), 
let him  do/perform/practice  what  he  determines/{be pleased}/desires,   
and  not  he  err/offend/trespass   (with regard to Yahweh's principles)   (then)   let them  wed/marry. 

 

And if some man thinks to be indecent  (to have sexual relationships)   with his virgin; 
(even)   if may be   (the woman)   is beyond her prime   (past her  “flower of youth”), 
Also in this manner it becomes to be owing   (during this  mutual  intercourse  [not rape])  
Let him do what he determines and not he trespass   (with regard to Yahweh's principles)   (then)   let them marry. 
 

This is  absolutely not  a free charter to rape a woman  (as I have heard it been  “supposedly explained”  by spiritually blind people). 
The prime reason for Paul's instruction,  is that it becomes the man’s  responsibility  to support the lady in her older age as  a united couple.   
He must  not  walk out of the relationship  –  as is so readily done today  (showing the utter contrast between what occurred then as decent moral 
standards,  and what occurs today at the close of The Gospel Age,  “supposedly assumed acceptable”  to abdicate  “Responsibility” –  demonstrating the  
“perverse conflict”  today  –  being  worse than whatever was done Sodom)! 
Just witness what occurs in the small claims’ courts today  -  principally covering break-ups,  due to rampant practised immorality between youngsters  
“without a care”.  Therefore, this instruction must be read in context of the surrounding verses  (and,  not  out of context,  with a modern day spin placed 
upon it),  then we realise,  Paul is  not  suggesting a man is to force his attentions on a woman and  “press-gang”  her into marriage.   
The marriage and sexual relationship must  (and can only)  be on a mutual basis. 
1Cor.   7v37 og who/what/which/that  And  (he/she) {stands staunch}/establishes/{holds up}/appoints/abides   
1Cor.   7v37 og (the) sedentary/immovable/settled/firm/steadfast   
1Cor.   7v37 og in  to the [= within]  heart/{seat of motivation}  no/not/none   
1Cor.   7v37 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having   
1Cor.   7v37 og (the) constraint/distress/{must needs}/necessity/compulsion/{obligation of duty},   
1Cor.   7v37 og and  (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power   
1Cor.   7v37 og (he/she) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  concerning/about   
1Cor.   7v37 og of the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (of the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire, 
1Cor.   7v37 og also  that/this/there/here  (he/she has) {judiciously/mentally decided}/{to try}/concluded/judged    
1Cor.   7v37 og in  to the [= within]  heart/{seat of motivation}  (of the) him  of the  [person] 
1Cor.   7v37 og (to) {watch/guard over loss/injury}/detain/maintain/{hold fast}  the  (virginity of bachelor/virgin)   
1Cor.   7v37 og (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself]   (the) bachelor/virgin  {(appears/looks) well/worthy/honestly}     
1Cor.   7v37 og (he/she) does/makes/produces/yields/performs/provides/practices. 
1Cor.   7v37 = And  he/she  who  {stands staunch}/establishes/abides  immovable/firm/steadfast  within  the  heart/{seat of motivation} 
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not  possessing/having  the  {must needs}/necessity   (the physical  urge/desire of a sexual relationship),   
and  he/she  possessing/having  competency/authority/{self-control}  concerning/about  {his/her own}  determination/choice/desires,  
also  this  (decision/decree  to remain as a virgin)  he/she  has  {mentally decided}/judged  within  the  heart/{seat of motivation} 
of the  (person)   to  maintain/{hold fast}  of  yourself  the  virginity  (of a bachelor/virgin)   then  he/she  does/performs  well/honestly. 

 

And  he/she  who stands staunch,  immoveable within the  heart/{seat of motivation}   (motivated to be firmly steadfast) 
not having the necessity   (meaning,  not having physical  urge/desire  of a sexual relationship), 
and  (the same person)   he/she  having self-control concerning  his/her  own desires, 
also  this  (decision to remain as a virgin)  he/she  has judged within the  heart/{seat of motivation}   
of the person to maintain yourself the virginity  (of a  bachelor/virgin)  then  he/she  does well   (as viewed from outside). 
 

Thus,  it is best to remain single,  having no desires of sexual relationships,  so our  heart/{seat of motivation}  may be dedicated to fully serve Yahweh’s 
Desire of you.   
Paul’s specific thrust is,  Yahweh’s Desire of you is this   

It is  not just  to be a good person  (anyone can be that  –  an atheist or devotee of  any  worldly religion  –  see Rom.4v1-8). 
BUT  they must be  dedicated to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  in  words and deeds  to all interested people. 

This is something our  worldly Christian leaders cannot seem to grasp  (they  never  state what is special about  “Christianity”  to differentiate it from   
“Religion”  except to throw in a few different names for “God”  and  for  “The Frontman”  who sacrificed himself in some manner to Mankind! 

Is this all that  “Christianity”  means to these  worldly Christian leaders? 
Would this be what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  for 3.5 years,  every day? 

Obviously not! 
After my mini-rant  –  to get The Mind moving then - 
Worryingly,  people of the  Worldly Christianity do not understand this,  and just propose being a good social worker is what Yahweh desires of them! 
JC  never  proposed this,  in fact he said I come to bring a “sword”  (actually means “The Word of God” [Luke.22v36, Eph.6v17, etc.])  within members 
of society that will bring tension and trouble between people  (Matt.10v34-40).  His duty was to teach  “The Word of God”  (Mark.1v38),  being what he 
commanded his disciples to do  (Luke.10v1-10),  those people who had faith in JC came to listen and be healed.  JC went out into the country and people 
came out to find him.  He did not go around the  “hospitals”  to cure people or lead the local social service clinic!   However,  JC did help when 
requested,  but this was always  secondary  to his primary function  (noting the order given in Matt.9v35, etc.).  Even his  misquoted  Good Samaritan 
Parable teaches us this principle  (please see my commentaries at Luke.10v29-37,  explaining what is ignored by our Christian Leaders of Religion). 
They were going on their journey  “and they  so-happened/perchance  to see a neighbour in need”  –   not they went out looking for strangers to 
physically help.   Furthermore,  when the Good Samaritan took the person to the inn,  he did not stay with him to nurse him  –  but  went on his business.  
When  the Good Samaritan  came back,  he would just come in to repay any balance and then  go on his business again.  See also Acts.6v1-4  to support 
this statement.   “The Business”  in this parable is Yahweh’s Work  =  the  accurate  Teaching Work  (but provided fleshly help when he so happened to 
be presented with it).  This is  never  correctly explained because  worldly Christians just do  not  understand the  real  double meaning  of this parable!   
Clearly those people called  “The Brethren”  aiming to become TCs understand this and thus demonstrate Yahweh’s Desire to all of whom they meet. 
1Cor.   7v38 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  also  the (person)  {to marry off}/{given in marriage} 
1Cor.   7v38 og {(appears/looks) well/worthy/honestly}  (he/she) does/makes/produces/yields/performs/provides/practices,   
1Cor.   7v38 og the (person)  and  not  {to marry off}/{given in marriage}  (the) better/{greater advantage}   
1Cor.   7v38 og (he/she) does/makes/produces/yields/performs/provides/practices. 
1Cor.   7v38 = Thus  the person  also  marrying  he/she  does/performs/practices  well/worthily/honestly   (to satisfy  his/her  sexual urges),   

and  the person  not  marrying   
he/she  does/performs/practices  the  better/{greater advantage}   (by  quashing/suppressing  his/her  sexual urges). 

 

Thus,  the person also marrying  he/she  does appear worthy   (to satisfy  his/her  sexual urges) 
and the person not marrying  he/she  does the better   (because  he/she  has more personal time to devote towards Yahweh's services). 
 

This is the best situation and  both  these stances are acceptable to Yahweh.  
However,  what is a detestation to Yahweh is a hypocritical stance on this,  where the person pretends to be celibate but has prostitutes on the side,  or 
interferes with children,  or worse commit  buggery/sodomy.  This has occurred within many Christian denominations by the various leaders,  and I 
would not like to be in their shoes upon their resurrection  (if they are ever resurrected  –  being on par with Judas’ view on The Gospel)  –  or those 
leaders around who condone this evil activity (Rom.1v32)! 
1Cor.   7v39 og (the) woman/wife  (she has been) bound/knitted/tied   
1Cor.   7v39 og (to the) {to parcel out}/{prescriptive usage}/regulation/principle/law  over/upon/concerning   
1Cor.   7v39 og {as much/great/many/long}  (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time   
1Cor.   7v39 og (he/she) lives/exists  the  man/husband/fellow  (of the) her,   
1Cor.   7v39 og if/whenever  and  (he/she may) {puts to sleep}/{loses consciousness}/slumbers/{1st Death}   
1Cor.   7v39 og the  man/husband/fellow  (of the) her,    
1Cor.   7v39 og (the) unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free 
1Cor.   7v39 og (he/she) is  {to whom/which}  (she) determines/{delights in}/desires/{be pleased}   
1Cor.   7v39 og (to be) wedded/married,  merely/alone/only  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master. 
1Cor.   7v39  = The  wife  has been  bound/tied  to  regulation/law  concerning  {as long}  the  while/time  her  husband  lives,   

and  if  her  husband  sleeps/{loses consciousness}/{The 1st Death},   
(then)  she is  free/liberated  to be  wedded/married  to whom  she  determines/desires,   alone/only  within the  lord/master. 

 

The wife has been bound to the law concerning as long  (as)  the whole time her husband lives   (and vice versa) 
and if her husband sleeps   (The 1st Death), 
(then)  she is free to be married to whom she determines,  only within the  lord/master. 
 

Clearly as The Bible teaches us;   
Divorce is  not  an option unless through unfaithfulness by  the other  person  –  or  separation  is allowed should the other party be violent 
(physical or mental abuse)  and cause harm the innocent partner. 

The over-rider  “in the Lord”  means - 
1. The Lord accepts remarrying as an option;  2. The partner should ideally be a Christian;  3. Better to stay single, married to do the Lord’s Work. 
All three are respectively applicable,  however outside options (2) and (3) then the remaining part of one’s life becomes progressively more entwined 
within The World. 
1Cor.   7v40 og (the) {supremely blessed}/fortunate/{well off}/{very happy} (comparative)   And  (he/she) is  if/whenever   
1Cor.   7v40 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  (he/she) stays/remains/abides/dwells/endures/stands,   
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1Cor.   7v40 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  my/{of me}/mine  
1Cor.   7v40 og (the) cognition/opinion/resolve/agree/judgement/mind/purpose;   
1Cor.   7v40 og (I) think/{be accounted}/deems/supposes/presumes  and  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}   
1Cor.   7v40 og (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) God  (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have. 
1Cor.   7v40 = And she is  {supremely blessed}/{more fortunate}/{much happier} 

if/whenever  {in this manner}  she  stays/remains   (single in the Lord), 
according to  my  judgement/opinion;   and  I  think/presume  {I also}  possess/have  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  God. 

 

And she is supremely blessed if in this manner she stays   (single in the lord,  because she has a larger field of humanity to  help/teach), 
according to my judgement   (being Paul's personal opinion); 
and I think I also have the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of God   (inasmuch Paul  only  thinks/reasons  upon  “The Word of God”). 

             (Paul can accurately state this of himself,  but by contrast,  virtually no Christian leader of some 1700 years on this planet can make this claim!) 
 

The worldly translated bibles have useless translations at this point  –  they use the word  “happy”  instead of  “supremely blessed”  –  only because the 
translators  (many of whom are atheists and subject to their paymasters)  have absolutely  no  understanding of Yahweh’s Master Plan. 

Paul is  not  implying they are  “happy”  because they have no husband   (as inferred by  worldly  bible translations)! 
But rather,  Paul through his exhortations is trying to motivate all people to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Thus,  the choice of  “supremely blessed”  is an 
implicit exhortation for people to dedicate their life to remain single and become married to JCg,  and thus by so doing,  become a  “Son”  of God for 
The Millennium given great blessings from  “The Resurrected World”.  It should be understood that whenever the word  “{supremely blessed}”  is used  
in The Bible  (for example at Rev.20v6)  then it is a direct reference to the 144000 future  “Sons of God”  who are to become  “The Heirs”  over 
Yahweh's Inheritance  (being  “The Resurrected World”  that is to become entirely perfected after The Millennium). 
This is all lost in the  “hopeless”  (the  “correct choice of word”)  translations of most bibles translated by those people who are far removed from 
Yahweh  (often declared atheists  –  so how are they to have this expectation of  “The Future Vista”  to be displayed in their translations),  at which point 
it is a convenient move to the next sentence.  However,  before I move-on,  I suggest at least,  “atheist translators”  could be  objective  (if not subject to 
their paymasters)  and they could give a reliable translation in contrast to that given by  worldly  Christian translators spinning the text to suit their 
twisted worldly doctrine  –  rather than change their  worldly Christian doctrine to  “marry with”  “The Original Greek Word”! 
Paul finally ends with the  presumed  confirmation,  he  has  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh to make a sensible pronouncement  
only  because he does operate within the  name  of JC,  also he has the  character  of JC and thus he truly operates with  fidelity  to  “The Knowledge”  
and thus has The  Authority  by Yahweh  through JC  as  “The Word of God”.   “The Word of God”  within a truly  repentant/hearkening  mind becomes  
“The Power”  to reform a  recalcitrant/callus/hardened  mind away from  worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology. 
Contrary to what our  worldly  (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders state about themselves,  Paul correctly  “presumes/supposes”  he has the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh which is  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  -  that is to make Yahweh’s Desire 
manifest within The Environment = the HS. 
However the worst of our Christian leaders state categorically they and their congregational members are  (supposedly)  “full of the HS”  (presumably 
emitted from every orifice of their body)  and yet when we witness their brashness  (of worldly methodology)  compared with Paul’s humility  (of 
Yahweh’s Methodology)  then we correctly conclude they have  the spirit of the all-pervasive air’  (Eph.2v2)  to pump-up their  animalistic/carnal  mind 
lusting for The Immediacy,  rather than  “The Long Term”  of The Millennium,  and what that truly means! 
As I profusely state elsewhere   
Rogue traders repeatedly keep stating how good they are – because they have no works to back up what they state,  by contrast,  good traders need say 
nothing about their work because it speaks for them!   Likewise here,  Paul has no need to not keep boasting of the HS  –  because his behaviour and 
works manifest the HS that is to yield The Millennium to bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”  –  where Paul is to be one of the 12 foremost leaders! 

Can the same be said of our  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders?   Need I physically write an answer that question here? 
 
 
45th Allegory – Image sacrifices = Anything in this world a person excessively devotes their time towards a fixation in the 
mind,  e.g.  Cyberspace, pop/sports-stars, computer games, indulgent hobbies, habitual practices, mobile phone. 
46th 'Allegory' – Love = (sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao”  the highest form of Love being  ‘love by 
principle’  where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by worldly Christian leaders  –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  ‘love by principle’  operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1)  and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly, this needs to be explained)  JC commands us  ‘By principle’  to Love your brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so as a TC,  he/she is  to fully commit their very  existence/being/methodology  of the 1st part 
of their life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  humans,  with no 
encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics  –  just as JC clearly showed us  –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
47th Warning – “Knowledge is power”  is a common expression and often as practised within The World it  {makes 
proud}/{puffs up}  the individual and  he/she  clings to keep  “Knowledge”  to themselves.  However Paul is stating:  We,  
TCs have more knowledge than anyone regarding what Yahweh Desires  but we are the opposite –  our Knowledge guides 
us to become humble,  and  enthusiastic to pass as much knowledge onto the  recipient/stranger   as they desire to imbue. 
48th Warning – Non-Christians presuming to think Yahweh is a figment of people’s imagination,  then they know 
absolutely nothing about Yahweh –  but they shall need to know and practice what they learn in The Millennium  for life! 
49th Warning - Worldly Christians  “presuming they believe in JC and are saved”,  then they know absolutely nothing 
about Yahweh’s plan – because JC has already got them into The Millennium past the 1st death irrespective of what they 
believe,  now they need to learn how to  imitate JC’s lifestyle  to then truly  “believe in JC”  so they might have life! 
59th Reasoning – Humans who make it their responsibility to ardently search and find Yahweh because they  {love by 
principle}/agapao/{edifying love}  Yahweh and want to fulfil His Desire – then Yahweh  already absolutely knows them. 
Instruction – repeat - The HS can  only  be present  within/around  an individual  if and only if  the person  wholly imbues  
“The Word of God”,  thoroughly  assays/tests  this “Knowledge”,  to ensure this  “knowledge”  is  sourced from Yahweh  
(and  not  from the world –  being leaders of “Religion”),   and then  he/she  operates with  fidelity  to this  “knowledge”. 
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‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” = while this is not an allegory – our worldly Christian leaders (by definition)  have not the 
faintest idea what this means  (obviously because they are  not  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that 
which operates within Yahweh)  –  and so they assign a  “personage”  to it!  –  Thus,  for the edification of our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  this  is  the composite definition of the “HS”:- 

1. A  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment  (effective throughout The Universe). 

Noting: The HS becomes personalised  within the reasoning entity  that builds their mind solely upon “The Word of God” 
1Cor.   8v1 og concerning/about  And  of the  {image sacrifices}/{idolatrous offerings}. 
1Cor.   8v1 og (we) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  (the) all (persons) 
1Cor.   8v1 og (the) knowledge/science/enlightenment  (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have. 
1Cor.   8v1 og The  Knowledge/Science/Enlightenment  (it) {blows up}/inflates/{makes proud}/{puffs up}, 
1Cor.   8v1 og the  and  benevolence/charity/dear/agape  (it) builds/constructs/confirms/emboldens. 
1Cor.   8v1 = And  concerning/about  {image sacrifices}/{idolatrous offerings}. 

We  know/understand,  because we  (TCs)   all  possess/have  the  knowledge/science/enlightenment  (on this subject).   
The  Knowledge/Science/Enlightenment  it  {puffs up}/{makes/proud}   (the individual),   
and the  {charity love}/agape  it  {builds up}/edifies  (society, of The World). 

 

And concerning image sacrifices. 
We (TCs)  know/understand,  because we (TCs)  all have  knowledge/enlightenment   (on this subject,  applied with fidelity ). 
(However,  presumptuous)   Knowledge/Enlightenment   (when partly known,)   puffs up   (the individual's  self-indulgence), 
             (Pious religious people are prime examples of this characteristic,  especially when most of what they know is  entirely wrong!   How perverse!) 
and the  agape/charity   (our  objective  work  freely given)   edifies   ([1] us personally,  and  [2] society as a whole throughout The World). 
 

Paul is making a big point here about the difference between  (1) worldly  humans/Christians  and  (2) TCs. 
TCs have  “The Absolute Truth in The Knowledge”  regarding The Almighty God (Yahweh)  -  practised with fidelity.  
Worldly  people operate under  all forms of myths  of which they call   “fact” (being a lie, in direct contrast to obvious provable facts). 

Now Paul states a general truism   
People with knowledge  generally  (not always)  become big-headed and boastful  –  even outside  “Religion”. 

In my experience,  I find it is the people only having  “half” the information who really become  “big-headed” - trying to “prove” themselves! 
Paul is now tempering this truism by stating having  “The Real Knowledge”  (sourced by Yahweh)  really means a person would  also  have {Charity 
Love}/Agape  that edifies  both  the giver and  also  the receiver  (and ultimately society throughout The World). 
Paul is beginning to make the point  

 
TCs having  “The Real Knowledge”  (with  pure/full  understanding)  then use this knowledge to edify themselves through humility practised 
in the process of edifying the recipient with  {charity love}/agape  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 
Where  {charity love}  emboldens/builds  the recipient. 

The most important thing to  embolden/build  within the recipient is to correctly  drive the brain  (the synapse construction),  and not just the corrupted  
“doomed to death”  fleshly body.  We must understand how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to attain a perfected society  built upon  accurate  knowledge. 
For our future existence,  it is the synapse construction that is to be precisely retained by Yahweh  (as  “The Heavenly Treasure”  for future use)  and  
not  the perishing corrupted DNA fleshly body. 
It is the synapse construction mapping that Yahweh will use to place our reasoning capabilities  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  ideally  (if a TC) 
within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon our  “awakening/rousing/{regaining senses}”  being  “The Awakening”  (as Sons of God,  in The 1st 
Resurrection –  Rev.20v6,  as first stated by prophecy in Eze.37v1-10)  to become  The Ideal  future for us as individuals -  being  The Goal  that JC and 
Paul taught us in  “1st Century Christianity”. 

So  where  is the fleshly body in that ideal scenario? 
It is this concept of which  worldly Christian leaders seem to have  no  comprehension  – thus they only operate in the  fleshly domain because they have  
no  concept of  “Yahweh’s Spiritual Domain”  (but only the worldly spiritual domain).  Their utter lack of comprehension  (likewise Mark.1v22)  is 
demonstrated through their  (1) sermons,  and by their  (2) actions –  and that is  precisely what makes them hypocrites  to Yahweh’s Word as given by 
JC’s  (1) ministry,  and  (2) lifestyle  (Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1)! 

It is to balance the utter wayward nature of these  worldly Christian leaders that this website  “FutureLife.Org”  promotes  “The Most 
Righteous Understanding”  of Yahweh’s  “Universal Plan for Human Salvation”  on this planet which will relatively soon enter its next stage  
–  being that of The Millennium. 

Thus  {Charity Love}/Agape  means  “physically put the neighbour first”  at our own expense,  and by doing this grows  unity/peace  within JCg’s 
creation.  Charitable acts are best done by a TC precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to show  from inside  how a person is to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire to edify the neighbour.  
In this manner society will  grow together  aiming for a common goal of improvement,  rather than fall apart  (if simply feeding the fleshly demands)  –  
only because the recipients  understand  why  they should be driven by the mind to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  This is something recipients are  incapable  of 
gaining from  worldly Christian leaders in their spiritually blind confusion  –  as  on-mass  they fall into the  “ditch of deception”  (Matt.15v14, 
Luke.6v39)  having a legion of  deceptions/myths/hearsay  within which to wallow.   Deceptions/myths/customs  peculiar to one schism or the other in 
some 43,000  worldly Christian schisms  (2015 CE)! 

Now let me quote an applicable worldly maxim   “Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely”. 
We see this occur in Mankind  –  because the  worldly leaders have  not  “The Real Knowledge”  spoken here within this commentary.   
However,  there was a person who had  “absolute  power”  –  but he remained utterly faithful to Yahweh,  and that person’s name was JC  –  the premier 
Son of God.  He had  absolute power  over Mankind  (Matt.26v53, and then read 2Kings.19v35)  but he never abused it,  and only used  “The Word of 
God”  displayed as  “The Wisdom of God”  (in works of fidelity to what was known)  which yielded Yahweh’s HS to help his neighbour.   

JC  had  “The Real Knowledge”  and  accurately  applied it to become  “The Wisdom of God”. 
1Cor.   8v2 og if  and  {any/some/certain  person}  (he/she) thinks/{be accounted}/deems/supposes/presumes   
1Cor.   8v2 og (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  {some/any/certain thing},   
1Cor.   8v2 og {not even yet}/{never before}/{as not yet}/nothing   
1Cor.   8v2 og (he/she has) {with certainty}/{absolutely known/understood}  just/as/that/how/when   
1Cor.   8v2 og (he/she) {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought   
1Cor.   8v2 og (to) {with certainty}/{absolutely knowing/understanding}. 
1Cor.   8v2 = And  if  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  deems/supposes/presumes  to  know/understand  {some/any thing}, 

{as not yet}  he/she  {absolutely  knows/understands}  (hence,  understands very little)   
just/as  he/she  {it is necessary}/should/ought  to  {absolutely know/understand}.  
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And if some person  he/she  deems to  know/understand  something   (about  “The Meaning of Life”  and of our Salvation,  as taught by TCs) 
as not yet  he/she  absolutely  knows/understands   (not understanding “The Finer Points”  to produce a solid foundation upon which to teach) 
just as  he/she  ought to absolutely  know/understand   (they have been given The Information,  but only absorbed little and understood even less). 
 

This verse can be understood correctly at two levels. 
1. The Worldly Level  (as ultimately sourced by Satan to please the  flesh/body). 
2. The Spiritual level  (as sourced by Yahweh to edify the mind). 

(1).  At the worldly level we can understand many people think they have  “The Knowledge”  (leaning upon their own understanding  [Prov.3v5-6])  but  
choose not  to understand what they know  –  thus  not  enabling  “successful application of this knowledge within their life”  (“wisdom”). 

What do I mean? 
Most humans have the uncanny capability of dismissing anything they do not wish to accept as being applicable to them.  Even if it is demonstrable fact – 
they just presume it does not apply to them –  they  “are supposedly special”!   The obvious example is smoking cigarettes  –  everyone knows it is bad 
for them  –  the science is there  –  but many people who smoke think   “it will not happen to me”  and promptly dismiss the reality!   And I am not  
“picking on”  people who smoke,  but simply using it as  an example,   – because it shows a human trait applicable to  “a million and one”  examples. 

The most obvious regarding this website would be in the application of  “Religion”!   
I find it utterly incredible how much of The Bible is dismissed by  worldly Christians  (ignoring for a moment non-Christians)  only  because  “humans 
are  stiff-necked”  (stubborn/rebellious)  and thus they create their own myths and live a lifestyle  alien  to what The Bible truly teaches.  If this is pointed 
out  –  worldly Christians hate this correction – claiming the person who is auditing  (to The Bible)  their interpretation   “A heretic”  or  “Satanic”. 
Is it no wonder atheists think as they do when they see the  antics/shenanigans  of these  worldly Christians representatives of  “the religion”  espoused! 

So  how  can  worldly Christians promote Yahweh’s Desire through their ridiculous ideas that  actually push  sane reasoning people away? 
We cannot blame an atheist using  sane logical  reasoning upon what they see as being  a sham  and coming to a  sensible/rational  conclusion – based 
upon the evidence displayed to The World!   How is that bringing  honour/glory/majesty  to Yahweh? 

Does Yahweh want to be The God of  sane  reasoning people  -  or  The God of  insane  people  who choose not to reason sanely? 
Clearly there will be millions upon millions of  “Christians”  claiming   “Did we not do these things in your name”  (Matt.7v21-23)  and JCg will 
dismiss them from him as being  “lawless”  to “The Requirements”  as shown to us by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (except  TCs who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
(2).  Paul now moves on to the spiritual level  –  being what drives us.   
Paul is teaching us,  virtually all humans have not much idea of what Yahweh Desires  (being technically “heathens”)  and the vast majority of those 
people claiming they do  (worldly Christians)  then reject this knowledge in their lifestyle  (see [1] above).   But the point Paul is making is this, 
Christians presume to know everything  (I quote)  “to be saved”,  actually know  nothing  because  “being saved”  only  refers to the 1st part of our 
physical life  (being atoned by JC’s ransom sacrifice).  “Being saved”  during the 2nd part of our physical life  relies upon us  “having The Knowledge”  
and then correctly  acting with fidelity upon  The Knowledge  being  “as he will by necessity absolutely know”  to quote part of this verse.   

This is the point where people  must truly “believe in JC to be saved”  =  “entrust to become fully committed to  precisely imitate  his lifestyle 
to be saved for an eternity”.  Only this means “believe in JC”  (see the counter at John.6v64, 68;  –  and upon reading this then who are we,  
within what group do we personally reside?) 

The difference with TCs is they  “truly believe in all The Knowledge”,  meaning they  truly  “believed in JC”  and thus  “they precisely imitate his 
lifestyle”  –  moreover,  they also imitated his ministry  early in the 1st part of their physical life  –  where presently they are spiritually living in the 2nd 
part of their spiritual life unto its purification.  By consequence of this,  they  are  worthy to be resurrected as Sons of God  for “greater responsibility” 
in the ministry work  of teaching The World  “Righteousness”  –  being the 2nd part of a  worldly  person’s physical life. 

Can the reader now understand  precisely  what Paul is teaching us here? 
I guarantee you will  not  be taught this by our  “worldly Christian Leaders” –  by definition! 
1Cor.   8v3 og if  and  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she  may/should) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao   
1Cor.   8v3 og the  God [Yahweh],   this/that (specifically)   (person)    
1Cor.   8v3 og (he/she has been) {with certainty}/{absolutely known/understood}   
1Cor.   8v3 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) Him [Yahweh]. 
1Cor.   8v3 = And  if  {some/any/certain person}  {loves by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the  God  (Yahweh),   

this specific  person  he/she  has been  {absolutely  known/understood}  by  of the  Him  (Yahweh). 
 

And if some person  agapao/{edifying loves}  the God  (Yahweh), 
this specific person has been absolutely  known/understood  by Him   (Yahweh recognises the deployment of this person’s specific attributes). 
 

To  {love by principle}  Yahweh’  means  “To edify Yahweh” 
How is it possible for a mere human to edify  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe? 

Quite simply  –  it is to fulfil His Desire  (which sadly is  not  recognised nor known by our  worldly Christian leaders). 
And what is that? 

“Yahweh’s Desire”  of The Gospel Age  is simply stated  
To reach His prophesied target threshold of 144000 TCs to conclude His number of Sons of God  (as “The Early Adopters”),  before He can 
then righteously  (according to His prophecy – Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  move to the next stage of His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  being that of   
“The Millennium”.  It is within The Millennium Yahweh shall righteously yield  “The Salvation of the World”  over a period of 1000 years to 
produce  “The Late Adopters”  (being the spiritual children from out of  “The Resurrected World”  delivered by  “The Union”  of JCg and  
“The Early Adopters”,  Eph.5v30-32). 

In this manner a  “pathetic cretin”  human  (as the scum of the Earth, 1Cor.4v13)  relative to Yahweh,  can  edify Yahweh in the following manner -  
(1)  within the mind  of  The Recipients  to “The Word of God”  -  by bringing to Yahweh,  in our personal sacrifice a yield of 30, 60, 100 
fold of TCs  (Matt.13v23)  created from the ministry work of that  “pathetic human”  dying in The World  (away from the self-indulgences of 
The World – John.12v24)  and whose seed then yields new TCs in successive generations.  Moreover,  these new TCs equally edify Yahweh in 
what they specifically do in their own life  (to produce more TCs, etc.)  through the successive generations until 144000 quota is fulfilled. 
This is how Yahweh is edified. 
(2) That exhibits to The World through our works,  our own personal dedication to be edifying Yahweh  within our own mind  of which The 
Judging/Watching  World considers Yahweh  “Must be special if TCs specifically imitate JC for only a return of persecution from The World”  
principally comprising of its  “Professional Religious Leaders”  sourcing the prosecution  (John.15v18-19, 16v1-4, 17v14). 

It is this extremely specific offering  (of our lives  away from  “worldly methodology”)  upon The Altar  (being our local environment)  in the midst of 
Yahweh’s Judgment that - 

(3) edifies Yahweh to  all  entities  in The Universe. 
Where,  all entities of The Universe rationally comprehend for themselves,  Yahweh  is worth  this dedication,  when viewing us who are personally 
aiming to become TCs  (against the opposition within Satan’s present world).  Because of what we do  –  we magnify Yahweh within the minds of other 
reasoning entities within The Universe.   

It has absolutely  nothing  to do with a spun half-truth   “only have faith to be saved”  as  errantly  pumped out by our  charlatan Christian 
leaders  countering  the  righteous strenuous work  done  (James.2v16-26)  by the TCs imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  freely/simply! 
Charlatan Christian leaders only  pump-out  this  unrighteous nonsense to justify their errant teaching  –  that twists  “The Word of God”  so 
they might personally gain more  deluded/seduced  clientèle  upon which they can then feed like wolves (Matt.7v15, Luke.10v3, Acts.20v29)! 
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The crux being   All people get into The Millennium  without  works being required,  but The Millennium  only  is possible  when  Yahweh has 
His 144000 TCs  –  and Yahweh will  only  achieve His 144000 if these individuals  precisely imitate JC through  works  showing themselves 
worthy to the presently  “Judging World”  of their actions.  Thus,  if we follow what  charlatan/worldly  Christian leaders teach us,  then The 
Millennium will  never  occur!   This is what makes “charlatan Christian Leaders”  now  “perhaps in the millions”  “Anti-christ”  being  
“anti-anointing 144000 TCs”  required to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 

This simple logic eludes our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  they  “choose not”  to grasp it  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM =50)! 
Consequently,  it is this agapao expressed in works imitating JC  (being The Driver within our heart to make  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire manifest within 
The Environment”  [= the “HS”])  which Yahweh knows by reading the mind of  a pathetic human who  genuinely  attempts to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.    
This is a synapse construction  (created by  “The Word of God”  correctly imbued and rigorously assayed that  reforms/recasts  our original  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  previously based upon worldly methodology).  The new  {synapse construction}/mind  (1Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  becomes 
worthy  (as a perfected 2nd part of our spiritual life)  to be captured  (as “The Heavenly Treasure – Matt.6v20, Luke.12v33)  and placed in a new 
commensurate  (heavenly/spiritual/celestial)  body upon resurrection like that given to JCg upon which  “The 2nd Death”  (of annihilation)  has no power  
(Rev.2v11, 20v6).  Everything within the above paragraph is  all conditional  throughout its length  -  there are no easy short cuts  (as deviously declared 
by  charlatan Christian leaders seeking the large flocks passing through the  wide/easy  gate upon which to feed,  Matt.7v12-15)! 
 
60th Comment – For example concerning the eating of sacrificial meat  (analogous to a person’s efforts being able to 
produce/deliver  something that has ultimately consumed time and energies  –  hence  “a personal sacrifice”). 
61st Comment – TCs know the idol is really nothing in The World  (though to certain worldly people it is  -  hence the 
analogies given earlier being whenever people make  “it”  become to be  “The Master of their time”  in their worship). 
59th Instruction – TCs know that there is only  One  “Specific God”  that should consume our time in this world. 
62nd Comment – Paul now goes onto to propose that there are many gods consuming the worldly person’s time and 
imagination  (as I stated) –  some on the Earth and some that  “control”  humans from above  (for example “astrology”). 
1Cor.   8v4 og Concerning/About  of the  eating/feeding.   
1Cor.   8v4 og Therefore/Then  of the  {image sacrifices}/{idolatrous offerings},   
1Cor.   8v4 og (we) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  [is]   (the) {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing   
1Cor.   8v4 og (the) {an image for worship}/idol  in  (to the [= within]) World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,   
1Cor.   8v4 og also  because  (the) {not even one}/{no one}/none  (the) {specific god}  (the) other/different/altered   
1Cor.   8v4 og if  not [= except]  one/singularly. 
1Cor.   8v4  = Concerning/About  the  eating/feeding. 

Therefore/then  of  (the food used in)  the  {image sacrifices}/{idolatrous offerings}.   
We  know/understand  because  the  {image for worship}/idol  within the  World/Life  (is)  the  nothing, 
Also  because  (there is)  {not even one}  the  other/different  “the specific god”  except  One/Single  (God [Yahweh]). 

 

Concerning the eating.   (Taking this to be an example  [also see likewise Rom. Chapter 14]). 
Therefore of   (the food used in the giving to)   the image sacrifices. 
We (TCs)  know/understand  because the image for worship within The World is nothing   (it has no significance,  as Paul is to explain), 
Also because  (there is)   not even one other  “The Specific God”  except  One   (“The Almighty God” of The Universe, Yahweh). 
 

Paul is making the categorical statement in the first part of the verse  
We (TCs)  know/understand,  idols are nothing  being  not  real  (but  only  have existence  within our imagination),  having  no  real physical 
existence in this world,  being constructed from  wood/metal  by a human  –  giving a representation to what is in the mind. 
Because JC stated   The Word of God  (being what JC represents)  has “set you free”  (John.8v32, 36)  from worldly created myths. 
Furthermore,  please read what Isaiah states about this topic at Isa.44v9-18. 

The last section of this verse can be read in different ways  (and I accept all three interpretations)! 
1. “Also because there is no other  “the specific god”  except One”;  meaning,  there is no other specific god of us  (JCg)  except Yahweh  (The 

God of all,  in and including The Universe). 
2. “Also because there is no other  “the specific god”  (of us humans – as heathens)  except one,  JCg. 
3. “Also because there is no other “The Specific God” [of us TCs]  except One,  Yahweh. 

The reason why I state this is taking The Bible holistically and all its verses within context yields the following - 
The New Testament speaks of JC as JCg being our  only  intercessor  (1Tim.2v5, being the same words used)  (to the)  “except One” = The Almighty 
God of The Universe.  Thus,  we pray  to/through  him/JCg  by our direct  and only line  of communication to  “The Almighty God Yahweh”  (from Whom 
and to Whom all intrinsically  ideal/good  things flow).  

Why is this our direct,  and  only  line of communication? 
Because   We humans are sinful and thus  “no sin”  can come anywhere near  pristinely perfect  Yahweh (Ex.33v20).   But JCg can go close to become 
the  interface/intercessor/intermediary  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  between his corrupted,  presently sinful creation and Yahweh.  JCg is that perfect mediator  
only  ultimately  perfecting those  people of his creation personally  desiring to perfected.  Thus, we only have JCg as  “the specific god of us”  to speak  
to/through  to Yahweh.  
Therefore,  JC can forgive our sins (Matt.9v2-4, as one of numerous examples)  and yet Yahweh does not  (but only forgives the “sideslips”  of the TCs). 
This is all  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders as audits of their supposed millions of sermons testify! 

It is JCg as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13),  that  “makes us presentable”  unto Yahweh.   
With the caveat that    We must  first  wholly  “perfect our mind upon The Word of God so that we precisely imitate JC – our saviour”,  and it 
is  only  in this manner that JC becomes  “our lord/master”,  and Yahweh then chooses to become our adopting Father.   

JC absolutely does not become our  lord/master  if we state   “we love him”  and then do  “not imitate him”!  
That is pure hypocrisy!    That is why there  are only  144000 TCs that can meet The Golden/Kingly Standard as laid down by JC. 
Moreover,  while Yahweh may agape The World,  He does  not  phileo or storge Christians unless they precisely imitate JC. 

This yields the reason for the specific construction of this verse,  and not as generally  mistranslated  in our worldly bibles. 
Furthermore,  Yahweh God out of deepest respect for what His Son JCg did for his creation,  would desire the members of JCg’s creation to respect JCg 
for his action by only accepting communicating through JCg to Himself   (and  not  through man’s created “saints”  - a detested satanic mechanism). 
But when  “we”  become TC’s where  “we”  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (to the very best we are personally able)  by becoming one with JCg 
as JCg  was/is  one with Yahweh  then  “we”  as TCs  are  able to look towards Yahweh  (to become an adopted son based upon our ministry).  This is 
precisely what JC  (a former and now, premier Son of God – expecting The Reality)  was during his  ministry/lifestyle  because we have been atoned by 
JC’s Ransom Sacrifice and further,  we have not abused this atonement offering on our behalf.  Yahweh therefore,  becomes “The Specific God”  of us 
(TCs) – just as He was  “The Specific God”  of JC  (makes Yahweh The Father)  which is precisely what  all  the appropriate instances of  “ho theos”  
tell us in The New Testament as the floating  “relative pointer”. 

This whole understanding is completely consistent with every use of  “ho theos”  in The New Testament.  
Perhaps Paul wrote the verse like this to deliberately convey both sides of the same message,  a message to convey the  full  picture. 
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A note to The Reader.  It was this verse,  along with other similar verses  (John 1v1, Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5, etc)  that gave me the understanding of  “ho 
theos”  when I was working on software machine code being the differentiation between  absolute  and  relative  microprocessor  “stack pointers”. 
1Cor.   8v5 og also  for  {if perhaps}/{if so be}  {they are/be}  (the having been) stated/exclaimed  (the) gods,   
1Cor.   8v5 og {if too}/whether  in  (to the [= within]) {zone above the land/earth}/heaven/sky (singular),   
1Cor.   8v5 og {if too}/whether  over/upon/concerning  of the  Earth/land/province/country/region/soil/ground;   
1Cor.   8v5 og {just as}/{exactly like}  {they are/be}  (the) gods  (the) many/much/plenteous,   
1Cor.   8v5 og also  (the) lords/masters  (the) many/much/plenteous. 
1Cor.   8v5 = For  also  {if perhaps}  {they are/be}  the having been  stated/exclaimed  “gods”,   

whether  within  the  {zone above the earth}/sky  whether  upon/concerning  of the  Earth;   
{just as}  {they are/be}  the  many/plenteous  gods,   also  the  many/plenteous  lords/masters. 

 

For also if perhaps they are the having been stated  “gods”   (Paul is  not  recognising their existence –  but only repeating what other people say), 
whether within the sky,  whether  upon/concerning  of the Earth   (where people suggest there are suppose  “gods”  of the sky and of the Earth); 
just as they are many gods,  also many masters   (Paul sarcastically says  “Just as there are many gods and masters out there [in people's minds”]) 
 

Paul is only stating,  many members within Mankind presume there to be many gods and lords in the sky and upon the Earth to rule Mankind  –  either 
just of the mind  (inasmuch they only exist in our head  –  polytheism  –  either Hinduism at one extreme to  Druidism/Shintoism  at the other),  or 
physically where we devote much time to the physical object of worship.  Some examples would be within entertainment,  where we might have the  
images/idols  of humans as photos on our wall  (singers, footballers, etc.).  Others would be political leaders taking pride of place in our lives.  Or 
perhaps material things like  “The Car”  waxing and polishing it every weekend,  or perhaps The Internet and cyberspace where we spend so much time 
in its worship.  Or perhaps some  debilitating habit’  that is slowly destroying us.  

These things of The World consume our time and devotion and thus become  “our god and  lord/master”. 
However,  Paul being a TC firmly states they must demonstrate within their lives to have none of these pointless gods and lords  (being merely of The 
World,  noting Isa.44v6-20  –  much useful instruction within those few verses ignored by our  worldly Christian leaders),  but rather,  the Brethren 
aiming to become TCs,  have v6 as being their God, Yahweh. 
On my 4th revision  “Our God”  for “the World”,  has now become  “The Mobile Phone”;  we have withdrawal symptoms and panic attacks if we do not 
have it by our side,  constantly interfacing with it through its many apps.  Please see my  most important  commentaries of Rev.13v11-18 where I explain 
within intricate detail  (with many examples)  why  “The Microprocessor”  is  “The 2nd Beast”  as prophesied in that location.   

The overlay between both is astounding  (that would make anything Nostradamus wrote pale into insignificance,  being where it belongs)! 
I find it utterly incredible that people are prepared to have interest in the output of  Nostradamus where perhaps 10 in 15,000 prophecies may have some 
vague fulfilment and yet no person has any real interest in The Bible’s output where the number of fulfilled prophecies is the other way around! 

Does the reader not find this so incredibly perverse? 
It brings into sharp relief what the Prophet Isaiah (around 630 BCE) said in Isa.47v13 about similar like-minded people of his age! 
It must be remembered,  “humans throughout the ages – do not change”.  The same minded people take the same positions throughout society,  
generation after generation,  only the names and faces change over the intervening time! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
60th Instruction – TCs only have The One Specific God Whose Omnipotence  (Heb.6v13)  delivers all  intrinsically  
good/ideal  things for us.  And thus,  we assiduously aiming to be TCs do all we can to fulfil His Desire. 
61st Instruction – TCs only have one intermediate Lord being JCg  (1Tim.2v5),  our only intercessor to Yahweh.  And it is 
through JCg giving his ministry as  “The Word of God”,  together with his Ransom Sacrifice that all things are able to 
come to us  (and now being ideally sonship,  also everlasting existence within a perfected society). 
1Cor.   8v6 og But  {to us}  one/singular  (the) {Specific God}  the  Father/Forebear  {from/out of}   
1Cor.   8v6 og {of whom/which}  the (things)  all,  also  {we ourselves}  into/unto  (the) Him [Yahweh];   
1Cor.   8v6 og also  one/singular  (the) lord/master  (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,     
1Cor.   8v6 og through (reason of)  {of whom/which}  the (things)  all,   
1Cor.   8v6 og also  {we ourselves}  through (reason of)   (of the) him [JC]. 
1Cor.   8v6 = But  {to us}  (TCs)  the  one/singular  “Specific God”   (Isa.44v6)   the  Father/Forebear   (Yahweh)   

{from out of}  {of Whom}  all  the   (intrinsically ideal/good)   things   (are sourced) 
also  {we ourselves}  (TCs + brethren aiming to be TCs)   into/unto  the  Him  (Yahweh) 
also  one/singular  lord/master  Jesus  Christ/Anointed  through reason of  {of whom}  all things   (came  into this world  through JCg), 
also  {we ourselves}   (TCs + brethren aiming to be TCs)   through reason  of the  him   (JCg as intercessor to Yahweh, 1Tim.2v5). 

 

But to us (TCs)  the one  “Specific God”,   The Father  (Yahweh),  
from out of Whom all   (intrinsically ideal/good)   things   (are sourced), 
also we ourselves  (TCs + The Brethren assiduously aiming to be TCs)   unto Him  (Yahweh); 
also the one  lord/master  the Anointed Jesus through reason of whom all things   (as  “World/Life”  came into existence through JCg), 
also we ourselves  (TCs + The Brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   through reason of him   (JCg as the intercessor to Yahweh, 1Tim.2v5). 
 

My understanding  (as consistent with every verse on this subject)  relies upon where the floating nature of  “ho theos”  is referenced within the context. 
The context is  “us”  (TCs)   and  not  The World generally.   

Thus “us” speaking of TCs  (specifically Paul,  and the TCs for example  Peter, John, Apollos, etc.)   and of   “The Brethren”  being exhorted 
to become TCs are consequently inline to become adopted as future  “Sons of God”,  therefore,  “The Specific God” of  “us” in context can  
only  point to Yahweh.   

Furthermore,  Paul also explains  “but this was only made possible by what JC did for us”  when he forsook his safe position as JCg in The Heavens  (by 
Yahweh’s side)  to redeem his personal creation  (see last part of this commentary). 
Thus  

1. “The Specific God”  refers to Yahweh  (but lends  no support to The Trinity myth),  He being The Omnipotent Entity Who created The 
Universe including The Physics allowing The Solar System to naturally develop and Whose Desire is fulfilled as He so Deems  (His HS 
fulfilled,  “Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment of The Universe”). 

2. That JC as our lord,  formally as JCg,  was assigned this barren planet by Yahweh to do as JCg deemed fit.   
Consequently,  JCg deemed fit to create  “The World” StrongsTM = 2889 = Adornment, Decoration  =  all forms of Life  (constructing DNA)  
upon this previously existing barren planet  “Earth” StrongsTM = 1093  (created by Yahweh’s Laws of  Physics/Chemistry  in operation as 
proposed by scientists of today).  See John 1v1-3. 
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This verse fully supports my attestation  –  but certainly adds absolutely  no  support to The Trinity  –  else  why  would Paul say the same thing  twice? 
Yet to spell it out to our Trinitarians,  Paul says it  twice  –  because there are  “two separate Entities”  taking two different roles in our creation! 
 
63rd Comment – Most humans have no knowledge of Yahweh,  and thus consider their idols  (of whatever they might be) 
as having value in their lives and thus dutifully respond in any manner they deem appropriate by according respect. 
60th Reasoning – Humans accord respect to idols because their  conscience/{mental reasoning}  has inappropriate/false  
knowledge  upon which to make  absolutely  accurate decisions and correct courses of action. 
(Sadly,  very many  worldly Christian leaders take advantage of this and  promote further superstitions  -  for which they 
will be held  accountable/culpable  -  but I can only assume they do not believe Yahweh exists to exact retribution! 
Else who in their right minds would act in the manner as presently do these  worldly Christian leaders against Yahweh!) 
61st Reasoning – TCs must understand that while knowing The Absolute Truth,  most people are utterly weakened  (by 
their religious leaders – Matt.23v13)  in their knowledge base – so we must carefully tread so as not to offend any weak 
person until we have replaced their faulty knowledge with  good wholesome well-reasoned knowledge –  supported by an 
accurate  translation of The Bible  (absolutely do  not  use the NIV,  it is a terrible translation at key doctrinal places). 
62nd Instruction – All TCs by definition have a solid grasp of  “The Absolute Truth”  and their recall might be 
intimidating for those people weak in knowledge,  so the TCs must imitate Paul when he speaks of becoming weak,  for 
weak people. 
1Cor.   8v7 og But  no/not/none  in  (to the) all (persons)  the  knowledge/science/enlightenment,  
1Cor.   8v7 og {some/any/certain persons}  and  to the [= in/with/by/on]  coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience   
1Cor.   8v7 og of the  {an image for worship}/idol  until/{up to}/while  {just now}/henceforth/hitherto/now/present   
1Cor.   8v7 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {image sacrifice}/{idolatrous offering}  (they) eat/devour,   
1Cor.   8v7 og also  the  coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience  {of them}  (the) feeble/impotent/sick/weak   
1Cor.   8v7 og (the) am/being/have  (it is) soiled/defiled. 
1Cor.   8v7 = But  the  knowledge/science/enlightenment   (of the One Specific God is)   not  within  all  people,   

and  {some/any people}  with  {moral consciousness}/conscience  of the  {image for worship}/idol   
(are)  until  {just now}/presently  they  eat/devour  {in that manner}/as  the  {image sacrifice}/{idolatrous offering} 
also  their  {moral consciousness}/conscience  the  being  feeble/weak,  it is  soiled/defiled   (Rom.14v23). 

 

But the  knowledge/enlightenment   (as sourced by The One Specific God  [Yahweh]  is)   not within all people, 
and some people with the conscience of the image of worship   (these people have a mind to believe in “gods”  in their  “blind  faith”) 
(are)   until just now,  they eat in that manner as the image sacrifice   (the food sold cheaply is falsely deemed  in their mind  to be contaminated) 
also their conscience being feeble,  is soiled   (their knowledge base is very poor,  yielding  “blind  faith”  [endemic  in “Religion”]). 
 

Paul  (a TC)  thus explains   
New Christians do not have our TC’s depth of knowledge  –  and might consider idols  (representing gods)  have significance in The World,  
and thereby so doing,  they give credence to these fictitious entities;  –  consequently devalue Yahweh's Omnipotence within their mind. 
But the TC confidently knows idols  are nothing,  comprehending   Idols/Images  are just lumps of wood,  metal or stone crafted by a human 
(Isa.44v6-20)  and have  no  intrinsic value  (being that of  “a supposed deity”  which in reality,  does not exist).  
These falsehoods of other gods only have  “supposed credibility”  within the imaginations of a poorly educated mind. 

Obviously,  Paul had been asked this question - 
“Can we eat meat sold in the marketplace which has been previously offered  for idol sacrifice?” 

Clearly, there where Christians still very much  “Children in The Faith”  (having  little  knowledge/assurance/fidelity),  whereupon seeing this food 
offered to idols refused to eat it because they believe the food is now polluted through it being offered in idol sacrifice  –  thereby  giving credence  within 
their own mind,  to an idol which itself,  has absolutely  no  value.  
So Paul is reassuring his readers do not worry about this food   (that  is  intrinsically worth something  [as a creation from JCg]),  only because the food 
was offered to an idol  (that itself is intrinsically nothing)  so,  therefore the food is still clean and good to eat afterwards.  Inasmuch the food does have 
intrinsic value from  (1) being created by  “the specific god”  (JCg expressing Yahweh’s HS)  and  (2) able to edify the fleshly body.  Thus, we are not to 
reject it because of what were foolish acts of people  (operating in blind faith)  originally offering this food to idols. 

However,  under the same topic  “idols”  -  I would like to make a further extension. 
We have   worldly Christians weak in  “The Real Faith”  (accurate  Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity)  who create  “an idol within their mind”  by 
externally giving credence in their physical actions  (to what drives their mind). 

What do I mean? 
Take many examples   superstitions,  astrology,  trinkets  –  where the person can read into a situation their preconceived ideas,  thus creating an  
idol/image  unto which to give worship  (giving/affording  credence and time through physical actions). 
The World abounds in many examples  –  where  worldly Christians demonstrate  weak  faith  (irrespective of what they or their leaders might claim)  
having a very weak  knowledge  base,  and thus very weak  assurance  who then display even weaker  fidelity  to “The Real Knowledge”! 
1Cor.   8v8 og (the) food/victuals  and  us/our/we  not  (it will) exhibit/constitute/commend/approve/substantiate   
1Cor.   8v8 og to the God  {not too}/neither/none/nor  for  if/whenever  (we) eat/consume   
1Cor.   8v8 og (we) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed};   
1Cor.   8v8 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  if/whenever  no/not/none  (we) eat/consume   
1Cor.   8v8 og (we are) {be later}/inferior/{falling short}/destitute/lacking/suffer/needing/wanting. 
1Cor.   8v8 = And   (matters over)   the food  it will  not  exhibit/approve/commend  us  to the   God  (Yahweh).   

For  neither  we  {super-abound}/excel  whenever  we eat   (in a manner supposedly  to/in/with  the Lord),    
neither  we are  lacking/inferior  whenever  not  we eat   (in a manner supposedly  to/in/with  the Lord). 

 

And  (positive or negative actions over)   food will not  approve/commend  us to the God  (Yahweh). 
For neither we excel  (in Yahweh's Judgement)  whenever we eat   (in a manner supposedly to the Lord  [as deemed by men]), 
neither we are  lacking/inferior  (in Yahweh's Judgement)   whenever not we eat   (in a manner supposedly to the Lord  [as deemed by men]). 

             (It does not matter how or what we eat  -  everything has come from Yahweh through JCg and we thank both accordingly and respectively.) 
 

Paul is telling us that anything  (methodology of ritual)  concerning food is insignificant before God,  for it  only  feeds the  fleshly body  and  not  the 
spiritual mind to become worthy to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  But what destroys our spiritual mind is to weigh it down with worldly sourced myths and 
superstitions – because it takes us away from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire! 
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Thus we reason that we may choose to eat,  or not eat  (without religious regard)  –  and neither be better,  or the worse for doing so,  because again,      
it only affects the flesh,  where importantly,  we must only concentrate on feeding upon  “The Word of God”.  For it is  Yahweh’s Desire for humans to 
feed the  spiritual  mind  which is to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to produce more TCs in our personal yield who themselves imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  to fulfil that trigger threshold of 144000 to be elected from out of The Gospel Age. 
Furthermore, Paul is saying    

If we use  “Food”  as being a wedge to drive someone away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (who might themselves have become a TC later)  
then we are  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire over such a trivial matter as food  (generally,  by extension to include “worldly based customs”). 

Moreover,  not only have we driven away a possible future TC,  but also we have driven  ourselves away  from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire that we too 
could have otherwise become a TC  (because our mind would have likewise become weak)! 
1Cor.   8v9 og (you) behold/see/look/beware{take heed}  and  {lest somehow}/haply/perhaps  the   
1Cor.   8v9 og privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  {of yourselves}  this/that (specifically)    
1Cor.   8v9 og (the) {occasion of apostasy}/offence/stumbling  (it) {becomes to be}  to the (persons)   
1Cor.   8v9 og {being feeble/weak/impotent/diseased}. 
1Cor.   8v9 = And  you  (Brethren aiming to be TCs)   behold/{carefully watch}/{take heed}  else/perhaps  your  authority/competency 

specifically this  {becomes to be}  an  {occasion of apostasy}/offence/stumbling  to the  feeble/weak  (minded)  people. 
 

And you (brethren aiming to be TCs)  take heed   (carefully reason upon what we  [TCs]  have taught you as  “1st Century Christianity”),   
else your  authority/competency   (over)   specifically this   (example of  “food”)  
becomes to be an occasion of apostasy to the feeble   (minded)   people   (having the  “blind  [untested/unproven]  faith”  of  “Religion”) 
)   
Do not allow the strength of your convictions  (knowing that the food is still clean)  to cause the children of  “The Real Faith”  (accurate knowledge + 
assurance + fidelity)  to fall away when they see one of their leaders eat  (what the “child” of “The Real Faith”)  considers as polluted food used for Idol 
sacrifice.   Where these spiritually young children of  “The Real Faith”  –  are so weak in “Knowledge”  that,  they exhibit the same mental reasoning as 
do  all  people of  “Religion”  (else they would not stay in it  –  unless they are the rogue traders  [the leaders]  using  “Religion”  for personal gain). 
 
63rd Instruction – In this example being that of food,  if a TC is solid in The Knowledge and apparently does something 
that offends a person  “weak in knowledge”  then how are they going to be receptive to what we try to teach them? 
(This “food”  is just one example out of a “1001 examples”  that could be taken out of the political,  or any other arena). 
62nd Reasoning – So in that one action the TC would have alienated a potential convert to  “1st Century Christianity”  
(and possible TC),  being specifically the reason  why  JC gave his ministry and sacrifice  to open up the gate  to Sonship! 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
50th Warning – So  if  a TC did put someone off  “The Real Faith”  because of their strongly held beliefs that would cause 
offense  (particularly over worldly issues)  then JCg would hold a TC accountable as having acted without due ministerial 
care,  and thus  be rejected  from a position of ruling as  king/priest  in The Millennium  (as a future Son of God). 
64th Instruction – If a potential action regarding a worldly issue looks as though it could offend -  then we refrain! 
Accurately teaching God’s Word to a new person without a manmade barrier of any worldly  belief/opinion  is paramount. 
1Cor.   8v10 og if/whenever  for  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
1Cor.   8v10 og thee/thy/thou   the (person)  holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  
1Cor.   8v10 og (the) knowledge/science/enlightenment,   in  (to the [= within]) {an image-fane}/{heathen temple}   
1Cor.   8v10 og (the) {lying down}/{reclining (at a meal)}/settling/sitting,  
1Cor.   8v10 og {not indeed}/{did not}  the  coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience  {of them}   
1Cor.   8v10 og (the) feeble/impotent/sick/weak  (the) am/being/having  
1Cor.   8v10 og (it will be) built/constructed/confirmed/embolden/edified   
1Cor.   8v10 og into/unto  the (eating)  the (things/foods)  {image sacrifice}/{idolatrous offering}  (to) eat/devour. 
1Cor.   8v10 = For  if/whenever  {some/any/certain person}  {becomes aware}/perceives  you  (Brethren),   

the having  The  Knowledge/Enlightenment, 
(as if)   within  the  {heathen temple}  reclining at a meal   (because you are eating previously offered sacrificial food),   
(then because of your)   unto  the eating  of the  {sacrificial foods}   (by yourselves strong in  “The Real Faith”) 
the  conscience  {not indeed}  it will be  built/edified  of the  feeble/weak  (minded)  people! 

 

For whenever some   (weak minded)   person   (only believing in “Religion”,  or  very new  in  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”) 
perceives you  (brethren)  having  The  Knowledge/Enlightenment   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC), 
reclining at a meal   (as if you are)   within the heathen temple   (because you are eating meat previously given for image worship  -  later sold on) 
              (where,  the food eaten comprises of excess idol meat sold off cheaply in the marketplace) 
(then because of your )  unto the eating of sacrificial foods   (in the presence  of a person who is weak in “The Real Faith”) 
            (because you are personally strong in “The Real Faith”,  knows idol food is no different to non-idol food,  all  came from Yahweh though JCg) 
the conscience of the feeble  (minded)  person not indeed it will be edified   (your activities have poisoned what could have been fertile soil). 
 

Paul is saying  
If a weak minded person perceives you  (having much knowledge)  to be eating idol sacrificial food  –  it will be thought by those people weak 
in  “The Knowledge”  as though you are at an idol’s temple  -  through the eating of the same food having been offered by devotees! 

Thus  
How can The Faith of the weak person be strengthened by seeing you  (being knowledgeable)  sitting  (as if)  in an idol temple eating its food? 

I liken it to this illustration  –  being one of  “association”  
An interesting conundrum posed by psychologists to their class students.   

The Tutor presents a lovely piece of clothing and asks   
How many members of the class would like to wear this  “designer garment”?   

Most of the students would put up their hand to wear such a wonderful garment!   
Then the tutor says   

But this lovely piece of clothing was  owned/worn  by a psychopathic serial murderer!   
Then the tutor asks    

How many of you students would still like to wear it,  knowing that additional piece of information?   
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Most students would now  “sit on both hands”!   Perhaps the odd student might keep  his/her  hand raised  –  at which point the other students 
might start shuffling sideways away from those students having their hands still raised! 

It is the irrational sensitivity of  “association”  conferred upon an inanimate object by entities able to reason  –  beyond the immediate  (being what 
separates us  “humans”  from  “animals”).  Really this forms the basis of  “superstition”. 

Likewise,  another situation could be used for illustration  
Some  secular  “occupying leaders”  of a foreign land might take a presumed picture of JC and make supposed Christians jump and spit upon it  –  with 
the threat that if this is not done,  then the supposed Christian will be executed.  It must be understood the picture is merely an artist’s impression,  and 
thus it is effectively an idol.  Clearly a TC would do as commanded because  “The Real Faith”  within,  would tell them this is nothing but a worthless 
idol,  however the weak Christian might think they are strong in (blind) faith by refusing to jump and spit at the “presumed face of Christ”.  Thus the TC 
survives to usefully further fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (perhaps be asked later by the a member of the Occupying Force why the TC thinks in such a 
particular manner)  and thus in future ministry bring more TCs  (perhaps out of the Occupying Force)  to The Lord.  By contrast,  the weak Christian has 
been murdered and can serve no more usefulness to The Lord.  By extension we can realise  “The Practices”  of many great  (perhaps  worldly  “large”  
is better descriptor)  religions/schisms  beholden to the use of  images/relics  in their worship,  would be  utterly condemned  by The Apostle Paul  (as it 
is throughout The Bible).  However,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  use these  pictures/artefacts/idols  to gain control over  “their minions”  in 
precisely the manner Paul teaches us  not  to do!    

How can  “Professional Religious Leaders”  represent Yahweh  –  when they do,  by both word and deed,  the opposite  to what The Bible 
teaches us? 

These are two particularly important illustrations for consideration  –  based upon Paul’s example to extract  myth/superstition  out of our reasoning. 
This is specifically the point Paul is trying to make to us,  but goes further to state that all good things  (for instance food)  comes from The Creator  (JCg 
expressing his Father’s HS)  and should not be irrationally discarded,  especially when idols themselves do not exist  –  but only have power  “in the 
mind”  based upon the  irrational nature  that any particular  (weak minded)  human chooses to place upon any specific item  (put there by religious 
leaders  acting as  spiritual paedophiles  [Luke.17v2, Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, etc.])!    

Quite simply   “Leaders of Religion”  are not much different in their methodology to that of certain  secular  “occupying leaders”! 
Secular “occupying leaders’”  attempt to control us physically,  while  “Leaders of Religion”  attempt to control us spiritually! 
Equally both types of leaders shall become  The Last/Least  in society within The Millennium  –  precisely as JC and the apostles teach us! 

        That is why JC and The Apostles of  1st Century Christianity  were persecuted and martyred by The Leaders  (both  secular/religious)! 
This is  why  JC stated   “The Truth has set you free”  and The Truth as  “The Word of God”  comes through JCg  (John.8v32, 36).   
Because as we have seen in the first example the students are exhibiting  “superstition”  based upon an innate object,  and it is  “The Knowledge”  that 
Yahweh has imparted to us through JC’s ministry that has set us free from the superstition of  idols/images  (all ultimately sourced by Satan through 
people choosing to become  worldly  leaders over us,  to  “control us”  for  their self-indulgent returns). 
1Cor.   8v11 og Also  (it will) destroy/loose/perish [middle voice]  the  {being feeble/weak/impotent/diseased}  (the) brother   
1Cor.   8v11 og over/upon/concerning  to the  thy/thou/your  knowledge/science/enlightenment,  
1Cor.   8v11 og through (reason of)  whom/what/which/that  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (he) died/death/expired? 
1Cor.   8v11 = Also  it will  personally  destroy/perish  the  feeble/weak  brethren  upon/concerning  your  knowledge/enlightenment,   

through reason of  whom   (these persons)   the  Christ/Anointed  died/death/expired? 
 

Also  it  (our inconsiderate action)   will personally destroy the brother being weak (minded)  concerning your  knowledge/enlightenment 
through reason of whom  (these people)   the Anointed  died/expired?    (JC showed by sacrifice  “The Goal”  that leads to Human Salvation.)  
 

Clearly the action of the  “supposed Strong Christian”  has been one of  inconsideration  towards a weaker member of The Christian Faith,  who 
themselves could have been a potential “Son of God”,  but now turned their back upon what they assumed to be double standards.  Inasmuch the weak-
minded person perceives the presumed  “knowledgeable Christian”  to be promoting one thing  (The Christian faith)  but supporting another  (idol of 
another religion)  through their eating habits. 
Consequently the  “supposed Christian”  has nullified The Ministry work that JC gave by spiritually  dying away from the practices of this world  (which 
culminated in his physical death)  to bring humans into knowing how they might personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
In Paul’s epistle to The Romans I expand this to include all manner of worldly habits that present a barrier to other humans coming into  “The Real 
Faith”.  Likewise,  later in 1Cor.9v18-22 Paul speaks about personal opinions being suppressed so that he can convey  “The Knowledge”  without any 
worldly impediment that might stop the free flow of knowledge from himself to the recipient. 
Many examples - 

Worldly politics  (of anything),  ridiculous practices of those  charlatan Christian leaders claiming to do all manner of things  (supposedly)  in 
the HS,  worldly Christian leaders distorting God’s Word to endorse their disgusting behaviour,  and the list is almost endless  –  limited only 
to the machinations within the mind of our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”!” 

Again notice Paul’s use of  “Christ/Anointed”  without the use of  “Jesus”  -  being the fixation within his mind emerging from his writings  (2Tim.4v6-8, 
substantiated by Peter at 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, John in Rev.1v6, etc.)  –  where it is  The Goal  towards which we are to be personally aiming.  We are to die 
away from The World  (being its driving methodology to  “self-indulge to our neighbours hurt”).   
If we  are  accepted by Yahweh as being part of  “The Early Adopters”  then  we can become anointed by Yahweh to be part of The Heirs, “Co-Regent” 
(see earlier in this epistle  –  1Cor.4v8 and Rom.8v17, 23)  over  “The Inheritance”  (The Resurrected World)  in The Millennium.  This Goal is  never  
taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  by either word or deed and they are thus likewise  not  part of it! 
1Cor.   8v12 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  and   
1Cor.   8v12 og (the) {missing the mark}/erring/sinning/offending/trespassing [plural]   
1Cor.   8v12 og into/unto  the  brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Cor.   8v12 og also  (the) thumping/impacting/pummel/beating/smiting/striking/wounding  {of them}   
1Cor.   8v12 og the  coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience  (the) feeble/weak/impotent/diseased   
1Cor.   8v12 og into/unto  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (you) {miss the mark}/err/sin/offend/trespass. 
1Cor.   8v12 = And  {in this manner}/thus   (of)   the  {missing the mark}/offending  into/unto  the  (weak)  brothers,  

also  thumping/wounding/beating  their  {being feeble}/weak  {moral consciousness}/conscience,   
(therefore)   into/unto  the  Christ/Anointed  you  {miss the mark}/offend. 

 

And in this manner  (of your behaviour while claiming to represent Yahweh will be)   the missing the mark unto the  (weak)  brothers, 
also wounding their weak conscience,   (so they become offended and  “switch-off”  from further searching unto  “The Goal of Anointing”) 
(therefore)  unto the Anointed   (being  “The Goal of Sonship”)   you miss the mark   (being what is required for us to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
 

Paul’s warning   A TC’s strong convictions could  destroy/suppress  a spiritual child’s faith,  and thus sin against what JC represented for all of us – 
being  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  that Yahweh Desires all of us to attain.  –  However,  during the 1st part of our physical life  only  144000  people  
(in some 2000 years of The Gospel Age)  can attain  “Righteousness”  (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – see Rom.4v1-8. Heb.11v8-12  where/how  Abraham 
was considered righteous while sojourning in what would become  “The Promised Land”  out of which would come  “The Inheritance”  - please 
understand how these allegories apply today and further on into the very near future). 
1Cor.   8v13 og {On which very account}/Wherefore  if  (the) food/victuals   
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1Cor.   8v13 og (it) scandalises/{to entraps}/{causes to stumble/fall}/{entices to sin}  the  brother  {of me}/mine/my,   
1Cor.   8v13 og no  not [= certainly not]   (I) eat/consume  (the) {butcher’s meat}/flesh  into/unto   
1Cor.   8v13 og the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period},   that  not  the  brother  {of me}/mine/my   
1Cor.   8v13 og (I) scandalise/{to entrap}/{cause to stumble/fall}/{entice to sin}. 
1Cor.   8v13 = {On which very account},  if  the food  scandalises/{causes to stumble}  my  brother  (in The Faith),   

Certainly not  (would)  I  eat  meat/flesh  into/unto  the  age/{without end}, 
that  not  I  scandalise/{cause to offend}  my  brother.  

 

On which very account,  if food  (as an example)  causes to  (mentally)  stumble my brother   (in The Real Faith  of  “1st Century Christianity”), 
Certainly not  (would)  I eat meat unto the age   (for  “an eternity”  allegorically  [noting a future “Son of God” will not require physical food]), 
that not I cause to offend my brother.   
                 (I will not do anything that would adversely prejudice any person’s future of becoming a possible  “Son of God”  for The Millennium). 
 

Thus if we imitated Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  then we would  not  offend a weak brother’s faith for anything  (thus for example   We are to 
avoid worldly  party  politics causing division  [“divide and rule”]  like the plague  –  being that it operates under  “the pretence”  to  “supposedly help”  
people  while they  “feather their own nest”  –  being  “The Hypocrisy”  of which JC warned us all throughout his ministry). 
Paul’s  utmost priority  is to gain future TCs,  and he would sacrifice all worldly things to achieve this goal.   
The Goal for 144000 TCs  is the  fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire for “The Gospel Age”. 

But how many people truly know of  “The Goal”  that can fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  and of what it might be? 
Furthermore,  if they   “Do not know”   –  then   “Why not?” 
What  have our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  been teaching for the last 1700+ years? 

Please see  “Yahweh’s Desire”  in glossary and its counterpart  “Satan’s Desire”  so we are informed to both halves of what is occurring today! 
 
 
64th Comment – A TC  with pedigree  bringing more TCs as a personal sacrifice to Yahweh can exhort their credentials! 
65th Instruction – All of The Brethren are to aim to become TCs = apostles  appointed  by Yahweh  to tell The World. 
1Cor.   9v1 og No/Not/None  (I) am/exist  (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell}?    
1Cor.   9v1 og No/Not/None  (I) am/exist  (the) unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free?    
1Cor.   9v1 og No/Not/None  (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  the  lord/master  {of/from us}   
1Cor.   9v1 og (I) {stared at}/{discerned clearly}/beheld/perceived/seen/{took heed}?    
1Cor.   9v1 og No/Not/None  the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  my/{of me}/mine   
1Cor.   9v1 og {specifically yourselves}  (you) are/belong/be  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master? 
1Cor.   9v1 = Not  am I  an  apostle/{appointed  (by Yahweh  [and not The World])  to tell}?    

Not am I  unrestrained/free?   (To do whatever I want to do in my life!) 
(Was it)  Not  the Jesus  the  Christ/Anointed  our  lord/master  I (Paul)  {stared at}/{discerned clearly}/{taken heed}?   
(Was it)  Not  my  {occupational effort}/labour/work  {specifically yourselves}  are  within  the  lord/master?   

 

(Some quick-fire rhetorical questions Paul makes of himself –  before he leads into the next section … … ) 
  Am I not  an  apostle  (“appointed  [by Yahweh]  to tell”)?      (Yes - obviously he is!  -  Because of his “Tested Knowledge”  and “Fidelity”  to it!) 
  Am I not free  (to do what I want)?     (Yes - obviously he is!  -  And yet he chooses to sacrifice his life to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.) 
  (Was it)  Not the Jesus,  The Anointed,  our  lord/master   (“The Word of God”  ruling our mind so that we imitate him)   I (Paul)  stared at? 
  (Was it)  Not my  occupational effort  (that)  specifically yourselves are within the  lord/master?  (I copied JC to bring you The Word of God). 
 

Paul demonstrating his credentials makes the exhortation  
1. I am a free apostle  (to do whatever I like with my life).  But being an apostle  (demonstrably “appointed  by Yahweh  to tell” 

unlike who we witness pretending to take that role today)  then Paul freely chooses to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Paul has demonstrably shown,  he has clearly discerned The Lord  (unlike the shenanigans we witness today,  and of the last some 

1700 years,  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  fraudulently claiming to represent Yahweh). 
It is his conviction  (1) Paul physically stared at JCg in Acts.9v1-12  (being his of calling  “personally by JCg”  as  “The 12th  
[replacement]  apostle”)  and  (2) spiritually he absolutely knows and thoroughly understands “The Word of God” based 
originally upon The Tanakh and linked like  “hand in glove”  the  “1st Century Christianity”  taught by JC  (of which neither is 
taught today by our “Professional Leaders of Religion”). 

3. Paul then states   You are where you are through my work!   Being  the fruits  of his labour.  Paul is exhorting them all to become 
like him  (something hardly ever witnessed today within  worldly  Christian congregations  –  and further,  would we want to be 
like these worldly leaders  if  we were to be  really fulfilling  Yahweh’s Desire?). 

1Cor.   9v2 og If  (to the) else/different/more/others (persons)  no/not/none  (I) am/exist   
1Cor.   9v2 og (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell},   
1Cor.   9v2 og but  (emphasis/qualification)/besides/doubtless/{at least}/yet  {to yourselves}  (I) am/exist;   
1Cor.   9v2 og the  for  {a signet/seal}/{stamp impression}/{mark of genuineness}  of the  my/{of me}/mine   
1Cor.   9v2 og (of the)  commission/apostleship/apostolate/{appointment to tell}  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor.   9v2 og (you) are/belong/be  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master. 
1Cor.   9v2 = If  I am  not  an  apostle/{appointed to tell}  to the  other  people,   

but  doubtless/{at least}  I am   (an apostle)   {to yourselves},   
for  the  seal/{mark of genuineness}  of my  commission/apostleship  is  (that)  {specifically yourselves}  are  within  the  lord/master. 

 

If I am not an apostle to other people   (inasmuch there were the other apostles teaching  “The Word of God”  to other people), 
but doubtless I am an apostle to yourselves   (it was Paul who specifically went to Corinth and taught  “The Word of God”  there) 
for the mark of genuineness of my commission   (we can witness the results of what  “The Word of God”  has appointed Paul to do) 
is  (that)  specifically you are within the  lord/master.   (They have been given  “The Word of God” [JC],  but it is up to them what they do with it.) 

                 (A nice touch from Paul,  acknowledging they have  “The Knowledge”  and it is growing within  [some of]  them.) 
 

Paul is telling The Brethren  
(1) There are other people  (also to include  “deviant Brethren”  [as spoken of earlier in this epistle])  do not accept me as an apostle and  
(2) there are other apostles in The World teaching  “The Word of God”  to other people. 
However,  specifically yourselves,  Corinthians,  know the  truth/authenticity  of my apostleship  –  and the proof of my authority is specifically 
you as my fruitage  (being that ideally you are prepared to hearken to what I teach you). 
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Sadly this verse is hijacked by  worldly Christian leaders to presume they,  and their congregation are  (supposedly)  “with The Lord”  just because they 
claim to be  “in the Name of JC”  and go on to  “say wonderful things”  (words are cheap)!   However,  they do  not  come in the  Character and 
Authority  of Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”!  By consequence,  they show themselves  not  to  “know/understand  JC as  “The Word of God 
(part2)”. 
Sadly the individuals  (leaders and their deluded congregational members)  seem to ignore the greater parts of The Bible  (Rev.22v18-19)  telling us this 
is a sham and Yahweh  will/has  closed His ears to these type of people  (irrespective of how many times they might state they are full of the HS  –  being 
merely vain words  boasted/{puffed up}  by feigned works)! 

Why? 
Because they take on  “The Self-Indulgent Pretence”  (and while this thought of  “being with The Lord”  may be  sincere  within  an  innocent  
congregation)  of  (vainly) worshipping people,  but sadly they do not  have  “The Accurate Knowledge”  (to precisely imitate JC’s ministry)  to 
understand  why  and  how  they might  truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Furthermore,  because these congregational members do  not  understand  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then they are  not  worshipping Yahweh 
correctly,  for we are told empty words mean nothing to Yahweh  –  but ultimately  “works based upon faith”  mean everything  (James.2v16-26,  a 
citation  never  mentioned by  worldly Christian leaders,  and some teach the opposite)! 

Where    “Real Faith” = “accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity  (a most important equation)”! 
JC saves  all  humans  (irrespective of who they are,  and what they presently believe in the 1st part of their spiritual life)  from  “The 1st Death”  
(1John.2v4, 4v14)  –  but it is only by  exercising  Real  faith when fulfilling the above equation that will ultimately save us from  “The 2nd Death”  
(Rev.2v27, 20v6).  This is what  worldly Christian leaders  choose not to know   (“agnoeo” StrongsTM=50)  for their eye is beholding The World  (being  
“The Immediacy”  of its returns)  and  not  upon  “The Inheritance”  (see glossary)  that requires  “patience”  and  “fortitude”  to achieve  (precisely as 
The Bible tells us – but  never  correctly taught today).  Where it is Patience and Fortitude  (stoicism)  that correctly reforms the mind away from being a 
former petulant child! 
As such,  these people  (likened to The Pharisees and “Jews”)  will reject Paul and the total of 144000 TCs of the last some 2000 years  –  being  “The 
Teaching”  of which these real apostles freely gave.  TCs appear to be  “supposed heretics”  (to The  [worldly] Religious Establishment)  in the eyes of 
worldly religious people  (choosing to be very selective,  because of the personal consequences,  if being truly objective in their personal assessment)  
and hence fulfil JC’s prophecy at John.16v1-4.! 
 
65th Comment – Paul, a self-imposed bachelor,  is defending a claim made against him of not earning his own living  (not 
entirely true because he was a tent  maker/repairer  to bring in income – but  “the mud was thrown and starting to stick”). 
63rd Reasoning – All TCs have the choice of actions  (ultimately,  they are to be accountable to Yahweh)  in what they do 
during the 1st part of their physical life.  Clearly,  they need sustenance,  but Paul chose not to burden himself of any more 
things than of that requirement to feed his fleshly body  only into the next day.   
Because of Paul's choice to be a bachelor, then: -  Should that mean he must work to cover himself for those minimal 
necessities  (inasmuch,  having no dependants requiring minimal secular work)  -  What an astounding slur towards Paul!  
1Cor.   9v3 og The  my/{of me}/mine  (the) {plea/apology}/{answering oneself}/defence  to the (persons)  
1Cor.   9v3 og I/me/myself  (to the) scrutinise/investigate/interrogate/determine/question/examine [plural] 
1Cor.   9v3 og this/that (specifically)   (it) is. 
1Cor.   9v3 = My  answer/defence  to the people  scrutinising/examining  me is specifically this:- 
 

My answer to the people scrutinising me is specifically this:-    (People  “hurt by someone”  will find all manner of means to  “rid the irritant”.) 
 

Paul is defending his deportment because the religious leaders and their cohorts  (termed “The Jews” then,  but now moved to  worldly Christian leaders 
throughout The Gospel Age)  were trying to ridicule and undermine his  position/teaching  (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, etc.)  –  rather like they did of JC during his 
ministry.  They could not attack The Message,  so they attacked his lifestyle,  just as did the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  of JC’s lifestyle,  
insinuating he was a sinner because he mixed with sinners,  a drunkard because he would drink with the sinners,  an evil doer because he had power over 
demons, etc.    
This is what  all  those people in authority  (Religious Leaders)  do to the individuals (TCs)  whose message they cannot attack with reasoned argument  
–  they use the standard tactic of  “rubbishing the deportment”  through  “character assignation”  to make the recipient of this persecution appear as 
different from  “The Norm”  –  thereby supposedly legitimising  “The Kill”  once alienated from the populace  (itself behaving as “The Norm”).   
Once  “alienating a person”,  then the next stage  “to kill them”  becomes mentally acceptable,  and supposedly “Justifiable” to protect “The Norm”! 
This is standard worldly Politics that has operated throughout history  (which is why TCs avoid  “worldly politics”  like  the plague’,  of which it is)! 
A 4th revision addition. 
We have examples of this in the secular world. 
For example,  advocates giving the warnings about  “Global Warming”  have all manner of things thrown at them in the form of character assassination 
by people in Authority  (having stocks and shares in companies that in some manner fuel global warming)  who would be financially worse off,  thereby 
they being controlled by the wrong master (Matt.6v24). 
I will give this aside, because it comes to mind especially related to our leaders of Christianity regarding their demise in The Millennium. 
I believe it was made by a climate scientist,  Katharine Hayhoe (?)  
The  six/seven  stages of Climate denial are   

1. It is not real! 
2. It is not us! 
3. It is not that bad! 
4. It is too expensive to fix! 
5. Aha,  here is a great solution (that actually does nothing). 
6. And,  Oh-No!   It is too late! 
7. You really should have warned us earlier! 

Let me liken this listing to our worldly  “Leaders of Christendom”  (based upon an audit of their output)  
The six/seven stages of The Millennium denial are - 

1. It is not real!            (We only have this life – let us make the most of it!) 
2. It is not our responsibility!          (We will palm that off onto those foolish cretins of 1Cor.4v13!) 
3. It really is not required!             (“We only need to believe in JC”!) 
4. It is too strenuous for us to make the personal change!              (We like the world as it is!) 
5. Aha,  there is another way – just follow our preaching that “only faith is required”      (that actually does nothing)! 
6. And,  Oh-No!   It is too late!          (When having missed  “The 1st Resurrection”!) 
7. You really should have warned us earlier!                   (Perhaps they should have read The Bible!) 

1Cor.   9v4 og No  no/not/none (certainly not)   (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have 
1Cor.   9v4 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  (to) eat/consume  also  (to) imbibe/drink? 
1Cor.   9v4 =  Certainly not  we  possess/have  the  freedom/authority  (to choose)  to eat,  also  to drink? 
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Certainly not   (to mean “absolutely”)   we have the freedom to eat,  also to drink?  
 

Constructed as a question  –  it means this statement - 
Surely,  we TCs have the right to eat and drink  like all  other  humans! 

This also shows how Paul is only speaking of TCs in making his stand like this  –  inferring The Brethren  are  also to become like him  because they also 
take these things  –  precisely as he does! 
1Cor.   9v5 og No  no/not/none [= certainly not]   (we [Paul + Barnabas]) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
1Cor.   9v5 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  (the) sister,  (the) woman/wife   
1Cor.   9v5 og (to) {take around}/{walk around}/compass/{go/lead about},  {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  
1Cor.   9v5 og the  {remaining ones}/residues/rest  (the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointed to tell},  
1Cor.   9v5 og also  the  brothers/{The Brethren}  of the  lord/master,  also  Cephas?   [Peter, Simon Peter = the same person]. 
1Cor.   9v5 = Certainly not  we  (Paul + Barnabas)   possess/have  the  freedom/authority   (to choose)   

the sister  or  the wife  {to take around}   (to take responsibility for their care),   
likewise  also  the  {remaining people}  apostles/{appointed to tell}  and  The Brothers of the  lord/master  -  also Cephas?  

 

Certainly not  (to mean “absolutely”)   we  (Paul + Barnabas)   have the freedom   (to choose) 
the sister or the wife to take around   (to take upon ourselves The Responsibility for their future care and wellbeing) 
likewise,  also the remaining apostles and the brothers of the  lord/master   (being all people sacrificing their life upon  “The Word of God”), 
also Cephas   ([adding legitimacy to Paul’s Argument]  being  “The Rock”  [Matt.16v18]  upon which  “Christianity”  was to build)? 
 

The original disciple and now prime apostle Peter (Cephas), likewise Philip   were married and had children  (Mark.1v30-31, Acts.21v8-9). 
Equally,  Paul and Barnabas had the authority  (a choice)  to be married and have children,  and they chose to exercise their authority in not having a 
wife or children to care for their welfare  (being a worldly tie).  Paul and Barnabas exercised their authority to become betrothed  (to be married)  with 
JCg to yield  (spiritual)  Children of The Millennium from this  “Special Marriage”  (Eph.5v30-32). 
1Cor.   9v6 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  merely/alone/only  [emphatic] I/me  also  Barnabas  no/not/none   
1Cor.   9v6 og (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power   
1Cor.   9v6 og of the (persons [apostles, God’s workers])  no/not/none  
1Cor.   9v6 og (to) {to toil as occupation}/effect/{be engaged with}/{labour for}? [middle voice] 
1Cor.   9v6 = Or  (is it)  only  emphatic I (Paul)  and Barnabas, 

not we having the authority of the persons  (Yahweh’s fellow workers)  to  personally  {toil as occupation}/{labour for}? 
 

Or  (is it)  only  emphatic I (Paul)  and  Barnabas,  (see commentary) 
not we having the freedom of the people   (as Yahweh's fellow workers)   to personally toil as occupation? 
 

Restructuring and padding the verse to precisely explain the point Paul is making - 
Therefore,  because I and Barnabas have no family commitments,  does this mean that as apostles in the ministry work,  we must also carry 
out secular work to pay for  provisions/lodgings  to sustain our fleshly bodies? 

We are aware,  Paul was a tent maker (Acts.18v3)  to pay for provisions that he might need on his missionary travels (2Thes.3v6-12). 
In particular,  so that he was  entirely objective  in his teaching of  “The Word of God”  -  God's Word was  not  coloured to yield  “Worldly Return”! 
Please follow me through this line of reasoning - 
Sadly,  we have seen  “The Word of God”  severely manipulated through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19 over the last some 1700+ years to give ultimately 
a  “Worldly Return”  of whatever  (money/power/influence/glory/leverage/sex/etc.)  upon which Christian Leaders have lusted.  Today, “God's Word”  
has been manipulated by apparently millions of Christian leaders to become  “a word”  to  condone errant human behaviour  (a  “Gospel of Excuses to 
remain Human”)  precisely as JC and his apostles warned would occur  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-22, 2Tim.4v3-4, etc.).  They are  not  giving out  
“The Word of God”  to  inculcate personal internal reform  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle,  so that Yahweh might achieve His 144000 future 
Sons of God.  Therefore we realise these Christian leaders are  “Opposing/Adversarial”  to Yahweh  -  hence “Satanic”,  and thus  anti-”The Word of 
God”  ,  hence anti-”JC”,  hence anti-”The Anointed”,  hence “anti-Christ”  all as John warned at 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3, etc.   
Therefore,  because these specific Christian leaders  are  “demonstrably opposing”  Yahweh's Primary Objective for The Gospel Age to be gaining His 
144000 future Sons of God to become  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold” (Rev.14v1-4)  to bring in The Millennium  (and The Means to save The 
Resurrected World)  then these Christian leaders are opposing  Yahweh's spirit/personality/desires/traits (the HS)! 
They are  “blaspheming  (internally driven to be speaking against,  hence rebelling)  against the HS”  for which there is no forgiveness  (Mark.3v28-29, 
Matt.12v31-32, noting the context of v33,  etc.) 

Our  “Christian Leaders”  of today should be exceedingly careful of Yahweh's  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  that can 
result in  one  of  THREE  outcomes!   Please see elsewhere what these  three  outcomes might be  (also “2 part life” in glossary). 

Hence the lead-in for the next few verses - 
 
64th Reasoning – A soldier is paid by  “The  State/Country”  to  {look after}/defend  “The  State/Country”. 
A vineyard owner will take from his vineyard.  A shepherd tending his flock will take the milk. 
Furthermore,  Yahweh’s Word states,  even animals are allowed to eat from out of their work. 
So then –  obviously a TC can ask for  daily  sustenance from his flock. 
51st Warning – This does  not  mean take  more  than our  minimal needs for subsistence  from the flock as do some 
religious leaders  (in the pretence it is  “for the Lord’s Work” – overseas,  or in a far-off land  –  but it is almost certainly 
for  “The Kick-Back”  into their pocket – to spend on themselves)!  God’s Word should not be spread like that now! 
47th Allegory – Soldier,  Shepherd,  Ox =  are representative of  a TC  working to serve  The  Lord/Master. 
66th Comment – The Law states:  Do not muzzle the threshing ox.   But we must remember the following points:- 

1.  The ox follows the commands of its overseeing  lord/master. 
2.  The ox is working,  and  not  sitting around on the wheat  (Word of God)  to be worked. 
3.  The ox is not defecating on the wheat to make it unfit for human consumption. 

By allegory,  these are some particularly important  considerations/failings  for our  worldly Christian leaders! 
1Cor.   9v7 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether  (person) 
1Cor.   9v7 og (he/she) {serving in a military campaign}/soldiering/{arduous apostleship} [middle voice,   present]   
1Cor.   9v7 og (to the) {pertaining to the self}/{at one’s own} [plural]   (to the) rations/{daily requirements}/pay/wages   
1Cor.   9v7 og {at some/anytime/ever}/then/previously/(enclitic particle of time)?    
1Cor.   9v7 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether (person)   (he/she) {to set out}/implant/{install doctrine}/plant   
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1Cor.   9v7 og (the) vineyard  also  {from/out of}  of the  fruit  {of his/it/same}  not  (he/she) eats/devours?    
1Cor.   9v7 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}whether  (person) 
1Cor.   9v7 og (he/she) {tends as a shepherd}/supervises/{feeds cattle}/rules  (the) flock/fold,   
1Cor.   9v7 og also  {from/out of}  of the  milk  of the  flock/fold  no/not/none  (he/she) eats/devours? 
1Cor.   9v7 = Who  he  personally  soldiering   {sometime past}/previously   (worked elsewhere for)  { his own}  wages/provisions? 

Who  he/she  planted the vineyard,   also  he/she  not  eats/devours  {from out of}  {of its}  fruit?    
Or  who  {tending as a shepherd}/nurturing  the  flock/fold   (of sheep),   
also  he/she  not  eats/devours  of the  milk  {from out of}  the  flock/fold   (of sheep)? 

 

Who  he/(she)  soldering  (has)  previously  (worked elsewhere for)   his own  wages/provisions? 
Who  he/she  planted the vineyard,  also  he/she  not eats from out of its fruits? 
Or,  who nurturing the flock,  also  he/she  not eats of the milk from out of the flock? 
 

Quite applicable similes that Paul uses  (clearly, he used them much in his ministry  –  very much as JC showed in his parables  –  and quite rightly so,  
because Paul was fervently trying to emulate JC. 
A soldier fighting to promote God’s Word in a  “faithless [to God’s Word]  society”  –  and arguably much worse today in the slide away from fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire in just about everything we do! 
Therefore,  Paul while serving as a  “spiritual soldier”  during the 1st part of his physical life,  was fighting the persecution delivered upon him by  “The 
Professional Religious Leaders”,  he should not be expected at the same time to be working in the secular community to gain his  daily  provisions for 
fleshly survival,  but rather those people who are being protected by the soldier should look after the needs of their soldier.   
    Notice Paul is  not  asking for a  “good life”  or a  “pension”   (as  “The Religious Leaders”  [may]  do today)! 
Furthermore,  Paul is working with Yahweh to plant and tend to  “The Vineyard of The World”  and thus the vineyard being tended should yield its 
produce to those workers tending The Vineyard and ultimately  “all this produce is to the glory”  of  “The Vineyard Owner” (Yahweh). 
Regarding the last example of the sheep,  being JC’s  “small/own flock/sheep”  (Luke.12v32, John.10v4)  out of the many flocks of sheep in The World 
under the leadership of rogues and  charlatan Christian leaders claiming allegiance to “god”  -  but  “their god” is Satan for the  self-indulgence t his 
brings! 
This last topic in the verse is of special interest. 
Worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders would cite this verse  (and perhaps the threshing ox 1Cor.9v9, 1Tim.5v18)  to justify their income.  
However, by counter,  I would suggest this  not  be a good example for them to use,  because - 

The ox was working as commanded by its master  (thus it was faithful). 
The ox was  not  sitting idly as regards to what its master desired  (but it worked hard). 
Finally,  the ox was not defecating upon the wheat to make it unwholesome for humans to imbue and digest  (kept clean and wholesome)! 

I leave the reader to reason what they will,  from of those statements of reasoned observation  (and why Religious Leaders might not be like the ox)! 
However we should realise,  Paul being single,  not having a wife and family to support,  he did secular work  (Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12)  and thus 
could be technically considered a  “lay-preacher”  where he did so much more work to bring TCs to Yahweh,  than do our  worldly  “Professional”  
Christian leaders of today, combined.  Where I surmise none of them bring  any  TCs to Yahweh  –  hence being the 1 Talent Stewards covering their  
talent/minas  Matt.25v15-24, Luke.19v16-22,  (inasmuch not prepared to carry  “The Weight of Responsibility”  to imitate Paul as he imitated JC  
1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.),  –  please see my commentaries at Matt.6v24, 22v21. 
1Cor.   9v8 og Not  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  these (things)   
1Cor.   9v8 og (I) speak/utter/say?    
1Cor.   9v8 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  {not indeed}/{did not}  also  the  law/precepts/regulations   
1Cor.   9v8 og these (things)  (it) states/exclaims? 
1Cor.   9v8 = Not  according to  the  man  (me - Paul)   I speak  these things!      

Rather -  not  also  The Law   (as given by Yahweh)   it states  these things?  
 

Not according to the man I speak these things!   (I am not sourcing this knowledge,  as might a worldly man for worldly gain. [Gal.1v10-12]) 
Rather  -  (as a rhetorical question)   not also The Law  (as given by Yahweh)  states these things? 
 

Paul is not expressing what he thinks  (as we so often hear today by  worldly Christian leaders  “I think ……….,  this, that and the other”,  ignoring what 
The Bible states),  but rather he goes back to  “The Prime Source”  being the Tanakh  (our Old Testament of The Bible)  to support his point - 

“I do not just speak as a human on this matter!   Because,  then v9 … … ” 
Paul uses The Law to explain a worker toiling for Yahweh needs to be supported by those people who are being fed with wholesome food. 
Conversely,  we deduce  –  if  the worker is  not  feeding wholesome food  then  they should  not  be supported in that role!    

Please see the expansion of this in the following verse. 
I look around me today with great sadness at what I see in the majority of innocent  (Rom.16v17-18)  worldly Christian congregations throughout The 
World being  “ripped-off”  by substandard workmanship from their leaders  (I call them “Rogue Traders”, “Spiritual Paedophiles [Luke.17v2])  in the 
same manner as JC surveyed the scene  (Matt.9v37-38, Luke.10v2).   Made worse,  because the people are so beguiled by their leaders  (Gal.3v1)  into 
believing that singing songs and having a wonderful time  (supposedly) “praising and worshipping”  Yahweh is good and is what we are supposed to do  
(to be saved)!  Yet,  this is an anathema to Yahweh  (Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-22)   without the supporting True Worship in fulfilling His Desire,  and thus 
constitutes  “basic hypocrisy”! 
All being given in the same manner as do  all  devotees of “Religion” might  –  operating in the  one/same  worldly sense  (Eph.2v2)  that - 

If I give an image of  “presumed goodness”  as I might to another observing person of my actions,   for a worldly return  then I have done all 
that is necessary,  without realising that Yahweh is analysing the synapses construction mapping  –  being  The Motive  driving our outward 
behaviour! 

Is it  self-gratification  for “The Immediacy of The Self”,  or  to be  “selflessly edifying our neighbour  to our own hurt”? 
Analyse  “The Reasons”  (as the internal driver)  for any outward displayed action. 

Then I hear JC’s words in my mind to those people who cried out    
Did we not do these things in your name?  And he replies   Get away from you workers of lawlessness!  (Matt.7v20-23, etc.). 
They are  “lawless”  –  only  because they did  not  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  but merely the  “million and one”  desires  “of the self”! 

However after saying that  –  there  are  some good Christian Leaders  (very few  in number  [< 0.1%])  who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  but becomes 
incumbent upon the reader to search them out by using The Bible and the tools on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to discover who they might be. 
Once having the similar Bible knowledge and insight as I do myself  –  then you,  the reader,  could gain a 6th sense to spot the good and bad leaders  
within seconds  – very often  before  they even open their mouth  (by only observing their deportment)!    

When they open their mouth  –  it confirms my original instant assessment  (when audited against my extensive knowledge of The Bible)! 
1Cor.   9v9 og in  for  to the [= within]   (of) Moses  (to the) law/precepts/regulations  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
1Cor.   9v9 og [Instruction,  Deut.25v4 ]   Not  (you shall) muzzle  (the) ox   (the) {tread out grain}/threshing.   
1Cor.   9v9 og Not  of the  oxen   (it) {to be of interest}/concern/{it matters}/{(take) care}  to the  God? 

Old Testament reference located at  Deut.25v4  
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1Cor.   9v9 = For  it has been  written  within  the Law  of  Moses: 
You shall  not  muzzle  an ox  the  threshing   (the grain).    
Not  (the welfare)  of the  oxen  {be of interest}/matters  to the  God   (Yahweh)? 

 

For it has been written within the Law of Moses: 
  You shall not muzzle an ox threshing   (the grain). 
Not  (the welfare)  of the oxen be of interest to the God  (Yahweh)?   (And the answer is  “Yes”  -  all animals matter to Yahweh.) 
 

Thus,  the Law says   The working ox should take a bit from the work he gives.  God gave this law to support workers,  even to animals). 
However - 
All false  worldly Christian leaders pull this little gem out of their box of pet phrases to justify  “grand theft”  from their congregation. 

So what, why and upon whom? 
What  - This phrase is used to support the leader’s claim,  they are conducting “God’s” ministry by preaching God’s Word to the congregation and thus 
require money to support their preaching work.  –  Sounds  “good”  does it not? –   But we shall see the falsehoods later! 
Why  - This argument is used because really the leader is using the fame,  accolades,  prestige,  power over the congregation  (and perhaps to be 
“charitable”  the self-glory is they  “presume”  they are doing God’s Will)  but many also love  (phileo)  to have worldly monetary support to prop up 
their  lifestyle/position  they have now become so accustomed.  Again, all this can be analysed to expose the many falsehoods behind their reasoning. 
Whom  - The false worldly preachers claim,  because they are  (supposedly)  doing  “God’s Will”  in helping the congregation  “come to God”  then the 
congregation should be  “obliged”  to support their worldly needs  –  also extended to include the  “preaching work afar”  -  of which they  (supposedly)  
“need”  “good”  “transport”! 
Being a false  worldly  preacher/teacher,  then they feel moved to  twist  God’s Word,  just as Satan is so apt at doing for  self-gratification. 

As usual with a  half-truth,  the answer is Yes and No! 
The problem is that  unless you are astute,  and  thoroughly  know/understand  God’s Word,  then  you  will  most  certainly/absolutely  be deceived! 

The Important Truth to realise is that a false  worldly  teacher will not actually want the listener to understand The Bible accurately,   
but  only  “the spin”  they put upon  their  interpretation  to perpetuate their position.   
They will be so warm and friendly to draw you into their way of thinking  –  to lure you into a position  to then fuel their self-gratification! 

This statement sounds such an affront,  but I am saying no more than what virtually every book of The New Testament effectively warns us - 
“Beware of false  teachers/leaders.” 
Conmen,  as rogue traders (as spiritual paedophiles)  make themselves  so endearing  -  because The Punter supplies their needs! 

I am  not  stating anything different to what we are  already told in The Bible.   
The problem is,  the congregations are not told,  nor instructed to find such verses for the obvious reasons! 
The  conman/woman  relies upon  “The Good Will”  within the “Mark/Target”  giving  “The benefit of doubt”  to these religious leaders! 

Thus the reader of this commentary,  if being part of one of these congregations,  then  he/she  should personally carry out the following reasoning 
process based upon these questions  (all taken out of The Bible as instruction for us  –  again  I am only repeating what The Bible  tells us to do) - 

1. Does the teacher  actively  promote  daily reading of The Bible  outside  of the service meetings? 
2. Do the service meetings demonstrate  the qualities of God?  Being order, harmony,  {charity love}  to spread the Gospel,  wisdom, and respect? 
3. Are we instructed to  operate our deportment in an  ordered  manner,  thereby to be wholly respected by people outside our “methodology”. 

(Would people of  “The Resurrected World”  want us to be ruling them  -  what credentials have we  personally proven for that role)?  
4. Are we personally instructed to  precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle for  no  worldly return? 
5. Does the teacher draw upon readings of The Bible and  deeply explain  what they mean  in context? 
6. Does the teacher  initiate/exhort  for there to be  questions and answers,  where the answers are  sensible/righteous/wholesome? 
7. Does the teacher provide outside consultations of dedicated time to explain The Bible  accurately?   (This does not mean,  be a social worker)! 

(My terminology of  “Social worker”  meaning,  an atheist could take this role,  but a Christian Leader should accurately teach God’s Word)  
8. Does the teacher  have a humble deportment  (stated in  all  Biblical teachings)  –  consistent to The Fidelity of  True Christianity? 
9. Finally,  does the teacher,  desire and actively encourage the congregation to take his/her own,  personal position as leader  in The Real Faith? 

Expanding (9) because this is the very crux of the True Christian message is for more TCs to be produced,  to then further spread  “The Real Faith”  (of 
accurate Knowledge, Assurance and Fidelity).  This is precisely what JC asked of  each of us,  Paul and the other apostles kept telling The Brethren,  to 
imitate JC  (and the apostles’ lifestyle – 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)! 
Thus - this is precisely what the Christian Leader  must  preach/teach  to  his/her  flock. –  Let the reader ask him/herself  –  Do they behave like this? 
As leaders,  they must  not  allow their congregation fall back into a passive  “spiritual coma”  (while outwardly they might be having a wonderful time)! 

These are some of many audit questions the Bible keeps asking us to perform upon our ministers,  and upon ourselves.  
Not to judge their prospects in  “The Real Faith”,  but only whether they  accurately  represent God’s interests here upon this planet. 
If  they  accurately  represent  “The Righteous God”,  then  we are to associate with them,  else as we are told later,  with  “bad company spoiling good 
habits” (1Cor.15v33)  –  we are to reprimand them  (3John.9-10),  else leave their company. 

It is the answers to the above audit  example-like  questions that illuminates the  teacher/leader’s  true motives and classifies them as Worldly 
or True Christians!    Where we are to only teach  “1st Century Christianity”   and not the charade of  “worldly Christianity” we have today! 

The Bible  tells us,  only provide food,  and sustenance of no more worldly than what the minister can  carry on his back for his  fleshly daily  needs. 
(Mark.6v8, 10v4, 22v35, hence 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.) 
If the reader sees money going out on  anything  more,  then serious doubts should be forming in their mind about what this leader really wants! 

Is it heavenly or earthly treasure? 
Can a false religious teacher point to  any  example in The New Testament that contradicts my teaching of what we are to examine? 
(Noting I  have spent over 50,000 hours studying The New Testament – so I do know and understand my subject matter.) 

The next item of concern  
Beware of the false teachers’ claim of using The Old Testament to draw upon examples of godly people being wealthy to justify their claim now. 
They are  again  twisting  “The Truth”  and this is based upon several false assumptions of which I need to unscramble. 

1. JC told us,  he is setting up a  new  standard for all people to follow and  we are now to  imitate  him  to be part of the  New Spiritual Israel. 
2. These specific Old Testament  people had very  specific tasks  to perform,  then  after  they  proved  themselves in hardship  often after many 

years of faithful service,  the  fame/wealth  then  followed  to support their position within society to  further Yahweh’s Desire within that society. 
3. These specific Old Testament people received this from their position in The World based upon  their secular job   not  as a priestly occupation. 
4. This worldly teaching also ignores the teaching of the Prophets who said  “Take nothing for the Word of The Lord”  –  see examples of people 

who did  (Gehazi at 2Kings.5v27, etc.),  and those who did not  (everything is totally consistent in all Old Testament examples to this reasoning)! 
This is further said in context at v18 from Paul  “I lay The Gospel down  free of charge”,  also JC stating the same thing at Matt.10v8. 

5. Our false prophets of today  (obviously by definition)  do not seem to understand  “The Physical Aspects”  of  every example  given by 
illustration in The Old Testament were  to mirror  “The Spiritual Aspects”  of The Gospel Age leading unto Sonship to Yahweh into The 
Millennium.  Hence the two levels climbing unto perfection in The Culmination. 

Finally,  we might consider -  The World has enough access to  “Bibles”.  The problem is that virtually no-one reads them in their entirety to even know 
what is inside,  let alone  understand  what The Bible is really teaching us.  Consequently,  we do  not  require more people being paid as  “The Reader 
Stand-Ins”  between us and Yahweh  (supposedly being our excuse not to really know Yahweh)!  -   But rather,  we need people to  thoroughly explain  
what  “The Word of God”  personally means  (precisely imitate JC – is the easiest way to state it – but we need to precisely know what JC actually did 
and more importantly what he did  not  do)  before we are in the position to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to be imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle.  
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Thus the Christian leader should  not  be saying  “I need more money to (supposedly) spread  The Word of God”,  but rather they should be teaching us 
to be in the position so that  we  are personally competently able to spread  “The Word of God”  to The World  ourselves  (inasmuch we know  why/how  
to do this).  If they did that,  then they would  not  require any monetary “donations”   -  and more importantly these “Christian” leaders would be 
fulfilling Yahweh's Desire and not their  own worldly desires!      But we should know by now why they are not like that! 

That is how you can easily recognise a  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leader from a TC! 
It is so  very easy! 

After this exegesis - 
I ask the reader to seriously understand the reasoning and get under the deception put out by the millions of false Christian leaders  (being virtually all 
of them)  – because it is now pandemic throughout The World  at the close  of The Gospel Age  (I extensively justify this statement elsewhere). 
But I repeat  –  there are  some  highly motivated  “True Christian Leaders”  who  agapao/phileo  (edifying/attractively  love)   Yahweh and JC,  who 
spend all their time totally dedicated to be  accurately  spreading  “The Word of God”  to all strangers for  no  worldly self-gratification.   
All I ask,  is the reader to leave their worldly representative and move to a  “congregation”  who has one of these heavenly motivated leaders. 
I only wish to provoke the reader to use this website as a tool to unlock our reasoning faculties,  so that we together might launch ourselves forward to 
“The Great Expectation”  open to each and every one of us.   This does require demanding work on our part.  However, if we labour for JC,  then as 
promised to the TC,  we  will  personally receive  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  (as  “The Fulfilment of The Promise”  given to Abraham)  by 
becoming a  “Son of God”  (only available to 144000 TCs  irrespective  of the  unrighteous  nonsense presently taught by our  worldly Christian Leaders  
–  given for their own personal gain). 

In context we now enter the next verses  (and ask   How might these verses apply to you?) - 
 
65th Reasoning – “Because of us” = TCs will fervently look forward to  “The Expectation of a Certainty” –  else why 
persevere in all the persecution this world throws upon TCs (see 1Cor.4v9-13).  Thus,  TCs  will  stoically push themselves 
forward through the  “pain of persecution”  for The Resultant. 
48th Allegory – plough/thrashing = “work done to achieve a required goal”.   Do we think likewise?   Do we even know 
what is The Goal that Yahweh desires to occur?   Religious Leaders are delinquent, “choosing not to know” (Matt.23v13)! 
66th Instruction – It is by the giving of spiritual work  (accurate  teaching of Yahweh’s Purpose)  through the TCs for the 
future expectation  (both the TCs and the exhorting of Brethren to become TCs),  then by return,  the congregations give 
according to the goodness  (accurate guidance/teaching)  of what they received! 
52nd Warning – Sadly,  “a polluted message”  from  worldly Christian leaders should  “righteously”  receive by return:   
“a polluted fleshy sustenance” –  does it not?  –  But they often take  “the Best/Most”  from their congregations!   
Note:  Not every Christian Leader is like this  –  but it is incumbent upon the congregation  to  audit/assay  their leader! 
Most are like this in one way or another  -  especially  in pyramidic religious institutions! 
49th Allegory – sow (wheat) seed = “Accurately teaching The Word of God”.  This means teaching of The Goal and of The 
Millennium.  Moreover,  of The Requirement for us to personally reform to precisely imitate JC to be ultimately successful. 
1Cor.   9v10 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  through (reason of)  us/our/we   
1Cor.   9v10 og entirely/{at all events/occasions}/{by all means}/surely  (He/it) states/exclaims:   
1Cor.   9v10 og Through (reason of)  us/our/we  for  (it was) written/scribed/engraved:   
1Cor.   9v10 og Because  over/upon/concerning  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) anticipation/expectancy/confidence   
1Cor.   9v10 og (he/she/it) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated/obligated   
1Cor.   9v10 og the (person)  ploughing  (to) plough,   
1Cor.   9v10 og also  the (person)  threshing  of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  (of the) him 
1Cor.   9v10 og (to) {share/participate}/partaker/pertain/{take part in}/use   
1Cor.   9v10 og over/upon/concerning  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) anticipation/expectancy/confidence. 
1Cor.   9v10 = Or rather,  through reason of  us  (TCs and The Brethren aiming to be TCs)   surely  He  (Yahweh)   states:  

For  through reason of  us (TCs),   it was  written:  
Because  upon/concerning  to the  Anticipation/Expectation  {becomes indebted}/must  the person  ploughing  (continue)  to plough,  
also  the person  threshing,   
of his  Anticipation/Expectation  to  share/partake/{take part in}  upon/concerning  The  Anticipation/Expectation. 

 

Or rather,  though reason of us (TCs and brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  surely  He (Yahweh)  states: 
  For through reason of us (TCs)  it is written   (by allegory):- 
    Because concerning in The Expectation must the person ploughing  (continue)  to plough, 
    also the person threshing,  of his Expectation to partake concerning The Expectation   (of  “The Resultant”  of their labours). 

                 (For a TC  “The Expectation”  is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  which is to achieve 144000 TCs  [ideally of which we too could be part thereof]) 
 

This verse means - 
The person who ploughs relies upon  looking forward  to  “The Resultant Harvest”.   
The person thrashing the wheat will expect to take part in the eating of the bread that comes from his work. 

Though the precise quote is not found in The Old Testament,  Paul being a high class Pharisee knew of it and JC obviously pulled upon it at Luke.9v62 
during his ministry of The Gospel –  being Yahweh’s  “Acceptable Year”  (see glossary and “Yahweh’s Desire” within it)  and the component parts of it  
(Luke.4v19). 
By extension of these parables and allegories we understand the following being taught to us  

By working the field  (allegoric to The World),  then the person working,  expects results from this work within The World  (Mankind). 
Also by thrashing to produce the food through working,  then the worker expects those people who are receiving this  spiritual  food to pay 
him/her  with food for the family of worker’s fleshy  sustenance only  (but not to feed worldly self-gratification)!   This fleshly food is only to 
provide  temporary  “salvation”  for the fleshly body  of the teacher and is in return for the  spiritual food  the teacher is providing for the 
listener’s  permanent  “salvation”  (into The Millennium and beyond). 

The worker  “helping The World” in agape,   fervently desires to see the fruit of his labour  (because what else is “the Spiritual Driver”)  –  being new 
TCs coming into  “The Real Faith”  (and  not  the blind faith as given by “Religion” –  to include worldly Christianity given by leaders only motivated by 
“physical worldly return” [as did Esau]).  Importantly this is also Yahweh’s Desire that He might achieve His full 144000 TCs ready for the next stage 
of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”,  being the TC is working out Yahweh’s Desire within  his/her  own life.   
To assist the TC in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  then JC as  “The Word of God”  grows within  “The Compliant TC”  that yields Yahweh’s HS,  which 
Yahweh uses as appropriate to manipulate the environment to make the TC more effective in  accurately  promoting Yahweh’s Word. 
It is all a symbiotic virtuous circle,  -  noting. with  “Religious Leaders”  excluded,  only because  they personally choose to be excluded  and thus have 
no HS. 
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Most Important Note   
The HS only operates within and without (= locally outside)  a human to edify Yahweh within a recipient’s mind. 
It  absolutely does  not  operate for the  self-indulgence  of the person claiming to represent Yahweh!   

There is to be no self-glory in Yahweh’s family,  and thus none of the worldly “hero worship”  we witness given to  charlatan Christian leaders speaking 
(shouting)  through microphones to whip-up a mass frenzy in the adoring crowd (Matt.24v23-26, etc.),  but rather the HS operates within those people 
who  in humility  carefully explain  “The Word of God”  on a  “one-to-one”  level just as did JC and the apostles demonstrate!   
“Edifying Yahweh”  means to bring more fruit to Him in The Culmination  –  and clearly those  (so many)  people who bring no acceptable  fruitage  
(are likened to Cain – Gen.4v3-8)  -   most certainly have  no  HS even though they all profusely claim to have it  (see also the very important incident at 
Mark.11v12-14, 19-20  as fastidiously explained by my local commentaries)! 

In conclusion  
The true worker  (a TC of Yahweh)  working within the world freely  distributing spiritual food for the mind  only  desires worldly food for their body  –  
nothing more! 
The  “angel of the Lord”  being “a TC” = “one sent from God to tell something”  desires  “The Word of God”  food from Yahweh  (and makes this 
occur by learning it, understanding it,  and then applying it)  to  accurately  spread spiritual food within the mind of the listener,  and only asks in return,  
fleshly food from the listeners for the TC’s fleshly body to continue the ministry – for the next day  (and not for a pension [or worldly trinkets]).   

A TC is  not  instructed by God to ask for any other type of provision,  money or other worldly gifts  (see 2Kings.5v1-27 regarding Gehazi).   
Follow what JC instructed of his disciples in Luke 10v1-8 as an example for all  true  leaders of  “The Christian Real Faith” to emulate. 

Obviously working The Plough is arduous work now during the 1st part of our physical life experiencing all forms of duress,  but  “The Expectation”  is 
of “The Heirship”  being  “The Inheritance”  of  “The Resurrected World”.  The Resurrected World consists of all the resurrected perfected DNA  
fleshly  people to be taught  spiritually  (ripen them in the sunlight of Yahweh’s Word during The Millennium)  ready for the harvest at the end of The 
Millennium as  “The Parable of The Darnel Seed”  so clearly tells us  (Matt.13v20-30  –  please see my local commentaries). 
1Cor.   9v11 og If  {we ourselves}  {to yourselves}  the (things)   
1Cor.   9v11 og {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  (we) sowed/{received seed},   
1Cor.   9v11 og (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great (thing)  if  {we ourselves}  {of yourselves}  the (things)   
1Cor.   9v11 og {being fleshly}/animal/temporal/carnal  (we shall) harvest/reap? 
1Cor.   9v11 = If  {we ourselves}  (TCs)   (have)  sowed  the  spiritual things  {to yourselves}   (The Brethren)    (through our work),   

(then is it the)  big/large  matter  if  {we ourselves}  (TCs [apostles])   shall  harvest/reap  {of your}  fleshly things  ( provisions)? 
 

If we ourselves (TCs)   (have)  sowed spiritual things   (as  “The Word of God”  by both word and  deed/deportment/lifestyle) 
to yourselves   (The Brethren of Corinth), 
(then the question … … ) 
   (Is it)   a large matter if we ourselves  (TCs [apostles])   shall harvest   (some)   of  your fleshly things   (provisions)? 
 

I have covered all aspects of this earlier. 
Quite simply   We TCs  (apostles)  have given our physical lives to impart  “spiritual knowledge”  on how to  truly  please Yahweh,  then by return if the 
apostles require physical  “life support”  in the form of physical provisions to get to our body into the next day  –  it should be offered by the recipients of  
“The Word of God”. 
Warning   This statement is certainly  not  as our  charlatan Christian leaders request  (by implication)    

“Give us your donations so that we can spread the word of  “god”  to The World”! 
Sounds a  “good soundbite”  (in its many permeations)  -  but it does not stand up to scrutiny today! 

These  “rogue traders”  acting as conmen,  rely on the devotees'  good will  -  in giving these leaders the  “benefit of the doubt”  they are genuine!    
But these  “spiritual paedophiles”  are absolutely  not  genuine and are utterly rejected by Yahweh  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.)! 
They are certainly not fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  but that of their own desire  (Acts.20v29)! 

Moreover, those  other Christian leaders who remain silent on this blasphemy are  equally culpable  in Yahweh's  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  
(James.3v1, Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26). 
We must realise today,  it does  not  operate like that with communications abounding,  and now  “The Bible in every hand”  is possible,  even freely 
downloaded off The Internet  (if  The World  understood  why  they needed it).   Furthermore,  these leaders should be teaching to make their ministry 
become like an exothermic reaction,  within the recipients  becoming the initiators  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.)  –  and therefore again,  the original leader 
does  not  require financial return. 

Charlatan Christian leaders only position themselves at the top of the pyramid to be  worldly supported by the base of the pyramid! 
The punters  “betting on eternal life”  or paying to  “have an exhilarating/amazing time”  just foot  “The Bill”  for the leaders at the top! 

Quite simply today,  it is my opinion that Yahweh prefers  “lay-preachers”  who receive no monies (2The.3v6-12)  –  because what else is their driver? 
They are  entirely objective  in what they give by their ministry and lifestyle,  having no financial influences colouring their output! 
The genuineness of  “Their Message”  is untainted by a second master,  Mammon/Lucre  (Matt.6v24). 

 
66th Reasoning – If some of The Brethren are assisted by yourselves –  then why not the TCs who gave you everything!   
But TCs will not hold this over any person as a lever to extract what they need,  because in humility they will ask for 
nothing – so as not to cause any impediment to the implanting of The (wheat) Seed into the mind of a recipient. 
53rd Warning – When was the last time the reader went to a “Religious” event, –  where at some time,  either voiced or 
through adverts  (of whatever)  money was  not  expected to be given for:  “The Cause to help spread The Word of God”!  
Oh Yes!   What audit has taken place on where that money goes –  and what have you  really  leant by your attendance? 
Or was it simply a “mind entertaining event”  as might be a circus, magic show or a  “self-congratulation get together”! 
All this is an abomination to Yahweh and all alien to what JC and the apostles taught as “1st Century Christianity”! 
1Cor.   9v12 og If  else/different/more/other (persons)  of the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power   
1Cor.   9v12 og {of yourselves}  (they have) {share/participate}/partake/pertain/{take part in}/use  no/not/none   
1Cor.   9v12 og (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  {we ourselves}?    
1Cor.   9v12 og But  no/not/none  (we) {furnished a need}/employed/{used it}/{act towards someone}   
1Cor.   9v12 og to the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  this/that (specifically);   
1Cor.   9v12 og but  (the) all (things)   (we) {roofed over}/{covered with silence}/{endured patiently}/bore/suffered,   
1Cor.   9v12 og that  no/not/none  (the) hindrance/obstacle/impediment  {some/any/certain person} (recipient) 
1Cor.   9v12 og (we) give/bestow/grant  to the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor.   9v12 = If your other people   (of supposed Brethren)   of  privilege/authority  have a  share/partake   (in your  hospitality/support),   

(then why)   not rather  {we ourselves}   (the apostles,  having originally given  “The Word of God”  to yourselves  [from JC and Yahweh])?  
But we have not  employed/used  this specific  privilege/authority   (of our position over you –  having  “Fathered”  God’s Word to you),   
but  we have  {patiently endured}/suffered  all  (physical)  things,   
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(so)  that  we  (apostles)   give/grant  no  obstacle/impediment  to  {some/any/certain person}  of  The Gospel  of the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

If your other people  (within your grouping, being)   of authority   (that of  the new leaders  rising in the ranks – taking their position  over the flock) 
have a share   (in/of  your hospitality and physical support) 
(then why)   not rather we  (Paul + Barnabas)   ourselves   (share in your hospitality and physical support)? 
But we  (TCs outside your local grouping)   have not used this specific authority   (of our position over you  –  having  “Fathered”  God's Word), 
but we have patiently endured all things   (received much pain  [from  “Leaders of Religion”  that were  also  starting to grow in “Christianity”]), 
(so)  that we  (TCs [apostles])  give no obstacle to any person   (it cannot be said   A trade was required, –  money/food  in lieu of  “God's Word”) 
of the Gospel of the Anointed   (“The Good News”  that  “The Anointing”  to become a  “Son of God”  is possible  [for 144000 individuals]). 
 

Paul is stating   
If some brethren in your group are supported,   
then why not us,  The Apostles,  who gave you The Knowledge in the first instance  (1Cor.4v15)? 

But Paul follows through to gently inform them that he has not use his position to coerce The Brethren to provide provisions,  and yet by contrast,  he has   
suffered many things so as not to provide any  hindrance/impediment  in the publicising of The Gospel.  This is a  “million miles”  away from that 
practised by  worldly Christian leaders throughout the some 2000 years of The Gospel Age,  as The Records in the annals of history so clearly show – 
and shall be publicised  “across the rooftops”  in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3). 
So reiterating    

Paul has endured  all affliction,  worked to provide his own food  (as tent maker Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc.)  so,  no person might be 
dissuaded from hearing of JC  freely  (by he/she  feels in some manner indebted to provide a fleshly return).  In fact it also frees us from being 
tarnished from an opposite accusation made by some non-Christian people who suggest  “Christian Support”  given to  “physically needy 
people”  in some manner  “forces them”  to  take-on  “the Religion”  of the physical benefactor  (a form of proselytising by gifts).   
Yet a TC is free from this smutty accusation by separating worldly things from spiritual things (Matt.22v21, etc.)  and further,  the recipient 
shows to Yahweh  (and The World in The Millennium)  how truly committed is their  “Real Faith”  (can the reader see how all this 
righteously interlinks). 

Again,  notice Paul’s description   “The Gospel of The Anointed”  and  not;  “The Gospel of Jesus”  (as errantly do our leaders preach today)! 
Where I maintain,  it is Yahweh’s Desire to achieve His 144000 TCs  (to be “anointed”)  before He can then move on to The Millennium.   
Which again underlines the point that I make elsewhere   Worldly Christian leaders just have   “Not  got it”  -  because their mind’s eye is on the  wrong  
ball in the air  –  being all the ramifications of that simple statement!   And all as I profusely explain elsewhere. 
 
67th Reasoning – TCs as holy people  toiling/labouring  at the temple will eat from the sacrifices made at the temple who 
are jointly sharing at the altar.  Thus,  meaning the spiritual sacrifices of new Brethren to become TCs are offered to 
Yahweh in recognition of His  “Right to Rule”,  and the sacrifices yield back fleshly sustenance to the fleshly body. 
Allegory – Repeat - Temple = “The means”  to absorb knowledge from Yahweh = TCs  accurately  teaching God’s Word. 
50th Allegory – Sacrifice = The Resultant of a person’s effort and time offered to Yahweh to freely edify our neighbour,  so 
the recipients  know/understand   why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to  righteously  achieve Mankind’s Salvation. 
51st Allegory – Altar = Recognition/Adherence  of  “Yahweh’s Right to Rule”  our mind  within our local environment. 
1Cor.   9v13 og No/not/None  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  the (persons)   the (things)   
1Cor.   9v13 og sacred/divine/{made holy/pure}/{become innocent/blameless}/{separated from this world of sin}   
1Cor.   9v13 og (the) {toiling as occupation}/effecting/{being engaged with}/{labouring for} (plural, middle voice)   
1Cor.   9v13 og {from/out of}  of the  {sacred place}/temple/{place separated from this world}  (they) eat/devour,   
1Cor.   9v13 og the (persons)  to the  {place of sacrifice}/altar  {sitting near}/{attending as a servant}/{waiting at}   
1Cor.   9v13 og to the  {place of sacrifice}/altar  (they) {share jointly}/{participate in}/{be partaker with} [middle voice]. 
1Cor.   9v13 = Because  not  you  (brethren)   know/understand  the  {made holy/pure}/{separated from this sinful world}  people  (TCs)   

personally  {toiling as occupation}/{labouring for}  they  eat/devour  the  things  {from out of}  the  temple/{pure place of no sin}. 
The people (TCs)  {sitting near}/{attending as a servant},   personally  {share jointly}/partake  to the  {place of sacrifice}/altar. 

 

Because not you  (brethren)  know/understand  the  {become holy/pure/innocent}/{been separated from this world of sin}  people  (TCs) 
personally toiling as occupation, they eat the things from out of the sacred place   (their mind is operating  as though  living in The Millennium) 
The people (TCs)  attending as a servant,  personally share jointly to the alter   (meaning, our local environment where we imitate JC's ministry). 
 

We must ask ourselves  
What does all this mean? 

At the 1st level,  it  physically means - 
You know those priests who labour in The Temple attending the holy  articles/duties,  also they eat from the sacrifices offered at the altar. 

Paul is drawing the attention of The Brethren to the fact,  Paul is a priest carrying out priestly duties  (likewise as  “the priests of old”  performed their 
priestly duties to the worldly Israelite Nation),  where Paul was  accurately  spreading  “The Word of God”  to the worldly Christian Nation  (that 
mirrors  “The Israelite Nation”)  to become the 2nd Epoch Israel.  It is from this 2nd Epoch of Israel (Christians)  Yahweh shall draw His 2nd flock of 
sheep  [John.10v3, 16]  as  “The Early Adopters” –  being  “The (2nd) Remnant of (2nd Epoch) Israel (under The 2nd Covenant)  that returns to The Lord”   
[Isa.10v20-22]). 
Which leads us into the 2nd level,  to  spiritually mean  (by allegory of what is to ideally occur during The Gospel Age) - 

The TC  (precisely imitating JC’s ministry)  is always  toiling/labouring  at the altar  [= the TC’s local working environment]  of The Lord,  
where The Brethren  (if becoming TCs)  metaphorically become  “the sacrifice”  of the TC’s labour presented to Yahweh,  that becomes the 
yield of the next generation of TCs.   

Paul is stating the TCs share jointly upon the things that are presented at a  spiritual  level upon the altar and thus feed the apostles at a  fleshly  level,  
inasmuch the TCs are drawing out the next generation of TCs from those people who are physically feeding them  (being a mutual return). 
 
68th Reasoning – JCg has appointed apostles as TCs to  proclaim/publicise  “The Gospel of The Millennium”  to live from 
the contents at  (1) fleshly level by people supporting their accurate work in appreciation of what they received,  and  (2) 
because it  is  “accurate work”  then  Yahweh will give guaranteed everlasting life to the TCs as future Sons of God. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Gospel = (Though not quite an allegory,  but because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  know 
what it means)  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  meaning our 2 part life to learn how to imitate JCg our creator and 
saviour,  that for most people  (99.9+% of The World)  requires The Millennium within which to be successful. 
1Cor.   9v14 og {In this manner}/Likewise/So/Thus  also  the  lord/master   
1Cor.   9v14 og (he) {arranged thoroughly}/instituted/ordained/prescribed/commanded  the (persons [TCs])  
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1Cor.   9v14 og the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  (the) proclaiming/promulgating/declaring/preaching   
1Cor.   9v14 og {from/out of}  of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  (to) live/exist. 
1Cor.   9v14 = {In that manner}/Thus  also  the  lord/master   (Yahweh through JC)   

He  ordained/instituted/commanded  the people (TCs)  proclaiming/publicising  The  {Good News}/Gospel 
to  live/exist  {from out of}  of the  (contents within the)   {Good News}/Gospel. 

 

In this manner  also the  lord/master   (Yahweh through JC) 
he ordained the people (TCs)  proclaiming The Good News to  live/exist   (this can only be  guaranteed  salvation  from “The 2nd Death”) 
from out of  (the contents within)   The Good News   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  teaching us how to achieve  “The Ideal Goal”). 
 

Again,  Paul is teaching us at two levels. 
The 1st level being at the  physical  existing - 

The  priests/TCs  give The Gospel at a spiritual level and thus live from the fleshly donations of those Brethren hearing and responding to The 
Gospel and this bilateral arrangement is acceptable to The Lord. 

The 2nd level being at the  spiritual  existing - 
The contents of The Gospel have given everlasting life to the TCs truly living The Gospel  (being the contents within it reforming their mind to 
become Christ-like  –  thus purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life based upon The Ministry of JC)  during the 1st part of their physical life.  
They are living for  “The Expectation”  of teaching  “The Inheritance” as given in The Gospel by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Sadly,  none  of this is taught by our  worldly Christian leaders because they have  not the faintest idea what all this means  –  as demonstrated within 
their  near-to-useless  sermons!   Please view typical examples on this website to support my attestation  –  and I have many 100’s of more transcripts to 
publicly audit  “line by line”  against specifically what The Bible  really teaches us!    

I welcome a response so that I might have more material upon which to publicly work  – please see this website’s terms and conditions! 
 
67th Comment – Paul would not use any reasoning to illicit any returns for the strenuous work he invested. 
69th Reasoning – Paul was self-motivated to please Yahweh and rejoiced in any opportunity to bring in more TCs to  “The 
Service of Yahweh”.  He would rather die than give any human cause to nullify his efforts in increasing “The Body of JC”. 
67th Instruction – Yahweh expects His “Early Adopters”  to imitate Paul.  This means do not involve ourselves in politics, 
commerce and certainly not  “Religion”  -  we must remain utterly neutral within all these worldly matters  -  so that we 
cause no offense any person could use in The Millennium as to why  he/she  personally refused God’s Word when offered! 
68th Comment – TCs rejoice when a recipient’s mind suddenly clicks to understand Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan”  as  
only  given by  “1st Century Christianity”  (actively fought against by “Professional Leaders of Religion”). 
1Cor.   9v15 og [emphatic] I/me  and  {not even one}/{no one}/none   
1Cor.   9v15 og (I have) {furnished a need}/employed/{used it}/{acted towards someone} [middle voice] 
1Cor.   9v15 og (of the) {from/concerning these persons/things};   
1Cor.   9v15 og no/not/none  (I) write/scribe/engrave  and  these (things)  that   
1Cor.   9v15 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  (it may/should) {become to be} [middle voice]   in  {to [= within] me};   
1Cor.   9v15 og (the) beautiful/virtuous/good/valuable/worthy  For  {to me}/mine   
1Cor.   9v15 og (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  (to) die/death/expire,   
1Cor.   9v15 og or/than/either/rather  the  boasting/joyousness/rejoicing/glorying  {of me}/mine/my 
1Cor.   9v15 og that  {any/some/certain person}  (he/she may/should) {make empty}/abase/neutralise/void/vain/falsify. 
1Cor.   9v15 = And  emphatic I (Paul)  have  used/employed  none  {concerning these things}   (giving reasons to illicit worldly returns);   

and  not  I write  these things,  that  {in this manner}  it  (fleshly support)  may/should  personally  {become to be}  within  {of/for me}. 
For  it is  beautiful/virtuous/worthy  {to me}  better  to  die/expire  (by not gain fleshly  support/sustenance), 
than  {some/any/certain person}   (legitimately,  by accusation)   
he/she  may  neutralise/nullify  my  glorying/rejoicing   (in the lowly work that I do for other people). 

 

And  emphatic I (Paul)  have used concerning none of these things   (being the given reasons to illicit worldly return) 
and not I write these things,  that in this manner it  (fleshly support)  personally becomes to be  (made available)  within me. 
For it is  beautiful/virtuous  to me better to die   (through starvation and lack of hospitality),    
than any person   (make certain accusations about me  “trading God’s Word for worldly return”  [as is done today in Islamic countries about “Aid”])   
he/she  may neutralise my  glorying/rejoicing   (in the lowly work  [of no worldly return]  that I do for other people’s edification).   
 

Paul states,  Yahweh recognises    
“Apostles may be supported”  by The Physical Environment for the work they do  (with the caveat   “It fulfils His Desire”). 

But he then goes on to state    
He is  not  writing to them for that physical support.   

Paul goes on to affirm that he would rather die,  than for someone to claim,  He has asked for material  support/wages  for his preaching work. 
Glorying in Paul’s  self-abasement  where he will not put any human off from attaining their full potential in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

This is a  very, very  rare claim  of  worldly Christian Leaders of today!   
Also I am able to audit the work of  charlatan Christian leaders against what The Bible specifically teaches and publicly show how The Word 
of God is delinquently manipulated and misappropriated by these spiritual paedophiles (Luke.17v2)  to gain a self-indulgent  worldly return.  

Remember  –  we  all  should be emulating Paul’s example  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)! 
However,  this commitment also shows something deeper about Paul and how this extends to us who personally seek to become TCs for 
Yahweh. 

Paul says    
“For it is good to me rather to die than someone show that my boasting in  “The Word of God”  given  freely/simply  is valueless” 

This is equivalent to Paul saying   
“It would be better that I should die,  rather than any human show my preaching work  (Paul’s boasting for The Lord  –  that he often tells us 
elsewhere)  contains falsehoods  and/or  distort God’s Word  and/or  misrepresent God’s Truth  for animalistic worldly gain!” 

Paul’s commitment is to  only  be known for the  accurate  teaching/boasting/publicising  of  “The Word of God”  (again he tells us this elsewhere). 
Present day leaders should carefully reason upon this,  also carefully audit their lifestyle and their preaching work  –  now aware of this knowledge! 

It should concern us,  when we see so many  charlatan Christian Leaders being so popular  glorying/boasting  not  within The Lord,  but 
rather  within themselves  using  “The Word of God”  as a tool  to gain worldly personal return.   
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To facilitate this,  they are motivated to create huge assemblies of duped people following in their wake  (Matt.24v23-26)  –  because  “the larger the 
following”  –  then the worldly return is greater!   Whereupon we realise the  “supposed slave”  is actually self-assuming,  and thereby these  charlatan 
Christian leaders are sequestrating the  honour/glory/dignity  supposedly  only  reserved for The Master!   

That is hardly the correct heart-condition for a future Son of God! 
We obviously deduce these individuals are  only  representing themselves on  “The Back of The Word of God”  –  where Yahweh is being used  “as a 
tool”  to gain worldly advantage out of the duped millions upon millions of  worldly Christians  (who themselves are sincerely trying to come to Yahweh 
Matt.23v13,  but being manipulated by their  “Professional Leaders of Religion”).   I find this utterly disgusting! 
It reminds me of a useful allegory.  

It is like a  spiritual  paedophile  abusing the children in a crèche,  of whom he is responsible!   
How does the reader think of this from Yahweh’s point of view?   

He will think of them no better than a self-respecting person of The World does to a paedophile physically  (and obviously psychologically)  
abusing physical children within The World!   Because this activity is a  Personal  attack against  His  “Word of God”  then He will 
administer  vengeance  against these spiritual abusers  –  by ignoring them in The 1st and then The 2nd Resurrection  (and there are no more 
resurrections)  thus they shall be annihilated at the end of their present existence  (following after their leader -  Judas Iscariot)! 

Again,  ask the question   
So  why  should these people refrain from taking this position of leadership if they are misleading  “the children” (Luke.17v2)? 

See 5v5 and other places,  because if we should die now in the 1st part of our physical life,  then perhaps a mildly iniquitous religious leader may have 
some opportunity for resurrection (in The Main [2nd] Resurrection),  but if we stay alive to become completely iniquitous,  then the brain may become so 
distorted/seared  within its reasoning that resurrection may not occur having thrown away the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (as did Judas Iscariot).   
Thereby Yahweh cannot righteously resurrect us into the 2nd part of our physical life because we have no 3rd part of our spiritual life cover where we 
have no conscious existence to reform and become Christ-like  –  because JC only died  The Once  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22). 
It  is my duty  to competently give an auditor’s warning  (else I stand accused  [Eze.33v1-20]),  but it is  only  Yahweh Who makes the final decision.   

Now the lead into v16 - 
 
69th Comment – Paul does not preach The Gospel for any form of worldly return.  Sadly,  many  worldly Christian leaders 
use  “The Word of God”  as a tool to gain much worldly return   (of anything for self-gratification)! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Gospel = (Though not quite an allegory,  but because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  know 
what it means)  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  meaning our 2 part life to learn how to imitate JCg our creator and 
saviour,  that for most people  (99.9+% of The World)  requires The Millennium within which to be successful. 
52nd Allegory – House Steward = A person who is responsible for The Family’s possessions while The Master  is away. 
Thus, here we are speaking of “Christian leaders” being “The Good” (very few)  and “The Bad” (most) (Luke.12v42-48). 
68th Instruction – We should feel obligated to imitate JC because of what he has done for us –  else we are “hypocrites”! 
70th Reasoning – Paul was self-motivated to please Yahweh by what he considered  “by necessity”,  only because he truly  
understood  the debt he had as a worthless human in the presence of the most wonderful action JC had given to him 
personally  –  being a 2nd opportunity to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Where he was now living spiritually in the 2nd part of his 
life having been redeemed from what would have been his  (1st and)  only whole life physically and spiritually  (of death). 
71st Reasoning – Paul recognises that given the knowledge of God’s Word and understanding how it fitted in with God’s 
Plan throughout The Tanakh  (Paul’s heritage)  then this sumptuous food must be  freely  given out to all people within 
The World so they too,  might be in his position  (as the next generation of TCs).   
Sadly, today like the Pharisees we have  worldly Christian leaders fulfilling JC’s parable of “The Rich man and Lazarus”! 
53rd Allegory – Wage = To become a future Son of God  (Matt.20v1-12)  for a TC who truly fulfils Yahweh’s Desire. 
Because a TC receives  no  wages from The World for teaching The Real Gospel  (given freely)  during The Gospel Age. 
72nd Reasoning TCs who receive nothing  for their  pains  from The World will receive a reward from Yahweh of Sonship. 
The converse is inferred,  those  worldly Christian leaders who receive anything from The World have their reward now! 
73rd Reasoning – Christian leaders as salaried  house-stewards  of God’s Word  are unwilling,  inasmuch when older and 
tarnished by The World  then many are not capable of doing anything else for a livelihood!   Thus, it just becomes “a job” 
for a worldly return and ultimately their  “worldly pension”  (think carefully on that)  – just as Paul tells us here! 
74th Reasoning – Thus a TC will  “freely lay down The Word of God”  because they  are  volunteers!   As such,  a TC is 
free to move on to strangers because  his/her  income is not derived from what  he/she  teaches.   
The converse is true,  worldly Christian leaders need to teach what they deem their audience desires to maintain a fleshly 
livelihood,  because they are resident!    Compare with being a sojourner and a settler – a TC is a sojourner in this World 
for The Expectation of Sonship to  personally make The Millennium a reality,  but a  worldly Christian leader is settled in 
this world – content for their  income/pension  living “in vain hope”!   That  is  the difference  Paul is explaining here. 
75th Reasoning – Paul is free from any constraints within this world because his income is  not  derived from what he 
teaches  (“he who pays the piper, calls the tune”),  but he freely chooses to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by being enslaved to 
Yahweh’s Desire,  slaving for his Master JCg,  to slave for the furtherance of The Gospel freely given to all humans. 
Paul is objective in what he teaches having no world allegiances,  but only to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
70th Comment – The term “free” means precisely as we understand it.  We choose to operate according to our desires! 
However,  our desires are modified by The Environment – being Yahweh’s or Satan’s methodology we choose to follow! 
Comment – repeat - The term “slave” means precisely as we understand it.  We fulfil precisely what  “The Word of God” 
tells us  –  which means we must first know and then understand  “The Word of God”  before we become a slave to it! 
Seems obvious  –  but utterly ignored by  worldly “Christians” -  and  endorsed/encouraged  by our leaders over them! 
1Cor.   9v16 og if/whenever  for  (I) {announce The Good News}/{preach The Gospel},   
1Cor.   9v16 og no/not/none  (it) is  {to me}/mine  (the) boasting/joyousness/rejoicing/glorying,   
1Cor.   9v16 og (the) constraint/distress/{must needs}/necessity/compulsion/{obligation of duty}  for  {to me}/mine   
1Cor.   9v16 og (it is) {rested upon}/imposed/{be instant}/{laid on}/{pressed upon},   
1Cor.   9v16 og {exclamation of grief}/woe/alas  and  {to me}/mine  (it) is,   
1Cor.   9v16 og if/whenever  no/not/none  (I) {announce The Good News}/{preach The Gospel}. 
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1Cor.   9v16 = For whenever I  {preach The Gospel}   (of The Millennium and of its structure to bring about Mankind’s Salvation) 
it is  not  {to my}  boasting/rejoicing/glorying,   for  {needs/must}/necessity/constraint  is  {rested upon}/{laid on}  me  (as a TC), 
and  woe/alas  {to me}  it is,   whenever  not  I  (accurately)  {announce The Good News}/{preach The Gospel}! 

 

For whenever I preach the Gospel   (of The Millennium and of its Structure  [requiring Sons of God]  for Mankind's Salvation) 
it is not to my  boasting/glorying   (a TC sequestrates  nothing  from Yahweh,  and does  not  defraud recipients with  “The Word of God”),  
for necessity is rested upon me   (as a TC to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  [to personally solve  “The Mystery of God”]), 
and woe to me it is,   (therefore it is  The Responsibility  of a TC to take  Ownership  of God’s Word and become  Accountable  for it) 
whenever not I (accurately)  preach The Gospel   (of  “1st Century Christianity”  before  it mutated into  “worldly Christianity”  [2Cor.11v4])! 
 

Thus,  Yahweh  expects/demands  a TC to work at  accurately  teaching  The Gospel  –  for this responsibility is laid upon a TC. 
To  accurately  teach The Gospel does  NOT  just mean the following - 

1. speak of a wonderful future under their own administration. 
2. speak of people loving each other. 
3. throw in the words “God” and “Jesus”. 
4. The Leader of The Faith  “sacrificing their life”  for  “a cause”. 
5. perpetuate the worldly religious customs of one schism or the other! 

Because that makes the  worldly Christian leader not much different from a Hindu,  Buddhist,  Muslim,  Sikh, etc.  (all having a key founder-person’s 
name extolled to the deluded devotees who has sacrificed their life for The Cause  –  supposedly to bring about salvation to  “their grouping”). 

I ask the reader   What  is different between them all  (except their [worldly] customs,  given only to “divide and rule” by the leaders)? 
For  worldly Christian leaders to then speak of JC as being  “The Almighty God”  with no distinction -  promotes an  actual lie  of  “The Highest Order” 
– because  nowhere  in The Bible does it say JC was physically  “The Almighty God”,  but rather,  it teaches us  JC was an entity who was  always  
subordinate to Yahweh.   
So concluding,  there is not much distinction between what is taught on the surface by a  worldly Christian leader and those leaders promoting other  
worldly religions  –  and perhaps the only specific difference they do make  (between “Christianity” and “Religion”)  –  they get wrong! 

What a sad situation!   Furthermore,  what might Yahweh think of these  useless  individuals  “supposedly working in His Name”? 
Please read this website where I carefully explain what The Gospel  really  means and how to  “teach The Gospel”  at an individual level. 
Please use this as a wake-up call and the contents on this website as a guide to what Yahweh  really desires  in The Gospel message to be fulfilled. 

But actually,  Paul starts to teach some basic principles of preaching The Gospel message in all the following verses - 
(Do our leaders of Christianity do likewise?   Again, we know the answer to that question!) 
1Cor.   9v17 og if  for  (the) voluntarily/willingly  that/this/there/here  (I) {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}   
1Cor.   9v17 og (the) {pay for services}/hire/reward/wages  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,   
1Cor.   9v17 og if  and  (the) unwillingly/{against the will}  
1Cor.   9v17 og (the) {administrator of a household}/stewardship  (I am) committed/believed/entrusted. 
1Cor.   9v17 = For  if  I  {habitually practice}/{repeated deeds}  the  voluntarily/willingly    (this teaching work},   

(then)  I  obtain/have  the  {pay for services}/reward/wages, 
and  if  I am  the  unwilling/{against my natural desire}  the  committed/entrusted  the  {house-stewardship}/{family administrator}. 

 

For if I habitually practice voluntarily   (meaning,  I am willing to regularly do  this teaching work,  [working in The Father's vineyard])  
(then)  I obtain the pay for services   (resurrected as a future son of God  [Matt.20v1-12]  in  “The 1st Resurrection”), 
and if I am the unwilling   (meaning,  not to  regularly/faithfully  imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  [and thus behave like a  worldly Christian leader]); 
entrusted house steward   (meaning,  I am assumed by outsiders as being a person to be supposedly representing The Master of the house.) 
               (Paul chooses the first option for  “The Expectation of Sonship”,  by contrast,  worldly Christian leaders take the latter,  it being just  “a job”) 
 

Just as JC appeared to  “switch the logic”  of what we traditionally accepted as  “The Norm”  –  then likewise  –  so do The Apostles in their teaching to 
show how The Millennium  will be so  very different  in its Norm  –  this is something that worldly people are presently unable to grasp within their 
mind's eye,  only because we must jump to a  completely different vista  where  “The Reference Land-Marks”  are so very different to that which operates 
today! 

What is Paul teaching us? 
This verse separates the TCs  (of the 1st part of the verse)  from the  worldly Christian leaders (spoken in the 2nd part of the verse),  and then Pauls states 
his preference to seal the matter. 

The TCs voluntarily give their time in  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  for  absolutely no  worldly return  except abuse and 
persecution from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (because “their job is on the line”  by what TC’s do,  hence, John.16v1-4, etc.).    

They have  no  other driver  (being a return)  except to precisely fulfil Yahweh's Desire!  –  What else motivates them? 
For this reason the 144000 TCs will receive  “The Reward” (in the 2nd part of their physical life at their awakening in “The 1st Resurrection”)  
which is given by Yahweh because of their  ministry/lifestyle  that  precisely imitated  JC  (in the 1st part of their physical life while purifying 
the 2nd part of their spiritual life). 

And the counter - 
The  worldly Christian leaders are paid by The World to give what The World desires to hear!   They are in a salaried job  –  like a secular 
occupation  –  though they feign a service  –  they are like leaders of  politics and commerce  giving a worldly service for a worldly return.   
“The person who pays the piper calls the tune”  –  and that is why  worldly Christian leaders  cannot  fulfil Yahweh's Methodology,  but only 
the methodology of  “the present god of this world”  –  “Satan”  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  that is –  “to self-indulge to their neighbours hurt”   
(precisely as JC taught us at Matt.6v24). 
Just as this verse states   They are  not  willing to give their services  freely/simply  and thus become as  “paid now administrators”  of JC's 
household  (The World).  They are thus the  untrustworthy stewards (Luke.12v46-48, etc.)  of JC's creation.,  behaving as robbers  (charlatan 
Christian leaders)  or hirelings (worldly Christian leaders)  as JC taught us at John.10v2-14,  and wolves as Paul said, Acts.20v29. 

An important question arises  
Why do I state   JC's household,  and not   Yahweh's Household? 

For two reasons  
1.  Firstly it was JCg who created The World  (DNA life over the aeons) -  while Yahweh created the tools  (physical laws)  that JC used  
(“plural Entities” working together as explains, Gen.1v26, John.1v1-3),  and thus JCg choose to become responsible for his creation  to 
redeem and then cover it  in the midst of his Father's decree  (Gen.2v17). 
Thus Mankind is  still  sinful and looks to  “the specific god”  of it (JCg, hence Matt.9v2-4 able to forgive sins)  and presently members of 
Mankind cannot directly look to Yahweh (Ex.33v20),  where Yahweh  is  “The Pinnacle,  The Source and hence Judge of Perfection”  
throughout The Universe. 
2.  Yahweh's household is reserved for His future  “Sons of God”  who perfected their mind  (the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The 
Word of God”)  during the 1st part of their physical life entirely away from worldly methodology and fully imbued Yahweh's Methodology that 
came through  “The Word of God”  (JC,  Rev.19v13). 
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“The synapse construction mapping” (= mind)  of  all  Christians has been judged by Yahweh to yield His 144000 future Sons  –  where 
obviously if He chose them to be part of His immediate family then they can look upon Him  after  “The 1st Resurrection”  to be metaphoric 
brothers/sisters  alongside JCg  (Matt.12v48-50)  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  (Matt.20v23)! 

After explaining what this verse precisely means,  then we can ask ourselves - 
How often is this preached  today (2007/09/13/15/20 CE,  noting their efforts by audit appear to have deteriorated over this time!)?    
Never,  but the very opposite  (and I quote them  “you are not saved by works”)!  –    

This is the reason why - 
It is by giving our time voluntarily in  “The Teaching  {Occupational Effort}  (StrongsTM = 2041)”  for absolutely  no  worldly payment then 
we shall receive  “The Same Reward”  (The One Prize [see later])  from Yahweh (Matt.20v1-12),  being that of  “The Inheritance”  –  
because that is for what we desire and yearn in the future,  being  “Sonship to Yahweh”  and the fallout from this wonderful  acquisition/gift. 

This is  “The Personal Fulfilment”  of  “The Birthright” through Abraham’s  (always allegoric for Yahweh)  loins/seed  of which Jacob grasped and 
Esau despised (Rom.9v13, Gen.25v34). 
However,  if we are intrinsically unwilling and thus receive payment for our worldly work as a salaried role during the 1st part of our physical life  –  
then we have  already  received our hire  and are thus  not  looking forward  in  “The Expectation for The Inheritance”  of The Future.  It is clear,  the  
“Professional Religious Leaders”  look towards servicing  “what yields the worldly return”.  Especially when  “1st Century Christianity” is  never  
taught and thus they are let off the hook,  because there is  “No Obvious Comparison”  because there are so few TCs within The World!    
Thus these people are  not  adopted as sons of The Father because they have become only presently paid servants  pretending to represent  The Father  –  
and JC tells us,  servants  (slaves)  do not yearn for what The Sons desire  (John.8v33-35 and Rom.8v17)   –  being  “The Inheritance”  (House = Family 
= the successful World in The Culmination)  of their adopting Father. 

Can the reader now understand how it is so unlikely  (but not impossible, if a person reforms)  for salaried  worldly Christian leaders to 
become the future Sons of God and thus they  cannot  be TCs now  (and by extension  cannot  be apostles appointed by Yahweh to tell)? 

I am only repeating what The Bible  specifically  tells us  –  I am inventing  none  of this  (but quoting The Bible in holistic context)! 
I expect and gladly welcome a lively response from the  very best  worldly  Christian  leaders/theologians  espousing their exegesis that I might publicly 
analyse on this website  –  by careful audit,  line by line. 
1Cor.   9v18 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether (thing)  therefore/then  {to me}/mine  (it) is   
1Cor.   9v18 og the  {pay for services}/hire/reward/wages?    
1Cor.   9v18 og That  (the) {announcing The Good News/Message}/{preaching The Gospel}   
1Cor.   9v18 og (the) costless/gratuitous/{without expense/charge}  (I) place/ordain/settle/{sunk/lay down}/purpose   
1Cor.   9v18 og the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  into/unto  the  no/not/none   
1Cor.   9v18 og (to) {use down-right}/overuse/abuse/misuse/{use eagerly}/{fully employ}/{stretch utmost} [middle voice] 
1Cor.   9v18 og to the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  (of the) me [= my] 
1Cor.   9v18 og in  to the [= within]  {good news/message}/{the gospel}. 
1Cor.   9v18 = What  therefore/then  is my  {pay for services}/reward/wage?    

That  the  {preaching The Gospel}  I  place/{lay down}  The Gospel  of the  Christ/Anointed  costless/{free of charge}/simply,   
unto  (for)   not  to  overuse/misuse  my  privilege/authority  within  {The Gospel}. 

 

What therefore is my pay for services? 
That preaching The Gospel   (of “1st Century Christianity”  [not “worldly Christianity” covering the planet today like a deadly, self-indulgent virus])   
I  (only)  place The Good News   (being what is available to all humans if they  imbue/inculcate  “The [Real] Word of God”  -  over a 2 part life) 
of the Anointed   (being that of  “The Ideal Goal of Sonship”  unto Yahweh,  so we are then able to teach  “The Resurrected World”) 
free of charge   (precisely as it states  –  no implied request by return  [eliciting]  of  money/glory/honour/leverage/power/sex/favours/etc.), 
unto  (so as)  not  misuse my authority within The Good News   (Paul stays a  true servant  unto the congregations). 
 

I give the  “Gospel of The Anointed”  freely/simply,  so I  {make no demands from}/{not to coerce}  the listener for any worldly recompense.   
Furthermore,  Paul speaks like this because he has no desire to lose what  “The Gospel of  The Anointed”  might bring to himself  –  being The 
Privilege/Authority/Power  that representing Yahweh will bring to an  uncorrupted  person.  Absolutely  not  for personal gain,  but rather,  Paul as a TC  
knows Yahweh needs reliable and trustworthy workers in  “The Vineyard”  (The World)  over our 2 part life  –  and he is only too pleased to oblige in 
true personal  humility. 
Thus,  Paul is desirous for  “This Future Payment”  as a  “Son of God”  as a  future  entitlement  (for what he does now “in trust”). 
This is precisely how all the great Ancient Worthies operated  “in trust”  for  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  -  “The Birth-Right”  given to  
“The 1st Born”  (of  “The 1st Resurrection”)  being accepted as part of The Family to become  “The (co-)Heirs”  of The Inheritance  (Rom.8v17,22-29), 
all precisely as The Bible tells us through numerous places within it. 

But how true are these sentiments  –  particularly in affluent countries  –  and sadly,  the various degrees we witness in African countries? 
We see the televangelists in USA of megachurches at one extreme,  to the other,  being of the exorcising of  non-existent demons supposedly from children 
in Africa,  Moreover,  the opulence and hierarchy within traditional Christian denominations at one extreme,  to the other,  being the Charismatic 
leaders  (fraudulently)  claiming to publicly heal their victims in a frenzied circus performance,  and a  “supposed thousand”  other practices could be 
given in-between these four examples.  And people of  “Religion”  supposedly wonder why sane minded individuals remain as atheists! 

All this activity by Christian schisms is an  abomination  to Yahweh and  it entirely  sickens  Him to witness this hypocrisy supposedly done in 
His Name  –  but certainly  not  in His Character nor Authority!   Do our  worldly Christian leaders not   “Get it”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)? 
Obviously not!  -  Hence Luke.20v16,  as an example of perhaps at least half of JC's parables tell us about these religious leaders! 

Because quite simply,  “They do  not  care,  because  the present world is better!” 
 
1Cor.   9v19 og (the) unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free  (person)   For   
1Cor.   9v19 og am/being/have  {from/out of}  (of the) all (things),   
1Cor.   9v19 og (to the) all (Yahweh/JCg/humans)   (the) {my own}/myself  (I) {become enslaved}/{entered bondage}   
1Cor.   9v19 og that  the (people [The Brethren =>TCs])   (the) more/greater/most  (I may/should) gain/{win over}/profit. 
1Cor.   9v19 = For  the  person  being  unrestrained/free  {from out of}  all things   (of the world and could be subject to its methodology), 

I  (choose)  myself,  to  {become enslaved}  to all  things   (Paul being subject to Yahweh’s Methodology to edify Mankind) 
that  the  many/more  persons   (New Brethren, hence future TCs)   I  may/should  gain/{win over}   (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 

 

For being the freed person from out of all things   (of The World,  Paul is now  “not  subject to worldly methodology”  John.8v32-36) 
I  (choose)  myself to become enslaved to all things   (Paul being subject to Yahweh's Methodology - to  “edify The World”) 
              (Inasmuch,  Paul carries  “The Responsibility”  of  “The Anointed”  for  more  Anointees  -  slaving to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for 144000 TCs.) 
that the many people   (new brethren,  to become future TCs)   I might win-over   (by strength of argument  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 

              (Paul wants to win over by  “Strength of Mental Argument”  and  not  to  pressgang  people into “Religion”  as is much practiced today.) 
              (Yahweh wants “The Willing/Dutiful Mind”  beholden unto Yahweh’s Methodology  to edify our neighbour  as future rulers of The Millennium)  
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“Worldly things”   at a spiritual level,  would mean freedom from  superstition/”Religion”  having no scientific basis,  and at the fleshly level would be 
Paul’s freedom from the fulfilment of  “self-indulgence titivating the senses of the fleshly body”.  Perhaps the closest analogy would be an addict 
“coming after the next fix”  –  of whatever The World might deliver  (just like trying to reach  “the next level”  on a computer game)  –  and likewise in 
the  “class 1”  circus performances given by  charlatan Christian leaders to their bewitched congregations.  These are all cravings of an animalistic 
mind lusting for  “The Immediacy”  to be satisfied  (in both directions [symbiotic]   -  mutual for the leader and the congregational members)! 

So we reason that Paul once correctly attaining  “The Word of God”  and then gaining  “The Real Faith”  by  only  the  Three Stage Process  
(accurate knowledge + assurance and fidelity),  moves away from what The World gives to feed the insatiable desires of an  
animalistic/carnal  mind! 

Thus Paul chooses to be free from the worldly ties to all things,  but  also  he chooses to become a slave to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire whereby he must 
enslave himself in servitude to The Gospel  (Good News message)  that must be  accurately  taught to all people so they might know what The Gospel of  
“1st Century Christianity”  really means.   

He does this by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  to counter the nonsense taught throughout the ages by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
Because  now at the end  of The Gospel Age – no one really knows what is  “The Real Gospel”  (it being  changed  away from 1st Century Christianity)!    

Ask any person in the street in a supposedly “Christian” country and they have  “not a clue”  what it means!    
What an indictment of our  worldly Christian leaders  (only preaching what The World wants to hear  [2Tim.4v3-4]  –  rather than what Yahweh wants 
The World to hear  –  where    “he who pays the piper calls the tune” –  and we are back to  “The Payment Terms”  again of the previous commentary)!   

Yet it is  not  the fault of the congregations,  but that of the religious leaders who are  most culpable  (Luke.12v46-48, Rom.16v17-18)! 
Paul’s primary aim is to win over more people to become TCs  (as  “The Gospel of The Anointed”)  thus  bringing-on  The Millennium  -  when Yahweh 
has His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4),  yet in doing so,  Paul is amassing considerable positive “Heavenly Treasure” 
(see glossary). 
In conclusion to this verse - 

To fulfil Yahweh’s Desire is to edify our neighbours so they  could  become future  “Sons of God”  that can  only  come from  “Accurate 
Knowledge”  having been rigorously assayed and then practised with fidelity for the  apostle/TC  to become  “The Wisdom of God” 

This is  “The Only Way”  it can work! 
Just forget the utter nonsense regarding our Salvation as taught in  “Religion”  and is as practised throughout Christendom! 

A 4th revision addition. 
“Religion” was just a forerunner platform unto the mass indoctrination of its recipients – just as is being repeated today through  “social media”  (for 
example only  “Facebook”)   being a platform for the reproduction of mass indoctrination of  “False knowledge”  of untested  rumours/hearsay.  Both 
are an abomination while under the local heaven of Satan,  both platforms will be  wholly removed  in The Millennium and a  new  “allegoric Earth”  (= 
systems/procedures/mechanisms/protocols)  shall be operating. 
 
69th Instruction – Paul does not raise any barriers for the transfer of  accurate  knowledge.  He will cause the recipient’s 
barriers to be lowered and then like a targeted viral missile,  will home-in onto the  “synapse construction”  with his 
knowledge to change the person’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   guiding them from within to become Christ-like. 
71st Comment – “without The Law” means “Without the Law of Moses”  being The Ability to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to 
yield a perfect society.  However,  JC fulfilled The Law and inaugurated his two laws to achieve success  (Mark.12v30-31). 
54th Warning – By contrast, for  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  it is  “just a job”  for a fleshly living.   They have no 
interest in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  else they would teach of The Goal  to make The Millennium possible,  and how to be 
successful within it by both accurate word and give example of what life will be like in The Millennium by deportment. 
76th Reasoning – Paul accurately teaches  “The Gospel to The World”  in all sincerity,  on  “The Expectation”  he will be 
part of the contents of what he is teaching!   The best part is the possibility to become a Son of God  -  being  his goal! 
He is kindly showing by his works other people  “The Route to achieve this same Goal”,  as did JC  (John.14v5-15). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Gospel = (Though not quite an allegory,  but because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  know 
what it means)  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  meaning our 2 part life to learn how to imitate JCg our creator and 
saviour,  that for most people  (99.9+% of The World)  requires The Millennium within which to be successful. 
77th Reasoning – “Joint Recipient”  of what Paul teaches by both word and deed.  He tells us what this is at 2Tim.4v6-8, 
Rom.8v17, 22,  foreknown by Yahweh at Rom.8v29.  Paul personally makes possible  (Sonship and of The Millennium)  
what he teaches in his tireless work  (2Cor.11v24-28).  Do our  “Leaders of Religion” do this?   Hence Luke.20v16. 
Note:  All religious people say,  “we should be good loving people”,  even  Atheists/Humanists  say the same thing! 
Therefore,  where is “The Differentiator”?   It is certainly  not  just adding the words  “believe”, “Jesus”, and “God”! 
1Cor.   9v20 og Also  (I) {became to be} [middle voice]  to the [= in/with/by/on] Jews  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) Jew,   
1Cor.   9v20 og that  (the) Jews  (I may) gain/{win over}/profit;  to the (persons)  under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Cor.   9v20 og (the) law/precepts/regulations  {in that manner}/likewise/as  under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Cor.   9v20 og (the) law/precepts/regulations,  that  the (persons)  under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Cor.   9v20 og (the) law/precepts/regulations  (I may/should) gain/{win over}/profit. 
1Cor.   9v20 = Also  I  personally  {became to be}  to the  Jews  {in that manner}/as  a Jew,   that  the Jews  I might  gain/{win over};   

to the  people  under  The Law  (of Moses)   {in that manner}/as   (I operating)   under  The Law  (of Moses),   
that the people  under  The Law (of Moses)   I might  gain/{win over}. 

 

Also I personally became to be with the Jews in that manner as a Jew   (I teach of the Tanakh and how 1st Century Christianity  fulfils Judaism) 
that I might win over the Jews   (they come to understand how God's Word through JC  righteously answers  God's Word as given in The Tanakh) 
to the person under The Law (of Moses)  in that manner as   (I operate)   under The Law   (explaining God's Word from a Lawful position), 
that I might win over the people under The Law (of Moses)    (They come to understand  why  The Law was instituted). 

             (Paul explains how JC as  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answers  “God’s Word part 1”  as given in The Tanakh  [this never occurs today]!) 
 

Paul is saying he intimately knows  “The Jewish Law”  and is thus able to logically converse with the Jews to show them how  “The Old Law”  is 
fulfilled through  “The Laws of JC”  (Matt.5v17-18, Mark.12v30-31)   to bring about Yahweh’s Methodology upon this planet.  Furthermore,  he clearly 
shows how The Old Testament prophecies of JC and of the  follow-through,  being   The New Spiritual Israel  (the 144000 TCs),  have been,  and are 
now being fulfilled during The Gospel Age. 
From this action,  Paul gains the Jews by converting them unto  “The Real Faith”  through  the power of  reasoned  argument. 
Paul does  not  use  showman-like  antics of  “the supposed HS”  to win over people  (on mindless froth)  as do many  charlatan presumed Charismatic 
leaders  self-indulge  their recipients  (by contrast with JC, John.2v23-25).  See Acts.8v9-23 where the only difference is that Simon repented in v24 and 
asked for forgiveness  –  I see  none  of this deference to Yahweh in  “their antics”,  and thus they show  no  inner humility except that feigned for their 
public worldly image  “as and when required”!         
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They use the natural inclinations of  “the(ir)  minions”  to give them  “the benefit of the doubt”  and then  abuse it – as a confidence trickster is so able!  
It is utterly appalling how they rip-off the sensibilities of their clientele to gain worldly goodies! 

Furthermore,  the reason why other leaders of Christendom are so quiet about this disgusting practice is because they live in similar glass houses and 
are extremely fearful of casting the first stone – in case one comes back!    It is  “a cartel of fraud”  -  throughout  all  “Religion”! 
1Cor.   9v21 og To the (persons)  lawless/{not subject to the law}/{without law}/unlawful 
1Cor.   9v21 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) lawless/{not subject to the law}/{without law}/unlawful  no/not/none 
1Cor.   9v21 og am/being/having  (the) lawless/{not subject to the law}/{without law}/unlawful  (to the) God, 
1Cor.   9v21 og but  (the) legal/{subject to law}/{under law}  (to the [in/with/by/on]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
1Cor.   9v21 og that  (I may/should) gain/{win over}/profit  (the) lawless/{not subject to the law}/{without law}/unlawful. 
1Cor.   9v21 = To the  people  (gentiles [non-Jews])   lawless/{without The Law}   (of Moses)   

(I operate)  {in that manner}/as  being  the  lawless/{without The Law}   (of Moses),   
(they are)  being not  the  lawless/{without The Law}  to the  God (Yahweh),   
but  {under/subject to the Law}  to the  Christ/Anointed,   
that  I  may/should  gain/{win over}  the  (people)   lawless/{without The Law}   (of  JC).  

 

To the people  (non-Jews [Gentiles])   without The Law  (of Moses) 
(I operate)  in that manner as being without The Law   (I reason my arguments from the recipient's angle,  so they can grasp my lead-in), 
but  (I am)  subject to The Law of the Anointed   (Paul subjects himself to The Task of bringing people to be  “Anointed by Yahweh”), 
that I might win over those people without The Law  (of JC)    (Paul explains how JC's Laws  [Mark.12v30-31]  become The Basis to be a TC). 
 

Paul’s teaching work is required to The Gentiles as he  “heads out”  to become  “The Vanguard”  of  “The Dispersion”  (1Pet.1v1)  of The Christian 
Nation into all the nations upon The Earth.    
Paul does not behave like a Jew  (being all the religious observances of a Jew)  when speaking to a Gentile  (but he has all the knowledge of The 
Scriptures as  “the most observant Jew”  might have  (Acts.22v3, 26v3-6),  thus Paul would rather talk to them at their level to win them over to his way 
of thinking,  by reasoned argument.  As Paul tells us;  they are  “not being without the Law of God”  (subject to Yahweh’s Decree on Sin  [“sin and you 
die”]  Gen.2v17)   thus they cannot escape  “The Law of God”,  but he adds to it with  “The Two Laws of JC”  (Mark.12v30-31)  that drives the mind  –  
so  “The Law of God”  might be subdued by a person perfecting their mind to become  “Anointed”  by Yahweh  –  ideally as a future  “Son of God”  
(alongside  The “Anointed” Jesus,  Matt.20v23). 
The point Paul repeatedly makes   “No barrier is to be put up”  that might impede a recipient from using the following excuse in The Millennium - 

“I could not become a TC because of a worldly  attribute/opinion  Paul used,  had put me off imbuing The Word of God!” 
By inference,  then the claim could be made  (if Paul had  not  “behaved as he had done”) - 

“Paul should not be one of the 144000 kings/priests  because he did not do his job properly in the 1st part of his physical life”. 
Sadly,  I have witnessed similar situations were humans will use  anything  to excuse their failings –  however unjustified the excuse might be! 
Using any or perhaps all three supposed escape routes  -  “Blame,  Excuse,  or Deny”   to abdicate  “Responsibility and Accountability”! 

An example of what this verse absolutely does  not  mean - 
A religious  (and  very worldly  [for fame and money as evidential to present this program])  academic person,  proposed on his television 
program,  “Paul  changed his personally internal doctrine  when listening to the person to whom he was speaking”  –  and thus this person's 
thrust  (from academia)  was   “Paul became a chameleon to absorb the mystic ideas from other religions  –  consequently Paul’s teaching 
came from other religions!”   He cited this verse to presumptuously justify  “his argument”.    

This statement just  “blew my mind”  into righteous anger to witness this  crass distortion  given by an academic with a  (worldly paper)  doctorate! 
This is an absolute  affront/slur  to Paul,  and of  “The Real Gospel”!   
But what else can we expect from suchlike people? 

Paul is simply stating,  he did not place unnecessary barriers when he approached a new person.  He allowed his recipients to freely talk and then Paul 
slowly brought them around to his way of thinking through his own exegesis for them to take on-board  “The Absolute Truth”  comprising only of  “The 
Word of God”  correctly  explained!   This verse most certainly does not mean Paul changed his Gospel  –  what utter nonsense!  –  
However,  this is what we learn to expect from a worldly thinking  academic/theologian  being  “worldly wise”  in  his/(her)  own eyes’! 
An endemic problem in “Religion” -  a fault that occurs even within atheist academics commenting against Christianity  (for example, Bart Ehrman,  as 
my detailed audits of his expositions clearly show  multiple errors  in his supposed exegesis). 

Having a worldly wisdom  –  gained from their  worldly  paper doctorate,  but certainly  not  sourced by Yahweh! 
But this is what we are up against throughout  “The World of Religion” -  representatives only speak in  half-truths  of  “mysticism and fiction”  -  so the 
poor recipient must be exceedingly knowledgeable to separate fact from fiction!   Sadly,  virtually everything they teach  is  fiction  (based upon worldly 
myth,  in a pretence it is sourced by  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe)  being why my commentaries need to be so long to untangle their  “nonsense 
preaching”! 

This is my pre-audit  (of Luke chapter 15 by warning)! 
Yahweh is presently at the point of closing His Audit of   “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  made upon  “The Christian Nation”! 

1Cor.   9v22 og (I) {became to be} [middle voice]  to the (persons)  {without strength}/feeble/impotent/sick/weak     
1Cor.   9v22 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {without strength}/feeble/impotent/sick/weak,    
1Cor.   9v22 og that  the (persons)  {without strength}/feeble/impotent/sick/weak  (I may/should) gain/{win over}/profit.   
1Cor.   9v22 og To the (persons)  all  (I have) {become to be}  the (things)  all  that   
1Cor.   9v22 og entirely/{at all events/occasions}/{by all means}/surely  {some/any/certain persons}   
1Cor.   9v22 og (I may/should) deliver/{to save}/protect/heal/{make whole}/preserve. 
1Cor.   9v22 = I  personally  {became to be}  to the people feeble/weak   (in [spiritual] knowledge),   

{in that manner}/as  feeble/weak  (myself – not to  ‘lord it over them’),  that the persons  feeble/weak  I might  gain/{win over}.   
To all  people  I  have {become to be}  all  things  that  entirely/{by all means}  {some/any  people}   (receptive humans)   
I  may/should  deliver/preserve/{make whole}   (these people to become “The Early Adopters”). 

 

I personally became to be to the  (spiritually)  weak people   (people having no knowledge on Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”) 
in that manner as the weak (myself)   (Paul became  humble alongside them  –  so that he might teach them about Yahweh's Righteous Plan). 
To all people I have become to be all things   (to be recognise and accepted by all people  -  as  “one of them” ,  enabling Paul  to talk to them) 
(that)  I may  deliver/preserve/{make whole}   (all the receptive people to my teaching that leads to  [genuine]  personal reform). 
 

“Weak” means at the spiritual level being specifically those people who have very little understanding of  True  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Paul starts teaching simply at a low level so all those people who are listening can understand the  “very basics”  to give that very important foundation 
upon which a person can then start to build a  super-structure  within their mind’s eye  (being of The Millennium and its full implications). 

It is like a new language which takes time to inculcate within The Mind  -  before all the pieces readily jump into place. 
When Paul states   “To all people I become all things”  means that Paul deliberately chooses whatever stratagem he has within his arsenal to prise open 
the defensive shell humans might place upon themselves so that he presents no possible barrier to the transfer of his knowledge into their mind.  
An excellent example of this is given at Acts.17v22-31 
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Furthermore,  Paul becomes a reference source for humans,  so they might migrate towards him for that very necessary  
information/understanding  on The Gospel  (hence the real definition of  a “temple”, see glossary). 

Sadly today,  much of a TC’s time is spent in unpicking the  “rubbish doctrine” (misinformation)  placed in people's heads by those  charlatan Christian 
leaders who falsely claim to know  (for the self-indulgent worldly returns this brings to them).  It would be so much easier to start with a clean canvas,  
being an atheist or a non-Christian  –  because sadly,  so many  “Christians”  prefer the old wine to quote JC  (Luke.5v39),  of some 1700+ years 
provenance,  manufacturing  “errant dogma”  (just as did The Pharisees [John.8v32-55]  under  “The Old Covenant”  of a similar time period  - hence 
of JC’s 2nd Advent).   

Certain people may become so indignant reading this  –  but why? 
All I am trying to do is promote  personal  “reasoning upon The Scriptures”  –  I am making  no  allegations against  specific  individuals! 

Yahweh is not after zombies –  but rather,  people who have  intelligently searched  the Scriptures and found The Perfect Pearl  (Matt.13v46). 
Perhaps I am wrong and if so,  then I implore the reader -  please show me  from The Scriptures  where  I could be wrong!   

I have no fear of this examination – but only those leaders who preach something different,  have something to fear from “The Word of God”! 
I would greatly welcome people to study a  good  translation of The Bible  –  if they do not trust my translation,  then please use a translation of pre-1950 
CE because virtually all younger versions are so  sub-standard  to Yahweh’s Desire  (irrespective of what they might put in The Foreword –  as does 
NIV).   I give this recommendation because the translators  “believe they know better”  than The Author by introducing  “Their Interpretation”  (being 
invariably wrong)  within a supposed translation! 
1Cor.   9v23 og that/this/there/here  And  (I) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  through (reason of)   
1Cor.   9v23 og the  {good news/message}/{the gospel},   that 
1Cor.   9v23 og (the) participant/companion/partaker/colleague  {of it/same}  (I may/should) {become to be} [middle voice]. 
1Cor.   9v23 = And  I  do/perform/provide  this   (activity of teaching)   through reason of  The Gospel   (of The Anointed driving my mind),   

that  I  may/should  personally  {become to be}  a  companion/partaker/{joint recipient}  (of The Gospel to yield  “The Anointed”). 
 

And I do this   (activity of freely teaching  “The Word of God”,  by imitating  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as given by JC)   
through reason of  The Gospel   (“The Anointing”  prospect as given by  “1st Century Christianity”  continuously driving our minds), 
that I might become to be a joint recipient   (anointed alongside JCg  [Bridegroom leading]  by being personally part of the 144000 TC Bride).  
 

Paul as   “The Early Adopter”   is preaching  “The Gospel of The Expectation”,  being that of  “The Priesthood”  and of  “The Millennium”  where  all  
resurrected humans shall be taught  “Righteousness”  and then judged upon what they have learnt while growing in the full sunlight of Yahweh’s Word  
(see Darnel Seed Parable at Matt.13v24-30).  This shall occur in the  2nd part of their physical life  (because as  “Late adopters”  they waited until The 
Millennium to personally  purify  the  2nd part of their spiritual life  upon  “The Word of God”  to gain  “Real Faith”). 
Paul is showing us now by example.    

That being an  “Early Adopter”  (within  [but not as]  The 1st [Jews] or 2nd [Christians] Epoch of  “Israel”  under Satan’s  Heaven/Authority  
over the Earth of some 6000 years)  and thus to be reforming his mind to precisely imitate JC  (which means also ministry now)  in the 1st part 
of Paul’s physical life to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  then  Paul will be as the greater part  (as a  {joint recipient}/partaker, Rom.8v17, 22-29)  of 
what he taught of The Gospel! 

He will not only be a partaker of what he taught,  but he is also most desirous of those people to whom he teaches to become likewise  partakers of the  
same position  that Paul preaches to become true  “Sons of God”  (as elected/selected  by Yahweh)  to be the most prestigious position in  “The Family 
of God”. 

Is this what  worldly Christian leaders preach in this chapter to the congregation?  –  If they do,  –  then they do well! 
These individuals shall become  “supremely blessed”  see Rev.20v6 of  “The 1st Resurrection”  to be part of the 1444000 TCs. 

The most important thing to understand from this section of verses is to realise Paul places no barriers between him and a potential TC  “in the making”.   
It must never be said of him that   

“I did not believe Paul because he firstly put me off from listening to him,  by reason of his worldly opinions!” 
That is specifically  why  Paul remained  utterly  neutral  in worldly affairs  and  “floated in reasoning”  between that of the Jew and that of the Gentile 
irrespective of what their  “take on the world”  might have been.  You might suggest he was a chameleon in whatever the environment might be,  
enabling him to become blended into the background  –  but inside he was  the most solid  in  “The Gospel”  and how it related to The Scriptures 
(Tanakh)  –  and from this he  never  flinched.  Thus,  this  innocent/blameless  character had the most wonderful platform upon which to pronounce 
God’s Word by removing  “the guard of the listener”  enabling Paul to open  “the reasoning”  inside the recipient.  Something our   “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  by definition,  are  incapable of doing  -  and actively hostile in doing! 
We are instructed to imitate Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  and that is specifically  why  we must  avoid  worldly politics like the plague  –  and 
those people who play in worldly politics subject themselves to the present worldly system and of its methodology  –  irrespective of who they might be! 
 
54th Allegory – Stadium = An exhibition to The World,  for its members to view the lives of  all  “Christians”. 
55th Allegory – Race = The 1st part of a Christian’s life  (Non-Christians are watching from the side-lines)! 
56th Allegory – Run = A Christian  vigorously  pushing  him/herself  (ideally – thus to win)  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
57th Allegory – Winner = TC  elected/chosen  by Yahweh out from the various races taken throughout the 
generations/places  of The World during The Gospel Age  (whom He considers as having  pushed themselves to win). 
58th Allegory – Prize = Sonship to Yahweh  to rule during The Millennium  (and for an eternity)  as  kings/priests. 
59th Allegory – Crown = “The Prize”  to mean  “Rulership”  as  kings/priests. 
60th Allegory – Grasping = pushing forward to eagerly take  “The 1st Position”  to become the winner. 
61st Allegory – Buffeting = pushing the fleshly body and tired mind ever further to find the next stranger  (and possible 
new TC)  in which to teach,  so as to  accurately  publicise The Gospel being “The Word of God” ultimately to The World. 
62nd Allegory – Captivity = Paul’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (at  one/same  with Yahweh’s)  controls the weakening 
fleshly body - ever pushing it forward to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – only a tool in the service of His  pure/innocent/blameless 
spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
63rd Allegory – Perishing crown = An accolade that devalues in time,  just a reflection of what an Olympian Athlete was 
able to do in the prime of their sporting youth  -  looked upon as valueless if in a wheel chair at the end of life! 
By contrast, a TC viewed as detritus now,  shall gain  rulership/crown  over The World for an eternity as a Son of God. 
78th Reasoning – Paul was not floundering,  but had absolute certainty  (unlike the  “waffle of mystery”  errantly taught 
today)  and thus knew precisely what he must do, -  to then state as he did at the end of his life (2Tim.4v6-8).  Thus,  no 
person in The Millennium could honestly state Paul shirked from his duty – being the reason  why  he  will  be a  foremost 
King/Priest  physically ruling over all of us resurrected in the future Millennium! 
70th Instruction – Likewise humans who desire the same  goal/Prize  as Paul,  must 1Cor.4v16, 1Cor.11v1.  This is far 
removed to what we are taught by  worldly Christian leaders by word and deed – (see “Satan’s Desire” in glossary). 
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1Cor.   9v24 og No/Not/None  (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  the (persons)   
1Cor.   9v24 og in  (to the [= within]) stadium/racecourse/race  (the) {hastily walking}/{having course}/running [plural],   
1Cor.   9v24 og (the) all (persons)  truly/indeed  (they) {hastily walk}/{have course}/run,   only/singularly  and   
1Cor.   9v24 og (he/she) {gets hold of}/grasps/{takes up/away}/has/receives/attains  the  {public award}/prize;   
1Cor.   9v24 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  (you) {hastily walk}/{have course}/run,   
1Cor.   9v24 og that  (yourselves may/should) {take eagerly}/seize/apprehend/grab/grasp. 
1Cor.   9v24 = Because not you  know/understand  the people   (‘Olympian’ athletes)   running  within  the  stadium/race,   

all  the  people  (athletes)   truly/indeed  they  run   (to  personally win  the race),   
and  only/one/singularly   (of the runners in the race)   he/she  obtains/attains/receives  the  {public award}/prize!     
{In this manner}/Likewise/Thus  you  run  (being the  “{occupational effort}/work”  of precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle);   
that  yourselves  may/should  grasp/apprehend/seize/grab   (the winner's prize = The Priesthood,  to be anointed as a  “Son of God”). 

 

Because not you  know/understand  the people  ('Olympian athletes)   running within the  stadium/race, 
all people  (as the participating athletes)  truly run   (to  personally win  the race  [they do not enter and then  “try not to win”  -  how absurd]), 
and  only/one   (of the runners in the race heat)   he/she  obtains the  {public award}/price! 
In this manner   (the occupational effort that an Olympian Athlete puts in)   you run  (by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle),   
that yourselves may  grasp/grab  (the winner's prize  =  The Priesthood as a future Son of God  [provided you run according to The Rules, 2Tim.2v5). 
 

The athletes in The Race  (of the 1st part of our physical life)  are members of  “The Christian Nation” –  while  “the heathen”  watch-on  the 
proceedings from outside The Race.  The winners of the various race heats  (representative of the generations throughout the Gospel Age)  are to be the 
TCs who receive “The Inheritance” of The World as the future Sons of God upon their resurrection into the 2nd part of their physical life. 
However to run in a race  and to win  means concerted hard work  and personal effort  (mainly in the  months/years  of preparation,  let alone just during 
the final race)  to the point of utter exhaustion  –  God  is after “winners”  (irrespective of what  worldly Christian leaders teach in error  [hence they  
failed  their race])  during this part of His Plan for these TCs  to become The Stewards  of greater things upon their resurrection into the 2nd part of their 
physical life  (Luke.19v16-19, etc.).  Worldly Christian Leaders  “dumb-down The Goal”  of what Yahweh  Desires/Requires  and are thus “Anti-Christ”  
being  “Anti-Anointing”  of  “The Goal”  and are thereby  “blaspheming [rebelling] against the HS”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32),  where the HS is 
“Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment”  (against which they rebel).   How bad is that!    
Having put in the work of apostleship  (being what it truly means)  in  “The Race”  over the 1st part of their physical life,  then they (TCs),  become 
experienced and trustworthy for  overseeing  (as Tutors  –  spoken as “Kings/Priests”)  “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium during the next 
1000 years of their “children’s”  (fleshly resurrected humans)  in-depth  character training. 
As usual  none  of this is taught by  worldly Christian leaders up to 2007 CE  –  because - 

1. They just do  not  believe it!   
2. It undermines their present position  –  inasmuch they are effectively redundant  –  because The Millennium becomes  “The Safety Net”  for  

all  humans irrespective of what they presently believe  (because to quote our evangelicals)  “Works are not required to be saved”  (being a 
usual half-truth from that section of  “Religion”  ignoring James.2v16-26)!    
Yet they ignore the fact  “All humans will be saved”  (to learn “Righteousness”),  the Bible tells us of this fact  (1John.2v2, 4v14). 

3. Because of  (2  [of their position being undermined])  then from where does their pleasing worldly income come to support what they desire  
(power/prestige/money/influence/sex/pension/glory/leverage/etc.)?    Hence of what was said at John.11v47-53,  see my local commentaries. 

Paul teaches  (and this website  “FutureLife.Org”  explains)  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”   (Luke.4v16-19)  being of The Gospel teaching us how  
“The Word of God”  changes the mind of The Recipient from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology  (as the process of planting,  growth,  
harvest over our 2 part  physical/spiritual  life). 

Importantly,  none  of this is taught by the people who claim to come in The Lord’s Name  (but certainly  not  His Character and Authority)! 
Now we come to the place,  to increase the length of these commentaries,  where I am forced to combat the half-truths  (thus lies)  preached by our  
spiritually blind worldly  Christian leaders  (which is why it would be so much easier to start with a  “blank canvas”  [atheist or non-Christian])  
Publicly taught error (No. 1)  out of so many  (named and publicised on  “FutureLife.Org”): 

“We only need to compete in the race.” 
Is this what This Verse teaches us?   Is this what JC (as “The Word of God”) teaches us?    
JC taught us  not  to be like The Pharisees  (being the  “Leaders of Religion”)  who supposedly represented Yahweh's interests within  “The 1st 
Covenant”  (hence “in the race”),  and now we have a repeat,  with  worldly Christian leaders who supposedly represent Yahweh’s interests within  
“The 2nd Covenant”.   Sadly,  they do  not represent Yahweh  –  by equally operating according to the methodology of their forefathers  (Matt.23v27-32)! 
Their reasoning of  “being in the race is good enough”  leads to passivity  –  which  opposes/Satanic  “The Thrust of The Gospel”  of  “The Anointed”  –  
where Yahweh is desirous of leaders having  demonstrably correct character  to lead within  “The Future  (Resurrected)  World”.   
Those people who drive themselves to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (and thus become 1st within their heat for  “The Race of Life”)   become  “The Faithful 
Stewards”  who are truly motivated to take upon themselves  “The Weight of Responsibility”  that comes with becoming  “A Child of God”  (a future Son 
of God). 

When we understand what Paul is teaching us,  then we can see through the unrighteous and dangerous nonsense  (that dissuades us from 
achieving  “The Goal”)  as preached by our incompetent  worldly Christian leaders,  but actually very competent at teaching “Religion”! 

For example,  I heard a lady Reverend preaching this  “error”   (who was obviously only interested in  “Quantity”  because her present worldly 
livelihood depends upon “quantity”)  by stating   “We only need to enter the race to please God!”   By contrast,  The Bible teaches us that Yahweh is 
only interested in  “Quality”  to lead  “The New World Order”  in The Millennium  –  being The People  “Anointed”  by Yahweh to rule  “The 
Resurrected World”  –  to teach them  “Righteousness”  by example.    
Then to “add insult to injury”,  she then  “propped up”  this supposed argument by quoting 2Tim.4v6-8 which was  out of context  because Paul was 
describing a different situation to that being described here  (of which she obviously ignored).   
I shall explain her cited verses  (used in her error).  
Paul was speaking at the end of his life and tells Timothy  (his spiritual son)   he has  finished  “The Course of His Life”  (a different Greek word  
“dromos”  instead of “trecho”  is used here in this verse)  and is to expect his wages.  Paul’s “coming first”  is not discussed because he  has  come 1st 
in his heat  (based upon The Context given  [but again ignored by this Preacher])  when compared with those people around him ending the 1st part of 
their physical life together!   
Timothy is to be accessed by Yahweh in another race heat.  Peter also speaks in a similar manner as that described here in Corinthians at 1Pet.5v3-4 
where those people who come 1st in The Race are those individuals who are  “examples”  over the flocks  (all in the race but needing their leaders to 
drive them forward by example).  It is only by doing this,  the leaders receive The Reward for coming 1st which is The Crown  (provided  they/[ideally we]  
run according to The Rules of precisely imitating JC  [as determined by Yahweh] –  2Tim.2v5)  –  spoken of by Paul. 

Therefore,  it is  not  merely participating within The Race  –  being the congregations  –  but rather  “The Leaders”  who precisely imitate 
Paul who imitate JC  -  all as Paul taught us at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.     
That is why “The Leaders”  are under specific scrutiny by Yahweh,  and why virtually all of them fail Yahweh’s Special/Greater 1st Judgment. 

However,  unless we thoroughly know and precisely understand The Bible then we  will be  hoodwinked by this lady teaching  half  truths  in precisely 
the same manner as did Satan to Eve,  and he did to JC in The Wilderness.  When thoroughly understand our subject matter,  then and only then are we 
able to differentiate between the  half-truth  and the  half lie  (just as JC was able to do,  and why  Adam/Eve  failed) 
Publicly taught error (No. 2) out of so many. 
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“The fruit of the HS is  (only) pleasing works”. 
JC and The Apostles teach of The Fruit being The Recipients of what is taught by  “Leaders of Religion”  throughout the gospels and epistles,  many 
examples are given  (three spring to my mind at Matt.7v16-20, Luke.6v44, James.3v12)  and there are a few examples  (Gal.5v22-23, Eph.5v9-10)  where 
The Fruit are  attributes/deeds  –  but what are these  deeds/attributes  to yield?   These  attributes/deeds  are to ultimately yield the next generation of 
TCs through  “The Word of God”  having previously refined the minds of  “The Mature TCs”.  Obviously,  we understand  “The Attributes”  are simply 
part of  “The Whole Package”,  that are required to yield  “The Fruitage”  as desired by Yahweh. 
I understand this lady Reverend in her entirely  errant  ministry,  also included this preaching of which I am showing to be  equally flawed  and is thus  
satanic  to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire,  where Yahweh’s Desire is to ultimately attain His 144000 TCs for the next stage of His  “Most Righteous 
Plan for Human Salvation”  –  and she was  debasing by opposition  (satanic)  this requirement!    
Where she was only,  in parrot fashion,  preaching what  all  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (male and female)  give out to  us  –  but JC and The 
Apostles taught what I now explain  –  being  “The Anointing”  of The 144000 TCs  –  which is  utterly impossible  to achieve through  “Religion”  hence 
JCg’s call at Rev.18v4. 

Can the reader understand my righteous frustration? 
Does any person audit the nonsense they preach?    
Does any person amongst them really care?    

But I suppose when in glass houses,  then they choose not to be the first person to cast the first stone!    
That is where  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  lay within our landscape  –  they are all in their own flimsy glass houses  –  propped up by 
intellectual and hypocritical nonsense,  lost in their  “blind faith”  -  hence can only speak in  (vain) “hope”  to their paying patrons! 
Hence the call by JC through The Apostle John,  at Rev.18v4  –  please see my local commentary. 

But Yahweh is auditing them in  “The Most Important Audit”,  being that  of their life  –  but do they presently care? 
1Cor.   9v25 og (the) every (person)  and,   the (person)   
1Cor.   9v25 og (the) struggling/{competing for a prize}/{fervently labouring}/striving  (the) all (things)   
1Cor.   9v25 og (he/she) {exercises self-restraint}/containing/{being temperate} [middle voice];   
1Cor.   9v25 og {that one}/those (persons)  truly/indeed  therefore/then  that  (the) decayed/corruptible/perishable   
1Cor.   9v25 og (the) chaplet/{badge of royalty/games}/{symbol of honour}/crown   
1Cor.   9v25 og (they may/should) {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive/attain,  
1Cor.   9v25 og {we ourselves}  and  (the) {not decaying}/incorruptible/immortal  [crown]. 
1Cor.   9v25 = And every person   (of The Christian Nation – should be … ),   

the  struggling/{competing for The Prize}/striving  he/she  personally  {exercises self-restraint}/{self-containing}  (in)  all  things, 
(depending upon our personal focus within this world,  then our striving can result in one of two different types of crown) 

those people  truly/indeed  (doing this in a worldly sense )  that they may/should  {get hold of}/grasp  a  corruptible/perishable  crown, 
and  {we ourselves}   (TCs [144000 apostles])   (grasp for)   the  incorruptible/immortal   (crown, - provided we win the race). 

 

And every person   (of The Christian Nation – should be … … …), 
competing for The Prize  he/she  personally exercises  self-restraint  in all things   (they concentrate on  their specific goal), 
             (Trains daily for  months/years,  eat the correct food for The Goal,  as does a TC on God’s Word for years, practising teaching to our neighbour) 
those people truly   (being Olympian athletes,  allegoric to  worldly Christian leaders,  both  groups are of a  “worldly reasoning mind”)   
that they might get hold of the  perishable  crown   (worldly  glory/money  for both the Olympian athletes  and  worldly Christian leaders),   
and we ourselves   (the 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age)   the immortal   (crown – provided we win The Race Heat pertinent to us). 
 

Thus out of all the entrants  (being all the members of the Christian Nation over some 2000 years)  throughout The Gospel Age,  then it is  only  those  
very few specific humans who struggle against persecution  (being  The Opposition of religious leaders John.16v1-4)  who are those very specific people 
able to control their life away from worldly politics and  self-indulgence  in the manner that specifically pleases Yahweh.  Because they precisely imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  then they receive the same resultant as did  The  First/Only/Chief  Begotten  “Son of God”  -  being a crown that shall last 
indefinitely  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6). 

Let me explain myself again,  because it is essential for us to grasp what Paul is teaching to us here  
Paul is using a simile of  the specific hard work of which the worldly athletes must  first put in  to win only an earthly crown,  in his explanation of there 
being another race,  that of  “the race for our (guaranteed) life”  

The worldly race entrants will only win the prize of an earthly Crown that will fade after putting in all that effort for years to win their race. 
However during the race of the TC’s 1st part of their physical life  (provided they keep running to the end of the race according to its rules   
[= imitate JC,  2Tim.2v5]  and we do not drop out because it is too strenuous in fighting against worldly standards),  then the TC will receive 
an everlasting crown.  This everlasting crown will be given at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to a TC  awakening/rousing  into an everlasting  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body.  But it is  entirely conditional  -  the TC must reach out to  grasp/seize  (put in that  extra  effort)  to gain 
what Yahweh desires to give. 

Does this verse line up with worldly leaders preaching?  
Being that of just  “believe in JC”  and you go to heaven? 

This simple statement is a travesty of what we read here in this verse.  All the verbs in this verse describe what should be occurring to us if we struggle 
for The Goal,  it is very strenuous work to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (of us)  now in Satan’s worldly system.  It is  only  the winners who receive The Prize  –  
this most certainly will  not  be everyone who enters  “the race of their lives”  by merely  “believing in JC”  are to receive The Prize  (contrary to what 
our errant worldly Christian leaders teach us  [being just about everything they teach us]). 
Furthermore,  not  everyone will go to  (the) heavens,  who “believes in JC”  (Matt.7v20-24)!   Quite simply those people who are  not  experiencing the 
traumatic stress in being at  “The Front/Vanguard”  (to become  “The Firstfruits”)  are  not  going to be  Sons of God  –  irrespective of what  any  
worldly  Christian  Leader/Theologian  might erroneously state to the contrary  –  I welcome their considered input to this website naturally supported by 
The Bible in context! 

Yet I know precisely  why  they preach as they do  –  for it is for the worldly  self-indulgence  fulfilling  “Satan’s desire” (see glossary). 
Finally   Have the  worldly Christian leaders ever considered that if worldly athletes must put in all that hard work just to gain a crown that perishes,  
then just consider how much  more  work that must be put in for a crown that  never  perishes!   I would think there is some proportionate relationship – 
which is specifically why 144000 is a real number and  not  an allegoric number.  Allegoric numbers are  never  mentioned  three  times in The Bible  –  I 
invite the  worldly Bible scholars to show me  any  instance where this might occur  (they have my email address on this website to make it easy for them,  
please read my commentary at Rev.13v18 first)!   But there are many examples in The Bible where we are taught  “numbers”  are  never  allegoric,  but 
only the  “nouns”  (Gen.37v7-10, 40v5-13, 41v25-32, Dan.8v20-22, Rev.17v9-12, etc.).   
1Cor.   9v26 og [emphatic] I/me  {truly now}/accordingly/therefore  {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus   
1Cor.   9v26 og (I) {hastily walk}/{have course}/run  {in that manner}/likewise/as  no/not/none   
1Cor.   9v26 og (the) {not manifestly}/uncertainly/dubiously,   
1Cor.   9v26 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  (I) {fist boxing}/contend/fight  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
1Cor.   9v26 og no/not/none  (the) breath/respire/blow/air  (the) flaying/scourging/thrashing/smiting/beating. 
1Cor.   9v26 = Emphatic I (Paul)  {truly now}  {in this manner}/thus  run  {in that manner}/as  not  uncertainly/dubiously; 
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{in this manner}/thus  I  contend/fight  not  {in that manner}/as  the  flaying/thrashing/beating  the  air  (with my fists). 
 

Emphatic I (Paul)  truly now in this manner  (fulfilling Yahweh's Desire by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle –  to be our example) 
run in that manner as not uncertainly   (I know where I want to go,  and how I want to finish,  you aim to be like me … …) 
in this manner I contend not in that manner as flaying the air   (aimlessly trying to do something,  but it is  without  “purpose”). 
 

Paul having  no  doubts,  precisely knows what he must do,  not  aimless punching in any direction,  but pursues his target like an arrow! 
Obviously Paul is speaking by analogies  -  he speaking about  “The Word of God”  driving his mind with agapao for his neighbour  –  and he is to go 
out into The World  (of us humans)  to deliver  (true)  agape/charity  freely/simply  by both word and deed that will sadly lead to persecution by  “leaders 
of Religion”  being exposed for what they truly are  (hypocrites to what  “The Word of God”  should be yielding within their mind, 2Tim.3v5, etc.)! 
1Cor.   9v27 og But   (I) {hit under the eye}/{buffet/disable by pugilist}/subdue  {of me}/mine  the   
1Cor.   9v27 og {whole/sound body}/bodily  also  (I) {slave driver}/enslave/{bring into subjection}/{lead it captive} 
1Cor.   9v27 og {lest somehow}/haply/perhaps  (to the) else/different/more/other [plural]   
1Cor.   9v27 og (the) heralding/proclaiming/publicising   he/(myself)   
1Cor.   9v27 og (the) unapproved/rejected/worthless/reprobate/castaway  (I may/should) {become to be} [middle voice]. 
1Cor.   9v27 = But  I  (as a TC)   {buffet by pugilist}/subdue  my  {whole/sound body},   

also  I  {slave drive}/enslave/{bring into subjection}  lest/perhaps  myself  proclaiming/publicising  to  other/different  persons, 
I  {become to be}  unapproved/rejected/worthless   (because I would otherwise appear to be like  “Leaders of Religion”). 

 

But I (as a TC)  buffet by pugilist my whole body  (both spiritually and physically), 
also I slave drive   (my own mind and body)   lest/perhaps  myself,   (Paul keeps himself on a  “tight rein”  else  he could become worldly) 
I become unapproved  (by Yahweh in my)   publicising to other people   (I must  not  become like  worldly Christian leaders). 
 

Thus  “The Watchers”  (non-Christians)  approve of the effort this TC is making during  his/her  race to win  (he/she “walks the walk”  rather than only  
“talking the talk”)!   By contrast,  there will be jealousy amongst some (not all)  of those people  participating in the race  against “The Winner”! 
This will be shown to all those people in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3)  who might otherwise be disparaging of Paul’s wonderful position over them. 
I need to explain this verse,  because like so many other verses in The Bible it has become hijacked and abused by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

Always  put a verse back into context. 
Paul is speaking of an extremely hard and difficult race of his life  (the 1st part of his physical life)  in which he,  as a foremost champion,  is stressing his 
body to the absolute limit.  When he gets to the finish line,  his fleshly body will drop over it  –  “as dead”  -  through utter exhaustion  (this is termed  
“The 1st Death” = “Asleep”).  To get in this state,  Paul has been buffeting his body by his brain  (and his brain is driven hard by “The Word of God”).   
The body says   “I want to drop now;  I just cannot go any further.”    
But Paul’s brain is telling his body parts   “You are  not  going to stop running  –  I can see  “The Expectation”  of becoming 1st at the finish line in front 
of me  –  then  “you”,  physical body,  can drop when you are past it!” 

So,  what does this mean? 
The “stadium”  is  “The Exhibition to The World”  during The Gospel Age to view how  the members  of The Christian Nation  personally  perform on 
The Track events  (being the various heat events throughout The Gospel Age being filled with “Christian” runners of various intent). 
The  “race”  as we have said before is a Christian’s 1st part of their physical Life  where  he/she  is to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  –  just as Paul 
exhorts us to imitate him as he imitates JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12).  Over this track event representing a “Christian’s life”,  Yahweh is making  
“The Assessment”  in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement for His future 144000 Sons of God   (noting this is referenced to a human mind,  as I state 
elsewhere in actuality,  Yahweh has foreknown who these 144000 TCs will be – before the creation of Mankind).   Really,  “The Race”  analogy is given 
for  “The Human Mind”  because it cannot conceive of  “The Reality”  beyond this. 
The “entrance onto the racetrack”  is imbuing  “The Word of God”  and publicly demonstrating this to The World by  “Baptism”. 
The “rules of the race”  are as I fully explain on this website,  given in The New Testament of The Bible  (supported by The Old Testament) –  2Tim.2v5. 
The “Expectation” = The incorruptible Crown = The Priesthood = Son of God =  Guaranteed  Everlasting Life in a  Heavenly/Spiritual  Body. 
The “finish line” = The point in our fleshly life when we die  (becomes “Asleep” only because of JC’s ransom sacrifice  –  else it would be annihilation). 
(For the last generation of TCs, it is when Yahweh has demonstrably proved to The World,  He has achieved the 144000 Prophesied Trigger Threshold.) 
The “person who finishes 1st” in the many race heats that are occurring during the  “two days”  (2000 years) = Wins  “The Expectation”  at 1st 2nd C. 
Those “people who do not win the race or drop out” are those  worldly Christians who will be part of  “The General Resurrection”  (collected up later 
when all the races have finished)! 
Those “people who enter onto the racetrack to run  (knowing the rules (2Tim.2v5),  but then deliberately trip up or slow down the runners” are the 
Iniquitous Christian Leaders whose future is very dire,   having  no  future resurrection  (see  “2 part life”  in glossary)! 
The “non-Christians (heathens)  are those people sitting around the outside of the racetrack”  just watching the spectacle  (perhaps throwing in a few 
“missiles”  –  or praises to the worthy winners)  and die in their seats!   They too,  will be collected up later and will thus be resurrected into perfected 
fleshly bodies to learn  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium  –  ideally to bring about personal reform.  They are requiring  “The Physical Existence”  of 
a perfected environment to bring about internal realisation of  what/why/how  internal reform is required to yield a perfected society. 
The “bodily effort”  becomes the stresses a Christian must face during the 1st part of their physical lifetime to achieve  “The Expectation”  that Yahweh 
genuinely wants to give as  “The Prize”.  In Marathons the runners called it  “The Wall”  where about 2/3 of the way through the race,  the brain must 
seize control of the body to force the body past  “The Wall”. 
The “Stresses”  being all the things of which The World throws up against The Christian Runner  (supposedly imitating JC)  to stop them from achieving  
“The Expectation of The Prize”,  by slowing them down,  distracting them,  crippling the legs.  The success is dependent upon the motivation of the 
Christian runner in how they can avoid these  pitfalls/missiles/obstructions  and those  Iniquitous  Christian Leaders beguiling the runners to stop 
running  (by saying   You do not need to run to obtain The Expectation – “just be passive”  - or, pay us to do the supposed running for you)  or just by 
placing  “land-mines”  in the racetrack  (2Tim.3v11-13).  As did the quoted lady Reverend do in her bastardisation of God’s Word. 

All has now been explained of what Paul means in his simile. 
Paul does  not  mean that we must perform ritual physical  self-mutilation  or bruising  or just some mild physical discomfiture to fulfil Yahweh’s desire! 
This interpretation is  an utter travesty of Yahweh’s Desire,  and those  people/leaders  who preach this are liken to those false prophets spoken of in the 
Epistles, and the  iniquitous Christian Leaders beguiling the flock!   They also remind me of those prophets representing Baal  –  see 1Kings.18v28 ! 

Does Yahweh really want flagellation? 
How  can that type of understanding help Yahweh’s cause   “To spread The Word of God to  new  people”  when we have personally injured ourselves 
physically,  or mentally because we have  “thought”  we are doing something worthwhile  –  when clearly it is  not scriptural  by being  inconsistent with 
the whole Bible message! 

Did JC ever physically hurt himself to further God’s Word  other than  by  mentally pushing his physical body to its limits  until  “he was 
exhausted and needed to seek rest for himself from the crowds”? 
What would a rational,  sane minded atheist think when witnessing  self-mutilation  in supposedly  “the name”  of God? 

The answer to these questions speaks volumes!   I just implore the reader to see through  the falsehoods  given by  innumerable  worldly  Christian 
leaders venerated by The World,  but who quite frankly,  have not much idea what The Bible means to them,  or to The World!   
That is  why  they are venerated by The World  –  because these leaders  look to The World for its returns  -  and  not  to  “The Future Inheritance”! 
I have every sympathy for atheists when they witness the shenanigans and useless exegesis given by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 

It must bring a smile to Satan’s face!   See  “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary to understand what we are up against today! 
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64th Allegory – Fathers = Always  in prophetic association means “TCs” being the two flocks  of JC  (John.10v2-9, 16)  
where  “JC”  means “The Word of God” (Rev.19v16) and thus applicable to The Prophets representing Yahweh. 
(Note: “Fathers” generically means  “the individuals within the vehicle  (“Israel”)  that Yahweh desired” (v5)  –   see 
also what “Israel”  really means  and why it ties in nicely to be  “The Israel” in The Promised Land of The Millennium). 
65th Allegory – Egypt always =  (in prophetic association) “The Heathen World” (following their own system). 
66th Allegory – Cloud always =  “to be under the power of Yahweh” (asserting control behind a screen). 
67th Allegory – Sea always =  “restless Mankind”  blown about by the  air/wind  (Satan,  Eph.2v2, 1Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19). 
17th Prophecy – The TCs having built their mind upon miraculous  “Power of The Word of God”  to gain the HS,  will be 
guided by Yahweh’s HS from out of an evil system of Mankind  [1st part of our spiritual life]  during  “The Gospel Age”    
to reach the promised land of their Expectation =  “The Inheritance of The World”  in The Millennium. 
71st Instruction – To become TCs will require  “to come under the power of Yahweh”  through Baptism and will need to 
pass through the turbulent sea (Mankind)  initiating persecution upon the TCs during the 1st part of their physical life. 
68th Allegory – bread = the knowledge in how we are to  imitate JC’s  lifestyle/deportment  for everlasting life.. 
Inasmuch,  bread has calorific value to  give energy for movement,  but water  gives life  enabling the body to function. 
69th Allegory – water = The Knowledge from Yahweh = The Word of God via JCg that can bring Sonship if practised. 
Allegory – repeat - Drink = Take in knowledge  (most often to mean “The Word of God”)  and display it in our lifestyle. 
Clean water from  JC/TCs  gives  “Life”,  by contrast,  dirty water from  “Leaders of Religion”  brings  “Annihilation”. 
70th Allegory – rock = The Bedrock = solid/everlasting  foundation that JC’s ministry and sacrifice given to us. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
79th Reasoning – “The Goal of Sonship”  becomes  “The Rock”  (stability, everlasting, steadfastness, reliability)  of which 
JC proved himself to be this rock – from out of whom came  “God’s Word part 2”  righteously answering  “God’s Word 
part 1” (Tanakh)  to make salvation possible for all those people who ultimately imitate him.  
The Early Adopters copy JC in the 1st part of their physical life thereby assuring everlasting life a future Son of God,  and 
the rest of The World  (some 99.9+%)  require The Millennium within which to make wholesome change and become “The 
Late Adopters”  of God’s Word and thus  truly  “believe in JC”  for salvation  (but many will refuse and become reneges)! 
71st Allegory – wilderness = “the meaning”  varies depending upon context.  In this instance the Israelites were kept away 
from achieving their goal while the initial pollutants were purged from out of  “the vehicle”  (Rev.12v1-4). 
56th Warning – As I state throughout this website:  The Israelites of the 1st Epoch  (became subject to  “The 1st Death”)  
becomes a warning for us  (as “Israelites” of the 2nd Epoch)  to take heed  else we Christians,  individually,  shall be 
annihilated if we blaspheme against the HS  (rebelling against Yahweh’s Desire =  iniquitous Christians subject to  “The 
2nd Death”).  Likewise,  the “Israelites” of the 3rd Epoch  (“The Resurrected World”)  in The Millennium subject to  “The 
2nd Death”).   Can the reader clearly understand the  fully righteous  nature of Yahweh’s Plan as it righteously unfolds? 
57th Warning – Paul tells us that:  We are not to lust over things,  meaning, we are not to be self-indulgent by  “taking 
from this world”  as overlords to the demise of our neighbour.  We are to edify our neighbour  (to the hurt in our time)! 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise = Physically  a  public declaration  of becoming “Christian”,   but  spiritually  it means 
committed to be dying away from our old life,  by entering into a bilateral agreement of receiving  “The Word of God” 
(Knowledge)  throughout,  to cleanse us from Satan’s Methodology (John.13v9-10, etc.,).  The extremes of baptism are  (1) 
ideally yield Sonship at the end of our present existence,  or the worst,  (2) annihilation for charlatan Christian Leaders. 
1Cor. 10v1 og no/not/none  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  and  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 10v1 og (to be) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant},  (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Cor. 10v1 og because  the  fathers/forebears  {of/from us}  (the) all (persons)  under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Cor. 10v1 og the  cloud  (they) were,   also  (the) all (persons)   through (reason of)  of the  sea   
1Cor. 10v1 og (they) traversed/came/departed/went/abroad/{passed by/over/through}. 
1Cor. 10v1 = And  not  I  determine/desire/{be pleased}  {specifically yourselves}   

to be  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}  Brethren,   
because  our  fathers   (The Israelite Nation in Exodus from Egypt)   they were  all  under/beneath  the  cloud,   
also  they all  traversed/{passed by}  through reason  of  the  sea.  

 

And I determine specifically yourselves  not  to be rather ignorant Brethren,   (meaning,  it is important for yourselves to know … … ) 
because our fathers  (The Israelite Nation in its exodus from Egypt)   they were all under the cloud, 
also they all traversed through reason of the sea.  
 

Paul is saying    
Your fathers participated in Yahweh’s miracles and with this evidence they too went astray,  so  watch/audit  yourselves! 

Now the universal allegories for  “cloud”  and  “sea”.   
“Cloud” means  “to be under the  power/influence  of Yahweh”  (not negatively,  but Yahweh kindly  [Ex.33v20]  provides a separator 
between His Perfection and our present filth,  before our  personal  purification of the 2nd part of our spiritual life built solely upon  “The 
Word of God”).   Hence  “cloud”  meaning  “Subject to Covenant”  inasmuch The Jews entered into  “Covenant with Yahweh”  when they 
left Egypt  (else they would have stayed there and not participated in “The 1st Passover”)!   Likewise,  with “Christians”  they leave  “worldly 
methodology”  and enter into  “Covenant with Yahweh”  at their baptism  -  being why Paul uses these words and expressions in his writings. 
Which is also why he says – “It is important for you to understand this.” 
“Sea”  always  means  “Mankind”.  

Thus Paul is extending this understanding by allegory,  to mean that Yahweh expressed His capability to lead The Israelites through  “the sea”  of  
“turbulent Mankind”  from  Jacob/Israel  to JC  (hence Psm.25v22, 34v7, Isa.30v6, 32v10, Jer.2v27-28, 30v7, etc.,)  –  and likewise He will do the same 
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to  “The New Spiritual Israel”  (see glossary)  which is to be taken out of The Christian  (The New Fleshly Israel) Nation during The Gospel Age  (being 
the two halves of  “Israel”  =  “Those people who persevere  (positively or negatively)  with  The Subjector/God”). 

See also next verse in context to extend this connection  –  being what is running through Paul’s mind during his writing. 
1Cor. 10v2 og Also  (the) all (persons [the Israelites])  into/unto  the  Moses   
1Cor. 10v2 og (they were) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised  in  to the [= within]  cloud,   
1Cor. 10v2 og also   in  to the [= within]  sea. 
1Cor. 10v2 og = Also  all  the people  (Israelites),   they were  all  baptised  unto  the Moses  within  the cloud,  also  within  the sea.  
 

Also all the people   (The “Israelites leaving Egypt”,  is  always  representative of  “Christians leaving worldly methodology”  [no exceptions]) 
they were all baptised unto the Moses within the cloud,  also within the sea. 
 

Paul is rationalising - 
The fathers went this far in  “supposedly believing in God”  –  but they still fell away v5,6  –  so  you  beware,  and  you  must be very careful! 

As I stated earlier this is all analogous of  “The Israelites”  being representative of  “The Christian Nation”  during The Gospel Age,  where Paul  (like 
JC)  was only looking forward to what was occur in the future  –  based upon The Analogies  that Yahweh yielded earlier within humans who were 
supposedly representing His Desire on the Earth. 

The Israelite Nation was  “baptised to Moses”  through  “The Law of Moses” (Leviticus),   
Likewise,  The Christian Nation is  “baptised to JC”  through JC’s two Laws  (Mark.12v30-31) 

Both Moses and JC were prophets of extraordinary nature  bringing-in  the respective two covenants,  each of which was to bring forth  “The Next Stage 
of Yahweh’s Plan”. 
As I stated earlier,  the  “cloud”  and  “sea”  allegories are still applicable in context today,  where the  “true people of God display  actions 
demonstrating faith  by walking through  “the cloud”  (under Yahweh’s Covenant)  –  though as we read later,  many rejected Him afterwards  (Korah, 
Num.16v-35, Ahab, 1kings16v30,  as notable examples, etc.,)   and likewise,  the  charlatans  today claiming leadership within The Christian Nation.   
While the failed people of The Jews  (prior to JC’s 1st advent of ministry and Ransom Sacrifice)  shall be resurrected into The Millennium to learn the 
errors of their ways,  these  charlatan Christian Leaders of The Gospel Age having a mind like Judas Iscariot,  shall  never  be resurrected  (hence  
“annihilation”  at the end of their present existence).  They have now been warned  -  and are thus  “iniquitous”  if they continue their present path! 
1Cor. 10v3 og Also  (they) all/whole/every (persons = the Israelites)  the  it/same  food/victuals   
1Cor. 10v3 og (the) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind} (they)  ate/consumed. 
1Cor. 10v3 = Also  all  the people  (The Israelites),   they  ate  the same  spiritual food   (sourced by Yahweh through the prophets). 

(likened to the physical manna from Yahweh for their fleshly body). 
 

Also all the people  (The Israelites),   they ate the same spiritual food   (as sourced by Yahweh through The Prophets). 
                   (Likewise,  The Christians all ate of the same spiritual food as given in The New Testament  -  sourced by JC and the Apostles) 

 

Paul is using his knowledge of Yahweh’s Plan to show  the link between the two epochs,  that of  (1) The Jews and that of  (2) The Christians following.   
Here Paul is teaching us,  they digested the manna from Yahweh for their fleshly body,  likewise TCs digest the bread of JC being the example of JC’s 
deportment as being  “The Wisdom of God”  where,  it is by imbuing this bread,  we imitate JC’s lifestyle.  In both epochs of Israel,  many people failed,  
with  “The Responsibility” of this failure laid at The Leaders’ feet by rejecting Yahweh from the time of Jacob  (renamed “Israel”)  unto JC,  as likewise 
the many Christian leaders throughout The Gospel Age have fed upon  “The Spiritual Bread”  of JC  (knowledge expressed in our lifestyle)  and rejected 
his deportment within their deportment.   Paul is writing by means of both exhortation and warning,  because principally the New Brethren are ideally to 
become leaders in their own right and start imitating Paul within their own local environment  (see later regarding their capabilities/gifts),  thereby they 
too must not fall by the wayside as did their spiritual fathers of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”.  
1Cor. 10v4 og Also  (the) all (persons [the Israelites])  the  it/same  (the) beverage/drink   
1Cor. 10v4 og (the) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  (they) imbibed/drank.   
1Cor. 10v4 og (they did) imbibe/drink  For  {from/out of}  (of the) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}   
1Cor. 10v4 og (the) {in the same way with}/{intimately accompanying/{following closely}/reaching   
1Cor. 10v4 og (the) {mass of rock};   the  and  (the) {mass of rock}  (it) was  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor. 10v4 = Also  all  people,   they drank  the same  spiritual  drink   (sourced by Yahweh through the prophets).  

For  they drink  {from out of}  the spiritual   (water)   {in the same manner}/accompanying   (as coming from)   the  {mass of rock},   
and  the  {mass of rock}  was  the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Also  all people,  they drank the same spiritual drink   (as sourced by Yahweh through The Prophets). 
For they drank from out of the spiritual  (knowledge [water])   in the same manner  (as coming from)   the mass of rock, 
and the mass of rock   (being “The Foundation of JC”,  laying down  “The Example”  of whom we  must precisely imitate  for us to be successful)  
was the Anointed   (we build our life upon  “The Solid Foundation”  of  “The Word of God”,  that will ideally lead to  “our anointing”  by Yahweh). 
 

Again,  the reader must understand the following allegories - 
“rock” in The Bible means  “bedrock/{solid foundation}” 
“water”  always  means  “knowledge”  of something  -  where if knowledge is clean and pure,  then it is sourced by Yahweh  (see glossary). 
(Inasmuch  “Water”  gives “Life”,  without water,  we die.  It does  not  mean  “cleaning ourselves”,  as preached in Christianity and Islam.)   

Paul is remembering The Scriptures teaching us of the occasion where Moses tapped The Rock and water gushed out  (Ex.17v3-6)  enabling the 
Israelites to drink while in the wilderness.   
Likewise,  JC being the Bedrock (Cornerstone) upon which the spiritual  “temple”  comprising of  “144000”  (Rev.14v1-4, 1Pet.2v5-9)  “white”  
(perfected)  “stones”  (everlasting/resilient/stoic/steadfast  [thus TCs])  has been built  -  where the  “water”  is  “The Knowledge”  of Yahweh’s Desire 
imbued within the 144000 TCs taken during The Gospel Age.  While this knowledge  was/is  readily available unto all Christians of The Christian Nation 
only  “The Early Adopters” (TCs)  succeeded in attaining  “The Goal”  of  precisely imitating  “The Exemplar” (JC),  yet sadly like the vast majority of 
the Israelites  -  The Jews and equally the Christians rebelled and failed  “The Required Standard”  of each  “Respective Epoch of Israel”! 
The HS operates within Yahweh,  and is made manifest to us humans,  being an outward manifestation of the force and energy for something to occur as 
Moses showed in his life,  and likewise,  JC as JCg now as  “The Intercessor”  between Yahweh and Mankind  (JCg’s creation)  desires/allows  the HS to 
flow through him  (inasmuch he  thinks/reasons  exactly like Yahweh).  Thus as I explain elsewhere,  JCg as  “The Word of God”  operating within a 
compliant recipient will equally yield Yahweh’s HS  (where it is the water being “knowledge of Yahweh’s Desire” thereby enabling the resurrection of us 
to occur through JC’s action)  flowing out from JCg as The Rock  (being The Foundation upon which we are to build).  Thus JCg is the bedrock from 
which his body of TCs  (1Cor.12v12-22)   build upon to form  “The New Spiritual Temple”  of Revelations coming down from heaven  (Rev.21v2)  upon 
“The Knowledge”  (always = water)  as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13).  Furthermore,  JCg is the stone thrown in to destroy and crush the body 
image  (within Nebuchadnezzar’s dream – Dan.2v31-45)  typifying the worldly powers that crushed Yahweh’s peoples throughout world time,  from 
which grows JCg’s mountain  (of “Authority”)  that ultimately crushes all the empires of the present worldly system  (Rev.19v16-21)  under Satan’s 
control  (please see all my local commentaries). 

The result of which  (2Pet.3v8-13),  being everlasting,  during and after,  The Millennium. 
1Cor. 10v5 og But  no/not/none  in  to the (persons [= within the Israelites])  more/greater/most  {of them}   
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1Cor. 10v5 og (it was) {thought well of}/approved/{thought it good}  the  {specific god}, 
1Cor. 10v5 og (they were) {strewn down}/overthrown/scattered  for  
1Cor. 10v5 og in  to the [= within]  lonesome/waste/desert/solitary/desolate/wilderness. 
1Cor. 10v5 = But  “the specific god”  was not  {well pleased}/approving  within  many/most  {of them}   (the  Israelites/[Christians]),   

for  they were  {strewn down}/scattered  within  the  desert/wilderness   (of  Sinai/[World]). 
 

But  “The Specific God”   ([1] JC as the immediate Intercessor,  but  [2] Yahweh making The Judgement for “The Early Adopters”  [prophets/TCs]) 
was not well pleased within most of them   (Jews of  1st Epoch Israel,   Christians of 2nd Epoch Israel), 
for they were scattered within the wilderness   (of Sinai for 1st Epoch Israel,  World for 2nd Epoch Israel). 
 

Let me state as a first observation: 
For 1st Epoch Israel (Jews). 

After the Israelites  (Jews of the 1st Epoch Israel)  had all this knowledge being the  “miracles”  shown in the early days Yahweh used  “to get 
The Jews out of Egypt” (being a land of milk and honey [Num.16v13]  into The Land of Canaan under the promise of the same [Num.16v14])  
and  “The Knowledge given through The Law of Moses”  (Leviticus)  “T/the S/specific G/god”  was not well pleased with most of them! 

Let me repeat this  
For 2nd Epoch Israel (Christians). 

After the Israelites  (Christians of the 2nd Epoch Israel)  had all this knowledge being the  “miracles”  shown in the early days JC used  “to 
get The Christians out of The World” (being of worldly methodology,  to show of what Life will be like in The Millennium)  and  “The 
Knowledge given through The Law of JC”  (Mark.12v30-31)  “T/the S/specific G/god”  was not well pleased with most of them! 
           This is a  “million miles”  away from what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  (in whom Yahweh is  even less  pleased)!   

Let me state as a second observation: 
For 1st Epoch Israel (Jews). 

The Israelites  (Jews of the 1st Epoch of Israel)  were left to their own devices in the wilderness of 40 years  (always used in The Bible as a 
start/finish time frame, I give  examples/exegesis  elsewhere)  in Sinai after their exodus from Egypt  (by The Passover)  and the generation 
had to die out because of its rejection of what was offered,  and had to develop themselves within Canaan! 

Let me repeat this  
For 2nd Epoch Israel (Christians). 

The Israelites  (Christians of the 2nd Epoch Israel)  were left to their own devices in the wilderness of The Gospel Age in The World after their 
exodus from The World during the 1st part of their physical life to die out because of its rejection of what was offered  (by The Baptism),  and 
had to develop themselves within The Millennium! 

Can the reader start to understand what is occurring in Yahweh’s Message at The Close of The Gospel Age? 
Note the particular use of  “the specific god”  where the representation is twofold,  because there were individual Reformed People looked to Yahweh as 
their Specific God,  but JCg becomes the intercessor for the many faithless ones  (in both epochs of “Israel” under Satan’s local heaven,  and ultimately  
“The 3rd Epoch of Israel” under Yahweh’s local heaven comprising of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium). 

Can the reader start to understand what is occurring in Yahweh’s Message at The Close of The Gospel Age? 
This is what JC taught for 3 days to  the same people  (Mark.8v2-3),  being all the support exegesis as given by The Prophets in The Tanakh of The 
Millennium,  hence of the peoples’ great respect for him  (Mark.1v22),  and by contrast,  The Professional Religious Leaders’ detestation of JC! 
1Cor. 10v6 og these (things)  and  (the) stamp/pattern/die/mould/form/type/example  {of/from us}  (they) {became to be}  
1Cor. 10v6 og into/unto  the  not  {to be/exist}  us/our/we  (the) craving/{lusting after} [plural]  
1Cor. 10v6 og (of the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked (things),   
1Cor. 10v6 og just/as/that/how/when  {likewise that/those}/{even he/she/them also}/{those indeed}   
1Cor. 10v6 og (they) {set their heart upon}/coveted/desired/lusted/{longed for}. 
1Cor. 10v6 = And these things  (that occurred then)  {become to be}  our  pattern/mould/type   (as a  warning  to the Christian Nation  now) 

not  us  (TCs and Brethren aiming to become TCs)   being  into/unto  the  lusting/{craving after}  of the  worthless/harmful  things,   
just/as  {likewise those}/{them also}  people  (The Israelites)   they  {set their heart upon}/coveted/lusted   (for self-indulgence).  

 

And these things   (that occurred then to  “The Israelites of the 1st Epoch Israel”)   
they become to be our  pattern/type   (as a warning to us  “The Christians of the 2nd Epoch Israel”) 
(that)  not us  (TCs and brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs)   being unto the craving after of the worthless  (worldly)  things, 
just as likewise those people  (The Israelites)   coveted   (in self-indulgence  for “The Immediacy”  of an  animalistic/carnal  mind). 
 

The Israelites left their physical slavery  (by allegory,  spiritual worldly methodology)  in Egypt  (where in  prophecy/allegory  “Egypt”  always  
represents  “The World”  during The Gospel Age). 
When the Israelites made The Exodus from Egypt,  they soon started to lust after the things they missed (Ex.16v1-4)  they had during their slavery to the 
Egyptians  (by analogy,  the worldly powers of The Gospel Age).  The Israelites forgot about being slaves to that Egyptian system  (this present Worldly 
System). 
Again  irrespective  of what our  worldly Christian leaders and theologians might state  in error  about my connection between Israel and The Christian 
Nation  –  they obviously ignore this verse in their considerations,  like virtually all The Bible's verses in their  “supposed exegesis”  (being like that of a 
colander)  when they create the  worldly Christian doctrine presented to “The Masses”  –  being  so far removed  from  “1st Century Christianity”  as 
originally taught by JC and The Apostles. 
This verse represents most of The Christian Nation  (The Old Israelite Nation)  desiring/{lusting after}  the things of The World,  being what The World 
can offer to fulfil those indulgences  –  being perhaps what some people in affluent countries consider as being  “supposed necessities”  (though they are 
nothing of the sort  –  as compared with what people have in other parts of The World,  millions of whom forced to live on only a “dollar a day”)! 
As we saw then,  only a few people   (The Prophets then,  and now,  144000 TCs)  of the Old Israelite Nation  (now The Christian Nation)  actually 
desired  (lusted after)  “The Promised Land of Canaan”  (now being  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”).  It is through the persecution  (from The 
World  [as sourced by  “Religious Leaders”]  for only imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  that spurs a TC forward to win that  “Race for The Prize”  at the 
end of the 1st part of  his/her  physical life. 
 
Allegory – repeat - Image worshippers = People giving life to inanimate objects in their mind – because these individuals 
use their time as willing slaves to service these intrinsically worthless objects  (most obvious example, “mobile phone”). 
72nd Allegory – Israelites = “The Christian Nation”  as the 2nd Epoch Israel  (Yahweh has a 3 Epoch Redemption Plan. 
80th Reasoning – Just as The Israelites eat,  drink and play –  likewise The Christian Nation eats,  drinks and plays. 
The point being,  The Christian Nation is generally  no  different to The Israelite Nation prior to JC’s ministry! 
Allegory – repeat - Fornicator = Uncommitted Christians who self-indulge in worldly gratification (to the hurt of others). 
73rd Allegory – Fornication = A Christian indulging within worldly affairs rather than of the affairs given by JC. 
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74th Allegory – eat and drink… play sport = The normal  “day to day”  functions in which worldly humans participate. 
58th Warning – Therefore do not commit fornication because the Israelites fell  (in the 1st part of their physical life),  and 
likewise so will those leaders of The Christian Nation  (will lose the 1st part of their physical life,  but moreover if 
iniquitous,  then they shall lose the present 2nd part of their spiritual life = utter annihilation). 
75th Allegory – snakes = Iniquitous Christian leaders poisoning  “The Word of God”  within  “a silver-tongue of 
eloquence” that will ultimately destroy the bewitched people if it were not for The Millennium  (for these seduced people). 
76th Allegory – Lost/Ruin/Perish (always in prophecy) =  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation  (for an  iniquitous  person). 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
59th Warning – Therefore never tempt  The Christ/Anointed  by pretending to have the HS and committing all manner of 
‘wonderful’  visual effects for mass hysteria –  else these  iniquitous  Christian leaders shall be ultimately destroyed! 
Most certainly,  we shall be rejected for a position of Sonship  (by never being a “Child of God”)  as deemed by Yahweh. 
60th Warning – Therefore never murmur against The Lord by stirring up the masses against those TCs  (and Brethren) 
who  accurately  impart Yahweh’s  Word/Knowledge  to The World,  else these iniquitous leaders shall be destroyed. 
81st Reasoning – The reason for these warnings is that we should not tempt Yahweh (Matt.4v7) with regard to the position 
of Sonship =  “The Position of being Anointed”  by Yahweh  – where JC as The Head led the way to be “Anointed”. 
77th Allegory – end of this age = The Gospel Age concludes Satan’s  ‘3 Act Play’  over the 6000 year period! 
3 Act play being  = [1] Pre promise to Abraham,  [2]  1st Epoch Israel (Jews),  [3] 2nd Epoch Israel (Christians). 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise = Physically  a  public declaration  of becoming “Christian”,   but  spiritually  it means 
committed to be dying away from our old life,  by entering into a bilateral agreement of receiving  “The Word of God” 
(Knowledge)  throughout,  to cleanse us from Satan’s Methodology (John.13v9-10, etc.,).  The extremes of baptism are  (1) 
ideally yield Sonship at the end of our present existence,  or the worst,  (2) annihilation for charlatan Christian Leaders. 
72nd Instruction – All these things were given to The Christian Nation for their warning.   Note: The Israelites of the 1st 
epoch could only spiritually live in the 1st part of their life  –  thus  automatically  have the 2nd part of their life on offer. 
However those persons of the Christian Nation baptised are living in the 2nd part of their spiritual life and have no more 
parts of their spiritual life remaining because JC  only died the once  to open up the 2nd part of our life  (of 2 parts). 
61st Warning – Therefore a warning to  every individual within The Christian Nation – beware lest you also fall down! 
The reader must understand that it does not matter with non-Christians,  because they are automatically caught within the 
safety net of The Millennium –  it is  only  the Christians who have  a 3 way option  (see much explanation elsewhere). 
1Cor. 10v7 og {And/But  not}/Neither/Nor  (the) {image servants/worshippers}/idolaters   
1Cor. 10v7 og (you) {become to be} [middle voice],    just/as/that/how/when  {some/any/certain persons}  {of them};   
1Cor. 10v7 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved:   
1Cor. 10v7 og [Prophesy, Ex.32v6 ]   (It) {sat down}/settled/tarried/contemplated  the  populace/{grouping of people}  
1Cor. 10v7 og {to eat/consume}  also  {to imbibe/drink}  also  (they) {stood up}/arose/{rise up}  {to sport/play}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Exod.32v6  
1Cor. 10v7 = Neither  yourselves 

personally  {become to be}  the  {image servants/worshippers}/idolaters   (being what The World can deliver in all its guises)  
just/as  {some/any people}  {of them}  {in that manner}/as  it has been  written: 
The  population/people  {sat down}/settled  to eat  also  to drink,   also  {stood up}/arose  {to play/sport}. 

 

Neither you  (brethren aiming to be TCs)  personally become to be the image servants   (being upon what The World can deliver for us to dote) 
just as some  (most)  people of them  (The Israelite [Jews/Christians] Nation)   in that manner as it has been written: 
  The population sat down to eat,  also to drink,  also they arose to play   (exactly as Christians do today  [just as Jews did then]). 
 

Seems like pretty normal things to do,  –  what is wrong with that? 
Precisely  the point being made! 

Those individuals  were  doing  exactly  what we do today   (see Matt.11v17, Luke.7v32, Matt.24v38, Luke.17v26-30)  thus we,  Christians,  are likewise 
“idolaters”  (image worshippers of the “supposed 1001” things done as churned out by  commerce/media, –  see my commentary at 1John.5v21  –  and 
elsewhere describing examples of image worshippers today).  Modern Idols upon which we  dote/lust  towards The World to  consume  our time fulfilling 
our self-indulgences  (entertainment, possessions, internet, computer games,  apps and connectivity given by the mobile phone)  and  are ignoring  the 
fulfilling of Yahweh's Desire during these activities;  please see my commentaries at the earlier citations).  
If we behave like those  “worldly seeking people”  who  claim  to be  “Christians”  in this verse  then JCg is  not  well pleased with us  –  see v5,  also 
v11 in context because  we  would behaving worse  than the Israelites who  also  claimed the special favour from Yahweh of their unique position within 
The World  (having the latest edition of God’s Word)! 
This is a true Biblical Statement,  irrespective of what devious  untruths  worldly Christian leaders preach to their congregations only to make their 
audiences  “feel good”  about themselves  –  so as to continually feed the  worldly Christian leaders every week in a mutual symbiotic support. 
These are some of the reasons  why  I have written this website because of  the mass of  misinformation  put out into this present world by those people 
who  (fraudulently)  “come in the Name of”  Yahweh but are actually most distant from Him by  not  operating in His Character nor Authority! 
1Cor. 10v8 og {And/But  not}/Neither/Nor  (we may/should) {act the harlot}/{practice idolatry}/{commit fornication},   
1Cor. 10v8 og just/as/that/how/when  {some/any/certain persons}  {of them}   
1Cor. 10v8 og (they) {acted the harlot}/{practised idolatry}/{committed fornication},    also   
1Cor. 10v8 og (they) alighted/{gently feel down}  in  first/certain/one  day/{period of time}  twenty-three  thousands. 
1Cor. 10v8 = Neither  we   (TCs and brethren of The 2nd Covenant)  may/should  {act the harlot}/{practice idolatry}/fornicate,   

just/as  {some/certain people}  {of them}   (Jews of  “The 1st Covenant”)   they  {acted the harlot}/{practiced idolatry}/fornicated,   
also  they  alighted/{fell down}  in  one  day  23,000   (individuals). 

 

Neither we (TCs and Brethren of the 2nd Covenant)  might act the harlot   (unto “Religion”  to be practised alongside  “1st Century Christianity”), 
        (or another acceptable translated can be given as … ) 
Let us (TCs and Brethren of the 2nd Covenant)  not act the harlot   (unto “Religion”  to be practised alongside  “1st Century Christianity”), 
        (continuing … ) 
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just as some people of them (Jews of the 1st Covenant)  acted the harlot   (unto “the religion” of the Moab people practised alongside  “The Jews”), 
also they fell down  (killed)  in one day 23,000  (individuals).   (Likewise,  so very many  “Christians”  shall fail Yahweh's requirement of them). 

                 (Paul has fulfilled his responsibility;  he has warned  us.   “The Responsibility”  now rests upon  us  to be  wise and hearken  to his warning!) 
 

The discrepancy between the 23,000 mentioned here being the number  felled in one day  and the 24,000 in Num.25v9  is the  total number for the whole 
period  of the plague of prostitution.  Many people today vainly attempt to show this to be a Biblical failing  but  ignore  the  exact  wording  around the 
numbers given within the text to explain precisely what the quoted numbers mean. 
It is very unlikely that Paul,  being from the highest class of Pharisee,  who has demonstrated to us elsewhere his fluency and competency in his epistles,  
Paul knowing the whole Tanakh like  “the back of his hand”  (having been trained for at least 10 years at the best Rabbinic school in Jerusalem would 
ensure he did  not  “get his numbers wrong”!   There were other documents with the Pharisees besides the Tanakh,  of which Paul would also have been 
very intimate.  Now clearly  if  the numbers and text were crossed over the other way  then  it would be a different matter,  but they are not!   Thus,  there 
is no case for us to answer! 

However,  now returning to what Paul is telling us in this verse. 
Paul has been saying people  (Christians)  today,  of The Gospel Age  (under The 2nd Covenant)  are like those people of old  (The Jews of  “The 1st 
Covenant”),  who fornicated with the desires of The World  (symbolised by the outside nations  –  being Moab here),  particularly represented by Israel 
being released from Egypt  (read  “Christian Nation released from The World [methodology]”).  We know Paul is linking  worldly Christians to the Old 
Israelites fornicating with fleshly desires of The World,  and ignoring Yahweh’s Desire of them,  by doing all the normal things  of which we do  today.   
Hence  “The Warning”  we now have at the end times  (of The Gospel Age, Luke.17v30)  that we may  (and thus aim not to)  fall from Yahweh’s  
gift/favours  by losing the HS,  inasmuch JC’s  presence/parousia  has moved away from us  –  only because  quite simply   we  ignore  practising  “The 
Word of God”  within us  (see v11,  hence not having Luke.17v21)  –  we  stop  imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 

This is precisely  what The Bible  tells us  –  but absolutely  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us  in their error! 
They really lack any form of precision in their output – just “waffle merchants”,  and if they worked for me – then I would dismiss them after the first day 
at work, – as will do Yahweh  (Luke.20v16,  as one of many citations that could be used). 
1Cor. 10v9 og {And/But  not}/Neither/Nor  
1Cor. 10v9 og (we may/should) {test thoroughly}/{over tempt}/examine/{put to proof}     
1Cor. 10v9 og the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  just/as/that/how/when  also  {some/any/certain persons}  {of them}   
1Cor. 10v9 og (they) tested/endeavoured/scrutinised/assayed/examined/proved/tempted,   
1Cor. 10v9 og also  under/through/inferior/below/by  of the  serpents/snakes  (they were) destroyed/lost/perished. 
1Cor. 10v9 = Neither might we  {thoroughly test}/{over tempt}  the  Christ/Anointed   (being The Position that The Goal can deliver) 

just/as  also  {some/certain people}  {of them}  they  tested/tempted/examined/proved   (God's Word),   
also  they were  destroyed/lost/perished  under/by  of the  serpents/snakes . 

 

Neither might we thoroughly test the Anointed   (being what  “The Goal”  means in our mind,  laid down for us by JC as  “The Word of God”) 
just as some people of them  (the members of The Israelites)   they  tested/tempted   (God's Word and instruction), 
                   (There is a distinct difference between  “negatively testing God’s Word”  and  “positively testing God’s Word”  [as defined by “Israel”]!)  
also they were  destroyed/perished  by the snakes   (by allegory,  to mean   “deceptive teaching”  destroyed members of  1st/2nd  Epoch Israels). 
 

(Num.21v6).  We are told not to  tempt /test  the possible future position  (being of  “The Standard”  set for us by JC who became  “The Anointed Head”  
of the following  “Anointed 144000 body parts”  by Yahweh)  because Yahweh as  “The Vine-Dresser”  will remove us from this future position 
(John.15v1-6, Rom.11v15-25).   This will occur,  because we have personally cast away His HS  (inasmuch we stop thinking and reasoning like JC 
having cast the internal HS away)  and equally He will not operate His HS around us,  because we would have deliberately failed to live up to  “The 
Required Standard”  (sourced by JC).  
Moreover,  if we push Yahweh too far  (see Ezekiel. Chapter 8+9)  then He will utterly reject those leaders  (priests)  of  “The Real Faith”  (accurate 
Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity),  perhaps by never resurrecting them again  (See Hebrews, Peter's epistle,  and next verse). 
Please also read the full explanation of this event in my commentary located at John.3v14  -  where it is used as a prophetic allegory of what was to 
occur within The Christian Nation during The Gospel Age. 
A 4th revision Addition. 
It became clear to me during this latter revision,  the novice might not be able to differentiate between the  “Test/Assay/Prove”  in this verse and my 
innumerable use of the same terminology  “test/assay/prove”  the  “Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God” required to gain  “Real Faith”. 
The simple answer returns us to  “Motive”. 

“The Motive”  (being  “The Driver”,  “Heart condition”)  that is being constantly examined by Yahweh. 
There is  

1. The self-indulgent destructive, rebellious motive – seeking to destroy -  to “Excuse away, justify Departure and become Ignorant”. 
2. The enquiring, edifying, learning motive -  seeking to understand -  to  “Embolden, gain Competence and exude Authority”.  

Those two lines really explain everything. 
The former leads to rebellion and ultimately  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation! 
The latter ideally yields an  “Early Adopter”,  or through The Millennium a  “Late Adopter”,  both of whom have “Life”. 

What more can I add?  –  It is covered in some 4,000,000+ words elsewhere on  “Futurelife.Org”. 
1Cor. 10v10 og {And/But  not}/Neither/Nor  (you) grumble/murmur  just/as/that/how/when   
1Cor. 10v10 og also  {some/any/certain persons}  {of them}  (they) grumbled/murmured   
1Cor. 10v10 og also  (they were) destroyed/lost/perished  under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Cor. 10v10 og of the  {bring to ruin}/{venomous serpent}/destroyer/exterminator. 
1Cor. 10v10 = Neither  you  grumble/murmur,   just/as  also  {some/certain people}  {of them}  they  grumbled/murmured,   

also  they were  destroyed/lost/perished  under/by  of the  {bring to ruin}/{venomous serpent}/destroyer. 
 

Neither you  (Brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   grumble   (surreptitious complaint against “The Word of God”), 
just as  also some people  (self-appointed rebellious leaders  [Korah])   of them grumbled   (of the  Israelites,  and by warning  for Christians) 
also they were  destroyed/perished  by the  {bringer to ruin}/destroyer. 
 

Paul gives a snippet of what occurred to The Israelites at Num.16v1-35,  then he moves to v11 for our warning  (as “Christians”).   
This is a clear warning of  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation that could come early for some individuals,  being those people who  intimately know  and 
subsequently turn their back upon what  “The Knowledge”  truly means within  their/our  lifestyle/deportment! 
The Israelites knew then,  and it  “only”  became  their/”The 1st Death”  come early  having obviously not taken upon themselves JC’s ministry through 
baptism at the  spiritual  level for the mind!   But they operated  only  at the  fleshly  level through circumcision through the body which they lost  
(because they were  only  living under  “The 1st Covenant”  –  being that of  fleshly works).    

But the physical Body is to be  replaced  upon our Resurrection  –  but the Mind will  not  be replaced  –  the synapse construction mapping 
used to  “power/direct  the new body”  will be precisely the same where we left it when we died  (“asleep”  John.11v11-15)! 
Why?   Because it is our  most  “precious asset”  –  it  “precisely describes  us  uniquely  as what makes us an individual”  –  hence  our  
“treasure”  safely stored by Yahweh in the heavens  (hence the term JC uses   “heavenly treasure”, Matt.6v20, Mark.10v21, Luke.18v22, etc)! 
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Can the reader understand this exegesis?   Because it is utterly crucial that we righteously get our head around this. 
However,  for The Christians on the other hand,  (they should)  have much more  “Knowledge”  with God’s Word of  both parts 1 and 2,  furthermore  
(1) having the examples of the Israelites and the Tanakh  (2Tim.3v15-16, etc.)  and   (2) with the complete knowledge driving The Mind  (given by JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  made by avowal through baptism.   This means,  the mind is now operating in the 2nd part of our spiritual life within our fleshly body 
that has been deadened in the representative 1st Death  –  we are now living under  “The 2nd Covenant”. 
The Bible (parts 1 and 2)  has given us  “The Whole Picture”  -  the Jews only had  “Half the picture”  -  JC framed  “The Whole Picture”  for us. 

Can the reader understand this?  –  Because it is  utterly crucial righteous exegesis! 
Thus,  because we,  as declared  “Christians”,  are now operating within the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (while operating in the 1st part of our fleshly 
body  –  we can  

1. Ideally  look forward to a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon our “Asleep” = Death)  hence JC’s remark at Matt.3v15,  moreover at 
Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10,  hence of Job’s comment at Job.19v26  (please see all my local commentaries),  or   

2. Less ideal  a resurrection as a continuance of our life in a perfected DNA fleshly body  (given in trust for us to perfect our mind 
commensurate to our newly given body)  while we are still learning during The Millennium.   

However  -  If  we utterly reject JC’s Standard and rebel against Yahweh’s HS  (Yahweh’s Desire  which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this 
world of sin}  expressed in the environment)  then  we are rebelling against the HS that cannot be forgiven,  as we are expressly told  (Matt.12v31-32, 
Mark.3v28-29)  –  hence  “The 2nd Death”  occurs at the end of our present life  –  we have become like Judas  (having placed ourselves within  “his 
[13th] tribe”  of 2nd Epoch Israel).    
Note there was not 13th Tribe of 1st Epoch Israel – because  it did not exist  [meaning “never existed”]  –  likened to  “annihilation”. 

Can the reader understand this  righteous  logic?  
This is precisely  why  Paul states this  “as a warning”  –  being  “The Most serious warning”  of  annihilation! 
But  none  of this is explained by  worldly Christian leaders,  yet what one might consider the converse message amongst specifically those charlatans of 
their grouping  –  and thus these individuals may be destined for  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation come early  (i.e. they shall  never  be resurrected)! 

Hence the lead into the next verse - 
1Cor. 10v11 og these (things)  and  all  (to the) stamp/pattern/die/mould/form/type/example   
1Cor. 10v11 og (they) {walked/transpired together}/concurred/{took place}/{happened unto}  (to) those (persons),   
1Cor. 10v11 og (it was) written/scribed/engraved  and  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
1Cor. 10v11 og (the) {calling attention}/{mild rebuke/warning}/admonition  {of/from us}  into/unto   
1Cor. 10v11 og whom/which/that  the [plural]  {set out to/for the points/goals/limits}/terminations/ends/finalities    
1Cor. 10v11 og of the  age/perpetuity/{Messianic period}  (it has) {meet against}/{arrived at}/attained/come. 
1Cor. 10v11 = And  all  these  examples/patterns/types   (are for  us  Christians of The Gospel Age) 

they  {transpired together}/occurred  to those  people   (Jews in the Old Israelite Nation)   
and  it was  written  towards  our  {calling attention}/warning/admonition   
upon whom  (us of today)  the  ends/goals/limits  of the  age has  arrived/come   (The Gospel Age concludes Satan’s system). 

 

And all these  patterns/types  transpired together to those people   (The Jews in The Old Israelite Nation) 
and was written towards  our  warning/admonition  unto whom   (=specifically  “us”  of  “The Christian Nation”) 
the  ends/limits  of the   (Gospel)   Age has come   (being the last part of The Gospel Age to close Satan’s Authority over the planet). 
 

Thus,  to reiterate,  Paul states  
These examples are written for our warning and will be typical of what will befall us  (Christians)  at the end times  (mid. 21st Century CE). 
Therefore,  The Mirror presented  -  being  “The Israelite Nation”  was the forerunner of  “The Christian Nation”  by allegory. 

Where it is The Gospel Age to close the previous two eras  -   
(1) Mankind  without  a nation to represent  “The Word of God”  (Pre-Jacob/Israel [Gen.32v28])  -  just  “The Ancient Worthies”. 
(2) Mankind  with  a nation  (The Jews)  representing  “The Word of God” to become  The Vehicle  to yield  The 1st Advent  of The World’s 

Redeemer, JC,  being The Mechanism to righteously set in motion The Path for The World’s Salvation  (given by The Prophets  for  JC  to 
fulfil The Prophecies). 

Then the Gospel Age becomes  The Closure  of Satan’s Authority  (hence Luke.10v18,  over a period of some 2000 years,  please see my multiple exegesis 
to validate this). 

(3) Mankind  with  a nation  (The Christians)  representing  “The Word of God”  to become  The Vehicle  to yield  The Return  of The World’s 
Redeemer  JCg  to become The Mechanism through The Millennium  to make possible  “The Salvation of The World”  generally.   
This can  only  occur  after  Yahweh’s Prophecy of 144000 TCs is fulfilled.  When this occurs,  He can legitimately state  [based upon  The 
Golden/Kingly Standard  laid down by JC’s 1st Advent],   these 144000 TCs have been demonstrably proven to become  worthy  Rulers of The 
Millennium  –  as was My original Son,  JCg [Matt.3v17, 17v5]). 

This cannot be written any clearer,  but all this is  “chosen to be ignored”  by our  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons,  being of the requirement - 
To Provide that specific  “Warning”  (else they stand accused Eze.33v1-20)! 

We now move appropriately to v12 in context - 
1Cor. 10v12 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  the (person)  thinking/{being accounted}/deeming/supposing/presuming   
1Cor. 10v12 og (to) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide;   
1Cor. 10v12 og (let him/her) behold/see/look/beware{take heed}  not/(lest)   (he/she) alights/{gently falls down}. 
1Cor. 10v12 = Inasmuch that  the person  thinking/supposing/presuming  he/she  to  {stand firmly}/abide   (by just  “believing in JC”)   

(then)  let  him/her  behold/beware/{take heed},   not/lest  he/she  alight/{gently falls down} (over time). 
 

Inasmuch that the person  supposing/presuming  he/she  to  stand firmly   (in  [possible blind]  faith,  by  “just supposedly believing”  in JC) 
                   (Inasmuch  “Believe JC existed and is divine”,  and yet we are  not  “precisely imitating him”  –  then just makes us  “hypocrites”!) 
(then)  let  him/her  take heed,  not  he/she  gently falls down   (over time and becomes lukewarm  [Rev.3v16],  or worse,  a charlatan). 

                   (Else quite simply,  we shall  not  be  “anointed”  alongside JCg as his bride!   Only about 1 person in 100,000 people achieve this goal!) 
 

Again Paul is  warning us  (we,  who call ourselves “Christians”),  we are to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle  -  else we are likely to become wayward into 
satisfying our  self-indulgences  from the temptations of The World,  by letting our guard down,  blithely thinking we are now safe and will go to heaven 
only because presupposing we  “believe in JCg”!    We only think like this because of the fraudulent output from our  worldly Christian Leaders in 
perhaps their millions! 
The fact we might claim to  “believe in JCg”  makes it  more important  “to imitate him”  –  else we  “cannot believe in him”  and thus makes ourselves 
a  “hypocrite”  to what we publicly espouse! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
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82nd Reasoning – The Brethren aiming to become TCs, should not worry because there is no new test that will hit you 
other than what you can already see occurring within society  –  clearly forewarned,  just avoid them as best you are able! 
We should look around us and learn from the  pain/hurt  occurring to other (worldly) people ignoring Bible instruction. 
17th Good News – Also, the Brethren aiming to become TCs,  should not worry because if we do suffer temptation then we 
know Yahweh is not desirous for His  apostles/brethren  to be subdued,  therefore Yahweh will always manipulate the 
environment to provide an escape route for relief  (even if it might be over several years He will support us through the 
enduring trial,  and then provide relief at the end)!   We must be stoic. 
18th Good News – What we can gain from this verse is that:   If we are being persecuted,  then we know as being part of 
The Faithful Brethren,  Yahweh is closely monitoring the local environment to ensure we do  not  mentally buckle – 
therefore we can correctly reason that we presently have The Stamina to keep persevering during this persecution. 
83rd Reasoning – Because of the above,  then we recognise it is not in Yahweh’s interests to allow His true representatives 
buckle under the strain of  “Religious Persecution”  - because how does this fulfil His Desire to gain the next generation 
of TCs to personally bring forth The Millennium. 
62nd Warning – Because of the temptation – then flee from  {image worship}  (being all the derivatives of what this means) 
72nd Comment – The contemplating person will realise what Paul states is correct for a healthy lifestyle. 
1Cor. 10v13 og (the) {putting to proof by experiment}/solicitation/adversity/temptation  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 10v13 og no/not/none  (it has) {got hold of}/grasped/{taken up/away}/have/received  if  not [= except]   
1Cor. 10v13 og (of the) human/{common to man}/{like mankind};   
1Cor. 10v13 og (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  and  the  {specific god}   
1Cor. 10v13 og who/what/which/that  no/not/none  (he will) {let be}/permit/{leave alone}/commit/allow   
1Cor. 10v13 og {specifically yourselves}  (to be) tested/endeavoured/scrutinised/assayed/examined/proved/tempted   
1Cor. 10v13 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  who/what/which/that   
1Cor. 10v13 og (you are) able/possible/capable,   
1Cor. 10v13 og but  (he will) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice   
1Cor. 10v13 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
1Cor. 10v13 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {putting to proof by experiment}/solicitation/adversity/temptation/test/assay   
1Cor. 10v13 og also  the  {to go out}/exit/{way to escape}  of the (person)   (to be) able/possible/capable [middle voice] 
1Cor. 10v13 og (to) {bear from underneath}/{undergo hardship}/endure/persevere. 
1Cor. 10v13 = No  {putting to proof}/temptation/adversity  it has  {got hold of}/{taken up/away}   {specifically  yourselves} 

except  of the   (temptations)   human/{common to man}/{like mankind};   
and  trustworthy/faithful/sure  “the specific god”  who  he will  not  allow/permit  {specifically yourselves}   
to be  tested/assayed/proved/tempted  over/above/beyond  what  you are  able/capable  (to mentally/physically withstand),   
but  {united as companions}/{in union together}  he will   make/perform/perform    
also  the  {way out}/{escape route} of the  person  to be  personally  able   
to  {undergo hardship}/endure/persevere  in the  temptation/test/assay. 

 

No temptation has got hold of specifically yourselves   (being the many temptations within Mankind that can trip you over,  now,  or in the future), 
except of the  (temptations)  common to man   (there is no new temptation – all forms of temptation have occurred before,   so know what to expect); 
and the trustworthy  “specific god”  who will not allow specifically yourselves   (being The Brethren actively aiming to become proven TCs) 
to be  tested/assayed/tempted  beyond what you are able   (He will not allow The World to  mentally/physically  take you beyond what is bearable) 
                 (With the caveat,  that we are always imitating JC ministry/lifestyle  and thus do  not  needlessly bring trouble upon ourselves!) 
but united as companions   (The Brethren  with JC  as  “The Word of God” guiding our minds)   He will make  (occur in the background)   
also the escape route of the person to be personally able to  {undergo hardship}/persevere  in the  temptation/assay/trial. 

                 (TCs  only  bring trouble upon themselves from “Professional Leaders of Religion”  shown to be hypocrites by the  teaching/actions  of TCs!) 
 

Paul is telling us,  there is nothing new and unexpected that shall come upon us during the remaining 1st part of our physical life. 
Paul is giving to his listeners  the confidence to proceed forward  in their commitment to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in expectant adversity  –  
basically   “Yes you can do it!” 

However,  this verse is not to be used to support any human activity that might be doing anything other,  than to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire which is 
easily stated    To personally,  precisely imitate JC’s ministry. 
Let us carefully go through this piece to explain what I mean. 

What is Yahweh’s  ultimate  “Prime Requirement”? 
To have righteous,  free-thinking  individuals  agapao/{edifying love}  Yahweh,  living for an eternity   (as it should have been in 
The Beginning)  which brings to fruition  “a perfected society”  because all the members of society are personally fulfilling JC's 
two Laws located at Mark.12v30-31. 

That is  “The Ultimate Goal” –  which then brings forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”  -  surely no person can disagree with that statement? 
However now – during the last some 6000 years  
      We all at present have different levels of accepting,  and then to be bringing into our  hearts/{seat of motivation},  the operation of  “Righteousness”. 

So how do we get to Yahweh’s  Prime Requirement  of  “The Perfected Society”? 
Everyone must be given a 2nd opportunity to learn  “Righteousness”  from their  mistakes  made during the 1st part of their physical life. 

Else it is  not  “Righteous”  (being equitable to Yahweh’s Perfection  [mode of operation]) 
Where ideally,  we have learnt what society is like operating according to  (1) the present worldly methodology in the 1st part of our physical life,  with 
what society will be like  (2) when operating under Yahweh's Methodology in the 2nd part of our physical life.    

Does this seem unreasonable or unrighteous? 
Therefore,  who  is going to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”? 
In the 1st part of our physical life we have our leaders today  (politics, religious and commerce)  teaching by  words/deeds  the  worldly 
methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  during “today”   (of the last some 6000 years). 
Then,  it will be the  new  leaders  in the 2nd part of our physical life teaching by  word/deeds  Yahweh's Methodology  (to edify our neighbour 
to our own hurt)  in The Millennium   (of a future 1000 years, Rev.20v7). 

Thus  “The New Leaders of The Millennium”  will be those specific individuals who had a  desire to edify Yahweh in  the 1st part of their physical life,  
and  practised  “the teaching work”  (being to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual  life/mind, Luke.19v16-19)  during the 1st part of their physical life to 
thereby become  “The Early Adopters”  having  “The New System”  (of The Millennium)  operating within their minds (Luke.17v21). 
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These people are those TCs who practised the  accurate  training process early  “as stewards  faithful  in small things”  (Luke.19v16-19)  by showing 
their dedication in  accurately  carrying out Yahweh’s Desire,  so they might become  “stewards in greater things”  -  by teaching within The Millennium 
upon their  (and The World's)  resurrection.  It was all  accurately and precisely  done  early  by these  “Early Adopters”  because they  truly  imbued  
“The Word of God”,  assayed/tested  it,  and then operated with fidelity upon what they knew,  to gain  “Real Faith”.  They did not excuse themselves of  
“The Responsibility”  to be uniquely having JC's presence/parousia  operating within themselves to become  “The Wisdom of God”  operating within  
“The Environment”  –  thus Yahweh  was  able to express His HS within The Environment around them  –  because His HS was freely operating within 
them  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

We need these  trainee  TCs to become these 144000 future  “Sons of God”  (please see my commentaries at Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)! 
Being future  “Sons of God”,  these ex-humans,  ex-TCs will have the unlimited use of  God’s  Authority/Power/Capability  at their control  to fully 
express Yahweh’s HS,  precisely as did JC during his ministry! 

So how is Yahweh able to gain demonstrably dependable,  trustworthy,  fully dedicated,  fully tested TCs in this world during the 1st part of 
their physical life  (ready for their future work in the 2nd part of their physical life  [to teach “The Resurrected World” “Righteousness”])? 

These people  must  be fully tested,  refined through fire  (1Cor.3v13-15),  so the remaining pure  “gold of motivation”  is shown to all people. 
How is Yahweh going to test these specific people? 

The Bible tells us that Yahweh and JCg do  not  test nor tempt people –  Yahweh and JCg are  not  evil,  but  only  intrinsically good  (sourcing  all  
good/ideal  things for our personal edification). 

So,  who tests the TCs? 
It is The World  that tests the TCs.  The worldly system is under the full control of  “Satan's methodology”  (as practised by  his compliant leaders  of 
society  [operating under worldly methodology]  of politics, religion, and commerce)  that tests the  resolve/motivation/steadfastness  of these TCs. 

Now Yahweh and JC allow this to occur  (Heb.12v5-8)  because They both are looking forwards to “The Resultant”,  being The Culmination 
of the full testing cycle during the 1st part of the TC’s physical life  -  to produce perfect righteous  TCs  whose  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
is being fired to ensure it is truly resistant to the present worldly methodology  (as practiced by  world leaders –  else present day leaders 
would  not  be leaders in this system  –  just an obviously logical deduction). 

But Yahweh and JCg  dearly  agapao/phileo/storge  (edifying/attractively/family love)  these TCs  beyond all measure  and will ensure the TCs will not be 
stressed beyond what they are capable of withstanding.  If stressed too hard,  then a  suicidal/psychotic/broken  individual is not much use to Yahweh to  
accurately  preach/publicise  His Word  by both word and deed.  
So it  is  in Yahweh’s interests to ensure that  genuine  TCs are  not  broken  (which is a gauge to whether they are genuine)  but  only  stressed to a point 
they can bear  (to demonstrably show The World in The Millennium that  “they  are  worthy to Rule”,  entirely stoic)  and then Yahweh will step in to 
suppress Satan’s affliction and thus provide release for the TCs.  Just as occurred with Job  (Job chapters 1 and 2),  Satan was restrained to show Job’s  
“Righteousness”  to The World throughout all time,  likewise with TCs upheld to show to The World their  “Righteousness”  throughout all time  –  that 
these individuals  were  “demonstrably trustworthy”  people with Yahweh’s Word in small things  (during the 1st part of their physical life)  while 
purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  (away from worldly methodology [= 1st part of our spiritual life]). 
It must be wholly understood,  TCs live out God’s Word within their life,  thereby showing themselves unto The World as being  “wholly trustworthy in  
all  matters”  pertaining to The World,  being  honest/trustworthy  to all Authority,  Governments, Companies. Institutions, People and Neighbours.   
TCs show themselves as being  “wholly perfect secular members of society”  thoroughly law abiding,  thereby being as though covered in Teflon”  -  
nothing worldly  (any blame or charge)  can be levelled against them,  hence called  “holy”.  That is why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  detest 
TCs  (John.11v47-53)  because the deportment of TCs expose  by example  “The Hypocrisy of World Leaders”  principally of  “Religion”  (because they 
claim to be different to The World,  while The World already knows leaders of Politics and Commerce  are  hypocrites)!   Therefore,  the ratio of TCs to 
The Rest of The World is about 1  100000 people,  I justify this ratio in many places elsewhere within my commentaries. 

In this manner,  TCs become  honoured/glorified  as future  “Sons of God”  by  “The Reforming Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  –  
all precisely as The Bible tells us throughout its pages. 

This is naturally  never  explained by  worldly Christian Leaders  –  being this teaching of   “The Acceptable Year of The Lord” (Luke.4v16-19)  –  which 
is being precisely what they are  supposed  to be teaching for Yahweh to gain these 144000 TCs  that fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in The Gospel Age!   

It is  never  preached by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  - because quite simply    They  “choose not to believe”,  nor understand it! 
(Because of the ramifications this knowledge would impose upon their present lifestyle  –  thus it is pushed away and hidden  [“Darkness”]). 

But Yahweh  needs  these 144000 TCs because He stated this is how many there are to be  -  and the sooner this World has them  (over the some 2000 
year period of The Gospel Age)  –  then the sooner,  Yahweh will move onto the next stage of His Plan  (being that of The Millennium)  –  that is surely 
the best way to remove the pain and suffering off this planet!   -  Is it not?    So,  who is with us  “brethren”,  actively aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 
Furthermore,  because “Professional Leaders of Religion” never teach of this,  then we can logically assume they  “prefer this world of pain and 
suffering”  by reason they do nothing about making this world come to an end,  and yet hypocritically presume they can supposedly make The World 
better themselves, –  why are they so big-headed?   Even JCg far more powerful than are they,  is patiently waiting for one thing – Yahweh to achieve His 
144000 TCs  (= people who precisely imitate JC)  -  so  if  these leaders of Christendom truly wanted this world to become a better place  then  they 
should start imitating JC and  not  to be  “sticking their nose”  into Politics and Commerce  -  for a worldly return! 

One last and important thing this verse teaches us,  by inference. 
When we are in this position of being tested  –  and feeling oppressed and weak  –  we know from this promise,  that Yahweh will  not  abandon us  –  
then we inductively realise,  we can keep going because Yahweh has not stepped in yet to bring release from our present captivity.   Thus we  can  
continue,  because we evidently  do  have the mental strength to keep going by being stoic –  to gain fortitude and patience  –  precisely as The Bible 
instructs of those people who  are  truly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  (and have remained  utterly neutral  in worldly politics  –  and have behaved as  
model secular citizens  –  noting the instruction given at Rom.13v1-5).   

What case or charge can The World bring against us?    
I repeat,  because it is so important to understand,  we become like  Teflon/PTFE  where nothing can stick to us  (thereby truly making us holy  [= 
innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  against any charge that another person can level against us]).   
Moreover,  we realise the perpetrators of our  misery/persecution  can  only  originate  from  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.11v47-53, 16v1-
4, etc.,)  -  because for it is  only  they  (and not leaders of politics/commerce)  who are  embarrassed by exposure  by our  ministry/lifestyle  which is  
only  to  “accurately canvas”  (in both  word/deed)  for The Millennium  –  being what  “ideal life”  will  be like throughout all of society in the 2nd part 
of our physical life! 

Is this not something to shout about,  so  why  are our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  so quiet about it? 
The answer is simple!   They do not believe in it!   They do  not  believe in  “The Prime Contents”  of  “The Word of God (parts 1 and 2)”! 

How can they claim to represent The Almighty God of The Universe,  if they  refuse  to teach  the most important thing  regarding Mankind’s Salvation? 
1Cor. 10v14 og {On which very account}/Wherefore  (the) {dearly/well loved}/beloved [vocative, plural]  {of me}/mine/my   
1Cor. 10v14 og (you) {run away}/shun/vanish/escape/flee  away/separated/from  of the  {image worship}/idolatry. 
1Cor. 10v14 = {On this very account}  my beloved,  (then)  you  shun/flee/escape  away/from  {image worship}/idolatry. 
 

On this very account my beloved,  (then)  you  shun/flee  away from image worship. 
 

Please see what this means -  as explained in v7. 
If we take heed  –  then we become protected  –  because we have  not  engaged within  “worldly practises”  driven by  “worldly methodology”  –  that 
operates within an  animalistic/carnal  mind to feed  “The Immediacy”  of self-indulgence.  We ideally have correctly sighted our goals upon  “The 
Anointed”  by Yahweh,  and through this process the TCs  (and ideally “we”)  are purifying our minds towards  “The Personal Responsibility”  of  “The 
Future Salvation of The Resurrected World”. 
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Does the reader understand  “The Full Implications”  of this? 
Because unfortunately  (to their ultimate regret over the rest of their life [that could be everlasting]),  our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  in their 
millions  have  not  understood  “The Full Implications”,  which is why they behave as they presently do! 

Else quite simply , The Millennium would have started perhaps a thousand years ago  (and yet The World would not be full [Gen.1v28, 9v1],  
nor would Mankind prove itself to The Die-hards that it had no future under Satan’s methodology [Matt.24v22, etc.])! 

1Cor. 10v15 og {In that manner}/Likewise/As 
1Cor. 10v15 og (to the) thoughtful/sagacious/{intellectual skill}/prudent/wise/astute  (persons)   
1Cor. 10v15 og (I) state/exclaim:  (you) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 10v15 og whom/what/which/that  (I) show/{make known one’s thoughts}/affirm/say. 
1Cor. 10v15 = {In that manner}/As  to the  thoughtful/sagacious/{intellectually skilled}  people  I  (Paul)   state:   

“{specifically yourselves}  {mentally decide}/judge  what  I  show/{make known}/say.” 
 

In that manner to the thoughtful people I state:    (To those people reasoning through what I am teaching you, then listen to this -) 
  “Specifically yourselves  (The Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs)   judge what I make known.” 
 

Paul is so confident within his  “Knowledge”  –  that he poses this specific invitation to The Brethren! 
I likewise make this invitation known to all the  very best  worldly religious  leaders/theologians/scholars  on this planet  to contest with me  any  issue  
regarding  “The Proven Truthful”  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles  (and yet,  is  never  taught today) – because I know what 
I state on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  is   “Absolute”  in its accuracy, correctness and righteousness! 
       No  “Professional Leader of Religion”  can make that claim  -  I dare them to justify themselves! 

Why is  “FutureLife.Org”  Absolute? 
How can I make a statement like this,  with such bravado? 

Because - 
1. What this website states precisely mirrors  “The Righteousness”  of  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe for  all  entities on this planet and 

no  religion on this planet including  worldly  Christianity can justifiably make this claim! 
2. “Religion”  in its entirety  is like a colander full of holes within its  “illogical reasoning”  leading to  zero  “righteousness”  when it comes to  

“The Salvation of Mankind”. 
3. Where,  virtually all humans are beguiled by their  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  being  “actively taught”  not  to think and reason 

upon  “The Subject Matter”,  only because they are instructed   “Not to question”  -  else be charged as heretics”!    Why? – Because 
supposedly,  “Religion” must not be unmasked  (else the leaders become exposed as  “Rogue traders” and “Spiritual paedophiles”).  
Obviously Yahweh wants  “Religion”  to be unmasked –  Rev.18v4, etc.,  that shall occur at  “The Close of The Gospel Age” -  because He 
wants  “The Secular World”  to destroy it  (see Rev. chapter 18)  -  so that JCg and the 144000 TCs return in the last 3.5 years and then 
destroy  “Secular Authority”  and  bring-in  The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21).    All this will occur  within  the next 50 years  (ref 2020 CE). 
I challenge sagacious people to question what I teach,  being unlike our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who become very guarded and 
irrational if challenged over what they proclaim  (but they personally do not accept internally what they teach as  “truth”  because it is so 
farcical  –  hence their basic  “hypocrisy”)! 

4. Moreover,  this knowledge has come from the one document that gives all this information and thus I claim no credit for anything I explain 
(Gal.1v12)  because it being only  “God’s Word of parts 1 and 2”,  as contained within The Bible.  Yahweh so kindly gave to us this handbook 
to become our guide through the time of impending personal crisis  (exploding into Society)  –  especially relevant in the very near future! 
I am simply  “an interpreter”  –  to make God’s Word  understandable  in The Fullness of The Gospel Age,  just prior to JC’s 2nd Advent. 

It is  “my responsibility”  to warn at  no cost  to my readers,  else I stand accused by Yahweh for remaining silent to  “The Knowledge and 
Understanding”  that He has so kindly given to me   (Eze.33v1-20). 
 
84th Reasoning – A TC will always have the best  long-term  interests of the recipient –  else why do TCs go through pain 
and suffering for no worldly return unless it is for the future benefit of their recipient?   Thus, it  is  for the future life and 
wellbeing of the recipient that the TC’s present life is difficult  (hence “blood” for “life”).   The converse is true -  a leader 
whose life is easy from their worldly income is working for the  short-term  rewards and  not  the future long-term interests 
of the recipient  –  thus they give according to the present worldly return! 
78th Allegory – Drinking Cup (always) = The Contents thereof  (being what is to be imbued). 
79th Allegory – Blood = life giving  (often in a form of sacrifice by the giver for the well-being of the recipient). 
Allegory – Repeat – Bread = the knowledge in how we are to  imitate JC’s  lifestyle/deportment  for everlasting life. 
Inasmuch,  bread has calorific value to  give energy for movement,  but water  gives life  enabling the body to function. 
Allegory – Repeat - Drink = Take in knowledge  (most often to mean “The Word of God”)  and display it in our lifestyle. 
Clean water from  JC/TCs  gives  “Life”,  by contrast,  dirty water from  “Leaders of Religion”  brings  “Annihilation”. 
80th Allegory – Body = The Body of JCg operating here upon the Earth throughout The Gospel Age  = 144000 TCs, 
supported by The Brethren  toiling/labouring  to become part of it  –  Yahweh ultimately chooses who is to be part of The 
Body.  It is absolutely  not  The Christian Nation  –  irrespective of what our self-deluded  worldly  leaders preach to us! 
85th Reasoning – TCs by taking upon themselves JC’s life-giving lifestyle and imbuing  “The Word of God  (JC’s ministry)  
to precisely imitate his ministry,  then the TC becomes part of JC’s body chosen by Yahweh to become future Sons of God. 
86th Reasoning – The Brethren partaking in the sharing of the bread at  “The Remembrance Supper”  are  agreeing to 
share  in JC’s lifestyle and therefore are actively aiming  to become TCs by imitating JC’s ministry.  
73rd Instruction – The Brethren are agreeing to share the  one/same  methodology as given by JC  (as God’s Word part 2) 
and  not  to be part of the some 47,000+ different methodologies within Christendom being a subset of “Religion”. 
87th Reasoning – Even in the  foretaste/allegory  of the priests at the altar share in the  “show bread”  is likewise The 
Brethren partaking in the sharing of the bread at  “The Remembrance Supper”  to ideally bring sacrifice to the altar. 
Allegory – Repeat - Temple = “The means”  to absorb knowledge from Yahweh =  TCs  accurately  teaching God’s Word. 
Allegory – Repeat - Sacrifice = The Resultant of a person’s effort and time offered to God/Yahweh. 
Allegory – Repeat - Altar = Recognition/Adherence  of  Yahweh’s “Right to rule” our mind (within our local environment) 
88th Reasoning – Is the image anything,  or the sacrifice anything?   Clearly what either represents is “nothing”,  but 
rather what they mean to the person  offering/expending  the  time/effort  that means everything in the person’s mind! 
74th Instruction – The Brethren are to direct their efforts to Yahweh’s altar and fill it with personal human sacrifice = the 
time expended in  accurate  ministry  toil/labour  to bring  new  people to The Lord  as new TCs in their own right. 
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81st Allegory – Demons = Both real and metaphoric –  essentially covered by the general qualification,  being anything 
that draws human time and effort from the Recognition of Yahweh’s Right to rule our lives by His instruction given. 
82nd Allegory – Business Table = Our affairs in life  –  being The Methodology in how we conduct our lifestyle. 
75th Instruction – The Brethren are  not  to mix worldly activities in with a lifestyle that imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
1Cor. 10v16 og The  {drinking vessel}/{contents thereof}/cup/cupful   
1Cor. 10v16 og of the  {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}/blessing/benefits   
1Cor. 10v16 og who/what/which/that  (we) {speak well of}/bless/praise,   {not indeed}/{did not}   
1Cor. 10v16 og (the) partnership/association/participation/communicating/intercourse/fellowship/partaking   
1Cor. 10v16 og of the  blood  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (it) is? 
1Cor. 10v16 og The  bread/loaves  whom/which/that  (we) break,  {not indeed}/{did not}   
1Cor. 10v16 og (the) partnership/association/participation/communicating/intercourse/fellowship/partaking   
1Cor. 10v16 og of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (it) is? 
1Cor. 10v16 = The  {drinking vessel}/cup   (the contents which we imbue – being to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle)   

of the  {fine speaking}/{eloquence of language}  which  we  (as TCs)   {speak well of}/bless/praise,   
is it  {not indeed}  the  partnership/participation/intercourse  of the  Anointed/Christ’s  blood? 
The bread  that  we break,  is it  {not indeed}  the  partnership/participation/intercourse  of the  Anointed/Christ’s  {whole body}? 

 

The cup   (the contents therein – symbolically meaning    “In daily sacrifice we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [Matt.20v22, etc.]”) 
Of the fine speaking which we (as TCs)  speak well of   (being of the wonderful  future/goal  of which  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us), 
is it not indeed the partnership of the Anointed’s blood?   (Inasmuch we partake in his  sacrifice away from worldly methodology  of  The Mind) 
                 (“Blood” is “The Essence of Life”, allegoric to mean  “sacrifice/martyrdom”  [1] in The Mind away from The World  [2] sometimes physical) 
The bread that we break,  is it not indeed the partnership of the Anointed’s whole body?   (Inasmuch we  precisely imitate  JC’s  Lifestyle.) 

                 (“Bread” given throughout “JC’s Body” to physically feed it,   being our deportment  (allegoric calorific bread provides energy for the body)  
 

Note   The Greek for  “cup”  in this context actually means the contents,  being the actions (of drinking) leading unto the results  (occurring later),  
which in this instance means  “imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle”  to lead unto  “Sonship to Yahweh” -  thereby personally solving  “The Mystery of God”  
(see elsewhere in “FutureLife.Org” for full explanation). 

Let us step back a bit,  - what are these metaphors precisely telling us? 
The cup of wine represents  “The Resultant from The Vineyard” (being what The World ultimately yields)  and always represents humans  (where 
ideally,  we are to be imitating JC).   
In this instance because it is in  “Remembrance of JC’s Memorial Supper”  being  “The Last Supper”  (for Christians [2nd Epoch Israel])  superseding  
“The Passover Supper”  (for Jews [1st Epoch Israel]),  then it represents those people who make  “The Grade”  to become wine  (TCs becoming  “Sons 
of God” in The Millennium)  instead of the rejected sour vinegar  (worldly Christians who are resurrected in The Millennium to ideally learn  
“Righteousness”).  Thus,  there are the  two  resultants of The Christian Nation  (which is precisely why the term “Israel” is used  –  see elsewhere). 
As an aside  

JC’s Parables of The Vineyard  (Mark.12v1-9, Luke.20v9-16)  represent The World in two passes. 
1.  For  “The Early Adopters”  (144000 of The Gospel Age)  while oppressed under Satan’s heaven  (local authority of some 6000 years). 
2.  The finally,  coming through The Millennium,  and likewise again,  those people of  “The Resurrected World”  who come through the 
winepress (metaphoric for “assay”)  as good wine,  become the  “children of The Special Marriage”  and thus “The Late Adopters”  to  “The 
Word of God”  while encouraged to succeed  (= imitate JC)  under Yahweh’s heaven  (local authority of 1000 years). 
By contrast to the above,  the rebellious people refusing to imitate JC over these two passes become the vinegar,  subject to  “The 2nd Death”.   

Importantly  
The Vineyard workers in The Millennium are the demonstrably proven TCs  –  while The Vineyard workers operating under  “The Present 
Local Authority” (singular heaven)  during Satan's Reign of 6000 years represent  “The Professional Leaders Religion”  (Luke.20v16, 
2Cor.11v13-15)  in particular the leaders of The Jews under  “The 1st Covenant”,  and  later,  the leaders of The Christians under  “The 2nd 
Covenant”. 
Noting  “The Early Adopters”  had  their  local heaven as  “The Word of God” (Luke.17v21, being their “Zion”)  where they proved 
themselves righteous in small things for The Master  (controlling their mind as  “The Word of God”)  during the 1st part of their physical life.  
They are proving perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life now,  for their awakening at  “The 1st Resurrection”  unto  “The Greater 
Responsibility”  of The Millennium. 

Therefore,  the wine representing JC’s blood,  is an accepted  covenant/agreement  by TCs being  “the life (essance of sacrifice)”  that JC gave to these 
fine people who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in their lifestyle.  
They do this through fine speaking of The Gospel being The Good News of  “1st Century Christianity”  that explains Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for 
Human Salvation”  as so very carefully explained on this website   “FutureLife.Org”. 
“The bread we break”  means the lifestyle of JC  –  where we  (as TCs)  digest his example into our  being/existence - so that we precisely imitate JC’s 
lifestyle/deportment  in our life.  In doing so,  we become  “The Body of Christ”  where we all become active members  (1Cor.12v12-24)  working 
together in a lifestyle that collectively imitates that of JC’s lifestyle. 

Exactly as Paul explains in the next verse - 
1Cor. 10v17 og Because  one/singular  (the) bread/loaf,  one/singular  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily   
1Cor. 10v17 og the  many/much/plenteous (persons)  {we are/being},   
1Cor. 10v17 og the (persons)  for  (the) all  {from/out of}  of the  one/singular  (of the) bread/loaf   
1Cor. 10v17 og (we) {to share/participate}/partaker/pertain/{take part in}/use. 
1Cor. 10v17 = Because  of the  one/singular  bread/loaf   (JC's lifestyle/deportment),    

{we are}  the  many/plenteous  people  of the  one/singular  {whole /sound  body}   (of JC – being the  example/exhibit  to emulate) 
for  we all  share/participate/{take part in}  in that  one/singular  bread/loaf. 

 

Because of the one bread   (JC’s lifestyle/deportment), 
We are the many people  (as TCs)  of the one whole body   (of JC as The Example to imitate  [The Head  {JC, God’s Word}  driving The Body]) 
For we all take part in that one bread   (only  when we  are  of  one/same  mind that precisely fulfils what The Head instructs of us). 

                 (Else,  without that given caveat of  “only when … …”  then we  are  hypocrites and  not  part of JC’s Body  [being rebellious to The Head]!) 
 

Thus JC is the  one  bread  (being The Exemplar to how we are to personally behave)  and the many of us  (assiduously aiming to become TCs)  in the  
one/same  body  (of JCg)  being his fleshly body here upon The Earth driven by  “The Head”  (JCg as  “The Word of God”  giving instruction to the 
body member parts)  who themselves partake in the  one/same  bread being JCg – see 11v6. 
Thus  “The Body of Christ”  has many body parts  (see Rom.12v4-6,  1Cor.12v12-24)  each part is a TC with a specific function to fulfil  (= work)  and 
that is  why  we symbolically take a small portion of that  one/same  bread  –  that is metaphorically broken into 144000 pieces over the whole Gospel 
Age,  as  “144000 lives of  work/deportment  imitating JC”. 
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Note   Many more pieces may be taken,  being those people who  correctly aspire to be part of that one bread  –  but ultimately after the 1st 2nd C there 
will  only  be 144000  accepted pieces chosen by Yahweh  –  and many people  (millions upon millions of Christians)  will be gnashing their teeth being 
upon what they have missed out  (please see my local commentary at Matt.8v12, etc.). 
1Cor. 10v18 og (you) Behold/See/Look/Beware{Take heed}  the  Israel/{persevere with subjector}  
1Cor. 10v18 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) flesh/{carnal minded}.   
1Cor. 10v18 og No/Not/None  the (persons)  eating/devouring  the [plural]  sacrifices (the act or the victim)  
1Cor. 10v18 og (the) sharers/associates/companions/fellowships/partakers/partners 
1Cor. 10v18 og of the  {place of sacrifice}/altar  {they are/be}? 
1Cor. 10v18 = You  behold/beware/{take heed}  the  Israel   (operating)   according to  the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic  mind}. 

Not  the  people  eating/devouring  the sacrifices ,   
{they are}  sharers/companions/partners  (priests)  of the  {place of sacrifice}/altar? 

 

You take heed the Israel   (operating)   according to the animalistic mind. 
(Are)  Not the people  (priests)  eating the sacrifices,   (and thus)  they are the partners of the altar? 
 

Paul is saying   
Observe the fleshly Israel  (the Old Israel of Jews,  being how the sharers  (Priests)  of the altar eat the sacrificial food. 

The blood was spilt, and the organs sacrificed,  but the flesh was the food for the Priests and the excess sold in the marketplace to bring in extra income. 
And this is  The Point,  Paul is making to us - 

Consequentially the  like-for-like  continues through where JC as  “The Sacrifice”  becomes eaten by the present fleshly Priests of  “The New 
Covenant”  being the TCs of The Gospel Age,  where  “by eating JC’s flesh”  analogy means imbuing JC’s lifestyle  of sacrifice  away from 
the world of  self-indulgence  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Our personal sacrifice is the using of our personal time through expressed  {charity 
love}/agape  (StrongsTM = 26)  to bring more TCs into  “The Body of Christ”  (by rational argument  to  convert the mind,  thereby gaining  
real faith).  This is the fulfilment of  {agapao love}  (StrongsTM = 25)  to edify our neighbour spiritually,  so that ideally,  they might know  
why/how  they also can  accurately  fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

The words  agapao and agape  (edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  are very similar but with subtleties between the two aspects of the highest form of 
“love”  where  “agapao”  spiritually operates within the mind  to deliver  “agape”  through our physical works  into the environment.   

This differentiation is  utterly unknown  to our  worldly  Christian leaders  –  as equally is the meaning!   An accurate statement because it is  
never  taught   (of which I would suppose it should,  if being the most important)  –   but sadly the bland word  “love”  is allowed to be 
whatever the recipient likes to read into the word “love”! 

Our  “Leaders of Religion”  are supposed to be teaching  –  and not acting like politicians  –  reading the mood of the public and  following-on  behind! 
1Cor. 10v19 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether  therefore/then   
1Cor. 10v19 og (I) show/{make known one’s thoughts}/affirm/say? 
1Cor. 10v19 og Because  (the) {image for worship}/idol  {some/any/certain thing}  (it) is?    
1Cor. 10v19 og Or/Than/Either/Rather   
1Cor. 10v19 og because  (the) {image sacrifice}/{idolatrous offering}  {some/any/certain thing}  (it) is?  
1Cor. 10v19 = What  therefore/then  I  show/{make known my thought}/say?    

Because  the  {image for worship}/idol  is  {some/any thing}?    
Or because the  {image sacrifice}/{idolatrous offering}  is   {some/any thing}?   

 

What therefore I make known my thoughts? 
Because is the image for worship anything?    (Paul knows the  “image for worship”  has no intrinsic value,  being worthless!) 
Or because the image sacrifice is anything?    (Therefore,  the physical sacrifice made to this image equally has no value,  consequently worthless!) 
 

Paul explains how a TC reasons upon idols    
The  idol/{image for worship}  is nothing relative to humans  (and thus should not rule our mind),  consequently , the sacrifice to the  
idol/{image for worship}  is equally nothing only because these  images/objects  are merely an earthly sourced material  wood/metal or stone  
–   thus  of The World  ultimately sourced by Satan.   

Actually,  it is the  thoughts/concepts  within the mind put there by those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  feeding a mutual  self-indulgence  of both 
parties,  thus imitating Satan’s methodology away from Yahweh Desire that makes it harmful and thus sinful. 

Where is Paul taking us with this verse in context? 
He is speaking about idolatrous worship  –  where,  humans are worshipping vainly  –  “chasing after the wind”  (either in the mythical realm  [old 
religion]  spiritually  created by man,  or in material objects  [modern religion]  physically  created by man).  The common denominator within both 
examples are the leaders  “controlling the environment”  for personal worldly return from out of  “The Doting Public”  craving for  “the next fix”  as 
might a drug addict! 
Then in v16-17 Paul interjects with JC  –  being The Physical Body of which we are spiritually driven by  “The Word of God” (JCg,  Rev.19v13)  
operating within our mind  (as agapao)  to deliver agape within our physical works.   
Then Paul speaks of  The Jewish Religious Leaders  (living under The 1st Covenant)  who are supposed to be representing  “The One God”  =  Yahweh  -  
but actually,  they were spiritually driven to act as though merely offering to idols  (of worthlessness)   –  because Yahweh had no significance within 
their mind  (see Eze. chapters 8 and 9 for an example). 
Paul is giving this prelude  –  because he is giving an instruction to  “The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs”  that,  they must  not - 

1. Become  mixed-in  with worldly sourced mythology  (idols/customs/relics  in all their guises)  –  where the individuals succumb to vanity. 
2. Treat Yahweh with disrespect  –  in a hypocritical manner  –  precisely as did The Leaders of The Jews under  “The 1st Covenant”. 

Paul gives this warning through  “The Word of God”  (JC operating as a  parousia/presence  within Paul’s mind),  knowing these  
spirits/personalities/desires/traits  will surface within The Christian Nation, –  and this is what we sadly witness throughout  “The Christian Nation”  
ever since  -  within the some 43,000 schisms of “Christianity”  that we have at the time of writing this revision  (2013 CE). 
We witness the myths of religious   idols/trinkets/relics/{presumed saints}  within the oldest Christian schism at one extreme,  and other schisms 
importing local myths of new incumbents  (imitating the Hindu religion)  or invent all manner of circus acts to fill the mind of their spiritual “junkies”! 
All of Christendom has intelligent and educated leaders  (else they could not lead),  and consequently,  they sensibly realise what they teach  is  a  load of  
unrighteous  bunkum  as regards to  “The Salvation of Mankind”,  thereby acting with hypocrisy to both Yahweh and the congregations  –  precisely as 
we have seen over the last some 1700+ years. 
1Cor. 10v20 og But  because  who/what/which/that   (he/she/it) {rush/breathe/blow smoke}/sacrifice/immolate/slay    
1Cor. 10v20 og the  gentiles/nations/heathens/peoples,   
1Cor. 10v20 og (to the) {demonic beings/entities}/gods/devils  (he/she/it) {rush/breathe/blow smoke}/sacrifice/immolate,   
1Cor. 10v20 og also  no/not/none  (to the) God (Yahweh),   
1Cor. 10v20 og no/not/none  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  and  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 10v20 og (the) sharers/associates/companions/fellowship/partakers/partners   
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1Cor. 10v20 og of the  {demonic beings/entities}/gods/devils  (to) {become to be} [middle voice]. 
1Cor. 10v20 = But  because  what  the  gentiles/nations/heathens  sacrifice/immolate,   

(it [they])  sacrifice/immolate  to  demons/gods/{devils, slanderers},  also  not  to the  God  (Yahweh),   
and  not  I  determine/desire/{be pleased}  {specifically yourselves}  
to  personally  {become to be}  sharers/partakers  of the  demons/gods/devils. 

 

But because what the Gentiles sacrifice,  
(they)  sacrifice to  demons/gods  (and thus what they do is worthless),   also not to the God  (Yahweh), 
and not I determine specifically yourselves to personally become to be partakers of  demons/gods 

                 (Worldly people sacrifice objects to worthless gods,  but TCs sacrifice  “Their Time”  to edify their neighbour -  thus  a sacrifice to Yahweh) 
 

Paul tells us   
When the Gentiles sacrifice,  they only sacrifice to  demons/gods  and not to Yahweh,  thus obviously  I do not want you to be like them. 

But as I explained in Paul’s letter to the Romans  -  sacrifice means the  giving of something precious  to an image  “made real only in our mind”  by  
“our imagination”  (thus being away from what we should be devoting to  “The Reality of Worth”  -  Yahweh).   
In actuality,  the most personally valuable thing we can give  is of our TIME and that is in edifying our neighbour to understand  why/how  to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire,  rather than waste it in the frivolous nature of  self-indulgence  that only craves for more  - when the initial 1st level of indulgence has 
been sated. 

The  “Time”  is given freely to teach The World of  “The Real Gospel” (Good News [for Human Salvation])   for  no  worldly return,  for  no  
salary,  becomes the best sacrifice a person can give – for the TC has now  “become dead to The World”  and its influences by worldly return. 
By this means  he/she  gives  “The Perfect Sacrifice”  unto Yahweh as  “The Tool”  assisting Him to achieve the future 144000 TCs! 
Because all the TCs do this now as “The Last/Least” in society,  then they prove themselves to have the correct mind to continue on into The 
Millennium as  “The Proven Rulers”  when given by Yahweh  “The First/Most”  in society,  having proved themselves entirely trustworthy! 

This is what The Bible  really  means  –  and thus the reader can understand  how  and  why  it is impossible for a  worldly Christian leader to be a TC. 
Demons can either be metaphoric  (being the conception of what is in the mind of the individual)  or real entities –  but they  only  interact with specific 
humans  if  the individual person practices occult worship inasmuch the practitioner has thrown away Yahweh’s protection during the 1st part of our 
physical life.  If a person is foolish enough to do this now,  then they shall learn how miserable is this present 1st part of their physical life.  However 
upon resurrection into the 2nd part of their physical life and they shall see what life is like within a wonderful society in The Millennium  (without the 
mercenary demons [Mark.1v25])  when compared to the old part of their life,.  Ideally,  they shall reform their lifestyle while given this last opportunity. 
As I repeatedly state,  Yahweh cannot make this wonderful scenario occur until He has His proven worthy leaders for The Millennium to have been 
“Anointed”.  He firstly requires  “The Early Adopters”  in the 1st part of their physical life   -  so these 144000 TCs  become Yahweh's Tools to bring 
about  “The Reform”  of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  -  this is what The Gospels and Epistles of The New Testament explain to us.    

JC established The Way for us to imitate and The Epistles explain at a practical level how humans are to ideally  make the change  now. 
Therefore,  if  “The Example”  and  “The Instruction”  is correctly fulfilled by TCs,  then  “The Judging World” seeing the output of The TCs,  shall 
realise these 144000 TCs  are  “ideally worthy to rule”,  and by consequence,  there is  no excuse  for the members of  “The Resurrected World”  not to 
imitate these proven TCs,  as they imitated JC in the 1st part of their life (1Cor.4v16. 11v1).    These former TCs shall lead from The Front by example! 

It is extraordinarily easy to understand how we are to personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  (but most people refuse to understand)! 
The Call and Instruction from Paul made here is for us to personally solve  “The Mystery of God”! 
A 4th revision addition. 

I must emphasise,  it is  not  to  “Publicly present oneself as being Religious  (as a supposed separator to The Public)”  -  this is an 
abomination to Yahweh. 

The Requirement for TCs  (to become “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology  [via “The Word of God”])  is - 
1. To be a  wholly honest  person,  not to defraud any person, institution, company, authority, government  (thereby gaining the correct 

mind to become “The Required Example”  for  “The Late Adopters”  in The Millennium to copy). 
2. Not to break any laws of the country thereby showing a compete respect to  “Authority”  (to gain the correct mind when as slaves we 

faithfully fulfil Yahweh’s Instruction,  as Leaders of  “The Resurrected World”,  and again to set  “The Correct Example”  for members 
of  “The Resurrected World”  to respect the New Leaders’ Authority). 

3. Explain  why  you behave like this,  because you are personally living  “as it shall be in The Millennium”. 
4. Further explain how The Millennium is made righteously possible for  all  people by Yahweh through JC. 
5. Underwrite all the above by explaining how  “God’s Word parts 1 and 2”  has meticulously unfolded proving Prophecy over millennia. 

There is absolutely  nothing  else  -  most importantly  “no religious customs”  or  “singing of songs in vain worship”  or  “self-indulgent sermons”! 
Can the reader understand this  -  to differentiate between what Yahweh wants and what “Religion” teaches? 
One is difficult and edifies our neighbour,  while the other is easy and self-indulgent  (hence Matt.7v12-14)! 

1Cor. 10v21 og no/not/none  (you are) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  
1Cor. 10v21 og (the) {drinking vessel}/{contents thereof}/cup/cupful   
1Cor. 10v21 og (of the) lord/master  (to) imbibe/drink  also  (the) {drinking vessel}/{contents thereof}/cup/cupful   
1Cor. 10v21 og (of the) {demonic beings/entities}/gods/devils}.  
1Cor. 10v21 og no/not/none  (you are) able/possible/capable [middle voice] 
1Cor. 10v21 og (the) {table/desk (for business)}  (of the) lord/master  (to) share/participate/partake/pertain/{take part in}/use   
1Cor. 10v21 og also  (the) {table/desk (for business)}  (of the) {demonic beings/entities}/gods/devils}. 
1Cor. 10v21 = You are  not  personally  able/capable  to drink  the  cup/{contents thereof}   (Yahweh's Methodology)   of the  lord/master 

also  to drink  the  cup/{contents thereof}   (Satan's methodology)   of the  demons/gods/{devils, slanderers}. 
You are  not  personally  able/capable  to  share/participate/{take part}/use  the  {business table}  of the  lord/master 
also   (to take part at)   the  {business table}  of the  demons/gods/{devils, slanderers}. 

 

You are not personally able to drink the cup   (Yahweh's Methodology)   of the  lord/master   (absolutely controlling our penitent minds) 
also to drink the cup   (Satan's/worldly  methodology)   of the  demons/gods/devils/slanderers   (being what they represent within our minds). 
You  (brethren assiduously aiming to be TCs)  are not personally able to share the business table of the  lord/master   (to control our minds) 
also   (to take part at)   the business table of the  demons/gods   (by allowing  “what they represent”  control our minds [James.1v6-8]). 
 

Note   The Greek for “cup” in this context means,  “the contents”,  being the environmental input that yields  actions/results  within the recipient  as 
explained in my commentary at v16. 
Also  “table”  in this Greek sense means,  “a table upon which to do business”  and thus has much greater significance than that  stated/inferred  within 
standard  worldly bible translations,  by consequence,  this verse has much greater significance in our lives than people deem it to mean.   

Therefore,  “to do business”  actually means everything we do within our lives  –  being how we deport ourselves within our social 
intercourse,  must be as though we are at  “The Lord’s Table”.   

Clearly we must not have one type of personality  (being the public façade we paint)  but rather it becomes an innermost personality that Yahweh views,  
when The Record of our synapse construction mapping profile is recorded and  examined/scrutinised  during  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  for 
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Sonship.  That is specifically why it  is  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  and it is absolutely  not  what  worldly Christian leaders 
teach in error to their congregations –  I will not go through the many unrighteous permutations here,  because I cover all this elsewhere! 

Let me approach this verse from a slightly different angle. 
There is the high level understanding as stated,  being that we cannot participate at a  meeting/dinner  with Yahweh’s people,  and also at other times,  
then to associate with people who practice  demon/god  worship  (being  all  the modern day  [1] religious permutations,  and  [2] non-religious 
activities performed by atheists).  Else,  our reasoning will become  dulled/polluted  by false knowledge and lack of understanding as we see with the  
worldly Christian Religion in all its guises,  becoming a chameleon religion  (similar to Hinduism)  taking upon itself all the local myths of the lands into 
which it moves.  
For example,  in poorer countries,  it takes on the local customs,  and in materially richer countries it takes on all forms of  affluence/money  as its god  
(see later).   Consequently,  Paul was warning the people (and us)  –  do not become like this  –  be on your guard,  and do not become  “sucked in”! 
However,  there is a deeper meaning of which Paul is specifically making,  and it is this to us - 

Your motives  [= cup  of passion]  driving your lifestyle  [= drink  taken in to consume = lived out]  cannot be for Yahweh,  and then also 
have motives  [desires to live]  for The World  [= under the standards of demons  =  anything  not  Godly],  neither can you take in the food of 
Yahweh via association with those people of JC’s body  [= TCs]  and then be intimately friendly with those people who worship this worldly 
system under the  control/standards  of Satan and his demons  [being anything that controls our mind – superstitions or material things].   

Thus,  in summary -  Do not have a split personality,  we cannot serve two masters  (Matt.6v24, James.1v6-8, etc.).  
1Cor. 10v14-21 Now I need to explain what may be considered an inconsistency between this section and with Rom.14v1-6  (or v25 below). 
We have Rom 14v1-6 telling us that it is possible to eat meat sold in the market place identified as  “Idol sacrifice meat”,  but we also have people today 
suggesting this is a contradiction because The Bible here in v18-19 is now saying that we must not participate in this. 

However,  The Bible does not quite say this! 
Observe carefully what is being said. 

In Rom.14v1-6 it is only speaking of the specific fleshly material being offered to a worthless piece of  wood/stone  (the idol itself),  thus the 
meat  itself  is not contaminated and thus can be eaten,  noting that we must not offend weak members in the faith looking upon us and making 
an inferior judgment of our actions. 

But we have v19 –v20 saying it goes beyond this.  It is speaking about  The  Intent/Motive  and  not  “the material sacrifice”  itself.   
Thus,  Paul is not speaking about an item given in deference by a heathen to an entity that does not exist,  but rather he is speaking about  “us”  who 
claim  not  be  “Heathen”  and yet our mind gives servitude to an entity  (spiritual or material)  other than Yahweh. 
This entity could either be  “Man-made”  (“wooden/silver idol” when this was written  -  or be  “The Mobile Phone” of today)   or this entity could be an  
“Extra-terrestrial Entity”  that is  neither  Yahweh nor JC.    Only Yahweh and JC deserve our servitude and devotion,  no other entity,  certainly not 
extra-terrestrial,  nor human,  nor things made by humans! 
Anything consumes our time away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire -  means we are feeding the wrong things in our life that are to yield The Millennium,  
and hence our mind is becoming “polluted”,  thereby taking us away from the one/same mind as JCg and Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26,  being that of  
“Mankind’s Salvation”  that  first requires  “The Early Adopters”). 
Now wrapping up what Paul is saying here from v14-21 - 

Flee from all forms of worldly idolatry,  being  anything  that takes our mind from being totally focused upon Yahweh’s Requirements of us.  
Look at the example we give out to The World.  Everything that we (TCs)  do is for the edification of  “The Body of JC” because JC is the only 
source of bread that feeds our lives.  We cannot go elsewhere for this  “life-giving-bread”   which we display within our  deportment/lifestyle. 
You see the example from the past being of Old Israel,  where the Priests lived off the sacrificial offerings in the temple.  This typifies us  
(ideally TCs)  as the priests of New Israel living off the bread being  “The Life”  that JC gave us through his personal sacrifice,  during our  
physical  priestly duties of  accurately  spreading God’s Word as The Gospel of  “1st Century Christianity”  to all interested recipients. 

And you think this is a trivial matter sacrificing  (in reality  “our lives”)  to either God or to Idols? 
Paul is stating to us - 

Think what you are  really  doing in your life now!  
You must  not  be diverting your time and energies  (sacrifice and hence worship)  that should be  exclusively dedicated  to Yahweh’s 
Requirements  of you. 
You must  not  be using much of your time and energies  (your sacrifices and hence worship)  to those  “entities”  (Leaders of Religion, 
Politics, Commerce)  who set  “The Standards and Operate this system of things”  in this present world,  that leads into v22. 
Moreover,  if  you allow yourself to be sucked into The World,  being of its methodology and reasoning,   then  your mind will become 
polluted,  set yourself double standards,  become hypocrites to  “The Real Faith”  (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  that should 
be practised.  Consequently,  your mind shall become seared,  burnt,  damaged and thus not positioned to recognise that what is becoming 
“accepted as normal”  - is actually alien to Yahweh’s Standards.  By having your mind burnt,  calloused,  then you have become part of The 
World and its system of operations by becoming  “indifferent to it”. 

This is the danger to every person living today  
What is  “presently Normal”  then sets  “The Standard for The Norm”.   

Now this is deteriorating every year,  as we can witness!   If we look behind  “the sticking plaster”  present day leaders use to cover the wound! 
Sadly,  the World’s standard is so far below Yahweh’s Standard. 

Furthermore,  the World is daily becoming more like Sodom and Gomorrah  (and the inhabitants then had  no  knowledge of  “The Disclosing 
Truth” – that is specifically  why  it  will  be easier for them in The Millennium  –  just as JC told us  Matt.11v23-24, Mark.6v11, Luke.10v12)! 

What is “The World’s excuse today”  when we have “The Bible”? 
Hopefully,  I have  fully  explained what these verses  really  mean in context.  
Now  ask  your Christian Leader   

What do these verses really mean and,  in many instances,  a blank face,  or a load of useless waffle about mysteries will be The Return! 
 
89th Reasoning – It is fairly obvious if we purport to represent the most powerful Entity in The Universe then it would be 
absolutely foolhardy to anger Him by our deviant  ministry/lifestyle  –  but millions upon millions do,  and have done so 
during The Gospel Age  only  because they  “understand not Yahweh’s Desire”.  Sadly,  they are being  duped  by their 
blind  worldly  Christian leaders  (out for themselves) – they  innocently  think “they have belief”  and then  “fall into the 
ditch after their leader”!   Again note:  Not  all Christian leaders are worldly – but most are,  – they  need to be audited – 
and  are  being audited by Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater  Judgement”  made upon them during the 1st part of their life! 
90th Reasoning – It is evidential  worldly Christian leaders do not believe in what they preach,  because if they believed 
The Almighty God existed then  in fear,  they would  teach “1st Century Christianity”  and  not  preach “Religion”! 
91st Reasoning – All publicly lawful things are acceptable,  but not all things will edify us,  or the recipient,  in the midst of 
Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater Judgment of Christians”. 
1Cor. 10v22 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  (we) {stimulate alongside}/{excite to rivalry}/{provoke to jealousy}   
1Cor. 10v22 og the  lord/master?    
1Cor. 10v22 og No/Not/None  (the) forcible/boisterous/mighty/powerful/valiant  [as comparison]   (of the) Him  {we are/be}? 
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1Cor. 10v22 = Or/Rather  we  {stimulate alongside}/{excite to rivalry}/{provoke to jealousy}  The  Lord/Master  (Yahweh). 
Not  are we  the  forcible/stronger/mighty   (than)   of the  Him  (Yahweh)?  

 

Or  (by sharing ourselves with worldly methodology)  we provoke to jealousy  The  Lord/Master  (Yahweh). 
               (Because we have supposedly publicly declared ourselves betrothed to Yahweh’s beloved Son  [JC/{God’s Word}]  and disrespected this union.) 
  Not are we mightier  (than)  of the Him  (Yahweh)?    (And the  only  answer is   “No!”) 

               (To supposedly contest Yahweh over “His Word of God”  [JCg]  by not remaining chaste  to worthily match  what JC has done for us.) 
 

Clearly,  we excite Yahweh to  anger/wrath  if we claim to represent Him,  but then what we practise,  represents  “the other side”  (worldly methodology 
originally sourced by Satan)  in our daily activities by the manner we conduct our lifestyle,  being that of  “demonstrable hypocrisy”   preferring 
“Darkness”  to hide our private life.  This was precisely the point JC was making to his Disciples regarding  “the leaven of hypocrisy”  (Matt.16v11-12, 
Mark.8v15, Luke.12v1).  Yahweh is not concerned about the heathen  (all non-Christians)  generally at present,  during the 1st Part of our physical life – 
He is waiting solely for  “The Early Adopters”  to eventually prove themselves to The World,  because He is relying upon His TCs throughout The World 
to work hard and convert those specific people  (who might be presently operating  amongst The Heathen)  whom Yahweh considers useful in this 
progressive “mountain build”  (Dan.2v35, 45).   Yahweh shall exercise His HS to ensure a future TC will become connected to a mature TC for this 
necessary multiplication in TC numbers to occur over The Gospel Age.  However,  outside this operation,  Yahweh has entirely shut His ears to the  
worldly Christians  –  knowing The Millennium will become  “The Safety Net”  to capture all people  (being virtually all humans)  who ultimately desire 
to  truly  “believe in JCg”  (imitate  JC’s lifestyle),  because of Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9. 
That is  why  Yahweh  is  allowing humans to  freely  express themselves  (as Paul told us earlier and in Rom.1v16-31)  in Satan’s worldly system  
(2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19),  thereby enabling the TC’s to fully exhibit themselves to be fully committed in fulfilling His Desire,  where  worldly Christian 
leaders are shown to be wholly delinquent and not capable to do anything useful with their 1 talent (Luke.19v20-22).  They just have no desire to carry  
“The Weight of Responsibility”  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/deportment,  so they just  cover/bury  it  (being The Responsibility of God’s Word). 

I point a finger to no one  –  but let their fruitage condemn them,   demonstrated by their lack of  accurate  knowledge! 
This is  why  from the doctrine of  worldly Christian leaders -  we know  they have  utterly lost it,  and The Plot  (being any suitable  righteous logic). 
Consequently,  Paul is making the point here to The Brethren  (and to no one else)   

Do you want to provoke Yahweh to Anger?    
Surely this is not wise,  being that He is  infinitely  stronger than are we! 

1Cor. 10v23 og All (things)  {to me}  (it is) {being publicly correct}/lawful/permitted,   
1Cor. 10v23 og but  no/not  (the) all (things)   (it) {bears together}/contributes/profits/{be better/good}/expedient.   
1Cor. 10v23 og (the) All (things)  {to me}  (it is) {being publicly correct}/lawful/permitted,   
1Cor. 10v23 og but  no/not/none  (the) all (things)  (it) builds/constructs/confirms/emboldens/edifies. 
1Cor. 10v23 = All things  {to me}  are  {publicly acceptable}/lawful,   but  not  all  things  it  profits/gains/expedient. 

All things  to me  are  {publicly acceptable}/lawful,   but  not  all things  builds/constructs/edifies   (humans to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
 

All things to me are publicly acceptable,  but not all things  profit/gain   (e.g.  Bad behaviour will not gain new TCs to Yahweh!) 
All things to me are publicly acceptable,  but not all things  build/edify   (self-indulgent lifestyle will not produce a mind fit for Yahweh to use). 
 

We should ask - 
What does this really mean? 

This verse means - 
I can do all things in the 1st part of my physical life of which society might consider as being acceptable within The World  - but not everything 
makes me wise and profitable to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire   (being of Yahweh’s requirement of me to imitate JC’s lifestyle and bring 
more TCs to Him).   For example many people  “swear” -  and often this is accepted,  or perhaps  “evading the paying of taxes”,  or  “in the 
manner we may drive our car”,  but other people would look on and consider one of these forms as being unacceptable,  and by consequence,  
dissuade a person from talking to us about God’s Word.  
I can do all things in the 1st part of my physical life of which society might consider as being acceptable –  but not all things  edify/strengthen  
me or the recipient of  “The Word of God”  to become a TC.   Perhaps  “drinking more than I should so I appear tipsy and walk in a 
haphazard manner”  would bring merriment to observers,  however,  I would belittle Yahweh and myself through my behaviour. 

With the consequence that by  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire then it is impossible to become a future Son of God,   precisely because our synapse 
construction has  not  been  reformed/moulded  by  “The Word of God”  that is the  only  route to yield the HS by becoming Christ-like  (and thus have 
JC's presence/parousia  within us).   
      This  is  The Golden/kingly Standard upon which  all  Christians shall be judged in The  Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement  that only Yahweh performs.   
That is precisely  why  The Bible calls it  “The Special/Greater Judgement”  (James.3v1 for those people seeking  “The Ideal Goal for Sonship”  by 
precisely imitating JC -  which should be  “The Goal”  for all people declaring themselves   “Christians”)! 
Those  passive/worldly  people failing this judgement  (presently ignoring the future of  charlatan Christian leaders),  they shall be resurrected as fleshly 
humans in  perfected  DNA bodies  (given in trust)  alongside with The Heathen  (non-Christians  –   including those people of Sodom and Gomorrah,  
and all other people of the 6000 years).   All these resurrected people shall be given an opportunity to learn  “Righteousness”  for a 1000 years in  “The 
Great Sabbath 7th Day”  where JCg becomes  “The Lord of The Sabbath”  (Mark.1v27-28).  Then it shall be JCg and his Bride of 144000 TCs  (as  
kings/priests)  who make the  Standard  (2nd) Judgement of  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v27, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.,  noting my 
important commentary to John.12v47).    It is worth recalling Paul first used this phraseology in 1Cor.6v12. 
 
73rd Comment – We have a natural inclination to  talk/gossip  about other people –  and ignore our own failings! 
Often this is done to make us appear  great/wonderful  and the recipient of our gossip appear  small/worthless. 
76th Instruction – The converse being we are  not to scrutinise people in this manner without  first  reforming our failings! 
In this manner we are considering the feelings of our neighbour –  to be having empathy with their concerns. 
92nd Reasoning – Therefore in the  example  of food having been  “spoiled in the eye of the beholder”  but not within our 
own mind –  then how do we respond?   Paul's instruction is:  Not to alienate the weak member amongst us before they 
become strong!   The weak member is only a “beginner” -  just as we were many years earlier before we became strong in 
The Knowledge.  It is our responsibility to bring them on – so they might become like us - “strong in The Real Faith”. 
77th Instruction – The Brethren in becoming a TC must not do anything that will jeopardise the possibility of a person 
becoming a TC –  by the placement of a worldly sourced barrier  of any description  (especially political = worldly). 
78th Instruction – All people are owned by The Lord and thus it becomes our responsibility to ensure that every person 
has an opportunity to fulfil Yahweh's Desire without being  “blown off course”  by anything worldly that we may do! 
Allegory – repeat - eat and drink… play sport = The normal  “day to day”  functions in which worldly humans participate 
93rd Reasoning – Everything a TC does in  his/her  life must be to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  being to bring more TCs at His 
altar  (our local environment) –  performed by the  accurate  ministry work that precisely imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
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1Cor. 10v24 og {Not even one}/{No one}/None  (person)  the (thing)   (of the) {my/our/your/it them self} [himself]  
1Cor. 10v24 og (let he/she) seek/search/endeavour/inquire, 
1Cor. 10v24 og but  the (thing)  of the  other/different/altered  (the) each/any/every (person). 
1Cor. 10v24 =  Let  {Not even one}  person  seek/search  the thing  of  himself,   

but  the thing  of the  every  other  person! 
 

Let not even one person  seek/inquire  the thing  (importance/{social standing}/interest/advantage)   
of  himself/(herself)    (over other people  [as a  worldly leader]),   
                (And yet many people have no interest in self-correction  [to make themselves a better person]) 
but the thing  (importance/{social standing}/interest/advantage)    
of every other person   (so becoming TCs,  they can become leaders of  “The Resurrected World”)!   
                (This firstly requires personal self-reform,  and thus we be best placed to teach other people by example how to become future  “Sons of God”.) 
 

So absolute true!   
And on both sides of the fence  (1 and 2 below)! 

1. Worldly attitude - 
No one is prepared to scrutinise  their  lifestyle  –  but they are so quick to analyse all those people around them! 

Why? 
Because in a person’s eyes  –  they are  “personally perfect”,  and supposedly there are always valid reasons  (of presumed mitigating circumstances)  
why they behave as they do!   Precisely as JC tells us in Matt.7v3-5, Luke,6v41-42. 
However,  one of the signs of “humility”  is for us to personally listen with care to what a concerned person might say about any particular aspect of our 
behaviour which we might be  unable  to see from our own 'eyes'.  This admonishment would show true concern and hence  agapao/{edifying love}  for 
someone to say it to our face in a gentle manner and thus the person sourcing this correction should be thanked  –  not criticised! 
However  –  if they had no personal concern  –  they would merely whisper  “behind our back”   –  and hide behind a must wonderful,  but hypocritical 
face for our indulgence! 
2. Yahweh’s attitude  (Charity love physically expressed to edify our neighbour) - 

Do not seek our own benefit and thus not be sinful through  selfishness   being the real opposite to  agapao/{edifying Love}, 
We seek the things to edify the other person first,  by first putting the other person's need before our own self. 

Interestingly,  many people incorrectly say   “Hate is the opposite to Love”.   This simple statement is just  not  true.  
It is  “Selfishness”  that is the opposite to  “(edifying) Love”.  It is  the selfish nature  being restrained  that makes a person then  “hate”  someone.  
That is  why  The Bible keeps telling us to deaden ourselves to the desires and the things of this world,  because this world pampers the inherent  “put me 
first”  “selfish nature”  of a spoilt and petulant child  (hence Heb.12v8).   
Note   Conscious selfishness is a  derivative of intelligence  and has absolutely nothing to do with genes as one  “infamous”  book claims.  Genes are 
simply a platform  within which  “intelligence”  can operate  and  that  is  why  Richard Dawkins is so wrong in his  “worldly reasoning”  –  he is only 
looking at one level  (unconscious selfishness being that of a plant  –  having no “soul” –  see glossary).  
However,  because  we are created  “like God” (Gen.1v26,  inasmuch  “we can reason”  –  on both good and evil aspects)  then we can either exercise 
selflessness to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  or  we can exercise selfishness to  “self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”  -  through personal 
choice. 

Thus in context  by an example  Paul draws our attention to how we personally assess the meat sold in the market place and how later it can 
affect the recipient's view on our behaviour that can then reflect well,  –  or badly,  to Yahweh,    

Thus,  the example to follow can be interpreted either way yielding judgemental error within the outside observers having  “limited accurate knowledge”  
viewing our actions  
1Cor. 10v25 og (the) Every  the (thing)  in  (to the [= within]) {meat market}/{provisions shop}   
1Cor. 10v25 og (the being) busy/traded/{bartered as pedlar}/sold  (you) eat/devour,    
1Cor. 10v25 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)  
1Cor. 10v25 og (the) scrutinising/investigating/interrogating/determining/questioning/examining [plural]  
1Cor. 10v25 og through (reason of)   (the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience. 
1Cor. 10v25 = Everything  bought/sold  within the  {meat market}/{provisions shop}  yourselves   eat/devour, 

{not even one}  person  the  scrutinising/investigating/questioning  through reason of  (personal)  {moral consciousness}/conscience. 
 

Everything  bought/sold  within the provisions shop,  (then)  yourselves eat, 
no person  (should be)  the  scrutinising/questioning  through reason of  (personal)  conscience. 
 

We are not to examine the meat as bought in a shop,  and equally,  we are not to examine other people (v24),  because both are creations of JCg.   
But by implication,  rather,  we are to examine ourselves and of our conduct within this World  –  so we do not adversely affect how Yahweh appears 
within the conscience of the recipient to  “The Word of God”  of which we teach by both  word/deed  within our life!  
Furthermore,  how we behave to other people  becomes  “The Judgment Standard”  upon which Yahweh shall judge us  (Matt.7v1-2, Luke.6v37). 
With the obvious extension through Peter’s  dream of Acts.10v9-15 we realise all people have the opportunity to become a Son of God  (Acts.10v34-35),  
and are not to be spoiled in  “the eye of the beholder”  –  therefore TCs must  not  be partisan  (hence imitating JC, Matt.22v16),  but offer the 
opportunity to  all  people irrespective of their background. 
We must not be making the  decision/judgement  who is worthy  (or not worthy)  to become a future Son of God –  we must  accurately  give God's Word  
impartially  (not coloured to suit the recipient). 
1Cor. 10v26 [For it is written, Psa.24v1 ]  of the  for  lord/master  the  Earth/land/province/country/region/soil/ground   
1Cor. 10v26 also  the  {item (Earth) filled/brimming}/{container fullness}  (of) it/her. 

Old Testament reference located at  Psa.24v1  
1Cor. 10v26 = For of the  lord/master  (is)  the  Earth,  also  the  {item brimming}/fullness  (The Life)  of it. 
 

For the Earth  (is)  of the  lord/master,   also the fullness  (being all DNA based Life  [plants, animals, humans])   of it   (Earth). 
 

As usual,  the assignment of all things in The Universe is to Yahweh  –  because naturally He is  “the Source”  from where all  {intrinsically  ideal/good}  
things flow – just as this verse shows us.    
However it must be understood that it was  (1) Yahweh who created  “The Laws of Nature”  enabling The Universe to be formed and thus obviously 
Yahweh is both inside and  outside The Universe  (whatever that might mean),  but  His creations can only operate  within  this universe.    
Furthermore,  (2) Yahweh’s “Sons of God”  operate  within His Universe  (Job.1v6, 2v1 Hebrew as “Sons of God”– not “angels” as NIV errantly  uses). 
JCg was assigned this planet some 4.5 Billion years ago to  “adorn/decorate” (StrongsTM = 2889)  as “The World”  and he had title and responsibility 
for his creation.  Hence JC laid his life down to save his premier creation (Mankind – “superhuman” species)  from utter extinction if left completely to 
its own devices,  but this righteously  requires Yahweh to step-in  through  JCg  (now  enabled  via JC’s ransom sacrifice)  else  “no flesh shall be saved”  
to quote JC  (Matt.24v22).   It is  “for the sake of the elect”  means not  “their life”  (as all people think it means – absolutely not),  but rather it means    

“For the Sake of The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  occurring  therefore enables  “flesh to be saved”  through The Millennium starting.   
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This reasoning  was/is  unintelligible to our  worldly Christian scholars and theologians  -  until this website “FutureLife.Org”  has become available 
online to the World  (hence ultimately fulfilling Matt.24v14,  being when all things of God’s Word are explained,  as is now done on  “FutureLife.Org”). 
1Cor. 10v27 og if  and  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) calls/bids/summons/announces/names/assigns   
1Cor. 10v27 og {specifically yourselves}  of the  disbelievers/{those without faith}/infidels/heathen, 
1Cor. 10v27 og also  (you) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  (to) traverse/travel/depart/journeying (mid. voice), 
1Cor. 10v27 og (the) every  the (thing)  {placed alongside}/{presented things}/{put forth}/{set before}   
1Cor. 10v27 og {to yourselves}  (you) eat/devour,   {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
1Cor. 10v27 og (the) scrutinising/investigating/interrogating/determining/questioning/examining   
1Cor. 10v27 og through (reason of)   (the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience. 
1Cor. 10v27 = And  if  {some/any/certain person}  of the  heathen/unbelievers,    

he/she  calls/summons/invites  {specifically yourselves}   (Brethren/TC to a meal),   
also  you  determine/desire/{be pleased}  to  personally  traverse/journey/go   (to them,  by accepting their invitation),   
(then)  eat/devour  everything  {presented things}/{set before}  {to yourselves}.   
{Not even one}  person  (Brethren)  to  scrutinise/investigate/examine  through reason of  the  {moral consciousness}conscience. 

 

And if some person of the heathen,  he/she  invites specifically yourselves   (brethren to the meal) 
also you determine to personally go   (to them,  by accepting their invitation)   
(then)  eat everything set before to yourselves   (do not be fussy about what the host has provided  -  because it is  given in  “good faith”). 
 

If the brethren can eat this food –  then it is wholesome food –  even though it might be different to our normal diet,  we become indebted  out of  
deference/respect  to eat what our hosts offer us to eat.  Because being wholesome food created by JCg then give respect to The Creator of  “The Kind”  
(Gen.1v24)  and the hosts who personally put the time and effort into its preparation! 
1Cor. 10v28 og if/whenever  and  {some/any/certain person}  {to yourselves}   
1Cor. 10v28 og (he/she) says/utters/speaks/commands/grants:   
1Cor. 10v28 og that/this/there/here  (the) {image sacrifice}/{idolatrous offering}  (it) is,   
1Cor. 10v28 og not  (you) eat/devour  through (reason of)  {that one} (person)   
1Cor. 10v28 og the  {striving through disclosure}/reporting/{pointing out}/declaring/intimating   
1Cor. 10v28 og also  the  coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience. 
1Cor. 10v28 [for of the Lord the earth also the fullness of it. = CA thus ignore] 
1Cor. 10v28 = And  if  (at this occasion)   {some/any/certain person}  he/she  says   {to yourselves}:   

‘This is  {image sacrifice}  (being of a meat offering).’   
(Then)  not you  eat/devour   (the meat)   through reason of  {that one}  person  disclosing/{pointing out}/declaring, 
also  the  {moral consciousness}/conscience   (of the people with you). 

 

And if  (at this occasion)  some person says to yourselves   (regarding the food): 
  “'This is image sacrifice  (being of a meat offering).” 
(Then)  not you be eating  (the meal)  through reason of that person declaring   (of its origin)   
also the conscience   (should not be damaged of those people around you being spiritually weak in  “The Real Faith"). 
 

Paul now gives a contrary situation that might arise  –  showing how we must be mindful of peoples'  conscience and moral sensibilities regarding these 
worldly issues that have  no  intrinsic value in  “The Greater Scheme of Mankind’s Salvation”  (hence Paul's comment at 9v19-22 for v23,  likewise his 
similar example given in Romans chapter 14) 

Is there any contradiction to Paul’s earlier comment that all food can be eaten because it belongs to the Lord?   No! 
Paul is making the distinction between what meat really is to the Lord,  and what humans themselves are to the Lord  (in  what/how  they think). 
Meat itself cannot be contaminated by being offered to  idols/images  (in sacrifice),  because everything belongs to the Lord  (and idols are mythical and 
only become  “supposedly real”  within our minds prepared to give any credence to  myth/hearsay  –  thereby making ourselves  unwholesome within our 
mind  –  being what  “defines us”  as “individuals”). 

Moreover,  all  humans belong to the Lord  (though the vast majority have no real interest in JCg).   
The best way to bring unbelievers around to our way of thinking is  not  to “put them off-side”  in the first instance by offending their conscience in 
something  trivial that does not matter before the Lord.  The first duty of a TC is to  bring-on  people to become  strong  into  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st 
Century Christianity”  comprising of  “God’s Word parts 1 and 2”.  Then once the recipient is in  “The Real Faith”,  hopefully  he/she  then becomes a 
TC,  and  subsequently,  these minor issues can be removed from  his/her  mind.   
Thus,  Paul is speaking to the weak Brethren in the congregation having a weak conscience declaring the meat is contaminated and should not be eaten. 
From this reasoning Paul is saying   If this food offends a person,  then do not offend this person by eating something  he/she  deems offensive. 

Why? 
Because this unbelieving person is  “part of the Earth, but still belongs to the Lord”,  and should  not  remain physically as such,  but rather we must 
take responsibility over the future of this individual as best as we are able to give them  “accurate knowledge”  that makes these things become 
incidentals.  By this respectful attitude of ours,  then perhaps the recipient can be brought  on-board  into The Brethren where they might  become 
motivated  and thus spiritually  belong to the Lord. 
By extension,  we can understand why Yahweh finds  “religious customs”  an  abomination  –  having been created by the  “Professional Religious 
Leaders”  “to divide and rule”  -  resulting in alienation before we have had a chance to communicate! 

We now lead into v29 in context. 
1Cor. 10v29 og (the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience  and  (I) state/exclaim,    
1Cor. 10v29 og {not indeed}/{did not}  the (one [conscience])  {my/our/your/it them self} [himself];   
1Cor. 10v29 og but  the (one [conscience])  of the  other/different/altered (person);  
1Cor. 10v29 og {for what reason}/why  for  the  freedom/liberty  {of me}/mine   
1Cor. 10v29 og (he/she/it is) {judiciously/mentally decided}/{to try}/concluded/judged  under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Cor. 10v29 og else/different/more/other (person’s)   (of the) coperception/{moral consciousness}/conscience? 
1Cor. 10v29 = And  (on this subject of)  the  {moral consciousness}/conscience  -  I state: 

{not indeed}  the   (one [conscience])   of himself   (TC or a Brother aiming to become TC),   
but  the   (one [conscience])   of the  other/different  person   ({weak Brethren}/host/heathen), 
for  why  my freedom   (to perform as I like  –  v23  -  being lawful either to Yahweh  and/or  society)   
it is  {mentally decided}/judged  by  different/other  person’s  {moral consciousness}/conscience?  

 

And  (on the subject of)  the conscience  -  I (Paul)  state: 
  Not indeed the one  (conscience)   of himself   (the TC or a  brother/sister  aiming to become TCs  should we base our conduct), 
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  but   (rather)   the one  (conscience)   of the other person   ({weak Brethren}/heathen  looking upon the event and making  his/her  own judgment), 
  for why my freedom   (to perform like – v23  -  being lawful either to Yahweh  and/or  society) 
  is judged by other person’s conscience   (please see my commentary). 
 

Some  worldly  commentaries would assume the verse concludes along these lines -   
“Why should I be worried about what other people think of my actions?” 

But it most certainly does  not  mean this! 
Paul is taking the long view on this  –  especially when placed into context of the other verses  (especially of his entry at v23, noting Rom.14v20-22). 

He is looking at it from  God’s vantage point  where  “the judgement”  is not made by the other person but rather,  Yahweh’s Judgement upon 
Paul’s action if he placed himself in this position of  “turning the recipient off from accepting The Word of God”  by merely a worldly issue. 
Inasmuch the person is misjudging Paul’s actions as not being worthy to be a TC – and Yahweh deems likewise –  and  justifiably correct! 

Preferentially,  rewriting the verse to clearly show what Paul means here  (when viewed by concerned Yahweh  Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9,   [and not by 
indifferent “Man”  –  being the writers of  worldly “bible commentaries”]). 

And I state our conscience should remain pure  (as deemed by Yahweh)  inasmuch we might be personally required to take a different view of 
a worldly issue.  We should do this,  so we might not initially put an  obstacle/impediment  in the way of a weak Brethren or heathen,  thereby 
enabling us to provide sufficient knowledge into the recipient,  to understand for themselves,  the correct understanding of The Scriptures. 
“The Correct Understanding”,  meaning,  to  “gain a mind like Yahweh”  via JC as “The Word of God”  educating hearkening “us”. 

As an example  
For the scientists reading this – it might be considered like an exothermic reaction  –  where sufficient energy  (accurate knowledge)  must be 
put in,  before more energy  (the teaching of  “The Word of God”  to other people by these new TC)  is given out into the environment. 

This is what Paul really means in this verse and it aligns with what he taught us by example at 1Cor.9v21-23  (and Rom. Chapter 14)  for the reason that 
he might bring The Gospel to those people without it.   This verse underwrites the methodology for us to be  utterly neutral  in worldly affairs  –  and we 
are  not  to demonstrate personal opinions on any worldly matter.  We are  only  to canvas for The Millennium by our words and deportment,  –  most 
importantly,  we are  not  to represent anything that occurs now that presently operates according to Satan's methodology  (being of worldly 
rules/customs/opinions/desires/traits/)  –  during his stewardship of The Planet  (over the some 6000 years of  present  “Mankind”  [being the time of  
“The Superhuman Species”  over the previous humanoids on the planet upon whom Cain ruled a section thereof, referenced at Gen.4v14-17]). 
1Cor. 10v30 og if  and  [emphatic] I/me  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit   
1Cor. 10v30 og (I [Paul]) {share/participate}/partake/pertain/{take part in}/use,   
1Cor. 10v30 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (I am) vilified/{speak impiously}/defamed/reviled   
1Cor. 10v30 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of whom/what/which}   
1Cor. 10v30 og [emphatic] I/me  {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness? 
1Cor. 10v30 = And  if  emphatic I (Paul)  participate/partake/{take part in}  in  the  gift/favour/benefit,   

wherefore  am  I  vilified/defamed/reviled  {for the sake/behalf of}  what  emphatic I (Paul)  {give thanks}/{express gratitude}? 
 

And if  emphatic I (Paul)  participate in the  gift/favour/benefit   (of which  “The Word of God”  delivers to a person who imitates JC), 
wherefore am I vilified for the behalf of what  emphatic I (Paul)  give thanks? 
 

Most commentaries suggest that Paul is speaking here about the  “food “  (which I will not needlessly expand here). 
Because absolutely, -  Paul is  not  speaking about  “food”  in this verse! 

He gives the example of  “food”  only to teach us of the TC's  greater mission,  which is to bring  new  TCs to Yahweh,  so we are to be always personally  
making possible  The Millennium.  It is to this end of which Paul is teaching us  –  being  “The Expression of Gratitude”  that he has been included in 
Yahweh's Plan to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”.     

This is  The Reason/Point/Ethos  of The Gospels and Epistles (hence next verse)  –  not  food!  
Paul has just told us this earlier – inasmuch not food should be the reason for driving potential TCs away from  “The Goal of Sonship”  (1Cor.8v13)!  

Paul is telling us in this suite of verses,  he has no desire for any  (or even a contrived)  excuse to levelled against him by any person to vilify 
his character and for this slur to then reflect on Yahweh's Character.  Hence him speaking of  “all things are lawful,  but not necessarily good 
for him”  (being of his cause to bring the next generation of TCs to Yahweh).  For this reason Paul must be especially careful in his 
deportment not to cause unnecessary worldly offence that would nullify his effectiveness in  accurately teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  to 
any interested recipient being The Methodology practiced that shall yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”.  

We see the results of  worldly Christian leaders ignoring what Paul teaches us  –  where they involve themselves in worldly politics  –  giving personal 
views,  and consequently sully themselves along with  “The Supposed God’s Word”  into  worldly methodology  –  thereby making Yahweh look worldly 
within the mind of those people watching the proceedings!   How so very terrible, – but they do not care – that is why they do it! 
Reiterating - 
The example of  “food”  Paul gave to us earlier is  only an example  he uses to demonstrate the reasoning of which a TC must apply to  all aspects in life. 
The same reasoning must be applied politics,  sport,  nationalism (and all isms),  etc.,  all being different facets of the  same  worldly system all having 
the common denominator  “Mankind driven by worldly methodology”  of which only 1 person in about 100,000 people can leave!  
In all worldly aspects  (that have no direct consequence to Mankind’s Salvation)  the TC must remain  entirely neutral  so as not to cause worldly offence 
that Satan can use to undermine  “The Real Faith”  being taught to another individual outside  “The Real Faith”.   

Again, I repeat,  it can be a difficult line to tread with  “Religion”  always breathing down a TC’s neck  (Eph.2v2).   
At the time of writing this commentary revision,  we have many Muslims around The World offended by the printing of 12 caricatures of Mohammed.   
A TC would never be a part of this,  because it causes mindless offence to another person,  but  “on the other side of the coin”,  a TC should always be 
prepared to present themselves to  logically explain  why they personally understand how  “True Christianity”  supersedes the failings of Islam  (or  any  
other worldly religion  [including  worldly Christianity])  in an  informed and rational discussion.   
This is precisely what Yahweh desires a TC to do,  is educate through  informed discussion  to understand  why  The Gospel  (Good News concerning 
how Mankind’s Salvation is to  righteously occur)  should be taught to  all  people  provided they are interested  –  but a TC must  never  try to force this 
“Knowledge”  upon any person  (as is done in many obviously  worldly  sourced religions)!   A TC should only be known as an oasis in the desert unto 
which any person can freely visit,  but never be known as a water cannon! 

Why is there no requirement to coerce a recipient into  “1st Century Christianity”  during The Gospel Age? 
Because we have  “The Safety Net”  of The Millennium where  atheists or people in other religions  will be taught  “The Disclosing Truth”  to explain 
how they were righteously resurrected into a conscious condition to comprehend the 2nd part of their physical life,  yet sadly,  they will have missed the  
once only  possible opportunity of becoming part of  “The Bride of Christ”!   They would have missed the  once only  chance to become a future Son of 
God,  because they refused to  voluntarily  become a TC in the 1st part of their physical life  if/when  given the opportunity. 
Furthermore,  Yahweh only wants freely thinking people to submit themselves entirely to Yahweh’s Desire  (as the future World leaders of The 
Millennium),  and not rebellious people  (resisting authority)  having been pressganged into something they have no desire to fulfil! 
1Cor. 10v31 og {If too}/Whether  therefore/then  (you) eat/devour  {if too}/whether  (you) imbibe/drink,   
1Cor. 10v31 og {if too}/whether  {some/any/certain thing}  (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,   
1Cor. 10v31 og (the) all (things)  into/unto  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) God [Yahweh] 
1Cor. 10v31 og (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice. 
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1Cor. 10v31 = Therefore/Then  whether  you  eat/devour,   whether  you  imbibe/drink,   
whether  {some/any thing}  you  do/practice/provide/perform;    
you  do/practice/produce/perform  all  things  into/unto  the  glory/honour/dignity  of  the God (Yahweh). 

 

Therefore,  whether you eat,  whether you drink,   (as obvious  examples  of many things) 
whether  anything  you  do/perform   (all  worldly things having no real relevance to God’s Plan – as I explained in my previous commentary) 
you (brethren assiduously aiming to be TCs)  do/perform  all things unto the  glory/honour  of the God  (Yahweh). 
              (We fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to maximise the number of people who are ultimately saved  –  to  personally  recognise Yahweh’s Sovereignty.) 

              (This requires  [1] “The Early Adopters” proved under Satan’s heaven and  [2] “The Late Adopters” to be saved in The Millennium under JCg) 
 

Thus we bring  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  to  Yahweh/God  because we do  not  offend people in a worldly manner and as such have opportunity 
to teach in a  sensible/rational/sane  manner  to bring any  free thinking  person into  “The Knowledge of Yahweh”  (being how His Mind works with 
regard to Mankind’s Salvation)  so that ideally,  they too might become TCs and bring that prophesied number of 144000 ever closer to a realisation.   

This is  true  worship to Yahweh  –  displaying His  honour/dignity/majesty  to The World  (within the minds of  sane/reasoning  recipients)! 
Glory and worship to Yahweh does  not  mean vainly singing songs and having a good “get-together”  once or twice a week  (or five times a day 
repeating the same things  like a mindless machine)  in a grouping  –  but rather,  to be educating people how they might sincerely understand  why/how  
they too are to become TCs just as JC.   Paul and the other apostles clearly showed us how to do this without the  hype/froth  of the  
“Charismatics/Pentecostals”  who are so very far from Yahweh in what they practise  or  the spiritually dead congregations within the old Christian 
schisms at the other extreme. 
I welcome much input from the  very best  advocates of  “worldly religions”  so I might publicly show The World the flaws in their arguments through 
carefully reasoned exegesis  –  please note the terms and conditions as given on this website! 
 
79th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to be  without fault  to all non-Christians and to fellow Christians! 
(How often is this practised within The World by people claiming to be Christians,  or  “supposedly better”  “Born Again 
Christians”,  even if they knew what this term  really means  (see glossary).  This is what makes a TC “holy”  being 
innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this word of sin}  from any charge made by any human  about  his/her  behaviour. 
80th Instruction – A TC will not put up any pre-objections before  he/she  starts their ministry – thus a TC is utterly neutral 
in all matters of The World.  They will  not  express any worldly opinion because whatever they state in a worldly matter 
will offend someone –  thus they remain neutral and targets specifically what Yahweh Desires = bringing in 144000 TCs. 
81st Instruction – A TC will  never  seek anything that betters  his/her  position within The World on the back of Yahweh’s 
Word.  A TC will  never  have any gain from The World  (for example –  money/power/leverage/prestige)  –  anything like 
those given examples disqualifies the person from being a TC  (though they might qualify as being part of The Brethren). 
94th Reasoning – A TC has the correct mindset for Sonship,  because they  desire and receive  no worldly gain  from any 
person  -  but only to correctly educate the recipient with God’s Word so the recipient might know  why/how  to imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  This is the exact  opposite driver  for a  “Professional Leader of Religion”  by definition,  which is 
why Yahweh rejects them from future positions of leadership in The Millennium  -  precisely as The Bible teaches us. 
19th Good News – A TC will  accurately  present The Gospel News and  what it  personally  means  so the recipient might 
be in the position to become  “partakers of The Gospel”  as TCs for  guaranteed  everlasting Life as a Son of God. 
1Cor. 10v32 og {Not leading into sin}/{Without offensive}/Faultless  (you) {become to be} [middle voice] 
1Cor. 10v32 og also  (to the) Jews,  also  (to the) Greeks,  
1Cor. 10v32 og also  to the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor. 10v32 = You  personally  {become  to be}  {not leading to sin}/{without offence}/faultless  to the  Jews,   

also  to the  Greeks,   also  to the  {the calling out}/ecclesia  of the  God  (Yahweh). 
 

You  (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  personally become to be faultless   (do  not  cause personal offense to  any  grouping of people) 
to the Jews  (with The Old Law of Moses),   also to the  Greeks   (gentiles,  having no law of God  [but their own laws – see Rom. Chapters 2 and 3) 
also to the  {calling out}/ecclesia   (having The New Law of JC  [but perhaps weak in its  knowledge/application])   of the God  (Yahweh) 

               (It is essential a TC gives  no  worldly cause to offend any person,  now contrast this to what occurs in “Religion” and “worldly Christianity”!) 
 

Thus,  from v31,  then all people will have  no  worldly excuse  “not to listen to our teaching  message”  [if we appear  “faultless”].   
This following accusation cannot  (shall not)  be righteously made against  any  TC ruling as a future Son of God over  “The Resurrected World” - 

“Your worldly opinion  (or action)  in the 1st part of your physical life put me off from imbuing The Word of God  –  and that is the reason  
why I was not resurrected in that prestigious position as a Son of God  –  thus you are to blame for my resurrected lower position!” 

Sadly,  many people  will excuse themselves  during their present life  –  because they personally  refuse to accept personal responsibility  –  and thus the 
TC must be seen to be  “perfectly white/pure/innocent” (hence “holy”)  in this matter.  Else these people resurrected in a perfect DNA body will point an 
accusing finger at a future Son of God and justifiably make that statement above  –  thereby polluting the minds of those people alongside,  concerning 
the credentials of the future Sons of God as world leaders. 

This can never,  and  shall never,  occur;  –  that is specifically why Yahweh can  only  find 144000 TCs sufficiently worthy for this position of 
Sonship for The Millennium. 

However non-Christians have all manner of  legitimate  excuses when they witness the shenanigans of the present  worldly Christian leaders being just 
about  everything, they do  is so heavily contaminated within worldly methodology,  and thus so very far removed from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (all 
supposedly excused under the expression of  “love”  [presuming Christians have the monopoly on “love”])! 

We see the ridiculous things that occur within  “charismatic assemblies”!   -  How is this to bring sane minded atheists to Yahweh?    
What they do is an offence to  “The Sane Minded Person”  of  any  religion,  agnostic or atheist.  JC and The Apostles did  not  behave in the manner as 
these leaders vainly portray to their sadly gullible congregational members  (who themselves are sincerely trying to find Yahweh)  –  but their leaders 
are  defrauding them  of a possible position to become a future Son of God  (Matt.23v13)!   Made worse when lying to them by  falsely claiming  they are 
all  “Children of God”! 

We are to read of some examples of how The Bible has been  “twisted to defraud”  later in this epistle. 
All this is precisely what The Bible tells us will occur in  “the closing times”  of The Gospel Age  -  but yet,  these devotees do not know,  because they 
are  not  encouraged  (for obvious reasons)  to read the whole Bible,  but only little bits of it  out of context  (Rev.22v18-19),  again,  please see later in 
this epistle. 

I am  not  speaking of  all  Christian leaders,  but the  (vast)  majority  of them  (as The Gaussian Distribution of a normal population shows – 
if  only 144000  of all Christians are eligible to be  “future Sons of God”   –  obviously the rest have failed  –  by varying degrees,  and many 
“very badly”,  often the worst are the greatest beloved by their devotees)!   

It becomes incumbent upon the reader to personally  audit  their Christian Leader against what The Bible instructs them to do  –  but before we can do 
that  – then  we need to personally know The Bible  intimately  –  else we deserve what we get,  and they will surely beguile us with  “deception”  by 
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“keeping us down”  (where  “down”  means all the things to stop us from  personally  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  [Matt.23v13]  –  please see  “Satan’s 
Desire”  in glossary)!   
For this  is  Yahweh’s Desire    

We are  all  to aim towards  “The Target/Goal  for The Anointing”,  which is to become a TC like Paul imitating JC  (see next chapter). 
And the reason - 

“To ultimately yield Mankind’s Salvation through The Righteous Route”  as explained by FutureLife.Org interpreting The Bible. 
1Cor. 10v33 og Just/As/That/How/When  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  (the) all (things)   
1Cor. 10v33 og (to the) all (persons)   (I) {excite emotion}/{be agreeable}/please,   
1Cor. 10v33 og no/not/none  (the) seeking/searching/endeavouring/inquiring  the  {my own}/myself   
1Cor. 10v33 og (the) {bear together}/contribute/profit/{be better/good}/expedient/advantage,   
1Cor. 10v33 og but  the [profit/expediency/advantage]  of the  many/much/plenteous (persons),   
1Cor. 10v33 og that  (they may/should  be) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved. 
1Cor. 10v33 = Just as  {I also}  please/{be agreeable}  (in)   the  all  things  to all  people    (by avoiding worldly contentious issues);   

not  seeking/searching  the  profit/gain/advantage  of  myself    (as by contrast to our  charlatan/worldly  Christian leaders),   
but  the  profit/gain/advantage  of the  many people   (to give them the opportunity to escape from Satan's worldly methodology),   
(so)  that  they  may/should  be  delivered/preserved/saved   (from Worldly methodology that ultimately results in “Death”). 

 

Just as I also be agreeable  (in)  all things to all people   (by avoiding contentious issues that have absolutely  no  bearing on  “Human Salvation”) 
not seeking the  profit/gain  of myself   (unlike our  worldly and worse,  charlatan  Christian leaders  filling The World  [all as part of “Religion”]) 
but the  profit/gain  of many people   (to escape  worldly methodology  and  imbue/inculcate/practise  Yahweh’s Methodology) 
(so)  that they might be  delivered/saved   ([1] ideally “Anointed” as a Son of God  or  [2] when taught God’s Word in The Millennium). 
 

Obviously the first thing that makes us  “agreeable to all people”  is to avoid worldly politics like the plague  –  of which it is  –  contrived as such,  so 
the leaders might  “divide and rule”  (hence “Opposition Parties”),  where The Methodology is to take the highest position over one’s opponent  (being 
that  “the opposite mindset is required in a leader of The Millennium”)!   The action of being non-political automatically removes the partisan nature of 
our ministry! 
Thus,  Paul is saying   

Become like me,  {be agreeable}/please  all people in all things = for their  edification  towards Yahweh) 
(Please see the next verse)! 

Let me explain the wording  “{be agreeable}/please”  in this context of it being modified by the qualifier  “persevered/saved”. 
The wording  “{be agreeable}/please”  is  not  used here to mean that Paul capitulates to the listeners’ every whim to make the religion  “inclusive”.  
This is sadly what the leaders of  worldly  Christianity  are doing today around The World,  so they have a larger clientèle base from which to gain more 
worldly return!   Some examples of what they might fraudulently  (against Yahweh's Desire)  teach - 

1. “Money is good” – (because it can help promote God’s Word)!  –  Therefore, feel good in yourselves,  and be  “charitable to the church”! 
2. “All people are good and can do what they want” – (because God “loves” you all)!  –  So,  accept iniquitous people into your group. 
3. “Be a social worker” –  (because this is how God wants a good person to behave)  –  So help everyone in a  fleshly  manner. 
4. “You are not saved by works” –  (because JC died for you) –  So there is no need to  accurately  teach The Gospel to strangers daily. 
5. “Come together to worship God at Church” –  (because this is what The Bible tells you) –  So by going,  you avoid  real  Godly worship. 
6. “Absorb in local customs/religions” –  (because it makes you attractive to draw more people in) –  So devalues The Disclosing Truth. 
7. “Pray through the saints” - (because they are closer to you and help you) –  ignoring Bible teaching –  that  only  JC is The Intercessor. 
8. “Use holy relics/trinkets/{holy water}/etc. -  (because they focus your thoughts to God) –  only done to vegetate the mind and gain Lucre! 
9. By the leaders’ action  (in some instances, not all, “I seek my advantage” =  worldly self-indulgence  over  you’  of the congregation). 

All these examples  (and numerous others of which I could use)  are  fraudulent lies  that misrepresent what  “The Word of God”  (JC)  truly teaches us! 
In fact,  this teaching is an abomination to what JC and The Apostles taught us –  but sadly,  worldly Christian leader relish in this worldly teaching – all 
of which is ultimately sourced by Satan because it  screws-up  our mind away from truly understanding what Yahweh Desires from us at a personal level. 
We see how  worldly Christianity has become a chameleon,  an  “adulterated religion”  “of the times”  (being  “the time at the end” of The Gospel Age). 
All  the above examples are  not  what Yahweh Desires of TCs,  but it is precisely what Satan wants to occur,  so as  to distract humans from doing what 
Yahweh really desires  from us humans to gain that required Trigger Threshold of 1440000.  I do not wish to answer all the above and  where/how  each 
takes the person’s focus off from Yahweh’s primary objective for each one of us,  but detailed knowledge of this website explains how this is affected. 

Therefore,  what does Paul’s  “{be  agreeable}/please”  really mean? 
Paul means   

I deliberately present no objections to any person  -  for a potential recipient to have a worldly cause  (because this is precisely what Satan 
wants)  or an excuse for them not to listen to my  accurate  teaching message of The Gospel,  being that of Yahweh’s Good News for all us. 

This Good News for 2007 CE onwards -  being - 
The Millennium period is to occur relatively  soon,  explaining how we can get there,  and what is personally expected of us,  now  (as “The 
Early Adopters”)  and when there  (as “The Late Adopters”). 

Thus by  “being agreeable”  Paul is now  “open to business”,  for all humans to come and talk to him,  so that he may teach all people who come.  
The people who come and listen to Paul -  are  “opening the door to allow JCg to come”  into our  hearts/{seats of motivation}  (Rev.3v20).   
If we now read The Bible and inculcate it upon our  hearts/{seats of motivation}  then we,  like Paul,  will become TCs having  guaranteed  salvation and 
thus  “preserved/saved”  to live for an eternity as ideally future Sons of God  (this is us “having supper with JC”, Rev.3v20).  This inculcation can  only  
occur by writing God’s Word upon our hearts  (seats of motivation/drive/zeal)  and thus  become motivated to allow  “The Knowledge”  to drive our  
lifestyle.  It is only by  doing this  we become as The Bible says  “Wise people.”   We have gained  “The Word of God”  and then  acted with fidelity  
upon what we  accurately know  that has been  rigorously  tested/assay/proved  to ensure it is truly sourced by Yahweh and  not  by The World 
pretending to represent God  (2Cor.11v13-15). 
As I state elsewhere,  wise people avoid worldly politics like the plague for it is merely operating according to Satan’s system,  whose practitioners 
operating within it can  only  become  spotted/blemished  by their thought processes operating at the same level as those people around them,  
particularly the leaders who climb to the top to live on the backs of those people below them!   It is like a sausage machine,  the people may be different 
when entering – but after coming through the process,  they are all the same!   The Bible teaches us  not  to behave like this! 
Notice also how Paul is speaking about  “The True Knowledge”  is to the edification of  “the other”  person  and not to  “the self”.  

But what do we see practised within the worldly  (all)  religions   (“Religion”)? 
The answer is so  glaringly obvious  –  and I can save some words by not writing it again here! 

 
 
Instruction – repeat - Utterly key instruction:  Imitate Paul as  he imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
    Who does this?    Only the 144000 TCs, who will be assayed righteous in Yahweh’s “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”. 
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Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
20th Good News – The Brethren remembered  all  the things Paul taught and held tightly onto them. 
Today we are instructed by our  worldly Christian leaders to  ignore  some of what Paul taught because they state:  It is 
“not”  relevant today!   Moreover,  few  Christians cling to what he taught,  but most put it to the  “back of their minds”! 
82nd Instruction – Paul based his teaching upon  “God’s Word part 1” (The Law)  and explained how “God’s Word part 
2” (JC, Mark.12v30-31)  righteously answered it,  to make possible Mankind’s Salvation by Sonship and The Millennium. 
1Cor. 11v1 og (The) Imitators/Followers/Mimics  (of the) {of me}/myself  (you) {become to be} [middle voice],   
1Cor. 11v1 og just/as/that/how/when  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  (of the)  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor. 11v1 = (You)  personally {become to be}  imitators/mimics  {of me} (Paul);   

just/as  {I also}  of the  Christ/Anointed. 
 

You (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  personally become to be the imitators of me   (Paul,  who precisely imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle), 
just as I also  (imitate)  the  Christ/Anointed   (Paul imitates JC,  The Golden Standard  Yahweh elects for  “The Anointing”  as a  “Son of God”). 
               (“Gold”  in The Bible,  means the position for  “Kingly Rule”,  and thus  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for Sonship to Yahweh.) 
 

It cannot be said clearer than this  
You copy me in works (agape)  driven by righteous thoughts (agapao),  just as I copy JC whose works were also driven by righteous thoughts! 

And the immediate question - 
But what do we see practised within the worldly (Christian) religion?   

Again,  the answer is glaringly obvious  –  and I can save some words by not writing it again here! 
It hurts,  does it not?   To be spoken of like this!    

I am not saying that I am like Paul (far from it)  –  but as a competent auditor,  I am only  stating what The Bible  tells us.  
I have invented  nothing  (unlike  “the excuses”  as given by our worldly Christian leaders -  to the rapturous applause from their devotees)!  

Do you want me to say of any other – when I am trying to help you? 
See how Paul posed the question to the Galatians at Gal.1v10-12,  when he had a similar problem! 

Ultimately it is Yahweh who will righteously judge our actions  (against “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  of JC, required for Sonship)  -  because we are 
declaring ourselves  “Christians”  supposedly standing for Him  (Yahweh and to be sitting alongside JCg,  Matt.20v23, 19v27). 
But certainly  not  The World  (as non-Christians)  will be judged by Yahweh as it presently stands  (its members’ judgement is to come later in  “The 2nd 
Judgement”  made  only  by JCg and the 144000 TCs  John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.)  –  all precisely as JC taught us and as Paul and 
Peter affirm in their letters  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.).   
Notice again how Paul here exhorts us to become just like  Paul of  “The Anointed”  being  “The Goal”  that JC open up for all those people who call 
themselves “Christians”  -  if they are able to personally solve  “The Mystery of God”  (see elsewhere)  as determined by Yahweh as “The Third Party” 
Assessor of “Christians”  to be compared with His son JC  (hence Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10, etc.).  They are to become JCg's 144000  brothers 
(Matt.12v48-50)  as determined by Yahweh  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1).  All this is part of  “The Real Gospel”  as taught by  “1st 
Century Christianity”  and then detested by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because this teaching  nullified the  “reason of existence”  for the  
“Leaders of Religion”  (please see my commentaries given at John.11v47-53, 16v1-4,  as the primary examples). 
1Cor. 11v2 og (I) applaud/commend/laud/praise  and  {specifically yourselves}  (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Cor. 11v2 og because  (the) all (things)  {of me}/myself   
1Cor. 11v2 og (you) {fixed within the mind}/recollected/remembered/{be mindful}/recalled,   
1Cor. 11v2 og also  just/as/that/how/when  (I) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/{cast over}/committed   
1Cor. 11v2 og {to yourselves}  (the) transmissions/precepts/laws/ordnances/traditions     
1Cor. 11v2 og (you) {held down}/clasped/retained/possessed/adhered/{hold firmly}. 
1Cor. 11v2 = And  I  applaud/commend/praise  {specifically yourselves}  brethren,   

because  you  remembered/recalled  all  my things  (I taught you – when I was with you),   also  you  {hold firmly}/cling, 
just/as  I  delivered/committed  {to yourselves}  the  {transmission of  traditions/The Law  (of prophets and JC)}. 

 

And I (Paul)  applaud specifically yourselves brethren   (of those individuals actively aiming to be TCs), 
because you remembered all my things   (that I taught you when I was with you  [being how JC’s teaching was righteously built upon The Tanakh]), 
also you  (brethren aiming to be TCs)  hold firmly   (they know and understand how Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation is righteously unfolding), 
just as I delivered to yourselves the transmission of The Law   (as given by The Prophets in The Tanakh,  about JC and The Millennium). 
 

Paul praises the majority of the brethren because they cling upon  “The Law”  that Paul gave to them;  relaying only and precisely what was given to 
him by  “The Original Disciples”  after his encounter with JCg on the Road to Damascus (Acts9v1-12, etc.).  Afterwards,  Paul would have linked all this 
knowledge gained from The Twelve  (less Judas)  in with his vast knowledge of the Tanakh gained from being a child of a high class Pharisee family and 
was highly educated.  Paul was a pupil of Gamaliel  (Act.22v3, 26v3-6,  also his respected position in society Acts.5v34),  being taught at perhaps the 
best rabbinical school in Jerusalem. 
It would be nice to be able to commend  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  for doing the same thing,  but unfortunately they  {hold fast}/cling  to 
“The New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  that bears  no  resemblance to  “The Original Jesus”,  underwriting  worldly  religious laws,  promoting customs and 
doctrine that bears  little or  no  resemblance  to  the spiritual intent  as given to us in The Bible. 

Please read this website in its entirety to understand precisely what Yahweh’s Desire is of  {specifically yourselves}! 
 
83rd Instruction – Yahweh is the head of JCg,  JCg is the head of the husband,  the husband is the head of the wife. 
Noting in The Millennium, Yahweh will still be The Head of The Anointed  (Sons of God truly revering Yahweh’s headship,  
unlike the feigned worship that occurs throughout Christendom  [as shown in deportment and by contest to God’s Word]). 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
84th Instruction – The whole context and deeper understanding  (JCg [husband] and 144000 TCs [wife])  is specifically 
about wives and  not women!   Showing another deviant translational  error  by our supposed  “professional experts”! 
63rd Warning – A husband who  prays/{supposedly divinely teaches}  according to his head  (Ps.3v5-8)  shames JCg. 
(It is interesting this is not taught,  and yet is regularly practised in  worldly Christian congregations  by the leaders  as I 
clearly show with the few sample worldly sermon transcripts as given on this website critically examined)! 
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64th Warning – A wife who  prays/{supposedly divinely teaches}  shames her husband. 
(All this is the correct understanding and  not  “The Middle Ages”  unrighteous spin as given by Christian theologians). 
85th Instruction – Showing respect to the natural order for a harmonious existence,  where Adam asked of  “the specific 
god”  for a wife and the wife came from the husband  (created by  “the specific god”  fulfilling Adam’s desire Gen.2v20). 
95th Reasoning – The wife communicates with  “messengers of God”  (which her husband would be  if  and only if  he 
was a TC in the True Christian congregation),  but also as The Bible shows,  this occurred with Mary, Elizabeth, etc. 
74th Comment – Wives groom their hair to look beautiful and it is not being patronising to state:  “Something looks 
beautiful” –  when it  is  beautiful  (far more beautiful than most men's long hair [which often looks  messy/untidy])! 
65th Warning – Paul to be a future  high-ranking  Son of God –  a foremost spokesperson of Yahweh states the wife should 
allow her husband to take the major role in Church ministry,  should be accepted and  not contested –  because there will 
be more subtle reasons within the gender why Yahweh would wish His spokesperson should speak in this manner! 
75th Comment – Interestingly:  How is it possible to be of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Paul –  as he 
was with JCg as JCg  was/is  with Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  for  he/she  to then  disagree  with what Paul states? 
Obviously,  Yahweh will reject such imposters claiming to be apostles – being  hypocrites  to what they claim to represent! 
1Cor. 11v3 og (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  and  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 11v3 og (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  (of the) every   
1Cor. 11v3 og (the) man/husband/fellow  the  head  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (he [JC]) is;   
1Cor. 11v3 og (the) head  and  (of the) woman/wife  the  man/husband/fellow;   
1Cor. 11v3 og (the) head  and  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  The  {Specific God} [Yahweh]. 
1Cor. 11v3 = And  I  determine/desire/{be pleased}  {specifically yourselves}  to  know/understand, 

because  the  Christ/Anointed  is  the head  of the  all/every  man/husband;   
and  the  man/husband  he is  the head  of the  women/wife;   
and  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)   is  the head  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

And I determine specifically yourselves  (brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   to  know/understand, 
because the Anointed   (JC becoming JCg at his awakening  [= resurrection]  into The Position of being  “The Premier Son of God”)   
is the head  (as The Mind that directs the body of 144000 TCs elected out of The Gospel Age)   of every husband,    
and the husband   (as a brethren,  should aim to behave in the  one/same  manner  as The Anointed  [being The Goal for us]), 
is the head of the wife   (taking upon himself  The Responsibility  as the  lead and guide  to selflessly bring both  wife and family to The Anointed); 
               (It is not done by force,  but  “by example” – explaining the advantages by both word and deed,  even though members may reject it.) 
and  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)   is the head of the Anointed   (JCg as The First of the  144000 following Firstfruits  out of The Gospel Age). 
 

I wish to explain this verse at two levels. 
1. The natural hierarchy. 

The Bible suggests a hierarchy that gives order and thus  minimise  chaos within JCg’s creation.  The Creator of us has suggested this hierarchy;  and 
being our creator,  he must know what is best for his creation!   Irrespective of what  “the clay pots”  (Jer.18v4-6, Rom.9v21)  of his creation believe,  
irrationally thinking they know best!   They are allowed in the 1st part of their physical life to learn from the error of their present thought processes. 

2. Discussion of  “The Specific God”. 
I have given  “The Specific God”  as the translation to illicit a discussion point;  all standard Bibles give this translation to be God (implying Yahweh). 
Let me discuss this with you. 

“ho theos”  means  “the specific god”  and is  not  an absolute pointer to The Almighty God  (as deemed by traditional scholars of the last 
1700+ years). 

Why? 
Because we have three other pointers to mean  “The Almighty God” – so I think that should be enough! 
However,  “ho theos”  is a  relative  pointer that can either point to JCg or Yahweh depending upon  the context  placed upon it. 
I go into the full details under  “ho theos”  in glossary and concordance,  plus my dissertation entitled   “The Trinity – What is it?”   

All these writings are to be found on this website  “FutureLife.Org”. 
Thus,  as a relative pointer  “ho theos”  can be referenced upon  “to us/World”  or  “to JC” (or “The Early Adopters”)  depending purely upon context.  
JCg is the forebear of JC.  =  JCg had a prior existence to JC and had  full responsibility to create all life on this planet,  to learn how to work with 
Yahweh’s HS through the natural progression we see in the fossil records that humans term as  “evolution”  but is in actuality a  designer with 
intelligence  (put like this to keep away from being portrayed as being in the same camp as ID)  learning process  through the application of his Father’s 
HS – thus  “Evolution’ is  not a separate process,  but rather a process created by a Designer with intelligence  “kick-starting”  “kinds”  as required to 
produce the  “branch base”  and then allowed the variety of species to naturally flow (reproduce)  from that created “kind”  (just as The Bible tells us). 
Noting that from the variance generated in a fractal manner from the original metaphoric branches of “kinds”,  will yield cross-overs where the branch 
extremities meet,  and not the other way around as proposed by advocates of Evolution using this to support their  (potentially wild)  assertions/muses! 

I explain this further within my detailed commentaries located in John.1v1-8. 
I promote the idea,  JC being in a fleshly body had a superior existence in his  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as  “The specific god”  of us. 
The alternative argument would be to accept standard Bible translations,  but  not  for the reason why they do! 
Let me explain the real reason why I know in this instance it does mean Yahweh  (within this context). 

Upon what is  “the specific god”  being referenced? 
Is it to man or to JC? 

Clearly the context refers to JC,  and thus is  “The Specific God”  of JC that can only mean  “Yahweh”. 
There are so very many instances of this in The New Testament,  where  “the pointer”  is changed from pointing towards JCg  (when referenced  to us in 
the context of The World),  and to Yahweh  (when referenced to JCg – or the 144000 TCs as future Sons of God),  but only because  the context dictates 
this change. 
At the time of writing (2007 CE)  this is utterly unknown to our  worldly Christian theologians who have yet  not  understood this and just unified 
everything into the false Trinity doctrinal myth – created by Man  (having with a mind of Satan, because of Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  to confuse! 
Let me move on to the next point –  regarding my claim that  “Christ/Anointed”  is an extension to be more than a reference to The Entity  “Jesus”. 
I suppose there might be great indignation  by certain  “worldly thinking scholars/theologians”  - or by other people having  “a mind to oppose”. 

JCg has been carefully paced in this position as  “The Anointed Head”  and consequently  “ho theos”  is referenced upon him. 
But my point is,  Paul is using this as a  “Positional Goal”  for us actively aiming  “to precisely imitate JC”  (in context of 1Cor.11v1)  –  for Yahweh to 
position these  “Early Adopters”  likewise into a  similar position  of  “Anointed”  –  because Yahweh has righteously deemed them likewise as His Sons 
(Matt.12v48-50, Matt.20v23). 

Hence,  I see no contradiction here within this verse  – but further support to what I claim Paul is teaching us. 
1Cor. 11v4 og (the) Every  man/husband/fellow  (the) {towards supplicating}/{praying with a vow} [for a mutual result]   
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1Cor. 11v4 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {foretelling events}/{speaking under divine inspiration}/prophesying      
1Cor. 11v4 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) head  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having 
1Cor. 11v4 og (he) {shames down}/disgraces/{makes blush}/confounds  the  head [JCg]  (of the) him. 
1Cor. 11v4 = Every  man/husband  the  supplicating/{praying with a vow}  or  the  {foretelling events}/prophesying   

according/under  the  possessing/having  the head  (using his own head to reason),   shames his Head  (JCg). 
 

Every man the supplicating   (if correctly done,  then  it is prayer  with a vow  to further Yahweh’s Desire within The Environment)   
or the prophesying   (if correctly done,  then  it is to  progress forward  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”) 
accordingly having  (positional authority as)   the head   (inasmuch this is done  “operating according to worldly methodology”  Prov.3v5-7,  then)  
shames his head   (JCg as  The  [supposed]  Master of this person  [fraudulently]  claiming to be  “Christian”  [being applicable for most Christians]). 
 

I like to reason differently to  “the crowd/herd”  of our  “worldly scholars”  to tease more out of the text given to us by Yahweh's  “angels” = the TCs. 
There is much logical reasoning behind what Paul is illustrating  by allegory  within these words. 
This verse is misconstrued in all translations to assume the verse means   

“The man prophesying with his head covered shames his own head”.  
I make the claim,  this verse does  not  exactly mean this!   I progressively add my supportive reasoning through the next few commentaries. 
We understand  from The Context,  Paul is always teaching us  by example  or/in/by  allegory.   
It is,  as I interjected  (within the parenthesis above)  in the plainer English translation.  The verse is naturally in the context of v3 – being the preceding 
verse,  and an extension of the universal warning given at Prov.3v5-7 meaning   

When a man prays or prophesies,  then this occurs by a TC who desires to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  in which  “The Resultant”  boasts of JCg 
being the TC's  spiritual  head.   

However,  the converse is true.   
If a person claims to be speaking for JCg,  but  in reality  he/(she)  is distorting The Truth  of Yahweh because it is coming  according/under  
his/(her)  own worldly  opinion/reason  of his  physical  head,  then this person shames JCg  (who should be our head),  and what he did for 
us. 

So why do I make this assertion? 
Because of the multi-nature of the word  “kata” (StrongsTM = 2596)  meaning “down” (in place or time)  that is translated in virtually all of the other 
places (some 100+) in The New Testament as either “against/according/(under)”(in “intensity”)  but  never  as “covered”,  except here in this  ONE 
only place within our  worldly translated bibles!   Again,  it seems our translators do  not  understand  “The Subject Matter”  within their translations,  
interject their equivalent  “Copyist Additions”,  and thus skew in their personal output  –  which consequently masks what Yahweh is truly teaching us! 
Now Paul  could  have used  “katakalupto” (StrongsTM = 2619)  that means  “under wholly”  if Paul wished to convey the same meaning of  “to cover 
wholly”  the head which  is  the word used in v6 extending it to firstly,  the  woman/wife,  and also then used in v7  when he  is now  referring to the 
man’s head in the simile.  Paul was not illiterate – but trained to debate in many languages for many years in the best Rabbinical school in Jerusalem,  
he used his words carefully  in his epistles! 
Combining this background knowledge of both the word and context then we see this  “out of place”  translation is part of a  “bygone cultural 
understanding”  (of  “The Middle Ages”)  put into something that Paul had  never  intended!   The worldly bible translations  are littered with these 
anachronisms “to understanding”,  but simply  allowed by Yahweh  to show  the deviant nature  of  “worldly wise scholars”  of their age fitting their 
understanding into that which suits The World at any particular  time/place.  I must state   There is nothing wrong with the original Greek but  merely 
the  human interpretation).   All of which is quite applicable to this verse as given by my commentary!    Moreover I must state for the record,  once 
getting behind The Façade created by worldly translators,  we understand  “The Core Message of The Millennium”  and  “The Means to achieve 
Salvation”  remains unchanged  –  thereby showing the two aspects of Omnipotent Yahweh. 

(1) Allowing Mankind to distort those parts that do not intrinsically affect His overall plan,  thereby showing its leaders operate to worldly 
methodology and thus  not worthy to lead  in The Millennium! 

(2) Ensuring His Master Plan remains unchanged  –  thereby showing His Omnificence and hence  “holy/innocent/blameless”  inasmuch 
“The Route to Salvation”  was always translated correctly and we have no excuse for not becoming possible future Sons of God. 

I now continue to gather further information to support what I have begun to publicly unlock. 
A 4th Revision Addition to expand on the above. 
It must be clearly understood.  Yahweh allows  “deviancy”  to occur in certain places for several reasons - 

1. It expresses  “Man’s Deviancy”  thereby showing these  “Assuming Professionals”  are  not  competent to represent Him. 
Importantly noting,  the Deviancy and Copyists Additions do not matter in  “The Grand Scheme of Things”,  because  “The Structure of 
Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”  can still be read through  “The Deviancy”  when having the correct mind to search  (Matt.7v7-8).   
This being  “The Best Filter”  for the  “selection process”  of  “The Early Adopters”  actively seeking  “The Goal”. 

2. It underwrites (1) to show that Yahweh is Omnificent to guarantee  “The Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  does truly remain 
intact,  thereby ensuring no human in the future can state   I did not know,  because You did not tell me in “The Bible”! 

3. Finally,  just mentioning the first sentence of Rev.20v5.  This is a copyist addition of the worst kind by  many orders of magnitude  than  all the 
others in The Bible combined,  but even this can be immediately ruled as  “deviant”  because it is  not  supported by any other text in The 
Bible  (we require two witnesses to trust something said,  Deut.17v6, 19v15, Matt.18v16, 2Cor.13v1, etc.,)  then it is a wholly unrighteous 
statement that cannot be sourced by  “Righteous Yahweh”!   Please see my approximate 17,000 word commentary against that one verse to 
explain why the 1st sentence  is  a  “Copyist Addition”  to be written out of The Bible and out of our minds.   Interestingly,  Christendom builds 
its whole doctrine on that  one/single  sentence of which Christendom itself,  invented some 1000 years ago and by contrast ignore the four 
citations I give above telling them not to do it! 

It really “beggars belief”  they behave in opposite fashion to that as instructed in The Bible  -  but it is not really that surprising based upon past 
experience when auditing their output!   As I state elsewhere,  in any sermon they give,  there is perhaps three scriptural errors in every minute of output  
(unless directly quoting The Bible)  as I show in my exacting audits of their transcripts  -  now,  how bad is that! 
1Cor. 11v5 og (the) every  and  (the) woman/wife  (the) {towards supplicating}/{praying with a vow} [for a mutual result] 
1Cor. 11v5 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {foretelling events}/{speaking under divine inspiration}/prophesying   
1Cor. 11v5 og (the) unveiled/uncovered  to the [= in/with/by/on]  head,   
1Cor. 11v5 og (she) {shames down}/disgraces/{makes blush}/confounds  the head (husband)   (of the) herself,   
1Cor. 11v5 og one/singularly  for  (she/it) is,  also  the (head)  it/same  to the  shaven. 
1Cor. 11v5 = And every  women/wife   

the  supplicating/{praying with a vow}  or  the  {foretelling events}/prophesying  with  the  unveiled/uncovered  head,   
she  {shames down}/disgraces/confounds   her  head   (the husband),   
for  she/it  is  one/singular  also  the  head  it/same  to be  shaven   (she is behaving as if she has a shaven head = disrespectfully). 

 

And every wife the supplicating   (if correctly done,  then  it is prayer  with a vow  to further Yahweh’s Desire within The Environment)   
or the prophesying   (if correctly done,  then  it is to  progress forward  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”) 
with the unveiled head   (inasmuch she is behaving as though  not married,  and thus unrestrained,  apparently without the marriage mate), 
shames down her head   (being the husband who is supposedly taking the responsibility to lead guide the  “as one [mutual] flesh”) 
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for she is singular   (acting as an unmarried person)   
also the head same to be shaven   (she is behaving disrespectfully to her husband,  being his position in these matters). 
 

This needs to be heavily unpicked  –  because what we are about to read here,  I presently understand is  not  written anywhere else  on this planet! 
The reader needs to  get into the very mind  of Paul  (being of the context)  to extract his exegesis  -  because I recognise he is adding something deeper 
within this verse  (to what we are able to read elsewhere)! 
Just taking the obvious first level – of which is the standard interpretation. 

The hair of a woman separates her from a man.  
The long hair of a woman looks beautiful when well-groomed and does set a  “man’s heart racing”  when viewed!   
It may just be for this one reason the woman should fully cover her hair,  so the men listening are not distracted from the content of the 
message she is imparting by her physical comeliness. 

But conversely if the hair is cut it shames the image of a woman because she has lost something that gives her significant beauty,  this was seen done by 
occupiers of certain countries in the past. 
Let us now move to “The Next Level”  being in context with where Paul is taking us. 
Look at the verse and place it in context with this background knowledge,  and to what we understand from the rest of The Bible. 
We are told that the  man/husband  is the head of  the pair  who have become  “one through marriage”  (this is what The Bible tells us at Gen.2v24). 
Thus the  woman/wife  of the pair is covered by The Man in  the stated hierarchy  (in context),  and  if  The  Man/Husband  is in  The Lord  (Brethren/TC)  
then  it is he who should be prophesying and not his wife  –  because he speaks for her in these spiritual matters from Yahweh via JCg as  “The Head”  
to  “The Man”.   

Clearly  if  the wife is  not  covered by the husband  (because he is not in The Lord)  then  she cannot be shamed. 
Moreover,  if  she is in The Lord and her husband is not,  then  she has every right to speak on  “The Lord’s Behalf”  to edify her husband. 

Paul is only speaking about  “The  Union in  The Lord”  –  the vast majority of people  (by careful  audit/examination)  are obviously  not  in this union,  
and therefore Paul's instruction does  not  cover humans who disregard Yahweh's teaching  (but sadly they will also suffer all the things that come from 
being driven by  worldly methodology,  all precisely as we witness within The World today). 
This commentary,  together with my added  (in my 3rd revision)  parenthesis text with pale yellow background fully explains what is operating within 
Paul’s mind.   I repeat,  it is obviously  not  what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  tell us  (being what they give is sourced by Man,   hence the 
word  “professional”  being  “sourced by the World to be paid by the World to give what the World wants to hear”)!    

It is  not  what Yahweh wants to hear! 
1Cor. 11v6 og if  for  no/not/none  (she is) {covered wholly}/veiled/hidden  (the) woman/wife,   
1Cor. 11v6 og also  (let her be) shear/shorn/{cut with scissors} [= to have short hair];   
1Cor. 11v6 og if  and  (the) shameful/base/filthy  (to the) woman/wife  the (person [woman/wife]) 
1Cor. 11v6 og (to be) shorn/{cut with scissors}  or/than/either/rather  (to be) shaved;  
1Cor. 11v6 og (let her be) {covered wholly}/veiled/hidden. 
1Cor. 11v6 = For  if  the  woman/wife  (head)   is  not  {covered wholly}/{fully veiled},   

also  let  her  {be shorn}/{have short hair};   
and  if  shameful/base  for  a  woman/wife  with  shorn/short  or  {shaven hair},   
then  let her  be  {covered wholly}/{fully veiled}. 

 

For if the  (head of the)  wife is not covered fully,  also let her have short hair   (see commentary); 
And if shameful for a wife with short hair,  then let her be fully covered   (see commentary). 
 

Paul is only saying by metaphor   
If a woman is shameless in her persistent activities of speaking  (in supposed matters of The Lord)  over her  TC  husband  (in this instance he 
would be  “in The Lord”)  then in these matters she is acting as though she is sheared because ultimately she is being disrespectful to  “The 
Structure”  appointed by Yahweh  (to produce the most harmonious household)  in what she is portraying about  her  self/lifestyle/arrogance.   
Most importantly,  please see my commentaries to 1Tim.2v11-14,  exposing  universal fraudulent translation  for the English Bible. 

This is potentially applicable today for all people  of  either  gender  in all matters  (not only involving  “hair”)! 
Quite simply,  if any person chooses to be confrontational to God’s Word as given to us by Paul  (a definite future “Son of God”),  rather than be  
contrite/humble/meek,  then these people are demonstrably  not  suitable material for  “The Greater Responsibility of Sonship to Yahweh”  in The 
Millennium to rule  “The Resurrected World”!   That is why Yahweh wholly rejects  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who belittle His Word. 
All  Sons/(Daughters)  of God  (thus TCs)  must be entirely submissive to Yahweh and His Word  (Matt.26v39-42, etc.,)  else they are rejected by Yahweh 
(Matt.20v23),  but this is hardly likely to be taught today  -  where our  worldly Christian leaders teach us to disregard certain parts of The Bible – 
because supposedly  -  “it is not meant for us today”.  That shows what type of rebellious mind they have  Mark.3v28-29,  Matt.12v31-32, etc.! 
1Cor. 11v7 og (the) man/husband/fellow  truly/indeed  for  no/not/none   
1Cor. 11v7 og (he/she/it) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated   
1Cor. 11v7 og (to be) {covered wholly}/veiled/hidden  the  head, 
1Cor. 11v7 og (the) likeness/image/representation/resemblance   
1Cor. 11v7 og also  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) God [Yahweh] 
1Cor. 11v7 og (the) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave/being,   
1Cor. 11v7 og (the) woman/wife  and  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) man/husband/fellow  (she) is. 
1Cor. 11v7 = For  truly/indeed  the  man/husband  he  {become indebted}/ought  not  to be  {covered fully}/veiled  the  head, 

the  likeness/image  also   {being under}  the  glory/honour/dignity  of the  God  (Yahweh),   
and  the  woman/wife  she is  the  glory/honour/dignity  of the  man/husband.  

 

For truly the husband ought not to be fully covered  (over)  the head   (please see commentary),    
(for)   the likeness  also being under the  glory/honour  of the God  (Yahweh), 
and the wife,  she is like the  glory/honour  of the husband   (please see commentary). 
 

Paul is starting to visit the history of events in  “The Garden of Eden”  recalled from v7 to v9. 
The point Paul is making here is,  when Adam was alone,  Yahweh said it was not good for him to be alone,  inasmuch Adam would wish for a 
complementary  partner/assistant  in which to share his life  (Gen.2v18,20).   
When JCg created  “a compliment”  (Eve)  to him,  upon which Adam burst out with an ode  (Gen.2v23)  expressing the joy of his happiness.   

Eve became glorious in Adam’s eyes. 
Therefore,  Paul is simply showing hierarchy again.  But being softened to show that while the head of Adam  (representative of JC,  Adam’s creator, 
JCg and as our intercessor/redeemer)  was in the image of Yahweh  (The Almighty God)  –  all as The Bible  tells us,  1Tim.2v5, Gal.3v13, Rom.5v11, 
John.14v5-15,  but to  man/husband  the  woman/wife  becomes glorious to him so that he has no need to cover his head.  That is why the  woman/wife  
needs to cover her head because  she  (as the whole)  is  “the glory”,  inasmuch as the wife  being part  of the  man/husband  (just as the  man/husband  
is to  be part  of the woman/wife  –  both complement each other).   It is always “two-way”. 
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However because the wife is  (should be)  glorious in the eyes of the husband  (being what should be the goal),  then it is  incumbent upon the husband to 
treat her as such  –  and give her much respect as any person would to something  “glorious in their eyes”  -  to be  “the treasure of value”. 

Can the reader see how Paul is turning it around to  tie the two ends together? 
Sadly, the World is  creating disharmony  with an  “us and them”  culture throughout   –  with  “window dressing”  “tacked on”  the outside.   
Paul is speaking about  “The Ideal”  – being what it was like with The Brethren having and fulfilling  “The Knowledge”  of  “1st Century Christianity”. 

Clearly today,  it is all different  -  The Man has no magnificence and thus the woman cannot reflect  what the Man  has not! 
The Bible teaches us that our marriage union is to be  heart-felt  and  not  a false  façade/veneer  put on to merely look good  –  but without genuine and 
sincere intent to implement it within  (especially shown when some marriages cannot even last a hundred days – without a forthcoming divorce)!    
That is  why  we need The Millennium!   It is only the few TCs who are genuinely implementing The Millennium into their hearts  –  which Yahweh 
assesses in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  during the 1st part of our physical life that marks them out for leadership in The Millennium,  only 
because they are  not  abiding by this world’s present rules. 
We must clearly understand - 

Paul is stating  “The Perfect Union”  by allegory  between JCg and The Future Bride of the 144000 TCs – being  “The Goal”  of  “Sonship”  
for The Brethren here  (and  for us today  who  hearken). 
Paul is teaching us about The Millennium Goal,  where The Bride  (of 144000 TCs,  Matt.22v1-11, 25v1-12, Rev.14v1-4, 19v4-6, 21v2, 9, etc.)  
looks unto her husband = JCg who is  “The Image of God”  (Yahweh)  John.14v5-15. 

Can the reader understand this? 
Because sadly,  it is all ignored or pushed under the mat by our  “very professional”  worldly Christian leaders! 

Furthermore - 
Paul is teaching by allegory of  “The Ideal”  to be practised now,  of what is to occur in The Future to become  “The Union”  of  “JCg and 
The Bride”  (Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9, etc.).   It is this future scenario that is constantly driving Paul’s mind for  “The Anointed”  –  
being  “The Goal”  for us  “Christians”  of the approximate 2000 year Gospel Age  (that shall be forcibly closed by Yahweh through JC and 
the 144000 TCs before  [or around]  the middle of the 21st Century CE). 

However,  because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  recognise The Millennium,  neither of  “The Bride of Christ”,  nor the 144000 means anything 
specific,  then all this teaching by Paul is  utterly  unintelligible  to them  -  for  “it is not given unto them to know”  (Matt.13v11-13)!   Because they  
“choose not to know”,  “rather be ignorant”  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50)  preferring not a reformed mind  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)  by the supposed 
virtue of the worldly goodies that come their way when behaving according to worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt).  
Where they presumptuously claim to represent Yahweh  -  what a sad joke!   Their words and actions show they represent the god of this present world  
(1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4)  by remaining quiet on the very thing that Yahweh  wants taught and publicised  –  being that of  “The Goal”,  so that He might 
righteously close The Gospel Age when  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs has been achieved.   
Please see my most important commentaries at Rev.7v4-8 and Rev.14v1-4. 
1Cor. 11v8 og no/not/none  for  (he) is   (the) man/husband/fellow  {from/out of}  (of the) woman/wife,   
1Cor. 11v8 og but  (the) woman/wife  {from/out of}  (of the) man/husband/fellow. 
1Cor. 11v8 = For  the  man/husband  he is  not   (created out)   {from out of}  of the  woman/wife,   

but  the  woman/wife   (created out)   {from out of}  of the  man/husband. 
 

For the husband is not  (created)  from out of the wife,   (Paul is using  “the past”   as  allegoric teaching  for  “The Goal”  in The Millennium) 
but the wife  (created)  from out of the husband. 
 

Covered in v7 referenced at Gen.2v20-22. 
But at the higher level being precisely what Paul is  teaching by allegory  –  it was JCg who created Mankind  (Gen.1v26  [plural “us”])  under the 
instruction and guidance of Yahweh.  Where,  by extension,  it was JC’s ministry and lifestyle of his 1st Advent  that made possible  “The Early Adopters”  
= “the 144000 TCs”  that could become his Bride for The Millennium upon their  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  
(Rev.20v6)  as future  “Sons of God”  (elected by “The Third Party”, “Yahweh”, Matt.20v23).  This “Closes the Righteous Loop”  to fulfil The Mystery! 

Can the reader understand this  future scenario  being continually taught to us throughout The Gospels and Epistles? 
Yet again,  because  “1st Century Christianity”   is so far  “off the radar”,  then our spiritually blind translators  translate it to be  “man” instead of 
“husband”  and to be  “woman” instead of “wife” and consequently loose what Paul is teaching us.  This principle of  “bad translation”  is endemic  in 
The Bible  at key locations  –  and thus the golden thread  (of Yahweh’s  “Plan for Human Salvation”)  throughout The New Testament  is lost.   
Their total ineptitude at key places  masks “The Goal”  and are thus “Anti-Anointing”,  hence  “Anti-Christ”  and we are back to 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3. 

However not all is lost!     
“FutureLife.Org”  is returning The World to  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC and The Apostles  ready for JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (“The 1st 
Resurrection”, Rev.19v4-9, 20v6)  before JCg returns again 3.5 years later  (Rev.19v16-21)  at his 2nd 2nd C  to become  “The Great Tribulation”,  where  
all  worldly leaders  throughout all  of society  (all The World)  shall be ejected by a  world-wide  coup organised by Yahweh,  carried out by JCg and the 
144000 TCs that shall take 45 days to be fully implemented all around The World and throughout all society (Dan.12v11-12). 
Hence of the loud hissing sound (2Pet.3v10)  when the squealing and pandemonium occurs during the ejection process of all world leaders by JCg and 
the 144000 TCs wielding infinite Authority as given to them by Yahweh – The Almighty God and Creator of The Universe. 

It will be a rather  “One sided affair”  -  will it not? 
My definition of  “All worldly leaders”  means  from  “the drug pusher at the bottom of the pile,  to a county’s foremost leaders”,  all having  “the 
common denominator”  (wherever in society)  being,  these leaders operate according to  “worldly methodology”.   
By contrast,  people who operate according to Yahweh’s Methodology  –  shall have nothing to fear when JCg returns in the 2nd 2nd C to institute The 
Millennium through  “The Great Tribulation”  –  they will be elevated to new leadership positions  under “The Kings/Priests”  (Sons of God)! 
1Cor. 11v9 og also  for  no/not/none  (he [Adam] was) fabricated/formed/created  (the) man/husband/fellow   
1Cor. 11v9 og through (reason of)  the  woman/wife [Eve],   
1Cor. 11v9 og but  (the) woman/wife [Eve]  through (reason of)  the  man/husband/fellow [Adam]. 
1Cor. 11v9 = For  also,  the  man/husband  he was  not  fabricated/created  through reason of  the  woman/wife’s   (request),   

but  the  woman/wife  (created)  through reason of  the  man/husband’s   (request). 
 

For  also the husband was not fabricated through reason of the wife   (again  “the past” is being used by allegory to  teach of JCg’s future Bride) 
but the wife  (created)  through reason of the husband.   (It was JC desiring this to occur –  through his 1st advent that created  “The 144000 TCs”) 
 

Covered in my commentaries of  v6 –v9. 
1Cor. 11v10 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here   
1Cor. 11v10 og (it) {sum accruing}/owing/{failing a duty}/{become indebted}/ought/obligated  the  woman/wife   
1Cor. 11v10 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  (to) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
1Cor. 11v10 og over/upon/concerning  of the  head  through (reason of)  of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels. 
1Cor. 11v10 = Through reason of  this  {become indebted}/ought  (of v9),   

the  woman/wife’s  freedom/authority  she  to  possess/have  upon/concerning  of  her  head 
through reason  of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers. 
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Through reason of this indebtedness  (of v9)   (The wife being created from the husband  -  The 144000 TCs from JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
The wife has the authority concerning her head   (again this is given at two levels – see all the accompanying commentary to this verse) 
through reason of the messengers. 
 

To most people this verse might sound  “incoherent”.  I admit,  I too needed to think about it! 
The rule in deciphering Bible verses is to  “get into the writer’s head”. 

We need understand Paul’s mind by placing this verse within context of what he is teaching us and to how these words are used elsewhere in 
The Bible. 

What we must  not  do is what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders do - 
Take a verse in isolation by ignoring the context and placing a spin on it to maximise worldly income and personal  fame/adoration! 
That approach is a detestation to Yahweh,  but a practice beloved by members of The World  (both the leaders and devotees)! 

However if we behave as  “FutureLife.Org” advises,  then we now understand - 
Because the wife was requested by the husband,  and that request could only be made to Yahweh through JCg  (all in context)  then the 
husband  (within the given hierarchy)  looks to JCg and the wife metaphorically looks to her husband  (operating  as did JC  –  by virtue he is 
ideally a TC)  as the  messenger/{bringer of tidings}  from JCg.   
This is  “the ideal”,  but sadly many humans within a marriage  (after 10+ years)  are particularly bad in both respects  -  inasmuch neither 
respect each other,  and nor do either members of the marriage have any regard for JCg  –  so everything breaks down as we witness when  
self-indulgence  comes to the fore.   

However,  Paul is speaking to The Brethren where  “The Hierarchy”  is  supposed  to exist. 
Moreover there is mutual respect between both halves of the complementary pair! 

We now look to examples in The Bible and the following is very notable  
It was angels only speaking directly to women ref Mary,  Elizabeth, etc.  as examples,  but Yahweh spoke via JCg  (and also His angels  –  but see 
glossary on “Angel” for interesting link here)  to men ref Moses,  Samuel,  Paul,  John as examples. 
Paul intimately knew the Tanakh,  and was calling upon these examples when he wrote this verse down for  “order to exist within society”  –  which is 
ignored by  self-indulgent  humanity operating under this present  system/methodology  by copying Satan’s principles and thus making Satan  “our” god. 
That is  “the supposedly obvious”  level 1  (but is certainly  not  obvious to   “You know who”). 

However,  the  “even less obvious”  is the level 2,  being the deeper level that describes  “The Goal”  of  “Future Sonship to Yahweh”. 
The 144000 TCs become indebted for their future position of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  only through what JC made possible at his 1st Advent where  only  
he delivered   (1) The Ministry  (to purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life)   and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice  (to righteously enable Yahweh to give us a 
perfected body  [either celestial for the 144000 TCs,  or DNA  given  in trust  for everyone else,  except the annihilated  charlatan Christian Leaders])  
ready for The Millennium. 

The 144000 TCs become  “The Ingathering/Pentecost”  of The  Wheat  Firstfruits  (Lev.23v5-25, Acts.2v1+)  following  (during the 2000 
years)  beginning 50 days  after  The  Barley  First fruit JCg. 

When the 144000 become the future Sons of God  (Matt.20v23, 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.),  then  they shall have authority  (heaven)  over  
“The Resurrected World”  (2Cor.12v1-3, judging Matt.19v27)  concerning what their head  (being JCg as  “The Word of God”)  controlling their mind 
made possible.  Please read my commentary given as an appendix to Paul’s epistle to the Hebrews,  the prophetic allegories are absolutely astounding! 
Furthermore,  it is essential for the reader to read all my local cited commentaries to understand how all this  mentally/spiritually  “fits together”. 
The 144000 TCs in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies within The Millennium become  “The Messengers”  (of Yahweh) as  “The Woman/Wife  to JCg”  
unto  “The Resurrected World”,  to teach all the members of  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium to yield  “The (3rd) 
Remnant of  (the 3rd Epoch of)  Israel that returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22)  in the most righteous manner. 

This is what Paul teaches as  “The Real Gospel”. 
This is what FutureLife.Org screams out to The World.   

Conversely,  this is what  worldly Christian leaders over the last 1700+ years  killed-off  (hence, justifiably called in the Bible as “the Antichrist”  [as 
“the Anti-anointing”]),  by ensuring  “The Real Gospel”  of  “The Gaol” required to yield The Millennium.  is  never  taught,  but a load of worthless 
trite regarding Mankind’s Salvation! 

Let the reader be my witness to this verity! 
1Cor. 11v11 og Moreover/Besides/Nevertheless/Notwithstanding  {not too}/neither/none/nor  (the) man/husband/fellow   
1Cor. 11v11 og separately/apart/without  (of the) woman/wife,   
1Cor. 11v11 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  woman/wife  separately/apart/without  (of the) man/husband/fellow,   
1Cor. 11v11 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master. 
1Cor. 11v11 = Nevertheless,  neither  (is)  the  man/husband  apart/without  the  woman/wife,   

nor  the  woman/wife  apart/without  the  man/husband,  -  within  the  Lord/Master   (operate with his  presence/parousia). 
 

Nevertheless,  neither is the husband separate from the wife   (being of  “one flesh”  and allegoric to Gen.2v24,  fleshly,  but also  spiritually) 
nor the wife separate from the husband,  (both are)  within The Lord   (actually at the 2 levels,  worldly people look to JCg,  TCs look to Yahweh) 
 

Paul is now starting to wrap up what he has been previously saying,  in these next verses.   
Therefore,  while there are these differences,  it is incumbent for us all to work together to produce a harmonious society under the direction of The Lord. 
In this verse Paul is teaching us,  the Lord sees  “both sexes as one”,  He has  no  favouritism,  provided  each  individual follows  exact  Bible teaching  
thus being within The Lord  (follow His teaching as given to us in The Bible),  most importantly there should be  “no rebellion to authority”! 
“Sex”  is  only  a means to achieve Gen.1v28 and Gen.9v1,  hence the resurrection for us to be neuters.  This is what JC  effectively  told us at 
Matt.22v30, Mark.12v25, Luke.25v35 – being  “The Point”  of marriage to fill The Earth,  and once filled – why should there be reproduction by the use 
of marriage  (as  “The Ideal Means”  to fill the Earth)?   Hence the reason of  “1st Century Christianity”  speaking of  “The Goal of The Millennium”  
and one aspect would be both males and females are entirely equal  as neuters. 
We should recognise this operates at 2 levels,  both fleshly and spiritually. 

Worldly people in a Fleshly union can only look to JCg as  “The First Step”  (hence he forgives us,  not  Yahweh [Matt.9v2-5, etc.]). 
The 144000 TCs in a Spiritual union with JC  (as  “The Word of God”  controlling their minds)  look to Yahweh as  “The Second Step”. 
Then Yahweh is positioned to forgive  “His Sons/(daughters)”  of their  “genuine sideslips” (2Cor.5v19)  because TCs do  not  “sin”. 

Furthermore,  it is Yahweh that closes The Loop in the 2nd part of our physical life to make possible The Bride within The Millennium because The 
144000 TCs have  personally solved  “The Mystery of God”  (all as I explain elsewhere). 
This whole commentary is all  unintelligible  to our presumed millions of  “Professional  worldly Christian Leaders”  for the last some 1700+ years 
when we audit their near worthless and confused output on this matter regarding  “Mankind’s Salvation”! 
1Cor. 11v12 og {just as}/{exactly like}  For  the  woman/wife  {from/out of}  of the  man/husband/fellow,   
1Cor. 11v12 og {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  also  the  man/husband/fellow  through (reason of)  of the  woman/wife, 
1Cor. 11v12 og the (things)  and  (the) all  {from/out of}  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor. 11v12 = For  {exactly like}  the  woman/wife  (was)  {from out of}  of the  man/husband,   

thus  also  the  man/husband  through reason  of the  woman/wife,   
and  all  things   (come)   {from/out of}  of the  God  (Yahweh).  
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For exactly like the wife  (was)  from out of the husband,  thus  also the husband through reason of the wife, 
And all  (intrinsically ideal/good)  things  (come)  from of the God  (Yahweh). 
 

Originally woman came from man  (being a stem-cell taken from out of the bone marrow in the rib  [as was  the original approach  taken by Man when 
experimenting in this area])  in The Garden of Eden,  but subsequently through natural birth,  a male child is born of woman,  and hence  each sex is 
reliant upon the other.  But  both  are originally from Yahweh God via JCg precisely as John.1v1-3 tells us. 
The future significance is not to be lost here,  being Paul's  “Constant Driver”  -  hence  “exactly like”  to confer an allegory - 

The Bride  (the 144000 TCs)  comes from the Husband,  JC  (making this possible through his 1st Advent  [1] Ministry and  [2] Ransom 
Sacrifice). 

Furthermore - 
Both Yahweh and JCg are desirous for  “The Remnant  (Late Adopters)  out of The Resurrected World”  (as “The 3rd Epoch Israel”)  to occur 
over The Millennium  (noting both Yahweh and JCg are not desirous for any person to be annihilated  –  hence  all  humans are given a  “two 
part life”  [Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9]).  
It is for this reason  The Bride/Wife  (as “The Early Adopters”)   is required to yield  “The Spiritual Children” (The 3rd Remnant” as  “The 
Late Adopters”)   from this perfect union  (Eph.5v30-32)  that shall occur at The Millennium start. 

1Cor. 11v13 og In  {to [= within] yourselves}  {to them}  (you) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge;   
1Cor. 11v13 og (the) {towering up}/{being conspicuous}/suitable/proper/fitting/becoming  (it) is  (the) woman/wife   
1Cor. 11v13 og (the) unveiled/uncovered  to the  God  (she to) {towards supplicate}/{prayer with a vow} [for a mutual result]? 
1Cor. 11v13 = Within  {your  own  selves}  you  {mentally decide}/judge:  

Is it  suitable/proper  (for)  the  unveiled/uncovered  wife  to  supplicate/{pray with a vow}  to the  God? 
 

Within yourselves  judge: 
  Is it suitable  (for)  the uncovered wife to  supplicate/{pray with a vow}  to the God  (Yahweh)? 
 

Paul now answers the question  (in the next few verses)  that must have been put to him on this matter by The Corinthians after giving the background 
(verses 1-12)  behind his now  “judicial decision”.  
          Again,  the spiritual significance must not be lost here  –  being  The Real Point  in Paul’s mind setting  The Required Standard  for  “The Goal”. 
“The Early Adopters”  (the 144000)  TCs must firstly be covered by JC’s  (as the metaphoric future “Husband”)  Ransom Sacrifice to be even 
considered as positioned  “perfect”  for Yahweh to consider “us”  as humans,  and ideally moreover,  to ultimately be sufficiently worthy to  “personally 
solve The Mystery”  by passing through The Veil into “The Most Holy Place  (see my commentary at Luke.23v45).  However it goes much more than that  
(being what our  worldly Christian leaders comprehensibly  “freely choose to ignore” in their  “highly deficit reasoning”  –  hence they are deemed 
culpable by Yahweh for misrepresenting His requirements and thus entirely rejected,  Luke.20v16, etc.)  is specifically this - 

We are to personally reform our mind solely upon  “The Word of God”  (JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  and  entirely reject worldly methodology. 
If  we do this now in the 1st part of our physical life  (thereby purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  then  we  are  accepted by Yahweh to speak to 
Him directly without the use of  “The Inter-mediator/Intercessor”  (JCg, 1Tim.2v5).  This is all precisely as  The Original Greek  tells us  before our 
translators get their  hands/minds  upon it,  and then yield The English bible translations!   We are also  told this directly  in one of the Gospels and 
certain epistles. 
Thus,  Paul is speaking about  “The Goal”  of being  “Anointed”  to  “Sonship to Yahweh”  –  so we can speak to Him directly after having gone 
through this process of gaining  “Real Faith”.  We should realise,  Yahweh had foreknown who will become part of The Bride  (Rom.8v29, etc., hence to 
fulfil the stated prophecy Rev.14v1-4 before Mankind would have annihilated itself)  -  but the TC individuals are not in that position to know of their 
future allocation  –  (hence this verse)  until  “The 1st Resurrection”. 

Does the reader understand this exegesis? 
If you do – then you do well because it is presently  incomprehensible  to our  worldly “wise”  Christian  scholars/theologians! 

Being well known that teachers of a specific subject matter keep quiet about what they  “choose to know nothing”  (agnoeo),  being fearful of the full 
implications of the required change  (should they choose to know)! 
Notwithstanding,  there will be the odd  “Nicodemus”  amongst them who will grasp at this knowledge and make personal reform to become a TC. 
It requires this website  “FutureLife.Org”  and other qualified teachers to become  “The Catalyst”  to make this occur  (as directed at 1Cor.3v5-6). 
1Cor. 11v14 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  {to (it)/her(self)}  the   
1Cor. 11v14 og growth/production/descent/genus/lineage/type/nature  (it) {causes to learn}/teaches/trains 
1Cor. 11v14 og {specifically yourselves},   
1Cor. 11v14 og because  (the) man/husband/fellow  truly/indeed  if/whenever  (he) {wears tresses of hair}/{long hair}   
1Cor. 11v14 og (the) indignity/disgrace/dishonour/reproach/shame  (to the) him  (it) is? 
1Cor. 11v14 = Or/Rather  {not even}  itself  the  nature/type/descent  it  teaches  {specifically yourselves}, 

because  the  man/husband  if  truly/indeed  he  {wears long hair},  (then)  it is  disgrace/dishonour/shame  to him? 
 

Or not even itself the nature teaches specifically you,   (look around you  –  and what do you witness within  “the human type”) 
because the husband  if/whenever  he truly wears long hair,  (then)  it is a dishonour to him? 
 

Please see v15. 
Interestingly  –  a man’s long hair to me,  always seems messy and unkempt  –  but a lady’s long hair is well groomed and appealing. 

Why also do ladies wear  “hair extensions”  if it is not perceived to flatter a lady’s appearance? 
1Cor. 11v15 og (the) woman/wife  And  if/whenever  (she) {wear tresses of hair}/{long hair}   
1Cor. 11v15 og (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  {to her/(self)}  (it) is.    
1Cor. 11v15 og Because  the  {tresses of hair}/{long hair}  (in contrast/substitution/correspondence)/for [= instead]   
1Cor. 11v15 og (of the) {something thrown around}/mantle/veil/covering/vesture  (it has been) given/bestowed/granted   
1Cor. 11v15 og {to her/(self)}. 
1Cor. 11v15 = And  whenever  the  woman/wife  she  {wears long hair}   (then)   it is  {to her}  glory/honour/dignity. 

Because  the  {long hair}  instead   (of a higher position in hierarchy)   the  mantle/covering  has been  given/granted  {to her}.  
 

And if the wife she wears long hair   (then)   it is to her honour. 
Because the long hair instead   (of a higher position in hierarchy)   the covering has been given to her.   (To be given respect and appreciation.) 
 

Thus Paul is saying in the given earlier hierarchy,  the wife looks to the husband  (provided he  is  “in the lord”)  for leadership,  the husband looks to 
“the glory of his wife”  and this is metaphorically seen by her long groomed hair.  We only need to look at some of the adverts on television extolling the 
quality of hair shampoo products glorified in wonderfully flowing  long  hair of the model ladies  (they do not use ladies with short hair)!  
What Paul is telling us might seem patronising by  “modern thinking”  liberated women of today,  but into what have they been liberated?    
In no way do I excuse the disgusting behaviour that many husbands have towards their wives  –  it is absolutely inexcusable  –  wives should be treated 
with honour as the glorious persons they are  (if  both  claim to live according to Bible principles) –  again it is a mutual symbiotic relationship that must 
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be  “in with The Lord”.  However,  all this is ignored  (particularly respecting what The Bible teaches us)  and that is perhaps  “The Main Reason”  (of 
many lessor reasons)  why society is in the mess that it is!    

Again,  that is  why  we need The Millennium to sort out all of humanity’s problems from its present mess unto a future paradise for “Life”! 
 
Instruction – repeat - If there are humans who wish to contend with this advice,  being God’s Arrangement,  then best they 
leave The Christian Grouping and become part of The World so they might experiment outside God’s Arrangement to 
learn the hard-way based upon “The Wisdom of The World”  and not spoil the habits of people desiring God’s Instruction.   
All very applicable today –  but yet,  it does  not  occur; –  “Deviancy Rules”  just as it did in Sodom and Gomorrah! 
66th Warning – Some of The Brethren are associating only to be divisive and force their misunderstanding upon other 
people who might become deflected away from “The Absolute Truth”,  these  “goat-like”  leaders  (of which they are  -  in 
their own right –  see “goat” in glossary)  must be expelled back into The World,  being their source of their  “wisdom”. 
96th Reasoning – It is Yahweh’s Desire for these  “goat-like”  leaders to fully express themselves to all of humanity  –  so 
that when Yahweh makes His perfect selection of TCs from out of The Gospel Age during His “Special/Greater Judgement 
of Sonship”  then He can equally show The World in The Millennium  why  these delinquents were not  chosen by Him.  
However,  it becomes incumbent upon the congregations to audit such individuals,  else  they deserve what they desire  –  
but they too shall miss Sonship by following their spiritually blind leaders into the ditch of deception  (Luke.6v39)! 
Comment –repeat - Interestingly:  How is it possible to be of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Paul,  as he 
was with JCg,  as JCg was/is  with Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  for  he/she  to then  disagree  with what Paul states? 
Obviously, Yahweh will reject such imposters claiming to be apostles –  being  hypocrites  to what they claim to represent! 
76th Comment – Paul asks  of us  (21st Century CE)  the obvious question: 
Why do you “Christians”  supposedly need to have 42,000 schisms (at 2013 CE)  to show  “41,999” schisms  are deviant! 
Yahweh is only extracting out by  election/selection  His  small/one  flock  (Luke.12v32, John.10v3)  with the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC having  not  been  “adulterously built”  upon  “The Word of God”! 
1Cor. 11v16 og if  and  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) thinks/{be accounted}/deems/supposes/presumes   
1Cor. 11v16 og (the) quarrel/{fond of strife}/disputatious/contentious  {to be/exist},   
1Cor. 11v16 og {we ourselves}  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}   (the) {mutual habitation}/usage/custom   
1Cor. 11v16 og no/not/none  (we) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}   
1Cor. 11v16 og the  {a calling out}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor. 11v16 = And  if  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  thinks/deems  being  the  contentious/{fond of strife}/disputatious,   

(then)  {we ourselves}  not  possess/have  the  {mutual habitation}/custom  {of these sort of}  people,   
neither  the  congregations/churches  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

And if some person  he/she  thinks to be contentious   (attempting to become new leaders,  for a worldly return of whatever  – 3John.v9-10), 
(then)  we ourselves have not the mutual habitation of this sort of people   (TCs shun these  self-interested  leaders growing up in the ranks),  
neither the  congregations/assemblies  of the God  (Yahweh).    (The TCs reject them,  and likewise the new congregations must shun them.) 
 

This is another question Paul is answering,  regarding those people having a different opinion to that given by the Tanakh and The Apostles.  
Paul is giving us advice on  “how to deal with people wishing to impose their deviant ideas”  over our neighbour  against  the teaching as given in the 
Tanakh and by The Apostles.  Quite simply they must be expelled,  because it is impossible for  “The Body of Christ”  to be in disunity  –  for it goes 
completely against what  “The Body of Christ”  truly means  (ideally to become the 144000 TCs having the  one/same  mind of Yahweh,  John.14v20, 
17v21-26)!   Yet today we have some 42,000+ schisms of Christianity  -  so that tells us who does  not  represent JCg and Yahweh! 
It is a shame  “The One Mind of Yahweh and JCg”  does not occur today over the more serious matters of scripture!   People seem to embrace all 
matters of  “deviancy”  as supposedly “God given”  inasmuch it was in the DNA because I am like this  (being a “Gospel of Excuses to remain human”)!   
It is like a robber saying  “I rob people because it is in my DNA to do so!” 

This reasoning is an utter farce!    
Yet certain people accept it as being fact  (merely to excuse themselves of  “Personal Accountability”)! 

An example of this repetitive problem, is what I heard today during this 4th revision (20/Aug/2020) on BBC Radio4 Prayer for the Day,  a (worldly) 
“Minister of God” some  Reverend/Bishop (or whatever)  stating “Oh Lord give us the Holy Spirit … …  (or whatever)”  trying to sound so reverential 
and pleasing to listening ears.  I just found it an abomination,  after what Yahweh and JC have  already done for us -  and we apparently still want more 
from Them!   It is  our personal responsibility  to  “make this happen”  –  we have free will,  and quite obviously this  (worldly)  “Minister of God”  did 
not want to personally do it – but to  “Get God to do it for him!”    Cannot he and his ilk not realise how ridiculous  he/they  sound? 
After that necessary berating then let me return to this commentary.  
This reasoning excuses  “habitual pampering”  of the self-indulgence creating the  lust/desire  that  reroutes the synapse construction  (through 
enforcement)  to behave in the manner the individual freely chooses;  -   there is nothing pre-programmed with regard to any specific activity nurtured by 
self-indulgence.   It is this that needs to be personally reprogrammed  (by  learning  and then  doing  “Righteousness”)  in The Millennium to then 
become  “Righteous”  (meaning “being equitable to The Requirements as laid down by command  [John.14v15-19, Mark.12v30-31, Ecc.12v13-14, etc.]). 

Yet today,  when  “political correctness”  is in the ascendancy then all rational logic  “flies out of the window”! 
People freely choose to be myopic when the occasion presents itself  -  to  excuse  “personal accountability”. 

I have slightly digressed. 
Importantly,  we must understand this  “rebellion”  establishes  “the wrong mind condition”,  being a mind  “to contest Yahweh”  (and His Word [JC] 
hence anti-Christ,  1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3)  rather than submit ourselves to  “Authority”.   Yet that defines  “a leader”  –   they  “want authority”  
because they  “think they are better, more deserving”  than the other person  (for that position,  and by extension – everyone else)!    

Yahweh does  not  like this sort of person  –  he/she  is  wrong  for Yahweh’s new society! 
This is very analogous to what occurred to  “The Israelites leaving Egypt”  (read   “Christians leaving worldly methodology”)  please read about what 
occurred to Aaron and Miriam  (Numbers chapter 12)  noting  the  correct character  that Yahweh  likes  at Num.12v3,  and then later to Korah  
(Numbers chapter 16).   
It must be made expressly clear to the reader    

Yahweh does  not  like leaders operating to  “worldly methodology”,  to become leaders so they might  “self-indulge to their neighbours 
hurt”  behind  “The Pretence”   “the leader is there to help the people below them”!   This  is  “hypocrisy”  (Luke.12v1)! 

That is a crass farce  –  they put themselves in that position of  “leadership”  because they want to  “personally gain from that position”  -   that is why 
they are leaders,  and we under them are not worldly leaders!   Thus our instruction is  not  to be like them,  because they have  “the wrong mindset”  to 
become a TC,  that itself requires “humility”  (noting today on my 4th revision 21/Jul/2020  I heard that MPs should go on  “Anger Management 
Courses”,  proving what I wrote earlier!    However,  we must respect their position over us  (Rom.13v1-5)  and  never  contest them  (in anything)  –  
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else we contradict what Paul is teaching us here  (and we make ourselves like them, and throw away the possibility of Sonship to Yahweh)  –  and be also 
against what Yahweh allows to occur within The World. 
We must demonstrably show during the 1st part of our physical life the unfeigned,  genuine internal  humility/contriteness  as appropriate worthiness to 
become a future Son of God,  and as such,  shall be having  infinite  “Authority” and “Capability”  to do whatever they so choose.  They would have 
already  proved  their mind to be the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  holy/blameless/innocent/pure/{separate from this world of sin}  
to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment”  (hence truly driven by the  “HS”).   

Can the reader see how this is a complete virtuous circle being miles away from what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us by both word 
and deed? 

Perhaps we should say  “parsecs away from what our leaders of Christendom teach us”,  because then it  would  be sourced by Yahweh! 
1Cor. 11v17 og that/this/there/here  and  (the) {transmitting a message}/enjoining/{(giving in) charge}/declaring   
1Cor. 11v17 og no/not/none  (I) applaud/commend/laud/praise  (you);   because  no/not/none  into/unto  the   
1Cor. 11v17 og vigorous/stronger/better/nobler  but  into/unto  the  deterioration/failure/diminishing/fault/loss/worse   
1Cor. 11v17 og (you) {convene/depart in company}/{associate with}/cohabit/assemble. 
1Cor. 11v17 = And  the  declaring/commanding  this  (previous verse);  not  I  (Paul)   applaud/praise  (yourselves)  –   

because  not  into/unto  the  better  you  {associate together}/cohabit/assemble,   but  into/unto  the  deterioration/worse. 
 

And declaring this   (being that you should not entertain insidious  ideas/concepts  that  counter what is directly taught in The Bible);   
not I  applaud/praise  you  -   (I do not praise the fact that you come together as being wholesome  -  when it is for the  wrong  reason) 
because you assemble not unto the betterment  (of yourselves),   but unto your deterioration   (away from Yahweh in  a self-indulgent manner). 
             (Inasmuch the  assemblies/churches   nurture  falsehoods,  myths,  bad practice amongst a greater number of people  [but is all done in “love”]!) 
 

Such a suitable verse when considering what we witness today,  being  “the inclusiveness of love”  of which we see within the modern church  (actually it 
being a  “cloaked eros love” [self-indulgent, in all its very many forms]  and  not  “agapao love”  [to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for Mankind’s Salvation])!  
At the other extreme,  many other congregations are like a pack of dogs chasing after the worst doctrine imaginable that bears no resemblance to what 
The Bible teaches  –  and they  all  call themselves  “Christians”  being a complete misnomer to what  “The Word”  really means! 
It is for this very specific reason  why  I have been  motivated/driven  to produce this website  “FutureLife.Org”  to create  The Righteous Standard. 
This shall become  The Standard Bearer unto God’s Word  in which  “The Word of God”  has  not  been deliberately misapplied to suit some worldly 
craving of a perverted Christian leader  “feathering  his/her  own nest”  on the back of their duped devotees’ efforts  (in a genuine sincerity of trying to 
reach Yahweh). 
This website becomes  The Witness  explaining how inappropriate are,  the many  (millions)   worldly Christian leaders in their present position!   
I aim to make this obvious to the innocent and beguiled congregational members,  who in many instances are sincerely searching for The Lord,  but sadly 
have their leader obstructing the congregational members’ true desire  (Matt.23v13, Acts.20v29, etc.).   It occurred then –  and precisely the same thing 
occurs today;  the  one/same  mind throughout the generations,  but just different names and faces taking these positions within  all  “Religion”  (a 
worldly cartel of Satan’s methodology,  Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  -  hence Rev.18v4!   Please see all my local cited commentaries. 

On my 3rd revision of The New testament  (being a novice before my original writings,  many, many years ago),  I now  thoroughly understand  
“The Word of God”,  to become a competent auditor of  “The Word of God”  and can spot  “deviancy”  so very quickly within  any  Christian 
Congregation,  if they would even dare invite me to one of their assemblies!   That is why I can speak with  “authority” in chapters 13 and 14. 

1Cor. 11v18 og firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  truly/indeed  for  
1Cor. 11v18 og (the) {convening/departing in company}/{associating with}/cohabiting/assembling  {of yourselves}   
1Cor. 11v18 og in  to the [= within]  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church.  
1Cor. 11v18 og (I) hear/listen/understand  (the) splits/gaps/schisms/divisions/rents  in  {to [= within] yourselves}   
1Cor. 11v18 og (to) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave,     
1Cor. 11v18 og also  (the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  {some/any/certain thing}  
1Cor. 11v18 og (I) commit/believe/entrust. 
1Cor. 11v18 = For  truly/indeed  (the)  first/chief   (concern)   {of your}  {coming together}  within  the  {calling out}/ecclesia.   

I  hear/understand  of  divisions/schisms  within  yourselves,   
also  I  believe/entrust  something  (in)  the  piece/part   (of what I have heard spoken about yourselves). 

 

For truly the first  (concern I have)  of your coming together within the  {calling out}/ecclesia. 
I  hear/understand  of  divisions/schisms  within yourselves   (self-appointed leaders coming to the fore  –  by using   “divide and rule”  tactics), 
also I  believe/entrust  some part thing   (of what hearsay reports I have heard spoken about yourselves,  from my messengers). 
 

It started then within a few decades of JC’s ministry and has exponentially grown over the ages to become some 20,000 groups in the 1990’s CE,  and  at 
2009 CE it lies at a figure near 37,000 sects,  and still rising just as rapidly,  where it is perhaps nearing 43,000 schisms in this year of 2013 CE! 
I think that shows we are within  “The End Times”  of  “The Gospel Age”   where all humans are allowed by Yahweh to fully express their  deviant  
nature before The End of this present system implodes  –  forcing Yahweh to step in  “before all flesh is destroyed”  (Matt.24v22)  from Mankind’s self-
indulgent nature fully expressed within The Environment.  This is precisely as Paul tells us in the next verse! 
Clearly the chances of any human being born in the ecclesia closest to Yahweh’s Desire is  most unlikely  –  thus being of great probability,  any person  
(“you”)  are participating within something  most deviant  from Yahweh’s Desire!   Moreover,  how do we know unless we very carefully test/assay/prove  
what our self-claimed  Christian leader does in  works/actions  against specifically what The Bible teaches us.   If there are  any  discrepancies then they 
are obviously false   (James.3v11-12),  –  however these false leaders are  only  going to tell you  what  they want  you to know  and  not  what  is  in The 
Bible  having been passed through their filter (Rev.22v18-19).    
It is absolutely imperative for the reader to use a good translation of The Bible  (certainly by  “rule of thumb”  NOT  a translation given after 1950 CE 
where The NIV was a watershed in  “translation travesty”)  thus use a good translation to learn and understand  “God’s Word”  ourselves. 
I would naturally suggest the use of this translation   “FutureLife.Org”  which is perhaps  the  most  accurate  English amplified translation on this 
planet,  inasmuch it is entirely commutative  (Greek to English and back from English to Greek  -  then compare both Greek versions  –  they should be 
identical)  –  and that fact is the  best recommendation  to support my attestation.   This return to  “The Original”  is  impossible  to do with modern 
translations,  and I invite a Greek scholar to perform a back to back test between my translation and a comparative  modern/worldly  translation to see 
which most closely conforms to  “The Original Greek Word”! 
1Cor. 11v19 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought  for  also   
1Cor. 11v19 og (the) {choice (of parties)}/disunions/heresies/sects/schisms  in  {to [= within]  yourselves}  {to be/exist}   
1Cor. 11v19 og that  the (persons)  acceptable/approved/tried (after assay)    
1Cor. 11v19 og (the) {shiningly  apparent/manifest/obvious/known} [plural]   
1Cor. 11v19 og (it may/should) {become to be} [middle voice]  in  {to [= within] yourselves}? 
1Cor. 11v19 For  also  {it is necessary}  {to be}  disunions/heresies/schisms/sects  within  yourselves  (Brethren),   

that  the  acceptable/approved  (after being assayed)  people   
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may  personally  {become to be}  the  {shiningly apparent/obvious}  within  yourselves? 
 

For also,  is it necessary to be  disunions/schisms  within yourselves   (brethren/Christians), 
that  acceptable/approved  (after being assayed)  people may personally become to be shiningly apparent within yourselves? 

Option 1 
             (Thereby allowing your most polished leaders to come to the fore  [most likely to be Conmen of whom Paul would wholly disapprove].) 
Option 2 
             (Thereby allowing your shining TCs to shrink back from this spectacle  [being obedient to  “The One Truth”  of whom Paul would approve].) 
 

This is quite a sarcastic question  –  when we know what Paul thinks of Christian schisms  (especially of the some 42,000+ we have today)! 
Paul is making a somewhat cutting remark - 

Is it truly necessary for you to form schisms so evidently the  “sheep can be sorted out from the goats”  (Matt.25v32+, etc.)? 
Inasmuch Paul is trying to bring them to their senses   

Unify yourselves behind  “The Single Word of God”  (as exemplified within JC)  and stop chasing after your worldly ideas! 
By which extension,  we can then realise - 

Is it absolutely necessary for faulty Christian  sects/leaders  to  freely express their deviant nature,  so it becomes obvious to all people - 
(1) Who are to be the righteous TCs  (when they become The Sons of God in The Millennium chosen as such by Yahweh),  and   
(2) The forth coming deviant  worldly  Christian leaders  (Acts.20v29, with huge followings all over this planet fuelling the self-indulgent 

nature of their congregation for simply  the worldly return given for payment  to the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  [being the 
definition of  “professional”])  ! 

Which can then be further expanded - 
1st Level:   At the lower level as discussed in the verse,  and the whole reason why I have written this  accurate  Bible translation and explanation is to 
clearly show The World  (1) where the errors are located within the current  worldly  teaching of the  “Christian religion”,  and  (2) how to discover 
those beguiling iniquitous teachers.  I audit in this manner,  simply as a  “Wake-Up Call”  -  so  The World at large  is now  given  accurate  information  
upon which those people who in  truly seeking  “The Disclosing Truth”  are given  “The Information/Knowledge”.  This presented source of 
“Knowledge” is made  freely available  so those people who  are truly searching  (Matt.7v7)  have  a wealth of trustworthy material  upon which to 
draw,  thereby putting them into what is now  an educated position  to reach  an accurate conclusion  of what is occurring today.  Furthermore,  of what 
will occur in the imminent future being that of  “The 1st Resurrection”  (in the last 1% of the 2000 year Gospel Age)  and of  “The Millennium”  some 3.5 
years later.  Most importantly,  so that while The World inevitably collapses around all people,  there is The Expectation that Yahweh shall imminently 
return by giving all Authority to JCg to act on Yahweh’s behalf to  “reset”  The World in that manner as an  “Israelite Jubilee Year”  through The 
Millennium process. 
I now welcome  the very best  Worldly Biblical scholars to contend with me if they dispute anything here,  clearly using copious Biblical references to 
“supposedly support”  their  demonstrably errant understanding.  As I mention elsewhere  if  people dispute what I write,  but they can only replace what 
I have written with  “a blank”  sheet of paper  then  I suggest they should accept what has been written on this website until they  can provide supporting 
evidence  to any contrary understanding!    

This is precisely what occurs within the science community regarding a new hypothesis that  best fits The Facts  being explained!   
However,  I would much rather that these  academics/theologians  see the  error/foolishness  of their  worldly doctrine and come  –  on-board  by  
“jumping ship”  -  to then start fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire within their own lives!   You become that  “Nicodemus”  (John.3v1-14)! 
2nd Level:   This higher level is between Yahweh and Satan,  in the midst of other entities within The Universe.  
Satan made a claim to Yahweh  

I can make humans follow my teaching of  “Selfishness”  over Your teaching of   “Principled/{Edifying Love}/agapao  for The Mind which 
yields  {Charity love}/agape  given by the body”  derived from their  respect/deference  of You and of Your instruction.  

Thus,  Satan challenged Yahweh's  “Right to Rule”  within our mind. 
Satan’s methodology yields “The Present World”  and Yahweh’s Methodology shall lead to a  perfect/harmonious  society in The Millennium. 

We have seen though the history of Mankind,  examples of people standing up for Yahweh’s  “Righteousness”  by their lifestyle made  
evident/demonstrated  through their works  (please see Heb. Chapter 11, as some examples).  JC best exemplified this when he  vindicated  Yahweh’s  
Name/Character/Authority  through his selfless action demonstrating  “{Principled/Edifying  Love}/Agapao”  driving the mind yielding  “{Charity 
Love}/Agape”  in works by saving his creation.  By contrast,  JC could have stayed aloof in the heavens  (by expressing selfishness and self-indulgence)  
and see his creation exterminated at the individual’s Death  (now made  “The 1st Death”  [= “asleep”, John.11v11-15]  by JC’s Ransom Sacrifice)  that 
would have been  “personal annihilation”,  ultimately resulting  in the  extinction  of  “The Human Species”. 
Perhaps under Yahweh’s guidance JCg could see into the future being The Finality of  total annihilation  of  The Human Species in  mid/late -21st century 
because of its errant ways  (selfish misuse of the planet’s resources).  This is  why  JC had to step in when he did,  else 2000+ years further on,  because 
there would be  nothing  remaining to save,  or for Mankind to even be given the opportunity of a  righteous  resurrection  (according to Yahweh’s 
Decree on Sin, Gen.2v27)! 
 
77th Comment – Paul states his disgust over the attitude of some Brethren to  “The Lord’s Supper”.  
86th Instruction – If you are physically hungry or wish to be merry in a fleshly manner –  then go home to eat and drink – 
but show respect for  “The Lord’s Supper”  else it will reflect badly upon you  (during your audit by Yahweh – v34)! 
97th Reasoning – Paul carefully explains why  “The Last Supper”  has so much meaning,  and why it should be only done  
once a year  because  it replaces The Passover –  being where The Lord becomes  The  Perfect Human  Sacrifice  on our 
behalf.  Thus,  we are to respect the magnitude of what JC did for each one of us in this annual solemn occasion. 
Allegory – repeat - Cup (always) = “The contents within it”,  specifically a sacrificial lifestyle of people partaking within it. 
Allegory – repeat - Blood = life giving  (often in a form of sacrifice by the giver for the well-being of the recipient). 
Allegory – repeat – Bread = the knowledge in how we are to imitate JC’s lifestyle/deportment  for everlasting life. 
Inasmuch,  bread has calorific value to  give energy for movement,  but water  gives life  enabling the body to function. 
Allegory – repeat - Drink = Take in knowledge  (most often to mean “The Word of God”)  and display it in our lifestyle. 
Clean water from  JC/TCs  gives  “Life”,  by contrast,  dirty water from  “Leaders of Religion”  brings  “Annihilation”. 
Allegory – repeat - Body = The Body of JCg operating here upon The Earth throughout The Gospel Age = 144000 TCs, 
supported by The Brethren  toiling/labouring  to become part of it –  Yahweh ultimately chooses who is to be part of The 
Body.  It is absolutely  not  The Christian Nation –  irrespective of what our self-deluded  worldly  leaders teach us! 
83rd Allegory – Wine = Though it represents The Blood –  in an allegoric sense it means  more  than this. 
It actually means  “The Fruitage of The Vine”,  being those people who are ultimately successful to fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire over their 2 part life –  because they imitate JC as being the giver of life  (can the reader see the full circle link?). 
Clearly: “The Fruitage of The Vine”  is taken over a 2 part harvest,  being the Firstfruits (TCs)  and The Main Harvest at 
the end of The Millennium  (1000 years where all humans of the previous 6000 years will be learning  “Righteousness”).   
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87th Instruction – Christians must carefully assay themselves before they partake in this memorial meal  (else Yahweh will 
be most displeased)!   If there is any doubt in a person’s integrity  (a “weak worldly belief” based upon faulty  knowledge)  
then do not partake in  “The Last Supper”  (Yahweh would greatly respect the sincerity of this decision – if the individual 
backed away from participating –  this shows real humility –  rather than a brash irreverence). 
78th Comment – There are obviously spiritually  weak/infirmed  Christians, and people being spiritually asleep partaking 
in this Remembrance Meal – then,  and today (and the 1900+ years between).  Become whole and wake up,  is Paul’s call! 
1Cor. 11v20 og (the) {convene/depart in company}/{associate with}/cohabit/assemble  therefore/then  {of yourselves}   
1Cor. 11v20 og over/upon/concerning  the (one [place])  it/same.   No/Not/None  (it) is  (the) lord/master   
1Cor. 11v20 og (the) dinner/{chief/main meal}/feast/supper  {to eat/consume}. 
1Cor. 11v20 = Therefore/Then  (my second concern),    (is)   your  {coming together}/assembling  upon  the  same  place.   

It is  not  the Lord’s  {chief meal}/supper  (Remembrance Meal)  to eat! 
 

Then  (my second concern),  (is)  your coming together upon the same place   (to eat,  and then treat it as though it is  “The Lord’s Supper”). 
  It is  not  The Lord’s Supper  to eat!   (When you eat together,  to fill yourselves  –  this is not to be considered as  “The Lord’s Supper”!) 
 

Paul has heard,  when these congregational members come together for food and drink  –  they,  in merriment,  liken it to the time when the disciples 
came together with The Lord on the night before JC was to be tried,  persecuted,  and then publicly executed  (all on the  same  Jewish day, Nissan 14). 
Paul is very concerned about this  blasé/irreverent  attitude of which some Brethren have regarding the very important  “Remembrance Supper”  (in 
place of The Passover [Exodus chapter 12, Num.28v16-17, Lev.23v5-15,  being the many prophetic allegories this activity truly means for us of today])  
of our Lord JCg.  Paul is making the specific point,  this is  not  a meal for the fleshly body,  but rather it is to feed the spiritual mind,  by becoming 
unified with JCg and thus be  at one with each other  in  “The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire”  (thereby having the HS operating within us). 
1Cor. 11v21 og (of the) each/any/every (person)  for  the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}   
1Cor. 11v21 og (the) dinner/{chief/main meal}/feast/supper   
1Cor. 11v21 og (he/she) {takes in advance}/anticipates/{come a forehand}/{takes before}   
1Cor. 11v21 og in  to the [= within]  {to eat/devour},     
1Cor. 11v21 og also  who/which/that  truly/indeed  (he/she) famishes/craves/hungers  
1Cor. 11v21 og who/which/that  and  (he/she) tipsy/sot/drunken. 
1Cor. 11v21 = For  each person  he/she  {in advance}/beforehand  {their own}  {chief meal}/supper  within  to eat   (for their fleshly body),   

also   (this is appropriate for)   who  truly  he/she  be  hungry/craved,   and  who  he/she  be  tipsy/drunken. 
 

For each person in advance  (have)   their own supper within to eat   (for their fleshly body), 
also  (this is  apposite/proper  for)   who truly  he/she  be hungry,  and who  he/she  be drunken.   (Eat and drink at home  for the fleshly body.) 
 

Paul is stating if you are hungry or wish to be drunken,  then go and do this sort of activity at home,  but you presently treat this very special meal of JCg 
as if it was a normal worldly meal to satisfy the flesh  –  to be full and merry! 

Reminds me of what I have witnessed at  some  Christian congregations around The World today! 
1Cor. 11v22 og no/not/none  for  (the) residences/houses/households/families  no/not/none   
1Cor. 11v22 og (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  into/unto  the (one [home])   (to) eat/devour  also  (to) imbibe/drink?    
1Cor. 11v22 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  of the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  of the  God   
1Cor. 11v22 og (you) {think against}/disesteem/despise, 
1Cor. 11v22 og also  (you) {shame down}/disgrace/{make blush}/confound/ashamed  the (persons)   
1Cor. 11v22 og no/not/none  (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having? 
1Cor. 11v22 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  {to yourselves}  (I) say/utter/speak/command/grant? 
1Cor. 11v22 og (Shall I) applaud/commend/laud/praise  {specifically yourselves}  in  {in/with/by  this}/{the same}? 
1Cor. 11v22 og No/Not/None  (I) applaud/commend/laud/praise. 
1Cor. 11v22 = For not,  you have no homes  into/unto   (which)   to  eat/devour  also  to  imbibe/drink?  

Or/Rather  you  {think against}/despise  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the  God  (Yahweh),   
also  you  disgrace/confound  the people  not having   (The Spiritual Sustenance)?  
What  say/command  I  {to yourselves}?    
Shall I  applaud/praise  {specifically yourselves}  {in this}  (matter)?   Not I  applaud/praise! 

 

  For not you have any homes unto  (which)  to eat  also to drink? 
Or/Rather  you think against the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the God   (you have  no  regard in correctly  representing Yahweh to The World),  
also you confound the people not having   (The Spiritual Sustenance of The Word of God)    (thus people outside regard Yahweh as  “worthless”). 
             (Inasmuch,  people  not  having God’s Word,  and thus  not  coming to these supposed  “Lord Suppers”  [yet they hear of what occurs]!) 
  What say I to yourselves?   (Regarding the shenanigans you  “Christians”  present unto The World?)  
  Shall I (Paul as a  competent  auditor)  applaud/praise  specifically yourselves in this   (matter)? 
Not I  applaud/praise  you!   (Behaving like the heathen!) 
 

Paul is trying to make The Brethren understand the seriousness of our union with JCg,  we must imbue his  character/lifestyle  into our very 
being/existence  so that   We imitate him,  as did Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12). 
He is making the point these  self-indulgent  activities work against God’s Ecclesia and those people  “not having sustenance”,  really means  “not 
having The Knowledge to form The Real Faith”  (accurate Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity)”. 
Thus again,  the self-indulgent attitude hurts those people outside,  because they see what occurs and witness  The Sham  (and it also occurred in Paul’s 
Day  – people are  no different throughout the ages  –  the same percentages of whatever mindset  take  their respective positions throughout society  –  
within every generation)!   Precisely as JC taught us when he said classed  “all”  The Pharisees as being  “The Same”  (as  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion” -  occupy the same relative positions  –  as judged by Yahweh). 
The Lord’s Meal is done in remembrance of JC’s Last Supper  –  he did not have it once a week,  but rather it  replaced  “The Passover Meal”  which 
itself was performed  once a year.  Hence Paul’s point in these two verses – it is not whenever you group yourselves together for a meal!   

Many worldly Christian denominations get this fundamental understanding  all wrong – because they  “chose not understand”  (“agnoeo”)! 
With suchlike people it is imperative we interpret the inner intent beneath  “The Show”  given for public gaze to insinuate in some manner how good they 
are in their supposed  “charitable works”  that only feed the recipient’s body and for the self-indulgence  (feel-good)  of  The Giver’  in public gaze,  as 
performed by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.   This is in direct contrast to what  The Bible tells us   charity  [1] should be  done in secret  for a 
heavenly reward based upon sincere inner intent,  Matt.6v1-8,  and  [2] type of sacrifice; -  is it given from one’s excess,  or from one’s livelihood – 
Luke.21v2).  I realise this will trouble many people,  but like Paul,  I need to speak  “as it is”,  rather than speak in pretence of a  
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spirit/personality/desire/traits  of delusion.  I repeat,  not all people are like this  –  there are some who are most sincere  –  but misled and deluded by 
their “Religious Leaders” 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16).  However,  it is incumbent for the reader to differentiate between the groupings and all shades of grey 
in between to recognise  “insidious deception”  (2Pet.2v1)! 

Paul is not praising in this matter -   but speaking as a matter of serious concern! 
1Cor. 11v23 og [emphatic] I/me  for  (I) {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}/learned/received   
1Cor. 11v23 og off/away/separated/from  of the  lord/master  who/what/that/which  also   
1Cor. 11v23 og (I) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  {to yourselves}   
1Cor. 11v23 og because  the  lord/master  (the) Jesus/{Yahweh Saves}  in  to the [= within]  night  who/what/that/which  
1Cor. 11v23 og (he was) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}   
1Cor. 11v23 og (he) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received  (the) bread/loaves. 
1Cor. 11v23 = For  emphatic I (Paul)  {received near}/learned/{took office}  off/from  of the  lord/master   (JCg – Acts.9/22v3-16) 

that  I  also  deliver/{cast over}   (the learning/office)   {to yourselves}   (in my ministry work),   
because  the  lord/master  Jesus  within  the night  that  he was  {yielded up}/betrayed,   he  {got hold of}/grasped  the  bread, 

 

For  emphatic I (Paul)  {received near}/{took office}  from of the  lord/master   (JCg, please see   Acts.9/22/26 v3-16) 
that I also cast over  (the learning/appointment)   to yourselves   (by my accurate ministry work,  so you can become like me), 
because the  lord/master  (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind)   Jesus within that  (specific)  night  (of The Passover Eve) 
that he  (JC)  was betrayed  (by Judas Iscariot),   he grasped the bread, 
 

Paul is now reviewing for The Brethren’s benefit precisely what JC did on his last night as a fleshly human  -  to impress upon them the seriousness of 
this Memorial  Meal/Supper  (Matt.26v17-29,  Mark.14v10-25,  Luke.22v14-30,  John. chapters 13 to 17). 
The point must be made,  Paul is again speaking in allegory here.   

Paul has taken up  “The Challenge”  that JC laid down before his physical sacrifice commissioned by  “The Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  after the sacrifice of his 3.5 year ministry nullified the position  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  had within society. 
We should see what the people thought at the beginning of his ministry Mark.1v22 and how  “The Leaders of Religion”  responded at the end 
of his ministry Matt.22v46,  which is precisely why they had to kill  “The Irritant”  to their comfortable lifestyle  (John.11v48-50). 

Thus because Paul  (and the other 11 disciples)  “{received near}/{took office}”  over what JC had presented to them –  being  “1st Century Christianity” 
(which is a vastly different Gospel to that taught today)  then he too had to face  “The Same Persecution” of which JC faced from  “The Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  as we read throughout The New Testament  (for example 2Tim.3v11-13,  being  “The Leaders of Religion”  hence JC’s warning at 
John.16v1-4). 
Likewise  –  this responsibility to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World  (Matt.24v14)  was passed down by Paul to the next generation of 
Brethren  (aiming to become TCs)  so they too might then also give the same ministry as did JC  –  for the same worldly return  (John.16v1-4). 
Similarly throughout The Gospel Age,  people like William Tyndale took upon themselves to bring  “The Gospel to The People”  in their own unique 
manner specific to  “The Requirements”  as demanded by Yahweh for His future  “Sons of God”  –  and equally receive the same persecution by  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  –  all as  “The Annals of History”  show upon careful inspection.  Yahweh shall publicise their exploits to The 
Resurrected World in The Millennium –  both  The Good (the 144000 TCs)  and  The Bad  (charlatan Christian leaders)  exactly as JC told us at 
Luke.12v2-3. 
This is what this verse really means  –  as Paul starts to amplify  “The Personal Required Commitment”  of all those people claiming to be part of  “The 
Calling/Invitation”  – of  “The Many”  (Christians),  where it is  only  Yahweh Who decides  (Matt.20v23)  who are to be part of  “The Few”  (144000 
TCs)  elected/selected/chosen  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
1Cor. 11v24 og Also  (the) {giving thanks}/{expressing gratitude}/thankfulness  (he [JC]) broke, 
1Cor. 11v24 og also   (he [JC]) said/uttered/spoke/commanded/granted:   
1Cor. 11v24 og (You) {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive/attain,  (you) eat/consume,   
1Cor. 11v24 og that/this/there/here  {of me}/my  (it) is  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily   
1Cor. 11v24 og the  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves}  (the) broken; 
1Cor. 11v24 og that/this/there/here  (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  into/unto   
1Cor. 11v24 og the  my/{of me}/mine  recollection/remembrance. 
1Cor. 11v24 = also  the  {giving thanks}/{expressing gratitude},   he  (JC)   broke  (the bread),   also  he said:   

‘You  {get hold of}/grasp,  you  eat/consume   (= digest and thus give out in agape),   
this  is  my  {whole/sound body}  the  broken  {for the sake/behalf of}  {of yourselves};   
this  you  do/perform/practice  into/unto  my  recollection/remembrance.’ 

 

Also  (JC)  giving thanks  (to Yahweh),   he (JC)  broke  (the bread),  also he said: 
             (Note,  JC was not speaking to himself,  but to his Father, Yahweh  [that destroys the Trinity myth imagined by worldly Christian leaders]) 
  “You (disciples)  grasp  (the bread),   you consume   (meaning  “digest” to feed your body enabling you to imitate my deportment in agape),   
  this is my (JC’s)  whole body   (metaphoric his  lifestyle/deportment,  that we imbue to imitate)    
  broken   (being allegoric of his imminent ransom sacrifice,  of which the disciples must spiritually copy  [having digested “The Requirement”]) 
  for the sake of yourselves   (JC had to go through his murder,  to give  [1] 144000 TCs  and  [2] the rest of The World,  -   a 2 part life); 
  this you  do/perform  unto my remembrance   (hence  “Remembrance Meal”  = JC’s  “Last Supper”). 
             (We do this  [1] once a year  in remembrance,  but  [2] all the time  because  we copy JC’s deportment  as  we daily sacrifice our life!) 
 

Paul is trying to show The Brethren that JC offered his fleshly body  (his existence as a lifestyle/deportment)  to be broken on behalf of each human 
symbolised by the breaking of the bread.  Meaning,  each person is to imbue this knowledge into their  being/existence  for an everlasting existence in a 
like-for-like  basis,  that ideally should occur in the 1st part of our physical life,  but the opportunity can be extended into the 2nd part of our physical life 
within The Millennium while he covers us in death over “The Great Sabbath Day”.  I fully explain  “This Most Righteous Exegesis”  on this website in 
many other places. 
The point of the words   “Grasp”  means we are to  snatch  at the opportunity to become a TC when presented with “God’s Word” (Rev.3v20)  where we 
are invited to imitate JC’s lifestyle represented by  “The Bread feeding our body”  (as a  deportment/lifestyle  interaction with our neighbour)  being 
from the broken body of JC to form the new body of  Christ/Anointed  comprising of 144000 pieces during The Gospel Age.   “Bread”  is a good analogy 
for this,  because being of  “calorific value”  then it becomes the source energy for our bodily movement,  hence apt for  “deportment”,  noting  “Water”  
means  “Knowledge”  for “Life”.   By extension,  bad water poisons us yielding “Death”,  while good water yields “Life”  (please see James.3v11-12 is 
a good warning).   “Eat/digest”  always means  “imbue within our  being/existence  and thus practice it within our  lifestyle/deportment”. 
1Cor. 11v25 og {as thus}/{in the same way}/{even as}/{in like manner}  also   
1Cor. 11v25 og the  {drinking vessel}/{contents thereof}/cup/cupful,   
1Cor. 11v25 og {after (meta)}  the  dinner/{chief/main meal}/feast/supper;  (the) stating/exclaiming:   
1Cor. 11v25 og That/This/There/Here  the  {drinking vessel}/{contents thereof}/cup/cupful  the  new/freshness   
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1Cor. 11v25 og (the) disposition/contract/covenant/agreement  (it) is  in  to the [= within]  my/{of me}/mine  (to the) blood;   
1Cor. 11v25 og that/this/there/here  (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice   
1Cor. 11v25 og {many times as}/{as often as}  wish/suppose  (you may) imbibe/drink  into/unto    
1Cor. 11v25 og the [remembrance]  my/{of me}/mine  (the) recollection/remembrance. 
1Cor. 11v25 = Also,  {in the same way}/{in like manner}  the  {contents thereof}/cup,  after  the  {chief meal}/supper  the stating:   

This  the  {contents thereof}/cup  it is  the new  contract/agreement/covenant  within  my blood;   
this  you  do/perform/practice  {as often as}  wish/suppose  you  imbibe/drink  into/unto  my  recollection/remembrance. 

 

Also in like manner the cup,  after the supper  (JC)  the saying: 
  “This cup,  is the new contract within my blood   (JC becomes The Sacrifice,  that we spiritually imitate away from worldly methodology) 
this you  do/perform  as often as suppose you drink  unto my remembrance   (as being  “The Replacement Sacrifice of The Passover”) 
             (We do this  [1] once a year  in remembrance,  but  [2] all the time  as we daily sacrifice our life away from what The World can yield!) 
 

Likewise,  as was The Bread allegory,  JC is now symbolically speaking of his  “life giving blood”.   
Blood in The Bible represents  “the essence of life”  (see glossary on these words).  Therefore, while The Bread represented the  physical  
deportment/lifestyle  (The Output),  JC’s blood represented atonement of the  spiritual  mind  (The Governor/Director).  The Priests of Old Israel were 
instructed to shed the blood of a sacrifice on the altar  ({The Day of Atonement}/{Yom Kippur}  to be  “A New Start in Life”)  because the blood was 
handed back to Yahweh on behalf of The People,  The Israelites (Jews).  “The Day of Atonement”  for the Jews was the closing of  “one spiritual year”  
and the beginning of  “The New Spiritual Year”.  Consequently,  we began  “The New Spiritual Year”  in a perfect state  of having the sins covered by 
the one sacrificial goat and the one scapegoat allowed release,  allegorically representing  “the optimism”  of being personally better for the next 
spiritual year in the midst of The Lord’s Judgment.   I explain all the very much deeper allegories of  “The Day of Atonement”  elsewhere on this website 
to show that virtually every Jewish custom  (given by Yahweh)  has an allegoric overlay of what was to occur in The Christian Nation to finally yield the  
(1) The Spiritual Israel and  (2) the fleshly Israel of The Millennium.  Sadly,  our worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  “preferring to be ignorant”, 
“choose not to know”  (agnoeo)  nothing of this  wonderful overlaying allegory  –  (being  “The Very Bedrock of The Scriptures” [as  “God’s Word 
part 1”])  –  I suppose,  because they are not personally prepared to give Yahweh  “The Credit”  for His Omnipotent capability!   This “Bedrock”  was 
what JC explained to The People  (hence Mark.1v22, 8v2-3)  and personally righteously answered to become  “God’s Word part 2”  to yield  “The 2nd 
Covenant”  for  “A New Start in Life”  -  starting “Within The Mind”  -  because  “The Old Covenant”  only  worked with JC  -  to give him “New Life”. 
Consequently all this has enormous ramifications in prophecy regarding the word  “Israel”  being its representational change over the 3 epochs while 
retaining precisely the same meaning  (see “Israel” in Glossary and also the document entitled  “What does Israel mean?” for the full explanation). 
I also explain that  “cup”  meaning  “the contents”  of the wine represents a sacrifice has occurred,  where a TC will dutifully sacrifice his life driven by 
The Mind in the precise service of his Lord  (hence Matt.20v22-23).  This means to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  which is no more than to  “precisely imitate 
JC’s ministry/deportment”,  where we sacrifice  (cut off our life to)  worldly self-indulgences  (by deadening ourselves to them [Matt.10v39, 16v25, 
John,12v24])  and enter into the servitude to Yahweh  (Matt.24v45-46, Titus.1v1, James.v1v1, Jude.v1, Rev1v1, etc.).   
Whereupon we  may  become adopted by Yahweh to ultimately become a  “Son of God”  (as I explain in so many places – with citations). 

Why wine?   
Because it is  “The Fruitage of The Vine”  after the assay of  “The Winepress”  (Matt.21v33, Rev.v19-20)  to become  “The Resultant”  (from the 
vineyard of The World,  Matt.20v1-8, 21v28, 21v38-41, etc.,)  that is  “Something Pleasurable”  to Yahweh. 
The  sweet  wine  (perfected  humans)  from The Vineyard  (Mankind)  is acceptable to Yahweh in The Culmination,  likewise the human sacrifice of The 
Mind away from the  self-indulgence  of The World initiated by  “The Father of The Lie”  (John.8v44)  being Satan himself operating through his cohorts 
being people taking worldly responsibility of politics, religion and commerce  (the most hypocritical are the religious – 2Cor.11v13-15). 
By contrast,  the  sour  wine  (vinegar)  (iniquitous  humans)  is rejected by Yahweh  –  just as it was by JC during his public execution  (John.18v29-30 
noting the following … ) –  because he was to savour the pleasant sweet wine of The Millennium, Matt.26v29  (please see all my local commentaries to 
understand precisely what all this means by allegory). 
1Cor. 11v26 og {many times as}/{as often as}  for  wish/suppose  (you may/should) eat/devour  the  bread/loaf  
1Cor. 11v26 og (of the) this (specific),   also 
1Cor. 11v26 og the  {drinking vessel}/{contents thereof}/cup/cupful  that/this/there/here  (you may/should) imbibe/drink,   
1Cor. 11v26 og the  death/{deadly result}/fatality/mortified  of the  lord/master  
1Cor. 11v26 og (you) proclaim/promulgate/declare/preach/publicise  {up to}/{as far as}/until   
1Cor. 11v26 og {which/where/when so ever}  wish/suppose  (he may/should) accompany/appear/bring/come. 
1Cor. 11v26 = For  {as often as}  wish/suppose  you  may/should  eat/devour  this specific bread,   

also  the  {contents thereof}/cup   (the wine)   this  you  may/should  imbibe/drink   (at this Remembrance Meal of JC’s Last Supper),   
you  proclaim  the  death/fatality  of the  lord/master (JC)  until  {when so ever}  wish/suppose  he (JCg)  may/should  comes. 

 

For as often as suppose you might eat this specific bread   (by  physically imitating  my  lifestyle/deportment  [all the time]), 
also the  (contents of the)  cup  (the wine)  this you drink   (by  spiritually guiding  our life in sacrifice to yield life to our neighbour  [all the time]), 
you proclaim the death   (being what this  really means,  spiritually guiding us to personally imitate his sacrifice away from the world) 
           (This does  not  mean bland hypocritical words   “JC died for us and now we are saved!”     This attitude is an  insult  to what JC did for us!) 
of the  lord/master   (“The Word of God”  continuously driving our mind to precisely imitate what he did to gain  “Real Faith”) 
unto when so ever wish he (JCg)  might come   (we have his  presence  now,  then his  coming  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to collect  only  the TCs). 
 

Paul is trying to explain to the Corinthians  (and us likewise),  this specific occasion is just so very important,  and the sincerity of this  once-a-year 
memorial  remembrance of the pain and suffering that JC  (as a fleshly human)  put himself through.   Also please note  all the points  given in v22 above. 
Paul does not know precisely when JCg is to personally come to collect the 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  which becomes JCg’s 1st 2nd C  
(1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.)  –  though he knows it will occur at some time in the future. 
Worldly Christian scholars might state,   

Paul thought this event of  “The Rapture”  (The 1st Resurrection)  was to be  “supposedly imminent”  –  I absolutely  know  this is  not  true!  
Paul hints in his epistle to the Hebrews that it should occur in about 2000 years’ time as I carefully explain within the appropriate verses  (Heb.4v4). 
However,  he did not  “let on”  here  because he was trying to keep The Brethren motivated  –  to keep working forward so they might not back-slide into 
The World.  However he would have spoken to Apollos about the timing of this future event  –  but neither of them would have told The Brethren  (as Paul 
tells us  -  he and Apollos held certain information back because The Brethren  (of the Corinth)  were not of mature mind to absorb it - 1Cor.4v6). 
This knowledge was to come out into The Environment in  “due  time/season”  as determined appropriate by Yahweh before The Close of the 
approximate 2000 year Gospel Age. 
1Cor. 11v27 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  whom/what/which/that  wish/suppose  [= whomsoever]   (he/she may/should) eat/devour   
1Cor. 11v27 og the  bread/loaf  (of the) this (specific)  or/than/either/rather  (he/she may/should) imbibe/drink  
1Cor. 11v27 og the  {drinking vessel}/{contents thereof}/cup/cupful  of the  lord/master  (the) irreverently/unworthily;   
1Cor. 11v27 og (the) {liable for}/{in danger of}/{guilty of}/{subject to}  (he/she) {shall be}/{come to pass}   
1Cor. 11v27 og of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  also  (the) blood  of the  lord/master. 
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1Cor. 11v27 = {Insomuch that}  whomsoever  wish/suppose  he/she  may/should  eat/devour  this specific  bread,   
or  he/she  may/should  imbibe/drink  the  {contents thereof}/cup  (the wine)   of the  lord/master  (JC)   the  irreverently/unworthily,   
the  guilty/liable  he/she  {shall be}  of the  {whole/sound  body}  also  the  blood  of the  lord/master! 

 

Insomuch that whomsoever  he/she  might eat this specific bread   (we are to precisely imitate JC's  lifestyle/deportment), 
or  he/she  might drink the contents thereof   (the wine)   (Inculcating God's Word guides us to sacrifice our life to yield perfected humans) 
of the  lord/master   (JC,  = “The Word of God”  guiding/driving  our mind to  accurately  teach  “1st Century Christianity”  by both word and deed)  
unworthily   (by disregarding the gravity and seriousness of what JC went through to give  all  of us  a  “2 part life” [and not just Christians]), 
he/she  shall be guilty of the whole body   (the person will be rejected by Yahweh from being a Son of God,  by  not  being of  “The 144000 TCs”), 
           (“guilty of the whole body”  means  “not worthy to be part of The Body of Christ”) 
also the blood of the  Lord/Master   (a charlatan Christian leader pretending to represent Yahweh  –  shall  never  be resurrected). 

           (“Guilty of the blood”  means  “not worthy to be part of The Ransom Sacrifice”   thereby  “never  being resurrected”.) 
 

Link this in with 1Cor.5v5! 
This is a very solemn warning,  having dire consequences upon those people who might do this  –  applicable to  all  “Christians”  who are not fully 
committed to what  “The Word of God”  really means  internally  to genuinely create  “The New Spiritual Creature/Creation”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, 
etc.,)  of our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  becoming built upon the metaphoric RNA of  “The Word of God”  (JC's presence/parousia  [Rev.19v13]  
operating within us). 
Obviously,  those  worldly Christian leaders who have the greater responsibility will be more greatly chastised  (Luke.12v46-48). 
Ultimately,  if being a  charlatan Christian leader (perhaps in their millions imitating Judas Iscariot),  then as The Bible teaches us  “The 2nd Death”  of 
Annihilation will come early at their 1st and  only  death into annihilation,  inasmuch JC  only died The Once  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  and 
not several times to atone for  “several serial deaths” 
Being  “guilty against The Body”  means an effective expulsion from being accepted as a TC by Yahweh. 
Yet, being guilty against the blood (sacrifice)  of JC means as I stated earlier  –  JC is unable to cover us a 2nd time inasmuch by being baptised,  we have 
entered into a bilateral agreement with Yahweh of handing JC’s sacrifice back on the understanding that we are living in the 2nd part of our spiritual life 
(while still in the 1st part of our physical life)  supposedly aiming for  “The Expectation”  of  “The Inheritance”. 
This is precisely what JC expressed in his baptism and sacrifice,  personally  living for  “The Future Expectation”  on Yahweh resurrecting him as a 
future Son of God  first/only/chief  begotten  from out of this fleshly body into a  heavenly/celestial  body (Rev.1v5),  and if he failed during the assay of 
3.5 years,  he would be annihilated  (and so would be  all  humans).   Likewise,  we also have entered the 2nd part of our life as did JC,  then we too are 
expected to be purifying the 2nd part of our spiritual life  –  there is  no  3rd part on offer!   

See the  lynch-pin  verse at Matt.3v15 that effectively states this  (please see my local commentary). 
Again I repeat,  our  worldly Christian leaders understand  none  of  “The Crucial Low Level”  points  - but glibly state  “because JC died then we 
Christians believing on him are saved”,  -  which is just a  “heinously crude statement”  they preach to beguile their devotees into parting with cash to 
fuel the leaders’ self-indulgencies!   
1Cor. 11v28 og (let him/her) assay/prove/test/discern/audit/examine  and  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  
1Cor. 11v28 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= himself],   
1Cor. 11v28 og also  {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  {from/out of}  of the  bread/loaf  (let him/her) eat/devour   
1Cor. 11v28 og also  {from/out of}  of the  {drinking vessel}/{contents thereof}/cup/cupful  (let him/her) imbibe/drink. 
1Cor. 11v28 = And  let  he/she  examine/test/audit/assay  the  man  himself   (and the woman herself),   

(then if personally genuine),   
also  (then)  {from out of}  of the  bread  let  him/her  eat/devour,   
also  {from out of}  the  {contents thereof}/cup  let  him/her  imbibe/drink. 

 

And let  him/her  examine/audit/assay  the man himself   (and woman herself),   (and  if  proven to be personally genuine after audit … … )   
also   (then)   from out of the bread let  him/her  eat   (to digest  “The Word of God”,  and precisely imitate JC's lifestyle/deportment) 
also from out of the  cup/contents  thereof let  him/her  drink   (driven by God's Word  to sacrifice  his/her  life  to edify  his/her  neighbour). 
 

A most important instruction. 
Why? 

Because these specific individuals  must  be prepared to make a personal decision  (and thus become personally accountable)  to Yahweh when He makes 
“The 1st Judgement”  –  of which can go one of  THREE  ways for a  “Christian”  (of The Gospel Age) –  noting,  a  non-Christian  is  not  judged by 
Yahweh at  any point in their existence  (but only by JCg and the 144000 TCs  in The Millennium,  John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
Thus,  Yahweh's  three-way  Judgement for  “Christians”  becomes  

(1) Having developed into one of the 144000 TCs and been elected to become a future  “Son of God”. 
(2) As a  worldly/passive  (or just not the correct mindset to lead the New World Order)  “Christian”  to a resurrection into The Millennium.  
(3) The  charlatan Christian Leaders who will be personally annihilated in their forthcoming death that shall conclude their existence. 

All  non-Christians will be resurrected into The Millennium to learn “Righteousness”  from those individuals of (1)  above (because of 1John.2v2, 4v14). 
The crux of this piece being  -  we are to  personally  assay/prove/test  ourselves  –  so we  personally  take upon ourselves  “The Responsibility of The 
Decision”  that Yahweh is to make for each one of us  –  this becomes our  “Accountability”  when claiming to be  “a Christian”.   
We  “claim to know”   “The Word of God (parts 1 and 2)”  by declaring ourselves  “Christians”  –  and as such,  we have placed ourselves into that 
specific position  “for assessment/judgment”  by Yahweh  (James.3v1, Luke.19v14-22).    

Yahweh has  not  forced us into that position  –  it is  a free choice  of which we have personally made! 
This is part of what makes Yahweh  “Holy/Innocent/Blameless”  of any charge! 

Thus,  the personal assessment to be made beforehand - 
Are  we genuinely sincere and intensely desire to precisely imitate JC’s ministry and lifestyle in  all  things  –  rather than to partake in the  
self-indulgence  of The World  (driven by an  animalistic/carnal  mind lusting to satisfy  “The Immediacy”  [often of emotions])? 

That becomes  “The Basis for The Judgement”  Yahweh makes upon  each one of us  claiming to be  “Christians”  throughout The Gospel Age! 
Including His judgment of myself  -  I am not immune from this  three-way  judgment! 

1Cor. 11v29 og the (person [brethren])  for  (the) eating/devouring  also  (the) imbibing/drinking  (the) irreverently/unworthily   
1Cor. 11v29 og (the) decision/judgement/conclusion  (to the) himself  (he/she) eats/devours  also  (he/she) imbibes/drinks   not  
1Cor. 11v29 og (the) {separating thoroughly}/{withdrawing from}/hesitating/doubting/wavering/considering/ 

/discerning/discriminating   
1Cor. 11v29 og the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  of the  lord/master. 
1Cor. 11v29 = For  the person  eating/devouring  also  imbibing/drinking  the  irreverently/unworthily,   

whosoever  he/she  eats/devours  also  he/she  imbibes/drinks  the  decision/judgement/conclusion   (against him/her self) 
not  the  discerning//{separated thoroughly}/discriminating  the Lord’s  {whole/sound body}. 

 

For whosoever the eating  also the drinking unworthily   (to what  “The Word of God”  really means within [e.g. 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16],  then … ), 
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he/she  eats  also  he/she  drinks the judgement   (against  him/herself,  that is not to gain a position within  “The Body of Christ”  as a TC). 
(by)  not discerning the Lord's whole body   (not  of  “The Correct Mind to rule The Resurrected World in The Millennium”  as a future Son of God) 
 

Again,  link this in with 1Cor.5v5! 
As I explained in the previous verse,  this is a very serious warning to those people who become a member of The Brethren ideally aiming to become a 
TC  –  where it is to become a personal  decision/judgement/conclusion  for ourselves before we enter into this  “Bilateral Contract” 
Because as soon as we participate within this  covenant/contract/agreement  –  then we are declaring to Yahweh we are personally able to take the cup  
(see Matt.20v22-23)  and of  the  consequences  that follow from this  contractual arrangement,  by becoming a martyr  away from  what The Present 
World can yield to us  (when not imitating JC). 
Thus,  this activity must be done with the  utmost sincerity  based upon  accurate knowledge  –  for the person’s very synapse construction is being read  
(1Sam.16v7)  –  so there is no hiding away from Yahweh,  for any person.  Pretending to be a TC by putting on a most marvellous show for  Public 
Consumption  to gain personal worldly return of  accolades/adoration/wealth  will class us as being a  “hypocrite”  and we  shall  be brought very low 
in The Millennium. 
If  “The Word of God”  is  bent/twisted  to gain worldly  accolades/adoration/wealth  then as a  charlatan Christian leader,  Yahweh shall place this 
individual within Judas Iscariot’s  (as the 13th) tribe of “Israel” (John.6v64, 12v6, Matt.26v24, 27v3-10,  etc.)  that leads to annihilation  (Acts.1v15-20,  
because the 13th tribe of  “Old Israel”  did  “not exist” [another term for “annihilation”]).  Further noting,  the anti-typical at Gal.3v10-13 after 
Gal.1v6-8 was written. 
I find it very strange,  so many  worldly Christian Leaders aim for this popularity by giving The World for what it lusts  (2Tim.4v3-4)  –  without making 
the connection about what they are doing will only last 10, 20, 30 or perhaps 40 years at the most,  but they will have at least 1000 years of necessary 
debasement to bring about the necessary reform within their synapse construction!   While by counter to that scenario given above for 10, 20, 30 or 
perhaps 40 years of present debasement (1Cor.4v13)  they could become a Son of God  for an  eternity!   I just cannot understand  why  they do it!   

Actually – that was a rhetorical question,  because I know  precisely why  they do it! 
The only logical answer is,  they as “hypocrites”  (Luke.12v1),  “Do  not  believe in what they publicly profess”!   
They only believe in the present life as being  the only life  and it is to that end they live  –  thus resulting perhaps for the iniquitous many  (acting like 
Judas)  they  are  correct in what they presently believe and act out! 

Can the reader see the  closed-loop  righteous logic within that statement  –  and why the outcome proves Yahweh to be “Holy”? 
1Cor. 11v30 og Through (reason of)  that/this/there/here  in  {to [= within] yourselves}  (the) many/much/plenteous  (persons) 
1Cor. 11v30 og (the) feeble/impotent/sick/weak [plural]  also  (the) infirm/sickly [plural], 
1Cor. 11v30 og also   (they) {put to sleep}/{lose consciousness}/slumber/{1st Death} (persons)   
1Cor. 11v30 og (the) arriving/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient  [plural]. 
1Cor. 11v30 = Through reason of  this  within yourselves,   (are)  the  many/plenteous  (spiritually)  feeble/weak  (minded)  people, 

also  (spiritually)  infirm/sickly  (having the wrong  idea/concepts/beliefs  [contaminated by worldly musing]),   
also  {ample number}/many  people  they  (spiritually)  {lose consciousness}/{put to sleep}   (returning back to The World). 

 

Through reason of this   (sliding back to worldly methodology,  having their mind befuddled by rising leaders taking their position over The Brethren), 
within yourselves  (there are)  the many  (spiritually)  weak  (minded)  people   (unable to decipher what Yahweh really desires for us), 
also  (spiritually)  infirm   (having the wrong  ideas/concepts,  and are thus unable to personally copy JC's  ministry/lifestyle/deportment) 
also the many people   (spiritually)  lose consciousness   (leaving Yahweh's Methodology,  preferring worldly methodology). 

           (It is always assumed to be  “physical” [= death];  yet  the context strongly suggests  “spiritual”  as I added in the parenthesis.) 
 

This is not yet a final condemnation  –  but rather a serious Wake-Up Call to for The Brethren  (aiming to become TCs) to personally sort themselves out.  
If they are weak then become strong by imbuing within themselves precisely what JC did for them –  and for them to start imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  
if they wish to take part within this very special  once a year  (and  not  every week)  anniversary of  “The Passover  substituted  by The Lord’s Supper”.   
However,  if  we feel that we are  not  able to make that commitment to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for similar worldly return as that of JC 
and Paul  then  we should  not  partake in  “The Meal of Remembrance”,  out of deference to JC and what He personally means to us.   

That sincere attitude would be respected by Yahweh  –  perhaps similar attitude behind JC’s parable at Matt.21v28-31 where the son  
sincerely  said “No!”  But upon reflection,  tried his best to fulfil the Father’s wishes at a later date  –  when feeling stronger  (please see my 
local commentary).   

This would be acceptable to Yahweh as we would be making a  “reverential honest decision”  –  based upon our commitment  –  perhaps by next year we 
would have gained sufficient knowledge  (by  personal study  of God’s Word)  to give us more assurance yielding a greater fidelity,  thereby making us fit 
for participation. 
This is all acceptable to Yahweh  –  we are under no pressure to participate in  “The Meal of Remembrance”,  though Yahweh would prefer our full 
growth to maturity,  and then become worthy to participate within this “Remembrance” in the following year. 

Hence the next verse. 
 
67th Warning – If you  doubt/hesitate –  then you are already sinning  (Rom.14v23)  because you  are  weak in knowledge! 
68th Warning – If you  doubt/hesitate –  then Yahweh reading your synapse construction knows you are  doubting/sinning! 
79th Comment – Be honest and if not up to it – then decline  -  this is not a sin and Yahweh will respect you!    
However,  try to improve ready for the next year – exhibit some progress and Yahweh shall be pleased. 
What Yahweh detests is “hypocrisy”,  being  the most  dominant human  trait/attribute  within “Religion”. 
98th Reasoning – The Brethren are being constantly assessed during the 1st part of their physical life,  and they should 
gain  accurate  knowledge,  so they  are  truly competent to become a TC for the full ministry work.  Thus,  we are being 
judged by Yahweh for Sonship during the 1st part of our physical life.  If we are successful, then as TCs, we are resurrected 
as Sons of God in  “The Early Harvest”  (as Firstfruits)  to be  kings/priests  who shall  not  be  condemned/judged  with 
those people  (most of  “The Resurrected World”)  in  “The Main Harvest”  during/end  The Millennium. 
Why?   Actually,  The Bible tells us,  the former TCs become  judges alongside JCg  to be judging their  “children”. 
1Cor. 11v31 og if  for  {my/our/your/it them self} [= ourselves] 
1Cor. 11v31 og (we) {separated thoroughly}/{withdrew from}/hesitated/doubted/wavered/considered/ 

/discerned/discriminated; 
1Cor. 11v31 og no/not/none  wish/suppose  (we be) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried}/concluded/judged? 
1Cor. 11v31 = For  if  we ourselves  discerned/discriminated,   not  wish/suppose  we be  {mentally decided}/judged?  
 

For if we ourselves discriminated   (our  “competency”  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle/deportment  [and thus be part of JC's body]) 
not suppose we be judged   ([1] If fully committed to imitate JC and do,  or   [2] if preferring to decline participation until next year). 

           (Inasmuch,  if we self-audited ourselves,  then put in the corrective actions based upon what we knew,  then the outcome [1]  is guaranteed!) 
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Paul is saying   
If we personally are hesitating in our judgement on our suitability for  “The Meal of Remembrance”,  then surely we are going to be judged 
likewise by Yahweh Who Himself can read our innermost desires and judge us equally as being unworthy! 

Thus,  Paul implies in the next verse,  we must personally do something about it! 
It is much better  [1] to be fully committed to imitate JC's Ministry/lifestyle  (for no worldly return)  and precisely do so,  or  [2] refrain from 
participating while of weak mind,  but being resolved to be stronger for participation next year.  Both scenarios would be welcomed by Yahweh  (see also 
JC's teaching on precisely this same subject at Luke.14v27-33). 
1Cor. 11v32 og (the being) {judiciously/mentally decided}/tried}/concluded/judged  and  under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Cor. 11v32 og (of the) lord/master   (we are) {trained up as a child}/educated/disciplined/chastened/instructed/taught,   
1Cor. 11v32 og that  no/not/none  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
1Cor. 11v32 og to the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life  (we may/should be) {judged against}/sentenced/condemned. 
1Cor. 11v32 = And being  {mentally decided}/judged  by/under  the  Lord/Master  we are  educated/chastened/instructed,   

that  we  may/should  not  be  {judged against}/condemned  {united as companions}/{together with}  to the  World/Life. 
 

And being judged by the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh,  based  only  upon  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC in his 1st Advent), 
            (Where it is  “The Word of God”,  being JC's  presence/parousia  ideally operating within us to become the  lord/master  of our mind)  
we are  educated/trained   (by learning  “The Word of God”  and using this in  self audit  to discriminate right from wrong,  to be part of  The Body”) 
that we might not be condemned together with The World   (being of the World and  not being a future Son of God,  by failing “The Ideal Goal”). 
 

I have need to split this into two sections. 
Paul is stating in the 1st section,  we  (as “Christians”)  are being judged now during the 1st part of our physical life upon the knowledge we have,  and 
most importantly how we apply this knowledge within our lives.  If we are sincere to what we espouse  (ideally  “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued)  
then we shall learn from the reproof given by  “The Knowledge”  explained by those Apostles who  truly care  for our future well-being  -  rather than 
being like  worldly Christian leaders who keep quiet for an indulgent worldly kick-back  (of whatever)  of the here and now  –  rather than be teaching of  
“The Millennial Requirement”.  For it may not be for a pleasant experience to take a person to one side and have a quiet word with them about their 
misapplication of  “The Knowledge”. 
The 2nd section is equally important. 
This sadly is another occasion where I need to untangle of the present  “worldly misinformation”  through a series of questions  

For what is The World being condemned? 
Is it one of annihilation? 
How can it be? 

They have not had the opportunity to correctly come to know of Yahweh through JC  (noting Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9, John.3v15-18, 6v47, 11v26)! 
Why? 

Because of the  “useless exegesis”,  and  “incompetent nature”  of those  worldly  leaders who claim to come in God’s Name over the last 1700+ years  
(but absolutely  not  in His  “Character nor Authority)”! 

So obviously it cannot be the fault of The World  “not coming to know of JC”  to be in the position to  “believe in him”  (= imitate his 
deportment)  “to be saved”   (with his  presence/parousia  within us), 

The Fault  of The World generally lies firmly upon the shoulders of the  “charlatan and worldly  Christian leaders”  (in their millions)   of the present 
epoch  (of The Gospel Age)  fornicating with The World  (all as The Bible precisely tells us).   
Moreover,  quoting a worldly phrase  (that has its limitations,  but generally) - 

“What the child does not know  –  the teacher has not taught!” 
Thus,  The World  cannot  be righteously condemned to annihilation,  but also,  we are told  “so that we are also not condemned with the World”. 

Therefore,  all this  must  mean something else! 
That  “something else”  is what this website righteously screams out to The World  –  it is a condemnation of rejection from  “the finality of Adoption”  
as  a Son of God.   This possibility  was/is  never  “on the table”  to the heathen of The World  –  but JC instructed the TCs  (as apostles)  to teach the 
whole World,  this option  is  available  provided  the participant ran  “The Race of Their Life”  to  grasp/grab   for The Prize  (that is not of everlasting 
life,  because that will automatically  “came with the job”).  This  “Prize”  is  “The Prize of Sonship”  (provided  “Christians”  run according to The 
Rules –  2Tim.2v5 –  which are,  “just be the same as JC, 1Pet.2v21-22)  that will occur at the 1st 2nd C of JCg ready for The Millennium as the future  
kings/priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.). 

This is  why  Yahweh is making  “The Judgement”  now  during the 1st part of a Christian’s physical Life  (upon the purification level of the 
2nd part of our spiritual life ideally built upon  “The Imbued Word of God”  –  growing  “The New Creature/Creation”  within  [2Cor.5v17, 
Gal.6v15, etc.])  ready for the 2nd part of our physical life.  

This is what The Bible calls  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  at James.3v1  (and  not  of  “The 2nd Death” of annihilation [for The World]  -  that  
worldly Christian leaders give in  utter error),  but rather  “The Judgment by Yahweh”   is of  “The Worthiness to Sonship”  (or not;  - where,  in the 
vast majority of instances  –  being a resurrection into a perfected DNA fleshly body to further learn  “Righteousness”  unto its fullness). 
Note   For consistency with what I state elsewhere,  this  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (made  only  by Yahweh, Matt.20v23)  shall be annihilation 
for those  iniquitous  Christian Leaders who act like Judas  (the rejection unto annihilation as the 13th Tribe of “Israel”)  and deny in their lifestyle what 
JC is able to give through  “The Word of God”  operated upon fidelity to yield  “The Wisdom of God”  within our deportment. 
Hence the warning at Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32,  please see my local commentaries. 
 
88th Instruction – So come together at  “The Lord’s Supper”  in an orderly manner,  and when there,  treat each other 
with respect as  “The Occasion”  duly requires. 
89th Instruction – If you are fleshly hungry or desire merriment –  then go to your separate homes to satisfy that worldly 
attitude –  else you become under  judgement/condemnation  (as being  not  worthy for future Sonship to Yahweh). 
1Cor. 11v33 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  {of me}/mine   
1Cor. 11v33 og (the) {convening/departing in company}/{associating with}/cohabiting/assembling (plural, middle voice),   
1Cor. 11v33 og into/unto  the (one [Lord’s Supper])   {to eat/consume},   
1Cor. 11v33 og {one another}/mutual/together  (you) {accept from (a source)}/await/expect/{look for}/tarry. 
1Cor. 11v33 = Thus my brethren,  personally  {convening together}/assembling  unto  the  (Lord’s Supper)  {to eat},   

(and when there)   you  {accept from}/await  (upon)  {one another}/mutually/together. 
 

Thus,  my brethren,  (when)  personally convening together unto the meal  (representing “The Lord's Last Supper”)   to eat, 
(then while together)   you mutually await   (we personally audit ourselves,  and treat ourselves as being inferior to the other,  John.13v4-7). 
 

Paul is saying  
Sort your mind out  –  mentally conclude  why  you are coming together for this meal. 
You are to be thinking as  one together  based  only/entirely  upon  “The Word of God”  accurately  given and then imbued. 

Therefore,  Paul is continuing to teach us  individually - 
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Now if you judge your sincere intentions as being worthy  –  then so shall Yahweh  (judge you as being worthy). 
If being considered worthy,  then come together in  reverence/deference  for  the specific reason for coming together  –  being that you are 
acknowledging the painful sacrifice made upon your behalf,  and that you will try to imitate the person (JC)  who has atoned for your sins in 
this one specific occasion. 
Then be modest,  act with deference to each other  –  showing the deference that you are to have to others in the ministry work  –  just as JC in 
humility allowed himself while utterly innocent,  to be slain in the most painful manner for the following two reasons  
(1) To atone for the 1st part of our life and get us into the 2nd part of our physical life,  and during this life extension  (2) to cover us while we 
learn  “Righteousness”  for 1000 years before our final  assay/test/proving  over about 3.5 years  (to perfectly align with what JC did). 

In this manner we sacrifice our lives away from The World  –  so that we are not condemned with The World,  but ideally worthy for Sonship as our 
forebear JC,  having been resurrected as JCg  (please see glossary on many of these terms used in this section). 
1Cor. 11v34 og if  and  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she) famishes/craves/hungers   
1Cor. 11v34 og in  (to the [= within]) dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (let him/her) eat/devour,   
1Cor. 11v34 og that  no/not/none  into/unto  (the) decision/judgement   
1Cor. 11v34 og (you) {convene/depart in company}/{associate with}/cohabit/assemble.   
1Cor. 11v34 og the  and  {remaining ones}/residues/rest  [of your questions],   
1Cor. 11v34 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  wish/suppose  (I) accompany/appear/bring/come,   
1Cor. 11v34 og (I will) {arrange thoroughly}/institute/{set in order}/ordain/prescribe/command. 
1Cor. 11v34 og And  if  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  famishes/hungers,   let  him/her  eat/devour  within  the  family/home/house,   

that  not  into/unto  the  judgement/condemnation  you  {convene together}/assemble   (for The Lord’s Supper).   
And  the  remaining/rest  (of your questions),   {in that manner}  wish/suppose  I  come,  I will  {set in order}/prescribe. 

 

And if some person  he/she  is hungry,  let  him/her  eat within the  family/home, 
that not you convene together unto judgement   (at “The Lord's Supper”,  and thus not being worthy of it,  as deemed by Yahweh). 
            (Inasmuch,  being  “hypocrites/fraudsters”  to what  “The Lord’s Last Supper”  should mean within our minds  [we are to imitate his sacrifice].) 
And the remaining  (of your questions)  in that manner suppose I come;  I will set in order  (with yourselves). 
 

Clearly,  if people are hungry then they are instructed to stay in their fleshly  home/family  to fill their fleshly  self-gratification,  so that at this annual 
solemn occasion it becomes the feeding of the spiritual mind when they come together at  “The Lord’s Meal”. 
These are the two main matters of which concerned Paul because he then says    

I will settle all of the things about which you ask,  or things that I have heard through other people when he visits them. 
 
 
80th Comment - Paul’s desires The Brethren  not  {to be inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}  over spiritual matters. 
Thus,  as a TC,  he carefully explains to The Brethren  precisely Yahweh’s view on spiritual matters,  as we are now given. 
69th Warning – I ask you not to be misled away from Yahweh’s Truth -  as are the heathen when they seek worldly images 
either physical or constructed within their mind -  put there through the instruction of the  “Worldly Leaders”  (of the 
three bastions of society,  Politics, Religion,  and Commerce):- 

Beware of being misled by  {image worship}  of either something physical or  within The Mind! 
(Where “within the mind” = working of the brain  (synapse links)  conjuring up emotional images of  “what to expect” – 
where being  “what to expect”  is  “the suggestion”  by the very  worldly  focussed Leaders of  “Whatever”). 
99th Reasoning – No person having the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh would ever contemplate cursing JCg, 
and no person can  see/speak/grant/command  things in The Lord JCg if they do not operate in the same HS of Yahweh. 
This is an obvious statement - assuming the person truly has the HS,  but  99.99+%  people do  not  have the HS,  hence:- 
70th Warning – However a person can be  easily deceived  by an expert in deception,  especially if the recipient is in a  
pre-suggestive  mindset!   Here we return to  “the craft masters”  as leaders within  Politics, Religion and Commerce! 
Therefore just as people can be misled by leaders of Politics and Commerce,  then even more so from those of Religion 
who have no requirement to  “Justify their output”  -  and thus people can curse JC being what  “He Represents”  when 
inwardly,  Christian congregations think “They love him”  as instructed by their  worldly  rogue/paedophile  leaders!   
Gain  “Wholesome Knowledge”  from The Bible for protection,  by daily reading a good translation of  pre-1950 CE. 
Instruction – repeat - The HS can  only  be present  within/around  an individual  if and only if  the person  wholly imbues  
“The Word of God”,  thoroughly  assays/tests  this “Knowledge”,  to ensure this  “knowledge”  is  sourced from Yahweh  
(and not from the world – being leaders of “Religion”),   and then  he/she  operates with fidelity to this  “knowledge”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “HS” = while this is not an allegory – our worldly Christian leaders (by definition)  have not the 
faintest idea what this means  (obviously because they are  not  of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that 
which operates within Yahweh)  –  and so they assign a  “personage”  to it!  –  Thus,  for the edification of our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”,  this  is  the composite definition of the “HS”:- 

1. A  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment  (effective throughout The Universe). 

Noting: The HS becomes personalised  within the reasoning entity  that builds their mind solely upon “The Word of God” 
1Cor. 12v1 og concerning/about  And  to the (things)  {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}   
1Cor. 12v1 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  not  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}   
1Cor. 12v1 og {specifically yourselves}  (to be) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}. 
1Cor. 12v1 = And  concerning/about  to the  spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  things,  brethren,   

I  determine/desire  {specifically yourselves}  not  to  {rather be ignorant}   (of these spiritual things that guide our mind).  
 

And  brethren,  concerning to the things pertaining to the mind   (being our understanding of God's Word  being usefully applied) 
I determine specifically yourselves not rather be ignorant   (of how God's Word is to be accurately applied so we become  “The Wisdom of God”) 
 

Please see glossary on “spiritual”.  It means  “pertaining to the  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  of the  reasoning individual.   
Thus,  it is  “The Knowledge”  that affects the methodology in how a person deports themselves within society.   
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Consequently  “spiritual things”  can either come from  (1) Yahweh to edify the individual to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  or  “spiritual things”  can come 
from  (2) The World to fulfil Satan’s Desire  (which by definition,  naturally  opposes/resists  Yahweh’s Desire)! 
It is most important to understand these concepts,  else we will become lost in mystic  mumbo-jumbo  promoted by  “Religion’s  representatives”! 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  are either ignorant of what this terminology means,  or choose to  “rather be ignorant”  (StrongsTM = 50)  and 
prefer to keep their acolytes in the  “darkness”  of  “mystery”  so the leaders can have  “a hold over them”  (Matt.7v15, .23v13, Acts.20v29)! 
Moreover,  Professional Leaders of Religion”  prefer “darkness”  because generally they prefer their private lives hidden from public scrutiny! 
1Cor. 12v2 og (You) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  because  (the) nations/gentiles  (you) were   
1Cor. 12v2 og concerning/about  the  {images for worship}/idols  the (ones [idols])   
1Cor. 12v2 og (the) voiceless/mute/unmeaning/dumb/{without significance},   
1Cor. 12v2 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  wish/suppose  (you be) {led away}/brought/drove/went/induced   
1Cor. 12v2 og (the being) {taken off}/brought/{taken/carried/led  away}? 
1Cor. 12v2 = Because  you  know/understand   (the old methodology then and the new methodology now – because ...),   

you were  (of)  the  nations/gentiles,  concerning/about  the  voiceless/dumb/{without significance}  {image worship}/idols,   
wish/suppose  {in that manner}  you be  led/induced/enticed  {taken off}/{carried away}   (within worldly myths)? 

 

Because you  know/understand   (previously the old worldly methodology   [before knowing of Yahweh's Methodology]) 
you were  (people of)  the  nations/gentiles,  in that manner concerning the  voiceless/insignificant  {image worships}/idols 
you  (were)  supposedly  led/enticed  (and then)  being carried away   (within worldly myths)? 
 

This is a most important prelude to the subject matter of which Paul is to explain. 
Why? 

Because I see many innocent people  beguiled  by their worldly Christian leaders  into believing they are with Yahweh,  but actually they are not 
understanding  the  real reason  for these gifts  and thus by default cannot be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire because  they are  not  being used correctly,  
irrespective of the nonsense taught by their  “Professional Leaders of Religion”    I invite these leaders to contact me to supposedly justify their 
reprehensible actions so that I might publicly expose by inductive logic,  the scripturally flawed reasoning driving their very worldly actions! 
Paul is telling  The Brethren in  Corinth  (and it is specifically important we understand  what this place  means  in context  –  see later) - 

“You know these idols of the Gentiles are nothing  (and  “only made real”  within the minds of those people  “wishing it to be so”),  but you  
know  “The Disclosing Truth”  (as taught by us);  so why do you wish to be led by your imagination and become carried off into a fantasy 
land of   “make-believe”?” 

Do  not  be capricious!   Be  stable/steadfast/immovable!   
Thus,  you carefully reason upon what you know  

1.  Do  not  be carried off by beguiling eloquent speakers pandering to your animalistic senses for their return  (as having occurred before)! 
2.  What occurred then  –  could so easily occur in the future  –  beware of rampant  deception  given by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

Always knowing that  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are desirous of large congregations  –  because the more devotees hooked into worldly myths 
shall give by return,  a greater reward for  “The Leaders’ worldly pleasure”!   Furthermore,  we accurately reason   People in one era have  precisely 
the  one/same  core mindset  as those people in another era  -  to be personally taking  precisely the same  positions  throughout the various generations,  
for every generation; –  a vacant position that must be filled when  “the old boy”  is gone!   Can any objector please tell me  why  this should not so?   
Especially when history supports everything I state  (as it will be told,  Luke.12v2-3)! 

With this warning within our minds we enter this whole chapter and read through the following couple of chapters on this subject matter! 
1Cor. 12v3 og Therefore/Consequently  (I) {make known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}   
1Cor. 12v3 og {to yourselves},  because  {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)   
1Cor. 12v3 og in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of the) God  (the) speaking/uttering/saying   
1Cor. 12v3 og (he/she) states/exclaims:    (The) banned/excommunicated/accursed/anathema  (the) Jesus;   
1Cor. 12v3 og also  {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)   (he/she is) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  
1Cor. 12v3 og (to) say/utter/speak/command/grant  (the) lord/master  (the) Jesus  if  not [= except]  
1Cor. 12v3 og in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
1Cor. 12v3 og (to the) holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 
1Cor. 12v3 = Consequently  I  {make known}/declare/publicise  {to yourselves}:   

Because no person speaking  within  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  God (Yahweh)  he/she  exclaims:   
  Ban/Accursed  the Jesus;    
also  {no one}  person  he/she  is  personally  able to  see/speak/command/grant  the  lord/master  Jesus   
except within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}. 

 

Consequently,  I make known to yourselves: 
  Because no person speaking within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the God  (Yahweh)  he/she  exclaims: 
              (with the  all-important  caveat    “Having entirely inculcated God's Word to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle”) 
     Ban the Jesus,   (being what JC  represents  within a person's life); 
  also no person is personally able to command   (a  ministry/lifestyle  in the same manner as)    
  the  lord/master  Jesus   (noting, John.14v15-19) 
  except within the  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  personality/desires/traits   (the HS). 

            (How many  “Christians”  have a  character  that is truly  “blameless/innocent”  of  anything?   [About 1 person in 30,000 Christians!]) 
            (Therefore most  “Christians”  do speak by a  “character that curses”  what JC  should represent inside, –  irrespective of what finery  is said!) 
 

This is a two-part verse   –  but never read as such.  I need to explain how it pans out into the two sections.  
But first  

Reader, – Please beware of  worldly Christian leaders  beguiling their congregations  –  this is an honest  (spiritual)  health  warning!  
First part of the verse: 
Look at the wording   “Because no person speaking in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of God can exclaim   Ban/Accursed  the JC” 

A perfectly  accurate  statement and I fully concord with it  –  because it is stating  The Obvious! 
However,  The Danger is in the manner this statement might be used  (or rather  misapplied/hijacked)  -  being  not  “The Obvious”! 

Most people are  not  aware of  “associative/commutative  logic”  and of the  “reverse inference”.   
However,  charlatans  (confidence tricksters)  are aware of this,  and use it often  –  and  do so for this specific verse. 

False religious teachers  (worldly Christian leaders)  will often say the most supposedly marvellous things  “in the name of JC”  and then claim because  
“we have just spoken the most wonderful things in the name of JC” (as just words)   then  “we”  must be speaking in the full capability of Yahweh’s HS!   
Then these  “Religious Leaders”  further proclaim  

“We (?)  are all (?)  full of the Holy Spirit in this congregation!” 
Then the beguiled audience  “high on adrenalin”  all shout   “Hallelujah”  or some such similar retort! 
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While what I have stated is true of what occurs –  but is  “The Content”  of the statement  “Absolutely true”  (as determined by Yahweh)?     
(Inasmuch the  “Only decision of worth” –  is  Determined by Yahweh,  and not by irrational humans,  Jer.10v23, 14v14, 17v9, Isa.47v1-15, etc.) 

Therefore, No!   But perhaps the exact opposite!  -  Hence the  (?)  above! 
We read in so many places within The Bible of the prophets and apostles constantly warning us of  “beguiling/false leaders”,  and Satan posing as  “the 
angel of light”  (2Cor.11v14). 

These people will obviously claim they are from Yahweh and speak the most wonderful things in His “Name”. 
Because that is what  brings-in  their daily income of  whatever/whenever/however  -  it is  how they make their fleshly living  (Luke.16v3). 
But in reality,  they are  totally corrupt - destined for death  (unless they reform)  because they do  not  have His  “Character nor Authority”.  
Where  “Character”  is the expression of the  “spirit/personality/desires/traits”  (and we go full circle)  –  with Yahweh’s  “Authority”  
(Knowledge, Capability, Truthfulness and Righteousness operating within The Environment to make His Desire which is  pure/{separate from 
this world of sin}  manifest within The Environment). 

Then we go around full circle again understanding what the composite definition of HS really means! 
Now understanding what the HS really means based upon  accurately  imbuing  “The Word of God”   (JC as a  presence/parousia  operating within us)  
then we can be  “protected from deception”  and rationalise the following - 
These false leaders will put on their  “public face”,  to be smiling,  happy,  sweet talking  (beguiling)  to draw us into their web of cunning and deceit.  

Was Paul like this in his letters or speech?   (Noting 1Thes.2v3-6). 
How do we personally know?   Unless we  read/research  “The Records”,  and then  understand  “The Intent”  behind them! 
By  understanding  Paul’s  character and authority  then we know that he was entirely  sincere/genuine  to  “The Real Faith”. 
(1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28, Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12) 
However,  our  charlatan Christian leaders are internally motivated very differently  (unlike their devotees,  being generally honest people). 

Thus  “the deceit”  and  “hypocrisy”  comes from the use of much supposedly accurate  (on the surface)  material as  “the lure”  but the remaining part 
becomes  “the string”  to draw us away from Yahweh’s Desire  (only to be discovered by  “scratching beneath the surface”).  It is  only  by  thoroughly 
understanding  “The Subject Matter”  can a person separate  “fact from fiction”,  and perhaps only 1 person in 30,000 people thoroughly understand 
what JC originally taught as  “1st Century Christianity”!   Thus “Christians”  are just  “easy meat”  for the  “Wolves in Sheep’s Clothing”  -  precisely 
as JC and the apostles taught us in numerous of places in The Bible.   Does the reader know of these locations?    If not then  - Why not? 

It  is  incumbent upon the members of the congregation  to personally audit  what is said,  and of the lifestyle of the leader  –  specifically to 
The Bible’s requirements.  

Become personally educated in precisely what The Bible tells us  –  and absolutely do not just rely on a person telling you something  –  else in Satan’s 
World  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  we become  opened-up  to  “Deception”  –  confidence tricksters  depend  on the public’s natural  “good will”  (given to 
us by Yahweh)  to offer the perpetrator  “the benefit of the doubt”  and it is upon this attribute that  Rogue Traders,  Spiritual Paedophiles rely,  so they 
might  “worm”  their way into our trust! 

Consequently,  we can ask - 
Is their fruit  (being the congregational members)  precisely imitating JC and the apostles in their  ministry/lifestyle? 
Is their lifestyle like the Apostles?   (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12) 

Understand what the Greek word for  “minister”  really means – see Rom.8v32 explanation. 
If there is a discrepancy arising in any of the above,  then we  must  be on our guard  -  these leaders will be  most alluring and sound wonderful  because 
their fleshly existence is best favoured by doing just so!    They have no real care for their congregational members otherwise they would give a real 
sermon of which perhaps many people might walk away – John.6v59-66,  and then where would be their fleshly living  (if it walked out of the door)? 
Be particularly careful,  –  become intimate with Bible  instruction  and  reason upon it  –  use this website to help you to gain  “the required tools”. 
Second part of the verse: 
“Also no one is personally able to  see/speak/grant/command  the Lord Jesus except within the HS” 

This too is obviously an accurate statement.  
But  again  this statement can be  “hijacked”  for the false leader  to pretend  they have Yahweh’s full HS.  We have already seen this in  “faith healing”  
services  (I give a full dissertation on this subject matter on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  that are shown to be  “the services of deception”). 

But   How do we know this is deception? 
The only way to spot deception is to  “thoroughly know The Subject Matter” –  else we  will  become subject to  “the prevailing deception”. 
We need to  thoroughly know  our Bible.  But more importantly we need to  precisely understand The Bible and then likewise what is 
occurring  on this planet  –  which only comes by  personally gaining  “The Mind of Christ”  which is the  one/same  as that which operates 
within Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26, etc.).  This can  only  occur by thoroughly imbuing, assaying and then operating with fidelity upon  
“The Word of God”  to gain  “Real Faith”. 
With this information,  then what we witness within The World  –  becomes completely understandable.  We are then able to start looking at 
The World metaphorically through  “The Eyes of Yahweh”  –  and can spot  charlatan Christian leaders before they even open their mouth! 

Regarding supposed  “faith-healing”  -  we could ask a most sensible question -  
Why  would Yahweh use His Capability in such a manner  (being of “motive”)  that is utterly alien to  how  healing occurred in The Bible? 
Especially when Paul  (with more HS than most humans)  had a severe affliction  (believed to be his eyesight)  and he was refused a cure 
(2Cor.12v5-10)  where Paul gives his reasons why he thought he was not to be cured. 

Therefore,  let us look together at what The Bible  specifically tells us,  JC said  (and in direct  contrast  with what some Christian leaders  say/do) - 
Do not tell anyone about your cures!   (These charlatans today proudly publicise and boast in it)! 
Come in humility!   (These charlatans take pride of place on the stage in the midst of fanfares)! 
It is my mission to teach of The Lord’s Acceptable Year!   (These Charlatans proclaim  “their year”  by word and deed)! 
The Most will become The Least!   (These Charlatans have The Most now  [in Satan’s regime]  but will have The Least in The Millennium  [if 
they are even resurrected into The Millennium –  but only Yahweh decides –  not us])! 
Do not let your right hand know what your left is doing!   (These charlatan Christian leaders have the word  “donations”  somewhere listed)! 
When you pray,  do it in secret!   (These charlatan Christian leaders make great public shows in their prayers)! 
Again,  The Crux is   “Motive”  that determines what master out of the two  “methodologies”  they truly serve  (Matt.6v24, 22v21)! 

Does the reader know of these references  –  and  why  their  “Professional Leader of Religion”  might not have told them? 
To substantiate the above  (because this information will  not  be forthcoming from our  charlatan Christian leaders)  some references out of 
the  very many available  are   Matt.8v4, Matt.23v12, Luke.4v16-19, Mark.1v38, Mark.19v30, Matt.6v3, 6, 24,  etc. 

Paul said –  I become like my listener so I might teach them!   These charlatans stay aloof and have their  human  protectorates around them! 
Again,  I give reference to substantiate what I state at 1Cor.9v19-23. 
Yahweh is specifically seeking His future  “Sons of God”  to be  “absolutely trustworthy”  (and  not  to be  hypocrites/fraudsters). 
Future  “Sons of God”  are  truly operating with  His HS  (noting its composite definition and the HS is  not  what  worldly Christian leaders  
“mysteriously”  tell us),  these  “Sons of God”  are specifically individuals (TCs)  displaying patience and humility  (all as we are told). 
By contrast Charlatans show no form of patience or humility  -  and demand Yahweh  “to heal”   when  “they dictate the terms”  -  seems like 
they have  “The Almighty God of The Universe”  “as a puppet on a string”  to do their bidding   (I think not  -  hence they are  fraudsters)! 

JC told us   Do not test The Lord your God.  (Matt.4v7). 
Paul, Peter,  and the other apostles taught  “The Word of God”  in a clear sane minded manner through careful reasoning!  (Titus.2v2-8, etc.). 
Conversely,  these Charlatans shout down a microphone  “soundbites”  to rev and hype-up the audience  –  often with music  “to work the magic”! 

These are  “just a few”  reasons taken  directly from The Bible  to show they  are  charlatans fulfilling their  “self-indulgent fleshly lusts”. 
These religious leaders are  scammers/conmen  -  taking off you under  false  pretences!  
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Furthermore,   
Has Yahweh’s  “Most Marvellous Plan for Human Salvation”  been mapped out to these congregations,  showing them how the very many 
hundreds of prophetic allegories given in  “God’s Word part 1”  was righteously answered by JC to yield  “God’s Word part 2”  to make 
possible The Millennium? 
Have these Christian leaders  ever  explained how The Millennium will be introduced and how we are to be successful within it? 
Have they explained who will lead The Millennium,  and how they will be selected? 
Do they really teach anything except worldly religious waffle  -  of which any sensible person would realise to be a worthless sham? 

They use  “The Word of God”  to scam off their deluded devotees  (as rogue traders acting like spiritual paedophiles,  Luke.17v2, etc.) !    
They demonstrably have entirely the wrong mindset  (hence the wrong “character” [spirit/personality/desires/traits])  and Yahweh  detests  them!    
They absolutely have  zero  HS,  irrespective of how much they might claim to have the HS  “flowing around them” and in “the participating audience”! 
The whole thing is an  “organised sham”  operating in a symbiotic manner,  with each party  “living off the other”! 

Thus,  we ask    
Have they the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC and of The Apostles to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (see v7)? 

Therefore,  I repeat  –  Reader beware  –  Satan’s methodology  is  in control at present  (Eph.2v2, 2, Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19),  and the  practitioners of his 
methodology  will successfully climb up in  his present world  by using  all  means  “to deceive”  -  which is exactly what he did to Eve  (Gen.3v1-5).   
These practitioners are compliant  foot-soldiers  fulfilling their  own  desire  that is  at the  one/same  with Satan’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of 
self-indulgence  -  thereby making  Satan their god  –  even if they,  like atheists,  do not believe  “Satan”  exists! 
The salient question is this  

Can any congregational member at the end of their life state with all honesty to JCg or Yahweh - 
I have truly brought “x” many TCs to You in the sacrifice of my life  (Matt.13v23, 19v16-19)? 

That is  “The Critical Audit Question”  Yahweh makes in His Judgment for us to successfully achieve Sonship. 
If the answer as only determined by Yahweh is “No!”     Then we are Matt.7v20-22, 19v20-22, 22v42-48. 

I am not inventing these citations,  they exist in The Bible,  the only difference is that I am correctly directing them – being The Responsibility of making 
it occur does not rest upon “The Heathen World”  but upon people calling themselves  “Christians”  and reneging upon “The Responsibility”! 

The very worst thing is for  “charlatan Christian Leaders”  to be  “excusing sin by means of deception”  hence  Luke.12v46-48! 
Yahweh allows this attitude at present to command over The World  (to show their wanton nature  –  Rom.1v16-32)  because He  is  in ultimate control 
and has instituted through JC, The Millennium  “safety catching net”.  Yahweh is  only  interested in drawing out those awesome people who  truly  
desire/search  for  “The Disclosing Truth”  of which JC is  (John.8v32-36).   JC instructed us in his parables,  the field of treasure,  the pearl,  
Matt.13v44-45, etc.,)  and once found,  we are instructed to tell our neighbours  (The World)  of what we have found  (freely –  without charge).   
That is the definition of “ecclesia” = “Calling out”.  

These are TCs who  actively search for  “The Disclosing Truth”  and  then faithfully act upon it  during The Gospel Age  (because they  do  
have the  correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits),  rather than just passively accepting what  worldly  leaders give out  “on a plate”  because 
they become,  as we are told elsewhere  –  “sated”. 

Paul tells us    
It is not good being fat and bloated in  “The Knowledge”,  sitting back being complacent,  thinking we are safe  (as I very often hear today)! 

Take in food and  then  exercise by  “working-out”,  –  this is true for the physical body,  it is also true for the spiritual body  (The Mind forming a 
synapse construction compliant to become  one/same  with  The  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  of Yahweh  –  please  see  “Born Again”  in glossary)! 
The analogy of  “physically working-out”  is generally selfish,  it only helps our  own  fleshly body that is doomed to  death/rot.  By contrast,  “spiritually 
working out”  to feed upon Yahweh’s Word helps our  neighbour  in the form of  {charity love}/agape  through/from  the body by the dispensing of our 
time  accurately  teaching “The Word of God”  to strangers to produce  {Principled/Edifying  Love}/agapao  that drives the mind of the recipient.   
This fulfils Yahweh’s Desire and righteously produces positive  “Heavenly Treasure”  worthy of Sonship in both parties  [Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33]). 
I not only recommend reader to go in with opened eyes,  and  personally audit  what their  “Professional Leader of Religion”  might be saying against 
specifically what The Bible teaches us  (Acts.17v11 and commended by Paul),  I also  beseech/implore  the reader to  thoroughly/rigorously/vehemently  
assay/test/prove/examine/question  everything I state here on this website against specifically what The Bible teaches us  –  sourced by  “The Righteous 
God”,   Yahweh!    

No  “Religious Leader”  would dare make that request,  but I have no fear and genuinely desire YOU to become like me,  thoroughly knowing  
“The Word of God”,  where everything stated should be righteous  for every individual who has lived on this planet  for the last 6000 years! 

Let me repeat,  because it is so important - 
Would a  “Professional Leader of Religion”  ask of  his/her  clientèle to  thoroughly question  everything  he/she  taught?  

I hardly think so!   
I have witnessed it  –  they become most defensive and finally  “bottle-out”  with  “it’s a Mystery  –  we are not given to know” 
This is utter bunkum,  if  they truly represented Yahweh  (Matt.13v11-13)!     
The Bible teaches us  “to seek and you shall find”!   (Matt.7v7-8, Luke.11v9).   There are no mysteries,  -  please see all my commentaries! 

I suggest with their answer,  they have chosen  not  to search  (The Bible –  but merely The World)  –  and thus they have  not  been able to find! 
 
90th Instruction – We all have various gifts that can be used in The Lord’s Service - but  (all come under)  the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within the TCs  (and The Brethren assiduously aiming to become TCs). 
81st Comment – Seems a logical statement!   However,  all this can be  twisted/perverted  by leaders teaching a  distorted  
Word of God through the filters of Rev.22v18-19.  Thus we must  know/understand  “The Word of God”  ourselves  so we 
know how to  accurately  apply our individual DNA sourced gifts  to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire  and  not  the desire  
of an  animalistic/carnal/sensual  mind,  made as such by a  distorted Word of God given by our  worldly Christian leaders 
noting specifically the teaching given at James.3v11-12  -  should be our guide to consider as to  why  they might do it! 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
91st Instruction – They be a variety of  service/ministering  (being the application of our gifts)  within The World,  but  (all 
come under)  the  one/same  JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  that yields Yahweh’s HS within a prospective TC. 
92nd Instruction – They be a variety of active works,  but  (all come under)  the  one/same  “The Specific God”  -  Who is 
fervently working within all TCs,  being Yahweh’s HS operating within The Body (TCs)  given via The Head (JCg). 
(All precisely as The Bible tells us here and all other applicable places within The Bible.) 
93rd Instruction – Each person are given  (as capable, 5, 2 ,1 for example  Matt.25v15-20)  upon which  The Word of God 
operates to yield Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to  profit/gain  (the members of The Body of JCg – to fulfil 
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Yahweh’s Desire  else why did JC come to give us  “The Word of God”  (to ultimately yield the HS within us)?  -  Because 
it obviously would  not  be given to yield  “self-indulgence”  –  we have been told that – “it is  not  to puff up”,  etc. 
94th Instruction – Through the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the TC is granted  “The Reasoning of Wisdom”,  and of 
different TCs is granted  “The Reasoning of Knowledge”;  the  {Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity};  the divine gratuity of 
(spiritual) healing ;  the  {fervent workings} of signs;  the  {judicial discerning}  of  spirits/personalities/desires/traits;  the 
national/kinds  of  {naturally acquired languages};  and the  translation/interpretation  of  {naturally acquired languages} 
according/under  the  one/same  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  (of that which operates within Yahweh). 
100th Reasoning – Let me explain what these terms mean  (to untangle charlatan Christian leaders’ fraudulent output)! 
  Reasoning wisdom = explaining how people should deport themselves in relation to God’s Word. 
  Reasoning knowledge = explaining information so that people might understand how to apply this knowledge. 
  The Faith = explaining how The Knowledge should be assayed and tested to personally gain  assurance/competence. 
  The gratuity of healing = I strongly suggest this is spiritual healing of which The Word of God correctly explained yields. 
  The fervent workings of signs = able to mentally configure how things are operating in the environment (as I am able). 
  The kinds of languages = multi-lingual – as was Paul  -  that is why he was a capable overseas missionary! 
  Interpreter of language = (1) Explain what God’s Word means at the recipient’s level (e.g. Acts.8v30-31) 
                                        (2) Foreigners not understanding what is said unless translated to their language (e.g. Acts.2v11) 
“According to What Yahweh Desires”,  which is to achieve the next generation of “His Sons”  who precisely imitate JC.   
None of this is what we witness within the congregations of  “Charlatan Christian Leaders”! 
95th Instruction – The obvious instruction!  We  only  gain The HS  by:-  Imbuing the Word of God,  Assaying it and then 
operating with Fidelity to what we know,  to gain Real Faith.  For what reason?   So that we might fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
Which is for Yahweh to move forward His Plan for  Human Salvation – and firstly,  that requires His  “Early Adopters”! 
101st Reasoning – I have given the obvious instruction above!   So,  we might ask how are our  worldly  (and worse, 
charlatan Christian)  leaders are moving forward Yahweh's Plan by their  'exhortation'  of us  (as did Paul – 1Cor.11v1)? 
Or,  are they producing self-indulgent petulant children operating with an animalistic mind for  “The Immediacy.” 
We are to read through Paul's instruction over the next few chapters to answer this observation of The Gospel Age ending. 
1Cor. 12v4 og (the) distinctions/varieties/differences/diversities  and   
1Cor. 12v4 og (of the) {divine gratuities/endowments}/{religious qualifications}  {they are/be},   
1Cor. 12v4 og the  and  it/same  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
1Cor. 12v4 = And  {they be}  differences/varieties/diversities  of  {divine endowments}/{religious qualifications}  (as deemed by Yahweh)   

and  the  it/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (as sourced by Yahweh through  “The Word of God”). 
 

And  (“the command”  of JC,  being of the things he exampled by  ministry/lifestyle)   they be the diversities of the divine endowments  
              (Various capabilities as defined by our DNA  [deemed as being sourced by God]  controlled by our mind,  being the same as Yahweh  via JC) 
and the same (neuter)  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (as that which operates within Yahweh made possible in us by  “The Word of God”  [JC]). 

              (The neuter spirit  [hence not a personage]  sourced by Yahweh  operates /{becomes personalised}  within TCs of  one/same mind  (John.17v21) 
 

I understand errant  worldly Christian leaders presume this to be the HS  without really understanding what this terminology means –   but  why  did 
Paul  not  write  “Holy Spirit”  here as he occasionally does in other places?   Perhaps he forgot!   (I hardly think so)! 
For the sake of our  worldly Christian leaders' understanding,  the definition of  “the HS”  is - 

1. Spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  blameless/innocent/pure/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh's Desire made manifest within The Environment  (The Universe). 

The reason The Brethren  (and TCs)  “exercise”  these DNA supplied gifts,  because they all have  themselves  the  one/same  characteristics  of - 
The one bodied  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that eagerly desires through humility to be joined  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  to  The  
One/Same  HS,  being  The  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  {separate from the sin of this Earth}  being that  of/{sourced by}  Yahweh  
communicated through  “The Word of God part 2”  (JC). 

Paul is trying to impress upon us,  
We are to connect  our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be the  one/same  as that operating within Yahweh – because we  have truly  built 
our knowledge base upon  “The Word of God”  (JC)  accurately  imbued  –  and then operated upon with fidelity. 

Obviously,  if our knowledge has  not  been  entirely built  upon  “The Word of God”  (but  not  knowing  all of it  nor  righteously understanding it)  
then we cannot have the HS but only WS  (Worldly Spirit/personality/desires/traits).   This is true,  irrespective of the nonsense that comes from  worldly 
Christian Leaders! 

(Please also see  “Born Again”  in glossary,  being something else they get completely wrong). 
My point being,  is that in context  (see v3 commentary)  the individual person’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {= internal active desire}  is to be fused 
with that of Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  having wholly imbued  “The Word of God”  given through displayed works of fidelity to what is 
known,  to become righteous.  This is as Paul explains of Abraham’s  “Righteousness”  in his letter to The Romans  (Rom.4v1-4, Heb.11v8-14, etc.).   
Furthermore,  Paul tells us in 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15,  we are to become that new  creature/creation  built upon  “The spiritual RNA of JC”  as  “The 
Word of God”  operating as a  presence/parousia  within us.  This can  only  come from attaining  “Real Faith”  that is a composite of  accurate 
knowledge + assurance + fidelity. 
This has removed all the  “mystic waffle”  out  of the proceedings  (created by  worldly Christian theologians)  to give each one of us  a clear objective  
in how we might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  At which point with these introductions,  we enter some interesting points of which Paul makes  –  where  
worldly Christian leaders being  “naturally worldly” (by definition)  magnify  “some supposed qualities”  in our minds,  and for  “other supposed 
qualities”  to be  “conveniently ignored”,  so that we know nothing about them  (Rev.22v18-19)  –  to deliberately give a hopeless  one-sided  distortion 
to perpetuate the  worldly leaders’  self-indulgent return!   –  Else why do it?   Because quite simply   They  are  serving the wrong master (Matt.6v24)! 

And by consequence,  clearly they do  not  have the HS  -  irrespective of what they spout to the contrary about themselves! 
Note   “It” (neuter)  for spirit and “Him” (masculine)  for Yahweh. 

Again sadly,  I have need to keep bringing up the same subject over and over again - where we are required to  “set The Matter straight”! 
Being subject to a cartel of errant propaganda of mistranslation and errant teaching – being  “The Emperor’s New Clothes” (Aesop’s 
Fables)  of which I must speak-out,  else I personally stand condemned by Yahweh – should I remain silent over this issue  (Eze.33v1-20). 

It is with regard to the “HS” – being what The Bible tells us in  “The Original Greek”  being at complete variance to what our  “Professional Leaders of  
Religion”  repeatedly tell us in their sermons quoting errant English bible translations  –  all done in the  “character/authority”  (but obviously not the 
declared “name”)  of  Satan/Adversarial/Opposer  to what Yahweh’s Desire might be upon the subject! 
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I ask the reader to check their English translated bibles at these various points I will embolden within this chapter,  so you might see what  “supposed 
translation”  is given at these specific areas!   Furthermore,  I equally ask the reader to do likewise in John’s Gospel  (and elsewhere)  where precisely 
the  “same problem arises”  - however I have brought all this to  “The Surface”  for our consideration in my utterly transparent translation!   
I also ask  “The Greek Scholars of The World”  to publicly deny what I am broadcasting to The World  -  if they dare in their cartel of “distortion”! 
I am only seeking  “The Disclosing Truth”  for  “Understanding”  and then to personally tell my neighbour about what I have discovered  –  precisely as 
The Bible teaches us!   I do not subscribe to  “worldly teaching”! 
I do this to  expose the sham  of The Trinity myth sourced by worldly methodology  –  that devalues what Yahweh and JC means to us  –  specifically at 
Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32,  and elsewhere  –  please also see all my local cited commentaries). 
I do all this -   
         “Because I want to discover The Disclosing Truth”  and will leave no stone unturned until I expose something that makes “Righteous sense”! 
This is the exact  opposite  driver  (hence “satanic”)   for our worldly Christian Leaders  -  because they prefer  “the status quo”  of  “darkness”  for the 
last 1700 years,  an accurate statement that is fully justified when we analyse their confused and unrighteous output over the same time! 
1Cor. 12v5 og Also  (the) distinctions/varieties/differences/diversities   
1Cor. 12v5 og (of the) attendances/ministries/{services in the world}  {they are/be},   
1Cor. 12v5 og also  the  he/same  (of the) lord/master. 
1Cor. 12v5 = Also  {they be}  differences/varieties/diversities  of the  attendees/ministries/{services in the world},   

also  the  he/same  lord/master  (Yahweh through JCg). 
 

Also  (“the command”  of JC,  being what he exampled by  ministry/lifestyle)   they be the diversities of the services in the world  
              (Various services as driven by our mind  [controlled by God’s Word]  expressed by our DNA capabilities to yield  unfeigned  agape/charity.) 
also the same (masculine)  lord/master   (Yahweh sourcing “The Word of God” [= JC,  our only intercessor controlling our mind] to get to Yahweh). 
 

Now Paul is teaching us,  there is variety in the ministry  (serving in the world),  being the differing DNA sourced capabilities specific to certain people 
who,  as we are told,  are to be actively working (v6) to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Else what is the point of being  “selected/elected/chosen”  out of the 
other people  (having been  “called/invited/summoned”)  who are  not  doing likewise  (hence Matt.20v16, 22v14  [see in KJV translation – some 
translations do not have the 20v16 citation  -  being of different sourced manuscripts]). 
Paul now explains with examples how these specific capabilities might be used to further Yahweh’s Desire as explained in (v7) to follow. 
Notice a couple of things given in The Original Greek - 

1. The correct translation given here is  “they be”  and not  “there are”  as given in standard translations,  used because Paul is trying to 
personalise  the activities within ourselves – so that we become responsible to get  “these things”  done! 

2. The correct switch in the Greek from “it” (previous verse)  to “he” (this verse) – showing that the HS is a  “thing”  in the previous 
verse,  while by contrast,  Yahweh and JCg are “personages”  inasmuch  “They think and reason” (“he/him”)  –  rather than being the  
“thinking/reasoning” (“it”)! 

We will see  much more  of this later! 
But our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  preferring  “darkness”  will want this disclosure  hidden away  from view  –  because it nullifies their 
teaching  (along with much else of what they teach  [regarding  “1st Century Christianity”]  as I so very clearly show on this website, “FutureLife.Org”). 
1Cor. 12v6 og Also  (the) distinctions/varieties/differences/diversities   
1Cor. 12v6 og (of the) {fervently effecting}/{actively workings}/{efficient operations}  {they are/be},   
1Cor. 12v6 og the  and  he/same  (he) is  (the) {specific god}, 
1Cor. 12v6 og the (one [the specific god])  {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/doing}   
1Cor. 12v6 og the (things)  all  in  (to the [= within]) all (persons [TCs = Apostles]). 
1Cor. 12v6 = also  {they be}  differences/varieties/diversities  of  {fervently effecting}/{efficiently operations},   

and the  he/same  is the  “specific god”  (sourcing these manifestations of the HS – noting its composite definition),  
the  (one = ‘specific god’)  {actively working}/{fervently doing}  in  all  things  within all  people  (TCs are part of his body). 

 

Also  (“the command”  of JC,  being what he exampled by  ministry/lifestyle)   they be the diversities of fervently effecting,  
              (Various efficient operations  [in producing new TCs]  being all the support mechanisms  driven by  “The Word of God”  in Yahweh’s slaves) 
and the same (masculine)  is  “The Specific God”   (Yahweh  as  “The Specific God” of JC and TCs;   and JC is  “the specific god” of The World), 
the  (specific god)   actively working in all things  (to yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”)   in all people   (who  are precisely imitating  JC). 
 

Notice the correct translation  “fervently/active ...  works”  and not merely  “works”  as given in standard worldly bible translations. 
Paul is stressing the need to become a TC who is the specific individual being  selected/elected/chosen  by virtue of  his/her  demonstrable  “fervent 
activity in their works”  used to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (rather than the motive to be feeding our own desire  [being  cloaked/hidden  behind an 
endearing public façade])! 
I prefer the better translation given as   “they be”  and not  “there are”  as given in standard translations,  used because Paul is trying to  “personalise 
the activities”  –  so they get done by individuals taking upon themselves Ownership, Accountability, and Responsibility with  “The Word of God”! 
Only the TCs are fervently active to be  demonstrably controlled by The Brain,  being JCg linked by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as the 
control over the limbs expressing Yahweh’s HS.  Therefore,  “The Brain”  as JCg  (being  “The Word of God”  becoming the  presence/parousia  within 
us as  “The truly Controlling Lord/Master”)  will also be fervently active in directing The Ministry  (Service in The World)  work  through Yahweh’s HS  
(being Yahweh’s Desire that is separate from this world of sin,  fully expressed within The Environment). 
Clearly if the limbs  (body parts)  are not active in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  then obviously they have  no  connection with the   one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  from The Brain,  and are thus severed  –  just like the  dead/diseased  branches on The Vine  –  originally connected to 
The Vine  (JCg sourcing the  authentic  “1st Century Christianity”,  before it morphed into  “worldly Christianity”  of which covers the planet today)  but 
they  (dead branches =  worldly Christian leaders,  Mark.11v12-21 see my commentary)  now have  not  that  one/same  spirit/personality/desire/traits  –  
see John.15v1-5 and Rom.11v17-18. 
Again,  detailing  why  “the specific god”  is used depending upon the context of The Reference  (either  [1] The World,  or  [2] JC and the TCs). 

JCg is The Head  (operating as  “The Word of God”  giving command)  and knocking at the door of potential new members for The Body. 
Yahweh supplies all original  {intrinsically good/ideal}  material upon which The Body works.  The Body  (driven by The Head)  looks 
towards Yahweh The Almighty God for  all  support  to fulfil His Desire  (see  “Yahweh’s Desire”  in glossary). 

Again,  the reference for  “ho theos”  is either The World  (points to JCg as  “The Word of God”)  or  The TCs  (and thus points to Yahweh  –  as the 
adopting Father of  “fully compliant children”  imitating His Premier Son JC). 
And if not fulfilling His Desire,  then  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders self-indulgently  pretend  to have the HS  –  because quite simply 
that is what keeps them in their  “worldly job”  –  and the  money/influence/glory/prestige/sex/leverage/{or whatever}  flowing in   (Matt.6v24, 22v21)! 
Again,  I draw the reader’s attention to the  “He”  (masculine)  being used for  “the specific god”  and not  “it” (neuter) as used for the HS. 
1Cor. 12v7 og (to the) each/any/every (person)  and  (it is) given/bestowed/granted   
1Cor. 12v7 og the  exhibition/expression/bestowment/manifestation  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
1Cor. 12v7 og toward/nearness/{accession to}   
1Cor. 12v7 og the  {bear together}/contribute/profit/{be better/good}/expedient/advantage/gain. 
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1Cor. 12v7 = And  to  each/every  person  it is  given/granted  the  exhibition/manifestation/{showing forth}   
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (of the one body of  “The Anointed/Christ”  for future  “Sonship”)   
toward  the person (TC)  contributing/profit/gain   (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  which is most importantly,  “to yield 144000 TCs”) 

 

And to each person   (actively aiming to precisely imitate JC by “command”  [John.14v15-21, 15v10, etc.])   
it is granted the exhibition   (by  unfeigned  agape/charity  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”) 
of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (“The Word of God”  drives our mind to maximise our DNA sourced capability) 
towards the person   (TC as part of  “The Body of  Christ/Anointed”  of 144000 component parts proving themselves over a 2000 year period)    
contributing together   (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to righteously yield Mankind's Salvation  [by means of His 144000 Tools in “The Millennium”]). 
 

Note   Granted/Given  “for the use of”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   
It is  not  granted/given  by Yahweh  to  “fulfil the  self-indulgence  of the individual”! 
Inasmuch  if  we had  “The Word of God”  operating within us,  then  we would  not  behave in the manner as do  “Leaders of Religion”! 

We aiming to be TCs have the manifestation of  The  One/Same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of Yahweh,  endorsing ourselves to be  the  
one/same  body of Christ  (where Christ is  The Intercessor/Mediator  and thus  “The Brain”  of his body comprising of 144000  compliant  parts)  is 
able to  “{bear together}/contribute/profit/{be better/good}/expedient/advantage/gain”.  Else the body parts   (Professional Religious Leaders)  are 
removed by Yahweh  (John.15v1-6, Rom.11v15-25),  being especially those leaders most vocal about their supposed representative capabilities of “God” 
and “Jesus”  (as would any  “Rogue Trader”  would claim about  his/her  supposed capabilities)! 

Society must understand,  What  is the reason for our activities  (TCs in direct contrast to that of Professional Religious Leaders)?  
The Reason must ultimately be  (as determined by Yahweh at “The 1st Judgment”) - 

The Resultant must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  else there is no point in doing it,  neither would Yahweh work  (James.1v6-8)  with any human 
who was not part of the  one/same  body of  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to  fulfil His Desire  made manifest through the 
workings of His Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  {separate from the sin of this World} = The HS. 

It is all very circular  –  and so it should be  –  tightly knitted together,  because anything that sticks out from this would  not  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and 
thus the individuals would  not  have the HS operating within them! 
It is  “The Key”  for us to recognise this  “Fundamental Understanding”  before we move on. 

And  what  is Yahweh’s Desire? 
To save as many humans as possible from  “The 2nd Death of Annihilation”  over their  “2 part life”  (see glossary)  because of Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9. 

How is He  righteously  able to do this? 
He requires The Millennium for most of us  (being the  Summer/Autumn  of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  –  see glossary, and elsewhere). 
Yahweh requires workers of  Trusted  Stewards given greater responsibility over things after being proven responsible in small things  (to quote The 
Bible at Matt.25v18-21, Luke.19v16-19)  during the 1st part of their physical life  (while purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life being solely built upon 
“The Spiritual RNA”  of  “The Word of God” = JC). 
These  “Trusted Stewards”  are the 144000 TCs who  in humility,  precisely imitated JC,  Paul and The Apostles  to the  very best they are able.   
As The Bible states three times  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-3,  and thus  not  an allegory  –  else why not 12 disciples be perhaps 30 or 800),  The 144000 people 
are obviously  required to fulfil  that  quoted  prophesied  number  and they can  only  be taken out of The Christian Nation   (read  “Israelite”  Nation 
see definition of  “Israel”  and my many commentaries elsewhere on this subject to wholly justify this definition)  of The Gospel Age. 
Note   Numbers are  never  allegories,  only the nouns located alongside  (Gen.37v7-10, 40v5-13, 41v25-32, Dan.8v20-22, Rev.17v9-12, etc.,  
furthermore,  read my commentary to Rev.13v18).  
Clearly The Millennium has  not  yet occurred  (we still have the pain and suffering of the last 6000 years under Satan’s inept management style and  not 
the  spiritual/physical  healing  JC provided  within his locality),  therefore Yahweh is  still awaiting for that number to accrue.  Thus  (because this 
Satanic System  [2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19]  has  not  yet been replaced,  then)  there are presently  still places to be filled  and it  is  the responsibility of 
TCs now living,  to bring in more TCs during the succeeding generations to quickly fill the numbers so  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  shall be 
reached.  

We are now within the Last Generation to gain new TCs,  they are just finalising their  “proving unto The World of their worthy credentials”! 
Once this number occurs  then  Yahweh  will  move to the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”,  requiring The Millennium. 
Thus it is His Desire this number of 144000 should occur as soon as possible,  righteously invoking Yahweh to move in according to His  Prophesied 
Decree for  “The Trigger Threshold  of 144000 to occur”,   else  “No flesh will be saved”  –  all as The Bible specifically tells us  (Matt.24v22, etc.). 

Thus,  in summery the HS is made manifest  to ensure Yahweh’s Desire  as explained  is fulfilled. 
Now let us see how this is achieved in the next verse. 

The HS is  not  expressed by  self-indulging animalistic minds yearning after  “The Immediacy”  of  [1] emotions,  or  [2] worldly goodies  [3] ridiculous 
shenanigans  fulfilling the desires of  “self-indulgent, self-interested,  petulant children”  (Heb.12v8)  -  choosing not to reform their mind away from the 
1st part of their spiritual life,  by refusing the required reform  “The Word of God”  yields (2Tim.3v5).  Hence of  “The Required Millennium”  managed 
by people  (“The Early Adopters”)  who perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  while in the 1st part of 
their physical life  having taken  personal  Ownership and Responsibility  of God’s Word and their Accountably resulted in “Sonship”! 
We should extensively prepare ourselves for   
         “The Real Judgment”  made by Yahweh to for us to ideally become a  “Future Child/Son of God”. 
And  not  give any credibility to  - 
       “A faulty judgement”  of presumed success as fraudulently claimed by our  demonstrably  “spiritually impoverished  worldly Christian Leaders”! 
I ask - 

Whose Judgment would you trust? 
1Cor. 12v8 og {to whom/which}  {truly/indeed that one}  for   
1Cor. 12v8 og through (reason of)  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   
1Cor. 12v8 og (he/she/it is) given/bestowed/granted  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Cor. 12v8 og (of the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge},   
1Cor. 12v8 og (to the) else/different/more/other (person)  and  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Cor. 12v8 og (of the) knowledge/science/enlightenment  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)    
1Cor. 12v8 og the  it/same  spirit/personality/desire/trait. 
1Cor. 12v8 = For  to whom  {truly/indeed that one}  (person)  through reason  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  it is  granted/given   

The  Word/Sayings/Reasoning  of the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge},   
and  to the  different/other  person  The  Word/Sayings/Reasoning  of  knowledge/science/enlightenment,   
according/under  to the  it/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

For whom  (as an example)  truly that one person through reason of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is given:   
              (operating within a person having built their life  only  upon  “The Real Word of God”  thoroughly  inculcated/assayed  to gain  “Real Faith”)  
  The  Word/Sayings/Reasonings  of the  accurate application of knowledge, 
               (meaning,  “The Output”  from a TC  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [is  not  as that given by a  “worldly pious Christian”])  
and to another person  (is given): 
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  The  Word/Sayings/Reasonings  of  knowledge/science/enlightenment   
              (meaning,  “The Understanding”  from a TC is driven entirely by  “The Real Word of God”  having wholly changed the mind to be like Yahweh)  
according to the same (neuter)  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (as that sourced by Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”). 
              (operating within a person having built their life  only  upon  “The Word of God”  thoroughly  inculcated/assayed  to gain  “Real Faith”)  
 

Thus through reason of v7 commentary some people within  “The Body of Christ”  are given  “wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}”  and/or  to 
other people within the body of Christ are given  “knowledge/science/enlightenment”  all with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating 
within the whole body coming from  “The Brain of The Real Body”  being JCg  (where JC is  “The Word of God”  [Rev.19v13]  controlling our minds).   
Yahweh is beyond all these things – being outside and inside The Universe,  where,  all entities shall ultimately be operating with the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire into The Eternity. 
The  ”Body Members”  (as “The Early Adopters”)  shall  only  have a  publicly respected  “rational operating mind”  that  was/is  able to carefully 
reason upon The Scriptures and help other new members of the body to understand Yahweh’s Desire and then to be in the position to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire themselves. 
Note   Granted/Given  “for the use of”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  It is  not  granted/given  by JCg to fulfil the  self-indulgence  of the individual! 
Again,  I draw the reader’s attention to Paul's switch again in  “The Original Greek”  (hidden  by our  inept/unprofessional  translators) - 

“It”  being used for the HS in this verse,  and  “He”  was used as the  “the specific god”  in the earlier verse. 
Perhaps might I ask of our  worldly Christian leaders - 

Why does Paul keep switching from  “it”  to  “he/him”  accordingly to whether  “it”  is the HS or  “he/him”  for the specific god? 
Unless of course,  –  it is precisely what this website teaches –  and  alien  to what our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  errantly teach us! 
Furthermore,  “it” as the neuter,  and “he” as the masculine,  being  mistranslated in our worldly bibles to prop up a now shown to be defunct myth! 
But interestingly,  Paul switches again in the next verse  –  but for a very specific reason not understood by   – “Guess who”! 

However,  all becomes clear within my following commentary - 
1Cor. 12v9 og (to the) else/different/more/other (person)  and  (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
1Cor. 12v9 og in  to the [= within]  {to him/it/same}  (to the) spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
1Cor. 12v9 og (to the) else/different/more/other (person)  and  (the) {divine gratuity/endowment}/{religious qualification}   
1Cor. 12v9 og (of the) curing/healing/{making whole}  in  to the [= within]  {to him/it/same}  
1Cor. 12v9 og (to the) spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
1Cor. 12v9 = And  to the  different/other  person  The  Faith/{Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity}, 

within the  him/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
and  to the  different/other  person   {divine endowments}/{religious qualifications}  (as deemed by Yahweh and not The World)  
of  curing/healing/{making whole}  (the spiritual mind)  within the  him/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

And to another person the (real) faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  being actively used to produce more TCs), 
               (This is not self-indulgent “blind faith”  -  inasmuch  “I am OK – because I believe in JC”  [but left at that]  and commune with people like me) 
  within  his/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (internal  spirit/etc. driven to gain Real Faith to be the  one/same as Yahweh’s Spirit/etc.) 
And to another person the religious qualifications   (as deemed by Yahweh and  not  by The World  [for self-interested reasons]) 
of  curing/healing   (the spiritual mind upon The Word of God  accurately  taught by a TC,  it is not physical,  but mental  [Yahweh wants the mind])  
  within  his/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (internal  spirit/etc. driven to gain Real Faith to be the  one/same  as Yahweh’s Spirit/etc.) 
 

To combat the rampant misinformation pumped out by the electronic media drowning all  “sense of reason”  within the  worldly  Christian teaching on 
the  radio/television/websites/etc. -  then we must understand Paul is speaking about  The Spiritual Mind,  just as JC spoke about the spiritual mind which 
must be  cured/healed/{made whole}  away from  worldly methodology to Yahweh's Methodology!   Also, showing where it does not occur (2Tim.3v5).   
This is  “The Core”  of The Bible teaching –  it is absolutely  not  for physical curing of a body that is to ultimately rot away –  but  physical  healing was 
only given by JC at certain times to demonstrate  what The Millennium will be like –  when we shall be operating within  perfected  DNA fleshly bodies! 
This becomes  “The Specific Differentiator”  between what this Website  freely  teaches to purify The Mind to deliver TCs for The Eternity  -  and what 
charlatan Christian leaders teach for  the fleshly body that will perish,  given only for the transient worldly return! 

That is  how  the reader  is  able to differentiate between the two channels of teaching  (directed to making better the  [1] mind or  [2] body)! 
Now we understand about what Paul is really teaching us,  then we can move on. 
Thus through reason of v7 commentary some people within  “The Body of Christ”  are given  “Faith/{Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity}”  to become 
leaders to guide the congregations  and/or  to other persons within  “The Body of Christ”  are given  “{divine gratuity}/{religious qualification}  of 
healing/curing/{making whole}”  to be consoling with empathy.    All these people are operating  with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
within the whole  one/same  body  coming from  “The Brain of The Body”  being JCg  (as  “The Word of God” as  “The Master”  issuing commands 
John.14v15-19)  with Yahweh outside all these things  –  being outside and inside The Universe where all entities are operating with the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

A little repetitive but I need to  constantly counter the  inane nonsense  taught by our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders! 
Consequently we can understand,  these are people having a deep  understanding  of Yahweh’s Word,  having been compiled within The Bible for us,  
fully known by rigorous assay,  to then have The Assurance to confidently know that what they state  is correct  and then The Fidelity to ensure they  
fully  think/act  in accordance to The Knowledge. 
In this manner,  these people are positioned to cure spiritually  weak-minded  people created by Satan’s self-indulgent Propaganda within this world  
hurting so many people  (both spiritually [by delusion] and physically).  Likewise,  the weak-minded  people  enticed/seduced  by  charlatan Christian 
leaders  enslaving/taking  their  “soul/{conscious existence}”  in the midst of rapturous applause.    TC’s are required to carefully explain The Bible to 
the recipients at a  bi-directional  one-to-one level  (1Cor.9v19-24)  and not  one-way  at the end of a microphone,   so the recipient might also  
know/understand  what is Yahweh’s Desire and then to be in the position to perhaps fulfil Yahweh’s Desire themselves. 
      Note,  the TC talks to a single interested person for  no  worldly return,  but the charlatan speaks over many people for  great  worldly  return. 
                The TC perhaps yields 1 in 20000 people a gem for Yahweh to use,  the charlatan perhaps yields 1 in 5 people straw that Yahweh cannot use! 

(See my commentaries at 1Cor.3v13-16) 
Therefore,  let me again,  draw the reader’s attention to Paul's switch back again - 

“him”  being used in the local context of the  “spirit/personality/desires/traits”. 
Why? 

Because quite simply,  Paul is  “homing-in  to us”  as  “personalised”  individuals  –  being our  own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which has been  
modified by The Word of God  and so become like JC's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which  was/is  at  one/same  with Yahweh's  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Of which our own  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  work together so that we make Yahweh's Desire which is  pure/{separate  from this world 
of sin}  made manifest within The Environment (the HS),  and around we go again,  in a fully closed righteous circle of exegesis! 
Where,  Yahweh's Desire is  “To bring forth His 144000 TCs”  (as “The Anointed”)  from out of The Gospel Age made possible by His faithful earlier 
generation stewards bringing forth profit from  “The Weight of Responsibility” (Talents/Minas)   to maximise our DNA capabilities in the furtherance of 
Yahweh’s Desire  (as described in this verse,  and as JC taught us at  Matt.25v15-20, Luke.19v16-19).  Unfortunately,  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  
Christian Leaders are  “The Antichrist”  because they  are  acting  against  “The Goal of Yahweh”  that is to achieve  “The Anointed/Christ”  of which 
they clearly have  not  been doing for the last some 1700+ years  -  else this number of 144000 TCs would have been achieved a millennia ago! 
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The  one/same-minded  people take  the same slots  in a religious organisation  (whose theology could be based upon “Fairies at the bottom of the 
garden”)  generation after generation,  just the names and faces of the people are different! 

Can the reader see the righteous nature of what is being taught here? 
Being so far away from what our  worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders teach us,  to their demonstrable error – exposed by  logical/righteous  exegesis! 

Therefore,  who is fulfilling Yahweh's Desire? 
I only present  “The Diagnostic Tools”  for the reader to use, to determine how to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire – being The Crux of The Gospel Age. 
1Cor. 12v10 og (to the) else/different/more/other (person)  and  
1Cor. 12v10 og (the) {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  workings/doings}   
1Cor. 12v10 og (of the) {miraculous forces/powers/strength}/{mighty works},   
1Cor. 12v10 og (to the) else/different/more/other (person)  and  (the) prophecy/predicting/prophesying,   
1Cor. 12v10 og (to the) else/different/more/other (person)  and   
1Cor. 12v10 og (the) {judicial estimation}/discernings/disputations/discriminations/distinctions   
1Cor. 12v10 og (of the) spirits/personalities/traits/desires,   
1Cor. 12v10 og (to the) else/different/more/other (person)  and  (the) kin/countrymen/kinds/nations/offspring/stocks   
1Cor. 12v10 og (of the) tongue/{naturally acquired tongues/languages},   
1Cor. 12v10 og (to the) else/different/more/other (person)  and  (the) translation/interpretation   
1Cor. 12v10 og (of the) tongues/{naturally acquired tongues/languages}. 
1Cor. 12v10 = And  to the  different/other  person  the  {active/fervent workings/effecting}  of the  {mighty works}, 

and  to the  different/other  person  the  prophesying/predicting, 
and  to the  different/other  person  the  {judicial estimations}/discerning  of the  spirits/personalities/desires/traits, 
and  to the  different/other  person  the  national/kinds  of the  {naturally acquired tongues/languages}, 
and  to the  different/other  person  the  translation/interpretation  of the  {naturally acquired tongues/languages}. 

 

And to another person,  the active workings of the mighty works   (to make God’s Word truly active within peoples’ mind), 
and to another person,  the  prophesying/predicting   (how Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation is to unfold) 
and to another person,  the judicial estimations of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (ensuring people remain in God’s Word) 
and to another person,  national natural acquired languages   (being multi-lingual  [as was Paul – he could speak at least four languages]), 
and to another person,  translation of naturally acquired languages   (being able to explain difficult scriptural text  in the same language). 
     (Where all these activities are to spread  “The Word of God”  for the sole aim to move forward  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over 3 Epochs of Israel) 
     (These are  not  to be used in frivolous,  self-indulgent activity  –  for the “local group”!    Look at  “The Bigger Picture” and  not  be myopic!) 
 

What an interesting verse! 
This reminds me of  “A Letter from America”  given by The Late Alistair Cook during the mid-1990s when he spoke about a gentleman who had just died 
at a respectable age in that particular week before he was giving his talk,  where,  this individual had a remarkable gift when alive.  It was purported he 
could pick-up a new language to a reasonable conversational level within 30 minutes,  being totally fluent in some 50 different languages!   That to me 
seems impossible when based upon my capabilities in  “the language department”  –  yet it  was  demonstrably possible.    
It is this type of example of which Paul is speaking here. 

But  why  is Paul speaking of this here along with these other gifts? 
Let me explain what  charlatan Christian leaders  never  explain  (in their  “fraudulent gift”  “of tongues”)! 

The answer lays within  “the  very nature  of Corinth”!   
Corinth was located about 5 km south of mainland Greece on the isthmus adjoining Peloponnese.  Under Roman control it became the centre of 
government for southern Greece and thus became a cosmopolitan area for  international  trade and politics. 
For this reason many  “naturally acquired tongues/languages”  would have been spoken from the  sea/mainland  trade/commerce/politics  involved at 
this cultural centre  –  thus Paul’s use of the words  “tongue/{naturally acquired language}”.  This is the correct translation of  “glossa”  StrongsTM 
=1100  (deriving the English word “glossary”)  enabling Yahweh’s Desire to be fulfilled in teaching new people  “The Word of God”  in their  own 
naturally acquired language  =  in their  own tongue!   Being particularly the reason why in Acts.2v4,  Peter spoke in perceived different languages by 
the recipients since their birth  (Acts.2v8)  having come from all around the known World to celebrate  “The Ingathering”  feast.   This is prophetically 
symbolic for Yahweh's Desire to be made manifest within The Environment to spread  “The Word of God”  to these  new  Nations through these 
recipients  (Acts.2v41-42)  and begin  “The Ingathering of The Early Adopters”  over the next some 2000 years of The Gospel Age.   
(Please read my most important commentaries of Acts chapter 2,  that completely unravel the nonsense taught by our  charlatan Christian Leaders.) 

Was this event given to  self-indulge  the leader  and/or  his devotees  for  “the transient moment”? 
Or by contrast - 

The event occurred for a permanent transformation of  “The Once”  when  answering  “The Questions”  presented regarding JC’s Death and 
“possible”  Resurrection – so “The Resultant” might return home and teach the recipients in their local environment – without   “The Hype”. 

With this background,  let us together now reason through the understanding of this verse and continue to explain  why  Paul would have included it 
within his writings  together  with the cautionary warning given at 1Cor.14v23,  wholly  ignored  within Charismatic assemblies  (Rev.22v18-19)!. 
Following through the reasoning of v7 commentary   

Some people within  “The Body of Christ”  are given  “{mighty works}/miracles”  and/or  to other people within  “The Body of Christ”  are 
given  “{prophecy/prediction}”  and/or  to other people within  “The Body of Christ”  are given  “{judicial estimations}/discerning  of 
spirits/personalities/desires/traits”  and/or  to other people within  “The Body of Christ”  are given  “{naturally acquired languages }”  
and/or  to other people within  “The Body of Christ”  are given  “translation/interpretation of {naturally acquired languages}”  all with the  
one/same   spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within the whole body  coming from  “The Brain of The Body”  as  “The  Lord/Master  
of The Body”  (“The Word of God”, Rev.19v13)   issuing commands  (John.14v15, 21, 15v10, etc.)  being JCg.  With Yahweh beyond all these 
things  –  being outside and inside The Universe where all entities are operating with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire.  Again repetitive –  but I need to firmly establish  “my stall”  in the midst of  “perhaps infinite”  “wayward stalls”  
roundabout us  (noting John.10v1-12)! 

These people,  clearly like the others mentioned earlier,  would have  a very deep understanding of Yahweh’s Word  being  “The Real Bible”  (actually,  
being The Tanakh [unknown to most Christians] – but learning a  “growing {New Gospel/Testament}”)  and thus they would apply what they knew in 
manifestations,  of which those people less capable would call  “miracles”.  For instance,  in a worldly manner,  some people are  “tone perfect”  and 
can hear some music played  “the once”  and they are able to play it themselves without a music sheet. 
Other people can view a complicated scene  “the once”  and they are able to reproduce it by drawing through perfect recall from the mind. 
Other examples would be the ability of humans to perfectly remember and reproduce an enormous amount of complicated numerical data. 
To those people,  unable,   –  then these people would appear to have miraculous powers,  and Paul is only stating that if a specific person has these 
particular DNA sourced abilities,  then we are instructed to use these gifts  (driven by God’s Word)  to - 

Fulfil Yahweh’s Desire through the ministry work as much as the person is able.  Yahweh would then reciprocate,  to assist by operating 
within The Environment to make the person more effective in the  ministry/support  work with their  “miraculous gifts”  so the recipients 
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outside  “{the Calling out}/ecclesia”  can be  “called in”  to The True Christian Community.  This would enable Yahweh to gain new TCs  (of 
the correct  mindset to rule “The Resurrected World”). 
The crux being,  these capabilities are used  outside  The Christian Community to  bring new people in  (thus gaining the correct  mindset) – 
rather than to  self-indulge  those people  already within  The (worldly) Christian Community  (thereby gaining the  wrong  mindset),  as Paul 
told us earlier at 1Cor.11v17 as an example! 

Other people have the ability to read people’s body language to understand how the person is thinking and reasoning to know the inner feelings of 
people  –  this is  no different  in  “discerning the  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  of humans  –  nothing mystical or magical in that. 
Moreover,  in the example,  I gave earlier about the person so proficient in all those languages!   This gift should be used to communicate  “The Word of 
God”  to those people of different lands  –  else  why  would Yahweh give it to the TC?   Certain  not for personal vanity  (because this creates the  wrong  
mind condition)  –  but  only  to accurately spread His Word to further gain those 144000 TCs out of The Gospel Age  –  please see 1Cor.14v14-23. 

Furthermore,  we should ask,   when  is  this terminology  (as a language)  used in The Bible? 
Let me repeat myself  –  because it is just so important to understand this. 

It is all given in Acts.2v3 onwards  (it is most important to read my local commentaries). 
And what was the occasion? 

At Pentecost  (a celebration of the future  “Ingathering” as  “The First Fruits”   of  “The Main Harvest”)  when  “men from all the nations”  (Acts.2v5)  
were gathered and the Disciples started to  “teach in tongues”  expressing the HS. 
Now common sense  should  prevail within us  (not doped-up misinformation),  people must realise there was  a logical reason  why  Yahweh would give 
the  disciples/apostles  the ability to  “speak in tongues”  at this specific occasion!   

Because  “there were people from  all the nations  gathered together in that one place”! 
We realise  “speaking in tongues”  means speaking  “The Word of God  to edify the listener to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire” –   “to create more TCs”. 
It is  not  for the use of speaking  “incoherent gibberish”  to feed the  self-indulgent  vanity of a beguiled practitioner  (within the  same  community)! 

I strongly encourage  the very best  theologians of this most errant practice to contact me to carefully explain  why  Yahweh would desire 
gibberish to occur that only pampers  self-delusion  within a very local assembly! 

I would like the public stage of this website to explode this myth  once and for all time,  through logical exegesis citing The Bible correctly in context. 
Thus concluding;  Paul includes  “The Interpreter”  so that both together give duplex  communication to those people of  different nations  for the sole 
logical reason to  accurately spread the understanding  of  “The Word of God”  –  and  not  to pamper  “self-delusion”! 
I hope I have vanquished the myth used by  the leaders  of the Pentecostal sect’s to prop up this errant practice that makes sane minded  (just as JC, Paul 
and The Apostles were in their ministry)  worldly people despise Yahweh  only  because of people who self-indulgently come in His Name  –  but 
certainly  not  His  Character nor Authority.  JC, Paul and The Apostles clearly showed us how it should be done in The Records of The New Testament.   
But how does the reader know unless  he/she  wholly reads The New Testament  several  times to thoroughly imbue  “The Word of God”  (that cannot be 
gained if God’s Word has been through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19 in the minds of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders!   
Those  charlatan Christian leaders of these sects will have so much to answer for their present behaviour  if  ever resurrected into The Millennium! 

After that statement  –  then perhaps what might be my gift  (of which I am instructed to employ)? 
My gift is  “problem solving”  and the ardent pursuit to  “remove mystery,  to gain knowledge”  –  so that all is made clear  –  and to this end,  my 
nature is such that I will relentlessly dig and dig  –  leaving no stone unturned until I have satisfactorily  solved  “The Problem”  in  the most righteous 
and logical manner.  I simply apply this gift to  freely  give this discovered  “Knowledge”  to The World as  “The Disclosing Truth”  –  else I stand 
condemned by Yahweh for remaining silent  (because I would not have used my gift in His service,  and covered it  (Matt.25v24-26, Luke.19v20-21)! 

It is  not  my duty to impose any of this knowledge upon anyone  –  but  to freely present it for  no  worldly return  –  for their consideration! 
The responsibility then falls upon the reader with what  he/she  personally chooses to do with this disclosing knowledge (Eze.33v1-20). 

 
96th Instruction – All our  abilities/{special gifts}  are driven by The HS which  we obtained by imbuing The Word of God. 
Where it is “The Word of God” having reformed our own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be the  one/same  as Yahweh. 
All these abilities are fervently working within The One Body distributed throughout its members to fulfil Yahweh's Desire 
as appropriate for “the age”  because  the TCs truly have the  one/same  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  (of Yahweh). 
97th Instruction – The whole physical body  (comprising of 144000 TCs over The Gospel Age)  of JCg is  one/same  
(inasmuch all members are controlled by The Brain [JC as God’s Word]  to  all  be going in the  same  direction),  but it 
comprises of many parts,  and all the individual parts are of one body and operate in the same  ministry/lifestyle  as JC. 
98th Instruction – The  “spirit/personality/desires/traits”  is given on numerous occasions to be  only  “it” as “neuter”. 
But Yahweh and JC individually are  only  “him” as  “masculine”.  This is all as The Bible tells us, hence we deduce … … 
          The HS is neuter,  hence  not  a personage,  but becomes personalised within any entity fulfilling God’s Desire. 
The Trinity personage is a Manmade myth  -  sourced by Satan to confuse us – given to us by his agents (2Cor.11v13-15). 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
Allegory – Repeat - Drink = Take in knowledge  (most often to mean “The Word of God”)  and display it in our lifestyle 
Clean water from  JC/TCs  gives  “Life”,  by contrast,  dirty water from  “Leaders of Religion”  brings  “Annihilation”. 
Allegory – repeat - Baptise = Physically  a  public declaration  of becoming “Christian”,   but  spiritually  it means 
committed to be dying away from our old life,  by entering into a bilateral agreement of receiving  “The Word of God” 
(Knowledge)  throughout,  to cleanse us from Satan’s Methodology (John.13v9-10, etc.,).  The extremes of baptism are  (1) 
ideally yield Sonship at the end of our present existence,  or the worst,  (2) annihilation for charlatan Christian Leaders. 
99th Instruction – We  (including The Brethren)  from all nations  were/are  baptised into  (the aspiration  –  but Yahweh 
decides who is to be in the  final body –  through His pruning)  of the one body having  one  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
also we drink in  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (to be all with  one/same  resolve to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
102nd Reasoning – One body part cannot assume prominence over another,  because  he/she  could not exist without the 
other body parts,  and the inference is – if  he/she  desires to have prominence then  he/she  will be put outside  The Body! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
103rd Reasoning – The specific god (JCg as The Head)  controls all the body parts,  and The Head supplying  “The Word 
of God”  from  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh with  all  knowledge thus sources the HS)  therefore yields the HS within the 
body parts that becomes the guiding force within  complaint/humble  members who  have  inculcated  “The Word of God”. 
(We can see there is  no  waffle or mystery –  but logical reasoning supported by the  true  understanding of  “ho theos”). 
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71st Warning (to the leader) –  No body member will remain part of The Body  (as determined by Yahweh)  if they deem 
themselves to be more important than fellow body members  (the synapse construction is  incorrectly  wired for sonship). 
72nd Warning (to the congregations) – No body member will remain part of The Body  (as determined by Yahweh)  but these 
leaders will give the  “wonderful façade”  of apostleship to their devotees –  but Yahweh detests them and their teaching! 
21st Good News – Those TCs who from a worldly vantage point appear to be  {less honourable}/inelegant  will have great 
honour bestowed upon them when resurrected as Sons of God at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  (“The 1st Resurrection”  for  only  TCs). 
(Do the esteemed  worldly Christian leaders read this verse or others like it in The Bible?  -   What is their real goal?) 
1Cor. 12v11 og (the) all  and  these (things [gifts])   (he/she/it){actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  works/does}   
1Cor. 12v11 og the (one [spirit/personality/desires/traits])  one/singularly     
1Cor. 12v11 og also  the  it/same [neuter]   (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits, 
1Cor. 12v11 og (the) separating/distributing/dividing  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (to the) each/any/every (person)   
1Cor. 12v11 og just/as/that/how/when  (he/she/it) {be willing/disposed}/minds/intends/purposes. 
1Cor. 12v11 = And  the one,   also  the  it/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  

all  these things  (gifts)   it  {actively/fervently works/does}   (in “The One Body” of Christ),     
the  separating/distributing  {one’s own}   (gifts/qualities)   to  each/every  person   (to actively and accurately use) 
just/as  it   (one/same spirit)   {be willing/desires/purposes}   (to the ultimate fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire). 

 

And the one,  also the same (neuter)  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (this is singularly sourced by Yahweh to  yield Mankind’s Salvation) 
             (it is  not  the  multitude  of  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  to suit  whatever whim  worldly “Christians” desire  [outside Yahweh’s]) 
all these things   (DNA based abilities steered by Yahweh’s  one  spirit/etc.  through God’s Word to bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”) 
It (neuter)   (being Yahweh’s one  spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  through  “The Word of God” [= JC])   
fervently works   (in the TCs of some 2000 years comprising of JC’s one body during The Gospel Age   [ “fervently fulfilling”  Yahweh’s Desire]) 
separating/distributing  one’s own   (TCs using their own special skill sets to  “The Furtherance of Yahweh’s  one/same  spirit/personality/etc.”) 
to  each/every  person   (to actively and accurately  use  God’s Word  to bring forth the next generation of TCs to reach the 144000 Trigger Threshold) 
just as  it  purposes/intends   (Yahweh’s  one  spirit/personality/etc.  intrinsically sourced by Yahweh to bring forth  “The Salvation of Mankind”). 
 

Our  worldly Christian leaders  “love”  (in its worldly self-indulgent sense, “eros”)  to mystify verses like this so they might  “have a hold over their 
congregations” – inasmuch they can present themselves as  “The Conduit to God”  from which they can then tithe the deluded devotees passing through! 
Very much like a toll gate   (hence,  Matt.7v12-14,  noting who are the wolves in the following verse, Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29)! 

This type of  spirit/personality/desire/trait/character  (of worldly methodology)  disgusts me!    
Let me immediately demystify this verse so we can all understand  precisely what  Paul is telling us  –  so we can then profitably apply its teaching to 
ourselves and then start personally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire on this planet! 
As I carefully explained in the earlier verses - 

1. We all have intrinsic capabilities naturally sourced by our DNA  (put  “within the initial mix”  of Adam/Eve  by our creator JCg). 
Presently we use these capabilities to  “edify”  as we personally see fit our physical body based upon the methodology sourced by The World 
– which is  (ideally “was”)  the 1st part of our spiritual life  –  being that we knew nothing else from childhood. 

2. We  (who become “Christians”)  now have another environmental input –  being that of  “The Word of God”.  This opposes our worldly 
methodology  (imbued from childhood)  which  has/(had)  “habitually reinforced”  animalistic  “nice”  things onto our physical body. 

3. We now have a choice –  we can either imbue  “The Word of God”  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  (that will ultimately lead to a 
perfected society –  when mutually applied by  all  its members)  or,  we stay with the old worldly methodology  (“to please the self to the hurt 
of our neighbour”)  –  hence  “the two masters”  as JC taught us at Matt.6v24. 

4. The choice in (3) means,  we can apply our driving methodology to our naturally attained capabilities of (1).  This driving methodology 
ideally should be  “The Word of God”  (given to us by JC –  Rev.3v20, 19v13, Matt.25v15, Luke.19v16-19)  to produce The New 
Creature/Creation  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  building upon the metaphoric spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”.   This new Methodology  
(synonymous to  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  shall maximise our DNA given abilities into a  new/different  direction  (to that previously,  
being to please an animalistic mind)  to produce the profit of bringing more eligible candidates for Yahweh to choose to become His future  
“Sons of God”. 

That briefly is precisely what is occurring on this planet during The Gospel Age.  Completely demystified! 
So where do we personally fit in all this? 

Quite simply we are to gorge ourselves upon an  accurate  source of  “The Word of God”  (absolutely  not  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders in 
their millions –  Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  and then present ourselves as suitable ministers of  “The Word of God”  (Heb.5v12-14)  freely giving it  for 
absolutely  no worldly return  (money/leverage/position/glory/prestige/sex/{being all forms of animalistic drivers}/etc.).  Else we cannot be impartial,  
because there is always a prejudicial pull to the worldly driver.   Moreover,  if the worldly return is “persecution”  (John.16v1-4),  as we have witnessed 
within The New Testament and throughout The Gospel age  (and before - see Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34)  then clearly the martyr is  sincerely motivated for 
The One Cause  being publicly espoused!   By definition,  “the martyr”  become individuals (whistle-blowers),  and not  co-thinking  members of  “the 
crowd/herd”.  Note specifically what we are taught at  Matt.7v12-14  for our warning and edification  (if we hearken unto it,  note v15 in context,  
Acts.20v29),  further supported by Matt.20v16, 22v14 being of the few  (144000 TCs)  elected from the many (3 billion+ Christians)  over The Gospel 
Age. 

It is to this end;  the verse is leading us,  -  being that of  “The Goal”.  
We are to  personally use  our present capabilities to their very best  (as Paul tells us  “To stay with what we were good at”  – both spiritually and 
physically),  to maximise  “The Return/Profit”  back to Yahweh –  so that we,  as His slaves,  receive  nothing  during our working  (of our life)  within 
The Vineyard  (= The World)  –  but only  “The Owner”,  Yahweh,  receives  “Goods/Credit”  from  His  Vineyard. 
By return,  Yahweh  might  deem us worthy to be paid at the end of The Day in The Vineyard  (Matt.20v1-12),  the  one/same  for all,  Sonship to Yahweh. 
To this end,  the slaves are working with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as The Owner who installed this  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  within His slaves as  “The Word of God”  through His Premier  “Son of God”  JCg.  I fervently substantiate all this 
throughout my many commentaries.  The crux is that we  all  (every “Christian”  of The Gospel Age)  are  invited/called  to become future Sons of God  –  
but  only  144000 TCs are ultimately able to make The Grade to be  elected/chosen  “The Children of God”  (thereby becoming  brothers/sisters  of JCg 
– Matt.12v48-50  as judged by Yahweh,  Matt.20v23).  Noting this does not mean everyone else suffers in  “hell”  (as  errantly  taught by our unrighteous 
and spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders)  –  but rather,  we are resurrected into The Millennium to learn at varying rates and by varying degrees 
how to become entirely perfect  (by perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life in the 2nd part of our physical life). 
Thus,  I need to ask the question - 

Where is the mysticism in this verse? 
The reader by now will realise this is not quite what our  worldly Christian leaders would want to preach  -  and precisely why it still remains a mystery 
to them!   Hence,  they are  not  able to  personally solve   “The Mystery of God”  (see elsewhere  –  e.g. my commentary at John.3v13)! 
Repeating my usual aside - 
In the first part of this verse Paul specifically uses  “it/same”  and not  “he/same”  pronoun variant,  but guess what  –  Our  unprofessional  translators 
“paid to give a twisted translation”  then place “he” instead  of the correct  “it”  at the end of the verse.    
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Why change the pronoun between the middle and end of the same sentence?  –  Except to distort  “The Truth”!  
It is my  constant battle  to maintain  “The Disclosing Truth”  when there are so many people always chipping-away at the “perfection”  originally given 
in  “The Word of God”  to make their own  substandard  copies  (Rev.22v18-19)  for some ulterior worldly motive  (hence the two masters –  Matt.6v24)!   

I am driven to present  The Prime Reference Standard  for The World to use  –  thereby transparently exposing  “rampant distortion”! 
On my 3rd revision  –  after stating the above,  I notice that it could also be reasoned the   “he/she/it”  may be referenced to “The Person”  having 
inculcated  “The Word of God”   to then become  one-minded  with Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  
holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}.  By consequent of this interpretation,  “it”  (being referenced to The One Mind of 
Yahweh yielding His  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits)  then we could put  “he/she”  willing/disposed/purposes  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (because  
he/she  truly has the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of Yahweh  originally sourcing  “The Word of God” to make this possible). 
But absolutely it should not be deemed the HS is  “a supposed personage”  in its own right,  but rather it becomes personalised within The Individual 
Entity who desires to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  -  being reasoning entities within physical bodies   The Prophets, JC, and then the 144000 TCs  (and finally 
The 3rd Remnant out of The 3rd Epoch Israel [= The Resurrected World of The Millennium]).  That is how we become  “at one with Yahweh”. 
1Cor. 12v12 og {exactly as}/{precisely so}  for  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  one/singularly  (it) is,   
1Cor. 12v12 og also  (the) members/{body parts}  (he/it) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has  (the) many/much/plenteous,   
1Cor. 12v12 og (the) all  and  the  members/{body parts}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  of the [body]  
1Cor. 12v12 og one/singularly  (the) many/much/plenteous  (the) am/being/have,  one/singularly  (it) is   
1Cor. 12v12 og (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily,  {in this manner}/likewise/so/thus  also  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor. 12v12 = For  {exactly as}  the  {whole/sound body}  (of JCg physically as the TCs here upon the earth)   it is  one/singular,   

also  it  possesses/has  the  many/plenteous  members/{body parts}  (to serve their useful specific function to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire).   
And  all  the  many/plenteous  members/{body parts}  being/have   (are)   of the  one/singular  {whole/sound body}, 
also  {in this manner}/thus  it is  the  {whole/sound body}  (of)  the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

For exactly as the whole body   (of JCg,  comprising physically as the 144000 TCs over the Gospel Age of some 2000 years) 
it is singular   (inasmuch all the body parts are 100% driven by  “The Commands issued by The Head”  [= JC’s presence/parousia]  as God’s Word) 
             (This rules out  “Christendom”  of its some 42,000+ schisms having  “the one same mind of hypocrisy”  to  “The Goal of Anointing” [of JC].) 
also it (the singular body)  has many body parts   (144000 TCs in total who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able). 
             (These are  individual  “spiritual martyrs”  having differing DNA supplied gifts of which  “The Word of God”  exercises in a compliant mind.) 
And all the many body parts being of the one whole body   (each have their different attributes – to further Yahweh's Plan for Mankind), 
also in this manner it is the whole body  (of)  the Anointed   (these 144000 TCs are to participate in being  anointed  future Sons of God). 
 

We read there is one body of JCg here upon the Earth comprises of many parts  (individual TCs)  being guided by The Head (JCg)  as  “The Word of 
God”  (Rev.19v13)  is operating as  presence/parousia  upon this Earth  within  the 144000 TCs while  “The Physical Head”  (JCg)  is away on a long 
journey  (Matt.25v15-18, Luke.19v12-14)  in the heavens.   Thus JC laid  “The Seed”  (of God's Word, Matt.13v23)  within receptive people that becomes 
“the presence/parousia”  to yield the next generation of TCs,  all having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within  receptive/hearkening  
individuals  (to yield more TCs)  being passed through The World during The Gospel Age.  We must recognise,  “The Word of God”  (JCg, Rev.19v13)  
has originated from The Father  (Yahweh – John. chapter 14 to 15, noting specifically John.14v15-21, 15v10). 
As I explained earlier,  it could be read as being  “The Whole Body is one,  also in this manner Anointed”  indicating the future prospects of The Body  =  
“Anointed unto Sonship along with Christ Jesus”  –  being a common understanding throughout Paul’s writings. 
1Cor. 12v13 og also  for  in  one/singularly  (to the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  {we ourselves}   
1Cor. 12v13 og (the) all  into/unto  one/singularly  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily   
1Cor. 12v13 og (we were) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised,   
1Cor. 12v13 og {if too}/whether  (the) Jews  {if too}/whether  (the) Greeks,  {if too}/whether  slaves/{bond servants}   
1Cor. 12v13 og {if too}/whether  (the) unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free (persons),   
1Cor. 12v13 og also  (the) all (persons)  into/unto  one/singular  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
1Cor. 12v13 og (we were) {furnished drink}/irrigated/{given water}. 
1Cor. 12v13 = For  also  within  one/singular  spirit/personality/desires/traits   

{we ourselves}  were  all  baptised  into/unto  the  one/singular  {whole/sound  body}, 
whether  the  Jews,   whether  the  Greeks,   whether  the  slaves/{bonds person},   whether  the  unrestrained/free  persons,   
also  we were  all  {furnished drink}/{given water}  into/unto  the  one/singular  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

For  also within one  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (derived  only  from “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued/assayed,  actioned with fidelity) 
we ourselves were all baptised   (by entering into a  bilateral  agreement with Yahweh,  promising to copy JC, for his same reward, given by Yahweh) 
into the one singular whole body   (by living exactly to the commands that JC as  “The Word of God”  gave to us, Mark.12v30-31, John.14v15-19) 
whether Jews,  whether Greeks   (thus it does not matter what nationality – we all can imitate JC to be possibly anointed as future  “Sons of God”) 
whether slaves,  whether free persons   (thus does not matter what station in life  – we all can imitate JC to be anointed as future  “Sons of God”).  
Also we were all given drink   (“The Knowledge” of “The Word of God”  accurately  taught by mature TCs  [and not by  worldly Christian leaders]) 
unto the one  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (thus Yahweh's HS can  only  come through JC as  “The Word of God”  accurately inculcated). 
 

It is through the same common ground being  The  One/Same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire to edify our neighbour to the 
maximum of their capability  (not forced or coerced)  that ultimately makes TCs worthy to become Sons of God for  “The Greater Responsibility”  in The 
Millennium to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”. 
Before that can occur,  Yahweh needs His 144000 Sons of God  elected/chosen  out of The Gospel Age and JCg started that process by laying  “The 
Foundation/{Corner Stone}”  of  “The New Temple”  upon which TCs might  personally  build by coming into  “The Body of JCg”  (hence 1.Cor.3v16, 
1Pet.2v5-10).   
To enable entry into  “The Body of JCg”  requires the individual to  renounce  his/her  former existence that lusted for worldly  self-indulgence  (of the 
“1001 things”  this World can provide)  and to direct  his/her  activity to fulfil  “Yahweh’s Desire”  (see glossary). 
Baptism is a profound,  seriously binding  bilateral  commitment between  two  parties,  Yahweh and us – as individuals.   It is the public declaration that 
specifically we have renounced worldly centred activity  (the 1st part of our spiritual life)  and specifically we now propose to lead a life that imitates 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (as the 2nd part of our spiritual life). 
This requires the absorbing of  accurate  knowledge and  understanding it  –  else we  will  “do the wrong thing”,  even if we have  “The Knowledge”  
(being perhaps the equivalent of having the  “understanding”  of a  “book”  “carried on the back of a camel”  [I reworded a line in the Quran speaking 
about Christian leaders])! 
The Source must be an  accurately  translated version of The Bible without the distortions to  “create mystery”  (put into versions younger than about 
1950 CE – the watershed being the NIV which is a  travesty of a translation  at key places).  Sadly,  most  worldly Christian leaders favour  “modern 
translations”  that are  “dumbed-down”  and  “easy  (meaning, spiritually palatable)  to read”  -  but have been severely distorted  –  where the 2nd level 
understandings sitting just beneath the surface have been  removed from the text.  Thus their bible is as corrupt  (in key places)  as is their understanding  
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(in key places)  –  hence my push to put this commutative translation out into The World together with the 2nd level understanding within my 
commentaries that clearly explains Yahweh’s  most righteous Plan  that is to ultimately yield Mankind's Salvation. 

Thus,  this offer is now open to  any  human on this planet,  irrespective of what religion  (or having none)! 
Any person has the option to become a future  “Son of God “  for an eternity  -  provided  we work as hard as possible to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   
That is why TCs must  not  be partisan to humans on this planet because while all people are presently different  (based upon the knowledge acted out in 
their life)  the ideal future goal is  precisely the  one/same  for  any individual –  and it is  “The Goal”  that must be offered in a non-partisan manner  
(as Peter told us at Acts.10v34-35).  That is specifically  why  TCs must  never  be involved within present day worldly politics because they cannot be  
non-partisan  in their pronouncements  (as perceived by any worldly-minded recipient)! 
Clearly,  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  comes from the  one/same  “Knowledge Source”,   being of Yahweh that is  
“pure/blameless/perfect/{not part of this world}”  and thus  “holy”;  consequently,  if  all The Body is  working together  under The Head  (JCg)  with 
the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is sourced by Yahweh  -  then  this activity yields the HS  –  once we have gained  “Real Faith”  over 
the required 3 stages  (of  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  as I very carefully explain elsewhere). 
I should have no need to be so verbose and circular in the exegesis,  but sadly  worldly Christian doctrine needs to be untangled from  “the rampant 
distortions”  now perpetuated for entirely  self-indulgent  reasons  –  of both the leaders' self-indulgence and of the deluded devotees,  all collectively 
operating under Satan’s desire  (see “Satan's Desire” in glossary)! 
Note   I am not stating Worldly Leaders are deliberately fulfilling Satan’s Desire  –  because I suspect virtually all of them do not even accept Satan 
exists  –  but it is because they  are  practising  his  methodology of  “self-indulgence to the hurt of their neighbour”  makes Satan their god  by default!  
This naturally fulfils Satan’s Desire because it impedes the 144000 Trigger Threshold from occurring  –  and thus postpones  (ideally indefinitely [from 
his point of view])  his personal demise  (Rev.20v1-3, 10)  by using the only power he has over Yahweh! 

What could that be – when Yahweh is  “The Most Powerful Entity”  in The Universe? 
Quite simply,  the  only  hold Satan has over Yahweh,  is to use Yahweh’s perfect Word of Prophecy against Yahweh! 

Yahweh in His Righteousness is bound by His perfect Word. 
Thus,  Satan is using a  “mentally weak Creation”   (humans)  of JCg,  of which Satan seduced to evade his personal  “Righteous Justice”! 

However,  there is  one flaw  in Satan’s thinking! 
Yahweh  can  accurately predict The Future and ensured  “The Numbers  were/are  Correct”! 
Yahweh did not prophesy  144001  TCs that could not be fulfilled before Mankind annihilated itself as a species  (Matt.24v22),  but rather 144000  
(Rev.14v1-4)  that can and shall be fulfilled.  This fulfilled Prophecy of 144000 future  New  “Sons of God” shall then enable Mankind’s resurrection,  so 
its members  can  then be taught  “Righteousness”  during The Millennium  (noting “Sons” means both men and women of the former 1st part of their life 
– resurrected as neuters, Matt.22v30, etc.). 

Does the reader understand this critical exegesis? 
1Cor. 12v14 og also  for  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  no/not/none  (it) is  one/singular  (the) member/{body part},   
1Cor. 12v14 og but  (the) many/much/plenteous. 
1Cor. 12v14 = For  also  the  {whole/sound  body}  it is  not  the  one/singular  member/{body part},   

but  (has)  many/plenteous  (body parts). 
 

For  also the whole body  (of a person)   is not one body part,   but  (comprises of)  the many   (body parts). 
 

I give a  (spiritual)  health warning here  –  this verse absolutely does  not  mean what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us  (as usual)! 
I will divulge more later! 
We are told these individuals  (TCs)  form  “The Whole Body of JCg”,  where they each have different DNA gifted capabilities redirected and then honed 
by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  “The Whole Body”  controlled by  “The Brain” (JCg),  being  pure/innocent/{separate  from this world of sin}  
to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment  (the “HS”). 
Note   It is Yahweh in  His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1,  made  only  upon Christians during the 1st part of their physical life)  makes  
“The Assessment of Worthiness”  for  “Sonship”.  Only  144000 people reach  “The Prize” (1Cor.9v23-26) ,  and these individuals are TCs forming  
“The Whole Body of Christ”,  where they  “Become One”  in  “The Special Marriage” (Eph.5v30-32)  of JCg and his Bride ready for The Millennium  
(Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 7,9). 

Can the reader see how all this logically,  but more importantly,  fits  righteously  together to provide Righteous Salvation for  all  humans? 
Now for  “The Serious Spiritual Health Warning”. 
Our  worldly Christian leaders all state  (for obvious reasons to  self-indulge  their clientèle  [for the worldly payback this delivers])    

“We are all part of the body of Christ!”   
And everyone states   “Amen!”    And perhaps    “Praise be to God”,   “Hallelujah”,   etc. 

And this is utter  self-indulgent  nonsense! 
Why? 

The obvious answer against  worldly Christian Leaders   The TCs must be of  “one spirit”  and these TCs are  not  of the some “43,000  worldly  
spirits/personalities/desires/traits”  (WS),  being the number of various schisms throughout Christendom (2103 CE)! 
Just stating we are  “Christians”  –  does  not  mean we are of  one/same  spirit  (personality/desires/traits  delivering our character)  –  especially if we 
are residing within either Church of England,  Roman Catholics,  Pentecostal,  and  “supposedly some 42,997”  other schisms  (noting there is only  one  
small flock of JC,  Luke.12v32, etc.).   
A direct comparison would be likened to politicians. 

Just because we are called  “politicians”  does  not  mean we are of the  “one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  of methodology with 
other politicians  –  especially if we are either Conservative, Labour, Communist, Green Party,  etc. 

However,  in saying all this I have made an error!   Both groupings  (religious and political)  are  under a  “one/same  spirit”  being that of the air   
(Eph.2v2)  which is  worldly  methodology  (“to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”)  operating under the power of The Wicked One  (2Cor.4v4, 
1John.5v19)  sourced by Satan – originated at Gen.3v1-5 –  being under the general heading  “To Control People  (for a return of worldly gain)”. 
The  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that operates only within TCs is the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates 
within Yahweh  and also JCg who became  The Link/Mediator  (1Tim.2v5)  as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  that is imbued by those specific 
individuals who think and reason like Yahweh over worldly issues  (John.14v20, 17v21-26).  We are told TCs,  JC and Yahweh  are hated by The World   
(John.15v17-26  [actually it is the religious leaders of The World;  by contrast,  The Public generally like TCs])  –  because worldly religious leaders 
have  different  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (and hence the  different  schisms that we have witness grow during The Gospel Age). 
This preached  “Deception”  is endemic within the  different  schisms  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  of Christendom pacifying the devotees into an 
entirely  bewitched/hoodwinked  not to question and think about what is occurring around them.  Consequently,  our  worldly Christian leaders  “have 
shut The Door to The Fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire”  (Matt.23v13,  being  “anti-anointing”,  hence  “anti-christ”, 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3)   as has 
occurred through all of human history  (same mindset of person takes the same position within  “Religion”  throughout all the generations).    

That is why we are called to get out of her (Rev.18v4)  –  please read all my cited local commentaries. 
1Cor. 12v15 og If/Whenever  (he/she/it) says/utters/speaks/commands/grants  the  foot:   
1Cor. 12v15 og Because  no/not/none  (I) am/exist  (the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand   
1Cor. 12v15 og no/not/none  (I) am/exist  {from/out of}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily.   
1Cor. 12v15 og No/Not/None  near/beside/with/against/alongside  that/this/there/here   
1Cor. 12v15 og no/not/none  (it) is  {from/out of}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily? 
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1Cor. 12v15 = If  it  says/commands  the  foot:   
Because  I am not the hand  (then)  I am not  {from out of}  the whole body.    
Not  near/alongside  this   (therefore)   {is it}  not  {from out of}  of the  {whole/sound  body}? 

 

(As an example)  If the foot says: 
  Because I am not the hand   (then)   I am not from out of the whole body!   (“If I am not the hand,  then I do not belong to the body!”) 
  Not alongside this  (statement),  is it  (foot)  not from out of the whole body?   (To mean,   “Is the foot nonetheless still part of the body?”)   

(Last line alternative rendering,  given for consideration … … )   
  Not near this  (body of uniformed thought),   it (foot)  is not from out of the body!   (to mean,  “The foot is not from the body,  if not with it”) 
             (Inasmuch,  if the foot thinks it is not part of The Body,  then it has excluded itself from what The Body is able to impart to the foot!) 
 

There are several interpretations to this verse  (the standard version is given in parenthesis above, unto which I can concord). 
I would like to voice both sides of the same coin. 

1. Is not the foot and hand part of the body?   Thereby both must work together to ensure The Body operates to its full capacity. 
2. If the foot refuses to work with the hand then it is not part of the body and cuts itself away from The Body. 

The first and universally accepted rendering requires no comment for expansion,  however I would like to explore the given alternative below. 
Paul makes a  hypothetical  conditional  statement  (If)  to which Paul then gives the logical outcome to the conditional statement in the form of a 
question  –  to thus indicate what is  not  desirable  if  persons thought in this manner  –  thereby given in context to be  a warning  to us. 

The foot is saying this   
Because I  (the foot)  am not a hand  (deeming the position  inferior/superior)  and so I do not want to be with this body!   

Then the consequence of this reasoning is    
Because the foot is not thinking itself to be alongside  “The Whole Body”  of JCg then it has claimed itself  “independent”  and  
not  to be with  “The Whole Body”  of JCg and thus freely cast itself  away  from  “The Whole Body”  of JCg. 

By extension  
Because I am not a hand and not with the whole body. 

Then it could be inductively reasoned   
Does the foot consider it to have no need for the rest of the whole body to function? 

Where The Crux is this reasoning of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the individual  becomes alien to the whole body,  of which the 
body itself does have a  one/same   compliant  spirit/personality/desires/traits  unto  “The Head”  (JCg)  which lends itself to be operating 
precisely as that sourced by Yahweh  –  according to His Methodology  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”! 

This  (whole Body)  is what  “The Foot”  has forsaken  (being of its character and authority [unto which to correctly operate]).  
Hence it has become a “rogue”  or an “outlaw”  to the commands issued from “The Head” (JCg)  that must be exactly fulfilled! 

This is precisely what certain self-indulgent  worldly Christian Leaders are doing when they leave  “The Absolute Disclosing Truth”  as given in The 
Bible to create  censored/modified  bibles  of their  own creation  (Rev.22v18-19)  full of religious customs and dogma  (noting Matt.23v23),  of which 
they proudly dispense to their adoring devotees in their ministry alien to that desired by Yahweh given through  “The Head (JC)”  unto “The Body”   
However,  The Bible tells us  -  they have their reward now – but not in The Millennium  (Luke.20v16)! 
From the inferred translation then a split personality looms  (James.1v6-8)  where the foot is physically connected to  “The Body”  by  “name”,  and yet 
it is doing its own thing by having a different  “character and authority”  to The Body under the directorship of The Head (JC)!   Thus,  this foot remains 
attached to  “The Whole Body”  and still has this errant behavioural problem thus making it  not  suitable for  “The Whole Body”  causing dissension 
and schisms,  rather than removing it – noting Paul's teaching is generally to expel repeatedly dissident individuals  (only after an elder has had a 
serious conversation with them). 

Thus,  in reality we have  two  bodies! 
1. The Original Jesus comprising of Jesus and the 1st Century Christians,  with more TCs being added during the last 2000 years. 

(This body is judged by Yahweh as being fully compliant to His given Methodology.) 
2. The New Jesus (2Cor.11v4)  comprising of  Satan  and Christendom endorsed in 325 CE and continued as such for 1700 years. 

(This body is judged by Yahweh as being deviant to His given Methodology and thus  opposing  His Plan for Human Salvation.) 
Perhaps  worldly Christian leaders prefer the latter rendering because it allows them to continue in  “The Pretence”  of being attached to “Body 1” 
while in reality they are part of “Body 2”!   Yet all this will be explained to us in The Millennium under  New Management  that shall not involve them,  
because they have no expectation of it – to make it become a reality,  and that is perhaps why they have no desire to speak about its operations – because 
the human is so good at ignoring things of which the mind dislikes! 
We must realise in Yahweh’s Mind and given as instruction through JC then the hand or the eye should be removed from The Body to save the remaining 
part of the body  (Matt.5v29, 30),  The Vine-dresser pruning The Vine (John.15v2), etc.  as several of many different examples throughout The New 
Testament. 
The crux to understanding  “The Core Message”  in The New Testament is Yahweh’s Primary Desire for 144000 TCs to be gathered in at  “The 1st 
Harvest”  of Firstfruits  (Rev.14v3-4)  so that He might move to the 2nd stage of His Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation as carefully described in 
so many places on this website   “FutureLife.Org” .  Thus Yahweh cannot have His Son’s body infected by humans who do not have 100%  
agapao/{edifying love}  for their adopted Father (Yahweh)  Who also becomes The Matchmaker between His Premier Son JCg and his perfected Bride  
(of 144000 TCs)  elected/chosen   from out from The Gospel Age in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”.   See my commentaries to John.2v1-12. 

It all makes perfect sense  –  I implore The Reader to throw away the old stale wine,  and to drink  “The New Wine”  (Luke.5v37-39)  made 
possible at The End of The Gospel Age –  when all has been rediscovered (after 2000 years)  and made plain to The World  (Matt.24v14, etc.). 

1Cor. 12v16 og Also  if/whenever  (he/she/it) says/utters/speaks/commands/grants  the  ear:   
1Cor. 12v16 og Because  no/not/none  (I) am/exist  (the) eye/vision/sight  no/not/none  (I) am/exist   
1Cor. 12v16 og {from/out of}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily.   
1Cor. 12v16 og No/Not/None  near/beside/with/against/alongside  that/this/there/here   
1Cor. 12v16 og no/not/none  (it) is  {from/out of}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily? 
1Cor. 12v16 =  Also  If  it  says/commands  the ear:   

Because  I am  not  the eye  (then)  I am  not  {from out of}  the  whole body.    
Not  near/alongside  this  (whole body),   (therefore)  {is it}  not  {from out of}  of the  {whole/sound  body}? 

 

(As an example)  Also if the ear says: 
  Because I am not the eye  (then)  I am not from out of the whole body.   (“If I am not the eye,  then I do not belong to the body!”) 
  Not alongside this  (statement),  is it not from out of the whole body?   (To mean,  “Is the ear nonetheless still part of the body?”)   
(Last line alternative rendering,  given for consideration … … )   
  Not near this  (body of uniformed thought),   it (ear)  is not from out of the body!   (to mean,  “The ear is not from the body,  if not with it”) 
             (Inasmuch,  if the ear thinks it is not part of The Body,  then it has excluded itself from what The Body is able to impart to the ear!) 
 

The various interpretations are covered in v15. 
1Cor. 12v17 og If  whole/all/completely/throughout  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  (the) eye/vision/sight   
1Cor. 12v17 og what/where  the  hearing/listening? 
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1Cor. 12v17 og If  whole/all/completely/throughout  the  hearing/listening,  what/where  the  smelling? 
1Cor. 12v17 = If  all/whole  the  {whole/sound  body}  was  the  eye,   where  (is)  the  hearing?    

If  all/whole  (body was)  the  hearing,   where   (is)   the  smelling?  
 

(Therefore)  If all the whole body was an eye,  where  (is)  the hearing? 
If all  (the whole body was)  the hearing,  where  (is)  the smelling? 
 

This does not undermine my reasoning in v15,  but rather,  it could support the alternative understanding of v15.   
Paul is simply stating how all parts need each other to function correctly to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to achieve His 144000 TCs,  and by contrast,  the 
acceptance of disunity  (in the second option as we witness throughout Christendom)  is  not  acceptable in any part of  “The Whole Body”  of JCg. 
Paul is establishing the point. 

“The Whole Body”  needs  all  the specific functions of its body parts  fervently working  together  at the appropriate time during The Gospel 
Age to become wholesome in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire -  having common thought to yield the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as 
we witness given by JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  as given by Paul and the other apostles  (explained later in this epistle). 

What is  not  acceptable to Yahweh through JCg would be  worldly Christians creating their own worldly doctrine  –  because it suited their  own  
worldly  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (ego)  and ignored what has been given to us through an  accurately  translated Bible  correctly  explained. 
I just cannot over emphasise this warning  –  because so many acolytes just have  not  the faintest idea what is  really  in The Bible,  and blindly trust in 
their leaders to do the right thing for them,  being most unwise if trying to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire!   These  worldly Religious Leaders disown their 
responsibility in this matter  –  because the very first thing these  worldly Christian leaders should be doing  if  they  were  truly  fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire  would be impressing upon their congregations to feed upon every verse in The Bible and  to  understand/fulfil  it.  Yet they demonstrably do not 
correctly teach for the sole reason   The Congregation is more controllable  “if kept in the dark”   “to be milked”! 
Worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  reason along these lines  

“We do not want them asking us awkward questions  (that would come from educated people)  –  else our fraudulence becomes exposed!” 
1Cor. 12v18 og now/present/immediate/presently  and  the  {specific god}    
1Cor. 12v18 og (he) {to place}/ordained/settled/{sunk/laid down}/purposed  the  members/{body parts},  
1Cor. 12v18 og one/singularly  (the) each/any/every  {of them}  in  to the [= within]  {whole/sound body}/bodily   
1Cor. 12v18 og just/as/that/how/when  (he) determined/{delighted in}/desired/{be pleased}. 
1Cor. 12v18 = And  now/present/immediate  “the specific god”  he  placed/purposed/ordained  the  members/{body parts},   

each/every  one/singularly  {of them}  within  the  {whole/sound  body}  just/as  he  determined/desired/{be pleased}. 
 

And presently   (as required at our own unique time during The Gospel Age)   “the specific god”  purposed the body parts , 
every one of them within the whole body  -  just as he  (the specific god)   be pleased. 
 

We have again the apostles writing  “the specific god”  as the  double pointer  using its relative position. 
Thus  (1) we read correctly,  it is JCg as  “The Intercessor”  (1Tim.2v5)  between Yahweh and Mankind,  who as  “The Word of God”,   becomes imbued 
within  repentant/compliment  individuals  that yields Yahweh’s HS.  This starts by JC  (as  “The Word of God”  being offered)  within  “likely looking”  
candidates of people by him  (through a TC)  metaphorically knocking at the door (Rev.3v20)  and entering,  if invited by the recipient. 
Thus when dining  (eating = digesting = imbuing),  JCg  (as  “The Word of God”)  interacts with the hearkening recipient's mind to produce a  “Mind 
Change”  (Luke.17v21)  away from worldly methodology  (self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)  unto Yahweh’s Methodology  (edify our neighbour to 
our own hurt). 

Upon this  “Mind Change”  the recipient uses  his/her  given DNA  gifts/capability  to further Yahweh’s Desire to achieve the next generation 
of TCs so  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs occurs over about 2000 years and He can bring forth  “The 1st Resurrection“ 
and then The Millennium, 3.5 years later.   After which,  Yahweh can gain  “The Late Adopters”  in The Millennium from out of  “The 
Resurrected World”! 

That indented paragraph wholly explains  “The Thrust”  of The New Testament!  
This is precisely what our  worldly Christian Leaders in their millions  should  be doing  if  “worth their salt”  (Matt.5v13, Luke.14v34). 
Sadly,  they do not – else  “The Millennium”  would have begun a thousand years ago  (the same minded person takes those slots every generation)! 
However,  progressively through these 2000 years  (or so)  there  are  the 144000 TCs having made an entire mind change  (new Creature/Creation, 
2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  and take upon themselves  “The Weight of Responsibility”  (Talents/Minas)  of  “The Word of God”  to  accurately  teach what 
Yahweh Desires at  “Their Time”  during the 2000 years to increment His  “Righteous Master Plan for Human Salvation”! 
Thus JCg  (as “The Word of God part 2”  righteously answering  “God’s Word part 1”)  becomes  “metaphorically conscious”  within his  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body to have effectively dispensed the HS downward into his extension on Earth within his fleshly whole body of TCs. 
These TCs are wholly  repentant/compliment/contrite  individuals imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle -  because they truly do have the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  to form this extended physical body of JC operating within The World exactly as would JC would be physically walking 
this planet (Matt.25v15-22, Luke.19v14-19). 
But the dual nature of  “The Specific God”  shows us that  (2) Yahweh,  as  “The Almighty God”  now assesses the TCs as individuals to become  “Sons 
of God”  (meaning, “Sons of Yahweh”).   Yahweh knows beforehand who will become TC  (Rom.8v29, etc.)  and is thus actively working with this TC.  
The TCs become entirely focused upon  “The Task in hand”  (Luke.9v63)  according to capability  (as was JC during his ministry),  thereby ultimately 
fulfilling  his/her  adopted Father’s Desire (Matt.21v28-30)  for the future Expectation of  “The Inheritance”  and demonstrates this within the  
ministry/lifestyle  that also imitates that of JC  (who as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Lord/Master”   controlling  his/her  mind). 
1Cor. 12v19 og if  and  {(it) was}/{(they) were}  the (members [TCs/brethren])  all  one/singular  (the) member/{body part},   
1Cor. 12v19 og (of the) where  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily? 
1Cor. 12v19 = And  if  all  the (body parts)   were  one/singular   (type of)   the  member/{body part},   

where   (is)   the  {whole/sound body}   (which requires all the different body parts to correctly function)  [to yield the required result]? 
 

And if all the  (body parts)   were one  (type of)   body part, 
where  (is)  the whole body   (which requires a multitude of different body parts to function in the manner Yahweh ultimately desires)? 
 

Paul is making use of the whole-body allegory to show the reader all the individual body parts are required to make a whole functioning body.  
Else how can a body function correctly without all its sub-parts  co-ordinately working to yield a goal   (“Life”)?  

This would add further credence to my understanding of v15 that we are  all to work together  with the  one/sane  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that 
sourced by Yahweh through JC  (and not be personally rebellious or isolationist)  for  “The Body of The Anointed”  to function in The Manner that 
Yahweh desires.   Yahweh requires  “The Mechanism”  (JCg + his Bride [“The Early Adopters”])  to yield  “Life”  through The Millennium that shall 
bring about Mankind's Salvation for  “The Late Adopters”  from out of the reformed Resurrected World. 
1Cor. 12v20 og now/present/immediate  and  (the) many/much/plenteous  truly/indeed  (the) members/{body parts},   
1Cor. 12v20 og one/singular  and  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily. 
1Cor. 12v20 = And  now/present/immediate  truly/indeed  the  many/plenteous  members/{body parts},   

and  the  one/singular  {whole/sound body}. 
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And now truly many body parts   (from a diverse pool of Christians)   
and  (yet still)  the one whole body   (kept precisely so by Paul's careful administration  [2Cor.11v28 and warning 2Cor.11v4]). 
 

The whole body of JCg is growing and it comprises of many TCs having many different capabilities to make the whole ecclesia become most effective. 
1Cor. 12v21 og not  (it is) able/possible/capable  and  the  eye/sight/vision  (to) say/utter/speak/command/grant   
1Cor. 12v21 og to the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand:   
1Cor. 12v21 og (the) affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want  {of yourselves}  no/not/none   
1Cor. 12v21 og (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have;   
1Cor. 12v21 og or/than/either/rather  anew/{back once more}/furthermore/again  the  head  to the  feet:   
1Cor. 12v21 og (the) affair/need/demand/requirement/necessity/want  {of yourselves}  no/not/none   
1Cor. 12v21 og (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have: 
1Cor. 12v21 = And  the eye  it is  not  able to  say/command  to the  hand:    I have  no  need/necessity  of yourselves! 

Or again,  the head  to the  feet:    I have  no  need/necessity  of yourselves! 
 

And the eye is not able to say to the hand:  I have no need of yourselves! 
Or again,  the head  (not able to say)   to the feet:  I have no need of yourselves! 
 

Reinforces my reasoning as given in v15  –  the point being the  correctly  functioning eye  is not able  to say I have no need of the hand  –  and being 
correctly functioning in unity  within  “The Whole Body”  of JCg  then it would  never  make this statement  (by contrast to The Body of Christendom)! 
Paul is only stating The Obvious,  to hammer home the point  “The Body of JCg”  cannot have  dissident/rebellious  members within it  –  being those 
individuals who will not correctly operate together to  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (and thus cut out,  John.15v1-6, Rom.11v15-25, likewise Matt.5v29, 18v9).  

The Requirement is -  To fulfil Yahweh’s desire and  not  the  worldly Christian leaders’ worldly desire(s)! 
To differentiate between the two types of body,  then we need to be  very knowledgeable in The Bible  –  else we  will  be misled by these  skilled/trained  
(to mislead)  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (living off us)  presently  “hankering after The World”  behind  “The Pretence”  they are offering us  
“a heavenly  service”  (in a worldly manner)  to supposedly reach  “The Almighty God”!   What a farce! 

We do not require an IQ of 200 to understand what Yahweh thinks of them  (Luke.20v16, etc.)! 
Just as JC told us at John.8v28-55 –  being as the maxim tells us   “Birds of a feather flock together”  taking their positions throughout the ages! 
1Cor. 12v22 og But  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) many/much/plenteous  (the) {greater degree}/{more than}/better  the (members) 
1Cor. 12v22 og (the) thinking/{being accounted}/deeming/supposing/presuming/seeming   
1Cor. 12v22 og (the) members/{body parts}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  (the) feebler/impotent/sicker/weaker   
1Cor. 12v22 og (the) {begin under}/{come into existence}/after/live/behave  (the) necessary/needful/required  (it) is. 
1Cor. 12v22 = But  {by much}  better  the  deeming/seemingly  the  feebler/weaker  members/{body parts}   

of the  {whole/sound  body}  it is  necessary/required  the  {begin under}/{come into existence}. 
 

But it is much better  (for)  the seemingly weaker body parts of the whole body  (are)  required to come into existence. 
 

The body of JCg,  needs those members who appear weaker than other members to come into existence.  These individuals will become to be the next 
generation of TCs as future faithful slaves to the fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire.   Thus,  the body needs  all  types of TCs. 
By extension this also underwrites the required  contrite/deferential  nature of a TC  -  inasmuch the TC will take a lower position than  “The Brethren”  
in their  “attitude to life/deportment”   and thus  “appear to be weaker”  by applying  “The Word  of God”  within their mind. 
Then by comparison we only need to examine “The Stance”  taken by worldly leaders of  “Religion, Politics, and Commerce”,  to understand why they 
(unreformed)  shall be  refused  leadership roles in The Millennium and by given  “The Last/Least”  position within society from which to learn  
“humility”  (to then ideally achieve salvation)  -  precisely as JC and the Apostles profusely tell us! 
1Cor. 12v23 og Also  who/what/which/that  (we) think/{be accounted}/deem/suppose/presume   
1Cor. 12v23 og (the) {without honour}/dishonoured/despised  {to be/exist}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily;   
1Cor. 12v23 og {to these  (persons/things [body parts])}  (the) esteem/valuable/precious/honour   
1Cor. 12v23 og (the) {super-abundant}/superior/pre-eminence/{very highly}/{beyond measure}/vehemently   
1Cor. 12v23 og (we) {to place around}/present/{bestow upon}/{put about};   
1Cor. 12v23 og also  the  shapelessness/inelegance/uncomeliness/unpresentable     
1Cor. 12v23 og {of/from us}   (the) decorousness/comeliness/propriety/honourable   
1Cor. 12v23 og (the) {super-abundant}/superior/pre-eminence/{very highly}/{beyond measure}/vehemently 
1Cor. 12v23 og (he/she/it) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has. 
1Cor. 12v23 = Also  who/that  we  deem/presume  indecent/{less honourable}   (body parts)   to be  of the  {whole/sound  body};   

{to these (less honourable body parts)}  the  {more supreme}/{beyond measure}  honour/valuable/esteem  we  {bestow upon}/present,   
also  our  shapelessness/inelegance  it has  (become)  the  {more supreme}/{beyond measure}  honourable/comeliness/decorousness. 

 

Also who we presume less honourable  (body parts)  to be of the whole body:   (The best TCs are  taking the lowest  position in the ecclesia) 
to these  (less honourable body parts)   we bestow upon   (them/TCs)   beyond measure  value/esteem   (as judged by Yahweh), 
also our inelegance   (being what we do within  “The Body of Christ”  appears as worthlessness,  as viewed by  “The Judging World”)    
it has  (become)  the beyond measure  decorous/beautiful   (as judged by Yahweh   [and ultimately recognised as such by The Resurrected World]). 
 

Again,  Paul is running through his coded similes  (4v6)  and thus the secondary meaning of this verse refers to The TCs. 
These members are considered as  less esteemed/honourable  in the building of  “The Whole Body of JC”  during the present 1st part of their physical life 
in Satan’s world,  will then be  exposed/presented  as being  “wonderful/valued  TCs”  to all people of The World  in The Millennium  during the 2nd part 
of their physical life.  Also the unattractiveness of the TC  (because there are so few of them)  now in this world will be shown as  glorious/respectable  in 
great abundance to all people  in The Millennium  when these 144000 TCs are  kings/priests  as Sons of God  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1John.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.).    

The opposite occurs  (and has done)  in  “The Whole Body of Christendom”  for the last some 1700 years! 
Thus this verse is continuing JC’s theme of  The  Last/Least  now in society will become  The  First/Most  in Society  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, 
Luke.13v30)  within  The Millennium  (because they are humble and weak now)  where,  the TCs then,  when resurrected shall be given their position  of 
Glory  as  “Sons of God”  at JCg’s 1st 2nd C.  During The Millennium when all worldly people will be resurrected into perfected DNA fleshly bodies  
(given  in trust  for ideally their personal reform),  then they will honour these former TCs,  when the worldly people see the  propriety/comeliness  of the  
Kings/Priests  (2Tim.4v6-8. 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.,)  will then abundantly have.   Propriety/comeliness/honour/respect  is not the first thing that comes to 
mind when we  witness/audit  those people operating in a lawless manner within many worldly Christian churches  (Matt.7v20-22)! 

Perhaps the reader may ask   How can you associate this with prophecy? 
Quite simply we must ask ourselves this question.  

Were the apostles honoured among the worldly community governed by its  (religious)  worldly focussed leaders?     
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No –  they were killed for  “The Real Faith”  (accurate Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity)  all as JC tells us at John.16v1-4 –  and for an 
example,  William Tyndale received in the cost of his life! 

So if  we  are  to imitate the apostles  –  being  precisely what Paul has commanded us in 4v16, 11v1,  then clearly we too,  as TCs, will  not  be honoured 
in  this  world under Satan’s regime  (because Satan does  not  want apostles to be honoured –  he is trying to  remove them –  they are  spoiling  his 
plan)  all as JC tells us at John.15v17-25 because  The World  is still in the hands of the wicked one  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)! 
It is people today taking  The  First/Most  within society as the leaders of  Politics/Religion/Commerce  operating according to  “The Rules of this 
present system”  (to climb on the backs of  “Their Minions” )  “to self-indulge to the hurt of their neighbour”  who feel aggrieved by exposure of 
“Hypocrisy”.  The Most Aggrieved are leaders of “Religion”  because they are specifically  exposed  as gross  “hypocrites”  and thus become angered 
by the  contrasting  TCs acting  “as model citizens”  (Rom.13v1-5)  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle   -  being that of which shall occur in The 
Millennium.   These Early Adopters have God’s Kingdom  already ruling their minds  (Luke.17v21)  become The Perfect Leaders to rule The Millennium! 
Effectively the TCs are only spoiling the ground where the  “Leaders of Religion” work  –  not  the leaders of Politics or Commerce  (universally 
recognised as being “acceptable” hypocrites)  because they are known to be of  This  World and thus  ignored by TCs  (as commanded by God)  –  this is 
just common sense –  and endorsed,  by precisely what we have witnessed throughout the ages! 

Therefore,  if TCs will not be honoured now,  then  when  will they become honoured? 
As the Bible  repeatedly tells us  –  it will be at and after the 1st 2nd C of JCg at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6  and see glossary). 
Consequently,  we have learnt two things from this passage. 

1. Worldly honoured religious leaders are absolutely   not  TCs - see v24 in context! 
2. Be careful of the reverse inference  –  see v3 of this chapter how it operates. 

Just expanding (2).  Many self-righteous religious leaders will claim   
Because we are honoured then we are TCs,  and use this verse to support their argument,  without realising that it is  not  during this present 
time now,  because it is during Satan’s present worldly system.  Therefore,  they are being honoured by The Ruler of this present system! 

Why would Satan wish to honour a TC during  “his system of operations”  of some 6000 years  (see “Satan's Desire” in glossary)? 
Especially when JC recognised The Prophets received no honour and were murdered  (Matt.23v37, Luke.13v34). 
Nothing has changed! 

Satan is trying to  “shut TCs up”  by making them  ineffective by whatever means he can,  as appropriate to the age within which they operate! 
Noting,  it is Satan’s methodology being practiced by worldly Leaders in their respective positions being used to support Satan’s present hold over this 
World  – rather than Satan personally intervening – because  “his pawns”  are doing a  “supposedly fine job”  (in progressively destroying Mankind)  as 
they are presently operating today  (and have done over the last some 6000 years)! 
Satan  (operating through  “his pawns”)  shall  not  allow TCs on a pedestal to successfully spread  “The Word of God”,  – is he! 
He will only allow those people who are  not  accurately teaching God’s Word to take high places within present society during  his control  (being his 
methodology practised)  of this system  (“to plug”  these positions in society!) 
We are told in The Bible;  The Lord will allow his representatives  (TCs)  to be chastised like a loving Father does to His son  (Heb.12v3-12).   
TCs are actively aiming to become the adopted Sons of God,  being  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”.   

Thus,  TCs  will  be chastised in this world for  “The Real Faith” (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  while being  “blameless/holy”. 
Let us ask ourselves - 

Do we see honoured  worldly Christian leaders chastised in this world for  “The Real Faith”  (accurate Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity)? 
         (Apologies for the constant repetition of “Real Faith” and of its definition – but I need to counter pandemic  “blind faith”  befuddling our minds). 
Let the reader  reason very carefully on the full implications of this  throughout the whole of society! 
However,  this does not stop genuine TCs being honoured among The Brethren  –  but again be careful of reverse inference by false leaders! 
Finally,  worldly Christian leaders might counter  (by spinning The Truth into a half-truth and half-lie,  as proficiently as did Satan)    

“Yahweh is in control”  and would  “allow His representatives full sway”! 
Those people arguing in this manner have just ignored huge swaths of The Bible –  of which I will not repeat here –  because it is outside the scope of this 
verse – however I do defend this reasoning in many places elsewhere and will do so further when compiling my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  
where this subject matter will become part of a Topic. 

Now in context we move to v24  
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
100th Instruction – Individually TCs have no need to be  (worldly)  honoured,  but  “the specific god”  but will combine all 
the TCs together so the whole Body will be  supremely honoured  as  “The New Temple’” of  awakened/roused  144000 
TCs becoming the Sons of God at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  when JCg comes at his 1st 2nd C  (as “a thief in the night”). 
101st Instruction – All parts of the body must function closely together under  one/same  spirit/personality/desirers/traits  
for the mutual care of each other.  If a TC is persecuted by The World,  then the rest of The Body will provide support,  if a 
TC rejoices when  he/she brings a new TC into The Body away from The World,  then the rest of The Body rejoices. 
Therefore,  all humans aiming to become part of The Body should behave in this manner. 
(Worldly Christian leaders of all the schisms in The World would do well to read these verses –  but perhaps the self-
indulgence gained from their particular schism is more important to them than  “The Word of God”  correctly applied!) 
Comment – repeat - Paul asks  of us  (21st Century CE)  the obvious question: 
Why do you “Christians”  supposedly need to have 42,000 schisms (at 2013 CE)  to show  “41,999” schisms  are deviant! 
Yahweh is only extracting out by  election/selection  His  small/one  flock  (Luke.12v32, John.10v3)  with the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC having  not  been  “adulterously built”  upon  “The Word of God”! 
104th Reasoning – To fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (“The Specific God”)  in The Gospel Age to gain His 144000 Sons of God, 
then The Body requires all manner of skills accessed by  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued to fully express the HS 
(noting its composite definition)  operating  upon/within  our DNA gifted  talents/skills.   
105th Reasoning – Thus  “the specific god”  (JCg)  as The Head  (The Master as  “The Word of God”  over his stewards)  
will  expose/exercise  attributes/capabilities/specialities  in the ecclesia  (The Calling Out)  being apostles,  prophets, 
teachers,  also people having mighty works, gifts of healing,  helpers,  administrators,  communicators of international 
languages  (note the order of what was in Paul’s mind  –  inferring precedence – v28). 
102nd Instruction – We are to fervently desire the better religious qualifications (from v28): = “apostles, prophets, 
teachers”  to edify  our neighbour.  But also,  I  (Paul)  show a more important  requirement  (next verses). 
1Cor. 12v24 og the (things)  and  well-formed/decorous/noble/comely/honourable/presentable/respectable   
1Cor. 12v24 og {of/from us}  no/not/none  affairs/needs/demands/requirements/necessities/wants  
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1Cor. 12v24 og (he/she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has, 
1Cor. 12v24 og but  the  {specific god}  (he) commingle/combine/assimilate/{mix with}/{temper together}   
1Cor. 12v24 og the  {whole/sound body}/bodily   
1Cor. 12v24 og to the (person)  {being later}/inferior/{falling short}/destitute/lacking/suffering/needing/wanting   
1Cor. 12v24 og (the) {super-abundant}/superior/pre-eminence/{very highly}/{beyond measure}/vehemently   
1Cor. 12v24 og (the having) given/bestowed/granted  (the) esteem/valuable/precious/honour. 
1Cor. 12v24 = And  he/she  has  no  need/demand/requirement  of the  presentable/honourable/decorous/{noble in rank}  things,   

but  “the specific god”  mixed/{tempered together}  the  {whole/sound  body}  to the  person  lacking/deficient   
the having  given  {super-abundant}/{more supreme}/{beyond measure}  honour/value/esteem. 

 

And  he/she (TC)  has no requirement of the  honourable/decorous   (position within present society – operating as slaves to Yahweh),  
but  “the specific god”   (“JC” as  “The Word of God”  inviting  us,  “Yahweh” as the adopting Father  electing  us as TCs) 
tempered together the whole body   (it is “The Word of God” [JC]  operating within hearkening people  that tempers 144000 TCs to be of one mind) 
the having given beyond measure  honour/value/esteem   (when successfully a TC and future Son of God). 

to the person deficient   (weaker  brother/sister  actively striving to become a TC and achieves  “The Goal of Sonship”). 
 

Thus, Paul is saying   
The TCs has no need to be considered as honourable by  “The World”  to its own worldly standards today,  but  JCg  (as “the specific god”  
of us,  humans)  has  supported/brought  together all aspects of his  “The Gospel Age fleshly body”  being the TCs so they all become  self-
supporting  through mutual honour.  
Furthermore,  the whole body constructed of TCs,  whose members are lacking honour in  “this present world”  will  be given abundant 
honour in The Millennium upon their resurrection  in “The New World”  by The Almighty God Yahweh  (as “The Specific God”  of JC and 
the TCs)  expressing His  “HS” to yield Mankind’s Salvation through its required respective epochs of Israel. 
Noting,  the  “HS”  is  “Yahweh’s Desire that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  made manifest by His expressed 
capability within The Environment”.   

This reasoning is totally consistent here and with  all  other places within The Bible  –  without  any “mysteries”. 
1Cor. 12v25 og that  not  might/may/can/should/be  (the) split/gap/schism/division/rent   
1Cor. 12v25 og in  to the [= within]  {whole/sound body}/bodily;  but  the (one [whole body])  it/same   
1Cor. 12v25 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {one another}/mutual/together   
1Cor. 12v25 og (they may/should) {be anxious about}/{have care}/concerned/{take thought}  the  members/{body parts}. 
1Cor. 12v25 = That  might/should  not  be  the  split/division/schism  within the  {whole/sound body},   

but  the  (whole/sound body)   it/same  {for the sake/behalf of}  {one another}/together   
they  may/should  {be anxious about}/{have care}  the  members/{body parts}  (of the whole body). 

 

That should not be  division/schism  within the whole body   (of the  Christ/Anointed,  being what is on offer [of the required unity of “Sonship”]) 
but the  it/same  whole body for the  sake/behalf  of one another they might have care   (towards all)   the body parts   (of the whole body). 
 

Thus,  to be truly part of the whole body without any divisions,  then each member (body part)  mutually  cares/edifies  for their other Brother/Sister  –  
just as it will be so mutually  for everyone  in The Millennium.  Only because the TCs operate with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that 
which is sourced by Yahweh which is  pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment  (the 
HS)! 

Do we  really  see this occur by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”?     
When they have  not  the faintest idea what  is  Yahweh's Desire!   (Please see glossary  [and my commentaries]  to discover what it really is). 

Notice the use of  “it”  to be reference to  “the body of Christ”  -  being  “a unity of purpose”  –  just as  “it”  is used for the  “HS”  being  “a 
unity of purpose”  –  and not  “he”  to mean a literal personage of JCg here upon the earth!   Likewise,  the nonsense said by some  
“Christians”  stating  “I saw JC”  implying a physical personage  –  or perhaps those of the Roman Catholics saying similar things from the 
hallucinations at the end of some vain pilgrimage! 

I presently  “utterly despair of this present situation”  (my sympathies being with the congregational members being taught twaddle as  “supposed fact”)  
–  but ultimately it will be all correctly rectified when these presently duped individuals,  are resurrected into The Millennium and start personally 
learning  “The Disclosing Truth”.  This being the time when the present  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders will be kicked out of office  
(Luke, all of chapter 16, and Luke.12v46-48, 20v15-16, Matt.7v21-26, 21v20-21, 32,  and so many others where perhaps most of JC’s parables are 
specifically aimed towards  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  supposedly representing Yahweh’s Interests)!   The parables are  fundamentally not  
about the separation between Christians and non-Christians but aimed directly at the Positive and Negative factions of 2nd Epoch Israel  (Christians)! 
I cannot over stress that last point  –  but obviously  –  our  Professional Leaders of Religion/Christendom”  are hardly likely to teach what these 
parables  really mean –  are they! 

This reasoning obviously demonstrates they have  not  the HS  (being Yahweh’s Desire that is  pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  
made manifest within The Environment)  -  irrespective of how much they might preach to the contrary!    

It is worthwhile for us to  examine their fruitage  (Matt.7v16-21, 12v33, etc.,)   to substantiate that statement! 
1Cor. 12v26 og Also  {if too}/whether  (he/she/it) {experience/feel (usually pain)}/passion/vex/suffers  one/singularly   
1Cor. 12v26 og (the) member/{body part},  (he/she/it) {suffers jointly}/{persecuted together},   
1Cor. 12v26 og (the) all  the  members/{body parts};   
1Cor. 12v26 og {if too}/whether  (he/she/it is) {rendered glorious/honour}/{highly esteemed}/magnified   
1Cor. 12v26 og one/singular  (the) member/{body part},   
1Cor. 12v26 og (you [singular]) {sympathize in gladness}/congratulate/rejoice  (the) all  the  members/{body parts}. 
1Cor. 12v26 = Also  {if too}  one  member/{body part}  he/she/it  {experiences pain}/suffers,   

(then)   the all  the  members/{body parts}   it  {suffers jointly}/{persecuted together};     
(and)   {if too}  one  member/{body part}   he/she/it  is  {rendered glorious}/{highly esteemed},   
(then)   the  all/whole  members/{body parts}  you  (singular)  congratulate/rejoice. 

 

Also if too one body part experiences pain  (from  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  persecuting it),    
(then)  all the body parts suffer jointly   (in empathy, to give aid and support  [often providing safe houses or dressing the wounds – see Acts.]) 
(and)  if too one body part  (is)  rendered glorious   (by Yahweh working alongside this component part  [and  not  by The World]),   
(then)  all the body parts you (TCs [as The Body])  congratulate   (for example, Acts.21v20). 
 

Self-explanatory –  showing the close-knit community,  where there is no disunity  –  where all parts of The Entity  work together  for  The One Cause, 
which is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  rather than their own desires.  Hence,  we have some 43,000 schisms of  worldly Christianity throughout The World  
–  all being of the  one/same  spirit of the air  (Eph.2v2)  that  also  permeates throughout our leaders of politics and commerce.   
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We must clearly rationalise upon this observation    
If there is the evidential fraction and disunity throughout  worldly Christianity  –  then clearly as a general statement  –  the members of  
worldly Christianity are absolutely  not  part of  “The Body of JC”,  being that of Christ's  (Anointed)  “physical body”  of The Gospel Age  
(operating within The TCs).     

This is precisely  why  Christ's Body is  elected/chosen  (by  “The Third Party”, Yahweh, Matt.20v23)  {from out of}  a group having a  similar  
knowledge base  -  being that of  “Christendom”  (and obviously  not  from The World)  precisely as JC tells us in Matt.20v16, 22v14  -  where  

Many  (3 Billion Christians of the 2000 year Gospel Age)  are  invited/called  into “Christianity”,  but only a few  (the 144000 TCs)  are 
elected/selected  (by Yahweh to be future Sons of God).      
This is where the approximate  1  20000 ratio is derived   (3B/144k)– quite simple  -  is it not? 

All this is really not   “Rocket Science”  -  it is just  (1) plain common sense,   (2) precisely what The Bible tells us,  and moreover  (3) exactly what we 
have witnessed throughout the history of Mankind of some 6000 years  (being deemed as the DNA offspring of Adam and Eve  [as “The New Superhuman 
Species”,  being the result of direct  “Extra-Terrestrial Intervention”]). 
1Cor. 12v27 og {specifically yourselves}  and  (you) are  (the) whole/sound body}/bodily  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
1Cor. 12v27 og also  (the) members/{body parts}  {from/out of}  (of the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part   
1Cor. 12v27 = And  {specifically yourselves}  are the  {whole/sound body}  of the  Christ/Anointed,   

also  the  members/{body parts}  {from out of}  apportion/share/{part of}. 
 

And specifically yourselves   (brethren actively aiming to become TCs)   
are the whole body of the Anointed   (in the running  [1Cor.9v23-26]  for  “Sonship made possible by Yahweh”), 
also the body parts from out of the apportion   (you are part of the body and of Heirship [Rom.8v17-29], with differing abilities to express the HS)  
 

Thus,  specifically yourselves are all of JC’s  one/same  whole body,  and you members share this one body  (and equally looking towards the  one/same  
“Goal of Sonship”  through  “The Anointing”  by Yahweh). 
The observant reader might exclaim,   I have introduced a contradiction! 
How is it that Paul says, 

They – “The Brethren”  are the members of  “The Body of Christ”  and yet I state that  only TCs  form the whole body of Christ? 
Actually,  there is  no  contradiction based upon the following considerations  

No human on this planet can state they are a TC  (except Paul as part of The Heads of The 12 New Tribes of Israel was in a position to state 
this  at the end of his life  [2Tim.4v6-8]  only  because he  had been through so much suffering for The Almighty God  [1Cor.4v9-13, 
2Cor.2v24-28]  that during his last and final step he was  not  going to fail). 

Furthermore, 
Continuing from the above,  Paul is speaking in real time,  not to the potential failures within this grouping,  but this section is written to The 
Elders  (see my commentary to v3)  to give the fortitude and stoicism to continue with their hard and active work leading this fledging 
congregation . 
As I stated,  Paul is speaking now and not at the end of their present life  -  he is giving a message based upon what he can presently audit 
against  “The Required Standard for Sonship”  (by imitating JC)  -  to give them encouragement. 

Thus continuing - 
None of us  “Christians”  know if Yahweh shall choose us  (Matt.20v23)  to become one of the 144000 Sons of God  –  only  Yahweh knows 
and it is  only  He Who chooses at the end of the 1st part of our physical life which person is a suitable TC for greater responsibility. 

(Note,  this is written from a human perspective operating upon hindsight,  by contrast, Yahweh knew who these 144000 people would be before the 
creation of Mankind,  Rom.8v29, etc.) 
Because none of us know during the 1st part of our life if we are worthy  (we could fail by returning to The World)  then we must  all  be  fervently strive  
to become part of this  one/same  body  –  to compete in Paul’s metaphoric  “Race of Life”  to reach out,  to grasp forward  for  “The Prize of Sonship”.    
If successfully attained  (only  known by the individual  at/after  the 1st 2nd C of JCg to collect his bride selected for him by Yahweh)  then  we know we 
were in  “The Body of Christ/Anointed”  to become the  united/one  bride  (all  precisely as The Scriptures tell us). 
Thus Paul is exhorting The Brethren  (us)  to become part of The Body  –  act as though we are  –  because that is the only path to becoming part of the 
body  –  else we have formed a  schism/division  (all as The Scriptures tells us in many places). 

Yahweh is sifting The Mind of the “Christian” (1Sam.16v7)  examining its potential to rule  “The Resurrected World”,  where,  the mind must 
be entirely humble, contrite, demure  -  acting as a slave to both Yahweh and to The World for  no  worldly return.  This type of person is 
deemed worthy to be a future Son of God.  We do  not  see this type of attribute within our worldly leaders of politics, religion, and commerce. 
That is why,  without a complete paradigm shift within their mentality,  then these people  cannot  become future Sons of God.  

        This is precisely what The Bible tells us  -  but hardly what our  “Professional Leaders of Religion” are likely to tell us  -  for many obvious reasons! 
Consequently,  we reason all this is sadly miles away from what we are taught by  worldly Christian leaders both through word and deeds! 

Especially if they state   “Belong to our group to be saved”  –  what a complete  “nonsense soundbite! 
Being something that  all  “Leaders of Religion”  would state for obvious reasons  (increased worldly self-indulge from a larger crowd). 
For the Record    

Logically,  they cannot all be correct  –  in fact,  they are  all  wrong! 
Furthermore,  for the Record    

Only JC was  “The Enabler”  for Yahweh to righteously put JCg's Creation into the 2nd part of its members’ life  (thereby being  
saved  from  “Death”  –  the 1st time around)  -  and it is only  us personally  able to take  ourselves  away from  “The 2nd Death”  
of Annihilation by personally  reforming our minds unto perfection  (imitate JC)  upon  “The Word of God”  that JCg so kindly 
gave to us in his ministry! 

At present  (2007 CE when I first publicly released my work)  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  understand  none  of this righteous exegesis   –  but 
hopefully in the following years after The World has read this website  (Matt.24v14)  then all people will become clear within their mind precisely what 
Yahweh really desires,  and those genuine Christian Leaders will endorse what this website FutureLife.Org teaches in both word and deed. 
At 2020 CE after many 10,000s of website visits, they still have not changed how they think,  perhaps they never will,  even at the end of The Millennium! 
1Cor. 12v28 og Also  whom/what/which/that [plural]  truly/indeed  (he) placed/ordained/settled/{sunk/lay down}/purposed   
1Cor. 12v28 og the  {specific god}  in  to the [= within]  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church   
1Cor. 12v28 og firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly  (the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointed to tell},  
1Cor. 12v28 og {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterwards/again/2nd  (the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers   
1Cor. 12v28 og {third (in time/place/rank)}thirdly/3rd  (the) instructors/doctors/masters/teachers,   
1Cor. 12v28 og thereafter/{after that}/then  (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty works},   
1Cor. 12v28 og succession/moreover/furthermore/then  (the) {divine gratuities/endowments}/{religious qualifications}   
1Cor. 12v28 og (of the) curing/healings/{making persons whole},  (the) relievers/helpers,   
1Cor. 12v28 og (the) {steering/guiding a course}/directorships/administrators/governors,   
1Cor. 12v28 og (the) kin/countrymen/kinds/nations/offspring/stocks  (of the) {naturally acquired tongues/languages}. 
1Cor. 12v28 = Also  truly/indeed  (the TCs)  whom  “the specific god”  placed/purposed  within  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  (as):  
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1st:  Apostles.   2nd:  Prophets.   3rd:  Teachers.   
Thereafter the  {miraculous force}/{mighty works}   (being exceptional DNA gifts that are to be used to fulfil Yahweh's Desire),   
furthermore  the  {divine endowments}  of the  curing/healing   (of the spiritual mind to bring solace, etc.),  
the  relievers/helpers  (in the many diverse matters - both physical and spiritual),   
directors/administrators  (to organise and assist in logistics),   
countrymen/national  tongues/languages  (international communicators). 

 

Also truly whom  (as TCs)  “the specific god”  purposed within the  {calling out}/ecclesia  (as):- 
1st :  The Apostles.   2nd :  The Prophets.   3rd :  The Teachers.    (Notice   Primarily for  The Mind  and  The Furtherance of Yahweh’s Desire). 
Thereafter the mighty works   (the exceptional DNA sourced capabilities that are used to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – once knowing God’s Word), 
furthermore the divine endowments of healing   (of the spiritual mind  to bring comfort and solace  [not  feigned physical miracles for the flesh]), 
the  relievers/helpers   (in the supportive roles for the front-line TCs,  both spiritually and physically), 
the  directors/administrators   (to organise and assist in logistics of the teaching and preaching work), 
the country men of national languages   (foreign/international  communicators to spread  “The Word of God”  unto different countries). 
 

Again,  it is JCg as  “The Word of God”  that starts within an individual,  and the respondent travels through the  required  three  stages of  “Faith”. 
“Real Faith”  comprises of  accurate knowledge  that has been rigorously  assayed/tested  for righteousness to gain assurance and competence to teach,  
then operated upon it with  fidelity  after which,  he/she  finally gains Yahweh’s HS to become part of JC's body acting upon this Earth  according to  
his/her  ability to respond to  “The Weight of Responsibility” (Matt.25v15)  upon whom Yahweh then audits.  
Not only does the text continually tell us it  is  JCg who is our  intercessor/mediator (1Tim.2v5),  but also logically it will only be he  (as  “The Word of 
God”, Rev.19v13)  who initiates Yahweh’s HS within his  receptive/responsive  fleshly body  (TCs working in the worldly Vineyard, Matt.20v1-10)  for 
the greater good of his total creation  –  for  all  humans.  TCs  do not behave in a partisan manner,  yet the converse is seen within “Religion”.   
JC told us,  he must return to The Father (Yahweh) to enable the HS to come to us  (John.14v16, 15v26, 16v7, etc.  –  please see my local commentaries 
explaining  precisely how this occurs  –  it is absolutely  NOT  as our  worldly Christian leaders errantly preach to us)  and it was 10 days later,  The 
Apostles received understanding in how to express the HS,  to teach in various languages  (Acts.2v11-40)  –  where the HS was based upon  “The Word 
of God”  (JCg)  being assessed and accurately reasoned  –  thereby  enabling Yahweh to righteously operate within The Environment around the TC 
expressing His HS  (by contrast to James,1v6-8, 4v2-4, etc.).     

To then do what? 
For the TCs to then be  accurately  publicising  “The Word of God”  –  and we come round again,  in a virtuous circle. 

It would  not  be Yahweh doing this upon a  sinful/rebellious  creation,  but His  intercessor/mediator  who actually created the human species = JCg,  
being that it is JC who forgives our sins (Matt.9v2-6) and  not  Yahweh  –  except Yahweh is able to righteously  “turn a blind eye”  upon the sins of the 
1st part of our spiritual life because of what JC did for us.  However,  Yahweh  is  prepared to forgive the extraordinarily minor  side-slips  of TCs,  
because as the future  adopted Sons  having personally reformed their mind  not to sin  –  then any indiscretion is  truly an accident  (certainly not 
premeditated in any manner).  Righteously,  Yahweh can forgive His chosen Sons because under  “The 2nd Covenant”  they  are  being judged upon  The 
Driver  within their mind and not their  accidental  works  (I fully explain this reasoning elsewhere, 2Cor.5v19, Matt.6v14). 
The Bible clearly shows us the separate reasoning nature of the two  very separate  Entities,  with Yahweh’s HS expressed as the capability and energy to 
ensure Yahweh’s  Will/Desire  was/is  exercised to yield  “The Resultant”  in The Culmination.  Hopefully,  the reader is now able to understand now the 
utter falsehood of The Trinity worldly myth that just becomes  another  unnecessary human created mystery within which to lose its listeners  and divert 
humans away from the  two  central  names/characters/authorities  of JCg and Yahweh (see glossary)! 
Please see my commentaries at Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc.,  that explain about  “blaspheming against the HS”,  because as usual,  it is  not  
what our  worldly Christian leaders  errantly  preach to us!   

Do they get anything correct?   
        Extraordinarily little with regard to  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC,  but they are so  very good  at teaching “Religion”! 
1Cor. 12v29 og No/Not/None  (the) all (persons)   (the) apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointed to tell}?    
1Cor. 12v29 og No/Not/None  (the) all (persons)   (the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers?    
1Cor. 12v29 og No/Not/None  (the) all (persons)   (the) instructors/doctors/masters/teachers?   
1Cor. 12v29 og No/Not/None  (the) all (persons)   (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}? 
1Cor. 12v29 = Not all people  (are)  the  apostles/{appointed (by Yahweh [and not The World]) to tell}?    

Not  all  people  (are)  the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  (as sourced by Yahweh [and not The World])?    
Not  all  people  (are)  the  instructors/teachers/masters  (to accurately teach The Word of God [and not worldly myths])?    
Not  all  people  (are)  the  {miraculous force/power}/{mighty work}  (to reform The Mind away from worldly methodology). 

 

Not all people  (are able to be)  the  apostles/{appointed to tell}   (able to convey God’s World to new people not having God’s Word  [sowing])? 
Not all people  (are able to be)  the  prophets/{inspired teachers}   (understand  “The Sign of The Times”,  recognise pertinent events)? 
Not all people  (are able to be)  the  instructors/teachers   (to accurately teach  “The Word of God”  to fledgling  “Christians”  [watering])? 
Not all people  (are able to be)  the  (operators)  of mighty work   (to bring about the required internal reform of The Mind within recipients)? 

          (Yahweh desires “The Mind”  to continue in a  newly given  body,  He has no interest in “The Physical”  [as only interested by religious leaders].) 
 

All these TCs are fervently working to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  and Yahweh reciprocates to assist them in their  arduous  workload.  
These specific TCs demonstrate Yahweh’s HS in action  (both internally and externally)  that ultimately glorifies His Omnipotence,  and  not  that of the 
worker;  –  “The Resultant”  is  only  to be for Yahweh’s Glory  (within the recipients mind,  truly reformed by  “The Word of God”)   –  “The Ultimate” 
being the realisation of His 144000 Sons of God occurring at the 1st 2nd C of JCg.  
In  no  manner are these abilities to be used in glorifying  “The Deliverer”,  nor those people around  “Religious Leaders”  for  any  worldly return.  
The HS is freely expressed  (based upon the perfect take-up of  “The Word of God” [JC])  and  no  person should be  claiming/demonstrating  through 
works any other means  –  and all must be done reverentially,  with humility,  –  else quite simply  Yahweh is  not  working through them!   
If our  heart/{seat of motivation}  is  not  correctly steered by our brain  (driven only by  “The Word of God”  to precisely imitate JC),  then we shall be 
ignored at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (JCg's 1st 2nd C)  at 1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.). 

Yahweh is absolutely   not  “a puppet on a string”,  at our  “supposed beck and call”  to deliver HS upon our demand  (Matt.4v7)!    
How blasphemous to even  consider/act  in this manner!   

Yahweh will  only  operate within The Environment around a  “Christian”  if He deems the “Christian”  is to fulfil His Desire  -  which is - 
To make possible The Means to righteously bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over the members'  2 part life 

 Yahweh will  absolutely not  involve Himself in anything else  (certainly not for self-indulgent behaviour)!   Anything else is coming from other sources! 
I hope I have made this  perfectly clear!    

If there are deviant  worldly/iniquitous  Christian leaders who would dare defend their actions in public then I would most kindly ask them to contact me  
(made easy by the email route provided –  so there is no excuse)  quoting The Bible to presumptuously defend their position,  and I will reply on this 
website as soon as I have their material!   The best way to quash this nonsense is by using The Bible in context to draw out these deviant Christian 
leaders faulty exegesis  –  so that I am publicly able to righteously show their  satanic  nature  through carefully reasoned argument  based entirely upon 
“The Word of God”   (and  not  by  “Their word of Man”)! 
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Apologies for the forthright rant –  but I become righteously angry at what is occurring within The World today –  very much as JC felt by the merchants 
operating as  “Rogue Traders”  in his Father's house –  hence his response to physically drive them out on at least  two  occasions  (in the 1st year 
John.2v13-16,  and in the 3rd year Luke.19v45-46.   I read some of our  “worldly academic scholars”  try to rubbish the  two  occasions,  but what else 
can we expect from them,  precisely as The Bible tells us about them! 
1Cor. 12v30 og No/Not/None  (the) all (persons)   (the) {divine gratuities/endowments}/{religious qualifications}   
1Cor. 12v30 og (they) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  (of the) curing/healings/{making persons whole}?    
1Cor. 12v30 og No/Not/None  (the) all (persons)   (the) {naturally acquired tongues/languages}  (they) speak/utter/say?    
1Cor. 12v30 og No/Not/None  (the) all (persons)   (the) {explain thoroughly}/translators/expounders/interpreters? 
1Cor. 12v30 og Not  all  people have  {divine endowments}/{religious qualifications}  of the  curing/healing/{making whole}?    

Not  all  people  speak/say  tongues/{naturally acquired languages}   (international communicators)?   
Not  all  people  (are)  expounders/translators/interpreters   (to accurately explain God's Word to people finding it difficult to understand)? 

 

Not all people have the divine gratuities of  curing/{making people whole}   (the spiritual mind of people hurt by worldly methodology)? 
Not all people they speak naturally acquired languages   (to become  international  communicators)? 
Not all people  (are)  the  expounders/interpreters  (to accurately explain God's Word to people finding it difficult to understand in same language)? 
 

Reading deeply into The Scriptures I have already explained the 2nd level where  {divine gratuities}/{religious qualifications}  (obviously sanctioned by 
Yahweh and  not  The World)  heal the spiritual mind of those people wounded by what the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World delivers. 
As I explained carefully elsewhere  (v7)  speaking   {naturally acquired languages}  fulfils Yahweh’s Desire  only  if it is to  correctly  teach  “The Word 
of God”  to those  “heathen”  of other countries,  please see all the examples in  “The Acts of The Apostles”  of which I carefully explain in my local 
commentaries  (totalling some 660000 words for that epistle).  This must occur to fulfil the prophecy as JC told to us  (Matt.24v14),  commanding us to 
personally spread  “The Gospel to all The World”  and then  “The End  (of The Gospel Age)  will come  (to herald in The Millennium)”.  

I also logically explain  why  this is to occur at The End Times,  elsewhere on this website. 
Finally,  people always assume  translators/interpreters  refer to different national tongues,  but why? 
If a human can already communicate with naturally acquired  tongues/languages,  then  why  the need for an interpreter? 
Clearly Paul is extending this comment to  another area  being “ languages of the  same  tongue/language”! 

What do I mean? 
As I carefully explain elsewhere with many examples,  it means  “interpretation of the  similes/allegories  given in the  same  language”  contained 
within Yahweh’s Word,  of which the reader may have already seen,  and of which our  worldly Christian leaders have  virtually  no  idea  what The 
Bible really means.   

It is interpreting what is already written in  “The  Commonly Known  Language”  into  “an understanding”  “Within The Same Language”   
being how the interpreter carefully explains Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan for Mankind’s Salvation  (an example of this would be Acts.8v31). 
I very carefully explain all this on  “FutureLife.Org”. 

Likewise,  JC said exactly the same thing at Matt.13v11-13,  when he said,  “I speak in parables to the people who do not know,  but you 
disciples/apostles are given to know”,  inasmuch,  the apostles are to go out into the World and explain what the parables mean to gain new TCs,  who 
likewise can then explain God’s Word.  This is no different to what I am stating,  the TCs are interpreters of God’s Word given in parables  which is done 
in the  one/same  language as the recipient,  that furthermore is done likewise within “The Ecclesia”  without the use of tongues. 
Moreover,  because Leaders of Christendom do not understand what most of JC’s parables mean and specifically to whom they are targeting,  then these 
human leaders require “FutureLife.Org”  to interpret God’s Word in the language they are supposedly to understand!    
Yet based upon past performance of likeminded people of the ages – they will  “agnoeo”  -  “prefer not to understand”! 
Let me ask the reader - 

Why would Yahweh wish two people  (teacher and interpreter)  on a scene when speaking to a third person  (heathen)? 
When all that is required is for one person to speak in the same language as the heathen recipient. 
Why use a tortuous path to convey God’s Word? 
Especially when this fraudulent activity  (of tongues)  occurs in the same congregation capable of speaking the same language  (1Cor.14v23). 

The reason for the correct understanding of  “Interpreter”  is as we are told,  – Yahweh’s HS gives knowledge in due season when the correct 
interpretation is required through His TCs to teach the World of His Parallel Plan of Mankind’s Salvation.   This Plan  slowly unfolds at the pace 
Yahweh Desires throughout the 2000 year Gospel Age  so that specific people  (TCs)  still keep searching  (Matt.7v7-8)  in a  “drip feed”  understanding  
of what was  always there  in The Original Word  that becomes “The Selection Filter”  for TCs  (while The Earth is being filled, Gen.1v28, 9v1). 
An example of this was given earlier  -  Paul told The Brethren    

Information is held back because the time was not correct,  and in this instance the recipients were still immature.    
I also like Peter's description of some of Paul's writings  (at 2Pet.3v16)  being difficult to understand in places  –  therefore  requires an interpreter  to 
explain what the writings mean,  as this website carefully does for  no  worldly return except much unreasoned and unrighteous abuse from some people 
exposed as being “Fraudsters and Hypocrites”. 
Finally,  an example of this at my secular work as a fully qualified electronic designer. 
If there is a problem with a test-jig on the production line, and I have discovered the solution to the problem,  then it is in my nature to explain to the 
production line operator exactly what and why the machine has failed.   I do this to pass credible knowledge onto the operator because some of them like 
to understand why they have been inconvenienced by the failure mode.  Other operators have actually said to me,  “You could have been speaking in a 
foreign language to me and I would not have understood it!”  The point behind this,  I was not speaking in a foreign language  (as charlatan Christian 
leaders would say)  but rather I was speaking in the  one/same  words as the recipient knew as “information”  but the construction of the words to 
produce  “knowledge”  was unintelligible.  Can the reader understand precisely what is being said,  rather than the term  “interpreter”  being hijacked 
and fraudulently used by  charlatan Christian leaders choosing to have this explanation  “hidden in darkness”  so they can continue scamming their 
devotees?    Where importantly,  these rogue traders, spiritual paedophiles do not what to  translate  “information”  (as given in The Bible)  into  
“Knowledge”  by means of an interpreter that can ultimately generate “wisdom”  within the recipient,  because an educated person will start asking 
difficult questions regarding the practises of their supposed “Christian Leaders”!    That is not quite what a rogue trader wants to occur! 
1Cor. 12v31 og (You) {having warmth of feeling}/desirous/covet/jealous/zealous/fervent  and  
1Cor. 12v31 og the  {divine gratuities/endowments}/{religious qualifications}  the (things)   
1Cor. 12v31 og (the) vigorous/stronger/better/nobler.  Also  yet/still/more  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)     
1Cor. 12v31 og (the) {throw beyond others}/{super-eminence}/{more excellent}/{beyond measure}/{greatly exceeding}   
1Cor. 12v31 og (the) way/journey/progress/mode/means  {to yourselves}  (I) show/present/exhibit. 
1Cor. 12v31 = And  you  fervently/zealously/passionate/desirous  the  better/nobler  {divine endowments}/{religious qualifications}.   

Also  yet/still  according  to the  {much more excellent}/{beyond all measure}  the  way/progress  I  show/present  {to yourselves}. 
 

And you  fervently/desirous  (of)  the  vigorous/nobler  divine endowments   (wanting a greater  “part of the action”  perhaps self-indulgently) 
also  still/more  accordingly to the much more excellent  way/progress  I show to yourselves. 
 

Part (1)  Paul is teaching us to fervently desire the nobler gifts  (as described earlier)  because they are  “The Output”  of God’s Word operating within 
“The Reformed Mind”  to produce  “The Fruit”  of bringing more TCs unto Yahweh. 
Sadly,  charlatan Christian Leaders are likened to political  “spin doctors”  and they promote   
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“The Attainment  (supposedly) seals  The Approval Method”. 
As  an extreme political example,  it was claimed   “To achieve a perfect race of people,  means all non-perfect people should be killed!” 

Therefore  “The End  (result)  justified The Means  (to get there)”! 
Clearly it does not -  especially if humans are making the decision on who is supposedly perfect and who is not! 

Yet precisely the same thing occurs in “Religion”  (which is perhaps why my extreme example is such a good one in their instance)! 
However,  let me continue with my original train of thought.   

“Fraudulently claiming to be a child of God”  supposedly justifies the invention of  “all manner of practised shenanigans”  
There is absolutely no justification for Christian leaders to make that claim and much evidence against it – yet the practitioners care not for any validity! 
The Leaders orchestrate the Environment by skulduggery to manipulate the minds for a worldly returns on both parties. 
Then this practice is bent around in a circle to presuppose, 

“The Approval Method”  confirms the supposed  “Attainment”!   
However  “The Attainment”  is manufactured by The World through The Charlatan,  but in reality  The Attainment  is dependent upon Yahweh reading 
the personal  “synapse construction mapping”  reckoning upon the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the person being as  one/same  with that of 
Yahweh. 

Thus,  The Attainment  is fulfilled  only  because the person fervently desires to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire rather than  his/her  self-indulgence. 
Part (2)  Paul then moves on to state there is something better than the desire of these  better/nobler  gifts exhibited in our output. 
Paul wants to move to  “The Mind”  -  because the output of gifts could be feigned as a show for public approval  (see “part 1” above),  being what 
could pass when judged by a  “Law on Works (of Moses)”  while still having an unreformed worldly mind  (again see “part 1” above)  operating upon 
subterfuge.  See what Judas Iscariot did,  and why Peter  “jumped upon”  Annias and Sapphira in Acts.5v1-10,  please read all my local commentaries. 

Paul does not want to see the practice of  “feigned gifting” (to self-indulge)  –  but that of  “genuine gifting” (to edify our neighbour). 
Genuine  gifts can  only  come from what Paul is about to describe  –  and  not  the deceptive gifts that  charlatan Christian leaders operate within today  
–  We know  “The Tree”  by the careful examination of  “The Fruit”  (Matt.7v17-19 – see my important local commentaries  –  because it is absolutely  
not  as we are taught today by our  worldly Christian leaders  –  for obvious reasons). 
Without saying it  (but through implication)  these  better/nobler  genuine  gifts  (used by Yahweh via  “The Word of God”  operating upon what we 
already have as DNA sourced gifts)  will  not  be attainable unless  the person  fully  imbues within themselves  the ultimate quality as described within 
the next verse.    

These gifts must be used to bring forward  “Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”  and  not  for “The Continuance of the present system”! 
Therefore, this quality of which Paul is to describe will truly make the gifting person become the  one/same  with Yahweh’s Desire. 
By consequence,  gain the  one/same  Spirit/Personality/Traits  only attainable from  “The Word of God”  correctly imbued  and is  not  “The Pretence”  
as Paul warns Timothy at 2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16  –  becoming rampant near to his death  –  and now has had some 1700+ years to mature,  being to  
“perfect this deception”  within Christendom of a  “New Jesus”  2Cor.11v4! 
It is a  hard-life  spent in unpicking the  exceedingly poor  preaching efforts given by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  I can understand how Paul 
and John felt in their day  (Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 1Thes.2v3-6,  1John.2v18, 3v7, 4v1-4,  3John.v9-10,  as a few examples that readily spring to my mind). 
A 4th revision addition. 
To make perfectly clear  (by means of  “an Interpreter” of God’s Word),  these “gifts”  are DNA sourced gifts – of which we all have,  but are redirected 
by  “The Use”  of  “The Word of God”  as  “The Lord/Master”  controlling our mind to produce the next generation of TCs  (when and after we have 
truly  hearkened  to  “The Word of God”  to produce  “Real Faith”  operating within us). 
These  “gifts”  are  not   “Party Tricks”  performed by  charlatan Christian Leaders operating as worldly  magicians/illusionists  who behave as an  “us 
and them”,  as the  “leaders and devotees”  by maintaining  “This Separator”  by means of  “sleight of hand”  between the  “leader and bewitched 
devotees”.  This is utterly alien to what we are taught in The Bible  (see two examples at Acts.8v9-24, 13v6-11 - ignored by charlatan Christian Leaders),  
and a completely  “satanic/adversarial attitude”  (worldly  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  to what Yahweh wants to achieve  -  being the next 
generation of TCs as an  “inclusive body of JC”  so ultimately after 144000 TCs have been achieved,  then He can bring forth The Millennium.   

Can the reader understand this? 
However,  once we have  “The Knowledge”  of  Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”,  this fully exposes  charlatan behaviour! 
Therefore,  charlatan Christian Leaders prefer  “Darkness”  (keeping their deluded victims spiritually culled),  thereby enabling their private life to be 
hidden from public scrutiny.   Furthermore,  Christian leaders who remain silent on this skulduggery make themselves complicit with this fraudulent 
activity  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26) -  and thus place themselves in the same boat of  “Religion”,  where this activity is common place  -  because ultimately  
“Religion”  glorifies Satan,  being the custodian ruler of this present World.   It glorifies Satan,  because it fulfils his present objectives  (to resist 
Yahweh from achieving 144000 TCs,  else Rev.20v1-3, 10,  occurs)!    I again repeat,  does the reader understand this  -  because it is critical for us to 
understand and recognise  “deception”  occurring on this planet  -  and has done for the last 6000 years! 

Thereby placing  “Professional Leaders of Religion” in the same camp as  “Politicians”  (and  “Commerce” in most instances). 
At least in many leaders of Commerce manufacture physical things that are testable and pass suitable standards to become a useful product,  the other 
two camps are unable to do this,  with  “Religion”  being the worst  (failing all testable means in our present life – which is why Matt.7v16-19 is such a 
useful tool to expose pandemic  “religious fraud”  committed by its leaders)! 

Thereby showing  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do  not  truly  “love us”  by agapao to  “edify us (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)”  but 
rather they  “love us” in the eros form,  being what they can self-indulgently get out of us  -  which conveniently leads us into the next chapter 
for discussion! 

 
 
'Allegory' – repeat - Love = (sadly I need to write this).  This love is “agapao”  the highest form of Love being  “Love by 
Principle”  where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  ‘love by principle’  operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1) and is the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly,  needs to be explained)  JC commands us  ‘By Principle’  to Love our brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so,  aiming to be a TC,  we are to fully commit our very  existence/being/methodology  of the 
1st part of our life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  people,  with 
no encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics  –  just as JC clearly showed us –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
103rd Instruction – All communication must be guided by  agapao/{edifying love}  being  to edify the recipient  with 
accurate  knowledge!  –  Else:  What is the necessity of the communication? 
106th Reasoning – The knowledge must be in the form that can be understood by the recipient –  because only an  
unloving God would communicate in a language the recipient could  not  understand –  (thus to keep them in the dark – 
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which is an interesting concept maximised by  “Leaders of Religion”,  copious Bible citations can be given to support this 
attestation)! 
107th Reasoning – The all-powerful God  could/would  send  “The Knowledge”  in a  “one-stop language”  without  the 
need for an interpreter  within  the congregation; –  logically:  Why force an interpreter into the proceedings  within  the 
congregation  –  there is  no  reason –  (except to promote  self-indulgence  of some person or the other)  especially when 
this first occurs Acts.2v7-11 where The Apostles were speaking  externally  (to the ecclesia)  to different nations in their 
own specific tongue  (simultaneously)  so they  all  might understand  (see also v23).   
But let us read The Bible so that it might  tell us  how Yahweh precisely operates: 
In all instances where Yahweh communicated in The Bible – to Samuel, The Prophets, Joseph, Mary, Elizabeth – Yahweh 
spoke in their  own  natural tongue  without  the use of an interpreter – in between!   This is what The Bible  tells us! 
73rd Warning – Clearly those  worldly leaders who promote disorder (Matt.7v21-23),  thus cannot  know (nor represent) 
The Agapao God,  Who  desires to communicate  The Knowledge of The Word of God to us – but these leaders  close their 
ears  to Yahweh and promote their self-indulgent doctrine to  shut  the kingdom of the heavens to us  (Matt.23v13, etc.)! 
84th 'Allegory' – Angel = messenger/{bringer of tidings}  (here from Yahweh),  thus meaning  “the proven TC”. 
108th Reasoning – Thus it  is  The Motivation of  “the angel” (TC being  a messenger of God’s Word)  determining the 
real value of the message.  Is it  minced-up  for the glorification of the  worldly Christian leader?   Or given  clearly  by a 
TC, because the TCs have a  genuine concern  for the recipient’s  future  welfare.  This is  the key  to Paul's teaching here! 
104th Instruction – Clearly if The message is  mangled/twisted/garbled/disorderly  then it is because the  {edifying love}  
for the recipient is  not  there to care for their long-term welfare  (rather the  worldly Christian leaders prefer to give a 
“quick fix”  to a drug addict running high on emotional adrenalin  -  being what they desire and come for it each week)! 
There is  nothing  in context written  anywhere  within The Bible that promotes this circus performance,  but the opposite! 
74th Warning – Yahweh is constantly auditing people who claim to come in His Name  (but are they coming in His 
Character and Authority)  being:  Does the Christian leader truly  {agapao love}  those people “under”  them.   
Yahweh peers deep into a human synapse mapping – there is no escape – is the practise self-indulgent?   Or altruistic?   
A wonderful friendly face saying marvellous things is the confidence trickster’s  speciality –  as they “worm”  their way 
into our confidence before they move in as a parasite.   All I can do  is warn –  that is all Paul can do –  is warn –  but 
ultimately it is dependent upon the reader to personally make the correct assessments,  but we need to  intimately know 
The Bible  else we  will  be conned  (especially if the TCs could  almost  be conned – Matt.24v24, etc.)! 
109th Reasoning – If a  worldly Christian leader can present themselves the most wonderful manner before their audience,  
and they do  not  have REAL  agapao/{edifying love},  then it is all worthless for Sonship  (and certainly those wonderful 
attributes would  not  be  supported/sanctioned/driven  by Yahweh’s HS)!   Sadly, the devotees seem unable to comprehend 
“the obvious”,  but that is the  “gift” a  confidence trickster  has over  his/her  victims who “wish” for a specific outcome. 
85th Allegory – hills/mountains (always) = world authorities  (casting their  shadow/darkness  over the local environment). 
1Cor. 13v1 og If  to the [= in/with/by/on] {naturally acquired tongues/languages}   
1Cor. 13v1 og of the  countenances/{human-beings}/men  (I) speak/utter/say    
1Cor. 13v1 og also  of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels,   
1Cor. 13v1 og (the) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  and  not  I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,  
1Cor. 13v1 og (I have) {become to be}   (the) {hollowing out of metal to form something}/brass/money   
1Cor. 13v1 og (the) {making loud noise}/reverberating/roaring/sounding   
1Cor. 13v1 og or/than/either/rather  (the) cymbal  (the) shouting/vociferating/clanging/wailing. 
1Cor. 13v1 = If  with the  {naturally acquired tongues/languages}  of the  men  I speak,   

also   (the language)   of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels ,   
and  not  I have  the  agapao/{love by principle}/{edifying love},   
(then)  I have  {become to be}  the  reverberating/sounding  brass/copper  or  the  wailing/clanging  cymbal. 

 

If I speak with the naturally acquired languages of men   (1st talking about  “worldly things”  to worldly people,  to win them over 1Cor.9v19-22), 
also  (the language)  of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers   (then 2nd  talking about  “The Word of God”  to people  then listening to Paul), 
and not I have  agapao/{edifying love}   (not to have  “The Word of God”  driving our mind  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”) 
              (Importantly, not having the sincerity to imitate JC,  but being an outward façade to attract people for the worldly gain of a Religious Leader) 
(then)  I have become to be the reverberating copper or clanging cymbal   (all the noise of  “self-vanity”  to be  “pleasing the self”). 

              (Importantly, we would have no human empathy and thus have the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of an inanimate  “loud object”) 
 

I think it becomes crystal clear that when Paul speaks of  {naturally acquired tongues/languages}  here as being  “of the men”  and exactly the  same 
wording  elsewhere throughout this chapter means  “international world languages”  rather than  “gibberish”  (in the vain presumption it is  “The 
Lord's language”  –  as  fraudulently taught  by some  charlatan  charismatic/Pentecostal  Christian leaders  [with zero justification])! 
And  if  Paul  only  speaks in the  “languages of men”  then  he clearly does not speak the language of  “gibberish”   (though its contents may not edify)! 
Actually,  this verse goes much deeper than the obvious surface layer,  Paul is specifically teaching about   “The Content within what is spoken.” 
Consequently,  Paul is taking all options,  where the first line means  “Worldly things of which all worldly people will naturally speak to one another.” 

But what about the language of  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels? 
What language might this be? 

At level one: 
Angels/messengers/{bringers of tidings}  coming from Yahweh  to bring messages  to humans  –  else,  why would they be on this planet! 
It would be rather pointless to speak to the recipient in any other language  than the language the recipient would understand  –  else,  where is the  
“transfer  of  information for knowledge”  and  “the  understanding  delivered from bilateral intercourse”?    

Please see Matt.1v20, 2v13, 19, Luke.1v13, 28  -  where we might ask   Was an interpreter present?   
No!  Because  “the language of The Recipient”  was spoken  -  even in the account of Num.22v28,  was the language of the ass used?    
No,  only the language of the recipient,  Balaam was used. 

All these examples  –  and of others in The Bible,  teach us that Yahweh would use  the language of The Recipient  –  else the situation becomes a farce! 
For example,  in Acts2v11  “we hear him speak in our  own  tongue/language”  -  because Yahweh has no need to use language interpreters directly. 
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Moreover,  by extension  –  because He made this occur at Gen.11v6-9  –  then He can speak in the language of the recipient as required  to convey 
information – where in this instance He chose to  inhibit  the flow of information by making this event occur  –  thus Yahweh is  in control at  both  ends! 

Can  “the advocates of gibberish”  give  any  instance in The Bible to the contrary?    No! –   
Moreover,  every example  in The Bible – the language used was the recipient’s own language,  please see all my commentaries in Acts of The Apostles. 

Therefore,  what The Bible tells us is directly contrary to what  charlatan Christian Leaders  preach/do,  speaks  volumes about their motive! 
Why  invent myths  that are  not  present within The Bible  (Rev.22v18-19)?   We should know the reason why  –  see later! 

At level two: 
Furthermore,  the logical extension of this,  means the TC becomes  “an angel”  in the strict sense of the Greek word for  “angel”  StrongsTM = 32 
“aggelos”  (see glossary).  Please also see also the use of  “angel”  at  Matt.11v10, Mark.1v2, 7v22, 2Cor.12v7   and of  “angels”  at  Luke.7v24, 9v52, 
James.2v25,  noting in many places the original Greek word  “aggelos”  has been universally translated by our Bible scholars as  “messenger”. 
Consequently,  the point Paul makes becomes this   

Whatever worldly language I might speak   (as God’s appointed messenger/angel)  then if I have  not  the desire to  edify my neighbour  (so 
they too might also fulfil Yahweh's Desire)  through  “agapao/{edifying love}”  driving The Mind and its reasoning  (to edify my neighbour to 
my own hurt)  –  then all these apparently marvellous DNA sourced capabilities are pure vanity and utterly meaningless! 
This worthless state  (for Mankind’s Salvation)  occurs,  because they are  not  being used in any positive manner to fulfil Yahweh’s Plan,  but 
rather fulfils the  self-indulgence  of the practitioners ultimately  to the hurt of my neighbour.    This develops  “The Wrong type of Mind”! 

We must comprehend that  “pleasing  self-indulgence”  is simply transient  –  always requiring the  “next fix”  as does an  “addict without reason”  –  
and thus is only pleasing the continuance of an  animalistic/carnal  mind.  Consequently without  “agapao/{edifying  love}”,  then anything worked,  
becomes likened to a thudding of copper  (ignored)  as in old traditional Christian  schisms,  or  total discord  (frantic activity with no goal)  as in new 
Christian  schisms! 
Though the devotees of both groupings would extol their apparent and supposed boundless  “love”  to the congregational member  (sadly duped by their 
leaders)  without realising what  “true agapao love”  really means as Yahweh views it  (please see glossary)! 

We realise the  “smooth talking operators”  in their elegance of  “beautiful sounding words”  to charm us (1Thes.2v3-6),  having an 
appearance of godliness of attraction for people to flock unto them  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16, Matt.24v23-26)  are  “confidence tricksters”! 
These  “Religious Leaders”  craft their speech in the manner to lure unsuspecting individuals into their web of poisonous deceit  –  given 
merely to feed upon us as  spiritual paedophiles (Luke.17v2, Matt.7v15, Acts.20v29, etc.,)  –  operating as  spiritual  “Rogue Traders”  
spinning  “The Yarn”  that becomes music to the seduced ear  (2Tim.4v3-4) ! 

These Christian leaders  are  charlatans  –  bending  “The Word of God”  to gain a worldly return  (Matt.24v23-26, etc.)  –  because the more people 
they can  bewitch/entrance  (Gal.3v1)  –  then the greater pool of worldly resource that can be milked.   Just as a  “Rogue Trader”  cannot be spotted by 
a member of the public  –  but  only  by a  professional of their trade  –  then likewise in the area of  “Christianity”  is no different  -  “a presumed 
service is being given” to The Public,  and the untrained and unskilled victims are hoodwinked by the unscrupulous minded people taking leadership. 

Only  a TC can spot the deceit given by a presupposing  “angle of light”  (2Cor.11v13-15),  as Paul and John had to unravel in their epistles 
given by warning of what was  starting  to occur within a generation of  “1st Century Christianity”  (1John.2v18-19). 
Now some 70 generations later we comprehensibly have  “worldly Christianity”  fully morphed into something that Satan is fully proud,  and 
Yahweh despises! 
Precisely as that of which occurred at the close of Judaism representing Yahweh in the days of JC’s 1st Advent  (John.8v28-58, 11v47-53),  
and thus the timing is ripe for him to come in his 2nd Advent  (at “The 1st Resurrection”).   We must understand this is all logical because  
“The 2nd Epoch Israel”  has now covered The World and fully morphed away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  which is precisely what  “The 
1st Epoch Israel”  had become at its  “timely closure”  to herald in JC’s 1st Advent. 

Continuing the analysis of a charlatan’s work,  we ask - 
Is the service good or bad  (James.3v11)? 

A  skilled/trained  person can spot bad work  at the time it is done - as substandard,  but for the general public   it will take time for the cracks to show! 
Precisely the same can be said of the  “Christian Ministry”  given by  charlatan Christian leaders promoting  “tongues/gibberish”  which over time will 
be shown to have all manner of cracks within it  –  if not within the 1st part of our physical life  –  certainly in the 2nd part of our physical life! 

This output is a transient perversion that gives no yield but is only a self-seeking, self-indulgent drug  –  and  contributes  nothing  to The 
Salvation of Mankind. 

I,  as an experienced and competent auditor to  “The Word of God”,  can spot  charlatan  Christian leaders  –  before  they even open their mouth!   
Quite simply by looking at their demeanour!   Then,  how and what they preach merely confirms my first judgement upon them! 
Likewise with  worldly Christian leaders  –  I physically and mentally squirm with righteous anger when I hear the nonsense they publicly preach,  
clearly operating within  “spiritual darkness”  and not able to correctly see how to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39).    
The reason why they keep quiet about the shenanigans and  “nonsense teaching”  of  “Christian leaders”  in  other  sects/schisms  –  is that being highly 
intelligent individuals they clearly realise   They are likewise speaking  “wish-washy  nonsense”   –  but because their income is derived from the 
supposed “professional”  frontage/façade/veneer  (in its strict definition of  “professional”  means deriving a  “worldly income”)  then they deduce   
“When in glass houses  –  do not be the first person casting a stone at another leader like themselves”!   What a comfortable cartel! 
The whole thing is  a sham of the greatest order  –  being against what JC and the apostles taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  before it morphed into 
worldly Christianity of which we have had for the last some 1700+ years,  and exactly why JCg told us,  through John   To  “get out of her”  (Rev.18v4)! 

I only explain  precisely  what  “The Word of God”  exactly  teaches us  –  freely and without cost  to the recipient! 
I can only take the recipient to “The Water” of The Knowledge,  - but it becomes the recipient's responsibility to drink  “The Clean Water”  that I show! 

Who in The Religious World has translated The New Testament into the most accurate,  amplified and commutative English translation on 
this planet,  and written a  self-supporting  commentary for every verse,  in a complete work of well over four million words? 
Who in The Religious World has done all this work in their free time  (outside the secular 40 hour working week)  at  no cost to the recipient? 
Who in The Religious World has done similar such work knowing they will receive much abuse from  “Leaders of Religion”  from this work? 
How many Religious Leaders spent more than 50,000+ hours of their own time  outside  their paid work in studying The New Testament? 
Whose work has resulted in the most holistic and righteous commentary with  no  inconsistencies? 

Those are my credentials –  exposing my driver – and ideally my forthcoming fruits (Matt.7v17-29)  of individuals who personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire! 
Would our  worldly Christian   leaders/theologians/scholars  choose to challenge any of the above with what they have done in their life? 

This outburst is  not  for point scoring  (likewise Paul stating as he did at 2Cor.11v24-28 within context,  for the same reason)  and certainly not to boast, 
-  but  only  to show the reader that I have  his/her  best interests at heart  (being true  “agapao”) –  so that  he/she  too,  might imbue  “The Knowledge”  
of which I write here.  This will give them spiritual protection from the evil and wickedness of  “supposed shepherds”  who are actually wolves preying 
upon their flocks  (Matt.7v15, 23v28-32,  Luke.10v3, Acts.20v29, etc.,)  for that worldly return! 

This  is  such a serious matter  (being that of  YOUR  “Life and Death”)  that I felt moved to stimulate the reader into carefully reasoning 
upon what The World presents!   Personally  “Wake-up”  out of your present coma  (truly said with agapao)! 

Remember we are in a system of worldly methodology  (Eph.2v2)  that shall be  vastly different  in The Millennium  -  and our thinking shall be  vastly 
different  to what we consider to be  “The Norm”  today!    We must get out of our present shell,  being how we  think/operate  as The Norm today.  What 
we have today is like a veil over our thinking,  and we must push this aside,  to see The Vista of The Millennium operating under Yahweh's Methodology. 

This is truly heart-felt passion  -  for your future wellbeing and edification  –  not  for any worldly gain to come to me! 
That is the difference between me,  and a  “Professional Leader of Religion”! 

The contents of this website can be downloaded in complete anonymity  -  I record no name. address, telephone number or anything about you,  unlike 
every other religious organisation on this planet  -  trying to  “get some hook into you”  to then start reeling you in  -  with “donations”! 
1Cor. 13v2 og Also  if/whenever  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  (the) prophecies/predictions/prophesying   
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1Cor. 13v2 og also  (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  the  secrets/mysteries  (the) all (things [mysteries])   
1Cor. 13v2 og also  (the) all  the  knowledge/science/enlightenment,  also  if/whenever 
1Cor. 13v2 og (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  (the) all  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
1Cor. 13v2 og thus/{insomuch that}  (the) {rear up}/hills/mounts/mountains   
1Cor. 13v2 og (to) transfer/{carry away}/depose/move/translate/{turn away},   
1Cor. 13v2 og (the) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  and  no/not/none  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,   
1Cor. 13v2 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  (I) am/exist. 
1Cor. 13v2 = Also  if  I have  prophecy/predictions,   also  know/understand  all  the  secrets/mysteries,   

also  all  the  knowledge/science/enlightenment,   also  if  I have  all  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
insomuch that  the  hills/mountains  (meaning, “authorities”)   to  transfer/move,   
and  I have  not  the  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao,   (then)   I am  nothing   (I have  no value  in Yahweh's System). 

 

Also if I have  prophecy/predictions   (in recognising  “The Sign of The Times”  and how Yahweh’s Plan is unfolding before other people are able), 
also  know/understand  all the  secrets/mysteries   (of each step in Yahweh’s Plan to bring about Human Salvation over 3 Epochs of Israel), 
also all the  knowledge/enlightenment   (in understanding the reasoning behind how Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan is being implemented), 
also if I have all the faith   (accurate  knowledge,  that has been rigorously assayed to yield  assurance  and then operated upon with  fidelity), 
inasmuch that the  hills/mountains (authorities)  to move   (to fully convince the authorities to change their way of thinking to become like mine) 
and I have not the  agapao/{edifying love}   (and  I have  not  the drive  to freely  “edify my neighbour to my own hurt”  to produce new TCs) 
(then)  I am nothing  (either to myself,  my neighbour  -  or ultimately to Yahweh  [and only worthy of  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation]). 
 

The specific point Paul is making,  is that  he/we  might have all these wonderful qualities and yet not have  “principled love to  freely  edify our 
neighbour to become a TC  (if they so choose)  and thus likewise fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”   then we are as nothing with regard to fulfilling Yahweh’s 
Desire ourselves! 
This verse raises a logical conundrum  (never spoken before in public by Christian theologians)! 

What might that be? 
If  it is the HS  (noting its composite definition – see below)  that enhances these gifts  (being the  greater/nobler things)  then  why  would 
these  “errant individuals”  have these enhanced gifts  only  made possible by  “The Word of God”  correctly imbued and implemented? 

Where the Bible tells us that Yahweh will  not  work with  “errant individuals”  who do not sincerely fulfil His Desire to  bring-on  new TCs (Jam.1v6-8).   
Clearly  if  Yahweh will  not  work with them  (as we are comprehensibly told)  –  then  obviously the HS is not expressed in The Environment 
by  not  operating within them  (having been personally rejected,  by refusing the three tenets of “Real Faith”)! 

Because as we should know the HS is    
The  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is the  one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh,  JC and the TC  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  which 
is  “holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”. 

The answer is actually,  twofold. 
This verse infers we already have these  gifts/capabilities  within us naturally used for worldly things  (knowing no better, then exploit what you have)  
because the individual has no information upon which to gain  “The Real Faith”  (accurate  knowledge/assurance/fidelity)  to then  change the 
application  of these  gifts/capabilities  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Once having  “Real Faith”  that can  only  be achieved through the 3 stage process above,  then we are personally being driven by  “The Word of God” 
(as “The Intercessor to Yahweh”,  1Tim.2v5, Rev.19v13)  operating within us as  “The Presence/Parousia  of JC”  thereby gaining the HS within us  
(noting its correct  [composite]  definition above).  
Thus perhaps  prior  to gaining the HS in  only  the manner explained above,  we might initially show an inclination to investigate religious matters and 
thus JCg will knock at the door  (Rev.3v20)  as  “The Word of God”  given ideally by a TC,  and  if  we open the door,  then  we may expose any number 
of  gifts/capabilities  now directed to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  By analogy,  these capabilities become like  “monetary worth”  –  where money is simply a 
means to  buy opportunity)  made available for Yahweh to use,  when we have our mind opened to upon God’s Word  -  correctly explained to give 
direction. 

Therefore,  the HS is given  to buy opportunity  within our life  in a manner that might be used to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Ecc.12v13-14).  
Yahweh expresses His HS within The Environment to accentuate our capabilities by  “opening doors”  within The Environment around us and in this 
manner we are gaining  profit/interest  not  for ourselves  –  but rather for Yahweh’s Glory/Honour/Dignity  within the  sane, reasoning  mind of a 
person who is  outside  “The Real Faith”,  thereby drawing them into Yahweh’s Methodology,  based upon  “reasoned argument”. 
If the recipient’s mind is conducive to  “reasoned argument”  then everything drops into place and the individual is  internally  motivated fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire  –  so they too might become future TCs  -  based upon  sane reasoning  minds  (Titus.2v6-7, etc.,)  and  not  minds  “drugged-up”  on beta-
endorphins  (and similar such chemicals in  “charismatic charades”  operating upon hype). 

Yahweh has no desire for the  self-indulgent  gratification of an animalistic mind  “without reason”!  
To  “Yahweh’s glory/honour/dignity”  does not mean   

“Singing praises”  and  “saying nice things”  once/twice/thrice  etc.  times a week in a congregation –  that is so hollow  (and likened to the 1 
talent man).  No! 
But rather,  it is what we personally do with our knowledge  (Luke.19v16-19)  to turn it into fidelity to what The Bible teaches us,  through 
assurance to  glorify/honour/dignify  Yahweh,  being what Yahweh means within  “intelligent rational minds”  (being what separates humans 
from animals).   

Thus we  glorify/honour/dignify  Yahweh by our yield of 30, 60 or 100 fold   (Matt.13v23,  of next generation of TCs)  at the end of the 1st part of our 
physical life  (in perfecting the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  by spiritually  “dying away from this world”  of  self-indulgence  where our investment is for  
“The Expectation of The Inheritance”  that shall occur within The Millennium.   Where its inhabitants will  not  be  “drugged-up on hype”! 
Thus our yield of 30, 60 or 100 fold is the number of TC’s that we bring as a sacrifice  (of our deportment away from The World)  to the altar  (being our 
local environment)  of Yahweh at the end of the 1st part of our physical life.  I carefully state it is the number of TC’s brought as a sacrifice of our work  
not  the number of  worldly Christians because,  they are still likened to  “the heathen”  in mentality,  –  perhaps arguably worse!   Why? 
Because they have some knowledge,  but do nothing with it and thus become as the 1 talent/minas  man in JC’s parables  (Matt.25v22-24, Luke.19v20-
22)  or the citizens of “Chorazin”  (Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13). 
Now I have given the answer,  it then begs the question   

What about the large number of people who most certainly do not bring TCs as a  supposed/publicised  sacrifice of their labours to the altar 
but rather they feign all manner of  “the  greater/nobler  gifts”  presuming to have the HS,  but are actually  not  yielding any TC’s (to rule 
The Resurrected World alongside JCg)  as deemed acceptable by Yahweh  in “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  Matt.20v23, James.3v1?   
Furthermore,  -  the  worldly  Christian leaders are provoking their beguiled followers into this state to mutually satisfy the differing worldly 
self-indulgences  of an  animalistic/carnal  mind operating for  “The Immediacy”  (and  not  the long-term interests of Mankind’s Salvation)! 

Yahweh will  not  be best pleased  –  because it ridicules His Name,  by those people who claim to have His  spirit/personality/desires/traits  but certainly 
demonstrably do  not  have His Character nor Authority to yield the 144000 TCs.  These TCs are  required to end  the present Gospel Age  (by the 
fulfilment of prophecy Rev.14v1-4,  – thereby bringing forth JCg’s 2nd Advent  [as did The Prophets yield JC’s 1st Advent])  and thus obviously  they  do 
have His  spirit/personality/desires/traits!   For it is only through  agapao/{edifying love}  (to bring our neighbour into the position where they also 
understand  why and how  they can personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire as acceptable to Yahweh)  that shows the verity of our  “love”  (as agapao). 
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It all makes for sober reading,  –  does it not? 
Someone may disagree with me regarding   

“Have all faith,  inasmuch to move mountains”  –  you cannot have that without the HS to move mountains,  and therefore nullifies my 
argument regarding  “agapao love”  being the sequential order of things  (as viewed by Yahweh)! 

Perhaps it can be explained by using The Bible understanding of  “mountain”  to  always  mean  “authorities”,  and  “hills”  mean  “lesser authorities”  
and as we know  “Real Faith”  (from whatever source)  comprises of the three component parts  Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity  fully operating together. 

Where “faith”  can be either  “blind faith”  or  “Real Faith”  depending upon the  source/accuracy  of  “The Knowledge”  (James.3v11-12). 
Worryingly,  “blind faith”  is endemic  throughout  all  of “Religion”  -  as seen by The Works done according to the devotees’ “faith”! 

Therefore as I correctly explained  if  someone is full of  worldly faith  (being deviant to that of Yahweh’s Faith as would be a worldly person)  then  they 
would have all the necessary   knowledge/assurance/fidelity  to operate  in a worldly sense  to move worldly authorities  and we have seen this occur in 
many instances in The World throughout all time.  However,  the resultant worldly leaders most certainly do  not  display Yahweh’s Faith,  and thus do  
not  have  agapao/{edifying love}  within them  –  as we have also witnessed throughout history! 
All this is witnessed by atheists,  and correctly reason  “Religion”  (plus Politics)  is  demonstrably a dangerous recipe  (and reason,  God is  nonsense)! 

If  “Religion”  in  all  its various  errant  guises claims to represent  “The Almighty God”  –  then how does this  honour/glorify  Yahweh? 
Obviously,  these supposed representatives  (behaving as false  messengers/angels/{bringers of tidings} – 2Cor.11v13-15)  of The Almighty God  are 
detested  by Yahweh  –  irrespective of their protestations to the contrary!  
This is why Yahweh is working independently,  and in parallel,  to all  “Religion”,  only operating through His 144000 TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  
and  The Brethren/Sisters  actively aiming to become TCs to bring forth The Millennium and then Mankind’s Salvation  can righteously begin  within The 
Millennium. 
 
110th Reasoning –  If  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  give away all their  access/use  to/of  material wealth  (which 
they do not  [by definition]),  and even offer their life in sacrifice  (actually they get their acolytes to do that)  and I have  
not  agapao/{edifying love}  to edify my neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  then  I am nothing in The Eyes of Yahweh’s 
constant assessment for future possible Sonship. 
111th Reasoning – I mentioned  “get their acolytes to do that”  because my mind considers suicidal bombers of today and 
all throughout The Gospel Age –  irrespective of what religion.  The point being is they have  “love”  to a particular cause 
without realising it is  “partisan love”  and not the  {agapao Love}  to edify  any  stranger  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Equally the religious leaders have  no  agapao/{edifying love}  when they indoctrinate a partisan cause within the acolyte 
– and place their acolyte as a physical sacrifice to increase pain rather than sacrifice their  own  life to edify humanity 
universally to yield a perfected society  without  pain and suffering to any member! 
Allow Yahweh to make The Choice – the TC’s role is only to open The Door within the recipient’s mind to Yahweh’s 
Desire – being the requirement of the recipient to understanding they,  themselves,  ideally should become a TC. 
'Allegory' – repeat - Love = (sadly I need to write this).  This love is “agapao”  the highest form of Love being  “Love by 
Principle”  where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by  worldly Christian leaders –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  ‘love by principle’  operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love)  is derivative of (1)  and is the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly,  needs to be explained)  JC commands us  ‘By Principle’  to Love our brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so,  aiming to be a TC,  we are to fully commit our very  existence/being/methodology  of the 
1st part of our life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  people,  with 
no encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics  –  just as JC clearly showed us –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
105th Instruction – {Charity Love}  as the physical works is patient,  useful,  not envious,  nor boastful,  not puffed up,  nor 
indecently,  not seeking,  nor provoked,  not reasons hurtful things,  nor rejoices upon injustice  but rejoices with truth. 
{Charity Love}  as the physical works quietly covers,  commits,  entrusts,  and patiently endures all things. 
18th Prophecy – {Charity Love}  as the physical works will never cease,  even when predictions and languages become no 
more;  and knowledge completed because The Millennium would now be instituted,  and all these former things are no 
longer required –  except  {Charity Love}  as the physical works that will continue for an eternity throughout all society. 
1Cor. 13v3 og Also  if/whenever  (I) {supply with bits}/nourish/feed   
1Cor. 13v3 og (the) all (things/persons)   the  properties/possessions/goods/substances  {of me}/mine/my,   
1Cor. 13v3 og also  if/whenever  (I) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/betrayed/{cast over}  
1Cor. 13v3 og the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  {of me}/mine/my  that  (I be) {set on fire}/kindled/consumed/burned/lit   
1Cor. 13v3 og (the) {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  and  no/not/none  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have,   
1Cor. 13v3 og {not even one}/{no one}/none/nothing  
1Cor. 13v3 og (I am) useful/benefited/advantaged/bettered/prevailed/profited/gained. 
1Cor. 13v3 = Also  whenever  I  nourish/feed   (my ministry work, with)   the  all  my  possessions/{material things},   

also  whenever  I  deliver/{cast over}/surrender  my  {whole/sound body}  that  I be  burned/consumed   (as a sacrifice to God)  
and  I  have  not  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao,   (then in)   nothing  I am  useful/beneficial/gained. 

 

Also whenever I feed  (my ministry, with)  all my possessions   (I self-support my ministry work – and ask for nothing in return - an ideal situation), 
    (Alternative rendering … … ) 
Also if I supply with bits all my possessions   (to the materially poor people), 
    (Continuing … … ) 
also if I cast over my whole body that I be consumed   (I use all my time in sacrifice for my neighbour’s needs  -  an ideal situation), 
and  (yet)  I have not  agapao/{edifying love}   (driven to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”,  so they  may  become a future Son of God), 
(then)  I am  useful/beneficial  in nothing!   (Quite simply I have not fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire,  inasmuch I personally cannot be a Son of God) 
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In the first part of this verse,  Paul speaks of  “works”  (“expressed charity”,  StrongsTM = 26)  of love that aids the physical body of The Recipient;  
many people do this and it is most commendable,  but if it is  not  done in the form of  {edifying love}/agapao  (StrongsTM = 25)  operating within the 
mind to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then whatever we do for the physical body  (that will ultimately rot to nothing)  -  all this work is worthless! 

Why?   
By virtue Yahweh is desirous The Mind is  correctly educated – because in The End it is The Mind  (reloaded into a  new  perfected physical body)  that  
can  continue into The Eternity, -  it is  not  our present corruptible fleshly body.  Simply feeding The Body as in many instances,  gives an immediate 
animalistic return –  which sadly,  in most instances,  further corrupts the spiritual mind  (being  the deception  in how it is applied) -  because it is given 
at the obvious  fleshly level  and no thought by the recipient  (or outside observer)  to any deeper meaning to why it has been done  (not  simply/freely)! 
Yahweh is examining  “The Mind and Heart”  of The Giver  (1Sam.16v7-9 for future Kingship)  -  being  “The Knowledge”  driven by  “The Motivation  
of The Giver”,  where,  The Mind has been entirely reformed  -  for  “The Role of The Heir”  over  “The Inheritance of The Resurrected World”. 
To become a  fully  respected/honoured  Leader,  operating in demonstrable dignity  (now in this world as The Least  [to prove absolute humility]  for a 
perfect mind,  to be given by Yahweh,  The Most  [still with proven humble mind]  over “The Resurrected World” to teach “Righteousness”  by example). 
We also recognise under the correct definition of  “agapao”  and  “agape”  then this ultimately results in handing something perfect back  (being that of 
a new mind)  unto Yahweh in our  {occupational effort},  a new mind that shall be correctly driven by  “Knowledge”  that  only comes  from  “The Word 
of God”  [JC – Rev.19v13]). 

This  “agape”  is  “the physical output freely given”,  that becomes evident in the form of personal time,  displaying the  “agapao”  
“spiritually operating within the mind”! 

Can the reader see the importance of the  subtlety  between the two levels of this  highest form  of  “love”? 
I give more explanation elsewhere  –  especially in John's Gospel in chapters 14 to 17  (and next verse)  –  where,  John swaps between these 
two  aspects of  “edifying love”  of both the spiritual and physical   (which is all lost within our inept standard English bibles,  but exposed 
within my transparent translation given on this website  “FutureLife.Org”). 
This exposure between the two forms of “Love”  brings forth a three dimensional view of what would be a two dimensional text! 

Moving on to the word   “consumed”  (as also used in 1Cor.3v13). 
Paul uses the same word here to be  burnt/consumed  as in Revelation (of John),  but certainly  not  eternal torture as claimed by some worldly 
Christians  –  but rather,  Paul means to give up  “the life of consciousness to The World”  (as in a “Spiritual Sacrifice”)  which is recognised at the 
physical level to be  “The 1st Death”,  terminating the 1st part of our physical life into  “Asleep”  (John.11v11-15)  ready for our awakening into the 2nd 
part of our physical life. 
Again,  very sadly,  we witness many forms of this within a very distorted form of  (worldly)  “love”  expressed in humans operating as suicidal bombers.   
They may be expressing a sincere form of  “faith”  by giving up their life,  but it becomes deviant  (a distorted “blind faith”)  because it is partisan  and 
creates division  in its application and thus  is  of  “The World”  and is  not  sourced by Yahweh.   
If our  “Real Faith”  (based upon agapao)  sourced by Yahweh  (via JC as  “The Word of God”)  then our expressed commitment in death must be to 
edify  all  humans  without division.  As TCs,  we as the giver,  make  no  distinction  (Matt.22v16,  Acts.10v34-35, etc.,)  based upon nationality,  ethnic 
background,  or past history,  because that becomes in the domain of Yahweh.  We are to be ultimately in  “The One Family”  of all nations,  operating 
under Yahweh's Methodology administered by JCg  (as  “The Husband”)  and  the 144000 TCs  (as “The Bride”)  in The Millennium to draw out their 
spiritually reformed children from out of  “The Resurrected World”   (the 3rd Epoch of [fleshly] “Israel”).   
Thus because we have made  no  distinction,  then we become suitably qualified  (impartial)  to become a judge  (being one of the 144000)  alongside 
JCg in The Millennium  –  where we are told   The apostles  (144000)  will judge Mankind  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.).   

All this is  precisely as The Bible  teaches us  and will be put into my finished electronic  “Concordance of Topics”. 
1Cor. 13v4 og The  benevolence/charity/dear/agape   
1Cor. 13v4 og (it) {is long spirited}/forbears/{patiently endures}/{sufferings long}   
1Cor. 13v4 og (it is) {showing oneself useful}/{acting benevolently}/{being kind} [middle voice].   
1Cor. 13v4 og The   benevolence/charity/dear/agape  no/not  
1Cor. 13v4 og (it is) envious/desirous/covet/jealous/zealous/fervent (in negative sense),   
1Cor. 13v4 og the  benevolence/charity/dear/agape  no/not/none  (it be) bragging/boastful/{vaunting itself} [mid. voice],  
1Cor. 13v4 og no/not/none  (it is) {blown up}/inflating/{made proud}/{puffed up}, 
1Cor. 13v4 = The  charity/agape  it  forbears/{patiently endures}/{long suffering}    (over The Results from worldly methodology) 

it is  personally  {shown to be useful}/{be kind}     (to edify the recipient to the giver's own hurt).   
The  charity/{beneficial love}/agape  it is  not  envious/jealous/desirous    (not to please an animalistic mind lusting for  “The Immediacy”),   
the  charity/{beneficial love}/agape  not  it be  personally  bragging/boastful/{vaunting itself}   (to gain over our neighbour in any respect),  
(charity/agape)   is  not  {self-bloated}/{puffed up}    (to  morally/spiritually  self-indulge ourselves over our neighbour). 

 

The  agape/charity  it patiently endures   ([1] over the results of worldly methodology  [2] the time it takes for some people to reform), 
it is personally shown to be useful   (it truly edifies the recipient,  freely given for absolutely  no  worldly return). 
The  agape/charity  is not  envious/desirous   (for  “The Immediacy”  that The World can give to please an animalistic mind), 
the  agape/charity  not to be personally  bragging/boastful   (publicly about what  The Giver  has offered to the neighbour or community at large) 
(agape/charity  when practised)   is not  self-bloated   (inwardly,  The Giver has not  seared/branded  their mind to  “worldly methodology”). 
 

In this most  accurate and transparent  translation  we notice Paul change from  “agapao”  of the previous verses to  “agape”  in these next verses. 
Is this important? 

Obviously,  it is,  –  else Paul would not have done it!    
But this change is impossible to see in our  worldly bibles  –  because our theologians do  not  understand the difference between the two forms of this 
highest form of  “love”.  Furthermore,  our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  even know the difference between the four forms of  “love”  used in The 
Greek – because they  never  differentiate between the four  –  but allow the recipient to read into  “love”  whatever they want! 

This is hardly “ teaching”,  but  “seducing”! 
Please see  “Love”  in glossary that explains the differences between the  four  types of  “Love”  and their sub-groupings. 

Just for  “The Record”  –  I give the definition for  “agapao”  and  “agape”  (which sadly is  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  therefore 
again,  I presume all this is unknown to them  –  else why keep quiet on supposedly,   “The Most Fundamental Word”  in  “Christianity”) - 

“Agapao”  StrongsTM = 25 is The Methodology  based upon  “The Word of God”  operating within the mind  that drives the  
lifestyle/deportment  of the TC to be desirous in the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire which is to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for 
absolutely  no worldly return.  We are to imitate JC’s  primarily aim  which was to bring the next generation of TCs as an offering to Yahweh 
through our personal sacrifice of our present existence.   

What does this mean in practise?   
Then we have the 2nd hybrid of this perfect form of  “love”  in answer. 

“Agape”  StrongsTM = 26 is the physical manifestation witnessed by The World of what is occurring in our mind driven by  “agapao”. 
Thus  “agape”  is also understood as  “charity”  inasmuch we are to freely give  (“simply” meaning  no  strings are attached in what we do 
to illicit a worldly  return/favour  or whatever we might desire by placing a debt upon the recipient to be recalled at some time later).  Thus 
our charity  is gifted,  principally to edify the mind of the recipient  (and if  perchance  we are in the position to physically help someone,  then 
we are to do so  –  please see my commentary at Luke.10v30-36  –  because,  as usual,  it is not  quite as we are taught by our  worldly 
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Christian theologians,  to their shame). 
“To edify the mind”  does not mean  “indoctrinate”  –  but rather we are duty bound to  accurately  give  “The Knowledge”;  and  “The 
Recipient”  is then  freely allowed  to make their  own decision  about  “The Knowledge”  (Eze.30v1-20).  To be able to do this,  then we must  
intimately  learn The Bible  to become competent teachers  (Heb.5v12-14, etc.,)  and then operate with fidelity upon  “The Knowledge”  to 
personally display  “The Wisdom of God”  (Yahweh)  within our lives.  All precisely what JC and Paul did  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.). 

Now understanding the subtle difference between the two words then we realise why Paul  switched  between the two words,  and precisely why our 
translators do  not  imitate Paul by equally switching  -  thereby demonstrably exhibiting their  “failure to understand”! 
Paul starts in the earlier verses with what drives our mind,  and then he swings to the physical manifestation that we are then able to witness in the form 
of works that can be readily seen from outside  -  noting Paul is trying to differentiate between what is occurring within The Mind  (that could be good or 
Machiavellian)  and what is outputted. 

These layers of possible goodness or deceit can then be extended unto our leaders of The World  (in their “supposed charity” to The World). 
Paul has helped us to understand that what is seen on the outside can expose the leaders' inner nature  (of Religion, Politics, and Commerce)  that is 
most likely  not  to be of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh!   We are to examine the Religious Leaders’ fruitage  (Matt.7v16-21,   
-  Are the congregational members imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  as precisely Paul exhorted of us  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)? 
It is by seriously analysing what these words mean and why Paul uses them as he does,  then we can understand precisely why our  worldly Christian 
leaders cannot understand what they mean by both word and deed!    
Moreover,  by understanding this,  we realise that is exactly why they cannot understand  “The Mystery of God”  and precisely why they  cannot  
personally solve  “The Mystery of God”!   Please see elsewhere in my commentaries what this means! 

As a competent auditor thoroughly knowing and understanding  “The Word of God”,  then I can make this statement with authority! 
1Cor. 13v5 og no/not/none  (it) {is unbecoming/indecent}/{behaves self unseemly},   
1Cor. 13v5 og no/not/none  (it) seeks/searches/endeavours/inquires  the (things)   (of the) {my/our/your/it self} [= itself],   
1Cor. 13v5 og no/not/none  (it is) {sharpened alongside}/exasperated/{easily provoked}/stirred,   
1Cor. 13v5 og no/not/none  (it) reckons/calculates/reasons/thinks   
1Cor. 13v5 og the (things)  worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked. 
1Cor. 13v5 = (Charity/Agape is)  is  not  indecent/unseemly     (by taking upon itself worldly aspirations),   

not  it  seeks/searches/endeavours  the things  of itself     (to be presumptuously self-assuming over its neighbour) 
not  it is  exasperated/{easily provoked}/stirred     (to retaliate against what might have been received) 
not  it  reckons/reasons  the  hurtful  things.     (Not to devise means to make worldly gain out of our neighbour.) 

 

(Agape/Charity)  is not  indecent/unseemly   (the person would not take upon  him/herself  an uncompromising position of worldly aspiration) 
not it  seeks/endeavours  the things of itself   (the person  is  not  presumptuously self-assuming over  his/her  neighbour), 
not it is  exasperated/{easily provoked}   (the person remains calm and carefully considers how to behave as Yahweh would desire in any situation), 
not it  reckons/reasons  hurtful things   (the person chooses not to make any personal gain out of our neighbour  [now or in the future by return]). 
 

As I state in so many other places,  {Charity Love}  when expressed externally by an individual for the sincere  (rather than feigned  “for a return”)  aid 
of another human  -  then it is  “pleasing to see”.    

Agape is never out to promote the individual giving the aid and does not react in a worldly fashion to external provocation.   
Furthermore,  it is never  calculating/reckoning/reasoning/conniving  for  “some form of a return”  from the aid  “supposedly given”. 

Paul means by  “calculating/reckoning/reasoning” - 
1. In the  time  domain  –  never reckoning when the gift might  “be repaid”. 
2. In the  material  domain –  never reckoning in what form  “the return”  might be. 
3. In the  service  domain –  never reckoning what leverage might be used upon the recipient  “to repay”  through service. 
4. In the  publicity  domain –  never reckoning how one’s social stature might  “be enhanced”. 

Naturally,  this  calculating/reckoning/reasoning  destroys our synapse construction mapping as being acceptable to Yahweh for future “Sonship”! 
Evidentially,  we would have  not  correctly imbued  “The Word of God”  (by denying its power to reform an originally  hard/callus  mind built upon 
worldly methodology  –  but only presented an outward form of godliness;  2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)  to  bring-in  the worldly returns. 

And where do we see this occurring? 
I allow the reader to give the obvious answer that question! 
It must be remembered    

The Millennium will  not  be like this present World  -  it will be  completely different  – with  different rulers  throughout  all  of society  over 
the  whole  world,  placed there by Yahweh through JCg over a period of 45 days during Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v8-13, Dan.12v11-12! 

1Cor. 13v6 og No/Not/None  (it) cheers/{is calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoices/greets  over/upon/concerning   
1Cor. 13v6 og to the  unrighteousness/injustice/wrongfulness, 
1Cor. 13v6 og (it) {sympathizes in gladness}/congratulates/rejoices  and  to the [= in/with/by/on])  truth/verity: 
1Cor. 13v6 = (Charity/Agape)  Not  it  cheerful/rejoices  upon  the  wrongfulness/injustice     (it will avoid hurtful situations) 

and  it  {sympathizes in gladness}/congratulates/rejoices  with  the  truth/verity    (actively supports The Disclosing Truth); 
 

(Agape/Charity)  Not it  cheerful/rejoices  upon the  wrongfulness/injustice   (the person will avoid all hurtful situations sourced by The World), 
and it sympathizes in gladness with the truth   (the person  only  operates in Truth,   there is no  deception/fraud/lie  in  his/her  life [1Pet.2v21-23]) 
 

Sincere  {Charity Love}  always has the best interests of the recipient at heart  (being the correct motivation)  driven by a synapse construction that has 
been accurately educated in  “The Absolute Truth”  contained within  “The Original Word”  (sadly I need to add that proviso of  “original”  because 
many translations are so  useless  in key positions)  of The Bible  (being twisted to support  “the doctrine”  of  worldly Christianity  rather than be 
changing  “the doctrine”  of  worldly Christianity  to suit The Original Greek wording)!   What would Yahweh Desire to occur? 
1Cor. 13v7 og (the) all (things)   (it) {roofs over}/{covers with silence}/{endures patiently}/bears/suffers, 
1Cor. 13v7 og (the) all (things)   (it) commits/believes/entrusts, 
1Cor. 13v7 og (the) all (things)   (it) expects/confides/entrusts; 
1Cor. 13v7 og (the) all (things)   (it) remains/undergoes/resilient/bears/{has fortitude/patience}/endures. 
1Cor. 13v7 = (Charity/Agape)  {quietly covers}/{endures patiently}  all things    (to not cause aggravation over worldly issues),   

it  commits/believes   all things,    (takes all matters seriously to ensure all things are done correctly – as Yahweh would desire) 
it  expects/entrusts   all things,      (that are sourced by  “The Word of God”  and  not  by The World) 
it  remains/resilient/endures  all things.     (Having fortitude to remain steadfast to what  “The Word of God”  teaches us). 

 

(Agape/Charity)  quietly covers  all things   (the person will always defuse situations,  and never aggravate worldly situations – being utterly neutral), 
it  commits/entrusts  all things   (the person takes matters seriously to ensure everything is correctly done  -  as Yahweh would desire), 
it  expects/entrusts  all things   (the person becomes entirely dependent upon  “The Word of God”,  refusing worldly methodology), 
it  remains/endures  all things   (having a martyr’s mental strength to remain solid, stoic;  built only on God’s Word entirely directing our thoughts). 
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If we desire the best for  all  people,  then at an equal level we are to give them space to  consider/think/reason  upon the situation.   
I state  “at an equal level”  because it is imperative that if we are having responsibility over siblings  (of whatever)  then instruction and balanced 
discipline must be given to guide them in the correct direction rather than capitulate by misapplying the stated  “quietly covers all things”. 
Else,  we would be abdicating our personal responsibility  (noting,  Heb.12v6-12 – will mean our  discipline/instruction  can  be unpleasant). 
{Charity love}  patiently endures the pain and suffering initiated by certain individuals who feel aggrieved by whatever  standards/instruction  the TC 
deems correct from Yahweh Word. 
{Charity love}  is fully committed to applying Yahweh’s standards to worldly situations whenever and wherever possible. 
{Charity love}  also  entrusts/expects  in all things that Yahweh gives to assist us,  as humans on this planet – and then communicated to edify all humans. 
Finally,  the deeds we perform to our neighbour show ourselves to be steadfastly upholding  “The Word of God”  within our  lifestyle/deportment. 
This is the fidelity expected within “Real Faith”  built only upon  “The Word of God”  as given by The Bible,  and not  by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
1Cor. 13v8 og The  benevolence/charity/dear/agape  {not even at any time}/{never at all}/never/{nothing at any time} 
1Cor. 13v8 og (it) {drops away}/{becomes inefficient}/fails;   
1Cor. 13v8 og {if too}/whether  and  (the) prophecies/predictions/prophesyings  
1Cor. 13v8 og (they will be) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified, 
1Cor. 13v8 og {if too}/whether  (the) {naturally acquired tongues/languages} 
1Cor. 13v8 og (they shall) pause/restrain/quit/desist/leave/refrain, 
1Cor. 13v8 og {if too}/whether  (the) knowledge/science/enlightenment 
1Cor. 13v8 og (it will be) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified. 
1Cor. 13v8 = The  charity/agape  never  {drops away}/fails/ceases;    (once we take upon ourselves JC's lifestyle then it will last an eternity) 

and whether  prophecies/predictions  they will be  {rendered useless}/abolished   (as prophecies of God's Plan are progressively fulfilled),   
whether  {naturally  acquired languages}  they shall  pause/restrained    (all languages will become one as one family in The Millennium),   
whether  knowledge/science/enlightenment  will be  {rendered useless}/{made void}  (existing knowledge superseded by new knowledge). 

 

The  agape/charity  never drops away   (once we take upon ourselves to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  into The Eternity), 
and whether the  prophecies/predictions   (made  only  about The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation  [and  not  for personal vanity]) 
they (prophecies)  will be rendered useless   (when these prophecies  become fulfilled as Yahweh’s Plan relentlessly progresses forward). 
Whether the naturally acquired languages   (being all international languages requiring multilingual  teachers/apostles  for Matt.24v14 to occur) 
they (international languages)  shall  pause/{be restrained}   (there shall be  only one  international  language/family  as deemed by Yahweh). 
Whether the  knowledge/enlightenment   (the knowledge now of God's Plan for The Gospel Age,  is replaced by new knowledge in The Millennium) 
will be rendered useless   (Gospel Age knowledge is not required when living in The Millennium – being only then of  past events and thus behind us). 
 

This verse means,  when The Millennium occurs,  all prophecy concerning The Millennium would have been completed,  we will have a universal 
language   of understanding  within  “The One Family”  under  “The Stewardship of JCg and the 144000 TCs”. 
Finally,  all existing knowledge will become  “out-of-date”,  superseded with  new  information as taught within The Millennium during the teaching 
regime under the demonstrably perfect leaders  (of the Bride  [144000 TCs]  and Groom [JCg])  as  “The Firstfruits”  (precisely as we are taught at 
1Cor.15v20 for JCg as The Head for his body following through some 2000 years later at Rev.14v3-4).  
But while these present things would have become nullified  (just as we are told the Earth [systems/procedures/mechanisms/protocols]  and Heaven  
[Satan’s local controlling methodology]  shall be dissolved [2Pet.3v8-13]),  the quality of selfless love physically expressed for continual mutual 
edification will endure forever.   This shall occur because this  is  how all entities within The Universe ultimately operate/exist  under Yahweh’s 
Command.  Presently we are on a  pariah planet  (kept in quarantine –  hence SETI is  a complete waste of time and effort  –  and farcical,  because  
“The Greatest Intelligent Life”  in The Universe has given us  “The Word of God”  and  we refuse  to  “communicate with it”! 

Being  “The Language”  that  does  give us a means to communicate with all forms of Life in The Universe when we are perfected! 
How so very ironic and extremely paradoxical! 

Our enforced isolation  only  occurs because our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operates according to Satan’s methodology  –  while The Universe 
operates according to Yahweh’s Methodology. 

Does the reader understand this inductive,  logical and righteous reasoning? 
Or do we wish to hide away and thus reject communication with  “The Greatest Intelligent Life in The Universe”  presently inviting us? 

 
112th Reasoning – We TCs only absolutely know in parts,  also prophecy in parts of what The Millennium will be like. 
19th Prophecy – But when The Millennium  is  instituted by JCg,  then the complete vista of understanding will occur and 
from there after The Millennium will be seen no more in parts,  –  but  “The New System”  and its protocols  wholly seen. 
1Cor. 13v9 og {from/out of}  (of the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  for  
1Cor. 13v9 og (we) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand} 
1Cor. 13v9 og also  {from/out of}  (of the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part 
1Cor. 13v9 og (we) {foretell events}/{speak under divine inspiration}/prophecy; 
1Cor. 13v9 = For  {from out of}  the  apportion/part  we  (TCs)  {absolutely know/understand},   

also  {from out of}  the  apportion/part  we  (TCs)  {foretell events}/{speak under divine inspiration}/prophesy. 
 

For from out of the  apportion/share   (being of our  gift/capability  correctly used  as a member of  “The Anointed Body”  [for Sonship]) 
we  (TCs)  absolutely  know/understand   (Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  carrying forward over the 3 Epochs of Israel) 
also from out of the  apportion/share   (as defined above)  
we (TCs)  foretell events   (We  [Early Adopters] can see how  “Yahweh’s Marvellous Plan”  operates  before  almost all  other people). 
             (It is only when  “The Word of God”  has been wholly inculcated to understand how Yahweh's Mind operates,  enables the above to occur.) 
 

Paul is making the specific point,  he  (as an apostle of Yahweh)  can see a fantastic and wonderful future ahead,  where  “The Resurrected  World”  
shall ultimately become a harmonised society,  because its members will be instructed, exhorted and cajoled into becoming  “righteous”. 
Furthermore,  there is the most wonderful prize on offer for 144000 individuals who demonstrably precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  
It was of this future society of which JC came to teach us by both word and deed,  being    

“The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  and it  was/is  the TCs  who during the 1st part of their physical life fully inculcate this knowledge and 
faithfully replicated it  –  to become  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh's Methodology as given to us by JC as  “The Word of God”. 

However,  while Paul can see this wonderful vista within his mind,  being  “a taster”  given at 2Cor.12v1-3  –  he knows there will be so much more on 
offer of which he has not been presently given access.   
We,  at the end of The Gospel Age can see the use of technology  (nothing of which Paul could foresee)  being the ensuing benefits,  and sadly,  also the 
curses along with it when used according to worldly methodology .  Fortunately in The Millennium we shall be under  “The Correct Management”  to  
correctly use  all this technology and  so very much more  that is only being used to edify our neighbour,  in direct contrast to that which occurs today,  
being the acts of tyranny expressed upon weaker members of society. 
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Where,  in The Millennium,  the TCs then as  “Sons of God”,  shall have  full access  to Yahweh’s Infinite  Capability/Authority  to express the HS 
operating through them,  where they shall be able to  mind-read  the synapse construction of the individuals of  “The Resurrected World”  through direct 
communication with Yahweh.  This is what JC was able to do during his ministry,  to precisely know the adversaries’ next move  –  to quash any deviancy 
before it occurs!    

The above shall deliver a society as described in Rev.21v1-4,  perhaps some of the most beautifully composed words in The Bible!   Amen! 
1Cor. 13v10 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  and  (he/it) accompanies/appears/comes  
1Cor. 13v10 og the (thing [The Millennium])  complete/perfect,  then/{at the time}  the (thing [vista in Paul’s mind as described])   
1Cor. 13v10 og {from/out of}  (of the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part   
1Cor. 13v10 og (it will be) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified. 
1Cor. 13v10 = And  whenever  it  accompanies/comes  The Thing   (The New Society in The Millennium)   perfect/complete,   

then  the   (vista explained  [through gifts],  by Paul)   {from out of}  apportion/part  it will be  {rendered useless}/nullified. 
 

And whenever it comes   (The Millennium to bring about The Salvation of most people within  “The Resurrected World”  [in a body  given in trust]) 
the thing  (The Millennium)  complete/perfect.   (The Millennium  [operating as  “The Great Sabbath”]  perfecting  “The Resurrected World”) 
Then the thing   (The Vista within Paul's mind of  “what The Millennium will be like”) 
from out of the  apportion/share   (Paul’s  gifts/capabilities  yield  a  vista/visualisation  about how The Millennium shall operate  [2Cor.12v1-3]), 
it will be rendered useless   (When the vision Paul now has,  shall become  “The Reality” in The Millennium,  then the vision is  abolished/redundant) 
 

Paul is stating through the gifts realised within the apostles,  Yahweh unrolls His Righteous Plan in parts throughout The Gospel Age to allow those 
specific people to  search/peer  for  “The  Treasure/Pearl”  (Matt.13v44-48),  also to keep seeking to find (Matt.7v7-8),  asking for food and we shall find  
(Luke.11v10)  so we may become  “The Few”  who  freely/simply  give  “The Knowledge”  out to The World as faithfully as they are able,  for  no  
worldly return.   
These specific individuals are being  elected/selected/chosen  from out of The Christian Nation by Yahweh  (Matt.20v16, 22v14, 20v23),  because they 
shall have been found worthy of Sonship   (after perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life while still in the 1st part of their physical life).   
Thus The Millennium when it comes,  will be complete and perfect  (shaba/sheba  =  complete/7  StrongsTM = 7650/1)  being  “The 7th Day”  where JCg 
becomes  “The Lord of The Sabbath” -  being made to purify man  (Mark.2v27-28),  where it becomes a day of  rest/peace  from the 6 days (= 6000 
years)  of arduous painful work under Satan’s inept management style.   

But it is only when we are in The Millennium and then look back to what we had previously “seen through darkened glass” (v12)  can we then 
comprehend how so very little we could realise while in the filth of our present worldly system. The reader must understand The Future World 
of The Millennium will have  vastly different  “norms”  to that which occurs today!   And this is what Paul tries to explain in the next verses. 

 
113th Reasoning – When TCs were children,  they spoke,  thought,  reasoned as a child,  but when TCs became adults,  
they threw away all things  (methodology and works)  relating to children  (of the world).  This verse is speaking directly 
about  “spiritual maturity in The Word of God”.  About 99.99% of all humans are still young children,  well steeped in 
worldly methodology having so little grasp of God’s Word  (with “Leaders of Religion” being perhaps only an hour old)! 
86th Allegory - child = a person who is inexperienced in a new methodology  –  requires much  teaching/learning. 
20th Prophecy – Presently,  we as TCs,  gaze wide eyed into the obscure window glass to what the future world will be like,  
but then in The Millennium,  we shall be  face-to-face  with reality.  Yet now,  I,  Paul,  certainly know in part what it will 
be like in The Millennium,  but when I am in The Millennium then I will fully recognise those conditions  –  just as I was 
personally fully recognised by Yahweh in my entirety for my invitation  -  before I became a TC. 
87th Allegory - glass = physical but optical transparent barrier = the 1st part of our physical life  looking through/forward  
into the 2nd part of our physical life  (being The Millennium). 
88th Allegory – opaque/darken = Unable to  see/comprehend  clearly –  only basic objects are visible,  fine detail omitted. 
21st Prophecy – Now during The Gospel Age abides  “Real faith”  (knowledge/assurance/fidelity  of/to  what is to occur),  
and  anticipation/expectation/confidence  (The Millennium will occur as expressed),  and finally  charity/{beneficial love}. 
And of these three qualities the greatest is  charity/{beneficial love}  because that quality will continue forever when The 
Millennium is instituted  (by virtue the other two qualities shall become nullified –  when  “The Reality”  is upon us). 
114th Reasoning – Presently during The Gospel Age,  a TC is driven by “The Expectation” based upon “The Real Faith”. 
But when a TC is in The Millennium,  then “The Expectation” based upon “Real Faith” of what is to occur is unnecessary 
because we shall be living in The Physical Reality  (after our awakening/rousing).  Yet for society to function correctly in 
The Millennium  (by operating according to Yahweh’s Methodology)  then charity shall reign in our physically works. 
82nd Comment – If TCs with their extensive knowledge of God’s Word can only recognise “The Basics”  then think of the 
complete shock it shall be for all other people (99.99+% of all humans)  upon the resurrection when experiencing what 
this new worldly will be like  (Rev.21v1-4)!   Leaders of Politics, Religion and Commerce shall be in for a rough time,  
directly related to their  “Level of Responsibility”  in this present world ruling under Satan’s worldly methodology! 
1Cor. 13v11 og {At which too}/When  {I was}  (the) infant/{simple minded}/{immature Christian}/childish   
1Cor. 13v11 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) infant/{simple minded}/{immature Christian}/childish   
1Cor. 13v11 og (I) spoke/uttered/said,   
1Cor. 13v11 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) infant/{simple minded}/{immature Christian}/childish   
1Cor. 13v11 og (I) {exercised the mind}/{interested myself}/regarded/thought,   
1Cor. 13v11 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) infant/{simple minded}/{immature Christian}/childish   
1Cor. 13v11 og (I) reckoned/calculated/reasoned.   
1Cor. 13v11 og {at which too}/when  and  (I) {became to be}  (the) man/husband/fellow,   
1Cor. 13v11 og (I) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified  the (things [actions/reasoning])   
1Cor. 13v11 og of the  infant/{simple minded}/{immature Christian}/childish. 
1Cor. 13v11 = When  {I was}  the  infant/child,   I spoke  {in that manner}/as  the  infant/child,   

I  thought/regarded  as  {in that manner}/as  the  infant/child,  I  reasoned/reckoned  {in that manner}/as  the  infant/child.   
And when I  {became to be}  the  man/(mature),  I  discarded/abolished  the  things/actions/reasoning  of the  infant/child. 

 

When I was the child   (by allegory Paul now as a mature Christian,  can look back at the time  before  he came upon  “The Word of God”), 
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                  (As does a  “Professional Leader of Religion”  giving to The World what The World wants to hear  for a worldly return  … ) 
I spoke in that manner as the child   (by allegory Paul then could only  “output”  as might a worldly person driven by worldly methodology) 
                  (As does a  “Professional Leader of Religion”  giving to The World what The World wants to hear  for a worldly return  … ) 
I thought as in that manner as the child   (by allegory Paul only had the cognitive   “tools”  that worldly methodology delivered) 
                  (As does a  “Professional Leader of Religion”  giving to The World what The World wants to hear  for a worldly return  … ) 
I reasoned in that manner as the child   (by allegory Paul could only use the cognitive  “tools”  he had to comprehend The World around him). 
                  (As does a  “Professional Leader of Religion”  giving to The World what The World wants to hear  for a worldly return  … ) 
And when I became to be the man   (by allegory Paul now having fully inculcated  “The Word of God”,  has  “new tools”  to use) 
                  (I fully inculcated  “The Word of God parts 1 and 2”  given as  “1st Century Christianity”  to yield God’s Kingdom,  Luke.17v12, Rev.21v1-4) 
I discarded the  things/reasoning  of the child   (by allegory Paul can now reason vastly differently to how he originally did without God's Word). 

                  (I fully disregarded  “Region”  by following the advice at Rev.18v4) 
 

Paul is trying to impress upon The Brethren  – “you  grow-up”  and become like him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  – “fully mature”  upon  “The Word of God”   
accurately imbued,  assayed/tested  and then operated upon with fidelity,  because Yahweh desires to use His  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  to further 
the gifts operating within Paul  (and in The Environment)  to maximise Paul’s effectiveness in imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   
Paul becoming mature has completely died away from any reasoning that pertains to The World,  being fully committed to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  thus 
by return,  righteously enabling Yahweh to maximise Paul’s capability by Yahweh expressing His HS through Paul,  as Paul described earlier. 
Now as a mature spiritual adult of  “The Word of God”  (JC)  operating as The Lord/Master of his mind,  then looking back upon the things of which 
worldly people presume as being necessary  (of whatever)  “for supposed life (of 70 years, Ps.90v10)”  become the  reasoning/reckoning  of an  
insatiable/petulant  immature child.   Importantly,  we are to personally imitate Paul and be personally choosing the spiritual things sourced by Yahweh 
and  not  by The World,  thereby  we are to be imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  as described above under  “agapao/agape”  that gives  “guaranteed  
life”  (of an eternity)  upon a resurrection unto Sonship  –  and thus fulfilling Yahweh's Desire! 
1Cor. 13v12 og (we) behold/see/look/beware{take heed}  for  {just now}/henceforth/hitherto/now/present     
1Cor. 13v12 og through (reason of)   (of the) {gazing wide eyed into}/window/glass/mirror   
1Cor. 13v12 og in  (to the [= within]) obscurity/{difficult to see clearly}/darkly,   
1Cor. 13v12 og then/{at the time}  and  (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
1Cor. 13v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
1Cor. 13v12 og {just now}/henceforth/hitherto/now/present  (I) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}   
1Cor. 13v12 og {from/out of}  (the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part,  then/{at the time}  and   
1Cor. 13v12 og (I will/shall) {know upon some mark}/recognise/{fully acquaint}/acknowledge/perceive   
1Cor. 13v12 og just/as/that/how/when  also   
1Cor. 13v12 og (I was) {known upon some mark}/recognised/{fully acquainted}/acknowledged/perceived. 
1Cor. 13v12 = For  we  (TCs)  look/behold  {just now}/presently  through reason  of the  {gazing wide eyed into}/window/glass   

within  obscurity/darkly/distorted   (the vista of the future outcome  -  being that of The Millennium)   
and  then  the  face/countenance  toward  the  face/countenance   (being the first-hand experiences shall then be possible),   
{just now}/presently  I  {certainly know/understand}  {from out of}  apportion/part   (of what it will be like in The Millennium),   
and  then   (in The Millennium)   I will  {fully recognise/perceive}   (those conditions that will operate within The Millennium)   
just/as  also  I was  {fully  recognised/perceived}   (to be given the opportunity to make this possible by  “The Word of God” [JCg]). 

 

For we (TCs)  presently behold   (being our  reasoning/understanding  based upon what we presently know,  but trying to grasp the future scenario) 
through reason of the  “gazing wide eyed into”   (the future,  being what Yahweh has on offer to Mankind in The Millennium) 
within  obscurity/darkly   (with our limited knowledge we can only discern basic concepts of how this wonderful future society is to operate), 
and then the face to face   (but when we are living in The Millennium and experiencing how wonderful is the forthcoming new society,  at first-hand), 
presently I certainly  know/understand  from out of the  apportion/part   (I can only know now but a tiny part of what it will be like in the future), 
and  (yet)  then  (in The Millennium)   I will fully  recognise/perceive   (those future conditions as being real operating around me), 
just as  also I was fully recognised   (by Yahweh before I became a Christian,  and He through JC,  brought this superlative knowledge to me). 
 

Quite a wonderful verse.   
We have Paul ardently gazing wide eyed within his mind at just a few wonderful things that will be occurring within  “The Resurrected World”  that 
shall become a reformed society;  and further,  this will become a reality upon his resurrection  –  where he shall be face to face with reality rather than 
only  “The Expectation”  of his present mind reasoning upon this vista given by  “The Word of God”.  This shall become “The Acceptable Year of The 
Lord”,  comprising of  winter  without God’s Word,  then of God’s Word being sown in  spring,  of its growth in  summer  within us as individuals,  and 
then of the final harvest in  autumn,  Matt.13v24-30. 
He further shows his complete confidence in Yahweh’s full  Capability/Omnipotence  to express His HS enabling this to occur by stating  

Just as I certainly know of what I can see in parts occurring in The Millennium,  then I shall fully recognise all what I see in my mind’s eye 
becoming future reality,  just as Yahweh fully recognised me before I became a TC  (an obvious flashback to his conversion of The Road to 
Damascus – when he was persecuting Christians [Acts.9v1-12, 22v1-12 and 2Cor.12v1-3]). 

Therefore,  just as Yahweh could see the potential in Paul before his conversion,  likewise Paul can see all the future potential before he is resurrected 
into The Millennium.  Being a  like-for-like,  where in 1st part of his  spiritual  life before becoming a TC,  now entering the 2nd part of his life  spiritually,  
he is waiting in the 1st part of his life  physically  for the realisation of  “The Reality”  in the 2nd part of his  physical  life in The Millennium. 

Can the reader now fully understand what is running though Paul’s mind as he wrote this verse? 
Note   Worldly Christian theologians preach of this verse to mean  “face to face with God”  and this applies to Christians.   

As usual  –  they are  comprehensibly wrong!   
It does  not  mean this!   

Why? 
1. Christians generally have  not  shown a methodology of lifestyle that imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and are thus  not  to  “The Standard of 

Sonship”  to  “see Yahweh”!   By consequence,  they are still  not  fit for this to occur and would be annihilated (Ex.33v20),  –  though 
144000 TCs shall be deemed by Yahweh to be perfect upon their resurrection unto Sonship to then begin The Millennium.   
The 144000 shall truly see Yahweh because their  “synapse construction mapping”  has been entirely  proved/assayed  acceptable during the 
1st part of their physical life – by Yahweh Himself  in  “The Special/Greater  (1st) Judgement”,  and obviously Yahweh will not apply 
annihilation  (Ex.33v20)  to His  Chosen  Adopted  “Sons of God”  –  because they shall be like JCg  (Matt.12v48-50, 17v5, 20v23, etc.). 

2. However JCg is  not  Yahweh  (irrespective of what  worldly  Christian theologians  errantly  proclaim in their  most  unrighteous  nonsense)  
and when all humans are resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life into perfected DNA fleshly bodies  given  in trust  (as had Adam 
and Eve originally)  then in the future Millennium.  Furthermore,  having been taught  “Righteousness”  by JCg and his 144000 assistants  –  
I understand logically they will see JCg  –  as “Israel”  (The Jews)  did during his ministry of the  “1st Epoch Israel”  during his 1st Advent,  
but then,  in the future as  “The World”  in the  “3rd Epoch of Israel”  (please see document  “What does Israel mean?”). 
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Noting for completeness,  the TCs saw JCg as a  presence/parousia  within the  “2nd Epoch Israel”,  then elevated at JCg’s  coming/parousia 
at “The 1st Resurrection”  as  “Sons of God”  to see Yahweh in The Millennium. 
Paul uses in context  “face/countenance”  to be allegoric for  “The New System”  being all the  nuances/methodology  (countenance),  and 
thus is  not  what errant  worldly  Christian  scholars/theologians/doctorates/etc.  purport it to mean   (as usual,  regarding “1st Century 
Christianity”)! 

1Cor. 13v13 og now/present/immediate/presently  and  (it) stays/remains/abides/dwells/endures/stands  
1Cor. 13v13 og (the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},  (the) anticipation/expectancy/confidence,   
1Cor. 13v13 og (the) benevolence/charity/dear/agape  the (things [qualities])  three  these (things [qualities]). 
1Cor. 13v13 og (the) larger/elder/greater/more  and  {from/concerning these persons/things/qualities}  
1Cor. 13v13 og [is]  the  benevolence/charity/dear/agape. 
1Cor. 13v13 = And  now/present/immediate  (during the present Gospel Age)  it  abides/dwells  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},  

the  anticipation/expectation/confidence   (looking forward to The Millennium exercising)   {charity love}/agape  -  these three qualities. 
And  the  greatest/larger  {concerning these qualities  ~  (is)   the  {charity love}/agape. 

 

And just now   (during the present Gospel Age of some 2000 years) 
abides  (Real)  faith   (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity  operating only in TCs  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle) 
the  anticipation/expectation   (built upon  “Real Faith”  of  “The Future Role as a Son of God”  to teach  “The Resurrected World”  righteousness) 
the  agape/charity   (where we give all we can to edify our neighbour to understand  [1] why,  and then  [2] how to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
-  these three qualities   (are required in a TC to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and become  “a Beloved Son”,  Matt.3v17, 17v5), 
and the  larger/(best)  concerning these qualities is  agape/charity   (because it  physically expresses  the other two  “to edify our neighbour”). 
 

At this point we should then ask  
What is Paul driving at here? 

He is trying to teach us that at present,  under Satan’s awful management style,  we who are aiming to become TCs  exist on - 
(1) Real faith  (accurate  knowledge/assurance/fidelity)  -  please see Heb.11v1 which aligns with Paul’s understanding. 
(2) Anticipation/Expectation  
(3) {Charity Love}/Agape. 

We exercise  real  faith by imbuing  accurate  knowledge,  gain confidence in this solid knowledge  by thoroughly assaying this knowledge  thereby 
gaining assurance upon this knowledge,  from which ideally we express both these things through fidelity acting upon our knowledge  –  being how The 
Individuals mentioned in Heb. Chapter 11 operated with Fidelity according to  “Real Faith” based upon The Accurate Knowledge,  thoroughly Assayed. 

In this manner we are looking forwards in  “Real  Faith”  towards The Millennium. 
We patiently wait for The Millennium in full  anticipation/expectation/confidence  because this is based upon  solid knowledge  which has been 
personally  thoroughly/rigorously  assayed/tested  (to ensure  [1] it has come from a reliable source and  [2] we thoroughly understand it,  to teach it). 
We  (who are aiming to become TCs)  having The Knowledge are sincerely motivated to  freely/simply  give this  “Knowledge”  to our neighbour through  
{charity love}/agape  (within our occupational effort),  to be using our time to edify their mind with this  accurate knowledge  so the recipient may 
likewise gain  “Real Faith”  and expectation from which they too might practice  {Charity Love}  to their neighbour thereby forming geometric growth 
from person to person so Yahweh might gain His  much-required  144000 TCs throughout The Gospel Age before The Millennium can occur! 

Can the reader see how all these qualities interlink  –  moreover,  how all this fulfils Yahweh’s Desire? 
Note   We can also see why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  fixing themselves in one place milking the  “same audience”  are  not  
fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  because these leaders are  not  instructing Heb.5v12-14 to occur,  or to be imitating Paul as he imitated JC  
(1Cor.4v16, 11v1, noting what he did at 2Cor.11v24-28). 

But we  (who are aiming to become TCs)  have/display  these qualities now during The Gospel Age. 
Yet,  when The Millennium occurs  –  do we then require faith and expectation? 

Clearly when we enter The Millennium - 
1. For which we had  faith,  then that has now become  a reality  –  consequently  “faith”  is not required and is thus nullified! 
2. In what we  expected  to occur,  has now become  a reality  –  and thus  “expectation”  has been nullified! 

But when we enter The Millennium,  we continue to express our  {Charity Love}/agape  to our neighbour being  all  of  Mankind for an eternity! 
It is for this reason  “The greatest quality is Charity Love”  because it is to run continuously  into/unto  The Eternity! 

 
 
106th Instruction – Pursue  charity/{beneficial love},  fervently seek the spiritual things  -  but rather speak under divine 
inspiration to edify other people within the ecclesia with encouragement and consolation for this future world system. 
75th Warning – While it is good to seek how we might magnify our DNA sourced gifts enhanced by  “The Word of God”,  
but these gifts must be employed through  charity/agape (simply/freely given with no strings attached),  to be edifying our 
neighbour for  no worldly return. 
115th Reasoning – Yahweh is seeking to  move-on  “His Plan for Human Salvation”  –  these gifts are  not  to be used to 
self-indulge the  “operator”  -  because that creates the wrong synapse construction,  but we are to freely use these gifts to 
encourage the  “calling-out”/ecclesia  to get out into The World and to  accurately  introduce more people to  “The Word 
of God”  so that Yahweh might have a greater pool of Christians,  to obtain by election,  His 144000 future Sons of God. 
83rd Comment – By becoming a TC  (to precisely imitate JC – driven by his same  spirit/personality/desires/straits)  then 
we would choose to imbue knowledge in something we understand and transmit it to our neighbour in a language they 
would understand –  precisely as Yahweh did by intervention at Pentecost.  (1) We are told this,  also  (2) it is logical,  so 
why do our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us something  different  to what The Bible  tells us? 
   Well we all know the obvious answer to that question -  do we not!    That is why atheists sensibly remain as “Atheists”! 
84th Comment – Interestingly (from above)  a TC is able to speak in his own language expressing Yahweh’s HS explaining 
the oracles of God and no  worldly “loving” person  (to include “Leaders of Religion”)  will understand him/her,  because 
it will be  as if  the TC is speaking in a foreign language to those people  refusing to hearken  to what a TC teaches! 
85th Comment – But a TC operating  within  an  ideal  “ecclesia”  will be speaking the  one/same  spiritual/intellectual  
language,  in the  one/same  natural language of his brethren and thus shall be giving understandable oracles and comfort 
86th Comment – Because a TC is speaking  “The Word of God”  by communication  (as The Ecclesia)  to The World then  
he/she  shall be consolidating the knowledge base by the intercourse held with the recipients to his teaching.  The TC’s 
mind is intellectually exercised,  exactly like an athlete becomes  edified/consolidated  by exercising their physical body. 
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107th Instruction –Communication is one thing,  but “the content within” the method of communication  is more important 
108th Instruction –  Paul states:  I desire all of you to speak in your own naturally acquired languages  (so that you might 
edify yourselves by teaching),  but really – I rather you speak with divine inspiration,  for greater is the person who speaks 
with divine inspiration than in naturally acquired languages unless he interprets  (explains what  “the content”  means,  
noting what Peter said of Paul at 2Pet.3v15-16)  so that the ecclesia might be edified. 
116th Reasoning – Brethren,  if I Paul speak specifically to you in  (an unknown)  naturally acquired languages how will 
you be edified?   Only if I speak specifically to you in either revelation or in knowledge or in prediction or in teaching. 
Our charlatan Christian leaders ignore the first sentence in this section and invent worldly muses in the second part! 
1Cor. 14 v1 og (You) {Following after}/Pursue/Ensue/{Press forward}  the  benevolence/charity/dear/agape;   
1Cor. 14 v1 og (you) {have warmth of feeling}/desirous/covet/jealous/zealous/fervent  and   
1Cor. 14 v1 og the (things)  {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind},   
1Cor. 14 v1 og {greater degree}/{more than}/better  and  that   
1Cor. 14 v1 og (you may) {foretell events}/{speak under divine inspiration}/prophecy. 
1Cor. 14 v1 = You  pursue/{press forward}  the  charity/{beneficial love}/agape;    (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt) 

and  you  {desirously/fervently seek}  the  {non animalistic}/spiritual  things    (and seek all things that do  not  “indulge the self”) 
and  better  that  you may  prophesy/{speak under divine inspiration}    (to edify others and bring forward Yahweh’s Plan).  

 

You press forward  (for/in)  the  agape/charity   (by giving physical works to edify our neighbour to our own hurt), 
and you fervently seek the  “non-animalistic things of the mind”   (seek all things that do  not  “indulge the self”,  but only edify us to be like JC)  
and better that,  you may  “foretell events under divine inspiration”   (to edify people regarding  the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Plan). 
 

From the previous verse we must press forward to express  {Charity Love}/Agape  to our neighbour so we might edify them,  by giving them reasoned 
arguments as to why our Good News is so much more superior than anything else on this planet.  This is done through carefully reasoned argument so 
they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  to become TCs in their own capacity  (as another body part of  “The Anointed”  144000 TCs). 
Why agape and not agapao – surely  “the mind leads the body”? 

The reason is  “agape follows through”  “to prove the agapao”,  because it is so easy to claim  “agapao”  (words are  easy/cheap),  but  not  
“agape”  (works can be  painful/expensive,  especially if  truly gifted)! 
This required physical  “follow through”  is hidden in our near worthless English translations with the blanket word  “love”. 

We are also instructed to fervently seek spiritual things,  which as I explain in the glossary by warning,  can either be good or bad for us depending upon 
the source  (either Yahweh or Satan,  James.3v11-12)  –  and thus we must be on our guard of what  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  may teach us!   

“Spiritual things”  simply means   “Environmental factors that affect our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that reroute our  “synapse 
construction mapping”  -  either positively or negatively  (to become  “the captured”  “Heavenly Treasure”  –  see glossary, and my 
commentaries that thoroughly explain what this means  Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33).” 

There is  absolutely nothing  supernatural about  “spiritual things”  –  but only  “The Source”  of  “The Environment”  within which we personally 
choose to operate,  delivering  “knowledge”  (of whatever).  Thus  ideally  we seek an environment within which the centre is an  accurately  translated 
Bible  (sourced by Yahweh)  –  or  perversely  we seek an environment whose centre is  “self-indulgence”  sourced by The World  through our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”.  These leaders preach of a  “New Jesus”,  2Cor.11v4,  by being part of 2Cor.11v13-15, Acts.20v19  whose 
methodology is sourced by Satan  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  presently covering the planet, Eph.2v2,    hence the instruction at Rev.18v4. 
Thus,  we can correctly reason - 

These environments and a dichotomy of anything in between becomes  -  a source of  “spiritual things”. 
Consequently, Paul is saying   

“Fervently seek spiritual things”  inasmuch  “fervently seek learning from the environment”  =  “become educated = gain knowledge”. 
Hence JC’s comment about  “coming to him as a child”   –  being that a child is curious to learn about more things  (as a  “why bird”). 

But the caveat on  “spiritual things”  to their worth,  becomes The Resultant,  inasmuch  “how we might output”  what  “we have learnt”!  
For it is wonderful to be a sponge and soak up information –   but if none of the useful input is  “outputted”  then we become worthless in fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire,  likened to a light under a bushel  (Matt.5v15, Mark.4v21, Luke.11v33). 

It must be clearly understood The Context of this verse and the following verses! 
From 13v9 to 13v12  –  Paul is saying    We  (as TCs [hence far less for congregational members])  are looking through a  “darkened window”  where 
the things we do now are to become nullified and void when we enter The Millennium  –  because we will then be part of  “The Reality”  (“Zion”). 
He then moves on to state there is something much better than these things you seek  (being the things to become nullified)  and that is  “agape”  being 
mutually actioned throughout society. 
Paul now enters 14v1. 
He states - 

You are to press forward with agape  (outputting  the physical manifestations  he gave earlier 13v3-8  that is better  than the subsequent 
things that are only seen darkly and will be nullified). 
I repeat the last comment of 13v3 here for our guidance to understanding these contextual verses regarding  “agapao”  driving our mind - 

and I have not  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao,  (then)  nothing  (I do is)  to be  useful/beneficial/gained. 
He repeats this for our benefit now in 14v1 and in the following verses  by means of comparisons  against those  things to be made void! 

We reason,  Paul is  stressing  “The Need”  to have “Agapao”  in The Mind,  driving  “Agape”  as the physical output to freely yield the qualities 
described in 13v3-8  (six verses  –  more later).   Where,  “habitual/occupational works”  demonstrate  what is occurring in The Mind. 
And by comparison,  Paul speaks of the things that supposedly people of “Religion”  (at his time)  were doing round about  (being precisely what we 
witness throughout all  “Religion”  today  –  seeking  “spiritualism”,  prophesying,  speaking gibberish,  deluded states of supposed mind possession by 
a supposed form of external entity  (leading to all forms of freakish behaviour)  supposedly a demon,  ancestors  or even supposedly  “slain in the spirit”! 
By comparison Paul is saying to them  

You have this  new  “Philosophy”  being  “The Word of God”  and  -  “you wish to be like religious people around you”? 
No! 

Do not seek these things because they shall be nullified  (certainly if sourced by Satan)  but even if sourced by Yahweh through us as TCs 
teaching you these things  –  then do not be tempted to go over to them because they are lessor forms of what Yahweh Desires! 
He desires you first to seek  “agape”  being the things that this form of  “Physical Love”  delivers  (13v3-8) resulting from our minds being 
driven by  “agapao”  created by  “The Word of God”  correctly imbued within The Mind.  

Furthermore,  -  Why again? 
Because  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  by definition,  are  not  operating upon  “The Word of God”, and do  not  display the  sincere  
form of  “agape”  (being  simply/freely  given)  because they must have  no  “agapao”  operating within them  –  when doing all these lessor 
things! 

Thus,  Paul is trying to make a distinction between  “The Higher Goal”  and the lessor goals  practised/encouraged  by  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  for the  animalistic/carnal  minded returns. 

Again further  -  Why? 
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Because when we have  accurately  imbued  “The Word of God”  to form  “agapao”  within our mind that truly yields real  “agape”  as 
proven into The Environment  then  Yahweh  will  work with us  (by contrast to James.1v6-8)  to enhance our  ministry/lifestyle  that 
demonstrably imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for us to personally use these qualities within our  “agape”. 

There are  many conditional  steps in that paragraph  before  Yahweh will work though us. 
Regrettably,  as I stated in my commentary of 12v31 - 

The presumed  “Attainment seals The Approval method”. 
Where our  charlatan Christian leaders jump from   “We come in the name of JC … to become a circus performer!”   (Ignoring Matt.4v7)! 
Upon  “The Entertainment Presented”  these leaders receive - 

Great applause,  admiration and rapture from the deluded crowd coming for the pleasing extravaganza   (Matt.24v23-26, 2Tim.4v3-4, etc.)! 
Both parties are receiving their worldly reward in precisely the same manner as those people round about Paul within  “Religion”! 

This also becomes  “The Tool”  to enable us to see  “The Quality of The Tree”  (Matt.7v16-21, 12v33, etc.)  -  inasmuch - 
Is the Fruitage from these  “get-togethers”  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  as we are instructed by Paul  –  so that Yahweh might 
achieve His 144000 TCs  elected/chosen  throughout The Gospel Age? 

If the answer is   “No”,  – then  “The Tree”  is  rotten and diseased  –  as is its fruitage!   Precisely as we are taught in The Gospels and Epistles! 
Where,  by expanding JC's example (Matt.7v17-20)  it is like the physical DNA being like the metaphoric spiritual DNA  –  it cannot be any different! 
Now the student of The Bible will know of all these quotations – and  if  they have  not  been taught by their leader  then  they should ask themselves - 

Why have we  not  been taught of these warnings within The Bible? 
The simple answer is - 

The  charlatan Christian leaders have  no  desire to expose themselves unto  “public examination”! 
They most certainly do  not  want people educated in  “The Word of God”,  so they preach  “The Word of Man”  to sound knowledgeable! 

With this background understanding we are now able to understand what Paul was teaching in context of the surrounding verses  (and of his time)! 
With this new understanding  –  then let me repeat this verse and then,  the otherwise hidden nuance  –  jumps out at us - 

You are to press forward  for/in  the agape;   
and  (yet)  you fervently seek the spiritual things and more than that,  you may prophesy. 

Therefore,  we should ask - 
What understanding does the addition of that one word  “yet”  put into verse tell us  –  legitimately placed within The Verse because of The 
Context  (always ignored by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  when placing  “a spin”  onto any specific verse)? 

It is a comparison between “agape”  being the  six  verses of 13v3-8 extolling its virtues  (with  one  verse of  “prophesying”)  and what worldly people 
claim to do in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World  -  for one reason only   Being  “The Self-Indulgent Return”  -  which is precisely  The 
Opposite  to what Paul is teaching us as  “The Contrasting Quality”  of  “agape”. 

Can the reader understand this comparative warning  –  given by Paul  within context? 
We further read in the following verses more comparisons occurring. 
Rather than being verses extolling these supposed virtues  (as quoted by  charlatan  Christian leaders to give some presupposed legitimacy to their 
dangerous activities)  these verses are in reality instructing us  not  to aim for these qualities,  but to rather aim for  “agape”  –  to guide us correctly  
before  “we are entitled by Yahweh”  to operate within these other virtues.  Where these virtues are only to be used to further  “Yahweh’s Plan/Desire  
for Human Salvation”,  else why would He source these capabilities – if it was not  “to further His Desire”  (and not our worldly desire  [before it has 
been transformed to become  His Desire –  and that is my point])!    What else is His Desire?   Noting JC’s comments at Matt.11v17, Mark.1v38, 
Luke.7v32, -  please read my important local commentaries. 
As I keep repeating  ad-nausea  (only because of the rampant misrepresentation of what is taught today by  charlatan Christian leaders)  

We must gain  “Real Faith”  first through the three-stage process of - 
1. Gain  accurate  knowledge. 
2. Vigorously  Assay/Test/Prove  “the knowledge”  (to ensure it is  accurate/righteous)  to gain personal  assurance/competence. 
3. We must operate with  fidelity  upon what we know and have thoroughly tested. 

Then and only then,  we are becoming like JC and Paul.   When Yahweh deems us to be solid and mature  (being of sound,  sane mind as we are taught in 
The Bible)  then  we are becoming worthy vessels for Yahweh to operate through us  –  and then  (after all this),  only then  are we using these other 
abilities to make  “His Desire manifest within The Environment which is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}” = the “HS”! 
Where  “The Result”  of all these actions by a TC is  “to personally bring forth The Millennium” –  being  “The Furtherance of Yahweh’s Desire within 
The Environment”  that becomes the operation of the HS within a TC.   God’s Word must  not  be  bent/twisted  for a worldly return  –  of whatever,  by 
any party  -  this is  not  “agape driven by agapao”! 

Can the reader understand this? 
It is without all the senseless waffle given out by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  operating within  “mystique and mystery”  –  so they might beguile 
and then gain personal rewards in a  worldly  manner!   This is  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire! 
Sadly,  these commentaries have great need to be long and convoluting  –  to unpick the unrighteous  self-indulgent  nonsense taught by  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  for personal worldly gain,  which is precisely why we are commanded by JCg through John to   “Get out of her (Religion)” 
(Rev.18v4)! 
At this point where we are operating in true  “agape”  (rather than feigned agape of hypocrisy  –  endemic within our leaders)  then we can attain - 

(1) Spiritual things  that fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to increment forward The Millennium relative to our involvement). 
(2) Prophecy  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire  (to bring about  “The Salvation of Mankind”). 

We understand  why  “this is  not  done by our  worldly Christian leaders”  by reason they have  no  vista of The Future to speak about The Salvation of 
Mankind  – but they are only looking towards The World  now,  to give what The World wants  now  (without  The Required Personal  Mental Reform). 
Where their activities are for the frivolous use of people to  self-indulge  an animalistic mind,  who have not much knowledge of  “The Word of God”! 

We can expand this understanding out of the second half of this verse  (and repeating in places again  –  because it is just so important for us 
to understand what Paul means). 

Paul is saying  
Fervently take up knowledge from  “The Environment”  (but ultimately  “The Ideal”  is  “The Word of God [parts 1 and 2]”)   so we might 
understand what is occurring around us,  and we must ensure that we make the correct assessments during that operation. 
If we do this,  Yahweh will be working with us through  “The Word of God”,  allowing us to  accurately  reason upon this information gained,  
thereby enabling His gift of divine inspiration to operate through us to assist us in fulfilling His Desire  (to bring forth Mankind’s Salvation). 

In this manner we can help those  neighbours/strangers  around ourselves  to understand  what the future brings in relation to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s 
Plan upon Mankind  (see v3 after the Paul’s diversion of v2). 

What this verse does  not  mean  
It does  not  mean the foretelling of frivolous personal details within the congregation,  or of events local to the congregation.   
If any members of a congregation wish to participate at that level,  then I suggest the equivalence might be a trip to the local astrologer or soothsayer,  
being of similar information as sourced by Satan to fuel  self-indulgence  for the animalistic mind lusting for  “The Immediacy”! 

Notice also,  “Agapao”  is to come first and genuine  “agape”  can  only  come from true “agapao”  operating within The Mind. 
True  “Agapao”  can only come from  “The Word of God”  accurately imbued,  thoroughly assayed and then acted upon with fidelity! 

If we do  not  have  accurate knowledge,  then we cannot even get off the 1st square  –  we merely become members of  “Religion”  operating 
upon and within  “Blind Faith”! 

Sadly a huge swath of individuals within The World are ensnared by “Religion”  –  orchestrated by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  desirous to 
confound things in “mystery”  so the leaders might personally gain from their deluded paying clientele  (sadly made ignorant  of  “The Almighty God”)! 
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All precisely as The Bible explains will occur throughout The Gospel Age  –  but obviously  never  explained by  worldly Christian leaders!  
1Cor. 14v2 og the (person)  for  speaking/uttering/saying  (to the [in/with/on/by]) {naturally acquired tongue/language}   
1Cor. 14v2 og no/not/none  (to the) countenances/{human-beings}/men  (he/she/it) speaks/utters/says,   
1Cor. 14v2 og but  to the [in/with/by/on]  God [Yahweh],   
1Cor. 14v2 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)  for  (he/she/it) hears/listens/understands/responds,   
1Cor. 14v2 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) spirit/personality/desires/traits  and   
1Cor. 14v2 og (he/she/it) speaks/utters/says  (the) secrets/mysteries. 
1Cor. 14v2 = For  the person  speaking/uttering  in  {naturally acquired tongue/language},   

he/she  speaks/utters  not  to men,  but  to the  God  (in/with God),   for  {no one}  person  listens/understands/responds   
and  he speaks  secrets/mysteries  with  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

For the person speaking in naturally acquired language   (being  “the mother tongue”  of the individual  [= God’s Word for a TC]), 
speaks not to men   (inasmuch  worldly people just do not understand  “The Word of God”  –  it is like a foreign language) 
but to the God   (Yahweh,  inasmuch Yahweh actively understands and responds to the requests made by the TC  [1John.5v14-15]) 
for no person  listens/responds   (virtually all people  (being worldly, including Christians)  cannot  grasp/accept/respond  to “The Word of God”) 
and he (TC)  speaks  secrets/mysteries   (because “The Word of God” is unintelligible to  The World  at large,  especially  worldly Christian leaders) 
with the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (where the TC has  built a new  spirit/etc. upon The Word of God to have the same mind as that of Yahweh) 
 

Here we enter a zone of utter confusion  –  not from The Bible  correctly translated  (and understood as my parenthesis above clearly explains)  but 
initiated by Satan within his present  system/methodology  made  “just so”  through his religious agents! 

Thus,  from the outset I must give out a serious spiritual health warning about our fleshly future! 
We must get into Paul’s mind  that operates according to Yahweh’s  spirit/(personality/desires/traits/character,  John.14v20, 17v21-26)  rather than of 
The World’s spirit/(personality/desires/traits/character, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  that demonstrably operates within  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
–  because as this website explains  –  just about everything they state with regard to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire to bring about Mankind's 
Salvation  –  they get wrong! 

Moreover,  many of them claim to represent Yahweh  -  what a sad and yet,  fraudulent joke! 
It is almost a repeat of the previous verse’s commentary  being  The Context of v2  with the other verses. 

Again  “The Context”  is  “The Superlative Nature”  of  “agape”  over all other physical activities that can come later  (as we are told,  not  all people 
have these abilities,  but  perhaps/maybe  one off  –  and the warning about  “the eye”  thinking it should be The Whole Body,  etc.).     
Therefore,  taking this verse in context with what is in Paul’s mind and the explanation of the previous verse,  again in context  –  what does this verse 
mean? 
Perhaps I should write out the verse again with the added context - 

You are to press forward  for/in  the agape;   
For the person speaking in  {naturally acquired tongue/language},   
speaks not to men,  but with the God,  for no person listens,  and he speaks secrets with the  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

Moreover,  the context is that not many people desire to listen to a real sermon John.6v60, 65  and remember what Paul was saying at Gal.1v6-8, 3v1, 
etc.,  because we are told in John.15v14-21 that,  “The World hates JC”  –  to mean they hate  The Real  “Word of God (parts 1 and 2)”  being what it 
means to an  animalistic/carnal  mind that likes to self-indulge itself over its neighbours’ hurt.  Where  “our mind”  must carry out personal reform to 
become phileo  (attractively loved)   by Yahweh  (all precisely as The Bible tells us)!  –  I have invented  none  of this  “presumed unpleasant” (within an 
animalistic mind)  information!    Interestingly,  many Christians dislike  “God’s Word part 1”  and hate  (= find repulsive)  its contents,  and yet JC 
built  (by righteous answer)  his ministry upon  “God’s Word part 1”  to yield  “God’s Word part 2”. 

Therefore,  we cannot have  “God’s Word part 2”  without  “God’s Word part 1”  so they come together  “like hand in glove”! 
         Consequently,  that somewhat diminishes the credibility of those millions of Christians who want to chop  “God’s Word part 1”  out of our mind! 
We know many people flock to hear what false christs want to tell them  (Matt.24v23-36, etc.)  hence the warnings given,  because  it will occur – where  
“millions upon millions”  of people who flock to these false christs  (“apparently anointed”  by “God” to speak on His behalf)  believe these leaders to 
be  “apostles”  –  else they would  not  be going to them.  Therefore,  JC gave the warning by prophecy  –  knowing  it would occur  if we are only 
interested enough to hearken unto it!   Therefore,  having these warnings,  whose fault is it if we  are  misled and miss attaining  “The Goal of Sonship”? 
Consequently,  with this background knowledge we return  in context  to what Paul is teaching us about lesser qualities when compared with  “agape”. 

We,  as TCs,  are to deliver in  agape  -  to  freely/simply  give  “The Word of God”  to our neighbour in a  “naturally acquired language”  to 
transmit  “knowledge”  (in the same language as the recipient),   where the TC is speaking with God as  “The Word of God”  and the worldly 
people are not interested!  – They are not interested because it being too painful to reform our mind away from the 1st part of our spiritual life  
(while in Satan’s System of operations,  Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  to become a TC whose future in this present World is 1Cor.4v13.  
Thus worldly people consider a TC speaking  “The Word of God”  in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates 
with JCg and Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  to be speaking in  mysteries/secrets  because  “God’s Word”  is  “unintelligible to a  worldly 
reasoning mind”  –  all again,  precisely as  we are told  in The Bible  (I have not invented the given citations,  and many more exist). 
Thus a TC having imbued  “The Word of God”  and having personally built  “The New Spiritual Creature/Creation”  within us (2Cor.5v17, 
Gal.6v15, etc.),  that  thinks/operates  as would Yahweh within the present worldly system  (a world operating according to Satan’s 
methodology)  yields an obvious internal conflict.  However the TC is able to  think/reason  as would Yahweh because  he/she  has the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  holy/pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  (the HS)  –  so we reason,  when a TC 
communicates in his  {natural acquired language}  these things in the  one/same  manner as would Yahweh  –  then it is  “unintelligible to 
worldly people”.  Worldly people cannot  listen/hear  it  (being precisely what JC said of prevailing  “Leaders of Religion”  John.8v28-58)  -  
inasmuch  they do  not  want to hearken to what is spoken – and thus mentally  immediately dismiss  what is being spoken  (“burying their 
head in the sand”). 
Hence as we are told here,  the TC speaks with  “(The Word of)  God”  of which the people in The World are  not prepared to imbue. 
However that should not occur within the ecclesia  –  because they ideally  should  be of  one/same  mind and thus  hearken  to  “The Word of 
God”  being spoken  –  thereby coming full circle in context of what Paul is teaching us here  –  to  then  prophecy the secrets of Yahweh’s  
spirit/personality/traits. 

Consequently,  I would like to ask our  worldly  Christian scholars and theologians the following simple question - 
Can they argue with what is written here?   

(Noting some people could argue with a mirror or a brick wall!) 
Where I have in context  completely demystified what Paul is teaching us,  and it is certainly  not  the unrighteous nonsense  (to Yahweh’s 
Methodology)  and the concocted, incoherent logic,   as we are presently taught by  charlatan Christian leaders milking their clientèle! 
They have my email address to contact me,  to put a  counter proposal  towards what has been stated here  (holistic to God’s Word)! 
Can they offer an alternative answer,  based upon copious quotes and context of which Paul gives here and in his epistles to correctly gel with 
what we are taught in The Bible and yields Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan to bring about Mankind’s Universal Salvation over a 2 part life? 

Quite simply -  if they cannot –  then  “The Best Hypothesis”  stands -  which is The One I present to The World  (being  only what The Bible  tells us)! 
Now I would like to explain this verse from another angle  

But first,  let me state some assumptions upon which I will draw within my dissertation here. 
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1. Yahweh -  God,  is all-powerful,  and as such has The Authority to ensure His Word will be written down accurately to edify his subjects. 
2. From (1),  The Bible at  Original Greek  level  (as Prime Standard)  is utterly accurate to His Will of assimilating information to His subjects. 
3. From (2),  Yahweh is a God of agapao and wisdom,  and thus cares for His  (compliant)  subjects. 
4. From (3),  Yahweh will be a God of Order and  not  a God of confusion  (The Bible tells us precisely this within the epistle). 
5. From (4),  Yahweh would not desire His  True  representatives to be any other than reflect His Perfect Standards  (as given above). 
6. From (5),  Yahweh will select out demonstrably proven people  (His true representatives)  to help teach other people in the fulness of time. 

Hopefully,  no monotheistic religious person can argue with those assumptions  –  else those who do,  have a self-imposed problem on their hands! 
I suggest they unravel their motives in the midst of Yahweh’s Judgement,  before they proceed with this dissertation! 

Dangerously,  as I mentioned earlier,  Satan desires to place a  “spin”  upon God’s Word contained within The Bible  (Matt.4v1-10)  to fulfil the self-
gratification of certain  worldly Christian Leaders and their congregations  –  for many differing reasons as I have given elsewhere  (see Rom.1v25-31)  
also see  “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary. 
We have examples of this  spin/distortion  in The Bible,  used against  Adam/Eve  (Gen.3v1-4)  and also to JC in The Wilderness  (Luke.4v1-12). 
The reason  why  Satan allows his representatives of “Religion” to place a spin on God’s Word  is to mislead  and  draw humans away from fulfilling 
Yahweh’s prime objective  (see “Yahweh’s Desire” in glossary).   While  worldly Christian leaders are  driven by self-interest  (thus following Satan's 
methodology),  the  innocent/beguiled  (Rom.16v17-18)  worldly Christian congregations are driven to feel emotionally good about themselves  (for any 
number of reasons)  because they  (are instructed to)  think  (by their leaders)  this is only  “supposedly what God wants” - 

“We are to have a good time”  -  which is naturally  “open to interpretation”  either by the practitioner or the beholder  (noting certain things 
are lawful  -  but not necessarily good for us,  1Cor.6v12)! 

Again as I have stated elsewhere,  very commendable  –  if  it is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  but  not  commendable if it is for anything else  –  especially if 
it is patronising either the Christian Leader or the congregational members in a mutual symbiotic  self-indulgent  relationship for  “The Immediacy”! 
Again,  we must always ask ourselves this auditing question    

What is the REAL motive of what I am presently doing  (every second of the day,  every day of my life)? 
When asking this question we must be honest to ourselves when we answer it –  no excuses – because the  “heart-knowers”  Yahweh and JCg  equally 
know  -  being able to read our  “synapse construction mapping”  (1Sam.16v7) -  and they are Both expecting improvement  away from this worldly 
system of operations!   Moreover,  if we cannot be honest with ourselves -  then how can we improve ourselves,  we just excuse our sin and remain sinful! 

Having that background,  then let us return to this section of 1Corinthians. 
First thing I must do is untangle the  “speaking in tongues”.   

Clearly this means speaking in the natural languages of The World  (as we are distinctly told in every location in The Bible this phrase occurs 
– please see all my appropriate commentaries),  else why speak in an unknown language to force the use of an interpreter within the 
congregation?   Who as we are told do  not  “listen/understand/respond”  to “The Real Word of God”  (before it has been passed through 
Rev.22v18-29 in the minds of many  [millions]  Christian leaders)! 

Please also note the commentaries given at 13v1 and 14v1  to explain  why  Yahweh speaks through people in  {naturally acquired language} and 
specifically my commentaries at Acts.2v3,10,13 and 10v1, 35-45  are crucial in understanding this terminology of  “speaking in tongues”  and why it is 
used in The Bible.  Naturally is not congruent to what our  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders preach to us,  because obviously they do not 
read much of the Bible,  and what they do read they twist into something they want to read!     
      Obviously, they are  not  particularly good representatives of Yahweh  (hence 2Cor.11v13-15, and JC’s warning at Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23)!    
It would serve no logical purpose and be utterly pointless to be speaking in anything other than what The Recipient can understand without a  “forced-
in”  intermediary  (please see all my relevant commentaries of  “speaking in tongues”  throughout  “The Acts of The Apostles”,  some are given above).  
Though,  some  worldly  church congregations are duped to believe  “speaking in tongues”  (being  the  “speaking of gibberish” [being of an  unknown  
worldly language])  is acceptable to Yahweh irrespective of  all  the things spoken of in The Bible about this subject  (covered in many places elsewhere 
see v23 later in this chapter,  thereby operating according to Rev.22v18-19).  Perhaps a practitioner would explain  why  Yahweh would want a human 
to do this  –  naturally supported with Biblical scripture  (and not based upon the reasoning given in Prov.3v5-8 as to be our warning)! 

Many people believe in a “flat Earth”  - but it does not mean it is true!   Moreover,  they ignore the evidence against them! 
This is an exact analogy of many “pious religious people”,  hence JC’s teaching at Luke.5v35-39. 

This  “speaking gibberish”  is a clear example of worldly  self-gratification  rather than the quiet edification from Yahweh we see spoken of in this v2. 
After that rather long introduction,  to simply open our mind to “cognitive reasoning”,  then let me explain what this verse  really means  

This instruction means  (through the use of an example)  would be a person speaking  in the  same  language  but at such  a highly intellectual level  for 
the listener  to become totally confused.   –  In England the expression used for this is  “It is Greek to me”,  even though the language spoken is the same 
natural language that the listener  is  able to recognise the words used  (at a different level or upon a different topic)  -  but The Resultant of the verbal 
construction is unintelligible.  

Reiterating,   an  “unknown  tongue/language”  can mean   Using difficult  words/concepts  in  the  SAME  tongue/language. 
Or as an example  “Leaders of Religion” refusing to accept  logical/reasoned  argument, making the subject matter unintelligible to them! 

We now enter  what Yahweh desires  of His TCs when speaking  “in a  tongue/language”. 
1. The TCs are to  accurately  teach  “God’s Word (parts 1 and 2)”  to all nations of The World  OUTSIDE  the church and  not  within the 

church  else  an outsider will believe us to be mad  (1Cor.14v23),  being a very logical assumption –  this is  not  a good recipe for spreading 
Yahweh’s Word accurately,  is it not?   Who wants to be known as  “being mad”  –  this not a good recommendation to be representing 
Yahweh's  Name/Character/Authority - see v23 of this chapter in context! 

2. The TCs are to explain The Gospel to all nations of The World  OUTSIDE  the church, “starting with milk and then finishing with solid food”. 
These requirements are  (1) logical and  (2) consistent with Yahweh’s Desire to edify His subjects  –  thus correct and supportive argument for me. 
What Yahweh would  not  consider acceptable is anything that makes Him appear foolish or ridiculous to the unbeliever,  a person being a potential 
believer to understand how to spread His Word accurately in the future,  rather than to shame Him  (being “What Yahweh Represents”). 

Paul has just told us earlier in this epistle  –  we must  not  be presenting our behaviour as a barrier  (9v19-23)  in teaching about Yahweh! 
Being “stupid”  in our behaviour does present a natural and obvious barrier to sane minded,  logically reasoning people!  

Consequently we should not behave like this,  if we want to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
Thus the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC  (as “The Word of God”)  being the  one/same  as Yahweh gave a  ministry/deportment/lifestyle  that only 
brought  honour/glory/dignity/majesty  within the recipient's mind about Yahweh,  –  JC did precisely this from out of his utter  respect/deference  to his 
Father  (Yahweh). 
JC's body being the TCs can only be controlled by  “The Head/Brain”  (JCg)  -  else they are  not  of his  body/vine/{olive tree}  and are thus  cut out. 
(Noting the  charlatan Christian leader will still profusely claim to the adoring minions  he/she  represents “God” –  though utterly rejected by Yahweh!) 
Thus,  the TCs behave entirely with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operated within JC  –  because they have JC's 
presence/parousia  operating as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  within them.  TCs therefore precisely imitate what JC did and therefore they have the 
HS by it composite definition - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (The Universe). 

Thus,  we correctly reason - 
TCs precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to be glorifying Yahweh  within The Recipient's mind  –  just as we who imitate Paul as he 
imitated JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  glorify Yahweh  by what JC and Paul did.  Thus it is not what we  self-indulgently  do by supposed 
wonderful  words/songs/praising  The Almighty God  (noting James.3v5-8)  –  rather it is  {occupational efforts}/labours/works  (“ergon” 
StrongsTM=2041)  we do that truly brings glory to Yahweh  by The Recipient  learning/understanding  how to glorify Yahweh by imitating  
JCg/Paul/Peter/John/etc.    
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(I realise this is very circular argument  –  but unless I present  “The Case”  in this fashion then I will have some  charlatan Christian leaders 
trying to pick a hole in this righteous logic  –  to excuse their iniquity before  “their minions”!  - Precisely as did The Pharisees to JC)    

Conversely  
The people who claim to represent The Almighty God  -  presumptuously coming in the name of JC as  “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13),  but 
are fraudulent to  “The Word of God”  will  not  behave in the same manner as did JC nor as his apostles.  The fraudsters will  invent things  
that look wonderful  (just as The Bible tells us)  to bewitch their  “millions upon millions”  of Christian followers –  but  The Motive is Wrong  
– operating under  “The Pretence”  –  being what The World can give.  They are not interested to be instructing us to be personally edifying 
Yahweh  –  by  truly  sacrificing our lives to Him in  accurate  ministerial service. 
“Their minions”  simply look at  “The Obvious Façade”  and  not  “The Reasoning  behind what is done”  –  in the supposed name of JC and  
“God”,  because that is all they are interested in  -  and they are  not  interested in  personally bringing forth  The Millennium. 

This is what  “The New Testament”  teaches us throughout The Gospels and Epistles  –  “To Beware!” 
The only  way we can “Beware”  by “Audit” is to learn precisely what JC and The Apostles did and more importantly  WHY  they did it! 

Thus,  it is imperative for the reader to read,  know and then understand The Bible,  then we can gain a 6th sense to read through “presented deception”. 
We realise Yahweh's HS will  not  be operating within a person who is  not  suitably motivated to  accurately  amplify  “The Word of God”  to other 
people.  However Satan will allow  self-bloated  people to believe they are doing Yahweh’s Desire/Will  to further Satan’s aims of  “mass deception”  
(Matt.7v12-14)  to take people away from Yahweh  (as in  “The Garden of Eden”,  Gen.3v1-5)  because quite simply the people taking  “power to lead”  
in this worldly system operate according to  “The  One/Same  Spirit/Personalities/Desires/Traits  of  The Air” (Eph.2v2, noting 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19).   
That is precisely why,  as leaders (by definition),  they drive themselves to succeed  “over other people”  to become  “The First/Most”  in society,  where 
in The Millennium they shall be made  “The Last/Least”  within society  (all precisely as JC tells us is numerous places). 

If this were true  (to allow self-bloated leaders take  The First/Most  in todays’ society),  then why does Yahweh allow this? 
Because Yahweh is picking out  (choosing/electing)  those very specific people  (TCs)  desiring to precisely imitate JC and Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  by  
demonstrably  being  “The  Last/Least”  within society  now  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28, etc.),  to be searching The Scriptures to discover exactly 
what Yahweh demands of them,  and then they must  precisely do it  in  {occupational efforts}/work/labours! 

Why? 
As this website tells us    

To draw out those very specific individuals who are  dedicated/{fully trustworthy}  to teach God’s Word  in The Millennium  (Matt.21v41, 
Mark.12v9, Luke.20v16)  to the billions of resurrected  “perfected DNA”  fleshly bodied people instructing them in  “Righteousness”  by 
example.  

Hence the  lead-in  within context to the next verse - 
1Cor. 14v3 og the (one [person])  and  {foretelling events}/{speaking under divine inspiration}/prophesying   
1Cor. 14v3 og (to the) countenances/{human-beings}/men   
1Cor. 14v3 og (he/she/it) speaks/utters/says  (the) structuring/building/confirmation/edifying/emboldening   
1Cor. 14v3 og also  (the) imploration/exhortation/solace/encouragement/entreaty  
1Cor. 14v3 og also  (the) consolation/comfort/encouragement. 
1Cor. 14v3 = And  the person  {foretelling events}/{speaking under divine inspiration}  to  men  (in the ecclesia [being the context] v4) 

he/she  speaks/utters  (for)  the  structuring/edification/{building up}/emboldening 
also  the  exhortation/encouragement  also  the  consolation/comfort. 

 

And the person  “foretelling events by divine intervention”   (to further Yahweh’s Desire within The Environment to  gain more TCs) 
to the men   (within the ecclesia regarding Yahweh’s Plan for  “Human Salvation”,  and the part the congregation must play within this operation) 
he/she  speaks  (for)  the  structuring/emboldening   (to enable the ecclesia to progressively grow throughout The Gospel Age) 
also the  exhortation/encouragement   (to keep going out  “into the market place”  and teaching The Word of God in a  sensible/wholesome  manner) 
also the  consolation/comfort   (when persecution sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  becomes oppressive). 
 

We must not forget The Context when entering this chapter  (14v1) - 
You are to press forward  for/in  the agape;   

This is all conditional - 
Once we have agapao based  only  upon  “The Word of God”  thoroughly assayed to deliver agape within the fidelity of our knowledge,  then  Yahweh is 
working with us and around us within the local environment to make  “His Desire which is  holy/pure/blameless/{ separate from this world of sin}  
manifest within The Environment”  (the “HS”)  operating within and around us  –  which is  “to bring forth the next generation of TCs” 
This is the  only  thing we can do to truly fulfil His Desire,  thereby enabling Yahweh to achieve His 144000  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  
(Rev.14v1-4)  of  “The Firstfruits”  to be taken at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (all precisely as The Bible tells us – Matt.24v40-44, 25v1-12, 1Thes.4v13-18, 
1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.20v6, etc.). 

Therefore,  to achieve this goal,  we then have this verse. 
We do cannot have this verse without  “agape”  (noting its most accurate definition),  being what is missing within  “Religion”  then  (at Paul’s time)  
and now – today! 
It is absolutely  not  Yahweh’s Desire to use vain prophecy to  “build-up”  and exhort  “Religion”,  because  “Religion”  is sourced by Satan’s 
methodology spinning all knowledge of The Almighty God  (throughout time)  on its head,  after which Yahweh shall allow The Secular World to destroy 
“Religion”  at The Gospel Age close  (within a few decades of so, ref 2020 CE).   
Therefore,  it requires a proficient and astute individual to unpick  the insidious subtleties  between The Real and The Fake  “Knowledge”. 

 So continuing on the assumption we  are  operating in  “True Agape”,   then  Yahweh is working through us. 
Paul gives the reason why from v1,  active divine inspiration assists people in their missionary work to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (being  The Reason  of/for  
The New Testament).  

I need to  back-track  here. 
If a person follows their own methodology in life,  then they shall reap the rewards of what they have sown  (The Bible tells us this fact – Eph.6v7-8). 
Now there are  two  methodologies  –  one sourced by Yahweh,  which is continuously countered by the methodology sourced by Satan  (Matt.6v24, 
13v24-25,  etc.). 
Now ask;  How will Yahweh view the people in these two scenarios? 

If the seeds have been of  self-indulgent  activity then ultimately painful experiences will occur as the result - and further,  in solving these 
problems the individual becomes deflected  (in time consumed)  from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
If the seeds have been sown to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in  accurate  ministry work to strangers and then painful experiences follow on from 
this,  only  because religious authorities are pressing down upon those TCs in the  accurate  ministry work as  “The Religious Authorities”  
did to The Apostles  (see John.16v1-4 and many other Bible references)  and TCs for example John Wycliffe,  William Tyndale,  etc.,  ever 
since. 

Because  Satan is  opposing/adversarial  to Yahweh’s Desire,  then he will obviously oppose those TCs who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
In this present system,  under Satan’s inept management style of  “self-indulgence reigns”  (particularly amongst the leaders,  this is  why  they  are 
leaders ruling  “to take”  under the pretence  “of giving”  –  hence JC calling them “hypocrites”, Luke.12v1, Matt.23v13, etc.).  Clearly,  these people  
claiming  to come in The Name of Yahweh  – and yet are  not  persecuted by leaders of  “Religion”  obviously means  “they are fulfilling Satan’s desire”  
–  within this present worldly system whose god is Satan,  by the demonstrable methodology practised  (as supported by Matt.12v25-26, Luke.11v17-19)! 
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Now with that reasoned background  –  why v1 and v3? 
Paul is stating through the ministry work of the TCs ably supported by The Brethren being exhorted by The Apostles to become TCs in their own right – 
then they  will  face opposition from the religious authorities merely because they expose  (by a counter lifestyle)  the hypocrisy of the  worldly  religious 
(read “Christian”)  leaders  (who keep their congregations in the dark on how each person in the congregation  should  be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire 
themselves – Matt.23v13, 27-32, etc.). 
So  divine  (rather than worldly sourced)  inspiration comes into those congregations who are  sincerely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  by actively bringing 
new Brethren and ultimately new TCs into  The Faith/{Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity}  so they too might be edified,  exhorted and comforted  (v3)  from 
the opposition metered out by those leaders who feel threatened by the ministry work fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
           Importantly,  going full circle, all this is driven by  “agape”  (based upon The Infused Word of God upon which we have built The New Creature)! 
Clearly Satan is so cleaver at making counterfeit copies of anything  (being  “The Father of The Lie”  – John.8v44),   The “Devil”  meaning  
“slanderer/{false accuser}”  will also copy this practice in congregations who claim to come in the Lord’s Name,  but actually do  not  come in The 
Character nor Authority  (Mark.1v22).   Therefore,  they  cannot  have the  one/same  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  and thus are  not  at One with 
JCg nor Yahweh  –  therefore they have  no  HS  –  even though they ardently claim to have it and practice all manner of self-indulgent activity  for the 
appearance of it! 
Look at their fruitage and compare it with that given in The Bible.  Please read this website very  carefully  to understand precisely what all this means. 
1Cor. 14v4 og The (one [person])  speaking/uttering/saying  (the) {naturally acquired tongue/language}   
1Cor. 14v4 og {my/our/your/it/him them self} [= himself]   (he/she/it) builds/constructs/confirms/emboldens/edifies,   
1Cor. 14v4 og the (one [person])  and  {foretelling events}/{speaking under divine inspiration}/prophesying   
1Cor. 14v4 og (the) {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church   
1Cor. 14v4 og (he/she/it) builds/constructs/confirms/emboldens/edifies. 
1Cor. 14v4 = The person  speaking/uttering  in the  {naturally acquired  tongue/language}  he/she  builds/edifies  (her)/himself, 

and  the person  {foretelling events}/{speaking under divine inspiration}   (then)   he/she  builds/edifies  the  {calling out}/ecclesia. 
 

The person speaking in the natural acquired language   (to be teaching the recipient in their  own language,  wherever in The World) 
he/(she)  edifies himself   (inasmuch “The Process of Teaching”  enables the teacher by practise,  to become more proficient in their knowledge base), 
and the person foretelling events   (about the links between what is presently occurring regarding God’s Word,  before  universal recognition)  
(then)  he/she  edifies the  {calling out}/ecclesia   (inasmuch they see “the closed loop” occurring early,  consequently this consolidates their faith). 
 

Again,  we must get inside Paul’s head to understand what he is teaching us – it must not be taken at  “a twisted”  “face value”. 
Firstly,  we must place this verse within context  (which is) - 

You are to press forward  for/in  the agape.   
Where  “agapao”  is the internal driver to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  and  “agape”  is the outward physical manifestation  (given freely 
simply)  of the internal  “agapao”.   True “agapao”  can only be built upon  “The Word of God”  –  because the very best edification for a recipient of 
our work is to bring a new TC unto Yahweh in our own sacrifice to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”! 
To  “press forward  for/in  agape”  means we must  first  press forward to gain  “The Word of God”  and imbue the entire contents of this knowledge 
within our minds  –  so that  “we have a good platform upon which to work”  -  delivering the  {occupational efforts}  that truly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Now we understand these specific terms which are placed within the context  –  then we are best placed to understand what this verse is teaching us! 

By mentally operating upon  “agapao”  yielding the physical  “agape”  into the environment  –  then,  what are we doing? 
What does this really mean? 

We are told in  Acts.6v1-3  the very best thing is to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to our neighbour  (it also came first in Paul’s listing earlier 
at 12v28)   –  this is what The Apostles started to do when operating under the HS as we read at Acts.2v1-45  (noting the correct composite definition of 
the HS  –  and not the nonsense taught by  – “You know who”)  . 
This means we are  

“speaking in a naturally acquired language which edifies the speaker”. 
And what does this mean in the context to the verse? 

Is it what our  charlatan Christian leaders teach us? 
Obviously not! 

Because   How does what they teach us,  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire?    
We conclude what they practise is done for the vanity of a  animalistic/carnal  mind  lusting for “The Immediacy”  while by counter,  Yahweh is 
operating on the long term edification to yield  “Sons of God” to prove themselves ultimately for Mankind’s Salvation,  hence the word  “patience”  is 
regularly used in The New Testament! 
However when understanding The Context and The Driver to yield the HS  (noting its composite definition)  then we realise what Paul is teaching us is 
about  “The Experience”  of which he has found in his missionary travels and likewise myself  (in producing this website  –  in a  recognised  “tongue”  
called  “The English Language”  and  not  “gibberish”)! 

We edify ourselves because  “The Knowledge”  gained by constructing a  cross-supporting  base of knowledge and understanding,  between 
all the elements  (like the diamond built upon the carbon tetrahedral bonding structure)  we  become  edified/strong  in  “The Word of God”  
– because we are  “habitually working”  in  “The Word of God”  all the time when speaking to our neighbour.  It is the  “back and forth”  
rapport  (bidirectional conversation)  with the recipient that builds our internal knowledge base upon  “The Word of God”  when we support  
our reasoning  to  sensible/sane  questioning by the recipient. 

Now by contrast:- 
We have some  worldly  (perhaps iniquitous)  Christian leaders stating  the act  of  “speaking in tongues”  (actually speaking  “gibberish”)  
edifies the person speaking this senseless gibberish  -  and quote this verse as supporting their twisted reasoning  (for self-indulgent reasons)! 
How does this edify anyone?  –  Especially the speaker  –  if they are speaking something they do  not  understand inasmuch they then 
apparently need an interpreter to translate what they have just said!    
Obviously,  “knowledge is known”  by the speaker to be positioned to speak it  -  else it must be worthless!   
“Knowledge cannot be known if the speaker speaks in  “unknown language”  (to the speaker). 

     Surely the protagonists of  “speaking gibberish”  can understand those two lines, – can they put a rational argument together to explain themselves? 
For example,  JC and The Apostles were transmitting  “knowledge”  in a language the recipient  could understand)!   
Thus, this practice is insanely ridiculous,  and makes Yahweh  “look a laughingstock”  to the  sane minded atheists  looking-on  from outside! 

How does this edify Yahweh within a sane mind?   See also Paul’s likewise comment at 1Cor.14v23 in the context of this chapter. 
Likewise,  people of other “Religions”  (methodology equally sourced by Satan  to have common reasoning)  practise the  same  activity! 

Surely this common denominator must ring a few alarm bells within the  sane/reasoning  mind? 
When practitioners of this activity look back over their life  –  can they  justify  how their specific activity  has fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire? 
Is their activity able to move forward Yahweh’s Plan  (as did The Apostles),  or done to solely satisfy the practitioner’s own  self-indulgent  
mind/cravings  through their inane activity? 
Yahweh’s Desire is to achieve 144000 TCs to teach The World in The Millennium  –  how are they to do that in an  unknown  language? 

Having understood what was in Paul's mind and the contextual background  (being that of  “Moving forward Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”)  
then we realise  charismatic/Pentecostal  Christian leaders are  adversarial/opposing  Yahweh's Desire on this planet,  and are thus following Satan's 
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methodology.  I welcome some  educated  feedback naturally quoting The Bible  in context  so I might have more material with which to publicly expose 
errant worldly preaching!    
Equally importantly,  those  “Christian leaders”  not  challenging  this lawless activity  (Matt.7v20-22)  are effectively condoning it  –  and are being 
judged likewise by Yahweh to be supporting this deviant activity  (being too ashamed of  “The Word of God”  to  challenge deviant activity,   Mark.8v38, 
Luke.9v26, etc.).  

We shall go deeper into this subject matter as we progress through the chapter! 
Now moving into the second part of this verse.   
We must not forget the context - 

You are to press forward  for/in  the agape.  
When we are operating within  “Real Faith”  through the mandatory three stage process of  accurate  knowledge + assurance + fidelity;  then  we  have 
pushed forward  for/in  “agape”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 

From the 1st part of this verse we have a person who is speaking in the naturally acquired language  appropriate to The Recipient's naturally 
acquired language   (where,  as I have explained,  “Corinth”  was a cosmopolitan city with  huge international trading links  during the 1st 
Century).  In the process this person is edifying him/herself during the  preaching/teaching  process freely given to the willing listeners. 

Consequently,  we realise Yahweh will be working with us  –  because we are showing ourselves to be imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
In this manner of  “Yahweh working with us”  (who are truly imitating JC’s ministry/deportment)  then He will give us divine inspiration in addition to 
only teaching  “The Word of God”  to give additional strength and support to the congregational members who are already being competently taught  
“The Word of God”. 
As Paul tells us  –  this additional knowledge will guide the congregational members to become spiritually stronger along with  “The Word of God”. 
Moreover,  the TC imitating JC will be assisting the congregational members who  are  equally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to the best they are personally 
able during the persecution from outside by those  “Professional Religious Leaders”  who feel personally threatened by their then exposed  “hypocrisy”. 
This spiritual assistance will edify the congregation to further fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

Please read  “Yahweh’s Desire”  and  “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary to understand what is occurring in this World  “behind the scenes”! 
1Cor. 14v5 og (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  and  (the) all (persons)  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 14v5 og (to) speak/utter/say  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {naturally acquired tongues/languages},   
1Cor. 14v5 og {greater degree}/{more than}/better  and  that   
1Cor. 14v5 og (you may) {foretell events}/{speak under divine inspiration}/prophesy,   
1Cor. 14v5 og (the) larger/elder/greater/more  for  the (one [person])   
1Cor. 14v5 og {foretelling events}/{speaking under divine inspiration}/prophesying  or/than/either/rather   
1Cor. 14v5 og the (one [person])  speaking/uttering/saying  (to the) {naturally acquired tongues/languages},   
1Cor. 14v5 og exterior/{aside from}/besides/outside/{out of}/unless  if  not [= except]   
1Cor. 14v5 og (he/she) {explains thoroughly}/translates/expounds/interprets  that  
1Cor. 14v5 og the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church   
1Cor. 14v5 og (the) {building up}/construction/confirmation/emboldens/edification   
1Cor. 14v5 og (it may/should) {get hold of}/grasp/{take up/away}/have/receive/attain. 
1Cor. 14v5 = And  I  determine/desire/{be pleased}  {specifically yourselves}  all  

to  speak/utter  in  {naturally acquired  tongues/languages},   
and  better  that  you might  {foretell events}/{speak under divine inspiration},   
for greater the person  {foretell events}/{speaking under divine inspiration}   
than/rather  the person  speaking/uttering  in  {naturally acquired  tongues/languages},   
except  besides/unless  he  interpret/expounds,   
that  the  {calling out}/ecclesia  it  may/should  {get hold of}/grasp  the  edification/{building up}. 

 

And I be pleased  (that)  specifically all yourselves   (brethren actively aiming to be TCs to teach  “The Word of God”  to other people) 
to speak in naturally acquired languages   (to spread  “The Word of God”  to  other nations  in the same manner as did  multilingual Paul) 
               (Corinth was  “The International Trading Hub,  Political and Cultural Centre”  of that part of the World,  with  many foreign visitors!) 
and better that you might foretell events   (within the local community  –  for its own edification  to bring forth more TCs to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
than the person speaking in naturally acquired languages   (by speaking to people  outside  the local community of  “The Ecclesia”), 
               (To the  foreign  visitors,  business traders, merchants and political representatives, ambassadors coming into Corinth) 
except unless he expounds   (explain  him/herself  to those people  what  he/she  has been doing  outside  The Congregation  towards other nations). 
               (Being specifically what Paul said of himself – reporting back to Peter and James regarding his ministry work in Asia Minor) 
that the  {calling out}/ecclesia  might get hold of the edification   (how this multilingual teacher has progressed God’s Word in The Nations) 
 

Warning  
This verse does  not  mean what  (modern day)  “interpreters”  (commentaries/translations)  tell us! 
Because they choose  not  to understand what Paul was  doing at the time,  and thus base their interpretation of what Paul is teaching us on 
“Present Day Charismatic Teaching”  being that of  another  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  of the last some 100 years of The Gospel Age! 

Paul is exhorting them to become like him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)  and one of these aspects would be Paul's speaking of many international 
languages to spread  “The Word of God”,  precisely as he has been able to do towards them  (on his missionary journeys  –  as “an angel”)  –  
particularly appropriate at Corinth being a multicultural centre where  many nations intermingled for political and commercial intercourse. 
Therefore,  Paul is exhorting the Corinthian Brethren to speak many naturally acquired languages thereby enabling them to teach  “The Word of God”  
to all these strangers,  so they too might return to their lands with  “The Good News” message  (as that which occurred at Pentecost  –  Acts.2v6-12). 
Paul is telling us  not  to be like the false nations speaking  rubbish/gibberish  to their false gods during their ceremonies,  where  “any form of reasoning 
was sacrificed”  when they entered the building,  and scrutiny was carried away in the  emotion/hype  of the moment.  But rather to  “be of sound 
reasoning mind and body”  (Titus.2v4-8,  etc.,)  speaking  “sane reasoning oracles of God”  so the church members may understand and become edified 
with Godly Knowledge to  improve their lifestyles,  by  (1) bringing them closer to fulfil God’s Desire  in themselves  and  (2) through their ministry 
bring sane reasoning individuals to equally worship Yahweh.  In this manner,  Yahweh’s True representatives glorify Him to The World,  rather than The 
World looking at false representatives behaving in a ridiculous fashion that mock The Entity of Whom they  (fraudulently)  claim to represent! 

Consider both scenarios and ask of yourself    
Whose members of these opposite persuasions fulfils all of Yahweh's requirements given in v2? 

Furthermore,  notice my point to  “improve their lifestyles”.   
The whole thrust of my reasoning is  not  “chameleon”  people  (changing  spirit/character  to suit the environment),  who presently yearn for  “their 
worship”  for an  “uplifting time”  once/twice  or ten times a week  in a meeting hall  and then return in  spirit/character  to the World during the rest of 
the week.  For them during this week to be focussing towards the repeated  “supposedly uplifting”  time at the next session in the meeting hall  (operating 
like a drug addict – “living for the next fix”).   
But by contrast - 

The  consistent  person is edified at the church meeting to look forward to the work  during  the week  outside  the meeting hall!    
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Hence “ecclesia” (church)  =  “The  Calling Out”  unto the heathen.   
This being  “worship God in our ministry work”  during the week in accurately spreading  The Word of God  to strangers in the “real world” 

In Yahweh’s assessment of us to achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”,  it is  not  to have a  “good uplifting time at a meeting hall”  –  being no more than a  
“Place of Entertainment  =  a worldly circus hall”  to  self-indulge  an animalistic/carnal  mind lusting for  “emotional satisfaction”  that occurs in  any  
“Religion”!   Yahweh’s Assessment is  “of our worthiness to lead other people unto righteousness”  – meaning recipients to ultimately imitate JC. 
This is the crux of my point  –  worshipping God is  not  by  worldly  Christian/Muslim/Jewish  people  “in a meeting hall”,  but  within the wide world,  
shown by our lifestyle  (every second of the day)  imitating JC  (noting 1Pet.2v21-23)   to our family and strangers reasoning for themselves Yahweh's 
Omnipotence.  Being what  a stranger  says of our behaviour,  in their judgment of us as to whether we personally imitate JC!  
Furthermore,  Paul goes on to say.   

“I rather you speak in prophecy” = “oracles of God” =  “Godly Wisdom to help build up the church members”.  This will be similar in 
fashion to what Paul wrote down in his Epistles being Oracles of God to build up the congregations.  This is of what Paul is speaking. 
Just as it will be  “The Prime Requirement”  of  “The New World Leaders”  in The Millennium  “to edify their hearkening listeners”! 

Also,  to imitate Paul,  obviously means  “do what he did”!    
He was a multi-linguist and  he went to different nations  to  speak in different  tongues/languages  to spread  “The Word of God”  unto strangers and so 
bring  more  people into  “The Real Faith”  (accurate  Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity)  so that Yahweh might gain His 144000 TCs to become  “The 
Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  for Yahweh to close The Gospel Age (Rev.19v16-21)  and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.20v1-7).   
By doing this Paul  was  edifying those church congregations.  But it should be noted that while Paul spoke in their own language  (of whatever it might 
be   [Paul was able to speak many of their languages –  hence his  “missionary journeys”  around The Known World]),  but  “the content”  would be 
difficult to understand  (2Pet.3v15-16)  and thus he would then need to  expound/interpret  “the content”  from  '”solid food to milk”  into something 
more easily digestible.  We are taught this in Acts,  when he left Timothy behind to firm-up The New Ecclesia and he went on by himself to Athens. 

Again,  does this reasoning support the requirements given in v2 and the general tenure of The Bible? 
By contrast with - 

What certain  worldly Christian congregations  (misapplying  Biblical Scriptures)  support the requirements given in v2? 
I am only explaining  (as an “interpreter”)  “The Absolute Truth”  as  precisely given  within The Bible,  if the reader chooses to ignore these 
explanations then perhaps  he/she  has a suitable answer to give to Yahweh about what  he/she  has done with the 1st part of their physical life! 
If they have known about Yahweh and JCg  –  but done nothing about this  “Knowledge”  in their life  (except sing songs and have  “supposedly 
wonderful get-togethers”)  –  then they  automatically become  “self-indulgent hypocrites”  –  because that is  not  Yahweh’s primary requirement of  
“us”  during the 1st part of our physical life  (though many members of the congregations are innocent [Rom.16v17-18]  –  because they do not know 
what they should be doing,  but only what their culpable religious leaders tell them)! 
Remember  “The Wrath of God” is  directly related  to the level of the reader’s knowledge  (Luke.12v46-48  and see the whole of The New Testament to 
support this statement)! 

If  I speak  incorrectly  –  then I personally should have  very much to worry about –  because Yahweh will throw The Bible at me!  
But emboldened with  “Real Faith”  I know in writing this;  I am behaving in utter fidelity to Yahweh’s Word and thus have  nothing  to fear from Him in 
The Future   (unlike millions of other  people/leaders  falsely claiming to represent Him and JCg)! 
1Cor. 14v6 og {just now}/presently  and  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}   
1Cor. 14v6 og if/whenever  (I) accompany/appear/bring/come  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
1Cor. 14v6 og {specifically yourselves}  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {naturally acquired tongues/languages}   
1Cor. 14v6 og (the) speaking/uttering/saying,   
1Cor. 14v6 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 14v6 og (will I) useful/benefit/advantage/better/prevail/profit/gain?    
1Cor. 14v6 og If  not [= except]  {to yourselves}  (I) speak/utter/say   
1Cor. 14v6 og or/than/either/rather  in  (to the [= within]) disclosure/appearing/manifestation/revelation,   
1Cor. 14v6 og or/than/either/rather  in  (to the [= within]) knowledge/science/enlightenment,   
1Cor. 14v6 og or/than/either/rather  in  (to the [= within]) prophecy/prediction/prophesying,   
1Cor. 14v6 og or/than/either/rather  in  (to the [= within]) instruction/doctrine/{what is taught}. 
1Cor. 14v6 = And  now/presently  brethren  whenever  I  accompany/come  towards  {specifically yourselves}   

the  speaking/uttering  in the  {naturally acquired  tongues/languages},   
whereby  will  I  {be useful}/benefit/advantage   (to)   {specifically yourselves}?   
Except  I  speak/utter  {to yourselves}:- 

either  within  revelation/disclosure, 
either  within  knowledge/science/enlightenment,   
either  within  prophecy/prediction,   
either  within  teaching/instruction/doctrine. 

 

And just now brethren whenever I come towards specifically yourselves   (in my teaching of  “The Word of God”  to gain  new/more  TCs) 
speaking in the naturally acquired languages   (of yourselves  so I can  effectively communicate  “The Word of God”  in a recognised language) 
how will I be useful to specifically yourselves   (if I speak in the various languages used in Corinth  -  but I only talk about trivia?) 
            (Importantly,  I must also have  content  in the language of which I speak, – I do not speak of worldly things,  but only God’s Word,  Gal.1v10-12) 
Except I speak to yourselves:- 
            (I came to Corinth speaking in the various languages to teach  “The Word of God”,  and to do this,  I had to  substantiate  my teaching with -) 
either within  revelation/disclosing   (about Yahweh's Plan to righteously bring about  “Human Salvation”  over our 2 part life), 
either within  knowledge/enlightenment   (how  “The Word of God”  is able to reform a callous worldly mind), 
either within  prophecy/prediction   (to show how Yahweh's Plan unfolds into The Environment  before  it registers in the minds of normal people), 
either within  teaching/instruction   (to explain how all the above  inter-relates  with each other  “God’s Word part 1” with “God’s Word part 2”). 
 

There are two understandings we can reason from the first part of this verse. 
Paul is saying to the Corinthians in Grecian area  (northern Mediterranean) - 

1. If I spoke in an  unknown  natural  tongue/language,  for example  Eskimo/Aboriginal/{Native American}/Japanese/etc.  to  {specifically 
yourselves}  Brethren in Corinth  -  then what advantage would this unknown language bring to you  –  how are you going to understand me? 

2. If I spoke in any of the various cosmopolitan languages of which you  are  able to speak  (Spanish, Greek, Roman, etc.)  and yet I do  not  give 
useful information  about  “1st Century Christianity”  of which JC taught us as  “The Word of God”  –  then how are you able to be  
advantaged/edified?   Inasmuch I could have come to you and spoken in these well-known languages to you,  but if I spoke worldly things and  
not  “The Word of God”  –  then you are  not  placed in the position to become possible TCs. 

The understanding (1) can certainly be inferred from the whole verse  –  inasmuch the converse;  being that  if  I am to speak to you in a natural 
language  that you understand  then  you might understand the contents of what I later give to edify you  –  be it in  revelation/disclosure  or in  
knowledge/science,  or in  prophecy/prediction,  or in  teaching/instruction. 
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However I prefer (2) inasmuch Paul  (as he states later)  can use any of the local  {naturally acquired tongues/languages}  spoken within Corinth and it 
is his desire to speak  “1st Century Christianity”  through the normal channels of communication so the recipients might understand both  revelation,  
enlightenment through prophecy and teaching.  The point to be made,  is that Paul has already done this to get them interested – hence copy his 
technique to win over new people from different lands  (as visitors to Corinth).   
The  only  reason why Paul  (a TC)  speaks like this is because he is fulfilling Yahweh's Desire to  bring forward  Yahweh's Plan of Mankind's Salvation.   

It is absolutely  not  done to for any form of  self-indulgent  activity to please an  animalistic/carnal  mind. 
All this seems righteous and logically obvious  –  but sadly there are many  worldly/iniquitous  Christian leaders who put a spin upon this verse for their 
own  self-indulgence  over  “what they can extract”  from out  their  flock  (but sadly  not  JCg’s flock),  hence of JC’s warning at John.10v1-12 and 
Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.!   We speak more of this later in this chapter! 
I would dearly wish these deluded devotees would read my carefully explained commentaries,  to see  “the sense of reason”,  and leave these religious  
conmen,  fraudsters,  charlatans  -  but sadly,  these devotees enjoy what these showmen give to them  –  and will refuse the dryness of my exegesis. 

But what would Yahweh desire? 
That is the question of which the reader needs to ask and then personally answer! 
People chasing after entertainment,  are not the type of people Yahweh desires to rule The Resurrected World with Accountability and Responsibility! 
 
109th Instruction – Even lifeless things give  distinguishable/known  sound,  whether pipe or harp,  for if they give not a 
distinctive sound then how will it be absolutely known what is being piped or harped? 
117th Reasoning – Therefore,  if a lifeless trumpet gives an uncertain sound how will a soldier prepare himself for battle? 
118th Reasoning – Thus,  if we are unable to give a distinguishable word through a naturally acquired language then how 
will the listener absolutely understand the information we are saying?   For we shall be speaking into the air! 
76th Warning – Beware of Christian leaders promoting  “the speaking of gibberish” –  because by definition this is an 
unknown and indistinct noise occurring within the environment allowing all manner of  “arbitrary meaning”  to occur. 
This practice is hardly likely to be sourced by Yahweh,  as  “The Pinnacle of Exactness/Precision”  that is equally 
expressed in TCs having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh  (the HS). 
110th Instruction – If there are many sounds occurring within The World,  then they are to be with significance! 
119th Reasoning – Sounds are to be distinct within The Environment enabling humans to accurately reason upon the 
informational content upon the carrier-wave,  generated by the source.  Obviously if there is noise in the environment then 
this reduces  clarity/accuracy  of The Information transmitted.   

“Satan is  The Noise (via religious leaders)”  to  “The Information  sourced by Yahweh (via TCs)”. 
120th Reasoning – Obviously if we cannot recognise the information content within the sound,  then we lose access to the  
“power/mighty  work”  which is enabled by  “The Word of God”  contained within the sound.  This would be like me 
speaking to a foreigner, and the person replying to me would be like a foreigner, no  “information transfer”  would occur. 
121st Reasoning – Since you brethren are zealous with acquiring the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh  (to be 
thinking like Yahweh)   –  then inquire that you may excel by speaking  (clearly)  under divine inspiration  (being the point 
of this section)  to the edification of the ecclesia.  Once educated and having something worthwhile to say,  then they 
become encouraged to  “call out”  to their neighbours from foreign lands  (in their own language)  converging at Corinth 
for trade and political interaction. 
1Cor. 14v7 og {At the same time}/Notwithstanding/{Yet still}/{And even}  the (things)   
1Cor. 14v7 og {opposite to soul/life/consciousness}/lifeless/{no consciousness existence}/inanimate   
1Cor. 14v7 og (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  (the) giving/bestowing/granting,   
1Cor. 14v7 og {if too}/whether  (the) flute/pipe,  {if too}/whether  (the) lyre/harp,   
1Cor. 14v7 og if/whenever  (the) variations/distinction/difference   
1Cor. 14v7 og to the (= in/with/by/on])  disclosures/tones/addresses/noises/sounds/voices  
1Cor. 14v7 og no/not/none  (it may/should) give/bestow/grant,   
1Cor. 14v7 og {in what manner}/how  (will it be) {with certainty}/{absolutely known/understood}   
1Cor. 14v7 og the (thing)   (the being) {played on the flute}/piped   
1Cor. 14v7 og or/than/either/rather  the (thing)   (the being) {played on the harp}/harped? 
1Cor. 14v7 = {Yet still}  (using an example,)  the  lifeless/inanimate  things  giving  the   disclosure/sound/noise,   

whether  the  pipe/flute,  whether  the  harp/lyre,   
whenever  it  may/should  give  the  distinction/difference  in/with  the  sounds/noises,   
(then)    how  will it be  {absolutely  known/understood}  the  thing   (music/sound)   being  piped,    
or  the  thing   (music/sound)   being harped? 

 

Yet still   (Paul uses an illustration to explain why  “The Word of God”  is supported by fulfilled prophecies to give solidity for the future promises)  
the inanimate things giving  disclosure/sound,  whether the flute,  whether the harp, 
whenever it   (flute or harp)   might give the distinction  in/with  sounds, 
(then)  how will it be absolutely  known/understood  the thing (music/sound)  being piped, 
or the thing (music/sound)  being harped? 
 

Paul is saying,  unless I speak clearly and distinctly to you about  “The Word of God”  and of all its support structure as described in the previous verse  
(being so vastly different to worldly methodology endemic in “Religion”)  in something that you understand as coming from me,  then how do you  
{absolutely  know/understand}  what is being conveyed?   
Furthermore,  how are you,  as the recipient,  able to determine the distinction from  (1)  worldly  methodology  (being of the animalistic self-indulgence  
this delivers)  as sourced by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  and  (2)  Yahweh's  Methodology  of  “The Word of God”  (delivering a mind that 
desires  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”).   
           But sadly,  worldly Christian leaders deliver a sound that is  so similar to worldly methodology  as given by “Religion” throughout The World. 
Thus, we reason  

If  Paul’s message is unclear,  then  any  charlatan  Christian leader could give something similar to confuse the flock  –  which is so true 
today  –  in virtually all 37,000  (at 2005 CE)  worldly Christian schisms  (at 2015 CE on my 3rd revision it is maybe about 43,000)! 

Again it seems so obvious  –  but it is  “spun away from the obvious”  by  eloquent  religious leaders  capturing the  “very reason”  of people  who 
themselves are trying to come to The Almighty God  –  but are being  entrapped/snared  by  charlatan Christian leaders  (Matt.7v15, 23v13, 24v23-26, 
Acts.20v29, etc.), 
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1Cor. 14v8 og also  for  if/whenever  (the) hidden/indistinct/{appear not}/uncertain   
1Cor. 14v8 og (the) disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice  (the) {concept of quivering/reverberation}/trumpet   
1Cor. 14v8 og (it may/should) give/bestow/grant,  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
1Cor. 14v8 og (he/she will) {furnish aside}/{get/be/make ready}/prepare [middle voice]  into/unto 
1Cor. 14v8 og (the) {to bustle}/warfare/battle/fight/war? 
1Cor. 14v8 = For  also  whenever  the  uncertain/indistinct  disclosure/sound/noise  the  trumpet  it  may/should  give,   

who  he/she  will  personally  prepare/ready  into/unto  the  battle/fight/war? 
 

For  also whenever the trumpet might give the  uncertain/indistinct  disclosure/sound, 
who   (as a soldier)   he/she  will personally prepare unto the  battle/fight? 
 

This is a very good simile because in the days before electronic communication,  the trumpet sound would carry forth a long way,  and because of this,  it 
was used to communicate different orders to the fighting men,  for example   to advance,  rally together,  retreat, etc.  Now clearly if the trumpet call was  
indistinct/unclear  then the fighting men would not know the transmitted instructions,  thereby leading to utter chaos on the battle field  (in which we 
aiming to become TCs are facing everyday against  “worldly methodology”  sourced/endorsed  by  “Religion”). 
For the Record, I must state    

Chaos has occurred today,  and that is one of the specific reasons why I have written this  “Master Reference Document”  -  and given  free of 
charge  on The Internet  (Matt.24v14)  –  so The Entire World might have an  accurate  working document  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire.   

Most importantly,  unlike “Religion”, 
It is freely given with anonymity.  The reader has no requirement to send any personal details to obtain  “supposedly free literature”. 
I have no knowledge of who has downloaded this freely given material,  therefore I have no ability to  “solicit any financial support”  in my 
operations  -  it is  truly  “freely given as a gift”  -  that shows my sincerity to your future wellbeing – if I have no ability to contact you! 
The contents of this website was constructed using time  outside  my secular work  and funded  by  my secular work by imitating Paul. 

          Compare this  -  with what is done in “Religion”  -  where somewhere  (covert or overt)  is  “the means to collect money”  now or later! 
Worldly Christian leaders have distorted Yahweh’s Word in their sermons  (please view transcript examples on this website  –  I have so many more to 
release),  having written their own mini-bibles  (in their minds translated into sermons)  having been passed through the filters of Rev.22v18-19  to 
confuse the masses and draw out a worldly return from  “their duped minions”.  
There are all forms of deviant practice performed by  “spiritual paedophiles”  (Luke.17v2, grooming their children)    and  “spiritual Rogue Traders”  
(stealing off The Public by substandard service)  operating according to Satan’s desire  (worldly methodology)  to confuse and mislead people away from 
clearly understanding what Yahweh Desires of each one of us.   Actually,  what Yahweh Demands of those people actively aiming to be TCs! 
We must understand  “the motivation”  within the minds of these types of people by examining  “The Resultant”  of their output. 
The Resultant of their output should be to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Yahweh’s Desire is to obtain 144000 TCs who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

There was  no  hypocrisy or fraudulence either in  “The Tree”  of JC  (1Pet.2v20-23)  or in its Fruitage,  being “The Resultant” of JC’s 
output  (Matt.7v16-19).   Noting  “The Resultant”  of JC’s Teaching was to produce  “The Early Apostles”  being TCs! 

Think very carefully on the above statements! 
Then compare by contrast with what occurs within  “Christendom”  (and is endemic within  “Religion”)! 

In context we move to the next verse - 
1Cor. 14v9 og {In this manner}/Likewise/So/Thus  also  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 14v9 og though (reason of)  of the  {naturally acquired tongue/language}  if/whenever  no/not/none   
1Cor. 14v9 og (the) {well indicated}/significant/{easily understood}  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Cor. 14v9 og (you) give/bestow/grant,   
1Cor. 14v9 og {in what manner}/how  (will it be) {with certainty}/{absolutely known/understood}   
1Cor. 14v9 og the (thing [information])   (the being) spoken/uttered/said?  
1Cor. 14v9 og (you) {shall be}/{come to pass}  For   
1Cor. 14v9 og into/unto  (the) breath/respire/blow/air  (the) speakings/utterances/sayings. 
1Cor. 14v9 = {In this manner}/So  also  {specifically yourselves}  through reason  of the  {naturally acquired  tongue/language} 

whenever  not  you give the  {well indicated}/{easily understood}  word/saying/reasoning,   
(then)  how will  it be  {absolutely  known/understood}  the  information being  spoken/said?  
For your  utterances/speaking  shall be  into/unto  the  breath/air! 

 

In this manner  also specifically yourselves through reason of the naturally acquired language   (we must speak in a recognised language), 
           (We must speak clearly in a language  [hence previous verse]  of which the recipient understands  [see my commentary at Acts.2v4] .… … … ) 
whenever not you give the  {well indicated}/{easily understood}  word/saying/reasoning   (to enable the  accurate transfer of  “knowledge”), 
           (We must not speak in a manner of which the recipient cannot understand the contents of what is being said … … … ) 
(then)  how will it be absolutely  known/understood  the information being spoken   (else the recipient will not understand us)? 
           (Being the point as to why  “The Word of God” is given,  so the recipient  knows/understands  why/how  to become a TC,  to lead The Millennium) 
For  (else)  your  utterances  shall be  unto the air!   (wasting our time as regards to the fulfilling of Yahweh's Desire). 

           (Then we shall be  wasting our time!   Charismatic congregations should read this verse,  and 1Cor.14v23,  and my commentary at Acts.2v4) 
 

We understand from Paul's teaching - 
If   speaking in a language,  then  ensure what is said meets the following criterium    

“It must be clear and easily understood by the listener!”    
As I have stated before   This is such a logical statement  –  it almost goes without saying  –  but sadly it must be stated by Paul and myself! 
For example  

What use would it be for a teacher in a classroom instructing the students in a  tongue/language  of which they did not understand? 
Is not this situation most farcical? 
Would  “The Faculty/University”  (metaphorically, Yahweh)  continue to employ this tutor?  (Luke.20v16).  

Furthermore,  the students would walk out and then go to a tutor of whom they could understand! 
By contrast  (contrary to common sense,  and thus against Yahweh’s Mind and operations thereof)  

Leaders and Congregational members participating within  tongues/gibberish  relish in this absurdity and regularly practise it! 
We see God's Word  utterly abused by charlatan Christian leaders  to  “work”  the congregation to please an  animalistic/carnal  mind of both the leader 
(2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)  and  the expectant  congregational members  (2Tim.4v3-4)  –  with each side operating according to  “worldly methodology”. 
If people  “speak into the air”  then obviously  zero  information transferred –  and equivalent to speaking to nobody,  thus a complete waste of time! 
All these key verses  are ignored  by  charlatan Christian Leaders  (and their deluded devotees)  when they create their own censored and so very 
selected versions of The Bible  (Rev.22v18-19)  for their use to  “excuse their most deviant activities”  (that brings  shame/dishonour  to Yahweh within  
sane/reasoning  minds of those people outside “Christianity”). 

They have so much for which to answer  if  these specific leaders are resurrected into The Millennium  –  as only determined by Yahweh! 
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However,  it is my responsibility to warn,  else it does not prove Yahweh  innocent/blameless/holy  when He annihilates these such leaders! 
Moreover, those Christian Leaders who are silent on such things are equally culpable and likewise rejected by Yahweh and JCg (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)! 
1Cor. 14v10 og {So vast as this}/{Such a large/great}/{These many}  if  
1Cor. 14v10 og (he/she/it  wish to) {make ready/become}/{bring to pass}/attain/{may be}/perchance/occur  
1Cor. 14v10 og (the) kins/countrymen/kinds/nations/offspring/stock   
1Cor. 14v10 og (of the) disclosures/tones/addresses/noises/sounds/voices   
1Cor. 14v10 og (they) are  in  (to the [= within]) World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,   
1Cor. 14v10 og also  {not even one}/{no one}/none  (the) voiceless/mute/unmeaning/dumb/{without significance}. 
1Cor. 14v10 = If  he/she/it  wish to  {make become}/occur   

these many  kinds/types  of  disclosures/sounds  they are  within  the  World/Life,  
also  none are  voiceless/unmeaningful/{without significance}   (all these noises occurring within The World have significance).  

 

If  he/she/it  wish to make occur these many  kinds/types  of  disclosures/sounds  they are within the world, 
also none are  unmeaningful/{without significance}.   (These noises would not be produced unless they had significance to make something occur) 
 

There are many different types of sounds within  The World,  and they are all distinctive in sound to convey the required information. 
Paul uses these examples of the earlier verses to teach us that all  disclosures/noises  are made for a reason  –  and these sounds are to convey 
“information”  to give  “knowledge”  unto the recipient to ideally yield “wisdom”  (practised knowledge),  –  where he is using these examples to teach 
us about what a TC should be doing within their life. 
Quite simply when TCs make a noise  –  the TCs should  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  –  to demonstrably show their commitment to the 
fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire  (being to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
While what I speak is music to Yahweh's ears  –  it is a detestation to our  worldly Christian leaders who would vehemently disagree with me and throw 
in all manner of  (errant)  sound-bites  (noise)  to make themselves appear to be supposedly righteous in the midst of their passive  (to the fulfilment of 
Yahweh's Desire)  clientèle! 
It is to counter this utter and blatant distortion  -  that has become my driver to write and compile this website   “FutureLife.Org”  so that I might 
righteously explain what Yahweh truly desires  from each one of us  –  to be very  “clear and distinct in my disclosure”  so that  all  people will clearly 
understand  “The Word of God”.  Having removed the  “spiritual rogues”   (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  impeding our journey unto Yahweh  
(Matt.23v13)  precisely as JC taught us! 
While my  “noise is distinctive”  –  being what Yahweh desires to hear,  –  by contrast,  charlatan Christian leaders make their  “noise of distraction”  
so they can clamour for  “the mind and the reason”  of their duped devotees to fulfil their animalistic desires for “The Immediacy”  of both parties 
operating according to worldly methodology as the present status quo’!    Consequently,  both parties are fulfilling the worldly methodology originally 
supplied by Satan to counter what Yahweh desires to occur within The Environment,  requiring a 2 part  physical/spiritual  life to unpick what Satan 
sowed!   This  self-indulgent  behaviour of worldly Christians  not  for  “The Long Term”  benefit of which The Millennium shall yield into The Eternity 
under Yahweh’s  Methodology/Management  to bring about internal reform that precisely imitates JC. 

Can the reader understand this? –   Because it is a critical understanding to decipher what is occurring within The World today! 
1Cor. 14v11 og if/whenever  therefore/then  no/not/none  (I) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
1Cor. 14v11 og the  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   
1Cor. 14v11 og of the  disclosure/{a tone}/address/noise/sound/voice,   (I) {shall be}/{come to pass}   
1Cor. 14v11 og to the (person)  speaking/uttering/saying  (the) foreigner/{non-Greek}/barbarian/heathen,   
1Cor. 14v11 og also  the (person)  speaking/uttering/saying  in  {to [= within]  me}   
1Cor. 14v11 og (the) foreigner/{non-Greek}/barbarian/heathen! 
1Cor. 14v11 = If  therefore/then,  not  I  know/understand  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of the  sound/noise/disclosure,   

I  {shall be}  the   foreigner/heathen  to the  person  speaking/uttering  (any specific disclosure),   
also  the person  speaking/uttering  with/to  me,  (effectively becomes)  the  foreigner/heathen! 

 

If then,  not I  know/understand  the mighty work of the  disclosure/sound   (if I cannot understand what is being stated), 
           (“The Mighty Work”  being  “The Power of Persuasion”  by a reasoned argument in the presentation of  “The Word of God” to change the mind) 
I shall be the  foreigner/heathen  to the person speaking   (then there cannot be the required active two-way communication of knowledge), 
also the person speaking  to me,  (equally becomes)  the  foreigner/heathen!   (Likewise, the recipient cannot understand what I said!) 

           (Both the emitter and receiver shall be wasting their time if  no  transferral of information to form knowledge,  to produce wisdom can occur!) 
 

I must clearly state for The Record - 
It is almost as if Paul knew how the 20th and 21st Century would unfold,  being what would occur in Pentecostal groupings and the such-like,  and wrote 
this as a direct warning to the congregational members to beware of speaking “gibberish”!   Yet sadly,  these people of today do  not  read The Bible  –  
else they would know these passages  -  but they much prefer what their leaders tell them  2Tim.4v3-4  (having passed The Bible through Rev.22v18-19). 
Moreover,  for The Record  
Christian leaders who are  too ashamed of  “The Word of God”  (JC)  to speak out against the deviant practice of  “speaking in tongues”,  are  likewise 
condemned by Yahweh  as having condoned such aberrant activity  (Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26).  But I reason that our  worldly Christian leaders have such 
limited understanding of  “The Word of God”  (if any at all)  they reason   “If in glass houses then do not cast the first stone!” 

Now after that required outburst,  let me reason further into this verse. 
Paul uses the Greek word for  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  of the  sound/disclosure   as being  distinct  content/information   which 
can only come from  “The Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  being of its  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  to cause  “The Reform”  of an initially  
“cold and callous mind”  having been built upon The Methodology which operates within The World sourced by Satan to oppose Yahweh's Desire. 
Thus we understand by extension,  “The Word of God”  correctly imbued within a  penitent/repentant/humble  mind  will yield the HS,  where this  
“mighty work” is used in conjunction with Yahweh’s HS,  as the means to get something to occur within The Environment  (that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire). 
Therefore,  Paul is telling us    

If we are unable to understand The Content of this  {mighty work}  (sourced by Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  to bring about 
reform within our minds  –  to become Christ-like  –  thereby gaining  the HS)  then it will be like an unknown language and I will be like 
foreigner/heathen  to the listener  –  and likewise the listener to me! 

The point Paul is making - 
How would  “The Knowledge”  edify the recipient   –  if the recipient could  not  understand it? 

“To edify a human”  is to grow them into maturity  (Heb.5v12-14),  to become a TC,  where they personally desire to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  based upon  “Accurate Knowledge”  that brings about reform within a compliant mind  through  no  external coercion,  only because 
they  logically understand  in a righteous manner  why  Yahweh desires this to occur. 
Therefore,  putting both halves of this commentary together it becomes obvious,  verbal intercourse must be through a  common  medium of a  “naturally 
acquired language”  where information might be transferred from one party to the other.  It is just like writing software,  if a computer’s operating 
system is for example is Windows,  then it is impossible to run an Apple’s application program on it, – Windows would not understand it! 
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This information is  “mighty and powerful”  to create “Knowledge”  within a  sane/reasoning  mind,  because The Gospel News  (when  correctly  
taught)  can move peoples’ minds into reform where the most ardent criminals to society  (at any level from The Street to the Peers of The Realm).   
What might have been an initially  callous/hardened  mind is  internally  beaten into submission by understanding  “The Word of God”  and of its 
application within The World  (and of their own lives).   
But for this to occur then  “The Knowledge”  must be  accurate  and  logically reasoned  –  not garbled to make it rubbish  –  coming from  “gibberish”! 
JC and The Apostles presented  no  garbled rubbish ,  but  “Knowledge”  was presented in a clear and logi9cally argued manner  (see Paul’s epistles)  – 
as those who personally  know The Bible can testify to this veracity! 
We realise that  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  (their mind acquiescing to doctrinal mysteries sourced by equally minded peers 
before them)  present a methodology that is  unintelligible to  logical and reasoning minds,  and thus they behave in the manner that Paul instructs us 
how  not  to behave! 

Hence Paul teaches us in the next verse how we must be edifying our neighbour through  intelligent reasoned argument  based entirely upon 
“The Word of God”  accurately  explained by a language of which the recipient can understand  (based upon the context of this chapter). 

Furthermore, 
Please would  any  charismatic religious leader please explain to my why Yahweh would choose to speak through anyone in an unknown 
language within the  one/same  congregation.   Also why force the need to have another person not fluent in this unknown language to then 
translate it into a common language,  -  the whole concept is so contrived and unnecessary.   Yahweh would never behave like this as the 
examples in The Bible clearly show us  (if any person cares to read The Bible to discover how Yahweh operates)! 

Therefore,  stated for The Record – again - 
Speaking in an unknown language as described above,  never  occurred in The Old or New Testaments of The Bible  –  please see all my 
commentaries to The Four Gospels and to  “Acts of the Apostles”,  where I place  all  instances of speaking foreign languages  back into 
context! 

Repeating the obvious   “The Word of God”  must  not  be presented in the garbled,  worldly manner as our  worldly Christian leaders do daily  (in both 
presentations of  [1] “gibberish”  and in  [2] an accepted,  known,  and common language)! 

We conclude  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  deliberately  “spin a yarn”  of  misinformation to keep the congregational members happy 
so they return each week and keep paying for  “The Entertainment”! 

This practice is  an abomination  to Yahweh!  
Professional religious leaders deliberately being  “iniquitous”  in this manner for mutual self-indulgent return,  shall  never  be resurrected! 

They  (in perhaps their millions)  have now  been warned! 
Their future now lies in their  own  hands – “repent and reform”  (as we are told in Luke chapter 15 and Revelations chapters 2 and 3). 

“Yahweh cannot be blamed”  for  “not resurrecting them”  after their forthcoming death  -  because  “He is (proven) Holy/Innocent”  of all charge! 
1Cor. 14v12 og {In this manner}/Likewise/So/Thus  also  {specifically yourselves},  thereupon/since/else/otherwise   
1Cor. 14v12 og (the) zealous/passionate/earnest [plural]  {you are/belong/be}  (of the) spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
1Cor. 14v12 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  the  structuring/building/confirmation/edify/embolden  of the   
1Cor. 14v12 og {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  (you) seek/search/endeavour/inquire   
1Cor. 14v12 og that  (you may/should) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}. 
1Cor. 14v12 = {In this manner}/Likewise  also  {specifically yourselves},   

thereupon  {you be}  the  zealous/earnest  of the  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
that  you  may/should  excel/abound/{have excess}   
the  seeking/endeavouring  towards  the  edification/{building up}  of the  {calling out}/ecclesia. 

 

In this manner  also specifically yourselves,   (thus an instruction to  “us” –  who  are  prepared to imitate Paul,   Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.) 
thereupon you be  zealous/earnest  of  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (to have a mind that yearns to further Yahweh’s Desire to gain TCs) 
that you might excel seeking towards the edification of the  {calling out}/ecclesia   (out of which,  Yahweh shall achieve His 144000 TCs). 

          (No one can do this for us, it is a command for us  as individuals to personally do.  These people  make possible  The Millennium and then  lead it!) 
 

What I have given is the  precise  translation. 
However if we read virtually all other bible translations,  and I have about 15 different translations at hand,  then we will read something slightly 
different  –  even though it could be argued they amount to the same thing  –  but yet I say  no   -   only through presumed inference! 
Other translations give - 

“You are zealous for spiritual gifts” 
It could be argued in the context this is of what Paul is teaching us  –  but that is  not  “quite accurate”! 

Thus,  I rather return to  the original Greek  and then understand what Paul  is  really  teaching us. 
I rather  wholly ignore  what our  worldly  translators tell us and return to  “The Original Greek”  as sourced by Yahweh! 

The original Greek tells us that The Brethren have a  zealous/passionate  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to  edify/embolden  the ecclesia. 
The reason  why  they are motivated in this manner is because they truly have the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of Yahweh)  that is 
pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  (the “HS”)  –  just as are the 
TCs,  and then  by inference  the spiritual gifts will follow from Yahweh to  “give support to His proven faithful slaves”.   

Thus,  we should first aim to have both in  quality/quantity  of Godly  knowledge/wisdom  to then secondly,  know how to use the gifts wisely. 
Worryingly with the  mistranslations given,  it confers the worldly understanding that - 

We are to  self-indulgently  go for the  “resultant gifts”  (to be displayed within ourselves)  rather than  “become one with Yahweh”  through  
His  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  first,  to edify the ecclesia,   and  then  these things follow  only  because our mind  has been humbled  
so we truly have  become a  corrected/reformed  vessel within which Yahweh desires to operate  (James.1v6-8). 

By contrast - 
We clearly recognise the delinquent nature of our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  who obviously are  not  fulfilling what Paul states 
here and are thus unable to have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh,  through reason we 
witness  “the demise  of Christianity”  over the last few decades and  not  to its edification!    
Because they teach such nonsense exegesis,  then educated people can see what they represent as being a ridiculous charade and thus it is 
they  (Christian Leaders)  who bring dishonour to Yahweh within cognitive,  sane and reasoning minds of those people outside Christianity! 

Returning to the verse  (after another one of my  deserved  rants). 
I realise this is a subtle differentiation,  but it is crucial to recognise how we are being  “drawn off the scent”  away from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire 
through  “dumbed down  bible translations”.   We are lured into worldly self-gratification,  rather than being zealous to  “the edification of the ecclesia”  
(edifying our neighbour to our own hurt)  as  viewed/judged  by Yahweh  (James.3v1).   Furthermore,  we witness the fallout of  the subtle mistranslation  
(of many within The English Bible)  over the last 100 or so years,  adding succour to the most deviant aspirations in many worldly  Christian groupings  
–  fervently/earnestly  claiming to be displaying the manifestations of the HS  (which sadly they do  not  –  see its composite definition above). 
Essentially  “The Focus”  is upon  the wrong expectation  –  and that is  why  Satan is so crafty in his  most subtle  machinations  –  as we read in his 
subtle reasoning to Eve  (in The Garden of Eden  Gen.3v1-5),  to JC  (three temptations in The Wilderness  Matt.4v1-12)  and to Peter  (on JC’s last 
journey to Jerusalem  Matt.16v23).  It is  “worldly methodology” sourced by Satan upon which to self-indulge results in this pandemic output  (Eph.2v2). 

Please read this website to precisely understand what is  “The Correct Expectation”,  –  ideally to become our goal on  an individual basis! 
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I could expand this so very much more  –  but the reader should understand  why  I have need to go back to  “The Prime Standard”  of the original Greek 
word  –  all  English translations  cannot  be trusted  in  key  places  (of doctrine).    

It can be quite logically reasoned,  if one part is discovered to be faulty  –  then where are the other faulty areas  (James.3v11-12)?    
Quite simply,  –  we do  not  know  –  unless we go back to  The Prime Reference Standard. 

This is all I have done,  returned to  “The Prime Reference Standard”  before  our translators got hold of it to change it to support worldly methodology 
by  “dumbing it down”.  Then for my hard efforts of some 50000+ hours of my own time  outside  secular work,  freely/simply  presented The Results of 
my labours to The World  –  to give  The English Prime Reference Standard of The Greek New Testament  for personal scrutiny by The World! 
Most importantly,  within my work,  I have discovered many twisted translations in our existing bibles  –  and by  “rule of thumb”  the errors appear to 
be  inversely  proportional to the age of the translation  (twisted to suit worldly doctrine,  rather than change doctrine to be as that originally given by 
God’s Word).  I conclude that anything translated from about 1950 CE to the present date should be  thrown away  –  better burnt or composted  –  so 
that other people might not get their hands on it and become likewise confused!   “The Travesty of Translation”  began with the NIV  –  being more of a 
fairy story in places with regard to  “The Original Word of God”,  as I profusely show and carefully explain in numerous of places within my 
commutative  (thereby “proven accurate”)  translation.   

The best thing with The NIV is to burn or compost it  –  because it is a  “danger to reason”  translation,  by  mistranslating  what was in The 
Author’s Mind! 

But if you prefer worldly methodology  –  then you will ignore my advice and stay with modern bibles that pander to worldly methodology! 
 
122nd Reasoning – Therefore so that “The Word of God” might be accurately transferred to our neighbour  (the 
foreigners at the cosmopolitan city of Corinth)  might be edified,  then the TC speaking in a naturally acquired language 
unknown to their recipient,  should pray earnestly so that local persons might be found to translate between the two 
languages. 
77th Warning – I might be zealous to pray in my own naturally acquired language,  but if I ask to satisfy my self-indulgent  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  then my  mind/understanding  is barren.   It is the mind that must be first reformed! 
89th Allegory – {celebrate with music} = uplifting exuberance that comes from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire. 
123rd Reasoning – So Paul’s conclusion:-  I will always pray earnestly with my  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is at 
the  one/same  as that which operates within Yahweh,  and I will always pray earnestly with my  mind/understanding  in 
obviously a language I can understand! 
And like the musical instruments with a  clear/distinct  sound,  I will  {celebrate with music}  in my uplifted exuberant  
spirit/personality/desires/traits,  I will  {celebrate with music}  in my uplifted exuberant clear  mind/understanding. 
124th Reasoning – Otherwise  -  If in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  you  bless/praise  (with knowledge of the 
scriptures)  but in an unknown language to the recipient – then how will the recipient being placed as an  
unlearned/novice  (of the scriptures) be able to say:  
   Amen  (So be it)  upon your act of  (thereby vain)  worship  -  since  he/she  does not understand what you say!   
(Note:  The correct  definition/use  of “worship”  –  see glossary). 
Because though giving thanks honestly, but the other person is not edified –  simply because they cannot understand you! 
125th Reasoning – Therefore Paul as a TC,  truly thanks Yahweh that he has so much knowledge  and  is  able to speak 
these different languages so that he might edify  all these strangers in foreign lands  –  hence his missionary journeys! 
126th Reasoning – But while I  (Paul)  am in a church amongst people I know  (who are not strangers and therefore speak 
in a common language),  then I desire five words that I understand so I might teach the heathen visitor (in their language), 
than 10,000 words in a naturally acquired language  (that you, they or I do not  understand)! 
1Cor. 14v13 og {On which very account}/Wherefore  the (person)  speaking/uttering/saying   
1Cor. 14v13 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {naturally acquired tongue/language} 
1Cor. 14v13 og (let  him/her) {towards supplicate}/{pray with a vow} [for a mutual result] 
1Cor. 14v13 og that  (he/she  may/should) {explain thoroughly}/translate/expound/interpret. 
1Cor. 14v13 = Wherefore  the  person  speaking/uttering  in the  {naturally acquired tongue/language},   

(then)  let  him/her  supplicate/{pray with a vow}  that  he/she  may/should  {explain thoroughly}/expound/interpret. 
 

Wherefore the person speaking in the natural acquired language   (during  his/her  teaching to people who  can understand what is being said), 
(then)  let  him/her  supplicate/{pray with a vow}  that  he/she  might explain thoroughly  (to ensure The Knowledge is  accurately transferred) 
 

This is quite an important verse  –  being the point unto which Paul has been leading for the last some 12 verses! 
Therefore,  what is Paul telling us here? 

Again,  we must put this verse  back into context. 
The context is to edify The Ecclesia  (by  bringing-in  more people  [so that Yahweh might ultimately achieve His 144000 TCs])  and The Ecclesia means 
“The Calling Out”! 

But   “Calling out”  to whom? 
It is  not  “calling out”  to the congregational members themselves,  but rather  it is - 
“The Calling Out”  to  strangers  to come in and ideally shall become part of The Brethren  (who themselves should be exhorted to become TCs). 

So   To whom is Paul writing? 
To Corinth  –  an axis,  a cosmopolitan centre for politics and trade  from  all around  the known world. 
Thus many  “national tongues”  would be spoken at this centre hub for the whole area of Greece. 
Thus Paul is asking them to  “call out”  to  many nations  of The World  in their own tongue  (naturally acquired language)  so  “The Gospel News”  
might be spread to  “new worlds”  (meaning  “New Nations”  having  different  languages). 

Therefore,  what is the point of this verse? 
Paul is teaching us - 

If  a TC  (or mature Brethren)  is trying to communicate  “The Gospel News”  to  “The Heathen”  (non “1st Century Christians”)  and there 
is a barrier through  {naturally acquired tongue/language}  then  the TC,  Brethren is to  supplicate/{pray with a vow}  to Yahweh through 
JCg that this barrier might be breached,  so that   “The Knowledge of The Word of God is  accurately transferred”! 

We might ask  
And how is this barrier to be breached? 

Precisely as this verse tells us! 
So that in answer to our prayer then a method to break down this barrier  –  would be that an  expounder/interpreter  should be found to 
thoroughly explain between the two people. 
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Which by extension could mean,  the TC asks for guidance in  “how to present The Knowledge”  in such a manner that it becomes 
understandable within the  one/same  language  -  as I have explained in earlier commentaries  (1Cor.9v18-21 and in this chapter). 

It really cannot be made any simpler.  Specifically in context we read of Paul’s concluding verse on this matter located at v23,  where if this practice is 
feigned  within  the presumed  “The Calling Out”  then those strangers  outside  “The Calling Out”  will quite logically call them  mad/rave  when this is 
seen practised by those people within  -  from the perspective of those  sane/reasoning  people outside! 
Thus,  this practice should only be used by  “The Calling out”  upon  heathen  outside  (in market places)  to bring these people  within  The Ecclesia  by 
communication  resulting in the transferal of  “information”  to support  “knowledge”  -  to ideally yield  “wisdom”  (being The End Goal to yield TCs)! 

This would be the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire and certainly  not  the congregational members to be viewed as being  mad/rave  by those 
people  without/outside,  else how can we ever  bring  these cognitive,  sane,  reasoning heathen within  “The Calling Out”  by  “The Strength 
of Argument”   through reasoned communication within their own naturally acquired language? 

For us to be in this position,  then we must be very knowledgeable in  “The Word of God”  –  and then we return full circle again. 
We must personally read and understand The Bible to become competent teachers driven by agapao  (based upon “The Word of God”)  to deliver agape  
(charity/gift  of our time)  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”! 

Can the reader see the righteous logic in this reasoning,  being precisely what The Bible teaches us?  
Yet it  far removed  from what we see taught within The World by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  -  because they have  no  interest in it! 

Why?   Because it does not  “pay the bills”  or  “support their lifestyle”! 
It is only by  thoroughly knowing and absolutely understanding  “The Word of God”,  with zero mysteries  (as do I,  now after 3 [now 4]  revisions of 
constant iteration towards  “The Disclosing Truth”),  that we can become  competent auditors  of “Religion”  generally  (of which  worldly Christianity 
is a sub-group)  where its leaders abide by worldly methodology.  Obviously,  they  freely  choose to do no other  –  else they would exit “Religion” as 
instructed in The Bible at Rev.18v4.  It is all  quite simple -  without any mysteries -  it is simply derived by  “understanding/reading  their  mind/motive”! 
1Cor. 14v14 og if/whenever  for  (I) {towards supplicate}/{pray with a vow} [for a mutual result] 
1Cor. 14v14 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {naturally acquired tongue/language},   
1Cor. 14v14 og the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  {of me}/mine/my  
1Cor. 14v14 og (he/she/it) {towards supplicates}/{prays with a vow} [for a mutual result],   
1Cor. 14v14 og the (one [my mind])  and  (the) intellect/mind/understanding  {of me}/mine/my   
1Cor. 14v14 og (the) barren/{without fruit}/unfruitful  (it) is. 
1Cor. 14v14 = For  whenever  I  supplicate/{pray with a vow}  in the  {naturally acquired  tongue/language},   

my  spirit/spirit/personality/desires/traits  supplicates/{prays with a vow},   
and  my  intellect/mind/understanding  it is  barren/unfruitful. 

 

For whenever I supplicate in the naturally acquired language   (when I  pray with a vow to Yahweh  within my original language), 
             (inasmuch – if I revert to speak about worldly things –  driven by  “the language”  of worldly methodology  [of my youth]) 
my  spirit/personality/desires/traits  supplicates/{prays with a vow}   (then it is my own  [worldly]  mind  [indulging]  that speaks to Yahweh), 
and my  intellect/understanding  is  barren/unfruitful   (inasmuch I am not then  learning/listening,  -  communication can become  “one way”). 
 

This is not a good situation  –  because no edification occurs! 
Note   The word  “spirit”,  The Bible does not say  “HS”,  thus we should  not  assume it is. 
It is important to discuss the difference in the case endings on the word  “spirit”  used in v14 and v15. 
In v14  “spirit”  is spelt as  “pneuma” [nom.sg.neut. n] to indicate  “the nominative”  case = “the”,  but in v15 it is spelt as “pneumati” [dat.sg.neut.n] 
to indicate  “the dative”  case,  supported by the preceding “to” = “to the”  (= in/with/by/on). 
This is very important in the translation,  because in v14 the  “spirit”  is to be translated as directed to  “the person”,  while the dative case  directs  it to 
being  “in  the person”.   

Therefore,  we understand,  Paul is speaking about our  own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (which can  float  to either operate upon 
worldly methodology or Yahweh's Methodology)! 

This is never made clear in the standard translations,  and thus the meaning of v14 is lost and consequently enables  charlatan  Christian leaders to 
heavily abuse the term of  “speaking in tongues”,  furthermore,   the  “spirit”  is errantly and presumptuously assumed to be the  “HS”! 
Where it becomes obvious to the outsider these  charlatan Christian Leaders have  “floated their spirit”  to be firmly away from Yahweh,  and firmly 
bolted it to worldly methodology,  while at the same time vehemently claiming to have the HS operating within them and apparently exiting out of every 
apparent orifice! 
Paul is clearly explaining the difference between the two situations. 

Verse 14 is the warning against people speaking in a naturally acquiring language  (driven by worldly methodology  from their youth  hence 
their  “natural language”)  for  worldly things  (I want this,  or something to occur for me, James.4v2-4)  for self-indulgent requests,  that are 
requests to merely satisfy the human worldly based  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and thus bringing  no  edification to the mind. 

But by contrast  
Verse 15 speaks of how Paul views himself of having built his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  accurately  upon  “The Word of God”  where 
his  {occupational efforts}/works/labours  (2Cor.11v24-28)  has yielded the HS working  within  this type of person who edifies the community 
around about. 

What does Yahweh want?   The answer is obvious!   
This is how the reader must  think/reason,  to identify a  charlatan  Christian leader. 

So,  Paul continues - 
He might have  a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to supplicate in a naturally acquired language  (a language the Corinthians can 
understand),  but because it is  not  according to  “The Word of God”  to edify the recipient,  then his  (presumed)  understanding of  “The 
Word of God”  is  barren/unfruitful  –  inasmuch it does  not  fulfil Yahweh's Desire to bring forth Mankind's Salvation over our 2 part life. 

This is  The Correct  understanding of what Paul is teaching us based upon  “The Context”  of the whole chapter  – rather than a verse hijacked out of 
context to deliver a  self-indulgent  return!   Showing the type of  mind/driver  these leaders have behind the smile and warm handshake! 

Therefore,  it is  not  what our worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders shall preach to us! 
Likewise the maxim we daily hear within The World     “The Devil is in The Detail”  -  and likewise within our translations of The Bible and the planted 
misunderstandings our  worldly Christian leaders freely choose to place on their preaching  –  to cause  “confusion”,  within which they seem to relish! 
Because quite simply,  they seem to have no resolve in removing  “confusion”  -  so obviously they have no regard for their supposed subject matter! 
I consider them as  “deviants” throughout the spectrum,  as  “The Gaussian Distribution”  of any population teaches us,  some are deliberately 
fraudulent milking their deluded devotees,  and others at the other end are genuinely ignorant (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  -  but for both extremes and the 
millions in the middle,  they should  “get-out”  if they are  incompetent in accurately representing Yahweh  as Paul tells us  (1Tim.1v20, etc.)    
But then we only need to read   Luke.16v3  to understand why! 
1Cor. 14v15 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether  therefore/then  (it) is?    
1Cor. 14v15 og (I will) {towards supplicate}/{pray with a vow} [for a mutual result]   
1Cor. 14v15 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
1Cor. 14v15 og (I will) {towards supplicate}/{pray with a vow} [for a mutual result]  and   
1Cor. 14v15 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  intellect/mind/understanding;   
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1Cor. 14v15 og (I) {rub or touch the surface}/{celebrate with music}/sing   
1Cor. 14v15 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
1Cor. 14v15 og (I will) {rub or touch the surface}/{celebrate with music}/sing  and    
1Cor. 14v15 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  intellect/mind/understanding. 
1Cor. 14v15 = What then is it?    (What do I say  [about what I do myself]?)   

I will  supplicate/{pray with a vow}  in/with  the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (which is  dedicated  to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire),   
and I will  supplicate/{pray with a vow}  also  in/with  the  mind   (reformed upon  “The Word of God”  [in a language that I understand]). 
I  {celebrate with music}  in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (Paul's spirit is exuberantly uplifted through his ministerial service),   
and  I will  {celebrate with music}  also  in  the mind  (that is exuberantly uplifted based solidly upon the clear and distinct Word of God). 

 

What then is it?   (What do I say about myself,  in contrast with those  worldly Christian leaders growing up around me in these new congregations?) 
I will pray with a vow in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (having been built upon God’s Word  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire), 
and I will pray with a vow   (to make good by return for what I ask in aid,  so that I might further Yahweh’s Desire to achieve His Prophesied Goal) 
also in the  intellect/mind   (that thinks and reasons  only  upon  “The Word of God”  inculcated), 
I celebrate with music in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (Paul’s  spirit/etc.  is exuberantly uplifted within his ministerial sacrifice),   
and I celebrate with music  also in the mind   (Paul’s intellect is exuberantly uplifted being built on The Known Foundation of “The Word of God”). 
 

I have placed the parenthesis at the end of the lines to show the connection of the sentence with the previous verses on the subject matter – to show how 
Paul’s mind is linking throughout the construction of these verses.  Where Paul can say of himself  –  based upon what the recipients knew about his 
ministry/lifestyle  that he could  “rest easy”  in what he does with his life  (2Tim.4v6-8). 
Note   The link to lyre,  earlier,  and the link with the mind actively working with Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  dispensed by JC through his  
action as  “The Word of God”.  Where,  in Revelations,  the harp is allegoric to  “The Environment being serene, peaceful and tranquil”.  
1Cor. 14v16 og Thereupon/Since/Else/Otherwise  if/whenever  (you may/should) {speak well of}/bless/praise   
1Cor. 14v16 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   
1Cor. 14v16 og the (person)  completing/occupying/supplying/accomplishing/fulfilling/positioning   
1Cor. 14v16 og the  spot/space/{position/place of occupancy}/location/plain/room   
1Cor. 14v16 og of the  {private (person)}/ignoramus/idiot/rude/unlearned  {in what manner}/how  (he/she) say/utter/speak   
1Cor. 14v16 og the  amen/trustworthy/surely/{so be it}  over/upon/concerning  to the  thine/your/thy   
1Cor. 14v16 og (to the) {act of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks},   
1Cor. 14v16 og {since now}/when/whereas   who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   (you) state/exclaim   
1Cor. 14v16 og no/not/none   (he/she/it) knows/understands/{becomes aware}/sees/perceives? 
1Cor. 14v16 = Otherwise  whenever  you  may/should  {speak well of}/bless/praise  in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   

the person  occupying/positioning  the  spot/position/place  of the  unlearned/novice   (listening  within  the ecclesia),  
how will  he/she (the unlearned listener)  say:   Amen/{So be it}  upon/concerning  to your  {giving thanks}   (having received teaching),   
{since now}  what  you (the teacher)  state  not  he/she (the unlearned listener)   knew/understood? 

 

Otherwise whenever you might speak well of  (something)  in the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (driven by The Mind to copy JC’s ministry) 
the person occupying the place of the  unlearned/novice   (the person listening within the ecclesia not understanding God's Word), 
how will  he/she  (the novice having listened to  “the blessing”  of some ministry)   say:    
  “Amen”  concerning to your giving thanks   (Quite simply,  the novice cannot comprehend what was said,   to even agree with what was stated) 
  since now what you (the teacher)  state  (in your blessing)  not  he/she (the novice)  knew/understood? 
 

Paul makes a very logical deduction if we are to speak in a language unknown to us! 
Which I consider is an especially important point! 

Logically we reason  
At level 1: 

If we say  good/edifying  things/teaching  driven by our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (to edify our neighbour)  but it is done in an unknown 
{naturally acquired  tongue/language}  then how is the unlearned person able to absorb knowledge to be in the position to agree with us? 

Clearly as Paul states  
All  he/she  can state is “Amen” to something in  another  naturally acquired  tongue/language  without  any knowledge of the proceedings! 
Which clearly means nothing  within the individual  –  as Yahweh can read within the synapse construction of the individual! 
The individual has not been edified,  and thus does  not  fulfil The Ministry Role  (therefore agapao has  not  occurred in the congregation)! 

Consequently,  following on from the previous verse (v15) Paul states    
I pray with a vow in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and pray with vow in the mind;   
I sing in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and sing in the mind.  

Where,  both actions are occurring within his mind that is the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that in Yahweh. 
Inasmuch,  Paul is desirous to make occur within The Environment,  precisely what Yahweh wants to occur in The Environment! 

I apologise to the atheist in the  “over-cooking of this”  but I need to do so for “Pious Religious People”  having closed, unthinking minds! 
Moreover,  I invite such like people to put forward an alternative explanation to these verses that is  “Consistent with Yahweh’s Thinking”! 

Thus I, Paul,  think/reason  in something that is clear and concise being in a tongue that  I can understand   (hence 1Cor.14v8 in context)  -  always 
knowing that Paul was secure and sincerely motivated to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  freely/simply  for  no  worldly return  (2Thes.3v6-12 except abuse 
1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28, etc.). 
Likewise,  for a stranger of a foreign land  (foreigner/heathen)  -  Paul states  

I will speak in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to the person so they might  think/reason/understand  in their  {naturally acquired 
tongue/language}  upon  “The Knowledge of The Word of God”  correctly communicated without error. 
It is  “The Responsibility”  of the giver to ensure the recipient understands what is being said  (think of the full ramifications of this).  

The reader must ask this question - 
Why would Yahweh desire anything else? 

Furthermore, I ask  
Why would Satan desire anything else? 

The answer the first question is   “No – Yahweh would desire nothing else  –  because how would it logically serve His purpose.” 
The answer to the second question is   “Yes – Satan would desire something else for two reasons -“ 

1. It inhibits sane minded individuals from entering  “The Calling Out”  because they think them to be  mad/rave  –  see later in context. 
2. The supposed  “Calling Out”  become introverted and self-indulgent  –  thus they become  “The  Looking-In”,  and by consequence,  cannot 

be called  “ecclesia”  (where “ecclesia”  =  “The Calling Out”)! 
Therefore,  the focus of activity is  in the  wrong  direction  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
At level 2: 
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If we say  good/edifying  things/teaching  driven by our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (to edify our neighbour)  and it is done in a  known  
{naturally acquired  tongue/language}  but in a manner that is incomprehensible.  Where the construction of the words is such that when 
combined,  the sense is not forthcoming,  then how is the unlearned person able to imbue knowledge to be in the position to agree with us? 

Clearly as Paul states  
All  he/she  can state is  “Amen” to something in  The Same  naturally acquired  tongue/language  without  any knowledge of the proceedings,  
inasmuch  The Content  was too difficult to decipher  -  because the information given  (in  the common language)  was too difficult to 
understand.  Precisely the same thing can occur in University,  where the academic person teaching  thoroughly understanding  their subject 
matter  (in a science based proven subject  [but not worthless “theology”, unproven and hurts our future wellbeing])  cannot transfer the 
knowledge and understanding in a palatable manner that can be absorbed by the student.   
Therefore,  as far as the hapless student is concerned  -  the lecture has been given in a foreign language! 
Which clearly means nothing  within the individual  –  as Yahweh can read within the synapse construction of the individual! 
The recipient individual has not been edified! 

1Cor. 14v17 og thou/you  truly/indeed/{that one}  for   
1Cor. 14v17 og {(appears/looks) well/worthy/honestly}  (you) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness,   
1Cor. 14v17 og but  the (person)  other/different/altered (person)  no/not/none   
1Cor. 14v17 og (he/she is) {built-up}/constructed/confirmed/emboldened/edified. 
1Cor. 14v17 = For  you  truly/indeed  well/honestly  (fully heart driven)  {give thanks}/{express gratitude},   

but the  different/other  person  he/she  is  not  {built up}/edified/emboldened. 
 

For you  (the teacher)  truly honestly  (sincerely heart felt when spoken)  you express gratitude, 
but the other person (the novice)  not  he/she  is edified.   (If the recipient could not understand,  then how is  he/she  able to learn?) 
 

This verse immediately begs the question - 
What use is this activity for  “The Calling Out”? 

1Cor. 14v14-17 The whole tenure of these verses is this - 
Do  not  speak gibberish to satisfy our  own  spirit/personality/desires/traits  because it will not help nor edify us,  and we will certainly  not  
be at  one/same  with  “Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  blameless/{separate from this sinful planet}”  (= not  the “HS”). 
But I do say   Speak having Yahweh’s  pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  operating 
within us,  to be the  one/same  with our spirit/personality/desires/traits,  because then our mind will gain  knowledge/wisdom  from Yahweh. 
Using my simile earlier,  then my output will be  clear/specific/understandable  like the instruments with which I use to play music. 
We must speak  clearly/specifically/understandably  in a  common  known language,  else when we teach a novice  not  knowing of  “The Real 
Faith”  (accurate  Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity)  then  he/she  cannot understand what we are saying to be in the position to either  
agree or disagree  with our  position/stance  on  “The Real Faith”!    
By contrast,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  of common  spirit/personality/etc., of The World  (Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  will 
cloud things in mystery and confusion  (hence “darkness” to “hide things”)  generated by  “deliberate miscommunication”  resulting in  
“gibberish”  either in a  shared or unknown  language outputted. 

Consequently,  
While we  “presumptuously think”  we have been  thanking/praying  honestly/correctly  to Yahweh,  the poor hapless novice has not a clue 
about what we have been saying  –  (and therefore we have  not  been praying with the HS  –  if the recipient remains unlearned)! 

MOST IMPORTANT NOTE  
Reiterating what has been stated earlier. 
Speaking in an unknown language  also  means speaking in the  same natural language,  but the person speaking,  may be using words  and/or  
combinations of words of which the listener just cannot understand when joined together,  and this could certainly be the 2nd level of which Paul is 
speaking in these few verses.  Paul is saying    Teach  “the basics”  first being  “the milk”,  and then use this basic information as a foundation upon 
which to build.  Then bring in  “the solid food”  to give further understanding to the then ex-novice. 

But the converse is also true  –  thus beware! 
I have just listened to a  worldly Christian religious broadcast on the radio that incensed me!    
They were supposedly speaking about the meaning of  “God’s Love”!   
It was like another language,  coming in and out of reality  –  just like a radio  off-tuned  to the transmitter.   

It would sow utter confusion to the listener about what God really means by  “love”,  where perhaps half of it  was contradictory.  
The obviously very  worldly  Priest seemed to generate many words only  “to fill the time slot”,  but he just did  not  understand where he was going in 
his  “supposed reasoning”!   Thus,  a  confused language  becomes an  “unknown language”,  meaning the communication does not impart consistent  
knowledge/wisdom,  is an output that Yahweh does  not  desire to hear and this was broadcast to the nation  “as reality”  -  see v19 as support!     
     Sadly,  this  is  commonplace  today  –  those people who claim to know,  are just blind and draw many others into the ditch after them  (Luke.6v39)! 
I have so much righteous anger built up within me when I listen to the  “pandemic unrighteous nonsense taught”  –  supposedly in the name of Jesus or 
Yahweh,  and yet it brings  dishonour/ignominy  to JC and Yahweh within the minds of sane reasoning people  watching/listening  on these proceedings!   

But I suppose that becomes my spur that continuously drives me to write this website  –  to bring  glory/honour/dignity/majesty  to Yahweh 
and JC within the minds of cognitive,  sane/reasoning  people  -  so that I might redress the  unholy  balance of what is presently out there! 

Where  “unholy”  means  “having  blame/guilt/dirt/{worldly reasoning}”  within our mind  (as had this Christian leader in his output). 
1Cor. 14v18 og (I) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness  to the  God  {of me}/mine/my   
1Cor. 14v18 og (of the) all  {of yourselves}  (the) more/much/plenteous  
1Cor. 14v18 og (to the [=in/with/by/on]) {naturally acquired tongues/languages}  (I) speak/utter/say. 
1Cor. 14v18 = I  {give thanks}/{express gratitude}   (in my ministry/lifestyle)   to  my  God (Yahweh)   (by precisely imitating JC),   

I  speak/utter  in  more/plenteous  {naturally acquired  tongues/languages}   (than)   of the  all  {of yourselves}. 
 

I give thanks  (in my  ministry/lifestyle  that imitates JC)  to my God  (Yahweh), 
I speak in more naturally acquired languages  (than)  all of yourselves   (inasmuch,  Paul is gifted to be multi-lingual).    
 

That could be stretched to mean  -  
I thank Yahweh,  my God,  that I speak more  information/knowledge  in languages than all of yourselves! 

But Paul is  not  saying this verse to boast  –  but rather  to exhort  The Brethren  to become like him  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.)  –  to go out and  
accurately  teach the heathen  “The Word of God”  by both word and deed to produce more TCs.  Because as we are told,  Paul is given to  accurately  
teach  “The Word of God”  (1Cor.1v17)  that seems unattainable in Christendom today when we audit what is preached against The Bible. 
Thus we realise within context,  where Paul instructs us to go out and  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  –  means that he is desirous for the 
Corinthian Brethren to go out into their local environment and teach  the  international  visitors to Corinth,  “The Word of God”  in their  own  
naturally acquired language  –  just as Paul has done when he first came to them!   Precisely as Peter did in Acts.2v1+ within Jerusalem. 

This is truly  “The Word of God”  which holistically and sanely correlates with what the whole Bible teaches us. 
Conversely,  we realise this verse absolutely does  not  give any support to speaking self-indulgent  “gibberish”  as taught by  charlatan Christian 
leaders spinning  “The Word of God”  around onto its head to  “speak against  Yahweh's Pure Desire to be made manifest within The Environment”  
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–  and thus,  these leaders are  “blaspheming against  The HS  –  upon which there is  no forgiveness”  (Matt.12v31, Mark.3v28-29, etc.)  –  and of 
whom,  The Bible tells us,  they shall be annihilated upon their death  (as was Judas Iscariot),  because JC only covered them The Once  (Heb.6v4-6, 
20v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc.). 
It  is  my responsibility to give this warning so they are forewarned and might repent  –  as described throughout Luke chapter 15  (before  “the crunch”  
in chapter 16),  else I stand condemned for remaining silent  (Eze.33v1-20, Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26)! 
1Cor. 14v19 og But  in  (to the [= within]) {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church,   
1Cor. 14v19 og (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  five  (of the) words/sayings/topics/reasonings   
1Cor. 14v19 og through (reason of)  of the  intellect/mind/understanding  {of me}/mine/my  (to) speak/utter/say,  
1Cor. 14v19 og that  also  else/different/more/others (persons) 
1Cor. 14v19 og (I may/should) {sound down into the ears}/indoctrinate/catechize/inform/instruct/teach,   
1Cor. 14v19 og or/than/either/rather  {very many}/10,000/innumerably/myriads  (of the) words/sayings/topics/reasonings   
1Cor. 14v19 og in  (to the [= within]) {naturally acquired tongue/language}. 
1Cor. 14v19 = But  within the  congregation/church,   

I  determine/desire  five  words/sayings/topics/reasonings  through reason of  my  intellect/mind/reasoning  to  speak/utter 
(so)  that  I  may/should  also  catechize/inform/teach   (by accurately explaining  “The Word of God”)   other  people   (heathen visitors),   
than  {very many}  of the  words/sayings/reasonings  within  the  {naturally acquired  tongue/language}   (that we do not understand). 

 

But within the  congregation/church   (in a grouping of people claiming to be  “Christians”) 
I would determine five  words/sayings/topics/reasonings   (of  dependable/correct  principles of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC) 
through reason of my  intellect/mind  (“teaching”  having been assayed to concord with “1st Century Christianity” and given at the recipient's level) 
(so)  that I might  also  catechize/inform/teach   (by  accurately explaining  “The Word of God”  at the recipient's level  to ...)   
other people  (heathen people who may come into the assembly of “Christians”  to discover what  “Christianity”  might  be/mean  to  “Mankind”) 
             (This being  “1st Century Christianity”  built upon  “God’s Word part 1” [Tanakh]  and  “God’s Word part 2”  [fulfilled by JC, Matt.5v17-18]) 
than very many  words/sayings/topics/reasonings  within the naturally acquired languages   (whose content is not clear and understandable).   

             (This being  “worldly waffle”  of which is  “just so endemic”  within Christendom,  given  “to please a worldly thinking mind”, 2Tim.4v3-4) 
 

We see both the negative aspects working in full today  ([1] verbose sermons that are  [2] unclear as to the real meaning behind  “1st Century 
Christianity”)  –  being more publicised within the last 100 or so years through  “mass communications”  (see next verse in context). 
Paul is trying to protect The Brethren then,  and us today,  who are hearkening to his word  -  from this  scourge/evil  occurring today under the 
presumption that what is done is in  “the name of God”  –  (as with many things that occur within The World)  is  “supposedly sanctioned”  by  “God”. 
We always seem to find something in  “Religion”  has been hijacked and manipulated in  the very worst possible manner  by supposed representatives of 
“Religion”  –  without any logical or righteous substantiation! 
And the same can be said of this verse - 
         1.  The speaking of  “gibberish”  by some “church members”,  claiming it to be some unknown language that is in some manner sourced by “God”  
and the presupposed interpretations  (but fake)  given unto it! 
Interestingly  –  not one interpretation,  but in some occasions,  several different  “presumed interpretations”  come from the  one/same  “gibberish”.  
When we listen to this type of  {service (to whom)/performance}  do we see the same qualities as written in v2 above derived from my writings?   
Clearly not  –  and thus it is service to,  and from Satan  (being one of self-indulgence for  “The Immediacy”  desired by an  animalistic/carnal  mind)! 
This has been explained earlier,  but more extensively amplified in v23 onwards.   
Paul is  “spelling out”  to us -   

“Beware”  –  you must not do this! 
Because it makes you appear mad  (v23)  in the sight of the  unbeliever/heathen  looking in upon the proceedings.  

Sadly,  this is a regular performance for  worldly self-gratification  –  of the emotional  “feel-good-factor”.   
Worldly Christian  charlatans  play on this  “animalistic emotion”  to maintain their revenue stream either in money or self-glory.  An example of this 
occurred on Channel 4 Television dated about 01July2009 where some atheists went on  “The Alpha Course”  –  but any credibility evaporated when it 
came to  “speaking in tongues”!   How did that inspire atheists to become TCs when they,  as  The Sane   Individuals  saw this  “circus act”  occurring? 

2.  The creation of millions of supposed learned books concerning “Religion”  containing no more than just waffle  (the equivalent to an unknown  
tongue/language)  to give the writer some kind of  self-kudos  amongst their peers!   But what does 2Tim2v16,17 and 2Tim3v15-17 say? 

Just look through the bookstalls,  or the much waffle on the  worldly  Christian websites and other media outlets,  millions upon millions of waffle words 
that mean  absolutely nothing  to the furthering Yahweh’s Desire for us.  By contrast,  not just  “10,000”  words given by Paul  only  speaking about 
“Yahweh’s Master Plan of Human Salvation”  based solely upon  “God’s Word part 1 and part 2”  underwriting what he taught!   

3. The output in sermons now seem to regularly quote -  poets, songwriters, secular writers, pundits, etc.,  all being  “members of the world”  -  
rather than to be quoting The Bible.  This is something I have seen grow over the last 40+ years,  being the output of  “Christian Leaders”  
having remarkedly changed  to become further entrenched within worldly myths, hearsay, and opinions!   The Bible seems to come a  distinct 
second  within their preaching,  life and deportment – even though they seem to repeatedly crow about representing God and JC and yet their 
output condemns what they claim! 

This general slide into The World at The Close of The Gospel Age – is representative of what occurred in 1st Epoch Israel before its closure,  recognised 
by Paul and thus expected this to occur again before JCg came at his 2nd advent,  being of  “a general falling away”  from  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st 
Century Christianity”  2Thes.2v3.  Now obviously, much of this occurred when Christendom was enacted at 325CE,  but at least there was predominant 
reference to The Bible,  but now  “the Bible”  becomes a charade of all manner of  excuse and pretence  to supposedly underwrite worldly methodology. 
This is an abomination! 

This overwhelming worldly waffle from “Religion” becomes Satan’s deception to hide  “The Truth of God”  from the people trying to find it!   
How best is it to hide the  “real dollar note”,  except in a pile of counterfeit money?   

The same is true with  worldly religions  and the  worldly religious waffle they create.   
The unfortunate,  hapless person just  “cannot see the wood for the trees”.  

Hence the teaching JC gave at Matt.7v12-15 and continue through to v29  –  are all very important verses of warning and instruction! 
Satan is allowing his religious cohorts  (2Cor.11v13-15)  to fulfil their  own  desire by  operating upon his same methodology  and therefore  make him 
their god,  because as I carefully explain -  it fulfils his desire to stop his nemesis from occurring  (Rev.20v1-3, 10)  –  being the 144000 TCs personally 
fulfilling “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4)   for Yahweh to bring forth The Millennium  (please see  “Satan's Desire”  in glossary). 
Obviously this  blinds/confuses  worldly Christians  (not absolutely knowing and understanding  “The Word of God”  [JC,  Rev.19v13])  by using all our 
time in  “supposedly believing”  we are learning something,  rather than for the more constructive work of bringing new people to personally knowing 
“The Real Faith”  (accurate  knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  by our  accurate  teaching work  –  which is the  only  thing JC asked us to do.  
But instead,  we have proficient  “worldly learned”  leaders with paper doctorates of Divinity  (issued by The World)  appearing as The Bible tells us  
“Worldly wise people who are shown  (ultimately)  to be foolish”  inasmuch they do  not  understand what JCg and Yahweh really want them to do! 

Why? 
Because they are  not  motivated to fulfil what Yahweh really wants them to do!   They are only motivated to derive worldly things for self-gratification! 
If they do  not  know what Yahweh wants them to do  (because it remains as a  “mystery”  to them),  then best they read this website to discover it! 

How can I justify this? 
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Just look at the lifestyles of these leaders and compare them with  “The Greatest Leader”  they purport to represent! 
However,  I cover this comment to say,  I am speaking of  worldly Christians and of their leaders,  rather than TC leaders and The Brethren.  
But TCs are populated in The Christian Nation  at about 1 person in some 20000 Christians making TCs very few and far between!   

Within what camp do you reside,  is it in Yahweh’s camp to edify our neighbour,  or the worldly inclusive camp for self-gratification? 
(Noting again how applicable is Matt.7v12-15 to this question). 

If anyone disagrees with what I am writing,  then they are likely to be in the worldly grouping  –  because what I write  hurts/cramps  their lifestyle.  
For it exposes these people  -  The Bible says   “To be hypocrites”. 
If you agree with what I am writing,  then you are likely to reside in the Yahweh’s grouping  –  because you are already working out within your life 
Yahweh’s Will to the best of your ability,  and thus  “agapao/{edifying love}”  what I am writing here,  because it further  morally/spiritually  supports  
your  arduous work for the  furtherance  of  “The Disclosing Truth”  of  “The Real Faith”.   

This website becomes a confidence booster for those people who,  like The Apostles,  work so hard for so little worldly respect – (John.15v18-
25)  being as JC teaches as  –  presently called  The Last/Least  within society,  to become  The First/Most  in The Millennium. 

I repeat  –  I make  no  personal judgement,  and what I write may not apply to the reader –  but as Paul is doing,  I am only declaring  –  BEWARE  –  
“lest you become taken by the roaring lion seeking to consume all he can find” .(as stated by Peter of the  one/same  mind,  1Pet.5v8)   or by .people  
“masquerading as the angel of light”  (2Cor.11v13-15)  two Bible references of Satan's aspirations  and moreover  2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19! 
 
111th Instruction – Brethren (Christians),  do not be like children with limited reasoning capabilities  (to The Scriptures), 
but be like an innocent baby to  “badness/trouble”,  and thus become  complete/perfect/mature  (to The Scriptures)  with 
personal control to  “badness/trouble” 
127th Reasoning – Therefore:- 

1.  Do not remain like children -  devoid of knowledge  (of that contained within The Scriptures). 
2.  Start again as babes –  having no knowledge of self-indulgent sin  (reset yourself away from Satan’s world). 
3.  Become like adults wholly operating according to  “The Word of God”  (thereby gaining  “Real Faith”). 
4.  When having The Real Faith then keep away from worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt). 

Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
22nd Prophecy – Through other naturally acquired languages,  different lips (other nations)  Yahweh will speak to  “The 
Israelites”  (in the 3 epochs = 1st Jews, 2nd Christians, 3rd The Resurrected World)  also neither will they hear Me  
(hearken = listen and then replicate) -  being the many members within each epoch of the  fleshly/animalistic  “Israel”. 
128th Reasoning – Yahweh speaks  “The Word of God”  through His faithful representatives  (1) The Prophets,  (2) JC 
and finally through   (3) the 144000 TCs  (throughout the some 2000 year Gospel Age)  to the fleshly “Israel” being firstly 
“The Jews” and secondly “The Christians”  (and for completeness “The Resurrected World” in The Millennium). 
However,  it requires  The Early Adopters  of other languages  (taken from across The World)  of a previous epoch to 
teach the fleshly “Israel” of the following epoch how to reform and ultimately become Christ-like. 
112th Instruction – Speaking in naturally acquired languages is not a wonder to the person already  entrusting/believing  
in “The Word of God”  -  but rather it is a wonder to the heathen person  (when they come to  “The Word of God”  in a 
language  they can hear and understand the contents  being  given within a language they can comprehend).  Inasmuch 
“God’s Word”  correctly taught  (as “1st Century Christianity”)  is so vastly different to “Religion”  plaguing this planet! 
113th Instruction – Prediction/Prophecy  as sourced by Yahweh to bring forward His Plan for Human Salvation is not 
initially suitable for the heathen people  (it is initially beyond their cognitive ability –  having  no  spiritual  base/platform)  
but rather to those people who are  entrusting/believing  upon  “The Word of God”  as a bedrock upon which to build. 
Hence it is like a foreign language (even when spoken in their own language)  and thus they need interpreters (explainers). 
78th Warning – If all the church when together start to  “speak in tongues”  and then enters an  unbelieving/heathen  
person,  surely  he/she  will justifiably say: “You are all  mad/rave” (as justifiably said of Pentecostals,  because the  
charlatan leaders make Yahweh appear stupid in the minds of those people to whom they  should be  converting!). 
22nd Good News – But if all the church when together start to speak under divine inspiration and then enters in an  
unbelieving/heathen  person,  he/she  is  reproved/convinced  within the mind by all the congregation behaving honourably 
and thus  (the person’s reasoning is)  examined/scrutinised  by all lawful things witnessed within the ecclesia. 
All this is a  “million miles”  away from what we witness in many,  very  worldly  Christian Churches. 
129th Reasoning – Therefore the  methodology/lifestyle/deportment  of  unbeliever/heathen  person becomes apparent 
within  his/her  reasoning process  (a corrected synapse construction),  and this  unbeliever/heathen  will worship Yahweh 
declaring  “The Specific God”  is certainly with this specific ecclesia  (because of  his/her  internal reform). 
87th Comment – Thus it is the lawful nature in the  behaviour/deportment  of The Ecclesia  (operating to Yahweh’s 
Methodology)  that  becomes the  contrast  to the observing heathen’s  behaviour/deportment  (operating to a worldly 
methodology)  to cause an awakening within the reasoning part of the brain  (pre-frontal cortex)  thereby beginning the 
required internal personal reform to yield a possible future Son of God  (thereby fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire). 
88th Comment – This is all obvious to a sane reasoning mind –  shame it is not obvious to everyone!   However to those 
people presently  bewitched/duped/seduced  by their  charlatan Christian leaders to  “please an animalistic mind”  –  then 
they have an  awakening/rousing  into The Millennium to be  correctly taught  by  “The Early Adopters”  of  God’s Word. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
1Cor. 14v20 og (the) Brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Cor. 14v20 og no/not/none  (the) children/infants/{immature Christians}  (you) {become to be} [middle voice]   
1Cor. 14v20 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {curb or rein in minds}/{cognitive faculties/understandings},   
1Cor. 14v20 og but  to the [= in/with/by/on]  badness/depravity/malice/evil/trouble/naughtiness    
1Cor. 14v20 og (you) {act as a babe}/{be truly innocent},   
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1Cor. 14v20 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  and  {curb or rein in minds}/{cognitive faculties}/understandings   
1Cor. 14v20 og (the) complete/perfect/mature  (you) {become to be} [middle voice]. 
1Cor. 14v20 = Brethren  not  you  personally  {become to be}  the  children/infants  with the  {curbed cognitive faculties/understanding};   

but  the  {act as a babe}/{be truly innocent}  to the  badness/trouble/naughtiness,   
and  you  personally  {become to be}  the  complete/perfect/mature  with the  {curbed minds}/{cognitive faculties/understandings}. 

 

Brethren not you personally become to be children in  (your)  controlled cognitive facilities   (grow to be adults on  “1st Century Christianity”)   
                 (Do  not  become part of  “Religion”  teaching people to be like mindless people acting as  “zombies” to Satan’s worldly methodology!) 
but you act as a babe to the  badness/trouble/naughtiness   (“be truly innocent”  to  “worldly methodology”  that sources these evils) 
                 (Do  not  become part of  “Religion”  by imitating its leaders who have little or no interest in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.) 
and you personally become to be  complete/perfect/mature  in  (your)  controlled cognitive facilities   (to fulfil Yahweh's Desire and be a TC) 
                 (Do  not  become part of  “Religion”  and thus rejected by Yahweh to be  leading/teaching  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium) 
 

We see this in many of Paul’s writings  –  his play on words and themes  –  likewise,  he is doing the same here. 
He is telling The Brethren - 

Do not be like children with immature reasoning capabilities to  “The Absolute/Disclosing Truth”.  While in this state, we cannot discern the 
difference between  “Deception”  given by charlatans  (having a hold over us for a worldly return),   and  “The Disclosing Truth”  given by 
TCs  (to set us free from scammers and fraudsters, John.8v32-36),  hence the  “follow-on”  from the previous verse. 

Then Paul goes on to instruct us - 
Also you must go beyond the period of your physical youth,  where we all had to learn through the painful process of spotting rogue elements 
within society and thus learning to avoid their machinations  –  to the time when as physical adults,  you have become spiritual babies within  
“1st Century Christianity”!    
Furthermore,  now as spiritual babies in  “1st Century Christianity”  (entering the 2nd part of your spiritual life),  you are now to know no  
badness/malice/corruption,  and ideally aim to have a pure lifestyle accurately built upon  “The Word of God”,  having rejected  the 1st part 
of our spiritual life  (built upon worldly methodology while in our physical youth). 

Finally,  in this verse Paul exhorts us to - 
Once returning your mind to purity,  then become mature on  “The Word of God”  by fully inculcating  “The Accurate Knowledge”  within 
our mind and  thoroughly/vigorously  assaying/testing/proving  it for  “Righteousness”  and then be operating with fidelity upon  “The 
Proven Knowledge”  to have been sourced by Yahweh.  This  “Pure Knowledge”  is  not  “The Word of God”  having passed through The 
Mincer  (Rev.22v18-19)  given by worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders just  “cranking the handle”  of  unrighteous waffle! 

Paul is teaching us to become educated upon  “The Word of God”  so that we - 
1. Know of  “The Goal”  to  personally  fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
2. Can protect ourselves from the rampant distortions given as supposed  “Truth”  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 

Now in the   “Autumn days of my life”   I realise how so badly abused is that word  “Truth”  where the worst forms are  “half-truths”  because the 
recipient must  “thoroughly know their subject matter”  to spot what is  “truth”  and what is a  “lie”!    

“Professional Leaders of Religion”  are so crafted at giving out  half-truths! 
Either they sincerely do not know The Truth,  or desirous not to know The Truth  -  The Resultant  being too painful for their present lifestyle. 

Those  “Professional Leaders of Religion” outside Christianity at least have an excuse –  inasmuch their master documents  are worthless  when it comes 
to  “The Salvation of Mankind”  –  but  “Christians”  have  “The Master Document” –  and yet they  despoil its contents in such a  “proficient manner”! 

Precisely in the manner as my detailed audits of their  {occupational efforts}  clearly show to The World! 
1Cor. 14v21 og In  to the [= within]  law/precepts/regulations  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
1Cor. 14v21 og [Prophecy, Isa. 28v11,12 ]  Because  in  (to the) {altered/different languages}/{other tongues}/foreigners,   
1Cor. 14v21 og also  in  (the) {places of pouring}/lips/shores  (to the) other/different/altered (persons)   (I will) speak/utter/say   
1Cor. 14v21 og to the  {a populace}/{grouping of people}  {in/with/by  this}/{the same},   
1Cor. 14v21 og also  {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   
1Cor. 14v21 og (they will) {into listening/hearing}/hearken/{take heed}  {of Me}/Mine/My;   
1Cor. 14v21 og (He) states/exclaims  (of the) Lord/Master [Yahweh]. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.28v11-12 
1Cor. 14v21 = Within  The Law  (as contained within The Tanakh)  it has been written: 

Because  within  other  {different naturally acquired  tongues/languages}/foreigners,   
also  I will speak in the lips of  different/other  people  to the  same  populace/{grouping of people},  
also  neither/{not even}  {in this manner}/so  they will  hearken/{take heed}  of Me,   states  the  Lord/Master (Yahweh). 

 

Within The Law  (as contained within the Tanakh)  it has been written: 
  Because within other different naturally acquired languages   (The Gentile Nations within which grows The Christian Nation)   
  also I (Yahweh through JC as “The Word of God”)  will speak in other people’s lips   (the 144000 TCs of some 2000 year Gospel Age) 
  also neither in this manner  (as did The Jews of 1st Epoch Israel)   they  (The Christians of the 2nd Epoch Israel)   will take heed of Me, 
  states the  Lord/Master   (Yahweh through  His faithful representatives  [1] prophets,  [2] JC  and finally  [3] the 144000 TCs). 

                 (The 1st Epoch Israel  [Jews]  did not listen to its prophets;  The 2nd Epoch Israel  [Christians]  did not listen to its TCs) 
  

Yahweh in prophecy is stating that He will speak His Word in  tongues/languages  other than that of Hebrew,  through other lips than those people of The 
Hebrews,  by return to the Hebrews themselves. 
Actually it is  not  just to The Hebrews,  but specifically to one section of Hebrews being Ephraim  (offspring to Joseph [= Israel] and his Egyptian Wife 
[= world] ),   in The Old Testament,  Ephraim is associated with being wayward and  “goat-like”  –  mixing-in  with the practices of the heathen world.  
And thus,  in prophecy  “Ephraim”  always  (without any exception)  represents  “worldly Christian leaders”  who are a rebellious  (to the fulfilling of 
Yahweh’s Desire).  They are having a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World being of an independent sect in the supposed family presumptuously 
representing Yahweh.   
See Gen.48v1-22  –  particularly v19  being  “great over the other people”. 
This naturally may be  “laughed-off”  by  worldly Christian Leaders,  but if they do  –  I then ask them to start reading The Bible in those areas they 
carefully avoid and  start learning  how Ephraim in similes and prophecies are directly pointing to their present day worldly leanings! 
As we are told in Rom.16v17-18,  the congregations themselves are innocent and beguiled,  and are themselves representing the other “families”  of  
Jacob/Israel  - being what John.10v1-6 tell us  (please see my local cited commentaries). 

Therefore,  after that mini  “supposed bombshell”  let us understand what this all means in prophecy. 
This is a simile for The Gospel Age  (else why would Paul use it in his writings?).  
“The Prophets”  of Old Israel (Jews)   typify  “The TCs”  of New Israel  (Christians).   Consequently,  the Jewish Nation typifies the Christian Nation as 
a whole,  during  different “epochs of Time”,  being specific “nations”  entrusted with “The Word of God”  applicable to that specific  “epoch of Time”.   
So here within this verse,   Paul is telling us in code for our warning,  The TCs coming out of the Christian Nation  (which itself is led by rebellious 
Ephraim)  will preach to The Christian Nation,  and yet they also  (like their predecessors – The Jews)  will not listen to what Yahweh really wants them 
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to do for Him!   Being precisely what occurred to The Jews under  “The 1st Covenant”  (who likewise ignored Yahweh's spokespeople,  being the 
prophets then before JC’s 1st Advent). 
As stated earlier  -  many  worldly Christians would  “laugh this off”  or argue  “this is not a true interpretation”! 
But analyse exactly what is being said  (and then I ask   Why  cannot it by applied to them  –  they will need some good reasons  –  else it stands!) - 
Paul told us Rom.3v2,  The Jews were entrusted with  “The Oracles of God”. 

Who are entrusted with them now? 
It can  only  be The Christian Nation  now   (operating under The 2nd Covenant's 1st Advent inaugurated at JC)   rather than The Jewish Nation,  because 
The Jewish Nation presently only has  half  of  “God's Word (being part 1)”  which was required to make righteously possible the 2nd part  (The 2nd 
Covenant)  occur later!   Hence the same  roll-over  cycle between The Gospel Age and The Millennium being JCg's 2nd Advent   (I fully explain this 
elsewhere). 
An opponent to this understanding cannot argue  “Christians”  do not have all  “The Oracles of God”;  else they should resign from being part of the 
Christian Nation  by default.   Perhaps they should become a Muslim,  who themselves claim to have  “the last Prophet” – which is somewhat  “strange”  
because after I have read the Quran (a couple of times),  it is seen to be a  “heavily censored”  version of The Bible slanted to cause faction within 
society,  having no righteous structure within its  “supposed teachings”  to yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”.  By consequence,  it becomes a departure 
away from  “The Disclosing Truth”   (if much is removed),  rather than iterating towards  “The Universal Solution”  if it was supposedly  “the last 
oracle of God”   -  somewhat of a conundrum for Islamic scholars to explain!    I invite them to communicate with me –  I welcome their input so that I 
might straighten their philosophy into something sensible! 
Perhaps the  worldly Christian would argue   

It is The World at large being the non-Christians  -  who are not listening! 
A better argument,  but now follow this through to see where it leads us. 
Now if The Christian Nation has all of God’s Oracles contained within The Bible,  then we must include The Hearing of JC’s ministry. 
Therefore considering - 

1.  Those people having never heard of JC. 
The passage says   “I will speak to them and they will not hear me”. 
Going through this simply  (especially for our Christian theologians)  this can only mean - 

1.1  God  is  speaking to them!    And - 
1.2  They do not listen! 

Consequently,  this cannot apply to these people having  never  heard of JC because they were never in the position to hear of God’s Word,  JC! 
This logical reasoning strips these people out of the equation! 

2.  Those people who heard and turned their back upon him. 
This breaks down into two groups - 

2.1  Those who hear  –  but immediately close their minds to it  (Matt.13v19). 
2.2  Those who hear  –  but then after time become “luke-warm”  (Rev.3v14-16)  to show total  passivity  to God’s Word  (Matt.13v20-22). 
       Of whom Yahweh spews them like vomit from His mouth! 

Clearly people in group 2.1  fall into the category of not hearing God’s Word.  Because as soon as they hear any of the following words   God, Yahweh, 
Jehovah or JC,  they run as far away as possible from the source of this information  –  because of their contact with false preachers hijacked by Satan, 
distorting God’s Word earlier in their life  -  being those people receiving the seed thrown upon the path  (Matt.13v19). 
But let me expand upon this.  Clearly throughout history there have been TCs who do  accurately  teach God’s Word  (but Satan through his self-
indulgent cohorts  [operating according to his methodology  –  of  The World]  try to muzzle them]). 
Yahweh  never  speaks to a  worldly person   (except through JCg =  The Word of God =  The Chief Angel –  by definition of “angel”,  hence 1Tim.2v5),  
or perhaps through a more general intermediary  “angel”  to mean  “one sent by God to tell something”.  Thus  “an angel”  is in the vast majority of 
instances would be  “a TC”  who is sent to tell people  (Rev.3v20, Acts.8v26, 10v17-24, etc.,)  about Yahweh's Character and Qualities through  “The 
Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  and commensurate  lifestyle  (“walking the walk”  and not merely  “talking the talk”).   
This TC is one type of Christian,  who as Paul would describe  as  labouring  for Yahweh. 

However,  we also have those Christians who are described in 2.2  as being passive to what  Yahweh Desires of them. 
Yahweh does  not  desire people - 

To  only  meet in a  like-minded  group a few times a week to sing songs and say nice things about Him  (and of themselves)! 
What Yahweh desires of a  “Christian”  is  much more  than this!   

Yahweh does  not  like/endorse  worldly Christian leaders perpetuating the above idea! 
Paul  (being an “angel”,  the Greek to mean = “bringer of tidings )  =  an apostle  (appointed by Yahweh  [and  not  The World]  to tell). 
The Bible tells us,  Yahweh calls those extremely specific individuals who He desires to be of service to Him hence = angel,  because the service is  “to 
tell  [how  “Human Salvation”  righteously operates]”,  where  “ecclesia” =  “The Calling Out”,  etc.).   Hopefully,  I have been able to clarify what 
The Apostle’s role is,  being  “appointed to tell”  The World about Yahweh and of His operations.  They are to use all their available time to be  “angels 
of Yahweh”  unto The World. 

What the reader must realise is this special person must  “hear God”  because they  are  “sent to tell”  by taking upon themselves personal 
ownership, responsibility and hence become accountable for what they do  (Luke.12v46-48 or by contrast, 2Tim.4v6-8).   

They  “hear”  and then  “tell”  The World about Yahweh  (hence “hearkened”).  This type of person is what I term as a  “TC”. 
The reader must also realise the TC who  “hears”  and  “tells”  is a completely  different sort of person  to the one who only regularly attends 
“churches”,  sings a few songs,  has a good up-lifting time and then goes home again to operate within The World,  thereby acquiescing to its norms.   
Because this latter type of person does  not  “tell”  The World  by both word and deed,  what Yahweh Desires  (which is   To bring forth  “The Salvation 
of Mankind”  over   “three epochs of Israel”)!   

Why?    
Because they do  not  “hear”  Yahweh tell them to  accurately  “tell”  The world!  (Matt.24v24).   Thus,  these people would be classed as those people in 
2.2 because they  are passive  to Yahweh telling them to    “Tell the World”.   And obviously their leaders who institute this type of activity within  “their 
minions”  are likewise  not  listening to Yahweh  –  being  “The Word of God”  instructing us to imitate Paul as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 
Gal.4v12),  and hence the  (corrupt)  spiritual DNA of The Tree is flowing out into its fruits  (Matt.7v16-21). 
This does  not  make them evil people,  criminals,  nor failures to achieve personal salvation during The Millennium,  but only,  they are  not  the correct 
type of people to  “Rule The Millennium  by personal example”  (of which only the TCs are). 
Furthermore,  a TC is not a person who simply  says/tells  to other people   

1. “Just be a good person and love each other” – because atheists and other religions of The World say  the same thing! 
2. “Just believe in JC and you will be saved” – because The Bible tells us it is much,  much more  than this simple bland statement! 
3. “Be a Christian so that when you die you will live in Heaven” – because the Bible tells us that this is just  not true  even for the TCs! 

The  worldly Christian people may at this point be asking of themselves   What else is there remaining? 
Which demonstrates the limit of the  utterly useless  preaching given out by our  worldly  Christian leaders! 

4. Perhaps the fear of the future burning everlasting torment?  –  But the Bible does  not  teach us this  (it being only muses in Christendom)! 
It is strange that when JC gave his teaching by illustrations  –  they are all accepted as illustrations,  but suddenly as soon as  “hell/Gehenna”  with 
a bit of  “fire”  thrown in,  our  worldly Christian leaders do a complete  “mind change”  and state   “This is reality!”   Without realising this too 
was an illustration of  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation.   They demonstrably operate according to Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39. 

What the TC should be doing is - 
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1. Lead by example  –  their lifestyle should be like the apostles,  who themselves  imitated JC,  displaying the fruit of the HS  (Gal.5v22-23, 
Eph.59-10  because of Matt.7v16-19, 1Pet.2v19-24). 

2. Accurately  teach The Gospel of  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year” (Luke.4v16-19),  where The Millennium completes it as The Restitution.  
3. Accurately  explain The Support Structure as given in The Old Testament that precisely mirrors The Gospel Age rolling into The Millennium.  

Thus,  carefully explain  how  and  why  we can get there through  righteous logic  based entirely upon The Scriptures  (Old and New Testament)  
amplified. 

4. Go to strangers,  if they are interested,  and  accurately  teach The Real Gospel to them,  supported by The Bible Scriptures  fully explained. 
5. To be able to perform (4)  then the TC would know The Bible like  “the back of their hand” –  which means daily study of a  good  translation. 
6. Knowing (5) means the TCs would  not  teach distortions of God’s Word because they would now  understand  it. 
7. Encourage/urge/exhort  new members to become like them  –  True Christians to then  accurately  teach Yahweh’s Word to  new  strangers. 
8. Finally,  from all of the above,  it would show they  agapao/phileo  Yahweh,  being motivated by their heart to lead truly  righteous/holy  lives. 

Therefore,  we might ask  
Is this what we see today throughout Christendom? 
Hardly,  (certainly “Never” within many schisms)! 

By contrast - 
What we see is the  “son of Joseph  (worldly origin through Egyptian wife)”  “Ephraim”  misleading the other  “sons of Israel”  away from fulfilling 
Yahweh’s Desire and thus they become  directly  responsible! 
Our  worldly Christian leaders are utterly delinquent to their  “required responsibility”  hence Luke.12v46-48,  and thus Luke.20v16,  please see my 
local commentaries,  and also Mark.11v12-14, 19-21   would be useful out of some  “almost innumerable”  examples given by JC on this subject!    

They have been audited and found distinctly wanting  (Dan.5v27)! 
1Cor. 14v22 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  the  {naturally acquired tongues/languages}  into/unto   
1Cor. 14v22 og (the) indication/sign/miracle/token/wonder  (they) are   
1Cor. 14v22 og no/not/none  to the (persons)  entrusting/committed/believing,   
1Cor. 14v22 og but  to the (persons)  disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen;   
1Cor. 14v22 og the  and  prophecy/prediction/prophesying   
1Cor. 14v22 og not  to the (persons)  disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen,   
1Cor. 14v22 og but  to the (persons)  entrusting/committed/believing. 
1Cor. 14v22 = Thus  the  {naturally acquired  tongues/languages}   

{they are}  unto  the  sign/token   not  to the  people  entrusting/committing/believing,   but  to the  people  unbelieving/heathen;   
and  the  prophecy/prediction  (is)  not  to the  people  unbelieving/heathen,   but  to the  persons  entrusting/committed. 

 

Thus,  the naturally acquired languages   (the languages existing within The World –  as originated at Gen.11v1-9  for Adam/Eve's  descendants) 
they are  unto/for  the  sign/token  not to  the people  entrusting/believing    (within  the presumed  “Christian”  congregation), 
but to  the  people  unbelieving/heathen   (non-Christians  outside  presumed the “Christian” congregation) 
       (Why?   Because the sign is   Yahweh is supposedly with these people able to communicate  “The Word of God”  to  new  people of  different  lands) 
And the prediction  (is)  not to the people  unbelieving/heathen   (being the people outside the presumed  “Christian”  congregation), 
but to the people  entrusting/committed   (“Christians” guided by The Elders recognising world events fulfilling Yahweh's Plan) 
       (Why?   Because the TCs  thoroughly  knowing/understanding  God's Word recognise things occurring  before  congregational members are able). 
 

Logically we then reason from what Paul is telling us within this verse -   
If a church  within  seeks to  “speak in tongues”  for the wonderment and excitement of this  “supposed phenomena”, 
then  by inference from what Paul has just told us -  

“That particular church must be full of  unbelievers/heathen”  –  being  the  exact opposite  to what they claim! 
What an interesting spin on what we are taught by our  worldly  focussed Christian leaders  –  who clearly do  not  understand The Bible! 
Else why teach it should be something to be sought after  inside  their communities –  “the use”  being precisely  the opposite  to how it should be applied 
–  as taught by Paul  (and I know who I would rather believe  –  [certainly  not  our  “Professional Leaders of  Religion”])! 
So obviously these  worldly Christian leaders are utterly  wrong  –  having a demonstrable motive of  self-indulgence  (else why preach it),  and  not  
{agapao love}  -  hence my  {agapao love}  to  carefully explain  The Scriptures for  no  worldly return through this website   “FutureLife.Org”.  
Moreover,  we entered this chapter with Paul's exhortation - 

You are to press forward  for/in  the agape.   
Where  (for the record) - 

“agape” means “the physical works that are given  freely/simply  for no  worldly return so we may edify our neighbour to our own hurt”. 
So speaking  “gibberish”  within a like-minded community is hardly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  nor edifying our neighbour's spiritual mind  –  especially 
when those people outside this deviant community think those people inside speaking  “gibberish”  are mad  (see next verse in context)  –  which equally 
poorly reflects upon Yahweh!   But obviously it fulfils Satan's desire! 
Now let us move forward to gain Paul's understanding. 

What the verse really means is this  
Paul is carefully differentiating between  the use of  “tongues”!  (naturally acquired languages)  and that of  “prediction”.  

The use of  “tongues”  is to  edify a heathen of a  different  language by imparting  “The Word of God”  to explain  “The Gospel News”. 
The use of  “prediction”  is to present more knowledge of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  within The Congregation 
to embolden it,  as Yahweh allows it to be exposed by expressing the HS  (Yahweh’s  Pure/Blameless  Desire made manifest within The 
Environment  –  as Yahweh deems fit). 

Clearly,  “prediction”  will be given within a  common-known  tongue  (naturally acquired language)  for understanding amongst the congregational 
listeners,  given to edify the ecclesia to comprehend what Yahweh’s Desire is for the  new direction of the ministry work  (examples of which are given in 
the book of “Acts of The Apostles”).  Furthermore,  the TCs thoroughly knowing and understanding God's Word can recognise events occurring within 
The World that ratchet forward Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation,  long before the average congregational members can see the connections. 
So rather than shouting something out in the congregation in a haphazard manner as is done today in charismatic assemblies,  it would be in a 
discussion group as Paul so clearly teaches us in v27,  between people who are carefully considering the matter in a bilateral manner in the  one/same  
“tongue”.   
Thus,  as Paul clearly states   

Prophecy/prediction  will only occur in a  lawful  (to Yahweh's requirements)  ecclesia by people who are fully  committed/entrusting  in  
“The Whole of God’s Word”  and practice it with fidelity as given by JC and The Apostles  (absolutely  not  as given by  worldly Christian 
leaders).  Prophecy/prediction  (operating according to the HS)  will  not  occur in a  lawless  churches  (Matt.7v21-23)  therefore those 
people who practice  “lawlessness in tongues”  will also  not  have Yahweh’s HS operating in their  prophecy/prediction! 

Clearly the HS  (noting its correct composite definition)  would be working within those people who are carefully considering new prediction to further 
Yahweh’s Desire for the ecclesia as a whole,  by contrast,  Yahweh’s Pure Desire through His HS would  not  be operating in a lawless manner,  and 
thus cannot be operating within a group of people who operate in a lawless manner  (and thus considered as  “heathens”  to  “The Word of God”)! 
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Clearly in this state,  they do  not  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  irrespective  of what the  “Ephraim”  Christian leaders acting as both  “rogue 
traders” and  “spiritual paedophiles”   (in their millions)  might indulgently claim for themselves. 

As stated earlier and elsewhere,  the TC will teach to the stranger in the recipient’s own natural language,  because it is eminently more sensible to 
convey  “accurate information”  of  “The Real Faith”   (based upon  accurate  knowledge)  to fulfil The Gospel Work and thus fully supported by 
Yahweh’s HS to assist within this work. 
Sadly,  the seduced congregational members are deluded by their leaders  not  “to think or reason”  outside the  “knowledge domain”  given through a  
censored  bible  (as constructed within the mind of the leader based upon Rev.22v18-19)  and thus they can  only  “ignorantly reason”  to attack the 
contents of this commentary  –  because they  cannot  think outside the constraints placed upon them  –  by their  “Leader of Religion” (hence Rev.18v4)!  

“Conveniently”  the next verse  follows-on  in context - 
1Cor. 14v23 og if/whenever  therefore/then  
1Cor. 14v23 og (it may/should) {convene/depart in company}/{associate with}/cohabit/assembly   
1Cor. 14v23 og the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church   
1Cor. 14v23 og whole/all/completely/throughout  over/upon/concerning  the  it/same [place],   
1Cor. 14v23 og also  (the) all (persons)   (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {naturally acquired tongues/languages}  (they) speak/utter/say,   
1Cor. 14v23 og (they [unlearned persons] may/should) enter/{arise into}/{go in}  and 
1Cor. 14v23 og (the) {private (person)}/ignoramus/idiot/rude/unlearned/uninstructed (persons)  
1Cor. 14v23 og or/than/either/rather  (the) disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen (persons),   
1Cor. 14v23 og no/not/none  (they will) say/utter/speak:- 
1Cor. 14v23 og because  (you be) {longing for}/{insensate craving}/{raving as a maniac}/mad [middle voice]! 
1Cor. 14v23 = Therefore/Then   

whenever  the  church/congregation  {assembles together}/{convenes in company}  upon  the  same  (place), 
also  all  the people  speak/utter  in/with  the  tongues/languages   (people speak in different languages [gibberish today]),   
and  the  unlearned/uninstructed  or  unbeliever/heathen  they  may/should  enter/{go in}   (within the church/congregation)   
because  will  they not  say/utter  you be  personally  {insensate crave}/mad/rave! 

 

Therefore,  whenever the  church/congregation  convenes in company upon the same place   (within the meeting hall  -  during the week)  
also all the people speak with the  tongues/languages   (speaking in different languages  [and the worst being the unknown  “gibberish”, today]) 
and the  unlearned/uninstructed  or  unbeliever/heathen   (person in  “The Word of God”)    
they might enter   (into this assembly of presumed “Christians”), 
because will they not say:   “You be personally  mad/rave!”    (Seems a sensible and logical statement based upon what is seen!) 
 

Almost knowing what would occur in the last some 100 years of the Gospel Age  (20th and 21st Century CE)  then … …    
Paul proclaims  “The Obvious”  so very clearly,  –  do I have need to add any more to this commentary! 

Yet worryingly,  I truly have need to  “add more”  when we witness  “The Craze”  of the last hundred years or so! 
It is just sad many people tear this verse out of their own personal bible along with  very many other  verses  –  because it hurts their  “animalistic mind” 
craving for  “The Immediacy”  of satisfying emotion that results from self-indulgence !   And yet while ripping this verse out of their bible,  they add and 
amplify other things into  “their bible” to titivate their mind!   Thereby operating against the warning given at Rev.22v18-19. 
Fortunately in Yahweh's Righteousness  –  He has made available  “The Millennium”  within which to teach these deluded devotees how they should 
behave within society  –  while perhaps their leader may  never  see  “The Millennium”  (see “2 part life”  in glossary)  -  if annihilated at their 
forthcoming death! 
1Cor. 14v24 og if/whenever  And  (the) all (persons)   
1Cor. 14v24 og (they may/should) {foretell events}/{speak under divine inspiration}/prophecy,   
1Cor. 14v24 og (he/she may/should) enter/{arise into}/{go in}  and  {some/any/certain person} 
1Cor. 14v24 og (the) disbelieving/{without faith}/infidel/heathen,   
1Cor. 14v24 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {private (person)}/ignoramus/idiot/rude/unlearned/uninstructed,   
1Cor. 14v24 og (he/she is) confuted/admonished/convicted/convinced/{told a fault}/rebuked/reproved   
1Cor. 14v24 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) all (persons),   
1Cor. 14v24 og (he/she is) scrutinised/investigated/interrogated/determined/questioned/examined   
1Cor. 14v24 og under/through/inferior/below/by  (of the) all (persons); 
1Cor. 14v24 = And  whenever  the  all  people  they  may/should  prophecy/{speak under divine inspiration},   

and  he/she  may/should  enter  {some/any/certain person}  the  unbeliever/heathen  or  the  unlearned/uninstructed   
(then)  the person  (outsider)   he/she  is  reproved/convinced/admonished  by  of the  all  people   (of the congregation),   
(also)   he/she  (outsider)   is  scrutinised/examined  by  of the  all  people   (of the congregation);  

 

And whenever all people foretell events   (that explain Yahweh's Plan as it progressively unfolds,  to the congregational members), 
and  he/she  might enter some person,  the  unbeliever/heathen  or  unlearned/uninstructed   (a non-Christian from  outside  the ecclesia) 
(then)   the person  (the outsider)   is convinced by all people   (explaining  “The Sign of The Times”  and  demonstrating  how we live within it) 
(also)   he/she  (as the outsider)   is  scrutinised/examined  by all people   (of the congregation).  
 

Paul is making the point  
If  the ecclesia has the HS operating within them,  then  they are behaving in a manner that glorifies Yahweh  within the mind of a cognitive, 
sane reasoning outsider  -  and because the members  are likewise  of cognitive,  sane reasoning  mind,  then the unlearned outsider can see 
his/her  lifestyle to be errant,  and reform  his/her  deportment to a lifestyle commensurate with that illustrated by the congregation. 

In this manner the  “reprove and convincing”  is  within the mind of the unlearned person  carried out by  self-assessment,  -  the congregation has 
needed to say  nothing  to accuse!   This is by far the strongest form of  “correction” –  where it is  “the individual”  who makes the decision  
him/herself,  based upon The Evidence  rationally considered,  rather than having it forced upon them from outside  (and inductively shows the errant 
preaching of  “Religion”  throughout The World)! 

Thus,  the scrutiny and examining is done by the unlearned person  upon  him/herself   –  by  using the congregation  as a reference point. 
The speaking under divine inspiration comes from Yahweh to direct and edify the ecclesia  (how to participate within Yahweh's unfolding Plan for 
Human Salvation)  so the unlearned person might see these people within the congregation  are different  to worldly people  (some 99.9+% of The 
World).   The Ideal Congregational Members become the bright luminaries of God's Word exemplified in their lifestyle  (1Pet.2v21-23)  that become  
“The Real Witness”  of JC  in their deportment!   Then the atheists  watching-on  this  ideal  congregation would desire these people to rule  “The 
Resurrected World in The Millennium”  as future  kings/priests  (all precisely as The Bible teaches us  -  but absolutely  never  taught by  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  who claim to represent  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe  [they  practise/preach  absolute bunkum on this subject])! 
In contrast to  “The Ideal Congregation”,  we see within many very  worldly  Christian  sects/schisms  the attraction is  not  “The Word of God”  
accurately imbued,  practised with fidelity;   –  but rather the  “uplifting entertainment”  that gratifies the  animalistic/carnal  mind   (rather than  “The 
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Mind built upon The Word of God”).   Precisely the same performance can be  (and is)  given by  any  religion,  or atheist meeting where no religion is 
discussed  -  for example at a pop concert or symphony orchestra  (or at the other end as an example,  a gathering of extremists under a charismatic 
leader).  Interestingly,  the atheist Derren Brown a professional illusionist  (I think it was him)  pretended to be an Evangelist in USA to prove that he 
could do whatever Evangelical Conman could do  -  and he pulled it off – the congregations were truly riding high on emotion while he performed the 
same illusions as do  charlatan Christian leaders! 
Except there was one difference! 

Derren Brown was honest  (and explained all afterwards),   charlatan Christian leaders  (in perhaps their millions)  are dishonest! 
Derren Brown while an atheist now,  will participate in The Millennium and perhaps may live for an eternity after learning how to imitate JC,  but by 
contrast,  our charlatan Christian Leaders of today  (like Judas Iscariot)   shall  never  be resurrected to see or participate within The Millennium! 
Therefore,  what do we see within so very many Christian congregations of today? 
Being of the - 

“Up-lifting”  is the set,  surroundings,  and environment  –  and not  -  anything sensible being taught as should be built upon The Tanakh.   
Thus,  we must ask    

How is the environment being used or manipulated to deliver  “a wonderful feeling inside”  built upon fleshly chemical emotions?    
And how does this relate to becoming a TC who has  “a wonderful feeling inside”  when understanding Yahweh's Plan for Human Salvation?  

It is prudent to ask - 
Which grouping fulfils Yahweh's Desire to bring forth the next generation of TCs to fulfil His 144000 Prophesied Trigger Threshold? 

Hence the next verse v25. 
So after that slight digression and returning to this verse about The Outsider reforming  his/her  mind based upon what  he/she  understands and reasons 
by witnessing  “The Knowledge”  accurately and sensibly taught within  “The Ideal Ecclesia”  personally yielding  “The Wisdom of God”  as given by 
what Paul teaches us here in this verse. 
We thus reason what Paul is teaching us is seemingly a  “million miles”  away from the interpretation  many  (perhaps “not all”)  Pentecostal and 
Evangelical people put upon this verse  –  inasmuch they spin the reasoning around to allow themselves to  convict/condemn  those people who do not  
agree/conform  to them.  Where,  the members of these sects are only  too ready  to condemn outsiders to “Hell”  –  and similar such things!     
Noting Paul's instruction on this at Rom.14v4,  especially when we have infinitesimal knowledge of all the facts about our  “supposed brother/sister”! 

Would we want these type of people ruling us as future  kings/priests? 
Obviously not!   Neither does Yahweh!  –   They  are  “having their day”  now  –  and will require  “much teaching”  in The Millennium! 

We realise  (being precisely as The Bible teaches us),  this  is  dangerous rubbish as promoted by such religious groupings  –  for it is  only  Yahweh,  
JCg and the 144000 who can make that judgement  –  not merely  (and obviously)  worldly humans!   Interestingly,  some  members of these sects are 
only too eager to promote how wonderful they are,  rather than to carefully  audit  their reasoning and consequential actions to that instructed of us 
given in The Whole Bible and not  “just a few bits of it”  (Rev.22v18-19)!   Quite simply,  their  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian Leader has 
“closed down their mind”  to consider and carefully think about all the ramifications of what is taught  -  because the leaders have no wish for 
“questioning to occur” – else the cracks and flaws within the given sermons become readily apparent!     

Not much difference to  “A Worldly Extremist Meeting”!   How so  “very apt”  when describing their activities! 
It is fascinating how people have a great capacity to spin things around to make themselves appear so wonderful  –  when actually if a third party is able 
to carefully examine how they reason and what they do  (Rom.2v1-3)  –  then what they do is obviously flawed   (hence Matt.7v3-5, Luke.6v41-42)! 
Likewise,  Yahweh is carefully examining  all  “Christian”  activities in the present  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1, Matt.20v23)  -  and  
“The Resultant”  metered out accordingly  (that can have  one  of  THREE  outcomes, see  “2 part life” in glossary)  upon only Christians during the 1st 
part of their physical life! 
But these congregational members have  “been taught to think they are (supposedly) competent judges”  by their  worldly Christian leaders being  “The 
(diseased) Tree”  delivering  “the (diseased) spiritual fruit”  as their congregations  (Matt.7v16-21)! 
1Cor. 14v25 og also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so    
1Cor. 14v25 og the (things)  concealed/covered/hidden/{kept  private/secret} [plural]  of the  heart/{seat of motivation}   
1Cor. 14v25 og {of him}  (the) {shiningly apparent/manifest/obvious/known} [plural]   (it) {becomes to be} [middle voice] 
1Cor. 14v25 og also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (the) alighting/{gently fall down}  
1Cor. 14v25 og over/upon/concerning   (the) {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion   
1Cor. 14v25 og (he/[she] will) {kiss (like a dog licking his master’s hand)}/fawn/crouch/{reverence to}/adore/worship   
1Cor. 14v25 og to the  God [Yahweh]   (the) announcing/{bringing word again}/declaring/reporting/telling   
1Cor. 14v25 og because  “the specific god”  really/certainly/clean/indeed/truly  in  {to [= within] yourselves}  (he) is. 
1Cor. 14v25 = {In this manner}/so  also  the things  concealed/covered/hidden  of  his  (the outsider)   heart/{seat of motivation}  

it  personally  {becomes to be}  the  {shiningly  apparent/revealed/obvious},   
also  {in this manner}/so  the  {gently falling down}  upon/concerning  the/(his)   face  
he  (the outsider)   will  fawn/crouch/worship  to the  God  (Yahweh)   announcing/declaring:- 
because  “The Specific God”  is  really/certainly  within  yourselves   (brethren actively aiming to become TCs). 

 

In this manner  also the hidden things of  his/(her)  heart/{seat of motivation}   (the outsider carries out a self-audit based upon what is seen) 
it personally becomes to be shiningly obvious   (a sincere outsider upon reflection,  will repent as  “The Resultant”  from the self-audit) 
also in this manner gently falling down upon  the  (his/her)  face   (in the act of  abasement/obeisance/repentance), 
he/(she)  (the outsider)   will  fawn/couch/worship  to the God  (Yahweh)  announcing/declaring:- 
  Because  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)  is really within yourselves   (the brethren actively aiming to be TCs,  living as “The Wisdom of God”). 
 

This unbeliever starts to  entrust/commit  (really “believe”)  in  “The Real Faith”  (rather than a  worldly  faith of  no  substance),  because of the things  
(pertaining to a worldly person)  are exposed to him by The Brethren  (in their  fidelity  to their  knowledge  through personal  assurance),  very much in 
the same manner as JC did to the Samaritan lady at John.4v16-19. 
Thus  “The Unbeliever”  will realise there is much more to  This Faith,  than  “The Unrighteous Sham”  of  worldly  religions  (including worldly 
Christianity covering this planet)  comprising of solely  “blind  faiths”  he/she  has met during  his/her  life.  This Unbeliever will become converted to  
“The One True Faith”,  and worship Yahweh,  realising  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)   is  within that  one congregation.  Furthermore,  it truly has JC 
as  “The Word of God”  operating within these congregational members as a  presence/parousia  thereby yielding Yahweh’s HS apportioning as Yahweh 
sees fit within each of the members  –  because Yahweh through His Word  is the  “heart knower”  (as we are told in Luke and Acts). 

Thus,  the  condemnation/conviction  comes from  within  the individual  (guest)  and  not  from the congregational members.   
The outside pressure  so-to-speak  is only through  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  set by the congregation’s righteous behaviour  –  being only too keen 
to assist and help in spiritual need  –  by explaining God’s Word  carefully and   correctly  through solid exegesis as fitting of its Origin! 
If necessary, this guidance is given in a naturally acquired tongue as used by the outsider,  and we go back full circle back to the beginning of v22.   
This is just so very different to  “the spin”  placed upon these verses by  worldly Christian leaders extolling the  “supposed greatness”  of their sects  
(where The First/Most [in society now]  shall become The Last/Least [in society in The Millennium]  -  to quote JC,  Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, 
Luke.13v30, etc.)! 
 
114th Instruction – After all those verses of explanation,  Paul then states  this is what you must ideally do  in this section:- 
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1. Start by singing a hymn together. 
2. Next have an elder of The Brethren to give  instruction/teaching. 
3. Speak together in a single common  tongue/language  (as previously stated). 
4. Within (3) a mature adult in The Knowledge gives disclosure (explains  new  things within The Scriptures). 
5. Within (3) a person gives  translation/interpretation/expounds  of this knowledge given to edify the ecclesia. 
6. This whole procedure then lawfully fulfils Yahweh’s Desire  in an  ordered/lawful  community. 

79th Warning – If any church moves away from this  ideal procedure  given by a  foremost  apostle,  then alarm bells 
should start to ring in our mind!   The further away from this ideal,  then by pro-rata the more deviant that specific church 
falls away from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!   Notice  no  use of music is recommended  –  except perhaps in (1) above! 
Thereby if music is used outside (1) above then even more alarm bells should be ringing in our head by means of warning,  
alerting us to the fact our minds are being manipulated – because it should  not  be used when people are speaking! 
89th Comment – If  worldly Christian leaders disagree,  then perhaps they presume to know better that Yahweh’s foremost 
apostle  – and that is  not  the best argument to be employed in defence of their previous lifestyle upon their resurrection! 
90th Comment – Why do I make a big thing of this?   Because The World is now  so very deviant,  operating so far away 
from Yahweh’s Desire, and sincere people of the congregations are trying to come to Yahweh  (Matt.7v12-15, 23v13).  Yet 
they are being constantly  duped  by their worldly Christian leaders as  “supposed believing” they are “good Christians”,  
but actually their lifestyle shows them to be no different  (and perhaps worse)  than those people  of any worldly religion! 
115th Instruction – If someone speaks in  (an unknown)  tongue  (in “the calling out”)  to an   unbeliever/heathen  person  
(as we have been taught earlier)  then only let one person speak in perhaps a group of 2,  or maximum of 3 people,  and 
then  expound/interpret/translate  one  at a time.  Thus,  when one person is speaking –  the other people  remain silent! 
Likewise,  with 2 or 3  prophets/{inspired teachers}  and then with other people carefully discerning,  one  at a time. 
116th Instruction – So,  whenever  knowledge/instruction/disclosure/{divine inspiration}/interpretation  is being given,  
then it is to be given  “one  at a time”,  while those people around  remain  silent carefully listening and reasoning  upon 
what is stated  in a lawful manner –  so that all people within the ecclesia might learn,  become edified,  encouraged,  
consoled. 
130th Reasoning – Therefore the inner  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the  inspired teachers  are kept subordinate  if 
they patiently await their turn as the various scriptures are carefully discerned.  This one aspect shows  “The Lawful 
Harmony”  operating within a true community that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire. 
91st Comment – Sadly again  “The Obvious”  spoken by one of Yahweh’s foremost apostles is ignored by many  worldly 
(and worse,  charlatan)  Christian leaders,  so obviously they do  not  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
as that which operated/s  within Paul and JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  and Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  = the HS. 
These  “Christian leaders”  of today do  not  have the HS -  irrespective of how many times they say:  They have the HS! 
Quite simply they  are  “Fraudsters”  if they cannot correctly teach what Yahweh desires to hear! 
1Cor. 14v26 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether  therefore/then  (it) is,  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}?    
1Cor. 14v26 og Whenever/{Inasmuch as}/{As long as}   
1Cor. 14v26 og (you) {convene/depart in company}/{associate with}/cohabit/assemble;   
1Cor. 14v26 og each/any/every (person)  {of yourselves}   
1Cor. 14v26 og (the) {set piece of music}/{sacred ode to music}/psalm  (he/she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has,   
1Cor. 14v26 og (the) instruction/doctrine/{what is taught}  (he/she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has,   
1Cor. 14v26 og (the) {naturally acquired tongue/language} (singular)  (he/she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has,   
1Cor. 14v26 og (the) disclosure/appearing/manifestation/revelation  (he/she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has,   
1Cor. 14v26 og (the) translation/interpretation  (he/she) holds/takes/possesses/obtains/has.   
1Cor. 14v26 og (the) all (things)  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
1Cor. 14v26 og (the) structuring/building/confirmation/edify/embolden  (let he/she/it) {become to be} [middle voice]. 
1Cor. 14v26 = Therefore/Then  what  is it   (you are to do)   Brethren?    

Whenever you  {convene in company}/{come together};   
each/every  person  {of yourselves}  he/she  has/possess  the  {sacred ode set to music}/psalm    (to express collective  joy/union),   
he/she  has/possess  the  teaching/instruction    (to pass on accurate  knowledge/understanding),   
he/she  has/possess  the (singular)  {natural tongue/language}    (single  natural language for The Communication  within  the church),   
he/she  has/possess  the  revelation/disclosure    (an oracle from  “The Word of God”  for additional understanding),   
he/she  has/possess  the  interpretation/translation     (to explain  “The Word of God”  to the congregational members),   
he/she  personally  {become to be}  all things  towards  the  structuring/building/edification    (of the members to then: “Call out”). 

 

Therefore,  what is it brethren?   (What are you to do when you come together?) 
Whenever you convene together   (under The Elder being ideally  “a TC”  [as The Tree yielding spiritual fruitage of people trying to imitate JC]); 
each person of yourselves  he/she  has the sacred ode set to music   (to express collective  joy/union), 
he/she  has the  teaching/instruction   (to transmit  accurate  knowledge/information  being  “The Word of God”  without  Rev.22v18-19), 
he/she  has the natural language   (being to communicate knowledge  [and not mystery]  –  to ensure the recipient understands in known language) 
he/she  has the  revelation/disclosure   (a TC will explain how Yahweh's Plan progressively moves forward,  fulfilling God's Word  as seen by TCs) 
he/she  has the  interpretation/translation   (a TC will explain God's Word in a manner that can be clearly understood by the congregation) 
he/she  has personally become to be all things towards the edification   (of the congregational members so they might  accurately  “Call out”). 
 

This is Paul’s advice when  The Brethren  come together. 
1. Start with singing a hymn together  –  a unifying and uplifting joyful experience to express an inner heartfelt  (phileo)  love to Yahweh. 

This is  not  praise or worship  –  these two qualities  are much more  than just singing and saying wonderful things  –  because verbal 
articulation can be just  “hot air”  if not supported by something more substantial  (see James.2v16-26, 3v5-10, etc.)! 

2. Next have  instruction/teaching  by an  “Elder”  of The Brethren  –  ideally by a TC  (Mature Spiritual Adult).  This is to transfer  accurate  
knowledge from  “The Mature Adult”  to the spiritual children of  “The Real Faith”.  Build up solid knowledge as a firm foundation  
(Matt.7v25-28),  upon which to build assurance,  thereby enabling us to spring off with fidelity based upon the given  accurate  knowledge. 
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3. Speak together in the  single  natural tongue for this communication within members  (as soon as there is “gibberish”,  then this becomes a 
second language to that  {naturally acquired language}  –  thereby sourced by Satan  –  because it is  adversarial/opposes  “The Word of 
God” given here).  Reason for single language   –  It yields the  efficient  transfer of knowledge between members to become of  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits.  Likewise,  a  single  natural  tongue/language  appropriate  for a heathen who might enter the ecclesia.   
For many  tongues/languages  are used  outside  the assembly for  “The Calling Out”  (ecclesia)  to The Heathen World  (Acts.2v6-12). 

4. Thus the spiritually  Mature  Adult  (The Elder)  within this knowledge gives  disclosure/revelation  of something  new  within  the scriptures   
for solely  the benefit  of the children  (the congregational members)  to edify them to become better teachers  (for those people  “Outside”). 

5. Then a translation of the given  disclosure/revelation  (as I stated earlier)  given in the  one/same  natural  tongue/language  used by the 
congregation,  but the contents are  “solids”  and not the  “milk”  of which the children are familiar!   Thus,  the Mature Adult carefully 
explains by  translation/interpretation  what the contents mean  –  to further The Knowledge of Yahweh within the listener’s  mind/intellect. 

6. All this then  emboldens/edifies  The Ecclesia  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (which is to  accurately  teach  “outside”  “foreigners/heathen”)  and 
bring more  “foreigners”  from   “the outside”  to  “within the ecclesia”. 

This is what Paul instructs how the  True  Ecclesia is to behave. 
I ask those members of many Christian sects to  very  carefully  compare  their form of service to that given to us by  “The Foremost”  Apostle 
Paul for our own edification. 

Ask of themselves   
When is music used within Their Service?  –   
Just  The Once  -  to be  at the beginning  as Paul proposes,  
or more often  (as do our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”)  -  or even at  the worst occasion  –  being during testimony and sermons  
(when emotions should be inhibited because  “The Thrust”  is to be  learning  by using the faculty of “Reason”  –  and  not  to be  “seduced 
by emotional  errant propaganda”)! –   

Music can be an exceedingly dangerous tool in the hands of the unscrupulous manipulators  –  it has strong power over the emotions! 
Background music is used in a fantasy film to direct the emotions of the audience as  designed by the film makers,  being in direct par with “Religion”! 
It is always used in political rallies  –  or as marching songs for a battle – it is  never  used when imbuing knowledge that must be carefully reasoned! 
For example,  would music be played in the background during a university lecture on electronics, stella mechanics or perhaps forensics?   The whole 
concept is ridiculous,  and likewise as a supposed aid for scriptural learning during church sermons or testimonies given by people.  Music being played 
at inappropriate times is a  big warning sign  that should be recognised,  “The Audience is being entertained”  for a  mutual  “worldly return”,  thereby 
fulfilling Satan’s desire to oppose Yahweh’s Desire. 
Furthermore,  we might ask - 

How is the service conducted  -  is it done in a coordinated fashion?    
As Paul  carefully describes above   –  or in a more chaotic manner  –  where people interject with words  –  as they might in an unruly situation?    

Thereby being “Lawless”  (Matt.7v20-23)   being The Warning given throughout The New Testament  –  for our edification. 
Does the reader know of any of these passages as taught in The Bible? 
Again,  if not,  then   Why not? 

There are quite a few reasons as to   “Why not”! 
I can only keep giving  “The Warnings”,  in the end  “The Responsibility”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire becomes a  “Personal Responsibility”. 

Likewise,  Yahweh is judging me on how  “I carry the weight of my personal responsibility”  (Matt.25v15-22, Luke.19v16-19)  to write in this manner. 
1Cor. 14v27 og {If too}/Whether  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {naturally acquired tongue/language}  {some/any/certain person}   
1Cor. 14v27 og (he/she) speaks/utters/says,  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  dual/both/two (persons) 
1Cor. 14v27 og or/than/either/rather  the  {the largest number}/{very large/great}/{the most}  three (persons),   also  
1Cor. 14v27 og severally/repetitively/{in-turn}/intensity/{through the midst}/between/apiece/ 

/{step by step}/up/back/each   
1Cor. 14v27 og (the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  [= one by one in turn to speak]   
1Cor. 14v27 og also  one/singularly (person)   (him/her let) {explain thoroughly}/translate/expound/interpret. 
1Cor. 14v27 = Whether  {some/any/certain person}  in the  {naturally acquired  tongue/language}  he/she  speaks/utters, 

(then)  according to  two people  or/rather  the  {largest}/most  three people,   
also  severally/{in turn}/sequentially  the  apportion/share,   
also  one/single  person  let  him/her  {expound thoroughly}/translate/expound/interpret.  

 

Whether some person  he/she  speaks in the naturally acquired language   (use the language the recipient can understand to convey knowledge), 
(then)   according to two people  (as a minimum)   or the most  (required)   three people   (as a few elders to discuss the contents), 
also sequentially apportion   (each elder is to speak  one at a time in deliberation  of the revelation to  “the furtherance of God's Plan”), 
also one person let  him/her  expound thoroughly   (to explain precisely   “How God's Plan is being fulfilled to disclosed revelation”). 
 

This verse when taken within context of the last some 10 verses,  teaches us the following - 
1. Shows the deference of which each person in the group should have to the other person alongside.  

Utter respect and  “order”  demonstrated  (so that  “reason” shall prevail).   
In this manner Yahweh is  worshipped  because His representatives  demonstrate His qualities.  Yahweh delights in feeding these TCs the spiritual food 
through JCg being the intercessor,  as and when the time is correct for revelation to occur.  

2. Here we see  one  person speaking at  one  time alternately,  to teach God’s Word to the recipient;  then a person is to  expound thoroughly  
to ensure the correct message is reasoned  to a conclusion,  and then afterwards,  the resultant is conveyed to other people.  

What should be realised is when  this group of TCs are speaking more than one  tongue/language  it will be in an appropriate language,  being a 
language used  outside  the ecclesia for  “The Calling Out”  (as The Apostles showed at Pentecost  outside  their assembly).  This  was/is  to a 
congregation of Jews who were listening to God’s Word given from these TCs  (Acts.2v9-11).  The TCs are  not  speaking to themselves or members of 
their own congregation  -  but  only to the recipients of Jews from  differing  lands speaking in their own natural language  (else as Paul says v23  the 
unbeliever will think you mad)!    
The reader must understand Yahweh Desires His Word to be broadcast unto The World faithfully in a manner that glorifies Him,  and not the human! 
Moreover,  by extension,  the TC reflects Yahweh’s Desire in their ministry that imitates JC’s ministry being out in the marketplace. 

3. The grouping comprises of two people speaking one tongue for the recipient,  where perhaps in Corinth a cosmopolitan and multi-cultural 
city then a maximum of three people should be speaking to the recipients “in the market place” (many citations can be used)  being  “The 
Thrust of The Ministry”  to teach initially The Jews/(then Gentiles)  “The Word of God”  in a language the recipient can understand.   
It is  not  to be used in the church  –  v23,  being the very opposite to what Yahweh Desires  (but precisely what Satan desires promoting 
lawlessness within “Religion”)! 

Again,  my invocation  
Can the reader understand the important subtleties  (glossed over by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  having their  own lawless agenda)?  

Most importantly  why  both behaviours are driven by  opposite  motives within the respective practitioners  (one reasoned and the other on myths). 
Christian leaders who  remain quiet  by  not  actively condemning lawless behaviour within Christendom  (being activity either not sanction or outlawed 
by The Bible)  are themselves  equally condemned  by Yahweh  (Rom.1v30-32)  as being guilty alongside these perpetrators  –  being too ashamed for  
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“The Word of God”  (JC, Rev19v13)  to speak-up,  noting what JC said about this at  Mark.8v38, Luke.9v26  (applicable to  virtually all  leaders of 
Christendom  –  in their own glass houses of  “blind faith”  noting Matt.13v11-13)! 
1Cor. 14v28 og if/whenever  and  no/not/none (person)  might/may/can/should/be  (the) interpreter/translator/expounder,   
1Cor. 14v28 og (let him/her) {keep silent/closed}/{held as peace or secret}    
1Cor. 14v28 og in  (to the [= within]) {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church;   
1Cor. 14v28 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {my/our/your/it them self} [= him/herself]  and   
1Cor. 14v28 og (let him/her) speak/utter/say  also  to the  God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor. 14v28 = And  whenever  not  (the person)  might/be  the  expounder/interpreter,   

(then)  let  him/her  {keep silent}/{hold in peace}  within the  {calling out}/church/ecclesia;   
and  let  him/her  (the brethren/sisters)  speak/utter  also  to the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

And if  (the person)  not be the  expounder/interpreter   (not understanding the subject matter to accurately explain its contents to the recipient) 
(then)  let  him/her  keep silent within the  {calling out}/ecclesia   (because this person has nothing useful to add); 
and let  him/(her)   (the brethren/sisters)  speak  also to the God (Yahweh)   (in  words/actions  that imitate JC's  ministry/lifestyle). 
 

Paul is telling us that  if  there is not someone to explain what is being said either in another language to an outside recipient  (who has come into the 
“{calling out}/ecclesia” from outside)  or as an expounder explaining a deep theological issue  in their own natural language,  then  he/she  is to be 
silent in the  “{calling out}/ecclesia”.  This person should therefore speak privately to Yahweh within  his/her  mind  being at the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desire/traits  as that of Yahweh  processing the information reasoned upon,  and in doing so mull over things to perhaps produce an 
reasoned solution. 

By contrast,  what do we witness within certain schisms of Christianity – pleasing the animalistic and unreasoning mind,  duped by “The 
Environment”  not  to reason upon  “The Word of God”  and what it really means in society  to bring forth Yahweh’s Plan for The Salvation 
of Mankind! 

1Cor. 14v29 og (the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  And  dual/both/two  or/than/either/rather  three (persons)  
1Cor. 14v29 og (let them) speak/utter/say,  also  the (persons)  else/different/more/other   
1Cor. 14v29 og (let them) {separate thoroughly}/{withdraw from}/hesitate/doubt/waver/consider/discern/discriminate. 
1Cor. 14v29 = And  two  or/rather  three  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers   (being the  elders/TCs  of the ecclesia),   

let them  speak/utter   (one at a time,  in turn,  see v27 for the same reasoning),   
also  the  other/different  people  let them  {separately thoroughly}/discriminate/discern   (what is said,  in a sagacious manner). 

 

And two or three  foretellers/prophets   (being the  elders/TC  of the ecclesia) 
let them speak   (one at a time,  in turn,  see v27 for the same reasoning), 
also let the other people  {separately thoroughly}/discriminate   (the contents in a sagacious manner as directed by The Bible) 
 

Thus,  due respect is given to  “The Inspired Teachers”  being the  TCs/{Mature Brethren}  by the  “spiritual children”  of the congregation.   
These Inspired Teachers will discuss the  {scriptural issue}/revelation/concept/nuance  and other  elders/{mature Brethren}  will carefully listen to  
discern/discriminate  between the scriptural points raised. 

Is this how it occurs within  your  congregation? 
If not  –  then   Why not? 

Because this is precisely what Paul  (a foremost apostle)  is instructing of us  –  “the given instruction”  is not a  “pick and mix”  shop  (Rev.22v18-19)! 
1Cor. 14v30 og if/whenever  and  (to the) else/different/more/other (person)  
1Cor. 14v30 og (it [thing]  is) {taken off the cover}/revealed/disclosed   
1Cor. 14v30 og (the) {sitting down}/remaining/residing/dwelling,  the (person)  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former   
1Cor. 14v30 og (let he/she) {keep silent/closed}/{held as peace or secret}. 
1Cor. 14v30 = And  whenever  (some)  different/other  thing  is  revealed/disclosed  (in this grouping, of v29)   the  {sitting down}/residing,    

let  the  first  person  (giving the disclosure)   he/she  be silent   (so the other people of the grouping might discuss what has just been said).  
 

And whenever  (some)  other thing is revealed  (in this grouping of v29)   the sitting down, 
let the first person  (giving the disclosure)  he/she  be silent   (so other people of this sagacious grouping might  first  discuss what has been said).  
 

Notice the order in the proceedings as we have read in v2.   
Yet it is not as seen in some  worldly congregations of today where a chaotic display occurs! 

How does this  “lawlessness”  in behaviour reflect upon Yahweh’s Nature?   
Is Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  one of Order or Chaos?     

For the Record - 
We are told Yahweh is a God of  Order/Discipline,  not  a God of  confusion/chaos  (v33 in context)! 

TCs reflect God’s Nature  –  being at  one/same  with Yahweh’s  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  (John.14v20, 17v21-26) -  all as The Bible teaches us! 
The World sees  “The Competent and Law Abiding nature of The TC”  –  to see that  “it” (spirit/personality/desires/traits  –  see earlier)  is calm and 
sane –  operating carefully upon the information delivered and as such,  “The Secular World”  respects the TC  (but by contrast,   “Professional Leaders 
of Religion”  detest a TC  –  just as they did JC and the apostles [John.16v1-4 ]).   This is precisely as The Bible tells us in so many places  (e.g. 
2Tim.3v11-13  –  and likewise as we have witnessed throughout history,  for example   what occurred to William Tyndale)! 
1Cor. 14v31 og (you are) able/possible/capable [middle voice]  for  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  one/singularly 
1Cor. 14v31 og (the) all (persons)   (to) {foretell events}/{speak under divine inspiration}/prophecy,   
1Cor. 14v31 og that  (the) all (persons)   (they may/should) learn/{mentally absorb}/understand,  also  (the) all (persons)   
1Cor. 14v31 og (they may/should be) {called near}/{invoked by imploring}/exhorted/entreated/comforted/encouraged. 
1Cor. 14v31 = For  you are  personally  able/capable  

accordingly/intensely  to  one/singularly   ([= one by one] wait for your turn = speak one at a time)   
all  people  the  {speaking under divine inspiration}/prophecy   (giving a new understanding from out of  “The Word of God”),   
that  all  people  may/should  learn/understand   (“The Word of God”  as sourced by Yahweh),   
also  all  people  may/should  be  encouraged/consoled/exhorted   (to imitate JC as  “The Word of God”). 

 

For you are personally able  “accordingly to one”   (Greek means    “one after one”,  the verse meaning,    “you must   wait your turn”) 
all people speaking under divine inspiration   (when giving additional understanding  -  as delivered by  “The Word of God”  [= The Bible]) 
that all people might  learn/understand   (“The Word of God”  more fully while the considered  explanation/interpretation  is carefully delivered) 
also all people might be  encouraged/exhorted   (to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  from the given  explanation/interpretation). 
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Again Paul is restating the explanation given for v27 demonstrating  order/respect  maintained within the  “calling out”  of  “The Word of God”  
amongst the Gentiles,  and to support that operation,  then there must be a controlled centre that operates according to the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within JCg and Yahweh. 

Why? 
So  that divine inspired teaching is given to  edify  The Ecclesia (v5)  –  that is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 

But how does the reader know what is  The  One/Same  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  of Yahweh  unless  he/she  reads an  accurate  
translation of  “The Word of God”  (that has been carefully reasoned)  and  not  one that has been modified through the filter of Rev.22v18-
19  within the sermons of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders?   

Thus,  by definition  -  what they  give/(actually sell)   becomes  “The Propaganda of Satan”  (given to  “oppose/adversarial”  to 
Yahweh’s Desire)! 

“The Propaganda”  is very insidious (2Pet.2v1) – being  full of half-truths - where it needs a competent auditor to recognise   “deception”. 
I was listening to a  “traditional English sermon”  this morning  (03 May 2015 – BBC radio 4)  mixing together God's Word and worldly 
methodology,  to endorse what occurs within The World  –  it may be a useful one for me to take the transcript and go through it line by line 
by public audit,  against what The Bible really teaches us on the specific subject raised  –  regarding  “The Talents”  (Matt.25v12-23). 
Naturally,  the preacher was typically  incorrect  about what  “The Talent”  meant – speaking about it being  “a gift to be used”! 

(It shows these leaders do not know or understand much of what they are publicising in a sermon!   Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39) 
Just returning to this verse. 
By contrast,  the TC elders of The Congregation are desirous to educate the members of the ecclesia to become  learned/educated  like JC,  and thus 
positioned to imitate his  ministry/lifestyle.  In context we are told the TCs are discussing the scriptures amongst themselves and then giving this 
knowledge out to the congregational members  –  where,  as we are told by JC   “To search so that we might find”   (Matt.7v7-8).   
The crux being that we demonstrate an urgency by our searching,  and the reward is more understanding from  “The Word of God”,  moreover, from this 
understanding,  we are instructed to tell our neighbours about what we have discovered. 
This is precisely as we have seen throughout the ages  –  more knowledge is steadily accruing and the understanding of Yahweh's  “Plan for Human 
Salvation”  as given on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  is becoming widely known  –  because The Gospel Age  is relatively,  very soon to close  –  and 
this website bears witness to this  (Matt.24v14).   

I become duty bound   “To freely tell my neighbour”  –  else I stand accused by Yahweh for remaining silent. 
1Cor. 14v32 og Also  (the) spirits/personalities/desires/traits [neuter]   (of the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers   
1Cor. 14v32 og (to the) prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers  (it is) subordinate/obedient/{put in subjection}/submissive. 
1Cor. 14v32 = Also  the  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  of the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers   

it is  subject/submit/subordinate  to the  prophets/{inspired teachers}/foretellers. 
 

Also the  spirit/personality/desire/traits  of the  foretellers/prophets   (being the mind and thinking processes of the prophets) 
it is  subject/subordinate  to the  foretellers/prophets   (a common denominator  –  one of  “subjection and humility”.  -  Is this seen elsewhere?) 
 

Therefore Paul teaches us, –  prophets/{inspired teachers}  respect each other for it is their very nature  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  to be the  
one/same  with Yahweh,  He is a  “God of Order”,  united by  agapao/{edifying love}  to  {build-up}/embolden  the other person.  Thus,  they all share 
the common  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (see glossary)  to righteously bring forth Mankind’s Salvation. 
Sadly,  we see  none  of this in virtually any of the Christian sects  (all some 37,000+ sects  at 2007 CE)  and thus readily conclude they do  not  have the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of contriteness and humility.  Because Yahweh  only  has  The One Perfect  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  
which is separate from this world of sin ensuring His Pure Desire is made manifest within The Environment”  then we can  logically deduce  these 
Christian schisms do  not  have the “HS”,  especially their leaders! 

Irrespective of what they might say to the contrary!    
Righteous logic tells us,  they do  not  have the HS,  but they are  only  fraudsters and hypocrites  to  “1st Century Christianity”! 

However,  they accurately represent “Religion”! 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
117th Instruction – An utterly Key Verse.  

“The Specific God” (Yahweh) as The Head of JC and the TCs  sourcing all intrinsically  good/ideal  things into 
The Universe is not a God of  turbulence/confusion/disorder/chaos,  but of  peace/prosperity/rest,  and likewise 
are all the people of the ecclesia imitating the  apostles/TCs. 
“The specific god” (JC) as “The Word of God” (Rev.19v13)  as our interface to Yahweh (1Tim.2v5)  is  “the 
instruction”  to yield a harmonious society  without  chaos or friction or hurt  to be operating within society.  

92nd Comment - It is a shame that  worldly Christian leaders utterly ignore this verse in their teaching  (by both words and 
deeds)  as we are all able to clearly witness in their shenanigans throughout The Gospel Age  (Luke.12v2-3). 
80th Warning – Beware of churches whose members operate in a  turbulent/confused/disordered  manner,  and within 
their understanding of  “their version of The Bible”  having passed through Rev.22v18-19,  now knowing nothing better!   
We witness them having the same deviant practices as those people  in  any  religion  –  thereby being party-to “Religion”  
as it presently covers the Earth,  to Satan’s present  glory/honour  of some 7 billion acolytes  (I include atheists operating 
to worldly methodology)!   While only some 70,000 people fulfil Yahweh’s Desire at the close of The Gospel Age. 
1Cor. 14v33 og no/not/none  for  (he) is  (of the) instability/disorder/commotion/confusion/tumult/chaos   
1Cor. 14v33 og the  {specific god},   
1Cor. 14v33 og but  (of the) peace/prosperity/rest  {in that manner}/likewise/as   in  (to the [= within]) all 
1Cor. 14v33 og to the [plural]  {the calling out}/congregations/ecclesia/assemblies/churches   
1Cor. 14v33 og of the  blameless/{holy persons}. 
1Cor. 14v33 = For  “The Specific God”  is  not  of  turbulence/confusion/disorder,   

but  of the  peace/prosperity/rest  {in that manner}/as  within  all the  {calling outs}/ecclesiae  of the  TCs/{holy people}. 
 

For  “The Specific God”  is not of  turbulence/confusion/disorder   (both  Yahweh and JC are of the  one/same   spirit/personality/desires/traits) 
but of the peace in that manner as within all the  {calling out}/ecclesiae  of the  {holy people}/TCs.   (Is this what we see in Christendom?) 
 

So  “The Specific God”  is  not  One of  confusion/disorder,  thus He must be the opposite  =  order/respect  and His representatives  must  be like Him,  
else obviously,  presumptuous representatives do  not  have His  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is separate from this world of sin (etc.) 
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Thus when  we audit  The Representatives of any church being both  “The Tree” (leader) and  “The Fruits” (congregational members)  precisely as 
Matt.7v14-21  (and elsewhere)  teaches us,  –  do they display  confusion/disorder  or an  exactitude/order/calmness  in their  persona/deportment? 
Because quite clearly we are speaking of the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh” (the “HS”)  through 
JCg and the apostles  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1)  operate throughout those ecclesiae  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.  to righteously yield Mankind’s Salvation. 
Furthermore,  the counter will be those “churches” who do  not  imitate JC and The Apostles operating to Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The 
Environment (the HS)  –  obviously do  not  have the HS,  even though they might be the most vocal in presumptuously claiming to have the HS!     

All this is just so obviously logical  –  but I need to  “spell out the obvious”  because  charlatan Christian leaders are continuing to be 
seducing their  deluded/bewitched  devotees in their millions upon millions throughout The World! 

It is important to note again,  Paul uses the  dual nature  of  “the specific god”  because he is automatically referring to both Yahweh and JCg in the one 
sentence. 

Yahweh is pointed to here,  because  “ho theos”  is referenced to the holy people  (TCs). 
JCg is pointed towards,  when  “ho theos”  is  referenced to fleshly worldly humans  (worldly Christians + heathen [non-Christians]). 

Clearly both Yahweh and JC work together because They  are  of  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  just as the TCs are united together and are 
at one with  “The Both”  (as JC so clearly told us,  but Trinitarians of a worldly nature gaily ignore  this fact  located at John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
I am forced to unpick so much distortion created by the so many different  worldly Christian  sects/schisms  because the leaders utterly  ignore  so many 
parts of The Bible within the chaos and disorder of their  worldly  doctrine/myths/hearsay  -  hence the diversity of practised doctrine  (having no order)! 

This is written from my heart - 
This is a painful section for devotees presently cleaved to certain schisms of “Christianity”.  I understand what is written here,  pulls upon the presumed 
supports of which our mind has while operating according to worldly methodology.  Perhaps we have tried to come to  The Almighty God”,  and yet had 
our  “reason”  deftly pulled  (Matt.7v12-14, 23v13)  by the sweet  (and yet so very  poisonous)  words given by  charlatan Christian leaders behaving as  
spiritual paedophiles  (acting as wolves – Matt.7v15, Acts.20v19)  to the furtherance of  self-indulgent  gain out of us. 

But only  “The Word of God”  from a proven reliable  accurate  source can set us free from deception (John.8v32, 36) – but we need to  
personally search for it! 
Else we just walk like zombies into their  clutches/churches! 

We should ask of ourselves these questions - 
In all the years of our attendance to any certain “church”  –  can we look back and see  “the records”  showing how  we have  personally  
brought forward Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for The Salvation of Mankind”?     
Furthermore,  do we even know what  “The Plan is”  (being The Plan that JC took 3 days to teach to the  same  people (Mark.8v2-3)? 
Have we gained maturity in  “The Word of God” (Heb.5v12-14)  so we can  accurately expound it in depth to a sceptic  and thus win them 
over by strength of argument (as did Paul),  or is it merely disconnected soundbites that  any  person of  “Religion”  state for  “their cause”? 
How is Yahweh going to view our spiritual growth over the intervening years?    

Is it  Adversarial, Passive,  or Active?   What would Yahweh Desire of us? 
Do we know  why  our  worldly Christian leaders keep us spiritually ignorant in their sermons,  -  it is so we remain incompetent to audit their lifestyle! 

How so very shameful  (Matt.12v46-48)! 
 
118th Instruction – Concerning the wives in the ecclesia.  It is advised for them to be silent while in the ecclesia assembly 
because authority to speak resides with the husband while in the ecclesia.  If they are desirous to learn,  then let them ask 
the husband in their home where they are the authority of the house affairs and siblings in the family. 
93rd Comment – Or was it from you who issued  “The Word of God”  –  Or only specifically you did it reach? 
A most interesting comment from Paul –  one that would be well read today in the light of the preceding verses.  
But: Yahweh allows people to fully express themselves to show their deviant nature  when all is exposed in The Millennium 
- see v37 and 38 in context,  Yahweh is only wants  lawful people  who are  humble/patient,  and  not  confused/turbulent! 
1Cor. 14v34 og The  women/wives  {of yourselves}    
1Cor. 14v34 og in  to the [= within]  {the calling out}/congregations/ecclesia/assemblies/churches   
1Cor. 14v34 og (they [wives] be) {kept silent/closed}/{held as peace or secret},   
1Cor. 14v34 og no/not/none  for  (it is) {to turn over (transfer)}/{give leave}/allowed/let/permitted   
1Cor. 14v34 og {to them}  (to) speak/utter/say,   
1Cor. 14v34 og but  (let them be) subordinate/subjection/{under obedience},   
1Cor. 14v34 og just/as/that/how/when  also  the  law/precepts/regulations  (it) states/exclaims:- 
1Cor. 14v34 = Your  women/wives  within the  congregations/churches  be silent,   

for  (the authority)  not  it is  {transferred over}/permitted  {to them} (wives)  to  speak/utter,   
but let them be  subject/subordinate,  also  just/as  The Law/Regulation  states: 

 

Your  wives  within the congregations be silent   (do not use the husband as  “a stepping-stone”  to express a  self-indulgent  attitude) 
for  (the authority)  is not transferred over to them to speak   (The Husband still must retain The Authority  -  but  only  in The Lord). 
but let them (the wives)  be subject,   also just as The Law  (of Moses)  states: 
 

Some critics might jump to this verse,  knowing it to be controversial,  and reason upon it to be out of context of the earlier and subsequent chapter!    
This hardly shows a mind that Yahweh desires  –  being a mind that desires to directly contest Him! 

Yahweh desires a  contrite/humble  mind that is entirely obedient to His Holy Desire –  if that person is to become a future son of God to rule  “The 
Resurrected World”  according to specifically what  “The Word of God”  tells us!   Note  “son” also includes “daughters”,  where in reality,  both 
groupings will be neuters –  not given to physically reproduce  (Matt.22v30,  and supportive scripture by anti-type at Gen.6v2-3). 
Thus,  Yahweh desires a mind like Nicodemus  (John.3v1-12)  who came to JC to try and understand  “1st Century Christianity”  -  as Paul explains here 
and elsewhere in his epistles 
Other people might contest The Bible by stating    

This is a copyist addition –  put in by a  “supposed woman-hater”  – to keep women in subjection  (believing it not to fit in the context of the 
local verses). 

This falsehood is regularly repeated by  “Word of God  ignorant”  people  not  personally understanding what JC and The Apostles taught us as  “1st 
Century Christianity”!    I do not write like this to be rude  –  but only to make the stark point that  “we arrive at errant conclusions”  if we have  “a very 
weak knowledge base”.  Please also see the commentary to the next verse. 

We must not quickly dismiss this verse,  while not understanding  “The Basics”.    
It is curious that it was The Women who were with JC at his murder and the first to be at his tomb after  “The Great Sabbath Day”.   This is hardly likely 
to occur if women did not respect and  phileo/{attractively love}  JC's teaching!    
Thus we must understand The Scriptures do  not  mean as what we are taught by both our  worldly Christian leaders trying to excuse these types of 
verses  –  or other  worldly  people endeavouring to discredit God's Word with  worldly reasoning  –  based upon worldly methodology of  “self-
indulging  to our neighbour's hurt”! 
The Bible teaches us that    
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The  man/husband  must honour the  woman/wife  as his own body (1Pet.3v7). 
This does not mean subjection or oppression  –  but the very opposite!   

Also,  we are taught of The Responsibility of both parties within a marriage to give honour to each other  (Eph.5v22-28, Col.3v18-19).    
We must realise,  Paul has recognised certain traits that some  women/wives  might have  –  and is speaking by warning of what might occur  –  just as he 
speaks against certain traits that men might have,  it is all balanced.  However,  if we have a distorted view upon things  (having censored our 
information gathered from The Environment)  to contest Yahweh then we skew our reasoning and arguments to spin our teaching – as we witness 
throughout society. 
We must apply what The Bible teaches us elsewhere,  to this specific verse  –  and we then find this verse sits  perfectly  within the local verses. 

Before I explain why,  I felt moved to make this charge to some readers for them to carefully consider - 
Paul is repeating The Law given by Yahweh earlier,  for a reason. 

Then who are we,  as mere clay vessels to argue with The Lord’s Foremost Apostle?  
Do we presume to know more than he  (knowing what he said at v37 in context here)?    

Furthermore, 
Does that mean if we disagree with Paul,  that we then have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of Paul? 
We should know,  Paul had the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh  = the HS. 
Therefore logically,  if these opposing people have not Paul's spirit,  then they do  not  have the  one  HS! 

This rebellious reasoning also forms The Basis of precisely  why  Paul is writing this!    
The rest  (being the logical fallout we see)  is so obvious as I now explain! 

We are taught in the context of v34,  “The Specific God”  is  not  a chaotic God.   
Perhaps that is something  “self-indulgent wives”  might take up with JCg  (if)  upon their resurrection into The Millennium – because most certainly it 
will be one of many things about which JCg will be speaking to them – being   

How could they faithfully  (knowledge/assurance/fidelity)  represent  “The Word of God”,  and yet ignore this and many other verses in  “The 
Word of God”?   I suggest they start rehearsing  –  but it is much better to start repenting now! 

Quite a conundrum! 
However,  the problem is not with Paul,  it is with our translators  (as usual)! 
It is regarding the Greek word  “gune” StrongsTM = 1135  (check in your Greek word concordance). 

It can be both  “women”,  but more importantly it means  “wives”! 
Therefore replace  “women”  with  “wives”  within this verse. 

What I state must be understood as only being spoken  within context,  where the congregations in Paul’s time would have been men orientated  (being in 
the working marketplace listening to Paul)  and once converted,  they would have brought their wives along with them,  if the wives were interested to be 
part of the ecclesia. 

The point unto which I am leading is that Paul would have pulled out a very selective grouping of men,  those specific men of meek mind,  to 
hearken unto Paul and then to try to imitate JC. 

Unto this selective grouping of men,  there would have been a Gaussian Distribution of women becoming wives to these men  before they were converted. 
The Gaussian Distribution of women would range from those who might be interested in becoming TCs,  and those who were solely coming for a social  
“get-together”  in a worldly manner  and various types of  “wives”  in between. 
The wives who were aiming to be TCs would follow Paul’s recommendations as given in 1Cor.7v2-39, Eph.5v21-32,  and the wives at the other extreme 
would be disregarding all this advice  -  being of a worldly rebellious nature,  causing Paul to then speak as he does in this verse. 
It is interesting to quote Judge Judy when she was officiating over one particular case,  of a divorced couple still living together! 

She said to the former wife,  “If you wished to boss him about,  you should have stayed married to him!” 
I think this quote succinctly captures what was on Paul’s mind regarding what he was witnessing in the new Ecclesia. 
However,  it may go beyond this,  and Paul may have started witnessing the beginnings of what the woman called  “Aimee Semple McPherson” created.  
She began “The Charismatic Church”  at the beginning of  “The 20th Century”  in the USA.  A documented record of her qualities and deportment would 
certainly  not  recommend her to be a TC!   Yet does any Charismatic or Pentecostal member really know who she was and what she did in her life? 
From this observation,  our mind comes around full circle to the beginning of this chapter 14  (and to that of chapter 13)  where we are taught only to 
speak in  one singular  tongue  inside  the church – and yet  outside  the  “ecclesia/{calling out}”  in different languages to  bring-in  foreigners  (noting 
also v23,  and the support given at Acts.2v5-12) – and yet - 

What do we witness in many  Pentecostal/Charismatic  groupings?    
Do they really read The Bible – to understand it? 

Ladies (and men)  shouting out in chaotic manner for other members to listen to their  “presumed oracles  of God” -  where Paul is stating   “They 
should be quiet” – perhaps because he might have witnessed  “gibberish”  being spoken round about in the worldly communities of  “Religion” -  
knowing the same would occur at  The End Times within communities calling themselves “Christians”!   And further,   perhaps Paul was thinking of Eve 
noting what he states at 2Cor.11v3 within its local context. 

Thus,  we realise this instruction was given as only one facet of other warnings against the decay of God's Word in our mind. 
Likewise,  what have we witnessed ?  –  The total decline of people being truly knowledgeable in  “The Word of God”  over the last few decades! 

We witness  “The Train”  of Christianity  being wholly derailed off  “The Word of God”  led by leaders presuming to know more than Paul! 
Except,  Paul  grew  “True Christianity”  to produce many martyrs,  –  he did  not  destroy it into  worldly Christianity  as practised by our present-day 
Christian leaders!   These leaders seeking their  own  pleasure to indulge their  animalistic/carnal  mind for  “The Immediacy”  -  often running on  
“emotion”  which itself has a powerful destabilising effect on what should be a cognitive,  sane/reasoning  mind  (Titus.2v2-8, etc.)  -  especially if we are 
to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  itself   (being  “The Requirement”)!  
1Cor. 14v35 og if/whenever  and  {some/any/certain thing}  (to) learn/{mentally absorb}/understand  
1Cor. 14v35 og (they [wives]) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/will,   
1Cor. 14v35 og in  (to the [= within]) dwelling/temple/house/household/family   
1Cor. 14v35 og the [husband]  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  
1Cor. 14v35 og (the) men/husbands/fellows  (let them [wives]) inquire/seek/demand/desire/question,   
1Cor. 14v35 og (the) shamefulness/base/filthy  for  (it) is  (the) women/wives   
1Cor. 14v35 og in  (to the [within]) {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  (to) speak/utter/say. 
1Cor. 14v35 = And  whenever  they  determine/desire  to  learn/understand  something   (being  “The Word of God”  accurately taught),   

(then)  within  their  own  home/dwelling  let them  (wives)   inquire/demand/question  of the  husbands,   
for  it is  shameful/base  the  wives  to  speak/utter  within the  congregation/church. 

 

And if they (wives)  determine/desire  to  learn/understand   (“The Word of God”  from their husbands as “The Ecclesia Leaders”), 
(then)  within their own home let them  inquire/question  of the husbands   (it is likely these are the elders,  or similar,  of the congregation), 
for it is shameful the wives to speak within the congregations   (in place of the husbands,  by usurping their husband's position over the ecclesia). 
 

There are obviously  valid reasons  why  our creator did not transfer the authority over to the wives  in this particular setting,  this requirement is given 
through His representatives,  some are given in The Bible,  and there are possibly other reasons that could be reasoned.   
But today we now see  “the pots”  presumptuously knowing better  than  “The Potter”  (Rom.9v21)  and hence the  disrespect/irreverence  to what He 
has commanded of  “His subjects”  (leading to the chaos we witness today,  given by warning to us in the preceding verses). 
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Noting this verse is allegoric to the 144000 TCs (comprising of formally both men and women,  as the wife)  to JCg (as the husband). 
I just ask the simple question  

How is a representative able to claim  he/she  accurately represents God when  he/she  chooses to ignore  some of His pronouncements? 
Perhaps some of us feel  confident/capable  enough to pick and choose which ones we decide are correct for us and ignore the rest  –  I do not think so!, 
This leads to anarchy,  hence the context of v33 and the lead into v36 to v38  (noting what JC said at Matt.12v25-26, Mark.3v24-26, etc.)! 
As I state in v34 commentary,  perhaps the only reasoned argument would be  if  the woman is  “married to The Lord”  by remaining single and 
dedicating her life to the Lord and not to a fleshly husband then she becomes excused from this requirement  –  however The Lord makes the final 
assessment upon the  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation},  and not myself! 
But in these matters of borderline judgement,  we must be very careful and  “err to safety”  (literal understanding)  else,  as we witness,  the progressive 
anarchy throughout all  worldly Christianity  –  as prophesied in The Bible leading to its utter demise  (see Rev. chapters 17 and 18)  at the end of The 
Gospel Age.  Where,  at the end of The Gospel Age,  Yahweh has  no  more use for these  demonstrably poor  custodians of God’s Word,  and thus being 
replaced by the  worthy  144000 TCs in The Millennium when it comes into existence  (Luke.20v16, etc.,)  –  by Yahweh’s Command. 

However,  I would like to throw another slant upon what Paul might be teaching us. 
The husbands are  not  to be excused!   Paul is writing to The Elders of The Ecclesia who are presumably married,  are living according to the principles 
given at 1Tim.3v1-13 and thus it would be natural for the wives of such individuals to ask their husbands for enlightenment of  “The Word of God”. 
All very commendable  –  but there might have been situations where some wives may have been using the position of their husbands to  “exercise 
authority”  to rule the congregation in the place of their husband –  thereby demonstrating  the wrong kind  of  spirit/personality/desires/traits!   And it 
was this that Paul was trying to stop! 

Especially when we read of the next verse in context  
1Cor. 14v36 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  off/away/separated/from  {of yourselves}  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Cor. 14v36 og of the  God [Yahweh]   (it) issued/{came forth/out}/departed/{spread abroad}/proceeded?  
1Cor. 14v36 og Or/Than/Either/Rather  into/unto  {specifically yourselves}  merely/alone/only   
1Cor. 14v36 og (it) {met against}/{arrived at}/attained/came/reached? 
1Cor. 14v36 = Or/Rather,  off/from  {of yourselves}  The  Word/Sayings/Topics  of the  God  (Yahweh)   it  issued/{spread abroad} ?        

Or/Rather  it  {arrived at}/came/reached  into/unto  merely/only  {specifically yourselves}? 
 

Or from of yourselves  “The Word (via JC)  of God  (Yahweh)”   issued?   (Through Paul as a most faithful steward) 
Or it  (“The Word of God”)   arrived at unto only specifically yourselves   (supposedly not due to Paul and his missionary journeys to teach them)? 
 

Paul is being quite provocative here  –  and equally,  this could be used against the very many  worldly Christian leaders of today taking their own 
worldly focused understanding,  rather than Yahweh’s Understanding!  –  Only  because they do  not  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
of Yahweh  (irrespective of what they claim to their adoring masses),  else they would come to the  one/same  conclusion and there be  no  sects/divisions!    
An obvious conclusion from the demonstrable facts we witness throughout The Gospel Age! 
Therefore,  Paul is provoking,  to illicit an  internal audit  upon their reasoning processes. 

1. Inferring perhaps you are the origin  (see caveat in [2] below)  so you should be knowledgeable  –  perhaps claiming to be inspired teachers 
and that Paul should be listening to them!   But underlining this  “sarcastic charge”,  they knew it was Paul who brought  “The Word of 
God”  to them  (Acts.18v1)  and they should be humbled to his  intellect/understanding  of  “The Source  (to them)  Material”  (see also 
1Cor.4v7-8). 

2. Why are you are acting ignorant,  as though you do not know the details directing your motives! 
Paul is also inferring they have created their own  “word of god”  (of a  “New Jesus”, 2Cor.11v4)  upon which they are starting to rely  –  
precisely as I state elsewhere today.  I realise  worldly Christian leaders are ripping out huge swathes of Bible pages  (because these pages 
make for unpleasant reading)  and replacing these pages with their  own worldly doctrine  (Rev.22v18-19)!   That is why I implore they 
contact this website to defend their errant nature  –  thereby enabling me to have more material with which to work when I publicly expose 
their lack of genuine Resource! 

Stinging attack by Paul,  but even more appropriate today  –  as  worldly Christianity becomes evidently  divorced  (an accurate term)  from JCg and the 
members turn their back on Yahweh through both word and deed  –  even though it will be strenuously argued against by  billions  of its reneges!     
JC told us    

“Look at the fruitage”  -  are the congregations being taught  (as JC and The Apostles showed us)  of  “The Lord’s Acceptable Year”,  
Being  What  it means and  How  Yahweh Desires it to occur?    

Or is the same broad picture painted by  worldly Christianity today as given by  all  the other  worldly religions  –  all having the same type of  “initial 
crusader”  and we are to  “love each other”  –  where  is/are  the key differentiators?  -  Simply stating  “Jesus” as the supposed difference is  not  only 
what The Apostles stated,  nor JC himself  -  but a great difference (Mark.1v22)! 
Therefore - 

How could a member of the  worldly Christian congregation stand up and convert a person of another worldly religion when preaching no 
real difference  –  but perhaps only having different named Entities within  it/them? –    
Because Christians have  no  fundamental knowledge of their subject matter,  nor instructed to gain it by their  “Religious Leaders”! 

However,   “The Instruction”  in The Bible is given to  each one of us  to teach  “The Word of God”  to The World  (Matt.24v14)!    
Therefore,  can a  worldly Christian do it? 

If they cannot  –  then it is a  damning  statement against their poor teachers,  the  “Professional Worldly Christian  Leaders/Theologians”! 
Who obviously do  not  understand themselves  -  and are thus  “Not up to the job”  (Luke.20v16,  as an example of so many)! 
Based upon the maxim,  “What the pupil does not know,  the teacher has not taught”! 

Consequently,  the  “Profession Leaders of Religion”  in their  “Ivory Towers”  claiming to actively represent Yahweh and yet,  in reality   They do Not!   
These Christian Leaders will be thoroughly questioned by JCg  (if)  upon their resurrection in The Millennium  (Matt.12v8, Luke.12v46-48)  –  what did 
they do in the 1st part of their physical life with that  “Rich Food from The Bible” (Luke.16v19-22+)  to  explain themselves  (not to me –  but  to JCg)! 
However, 

It  is   my responsibility to accurately warn of what is to occur  (else I stand accused,  Exe.33v1-20),  and yet I allow my peers to freely choose 
for themselves how they wish to proceed! 

Always knowing that if I do not audit in a  “heavenly professional manner”  according to  “The Quality Manual”  (The Bible),  then my Auditor,  
Yahweh,  (in  “The Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”,  James.3v1)  will reject my services as being delinquent  –  and that is a crime I dare not commit 
(Luke.12v4-5). 
 
119th Instruction – If a person  presumes/supposes  themselves to be a prophet or spiritual person,  then pass this  
epistle/letter  to them for guidance.   
120th Instruction – And if any person chooses to remain ignorant,  then let them remain as  “preferring to be ignorant”.   
The whole point being that TCs are  not  to force  “The Gospel Message”  upon uninterested  people.   
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Why?   Because Yahweh is  only  searching out for His true Sons of God who demonstrably yearn  (shown by their deeds)  
for His  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within themselves while being persecuted during the 1st part of their physical life 
within this present worldly system for  only  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (by being  utterly neutral  in world affairs). 
131st Reasoning – All non-Christians,  passive Christians (congregational members)  and spiritually  blind/ignorant 
worldly Christian leaders shall have The Millennium within which to reform their mind.  But charlatan Christian leaders 
within the rejected 13th tribe of “Israel” (of Judas Iscariot)  shall be annihilated at the end of their present existence. 
1Cor. 14v37 og If  {some/any/certain person}   (he/she) thinks/{be accounted}/deems/supposes/presumes   
1Cor. 14v37 og (the) prophet/{inspired teacher}/foreteller  {to be/exist}   
1Cor. 14v37 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind} (person);   
1Cor. 14v37 og (let him/her) {know upon some mark}/recognise/{full acquaintance}/acknowledge/perceive   
1Cor. 14v37 og who/what/which/that  (I) written/scribed/engraved  {to yourselves},   
1Cor. 14v37 og because  of the  lord/master  {they are/be}  (the) commandment/injunction/precept. 
1Cor. 14v37 = If  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  presumes/supposes   

to be  the  prophet/{inspired teacher}  or  the  {spiritual minded}  person,   
let  him/her  recognise/{fully understand}  that  I write  {to yourselves},   
because they are  commanded/{authoritative warning}/{under order}  of the  Lord/Master   (they are  subject/directed  of God). 

 

If some person  he/she  presumes to be the  foreteller/prophet  or the spiritually minded  person, 
(then)  let  him/her  recognise/{fully understand}  that I write to yourselves, 
because they are  commanded/{under order}  of the  Lord/Master. 
                 (Not necessarily a statement of recommendation  but could be more of  “A Warning”  to tread carefully and responsibly with God’s Word!) 

 

Even though Paul has written this epistle to The Elders of The Brethren,  he is instructing them to pass this epistle on to those other people in the ministry 
work to become equally educated in how they are to behave. 
But it can be read two ways,  both are indicating  “guidance”    

1. Either to assist those people showing promise to be a good “elder”,  or  
2. As a warning for someone in authority to stop them from being presumptuous about what they know,  and become puffed up with what 

little they really know  (where  “a little knowledge is dangerous”  as I see throughout  all  the  worldly  churches of today,  and not only 
within the congregational members)! 

The Crux is this  
We must gain  accurate  knowledge from a  reliable  source  (absolutely do  not  go to  worldly Christian leaders in their millions)! 

It is essential to  assay/audit  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  against  specifically what The Bible tells us!    
Which means we must thoroughly know The Bible ourselves  –  so we  must  personally read it ourselves  (and certainly not  read the NIV)! 
1Cor. 14v38 og if  and  {some/any/certain person}  (he/she  be) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant},   
1Cor. 14v38 og (let him/her be) {inclined not to know/understand}/{rather be ignorant}. 
1Cor. 14v38 = And  if  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  be  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant},   

(then)  let  him/her  be  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}. 
 

And if some person  he/she  be  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}   (being most of Christendom today,  for diverse reasons) 
(then)  let  him/her  be  {inclined not to know}/{rather be ignorant}   (because this is a natural preference - like Esau,  not to become The Heirs). 
 

This is one critical aspect of the  “1st Century Christian”   message that makes it so different to the other  worldly  religions and thus shows the righteous 
nature of Yahweh’s whole plan to  righteously  yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  over our 2 part life. 
Because Yahweh has implemented His safety net of The Millennium being the 2nd part of our physical life,  then the decision for everlasting life is not 
made only on the 1st part of our physical life where humans are freely allowed to  “rather be ignorant”  because  it suits their present lifestyle. 
In Yahweh’s Righteousness  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9),  the “everlasting life or annihilation”  will only be made after they have experienced  “a perfect 
society”  (in The Millennium of “Paradise”)  when having experienced this wonderful society to personally reform from  within  themselves (learning).   
However,  The Ideal  is for people to become  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology in the 1st part of their physical life while oppressed 
under Satan’s present tenure over this  “pariah planet”.   These people who  do  reform during the 1st part of their physical life to precisely imitate JC  
(to become TCs)  shall receive precisely what JC received upon resurrection as JCg  –  being  guaranteed  everlasting life within a  heavenly/celestial  
physical body  (1Cor.15v35-55)   and  “The Inheritance”  (being “The Resurrected World”). 
A 4th revision addition. 
The reason why this aspect makes  “1st Century Christianity”  unique is that  “Religion”  imposes  “The Judgement”  for our future within our present 
life,  because naturally  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  choosing to operate under Satan’s methodology (Eph.2v2)   “Want to exert control over 
our lives now”  for the worldly  self-indulgent  return this brings to them now!    They have absolutely no interest in the supposed “afterlife”  of which 
they fraudulently claim exists within their religion -  they are only interested in “The Goodies”  of which they can sequestrate from people today! 

How can I justify that strident attack on what they claim to represent? 
Because quite simply they are intelligent people,  able to learn things and climb up the social ladder built upon what they have learnt,  it gives them a 
high position upon the social ladder.   My point is this,  being intelligent people,  they know that what they teach is a load of unrighteous rubbish,  but 
they keep repeating the same nonsense generation after generation – because their operations  “pays the bills”. 

Who funds the operations? 
It certainly is not them,   but the deluded devotees at the bottom of the pyramid who are sincerely trying to find  “The Meaning of Life”! 

I have a great sense of justice – and speak out against  “This Rampant Fraud/Injustice”! 
I find the whole thing of  “Religion”  repugnant!   It stinks! 

Moreover,  so does Yahweh and JCg,  and that is why They both are working in parallel to  “Religion”  through  “The Early Adopters”! 
Hence the instruction given at Rev.18v4 – “To get out of Religion”! 
 
121st Instruction – Thus you are to be  zealously/eagerly  seeking  to speak under divine inspiration to edify those people  
within  the ecclesia  (within  one/singular  language),  and  you are  not  to stop speaking in naturally acquired  
tongues/languages  [plural]  for the  unbelievers/heathen  outside  the  ecclesia/{calling out}  in the  market-places. 
122nd Instruction – All things within and without the ecclesia  must  be done  decently/honourably  also everything to be 
subject to  {a regulated arrangement}/{orderly fashion}  that is  “lawful”  and  “not of confusion”! 
Quite sobering when we consider what occurs within some  obviously  worldly Christian congregations of whatever! 
Warning – repeat - Beware of churches whose members operate in a  turbulent/confused/disordered  manner,  and within 
their understanding of  “their version of The Bible”  having passed through Rev.22v18-19,  now knowing nothing better!   
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We witness them having the same deviant practices as those people  in  any  religion  –  thereby being party-to “Religion”  
as it presently covers the Earth,  to Satan’s present  glory/honour  of some 7 billion acolytes  (I include atheists operating 
to worldly methodology)!   While only some 70,000 people fulfil Yahweh’s Desire at the close of The Gospel Age! 
1Cor. 14v39 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}   
1Cor. 14v39 og (you) {have warmth of feeling}/desirous/covet/jealous/zealous/fervent  the [person]  
1Cor. 14v39 og (to) {foretell events}/{speak under divine inspiration}/prophesy,   
1Cor. 14v39 og also  the [person]   (to) speak/utter/say  (to the [= in]) {naturally acquired tongues/languages}  
1Cor. 14v39 og no/not/none  (you) estop/{prevent (by word or act)}/forbid/{keep from}/withstand/halt. 
1Cor. 14v39 = Thus  Brethren,   you  desire/zealous/{eagerly seek}  to  prophesy/{speak under divine inspiration},   

also  not  you  to  forbid/prevent  the person  to speak  in  {naturally acquired  tongues/languages}. 
 

Thus Brethren,  you  desire/{eagerly seek}  to speak under divine inspiration   (the understanding that comes from “The Word of God”), 
also not you to prevent the person to speak in naturally acquired languages   (enabling The Word of God to be taught to nations [Matt.24v14]). 
 

Paul is telling us to seek the better things,  being  “The Oracles of God”  for the edification of The Brethren  –  then -  when edified  with this knowledge 
The Brethren become in a better position to  accurately  represent Yahweh,  inasmuch to  accurately  preach to Gentiles by the  {naturally acquired 
languages}  (plural  for the  different nationalities  on business in Corinth).  This can only occur when the oracles yielded by  “The Word of God”  are 
correctly imbued  -  else we become useless teachers for “The Heathen”  (we would become like  “worldly Christian leaders”  ignoring  “The Oracles of 
God”  as contained in The Bible)! 

It is  not  the other way around as explained previously! 
We require  “Knowledge”  first – before we can then start to teach other people about something! 

Where perhaps by example,  a person  with exceedingly limited  accurate  knowledge of  “The Word of God”  is being emotionally encouraged by The 
Environment to shout out something incomprehensible in the manner of a maniac  –  and when heard,  another person,  responds by shouting out 
something that could have equally come from an astrologer,  soothsayer,  or  “witch doctor”! 

Would Yahweh  really  operate like this?   To be known as a God of disorder (v33)?    Obviously not  –  just as The Bible tells us! 
If  these people behaving like this  really knew  Yahweh  (being of  “His  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/{separate from 
this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Pure Desire manifest within the environment”)   –  then they would  know  He would  not  participate in this  
worldly  circus performance! 

Quite simply  –  Why  would He desire to participate in this showman like manner  –  to titivate an  animalistic/carnal  mind?   
For  what cause  has He to behave any other than He did with JC and The Apostles - behaving with  sane and sober  minds  (Titus2v2-8, etc.)? 

Clearly people  not  having a sober mind,  shame Yahweh and make Him look foolish  (thus reason  non-existent)  by those people  outside  Christianity. 
The Goal to fulfil Yahweh's Desire is for Him to achieve His 144000 TCs who demonstrably  agapao  their neighbour  (for no worldly return). 

Can we ask ourselves this same question presented after the five points given below - 
How then is it possible  for people who - 

1. Demonstrably have a very  limited  knowledge  base of  “The Word of God”  operating within their minds  (as shown by their behaviour), 
2. Therefore,  become incontrovertibly  unable  (by audit)  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to bring more TCs to Yahweh, 
3. They are  not  actively imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  thereby not operating in true agapao  (to edify our neighbour to the TC's own hurt), 
4. Self-indulging  themselves  according to what  “worldly methodology”  personally delivers to please an animalistic mind, 
5. To be operating in a manner as seen  throughout  “Religion” generally, 

The question being - 
How can these people be  “Children of God”  with the responsibility to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in the manner that JCg shall rule us. 

I suggest they read Heb.12v8  being most applicable to these individuals!    
But the very worst individuals are their religious leaders encouraging this type of activity,  perhaps placing themselves in Judas'  “13th Tribe of Israel”,  
being that of  “annihilation”  (inasmuch it did not exist in  “the 1st Epoch Israel”)! 

Hence the next verse  (utterly ignored by many  worldly Christian sects as demonstrated by their deeds) - 
1Cor. 14v40 og (The) All (things)   [to be done]   (the) decorously/decently/honestly/becomingly   
1Cor. 14v40 og also  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)     
1Cor. 14v40 og (to) {regulated arrangement}/{(fixed) succession}/{official dignity}/ordered   
1Cor. 14v40 og (let it) {become to be} [middle voice]. 
1Cor. 14v40 = All things   (to be done)   the  decently/honestly/becomingly   

also  let it  personally  {become to be}  according/under  to  {regulated arrangement}/{fixed succession}/{official dignity}/ordered. 
 

All things   (are to be done)   the  decently/honestly/becomingly   (Do  not  become  {rogue traders}/{spiritual paedophiles}  with  “God’s Word”) 
also let it   (our deportment)   personally become to be according to regulated arrangement   (disciplined to the  commands/actions  of JC). 
 

This indeed reflects one aspect of Yahweh’s  true  nature  (spirit/personality/desires/traits = character). 
The closing words of this chapter must then be referred to the original requirements of which I stated in v2 to show the full righteous circle in Paul’s 
methodical instruction given to us throughout chapter 14,  upon which to base an audit report when personally assaying Christendom! 
Worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders would do well to carefully reason upon what Paul teaches and  start  to practise it within their lifestyle  
–  else they  will  fail at  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  that Yahweh is making  right now  during the 1st part of a Christian’s physical life.   
I could amplify greatly but eagerly await any dissenters to defend  their “patch” of  “fraudulent operations”  through the email route provided on this 
website   “FutureLife.Org”. 
 
 
123rd Instruction – Paul has made The Gospel News known to them  –  and he repeats it again here in all 56 verses! 
And through  all  of Paul’s ministry,  people are  {made wholesome}/saved/preserved  by clinging firmly to this knowledge 
– else for  without reason  the Christians are  committed/entrusting  (imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Gospel = (Though not quite an allegory,  but because our  worldly Christian leaders do  not  know 
what it means)  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  meaning our 2 part life to learn how to imitate JCg our creator and 
saviour,  that for most people  (99.9+% of The World)  requires The Millennium within which to be successful. 
81st Warning – Paul has made this conditional to us  (else we have rejected it,  and it has become mere vanity to us)!    

You are being saved:   IF  you cling to The Real Gospel News and  IF you reproduce it faithfully in your life! 
Sadly today  “The Real Gospel”  is  never  taught by virtually any leader who claims to represent Yahweh and JC. 
Consequently, the recipients have no chance to clinging to  “The Real Gospel”,  or to be reproducing within their life! 
124th Instruction – Paul delivered to The Gentiles the foremost things which he learnt from the original Disciples. 
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1. JC firstly gave  “The Word of God”  as a sacrificial ministry perfected to become  “The Wisdom of God”. 
2. JC died on behalf of our sins -  just as The Tanakh  (The Old Testament)  prophesied. 
3. JC was buried and was  awakened/roused  on the 3rd day as JCg  -  just as The Tanakh prophesied. 
4. JCg appeared to  Cephas/Peter,  then to the original Disciples  (called “The 12”,  less Judas). 
5. JCg then appeared to over 500 brethren upon one occasion,  of whom many are alive today,  though some have 

fallen asleep  (the 1st Death). 
6. JCg then appeared to James,  then all the apostles. 
7. Last of all,  as if in a premature birth JCg appeared to me (Paul). 

94th Comment – It must be clearly understood,  The Epistles comprise of bullet points in places,  and the writers then add 
more explanation on other specific issues.  Paul is giving here a  few key bullet points  of JC's interaction with saving his 
personal creation  –  he gave far more of  “The Real Gospel”  in his  face-to-face  meetings with the Corinthians. 
95th Comment – Interestingly,  if these are only key bullet points –  I presume our  worldly Christian leaders would teach 
these points –  but do they?   How many of the  seven  points given above are mentioned,  let alone explained in detail? 
How can that be The Real Gospel if even all these bullet points are  not  taught  (let alone supported to give Real Faith)? 
90th Allegory - Premature Birth = Paul anticipating the 1st 2nd C where he shall become  at that time  fully “Born Again”. 
1Cor. 15v1 og (I) {make known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}  and  {to yourselves}   
1Cor. 15v1 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}  who/what/which/that   
1Cor. 15v1 og (I) {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel}  {to yourselves},   
1Cor. 15v1 og who/what/which/that  also   
1Cor. 15v1 og (you) {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}/learnt/received,   
1Cor. 15v1 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  also  (you) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide. 
1Cor. 15v1 = And  I  {make known}/declare/{give to understand}  {to yourselves}  Brethren,   

The Gospel  that  I  {announced The Good News}/{preached the Gospel}  {to yourselves},   
which  also  you  {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office},   within  which  also  you  {stand staunchly}/establish/abide. 

 

And I make known to yourselves brethren   (you must remember what I am about to tell you) 
The Gospel   (being of  “The Righteous Route”  [1st Century Christianity”]  explaining how Yahweh is to righteously bring  “Salvation to Mankind”)   
that I announced the Good News to yourselves   (of which,  I,  Paul in imitating JC,  have shown to you how this Plan is being exactly executed), 
which  also you  {received near}/{took upon yourselves}   (you now call yourselves  “Christians”), 
in which  also you  {stand staunchly}/{establish within yourselves}   (and you have entered into the  bilateral agreement  with Yahweh). 
 

Paul has presented The Gospel to them in the earlier visit;  they have understood it and they have remained with The Teaching of which Paul gave. 
However,  Paul is concerned some of them are demonstrably wavering in places  (see previous chapters)  and he is giving them instruction on how to 
straighten out their thinking.  The Goal is to be operating with fidelity to Paul's instruction and ideally,  going out to  accurately  teach  “The Word of 
God”  as  “1st Century Christianity”  to the foreign neighbours in a language of which they understand,  driven internally by agapao.  
Do this to become TCs,  and then Yahweh will judge these people worthy to stand alongside His Son JCg at the start of the 2nd part of their physical life. 

Paul restates The Gospel News in this chapter 15  (all 56 verses  –  but how much of this is  really  taught today? 
Please continue reading the next chapter,  because it is very clearly explained in  the most righteous and logical detail). 
1Cor. 15v2 og Through (reason of)  {of whom/which}  also   
1Cor. 15v2 og (yourselves are being) delivered/saved/protected/healed/{made whole}/preserved   
1Cor. 15v2 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) word/saying/topic/reasoning   
1Cor. 15v2 og (I) {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel}  
1Cor. 15v2 og {to yourselves}  if  (you) {hold down}/cling/retain/possess/adhere/{firmly grip},   
1Cor. 15v2 og (the) exterior/{aside from}/besides/outside/{out of}  if   no/not/none   
1Cor. 15v2 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {without reason/cause}/{in vain}/worthlessly  (you) entrusted/committed/believed. 
1Cor. 15v2 = Also  through reason  of which   (JC’s Gospel)   yourselves are being  delivered/saved/{made whole}, 

if  you  cling/retain/adhere  to the  word/reasoning  what  I  {announced The Good News}/{preached The Gospel}  {to yourselves}, 
if not  {aside from}/outside/besides  you  entrusted/committed  {without cause}/{in vain}  ( provided you are not hypocritical). 

 

Also through reason of which   (being of The Gospel that carefully explains Yahweh’s Plan operating over the last  six millennia) 
                 (That also explains  why  “The Millennium is needed for about 99.99% of The World”,  enabling  “The Late Adopters”  to achieve Salvation.)  

yourselves are being  delivered/saved   (by learning how to think and then behave,  to precisely imitate JC that shall ultimately lead to salvation), 
if  you  cling/adhere  to the  word/reasoning  (of)  what I announced  (in)  The Good News to yourselves   (to precisely imitate JC) 
                 (Ideally become the  “Early Adopters”  of The Gospel so that you  [1] make possible The Millennium  and  [2] lead/rule  in The Millennium.) 
if not,  you  entrusted/committed  from without a cause   (you must not be hypocritical to what being a “Christian” really means to The World). 

                 (Internally live  The Gospel and not produce a hypocritical shell for public show,  that Yahweh shall quickly break apart in His Judgment!) 
 

Quite simply Paul is telling us - 
I taught  “The Specific Gospel Message” to which you are standing alongside its teaching  (in the 1st verse),  and then Paul gives the caveat  
And through this knowledge you are being saved  (away from worldly methodology dominating your reasoning processes), 
provided  you  cling/adhere  to precisely what I taught you in  “The Real Gospel”,  and your believing is  not  hollow/{for show}! 

Thus,  Paul's Caveat is - 
The Brethren are  only  made  whole/preserved/saved  if  they  retain/cling  to what they have learnt from a TC  (and not a worldly Christian 
leader)  and express it outside in agape to their neighbour,  because surely it is without reason you Brethren learnt this knowledge to then use 
it like the 2 and 5 talent man.  We are  not  to  hide/bury  it like the 1 talent man  (to paraphrase JC’s parable on the subject at Matt.25v12-25, 
Luke.19v12-22)! 

Sadly this is another verse ignored within its entirety,  by  worldly Christian leaders in their teachings,  because we are taught in The Bible that once we 
have this knowledge then we are instructed to use it in  “The Calling Out”  –  applicable to  all  Christians,  else we become like insipid salt having lost 
its usefulness  (to quote JC again at Matt.5v13). 
1Cor. 15v3 og (I) {yielded up}/surrendered/delivered/{cast over}  For  {to yourselves}   
1Cor. 15v3 og in  (to the [= within]) foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former (things),   
1Cor. 15v3 og who/what/which/that  also  (I) {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}/learnt/received:   
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1Cor. 15v3 og because  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (he) died/slain/expired   
1Cor. 15v3 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  sins/faults/offences  {of/from us} 
1Cor. 15v3 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  document/{holy writ}/scriptures. 
1Cor. 15v3 = For I  delivered/{cast over}  {to yourselves}  within  the  first/foremost  things  that  I  also  learnt/received:   

Because  the  Christ/Anointed  he  died/slain/expired  {on the  sake/behalf of}  {of our}  sins/faults/offences,   
according to  the  {holy writ}/scriptures, 

 

For I delivered to yourselves within the foremost things that I  also learnt   (when becoming a “Christian”): 
Because the Anointed   (JC for  “The Position of Sonship”)   
he died   (painfully murdered over some 2+6 hours)   on behalf of our  sins/offences   (to  reset/atone/{buy back}  the 1st part of our life), 
according to the scriptures   (The Prophets told  “Israel”  that  [1] God's Servant would be perfect to Yahweh  and  [2] yield Salvation to Mankind) 
                  (JC as  “God’s Word part 2”  therefore  righteously answers  The Tanakh as  “God’s Word part 1”.) 
 

Paul is giving them  “The Knowledge”  he first gained,  being the most important parts  –  that JC became  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to atone for our 
sins precisely as prophesied in the Old Testament. 

Do our leaders teach what these verses might be,  to give the important bedrock upon what is believed? 
Inasmuch do our  worldly  Christian leaders make the statement    

“JC become our saviour by dying for us!”  -  And leave it there – thus being no more than just  “hearsay”  (equivalent to a myth)! 
Therefore,  we ask ourselves - 

Do they give all The Old Testament prophecies and righteous exegesis to support that defining statement?   
Most importantly, explaining “The Reason” why  “The Anointed”  must come first to yield  “The Millennium”  and  how it is to operate. 

Being what JC taught  (Mark.1v22, v38, 8v2-3)  and Paul taught here in this verse to support that culmination statement. 
Consequently,  we ask,  are our  worldly Christian leaders imitating Paul,  as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12)? 

Obviously, they are not!   Consequently,  we can reason firstly,  they do not care about this integrity and secondly,  clearly they do  not  have the  
one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  holy/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Pure Desire manifest 
within The Environment”  (the “HS”)!   Moreover,  if the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  do  not  have the HS,  then likewise their compliant 
fruitage equally do  not  have the  one/same  etc.,   and thus equally do  not  have the HS   (Matt.7v16-21). 
We can further deduce  

If  our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders teach statements having the same lack of supportive credentials as that given by 
other  “Leaders of Religion”  throughout The World  (who we obviously know  “oppose The Word of God”, and thus satanic by definition)   
Then  we can reason likewise about those specific leaders of Christianity who themselves are operating according to the same universal  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World  (Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19, 2Cor.11v13-15, etc.).    

It is all exceptionally logical and what we have witnessed throughout  the  two “Israels” (Jews/Christians),  moreover,  precisely what The Bible tells us! 
1Cor. 15v4 og Also  because  (he was) {(subject of) celebrate funeral rites}/buried/entombed,   also  
1Cor. 15v4 og because  (he has been) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  to the [= in/with/by/on]  third   
1Cor. 15v4 og day/{period of time}  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  the  documents/{holy writs}/scriptures. 
1Cor. 15v4 = Also  because  he (JC)  was  buried/entombed,   also because   

he (JC)  has been  awakened/roused/resuscitated  within  the 3rd  day/{period of time}  according to the  {holy scripts}/scriptures. 
 

Also because  he (JC)  was buried   (JC definitely died  –  Yahweh can never die;  hence  two separate  Entities), 
also he (JCg)  has been  awakened/resuscitated   (from  “The 1st Death”  of which  “The 2nd Death”  has no power in a celestial body  [see later])   
within the 3rd day according to the scriptures   (as prophesied in The Tanakh). 
 

Paul is telling us that like Jonah,  he was awakened from out of containment  (Jonah.2v10). 
Not to be left in the hole Ps.16v10,  JC’s death and resurrection Isaiah.53v8-12.  Being just a few of some 100 plus prophecies given in The Old 
Testament  –  but does the reader know of them?   And if not,  then  why not? 

What does that say about our  worldly Christian leaders?   I doubt if they know about a tiny fraction of them either! 
They are supposed to be teaching us in the same manner as did Paul  - and yet they do not  -  hence  {rogue traders}/{spiritual paedophiles}. 

Most importantly see my commentaries at Matt.12v40, 16v4. Luke.11v30, John.19v14 that explains how the days and times are mapped out,  
incomprehensible to most Christian leaders as seen by their incoherent output on this subject matter! 
1Cor. 15v5 og Also  because  (he JCg]) {(to humans who) gazed wide eyed}/{showed self}/appeared  (to) Cephas,    
1Cor. 15v5 og succession/moreover/furthermore/then  to the (persons)  Twelve. 
1Cor. 15v5 = Also  because  he (JCg)   personally  {showed self}/appeared  to  Cephas  (JC’s disciple, Peter),   then to The Twelve. 
 

Also because he (JCg)  personally showed himself to Cephas   (JC's disciple, Peter) 
then to  “The Twelve”   (the shorthand  “Collective Noun”  then,  for The Twelve original disciples,  even though Judas by then,  was annihilated). 
 

This causes amusement to the atheists who promptly state Judas was dead and then there were eleven  –  not  “twelve”  after JC's death. 
There are several answers to this - 

1. “The Twelve”  was  “The Collective Noun”  for The Disciples  –  because they were with him for 3 years or so,  and hence the word would 
have extended out beyond the borders of Israel with  “The Dispersion”  (to whom Paul was now writing  [within Corith]). 
This is further enforced by Matt.10v2-3, Luke.6v13.  

2. Paul might have included Mary in with the eleven in  “the closed room”  on the evening of his (JCg's)  awakening/arousing  (Luke.24v36), 
and Mary was a witness at the tomb  (John.20v14-18). 

3. “The Twelve”  could also mean the remaining 11 apostles and the 12th being Paul himself who saw the resurrected Jesus come to him in a 
vision as he tells us at 15v8 and in Acts.9/22v1-12 by Luke.  This is substantiated within the context at v9 and onwards as we read below,  
where Paul is associating himself as  “an apostle”,  who has witnessed Jesus after his resurrection during his conversion on  “The Road to 
Damascus”,  and afterwards.  Incidentally I always associate Paul as being  “the legitimate”  12th Apostle,  personally  invited by JCg  (on 
The Road to Damascus)  and then chosen by Yahweh through works  (2Tim.4v6-8)  to replace Judas Iscariot  “the betrayer”  (rather than 
Matthias chosen merely  by lots  afterwards  [Acts.1v23-26]). 

So,  there are three possible explanations given  –  where any one is sufficiently valid. 
1Cor. 15v6 og Thereafter/{After that}/Then  (he [JCg]) {(to humans who) gazed wide eyed}/{showed self}/appeared   
1Cor. 15v6 og (to the) {up over}/above/{more than}/over  five hundred  (to the) brothers/{The Brethren}   
1Cor. 15v6 og {upon one occasion}/{at the once}/{at one time},  {from/out of}  {of whom/which}   
1Cor. 15v6 og the (persons)  more/greater/most  (they) stay/remain/abide/dwell/endure/stand   
1Cor. 15v6 og until/{up to}/while  {just now}/henceforth/hitherto/now/present,   
1Cor. 15v6 og {some/any/certain persons}  and  also  (they) {fell asleep}/{lost consciousness}/slumber/{1st Death}. 
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1Cor. 15v6 = {After that}  he (JCg)   personally  {showed self}/appeared  to  {more than}  500  brethren  {upon one occasion},   
{from out of}  {of whom}  the many people  remain/endure   (are alive)   until/{up to}  now/present/immediate/present,   
and  {some/any/certain  people}  also  they  {fell asleep}/{1st Death}. 

 

After that,  he (JCg)  personally showed himself to more than five hundred brethren upon one occasion, 
from out of whom the many people remain until just now   (alive to validate what Paul is telling  The Corinthians  in this epistle),  
and some people  also they fell asleep   (they have died,  knowing they are to be awakened  ready/during  for The Millennium).  
 

Therefore Paul is stating the  awakened/roused/resuscitated  JCg appeared to over 500 brethren in one occasion  (of which there is no record other than 
this within The Bible),  and he is further telling us that some people have fallen asleep to mean  “The 1st Death”  upon which there is a  guaranteed 
resurrection through  “awakening/rousing/resuscitation”  (though guaranteed “life” is only for the participants of  “The 1st Resurrection” – more later). 
1Cor. 15v7 og Thereafter/{After that}/Then  (he [JCg]) {(to humans who) gazed wide eyed}/{showed self}/appeared   
1Cor. 15v7 og (to the) James  succession/moreover/furthermore/then   
1Cor. 15v7 og to the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell}  (to the) all (persons [apostles]). 
1Cor. 15v7 = {After that}  he (JCg)  {showed self}/appeared  to James,   then  to the  all  apostles/{appointed to tell}. 
 

After that,  he (JCg)  showed himself to James,  then to all the apostles. 
 

1Cor. 15v8 og (the) farthest/final/{ends of}/lowest/uttermost  and  (of the) all (persons),   
1Cor. 15v8 og {just as if}/{as it were}/as   to the [= in/with/by/on]  miscarriage/{untimely birth}/{born out of due time},   
1Cor. 15v8 og (he [JCg]) {(to humans who) gazed wide eyed}/{showed self}/appeared   
1Cor. 15v8 og (to the) {I also}/{even I}/{and me}. 
1Cor. 15v8 = And  finally/last  of the  all  people,  {just as if}  in/by  {born out of due time}/{premature birth},   

he (JCg)   personally  {showed self}/appeared  to  {I also}/{and me}  (Paul). 
 

And finally of all people   (being those people who  truly entrusted  upon JC as  “The Word of God”  [because they tried to imitate him]), 
just as if  in/by  born out of due time   (as if,  Paul had been  delivered/{Born Again}  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to  see JCg as a physical reality) 
he (JCg)  personally showed himself to I also   (Paul  [personally invited by JCg],  The 12th Disciple,  The 12th Head of The New Spiritual Israel). 
 

This occurred at Paul’s conversion on the road to Damascus  (Acts.9v1-12, and 22/26v3-16). 
But note the language  “just as if to the premature birth”,  thus Paul is  telling us more  at two levels  
Presently  (at the spiritual) - 

In the 1st part of his physical life he is  beginning (premature = {before the mature})  his  spiritual  growth having been personally called by  
“The Word of God”  on  “The Road to Damascus”  –  being a fulfilment of Rev.3v20.  An invitation to which Paul positively responds by 
growing himself upon  “The Word of God”  a new  Creature of himself  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  to become as best as he could a  “spiritual 
clone”  to JC as his  presence/parousia  operating within him. 

Speaking in prophecy  (of the physical) - 
In the beginning of the 2nd part of his physical life,  of what he knows  will  occur,  being  “The 1st Resurrection”  that becomes JCg's 1st 2nd C,  
to collect  “The Firstfruits”  (Early Harvest  –  thus  “premature physical  birth”)  of 144000 TCs  (Rev.14v3-4).   When this occurs,  the TCs  
(and Paul is to be one of them)  will  then  (and  only then)  become fully  “Born Again”  as future Sons of God at the end of The Gospel Age 
to terminate Satan’s 6000 year appalling leasehold on this planet. 

I have need to add no more in the explanation of what Paul is telling us  –  and is further explained at 2Cor.12v1-3  (please see all local commentaries). 
See also my commentaries at  Rom.8v23, 11v16,  1Thes.4v13-18 and later in this chapter 15. 
 
96th Comment – Paul considers,  he is  “The Least”  amongst the Apostles  (which is a good start to become a TC)  
because of his overwhelming guilt upon reflection of his actions prior to his conversion to  “1st Century Christianity”,  
inasmuch he hunted down  “1st Century Christians”  for his  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to then murder. 
132nd Reasoning – Paul reasons,  he is only what he is,  by the  gifts/favours  that Yahweh has given to him,  and Paul has 
ensured these  gifts/favours  are maximised by return to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Paul’s driver is to  effectively/efficiently  
toil/labour,  made possible by having the close support provided by Yahweh  operating covertly in the background. 
97th Comment – It must be clearly understood Paul is  not  speaking about presumed miracles –  but rather,  Paul is 
thankful Yahweh considered Paul's  future-self  would be sufficiently worthy for JCg to have communicated  “The Word of 
God”  to him,  thereby Paul becoming  “The Enabler”  to bring about internal personal reform. 
133rd Reasoning - Providing it is a TC teaching us –  then it does not matter which specific TC proclaims The Gospel to 
edify us – because quite simply they  are  of The  One/Same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operated in JC. 
82nd Warning – Charlatan Christian leaders say many similar things as Paul states here about “God is with them” etc.,  
but we know if Yahweh is really with them,  by examining their congregational members:  Are they precisely imitating JC? 
1Cor. 15v9 og [emphatic] I/me  for  am/exist  the (person)  least/littlest/smallest   
1Cor. 15v9 og of the  apostles/delegates/commissioners/{appointees to tell},   
1Cor. 15v9 og who/what/which/that  no/not/none  (I) am/exist   
1Cor. 15v9 og (the) {to arrive}/{coming into season}/ample/fit/great/many/sufficient   
1Cor. 15v9 og (to be) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned   
1Cor. 15v9 og (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell},   
1Cor. 15v9 og inasmuch/{because that}  (I) {followed after}/pursued/persecuted/{caused to suffer}   
1Cor. 15v9 og the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
1Cor. 15v9 = For  emphatic I (Paul)  am  the least  person  of the  apostles/{appointed  (by Yahweh [and not the world])  to tell},   

who  I am  not  sufficient/ample/fit  to be  called/named/assigned  the  apostle/{appointed to tell}, 
inasmuch  I  persecuted/{caused to suffer}  the  ecclesia/{calling out}  of the  God  (Yahweh).  

 

For  emphatic I (Paul)  am the least person of the apostles   (Paul shows  “the correct mindset”,  humble and contrite), 
who I am not sufficient to be called an apostle   (Paul has a tremendous guilt complex about the 1st part of his  spiritual life) 
inasmuch I persecuted the  {calling out}/ecclesia  of the God  (Yahweh). 
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Paul continued to have terrible feelings of guilt from his activities prior to his conversion – but this  drives him  ever-harder  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
now he has  “The Knowledge”  and  makes every opportunity  to  preach/teach  -  so he might cover previous  “lost ground”. 
See his comments about himself at Gal.1v13-15 and 1Tim.1v13-16. 
1Cor. 15v10 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  and  (of the) God  (I) am/exist   
1Cor. 15v10 og who/what/which/that  (I) am/exist,  also  the  grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit  (of the) Him   
1Cor. 15v10 og the (grace)  into/unto  I/me/myself  no/not/none  (the) {having nothing}/empty/worthless/vanity/fruitless   
1Cor. 15v10 og (it) {became to be},   
1Cor. 15v10 og but  (the) {super-abundant}/superior/pre-eminence/{very highly}/{beyond measure}/vehemently   
1Cor. 15v10 og {of them}  (of the) all (persons)  (I) {felt fatigue}/{hard work}/toiled/laboured;   
1Cor. 15v10 og no/not/none  [emphatic] I/me  and,   
1Cor. 15v10 og but  the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  of the  God   
1Cor. 15v10 og the (One [Yahweh])  {united as companion}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to [= in/with/by/on] me}. 
1Cor. 15v10 = And  in/by  the  gift/favour/benefit  of the  God (Yahweh)   I am  what  I am   (now appointed by Yahweh to tell),   

also  His  gift/favour/benefit  {became to be}  not  empty/worthless  unto  me   (Paul grabbed this opportunity to fulfil Yahweh's Desire),   
but  I  {worked hard}/laboured/toiled  {beyond measure}/{more abundantly}   (than)   all  of them  (people = becoming TCs);   
and  not  emphatic I (Paul),   but  the  gift/favour/benefit  of the  God  (Yahweh), 
The One  (Yahweh)   {united as companion}/{in union}  with  me (Paul)  (where Paul had the same spirit as Yahweh through JC in HS). 

 

And in the  gift/favour/benefit  of the God  (Yahweh)   I am what I am   (appointed by Yahweh to tell  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World) 
also His (Yahweh’s)  gift/favour/benefit   (being what  “The Word of God”  yields to reform  [1] an apostle  and  [2] The Resurrected World), 
not worthless unto me   ([1] I reformed my mind to become like JC,  and  [2] can bring forth 144000 TCs to make possible “The Resurrected World”) 
but I toiled beyond measure   (than)   all of them  (early apostles)   (Paul made Yahweh's gifts useful to him to yield new TCs within The World), 
                (Meaning,  Paul is instructed by God’s Gift of His Word to  actively/efficiently  use Paul’s DNA given capabilities in his ministry.) 
and not  emphatic I (Paul)   (it was not me that made this personal reform possible,  or the desire to further Yahweh's Desire for Mankind), 
but the  gift/favour/benefit  of the God  (Yahweh)   (being  “The Word of God”  correctly  imbued/inculcated  to yield the HS within me), 
The One (Yahweh)  united as companion with me (Paul)   (Paul's mind now operates in unison with Yahweh through God's Word to yield the HS). 
 

Because of Paul’s background keeps  “haunting him”,  Paul feels so indebted to Yahweh for giving him an opportunity to  “redeem himself”  over his 
former self.   
Thus,  Paul states here    

It is  only  because Yahweh is giving me a 2nd chance through His  gift/favour/benefit  that I am  alive/exist  in the ministry work.   
And because of this,  Paul goes on to state    

I will ensure this 2nd (and last)  opportunity given to me,  will be maximised to the very best I am able to yield my return unto Yahweh  (as a 
“Thank You”),  driving me to work much harder than all the other apostles because of this inner shame of which I carry.   

But in saying that,  –  I recognise my effectiveness is only due to Yahweh closely intervening through His HS within The Environment around me to assist 
my  accurate/steadfast  teaching  program to fulfil Yahweh's Desire by making His Desire manifest within The Environment. 
Inasmuch I am confident that He gives guidance within my mind,  to be more profitable in my return of which I now offer Him (converse at James.1v6-8). 
Important note  
It must be clearly understood by The Reader  –  Paul is absolutely  not  speaking about  “presumed miracles”  -  but rather he is speaking about The 
Gift/Favour  being that Yahweh could see  “the future Paul”  would be a wonderful vessel within which the HS could operate to become a future Son of 
God.  Thus Paul is so thankful that JCg came to him on  “The Road to Damascus”  (Acts.9v1-12, 22v1-22)  to  personally  invite/call  Paul to become  
“The 12th Disciple”  to replace Judas Iscariot  (it was  not  Matthias at Acts.1v26  invited/called  by lots).  It was  “The Word of God”  (JC)  correctly 
explained to him which opened the  gift/favour  to become a future Son of God alongside the original 11 successful disciples in The Future Millennium. 
1Cor. 15v11 og {If too}/Whether  therefore/then  [emphatic] I/me,  {if too}/whether  those,   
1Cor. 15v11 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (we) herald/proclaim/publicise/broadcast   
1Cor. 15v11 og also  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  (yourselves) entrusted/committed/believed. 
1Cor. 15v11 = Whether  then  emphatic I (Paul),   whether those  (TCs/apostles),   

{in this manner}/so  (being accurately driven by “The Word of God”)    
we  (Paul and Barnabas)   herald/proclaim/publicise  (The Gospel),   
also  {in this manner}/so  (receiving this unadulterated Gospel)   you  (brethren aiming to become TCs)   entrust/commit/believe. 

 

Whether then  emphatic I (Paul),   whether those  (TCs/Apostles),    (it does not matter who teaches you  “1st Century Christianity”) 
in this manner   (being any person wholly driven by  “The Word of God”)   
we (Paul and Barnabas)  proclaim/publicise   (“1st Century Christianity”,  in the manner that we personally do) 
also in this manner   (of receiving this  unadulterated  Gospel)   you  (brethren aiming to be TCs)   entrust/commit   (unto it). 
               (The brethren are becoming true fruit of the good tree [Matt.7v16-19]) 

 

Paul is saying  
Provided you  entrust/commit  yourself in with what we,  TCs teach,  then it does not matter who these TCs might be! 

Because quite simply all the TCs will be teaching  “The  One/Same  Truth”  as precisely sourced by  “The Word of God”. 
Clearly the novice must be  very careful  to whom they listen –  because there are just so  many  charlatans  worming their way up into the congregations 
(Acts.20v29, 2Pet.2v1+, 1John.2v18-19,  presumptuously appointed today by  “Professional Leaders of “Religion”).  They are motivated to preach 
distorted messages  (of whom the apostles give constant warning in their epistles),  the number of whom would perhaps be the same ratio in JC's ministry 
as Nicodemus and Jairus  (as two people)  to all the other Pharisees in Israel.   This provides the perfect lead into the next verse - 
 
98th Comment – If we  publicise/proclaim  JCg has  awakened/roused  from out of the dead people [plural],  then why are 
some of you exclaiming there is no resurrection of the dead people? 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
134th Reasoning – If you state that the dead people are not resurrected,  then neither has JCg  (inferred from your logic)!  
Therefore,  if JCg has not been  awakened/roused,  then our teaching and your  (blind)  faith must be worthless! 
It also invalidates the core message of  “1st Century Christianity”  being  “The Expectation of The Goal”  for  “Sonship” 
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135th Reasoning – Therefore  if  you state  “dead people are not resurrected”,  then we are false witnesses of God because 
we proclaim,  “Yahweh did  awaken/rouse  JCg”!  And further -  if  JCg was not  awakened/roused,  then how foolish is 
your  (blind)  faith because you would still be in your sins gathered during the 1st part of your physical life – thereby 
having no future prospects for redemption!  
136th Reasoning – Therefore based upon your logic,  all those people having fallen asleep in JC are annihilated!   And 
finally if this is to be our future  -  where we are only alive during our conscious existence now,  then we as TCs,  are even 
more pitiful than any other human because  we are persecuted  to proclaim this message that a person’s existence is split 
over a 2 part life! 
83rd Warning – What we read here should  not  be taken at face value  -  it does not mean quite as we read it! 
The wording given within the verse tells us a bit more.  Paul will not entertain the thought of giving any form of credibility 
to  the differentiation  these Corinthians could be making between who is to be  awakened/resurrected  and who is not!   
Paul is speaking what was generally known as  “1st Century Christianity”,  an example at 1John.2v2,  just as John tells us. 
137th Reasoning – These Christian  “children”  believe:  They are “kings” over other people (1Cor.4v8) –  and believing 
themselves to be “kings” means they consider themselves to be making  life/death  decisions about the future prospects of 
fellow humans  (further supported by Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc., noted for The Millennium –  not  The Gospel Age). 
Thus,  these Corinthians might preach:  Only the people who  “think like them”  (as “the kings”)  shall be resurrected! 
99th Comment – This reasoning by the Corinthians is an anathema to  “The Real Gospel”  teaching,  and thus Paul goes 
in to attack this false teaching –  because it is contrary to what JC and The Apostles were teaching. 
But what do we hear certain Evangelicals teach?  Is it what The Real Gospel teaches us?  Obviously not,  at many levels! 
84th Warning – If we cannot mentally reconcile what JC did for us  (requiring a desire to imitate JC)  then we will 
ultimately die in our sinful state  -  because we have foolishly thrown away the  atonement/cover  JC has done for us. 
138th Reasoning – Paul’s warning links in with  “The Goal of Sonship”,  meaning “dying in a sinful state”  nullifies a 
position of Sonship.   However,  if this personal state of mind continues into The Millennium being that of rebellion to 
“reality”,  then the  “next dying”  is still in sin  (refusal to imitate JC)  becomes  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 
1Cor. 15v12 og if  And  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (he/it is) heralded/proclaimed/publicised/broadcast   
1Cor. 15v12 og because  {from/out of}  (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/cadavers   
1Cor. 15v12 og (he [JCg] has been) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated,   
1Cor. 15v12 og {in what manner}/how  (they) state/exclaim  {some/any/certain persons}   
1Cor. 15v12 og in  {to [= within] yourselves}  because  (the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}   
1Cor. 15v12 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers  no/not/none  (he/it) is? 
1Cor. 15v12 = And  if  because  

the  Christ/Anointed  is  publicised/proclaimed  {from out of}  of the  dead/corpses  he has been  awakened/roused/resuscitated,   
how state  {some/any people}  within yourselves: 
Because  not  it is  the  {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  of the  {dead people}/corpses? 

 

And if because the Anointed   (being  “The Goal”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”)   is publicised:- 
  He (JCg)  has been awakened from out of the dead people   (being  “The Goal” for “The Early Adopters”  to be part of  “The 1st Resurrection”), 
                  (Because  if  we are copying JC  [1Cor.4v16, 11v1]  as “One Goal/JC”,  then  we should be likewise achieving  “The Next Goal/Anointing”) 
how  (then)  some people state within yourselves:- 
  Because,  not is the resurrection of the dead people?   (Why do some of you state   Dead people are not resurrected?) 

                  (Then by consequence – nullify both  “The Goal” [of what JC did]  and of  “The Expectation of what JC received as  his  Goal/Sonship”) 
 

Paul was countering the accusation some of The Brethren were stating,  a resurrection would not occur.   
But Paul is making the point    

How can you proclaim that in one breath  “there is no resurrection of deed people”  and in the next breath;  preach part of  The Gospel  that 
proclaims   “The Lord JC has arisen from the dead people”? 

The two positions are incompatible! 
Actually,  there is a bit more to this verse. 

Why  should they be thinking this? 
Would they be switching allegiance from true Christianity to that doctrine promoted by the Sadducees  (Acts.23v8)?   
All as I naïvely thought while spiritually immature several decades ago  –  having read certain worldly commentaries! 

Actually No! 
The Corinthians were starting to think along the same lines as that taught today by certain  worldly Christian leaders! 

What do I mean? 
These Corinthians were thinking they were so good  (see 1Cor.4v8-10)  to be resurrected,  and by contrast,  those persons who are  “not so good”  –  
being the heathen  (as determined by these  “supposedly very good”  Corinthians)  will not be resurrected!   They were believing themselves to be 
“kings”,  and thus as  “kings”  to be making  life/death  decisions about the future outcome of fellow humans  (further supported by Matt.19v28, 
1Cor.6v1-3, etc,  these references being only for The Millennium and  not  for The Present Gospel Age).   
Thus,  these Corinthians are teaching   Only the people who  “think like them”  (as  “supposed kings”)  shall be resurrected alongside  “King JCg”. 
We see this reasoning is contrary to  “1st Century Christianity”  as publicised on  “FutureLife.Org”,  but is errantly taught today throughout  
“supposedly all”  the schisms of  worldly Christianity  (being precisely what Paul was trying to untangle at 1Cor.3v3-6). 
The Apostles repeated what JC taught,  being that  all  humans would be resurrected  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  into The Millennium,  and the apostles having 
the HS later,  fully understood how this would be  righteously  made possible through JC's Ransom Sacrifice.  The members of  “The Resurrected World”  
shall be taught  “Righteousness”,  where it  will then  be the responsibility of  “The Demonstrably Perfected Leaders”  (the 144000 TCs)  to judge 
alongside JCg what will be the whole World  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 

Can the reader see the righteous harmony of what The Bible teaches us when holistically reasoned upon? 
Can the reader also see how insidiously deviant  worldly  Christianity is as taught today,  and that is only one aspect of the so very many! 

“The Termination of Satan's Era”  of some 6000 years will only become possible when Yahweh has His 144000 TCs who have demonstrably proven 
themselves  (to The World and not Yahweh – He already knew their names before The Creation of Mankind, Rom.8v29, etc.,)  to operate entirely upon 
agapao  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  during the 1st part of their physical life.   They demonstrably show they  are  the correct people to make  
“The Judgement”  (of life and death)  of other people in their charge after they,  the TCs as future  “co-regent”  kings/priests  (Rom.8v17, 23,  being 
1Cor.4v8 of the future,  spun around to the present day),  have already edified  “The Resurrected World”  (to the TC's own hurt)  all people in the 2nd 
part of their physical life. 
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It is by reading between the lines of Corinthians,  both 1 and 2 epistles enables this knowledge to surface within our reasoning,  always noting 
it is only possible,  if we have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  sourced by Yahweh  –  to think and righteously reason like this! 

1Cor. 15v13 og if  and  (the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  
1Cor. 15v13 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers  no/not/none  (it) is,   
1Cor. 15v13 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
1Cor. 15v13 og (he has) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated! 
1Cor. 15v13 = And  if   (as you say):    

Not  (there)  is the  {standing up again}/resurrection  of  {dead people}/corpses,   
(then)  neither  the  Christ/Anointed  he has  {collected the senses}/awakened/resuscitated! 

 

And if   (as you claim)   “(There)  is not the resurrection of the dead people”, 
(then)  neither the Anointed  (unto Sonship)   he (JCg)  has resurrected! 
 

Paul states the logical conclusion of their errant message    
If you state dead people cannot be resurrected then neither has JC as The Firstfruit of those people  (ideally TCs)  to follow  –  being the 
lynchpin of The Gospel Message  –  that being a resurrection for all people into The Millennium  (equally  never  taught today by  worldly  
Christian leaders)! 

Then an immediate question might be asked - 
How does this align with what I have been teaching in the previous verse? 
Again,  this would appear to be suggesting Sadducee teaching and not a separation between the future for  “Christian”  and  “heathen”! 

The answer is given in the next few verses  –  along with the previous verse's commentary. 
Paul is  not  entertaining any endorsement of their errant teaching of  demarcation/distinction  -  he is giving  no  credence to their errant doctrine – 
being at utter variance to what he has been teaching them  (along the lines of what he has been teaching the Romans,  Galatians,  Colossians,  as we 
read at  Rom.10v12, Gal.3.28, Col.3v11). 
1Cor. 15v14 og if  and  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  no/not/none   
1Cor. 15v14 og (he has) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated,   
1Cor. 15v14 og (the) {having nothing}/empty/worthless/vain/fruitless  therefore/thus   
1Cor. 15v14 og the  proclamation/preaching/publicising/broadcasting  {of/from us}   
1Cor. 15v14 og (the) {having nothing}/empty/worthless/vain/fruitless  and  also  
1Cor. 15v14 og the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {of yourselves}. 
1Cor. 15v14 = And  if  the  Christ/Anointed  not  he has  awakened/roused/resuscitated,   

therefore  the  empty/worthless/vain   (is)   our  preaching/proclamation,   
and  empty/worthless/vain  also  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   {of yourselves}. 

 

And if the Anointed  (by Yahweh unto a position of Sonship)   he has not  {collected the senses}/awakened/resuscitated, 
therefore,  our  preaching/proclamation   (is)  empty/worthless, 
and your faith  (accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   (is)  also  empty/worthless! 

                  (Therefore,  how can you tolerate people’s illogical muses that if accepted,  destroy unto what you have enlisted to be central to your “faith”!) 
 

Again,  Paul is giving no credence to their faulty doctrine,  and thus continues where their reasoning is taking humanity  –  and logically themselves  – 
because all people form part of  “humanity”  of whom JC has covered  (as individuals by his specific  “one to one”  sacrificial covering)! 

Consequently,  Paul inductively continues  
JC’s  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (resurrection),  and of  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  =  “The Real Gospel Message”  (The Calling to 
become a future Son of God  –  and of  “The Personal Responsibility”  this brings over  “The Resurrected World”),  then all this,  being The Support of 
your supposed faith  (knowledge/assurance/fidelity)  is worthless,  if the dead people are not raised to become part of  “The Resurrected World”.    
This shows the false nature of their faith being so typical of most  “Christians”  today  –  judging  “humans”  outside their schism  (hence Paul's remarks 
at 1Cor.3v3-6).  They have so little accurate knowledge,  that by consequence yields weak assurance only because the  substance/foundation  is shaky  
(Matt.7v26-27),  and the fidelity practised is so wobbly the practitioners fall over in what they display to The World through their words and deeds!    
Thereby not being competently placed to be internally driven by  “agapao”  to deliver the physical output of  “agape”  that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire. 

Please gain the  solid knowledge  given in The Bible,  from The Bible,  as correctly explained on this website   “FutureLife.Org”, 
1Cor. 15v15 og (we are) found/obtained/seen/perceived  and  also   
1Cor. 15v15 og (the) {untrue testifiers}/{offering falsehood in evidence}/{be a false witnesses}  of the  God [Yahweh],   
1Cor. 15v15 og because  (we) witnessed/reported/testified [as the person giving the evidence]   
1Cor. 15v15 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  of the  God [Yahweh] 
1Cor. 15v15 og because  (he [?]) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
1Cor. 15v15 og whom/what/which/that  no/not/none  (he [?]) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated   
1Cor. 15v15 og {if perhaps}/{if so be}  therefore/thus/consequently/haply/surely/perhaps/supposing   
1Cor. 15v15 og (the) {dead persons}/copses/mortified/cadavers  no/not/none   
1Cor. 15v15 og (they) {collect their senses}/awaken/rouse/resuscitate. 
1Cor. 15v15 = And  we  (TCs/Apostles)   are  found/seen/perceived  also  the  {untrue testifiers}/{false witnesses}  of the  God  (Yahweh), 

because  we  (TCs/Apostles)   reported/testified  (a proclaiming witness)   according/under  of the  God  (Yahweh)   
because  He  (Yahweh)   awakened/roused/resuscitated  the  Christ/Anointed  (JCg);   
consequently  (from what you state)   that  not  he  (JCg)   {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  
{if perhaps}   (as you say)   the  {dead people}/corpses  not  they are  {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated.  

 

       (By listening to the rebellious and illogically reasoning people within your ranks … … )   
And we (TCs)  are  seen/perceived  also to be false witnesses of the God  (Yahweh) 
because  (contrary to the thinking circulating within your ecclesia)   
we (TCs)  reported  (as proclaiming witnesses)   according to  (The Word)  of the God (Yahweh) 
because He (Yahweh)  awakened/{collected the senses}/resuscitated  the  Anointed   (JCg unto the position of  “Sonship”) 
       (And by contrast,  inductively continuing your reasoning … … ) 
therefore,  that not he (JCg)  awakened/roused/resuscitated   (as the Anointed  [JCg]  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium) 
if perhaps  (as you errantly say)   the dead people are not  awakened/{collected their senses}/resuscitated. 
 

Therefore,  Paul states by extension of their reasoning  (giving no cause to acknowledge their faithless differentiation  –  inasmuch Paul Barnabas are 
not to be judged as falsifiers … … )   
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We TCs are also to be false witnesses  -  if we claim JC was  awakened/roused/resuscitated  (resurrected to become JCg)  by Yahweh – 
because some of you are proclaiming dead people are not to be  awakened/roused/resuscitated  (resurrected)! 

1Cor. 15v16 og if  for  (the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers  no/not/none   
1Cor. 15v16 og (they are) {collected their senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated,   
1Cor. 15v16 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
1Cor. 15v16 og (he has) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated! 
1Cor. 15v16 = For  if  the  {dead people}/corpses   not  they  awakened/roused/resuscitated   (to be resurrected),   

then  neither  the  Christ/Anointed  he has been  awakened/roused/resuscitated   (resurrected)! 
 

For if the dead people are not  awakened/{collected their senses}/resuscitated   (become resurrected) 
then neither has the Anointed   (by Yahweh for JCg as a Son of God  [Firstfruit of 144000 following firstfruits]  to rule  “The Resurrected World”) 
been  awakened/{collected his senses}/resuscitated   (become resurrected) 
 

Paul is saying the same thing twice  “to hammer home”  the fallaciousness of their reasoning! 
Paul argues firstly one way,  –  and then the other way to show the logical commutative nature of their errant doctrine. 
Inasmuch they shall equally  “not be resurrected if JCg was not resurrected”! 

Before he leads onto the particularly important next point  (by bringing their reasoning very much home to these Corinthians) - 
1Cor. 15v17 og if  and  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  no/not/none 
1Cor. 15v17 og (he has) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/raised,   
1Cor. 15v17 og (the) worthless/transientness/depravity/vanity  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {of yourselves},   
1Cor. 15v17 og yet/still/more  (you) are  in  to the [= within]  sins/faults/offences  {of yourselves}. 
1Cor. 15v17 = And  if  the  Christ/Anointed  he has  not  {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated   (resurrected),   

then  the  worthless/depraved/vain  is your  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity};   
you are  yet/still  within  your  sins/faults/offences! 

 

And if the Anointed  (JCg to become The First [Barley] of the following Firstfruits [Wheat])   has not been  awakened/resuscitated, 
then your  (blind)  faith  (their knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   (is)   worthless/depraved    (and just collapses into “Religion”); 
you are yet within your  sins/faults   (inasmuch by rejecting the basic teaching of “Salvation”,  you return to  “worldly methodology” of “Religion”) 
 

Paul is stating the logical consequence of their reasoning  
If  JC had  not  died to  atone/{buy back}  our sins through his ransom sacrifice and then resurrected as confirmation by Yahweh that  JC was 
demonstrably perfect  over his assay of 3.5 years ministry period   (Matt.3v15 – for  [1] resurrection into heavenly, spiritual body and  [2] 
becomes the assay period for all humans at the end of The Millennium, Rev.20v7+ for a short period]   for  true  righteousness)   
Then  these Brethren are still fully  exposing  their sinful existence to  “The Almighty God”  “Yahweh”  (by having not personally accepted 
JC’s Precious Atonement,  that is best endorsed in our life by precisely imitating the person having given The Gift). 

Else we are a  “hypocrite”! 
They are still operating according to worldly methodology,  and worldly methodology only yields death,  and ultimately annihilation. 

Therefore,  their faith  (see commentary in v14)  is useless,  being depraved and worthless because they have no long-term future! 
These individuals have effectively rejected JC’s gift of  atonement/{buy back}  (through his murder)  and are becoming exposed  (to Yahweh’s glare’ –  
of  “The 1st Judgement”)  in the 2nd part of their spiritual life.   This is an extremely dangerous position to be within  –  because JC only  
atoned/redeemed  us  “The Once”  to get us into the  2nd part  of our life. 
The logical extension of the above would be this - 

Our  sins/fault/offences  are exposed to scrutiny by Yahweh because we  “as Christians”  (“in The Know”)  have thrown away JC’s 
atonement  (while we  [Paul +TCs]  precisely imitate JC and remain faithful to what JC represents). 

Hence the next verse - 
1Cor. 15v18 og therefore/thus/consequently/haply/surely/perhaps/supposing  also  the (persons)   
1Cor. 15v18 og (the having) {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}/slumber/{The 1st Death}  
1Cor. 15v18 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
1Cor. 15v18 og (they were) perished/lost/destroyed/annihilated/The 2nd Death} [middle voice]. 
1Cor. 15v18 = Consequently  also  the  people  having  {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}/{The 1st death}  within  the  Christ/Anointed   

they were  personally  lost/destroyed/perished/{The 2nd Death}. 
 

         (And based upon your  faulty  premise ...)  
Consequently,  also the people having  {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}   (“died”  –  John.11v11-15) 
within the Anointed   (they precisely imitated  JC's ministry/lifestyle  to the absolute best they were able for  “The Goal”,  as determined by Yahweh) 
         (then according to your thinking)   
they were personally  lost/destroyed/annihilated   (having wasted their time in The Lord,  by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)! 
                (If people died after imitating JC for The Anointing,  then they have died with no prospect of Resurrection,  based upon what some of you say!)  
 

This becomes  “The End Term”  in Paul’s path of logical reasoning! 
Note how Paul uses the term    

“lost/destroyed/perishing”  because this means  forever lost  being what The Bible terms  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
Also note this verse cannot be used to infer it is only these people who are not lost  (as errantly taught by  worldly Christen leaders),  but rather Paul in 
context is making  the specific point of identification  between the living Brethren and the dead Brethren  (and TCs).   
We deduce the people living before we  (TCs)  displayed a lifestyle in words and deeds of imitating JC to the very best of their ability has become to be 
worthless  -  based upon  The Corinthians'  present reasoning   (being precisely the mindset Satan wants to nurture,  he does not want TCs to exist)! 
Inasmuch  these individuals now sleeping had true faith and worked for The Expectation  that there  was to be  (will be)  The Inheritance,  being  “The 
Ideal Goal”  for all humans during the 1st part of their physical life,  and they did not show the depraved reasoning that some of your members are 
presently self-indulging within! 
Then Paul spins it around to identify himself with these past Christians  –  like Steven  (Acts.7v58-60  [where for the record,  the watching “Saul” in this 
citation was ultimately to become The Apostle “Paul” writing this letter])  -  to state that he,  Paul,  must be most wretched if this is to be our future! 
I explain within my appropriate commentaries to  “Acts of the Apostles”  it is my opinion,  Saul (cum Paul)  actually brought Steven into custody for  
“The Professional Religious Leaders”  to put him on trial in the Sanhedrin and was a witness giving evidence against Steven. 
1Cor. 15v19 og If  in  to the [= within]  life/existence  this (specifically)   (the having) expectation/confidence/entrust   
1Cor. 15v19 og {we are/being}  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  merely/alone/only,   
1Cor. 15v19 og (the more) pitiful/miserable (comparable)   (of the) all  (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men  
1Cor. 15v19 og {we are/being}. 
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1Cor. 15v19 = If  {we (TCs) are}  having the  expectation/confidence  alone/only   
within specifically this  (present)  life/existence  within  the  Christ/Anointed,   
{we (TCs) are/being}  more  pitiful/miserable   (than)   of the  all  men. 

 

If we (as TCs)  are having the expectation of only within The Anointed within this specific life   (with no 2nd part to our life by a resurrection) 
             (Only a present existence of receiving pain and suffering for no future of The Anointing,  not to be alongside JCg  [as our physical future mate])  
we (as TCs)  are the more  pitiful/miserable  (than)  of all men   (not  living like us,  not  facing worldly persecution from  “Leaders of Religion”)  
 

What a dramatic statement! 
Paul is stating that if this present  life/existence  is the only thing for trying to imitate  “The Anointed JC”,  then we (TCs)  are more pitiful than all men! 

Why? 
Because as TCs,  Paul and the apostles were constantly slaving to  accurately  teach  “ The Gospel”  to The World,  and becoming victims to extreme 
persecution from the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  of which we read throughout The New Testament  (and constantly given by prophecy,  will 
occur to all people throughout The Gospel Age imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle).   This  did/does  continue throughout The Gospel Age!  
We read the  “1st Century Christian”  Gospel Message becoming distorted within the minds of the recipients in  “The 1st Generation”  –  and after some 
70  generations,  the  “art/craft”  of  “deception and misrepresentation” of  “The Original Gospel”  as given by JC has been perfected today!  
An example of this deceptive teaching would be - 

Some Christian leaders state,  “we become alive in people’s memories”! 
Thereby disowning themselves from what JC did for us  -  how so incredibly shameful! 

That is  why  it is  a constant battle  for TCs to keep  “steering the ship back on course”  from the fools piloting it  “off course”. 
There are just so many religious leaders proclaiming  deviant/depraved/worthless/vanity  (to quote a few words of v17)  propaganda  against  Yahweh’s 
Desire expressed  within The Environment  –  and thus they  are  blaspheming  against  the HS for which there is  no  forgiveness to quote JC  
(Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc.). 
Again,  for the Record  (to counter the pandemic distortions given within Christendom),  the composite definition of HS - 

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (The Universe). 

For all this effort  freely/simply  given by the TCs to only edify their neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  –  then what does the TC receive? 
The TC’s return from The World  (being the  exposed  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  opposing the TCs’ freely given effort)  is vehement 
persecution from the various religious leaders around The World whose  worldly  livelihoods are threatened by the  accurate  teaching  of the TCs’ 
words and deeds.   History demonstrates and thus validates  this reality! 

Clearly,  TCs do  not  look to The World because they have become  simple sojourners  who  (imitating Abraham)   are travelling through The 
World during the 1st part of their physical life placing no roots within its methodology.   

Why?  
Because TCs know this is just only  a transient phase  leading-on  to what JC had of  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  to become a  “Son of God”  
and thus rule as  Kings/Priests  to  bring-in  righteousness to  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.    

This  is  “The Core Gospel Message”  (where to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire now,  is for us to aim to become a TC). 
The TCs are The Apostles of The Gospel Age perhaps like William Tyndale,  who personally stand up to  accurately  proclaim  “The Word of God”  as 
best they were able in their unique place within  “The Gospel Age”.  These TCs were not hedonists out for the  self-indulgences  of which this world can 
deliver.  Worldly focussed Christian Leaders have  not  this expectation of The Millennium to personally make it occur  (but only a vain hope of 
“something” may occur in the future),  that is why they become  soiled/spotted/blemished  into The World because they have  made their home  within 
this world.   
For it is not just what they say  (and up to 2007 CE,  they  never  mention The Millennium,  so we can deduce they do  not  believe in it)  –  but rather 
what fruits they deliver to become their animalistic minded congregations  –  that become the distinguishing mark of the 1st part of their physical life. 

By contrast  TCs deliver the  30, 60, 100  fold yield  of  new  TCs  (Matt.13v23)  being gifted in  self-sacrifice  on the altar  (being the local 
environment of a “Christian”)  of Yahweh?   

We must spiritually die first  (Matt.10v39, 16v25, Mark.8v35, Luke.9v24, 17v33, John.12v25)  to this world  (being of its methodology [= to self-indulge 
to our neighbour's hurt])  to make the required yield of new TCs  –  to paraphrase JC,  we ideally being the good soil within which the seed  (God’s 
Word)  dies to yield new TCs in our deportment  Matt.13v23, etc. 

To accomplish this fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire,  then we must  precisely imitate  his  ministry/lifestyle  being truly driven by  “agapao”  
based entirely upon  “The Word of God”  that ultimately yields the HS within us.   

It is absolutely impossible to even get off the 1st square to gain the HS if we do  not  daily read a good quality Bible of at least pre 1950 CE translation,  
or  we only listen to what our  worldly Christian leaders teach us – the content of which,  has  only  passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19  to 
produce  “worldly Christianity”,  and  not  “1st Century Christianity”.   Hence these people produce  no  “new TCs”  in their output  (Matt.7v16-19). 
After reading Paul’s statement about the lifestyle of a TC  – then please compare a TC’s deportment with our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  
(around The World)  having their lifestyle firmly planted within this world.    –  Are these leaders pitiful in  “this life of theirs”? 
I read it both ways in the following manner! 

No,  they are not physically – but yes,  they are spiritually  (for their  “long-term hope”  because that is what their  “weak faith”  delivers)! 
 
Instruction – repeat - “The Anointed”  by itself often means by extension  “of The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship”.  It is  
only  attainable by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by  “The Correct Motivation”  that itself is being 
audited by Yahweh against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as JC established for Sonship).  
Allegory – repeat - Firstfruit = “Early Harvest” occurs  before  “The Main Harvest”. 
JC was The First one (Barley) of The Firstfruits of 144000 TCs following (Wheat) as instituted by Yahweh at Lev.23v5-25 
some 3500 years ago to be a specific prophecy of what was to occur during The Gospel Age as we are equally told by 
prophecy at Rev.14v1-4 (almost 2000 years ago).   Yahweh underwrote this by His direct intervention in Acts.2v1+ at  
“The Feast of The Ingathering”,  being  “The Ingathering”  over the next some 2000 years for  “The Early Adopters”  (= 
144000 TCs)  during The Gospel Age.   They are needed to become The Rulers of The Millennium,  at the end of which 
“The Main Harvest”  shall take place after all “The Resurrected World”  has learnt “Righteousness” over a 1000 years 
while covered by JC over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (John.19v31, 20v1).  See my important commentary at Rev.20v5. 
23rd Prophecy – Now JCg has awoken from the dead people,  he has become  The First  (waved Barley)  of the Firstfruits  
(waved Wheat at  Pentecost/{Ingathering Feast [of forthcoming 144000 TCs]} – 50 days after  The Passover)  of those 
other people having already fallen asleep  as TCs,  who themselves shall be awoken as The Firstfruits  (early harvest  
before  the main resurrection of The World;  and  “The Main Harvest”  of  “The World”  comes later in The Millennium). 
125th Instruction – Adam the first  (perfect)  superhuman,  able to reason like a god (Gen.1v26) –  but untried mentally. 
When mentally tested,  Adam rejected Yahweh's “Right to Rule” and chose Satan's methodology  “to self-indulge to our 
neighbour's hurt”.  We have followed likewise during the 1st part of our spiritual life and thus deserve death  (Gen.2v17).   
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126th Instruction – JC  “the specific god”  of us –  working alongside Yahweh  (rather than against -  as did Satan).  JCg 
started with  “The Correct Methodology”  – to fulfil Yahweh's Desire  “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  and 
proved himself righteous during his 3.5 year assay ministry period –  thereby enabling him to  atone/{buy back}/reset  our 
previous 1st part of our spiritual life.  The 3.5 year assay balance is to occur at  The End  of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7)  
when Satan is released  (for a short while,  = 3.5 years to assay  “The Resurrected World”). 
139th Reasoning – Because it is through a single man Adam,  annihilation comes unto  all  humans,  but also it is through 
a single man JC,  proven perfect who sacrificed himself physically so that  all  people will be resurrected and become alive  
(therefore  all  humans are to be resurrected into The Millennium –  except  iniquitous  Christian leaders fairing the same 
future as Judas Iscariot =  annihilation at  the end of their  present  existence). 
24th Prophecy – Each person is to be resurrected in to their orderly succession,  The First  Firstfruit,  JC;  and afterwards,  
the TCs who are in JCg’s Body the  presence/coming  of him to be the following Firstfruits,  precisely as The Bible tells us. 
91st ‘Allegory’ – Presence/Coming (rather explanation)  =  (from “Parousia”  but wholly  ignore  what theologians tell you)! 
JCg has a  presence  in The World  only within  the 144000 TCs elected out of The Gospel Age.  Worldly humans do not 
really know of JCg but only see his  presence  operating through those very few humans (TCs)  who  precisely  imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (hence Luke.17v21).  JCg  (unknown timing as “a thief in the night”)  will collect his 144000 TCs  
early  (3.5 years [+45 days]   before  The Millennium starts)  most TCs are to be resurrected and those alive changed in 
an instant (see v52).  Clearly the TC is alive with JCg  presence  (as one in  spirit/personality/desires/traits),  but when 
they die,  they lose consciousness only to regain it again  apparently  “an instant”  later  relatively  during the specific 
TC’s time-frame -  when JC  comes  at the 1st 2nd C. 
However,  in real time that  “relative”  time might be 500 years,  a 1000 years or even 1500 years depending when the 
specific TC died  (often martyred).  This explains precisely  why  The Bible uses this term when it specifically does! 
25th Prophecy –  Furthermore,  The End of this Gospel Age will herald in The Millennium start when JCg delivers the 
kingdom  (from Satan’s 6000 year leasehold of this planet)  to Yahweh.  When the returning  (2nd 2nd C)  JCg  with his  
144000 TCs  (Rev.19v16-21)  shall deliver The Wrath of his Father Yahweh during the 45 days at the end of the 3.5 years 
between the 1st 2nd C and The Millennium start,  he  (and the 144000 TCs)  will make to  cease/nullify  all present worldly 
rule,  and all present worldly authority,  and all mighty power of this present age.  (Dan.12v11-12,  2Pet.3v8-13).  Amen. 
140th Reasoning – Because it is  right/just/correct/equitable  for JCg to reign during The Millennium  (Rev.19v16, 
Mark.2v27-28)  until Yahweh shall put all JCg’s enemies at JCg’s feet  (Ps.110v1, Matt.22v44)  at the  end  of The 
Millennium  (after Satan has been allowed his 3.5 year rule – Rev.20v7-10). 
26th Prophecy – Then the final enemy to be abolished:  “Death”  (2nd/final)  as the remaining successful humans after the 
3.5 year assay by Satan move into Yahweh’s Granary to have full social intercourse with all of Yahweh’s other creations 
within The Universe – when the  pariah/quarantine  status of The Earth has been removed. 
1Cor. 15v20 og {just now}/presently  and  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
1Cor. 15v20 og (he has) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  {from/out of}  
1Cor. 15v20 og (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers   
1Cor. 15v20 og (the) Firstfruit/{early harvest}/{beginning sacrifice}  of the (persons)   
1Cor. 15v20 og (of the having been) {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}/slumbered/{The 1st Death}  (he) {became to be}. 
1Cor. 15v20 = And  now/presently/immediate  the  Christ/Anointed,   

he has  {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  {from out of}  of the  {dead people}/corpses,   
he (JCg)  {became to be}  The  Firstfruit/{early harvest}  of the  people  having  {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}/{The 1st Death}. 

 

        (Paul now reaffirms The Reality and why … … ) 
And just now the Anointed   (JCg elected by Yahweh to be The Premier Son of God   [as “The Pattern”  for  “The Goal of  Anointed/Sonship”]) 
he (JCg)  has  awakened/{collected his senses}/resuscitated  from out of the dead people   (on the 3rd Day,  John.19v31, 20v1)  
he (JCg)  became to be The Firstfruit   (The Barley  waved at the temple of God  Lev.23v5-25,  following The Great Sabbath covering)   
of the people   (The Firstfruits of The Main Crop  [humans] of  The Wheat  waved at The Temple of God Lev.23v5-25,  after 50 days,  The Ingathering) 
having  {put to sleep}/{lost consciousness}   (that closes the 1st part of their physical life). 
 

JCg has become  The  First/Chief/Only  Begotten Son of God  {from out of}  a fleshly body  resurrected into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as The 
Firstfruit  (The Early Harvest)  of those people having fallen “asleep”  (please see  “Begotten”  in glossary for it is  not  what we are told by very 
illogical and unrighteous  worldly Christian doctrine given only   To confuse and present  “mysteries”).  
JCg is The Head  (The First of the Firstfruits)  of his body,  after which,  The Body follows through as The Firstfruits (The Early Harvest)  of what is to 
become  “The Main Crop”  in The Millennium,  as we are told at Rev.14v3-4,  manifest at one time at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (the 1st 2nd C of JCg)  
where JCg physically comes  to collect his body of 144000 TCs  (1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, 20v6, etc.).  

This is righteously possible because the 144000 TC’s were utterly receptive to  “The Word of God” (JC),  they entirely reformed their mind 
away from worldly methodology unto Yahweh’s Methodology to become  “The Early Adopters”.  In this manner,  the TCs imprint JC’s  
spiritual  “presence/parousia”  within them during the 1st part of their physical life to perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  that becomes 
the physical  “coming/parousia”  to the TC  (at JCg’s 1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st Resurrection”).   
For  “The Record”  JC's 2nd 2nd C occurs some 3.5 years later to remove all people in power operating according to worldly methodology 
throughout  all  of society,  within The World over a period of 45 days that becomes  “The Great Tribulation”  to these leaders ejected from  
“prime of place”  (Rev.19v16-21, Dan.12v11-12).  These worldly leaders of  Politics, Religion,  and Commerce  as The First/Most  within 
society to become The Last/Least  at this point in time when The Millennium is being instituted over these 45 days throughout The World. 

After the Millennium has started,  then  “The Main Resurrection”  will start to take place in The Millennium for  “The Main Harvest”  to be taken during 
and at the end of The Millennium  (after the training period in a perfected environment).  See “Acceptable Year” in glossary,  and please also read my 
commentaries in Rev. chapter 19 and 20 at this change-over period  (likewise 2Pet.3v8-13  –  describing the same event. 

Thus,  restating it again  
The reason  why  JCg is  not  the  only Firstfruit,  but  “The First”  of what is to become the other people (TCs)  following second, -  is precisely what 
Paul states here combined in context with v18 being those people as Paul  “judges” (as best he is able)  appear to be TCs  (for instance Stephen  –  
presumed the 1st Christian Martyr Acts.7v59 and it is also presumed Paul was the bystander watching at Acts.7v58,  and formally called  “Saul”).   
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Thus,  there  is  to be this 1st 2nd C where JCg logically collects his Bride  (as “The Early Adopters”)  first  before  “The Main Resurrection”  starts to 
occur some 3.5 years later,  because JCg must be married  first  (Ephe.5v30-32, Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2,9)  before  “this perfect union”  can 
then yield  “spiritual children”  as  “The Late Adopters”  during The Millennium. 
All this is thoroughly explained with the most exhaustive and righteous exegesis throughout my commentaries embedded within The New Testament. 

And  “guess what”? 
Yahweh overlaid by allegory precisely what was to occur in The Gospel Age by the instruction He gave to  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (The Jews)  
First note the allegory at Exd.12v3,6 where  “The Perfect Lamb” (JC[g])  had to wait 4 days (= 4000 years, 2Pet.3v8)  before  it/he  was slaughtered. 

JCg would become  The First  Firstfruit  as The Waved Barley  Firstfruit as The Risen JCg on the following day after “The Great Sabbath 
Day”  (of The Passover)  –  being  “The  (Millennial)  Day”  of which JCg covers to purify Mankind  (Mark.2v27-28). 
The 144000 TCs become The Firstfruits as The Waved Wheat  Firstfruit  (occurring 50 days after The Passover = Pentecost – Acts.2v1)  to 
celebrate  “The Ingathering”  being  “The Early Risen future Sons of God”  of  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v5)  some 3.5 years prior to 
“The Start of The Millennium”  (as we are told at 1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.34v40-44, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.), 

Old Testament Instituted Law of The Two Groups of Firstfruits given at Lev.23v5-25.   
That is why The Jews of The Gospel Age are so blessed if they become TCs  –  because having  “The Background of The Tanakh”  then they 
can see where their original customs overlay in exactitude to what is precisely unfurling throughout The Gospel Age to yield The Millennium. 
Hence  “to the Jew first and then to the Gentile”  (Rom.1v16, etc). 

I could give so very many more citations to further reinforce by allegory precisely what Yahweh has shown us through the ages to substantiate what I 
have stated above to give us  “Real Faith”.   Perhaps upon reading this,  then something might fall into place within our  worldly Christian leaders' 
minds (Rev.3v20)”,  just as it did to Paul on  “The Road to Damascus”.  Then they might also  start  teaching some solid food to their congregational 
members,  rather than mindless  dribble/soundbites  that  “Leaders of Religion”  teach to The World  (yielding  blind  faith,  in sadly ignorant devotees)! 
I should not be blamed for calling the devotees “ignorant” -  it is not me who is keeping them like it,  but their  “Professional Religious Leaders”  being 
delinquent in their fraudulent teaching of which I am exposing by proficiently explaining  “The Word of God”  to aid congregational members to see in 
The Given Light! 
I,  as a competent auditor am exposing  (like a “whistle-blower”)  the vast discrepancy between what Yahweh wants/requires,  and what our  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”   choose to deliver,  thereby demonstrably showing they have no real interest in their subject matter when they keep 
quiet over the most important things that  should  separate Christianity from “Religion”! 
1Cor. 15v21 og {since now}/when/whereas  for  through (reason of)   (of the) countenance/{human-being}/man  [Adam] 
1Cor. 15v21 og the  death/{deadly result}/fatality,   
1Cor. 15v21 og also  through (reason of)   (of the) countenance/{human-being}/man  [JC] 
1Cor. 15v21 og (the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  (of the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers. 
1Cor. 15v21 = For  {since now}/whereas:- 

through reason of   (the single)  man  (Adam in a fleshly body)   the  (eternal)  death   (comes by being alienated from Yahweh)   
also  through reason of  (the single)  man  (JCg in a fleshly body as JC)   to the resurrection  of   (all)   the  {dead people}/corpses. 

 

For since now: 
through reason of  (the single)  man  (Adam in a fleshly body)   the  (eternal)  death   (occurred by our chosen alienation from Yahweh) 
also through reason of  (the single)  man  (JCg in a fleshly body to be known as JC)   to the resurrection of  (all)  the dead people.  
 

Thus,  this  “death”  (of annihilation)  is now  righteously/justly  changed to not remain eternal through our alienation from Yahweh,  but  now  “Death”  
(that would have been everlasting)  becomes  “The 1st Death”  hence “Asleep”  (John.11v11-15)  because of the resurrection given  to all of us  (without 
any  distinction made)  that JC has placed on our behalf to Yahweh.  There is no discrimination between humans  (JC, Matt.22v16; Yahweh, Acts.10v35)  
-  because under “Religion”,  no-one really knows how to fulfil Yahweh's Desire and thus all people are excused,  enabling them to get into The 
Millennium to  then  truly learn how to truly  “believe in JC”  (meaning  “precisely emulate The Word of God” –  by JC being  The Lord/Master  of our 
mind).  The only individuals who shall  never  be resurrected are the  charlatan Christian leaders who have come close to  “The Word of God”  and spun 
it around into a sham to gain worldly return on the back of Yahweh's beautiful Word  –  these individuals shall become as did Judas – annihilated  (JC 
did not atone for them twice,  Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22). 

For all humans have come short of The Law  (Rom.3v23)  so we  all  deserved to die,  and yet,  JC has  atoned/{bought back}/redeemed  us  
all  (1John.2v2, 4v14  without  any caveats or conditions given)  to enable us all to experience what it shall be like living in a most wonderful 
righteous society within The Millennium.   

That is  why  all  the worldly religions are  “hopeless”,  and an  utter waste of time  –  only presented to The World by Satan to deflect humans from 
building up that threshold number of 144000 TCs that becomes  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.14v1-4)  to restrain Satan. 
This is the  only  card Satan has left remaining   “To use Yahweh’s Word back against Yahweh”  to get Satan off the  “impending confinement”  hook  as 
given at Rev.20v1-3 and nemesis, Rev.20v10,   (please see “Satan's Desire”  in glossary,  to understand precisely what is occurring on this planet today)! 

Satan is trying to use Yahweh’s Righteousness against Yahweh  –  for his self-preservation! 
If Satan can allow Mankind to implode and self-destruct,  before  that prophesied number of 144000 occurs,  then Satan can  never  be confined,  and 
neither shall The Millennium occur!   It is a  race against time  for our very long term existence  –  hence  the need  for this website to promote  “The 
Absolute Truth”  (Matt.24v14)  to set us free  (John.8v32, 36)  from Satan’s methodology having its hold over us through the leaders of The World  
(operating according to its methodology – by reason of being the world’s leaders)! 

That self-destruct mechanism is almost upon this World caused by Mankind  abusing technology  over the last 100 years  “biting hard”! 
This is  “The Result”  by living away from Yahweh  –  and Yahweh will be forced to step in  (Matt.24v22, Rev.19v16-21)  –  only  because He chose  the 
correct value  foreknowing that  (1)  144000 will occur  at the same time  (2)  The World becomes full  at the same time  (3)  it self-implodes  (so that The 
World realises it  needs  Yahweh’s salvation)  –   what righteous Omnipotence He has!   Yahweh has brought  none  of this onto us  –  but we brought this 
pain upon ourselves,  –  Yahweh through JCg brings about our salvation in  “The Most Righteous Manner”  –  that  no  reasoning entity in The Universe 
can righteously dispute  (hence Rev.5v1-5) 

What utter  omniscience/magnificence/omnipotence!   Amen! 
I explain  all  this exegesis in much greater detail elsewhere on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  (in a manner  not  seen elsewhere within The World). 
1Cor. 15v22 og {just as}/{exactly like}  for  in  to the [= within]  Adam  (the) all (persons)   (they) die/death/decease/expire,   
1Cor. 15v22 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  in  to the [= within]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
1Cor. 15v22 og (the) all (persons)   (they shall be) vitalised/{made alive}/{given life/existence}. 
1Cor. 15v22 = For  {just as}  within  Adam  all people  they  die/slain/expire,   

{in this manner}  also  within the  Christ/Anointed  all people  they shall be  vitalised/{made alive}/{given existence}   (see v21). 
 

For just as within Adam all people die/expire   (by following worldly methodology,  within a corrupted fleshly body of a faulty genome)  
               ([1] spiritual death by living according to worldly methodology,  commensurate  with  [2] a  physical death in a faulty genome body)  
In this manner  also within the Anointed   (being what  “The Anointed”  will deliver,  through The Firstfruits   “[1] Barley and  [2] Wheat”) 
               ([1] JC yields “The Early Adopters” of The Gospel Age,  and  [2] The Early Adopters [with JCg]  to yield the 3rd Remnant in The Millennium) 
               (“The Anointed Early Adopters”  married to JCg yield  “The Late Adopters”  from out of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.) 
all people  shall be  vitalised/{made alive}/{given existence}   (over a 2 part life – 2 part spiritual and 2 part physical). 
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               (JC delivered  [1] The Word of God for  us  to perfect our mind,  and  [2] The Ransom Sacrifice for  Yahweh  to give us a perfected body) 
 

Thus,  all  humans are saved from what has become known as  “The 1st Death” and note  “shall be”  not  “have been”,  thus it has  not  occurred  yet! 
Therefore,  contrary  to what every Christian leader on this planet might state,  we have  no  need to be a  “Christian”  to be saved  (from the 1st Death).  
Therefore we can be a member of any religion,  or be an atheist  (or have a history of  any  form of nastiness)  and we  will  be saved from  “The 1st 
Death”  that  would have been annihilation   if   had it not been for JC’s ransom sacrifice  (1John.2v2, 4v14 given without caveats). 
There is  no  qualifier on that critical statement given to us by Paul  (or by John in the citation).  I invite  The Best  worldly scholars to show me! 

So  why  is there a  “Christian”  “Religion”  if JC has automatically  (1) atoned and then  (2) covered for 1000 years all  of us on this planet? 
Noting that actually,  JC gave us “1st Century Christianity” and  not  present day “worldly Christianity”  (of a “New Jesus”, 2Cor.11v4) ,  
where it is  “The Early Adopters”  who personally search (Matt.7v7-8)  for “1st Century Christianity”  and by personally finding it,  thereby 
personally solving  “The Mystery of God”  for personal anointing. 

We reason that if JC did everything for us to get us into the 2nd part of our life  -  into The Millennium then - 
We have a  “zero need”  for  worldly Christian leaders  –  they have become redundant  (except for one thing – see later),  and thus they are  
allowed  by Yahweh to seek their own self-indulgences  (as The Bible clearly tells us by allowing them to expose their inner desires, 
Rom.1v16-32)  by milking their many flocks  (as robbers/hirelings, John.10v1-12)  for  self-indulgent  fleshly/worldly  returns  (of  
whatever/whenever/wherever/however). 

This is much of what JC said in his many teachings about them by his  parables/illustrations  (please read my thousand or so 
commentaries of The Gospels)! 

Thus humans are  not  saved by  worldly Christian leaders by  “supposedly making”  humans  “Christians”  (this is utter unrighteous nonsense),  but 
rather,  Yahweh is calling out first by invitation  -  and then secondly,  through  election  specific individuals to form the 144000 TCs for the next stage of 
His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  (precisely as Matt.20v16, 22v14 tells us)! 
Thus actually  worldly  Christian leaders  only fulfil one role  and that is to provide  “a continuance/continuum”  throughout the generations in The 
Gospel Age from which will spring periodically,  the 144000 TCs throughout the 2000  (or so)  years to yield Yahweh’s 144000 future  proven-to-be  sons 
of God who will then  personally  yield The 2nd Advent of JCg.  Precisely as that which occurred to The Prophets  elected  out of The Continuum of  “The 
1st Epoch Israel”,  which ultimately become The Vehicle to yield  The 1st Advent of JC  (Rev.12v1-4)  –  to the fulfilment of Prophecies sourced by 
Yahweh through His faithful spokespeople throughout the ages. 
Then,  as this website  clearly explains  (almost to infinitum),  all  humans  (except  charlatan Christian leaders)  are resurrected  (as this verse tells us)  
into The Millennium,  where they are to be taught  “Righteousness”  for a 1000 years within a perfect society and assayed during this  “Great Sabbath 
Day”  (of 1000 years – 2Pet.3v8)  while covered in death by JC.   During this period deliberate  self-indulgent  hurt to our neighbour is ultimately met by  
“The 2nd Death of Annihilation”  (because JC  only  atoned/{bought back}/redeemed  “The 1st Death”  by righteously transforming it into “Asleep”  -  
John.11v11-15). 
This  is  what separates  “True Christianity”  from the  unrighteous  nature/nonsense  of  all worldly  based religions  (including "worldly Christianity” 
covering this planet today like a virus)  –  where they utterly fail in their entirety  “The Righteous Test”  to bring  “Salvation to The Whole of Mankind”! 
That is  why   “The Disclosing Truth”   of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC is  “The Absolute Truth”,  and why  all  worldly religions  
(including worldly Christianity)  are masks placed by Satan upon The World  (through duped self-indulgent leaders)  to confuse  -  so that possibly  “The 
Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  should  not  occur!      

But not to worry,  it  will  occur  –  because Yahweh chose the  correct  number  before  The Age of Time  (of Mankind's creation [by JCg])! 
1Cor. 15v23 og each/any/every (person)  And  in  to the [= within]  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}   
1Cor. 15v23 og {(orderly in) arrangement (as a troop)}/series/succession/order,   
1Cor. 15v23 og (the) Firstfruit/{early harvest}/{beginning sacrifice}  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
1Cor. 15v23 og thereafter/{after that}/then  the (persons [TCs])   (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  in  to the [= within]   
1Cor. 15v23 og {presence (within a TC during The Gospel Age)}/{coming (to a TC at the 1st 2nd C of JCg)}  (of the) him [JCg]. 
1Cor. 15v23 = And  each/every  person  (awakened [resurrected])  within  {their own}  {orderly arrangement}/succession/order,   

the  Firstfruit  the  Christ/Anointed,   
thereafter  the people (TCs)  of the  Christ/Anointed  within the  presence/coming  of him   (JCg - 1st spiritually, then 2nd physically). 

 

And every person  (awakened/resuscitated [resurrected])  within their own orderly arrangement   (being  “The Hierarchy of Resurrection”), 
The Firstfruit Anointed   (JCg  as  “The Head”  of  “The [Future] Body”,  as The Barley waved at The Temple after  “The Great Sabbath”), 
thereafter the people  (144000 TCs)   of the Anointed   (as  “The Body”  of  “The Anointed”,  as The Wheat waved at The Temple 50 days later), 
within the  parousia/{presence/coming}  of him   (JCg at  “The 1st Resurrection” to physically collect his other half  {bride/body/brothers/sisters}). 

               ([1] JC spiritual presence as “The Word of God” in our mind,  [2] JCg physically coming as  “The Husband”  to collect his bride) 
 

This is the  correct use  of  “parousia”  StrongsTM = 3952 and is used several times in The Epistles to make possible this advent of JCg. 
The TC has JCg’s  presence  (as “The Active Word of God”)  as  “The Lord/Master”  is  spiritually  within them controlling their mind during the 1st 
part of their physical life  (during the perfecting of the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  hence, Luke.17v21),  then secondly,  JCg  comes  to  physically  
collect them at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (JCg's 1st 2nd C ,  Rev.20v6).  The rest of The World is utterly ignored and allowed to experience the complete 
decline of The World for 3.5 years before Rev.19v16-21 occurs over a period of 45 days  (Dan.12v11-12)  to bring in The Millennium.   
After which,  “The Main Resurrection” begins during the 1000 years – perhaps in stages, staggered as suggested by Isaiah  (at Isa.65v20,  and also as 
implied by  “The Sabbath Week” of unleavened bread immediately following The Passover,  I explain this in my appropriate commentaries).   
Again,  all this is  contrary  to what our  worldly Christian leaders  (obviously by definition of  “worldly”)  errantly teach us! 

Why is The World ignored by Yahweh? 
Because this is the time when JCg comes unexpectedly as  “a thief in the night”  (Matt.24v43, Luke.12v33, 39,  1Thes.5v2, 4, Rev.3v3, 16v15, etc.,)  to 
take those wise virgins with lamps prepared,  eagerly awaiting their bridegroom  (Matt.25v1-12)  –  while the rest of The World is  ignored!   (please see 
glossary and all my local commentaries on all these important terms used).  
Furthermore,  if Yahweh ignores The World  (including  worldly Christians)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  then  it does not require much logical deduction 
for us to realise that  He presently ignores us,  if  we presently ignore  “The Word of God”  by  not  precisely imitating JC.  This is obviously all contrary 
to the  nonsense  that we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders saying precisely the same things as do  all  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  to 
their respective  paying/supportive  clientèle  –  and yet we  (as supposed “Christians”)  know they  cannot  all be correct! 
This single and once only  event/occasion  in the existence of Mankind becomes,  as I state elsewhere  

The First Resurrection  of special people  (Rev.20v5,6  –  ignore  “The First Sentence”  of v5,  it is a copyist addition,  my cited commentary 
of some 17,000 words to that verse explains  precisely why  it is a  “copyist addition”),  also it is 
The Early Harvest  (only because Yahweh has carried out his  “Special/Greater [1st] Judgement”  upon the “Christians”  during the 1st part 
of their physical life and is able to righteously  combine these events together  [Judgment to yield a harvest and conscious resurrection]).   
Thus because of Rev.20v6,  we can understand this refers  only  to the 144000 TCs  (Isa.66v8, 1Pet.2v9, Rve.14v1-4)  and absolutely  not  
those people of  “The Main Resurrection”  –  all as this website, FutureLife.Org  so very clearly explains within its many inter-verse 
commentaries.  

We move then into the next stage of 3.5 years  after  “The Oblation”  (TCs offering sacred service precisely imitating JC’s ministry during The Gospel 
Age)  has been removed  (Dan.9v27, I explain the  dual nature  of this prophetic allegory elsewhere).   Then the World without  “Religion”  descends into 
chaos under secularism  (see Revelations chapters 17 and 18 and my local commentaries),  where  in parallel  the resurrected 144000 TCs are being 
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trained  “off this planet”  for their new role in  “The Teaching Program”  of  The Millennium  that is to come upon The World after the 3.5 years  (+45 
days)  period has occurred  (Dan.12v12).   JCg and his 144000 TCs make this possible by their return and then over the last 45 days occurring at 
Rev.19v16-21 they  impose  “The New World Order”  by throwing out  all  leaders operating according to worldly methodology  (being almost  “all of 
them” of  religion, politics and commerce)!    These worldly leaders will be replaced by people of  “The Correct Mind”  to  lead/rule  according to  “The 
New Methodology”  for The Millennium,  being “The New Broom”  of JCg and the 144000 TCs,  “Sweeps Clean”  all  leading/ruling  members of  
“Satan’s old system”! 

At which point we conveniently enter v24 all in context - 
1Cor. 15v24 og Succession/Moreover/Furthermore/Then  the  {set out to/for point/goal/limit}/termination/end/finality   
1Cor. 15v24 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  (he [JCg]) {yields up}/surrenders/delivers/{cast over}   
1Cor. 15v24 og the  kingdom/reign/realm/domain  to the  God (Yahweh)  also  (the) Father/Forebear (Yahweh),   
1Cor. 15v24 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  (he [JCg]) {renders useless}/abolishes/{makes void}/nullifies   
1Cor. 15v24 og (the) all  (the) commencement/chief/power/principality/rule   
1Cor. 15v24 og also  (the) all  (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power   
1Cor. 15v24 og also  (the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}. 
1Cor. 15v24 = Furthermore  the  goal/limit/end/termination   

whenever  he (JCg)  delivers/{casts over}  the  kingdom/realm  to the  God  (Yahweh)   also  The Father  (Yahweh),   
when  he (JCg)  abolishes/ceases/nullifies  (the present world leaders/protocols)   all  rule  also  all  authority  also  the  {mighty work}. 

 

Furthermore,  the  goal/limit/end   (of The Gospel Age lasting for about 2000 years  for specifically  “The Ingathering”  of  “the Firstfruits”)   
whenever he (JCg)  delivers The Kingdom   (The World that is to operate under Yahweh's Methodology through JCg  [Rev.19v13, 16]) 
to the God  (Yahweh)   (operates at two levels  [1] The Methodology over 1000 years  [2] The Resultant for an eternity after The Millennium) 
also the Father  (Yahweh)   (where  “Father”  means  “The Source”  of all intrinsically  ideal/good  things into The Universe), 
when he (JCg)  abolishes/ceases  all rule   (being this existing World's  Leaders steering its present  “systems,  protocols,  and methodology”) 
also all authority   (throughout all the strata of society,  that presently operates according to worldly methodology), 
also mighty work   (everything that symbolises  “control over people”  either mentally  [by delusion]  or physically  [by force]  in this present world). 
 

I now give additional explanation  (in parenthesis)  gleaned from other parts of the Bible to explain precisely what Paul is telling us - 
Furthermore the end  (of this Gospel Age that will herald in The Millennium start)  when he (JCg)  delivers the kingdom  (from Satan’s 6000 
year leasehold of this planet)  to the God (Yahweh)  also The Father,  when he  (JCg delivers The Rule of his Father Yahweh in the 45 days  
[Dan.12v11-12]  at the end of the 3.5 years between the 1st 2nd C and The Millennium start  [Rev.19v16-19])  abolishes/ceases/nullifies  all  
(present worldly)  rule  also all  (present worldly)  authority  also mighty work  (of this present age  “controlling people”). 

This is the period when The Bible speaks of the  heaven/sky  (singular)  and the Earth being dissolved  (2Pet.3v11-12,  Rev.21v1)  meaning that Satan’s 
rule  (the  prince/spirit of The Air  –  Eph.2v2)  is as the  heaven/sky/air  [= authority]  covering this planet,  and Mankind’s deviant activities  =  The 
Worldly activities on this Earth shall be removed when JCg using Yahweh’s  infinite  power/capability  to express Yahweh's HS to quash Satan’s control 
and the present worldly leaders are to be replaced with JCg and the 144000 TCs at the start of The Millennium. 
It is very important  to note and understand these  universal allegories  used within Bible prophecy  (throughout  The New Testament) - 

Heaven (singular)  =  sky  (local zone above the earth)  =  The Prevailing Authority  (either Satan now  –  or Yahweh in The Millennium). 
Earth =  The Terrine that supports Mankind  =  The  systems/protocols/principles/etc.,  that supports “Mankind”   (“holding it together”). 

The Millennium will allow Yahweh to resurrect humans into perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (given  in trust  for personal reform of The Mind to occur 
during The Millennium to be commensurate with the newly given perfect body)  as He deems fit in succession  –  this is  “The Main Resurrection”. 
It is absolutely  not   “The 1st Resurrection”  as given at v23  (Rev.20v5 second part,  but the 1st sentence is a Copyist Addition (CA)  and must be 
ignored,  being The Worst CA in The Bible by  many orders of magnitude),  but rather   “The Main Resurrection”.   “The Main Resurrection”  occurs 
later  (perhaps staggered in stages  [Isa.65v20])  during The Millennium where fleshly people shall be taught  “Righteousness”  –  and  “The 
Resurrected World”  shall be judged later in  “The Standard Judgement”  (to yield  “The Main Harvest”)  during,  and at  The End of The Millennium  
(all as very carefully explained by my commentaries in the various applicable sections of The Bible). 
Thus we are being told at the end of this present worldly system  (of Satan's 6000 year rule)  JCg and his assistants  (trained-up 144000 TCs in perfected  
heavenly/celestial  bodies Rev.19v16-21)  shall use Yahweh's  infinite  Authority/Capability  to express Yahweh's HS to completely change everything on 
this planet.  They shall physically remove all present worldly rule in  (1) people/leaders  and  (2) systems/protocols/mechanisms  (2Pet.3v8-13)  and 
everything shall be replaced throughout all The World by the truly  “All-Powerful”  144000 TCs as  “The New Ruling  Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v1-4, etc.).  
This is all made possible because it is Yahweh's  Power/Authority/Capability  operating through JCg and the 144000 TCs (totalling144001 Sons of God). 

And in context the next verse - 
1Cor. 15v25 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought/must  for  (the) him [JCg]    (to) rule/kingship/reign,   
1Cor. 15v25 og {up to}/{as far as}/until  (He [Yahweh])  {which/where so ever}  wish/suppose   
1Cor. 15v25 og (he may/should) {to place}/ordain/settle/{sink/lay down}/purpose  (the) all (persons)  the (persons)   
1Cor. 15v25 og (the) hateful/hostile/adversaries/opposers/enemies  under/through/inferior/below/by   
1Cor. 15v25 og the  feet  (of the) him [JCg] 
1Cor. 15v25 = For  {it is necessary}/behoves   the  him  (JCg)   to  rule/reign   (during The Millennium)   

{up to}/until  He  (Yahweh)   {when so ever}  wish/suppose  all  the  hostile/enemies   (Satan, Demons and  proven hurtful  humans)   
are  placed/{laid down}  under/below  his  (JCg)  feet   (at the  END  of The Millennium after Satan is released for 3.5 years). 

 

It is necessary for him (JCg)  to rule   (JCg rules over The Millennium  as  “The Lord of The Great Sabbath”  -  Rev.19v16, Mark.2v27-28) 
               (To reform  all possible  humans with a propensity to reform and wish to  start/continue  imitating JC’s lifestyle/deportment) 
until He (Yahweh)   whenever suppose all the enemies   (Satan, Demons,  and during The Millennium  [millions of]  proven hurtful humans) 
               (The demarcation is established between the two groups of  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  being  “The Resurrected World”   -  Matt.13v29-30) 
               (The demarcation is between  “the people who persevere positively and those who  persevere negatively  with The Subjector”,  hence “Israel”). 
are laid down  (in subjection)   under his (JCg's)  feet   (at The End of The Millennium after Satan has been released for 3.5 years Rev.20v7-15) 
 

Paul continues to explain what is to then occur to  “Mankind”  during its process of purification  (by learning,  and then the final judgement) - 
For  “It is necessary for JCg to reign”  (Rev.5v2-8, 19v16)  –  because he has proved himself worthy during his ministry and selfless sacrifice 
of “The Ransom Sacrifice”  (when remained faithful to Yahweh's Methodology as “The Word of God”,  having rejected Satan's methodology). 

Our  worldly Christian leaders might teach JCg is ruling now during The Gospel Age  -  but this is  illogical nonsense  and  contradicts  The Bible!    
Look at around The World and then tell me that society is behaving in like manner to the circle of people closely around JC during his 1st 
Advent some 2000 years ago? 
Has  worldly methodology changed from the 4000 years prior to JC's ministry to that of the following 2000 years? 

Obviously  “No”  to both questions – hence our worldly Christian leaders are wrong  (as usual)! 
But JCg  is  ruling as  “The Word of God”  within those  “receptive/hearkening individuals”  who precisely imitate JC by having his  
presence/parousia  operating within them  (as  “The Kingdom of God”  –  Luke.17v21)   as judged by Yahweh  (and  not  as judged by The 
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World  [= worldly religious authorities])  and they are thus are hated by The World  (principally  the worldly religious authorities)  –  as JC 
told us  (John.15v18-25, 16v1-4,  because of John.11v47-53, etc.).  

We have seen both groupings throughout The Gospel Age. 
However - 
JCg  will  be ruling with a  “rod (authority)  of iron (strength)” (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  to ensure discipline occurs during The Millennium while the 
resurrected perfected DNA fleshly bodied humans are to be taught  “Righteousness”  and sifted during this 1000 year period  (being  “The Day of The 
Lord”  being a  “Judgement/Krisis Day”  –  which is as a thousand years  [2Pet.3v8, Rev.20v6-7]).   
This is  “The 7th Day of Rest”  (from Satan’s Machinations of 6 days [6000 years])  Heb.4v1-10. 
Then as we are told in Rev.20v7-9,  Satan is to be loosed for a season  (3.5 years)  to assay the nations which  righteously mirrors JC’s ministry period  
so those people who succeed are  declared  righteous  on a  like-for-like  basis into the eternity to the covering sacrifice that JC gave to all of us. 
This becomes  “The Ticket Pass”  into the most glorious eternity to fully intermingle with all of Yahweh’s other creations within all The Universe. 
Thus,  it is always Yahweh with  “The Ultimate Authority/Capability”  (Heb.6v13)  to subdue all entities within His  (this)  Universe. 
It will be Yahweh using His Infinite Capability at the end of The Millennium to fully and eternally suppress Satan and those  (demons and the  “then to 
be”  iniquitous humans [Rev.22v15])  in what becomes  “The Lake of Fire”  (see glossary  –  it absolutely does  not  mean what our  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  tell us for spiritual beings),   as a physical description of  “The 2nd Death”  of utter annihilation for fleshly humans  (see glossary 
and my local cited commentaries on all these terms). 

Thus we see from v24 becomes The Closure of  present worldly system  (operating according to Satan's methodology)  and v25 becomes The 
Closure of all evil on the planet  (sifting out humans who,  in the 2nd part of their physical life,  are freely rebelling against Yahweh's 
Methodology operating in The Millennium  [Rev.22v15]). 

Once all evil has been removed off this planet  (see my commentaries of Rev.20v7-15)   –  thereby  ultimately releasing this planet from its present pariah 
status,  hence  in quarantine  within The Universe  (which is why SETI is presently an utter waste of  time/money  –  when Yahweh,  the most intelligent 
Entity of The Universe,  has communicated to us by  “Extra-Terrestrial of the Third Kind” (via His Son)  and yet we refuse to hearken  –  how so very 
perverse!).  Once out of quarantine after The Millennium then we may communicate with other intelligent  perfect(ed)  species within The Universe. 

When  “The Human Species”  in its entirety  has been perfected at The End of The Millennium,  then the next verse in context - 
1Cor. 15v26 og (the) farthest/final/{ends of}/lowest/uttermost  (the) hateful/hostile/adversary/opposer/enemy [death]  
1Cor. 15v26 og (it is) {rendered useless}/abolished/{made void}/nullified   
1Cor. 15v26 og the (one)  death/{deadly result}/fatality. 
1Cor. 15v26 = The  final/uttermost  enemy/adversary  abolished/nullified,   it is  The  Death/Fatality. 
 

The final enemy is abolished,  it is The Death   (because  perfected minded  people after The Millennium imitating JC,  shall have  “Life”). 
 

There are two types of “death” mentioned The Bible  where  “The 1st Death”  is merely “asleep” (John.11v11-15) –  only  made as such by JC’s Ransom 
Sacrifice  (The Undeserved Gift)  and  “The 2nd Death”  means  “annihilation”  -  having  not  been atoned and then covered during JC’s 1st Advent – he 
was only murdered  “The Once”,  Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22,  (by “Professional Leaders of Religion”, John.11v47-53, 19v12, etc.). 
Paul often differentiates between the two by using  “Asleep”  as referring to  “The 1st Death”. 
Depending upon interpretation,  “death”  in this verse can mean - 

1. First Death   When  “The Millennium”  is fully installed and the last generation passing through Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3, have died out  (to 
then be resurrected by return into The Millennium into perfected DNA fleshly bodies)  then there shall be no more  “The 1st Death”,  because 
all humans will have moved into the 2nd part of their physical life by means of an  awakening/ resurrection. 

2. Second Death   When “The Millennium”  is complete then  “The 2nd Death”  of Annihilation looms,  being of utter finality for  iniquitous  
people having reverted back to the  self-indulgences  of the 1st part of their physical life and have stepped out from under JCg’s (1) atonement  
of his  once only  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  and of his  (2) cover in death that ends  at the end  of  “The Great Sabbath Day”  
(John.19v31, 20v1)  noting Mark.2v27-28.     
This is a righteous judgment because by the end of The Millennium every person would have  known/experienced  (= become educated to)  a  
wonderful  society in the 2nd part of a person’s physical life;  and a  hurtful society in the 1st part of a person’s physical life,  and they have 
made a free choice in how they wish to continue.   One action of continuing to imitate JC,  has led to a  “resurrection of Life”  and the other 
action of reverting to our old life has led to a  “resurrection to Death”  because the person has refused to reform  his/her  inner self. 

Clearly those people who successfully pass through the 3.5 year assay period  (at The End of The Millennium [Rev.20v7-15])  shall continue with the 2nd 
part of their physical life for an eternity in a perfected DNA fleshly body with a  corrected/repaired  genome to ensure  self-repair  can continue 
indefinitely. 
To be personally successful,  then a person must  not  commit any  “premeditated sin”  under Satan's system  (lasting for 3.5 years)  being that his 
methodology is allowed to rule again  (precisely as that which occurred when JC proved himself righteous during his 1st Advent, hence Matt.3v15)  then 
they will have no problems for an eternity when Satan  (and his operating methodology)  is  permanently  removed! 
 
27th Prophecy – When Yahweh has subjected all things beneath the feet of JCg,  and then He states:  

Because now all things are subject to JCg.   It is evidential,  Yahweh is  not  subject to JCg. 
28th Prophecy – When all things are subjected to JCg then also the  (premier)  Son JCg will subject himself to Yahweh to 
verify Yahweh is recognised as  “The Specific God”  of all things of The Universe,  together with all things on the now 
“purged of sin”  Earth  (noting this is allegoric to  systems/protocols/mechanisms/procedures  that support humans). 
141st Reasoning – This verse completely decimates the Trinity myth,  because we have a transaction occurring here 
between  two  Entities in very much way with the  one/same  allegoric people in Genesis,  Abraham and Melchizedek. 
Where Abraham is allegoric to Yahweh,  and Melchizedek is always allegoric to JC  (Gen.14v18).  I explain the very 
significant prophetic allegory of what occurred between those two allegoric people in my commentaries to Paul’s letter to 
the Hebrews chapter 7,  which describes almost exactly what is occurring here in this verse. 
The reason why this verse and hundreds of others decimate the Trinity myth is at least twofold. 
  1.  Whenever there are two Entities  (Yahweh and JC[g])  mentioned in the text,  there is never any mention of the HS. 
       I find this rather strange if it is supposed to be an individual personage! 
  2.  Invariably whenever the two Entities are mentioned there is a hierarchy between One (Yahweh) and the other (JC[g]). 
       I find this rather strange if both are supposed to be representations of the One/Same Entity! 
  3.  In this instance we have a differentiation of Authority occurring between the two Entities. 
       I find this rather strange if both are supposed to have “All- Authority”! 
I discuss more aspects of this at Matt.4v1-12,  12v31-32,  26v39, 42,  that destroy the Trinity myth sourced by Satan. 
        How many citations do Trinitarians require before they realise,  they are  “Old Wineskins”  (Luke.5v37-39)? 
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23rd Good News – The World will become a perfected environment and those people who persistently refuse to reform 
(over their 2 part life)  and not become Christ-like shall be removed from society in  “The Most Righteous Manner”. 
24th Good News – JCg shall continue to further show his true righteous character by  subjecting himself  to his Father's  
“Right to Rule”  throughout The Universe  –  which naturally includes this  World/Life  existing on The Earth. 
After the Millennium,  then likewise,  JCg's Children shall be subjecting themselves to Yahweh's  “Right to Rule”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
1Cor. 15v27 og (the) all (things)  for  (He [Yahweh]) subordinated/{made obedient/submit}/{put in subjection}   
1Cor. 15v27 og under/through/inferior/below/by  the  feet  (of the) him [JCg]. 
1Cor. 15v27 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  and  (he) says/utters/speaks/commands/grants:   
1Cor. 15v27 og Because  (the) all (things)   (they have been) subordinated/subjected/{under obedience}.   
1Cor. 15v27 og (the) {made clear}/bewray/divulge/certain/evident/manifest/{plain to see}   
1Cor. 15v27 og because  (the) exterior/{aside from}/besides/outside/{out of}/excluded/except  of The (One [Yahweh])   
1Cor. 15v27 og (the having) subordinated/subjected/{under obedience}  (to the) him [JCg]  the (things)  all (things). 

Old Testament reference located at  Psm.8v6, 110v1 
New Testament reference located at  Matt.22v44, Luke.20v42-43  

1Cor. 15v27 = For  He  (Yahweh)   has  subordinated/subjected  all  things  under/beneath  the feet  of the  him  (JCg).   
And  whenever  He  (Yahweh)   says/commands: 
Because  all  (things pertaining to Mankind)   they have been subordinated/subject  (to JCg).   
Because  {made clear}/plain/evident  the  exterior/excluded/excepted  the One  (Yahweh)    (The Source of all  authority/power/capability) 
the having  subordinated/subjected  all things  (pertaining to Mankind)   to the  him (JCg)   (Rev.19v16). 

 

For He (Yahweh)   has subordinated all things  (to be)  under the feet of him  (JCg)    (meaning  “JC has  all  authority over  all  people”) 
And whenever  He (Yahweh)  commands: 
  Because all things  (pertaining to Mankind)   (are now,  in the Millennium)    
  they have been subordinated   (to JCg as  “The King of kings”,  Rev.19v16) 
Because made clear  (to The World)  the  excluded/excepted  One   (Yahweh,  as The Source of all  Power/Authority  in The Universe) 
having subjected all things  (pertaining to Mankind)  to him   (JCg,  in The Millennium and thereafter). 
 

Yahweh expresses His HS  (noting its composite definition  [and  not  what we are taught by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”])  through compliant 
JCg.  Because JCg is demonstrably fully subordinate to Yahweh,  Yahweh righteously allows His  Authority/Capability/Power  to operate through JCg 
and the 1440000 TCs  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.,)  to subdue all forms of any opposition. 
Noting that JC could call upon twelve legions of Celestial Angels (about 60,000 angels)  to support him,  and one angel incapacitated 135000 men in one 
night  (Matt.26v53, 2Kings.19v35)  -  if we try to contend with Yahweh – it shall be an extremely  “one sided contest”! 
JCg and the 144000 returned TCs shall express the HS to make  “The Regime Change”  (between The Gospel Age and The Millennium  –  to remove The 
Worldly Leaders at  The Close of The Gospel Age  presently blinded by Satan's methodology –  Rev.19-16-21)  -  but also it is to occur  again  to utterly 
remove all opposition throughout all of society at  The Close of The Millennium  (Matt.13v30, Rev.14v18-20, 20v7-15).  This second occasion shall 
occur when all members are fully informed between The Two Methodologies  (Satan and Yahweh of 1st and 2nd part of our physical life)  and thus able to 
freely make an  educated  decision  (based upon their knowledge of both regimes 6000 years under Satan's rule and the 1000 years of Yahweh's Rule 
through JCg).  This process becomes  “The Week”  of the  “Superhuman Species”  created by “Extra-Terrestrial Intervention”  (JCg with Yahweh’s 
assistance, John.1v1-4)  some 6000 years ago from out of a sub-human species of the previous some 100,000 years  (hence.Gen.4v14-17.). 

That is true righteousness –  absolutely  never  taught by   “You know who”  (thereby showing themselves to be  “unrighteous”)! 
Paul is telling us what is to finally occur at  “The End of The Millennium”  and now let me repeat again what is occurring here - 
Paul is stating    

And when Yahweh states   All things are now subject to JCg. 
Paul then goes on to add    

Clearly all things  except Yahweh  are subject to JCg  –  because it was Yahweh supplying all  authority/capability/power  (through JCg)  to 
be subjecting all things on this planet in the first instance! 

This is  precisely why  Paul then continues in context with the next verse  (to complete  “the righteous circle of reasoning”) - 
But before we leave this verse,  I would like to bring the reader's attention to the interesting observation,  this verse teaches us in  “The Future”  that 
Yahweh and JCg are still  separate  Entities,  as They were during JC's 1st Advent on this planet in a fleshly body,  which just trashes the Trinity  
doctrine/myth/hearsay! 
I must ask the obvious question    

Do our  worldly Christian leaders beholden to the Trinity myth  really read  “the whole Bible”  (and not only tiny snippets)? 
I hardly think so!   And let us read what the next verse tells us about the Trinity myth! 
1Cor. 15v28 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  and  
1Cor. 15v28 og (it may/should be ) subordinated/subjected/{under obedience} [pass./subj.] 
1Cor. 15v28 og (to the) him [JCg]  the (things)  all (things),   
1Cor. 15v28 og then/{at the time}  also  (the) himself  the  son [JCg]   (he will) subordinate/subject/{under obedience}   
1Cor. 15v28 og to The (One [Yahweh])   (having) subordinated/subjected/{under obedience}  (to the) him [JCg]  the (things)   
1Cor. 15v28 og all (things),   that  might/may/can/should/be  the  {specific god}  the (things)  all (things)   
1Cor. 15v28 og in  (to the [= within]) all [pertaining to this planet]. 
1Cor. 15v28 = And  whenever  all  the things  (of The World)   may/should  be  subordinated/subjected  to the  him  (JCg),   

then  also  the  Son  (JCg)   he will  subordinate/subject  himself  (JCg)   to  The One  (Yahweh)   
the  having  subordinated/subjected  all  the things  (pertaining to Mankind)  to the  him  (JCg),   
that  ‘The Specific God’ (Yahweh)  of  all  the things  (in The Universe)  within  all  things   (pertaining to this planet). 

 

And whenever all the things  (of The World)   (at The End of The Millennium  –  having attained the 3rd Remnant of Israel that returns to The Lord),   
               (JCg and “The Early Adopters” [kings/priests]  have brought forth  “The Late Adopters”  after the final assay having  closed The Millennium) 
it  (The  [then to be perfected]  World at the end of The Millennium)  might be subordinate to him   (JCg as  “The Lord of lords”,  Rev.19v16.) 
then  also the Son  (JCg)  will subordinate himself (JCg)  to The One  (Yahweh) 
having  (used His [Yahweh’s] Authority)   subjected all things  (pertaining to Mankind over 7 millennia)   to him  (JCg), 
that  “The Specific God”  (Yahweh)  of all things  (in The Universe)  within all things   (pertaining to this planet “Earth” [now repaired]). 
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A fitting and  just/equitable/righteous  conclusion in The Culmination because JCg created all life here on this planet and assumed responsibility for it! 
It is absolutely essential for the reader to utterly throw away all the  nonsense and unrighteous exegesis  taught by  worldly Christian leaders 
– so that once removing this inhibiting garbage to cogent sane reasoning,  then we might precisely understand the righteous nature of what is 
occurring here in this verse. 

I have placed the various proper nouns within parenthesis thereby enabling us to clearly distinguish between to Whom Paul is referring. 
Firstly,  I had better set-out The Context enabling righteous cognition. 

What is being said here in v22 to v28 and why? 
This is prophecy explaining the sequence of events having,  and then,  to occur,  as paralleled in  The Book of Revelations. 

Stating that Adam was created perfect,  but freely chose the  self-indulgence  unto sin and thus his DNA fleshly body started a systemic  
“systems breakdown”  (physically  having no access to the precursor enzymes in the “Tree of Life”,  Gen.3v24)  and thus delivering today’s 
present mutant  “junk” DNA within our genome.  Also spiritually now lost direct access to  “The Word of God”  (JCg) to perfect The Mind. 
This progressively faulty genome now rippled down through the generations to become the  everlasting death being our death of annihilation. 
Furthermore,  that is how it would remain until JCg’s top creation annihilated itself in the 21st century through a  self-indulgent  implosion. 
Thus,  Yahweh foreseeing this eventuality discussed this future outcome with JCg  (as inferred in a couple of places of The New Testament). 
Consequently by reply,  JCg “volunteered”  (he was not “sent” [actual translation is “put forth”])  to  forsake his safe heavenly position  to 
redeem  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  his personal creation  (John.1v1-3  correctly  translated  –  see my local commentaries)  from this stated 
everlasting death  (Gen.2v17)  and put a stop to the  (human)  species  being annihilated. 
JC was able to put this to effect by living a perfect and righteous life but was  deliberately  murdered  for being righteous  (John.11v47-53)  by 
“The Professional Leaders of Religion”  operating according to  “worldly methodology” (= “self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”). 
During his ministry,  JC showed nearness by  application  “the Acceptable Year of the Lord”,  where for virtually all humans,  The Future 
Millennium becomes the Summer and Autumn,  into which fleshly humans become  “awakened/roused”  after their (The 1st) death (“Asleep”). 
JC was  “The First”  Firstfruit of the season  (The Waved Barley – of The Old Testament),  to be followed by  “his body”  being the other 
Firstfruits  (Rev.14v1-4)  comprising of the TCs  (The Waved Wheat some 50 days later  [“Pentecost” of  “The Ingathering”  festival]  –  of 
The Old Testament).  These  TCs/{Early Adopters}/Firstfruits  will have demonstrated  “Righteousness”  in the 1st part of their physical life  
by having purified the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  operating as a  presence/parousia  within  (hence JC becomes 
The Lord/Master  of their mind,  hence Luke.17v21). 
JC collects those Firstfruits  first  (hence, Firstfruit, meaning “early harvest”)  at  “The 1st Resurrection”,  being JCg's 1st 2nd C  -   
immediately prior  (by 3.5 years + 45 days,  Rev.19v16-21, Dan.12v11-12)  The Millennium to then continue  “The Acceptable Year”  
(Luke.4v16-19). 
This evil system under Satan’s present control shall spiral into  “singularity”  via secular authorities using  “technology”  to suppress The 
People to their hurt,  and by return,  The People using  “technology”  to rebel against “Authority”,  all of which shall bring gross suffering 
upon the Earth to all parties  (now the 144000 TCs have been removed at JCg's 1st 2nd C.   The Oblation having been removed, Rev.9v27,  as 
the second aspect of this prophecy  (the first was JC’s ministry and murder)  it is important to recognise the dual nature of prophetic 
prophecies  (it enhances Yahweh Majesty within hearkening minds). 
This system of  “secular administration”  (with the credibility of “Religion” having been destroyed)  is removed 3.5 years later  (Rev.19v16-
19)  over 45 days  (Dan.12v11-12)  when all the worldly leaders at the time shall be overthrown by JCg and 144000 TCs  (at JCg's 2nd 2nd C).    
This becomes  “The Great Tribulation”  for these worldly leaders  –  all to be  “kicked out of office”  (hence the loud hissing noise, 2Pet.3v10 
of verbal complaint),  they turned from being  The First/Most  in society to become The Last/Least within society  (precisely as JC taught us). 
        New Heaven (local Authority)  and New Earth (systems/protocol/procedures  supporting Mankind)  will be established  (2Pet.3v8-12). 
JC now as JCg reigns  (Rev.19v16)  with his  Kings/Priests  (144000 TCs)  for the 1000 years of The Millennium period,  with Satan’s power 
completely restrained (Rev.20v1-3)  to ensure  “Righteousness”  rules throughout all of society,  thereby fulfilling the second part of the 
prophecy given at Gen.49v8-12 some 3500 years earlier). 

“Righteousness”  is to be taught to  “The Resurrected Fleshly Humans”  during this period in a  “climate”  of flourishing  
“goodness”  because any person even conceiving an idea to hurt their neighbour shall be jumped upon  before  its implementation 
and forced to do community service! 

Then at the end of The Millennium,  Satan is released for 3.5 years  to allow  all evil to be displayed  (Satan, demons, iniquitous humans)  and 
these entities to be finally removed at  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (Rev.20v7-15). 
Then when complete,  JCg has exercised Yahweh’s HS to  “get the job done”  by removing Satan,  evil entities and any humans having a 
propensity to premeditated sin even when they have  known  both Good and Evil  systems/societies  –  but freely chose Satan’s methodology 
(to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt)  in Their Culmination to receive their/The 2nd Death.   A most fitting reply to Satan’s statement made 
at Gen.3v5 because  “The Resultant”  (of perfected humans)  has been righteously thrown back in Satan's face. 
“Yahweh’s Right to rule our Mind”  (to yield a perfect society)  has finally replaced our choice of having  “Satan’s presumptuous right to 
rule our mind”  (that resulted in a painful society)! 

We now enter into  “The Ages”  beyond The Millennium. 
In this position of  absolute  power over The World,  JCg then publicly demonstrates  “Power has  not  gone to his head”  (destroying the 
worldly methodology comment   “Power Corrupts, Absolute Power corrupts Absolutely”  [because JCg has Yahweh’s Methodology])  and 
then hands his whole  personal creation back to Yahweh  in a  perfected  state  as it was in The Beginning. 
This creation will then have been  tested/assayed  and ultimately yielded  demonstrably proven humans  desiring their God Yahweh,  through 
the actions of JCg  being  “The Intercessor”  of us (1Tim.2v5);  where these successful people have demonstrably rejected the pretend god,  
Satan initially  “presumptuous taking”/usurping  Yahweh’s position (of Right to Rule)  back in The Garden of Eden (Gen.3v1-5). 
Thus,  JCg’s own creation has been given to Yahweh for an eternity for Him to receive all  praise/glory/honour  from it  (now perfected). 

What JCg has done is  precisely the opposite  to what Satan displayed in The Garden of Eden! 
Everything stated here  is  “The  Real  Gospel”  of  “The Good News”  in its entirety  (given at a high level)  having been supported by everything in The 
Bible of  many thousands of prophecies,  but this knowledge is  never  preached/taught  by worldly Christian Leaders  -  because quite simply they 
choose  not  to believe it  –  and being what it means in their deportment! 
I ask the reader   

“When did they last hear this preached and explained in a righteous manner?”  
And yet,  we are commanded to teach it to everyone we meet  (Matt.24v14)! 

Finally,  the reader should ask themselves this question   
Why does the text in v27-28 have so many different Him’,  “He”,  The’,  Who’? 

Clearly this would  not  occur if the text is referring to a  single reasoning  Entity  (given by the nonsense Trinity doctrine or a subset “Oneness”),  but 
rather there are  two separate reasoning  Entities,  one Entity (Yahweh)  supporting His premier Son (JCg).  Then by return,  the other (JCg) in total  
joy/pride  offering back to  The Omnipotent One  (Yahweh)  a creation now purified by Yahweh’s HS expressed within The Environment through the 
actions of the subordinate  (JCg)  for his own creation  (World/Adornment/Decoration/Life).   

Furthermore,  this is occurring in The Future,  thus showing the final relationship  is  between The Father and The Son  –  and thus not just 
while JC was in a fleshly body during his 1st Advent. 

This  one verse alone  (and part of many hundreds)  utterly  destroys  the worldly Trinity myth sourced by Satan to lead Mankind into confusion  –  that 
the proponents of The Trinity claim it is a mystery to them  (even when JC said to his disciples  –  you are given to know  [Matt.13v11-13])!  

I am utterly perplexed to why  presumably  intelligent people  are so foolish  –  because quite simply   “They do  not  care!”   
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They do  not  “care”  to  seriously/rigorously  think,  search and reason upon what The Bible so clearly teaches us  –  with  no  mystery.   
Why,  because The World and what it can deliver is better  (Luke.5v39)! 

Clearly Trinitarians  “rather choose not to know”  (“preferring to be ignorant”,  “agnoeo”  StrongsTM=50)  –  again as The Bible clearly tells us is to 
occur so Yahweh might  “weed out”  (Matt.13v29-30)  those people in  “The Greater/Special (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)! 

What else can ever surpass this most wonderful moment at the end of The Millennium having righteously purified The Earth and The World 
that will occur for the whole of Mankind in just over a 1000 years from now? 

 
127th Instruction – “Behalf of the dead people”  means something is done to aid The Future well-being of dead people. 
We are told in The Bible that “dead people” have no knowledge of their surroundings and we are also told that we are 
only  assessed/judged  upon what we  personally  do  –  not  what other people do either negatively or positively  –  else by 
definition it would be  unrighteous  in terms of our  own personal judgement  with regard to  “The 2nd Death”.  
142nd Reasoning – Thus logically,  what a person can only do to positively benefit dead people is to teach them 
“Righteousness”  when they are alive and conscious –  but the 1st part of their physical life  has been and gone – therefore 
this period of time can  logically only  occur in the 2nd part of  their  physical life during the 2nd part of  our  physical life! 
Hence,  this occurs during The Millennium,  because The Bible tells us of no other time when this can be done. 
Furthermore,  who does this teaching  “Righteousness”?    It is  “The Recognised”  Kings/Priests  (1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)! 
100th Comment – Now we are aware  “when,  why and how”  this  “behalf of the dead people” occurs,  then we can now 
continue!   The crux is for us to be in the position to teach the future  alive/resurrected  people,  we must do something 
about it  now!   We must demonstrably prove in the 1st part of our physical life that we  are  deemed worthy by Yahweh to 
be in that future position  to teach  “Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World in The Millennium”!  
Allegory – repeat - Baptise = Physically  a  public declaration  of becoming “Christian”,   but  spiritually  it means 
committed to be dying away from our old life,  by entering into a bilateral agreement of receiving  “The Word of God” 
(Knowledge)  throughout,  to cleanse us from Satan’s Methodology (John.13v9-10, etc.,).  The extremes of baptism are  (1) 
ideally yield Sonship at the end of our present existence,  or the worst,  (2) annihilation for charlatan Christian Leaders. 
29th Prophecy – Therefore what else shall the baptised TCs be doing for those dead people,  if it was not for the TCs to be 
resurrected first  (as The Firstfruits)  so they might rule The World as  Kings/Priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, Rom.8v17, 22)  to 
teach  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium to these dead people  awakened/roused  (in “The General Resurrection”)? 
128th Instruction – The TCs become baptised in  “The Word of God”  and upon which,  they  spiritually  grow  “The New 
Creature”  within their mind  during the 1st part of our physical life  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, etc.),  that becomes  physically  
realised at “The 1st Resurrection”  into the 2nd part of our physical life to teach  “The Resurrected World”  Righteousness.   
This is the TC's personal responsibility,  by taking ownership with The Word of God and thus become accountable for it! 
143rd Reasoning – Thus it is because of the previous prophecy that we aiming to be TCs undergo  “danger every hour”! 
Where day by day TCs are being slain  (the body constantly being at the point of  exhaustion/{near death} – something 
worldly Christian leaders might care to think about),  Paul affirms before all The Brethren (Christians), we as TCs glory 
in this suffering,  because it causes us to hold more firmly to The Lord JCg  (Psalms: 40, 46, 62, etc.). 
144th Reasoning – Thus  if  TCs suffer by the inevitability of encountering furious men of The World,  then  what is the 
point of this personal suffering if the dead people are  not  raised,  else,  as it is written for worldly reasoning humans:   

Let us  eat/drink  and be merry now  –  for tomorrow we shall die (annihilated [if no resurrection]). 
If TCs thought like worldly humans,  then TCs would  not  be driven to prove their credentials for Kingship to teach 
“Righteousness”  to  “The Resurrected World”  (and Yahweh would not achieve His Prophesied Trigger Threshold)! 
1Cor. 15v29 og Thereupon/Since/Else/Otherwise  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
1Cor. 15v29 og (they will) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  the (persons [TCs])   
1Cor. 15v29 og (the having been) {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised   
1Cor. 15v29 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
1Cor. 15v29 og of the  {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers;   
1Cor. 15v29 og if  completely/altogether/everywhere/commonly/utterly  (the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers   
1Cor. 15v29 og no/not/none   (they are) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated,   
1Cor. 15v29 og  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  also  (are they) {ma```de overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptised   
1Cor. 15v29 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead   
1Cor. 15v29 og of the  {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers? 
1Cor. 15v29 Else/Otherwise  what will  they (TCs)  having been baptised  do/perform/yield  on behalf  of the  {dead people}/corpses,   

if  completely/altogether  the  {dead people}/corpses  they are  not  awakened/roused/resuscitated   (into The Millennium)? 
 

Else what will they (TCs)  having been baptised   (and accepted by Yahweh as completing their half of The Agreement to receive Sonship),   
           (This is  the context  of Paul’s teaching, “The Goal of Sonship”  being achieved to bring forth The Millennium to then yield  “The Late Adopters”) 
do/perform  on behalf of the dead people   (being  99.99+% of the World having failed to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for whatever reason) 
if  completely all  the dead people  (= 99.99+ % of the World)   are not  awakened/roused/resuscitated   (into The Millennium)? 

            (The Requirement is for “The Early Adopters” [Anointed]  to teach “Righteousness”  to all the resurrected people to yield  “The Late Adopters”) 
 

Sadly,  one very large  worldly Christian sect  (Mormons)  completely distorts the righteous understanding of this verse to infer humans alive today can 
baptise those people who are presently dead!   This teaching is  utter rubbish  and wholly  “unrighteous”  -  that clearly shows the leaders of this 
obviously  worldly  Christian sect have absolutely  no  understanding of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”! 

Why is it  “utter rubbish”? 
For several reasons  

1. The verse speaks of  all  the  {dead people}  to be raised and the inference is they are to be taught  (in context with other verses)  by those  
“supremely blessed” (Rev.20v6)  people who are the 144000 TCs (Rev.14v1-4)  –  having been baptised.  People who have been demonstrably 
proven  to be faithful stewards  (Luke.19v16-19)  over JCg’s property  (humans [to yield the next generation of TCs]) in the 1st part of their 
physical life.   Moreover they are to repeat the exercise to all people upon their resurrection,  thereby allowing all people to learn how to truly 
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“believe in Jesus”  by imitating his lifestyle – with no demarcation to what they previously believed in the 1st part of their physical life.  
It is not  just  the presumed people covered by this sect’s  “supposed baptismal efforts”! 

2. If the leaders of this large sect really understood The Bible,  then they would realise that it is a  personal  commitment being a  conscious 
personal  bilateral agreement between  (1) Yahweh and  (2) the specific person making the contract.  It is farcical to make a contract for 
someone else  –  particularly if they have  no  reasoning capability!   Please speak to a secular lawyer on Contracts/Torts.  The whole notion 
is senseless,  and comparable to much else of the material of which the members of that particular sect  “supposedly believe”!   
Especially when considering  “the source”  of that doctrine  (2Cor.11v13-15 seems to describe The Encounter most closely)! 

3. Finally,  we are taught in The Bible the efforts of one person towards any other person does not intrinsically add or detract in the  recipient's  
judgement.  The Judgement made upon the recipient is dependant only upon the recipient's chosen lifestyle and not that of another person.  

Please see dissertation on this on   “FutureLife.Org”  that fully explains this verse entitled   “Baptism for the dead?”  
Note also that we read   All  humans are to be roused and thus  not  just Christians  –  and then  why  are TCs to be baptised for these other 
people if they are going to face immediate judgement of  torture/annihilation  (as the members of some  worldly Christian sects propose)? 

That one question destroys  “the unrighteous reasoning”  of a very many more exceedingly worldly Christian  sects/schisms! 
To understand precisely what Paul is teaching us here,  then we need to place the verse  back into context  and then we understand it is being used as 
prophecy.  To do this,  then we need again to put it into The Knowledge we have of The Millennium period. 

The verse is speaking of the TCs becoming  resolute/perfect  “Christians”  during the 1st part of their physical life  (precisely imitating JC).   
However, before any human can become a TC,  they must first become a  “Christian”  by attaining  accurate  knowledge of  “The Word of God”  and 
then enter into the Christian Nation by their declared actions of imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  (ideally starting with a public show through baptism).  
When a TC dies,  then at the end of the 1st part of their physical life,  we know they will be resurrected at the 1st 2nd C as kings and priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 
1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, 19v16 [under JCg], etc.)  within  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies to become Sons of God.  
Having demonstrably proved themselves faithful in small things  (Luke.19v16-19,  which perfects the 2nd part of their spiritual life  [by imitating JC])  
then their next task  (in the 2nd part of their physical life)  is to teach  “Righteousness”  by example  in The Millennium to The World of resurrected 
perfected DNA fleshly humans  (being  all  people of the previous 6000 years). 

Why are they to teach  “Righteousness”  (apart from them desiring to follow Yahweh’s Will)? 
It is to bring the resurrected fleshly people around to  “The Charity form of Love”  being operational towards each other and to hold Yahweh and His 
Son JCg in deep awe and reverence  (Mark.12v30-31).  The people who accept this  (The Bible infers about 2/3 of those people resurrected  will reform  
to operate according to agapao),  then they will be saved from  “The 2nd Death”,  being a death of annihilation. 

In conclusion what has happened? 
As stated in v29! 

JCg has subjected all things to himself in The Millennium and because of the teaching work of TCs who have themselves been baptised  (to 
become Christians)  on behalf of those persons who presently are dead and dying  without The Truth.  The dead people are raised in The 
Millennium to be taught  “Righteousness”  by the kings and priests  who have been baptised for the dead  –  for this very purpose!   

(Being exactly what v29 tells us,  noting the specific point Paul makes in v32,  “What is the point of all this if I am not resurrected”  
inasmuch why go through all this pain if I am not going to be resurrected to achieve The Goal,  thereby enabling me to then bring 
forth  “The Late Adopters”?) 

Which is precisely  why  Paul then launches off into v30 and beyond - 
1Cor. 15v30 og Who/Which/What/{Wherefore/by}/Whether  also  {we ourselves} [the TCs]  
1Cor. 15v30 og (we) {undergo danger/peril}/{be in jeopardy}   
1Cor. 15v30 og (the) every  (the) {portion of time (season of Year), (hour of day)}? 
1Cor. 15v30 = Wherefore  {we ourselves}  (the TCs)   

also  {undergo danger}/{be in jeopardy}  the  every  {portion of time   (during the present portion of our life  of  our total eternal life)}? 
 

Wherefore we ourselves   (TCs, proving our worthiness in the midst of the judging World to rule the future resurrected world teaching Righteousness) 
also undergo danger every portion of time   ([hour of the day],  during the 1st part of our physical life as being the portion of our eternal life)? 
 

Paul is  only  speaking about the TCs here. 
So why is it only TCs  (who are the only people undergoing extreme danger of their lives)? 

Because these are the only people having an utter conviction of  “The Expectation”  (of v29)  to push themselves forward in the present worldly system to 
become martyrs by actively reaching out to grasp The Prize at the end of  “The Race for their Life”  (by being dead to the influences of this world)  and 
certainly The Corinthian Brethren have  not  reached that stage yet  –  though some will! 
Also note the context    

Baptism is the entering into a  bilateral  agreement with Yahweh to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  “The Same Expectation”  JC had 
during his ministry.  JC and many apostles became martyrs for  “The Word of God”  (martyrs for JC)   –  being the recipients of the religious 
leaders’ rage throughout The Gospel Age!   This understanding also explains why  “baptism for the dead”  as errantly taught by worldly 
schisms is inherently wrong! 

The TCs must become  steadfast/stoic/resolute/unmovable  both spiritually and physically within this worldly  (especially “Religious”  in all its forms)  
system/methodology  pressing-in  from all sides  -  which becomes the subject of Paul's reasoning in these next verses. 
1Cor. 15v31 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  (the) Day [= Every day  or  day after day]   (I) die/expire/decease,   
1Cor. 15v31 og (attestation)/{as sure as}/{most certainly}/{I protest/affirm}   
1Cor. 15v31 og the [boast]  our/your [by a different reading/understanding/stance]   (the) boast/glory/rejoice [it is only, acc. sg. f. n.] 
1Cor. 15v31 og who/what/which/that  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
1Cor. 15v31 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus   to the  lord/master  {of/from us}. 
1Cor. 15v31 = Day after Day  I  die/expire   (spiritually away from worldly methodology that leads to external physical attacks),   

{I most certainly affirm}   (before you)   our  (TCs)   glorying/boasting  which  I  hold/have  within  Christ/Anointed  Jesus our Lord.  
 

Day after Day I die  (spiritually away from the worldly methodology,  resulting in persecution  [covertly]  organised by  “Leaders of Religion”) 
I most certainly affirm   (to you)   our  (TCs’)  glorying/boasting  which I have within the Anointed  Jesus,  our  Lord/Master. 
 

Not quite “the take”  in translation as we are given in our  worldly  translated English bibles! 
I think we need to discuss both interpretations of what Paul is telling us within context. 
Those people imitating Paul,  as he imitated JC,  are going along the same path as King David had to suffer  after being anointed,  but not yet having 
taken kingly rule  (1Sam.16v7-13, Psalms  40, 46, 62, etc.,)  again being allegoric of what is to occur to The TCs - 
Paul speaks by means of an exhortation for them to follow his ideal  

Every day I grow the new  Creature/Creation  within me  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15, etc.,)  based upon  “The Word of God”  operating within me 
to become Christ-like for  “The Expectation of The Anointing”.  This occurs through my teaching and ministry of sacrificing my life away 
from worldly indulgence to bring forth the next generation of TCs unto Yahweh,  to become The Bride of JCg,  to yield The Millennium.   
Moreover,  I must also face the persecution metered out by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  being exposed as fraudsters to  “The Real 
fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire”. 

Therefore,  throughout every day I face death of which I confirm to you  (and you witness this occurring to me)!    
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We TCs are rejoicing in  “The Knowledge”  of which we  freely  teach to The World concerning  “The Goal of Anointing”  our Lord Jesus 
achieved so that by our means of  “contract through baptism” (v29),  we can bring forth  “The Late Adopters”  in The Millennium. 

Paul is taking a different stance to that of The Brethren presumptuously claiming they boast in The Lord  (to be supposedly ruling as kings – 1Cor.4v8)    
Inasmuch you think you can boast in what you do  –  but because of what we (TCs)  do  (being the pain and suffering personally experienced),  
we TCs rejoice all the more  (knowing  they/{ideally we}  are fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  only because Satan through his cohorts  [operating 
according to his methodology]  was/is  trying to stop  them/{ideally us})!    This understanding is in context with The Thrust of The Gospel. 

Some translations suggest   
“Day by Day I die,  by your glorying,  which I have in JC our lord.”  

         I do not subscribe to this interpretation of which I consider as being completely out of context and  utterly meaningless! 
        How can the Brethren be glorying in Paul’s dying - especially when some of them have rejected imitating what he has taught (see earlier chapters)? 
         Or is Paul saying,  I die each day because of the pain I have in you believing yourselves to be ruling as kings now  (1Cor.4v8)? 
This is the most likely understanding, but it is out of context with the thrust of where Paul is taking us,  inasmuch he is looking forward to The Goal to 
explain where he is going and exhorts them to copy him,  he is not excusing the present failings of Corinthian thinking  (hence the warning at v33 and 
condemnation at v35). 
However,  once having deep knowledge of  “The Present Set-up”  within this world  (under Satan’s methodology to  “minimise precision”)  –  then I can 
clearly understand  why  these most errant and misleading translations occur! 
1Cor. 15v32 og If  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) countenance/{human-being}/man    
1Cor. 15v32 og (I) {gladiatorial beast fighter}/{encounter furious men}  in  (to the [= within]) Ephesus,   
1Cor. 15v32 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether  {to me}/mine  
1Cor. 15v32 og the  {to heap up}/amass/profit/benefit/gain/advantage,   
1Cor. 15v32 og if  (the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers  no/not/none  
1Cor. 15v32 og (they are) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated?   
1Cor. 15v32 og [Quotation  Isa.22v13 ]   (Let us) eat/consume   also  (let us) imbibe/drink,   
1Cor. 15v32 og (the) {fresh breeze of new day}/{next day}/tomorrow  for  (we) die/death/decease/expire. 

Old Testament reference located at  Isa.22v13  
1Cor. 15v32 = If  according to  the man,  I  {gladiatorial fight with beasts}/{encounter furious men}  within  Ephesus, 

what  profit/gain/advantage  {to me}  if  {dead persons}/corpses  not  they are  awakened/roused/resuscitated? 
(As it is written:):  Let us  eat  and  let us drink,  for tomorrow we  die/slain. 

 

According to the man,   (If I reasoned like a man  [operating under worldly methodology]) 
(then)   if I encounter furious men in Ephesus   (as that which occurred at Act.19v23-30), 
what profit   (is it)   to me if the dead people  (to include myself)   are not  awakened/roused/resuscitated? 
       (As it is written)    
  Let us eat  and  let us drink,  for tomorrow we die   (as might The World reason in this hedonistic manner). 

            (The World  is “The Same”  millennia after millennia,  which is why  we need  “The Step Change”  of  “The Millennium”  to change society.) 
 

The last line is basic self-indulgence where hedonism is the  animalistic  methodology of all The World  –  “take what I can to please  my  fleshly senses”. 
However considering those people who  freely choose to edify  their neighbour by precisely imitating JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  have demonstrated to 
Yahweh they have met  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  (as laid down by JC)  leading to the most wonderful result at Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) 
Judgement”  (James.3v1). 
Paul is stating   

Many people reason   “Let us eat, drink and be merry while we can - because we will die tomorrow”.  
(In the same manner as JC spoke about people at Matt.11v17, Luke.7v32.) 

Therefore,  why does Paul voluntarily face all these problems if he is never to be resurrected and receive any future  gain/benefit  
as a return from his present pain and affliction  (1Cor.4v9-13, 2Cor.11v24-28)? 

Paul is teaching us by his  deeds/work/toil/labour –  that he clearly  expects  (not “hopes”)  a resurrection,  else he would not put himself through this 
present affliction.  Furthermore,  Paul knows all humans shall be resurrected  (because both Yahweh and JC are righteous to  each one of us, Eze.33v11, 
2Pet.3v9,  hence 1John.2v2),  and yet these normal people have not put themselves into the same position as Paul,  consequently this tells us that Paul 
has a  “Greater Expectation”  of something that is over and above the mere hope of a resurrection  (of which normal people have).   His  “Greater 
Expectation”  is that of Sonship,  and thus being like Jacob,  Paul is  “Grasping at The Birthright”  (Gen.25v31-34)  “By means of a Transaction”  -  
hence of  “The Personal 2nd Bilateral Covenant/Contract/Agreement”  we as individual Christians,  have with Yahweh  (and hence nullifies The Mormon 
interpretation of v29 in context). 
Therefore,  it is as The Bible teaches us,  a 2 part life has been made available by what JC has done for Mankind.   We have a 1st part of our physical life 
within which,  those people who freely choose to become  The  Last/Least  now in society  (while imitating JC),  will become  The First/Most  in society in 
the 2nd part of their physical life  (in The Millennium,  still imitating JC).  
Having pain and persecution orchestrated by the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  against people assiduously aiming to be TCs,  during the 1st part 
of our physical life puts us now into  The Last/Least  position  within society,  and the return  (gain/profit)  of Sonship  (Matt.20v1-12, 25v1-12)  by 
Yahweh during the 2nd part of our physical life shall put us into The First/Most  position.  This is all precisely as JC taught us in these cited places 
Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30, etc. 
The 1st part of our physical life is a mere 20 to 70 years as  The Last/Least,  but the 2nd part as The First/Most  is an eternity  –  there is obviously no 
contest towards what we  should  be aiming  –  if  we truly have  “The Real Faith”  that this is to occur  –  but obviously our  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  do not  –  else  why  do they climb to be  The First/Most  within this present world? 

Now for the most important caveat for success!   
Our endeavours  must be sincere,  truly motivated to edify our neighbour to our own hurt  (driven by agapao yielding agape  [hence 1Cor.13v13])  –  
because I know,  Yahweh is constantly reading my  “synapse construction”  as I write this and monitors how I deport my lifestyle.    

Thus,  everything we do must be truly  “given as agape”  (simply/freely  for  no  worldly return )  –  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   
Anything less than this statement means we would be displaying a  self-indulgent  attitude to  “Lord it over others”  (for “People Control”)  in the future  
–  and then we would be utterly wasting our time now during the 1st part of our physical life  -  because Yahweh intimately knows our internal driver! 
 
129th Instruction – Do not be  seduced/deluded,  bad/harmful  companionship  (especially worldly focussed leaders)  will  
ruin/corrupt  goodness/pleasantness/usefulness  (of The Brethren fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire). 
145th Reasoning – The Environment  “rubs-off”  onto the individuals who operate within that environment as the maxim 
states,  “Lay down with a dog having fleas,  then you will catch them!”   Naturally, people have a tendency migrate to an 
environment within which they wish to partake and thus a symbiotic relationship occurs.   A good or bad environment 
generally yields the respective type individuals –  which is precisely why Yahweh in His righteousness through JC provides 
a good environment in The Millennium to pluck out  every possible “good person” willing to reform (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9) 
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130th Instruction – You Brethren (Christians)  are to be righteously  awakened/roused,  and then,  not to  sin/offend.  For 
some of you are ignorant of Yahweh,  I write to shame yourselves  into action  (from out of your present passive slumber)! 
1Cor. 15v33 og Not  (you be) {caused to roam from safety/truth}/deceived/seduced/wandered/{led astray}/erred;   
1Cor. 15v33 og (they) pine/waste/shrivel/wither/spoil/ruin/deprave/corrupt/defile  (3rd pers,/ pl./pres./act./indic.) 
1Cor. 15v33 og (the) {(from) occupations}/pains/profits/diligences/crafts/works   
1Cor. 15v33 og (the) {employment of manner/morals}/useful/better/easy/goodness/graciousness/kindness [plural]  
1Cor. 15v33 og (the) companionship/{social intercourse} [plural]  
1Cor. 15v33 og (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked [plural]. 
1Cor. 15v33 = Not  you  (Brethren)  be  {led astray}/seduced/deluded,   

bad/harmful  companionship/{social intercourse}  they  ruin/corrupt  good/pleasant/useful  occupations/diligences/works. 
 

Not you  (brothers/sisters)  be  {led astray}/seduced/deluded   (it is so easy to follow  “The Crowd”,  or  the  sweet-talking  charismatic leader), 
the  worthless/harmful  companionship  (of)  these people  ruin/corrupt  useful/good  occupational works. 

            (The Worst is  “Group/Herd  like Mentality”  where the individual is actively taught  not  to think for themselves by  “insidious teaching”) 
            (This occurs everywhere,  politics, religion, and commerce  -  especially in  “Religion”  [Matt.7v12-14,  noting v15 are The Leaders]!) 
 

We must not to be led astray in our reasoning,  because bad companions of The World  will  corrupt The Brethren’s  good/ideal  habits/character. 
As the common maxim states    

A bad apple in a barrel will ruin the remaining apples.   
And another    

If you lay down in dirt, expect to become dirty! 
This is so true,  and unless a  brother/sister  has an extremely  strong/resilient  character to stand staunch in  “The Absolute Truth”  then  he/she  will 
most certainly turn towards The World because  his/her  knowledge base will become distorted by The World’s methodology,  to  “excuse oneself”  of 
personal responsibility! 
.Just as we witness over the last 40 years within  developed/affluent  countries,  being how social standards  (ref to Yahweh’s Standards)  are being 
progressively eroded,  and the governments try to  plug-the-holes  by bringing into existence more laws  –  only because  morality is so poor  for so many 
reasons  –  where one of which would be consumerism teaching   “To please the self”  with a disregard for people around ones-self. 
A TC would not be in this position because while being exceedingly  strong/resilient  in character,  he/she  would realise  (through a 6th sense)  not to be 
part of,  or be present in these specific worldly social groups –  always knowing Yahweh would disapprove of this practice. 
Import note   There is a distinct difference between “mixing with”  with the aim  to edify,  rather than socialising with the aim  to enjoy  (to self-indulge)! 
1Cor. 15v34 og (You be) {roused out of a stupor}/awakened/{gaining the senses}  equitably/justly/righteously [adverb],   
1Cor. 15v34 og also  not   (you) {miss the mark}/err/sin/offend/trespass,   
1Cor. 15v34 og (the) ignorance/{having no knowledge}  for  (of the) God   
1Cor. 15v34 og {some/any/certain persons}  (they) hold/take/possess/obtain/have;   
1Cor. 15v34 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) confuse/shame  {to yourselves}  (I) state/exclaim. 
1Cor. 15v34 = You  be  righteously/equitably  awakened/roused/resuscitated   (from out of the 1st part of our spiritual life),   

also  not  you  {miss the mark}/sin/offend,    
for  {some/any/certain  people}  have  ignorance/{no knowledge}  of the  God  (Yahweh);   
I  (a TC)  exclaim to shame yourselves   (being called: “Christians”). 

 

You be righteously  awakened/resuscitated   (from out of the 1st part of our spiritual life  [driven by worldly methodology]), 
also not you  {miss the mark}/sin/offend,   (you have  “The Knowledge”  of what to do –  and you must not live  contrary/against  what you know!) 
for  some/certain  people   (within your  grouping/congregation  all claiming to worship God through JC) 
have ignorance of the God  (Yahweh)   (meaning    You  {choose to be ignorant}/{rather not know}  [“agnoeo”]  of what is  truly required); 
            (These could be  “the most fervent believers”  because  “words are easy”,  but their deportment is worldly,  hence any ministry  is worthless) 
I (as a TC)  exclaim to shame yourselves   (being called  “Christians”  collectively,  to galvanise you to repent and reform to imitate JC). 
 

Note how Paul uses the term  “awakened/roused/resuscitated”  to lend support to what I state,  a Christian should now be spiritually living in the 2nd 
part of our spiritual life,  having entered into a  bilateral  contract with Yahweh while still physically living in the 1st part of our physical life.  
Please see  “Born Again”  in glossary  –  being what this terminology used in John.3v1-12  really means  –  it is  not  what our  worldly Christian 
leaders tell us -  else we could be  “Stillborn”  that becomes our  “The 2nd Death of Annihilation”  if like Judas,  we were  charlatan Christian leaders. 
Paul is clearly concerned there are people claiming to be Brethren  (Christian)  but their behaviour is far from what is required,  and thus clearly 
“choose to be ignorant”  of what Yahweh Desires.  They represent  worldly  Christian leaders of today showing a  “goat-like”  independence where they 
create their own  “cut-down”  bibles  (Rev.22v18-19)  that are used to  “prop-up”  their demonstrable  errant  doctrine.  
This is utterly shameful and demonstrates a hypocritical nature.  Yahweh can read  “The Synapse Construction Mapping”  (1Sam.16v7)  within a human 
(being their worth for future kingship)   and can readily identify  corruption/hypocrisy/fraud  between what they show to The World,  and what they think  
–  though over time it will show itself  –  but the  seduced/beguiled/bewitched  congregations will not register these  “give-away”  nuances. 

Use the guidance JC gave to us  –  at Matt.7v17-20  –  as I copiously explain elsewhere. 
It must be understood The Brethren  (should be aiming to become TCs  [Heb.5v12-14])  were/are  to become the  next  generation  teachers/leaders. 
 
101st Comment – Some humans ask this very valid question:   

How are the  {dead people}  to be raised and into what sort of body will they return within? 
131st Instruction – Paul replies –  you should know –  it is obvious! 
You will return to consciousness in the 2nd part of your physical life,  as to what you sowed during the 1st part of your 
physical life – being  “The Returned Mind”  is The One/Same  as when we died  (the captured synapse construction 
mapping cannot change when we are dead – Yahweh retains it in a metaphoric  “Cold Storage”). 

Furthermore,  the new body cannot be physically  “made alive”  unless it first dies  (because we cannot inhabit 
two bodies at the same time)! 

It is the wheat seed of  “The Word of God”  sown into an individual that must cause the  spiritual  death away from the 1st 
part of our spiritual life within the recipient  -  thereby beginning The Growth into the 2nd part of our spiritual life  
(building ourselves upon Yahweh's Methodology).   Yahweh makes the judgment upon the success of our spiritual 
transformation as to whether we receive a heavenly body or receive a perfected DNA fleshly body. 
147th Reasoning – The point Paul is to explain is really about the 2nd part of our spiritual life.  Obviously,  the people 
asking this question are “Christians” -  and thus have personally entered the 2nd part of their spiritual life. 
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The Crux being is  how developed  is the 2nd part of our spiritual life at our physical death  (is it like JC’s mind),  then 
decides the type of physical body within which we will return – either perfected DNA – still subject to  (The 2nd) Death;   
or a perfect heavenly body of which  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation has no power  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
92nd Allegory – “not made ... dies first” = Paul is figuratively explaining that to attain Sonship  (being the ideal goal)  
then the person must during the 1st part of their physical life die away from this worldly system by killing the 1st part of  
his/her  spiritual life (v37).   Inasmuch the person must sacrifice  (by public execution)  their  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  away from  the self-indulgence of this world.  Thus,  they make themselves ideal 
candidates for  kings/priests  of the next worldly system upon their awakening/rousing  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (JCg's 
1st 2nd C). 
93rd Allegory – “public execution” = the person makes public through baptism they have died away from the methodology 
of this present worldly system because they are  canvassing/advocating/publicising  JCg’s new Millennial system by  
precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (where they become blind by  not  participating within the machinations of this 
world).  That is  why  worldly leaders  (Politics/Religion/Commerce)  of this present worldly system  cannot  be TCs – the 
synapse construction within their brain is  being formed to gain within this present worldly system  of self-indulgence! 
94th Allegory – “grain/wheat” = represents  “The Word of God”  growing within an individual.  
If  it becomes fully grown and yields much seed in the 1st part of a person’s life,  then  this represents a TC  (who has 
metaphorically brought more TCs to Yahweh during the 1st part of the person’s life). 
If the seed is sown during the 1st part of a person’s life and not fully matures,  then this indicates a worldly person who has 
not yet reached their full potential.  Clearly if they fully grow during The Millennium ready for the ripe Main Harvest then 
they are fleshly humans who have ultimately imitated JC’s lifestyle for eternal life  –  ready to enter Yahweh’s Granary. 
30th Prophecy – What is sown is  not  of the fleshly body  (because that is to rot to nothing),  but “spiritual”  (see glossary)  
that becomes the bare grain of wheat,  beginning the 2nd part of our spiritual life which might perchance live again as 
wheat plant to yield 30, 60 and 100 fold TCs,  or it might become part of the rest of seeds  (other than a pure wheat germ). 
31st Prophecy – Yahweh is quite capable to make whatever resurrected body He so chooses  (within which to place the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the retained  “Heavenly Treasure”  =  the  “synapse construction mapping”  (see 
glossary).  Yahweh will make this body  appropriate  to the type of seed having been sown in the 1st part of a person’s life. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
1Cor. 15v35 og But  (he/she will) speak/utter/say  {some/any/certain person}:    
1Cor. 15v35 og {In what manner}/How  (they are) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  
1Cor. 15v35 og the (persons)   {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers?    
1Cor. 15v35 og (to the) {characterising of type}/{what sort of}/{what manner of}  And  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily   
1Cor. 15v35 og (they) accompany/appear/bring/come [pass. middle voice]? 
1Cor. 15v35 = But  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  will say:    

How  the  {dead people}/corpses  they are  awakened/roused/resuscitated?   
And  {in what sort of}  the  {whole/sound  body}  they  personally  accompany/come   (in their return,  for the 2nd part of our physical life)? 

 

But some person  he/she  will say: 
  How are the dead people  {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated   (being of our physical resurrection)? 
  And in what sort of whole body they personally come   (in their resurrected return,  for the 2nd part of our physical life)? 
 

A perfectly valid question! 
And a question  worldly  Christian leaders give a completely muddled answer as we know in what they  “supposedly teach”  to us! 

Worldly Christian leaders say   “We  (Christians)  immediately go to heaven upon our death!”  –  This is an utter lie! 
Why? 

1. The Bible does  not  tell us this anywhere in The Bible,  but something so very different,  being what Paul and other Scribes teach us. 
(Please see my commentaries at the appropriate places in The Bible where the Original Greek text  has been twisted by translation  to 
promote this most errant doctrine)  precisely as I show in This Most Transparent and Commutative Translation freely given to The World. 

2. It is a most  unrighteous/inequitable  message and thus obviously does  not  originate from Yahweh,  but sadly originates from The World! 
Sourced by leaders driven by worldly methodology - being “The Control of People”  to supposedly come through these leaders and be tithed! 

Shall we return to what this website  “FutureLife.Org”  so carefully teaches based upon what The Bible  clearly tells us. 
As a start    

How are the corpses  awakened/roused/resuscitated?   
This tells me  “regaining/collecting  of  consciousness/senses”  occurs and this can only occur within a functioning physical body,  precisely as Paul 
shall carefully explain to us later within this chapter.   
Paul tells us we can be  awakened/resuscitated  within what is to be a fleshly body  (but obviously with a perfected DNA genome allowing the  possibility  
of everlasting life)  for most of us.   
That simple statement given by The Bible,  destroys what  worldly Christian leaders preach to us,  being  “some form of consciousness in heaven”! 
Furthermore,  Paul goes into much detail in the next verses,  being at utter variance to the rubbish taught by all  worldly Christian leaders,   to which 
they will be held accountable  (in The Millennium).   I am only bringing this exposure forward to give these  worldly Christian leaders  an opportunity  to 
reform  during the 1st part of their physical life  and thus not be held accountable for their present deviancy at Yahweh's Special/Greater (1st) Judgement. 

And hence the next verse in context - 
1Cor. 15v36 og (The [persons)] mindless/stupid/ignorant/egotistic/unwise/foolish,   
1Cor. 15v36 og thou/you  who/what/which/that  (you) sowed/{received seed},   
1Cor. 15v36 og not  (it is) vitalised/{made alive}/{gives life/existence}  if  not [= except]   (it) dies/death/deceases/expires; 
1Cor. 15v36 = The  foolish/stupid  people!    

You  (are)  what you sowed,   (and)   it is  not  vitalised/{made alive}/{give life}  except  it  dies/expires!  
 

The  foolish/stupid  people! 
You  (are)  what you sowed   (during the 1st part of our physical life  [being  “The Proving Ground”  for  “The Early Adopters”), 
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(and)  it is not  {made alive}/{give life}  except it dies   (the seed dies,  but by allegory,  the TC  dies spiritually away from  worldly methodology)! 
 

I needed to keep the original and give the further  translation/interpretation - 
There are two interpretations to this verse  

1.  The foolish people,  you must know that you become what you have sown,  and what you are sowing is not life,  but you will die. 
2.  The foolish people,  you must know that you become what you have sown,  and you must die before you can be made alive  (in what you 
have sown). 

Some standard translations suggest (1),  but that seems quite a negative interpretation,  and thus I prefer (2) which is given as an exhortation. 
The best example would of JC’s parables of the seed sown onto various types of ground  (being the different types of people) –  but the best ground yields 
30, 60 and 100 fold through the seed dying  (Matt.13v23, etc.)  then becomes a suitable lead-in to the following verses. 

This process is called   “Born Again”  and it  is  completed at our  final  judgment.   
For a TC it occurs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  when having achieved  “Sonship”  –  see later (and glossary),  but also applicable to those people within 
fleshly bodies as well  –  so they  might possibly  also achieve everlasting life when having passed The Final Assay at The End of The Millennium. 
However,  the point Paul is making can be related  (being similar)  to JC’s parable of The Darnel Seed  (Matt.13v24-30)  where the seed is what we make 
of ourselves now (ideally the multiplication of God’s Word within us).   
Quite simply - 

Are we prepared to become  “the seed”  of Wheat,  or that of Weeds  (being  the type  of methodology operating within us)? 
(“Wheat”  being Yahweh’s Methodology through JC as God’s Word,   “Weeds”  being  worldly/Satan’s  methodology through  “Religion”) 

But specifically,  to our time frame,  and for  “The Greater Ideal”. 
Paul is  speaking specifically to The Brethren  (for them to aim for  “The Early Harvest”  [= “The Firstfruits])  and is thus  not  speaking 
directly to The World  (the members of which not realising they could be part of the Main Harvest)  -  being the thrust of JC’s Parable that 
was speaking of The World. 

So,  Paul is saying to The Brethren  (the Christians who are aiming to become TCs)   
Are you actively aiming for  “The Goal”  being that of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (“The Early Harvest”,  to yield  “The Early Adopters”)?   

Or    merely slide over this part of our life,  to join  “The World”  in  “The Main Harvest”  (to yield  “The Late Adopters”)? 
Because the answer to that question tells us to what type of physical body we will receive in our resurrection. 
Are we prepared to gather  The Knowledge,  rigorously assay this knowledge to gain Assurance,  then practise Fidelity to what we accurately know? -   

Because that will then create  “The Worthy Seed”  which then dies to  yield what is  appropriate/worthy  of the  original  seed. 
Where  “The Worthy Seed”  is  “The Word of God”  having caused us to  spiritually die  away from worldly methodology. 
Thus,  the body  (the stance of the complete plant)  becomes proper to what was the original seed  (within our mind). 

Paul will then explain the two options in the next verses. 
Important Note   

Paul is  only  speaking to The Brethren and  not  to The World at large.   
Thus,  he is  only  speaking to  “Christians”  and  not  to the  “heathen”  (= non-Christians). 

Consequently,  this next section is speaking of two possible outcomes for  “Christians”  and  not  The World.   
As I carefully explain,  The World  (non-Christians)  only has  one  option  –  its members will be automatically resurrected within perfected DNA fleshly 
bodies  (given in trust)  – being perfected to enable the  possibility  of life for an eternity  with conditions attached  (no more or less than that given to 
Adam and Eve)  after  “The  Atonement/{buy-back}/redemption/RESET”  condition at the  “awakening/rousing”/(resurrection)! 
JC  covered  all  humans  without any caveat given  (except  “believe in JC” meaning, “precisely fulfil The Word of God”,  over what has now become a 
2 part life)  thus  all humans  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  will be resurrected,  and given  one last opportunity  to learn and then practise  “Righteousness”  -  
while being  covered by JC’s death over  “The Great Sabbath Day”.   This learning  “Righteousness”  shall be within a perfected society for 1000 years 
in  park/paradise  of The Millennium before the final assay  –  as I very carefully explain elsewhere. 

BUT - 
Christians have the option to grasp for  “The icing on the cake”,  so to speak,  where they  can  expect  better  than Adam and Eve,  inasmuch  
“Sons/(daughters)  of God”  is on offer  only  because of  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  set by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  of which we  can  precisely copy. 
Noting that Adam and Eve were   “Sons/(daughters)  of JCg” as “the specific god”  of The World,  while JCg and the 144000 TCs  are The Sons of  “The 
Specific God”  of them.   All this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/scholars/theologians  and has been for the last some 1700 years! 
Note   Not mentioned here in these verses is a dire 3rd possibility for  charlatan Christian leaders,  the 3rd option of  “annihilation”  come early at their 
forthcoming physical Death because they are living in the  2nd part of their spiritual life  but are utterly rejecting  “The Reforming of The Mind” 
(2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16)  by “The Word of God”  -  while using it as a tool to  “gain their worldly goodies”.  Thus they shall be like Judas Iscariot  
(John.12v6,  being within  “The Rejected Tribe”  of  “Israel”)  having nothing remaining to cover themselves before Yahweh’s gaze  (because JC only 
died  The Once  to get people into the 2nd part of their spiritual life  –  where  the appropriate body follows  decided upon by Yahweh’ judgement  –  being  
the very point  of these verses)! 

That is  “The 3rd Option”  (that of annihilation) –  of which I mention only for completeness  (regarding Yahweh’s Special/Greater Judgment). 
However,  in this section Paul is now explaining the more positive two options either  (1) perfected DNA fleshly body  (if just failed Yahweh’s 
Special/Greater [1st] Judgement)  or  (2) and incorruptible (incapable of dying)  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (if passed  Yahweh’s Special/Greater 
[1st] Judgement to be part of  “The Early Harvest”  comprising of  “The Firstfruits”, Rev.14v1-4). 

I really needed to work hard to completely  untangle the rubbish  of  worldly “Christian doctrine”  –  and yet what I state is purely  what The 
Bible succinctly  tells us! 

An aside  
Furthermore,  I wish to draw the reader to a serious omission in the NIV translation and others.   

They deem the first  “you”  is for  “You foolish ones”  and then promptly ignore it in their worldly translation!    
I totally disagree with this  interpretation.  I understand it is a stronger commitment to what Paul is moving on to explain later,  that I also amplify after 
the next few verses.  It is these  systemic  problems within the NIV that make it a  terrible  translation,  basically the translators did  not  understand 
Yahweh’s Plan  (irrespective of self-righteous  indulgence/vanity  they put in The Foreword about themselves  –  it just does not come out in the 
translated text)!    

Quite simply we can recognise The Tree by examining its fruitage  (over the intervening years of The Christian Nation using the NIV)! 
1Cor. 15v37 og Also  who/what/which/that  (you) sow/{receive seed},  not  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily   
1Cor. 15v37 og the (one [fleshly DNA body])   (they will) {become to be} [middle voice]   (you) sow/{receive seed},   
1Cor. 15v37 og but  (the) nude/naked/bare  (the) {kernel (of seed)}/corn/grain   
1Cor. 15v37 og if  (he/she/it wish) {make ready}/{bring to pass}/attain/perchance/occur  (of the) grain/wheat   
1Cor. 15v37 og or/than/either/rather  {some/any/certain person}  of the  {remaining ones}/residues/rest  [not wheat]. 
1Cor. 15v37 = Also  what  you sow,   

not  you sow  the  {whole/sound body}  will  personally  become to be  the one   (fleshly body, worldly humans sow into new generations). 
But  the  bare  {kernel of wheat}   (start again,  with  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”),   
if  he/she  wish  attain/{may be}  of  grain/wheat   (to live again as useful wheat  [= to become selected by Yahweh for Sonship])   
or  {some/any/certain person}  of the  {remaining persons}/rest   (who did not achieve Yahweh's selection criteria for sonship). 

 

Also  (concerning)   what you sow   (you brethren,  do not be like worldly people,  who are seeding themselves into worldly future generations) 
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            (because  “what you sow”  will determine your future body … … ) 
not the body you sow will personally become to be the one   (of the fleshly body that worldly people sow into their offspring for each generation) 
            (Meaning,  “do not sow a body that shall become the same type of the body that worldly people will sow for themselves”) 
            (Therefore,  you Brethren actively aim to gain a  heavenly/celestial  body by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle … … ) 
But the bare grain of wheat  (The Word of God)   (Thus start anew,  with  “The Word of God”  controlling your mind for  “The New Type of  Body”) 
(and)  if  he/she  wish to attain  (to be)  of the grain of wheat   (in 30, 60 and 100 gain in your spiritual death away from worldly methodology)   
or  (be)  some person of the remaining  (seed)   (not  able to yield to  type/genome/form  -  thus  “a hybrid”  away  from God’s Word). 

            (Meaning,  “do not be a person as part of  “The Remaining” as “Fleshly Israel”  [but aim to be part of  “The Remnant” as “Spiritual Israel”]) 
 

Paul is trying to tell specifically The Brethren  (read   “Christian”)  
You are not to think  “fleshly”  being what you presently know  –  but get your mind correct like JC and  wish  perchance/{may be}  have what 
JC came to expect  (being the resurrection unto becoming a future  “Son of God”)! 
Thus,  change your thinking upon the current fleshly worldly bodies within which you are presently residing  –  and thus  aim  for something 
better that is now on offer since JC's ministry and Ransom Sacrifice.  This  “something”  (Heavenly body)  is better than what the prophets 
could expect of merely a fleshly body because they had  no  expectation of Sonship  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10)  but only a 
resurrection to a  “fleshly body”  (Job.19v26).  Hence the comments of the prophets about the future  (Isa.65v21-25, etc.)  and why JC said of 
John the Baptist  (Matt.11v10-14, Luke.7v27-29)  –  please see all my local cited commentaries! 

Thus we are instructed to become the bare grain of wheat  (“The Word of God”  growing within us)  aiming to become a whole plaint  of wheat  (to be 
yielding new TCs as our fruitage,  being our spiritual DNA which is  The  One/Same  as that of JC and Yahweh  [John.14v20v 17v21-26])  and  
perchance  we  might  become that whole plant of wheat.  If we do not aim to do this,  then we shall be withered in stony ground,  or choked off by the 
surrounding weeds  (see JC’s parable of The Sower – Matt.13v1-23)  where we  “or some of the rest  (who did not make the grade and thus become 
worldly Christians)”  shall  only  return in fleshly bodies.   Or the worst,  being that of  “annihilation”  for the 3rd grouping of  charlatan Christian 
leaders  (of perhaps a million,  to give some order of magnitude of leaders involved)  –  Matt.24v23-26. 

Paul is exhorting the Brethren to aim for  “The Goal”  as  “The Early Adopters Wheat”  “Firstfruit”  now in The Gospel Age,  before  
gaining  “The Late Adopters Wheat”  in  “The Main Harvest”  that shall occur in The Millennium from out of  “The Resurrected World”). 

The last line becomes  “The Warning”  that we are  “not true to type”,  but hybrids of  “worldly and Yahweh’s Word”  (James.1v6-8),  as   “some of the 
rest”  being  “the remainder”  (being some 99.9+%  of  “The Christian Nation”  during  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”). 
Thus,  these  “remainders”  having been left with  “The World”  will be composites of  

(1)  Become as weeds  = “iniquitous people” = charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age  (or later,  rebellious persons of The 
Millennium),  or   
(2) other cereals (passive  worldly Christians)  but  importantly not part of  “The Word of God”  being  “The Integrity of The Wheat”  
(one/same  genome/spirit). 

Therefore,  after that  correct  explanation of this particular verse,  the reader can see how this verse is ignored by  worldly Christians within their 
reasoning. 

Reiterating because it is just so important  
I ask the reader to look at the differentiation here and in the later verses. 

“The bare grain if  he/she  wish  attain/perchance/{may be}  wheat”  =  brethren may wish to be the bare grain growing to yield more wheat 
of the future  TCs/{The Brethren}  by fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire 
“or some of the rest” =  “not equal to the pure wheat”,  thus something  “other”  than  True  (includes logical notation)  to Yahweh’s Desire. 

This  “other”  than Yahweh’s desire is obviously something that has  {missed the required mark of righteousness}  and are thus  not  TCs. 
This  “other”  must be all types of fleshly humans who take on shades of  “the rest”  from cereals to the nastiest of weeds  (of  other genomes/spirits).  
Please see JC’s parables on this subject. 
NOTE   The two options  (1) imitating JC’s ministry for the same reward as that of JC being that of “Sonship” and  (2) if sowed of The World,  then we 
shall be part of The World upon resurrection,  to later take part in  “The Main Harvest”  having missed  “The Early Harvest”  (“The Firstfruits”  whose 
apparent judgment for success occurred  simultaneously  at their resurrection)! 
Note  The Judgment success for  “The Early Adopters”  only becomes apparent The Watching World at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Matt.24v27, 40-44, 
Rev.11v11-13, etc.,)  and likewise for  “The Early Adopters”  themselves  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, etc.)  -  but Yahweh knew who they would be,  
before  the creation of Mankind  (Rom.8v29, etc.).  
1Cor. 15v38 og the  and  {specific god}  {to him/it/same}  (he) gives/bestows/grants  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily   
1Cor. 15v38 og just/as/that/how/when  (he) determined/{delights in}/desired/{be pleased}/willed   
1Cor. 15v38 og also  (to the) each/any/every (person)   of the  seeds/offspring/issue   
1Cor. 15v38 og the  {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily. 
1Cor. 15v38 = And  “The Specific God”   (of TCs aiming for  “The Goal”;   is  “Yahweh”  making The 1st Judgement)   

gives/bestows  the  {whole/sound body}  {to him/same}  (resurrected person)   just/as  He  (Yahweh)   desires,   
also  to the  each/every  person  of the  seeds/issue   (sown in the 1st part of our physical life)   
the  (appropriate)  {one's own}  {whole/sound body}   (either  [1] fleshly or  [2] celestial – see later). 

 

And  “The Specific God”   (Yahweh referenced to the TCs,  where it is Yahweh making  “The Special/Greater 1st Judgement”  on  only  “Christians”) 
gives the whole   (new physical)   body to  him/(her)    (the person claiming to be a  “Christian”   as appropriate to what has been sown)   
just as He (Yahweh)  desires   (at resurrection   [either “The First”  or  “The Second”]   differentially for His 144000 future Sons of God).  
Also to each person   (“Christians”  subject to  “The 1st Judgement”  [having  one of  three  outcomes])   
of the  offspring/issue   (being  “The Resultant”  of our activities with God’s Word) 
the  (appropriate)  one’s own whole body   (either  [1] fleshly   or  [2]  celestial  - see later). 
         ([1] perfected fleshly body,  where the mind requires  further  perfecting,   [2] incorruptible celestial body  commensurate with perfected mind) 
 

Yahweh expresses His HS to  “make become  who/what  He chooses to become”  (“Yahweh”)  -  where  nothing is impossible  for Him (Matt.19v26)  at  
“The  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”,  deciding upon each declared “Christian”  as a  “planted wheat grain”  has actually been accepted as mature 
proven plants yielding 30, 60, 100 fold of TCs  (Matt.13v23)  during the 1st part of their physical life,  or likewise,  the 5, 2  talent stewards  (Matt.25v12-
22).  The successful 144000 TCs,  as exclusive individuals become harvested in  The Early Harvest  (decision time)  as Sons of God in  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (not  based upon DNA,  but something physical of which I have no idea what it might be)  in  “The 1st Resurrection”  
(Rev.20v6)  being the 1st 2nd C of JCg to collect his Bride of 144000 (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, etc.). 
Those Christians who fail this  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement” (James.3v1)  will be resurrected later in  “The General Resurrection”  into  perfected  
DNA fleshly bodies  (being based upon DNA – just as was their previous bodies).  By contrast,  those  iniquitous  Christian leaders will be ignored a 2nd 
time and thus shall never  regain consciousness from the present (now in Satan’s system),  moreover,  this being of their  only  existence thereby results in 
personal annihilation. 

The reason is,  they had  no  desire for  “The Inheritance”  when they had  “The Responsibility  with/of  The Knowledge (The Word of God)”  
–  but are only personally concerned on how to spin God's Word for an  iniquitous  worldly return  “to the hurt of their neighbour”!   

Where   “hurting our neighbour”  means  “to take and shut the door to Sonship in worthless soundbites to the congregational members”  (Matt.23v13, 
24v23-26,  indulging themselves  –  knowing no better – 2Tim.4v3-4  [but  not  producing new TCs in their life,  based upon their own efforts]). 
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132nd Instruction – Paul explains by simile: 
Not all flesh,  is the same type of flesh,  but truly there are others,  man flesh,  animal flesh,  fish flesh,  bird flesh. 
Also,  there are  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies,  also  worldly/earthly/terrestrial  bodies.   
But truly the  altered/different  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  is  glorious/dignified/honoured  and the  altered/different  
worldly/earthly/terrestrial  body. 
95th Allegory – Sun (always in prophecy) = The Almighty God = Yahweh – The Source of  intrinsically  ideal/good  things.  
96th Allegory – Moon (always in prophecy) = JCg = The Image and reflection of Yahweh  (also astronomically correct).  
97th Allegory – Stars (always in prophecy) = The messengers of powerful sources = (1) Angels of Yahweh, (2) Demons of Satan 
By extension “stars” also mean:  (1) TCs  and  (2) Leaders of “Religion”  - as perhaps given by the relationship above. 
133rd Instruction – Paul further explains by simile: 
Also at the  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  platform/body  level,  there are other types of  magnitude/honour  being of the Sun 
(Yahweh),  of the moon (JCg),  of the stars  (angelic/demonic host),  and between stars they have different 
ranks/positions/hierarchies.  Where, by extension,  TCs and   “Leaders of Religion” are also to be termed “stars”. 
Inasmuch, Stars are above us and thus have  authority/sky  to give us  “light/knowledge”  (either good or bad). 
148th Reasoning – Paul now links the two similes together  (speaking of The Target = Ideal Goal)  at a spiritual level. 
Likewise the resurrection of the dead people,  the seed  (ideally The Word of God –  but  other than wheat  seed could be 
sourced by Satan)  is sown in  corruption/death/destruction (the 1st part of our physical life),  it is raised in the 2nd part of 
our physical life  (and if as a wheat plant = TC having yielded much wheat)  then given  incorruptibility/immortality  as a 
son of God.  Thus the  wheat seed (The Word of God)  is sown in  dishonour/weakness  (of a TC’s 1st part of their physical 
life),  raised in  honour/{miraculous power}  (of a TC’s 2nd part of their physical life)  as a son of God. 
98th Allegory – “sown in corruption” = The Word of God  (able to yield real life)  is presented to us,  who from our birth 
operated according to a methodology that would ultimately lead to our  everlasting  death =  annihilation.  
99th Allegory – “roused in immortality” =  “The Word of God”  (able to yield real life)  is fully imbued within a person 
who assays  “The Word of God”  to gain assurance,  and then operates with fidelity to  “The Word of God”  to gain Real 
Faith and thus perfects the 2nd part of their spiritual life.  Yahweh then resurrects this TC as a future son of God. 
100th Allegory – “sown in weakness” =  “The Word of God”  (able to yield real life)  is presented to us,  we as humans 
are  physically/spiritually  weak  -  and because  potential  TCs recognise this – then they remain  humble/contrite  ready 
to imbue  “The Word of God”  within and thus become Christ-like  (to be  “The Last/Least within The World” – not 
leaders). 
101st Allegory – “roused in {mighty power}” = “The Word of God”  (able to yield real life)  is fully imbued by a TC to 
perfect the  humble/contrite  mind  taking  “The Last/Least  within society”  –  shall be resurrected as a future Son of God   
given  “The First/Most  within society”  as a future  king/priest  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.). 
134th Instruction – Paul now moves from the spiritual aspect which  gives the appropriate type of body  as now explained: 
Likewise the  wheat seed (The Word of God)  is sown a  natural/animated fleshly  DNA body  (of a TC’s 1st part of their 
physical life),  and it is raised in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  appropriate to the  perfected  spiritual mind  (of a 
TC’s 2nd part of their physical life)  as then a future Son of God. 
This new body is  not  based upon DNA  (created by JCg)  but rather something created by Yahweh,  being precisely the 
same type of body as JCg is now residing within –  worthy for Sons of God. 
There are  two  types of body – The  natural/animated/fleshy  body,  also there is a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 
1Cor. 15v39 og Not  (the) all  (the) flesh/{carnal minded}  the  she/it/same  (the) flesh/{carnal minded},   
1Cor. 15v39 og but  else/different/more/other  truly/indeed/{that one}  (the) flesh/{carnal minded} 
1Cor. 15v39 og (of the) countenances/{human-beings}/men,   
1Cor. 15v39 og else/different/more/other  and  (the) flesh/{carnal minded}  (of the) {domestic animals}/beasts/animals,   
1Cor. 15v39 og else/different/more/other  and  (of the) fish,   
1Cor. 15v39 og else/different/more/other  and  (the) flesh/{carnal minded}  (of the) birds. 
1Cor. 15v39 = Not  all  the  flesh/{carnal minded}  it/same  the  flesh/{carnal minded},   

but   different/other  indeed/{that one}  the flesh  of the  men,   
and  different/other   the flesh  of the  animals,   
and  different/other  (the flesh)  of the  fish,   
and  different/other  the flesh  of the  birds. 

 

All the  flesh/{animalistic minded}  (is)  not the same  flesh/{animalistic minded}, 
but  indeed/{that one}  (specific)  other  (type,  being)  the  flesh/{animalistic mind}  of the men   (as the reference),  
and different  flesh/{animalistic mind}  of the animals, 
and different  (flesh/{animalistic mind})  of the fish, 
and different  flesh/{animalistic mind}  of the birds, 
 

Paul is making the analogy that just as there are different types of flesh  (and thus representative of methodology in the mind)  in the animal kingdom,  
then the different types of  “flesh/animalistic/{carnal minded}”  people having distinctive outcomes to which he alludes within the next few verses. 
1Cor. 15v40 og Also  (the) {whole/sound bodies}  (the) heavenly/spiritual/celestial,  
1Cor. 15v40 og also  (the) {whole/sound bodies}  (the) worldly/earthly/terrestrial;   
1Cor. 15v40 og but  other/different/altered  truly/indeed/{that one}  the (one [body])  of the  heavenly/spiritual/celestial   
1Cor. 15v40 og (the) glorious/honourable/dignified/magnificent,   
1Cor. 15v40 og other/different/altered  and  the (one [body])  of the  worldly/earthly/terrestrial. 
1Cor. 15v40 = Also  (as with different types of bodies today,  then in the future after our resurrection there are:-) 

the  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  {whole/sound bodies}   (as future sons of God – being their position  [Luke.19v16-19]),   
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also  the  worldly/earthly/terrestrial  (DNA fleshly based)   {whole/sound bodies},   
but  truly/indeed  altered/different  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  {whole/sound body}  it is  glorious/dignified/honoured,   
and  altered/different  the  worldly/earthly/terrestrial (DNA fleshly based)   {whole/sound body}. 

 

Also   (as with differing types of bodies today,  then in the future,  after our resurrection,  then there are -) 
the  heavenly/celestial  whole bodies   (as future  “Sons of God”,  being  “The Heirs”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  [Luke.19v16-19]) 
also the  worldly/earthly  whole bodies   (DNA fleshly bodies,  being  “The Inheritance”  to  be  ruled as  “The Resurrected World”). 
But truly,  the different  heavenly/celestial  body is  glorious/dignified/honoured   (as a truly wonderful Goal that is open for us now), 
and the different  worldly/earthly  body   (DNA based,  but then with a  perfected  genome able to live eternally,  having  no  “Junk DNA”). 
 

There is one key word that unlocks the verse especially when this verse is placed into context with the surrounding verses. 
That one key word is  “altered/different”. 

Therefore,  what is special about that word? 
Place this verse back into context.  Paul leads in at v35 to answer the question    Within what type of physical body will we be resurrected? 
Paul starts by effectively saying   “It is  our  choice!   It is a  personal  decision. 

Because it depends how we wish to be  –  being the type of bare seed that you  desire to yield!” 
Do you remain  “true to type”  or  twist the DNA structure of  “The Word of God”  with The World and yield a  hybrid  fruitage? 

The  (1) type of seed and  (2) how it specifically grows to maturity giving a yield  (being how we make ourselves)  will determine the type of body within 
which we will be placed by Yahweh that becomes the physical body for the 2nd part of our physical life that  can/maybe/perhaps  last for an eternity. 
Then in v38 -  

Paul states Yahweh can place us into whatever type of body He so chooses,  dependent upon  “The Golden/Kingly Standard” (JC’s ministry). 
Then in v39 -  

Paul uses what The Brethren witness within The World as a simile of the different types of fleshly body  (as appropriate to the 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of what is in the mind)  within The World as a prelude to answering their question. 

Now in v40 - 
Paul is answering their question directly  –  with the key word   “altered/different”. 
The word  “altered/different”  is used for  both  for  (1) the  heavenly/celestial  body,  and  (2) the  worldly/fleshly  body. 

We can readily identify  “heavenly/celestial”  is different to  “worldly/fleshly”  (with the earlier clarification word  “truly”  to emphasise the different  
platform  of physical body). 

But  “worldly different to worldly”  in the second part of the verse? 
We know our present fleshly corruptible  (with faulty DNA)  will die,  and it rots away to nothing. 
But Paul is telling us that an  altered/different  worldly/earthly/terrestrial  body will be available. 
Thus this tells us that this  altered/different  worldly body must still be worldly,  thus fleshly,  but by implication  (else,  why  “different”,  in The Grand 
Scheme of Things)  it shall have  perfected  DNA within its genome enabling internal systemic self-repair  (maintaining the length of present shortening 
telomeres upon cell division,  self-destruct cancerous cells,  anti-oxidants, etc.,)  to give an eternal existence.  Already scientists have proposed it is 
possible for humans to live 500 years if some of the DNA could be corrected.   
Therefore,  Paul is telling us,  there will be two types of body that The Brethren can be resurrected within  –  either  Heavenly/Spiritual/Celestial  body,  
or  a perfected DNA fleshly based  worldly/earthly/terrestrial  body depending upon  “The Result”  of Yahweh’s  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”. 

Can the reader understand this? 
Certainly,  worldly Christian leaders surely  cannot  understand this,  because they have  never  taught it  –  up to the time  (2007 CE)  when this website 
has  “gone Live”  out into The World,  neither for the last some 13 years at my 4th revision.   Do we have to wait another 1700 years before they tell us! 
This implicitly  IS  “THE GOSPEL”  and those people pretending to have  “The Knowledge”  never  teach it!   But this is what JC was teaching in his 
ministry as being  “The 1st Century Christianity”  explaining how it  effects/reforms  The Mind away from worldly methodology,  but  worldly Christian 
leaders  ignore it  –  preferring  worldly Christian doctrine  (an audit their output justifies this accusation)!   Worldly Christian doctrine is intrinsically,  
no  different to “Religion”  in what it basically teaches  (essentially, only given to feed those people at the top of the pyramid) – with a change of name 
for The Characters upon which the specific religion is founded!   But now Christian leaders know  (based upon the output of FutureLife.Org),  it becomes 
incumbent upon them to start fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  else they become most culpable.  

What also does this verse tell us? 
It tells us,  our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  needs  “a body”  either  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  OR  worldly/earthly/terrestrial  within which to 
operate  –  i.e.  in which  “to become conscious”  -  being what The Bible calls - “{roused out of a stupor}/awakened/{gaining the senses}”  which is 
precisely what occurs when the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is placed within one of the two aforementioned physical bodies! 
This is an  “awakening/rousing/{gaining the senses}”  where a person  becomes conscious again! 

Consequently,  what does this information  (given by The Bible)  now tell us? 
It tells us that until this process occurs,  then people have  no (zero)  consciousness and thus are effectively like software on a disc awaiting to be 
programmed into  one  of two available types of body  (just as Ezekiel’s vision of the valley of the dry bones tells us  –  Eze.37v1-14 for  “The Two 
Israels”  [1] The 144000 TCs as spiritual Israel and [2] Resurrected World as fleshly Israel). 
Also read   “What does Israel mean?”   This document fully explains what this prophecy  really  means  (“Israel” operating over the 3 epochs of Time). 

What does this further tell us? 
If the dead people are still in this state of unconsciousness until the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  are placed in one of these two types of bodies 
(heavenly or fleshly)  –  and clearly that has  not  yet occurred  (especially if Rev.20v6 is  “The 1st Resurrection”  and Paul's warning given at 1Tim2v18,  
having an expectation to be part of it Phil.3v10-12 when these epistles were written about 30 years  after  JC's resurrection,  then what is different now?)   
Because Paul is teaching about it as something that  will  occur  (see other Bible references teaching us when  “The Early Harvest”  is to occur)  then 
quite obviously humans do  not  go to  “heaven”  with full consciousness immediately upon their death  –  especially when the vast majority of them are 
to have fleshly DNA bodies  –  just as Paul has told us.  Especially when he is only speaking to The Brethren and  not  Israelites or Gentiles generally! 
So,  this myth of  “humans going to heaven and looking down upon us when they die”  is another  “load of unrighteous rubbish”  that  worldly Christian 
leaders  churn-out,  being completely alien to what The Bible  specifically teaches us!   By consequence of this rubbish they are merely perpetuating a 
form of  “ancestor worship”  of which The Bible teaches us  not  to practise  –  in fact,  specifically tells us  not to do it! 

I must ask the question    
“Do our worldly Christian leaders actually read The Bible  (to learn anything from it)?” 

But as I state elsewhere - 
Perhaps they do,  –  but it is their own  cut-down version with new bits  written within it  (where, Rev.22v18-19 might prove useful 
reading for them)!    

Worryingly,  there is very little  (if anything)  we can trust within their worldly doctrine as I clearly show throughout this website! 
Really the very best thing for the reader is to throw away all the  nonsense clutter  they have been taught by  worldly Christian doctrine  
(Matt.23v23)  –  and start with  a clean sheet of paper  –  and accurately imbue  “The Word of God”  directly from a faithfully translated 
Bible of pre 1950 CE would be a very good start  (noting Luke.5v35-39).   Just as I have done  (Matt.7v7-8)  and it becomes  my responsibility  
to tell people about what I have found  –  else I am delinquent in my duty!   I fear Yahweh so much that I would not desire to antagonise Him! 

Absolutely everything  I state on this website is fully consistent with what The Bible teaches us here,  and obviously elsewhere  (I invite the  World’s Best  
scholars/theologians  to contest me on this – but I would much rather they quietly read the contents of  “FutureLife.Org”  – and put its contents into 
personal practise for their own  long-term  edification)! 
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Furthermore,  there is more revelation in the next two verses  (which as usual,  is  contrary  to what  worldly Christian leaders teach us)! 
What is new? 

However to tie all this together with what JC taught about  “heavenly treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  means our  “synapse construction 
mapping”  is retained by Yahweh in the heavens  in His very safe depository  (from worldly attack)  so He might use this  data/information  to create the  
“precise same individual”  as from whom this data was captured at their  death/”asleep”  -  as we are taught at Eze.37v1-20  –  where it must be 
realised these are the two epochs of Israel  (The Spiritual Israel = 144000 TCs,  and The Fleshly Israel = The Resurrected World over the TWO different 
Resurrections)  and we are back to the present context.   See how the whole Bible ties together  –  both The Old and New Testament showing the holistic 
nature of  “The Word of God in parts 1 and 2”  through the millennia of  two  epochs of  fleshly  “Israel” (Jews and Christians)  to yield  “The Spiritual 
Israel”  comprising of  “The Early Adopters” as  “The (first two [John.10v16]) remnants of Israel that return to The Lord”  Isa.10v20-22. 
Please read all my cited commentaries. 
1Cor. 15v41 og (The) else/different/more/other  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence/magnitude  (of the) {light ray}/sun,   
1Cor. 15v41 og also  else/different/more/other  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence/magnitude  (of the) moon,   
1Cor. 15v41 og also  else/different/more/other  (the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence/magnitude  (of the) stars,  
1Cor. 15v41 og (the) {(as strewn over the sky) star}/constellation/{luminous body}/star/luminary  for  
1Cor. 15v41 og (of the) {(as strewn over the sky) stars}/constellations/{luminous bodies}/stars/luminaries   
1Cor. 15v41 og (it) {bears through/apart (as transport)}/{drives up/down}/differs   
1Cor. 15v41 og in  (to the [= within]) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence/magnitude. 
1Cor. 15v41 = (There is)   The  other/different  glory/magnitude/honour  of the  sun   (normally represents Yahweh),   

also  other/different  glory/magnitude/honour  of the  moon   (normally represents JCg reflecting Yahweh’s Glory – physically accurate),  
also  other/different  glory/magnitude/honour  of the  stars   (normally represents heavenly host,  angels or demons as context dictates),   
for  the star  of the  star  {bearing/driving through}/differing  within  glory/magnitude   (angels having differing  positions/hierarchy). 

 

(There is)  The different magnitude of the sun   (by allegory represents  “Yahweh”  as  “The Intrinsically Good Source of  Life/Everything”), 
the different magnitude of the moon   (by allegory represents  “JCg”  as  “The Reflected Image of Yahweh”  John.14v5-15), 
the different magnitude of the stars   (by allegory represents  “spokespeople”  for either Yahweh or Satan – depending upon context), 
for the star of the star differs within magnitude   (the spokespeople having different capability,  and thus differing hierarchy). 
 

Fairly self-explanatory,  but noting  “stars”  can by extension,  represent humans  –  being those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  taking up 
positions of supposed  “light”  (and warning of what not to do, Matt.5v15, Mark.4v21, Luke.11v33)  as  “the Authority/Sky”  over  “their people”. 
However,  their  “source of illumination”  is either from Yahweh or Satan  (2Cor.11v13-15,  see also my commentaries in Revelations – especially 
chapter 8 speaking entirely about  “The Christian Nation”).  
However Paul is setting this up ready for the next very important verse,  which sadly is again,  either utterly ignored,  or contradicted by our  worldly 
Christian leaders in their  near useless doctrine  (with regard to  “The Salvation of Mankind”) - 
1Cor. 15v42 og {In this manner}/{After that}/Likewise/As/So   
1Cor. 15v42 og also  the  {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}   
1Cor. 15v42 og of the  {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers.   
1Cor. 15v42 og (It is) sown/{received seed}  in  (to the [= within]) ruin/corruption/destruction/perish,   
1Cor. 15v42 og (it is) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated 
1Cor. 15v42 og in  (to the [= within]) incorruptibility/{unending existence}/genuineness/immortality. 
1Cor. 15v42 = Likewise  the  resurrection/{standing up again}  of the  {dead people}/corpses,   

it  ([God’s Word]  in our  conscious self)   is sown  within  corruption/death/destruction   (being the 1st part of our spiritual life),   
it  (our perfected conscious self)  is  awakened/roused  within  (the 2nd part of our life)  incorruptibility/{unending existence}/immortality. 

 

Likewise,  the resurrection of the dead people   (both  [1] TCs [Early Adopters],  and  [2] The Rest of The World  [ideally to be Late Adopters]), 
It is sown  (God’s Word into our brain)   within  corruption/death   (being the 1st part of our spiritual  [and presently 1st part of our physical]  life), 
It  (The Ideal Goal of a perfected mind)  is  awakened/roused  in  immortality   (the perfect celestial body being  commensurate to a perfected mind). 
 

After reading this we might ask - 
Firstly,  of whom is Paul speaking? 

The context tells us it is the TCs. 
Why/How? 

1. Paul is reaching his climax,  having worked up from the fleshly body in The World earlier,  and v42 celestial bodies now. 
2. Paul must put forward  “The Goal”,  being  “The Target”  towards which humans must aim,  if  they are to come first in The Race. 
3. “Raised in immortality”  means  “guaranteed  everlasting life”  –  else we cannot be  “raised in immortality”  if we are going to die at some 

time in the future!   Also as Rev.2v11, 20v6 teaches us,  “The 2nd Death”  has no power  –  thus meaning  “everlasting  life”,  and this can  
only  mean TCs resurrected as  “Sons of God”  in  heavenly/celestial  bodies  (and  not  perfected DNA fleshly bodies –  because like Adam 
and Eve -  they died  [through they shall be resurrected to ideally learn “Righteousness”,  and I personally think they shall succeed])! 

Thus,  these individuals are considered by Yahweh as being good specimens of the wheat plant genome and  harvested early  =  The Firstfruits. 
Now we know of whom Paul is speaking.  –  Then what is he telling us? 

He tells us there are different magnitudes of honour and glory in the celestial host and then in this next verse Paul says  
“Likewise.” 

Thus.  likewise,  the TCs will be resurrected as Sons of God having different positions of  magnitude/honour. 
Similarly as JC taught in his parable of the faithful stewards  (in Matt.25v12-26,  Luke.19v12-22 for the whole parable)  where one was given 10 cities 
and another 5 cities according to  “The Weight of Responsibility”  personally fulfilled and thus receiving different positions of  magnitude/honour.   
    This automatically contradicts what  worldly Christian leaders errantly preach  –  being that we all will be the same,  none better than the others! 

(Noting,  “The Goal” of  “Sonship”  is the same,  as Matt.20v1-12 teaches us) 
Also, by extension,  this refers to  “The Spiritual Life”  –  but again only applicable to TCs as  “The Early Adopters”  in the 1st part of their physical life. 
Where we,  who are assiduously aiming to become TCs,  are born into worldly methodology  –  being of our  initial  environment into which we grow  
(worldly methodology),  and then we enter  “The New Environment”  of Yahweh's Methodology  (Rev.3v20 for Luke.17v21 to then ideally occur). 
In this new phase  (the 2nd part of our spiritual life),  if  we have inculcated  “The Word of God”,  then  we have within ourselves a gestation of a new  
creature/creation  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  ideally growing upon  “The Word of God”  as the metaphoric spiritual RNA forming the new spiritual DNA 
ready  (if Yahweh so chooses)  for any specific human to be  “Born Again” into  “The Physical  Heavenly/Celestial  Bodies”.   These new bodies  (for 
Celestial Entities)  are  incorruptible  (incapable of dying)  perfect physical bodies appropriate to the  demonstrably proven-perfected 2nd part of our 
spiritual life  (made just so,  by us  personally  wholly reforming our mind during the 1st part of our physical life).   This again fully closes what Paul is 
teaching us in this section. 
Note   To be  “Born Again”  means,  we must be conscious!   Furthermore,  “Born Again”  means a  new start  “of being conscious”  completed  in the  
2nd part  of our physical life when having  “passed through something”  –  where Yahweh as  “The Midwife”  brings forth  “The Physical Birth”.   
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Importantly,  the seed  was sown earlier  to become a gestation period inside the physical body  (the 1st part of our physical life)  while growing  The New 
Spiritual Creature/Creation  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  of the 2nd part of our spiritual life, Luke.17v21.  Yahweh then decides if we have sufficiently matured 
in our spiritual life to be the  one/same  as JC at the point of our physical death to ideally become  “Early Adopters”  thereby resurrecting us at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  as a future Son of God.  
Likewise,  a similar process occurs to  “The Late Adopters”,  where they grow upon  “The Word of God”  during The Millennium and if sufficiently 
matured to  successfully pass through The Assay at the end of The Millennium  will mean they have been successfully  “Born Again” into “The Eternity”. 
Those people who fail “The Assay”  shall be “Stillborn”  as were the  charlatan Christian Leaders when judged by Yahweh a 1000 years earlier. 
I hope this untangles the unrighteous and illogical muses as given by most of our  “Born Again Christians”  obviously not understanding their subject 
matter in a  “righteous manner”  (because they could be  “Stillborn”  if Yahweh so chooses)! 
1Cor. 15v43 og (It is) sown/{received seed}  in  (to the [= within]) {without honour}/dishonour/despised,   
1Cor. 15v43 og (it is) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated   
1Cor. 15v43 og in  (to the) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence;   
1Cor. 15v43 og (it is) sown/{received seed}  in  (to the) feebleness/malady/infirmity/weakness,   
1Cor. 15v43 og (it is) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated    
1Cor. 15v43 og in  (to the [= within]) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}. 
1Cor. 15v43 = It  ([God’s Word in] our conscious self)   is  sown in  dishonour/despised   (within society in the 1st part of our physical life), 

it  (our perfected conscious self)   is  awakening/roused/resuscitated  in  glory/honour/dignity  (as  kings/priests  in The Millennium).   
It  ([God’s Word in] our conscious self)   is sown in  weakness/feebleness  (suffering persecution during the 1st part of our physical life),   
it  (our perfected conscious self)  is  awakened/roused/resuscitated  within  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}   (as ruling  kings/priests). 

 

It  (God’s Word in our conscious self)  is sown in dishonour   (within our mind and displayed in works [1Cor.4v13],  yet now despised by The World), 
It  (our perfected conscious self)  is  awakened/roused  in  glory/honour   (as future sons of God for The Millennium,  to be respected by The World). 
It  (God’s Word in our conscious self)  is sown in weakness   (taking the lowly position,  suffering persecution during the 1st part of our physical life), 
It  (our perfected conscious self)  is  awakened/roused  in mighty work  (ruling as future  kings/priests  tutoring righteousness in The Millennium) 
 

After reading this we might ask - 
Again,  of whom is Paul speaking? 

Again,  the context and content tell us  (especially next verse)! 
Paul is still speaking of  “The Goal”,  being The Target for Christians – to become Sons of God to complete that number of 144000  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4). 
The specific individuals who personally achieve that Goal are TCs taken out of The Gospel Age during the 1st part of their physical life. 
We know  (because  we are repeatedly told  in The Bible)  a TC is dishonoured,  despised and persecuted  (1Cor.4v9-13, John.16v1-4, etc.  by 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  within society during the 1st part of the TCs’ physical life  (being  “The  Last/Least”  as JC tells us in numerous 
places).  We are also  told  the TCs shall be raised in  glory, honour and dignity  like  “The Head”  (JC)  going first to lead The Way through the ripped 
veil  (Matt.27v51, Luke.23v45,  please read  my  local commentaries).  JC equally suffered at the hands of  “The Professional Leaders of Religion” 
(John.11v48-52),  to become JCg as a  “fulfilment of Yahweh’s Pure Desire”  (“HS made manifest with in The Environment”)  when these TCs shall 
become  (The First/Most)  as kings and priests  (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.). 
The TCs have  no  worldly power during the 1st part of their physical life,  being mere cretins  (1Cor.4v13)  to the forces of The World during the 1st part 
of their physical life  (while perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life),  and we are told they shall be raised in  miraculous power and mighty work  (to 
further fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  because they have been deemed by Yahweh,  to have perfected the 2nd part of their spiritual life and thus  “trustworthy”). 

What does this last part mean? 
This absolutely does  not  mean Yahweh’s HS  (Yahweh’s Pure Desire expressed within The Environment)  was only used to resurrect these individuals,  
else the same could be equally said of  “fleshly risen humans”  (and no comment is made elsewhere to say fleshly humans are endowed with  {miraculous 
power}/{mighty work},  contrary to what our  worldly Christians would  naturally  state). 

No! 
This section means these specific individuals  (as “Sons of God”)  shall have the  full  use of Yahweh’s  Authority/Capability  to express His HS because 
they are completely  in  one/same   spirit/personality/desires/traits  with Yahweh  –  they will be like JC was on this planet fully competent to perform 
whatever miracles Yahweh desires to work through them.  The future  kings/priests  of The Millennium will have absolute and total freedom to do 
precisely as they desire  –  but they shall always be driven by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that within Yahweh.  This occurs, because 
they have  already proved themselves  to have brought their mind into absolute harmony with Yahweh's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  through  “The 
Word of God”  correctly imbued during the 1st part of their physical life  (when purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual Life,  all as deemed by Yahweh). 
1Cor. 15v44 og (It is) sown/{received seed}  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  (the) animated/sensual/natural,   
1Cor. 15v44 og (it is) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated  (the) {whole/sound body}   
1Cor. 15v44 og (the) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}.  
1Cor. 15v44 og (it) is  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  (the) animated/sensual/natural,   
1Cor. 15v44 og also  (it) is  (the) {whole/sound body}/bodily  (the) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}. 
1Cor. 15v44 = It ([God’s Word]  in our conscious self)  is sown  (in)  the  natural/animated  {whole/sound body}  ([1] old DNA fleshly body) 

it is  awakened/roused  in  the  spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  {whole/sound body}   ([2]  new physical frame  not  based upon DNA).   
It/(there)  is  the  natural/animated  {whole/sound body}   ([1]  the  worldly/earthly  body),   
also  it/(there)  is  the  spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  {whole/sound body}   ([2]  the  heavenly/celestial  similar to JCg’s).  

 

         (The Goal for spiritually perfected people … … ) 
It  (God’s Word in our conscious self)  is sown in the  natural/animated  whole body   (God's Word given to us, when in a faulty fleshly DNA body), 
It  (our perfected conscious self)  is  awakened/roused  in the spiritual whole body   (resurrected in a incorruptible celestial body  [like JCg's]) 
         (Yahweh gives to the 144000 TCs a  spiritual/celestial  physical body  commensurate  to the perfected spiritual mind,  proved to be the same as JC) 
         (The Differentiation between the two future resurrected physical bodies is now given … … ) 
There is a  natural/animated  whole body  (fleshly DNA body  [either faulty now,  or perfected in the 2nd part of our life,  given  in trust]), 
         (This option is for  worldly  people  not  having correctly sowed in the 1st part of their physical life,  but could ideally become “The Late Adopters”) 
also  there is the  spiritual  whole body  (celestial/heavenly  body  commensurate  to the perfected spiritual mind,  like that of JCg). 

         (This option is for  reformed  people  having correctly sowed  in the 1st part of their physical life,  proven  to be  “The Early Adopters”) 
 

Paul is reaffirming the differences between the 1st part of a TC’s life and the 2nd part of a TC’s life,  where,  as stated earlier,   the spiritual mind is sown 
into a fleshly body  (originally operating upon worldly methodology),  where  “The New Seed”  is  “The Word of God”  impregnated within a person's 
mind and thus rebuilds the  “synapse construction”  to create a new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within a TC similar to that of which JC had during 
his ministry  (hence  “have the  spirit/{personality/desires/traits}  of JC”  =  the precise character of “JC”  –   being precisely  “The Word of God”  
operating within us as  “The Kingdom of God”  Rev.19v13, Luke.17v21.    
Then,  when the normal DNA body dies  (and rots to nothing)  Yahweh has captured the  “synapse construction mapping”   (as  The “Heavenly 
Treasure”)  which was created by the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the individual person to make themselves  “unique”. 
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This is like  “a mould”,  or perhaps a better analogy,  to be described as a software  “application program”  that can be  reloaded/programmed  back 
into a body  demonstrably  worthy  of  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that  spiritual/heavenly/celestial  body given to JCg. 

Then Paul reiterates again  –  There is a worldly DNA based  body/frame  and a spiritual  (non-DNA)  based  body/frame. 
Where there is - 

1. The DNA  Fleshly/Worldly  body pertinent to  The  Fleshly/Animalistic  Mind  (operating to Satan’s methodology). 
2. The  non-DNA  Spiritual/Celestial  body pertinent to  The  Spiritual/Heavenly  Mind  (operating to Yahweh’s Methodology). 

Paul is exhorting The Brethren    
Now you Brethren  aim  for the  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  (non-DNA)  based physical body! 

But to achieve  “The Goal”  that shall yield a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical body,  then we must  now  sow a seed that is spiritual based  –  that is 
to   “Imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  being driven by  “agapao”  operating within The Mind”.   Else we will only receive a  (perfected)  DNA fleshly body  
(given in trust at our resurrection into the 2nd part of our physical life)  for us to then ideally perfect the 2nd part of our spiritual life that has  not  yet been 
purified. 
 
149th Reasoning – The 1st man Adam became a  “conscious existence”  (soul – see glossary)  living/existing  and then 
transformed his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  unto death by sinning,  which at the time became annihilation. 
The last Adam becomes  spirit/personality/desires/traits  giving  life/existence   (both of Ministry and Ransom Sacrifice) 
because he did not sin during his 3.5 year assay period  (hence Matt.3v15,  please see my local commentary). 
That is  why  JCg  can  balance our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating  within a body  (see following allegory). 
102nd Allegory – “Life/soul” = {conscious/reasoning  existence}, it is not what  Leaders of Religion  teach (see Glossary) 
103rd Allegory – “last Adam” = Refers to a likewise “created perfect person” but comes after the 1st Adam, and thus is JC 
But moreover being “The Last” means there are  “no more to come” –  thus JCg only offered his services “The Once”, 
hence it is  only  a 2 part life –  and  “Christians”  are living in the 2nd part of their spiritual life  now  that can be 
extended into the 2nd part of their physical life  (upon resurrection –  being that it is  “The Heavenly Treasure” =  the 
“synapse construction mapping”  carried over = spirit/personality/desires/traits) –  it is utterly crucial to understand this. 
102nd Comment – Paul reminds us that clearly humans did  not  have a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  existence prior to 
their human conception,  but JC  did  have a prior existence as JCg when he created all  “kinds”  of life on this planet to 
be expressing his Father’s HS  (noting its composite definition as given by “FutureLife.Org”). 
135th Instruction – The 1st man Adam had a body and animalistic mind from The Earth.  But the 2nd man JC is the lord 
from out of the  heaven/sky.  Singular  heaven/sky  meaning JC came through the immediate zone  above  The Earth. 
104th Allegory – “from of the soiled Earth” =  physically from The Earth having a methodology of Satan’s realm that will 
return Man back to the earth unto annihilation.  
105th Allegory – “from of the heaven” =  physically from off this planet having The Methodology of Yahweh’s realm that 
will return Man to the position of  “gods”  unto everlasting life  (Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35).  
150th Reasoning – Therefore Adam and his  family/descendants  have a  soil/earthly  like nature. 
But JC and his  family/descendants (TCs)  are heavenly by nature  (being from above The Earth). 
Where  “nature”  means  “spirit/personality/desires/traits.”  With the understanding that  “Earth-like  nature is self-
indulgent”,  and  “Heavenly like nature is  agapao/{edifying Love}”  to edify our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
151st Reasoning – When TCs have “Real Faith”,  they are still presently forced to  bear/wear  the image of Adam’s carnal 
minded body,  However,  TCs freely  choose  to be forced to  bear/wear  the image of the heavenly JCg  (being the One  
“Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  sourced by Yahweh  –  being separate from this sinful Earth” = the “HS”). 
Allegory – Repeat - The Kingdom of God = a society that operates under  (thus fulfils)  Yahweh’s Desire.  
32nd Prophecy – Paul declares: 

It is impossible for the  animalistic/carnal  mind  (spiritual)  and  (DNA)  blood  (fleshly)  {= combined fleshly 
human}  to inherit  The Kingdom of God,  neither the person’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  
corruption/destruction/death  inherit  incorruptibility/immortality. 

Important Note:  Paul did  not  say:  “Impossible to  become part of  “The Inheritance”  for a period of time”   
but he said: “Inherit it” (“everlasting owning”,  in context with the 2nd part of the verse)  see  “Inheritance”  in glossary. 
136th Instruction – Blood  (of a fleshly DNA body)  cannot inherit The Kingdom of Heaven  (being Yahweh’s Methodology 
operating within The Millennium) – yet it  (DNA body)  can be part  of  The Inheritance  of the Kingdom of Heaven. 
This verse has absolutely nothing to do with  “blood being shed by JC”  in his public execution to get us into this situation,  
but has everything to do with our personal “take-up” (grasping)  and running with  “The Word of God”  in our mind! 
152nd Reasoning – Therefore this does  not  preclude all humans being resurrected into The Millennium to actively learn 
how  to become  part of  “The Inheritance” =  to become part of  “the society in The Kingdom of God”  (though they shall 
not  personally  Inherit  “the society”.  “Inherit”  is reserved for  Sons  of God).  This understanding is obviously utterly 
unknown to  worldly  Christian scholars  (being not recorded nor taught,  because it nullifies their position within society). 
Please read this website to understand precisely what  will  occur in The Millennium. 
153th Reasoning – Thus as Sons of God,  the 144000 TCs  automatically have  guaranteed  immortality  within 
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  as custodians  of  “The Inheritance”.  However the resurrected fleshly humans in 
perfected bodies need to then learn how to perfect their  “synapse construction”  to become Christ-like  (and thus to  truly 
“believe in JC”  to have life –  therefore  “be saved for an eternity”).  If  they are successful in  re-routing  their synapse 
construction  (hearkening)  during these 1000 years,  then  they shall become righteous and live for an eternity  within  (as 
part of)  “The Kingdom of God”.  Those fleshly humans who rebel and lust after the society conforming to the 1st part of 
their physical and spiritual life  (Rev.22v15)  –  then they shall have  personally chosen  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 
1Cor. 15v45 og {In this manner}/{After that}/Likewise/As/So  also  (it has been) written/scribed/engraved: 
1Cor. 15v45 og [Prophecy, Gen.2v7 ]   (He) {Became to be} [middle voice]   the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former   
1Cor. 15v45 og (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  Adam  into/unto  (the) breath/life/soul/{conscious existence} 
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1Cor. 15v45 og (the) living/existing;   
1Cor. 15v45 og the  farthest/final/{ends of}/last/uttermost  Adam  into/unto  (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits   
1Cor. 15v45 og (the) vitalising/{making alive}/{giving life/existence}. 

Old Testament reference located at  Gen.2v7  
1Cor. 15v45 = Likewise  also  it has been written: 

The  first/beginning  man,  Adam,  personally  {became to be}  the  living/existing  life/soul/{conscious existence};   
The  last/final  Adam  (figuratively JC)   into/unto  the  vitalising/{life giving}/{making alive}  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 

 

Likewise,  also it has been written: 
  The first man Adam,  became to be the living  life/soul/{conscious existence}   (Adam could reason like a god,  but choose Satan as the lord); 
The last man Adam,  (figuratively represents JC)  unto the  life-giving  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (JC had  the one/same mind  as Yahweh). 

         (JC freely chose “Yahweh’s Right to rule his mind”; Adam [humans] by contrast, freely chose/choose “Satan’s [supposed] right to rule our mind”) 
         (“Right to rule our mind”  being  “The Methodology”  we choose to govern our mind,  either Yahweh’s,  or Satan’s [worldly methodology].) 
 

Paul is now reinforcing his earlier teaching by stating what has righteously occurred  –  being   “The Balance of  Righteousness/Equality”.  
He takes Adam,  being the first perfectly created human entity  (that  reasoned  like a god  [Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35]  –  noting  both  JC and Satan are 
our gods depending upon which side of the fence is our  “methodology”  –  interesting about what our  worldly Christian leaders state on the subject – 
yielding an interesting dissertation to expose their  nonsense reasoning.   Paul is telling us  “consciousness”  was placed into an operational fleshly body 
and this reasoning entity  “became  life/soul”  (see glossary on these terms  – again,  it is absolutely  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders preach  in 
error).  “The Conscious Existence”  (as a “soul” [{1} spirit/personality  in a  {2} physical body]  to produce conscious Adam/Eve)  and could continue 
as such forever  (because the physical perfected body had all the required internal repair mechanisms within its genome to  self-repair) – however by 
deliberately sinning,  then the  “The Conscious Existence”  became corrupted,  and thus became  “technically annihilated”.   
Adam and Eve were excluded from the enzyme precursors sourced by the specific  “tree of life”  (Gen.3v24)  that supported the systemic repair 
mechanisms within the genome – and thus these mechanism broke down to become the  “Junk”  DNA of which we have today within our present genome.   
Likewise,  all successive generations became  “technically annihilated”  within their present corruptible fleshly body –  following the same methodology. 
“Technically” means Yahweh retained everyone’s  individual  “synapse mappings”  (as “Heavenly treasure”)  but He could  not  under His  own  decree  
righteously  use this stored information to make it a viable entity again for an eternity  (= “annihilation”). 

However - 
Paul now tells us - 

The last Adam  (means again,  a perfectly created  human-like  entity),  where JC had his  original  spirit/personality/desires/traits  placed within a 
fleshly body frame  trained  by  “The Word of God”  contained within the Tanakh  during childhood  (Luke.2v43-52).   
It is absolutely fundamental to understand the following paragraph. 
We must precisely understand,  that as a child JC did not know any more than any other child,  but there was  ONE difference.  His captured  (by 
Yahweh)  original  spirit/personality/desires/traits  had a  natural propensity to search  for  “Intrinsic Good”  of which he expressed by searching out 
“The Scriptures”.  It was his constant meditation  (meaning  “to rigorously assay”)  the contents of  “God’s Word part 1”  enabled him to begin living  
as  “God’s Word part 2”  to righteously answer “God’s Word part 1”  within his life,  hence Matt.3v17,  to become Yahweh’s affirmation that JC was  
“Good to go”  (using a NASA expression)  into the 3.5 year Assay of his ministry  (during which time JC was to be judged righteous). 
This is why at the closing of JC’s ministry,  Yahweh affirms yet again at Matt.17v5 that JC was  “Good to go” unto Jerusalem to become  “The Ransom 
Sacrifice”,  to become upon his resurrection of what he was shown at his  transformation/transfiguration  at the time of this affirmation.  

Can the reader understand this critical exegesis? 
Two things to be considered here  
“Last”  
This means that JC will  not  be coming a 2nd time to atone and then cover us at a personal level  (ref.  Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22),  he was only 
prepared to give us a  2 part physical life  (by his ransom sacrifice)  and importantly  (ignored by  worldly Christian leaders)  a 2 part spiritual life  (by 
his ministry).  He has not given us a 3 part or “n” part life  -  as falsely inferred by  worldly and charlatan  Christian leaders  (in their output)! 
This 2 part life will principally operate in The Millennium for the vast majority of people,  but  “The Early Adopters”  (144000 TCs)  will perfect the 2nd 
part of their spiritual life within the 1st part of their physical life  (as deemed by Yahweh  [Matt.20v23]  and  not  by our  worldly Christian leaders)! 
“Adam” 
JC was born as a fleshly human  –  just as was Adam,  but JC desires to iterate towards his spiritual Father Yahweh  –  as we are told at Luke.2v42-52.  
Having displayed such characteristics so early on,  JC would have continued his studies while a teenager and thus he  thoroughly understood  “The 
Word of God”  as given in The Tanakh,   during his early twenties.   Consequently,  JC gained Yahweh's HS,  thereby demonstrably showing his perfect 
character  -  of which John the Baptist  (a close family relative, Luke.1v36, 2v41)  said about him  (Matt.3v14)  and  Peter's remembrance of JC much 
later  (1Pet.2v21-24).   It must be said that   “A man has no honour to his valet”  –   inasmuch the valet sees his master every day  (warts and all)  –  but 
this was  not  the case with JC and to his valets  (disciples)  –  JC had no  “warts”! 
Continuing,  because JC fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire,  and for his pains in doing so,  he was murdered,  through the conspiracy by  “The Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  (John.11v47-53),  then righteously JC was able to  atone/{buy back}/redeem  our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (our retained  
“Heavenly Treasure”  [Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33]  =  “synapse construction mapping”  –  see glossary).  This righteously enables our  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  (being a precise copy)  might be used  again  to form the 2nd part of our physical life  in a  new  body  (thereby being 
positioned to purify our mind  [spirit/personality/desires/traits]  if required  -  while covered by JC’s death over The Great Sabbath Day  {The 
Millennium]). 

How this  “atonement”  operates,  is  not  quite as we are taught  -  as usual by our  worldly Christian leaders    
“JC’s Death atones for our sins!” 

Suggesting it is simply JC’s death that gives us salvation!   It is certainly  not  just this  -  but it is much,  much more subtle than that! 
It is for this reason why I raise this aspect here  –  for our considered review. 

The people with earthly  power/authority  were operating according to  Satan's methodology  (to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt). 
JC assuming  “The Responsibility of his Creation”  was operating to  Yahweh's Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 

Consequently,  we can see it was  a contest between  “Methodologies”  where Satan's methodology  “won the battle with Adam”  (and initially with all 
subsequent humans over the last 6000 years,  Rom.3v23),  but Yahweh's Methodology practised through  “JC won the war”! 
Paul is explaining to us that  “The War”  is being won by JCg  (Dan.2v35, 44-45, Rev.6v1-2, etc.,)  –  but we should put ourselves on the correct side  
while we have the opportunity  now  –  to be one of JCg's fleshly body parts  (1Cor.12v12-22)  thereby purifying our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to 
become  Christ-like  within our mind  (that then drives our works).   

Hence this verse! 
JC showed this as being - 

“The  First/Chief/Only  Begotten  Son of God”  to be meaning  
“The  First/Chief/Only  {human who changed from a fleshly body to a  heavenly/celestial  body as a demonstrably proven}  “Son of God” 

(Ps.2v7 future tense,  Acts.13v33-34 present tense of the action,  Rev.1v5 past tense connected to the deed done) 
As the reader will see,  again this is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us  “begotten”  means!   (Do they get anything correct?  -  see my large 
document entitled  “The Conundrum of Christianity –  The Logical Error of Doctrine”).  Please also see “begotten” in glossary that fully explains what 
this term really means in relation to JC becoming JCg upon his  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  (citing The Bible to implicitly support what I state). 
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Therefore because of this,  JCg through his actions some 2000 years ago as JC  -  has enabled Yahweh to righteously resurrect  all  humans  (irrespective  
of their present background or beliefs)  to a  possible  eternal life,  and TCs as we have been told earlier,  can  expect  so  very much more  -  being  
guaranteed  everlasting life and the full  dignity/honour/glory/majesty  as being truly elite above humans as future  “Sons of God”. 

Only  because they have proved themselves to The World,  they  truly  “think/reason and behave”  in the  one/same  manner as did JC. 
Thus  

Adam  was a perfect entity,  who sinned and then died  (according to Yahweh’s decree on sin – Gen.2v17). 
JC  was a perfect entity and was murdered  while  still  perfect  (thus according to Yahweh’s decree JC should  not  have died)!   
Thus by rights,  Yahweh was  “pleasantly forced”  under His  own  decree to resurrect JC into JCg within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  
(hence  why  JC said what he did in Matt.3v15,  else  “resurrection”  would have been only in a perfected  DNA fleshly  body).  Because of 
his symbolic death  (renouncing “a worldly life” at Matt.3v15)  JC demonstrated that he was yearning for  “The Expectation of The 
Inheritance”  (as did Jacob through possible death [Gen.25v31-34, 27v18-19, 41-42]),  and thus a resurrection into a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body to become a  (premier)  Son of God.   Note,  if JC sinned it would be  annihilation  for  him and us!   
As such,  because JC was demonstrably perfect  (and deemed as such by Yahweh  [Rev.5v1-12])  then now,  all  humans upon  
awakening/rousing  (resurrection)  are entitled to live for an eternity  provided  they  imitate JC’s lifestyle  over their 2 part life. 
Again,  this is  not  what  worldly Christian leaders tell us!  

(Do they  really  represent Yahweh? –  “Of course not!” –  They are utterly  useless  when it comes to  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!) 
Actually I genuinely feel very saddened by the utter  lack  of accurate understanding within the minds of our  worldly Christian Leaders  –  for I am 
certain many are sincere  –  but have been instructed  “not  to think”  during their early days at seminary  (Matt.23v15)  –  else they become expelled.   
So,  they dutifully follow  “the worldly creed”,   generation after generation,  like mindless  “zombies”  (else face excommunication by their fellow peers  
–  because what else can they do to gain a worldly income?  –  Luke.16v3)!   They become  “Locked-in  into The Worldly Religious Establishment”! 
That is why Yahweh is more likely to choose  “lay preachers”  (2Thes.3v6-12, Acts.18v1-3, etc.,)  because they are  only  driven by one master  
(Matt.6v24)  when teaching  “The Word of God”  –  and the flesh is supported by secular income –  consequently the  “lay preacher”  is keeping what is 
Yahweh’s separate from what is worldly  (Matt.22v21).  Thus,  the lay-preacher is  entirely objective  with  “The Word of God”  having  no  other driver 
than  “integrity, honesty and sincerity”  –  being a true martyr for The Cause!   Because we must ask   “What else is their driver?” 
All I ask is this    

Open the mind and  carefully test  (A) what has been written on this website against what The Bible  actually tells us,  and  (B) carefully test  
what the  worldly Christian  leaders/mentors  have taught us,  so we are then in  an educated position  to decide  (1) who is telling The Truth, 
(2) what are lies,  [3] what should be  ignored,  (4) what has been invented;  and then come  on-board  with what this website teaches! 

These Christian leaders do have so much knowledge  –  but presently it is  utterly wasted,  being  hopelessly scrambled  within their mind by  useless 
worldly doctrine  originating some 300 years  after  JC’s ministry  –  being  perilously muddled  to create  “worldly Christianity”  being so far removed 
from the  “1st Century Christianity”  as precisely taught by JC and The 1st Century apostles! 
So,  I shout out to them  (to wake them up from their slumbers) - 

“Get a Life”  =  a  Real  Life that lasts for an eternity  by becoming a TC now,  especially after having everything so very carefully explained 
on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  that brings  real  understanding with  zero  mysteries throughout its righteous exegesis of some 4000000+ 
words. 

1Cor. 15v46 og But  not  (the) firstly/before/{at the beginning}/chiefly   
1Cor. 15v46 og the  {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind},  but  the  animated/sensual/natural,   
1Cor. 15v46 og thereafter/{after that}/then  the  {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}. 
1Cor. 15v46 = But  first  not  the  spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}   (heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body),   

but  the  natural/sensual/animated  (fleshly body),    
then/afterwards  the  spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}   (heavenly/celestial body).  

 

But the spiritual  (perfect mind  and commensurate body   [being the point of this chapter])  not it comes first, 
         (We need to personally train our mind on  “The Word of God”  first,  after  having repented from worldly methodology  while in a fleshly body) 
but the  natural/animated   (initially it was the imperfect mind  [before perfection]  within a commensurate fleshly body that dies), 
then/afterwards  the spiritual   (becomes a perfected mind and commensurate incorruptible body of  heavenly/celestial  body). 

         (We as humans,  must start at the bottom and work our way up,  else we can  never  gain the correct mind  -  if we started at the top) 
         (That is why we need the safety net of The Millennium for people presently at the top as “Leaders”,  to be then be The Least, so they may grow up!) 
 

Now Paul puts a differentiator in between JC and the TCs. 
TCs are  not  like JC,  because they did  not  first  have a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (being JCg’s  “aeons of time”  prior  to his conception in 
Mary),  but rather,  the TCs started within a natural fleshly body,  then afterwards  (if chosen by Yahweh)  shall have a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 
The Fleshly Body  (of presently fleshly TCs)  is driven by  “The Reformed Spiritual Mind  (JCg’s presence/parousia)  to be  Christ-like  and thus  worthy  
of a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  –  being shown by The First  (JCg – Rom.11v16, 1Cor,15v20-23)  of the following Firstfruits  (TCs – Rom.8v23, 
Rev.14v1-4),  and given by prophetic allegory of  “The Instituted Observances”  at Lev.23v5-25). 

Please see  “spiritual”  in glossary. 
1Cor. 15v47 og The  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man  {from/out of}  
1Cor. 15v47 og Earth/land/province/country/region/soil/ground  (the) dusty/dirty/soiled/terrene/earthly,   
1Cor. 15v47 og the  {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man   
1Cor. 15v47 og the  lord/master  {from/out of}  (of the) heaven/sky. 
1Cor. 15v47 = The  beginning/first  man  (Adam)   {from out of}  of the  dusty/soiled  Earth/land;   

the  second  man  (JC)   (is)   the  lord/master  {from out of}  of the  heaven/sky. 
 

The first man (Adam)  from out of the soiled Earth   (fleshly body with a commensurate mind,  noting what prophetic “Earth” truly means); 
         (Prophetic  “Earth”  means  “systems/protocols/procedures/mechanisms”  that support Mankind  [as physically does The Earth]) 
the second man (JC)   (is)  the  lord/master  (of our mind)  from out of the sky  (celestial body with a mind  not  part of The World). 

         (Being that JC’s mind is  not  part of the present  “Earth”  and thus  “as viewed by humans”  he is being off this Earth  [an extra-terrestrial entity]) 
 

Paul continues his teaching for us  
Adam  (as the 1st principal entity of the  superhuman species  [“as gods”, Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35])  was physically from the Earth,  and 
had a commensurate  Earthly mind when our ancestors choose Satan's methodology  (to  self-indulge  to our neighbour's hurt)  in preference 
to Yahweh's Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt),  and thus challenged Yahweh's  “Right to Rule”  our mind  (to yield a 
perfect society). 
JC  (as the 2nd principal entity of the  superhuman species)  was from the  heaven/sky  (both physically, inasmuch he created us and thus 
“over us”  in a physical body that was  not  from  dust/soil  of the Earth and spiritually had a mind like Yahweh’s)  and thus destined as  “the 
specific god of us”  “to reign  over us”  as  “The Sky is over this Earth”  (in The Millennium, Rev.19v16).  It should be noted that JC always 
had his Father's interests driving him even at his murder  (Matt.26v39, 42)  and thus JC agreed to Yahweh's  “Right to Rule over his mind” – 
even when Satan tested him Matt.4v1-12 as did Satan to Adam and Eve  (Gen.3v1-5).   Thus,  JC's perfect mind yielded a  proven 
commensurate  incorruptible  heavenly/celestial  body upon his resurrection. 
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Worldly translators just lose all this information when they blend singular and plural heavens  into the  “one singular heaven”  (of which the translators 
of the NIV proudly boast in  “The Foreword”  –  what an amazing display of vanity when yielding such a  poor  representation of Yahweh’s Word)! 
1Cor. 15v48 og {As such}/{What sort}  the (person [Adam])    (the) dusty/dirty/soiled/terrene/earthly,   
1Cor. 15v48 og {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}   
1Cor. 15v48 og also  the (persons, worldly humans])   (the) dusty/dirty/soiled/terrene/earthly.   
1Cor. 15v48 og Also  {as such}/{what sort}  the (person [man,  JCg, Bridegroom])   
1Cor. 15v48 og (the) {outer sky/(singular heaven)}/celestial/extra-terrestrial,   
1Cor. 15v48 og {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}   
1Cor. 15v48 og also  the (persons, [TCs, The Bride])  {outer sky/(singular heaven)}/celestial/{extra-terrestrial}. 
1Cor. 15v48 = As such,  the  soiled  person  (Adam),   also  like  the  soiled  people   (being descendants of Adam's corruptness).  

Also  {as such}  the person (JC)  celestial/{extra-terrestrial}  (by nature – driven by Yahweh's Methodology),   
also  {such ones}  the persons  (TCs)  celestial/{extra-terrestrial}  (by nature – driven by Yahweh's Methodology,  via The Word of God). 

 

As such,  the soiled person   (Adam,  operating according to a methodology appropriate to the physical body), 
also like the soiled  people/(Mankind)   (Adam's  descendants  operating to the same corruptible methodology in a likewise physical body). 
Also as such the celestial man   (JC operating to Yahweh's Methodology demonstrably deserved a commensurate incorruptible celestial body), 
also such ones  (TCs)  the celestial people   (JC's descendants  operating to the same Methodology  shall likewise have the same resurrected body). 
 

We read,  Adam’s reasoning  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  was from the Earth and had an appropriate body for his cognition. 
Likewise,  people in Mankind who  think/reason  with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (of worldly methodology)  also  have an appropriate 
corruptible body now,  and upon their  awakening/rousing  (resurrection)  if they cannot perfect their mind in the 1st part of their physical life. 
Furthermore,  we read,  JC’s reasoning  (spirit/personality/desires/traits)  was from  above  the Earth  (celestial/{extra-terrestrial})  and thus shall have 
a commensurate celestial body upon his resurrection. 
Likewise,  those TCs who  think/reason  with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  shall receive a commensurate celestial body as did JC,  
because they ultimately built their mind upon the  one/same  Methodology that drove JC's mind yielding his  ministry/lifestyle. 
As such they shall become of  “The Singular Heaven”  (The Authority over The Earth)  upon their  awakening/rousing  (resurrection)  and thus they shall 
become  “The Authority/Mountain/Temple”  (some terms as used in The Bible to describe these TCs)  over The Earth as the future  kings/priests 
(2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)  to become  “The Heirs”  (to inherit -  “The Inheritance”). 

We understand from this,  that for us to be of  “The Celestial Plane”  then we must thoroughly imbue  “The Word of God”  and have it 
operating within us in  its entirety  and not the little bits that  “seem agreeable”  to our present predominant  worldly  thoughts and opinions.   
Our present worldly thoughts and opinions must be absolutely shredded and discarded when we imbue  “The Word of God”,  upon which we 
must then operate with  the utmost fidelity  –  if  we are to become TCs. 

Consequently,  this is another reference  (of so very many  –  as my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will clearly show)  within The Bible inferring 
fleshly people will remain upon the Earth upon their resurrection and TCs shall be  ruling  The Earth by being  (as the  heaven/sky meaning,  “Prevailing 
Authority”)  over  The Earth as  kings/priests  (all during The Millennium).   Please see my commentaries at Rom.8v17, 23, 2Cor.12v1-3, 2Tim.4v6-8. 

Always we read the apostles exhorting The Brethren  (who are actively aiming to become TCs)  not  to have worldly thoughts and thus  not  to 
be alongside with  Worldly Consensus.  By contrast to this given advice,  we hear in the media  worldly  Christian leaders advocating 
consensus with The World.   
For example today during my 2nd revision  (20 May 2013)  I hear the Scottish priest of Edinburgh publicly state  “We must move with modern 
society,”  –   when speaking about the subject of homosexual people in civil partnerships to become ministers,  thereby leading congregations 
–  in precisely the  opposite  direction to what The Bible teaches us  (in just so many places)! 

Obviously,  this Scottish priest is  appointed/paid  by The World to teach The World,  what The World wants to hear  (being of its  shifting  standards)! 
Evidently,  he is  not  at  one/same  with Yahweh,  and thus clearly he does  not  have The HS  –  where sadly this worldly spirit is very much the tip of the 
iceberg within Christendom  (hence JCg's recommendation given at Rev.18v4)! 
Moreover,  he is not alone!   In a vote on this subject at The Church of Scotland’s General Assembly  –  his proposal was passed!    
Obviously,  they are  all  satanic/adversarial/resistive  to Yahweh's Desire being manifest within The Environment  -  and they are thus  “blaspheming 
against the HS for which there is no forgiveness”  (Mark.3v28-29, Matt.12v31-32, etc.)!    

Note,  it is  not  what I say  –  but they simply  “express themselves  against what Yahweh Desires”  (Rom.1v16-32)! 
They compound their iniquity,  when they use the argument   “We are all equal!” –   
As I show elsewhere  –  this is a travesty of an argument  –  utterly unrighteous at so many levels!    
Where the only thing that  is  equal -  “The Goal to which we should aim.” –  Moreover,  this most important thing  –  they get wrong!    

How so very regrettable  -  both for them,  and society generally! 
1Cor. 15v49 og Also  just/as/that/how/when  (we [TCs]) {be burdened}/wear/carry/{forced to bear}/bore  [aor. act. indic.] 
1Cor. 15v49 og the  likeness/image/representation/resemblance  of the (person [Adam])  dusty/dirty/soiled/terrene/earthly,   
1Cor. 15v49 og (we [as TCs] shall) {be burdened}/wear/carried}/{forced to bear} [fut. act, indic.]  also 
1Cor. 15v49 og the  likeness/image/representation/resemblance  of the (person [JCg])   
1Cor. 15v49 og (of the) {outer sky/(singular heaven)}/celestial/extra-terrestrial. 
1Cor. 15v49 Also  just/as  we (TCs)  {forced to bear/wear}  the  image/resemblance  of the  dusty/soil  person   (man, physically like Adam)  

(thus,  after our commitment to Yahweh  [of a public declaration of baptism],  we still remain in an  earthly body  to yet  purify the mind),   
we  (TCs)   shall be  {forced to  bear/wear}  the  likeness/image/resemblance  of the  celestial/{extra-terrestrial}  one  (JCg)   
(fruits of the HS,  to  think/act/teach/behave  precisely as did JC,  driven by  the  one  spirit/personality/desires/traits  sourced by Yahweh). 

 

Also just as we (TCs)  forced to bear the image of the soiled man   (externally,  in the 1st part of our physical life,  our body looks like a man) 
                  (TCs are internally driven by a wholly reformed mind,  they yearn to be physically with Yahweh,  but held back by their physical body) 
we (TCs)  shall be forced to wear the image of the celestial one (JCg)   (internally,  the 2nd part of our spiritual life imitates JC) 
                  (TCs  freely choose  to think,  reason and act precisely as did JC,  having the  one/same  mind built entirely upon  “The Word of God”) 
 

This can only be for  TCs/{The Brethren (to varying degrees)}  in the 1st part of their physical life,  because they are  still  in a fleshly body  (precisely as 
we have been told in context),  but also this verse teaches us   “shall be  forced to  bear/wear  the image of the celestial”  meaning,  shall attain what JC 
attained by imitating the actions that JC did on this Earth during his  ministry/deportment  yielding agape  (driven by  “agapao”  within the mind).  

The TCs are making possible  “The Future Physical (body)”  by nurturing now  “The Present Spiritual (mind)”. 
The members of The Christian Nation as a whole,  absolutely do  not  display themselves as  “The image of JC”  but often  the very opposite,  
particularly the leaders  –  please see elsewhere to support this statement  (if not just within the example given in the previous commentary). 

Where  “image”  means  “display an exactitude of The Master”  (where “The Master” truly controls our mind)  –  and thus means here - 
“Display the  one/same  “Real Faith”  =  accurate  knowledge/assurance/fidelity  precisely as did JC.” 

Who does that?   Only TCs  (as deemed by Yahweh [Matt.20v23])! 
NOTE   Burden by the fleshly body,  but also burdened by the strain through precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in this present worldly system 
which will lead to  “martyrdom” -  certainly spiritual  (inasmuch we will become spiritually dead to The World and of its influences),  but also it may be 
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physical  –  where  “the opposition”  will be orchestrated by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  (often covertly behind political leaders,  as they 
did to Pontius Pilate,  John.19v1-12).   They behave in this manner when exposed as counterfeits  (see as an example,  the Scottish priest, and his peers of 
the previous commentary being riled at their exposure of  “hypocrisy”  through this commentary)  all precisely as JC forewarned at John.16v1-4. 
1Cor. 15v50 og that/this/there/here  and  (I) show/{make known one’s thoughts}/affirm/say,  
1Cor. 15v50 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren}:   Because  (the) flesh/{carnal minded}  also  (the) blood   
1Cor. 15v50 og (the) kingdom/reign/realm/domain  (of the) God (Yahweh)  
1Cor. 15v50 og (to) {acquire by lot}/heir/inherit/{gain possession of}/{family allotment}   
1Cor. 15v50 og not  (he/she/it  is) able/possible/capable [middle voice],   
1Cor. 15v50 og {not and/however}/neither/nor/{not even}  the  ruin/corruption/destruction/perish   
1Cor. 15v50 og the  incorruptibility/{unending existence}/genuineness/immortality  
1Cor. 15v50 og (to) {acquire by lot}/heir/inherit/{gain possession of}/{family allotment}. 
1Cor. 15v50 = And  this  I  show/{make known}/affirm  the  Brethren: 

Because  the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded}  also  the  blood   (being what  “gives life”  to a present physical fleshly body) 
it is  not  able/capable  to  {be heir}/inherit  the  kingdom/realm  of the  God  (Yahweh),   
neither  the  corruption/destruction/death   (for a person operating according to worldly methodology),   
to  {be heir}/inherit  the  incorruptibility/{unending existence}/immortality   (thus,  a worldly mind is not able to gain everlasting life). 

 

And this I make known,  Brethren: 
  Because the  flesh/{animalistic mind}   (being how the present mind of a human thinks and reasons in the 1st part of our spiritual life) 
  also the blood   (being  “the life essence”  within a physical DNA body  -  with its existing corrupted genome – of presently,  “Junk DNA”) 
  is not able to  inherit  the kingdom of the God (Yahweh). 
           (Therefore,  an entirely reformed mind  built upon  “The Word of God”  now,  resurrected into a celestial body  will rule  The Resurrected World), 
  neither the  corruption/destruction/death   (a person operating according to worldly methodology within a  worldly/earthly  body)   
  to inherit the  incorruptibility/immortality   (a TC operating to Yahweh’s Methodology,  resurrected into a celestial body  [Rev.2v27, 20v6]). 

           (Thus,  a worldly reasoning person presently facing corruption cannot inherit incorruptibility  [without  1. repenting,  and then  2. imitating JC]) 
 

The key to understanding this verse is utterly understand the word  “inherit”  (please read  “inherit”  in glossary). 
“Inherit”  does  not  mean  “to be part of …” 

But rather - 
“Inherit”  means  “{to have/own}/{be responsible for}/etc.”  from a previous owner.  
Thus,  again in this verse Paul is  only  speaking about TCs and  not  The World generally. 

Paul has been so incredibly careful to distinguish between the  two  groupings   (1) Worldly humans  (to include worldly Christians)   and  (2) the TCs. 
He is telling The Brethren do  not  become worldly,  but aim to become as individual TCs because I am making known to you - 

A worldly thinking person  cannot  inherit  (become responsible for)  “The Kingdom of God”  (a society the fulfils Yahweh’s Desire),   
neither can a worldly thinking person inherit  (receive from Yahweh  –  as a family member = a Son of God)  (guaranteed)  immortality in a  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body. 

Thus,  Paul is speaking to The Brethren   
This  is  possible  (being what is on offer)  for you –  if,  and only  if,  -  you become a TC by imitating JC  (as I imitate JC - 1Cor.4v16, 11v1). 

Clearly those people who are to  “be part of”  (the inheritance)  are the  worldly  humans  (including  worldly  Christians)  during The Millennium and 
they are to be taught by those people who  have/own/{be responsible for}  (The Inheritance)  being the TCs as  kings/priests  of The Millennium. 
All this is precisely what this website  consistently states  throughout  (being only what The Bible  tells us). 

Has the reader ever heard of this verse explained to them in this manner from their  worldly Christian leaders?   
The answer is  obviously  “No!” 
The word  “obviously”  is correctly used because this  “Responsibility to correct teach God’s Word”  does not register in their mind,  as 
demonstrated when they are  silent  about (1) The Millennium,  (2) How to make The Millennium occur and (3) how to be successful in it! 

Most importantly,  those three items are  “The Very Core”  of  “The Gospel”  of which JC taught for up to three days Mark.8v2-3! 
Note also,  the use of the word  “blood”.  
Our  worldly Christian leaders preach,  blood is very much required to attain  “the heavenly promise”  (as they errantly teach)  -  and yet Paul teaches 
us differently!   Do our  worldly Christian leaders get anything correct?   Very little,  if at all, – being all garbled in their mind! 
   If  they understood  “The Word of God”,  as explained on this website,  then  they would know and understand  “The Difference”  and start teaching it! 

So,  what does Paul mean? 
We are back to the context of the verses  –  when Paul is answering the question,  he paraphrases at v35. 

Within what type of body will we be resurrected? 
And Paul replies - 

There are  two  types of physical body,  either the perfected  DNA fleshly body  –  or the already perfect celestial body  –  depending upon 
what we  “sowed”  (our “deportment”  driven by our mind)  in the 1st part of our physical life  (noting Gal.6v7). 

Then Paul speaks about the spiritual half  –  being  “The Methodology”  operating within the 1st part of our physical life becomes the prime decider upon 
what type of physical body into which we are to be resurrected,  when we enter the 2nd part of our physical life  (based upon Yahweh’s Decision and His 
infinite Capability to   “Make become  who/what  I choose to become”  [= “Yahweh”]  –  Matt.19v26). 
Thus we understand in the context of  {being The Heir}/Inheritance,  Paul is speaking about the physical  “blood”  of a  “fleshly DNA body”  cannot 
become part of  “An Heir”  over  “The Inheritance”  (where  the inheritance’  themselves shall be resurrected perfected DNA  fleshly/bloody  humans.  
We know - 

1. “The Inheritance”  belongs to  “The Family of God”  (The Family of Yahweh  –  through JCg  [= The Premier Son of God]). 
2. JCg has proved himself demonstrably able to rule The Earth under Yahweh’s Methodology  (ultimately by his Ransom Sacrifice [blood]) 
3. During the Gospel Age,  JCg  (as “The Word of God”)  is searching out suitable Candidates for Yahweh to elect to become his “mate”. 
4. The Heirs of The Millennium  (and beyond)  are the  Kings/Priests  (The New Testament teaches us this  -  throughout). 
5. And to become JCg’s  “mate”/partner  in a faithfully wedded union,  these heirs will be of the same physical body as JCg presently has. 

A likeness of the citation at Gen.2v24 which Paul calls at Eph.5v30-32 (warns at 1Cor.6v16) to show this union between JCg and TCs. 
Where from this union (JCg + Bride of 144000 TCs)  shall yield  “The 3rd Remnant of Israel”  being  “The Reformed”  part of  “The 
Resurrected World”  –  being precisely what The Bible  tells us  –  and yet  never  what  worldly Christian leaders tell us  –  they just do  
not  believe it  (and yet they claim to represent Yahweh  –  how so very obtuse)! 

Thus we understand,  the  Kings/Priests  ruling  as  “The Heirs” (Sons of God)  over  “The Inheritance”  (“The Resurrected World”  of fleshly people)  
will be in the same physical format as that as of JCg being an  “equal”  brother to JC  (Matt.12v48-50)  and likewise a Son of God selected by Yahweh 
(Matt.20v23). 
See also my commentaries given at John.2v1-12  that precisely mirrors what is occurring over the last 6000 years,  and our entry into The Millennium. 
Here we are told by Paul,  this union can occur,  but  only  with those very specific individual people who have  (1) completely made the change from 
worldly methodology  (sourced by Satan)  unto Yahweh’s Methodology  -  and  (2) demonstrably shown to be precisely imitating JC's  
ministry/lifestyle/deportment. 
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Again,  it is  absolutely  not  as we are errantly given by  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders  in their  “pandering to congregations”  for 
the worldly return they can gain by doing this  (hence practising worldly methodology)! 
 
106th Allegory – asleep = “The 1st Death”,  and thus we can  awaken/rouse/resuscitate  from this state by Yahweh using 
His infinite capability to place our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  back into a commensurate physical body  (according 
to our mind at the time  of  death/resurrection)  for us to regain consciousness  (see allegoric Eze.37v1-20). 
33rd Prophecy – The Mystery of The Bible is to be explained  (see “mystery” in glossary). 

Not all TCs shall fall asleep,  and yet,  all  TCs shall be  changed/metamorphosis/transfigured. 
154th Reasoning – Thus some TCs shall be alive at the end of The Gospel Age,  but if all TCs are to be changed together 
then those TCs who are asleep shall be  awoken/roused  to become changed at the same time as the last TCs still alive. 
Paul has already told us of the two types of bodies earlier,  where one grouping will be truly  altered/different  to become 
heaven/spiritual/celestial  and thus this occasion must be occurring here.  This is  “The Early Harvest”  where they 
become “Sons of God” and thus other resurrections could  not  yet have occurred if this is  “The First”  still yet to come. 
Therefore,  it is  a lie  for  worldly Christian leaders to promote the myth that humans go immediately to heaven upon their 
death and  “consciously look down upon us”  (the website teaches this to be a lie as is much of what else they preach). 
103rd Comment – If our  “Leaders of Religion” get one thing wrong,  what else do they get wrong?   Virtually  everything! 
All precisely as this website  “FutureLife.Org”  carefully explains to  publicly explode  their  unrighteous  myths/muses! 
34th Prophecy – In an instant,  in the blink of the eye with the last  (7th)  trumpet sound. 
For the  (last)  trumpet will sound,  also the dead TCs will be  awakened immortal,  also ideally we  (inclusive TCs who 
are alive at the end of The Gospel Age)  shall be  changed/transfigured. 
107th Allegory – “last” = complete = perfection = 7th = shaba/sheba  (StrongsTM = 7650/1)  being the specific time when 
The Mystery has been completed.   
137th Instruction – Where  “The Mystery”  (of The Bible)  is:- 

“How can something that JCg created  righteously  become exactly like him in a  heavenly/celestial  body?” 
This mystery was fulfilled through the 6000 year epoch of Mankind’s existence with Yahweh operating in parallel to 
enable  “The Mystery”  to be fulfilled through JC and the TCs  (unto which  “the prophets looked,  but could not find”). 
155th Reasoning – JCg has come  unannounced  “as a thief in the night”  (1Thes.5v2)  to  “collect the 5 wise virgins” 
(Matt.25v1-12)  unpolluted by fornicating The World’s methodology to become  “The Bride” of JCg  (Rev.19v6-9)  ready 
as  “assayed faithful stewards at their master’s coming”  (Luke.19v16-19).  They shall be “given greater responsibility 
over 5 or 10 cities” as “kings/priests”  (Rev.1v6)  ready to  “teach righteousness to The Resurrected World”  in  The 
“Day of 1000 years” (2Pet.3v8),  being The Millennium which becomes the last part of  “The Acceptable Year of The 
Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19).  “Blessed are those (TCs) who take part in The 1st Resurrection because the 2nd death has no 
power over them” (Rev.20v6) and thus they become immortal in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial bodies  (please see glossary 
on all these many terms used in this paragraph).  There are many other citations that I could have added  (these are a just 
few from memory  –  as I write this commentary). 
35th Prophecy – For the  corruptible/decayed/perishable  (body of a TC)  must put on  incorruptibility/immortality  (to 
become a future Son of God –  commensurate with the retained  “Heavenly Treasure” [= synapse construction mapping]). 
Also,  the  mortal/capable  of dying  (conscious  spirit/personality/desires/traits  = “Heavenly Treasure”)  put on 
deathlessness/immortality  (an everlasting  spirit/personality/desires/traits  being the  One/Same  with Yahweh). 
156th Reasoning – Thus the TC’s fleshly body becomes transformed into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial body,  within which 
to  retain/contain the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to  make conscious “the soul” (see glossary)  -  all made possible by 
JC’s ransom sacrifice  enabling  Yahweh  to righteously/equitably express His HS  (against His decree on sin)  to make all 
this occur (as we are taught in Eze.37v1-20 representing both ‘Israel’ Spiritual first-fruits, and Fleshly main crop second) 
36th Prophecy – When all this occurs at the 1st 2nd C,  then  it can  only  be said  for the TCs  (at this stage)  having passed 
Yahweh’s Special/Greater (1st) Judgement for  His  sons:  “The Death has been swallowed up in victory”. 
157th Reasoning – It must be noted that Paul is  only  speaking about himself and his fellow 143,999 TCs who have proved 
themselves worthy of everlasting life.  “The Standard Judgement”  of all humans generally,  is to come later,  during and 
at the end of The Millennium –  where it is JCg and his 144000 who shall carry out The Judgement as we are told several 
times in The Bible  (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.). 
108th Allegory – sting = (Sin is) impregnated within our mind to infect our  spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
109th Allegory – Law = Yahweh's Methodology -  where we are to edify our neighbour to our own hurt. 
Noting that The Law is composite of both JC and Moses – but we need Mark.12v30-31 to succeed over The Law of Moses.  
110th Allegory – Hades' conquest = “The Covering”  consuming our physical body into The Earth. 
37th Prophecy – When all this occurs at the 1st 2nd C,  Paul can rightly quote The Tanakh:   

Where of you death is the sting?   Where of you  grave/tomb  is the victory? 
158th Reasoning – And the sting of Death is The Sin,  and the mighty power of Sin is The Law. 
It is sin that impregnates us to create Death within us,  but sin only has power because of The Law enacted by Yahweh. 
Thus,  if we wish to avoid “Death”,  then all we need do is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
Being full circle of Paul’s reasoned argument throughout this chapter and earlier in the epistle. 
1Cor. 15v51 og Behold/Lo/Look/See   (the) secret/mystery  {to yourselves}  (I) state/exclaim:   
1Cor. 15v51 og (The) All (persons [TCs])  truly/indeed  not   
1Cor. 15v51 og (we shall) {fall sleep}/{lose consciousness}/slumber/{1st Death},   
1Cor. 15v51 og (the) all (persons [TCs])  and  (we [TCs] shall) {make a change}/{force something different}/{be changed}.  
1Cor. 15v51 = Look/Behold  The  Mystery/Secret  {to yourselves}  I exclaim:  
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Truly/Indeed  not  the  all  people  (TCs)   we  shall  {put to asleep}/{lose consciousness}/slumber/{1st Death},   
and  all  people   (All TCs together)   shall be  changed/metamorphosis/transfigured/{force something different}.  

 

Behold  (you listen intently),   I exclaim to yourselves  “The Mystery”: 
               (The Mystery of God,  being how fleshly humans become like their creator JCg;  over their 2 part spiritual,  and then 2 part physical life) 
Truly not all people (only TCs)  we shall  {fall asleep}/slumber/die   (therefore,  the remaining  last generation of TCs  at The Gospel Age Close), 
And all people  (all  144000 TCs throughout the 2000 year Gospel Age)   shall be  (physically)  changed/transfigured. 
               (As physically shown by Yahweh to JC at  Matt.17v2, Mark.9v2,  - being of what  will  occur to JC and then 2000 years later to the TCs) 
               (All 144000 TCs including those resurrected  [1Thes.4v13-18]  shall be changed into a celestial body commensurate to their perfected mind) 
 

This  is  “The Very  Mystery/Secret  of The Bible”  (please see “mystery” in glossary)  also known as  “The Mystery of God”  (thoroughly explained 
elsewhere  –  see my commentary at John.3v13 that explains it)  -  where humans are transformed from a fleshly body into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  
body.  “The prophets of old searched for it  (being what JC could yield)  but could not find it”  (Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10),  but JC showed  
“The Way”  (John.14v5-15)   by being the  very first  Entity to  entirely fulfil  Yahweh's Desire built upon  “The Word of God”  yielding Yahweh’s HS 
only made righteously possible because JC entirely fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire in  both  ministry and lifestyle  (hence, Matt.3v17, 17v5, etc.).  

That is  why  it was  only then  that JCg became  “The  First/Only/Chief  Begotten Son of God”  upon his resurrection from a fleshly entity to 
a heavenly entity!   Being the  “Ideal Goal”  laid down for us of The Gospel Age by  pattern/template  for us to precisely imitate. 

Where - 
First =  JCg was The First entity having led The Way for 144000 further people to precisely imitate him over the next some 2000 years. 
Only  =  JCg was the Only entity having made this transition at the time of writing  “The New Testament”. 
Chief  =  JCg is The Premier Son of God  (being what he did for his creation)  and shall be chief over his wife of 144000 TCs. 

Likewise this became  “The  Pattern/Mould/Template”  for the TCs to precisely imitate so they too were able to make this  transition/metamorphism  
from flesh to  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  –  only  because their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  was  truly  Christ-like  (having made the required 
transition/metamorphism  within The Mind  first  as  “The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology within the 1st part of their physical life). 

Can the reader understand this?   Because it is utterly crucial in understanding the righteous logic within Yahweh’s Plan! 
Therefore we read that  only  the TCs being the people having JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  throughout The Gospel Age shall be transformed 
together  at this  one  time  –  where some TCs  (of the Last Generation)  will have not seen  “The 1st Death”  and thus  are still living  when this event 
occurs  –  so this  must  occur at The End of The Gospel Age.  Because this  one-off  event has  not  yet occurred  (being of  “The 1st Resurrection”  
1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, 20v6, etc.),  and it can only occur when Yahweh has  chosen/elected/selected  (Matt.20v23)  His 144000 
TCs throughout The Gospel Age  –  then  this becomes  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (given at Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4 – see my local commentaries).  
The fulfilment of God’s Word   righteously enables Yahweh to move to the next stage of His Plan,  being The Millennium for  “The Universal Salvation of 
all Mankind”  through  “The Collected Tools”  of  “The Firstfruits”  yielded from out of  “The 2 Epochs of Israel”  (Jews/Christians). 

These  are  “The Firstfruits”  being  “The Early Harvest”  before   “The Main Resurrection”,  and  then later  “The Main Harvest”. 
“The 1st Resurrection”  of  “The Early Adopters”  has  not  yet occurred because we are  still  in The Gospel Age where there is  still  pain and hurt from 
Satan’s inept management style,  emulated by our worldly leaders of  politics, religion and commerce  (all  operating according to worldly methodology  
[to varying degrees],  that is why they are  “leaders”  in  “This World”). 
As this website so very carefully explains  -  this is what I call the 1st 2nd C of JCg  (The 1st Resurrection)  to collect his bride of 144000 TCs  (at the  
7th/last  trumpet  [Rev.11v15, 1Cor.15v52], completeness/perfection  of  “The Mystery”)  prior to Yahweh allowing   “Mankind’s inhumanity to Man”  
go beyond what is sustainable  –  which sadly is  incorrectly  described as  “The Wrath of God”  (but rather,  it is Man's ever-greater technology 
expressed by those people taking their authority over other people within society,  being taken to excess,  thereby bringing forth Mankind’s final  
demise/implosion).  This is all described in Revelations  –  please see my many hundreds of local  inter-verse  commentaries within that book. 

Thus,  obviously  “The Main Resurrection”  (“The 2nd Resurrection”)  has  not  yet occurred if  “The Early Resurrection”  (“The 1st 
Resurrection”)  has  not  occurred! 

However,  this  “obvious logic”  seems to escape our  worldly Christian Leaders speaking of   “Humans going to heaven and looking down upon us at 
their death!”  -  This is  an utter lie!   Furthermore,  our  worldly Christian leaders are merely repeating the same words of those  like-minded  leaders in 
about 62CE,  just as Paul forewarned to Timothy at 2Tim.2v18  (a few months or so before Paul's martyrdom in Rome).    

What has changed to dispute my claim? 
They are  utterly and absolutely delinquent,  incompetent  and  dysfunctional  as regards to the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire! 
1Cor. 15v52 og In  (to the [= within]) {not able to be cut}/indivisible/{‘atom’ of time}/instant/moment,   
1Cor. 15v52 og in  (to the [= within]) {jerk of the eyelid}/blink/wink  (of the) eye,   
1Cor. 15v52 og in  to the  farthest/final/{ends of}/lowest/uttermost/last  (to the) {idea of quivering/reverberation}/trumpet  
1Cor. 15v52 og (it will) {blast of sound}/{trumpet call}  for,   
1Cor. 15v52 og also  the (persons [TCs])  {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers   
1Cor. 15v52 og (they will be) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated 
1Cor. 15v52 og (the) {not decaying}/incorruptible/immortal   
1Cor. 15v52 og also  {we (TCs) ourselves}  (we shall) {made a change}/{forced something different}/{be changed}. 
1Cor. 15v52 = Within the  {'atom' of time}/instant/moment,   

within the  blink/twinkling/wink  of the  eye, 
within the  final/uttermost/last  trumpet  for  it will  {blast of sound}/{trumpet call}, 
also  the  {dead people}/corpses  (TCs)  they will be  awakened/roused/resuscitated  incorruptible/immortal   (at the 1st Resurrection)  
also  we  (apostle speaking, TCs only)   shall be   (physically)   changed/metamorphosis/transfigured/{force something different}.   
(Yahweh places the 144000 TCs'  spirits/personalities/desires/traits  into 144000  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  physical bodies). 

 

         (Describing this incident again from a different angle -) 
Within an instant of time   (Yahweh shall make The Transfiguration possible for the alive TCs into celestial bodies  [occurs at The 1st Resurrection]), 
within the blink of the eye   (the metamorphic transformation for the last generation of TCs in The Gospel Age,  this shall be instantaneous), 
within the  final/last  (7th = for completeness/perfection)   trumpet   (meaning  “a Public Disclosure is to now occur”),   
for it  will  blast sound   (Rev.11v15  after  11v11  [also =  “The 1st Resurrection”]) 
also the dead people  (of the other presently dead TCs)  will be  awakened/roused  incorruptible/immortal   (at this 1st Resurrection), 
also we  (inclusive of  all 144000 TCs  [formally dead and alive])   shall be  (physically)  changed/transfigured   (from fleshly to celestial bodies). 
 

Let me explain precisely what this verse means and how it  links-in  with other references in The Bible to this account. 
Note   This will be put to better effect when I pull my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  together on this subject matter. 

As Paul tells us - 
There will be a future point in time at the closing of The Gospel Age when JCg shall be given  “The Authority”  by Yahweh to move ahead  (Rev.5v5)  
because Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  He has fully compiled The Names of His 144000 Sons of God  metaphorically written upon  
“The Book of  (guaranteed) Life”  (Rev.13v8)  taken from out of The Christian Nation  over The Gospel Age of some 2000 years.  Where actually,  it is 
JCg having “The Authority to open This Scroll”  to release his helpers  (Rev.5v1-12)  being these 144000 TCs  (Rev.19v16-21, 20v5-6)  to  personally  
“bring on”  The Millennium and thus enact  “The Salvation of Mankind during The Millennium”.    
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Importantly,  “Releasing his helpers”  means over the next 2000 years (from Revelations chapter 5 to 19)  the 144000 TCs are progressively in number 
exhibiting themselves to  “The Judging World”  of being worthy to  

(1)  have been foreknown by Yahweh to be in this position of equalling JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (hence written on the Scroll beforehand)  and   
(2)  worthy to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium  (thereby having proved themselves worthy of receiving  honour/respect   
      from “The Resurrected World”). 

We are told  “The Last Trumpet  calls”  that can be linked to  “The 7th Angel Sounding (trumpeting/disclosing)”  (Rev.11v15)  inasmuch  “7”  means 
“complete/perfected”  both applicable words when we see  “The Mystery of God”  has been  completed,  where 144000 people are transfigured from 
fleshly bodies to  perfected  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies to  “meet The Lord JCg in the air” (1Thes.4v17, Rev.11v11-13, Matt.24v40-44, etc.). 
Clearly as verse 51 tells us  –  there  will  be TCs still alive  (within  the last  generation of The Gospel Age [mid-21st Century CE])  now  (at the time of 
my writing this commentary)  at the end of The Gospel Age,  so Paul continuing in v52  The Last (=7th)  Trumpet is sounded in a  “split second”.   
When  this trumpet call is made,  then  the dead TCs being The Apostles  (Paul  for a certainty  and others like him  –  perhaps William Tyndale as 
another example)  will be  awakened/roused  (resurrected)  into the 2nd part of their physical life alongside with those TCs living within the last 
generation  (now)  so that  both  groupings  (those TCs  [1] formally dead,  and those TCs  [2] presently alive)  will become transfigured into  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies.  

This is of what Isaiah spoke at Isa.66v8 and Ezekiel likewise at Eze.37v1-12,  then some 700 years later by Peter at 1Pet.2v5-9. 
I am a  technical professional engineer  –  and I have  not  the faintest idea how this is conceivably possible from a technical point of view  –  but I 
simply look at it through an electronic engineer’s eyes and reason  -  rapid programming of electronic memories through wireless connectivity and the 
computer power we have access to now,  would be  “mind blowing”  to The World in the early 20th century  –  so what is any different here? 
 –  Just one or two  steps further on!   Perhaps a slide through from a parallel universe through a “worm-hole”,  -  I just do not know! 

However,  my faith that this is possible is not built upon  “blind faith”  endemic in  “Religion”,  but rather built upon  “1st Century 
Christianity”  that has been built upon  many thousands  of allegoric prophecies given and most fulfilled throughout millennia as precisely 
written in God’s Word parts 1 and 2.  Of which our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  either falsify or wholly disrespect –  it is appalling! 

Just reiterating in context  –  Paul is  only  referring to the 144000 TCs,  and absolutely  not  to the rest of The World either dead or still alive   (hence 
Matt.24v40-44, Rev.11v11-13, etc.). 
It is JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)   spiritually  operating as the  presence/parousia  to  “perfect the TC's mind”  (so that Luke.17v21 occurs 
because of 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15),  and then it is JCg as The Bridegroom  (Matt.25v1-12)  physically  coming/parousia  to collect his bride (Rev.19v6-9). 
The betrothed virgin officially began when Luke.17v21 occurs as the presence of JC  (being “The Word of God” as “The Lord/Master”  controlling our 
mind),  and the physical reality occurs as The Marriage of the two parties,  where The Head becomes  “physically”  connected to JCg’s body  
(1Cor.12v12-22)  “to become one”  in union through  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body  (Eph.5v30-32,  hence Paul’s warning at 1Cor.6v16). 
Please note    “Trumpet sounds”  allegorically means   “Public disclosure”  -  where  something important  is to be  communicated  to The World. 
Thus a trumpet call will not need to physically sound,  but the allegory means  “Yahweh makes public The Disclosure”,  where  “The Last Disclosure” 
completes  “The Mystery of God”  being  “The Public Demonstration of Yahweh collecting His demonstrably  proven  144000 TCs”  at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”,  being what I call   JCg’s 1st 2nd C,  = The  1st  part of JCg’s 2nd  Coming.   

The  “now unstoppable wheels”  of prophecy to be fulfilled have been set in motion.   
It shall be 3.5 years from that specific point in time,  JCg and his 144000 TCs will return at what I call  

JCg’s 2nd 2nd C,  = The  2nd  part of JCg’s 2nd  Coming  to remove  ALL  world leaders throughout  all  of society,  and over the  whole  planet. 
These world leaders of  Politics, Commerce  (and of the then defunct “Religion”)  at that time operating according to worldly methodology  (Rev.19v16-
21, Dan.12v11-12)  shall be squealing at their forcible ejection from office (2Pet.3v10).   This complete upheaval of society shall take place over a period 
of 45 days to end of this 3.5 year period  –  and becomes  “The Great Tribulation”  for absolutely  all  leaders  (operating according to  worldly  
methodology)  throughout  all  of society being  booted-out  of office  thereby enabling The Millennium to start at Rev.20v1+   under  new  leaders 
appointed by Yahweh through JCg. 
A 4th revision addition. 

When shall this occur? 
It shall occur within a few decades of my 4th revision (2020 CE) and certainly before 2067 CE. 

Why before 2067 CE? 
Because of Yahweh’s  “Ticking Clock”  for The World to see! 

“What ticking clock?” 
Especially when Yahweh is now working through  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (= The Christian Nation)  to gain His 144000 TCs. 

However,  Yahweh has  not  forgotten  “1st Epoch Israel”  (The Jews).  Because the World itself recognises “The Jews” as being “Israelites”  (noting, 
the World is being “1 Epoch of Israel”  behind reality  when viewed by Yahweh)  then Yahweh uses  “Worldly Israel”  as a pointer  for us  of the World 
to recognise what  He is doing in parallel  (but we,  humans,  are only just  too blind, stupid and pig-headed  to recognise all this). 
We know The Bible is built around  “Jerusalem”  meaning  “The City/Organisation of Peace”  of which it is not now,  but the name is given as a means 
of prophecy of what  will  occur within The Millennium (as the “7th day”).  “Jerusalem”  shall become  “Yahweh’s Organisation ensuring Peace occurs”  
all around The World by becoming its administrators,  and The Temple is actually the 144000 TCs  (as “Sons of God”)  being  “The Command and 
Control Centre”  of these administrators.   The Temple (144000 Sons of God)  and Jerusalem  (Prophets and other suitable administrators)  shall impose 
“Righteous Rule”  over  all  the Earth and any person who causes  “deliberate premediated sin”  (being a trillion fold per day, today)  will then be 
stamped upon and  “Immediate Justice Enforced”.  Perhaps  “the sentence”  would be  “Community service”  but specifically aimed as  “servitude to 
the intended victim”  of the possible sinful action  -  because there shall be  “100% detection”  and  “justice imposed”  BEFORE  “the sin occurred”! 
Furthermore,  we are told of The Jubilee Year  (Lev.25v11-54)  in The Old Testament when everything is returned to a state of which Yahweh desires. 
Therefore,  let us review what has occurred at  “The Recognised Jubilee Year”  of The Jews (Israelites),  during those occasions I would suggest Yahweh 
operated in the environment to ensure these  “key”  things occurred during  “The Jubilee Year”  (to begin The Gospel Age closure)  

1917  -  The Balfour Agreement to set up The Nation of Israel. 
1967  -  The Jews capture Jerusalem in the  “6 day” war  (when outnumbered perhaps 10 1 in everything, enabling them to enter “the 7th day) 
2017  -  The most powerful nation of The World recognises Jerusalem to be Israel’s Capital  (USA peaked in this year and is now in decline). 
2067  -  The Most Power Entity in The Universe,  (makes this occur)  Yahweh, establishes  “The New Jerusalem” (Rev.21v1-4)  on this planet. 

1947 CE  “State of Israel”  was  “the required backdrop”  for 1967  “key event”  to occur – noting Yahweh is  only focussed upon  (spiritual)  
“Jerusalem”  (of which The World only sees as being physical)  now that  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (Christendom.  a subset of “Religion”)  is in terminal 
decline,  because we  are  now truly into  “the last generation”  of TCs fulfilling Yahweh’s desire. 
1Cor. 15v53 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought  for  the (body)   (the) decayed/corruptible/perishable   
1Cor. 15v53 og that/this/there/here  (to) {sink into a garment}/endue/{put on}  
1Cor. 15v53 og (the) incorruptibility/{unending existence}/genuineness/immortality,   
1Cor. 15v53 og also  the (person)  mortal/{capable of dying}  that/this/there/here  
1Cor. 15v53 og (to) {sink into a garment}/endue/{put on}   
1Cor. 15v53 og (the) deathlessness/{“2nd Death has no power”}/immortality [of everlasting spirit/personality/desires/traits]. 
1Cor. 15v53 = For  {it is necessary}/behoves  the  corruptible/decayed/perishable   (fleshly physical body),   

this  (fleshly body)   to  {put on}/endue  the  incorruptibility/{unending existence}/immortality   (undying physical body). 
Also  the person  mortal/{capable of dying}   (comprising of a  [1] conscious spirit operating within a  [2] fleshly body  [both = soul]),   
this  (soul)   to  {put on}/endue  the   deathlessness/immortality   (everlasting  spirit/personality  within a celestial body [= soul]).  
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For it is necessary the  corruptible/decayed   (present faulty DNA fleshly body), 
this  (fleshly body)  to put on the  incorruptibility/immortal   (undying body  =  heavenly/celestial  physical body  =  that of JCg’s new body). 
         (The above is the physical body,  being what immediately comes to mind and is in answer to the original question,  then  Paul moves to next level.) 
         (Paul must be moving to the next level of “The Whole Person”,  else he is effectively repeating himself and stagnated in his progressive argument.) 
Also the person  mortal/{capable of dying}   (conscious spirit in a  fleshly  body [= soul],  that once dead,  we become  non-existent  [= no soul]), 
this  (conscious spirit)  to put on the immortality   (conscious spirit within a celestial body [both together = soul],  being a body that can  never  die). 

         (Paul now combines both halves  [1] body and  [2] mind,  where  both  halves are required,  to form  “the whole person”  [Eze.37v1-20].) 
 

A 4th revision addition. 
Paul explains what is to occur in this verse,  and then uses  The Old Testament (God’s Word part 1)  to support what he states in the next verse. 

Yet these two verses are written at  two  distinct levels of understanding. 
Paul says  “it must”  occur because he understands JC made the transition from flesh to celestial  -  because JC was The Example of what could occur. 

Inasmuch,  JC was  “God’s Word part 2”  that  righteously answered,  “God’s Word part 1”. 
This is  “The Ideal Goal”  for those people privileged to live during The Gospel Age – who have access to  “God’s Word part 2”. 
It is true,  that if humans have not seen something,  then it takes a  genius/inventor  to see something in the mind and then make it physically occur  
however once presented to the World then all manner of people can  “make  me-too  occur”. 
This is what occurred here,  JC was  “The Genius”  who knew  “God’s Word part 1”,  “understood it”  and then  “made it occur”  to personally achieve 
“The Goal of Sonship”.  This is what Paul understood and he realised the  step-up  level from flesh to celestial – being what he explained earlier. 
By contrast,  Isaiah knew  none  of this.   He simply faithfully repeated  (by written record)  “An oracle of Yahweh”   (hence the use of  “whenever it”) 

We must recognise virtually all the prophets of  “God’s Word part 1”  did  not  understand what they recorded.  
They simply recorded what they were told – for future fulfilment to validate Yahweh’s Omnipotence into The Eternity after The Millennium. 
This  “validation”  occurs when all resurrected humans look back at what occurred throughout history when everything is explained to them. 

Paul has  “God’s Word part 2” that  righteously answers “God’s Word part 1”  within Paul’s mind  and likewise  within the minds of 143999 other TCs. 
Why?   Because they too are precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (in their own manner,  as we are told at 1Cor.12v12-22)  to personally 
achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”. 

Isaiah,  in the same manner as did Job (Job.19v26),  understood that presently  “man”  if fortunate can achieve 70 years and then dies  [King David 
Psm.90v10],  but they  all  knew they would live again –  but it would need to be in a new type of  fleshly  body  (being identical to that given unto  
Adam/Eve)  to live forever,  and it is of this that Isaiah spoke in his prophecy of the next verse. 
However Yahweh knew what was possible,  and gave this information  (but not the full knowledge)  to Isaiah,  for firstly JC to  fully  recognise,  and then 
Paul and the other TCs to recognise as being  “The Next Level”,  to be the shift from  fleshly to celestial,  hence the important word used  “Begotten”. 
After that added introduction,  now returning to my original revisions. 
At this nearing future time,  the 144000 TCs join their Bridegroom JCg in the  heaven/sky  to learn of their new positions within God’s Family by future 
training,  for their positions of the ensuing leadership  (on how to  handle/use  Yahweh's  infinite  capability to express His HS)  over the next 3.5 years  
(while The World  “below”  is spiralling out of control being  The Culmination  of  self-indulgence  practised over the previous 6000 years).    
After 3.5 years,  then JCg and the 144000 TCs will return to The Earth as described in Rev.19v16-21 to remove  all  the existing worldly authorities 
throughout The World over a period of 45 days  (Dan.12v11-12)  and then bring in The Millennium -  under  completely  “New Management” 
Paul is stating    

It is only proper that a human who precisely imitates JC in their  ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of their physical life should receive an 
exact  “like-for-like”  as that for which JCg received from Yahweh  –  to become a  “Son of God”  (with degrees of honour  v41-42  between 
former TCs  [Luke.19v16-19, etc.])  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body –  noting  “The Reward of Sonship”  is The Same,  Matt.20v1-12.  

However,  Paul is splitting the two aspects within this verse  
The  dead/decaying  fleshly body is  “to put on”  (“to replace”)  a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon  awakening/rousing  (resurrection)  only  
because the conscious  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of the TC has been   previously  transformed/perfected  upon  “The Word of God”  correctly 
imbued during the 1st part of the TC's physical life with the HS growing within  him/her  that enables the conscious  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to 
become deathless.  The spirit/personality/desires/traits  then become deathless,  because it shall then be operating within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  
body  (to close the loop of Paul’s statement).   

This is  The Ideal  process of being  “Born Again”  see glossary  –  but it is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders state in error  (because a  
“stillbirth”  [being “annihilation”]  might occur to them  –  as it will be for the  charlatan Christian leaders of The Gospel Age,  often 
likewise claiming to be “Born Again”  for the revenue to flow in)! 

1Cor. 15v51-53 One thing I just cannot seem to understand is why  all  “Christians”  in The World ignore these few of verses! 
Perhaps they can contact me to explain why!   None so far have been able  –  in fact they  run a mile’  when I start questioning them on it! 

We have the word  “all”  and  “instant”  in v51,  then we have word  “blink”  “last”  and  “also”  to show a  “single event in time”,  v52. 
“And the dead (144000 TCs)  shall rise at the  last  trumpet,  and we are told for a  (single)  trumpet  (must = the  last  trumpet in context)  
will sound and  we (TCs)  all  (together)  be changed to an  incorruptible/{incapable of dying}  body.”   

All this is  together  in a  (single)  blink of an eye,  but somehow or other,  and I just do not understand how,  worldly Christian leaders think humans are 
resurrected  “one at a time”  as soon as they die!  
There is absolutely  nothing  in The Bible that tells us of  “one person at a time resurrection”,  but many places that tell us,  it is a  single  event for  all  
people of the  two  different levels  “Early Adopters”  (of “The 1st Resurrection”)   and then  “The Late Adopters”  (having personally reformed  after  
“The Main Resurrection”).   
“The Main Resurrection”  (that may be staggered Isa.65v20,  and the supporting terminology of  “Week of Sabbaths”, “Week of Unleavened Bread”)  
shall also include humans who after a 1000 years of learning,  will return to their old ways  (1st part of their life)  and become part of  “The 2nd Death”  
of annihilation.  

So how  “on Earth”  do the protagonists of  worldly Christianity come up with this strange  myth  (and a myriad of other unsubstantiated 
myths,  based upon hearsay of their  very worldly  gurus/sages  of old – starting with supposed Saint Augustine of Hippo – of which I have 
read some of his output – and it is  “just a waste of time”)!    

Please will they contact me by email at   “FutureLife.Org”  –  noting the terms of acceptance given off the home page and I will answer their muses  
“line by line”  and  “word by word”  using The Bible in context! 
1Cor. 15v54 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  and  the (body)   (the) decayed/corruptible/perishable   
1Cor. 15v54 og that/this/there/here  (he/she/it  may/should) {sink into a garment}/endue/{put on} [middle voice] 
1Cor. 15v54 og (the) incorruption/{unending existence}/genuineness/immortality,   
1Cor. 15v54 og also  the (body)   mortal/{capable of dying}  that/this/there/here   
1Cor. 15v54 og (he/she/it  may/should) {sink into a garment}/endue/{put on} [middle voice]  
1Cor. 15v54 og (the) deathlessness/{“2nd Death has no power”}/immortality,   
1Cor. 15v54 og then/{at the time}  (it will) {become to be}  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
1Cor. 15v54 og the  (having been) written/scribed/engraved: 
1Cor. 15v54 og [Prophecy, Isa.25v8 ]   (it was) {drunk down}/{gulped entirely}/devoured/drowned/{swallowed up}   
1Cor. 15v54 og the  death/{deadly result}/fatality  into/unto  (the) conquest/triumph/victory. 
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Old Testament reference located at  Isa.25v8 
1Cor. 15v54 = And  whenever  the  decayed/corruptible/perishable    (worldly  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within a fleshly body)   

that  he/she  may/should  endue/{put on}  the  incorruptibility/immortality    (a perfected body for a person who fulfils Yahweh’s Desire)   
also the (person)  mortal/{capable of dying}    (being of a human within the  present fleshly  physical body)   
that  he/she  may  endue/{put on}  the  deathlessness/{“2nd Death has no power”}/immortality   (live in a future perfected  physical body), 
then it will  {become to be}  the  word/sayings/reasonings,   the  (word)   having been written: 
The  Death/Fatality  was  devoured/{swallowed up}  unto/into  the  conquest/victory  (Yahweh’s Methodology over Satan’s methodology) 

 

And whenever the  decayed/perishable   (the body of a human operating according to worldly methodology in the 1st part of our physical life) 
that  he/she  may put on the  incorruptibility/immortality   (yielding a perfected DNA fleshly body [as Isaiah understood])   
         (Isaiah understood this to be  “The Physical Body”  given to those people [of Israel]  who fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  [Isaiah is half-way there]) 
         (Isaiah did  not  understand  [1] Israel was to consist of 3 Epochs,  and  [2] The Incorruptible  “Celestial Body”  was available to 144000 TCs) 
Also the person  mortal/{capable of dying}   (being a human in the 1st part of our physical life) 
that  he/she  may put on the  (perfected body)   immortality/{2nd Death has no power}   (Rev.2v27, 20v6,  in the 2nd part of our physical life). 
         (Isaiah understood this being a mortal person in some manner gaining a perfected  [DNA fleshly]  body as originally given to a perfect  Adam/Eve) 
Then  (when this occurs)  it will become to be the  word/sayings,   the (word)  having been written:- 
  The Death  (caused by Satan's worldly methodology)  was  devoured  (eaten out of existence)  unto The Victory   (of Yahweh's Methodology).  
 

Paul underwrites his understanding of the TCs’ future possibility based upon his interpretation of what Yahweh had prophesied through Isaiah as given 
to us through  “God’s Word part 1”.  Paul’s interpretation is based upon what he has learnt from JC(g) as The Exemplar,  furthermore what he received 
from what The Apostles had taught him when visiting them on many occasions as  “Acts of The Apostles”  tells us to yield  “God’s Word part 2”. 
Paul is continuing his theme being  “The Ideal Goal to fulfil Yahweh's Desire”  by repeating what I stated in my commentary of v53,  but he is taking it to  
“The Logical Conclusion”.  Of which he endorses by the quotations from The Tanakh at Isa.52v8 and Hos.13v14 to show in his teachings the  precise 
overlay  between  “The Old/New Testaments”,  which is sadly  never  taught today – and yet it is  The Foundation  of  “1st Century Christianity”  that 
separates it from “Religion”,  by  many orders of magnitude). 
It must be clearly understood by the reader  “Death”  was only nullified through this given route - 

1. Yahweh states  “The Universal Law”  (“sin, and annihilation then follows”)  that all subjects must obey within His Universe  (Gen.2v17). 
As Paul explained in Rom. chapter 2, 3 and 4,  regarding The Law – it is given by Yahweh  not  to deliberately criminalise us,  but only to 
produce a perfected society  (that can only, and shall occur in The Millennium). 

2. A species  (superhumans “like gods” Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35,  not  “animal-like humanoids”  for the previous 100000 years)  on this planet 
rebelled and  became subject  to the result of Yahweh’s  Universal Decree. 

3. JCg as  “The Creator of The World”  (all life on this planet  [John.1v1-3 correctly translated])  hence became  “the specific god”  of us,  
volunteered  his  very existence  to save his own personal creation and was assayed righteous according to Yahweh’s Universal Decree. 

4. Item (3)  righteously enabled  Yahweh to use His Infinite Capability  (expressed as the “HS” - noting its composite definition)  to resurrect all 
people into what has now  (because of [3])  become the 2nd part of their physical life.  Enabling every individual to learn how to live in a  
righteous/equitable  society  (“Park/Paradise”)  and  only  those people who  respond positively  to this,  shall live for an eternity in fleshly 
bodies  (as Adam and Eve ideally should have done in the beginning). 

5. However because of  (3)  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  has been laid down to become  “The Temple Foundation/{Corner stone}” (JCg)  
inasmuch those people having  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  (being that of  “The Birthright”, as did  “Jacob/Israel”)   and found 
worthy  (by Yahweh in the 1st part of their physical life to become  “The Early Adopters”)  to build upon that foundation.  By consequence of 
their demonstrably worthiness,  they  (144000 TCs)  become  “The Temple of God”  as per  “The Temple Foundation”  before them.   
These TCs all become the 144000  white (pure/perfected)  stones (steadfast/everlasting)  in the same physical bodies as that given to JCg by 
Yahweh to become  “The Temple”  of Jerusalem in The Millennium  (1Pet.2v5-9). 

In this manner from 4 and 5  –  “Death”  has righteously been nullified and JC’s Creation  (being those successful members thereof)  shall live for an 
eternity in a perfected society.  But specifically here,  it must be clearly understood that  in context  of  “The Ideal” –  Paul is  only  speaking about The 
144000 TCs who at this point in time as  “The Firstfruits”  (“The Early Adopters”)  have made  “The Grade”  for  guaranteed everlasting life  where 
“Death”  to them has no hold  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 

This  is  all part of  “The Real Gospel”  of   “1st Century Christianity”  that JC was teaching  (Luke.4v16-19, Mark.1v38, etc.,)  during his 
ministry to explain  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (see this definition elsewhere  [Luke.4v16-19]  –  and in glossary). 

This is precisely what  worldly Christian leaders  are  instructed by Yahweh to teach  –  they by necessity  must  teach it  -  especially now it has been 
carefully explained to them on this website   “FutureLife.Org”  -  because they now have  no  excuse in  not  teaching it,  else renounce their position  – 
or Yahweh will do it for them  (if)  upon their  awakening/rousing (resurrection)!   See all of Luke chapter 16  –  being specifically applicable to them! 
1Cor. 15v55 og [Prophecy, Hos.13v14 ]   What/Where  {of thee/thou/you}  death/{deadly result}/fatality [vocative],   
1Cor. 15v55 og the  prick/point/sting;   
1Cor. 15v55 og what/where  {of thee/thou/you}  (the) Hades/unseen/covered/{hole in the ground}/grave,   
1Cor. 15v55 og the  conquest/triumph/victory? 

Old Testament reference located at  Hos.13v14  
1Cor. 15v55 = Where  {of you}  death/fatality  (is)  the  prick/sting;   (To hurt,  by impregnating  humans with sin  [but TCs are immune]!) 

where  {of you}  Hades/grave/unseen   (is)   the  conquest/victory?   (To consume humans  [but TCs are immune]!) 
 

Where death  (is)  your sting?    (“Death,  how can you hurt us  [= TCs with perfected minds,  resurrected into celestial bodies]?”) 
Where  hades/grave  (is)  your victory?    (“Grave,  how can you cover us  [= TCs resurrected in celestial bodies are incapable of dying]?”) 
 

What a triumphant statement  of certainty  that comes from a TC  (quoting the prophets)  with  “The Expectation”  of becoming a  “Son of God”  
(2Tim.4v6-8)  in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon which  “The 2nd Death”  has no power  (Rev.2v11, 20v6).  These 144000 TCs as  “The Early 
Adopters”  shall become partakers of  “The 1st Resurrection”  to be  “The Early Harvest”  (Rev20v5).  We must ignore the 1st sentence of Rev.20v5,  
being a Copyist’s Addition in the 1st Millennium CE given to confuse  –  only because these copyists were beholden to errant  worldly Christian doctrine 
enshrined in 325 CE at Nicea,  please see my local commentary of some 17,000 words to explain why it is not authentic. 
However, if  awakened/roused  “only”  in the perfected fleshly DNA body,  then while everlasting life  is possible as equally given to Adam and Eve,  then 
likewise as with Adam and Eve  if  the person commits  “deliberate premeditated sin”  (to the deliberate hurt of their neighbour)  then they shall become 
subject to Yahweh’s Decree and shall die in  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  –  because JC  only atoned and then covered us The Once  to enable the 
2nd part of our Life to occur.  JC has given us  no  opportunity for a 3rd or 4th, etc., existence  –  else we would enter the unrighteous realms of Hinduism,  
being a “Religion” given to The World by Satan  to confuse,  in support of his Lie  (John.8v44)  in The Garden of Eden – “By no means shall you die”  
(Gen.3v5)  in direct opposition to what Yahweh stated earlier  (Gen.2v17)!    
1Cor. 15v56 og the  and  prick/point/sting  of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality  the  sin/fault/offence,   
1Cor. 15v56 og the  and  {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}  of the  sin/fault/offence,   
1Cor. 15v56 og the  law/precepts/regulations. 
1Cor. 15v56 = And  the  prick/sting  of  The  Death/Fatality   (is)  The  Sin/Fault/Offence,   
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and  the  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  of  The  Sin/Fault/Offence  (is)  The  Law/Regulations   (having power of death over us). 
 

And the sting of the death  (is)  the sin   (a sinful mind yields “death”  [TCs are demonstrably immune to this,  hence safe when resurrected]),  
         (TCs have proved their mind is  not  sinful during the 1st part of their physical life,  and that is why Yahweh can forgive their “sideslips”) 
and the mighty work of the sin  (is)  The Law   (The Law of Moses on Works is mighty on sinful [ultimately iniquitous] people,  it annihilates them). 

         (We are all subject to the Law on Sin  “Sin and you shall ultimately be annihilated”  -  humans have The Millennium to make The Crisis Decision) 
 

Paul is reaffirming what I stated in the previous commentary to v55.   
The nastiness of  “Death”  (annihilation)  is The Result of sinning  (not fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire = “Missing the Mark/Requirement” of 
Yahweh’s Desire  [which is only to achieve a righteous, edifying society,  being exactly what it is  not  today under Satan’s methodology]).   

The  {mighty power}  sets  “The Required Standard”  (upon which human sin is determined)  became  “The Law”  that Yahweh gives  (see Rom. chapters 
2, 3, and 4)  –  being  “The Requirement”  of His Desire specifically for each one of us.  Obviously “Death” is painful,  like a sting  –  but Paul goes on 
to explain in the next verse that Sin is impregnated within us through the 1st part of our physical life  –  which results in death.   “Sin” results in “Death”. 
However,  because Yahweh desires a perfect Universe  –  and for us to be cohabitants within His Universe  –  then we must personally learn  “reform”  –   
based upon  “The Word of God”  correctly imbued to yield Yahweh’s Methodology within us  (to “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”).   
Thus,  it becomes  “The Word of God”  that purifies us according to Yahweh’s Standard,  being  “The Requirement”  that we must personally reform to 
become Christ-like.   
It is absolutely  not  just as our  worldly Christian leaders errantly  teach us   “JC died for our sins and believe in his death on the cross, to be saved!”    

That is an  utter perversion  of  “The Disclosing Truth”,   being a  crass distortion  of  “The Absolute Truth”!   
That is the classic  half-truth  of which our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  wallow within  –  being a  “nice soundbite”  given to  “keep the punters 
happy”  betting on an eternal life through their  worldly  leaders  (as “The Bookmakers”),  naturally  taking a tithe  “for the effort”!   How disgusting!   
But rather,  as I copiously explain elsewhere,  JC gave us a  two-part  salvation  (both  of which are required for our  “ultimate salvation”) - 

1. The Ministry  to perfect our mind over our 2 part spiritual life.  This is a  personal  (our)  responsibility. 
2. The Ransom Sacrifice  to perfect our fleshly body.  Yahweh takes this responsibility upon  Himself  in our 2 part physical life. 

Our  worldly (and worse, Charlatan)  Christian leaders conveniently ignore  “The True Responsibility”  of   (1) above,  because it is  “hard work”  for 
us to personally reform away from the  self-indulgence  of worldly methodology  (we enjoy hedonism),  and they just promote the easy  (2) above,  
because that means we supposedly  “have no need to do anything”  -  just  “remain human”!   

What a travesty of comprehension!     
Is this true?   

Just witness what they preach by word and deed  –  and carefully examine their fruitage! 
Now I need to explain the difference between - 

Sin/Fault/Offence  (StrongsTM = 264 “hamartano”) 
Lapse/Sideslip/Transgression  (StrongsTM = 3900 “paraptomah”)  which is often  errantly  translated as  “sin or fault or offence”. 

“Sin”  (hamartano)  is deliberate and premeditated  to go out and hurt our neighbour. 
“Transgression”  (paraptomah)  is  accidental,  not  planned to hurt our neighbour. 
Now I need to explain these words in the context of how they are used in The Bible. 
Sin/fault/offence  was used by Peter in his question to JC about how many times to forgive our  brother  (at Matt.18v22)  because he was operating within 
Satan's world and there was the 2nd part of our physical life of The Millennium within which a  brother/sister  could learn how to improve.  Importantly,  
it is a TC forgiving a “brethren” who was sinning  -  but there is  nothing  in the script requiring us to   “forgive our neighbour”  -  most importantly,  
we must  never  hold a grudge against  any individual  (including our  “enemy”  of which a TC has no enemies,  but  only neighbours).   
Thus Peter was speaking about an  immature  brother/sister  who may occasionally  sin/offend  and TCs must bear with this indiscretion to aid reform 
within the offending  brother/sister -  because  importantly  the  brother/sister  is still trying to maintain a Christlike lifestyle -  else they would not be part 
of the Ecclesia  (having left it – or been ejected).  For this reason,  we must forgive them because  we must set The Example of which they should imitate. 
Note however,  a TC will  never  intentionally  offend/sin  and anything short of  “the ideal behaviour”  committed by a TC would be  a true accident. 
None  of this is contradictory  –  and I explain everything in my local commentaries of the incident. 
“Transgression”  by our neighbour  must  be forgiven as The Lord's Model Prayer teaches us  (Matt.6v9-15)  because it  is  unintentional  –  we are  not  
instructed to forgive our neighbour's  “deliberate sin”  against us, -  but we are instructed to  agapao/{edifying love}  our enemy. 
Again,  none  of this is contradictory  -  except within the mind of our  worldly Christian leaders who have not the faintest idea how all this righteously 
operates  –  so I shall explain it to them  (so they can then begin to  correctly  teach their congregational members)! 

We are  not  instructed to  “forgive”  our  neighbour  who  “deliberately sins”  against us. 
However,  we   are   instructed to  “love”  (agapao)  our  neighbour  (all  humans who are not our brethren)  who sins against us. 

Is this contradictory?    
Absolutely not! 

This means that if our neighbour sins against us then we are  not  required to forgive them  –  but we must  never  hold a grudge  –  because we are 
instructed to  “agapao/{edifying love}”  them.   In practice this means we do not  “plan revenge”   –  we must let the received grievance  “pass us by”,  
and not to seek retribution  –  this does  not  mean we  “forgive”,  and if the sinner sees we are behaving as would JC,  then  he/she  might come to us 
and ask why we do not behave like worldly people holding a grudge or be seeking  revenge/retribution/etc. 
This becomes the point in time where we are to demonstrate our  “agapao”  –  to edify them in  “The Word of God”   –  being what drives our mind.  
Ideally this becomes a point in time  -  where they might transform their mind to become like us  –  at which point we can  “righteously forgive”  them  
when they  have  repented!   Yahweh does  not  require us to forgive any person  unless they have repented.    Precisely as He does to us  –  being exactly 
what The Scriptures teach us  –  but many  worldly Christian leaders do  not  teach us this ,  in their utter confusion!    
Note.  The Secular State also has laws and anyone who sins against The Laws and hurts the TC,  means the following - 

The TC does not seek personal retribution but allows The Secular State to administer justice as “The Law dictates”  -  and if recompense is 
required,  then The Secular State handles it for the TC. 

There is no inconsistency throughout these paragraphs,  but yields  “The Ideal Society”  -  as is The Goal for Mankind – made possible by Yahweh’s  
“Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  -  that  is  “The Gospel”  of which JC taught as “1st Century Christianity”,  Sadly,  none  of this is taught 
by  “You know who”  -  except a  “load of unrighteous  confusion/bunkum”  (but what else can we expect from them when they do not care for  “The 
Disclosing Truth”  hence  sons/daughters  of John.8v44)! 
I further expand all aspects of this in great detail,  elsewhere within my commentaries. 
At which point we should return to this verse. 

In the Millennium  –  we are to truly repent and give back some reparation  (to the hurt person)  if we failed through  (premeditated)  sin – 
else we shall be subject to  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation. 

There is a further consideration for us within the Millennium. 
There will be zero neighbours  –  but only  one family  (brothers/sisters  under  The Union [= marriage]  of JCg and the 144000 TCs, Eph.5v30-32)  –  
and thus we will all  be brothers and sisters  –  consequently we will be immediately  forgiving  our  brothers/sisters  because they  likewise,  of reformed 
mind  (operating with JC's character).   Consequently,  any offence they might do will be a  “genuine side-slip”  -  an accident  –  where unintentional 
conflict can occur  (we are only human,  and we make unintentional mistakes  [as true accidents])! 
Hopefully I have explained  “The Righteous Nature”  of this verse in the context of other Bible verses on this subject matter -  without the shenanigans 
and  illogical/unrighteous  statements given by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  demonstrably  not  representing  “The Righteous Yahweh”  (but 
are trying  “to look good”  with titivating  [but unrighteous]  soundbites)! 
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Unfortunately,  our  worldly Christian Leaders outputting nonsense waffle on this subject make Yahweh look foolish within sensible, sane reasoning 
atheists’ minds,  and thus,  whose fault is this when atheists remain as atheists?    

Yahweh shall exact strict vengeance upon  worldly Christian Leaders  (in their millions  -  I justify this number elsewhere [it is very 
approximately 3 million])  making Him look foolish in the minds of atheists  (Luke.12v46-48)!     

 
25th Good News – To Yahweh,  from Whom flow all  gifts/favour,  and with  “The Word of God”  (JC)  giving us TCs  
conquest/victory  over death through our Lord JCg’s ministry and ransom sacrifice. 
159th Reasoning – It is “The Word of God” (JC, Rev.19v13)  imbued within wholly receptive individuals who personally 
gain  “The Real Faith”  through the very necessary 3 stage process which enables us TCs to  “have conquest over death”  
only  because of JC's ministry to purify our mind.  and The Ransom Sacrifice enabling a resurrection into perfected body. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
138th Instruction – Therefore Brethren  (Christians)  gather  accurate  knowledge so that yourselves might become  
solid/steadfast,  substantial/unmoveable,  constantly super abounding in the occupational work of  The Lord/Master 
(ministry/lifestyle),  knowing that your  {pained labour}/{hard work}/weariness  is not  fruitless/empty  within the Lord. 
104th Comment – Can this be said of our congregational members within the  'Christian church'  today?   Have the 
congregational members practical examples of their leaders helping to show them how to do fulfil Paul's Instruction? 

Do I need to write an answer to this –  or is the answer obvious?    (1Cor.4v16, 11v1 to help us here). 
26th Good News – If we fulfil Paul's instruction –  then we are told it is not a  wasted/fruitless  activity within JC as  “The 
Word of God”  controlling our mind yielding agape to our neighbour. 
1Cor. 15v57 og to the  and  God [Yahweh]   (the) grace/{gift/favour}/gratitude/benefit;   
1Cor. 15v57 og to The (One [Yahweh])   giving/bestowing/granting  {to us} [Apostles/TCs having The Expectation]   
1Cor. 15v57 og the  conquest/triumph/victory  through (reason of)  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}   
1Cor. 15v57 og (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
1Cor. 15v57 = And  to the  God  (Yahweh)   gift/favour/benefit   (to refine our mind and fleshly support,  for which we give thanks);   

to The  One  (Almighty God = Yahweh)   giving/granting  {to us}  (TCs)   the  conquest/victory   (over death) 
through reason of  our  lord/master,  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed   (wholly controlling our minds).  

 

And  (the)  gift/favour/benefit  to the God  (Yahweh);   (being the thanks we give for what we have received  [1] God’s Word,  then  [2] support) 
         (God’s Word wholly inculcated so that we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  then Yahweh shall support us to further His Desire for new TCs)  
to The One (The Almighty God [Yahweh])  giving to us   (the 144000 TCs,  having  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”) 
the  conquest/victory  (over  “Death”)   through reason of our  lord/master   (“The Word of God” [= JC]  controlling  our mind) 
         (Yahweh physically makes possible  [1] JC’s transit,  from JCg to JC to JCg  [2] TCs personally reform to imitate JC,  achieve what JC received.) 
of the Anointed  (for Sonship)  Jesus   (where it was JC who gave us  [1] The Ministry for our mind,  [2] The Ransom Sacrifice for our body). 

         (JC understood  “God’s Word part 1”  and replicated it within his life as both the  spiritual/physical  example of which successful people copy.) 
 

Paul is only speaking of  “us”  as TCs having  “The Expectation of The Inheritance”  through The Fidelity of their  accurate  ministry work comparable 
to that of JC,  and be living  non-hypocritical  lifestyles that must mirror JC’s lifestyle,  where JC sincerely desired to edify his neighbour so  he/she  
might become a future TC,   and thus a future  “Son of God”,   like that of his imminent future.   

JC yearns for his future mate comprising of the future 144000 TCs taken over some 2000 years of  “The Gospel Age”. 
That is  not  how  worldly Christian leaders behave  –  knowing The Bible as well as I do,  then it is possible to gain a 6th sense,  to peer through their 
clothes  (outward personality)  and see their fruitage  (congregation)  copying their leader's spiritual DNA delivered from  “the very sap”  (wetware) 
operating within their mind! 
Clearly  worldly  humans  (including  worldly Christians)  upon  awakening/rousing  (resurrection)  will have an opportunity to have this conquest over 
death  (that the 2nd time around would become  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation)  by imbuing within their lifestyle  the  one/same   
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JCg,  that in this manner to then  truly  “believe in JC”  to become everlastingly saved.   

But there will be  (perhaps a 1/3 of the resurrected humans  –  see my logic given in Revelation commentaries)  who will ultimately revert 
back to the former 1st part of their  physical/spiritual  life  (Rev.22v15)  when  knowing  The Reality of both  bad  (1st part of their physical 
life)  and then  good  (2nd part of their physical life)  societies.  It will be evidential to all fellow humans these rebellious people truly do not  
“believe in JC”  (John.6v64)  having  not  purified the 2nd part of their life  –  thereby being demonstrably iniquitous  (as was Judas)  and 
regrettably be destroyed  (annihilated)  in  “The 2nd Death”. 

It is for this reason Paul is  only  speaking of the TCs,  because they are the  only  people  in The Millennium who shall  not  fear  “The 2nd Death”  upon 
resurrection  (Rev.2v11, 20v6),  because they shall  not  be resurrected in fleshly DNA bodies,  but  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies  (being of what we 
are told here). 
Furthermore  -  that is  why  JC’s Law  (Mark.12v30-31)  is  able to suppress The Sin  (when fully inculcated),  because,  JC’s Law  complements  The 
Law of Moses  being that JC’s two Laws drive  “The Mind”  (in agapao)  to deliver  “The Works”  ( of agape)  that fulfil  “The Law of Moses”  –  
thereby making JC successful  (and the people who copy him). 
This is precisely the reason why JC said what he did at Matt.6v17-18. 

Can the reader understand The Righteous Logic behind this?  –   All as The Bible  specifically tells us! 
But  none  of this is taught correctly,  if at all by our  worldly Christian leaders;  and this is what they need to explain to JCg  (if  they are resurrected)! 
1Cor. 15v58 og Thus/{Insomuch that}  (the) brothers/{The Brethren}  {of me}/mine/my   
1Cor. 15v58 og (the) {dearly/well-loved}/beloved,   (the) sedentary/immovable/settled/firm/steadfast [plural]  
1Cor. 15v58 og (you) {become to be} [middle voice]   (the) immovable/unmoveable [plural],   
1Cor. 15v58 og (the) {super-abounding}/excessively/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}  
1Cor. 15v58 og  in  to the  {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed  of the  lord/master   
1Cor. 15v58 og {every when}/{at all times}/always,  (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving   
1Cor. 15v58 og because  the  {sapping toil}/pained/{strength wanes in labour}/weariness   
1Cor. 15v58 og {of yourselves}  no/not/none  (it) is  (the) {having nothing}/empty/worthless/vain/fruitless   
1Cor. 15v58 og in  (to the) lord/master. 
1Cor. 15v58 = Thus my beloved Brethren,  you  personally  {become to be}  the  solid/firm/steadfast,  the  immoveable/unmoveable,   

constantly/{all the time}   {super abounding}/overflowing  within  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour  of the  lord/master  (JC),   
because  the  knowing/understanding  your  {pained labour}/{hard work}/weariness   
{it is}  not  the  fruitless/empty/vain/{for nothing}  within  the  lord/master   (JCg as  “The Word of God”  operating in us as a parousia). 
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Thus,  my beloved Brethren,  yourselves   (actively aiming to be TCs)    
personally become to be  solid/steadfast,  immoveable   (driven internally by  “The Word of God”  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire), 
always overflowing within the occupational effort of the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind), 
          (The “{spilling over}/excess”  given in our work copying JC’s ministry/lifestyle  [this is accurately teaching God’s Word in  both  word and deed])  
because  knowing/understanding  your pained labour   (by imitating JC's  ministry/lifestyle/deportment  in edifying your neighbour) 
it is not  fruitless/{in vain}  within the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  operating within us as a  parousia/presence). 

           (Yahweh and JCg fully recognise the tremendous  effort/sacrifice  the 144000 TCs expound within their life,  wholly unrecognised by The World.) 
 

Does the reader know what  “The Work of the Lord”  really means? 
       It does  not  mean  –  Just -  

Being  “supposedly a good person”,  singing happy songs,  saying the loveliest eloquent words and fervid claims to  “believe in The Lord”! 
See what Paul said of Abraham in Rom.4v1-3 and further in Heb.11v8-19   (please also read my local commentaries). 

Doing this sort of work does  not  make us any different from a Muslim,  Buddhist or Hindu,  and by definition,  they  cannot  be TCs!   
Just saying - 

We  “believe in JC”,  again does not make us much different to those people of other religions, equally  “believing”  in a similar  “elevated”  
entity  –  in fact it makes us a hypocrite if the words in v58 are  not  fulfilled in our lifestyle  (please see what JC said at John.6v64 and the 
counter at John.6v68,  said by Peter,  likewise Matt.19v27).  These are especially important differentiators that must be made to separate  “1st 
Century Christianity”  from “Religion” -  but it is all  glossed-over  and thus effectively ridiculed by  “Leaders of Christendom”  within their 
near-useless  sermons given merely to  “please the ear”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  and  “fill the time”  of their  “paying”  clientele/audience/patrons! 
Especially when we are taught by  “you know who”  that   “We are not saved by works ……”  only because they do not understand that 
Yahweh is  “seeking out”  His 144000 New Leaders  (Luke.20v16)  who  are  working like JC  -   according to this verse and James.2v16-26 
demonstrating  “Real Faith”  to The World.   We can logically deduce why these  worldly Christian leaders state what they do  –  because 
they are  not  “working”  in the correct spiritual arena  (being,  they work in The Worldly Arena and  not  Yahweh’s Arena)! 

Congregational members become excused  in their innocence  (Rom.16v17-18)  because they know nothing else  -  being only what they are instructed.   
It is those leaders who are  giving  “The Instruction of  wantonness/lethargy/confusion”  to their congregations who have  “The Most Serious Problem”  
upon their hands at the end of the 1st part of their physical life  (Luke.12v46-48)!   I really would not like to be in their shoes upon their  
awakening/rousing  (resurrection,  Matt.24v48-51).  Also see my commentaries at Matt.5v3-12 because those ailments are all allegoric to  “The Spiritual 
Condition”  driving The Mind,  and  not  physical  worldly  conditions as taught by  worldly Christian leaders in their sermons  (which demonstrates they 
have  not the faintest idea what The Bible contents mean  –  all as I carefully show throughout within my thousands of commentaries!). 

So please read this website to find out what being a TC really means in our life,  being our  “Ideal Goal”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire! 
 
 
139th Instruction – Concerning the collection for the  “holy people”  in Jerusalem,  it is best to put a little aside each week 
so that when I come it is not such a burden upon you.  If you have any recommendations of suitable people,  then they 
might also come with me to Jerusalem. 
160th Reasoning – Note:  “Holy People”  =  “People who are  (truly) separate from this world of sin”  =  “People who 
are  innocent/blameless  in everything they do”  =  “People who think and reason like JC”  =  “People who precisely 
imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  =  “People who are utterly neutral in all worldly affairs  (being blind to this worldly 
system)  and  accurately  teach The Word of God”  =  “People who are persecuted  (v9)  by The Religious Authorities of 
this present worldly system”  (to paraphrase The Bible of its many references to this subject).   
Thus,  it does  not  mean that  “The Brethren”  should feel indebted to give collections to  worldly (or worse, iniquitous)  
Christian leaders today who are  not  representing Yahweh’s interests,  all as this website so very clearly explains!  
27th Good News – Paul,  one of the leading TCs,  desires to stay with them at their houses  to assist their spiritual 
edification  and not just in passing  -  but for several months!    
105th Comment – Would this occur by our top  worldly Christian leaders?   I really do not think they have anything useful 
to say about fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!   However,  they would have so much to say about worldly affairs,  because they 
think and reason in the same manner as worldly people supported by so much personal opinion and waffle  (none of which 
would be sourced by The Bible  [in context])! 
1Cor. 16v1 og concerning/about  And  of the  {commercial contribution}/collection/gathering,   
1Cor. 16v1 og of the (thing [collection])  into/unto  the  blameless/{holy persons} [TCs],   
1Cor. 16v1 og {just as}/{exactly like}  (I) {arrange thoroughly}/institute/ordain/prescribe/command/organised   
1Cor. 16v1 og to the  {calling out}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches  of the  Galatia,   
1Cor. 16v1 og {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so  also  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 16v1 og (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice. 
1Cor. 16v1 = And  concerning  the  {commercial contribution}/collection, 

of the  thing (collection)   unto  the  blameless/{holy people}  (TCs),  
just/as  I  organised/instituted/commanded  to the  {calling outs}/churches/ecclesiae  of the  Galatia, 
{in that manner}/as  also  {specifically yourselves}  do/perform/provide. 

 

And concerning the collection,  of the thing (collection)  unto the  {holy people}/TCs   (and brethren actively aiming to be TCs), 
just as I  organised/commanded  to the  {calling outs}/ecclesia  of the Galatia, 
in that manner as also specifically yourselves  do/provide  (for the holy people,  TCs). 
 

Firstly,  I have deliberately  not  used the word  “saints”  only because I do not wish the reader to be confused with historical individuals given worldly 
titles posthumously by those  “Professional Religious Leaders”  who should know The Bible well enough to realise they have absolutely  no  authority to 
take  “The Place of Yahweh”  –  for it is  only  Yahweh Who will chose those people worthy to become  His   “Sons of God”  (Matt.20v23).  

Obviously,  worldly methodology has clouded their judgement about their personal status! 
Yahweh has  no  need for  “a helping hand”  from  “Religious Leaders”  fulfilling  worldly  interests  –  especially when we are told  not  to judge others! 

Which also means  positively,  as well as negatively  (as only the latter is generally taught)! 
Clearly as we read here,  TCs are using all their time in the  accurate  teaching work,  to the absolute best they are able.  
In this instance some of the  {holy people}  as we read elsewhere,  were destitute and thus required physical sustenance  food/clothing  to carry their 
fleshly body into the next day  -  and this is  “The Collection”  referred upon within this verse.   Note the definition of  “holy”  see glossary  –  from the 
accurate definition of  “holy”  we realise that virtually all religious people are absolutely  not  holy!  
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Some humans have outside interests that can support their physical needs  (secular work)  –  but this does not preclude any person from becoming a TC 
in the sight of Yahweh! 

Why  –  because surely those people who have more time in the week  “gain more favour”  from Yahweh? 
No,  it does  not  work like that! 

Let me explain  in a worldly manner  what is occurring  (in reality Yahweh knew who these 144000 TCs would be  before  the creation of Mankind). 
Yahweh is closely  examining/scrutinising  the very synapse construction mapping within each Christian during the 1st part of their physical life. 
Yahweh is examining the individual’s  motivation  being of  “The Personal Responsibility”  a person takes upon  him/herself  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
mapped out  “according to their abilities”  and  “pressure of circumstance”. 
Thus  

If  a human is  not  lusting after worldly self-indulgence  (of whatever,  often prominence),  nor working to  “store up”  for the worldly future,  
and thus this individual is possibly in a low paid occupation  (without perks)   -  
Then,  even if they can only put a few hours a week in loyally fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire to  the very best they are able  out of their means,  
rather than out of their excess  (Mark.12v42-43,  Luke.21v2-3  –  where money is actually  “man hours”  of capability)  –  then this person 
will shine in Yahweh’s Judgement.   Especially during the social interaction during the day,  his/her  manners and deportment will teaching 
people alongside of  “The Great Respect and Awe”  this person has for Yahweh  (noting some people at work have apologised for even mild 
swearing when they became aware I was near to them). 

Why is this person shining in Yahweh’s Judgment? 
Because this person is doing  the very best,  he/she  is able  with what they have  –  relying upon Yahweh  gifts/favours (grace)  of support 
within The Environment to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to gain the next generation of TCs). 

This person becomes like The Widow with two mites who gave  out of her existence  (she sacrificed the offering to Yahweh rather than to buy food for 
her to eat  –  she went hungry because of that sacrifice  Luke.21v1-4)!   Yahweh desires this type of stoic person;  most certainly He has absolutely  no  
supposed tyrannical pleasure at witnessing suffering people like this widow  -  but rather He knows this person is absolutely focussed on utterly fulfilling 
His Desire  now  –  faithful in small things  (Luke.16v12, 19v16-19),  to be faithful in large things in The Millennium  –  as our future rulers! 
Conversely a Christian  leader/theologian  who needs no secular work because they are paid by funds from The Denomination,  and they might spend 
much time saying supposedly the most wonderful things about The Lord,  also by their presence supporting all manner of charities,  pressing all the 
correct buttons  (for deluded devotees’ applause)  to seem supposedly “the most holy”  person!   Yet this person is most likely to be spurned by Yahweh 
because  he/she  has  “The Excess”  in time  ({man hours} related to money)  and it is used most unwisely by specifically  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire 
to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/deportment  to produce the next generation of TCs.   

These Christian leaders are likened to  “The Rich Men”  in JC’s observation at Mark.12v42-43, Luke.21v1-4  (and likewise represented at 
Luke.16v19-22+) 

These rich  (in God’s Word)  people whose motivation is for the salutations and recognition of their “supposedly wonderful work”  (also see Luke.20v46)  
from The World by using Yahweh’s Word as a personal  “income”/return  (of whatever worldly indulgence)  have turned their back firmly against 
Yahweh! 
But each is personally assessed by Yahweh,  we can  only  comment/judge  ourselves  against  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  =  JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
1Cor. 16v2 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)  first/certain/one 
1Cor. 16v2 og (of the) Sabbaths/{days of weekly repose from secular activity}  each/any/every  {of yourselves}   
1Cor. 16v2 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [himself] 
1Cor. 16v2 og (let him/her) place/ordain/settle/{sink/lay down}/purpose/appoint/put   
1Cor. 16v2 og (the) amassing/reserving/{layup treasure}/{keeping in store}   
1Cor. 16v2 og who/what/which/that  {some/any/certain thing}  wish/suppose  [= whatsoever thing] 
1Cor. 16v2 og (he/she has) {to help on the road of life}/{succeeded in reaching}/prospered/success,   
1Cor. 16v2 og that  not  whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  (I) accompany/appear/bring/come;   
1Cor. 16v2 og then/{at the time}   (the) {commercial contributions}/collections/gatherings  (they) {become to be}. 
1Cor. 16v2 = Accordingly to,  (then)    first/certain/one  of the  Sabbaths  each  {of yourselves},   

let  he/she  place/purpose  the  amassing/{keeping in store}  {some/any/certain thing}  near/alongside  himself/(herself) 
that  wish/suppose  he/she  has  prospered   (in the week)   
(so)  that  not  they  {become to be}  the   (many last minute)   {commercial contributions/collections  when  I  accompany/come. 

 

Accordingly  (I suggest,  then)  of the  one/certain  Sabbaths, 
let each of yourselves,  he/she  place/{lay down}  the  amassing/collection  something alongside to  himself/(herself) 
that suppose  he/she  has prospered   (in between time  [of this request and of the collection]) 
(so)  that not  (there)  become to be   (many last minute)   collections/contributions  when I come. 
 

Every Sabbath put aside a little  money/goods  from your worldly gain,  so you have no need to find a single large sum when I come to visit you. 
1Cor. 16v3 og whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  And  
1Cor. 16v3 og (I) {become near}/approach/arrive/{appear publicly}/come   
1Cor. 16v3 og whom/what/which/that  if/whenever  [= whomever]   (you) assay/prove/test/discern/audit/examine   
1Cor. 16v3 og through (reason of)   (the) epistles/letters [of commendation]  {such these} (persons)   
1Cor. 16v3 og (I will) {dispatch (from the point of departure)}/transmit/bestow/wield/send/{thrust in}   
1Cor. 16v3 og the  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  {of yourselves}  into/unto  Jerusalem. 
1Cor. 16v3 = And  whenever  I  {become near}/arrive,   

if  whom  you  assay/attest/approve   (communicated to me)   through reason of   (your)   the {letters of commendation}  
(then)  {such these}  people  I will  dispatch/send  your  gifts/favours   (donations from the gentile congregations)   unto  Jerusalem. 

 

And whenever I become near   (to yourselves), 
whomever you approve   (communicated to me)   through reason of   (your)   the letters of commendation 
(then)   such these people I will dispatch your  gifts/favours   (donations/contributions)   to Jerusalem. 
 

1Cor. 16v4 og if/whenever  And  might/may/can/should/be  (the) deserving/worthy/{due reward}/suitable   
1Cor. 16v4 og of the  {I also}/{even I}/{and me}  (to) traverse/travel/depart/journey/go [middle voice],   
1Cor. 16v4 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to [= in/with/by/on] me}   
1Cor. 16v4 og (they will) traverse/travel/depart/journey/go [middle voice]. 
1Cor. 16v4 = And  if  (it)  may/be  suitable/worthwhile  and me  to  personally  travel/journey,   

they will  personally  travel/journey  {united as companions}  {with me}   (to Jerusalem). 
 

And if  (it)  maybe suitable,  and me to personally travel, 
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they shall personally travel united as companions with me   (to Jerusalem). 
 

Paul is suggesting    
If it makes sense,  then I will also journey with them as companions when I go to Jerusalem.   

The advantage from Paul’s point of view  –  he has a  “captive audience”  in which to espouse The Scriptures and teach them by example how to talk to 
strangers by starting up a conversation and then moving onto his missionary work! 
1Cor. 16v5 og (I shall) accompany/appear/bring/come [middle voice]  And  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
1Cor. 16v5 og {specifically yourselves}  whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  (the) Macedonia   
1Cor. 16v5 og (I) {to traverse}/come/depart/go/abroad/{pass by/over/through};   
1Cor. 16v5 og (the) Macedonia  for  (I am) traversing/coming/departing/going/abroad/{passing by/over/through}. 
1Cor. 16v5 = And  I  shall  personally  accompany/come  towards  {specifically yourselves}  whenever  I  {pass through}  Macedonia;   

for  I am  {passing through}  Macedonia. 
 

And I shall personally come towards specifically yourselves whenever I pass through Macedonia; 
for I am passing through Macedonia. 
 

1Cor. 16v6 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}  and   
1Cor. 16v6 og (the) {make ready}/{bring to pass}/attain/perchance/occur   
1Cor. 16v6 og (I will) {to stay near}/remain/abide/tarry/continue   
1Cor. 16v6 og or/than/either/rather  also  (to the) {winter near}/{stay over winter},  
1Cor. 16v6 og that  {specifically yourselves}  I/me/my  (you may) {set forward}/escort/aid/accompany/{conduct forth}   
1Cor. 16v6 og {which/where so ever}  if/whenever [= wherever]   (I may/should) traverse/travel/depart/journey [middle voice]. 
1Cor. 16v6 = And  {make ready}/perchance  I will  {to stay}/remain/tarry  toward  {specifically yourselves}, 

also  or/rather  to the  {stay over winter},   
that  {specifically yourselves}  may  {set forward}/escort  me  if  {where so ever}  I may  (personally)  travel/journey  (after visiting you). 

 

And perchance I will remain  towards/near  specifically yourselves, 
or,  also stay over winter, 
that specifically yourselves might set me forward   (on my way)   if where so ever I might personally travel   (after visiting you). 
 

1Cor. 16v7 og not  (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}  for  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 16v7 og {just now}/henceforth/hitherto/now/present  in  (to the[= within]) {by-road}/route/way   
1Cor. 16v7 og (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive,   
1Cor. 16v7 og (I am) expecting/confiding/entrusting  and  (the) {unspecified space of time}/opportunity/delay/while/time   
1Cor. 16v7 og {some/any (time)}  (to) {stay over}/persevere/abide/continue/remain  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
1Cor. 16v7 og {specifically yourselves},   
1Cor. 16v7 og if/whenever  the  lord/master  (he) {to turn over (transfer)}/{give leave}/allows/let/permits. 
1Cor. 16v7 = For  not  {just now}/presently  I  determine/desire  to  see/perceive  {specifically yourselves}  {by road}/{on route},   

and  I am  expecting/entrusting  to  {stay over}/remain  some/any  {unspecified period of time}  towards  {specifically yourselves}, 
if  the  lord/master  he  allows/permits. 

 

For I presently determine not to see specifically yourselves on route   (meaning,  “I presently have no specific plans to see you … … … ”) 
and I am entrusting to stay over some unspecific time towards specifically yourselves   (… but something may occur enabling me to visit you) 
if The  Lord/Master  allows   (Yahweh operating His HS within The Environment around Paul,  to determine Paul’s future actions). 
 

1Cor. 16v8 og (I will) {stay over}/persevere/abide/continue/remain  And  in  (to the [= within]) Ephesus  until/{up to}/while   
1Cor. 16v8 og of the  Pentecost. 
1Cor. 16v8 = And  I will  {stay over}/remain  within Ephesus  until/{up to}  of the  Pentecost. 
 

I (Paul)  will stay over within Ephesus until of the Pentecost. 
 

 
28th Good News – Paul has recognised a new area into which he might travel so enabling The Gospel,  being  “1st Century 
Christianity”,  (and  not  what we are errantly told today)  to be spread even further into The Heathen World.  
111th Allegory – door = Paul hears of an interest in  “The Word of God”  to be developed,  has occurred in another area. 
85th Warning – And as usual  (John.16v1-4)  occurs,  The Religious Leaders,  all claiming to represent Yahweh,  are out 
to  stop/oppose/resist/adversarial  (to be satanic)  to Paul,  who himself,  is only fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire in this present  
evil/hurtful/harmful  world  (contrary to what the religious leaders then – or even today might state,  now having some 
1700+  years to  “perfect the error”  of their wholly  illogical and most unrighteous doctrine). 
I simply ask the  worldly Christian congregations –  please just carefully  consider/contemplate  over what you are told! 
Surely that is not too much to ask –  is it?   Yahweh Desires this,  and  surely,  you too wish to fulfil His Desire? 
1Cor. 16v9 og (the) door/portal/entrance/gate  For  {to me}/mine  (it has) {opened up}   
1Cor. 16v9 og (the) big/large/mighty/exceedingly/great  also  (the) active/operative/effectual/powerful,  
1Cor. 16v9 og also  (they are/be) {lying opposite}/adversarial/repugnant/{being contrary}/opposing [middle voice] 
1Cor. 16v9 og (the) many/much/plenteous (persons). 
1Cor. 16v9 = For  the  large/great  also  the  active/effectual  door/portal  has  {opened up}  {to me},   

also  the  many/plenteous  people,   they be  personally  opposing/adversarial. 
 

For the great,  also effectual door has opened up for me   (there has arisen plenty of opportunities for me to spread God’s Word), 
(but)  also they be many personally adversarial people   (“Leaders of Religion”  stopping Paul’s teaching  [who else is sufficiently motivated?]). 
                (Also acknowledging,  there could be many other circumstances that might delay Paul in seeing these Corinthian brethren) 
 

Paul is always positively looking forward to be communicating  “1st Century Christianity”  of  “The Real Faith”  to new people  (and not the  worldly 
Christianity we have taught today,  it having morphed into “Religion”  over the last some 1700+ years of The Gospel Age). 
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The World is so large,  and the ecclesia is growing to broadcast  “The Real Faith”,  however there are many people who  afflict/oppose  the TCs’ work. 
Who are these people? 

Paul initially went to Ephesus in Acts.19v23-30 and had much support until certain religious leaders together with the idol makers led an uprising 
against Paul and his colleagues.  Then he went again to Ephesus as we are told at  Acts.21v27 where the Jews  (religious mercenaries)  followed Paul 
around his missionary journeys stirring up trouble Acts.21v28-29 and desiring to kill Paul at Acts 21v31.  Then later,  after Paul had been rescued by 
The Roman Soldiers,  we then have  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  (claiming to represent The Almighty God - Yahweh)  conspiring to kill Paul 
as we are told at Acts.23v12-14. 

What is the common denominator here? 
It is  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  orchestrating  “The Opposition to The Word of God”  being accurately taught! 

         For the reasons,  it undermines  “Their Prestigious Position”,  that could stop  “Their Worldly Income”  and exposes them to be  “Hypocrites”! 
So we understand just like Paul before his conversion,  “The Professional Religious Leaders”  were sending out their  religious  zealots/mercenaries  
(called here for a convenient label  “The Jews”  -  please see my reasoning in John's Gospel to thoroughly justify this statement)  to cause trouble 
against TCs.  Moreover, in the limit of what they could do,  these  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  would kill these TCs  (through the use of their 
subordinates  [so the leaders might keep their hands  “Publicly Clean”]).   Note how the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  used The Romans as  “The 
Fall Guys”  regarding the murder of JC – I explain everything in more detail within my many commentaries given in the Gospels. 
This has followed throughout history and the notable example I use is William Tyndale who likewise was hounded by  “The Professional Religious 
Leaders”  organising their spies and religious  zealots/mercenaries  though different countries in hot pursuit to capture their prey!   Today in less 
Westernised countries the religious leaders follow the same technique,  but in The Developed Countries the Religious Leaders would use  “character 
assassination”  through the media  and/or  plant evidence in the attempt  “throw enough muck and hoping something will stick”  -  being precisely what 
they did to JC early in his ministry!   This is  “Standard Procedure”! 

So  -  Who specifically are these people? 
They are   “People who feel personally threatened by the actions of someone else!” 

With what are they threatened? 
Exposure that will affect their comfortable lifestyle  (of whatever is paramount to them)  in a detrimental manner  (John.11v47-53)! 

How are they exposed? 
By people who sincerely live according to what  he/she  states  –  inasmuch they demonstrate  no  hypocrisy between their lifestyle and what they state. 
These people are TCs who threaten the lifestyle of  “The Professional Religious Leaders”,  who themselves live comfortably off the proceeds  (of 
whatever is paramount to them)  given by their congregations! 
What the reader must understand that while  “The Age”  (decade/century/millennium)  is different and the individual names’ are different  –  by  
etiological/statistical  reasoning it can be shown  precisely the  one/same  distribution of mindsets from one extreme to the other will pervade throughout 
the succeeding generations to be taking the same positions within  any  religious establishment! 
Therefore,  what occurred then,  occurs now  in just about the same proportions as it did then!    

And the way people behaved then,  would be the same as people in those positions behave today. 
Moreover,  just as we have wonderful eloquent people today  “working their magic”  as  “Professional Religious Leaders”,  then likewise there were  
precisely the  same type  of people  in the day of Jesus,  named  “The Pharisees”  -  and JC was  generally  scathing of them  (Luke.12v1, etc.,)  –  
consequently,  JC will likewise be equally scathing of our  worldly  religious leaders of today  (particularly  worldly Christian leaders)  upon their 
resurrection into The Millennium!    
Because quite simply,   their mindset  was/is  wrong and  cannot be objective   (please see my commentaries at Matt.6v24, 22v21)! 

It is as straightforward as that statement,  and precisely why Yahweh rejects them  (Luke.20v16, etc.)  as being His representatives! 
 
29th Good News – Timothy and Apollos are strong in  “The Real Faith” –  because they have  accurate  knowledge that 
righteously holds together  without  any mysteries.  Thus,  giving total assurance allowing these sincere individuals to act 
with utter fidelity to  “The Accurate Knowledge”  safely held within their  “synapse construction mapping”. 
106th Comment – Though Timothy is still physically young,  he yet has a very mature spiritual head upon his shoulders,  
and thus Paul is ensuring he is welcomed as an ambassador of The Anointed,  endorsed by Paul. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
1Cor. 16v10 og if/whenever  And  (he) accompanies/appears/brings/comes  (the) Timothy 
1Cor. 16v10 og (you) behold/see/look/beware/{take heed};  that  fearlessly/{without fear}   
1Cor. 16v10 og (he may/should) {become to be}  toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}.   
1Cor. 16v10 og the  for  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds  (of the) lord/master   
1Cor. 16v10 og (he) {toils as occupation}/effects/{engaged with}/{labours for} [middle voice]   
1Cor. 16v10 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  also  [emphatic] I/me. 
1Cor. 16v10 = And  you  behold/{take heed/notice}  the  Timothy  whenever  he  appears/comes,   

that  {without fear}  he may  {become to be}  towards  {specifically yourselves},   
for he  personally  {toils as occupation}/{engages with}  the  {occupational effort}/work/labour  of the  lord/master (JC),   
also  {in that manner}/as  emphatic I (Paul). 

 

And you  behold/{take notice of}  the Timothy  whenever he comes   (to visit you), 
               (Timothy is the recipient of Paul’s letters  1 and 2  in The Bible,  and is given a ringing endorsement to these Corinthian recipients by Paul)    
that without fear he may become to be towards specifically yourselves, 
for he personally toils as an occupation with the labouring of the  lord/master   (JC as God’s Word controlling his mind). 
 

TCs labour for the Lord as  “occupational” (meaning “continuous”)  work.   
Here we read that Timothy was copying Paul,  as Paul copied JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.). 

Yet this statement is  not  commutative  -  inasmuch  -  those people  “claiming to be labouring for the Lord”  are  not  necessarily TCs! 
Two things are to be considered here - 

1. It depends what the driver might be that delivers the labour  (which leads conveniently to the 2nd point). 
2. {Toils as occupation}  does not mean we toil to be paid by the World,  but rather we use all our time to be paid by Yahweh  (if He so chooses). 

Unfortunately,  that is  “The Façade”  worldly Christian leaders’ paint for the flock,  to yield their  self-indulgent  return! 
JC gave us a tool to identify the TC  –  look at their personal fruitage,  and the fruitage of their associates! 

That fruitage paints a thousand pictures  (bending the maxim  –  a picture paints a thousand words)  being what we witness in some 42,000 
worldly Christian schisms  (at 2013 CE of this 2nd revision)!   This is hardly  The  One/Same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh! 
There is only  one/same  Yahweh   and there is only  one/same  “1st Century Christianity”  and  not  the falsehoods we have today! 

Now to defend what I teach away from the unrighteous and thus  satanic/adversarial  backlash. 
While  (1) cannot be contested  –  obviously  worldly Christian leaders will state they have the perfect driver,  because it is   “They love the Lord”! 
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I could write quite a large dissertation with many examples to show the  “love”  they state is not  “agapao”  physically leading to  “agape” but is much 
closer to  “eros”  (being a  “self-indulgent love”  to feed the lusting of an  animalistic/carnal  mind)! 
Just because someone says something,  does not mean they  “abide by what they state”  –  very often leaders state one thing and  do another,  for obvious 
reasons!   That is why JC called these people  “hypocrites”  –  the greatest being   “Leaders of Religion”,  with politicians following a very close second. 

The reason is  “their living”  (“creature comforts”)  depends upon  “The Image”  they give out to The World  –  so they must  “appear 
appealing”  (1Thes.2v3-6)  to gain public applause to reap the worldly  harvest/returns  from this public applause!   Thus,  their driver is  not  
compatible with what Yahweh desires,  essentially,  they are compromised and cannot be objective  -  and we are back to my commentaries at 
Matt..6v24, 22v21, etc.). 

This is where we come to the 2nd part for consideration. 
The  “lay-preacher”  is someone who receives  no  worldly return,  thereby at least,  they  must have an honest internal driver  –  being the same that 
drives a martyr for Their Cause.  This  “honest driver”  could well be much misplaced,  where the martyr may be operating upon  “blind faith”  –  which 
is specifically why we must gain  “The Real Faith”  by the especially important three stage process of  

(1)  Gaining  accurate knowledge  [from an accurately translated Bible  –  pre 1950 CE translation],   
(2)  Vehemently/vigorously/rigorously  assay/test/prove  “The Knowledge”  to ensure that it is wholly righteous for every human who has 
existed on this planet  –  from this activity  we gain  assurance  and  Competence/Authority  to accurately teach. 
Once knowing this  “Knowledge”  has been sourced by Yahweh  (through TCs)  and not Satan  (through his  self-indulgent  cohorts working  
“the magic”  upon their millions of congregations)  and finally   
(3)  To  operate with  fidelity  upon what is  accurately  known and  thoroughly tested.   

         This three-stage route generates  “The Real Faith”  that has been  “searched for and found”  to paraphrase JC’s instruction to us  (Matt.7v7, etc.). 
Because the TCs  (ideally “us”)  have  ardently gone through this process,  then the TCs become the worthy Trees delivering acceptable fruitage  
(Matt.7v16-21)  for Yahweh’s Pleasure,  for which they  (ideally “we”)  receive absolutely  no  worldly return from the labours  (except perhaps abuse 
and persecution by  “You know who”). 
To this end of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  we use all our time outside our secular activity to  “get our fleshly body into the next day”  in the active 
ministry work  freely/simply  given for no worldly return.   Then Yahweh will assess this activity,  to determine see if it was comparable to that given by 
JC,  where it is not necessarily  “what is done”,  but rather   The Motive behind  “what is done”.  If in  His  assessment  (Matt.20v23)  it is of the correct 
building material  (1Cor.3v13)  –  then we will be paid by return with Sonship  –  provided we are truly driven by  “agapao”  to deliver  “agape”. 

Hopefully,  that fully explains my two considerations of this verse  –  which clearly separates TCs from  worldly Christian leaders! 
Again,  I must implore The Reader to look at The Fruitage of either myself,  or that of our  worldly Christian leaders to determine  The  Driver/Intent  
behind what we do and give out into The Environment.    

How does what we  personally  do  “Bring forth Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation”? 
That is all we need ask! 

The answer is most illuminating! 
But first we need to know - 

“What is Yahweh’s Most righteous Plan for Human Salvation?” 
Because our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will certainly  not  tell us! 

The answer to that question,  then we need to read  “FutureLife.Org”  because it explains precisely  how/when/why/what  Yahweh is doing for us! 
Moreover, FutureLife.Org requests the most intelligent questioning of its contents,  unlike our  “Religious Leaders”  who often kill the people 
questioning their output as we only need read in The Bible,  and witness what has occurred during The Gospel Age – showing them to be no different to a 
political despotic state murdering its political opponents.  Which does show the common denominator controlling their mind – Satan’s methodology! 
Which is precisely why Yahweh will ensure religious and political leaders  (and many of commerce)  take  “The Last/Least Position”  in The Millennium 
if fortunate enough to be resurrected! 
1Cor. 16v11 og Not  {some/any/certain person}  therefore/then  (the) him [Timothy]   
1Cor. 16v11 og (he/she [church member]) contemptible/despise/{least esteemed}/scorn/{counted worthless};   
1Cor. 16v11 og (you) {set forward}/escort/aid/accompany/{conduct forth}  and  (the) him [Timothy]  
1Cor. 16v11 og in  (to the [= within]) peace/prosperity/rest,   
1Cor. 16v11 og that  (he [Timothy] may/should) accompany/appear/bring/come  toward/nearness/{accession to}  I/me/my;   
1Cor. 16v11 og (I am) {accept from (a source)}/awaiting/expecting/{looking for}/tarrying  for  (the) him [Timothy]  
1Cor. 16v11 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  of the  brothers/{The Brethren}. 
1Cor. 16v11 = Therefore  not  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  scorn/despise  the him (Timothy),   

and  you  {set forward}/escort  him in  peace/prosperity/rest,   
that he  may/should  accompany/come  towards  me (Paul);   
for I am  awaiting/{looking forward}/expecting  him  together/with  of  The Brethren. 

 

Therefore,  not  some/any  person  he/she  scorn/despise  him   (Timothy,  being principally of his young age  [but having a very mature head]) 
and you set him forth in  peace/prosperity/rest   (send him on his way,  by making his life easy), 
that he might come towards me  (Paul);    for I am expecting him  (to come)  together/with  The Brethren. 
 

As we read elsewhere Paul  {loves by principle}/agapao  Timothy like his own son and is very protective towards him.   
Paul also wrote letters to Timothy to encourage and guide him  –  these are contained within The Bible under his name. 
They are well worth reading to be giving us tools in guiding us how  (1) we are to behave and  (2) to examine the supposed credentials of those people 
who personally claim to come in The Lord’s Name  (but in many instances these people do  not  come in His  Character  or  Authority)! 
1Cor. 16v12 og concerning/about  And  Apollos  of the  brother/Brethren,  (the) many/much/plenteous   
1Cor. 16v12 og (I) {called near}/{invoked by imploring}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated/urged  (the) him [Apollos] 
1Cor. 16v12 og that  (he) accompany/appear/bring/come  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
1Cor. 16v12 og {specifically yourselves}  {amid/together/with (meta)}  of the  brothers/{The Brethren};   
1Cor. 16v12 og also  entirely/{at all events/occasions}/{by all means}/surely  no/not/none  (it) was   
1Cor. 16v12 og (the [= his]) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire/will  that  now/present/immediate   
1Cor. 16v12 og (he [Apollos]) accompany/appear/bring/come,   
1Cor. 16v12 og and  (he will) accompany/appear/bring/coming [middle voice]  whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}   
1Cor. 16v12 og (he [Apollos] has) {to have a good time}/opportunity/leisure/{convenient time}. 
1Cor. 16v12 = And  concerning/about  Apollos of the Brethren  (our brother Apollos)   

much  I  urged/exhorted  the him  (Apollos)   that  he  accompanies/comes  towards  {specifically yourselves}  with  The Brethren,   
also  {at all events}/{by all means}  it was  not  his  determination/desire  that  now/immediately  he  accompanies/comes,   
and  he will  personally  accompany/come  whenever  he has  {the opportunity}/{convenient time}. 

 

And concerning the  (spiritual)  brother Apollos, 
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much I urge him  (Apollos)  that he comes towards specifically yourselves  together/with  The Brethren, 
also by all means it was not his determination that he now comes, 
and  (yet)  he will personally come whenever he has the opportunity. 
 

 
140th Instruction – Keep Awake!    Carefully Watch!    Be  steadfast/firm  in  The  Knowledge/Assurance/Fidelity! 
141st Instruction – Act as a mature adult in The Knowledge!   Empower yourself!   Become  (mentally/spiritually)  Strong! 
107th Comment – This can only occur if we  personally make it occur –  not  by feigning “belief” and keep saying:  “God 
help me in this”  Because we must at least  personally work at it ourselves  to become a competent soldier  by training! 
86th Warning – First ensure  the knowledge is accurate  – and that it is sourced by Yahweh and  not  by Satan’s cohorts! 
Else suicidal bombers could state all the above –  but sadly they are duped by the  worldly centred  knowledge upon which 
their assurance and fidelity is built – thereby yielding “blind faith”  and thus wasting their,  and their victims’ lives. 
Likewise to all the members of those  worldly Christian congregations – they are only apathetic because that is what they 
are taught to  “believe”  by their delinquent  worldly Christian Leaders – demonstrably showing they have not much 
interest in the things of Yahweh –  else they would  not  let the present situation arise  (for the last 1700+ years)! 
142nd Instruction – Let all things be done in  {Charity Love}/agape.  This is the differentiator to be added in with  “The 
Knowledge”  that becomes practised within our lifestyle.  Does it encourage us to imitate JC’s ministry and not to have 
any form of fellowship within this present worldly system  (participate within its methodology)? 
161st Reasoning – Clearly we must have social intercourse with strangers within which to minister,  and thus  if  we are 
encouraged to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  then  the source is wholesome,  if not,  then we 
must thoroughly question our source –  because it is  not  from Yahweh! 
Thus  {Charity Love}/agape  is expressed because we sincerely care enough to  freely  use our time  to spiritually edify our 
neighbour’s mind so they might understand  why  and  how  they too should fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
1Cor. 16v13 og (Yourselves) {Keep awake}/{Be vigilant}/{Carefully watch}!    
1Cor. 16v13 og (Yourselves) {Be stationary}/Persevere/Steadfast  in  to the [= within]  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}!    
1Cor. 16v13 og (Yourselves) {Act manly}/{Be men}/{Have a mature mind} [middle voice]!    
1Cor. 16v13 og (Yourselves) Empower/{Increase in vigour}/{Be strengthened}/{Become strong}! 
1Cor. 16v13 = Yourselves - {keep awake}/{carefully watch}!      (Do not be misled by worldly Christian leaders peddling “Religion”). 

Yourselves - be  steadfast/immoveable  within the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}!   (Gain,  then stay with 1st Century Christianity). 
Yourselves – personally  {act manly}/{have a mature mind}!    (Carefully reason on The Knowledge to ensure it is 1st Century Christianity). 
Yourselves - empower/{become strong}!      (Be mentally competent in 1st Century Christianity and use  “The Word of God”  as a sword). 

 

Keep yourselves awake!   (Do not become misled by sweet talking  worldly Christian leaders growing up within your congregations  [Acts.20v29]). 
Yourselves be steadfast!   (Stay with  “1st Century Christianity”,  reject  the growing influential  “worldly Christianity” [2Cor.11v4]  of  “Religion”). 
Yourselves personally have a mature mind!   (Grow your mind upon  “The Word of God”  as given in  “1st Century Christianity”  to yield the HS). 
Yourselves become strong!   (Become mentally  [1] compliant  and  [2] proficient in  “The Use  of The Word of God”  [Eph.6v17]).  
 

This is a fervent exhortation from Paul to  all  “Christians”. 
Sadly,  humans generally sink back into  “ease and lethargy”  (this is a recognised characteristic).   
People take the easy  –  less troublesome route in life of  “The Wide Inviting Gate”  (Matt.7v12-14). 
It is called  “Herd instinct”  and causes less turmoil.  No one wants to stand out and be different  –  a basic insecurity caused by the lack of knowledge! 
Furthermore,  we know  “The Whistle Blowers”  shall  always  be despised by those people in authority,  personally allowing  “The Procedure”  to 
become wayward against general expectation.  Always knowing to  “Stand-out”  and become victimise by those people in charge of  “The Procedure”! 
The difference is  “The Whistle Blower”  is  sincere to  “The Expectation”  -  while the governors of  “The Procedure”  are shown to be  “hypocrites”! 

Thus  “The Whistle Blower”  is operating according to a methodology that is  different  to  the local authority. 
Which can be extended to TCs operating according to Yahweh’s Methodology,  while the worldly governors operate to worldly methodology. 
       (Because that is  why  they are  governors/leaders  in  this World  -  while under Satan’s  Heaven/Authority  [soon to be ejected].) 

This should not be new to “Christians”,  because JC taught us that he  would  bring division –  not  because TCs are doing anything wrong –  but rather,  
it is the other people feeling threatened by something they cannot,  or  choose not  to understand,  because “The Worldly Way”  seems pleasurable.   
Sadly,  virtually all  “Christians”  are  “taught to remain ignorant”  by their  worldly Christian leaders giving soundbites to titivate the ears,  thereby 
building upon sand  (Matt.7v25-29)  rather than  “The Solid Foundation”  of how  “The Word of God”  fits together to righteously yield “Yahweh’s 
Salvation for Mankind”  throughout  The Aeons.   The  “Christian minions”  become like  “corralled compliant cattle”   –  ready to be farmed by their 
leaders,  all as The Bible teaches us in many places  (Matt.7v15, 23v28-32,  as a couple from memory). 
Thus,  because TCs are operating according to Yahweh’s Methodology,  then they become as visible  “Whistle Blowers to The World”. 

Being the question raised - 
Why are TCs not behaving like other people  (Matt.11v17, Luke.7v32)  –  there must be something wrong with them! 

The Brethren must gain  accurate Knowledge,  build upon The Assurance this solid knowledge gives and then act with Fidelity upon The Knowledge 
within our mind.   This is called  “Real Faith”  and is  not  “I want to believe in something”  –  based only upon wholly unsubstantiated and untested 
myth and hearsay   –  being the roots of  “blind faith”  endemic in “Religion”! 
When a person has  “Real Faith”  –  Yahweh becomes  glorified/honoured/magnified  and He by return  agapao/phileo  (edifying/attractively  loves)  this 
person who is being added to  “The Short List”  ready for perhaps adoption,  because they are becoming   “Son like Father” (hence storge/family loved). 

Why?   
Because they have  (1) gone out and  personally searched  to  attain  accurate  knowledge  (precisely as JC instructed of us)  to gain the  one/same  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is  {separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment”  (the “HS”)  
and then  (2) gone out into The World to  freely/simply  (for absolutely  no  worldly return or strings attached)  tell their neighbours about what they have 
found  (again precisely what JC taught us)  -  as given at Luke.11v9, 15v8-10, Matt.13v44-46, etc. 

Yahweh is examining  “The Motive”  in  “The Special/Greater 1st Judgement”  (for future  King/Sonship,  1Sam.16v7-13),-  and nothing else. 
1Cor. 16v14 og (The) All (things)  {of yourselves}  in  (to the [= within]) benevolence/charity/dear/agape   
1Cor. 16v14 og (let it) {become to be} [middle voice]. 
1Cor. 16v14 = Let  personally  {become to be}  all  your things   (be done)   within  charity/agape! 
 

Let all your things personally become to be done within agape   (real charity with  absolutely  no  worldly return  Matt.6v1-4). 
 

As always,  Paul returns  back to  charity/agape.  
That for  “The Record”  means  
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We edify our neighbour’s well-being through our actions which are given  freely/simply with no strings attached that can be pulled later  
(therefore we receive  no  worldly return – except perhaps,  abuse from exposed hypocrites  [being the worldly  “disenfranchised people”]). 

“Actions always speak louder than words”  -  and Paul knows this,  hence his repeated use of  “agape”. 
By contrast,  Leaders of Religion are very vocal with pleasing waffle,  and able to latch themselves like leaches on other peoples’ good works! 

The Most Important Statement to be made,  we must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (Ecc.12v13-14). 
The problem is this - 

Virtually every human on this planet  (especially people fraudulently claiming to represent Yahweh)  have  not  the  “faintest idea”  what it is 
Yahweh’s Desire! 

Please read  “Yahweh’s Desire”  in glossary section of  “FutureLife.Org”  to understand what it really is! 
By contrast,  also please read  “Satan’s desire”  in glossary to understand precisely what we are up against today! 

We are to operate through  {charity love}  in our works within our most precious resource  “Time”  to  accurately  teach  “The Real Gospel” 
internally driven by  “agapao”  within our mind based solely on  “The Word of God” (JC)  operating as a  presence/parousia  within us. 

Thus we are to use our services freely for  no  (implied/induced)  return whatsoever,   to edify our neighbour so they too,  might understand precisely  
why  and then  how  they must freely choose to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire themselves  –  thus producing the highest form of principled love,  being that of  
“agapao/{edifying love}”  within  The Mind. 
That is all a TC can do during The Gospel Age,  it is to gain more TCs (Matt.13v23)  to present as sacred sacrifice  (of their own life)  upon  The Altar  
(being of their local environment)  of  The Lord!   Equally as importantly,  the TC must be  absolutely neutral  on all  political/worldly  aspects of life -  
become like  Teflon/PTFE  so that nothing worldly can stick upon us  (aiming to become TCs)  -  precisely as JC taught us at Luke.13v1-5,  and as Paul 
taught us at  Rom.13v1-5,  1Cor.9v19-23  as a few examples from memory.  We are instructed not to be actively engaged within The World being of its  
methodology/protocol/systems  but become as mere  sojourners/aliens  within this present worldly system  –  inasmuch we are  not  driven by its lures to 
entice us into its methodology. 
 
143rd Instruction – If  it is obvious a person  is  precisely imitating JC’s ministry  then  we are to subject ourselves to 
them –  else we are opposing Yahweh’s Temple,  and this is most serious.  But further,  these TCs imitating JC are genuine 
and sincere,  they sincerely do  not  want anything from us.  They do  not  want our money,  nor desire to exercise any 
leverage over us for return of favours,  they just want us to understand how Yahweh cares for our future,  and has put in  
“The Most Righteous Plan for Human Survival”.  Yahweh simply desires we learn this,  tell everyone about this Plan and 
replicate the instruction of  “The New World Order” within our  life/deportment!  That is  all  a TC is supposed to do!   
But naturally they will also display the fruit of the HS   (Gal.5v22-23, Eph.5v9)  equally within their work. 
144th Instruction – The sincere TCs are extremely hard working,  toiling day by day to freely pass  “The Word of God”  
on to a new person for  absolutely no  worldly reward.  They are only looking forward to  bringing-in  The Millennium  as 
soon as possible  under the righteous rule of Christ Jesus  (Rev.19v16)  –  that  is  their  only  motivation. 
Allegory – repeat - Firstfruit = “Early Harvest” occurs  before  “The Main Harvest”. 
JC was The First one (Barley) of The Firstfruits of 144000 TCs following (Wheat) as instituted by Yahweh at Lev.23v5-25 
some 3500 years ago to be a specific prophecy of what was to occur during The Gospel Age as we are equally told by 
prophecy at Rev.14v1-4 (almost 2000 years ago).   Yahweh underwrote this by His direct intervention in Acts.2v1+ at  
“The Feast of The Ingathering”,  being  “The Ingathering”  over the next some 2000 years for  “The Early Adopters”  (= 
144000 TCs)  during The Gospel Age.   They are needed to become The Rulers of The Millennium,  at the end of which 
“The Main Harvest”  shall take place after all “The Resurrected World”  has learnt “Righteousness” over the 1000 years 
while covered by JC over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  (John.19v31, 20v1).   See my important commentary at Rev.20v5. 
162nd Reasoning – A TC as a sojourner in this world does not desire this present world to stay in its present manner for 
them or their succeeding generations  (being as long as it takes for 144000 TCs to accrue).  Thus they want it to pass 
through as quickly as possible to get to The Promised Land  (The Millennium)  because the TC has  not  made  “a home”  
in this present world  (to be making roots within its present methodology). 
1Cor. 16v15 og (I) {call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge  And  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 16v15 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren},   
1Cor. 16v15 og (you) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  the  residence/house/household/family  (of) Stephanas,   
1Cor. 16v15 og because  (he/it) is  (the) Firstfruit/{early harvest}/{beginning sacrifice}  of the  Achaia,   
1Cor. 16v15 og also  into/unto  (the) attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}  to the  blameless/{holy persons} [TCs]   
1Cor. 16v15 og (they) arrangement/assigned/determined/ordained/set  {my/our/your/it them self} [= themselves]; 
1Cor. 16v15 = And  I  exhort/urge  {specifically yourselves},   the  Brethren,   

you  know/perceive  the  household/family  of  Stephanas,   because  he/it  is  the  Firstfruit/{early harvest}  of the  Achaia,   
also  they  arranged/assigned  themselves  unto  the  ministry/attendance  to the  {holy people}/TCs; 

 

And I exhort specifically yourselves,  brethren, 
you know the family of Stephanas,  because he is the Firstfruit of the Achia, 
also they  arranged/assigned  themselves unto the  ministry/attendance  to the  {holy people}/TCs 
 

1Cor. 16v16 og That  also  {specifically yourselves}  (you may/should be) subordinate/obedience/{put in subjection}/submit   
1Cor. 16v16 og to the (persons [TCs])  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}   
1Cor. 16v16 og also  (to the) every (person)  to the [= in/with/by/on]  co-operating/{working together}/{helping with}  
1Cor. 16v16 og also  (to the) [= in/with/by/on] {feeling fatigue}/{hard working}/toiling/labouring. 
1Cor. 16v16 = That  also  {specifically yourselves}  (Brethren)   may/should  be  subject/submit  to the  {such ones}  (TCs)   

also  to the  every person  in the  working/cooperating  together,  also  in the  toiling/labouring. 
 

That also specifically yourselves  (Corinthian brethren)  might be subject  to such people   (TCs  [such as Stephanas and of his household]) 
also to every person  working/cooperating  together,  also in the  toiling/labouring   (with me to broadcast  “God's Word”  unto The Nations). 
 

Thus,  The Brethren are to be subordinate to  “The Knowledge”  that can yield  “Wisdom”  when acted upon knowledge with fidelity,   all as given 
through information and advice by TCs. 
Sadly,  there are far too few TCs in  “Christianity”  (about 1 TC in 20000 Christians  [approximate derivation is from 3B/144k over 2000 years]) 
We are certainly  not  instructed by our  worldly Christian leaders to   “Subject ourselves to what the very few TCs teach us”  –  however there are so 
many  “indistinct calls”  within Christendom calling us to either  (1) ignore certain members or  (2) never question the decrees of other leaders! 
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Else be classed a heretic to  “worldly Christianity”  -  of which I am only too glad to be called,  when I seek out  “1st Century Christianity”  
as sourced by  “The Word of God”  without having been passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19. 

Most worryingly,  leaders of  “worldly Christianity”   speak from their own understanding  (Prov.3v5-8)  whose reasoning is utterly devoid from  “The 
Word of God”  (as my many thousands of commentaries testify)  and they are merely serving their own interests  (hence.Matt.6v24).   
Consequently,  I simply ask the members of Christendom to do a few things - 

Read an  accurate  translation of The Bible ideally twice  –  because it does not take long to read it,  provided we set our mind to it! 
Carefully reason upon what you have read  –  and place yourself within  “The Scene”  described to understand what is really being taught. 
In this manner we are gaining  “The Word of God”  –  then thoroughly question everything we have read  –  being of its full implications. 
The most important thing is do  not  accept at face value what  worldly Christian leaders teach  –  because  most of it is  utterly wrong  when 
specific to what  “1st Century Christianity”  teaches us –  they only preach  “Religion”  (comprising of about every  myth  within The World). 

Within whatever Christian sect we may be involved  –  it is highly unlikely  (with some  37,000 [worldly] Christian schisms [at 2005 CE])  that we are 
within  “the genuine article”  =  JC’s  one/own  flock  (see Luke.12v32, John.10v1-16)  -  all these  schisms/sects  having their own  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  of which only perhaps  ONE  has the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that sourced by Yahweh. 
We can sensibly reason the odds are at least  37,000  1  against that we are going to be within JCg's  small  flock (Luke.12v32).   
In 2013 CE the odds are now about  43,000 1  against  being in the correct group!    Not particularly good odds for being successful! 
Please use my representative sample talks  –  to give guidance to what type of Christian organisation is close to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
As we read,  Paul’s workers are  “working together”  and  “labouring”  under the duress from this present worldly system  (see other Bible quotes)  and 
thus demonstrate  “The Correct Attitude”  that Yahweh Desires.  If  our Christian Leader is  not  imitating Paul’s lifestyle  (see 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 
2Cor.11v24-28)  and be instructing us to be equally imitating Paul,  then  quite simply  he/she  is  most unlikely  to be a TC!    
Thus,  for our own edification we should leave and find a TC by carefully examining the fruitage by an audit using The Bible as  “The Quality Manual”. 
 
30th Good News – TCs supply  accurate  knowledge to  straighten/align  the crooked paths The World through its leaders 
imposes upon all humans.  This is what separates The Bible from any other Master religious document on this planet.  The 
Bible is full of warnings  not  to wander off the tight and narrow path of life,  because it is so easy to wander off  
“Perfection”  and follow  “The Reasoning of The World”.  However other religions are deficient in these  regular 
warnings  simply because Satan is most desirous for  “the (blind) faith  (of whatever)”  to be  “all embracing”  to ensnare 
as many people as possible within any particular worldly sourced faith!   And then to keep them locked within it by being  
“all things to all men”!    
And that is also precisely what Satan has done to Christianity to make it  “worldly Christianity”  (being of a “New Jesus”, 
2Cor.11v4 given by  {rogue traders}/{spiritual paedophiles}  2Cor.11v13-15, 1John.2v18-19, 1Thes.2v3-6)  so that people 
can read whatever they like into it – being anything other than what Yahweh truly desires to yield His 144000 future Sons 
of God.  See  “Satan’s Desire”  and  “Yahweh’s Desire”  in glossary where the exegesis is very carefully explained. 
31st Good News – TCs are those people who accurately and eagerly run with “The Knowledge” in the early days before 
everyone else.   In Marketing – these people are called  “The Early Adopters”  and they are sincerely keen to run with the 
new product.  But as “the product”  becomes established over the years – people drift in and out with  “the product”  
having not much interest within it –  even the sales personnel are lazy by reasoning that it is an established and now 
tarnished product –  we have no need to push it!   And that is where we are today with  “Christianity” –  an established  
tarnished  product being dismissed as such by all those who claim to be associated with it!    
But Yahweh is  still  searching to fill His 144000 allocated places –  so please have the  zeal/passion/drive  of an  “Early 
Adopter”  and promote  “The Knowledge”  accurately  to all those people whom you meet,  so that you personally help 
bring forward The Millennium  (both spiritually  [in your mind]  and physically [at  “The 1st Resurrection”]  by being 
personally part of it)! 
1Cor. 16v17 og (I) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greet  And  into/unto   
1Cor. 16v17 og to the  presence/coming  (of the) Stephanas  also  (of the) Fortunatus  also  (of the) Achaicus,   
1Cor. 16v17 og because  the (poverty)  {of yourselves}  (the) deficit/poverty/{that which is behind}/lacking/penury/want   
1Cor. 16v17 og this/that (specifically)   (they) completed/occupied/supplied/accomplished/fulfilled. 
1Cor. 16v17 = And  I  rejoice  unto  the  presence/coming  of  Stephanas,   also  of  Fortunatus,   also  of  Achaicus,   

because of your  poverty/lack/deficiency  (in The Knowledge)  this specifically  they  completed/supplied/accomplished. 
 

And I rejoice unto the  presence/coming  of Stephanas,  also of Fortunatus,  also of Achaicus, 
because of your poverty  (spiritually and  not  physically)  this specifically they  completed/supplied   (straightened out Corinthian’s thinking). 
 

Notice how Paul switched to  “parousia” (presence/coming)  -  rather than be using  “eruthros” (the physical  “accompanying/coming”). 
Why, –  what does this mean? 

As I categorically state on this website the apostle scribes specifically use  “parousia”  to mean something very specific  –  and  worldly  translators 
capitulating to  worldly Christian doctrine shall  naturally  just ignore the full significance of this word! 
“Parousia”  is used to mean  “the presence operating within”  –  and not necessarily the person being physically there! 
In this instance Paul is stating the TCs have travelled to The Brethren  –  so they might straighten out their reasoning,  and then they departed. 

But what remained? 
Their  “presence”! 

How? 
It was  “The Correct Knowledge”  now operating within The Brethren that became the  “parousia”,  being the modified  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
now operating within The Brethren that came from  Stephanas,  Fortunatus  and  Achaicus. 
Likewise that is how  “The Presence”  of JCg occurs within TCs having imbued  accurate  knowledge that rewires the synapse construction enabling the  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits  to operate within them that is  pure/{separate from this present worldly methodology}”  (the “HS”). 

Can the reader understand this righteous logic?   
That is a long way away from  worldly Christian doctrine of all the differing  sects/schisms! 

1Cor. 16v18 og (they) {to repose}/refreshed/{gave ease}/{gave/took rest}  For  the (spirit)  my/{of me}/mine   
1Cor. 16v18 og (the) spirit/personality/desires/traits  also  the (spirit)  {of yourselves},   
1Cor. 16v18 og (you) {know upon some mark}/recognise/{full acquaintance}/acknowledge/perceive   
1Cor. 16v18 og therefore/then  the (persons)  {truly this}/{of this sort}/like/{such ones}. 
1Cor. 16v18 = For they  {gave ease}/refreshed  my  spirit/personality/desires/traits  also  your  spirit/personality/desires/traits,   

therefore  you  recognise/{fully acquaint with}  these such  people (TCs). 
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For they (Stephanas/Fortunatus/Achaicus)  refreshed my  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (telling me they had  spiritually  helped you), 
also  (refreshed)  your  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (by guiding the Corinthian brethren back to  “The Word of God”), 
therefore,  you  recognise/acquaint  (with)  these sort of people  (TCs). 
 

It is most certainly spiritual food Stephanas and brethren gave,  because Paul is not principally interested in worldly provisions,  but rather their 
spiritual growth by people whom he had just commended as being The Firstfruits of Achia!   That is why Paul was spiritually refreshed!  
    Sadly,  our worldly translators of the English bible just  “do not get it”,  hence their translations insinuating that food and provisions were given! 
Paul was pleased to interact with people  “of like mind”  –  to be having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as himself. 
TCs will give ease and refresh peoples’ reasoning minds because they explain Yahweh’s Plan into something that  is  meaningful and righteous.  
They are  not  like  worldly Christian Leaders trained to merely give froth from the eloquent tongue,  like a  house/family  built upon sand  (Matt.7v27)  –  
so when the  “storms of life”  beat upon that  house/family,  the reasoning evaporates and people just disown what they perceive of JCg  (as  “The Word 
of God”  supposedly operating within their life)  and his Father,  Yahweh. 
1Cor. 16v19 og (They) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet [middle voice]  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 16v19 og the  {a calling outs}/congregations/ecclesiae/assemblies/churches  of the  Asia. 
1Cor. 16v19 og (They [Aquila/Priscilla]) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet [middle voice]  {specifically yourselves} 
1Cor. 16v19 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master  (the) much/many/plenteous  Aquila  also  Priscilla,   
1Cor. 16v19 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  to the  down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)     
1Cor. 16v19 og (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family  {of them}   
1Cor. 16v19 og (the) {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church. 
1Cor. 16v19 = The  {Calling outs}/Ecclesiae  of the Asia,  they  personally  embrace/greet  {specifically yourselves}. 

Aquilla,  also Priscilla  {united as companions}/together/with  their  {calling out}/ecclesia  according to  their  house/family, 
they  personally  embrace/greet  {specifically yourselves}  much/plenteous  within the  lord/master  (JC as The Word of God). 

 

The  {calling outs}/ecclesiae  of the Asia,  they personally greet specifically yourselves  (of Corinth). 
Aquilla,  also Priscilla united as companions accordingly with their  house/family  {calling out}/ecclesia, 
they personally greet specifically yourselves much within the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  operating within their mind) 
 

1Cor. 16v20 og (They [Brethren]) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet [middle voice]  {specifically yourselves}   
1Cor. 16v20 og the  brothers/{The Brethren}  (the) all (persons).   
1Cor. 16v20 og (You) {Enfold in the arms}/Embrace/Salute/Greet  {one another}/mutual/together   
1Cor. 16v20 og in  (to the [= within]) kiss  (to the) holy/pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
1Cor. 16v20 = All the brethren,  they  personally  embrace/greet  {specifically yourselves}.   

You  embrace/greet  {one another}/mutually  within  the  holy/pure/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  kiss. 
 

All the brethren,   they personally greet specifically yourselves   (of Corinth). 
You greet one another within the  holy/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  kiss. 
 

 “Holy”  to mean  “innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}”  thus having no  self-indulgent  undertones  –  but rather the  “phileo”  
(StrongsTM=5368 = close friendship  = “affection/attraction”  “driven by the head”)  form of Love where each other is mutually united within The Lord 
against this present worldly diseased system of corruption,  pain and hurt that we witness.  Thus the  “holy kiss”  is a uniting bond to symbolise the new 
system of The Millennium where we are all to become as brother and sister of one family with this  “family friendship kiss”. 
1Cor. 16v21 og The  greeting/salutation  to the (in/with/by/on)  my/{of me}/mine  (to the) {hollowness for grasping}/hand   
1Cor. 16v21 og (of the) Paul. 
1Cor. 16v21 = The  salutation/greeting  of the  Paul  (written)  with my hand! 
 

The greeting of Paul  (written)  with my hand! 
 

This comment suggests that Paul had very poor eyesight  (perhaps from the incident at Acts.9v1-5),   he also mentions  “eyes”   at Gal.4v15 and this 
could have been the subject matter of  2Cor.12v7-9,  being the full restoration of his eyesight.  Hence,  he dictates some of these epistles to his scribes 
and endorses the contents at the end with a comment and perhaps signature. 
 
87th Warning – If a person is not prepared to become a close friend  (this means to understand their friend’s innermost 
feelings and passions)  then let them become cursed! 
Important note:  Some people think they know their friends and are most shocked when something  “out of  perceived 
character occurs”  –  only  occurs  because  they did  not  really know them! 
Several times  in The Bible we are told  (and thus important):- 

These “friends” of JC say upon their resurrection:  “Did we not do all these things in your name?” 
And JCg replies to them:  “Get away from me you workers of Lawlessness!”   (Matt.7v19-23). 

So, beware –  lest you become one of these people who  (errantly)  thought  they were “friends” of JC! 
But this is really directed to leaders of  worldly Christianity who pretend to be Christ-like – but are not really our friend or 
a friend to Yahweh having rejected what JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  really means within their life  (2Tim.3v5, Tit.1v16). 
38th Prophecy – Actually an impassioned plea by Paul,  not really for retribution on these people,  but rather:  
“Come on Lord hurry up and sort this present mess out on this planet –  so there are no more misled humans!” 
163rd Reasoning – Actually Yahweh is waiting  for us  to make possible that number of 144000 TCs –  the onus is upon us 
to make this number occur by our planting and watering,  enabling Yahweh to be in the position to make that seed grow. 
Not that we are special –  but that Yahweh in His omnipotence knew precisely when that 144000 would occur to fulfil  
“The Week”  (Heb.4v4 of 7000 years)  –  to  (1) coincide with a full planet –  to  (2) coincide with Mankind imploding 
upon itself thus forcing Yahweh to step in else no flesh will be saved (Matt.24v22)!    

What words can describe  “The Most  Wonderful/Omnificent  Almighty God,  Yahweh”! 
32nd Good News – The gifts and favours of JCg through God's Word dispensing Yahweh’s HS upon us TCs and brethren. 
33rd Good News – The  {Charity Love}/agape  of a TC who always puts the well-being of their neighbour over the TC’s 
own comforts gifts to be applied on all those to whom they associate in the  name/character/authority  of our master JCg. 
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Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
1Cor. 16v22 og If  {some/any/certain person}  not   
1Cor. 16v22 og (he/she) {attractively love}/{same ideals}/{be a friend}/affection/{personal attachment}/ 

/{have a fondness}/endearment    
1Cor. 16v22 og the  lord/master  (the) Jesus  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  {let him/it be}   
1Cor. 16v22 og (the) banned/excommunicated/accursed/anathema.   
1Cor. 16v22 og {Our lord has come}/{Exclamation of divine judgement}. 
1Cor. 16v22 = If  {some/any/certain person}  

not  he/she  {attractively love}/{same ideals}/{be a friend}  (to)  the  lord/master  the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   
let  him/(her)   be  the  curse/anathema!   
{Our  lord/master  has come}   (exclamation of approaching Divine Judgement)! 

 

If some person not  he/she  {be a friend}/{same ideals}/attracted  (to)  the  lord/master  
             (If a person cannot  appreciate/value/esteem/admire  what JC has done for  all  of us –  to have his same ideals for The World.) 
             (This means  “to be  internally motivated to fulfil The Goals  of which JC was inspired to complete”!   Not  to fraudulently claim  “to love him”!) 
the Anointed Jesus   (Yahweh has  elected  JC to become JCg as  “The Premier Son of God”)   
             (This is  “The Goal”  unto which JC aimed to achieve,  of which he was  genuinely motivated to induce within hearkening recipients) 
(then)  let  him/(her)  be a  curse/anathema   (having no mind to subjugate themselves in humility for our indebtedness to The Master JC)! 
             (Thus,  any person who fraudulent claims  “to love JC”,   yet is  not  motivated to produce new TCs for Yahweh’s Pleasure  -  is cursed!) 
             (By audit of their output,  then maybe most  “Christian leaders”  are in this encampment  [focussed to fulfil the spirit of this world, Eph.2v2]!) 
Our  lord/master  has come   (The Word of God has worked itself in our mind – and with this,  we recognise deception in  worldly Christian leaders). 
 

I deliberately did not use  “love”  being the standard translation  –  I wanted the reader to think about the  alternative  words for “phileo” (“attractively 
love”  by  “having the same goals”}  that align more closely to the original Greek word used.  Regrettably,  the word  “love”  is  so debased  today that 
no one really knows what all the different nuances mean,  and when to use the variants of “love”.   Today,  when the  “love”  is used then it is taken to 
mean a worldly  –  self-gratifying  “eros love”  (being of many forms expressed in almost an infinite number of ways). 
Worldly Christian leaders  never  explain all the different  words/understandings  for  “love”  in their sermons  (see glossary)  and thus stand accused! 
Paul is speaking to The Brethren  (read “Christians”)  when he said,  “let  him/her  be cursed”  and thus he is speaking about people  pretending  to 
have  “The Qualities”   of JC   (perhaps just lying to themselves when claiming to be  “supposedly a Real Christian” [TC]). 
Furthermore,  people also saying  “they come in The Name of JC”  –  and be saying  “all the correct rhetoric”  as might a politician  “for the worldly 
vote”  -  but  he/she  categorically does  not  come in JC’s character or authority,   and thus mislead so many deluded devotees in their wake.   

This passage is  not  about atheists and those people of other religions,  supposedly cursed because they do not recognise JC's qualities and 
what he has done for us.  Perhaps many people remain in this condition by witnessing the rampant shenanigans within Christendom!   

Thus,  we realise these people presently have  no  accurate knowledge of JC  –  being of his character and authority,  and thus they are unable to make 
an educated decision.   Clearly,  righteous Yahweh will not come soon and make judgement upon them  –  He ignores them  (until they have been 
educated,  that shall occur in The Millennium). 
It is  “The Word of God”  that makes us educated over these matters  -  when,  and only when  we thoroughly  imbue/inculcate  “The Word of God”,  to  
“live and breathe”  in the same manner as would JC.      Then,  and  only then  are we able to make  educated/accurate  decisions about how people  
operate within  The World  -  by the 6th sense we gain through this learning process.   We can peer through  “The Painted Facade”  constructed by  
worldly Christian leaders,  deep into their motivation,  as might an infrared camera peer through traditional camouflage completely unrestricted.   
It is this that Paul is saying to us in this verse. 

He can use  “The Word of God”  to make decisions about The World around him,  and thus state   “The Lord has Come  (in judgement)!” 
Else quite simply,  an ignorant Paul would not have  “The Knowledge”  upon which to make a credible statement.   
For this  knowledge/authority  to become more widespread,  to blow the lid off present deceit given by  “Leaders of Religion”  then we need more TCs! 

That is  why  we need more TCs  –  and  less  worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders! 
      Sadly,  it is vastly the other way around when we competently audit the output of  “Christian Leaders”   having  only  “worldly authority”  to preach! 
      That is why Religious Leaders are motivated to rid the World of TCs – because TCs become  “The Comparative Standard”  of which the World  
      can then use to expose the rampant fraud expressed by millions of people falsely claiming to represent Yahweh for a worldly return. 
It  is  “The Responsibility”  of the  “Christian”  to  accurately  publicise  “The Word of God”  to those people outside  “1st Century Christianity”  by  
accurate  teaching in the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of Yahweh  -  both by righteous words  and deeds  that imitate JC’s  “being no 
respecter of person”  –  all as The Bible teaches us  (Matt.22v16, Acts.10v34-35)! 
But to do that,  then we must have  accurate  knowledge in our minds  (and  not  only have in our heads what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us)! 

“Our Lord Comes”  demonstrating Paul’s present frustration  being what he could see occurring around him,  based upon his knowledge. 
As I explained earlier,  Paul could see people  (being the new leaders)  in The Brethren causing divisions and fragmentation  –  he is desperate for the  
lord/master  (JC)  as  “The Word of God”  to operate as a  presence/parousia  within these individuals,  and just  spiritually  sort out their tangled mind 
which yields the present worldly mess  –  as soon as possible!   This being stage 1. 
Ultimately in stage 2,  Yahweh will physically step in through JCg  (Rev.19v16-21)  who shall operate by  coming/parousia  to  physically  cause 
2Pet.3v8-13 to occur and bring in The Millennium,  when JC will rule to ensure truth and righteousness reigns  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)   without the 
present rampant deception within people claiming represent Yahweh.  We should recognise that perhaps half of JC's parables and illustrations were 
directed specifically at  worldly  (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders.   Please read all my  inter-verse  commentaries for the four Gospels,  that 
thoroughly and  accurately  explain what JC was  really teaching us  -  being in some instances,  “light-years”  away from what our  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  will naturally tell us!     
1Cor. 16v23 og The  grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit   
1Cor. 16v23 og of the  lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
1Cor. 16v23 og {amid/together/with (meta)}  {of yourselves}. 
1Cor. 16v23 = The  gift/favour/benefit  of the  lord/master  Jesus  Christ/Anointed  be  together/with  {of yourselves}. 
 

The  gift/favour/benefit  of the  lord/master  the Anointed Jesus   (by Yahweh for a position of premier Sonship) 
be with yourselves   (being what  “The Word of God”  yields within our minds to  entirely reform us away from worldly methodology). 
 

As I explain elsewhere,  the benefits that accrue from imitating JC are as follows - 
1. By being entirely neutral in The World means nothing harmful can stick to us.  People have no reason to be offended. 
2. By living a moral lifestyle means - 

Sexually  –  we have no problems of STDs or illegitimate children, broken shallow relationships, a hurt third party, etc. 
Relationships -  by remaining calm, civil, peace makers,  -  means we generate no enemies! 
Money – not over stretching ourselves on credit,  defrauding other people  -  keeps our life simple and problem free. 

3. Having  “The Expectation” –  raises our minds out from terminal decline of The World and of its operations.  
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Please see my commentaries to  “The Beatitudes”  at Matt.5v1-12,  because as usual,  these verses do  not  quite mean what our  worldly  Christian 
leaders tell us  (as  “Professional Leaders of Religion”),  showing they are presently firmly planted within the existing world,  being paid by the World to 
give what the World wants to hear!   Being a  “Gospel of excuses to remain human”!   This not what Yahweh wants to hear (Isa.1v11-20, Amos.5v21-23). 
1Cor. 16v24 og The  benevolence/charity/dear/agape  {of me}/mine/my   
1Cor. 16v24 og {amid/together/with (meta)}    (of the) all  {of yourselves}  
1Cor. 16v24 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus.   Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
1Cor. 16v24 = My  {charity love}/agape  (be)  together/with  all  {of yourselves}  within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus.   Amen! 
 

My agape  (being what Paul freely gives to them  -  his uncompromising efforts to  accurately  broadcast  “The Word of God”  to them)  
(be)  together/with  all of yourselves within the Anointed Jesus   (you all aim to be of  the one mind  for  “The Anointing unto Sonship”).   
Amen. 
 

Paul means I am most desirous to give my time to you so you might understand and become TCs like myself. 
If  Christian leaders were really fulfilling Yahweh/s Desire,  then  this would be the consequence of their output  (which is why they do not do it) - 

1. Be doing themselves out of a job. 
2. Teaching us that we only need JC as  “The Word of God”  to come to Yahweh  (and not through religious leaders or dead saints). 
3. Teaching us to entirely reform by  completely leaving  worldly methodology  (and become a totally different person [1Pet.2v18-24]). 
4. Understand there is only One Methodology that is to  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  -  this entirely fulfils Yahweh's Desire. 
5. We are given understanding as to why The World must ultimately be destroyed and replaced by The New World  (Rev.19v16-21, 2Pet.3v9-13). 
6. Teach that human behaviour exhibited by present day leaders  (religion/politic/commerce)  is inexcusable  (and we must  not  imitate them). 
7. Lead by example through charity  (receive absolutely nothing for the specific service given).  
8. Excite us to understand,  Yahweh only desires a perfect operating society –  this is true worship to His Methodology  (Character/Authority). 
9. We understand,  it is only by a  positive contribution  to society that we feel good within ourselves  (and not self-indulging ourselves). 
10. Thoroughly explain all things regarding our edification –  so everyone clearly understands what we should be doing. 
11. Taught to think consider and reason so we know why we must behave in a  new  manner that truly fulfils Yahweh's Desire 
12. All people at one level fully understand what they should be doing  –  everything carefully explained. 
13. The guides have nothing to fear from public scrutiny of their private lives  (Luke.12v2-3) –  audited accounts both spiritually and physically. 
14. Explain how the recipient must replace the TC as the next generation of TCs. 

By contrast,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  on the other hand - 
1. Become worldly professional  –  inasmuch they must remain needed so they can live off the backs of their victims  (Acts.20v29). 
2. To this end,  they must provide a worldly service for a worldly return. 
3. They must maintain the present methodology  –  being the same as when a person entered their lair  –  so they are  “continually needed”! 
4. Introduce  customs/concepts  that separate the devotees into a grouping  -  to  “Divide and rule” 
5. They must excuse  The World  and its systems as being presently viable. 
6. They excuse human behaviour so they can remain as leaders  (and “we” remain as “we” are,  subservient to the leaders). 
7. They teach pyramid edifices are required within society  –  the underneath supports the layer above. 
8. Give an animalistic from of worship.  “We” do something nice to the deity,  then “we” we receive favour back  (mutual scratching of back) 
9. Excite our animalistic emotions to feel that we are receiving a service for the giving of what we materially have. 
10. Keep the punters in the dark  –  with mystique and mystery,  so they cannot ask  “educated questions”. 
11. Taught how  “not to think and reason” –  so that we must keep returning to The Leader  –  to fulfil the leader's desires! 
12. Leaders do not even know what they should  be doing –  but it is what their peers do for a worldly return  -   
13. Leaders fear public scrutiny of their private lives,  being audited accounts spiritually and physically,  and thus operate under basic hypocrisy. 
14. Maintain the conduit of being required to reach God – so the traffic can be tithed by passing through it. 

It is only by carefully understanding the above do we realise how much  “1st Century Christianity”  as originally taught by JC had,  within two 
generations,  morphed into a subset of  “Religion”  (2Cor.11v4)  to become the  all-pervasive  “Worldly Christianity”  of Christendom,  that we have 
today.   We now have a  “Gospel of Excuses”  to  “Remain human”. 

Quit simply,  Yahweh does not what humans to exist into “The Eternity”  but only reformed people who imitate JC! 
However,  to understand and recognise all of this,  then we must gain  “The Real Word of God”  first –  else quite simply,  we  will  be deluded by  very  
skilful  and articulate conmen  (Matt.24v24)  with a pseudo  “word of god”  given by  “rogue traders”  and  “spiritual paedophiles”  Luke.17v2, etc.  
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though they 
have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much superior 
to the more popular schisms  (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 
 




